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The extremely long missions of the two Viking Orbiter 
spacecraft have produced a wealth of photos of surface 
features. Many of these photos can be used to form stereo 
images allowing the earth-bound student of Mars to examine 
his subject in 3-D. This catalog is a technical guide to 
ii 
the use of stereo coverage within the complex Viking imaging 
data set. This second edition of the catalog supercedes the 
first published in June, 1980 as NASA Contractor Report 3277. 
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Spacecraft Imaging Data 
Remote evaluation of the surface geology of extraterres-
trial objects consists, in large part, of studies of television 
images using techniques developed by terrestrial aerial photo-
geologists. Of course, unlike terrestrial geologists, the 
planetary geologist often has little or no additional data 
from other forms of remote sensing or surface samples to guide 
his studies. For this reason it is extremely important that 
the investigator understand the nature of his imaging data -
its full potential and its weaknesses. For instance, as com-
pared to a typical conventional aerial photograph of the earth, 
most planetary images contain far less information, but that 
information is strictly numerical in its original form, most 
often a digital magnetic record, and so may be subject to 
quantitative photometric analysis. 
Stereo data on relief of surface features seen in over-
. lapping images is another type of information that has often 
gone unexploited by planetary geologists. Qualitative and 
quantitative evaluation of landscape morphology and strati-
graphic and structural relationships are all considerably 
aided by access to three dimensional imaging. This is par-
ticularly true for terrains without recognized terrestrial 
analogues. 
The planet Mars has a great variety of puzzling geologic 
features and a general complexity of structure and stratigraphy 
second only to the Earth. This catalog is intended to facili-
tate use of stereo imaging data by investigators of Martian 
geology. 
Viking Orbiter Imaging Data 
The two Viking orbiters arrived at Mars in the summer of 
1976. Viking 1 gathered and returned data during 1488 orbits 
of Mars; 36,622 TV images were recorded. Viking 2 functioned 
for 706 orbits recording 16,041 TV images. The standard format 
of Viking orbiter frames recoljded as photographs is shown in 
Figure 1-1. The picture label contains considerable information 
on lighting and viewing conditions, including almost everything 
needed to recognize stereo pairs and orient them for viewing. 
Two types of photographic renditions were made from the 
Viking images, the original perspective view from the camera 
focal plane and a version transformed by computer to a map pro-
jection. These versions may be identified by the words 
"rectilinear" and "orthographic", respectively in the top center 
label. Computer codes were also used to selectively enhance 
image features. The standard enhancements most often applied 
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Not surprisingly, useful stereo imaging cannot be easily 
located by going through a Viking Project index which lists 
pictures by geographical location (2). Images suitable for 
viewing under a stereoscope or for compilation into topo-
graphic maps must meet criteria other than being targeted to 
the same location. They must be somewhat similar in atmospheric 
clarity conditions, lighting conditions, spatial resolution, 
and contrast of surface features. 
Cataloging Procedures and Criteria 
In assembling this catalog we have attempted to screen 
out large amounts of data unsuitable for stereo analysis, 
identify similar overlapping images, and then evaluate quanti-
tatively their coverage and stereo viewing characteristics .. 
We have ,eliminated from consideration large numbers of images 
showing/dense cloud cover, images for which less than 70% 
of the data was successfully recorded, images for which the 
viewing perspective (EMA) was greater than 650 from the zenith, 
and images for which the solar zenith angle (INA) was greater 
than 85 0 • 
Overlapping images taken from differing perspectives were 
then grouped according to spatial resolution so as to insure 
comparison of images differing up to 50% in resolution. These 
images were then screened to eliminate combinations for which 
solar azimuth differed by greater than 450 , solar zenith angle 
by greater than 30 0 , or for which differences in the distri~ 
bution of surface (polar) ice would make the scene appearances 
very dissimilar. 
Except for most evaluation of cloud cover, comparisons 
of images were made through the SEDR (Supplementary Experiment 
Data Record) (3). These engineering data are admittedly im-
perfect, but our experience indicates that the data being 
used are sufficiently precise for a practical stereo catalog. 
The only major exception is some of the highest resolution 
coverage with defective SEDR data. Timing errors sometimes 
caused large displacements of images from expected targets~ 
The only remedy for this problem is to visually match features 
in high resolution images to medium resolution images. 
For each area of stereo coverage identified, a record was 
made of spatial resolution, the image ID's (PICNO~'s), the 
location of the area, and the viewing conditions. Calculations 
were then performed to determine the strength of the stereo 
viewing geometry and the optimum orientation of the pictures 
under a stereoscope for discriminating relief differences. 
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Catalog Organization 
All this information is presented to the catalog user 
through maps of locations of stereo coverage (Section 4) and 
indexed tables listing images and stereo viewing data (Section 
2). In addition, we have provided a supplementary list of 
lighting and viewing data and a roll/frame order number for 
each image in the catalog (Section 3). Because orthographic 
map projection and filtering commonly facilitate stereo viewing, 
the frame order number refers to an ORTHO/NGF version of the 
image when one is available. It is expected that the normal 
pattern of use for this catalog will be that a feature of 
known latitude and longitude is the subject of study. The 
investigator will consult the appropriate index map to deter-
mine whether stereo coverage has been identified for that 
location. If it has, the corresponding table will show the 
characteristics of that coverage and provide a list of photo-
graphs for study. Characteristics of individual photos and 
order numbers will be found in the supplementary data list. 
The maps of stereo data set coverage (Section 4) are com-
piled according to a few simple conventions. Except for polar 
regions beyond 80 0 latitude, each map covers an area of Mars 
measuring 10 degrees latitude by 10 degrees longitude. The 
areas are numbered from the north to south and east to west 
around each 100 tier of latitude (Figure 1-2). The area ID 
number and the specific latitude - longitude limits of each 
map are shown be 10\,1' each map. For rectangular maps, north is 
toward the top. Within a map different line symbols outline 
areas covered by specific sets of stereo images. The index 
number of the stereo set is located inside the outlined area 
as close to the upper left corner as practical. As necessary 
to clarify map relationships, the area index number has also 
been placed on top of the corresponding line symbol. 
Because the sliver shape of the extreme polar (800 to 90 0 
latitude) 100 x 100 regions would result in a very inconvenient 
set of index maps, the regions have been consolidated into . 
"quads" measuring 100 latitude by 90 0 longitude. In the north 
polar regions, for example, Quad. 1 is the area from 80 0 to 
90 0 N and 00 to 90 0 W. 
The listings of stereo data sets (Section 3) are order~d 
and numbered in the same way as the index maps. The column 
headings are defined: 
M = map index number of stereo data set 
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Rb = range bin. The stereo sets are grouped according 
to spatial resolution into seven intervals of range: 
Rb Slant Range Resolution (m/pixel) 
1 < 1000km <25 
2 SOO-1600km 20-40 
3 l200-2400km 30-60 
4 lSOO-3600km 45-90 
5 2700-5400km 67.5-135 
6 4l00-S200km 102.5-205 
7 6200-l2400km 155-310 
These range bins were chosen to insure that stereo 
pairs differing by up to 50% in resolution would be 
considered·for the catalog. 
Stereo Set 1, Stereo Set 2 = the PICNO ID's of the photo-
graphs covering the designated map area 
T = target, approximate center coordinates (latitude, 
longitude) of the area of stereo coverage 
Sl,S2 = approximate subspacecraft coordinates (latitude, 
longitude) during acquisition of pictures of 
Stereo Sets 1 and 2, respectively 
Eml,Em2 = Approximate spacecraft zenith angles (EMA in 
picture label) at target for Stereo Sets 1 and 
2, respectively 
v = angular separation in azimuth on Mars of 
locations Sl and S2 measured at T. This is 
also the angle between the two spacecraft 
directions (S/CAZ in picture label) for a 
stereo pair of orthographically projected 
images aligned for viewing (Fig. 1-3) 
Wl,W2 = orientations of spacecraft directions, relative 
to the eye-eye line, for optimum viewing of 
relief in an overlppping picture pair from 
Stereo Sets 1 and 2 (Fig. 1-3) 
FIGURE 1-3 OPTIMUM STEREO VIEWING GEOMETRY 
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= the projection of the parallax angle, or Em1 
and Em2, into a vertical plane parallel to the 
eye-eye line with photos oriented for optimum 
viewing of relief differences (see W1, W2 above) 
= set number of the pictures which should be 
placed to the left under a stereoscope, observing 
the convention to set up oblique views from a 
forward looking and upright perspective 
Due to limited resources stereo coverage with bin 7 resolu-
tion was not catalogued for polar regions beyond 800 latitude. 
Stereo imaging with resolution lower than bin 7 exists for 
most of Mars but it also has not been catalogued. 
Figure 1-3 illustrates the use of the angles W1 and W2 
and Left set number to align a picture pair for viewing. 
The procedure for setting up a pair is as follows. Pick out 
from the stereo sets two picutres with substantial overlap, 
one from Stereo Set 1 and one from Stereo Set 2. From the 
table determine which set is the Left Set and place the picture 
from that set in the left viewing position. From the picture 
label or the SEDR data listing (Section 3) determine S/CAZ, 
the spacecraft direction, for each picture. Orient the two 
pictures so the spacecraft directions diverge from the eye-eye 
line by angles W1 and W2, as shown in Figure 1-3. To bring 
the images into coincidence, forming a three dimensional image 
should now require only translation and slight rotation of 
one picture. 
It is necessary that the two images be of identical scale 
to form a stereo image. This can be accomplished by printing 
the pictures to identical scale, as through use of the scale 
bars on orthographically projected versions. Alternatively 
a sliding-wing-mirror stereoscope can be employed. Movement 
of the mirrors allows some adjustment of relative image size. 
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INDEX MAP QUAD1 16 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 4 66B03.05.07.09.11 73.2,268.6 82.0, 4.0 48.4 50 54 43 2 
79B56-63 72.9,320.3 33.5 76 
2 4 499B55 73.4,187.6 89.1, 5.0 38.4 45 68 34 2 
494B51 73.0,234.4 39.2 67 
3 3 57B33 69.1,324.3 80.1, 14.5 42.2 10 51 12 1 
79B55 73.3,322.9 33.6 119 
4 3 69B36-38 70.6,351.0 80.7, 21.5 31.0 31 94 25 1 
57B33.35 68.9,323.6 42.6 56 
5 5 560B92-94 60.9,323.2 82.1, 15.0 40.4 2 11 11 ? 
56049-52.69-72 70.0,331.9 29.1 167 
6 3 58B34.36 69.1,355.9 80.4, 39.0 39.9 4 15 14 2 
69B17 73.6, 6.6 26.6 161 
7 3 82B31.37 68.0, 37.0 80.2, 47.0 30.1 60 69 39 1 
58B34 69.1,355.9 39.9 51 
8 3 56B67 71. 9,302. 5 88.8, 65.0 47.0 32 72 32 ? 
57B16 72.0,335.0 45.3 76 
9 3 59B74. 76.78 69.1, 27.9 81.0, 71.0 39.7 0 2 9 2 
70B13.15.17 72.9, 33.8 30.6 178 
10 4 514B41-45 76.3, 56.3 85.2, 63.0 22.0 64 76 38 1 
518B86-89 68.3, 0.3 39.7 40 
11 3 81B51-74 72.9,80.5 85.0, 74.0 34.0 66 55 40 1 
81B77-94 73.9, 31.5 32.8 58 
12 3 57B18 71.9,334.0 35.0, 89.4 44.8 3 55 4 2 
81896 72.8, 23.4 41.9 122 
13 3 514833.35 80.4, 91.1 80.1, 78.0 5.1 148 16 10 2 
518B37-38.40 80.5, 67.0 5.4 15 
14 3 57802.04.06-14 72.8,338.9 80.0, 85.0 47.9 40 54 36 2 
81877-93(ODDS) 73.9, 31.5 32.8 86 
15 3 57 B02 • 04 -05 73.3,342.1 81.0, 83.0 50.4 47 62 46 2 
59B73.75 69.2, 28.2 42.3 72 
16 3 83B20-26 73.9, 95.9 81.5, 86.0 21.2 42 93 24 1 
83B58.60-62 69.3, 73.0 33.8 45 
INDEX MAP QUAD2 15 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 58812.14.16 72.2, 7.5 88.6,106.0 45.4 16 76 16 2 
81893.95 72.9, 24.0 42.8 88 
2 3 57815.17 72.1,335.4 88.0,102.0 47.7 32 73 33 2 
58812.14 72.5, 8.9 46.1 76 
3 3 57815.17 72.1,335.4 88.0,103.0 47.7 48 62 44 2 
81B93.95 73.1, 25.0 41.3 71 
4 3 83B17-23.25 74.2, 98.1 80.7, 93.0 18.0 45 92 22 1 
83B55-59.61 69.7, 74.1 29.1 43 
5 3 60834.36.38.40 69.0, 59.6 81.4,101.0 39.5 3 17 11 2 
71 819-26 73.2, 67.5 29.2 160 
6 4 514848-51 75.7, 54.0 85.0, 99.0 26.9 48 85 35 1 
518868.84-85 68.6, 0.6 43.5 ' 48 
7 3 58B11 72.6, 9.4 85.6,133.0 48.6 30 72 31 2 
59840 72.9, 43.0 46.0 78 
2 -2-
8 3 58B15 72.2, 7.5 87.9,134.0 47.6 32 71 32 2 
59B44 72.5, 41.0 44.8 77 
9 3 61B34.36.38.40 68.9, 91.1 81.3,133.0 39.7 1 7 9 2 
72B09-15 72.9, 97.3 30.8 173 
10 3 57B19 71.8,333.6 89.2,140.0 46.7 32 74 33 2 
58B17 72.0, 6.5 47.0 74 
11 3 61B33.35.37 69.0, 91.5 80.8,147.0 42.2 18 62 16 2 
84B40.42-43 70.5,108.7 34.8 100 
12 3 73Bl1-28 73.0,185.7 85.0,175.0 36.3 73 53 47 1 
73B41-57 73.3,131. 7 36.2 54 
13 4 62B55-65(000S) 68.6,122.2 84.0,172.0 43.0 12 40 17 2 
73B41-51.53 73.9,137.2 29.4 127 
14 4 62B53 69.1,123.4 80.2,178.2 42.0 29 60 24 2 
74B44 69.9,148.1 33.0 91 
15 3 59B31-34 73.5, 47.1 80.8,150.0 50.0 62 51 52 2 
84B40.42-43 70.5,108.7 34.8 67 
INOEX MAP QUA03 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 73B41-51(000S) 73.0,185.7 83.5,182.0 36.3 77 51 49 1 
73Bl1-25 (OOOS) 73.3,131.7 36.2 52 
2 4 61B12-15 72.1,103.0 86.8,216.0 48.4 32 75 36 2 
85B51-52.57 68.8,135.2 50.3 72 
3 4 576B34-38 80.8,247.0 81.0,225.0 8.9 162 7 15 1 
576B52-58 79.4,210.3 5.9 11 
4 4 61B15 72.0,102.5 87.3,235.0 48.1 31 73 32 2 
62B33 72.4,136.0 46.8 76 
5 4 62B27-30 72.9,139.0 84.0,244.0 48.7 49 57 44 2 
75B51-53.57-58 72.4,190.0 37.0 74 
6 4 536B29-34.51.53.55 74.4,203.6 81.0,235.0 20.0 20 18 12 1 
576848-54 79.7,212.9 9.2 142 
7 4 576848.50-54 79.7,212.9 80.7,234.0 9.2 104 7 10 2 
579887-93 80.2,235.0 1.1 69 
8 4 576B21-29 80.6,255.2 81.0,250.0 3.5 164 13 16 1 
576B41-49 80.0,216.4 12.4 4 
9 4 77B42.44 73.0,312.6 88.4,258.0 41.8 62 59 49 1 
77B68.70 72.8,255.8 41.8 59 
INOEX MAP QUA04 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 4 65B63.65 69.2,219.6 80.3,274.0 41. 7 9 93 8 1 
76B50.52-53 70.1,212.3 43.2 78 
2 3 77B21-41.43 72.1,317.6 85.0,303.0 36.2 77 50 47 1 
77B51-65.67 73.5,260.7 34.3 53 
3 3 56B84.86.88.90.92 68.4,290.8 81.6,330.0 40.3 10 48 11 1 
78B23.25.27.29.31 72.9,288.8 32.1 122 
4 3 56B83 69.0,292.3 80.4,350.0 42.2 16 64 15 2 
79B74.76 70.4,308.7 36.1 100 
5 3 66B02.04.06 73.5,270.3 81.0,357.0 46.8 42 61 37 2 
79B73-75.77 70.4,309.0 38.3 77 
2 -3-
6 3 79860 72.9,320.2 82.0,359.0 32.9 10 114 9 1 
79877 70.2,308.3 38.4 56 
7 3 66806.08 73.5,270.3 82.5,357.0 46.8 52 53 42 2 
79860.62 72.7,319.6 33.2 74 
8 3 57818 71.9,334.0 89.1,358.0 44.8 52 62 45 2 
81896 72.8, 23.4 41.9 66 
INDEX MAP 80X008 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 81851-74 72.9, 80.5 85.0, 75.0 34.0 66 56 40 1 
81877-94 73.9, 31.5 32.8 58 
2 3 57818 71. 9,334.0 89.3, 75.0 44.8 50 63 43 2 
81896 72.8, 23.4 41.9 67 
3 3 59874.76 69.0, 27.5 81.1, 76.0 39.9 25 53 20 2 
82812.18 71.8, 50.3 29.1 101 
4 3 82812 72.1,51.7 81. 9, 79.0 28.9 75 46 34 2 
83826 73.8, 94.4 23.3 58 
5 3 514833.35 80.4, 91.1 80.1, 78.0 5.1 148 16 10 2 
518837-38.40 80.5, 67.0 5.4 15 
INDEX MAP 80X009 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 57802.04.06.08.10-14 72.8,338.9 84.5, 84.0 47.9 50 53 42 2 
81877-93(000S) 73.9, 31.5 32.8 77 
2 3 57802 73.3,342.1 80.6, 83.0 50.4 46 62 46 2 
59873 69.2, 28.2 42.3 72 
3 3 57802.04 -05 72.8,338.9 81.5, 84.0 47.9 72 46 54 2 
82811.17 71.8, 51.0 31.2 62 
4 3 81857-73(000S) 72.9,80.5 85.0, 81.0 34.0 65 56 39 1 
81677-93(000S) 73.9,31.5 32.8 59 
5 3 83821-26 73.9, 95.9 81.1, 85.0 21.2 44 91 25 1 
83858.60-62 69.3, 73.0 33.8 45 
6 3 514833 80.5, 91. 9 80.2, 81.5 4.9 151 16 10 2 
518837-38 80.5, 69.0 5.7 13 
7 4 59879.81 68.4, 26.0 84.0, 82.0 44.1 37 70 33 2 
60844 67.8, 56.6 42.5 73 
8 4 514846-47 76.0, 55.2 85.2, 85.0 24.1 53 83 37 1 
518884-86 68.5, 0.5 42.3 44 
INDEX MAP 80XOlO 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 57815 72.1,335.4 87.9, 95.0 47.7 48 62 44 2 
81893 73.1, '25.0 41.3 70 
2 3 57815 72.1,335.4 87.7, 95.0 47.7 32 73 33 2 









M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 57B13 
58B10 
2 3 57B17 
58B14 
3 3 81B95 
57B17 
4 4 514B49-51 
518B68.84-85 
4 STEREO SETS 
INDEX MAP BOX012 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb· Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 60B41 
61B44 
INDEX MAP BOX013 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 61B40 
72B16 
INDEX MAP BOX014 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 58B11 
59B40 
2 3 58B15 
59B44 
2 STEREO SETS 
INDEX MAP BOX015 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 



















88.8, 95.0 45.4 
42.8 



















































68.2, 57.4 84.0,113.0 44.2 38 69 34 2 
67.9, 88.7 42.4 73 
SI 
S2 
T Eml V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
68.4, 89.9 82.5,126.0 40.9 
72.4, 94.8 30.5 














Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
48.6 30 72 31 2 
46.0 78 
47.6 32 71 32 2 
44.8 77 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
71.8,333.6 89.1,145.0 46.7 32 75 32 2 







INDEX MAP BOX017 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 73B48.50-53.55 
73B18-28(EVENS) 
INDEX MAP BOX018 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 73B11-12.14-28 
73B41-47.49.51.53.55 
INDEX MAP BOX01Q 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 73B11-25(000S) 
73B41-51(000S) 
INDEX MAP BOX023 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 61B13.15 
85B57 
2 4 576B34-38 
576B54-58 
INOEX MAP BOX024 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 576B34 
579B91-93 
2 4 61B13.15 
85857 
3 4 61B15 
62B33 
4 4 61813 
62B31 
2 STEREO SETS 





















73.3,131.7 86.0,165.0 36.2 69 56 45 2 
73.0,185.7 36.3 55 
Sl 
S2 
T Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
73.0,185.7 84.5,175.0 36.3 75 52 48 1 
73.3,131.7 36.2 53 
Sl 
S2 
T Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
73.0,185.7 83.5,182.0 36.3 77 51 49 1 
73.3,131.7 36.2 52 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
72.1,103.0 86.8,225.0 48.4 32 76 35 2 
68.8,135.2 50.3 73 
80.8,247.0 81.0,225.0 8.9 162 7 15 1 
79.4,210.3 5.9 11 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
80.8,248.6 80.8,231.0 8.2 57 15 7 1 
80.3,233.6 2.2 108 
72.1,103.0 86.5,234.0 48.4 31 76 34 2 
68.8,135.2 50.3 73 
72.0,102.5 87.1,235.0 48.1 31 73 32 2 
72.4,136.0 46.8 76 
72.2,103.4 86.1,233.0 48.7 30 74 32 2 
72.6,136.9 47.3 77 
2 -6-
5 4 75854 72.4,190.0 83.9,237.0 37.0 51 72 45 1 
62827 72.9,139.0 48.7 57 
6 4 536830-32.51. 53 74.4,203.6 81.1,235.0 20.0 19 17 12 1 
576850-53 79.7,212.9 9.2 144 
7 4 576850-53 79.7,212.9 80.9,235.0 9.2 97 7 9 1 
579888-93 80.2,235.0 1.1 76 
INDEX MAP 80X025 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 77844 73.4,310.2 88.7,245.0 43.4 58 59 47 1 
77870 72.7,255.3 40.7 62 
2 4 85857 103.0, 68.8 86.5,244.0 50.3 124 28 90 1 
62831.33 72.5,136.5 47.0 28 
3 4 61815 72.0,102.5 87.2,243.0 48.1 30 73 32 2 
62833 72.4,136.0 46.8 76 
4 4 62827-29 72.8,138.5 84.0,245.0 50.6 49 57 46 2 . 
75851-52.57-58 72.3,190.0 38.2 73 
5 4 576826-29 80.6,255.2 81.0,245.0 3.5 174 5 16 1 
576846-49 80.0,216.4 12.4 1 
INDEX MAP BOX037 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 66801-03 73.5,270.9 79.5, 5.0 49.5 45 52 40 2 
79852.54.67.69.71 73.4,323.4 31.4 83 
2 3 79848.50.52.54 73.6,325.7 78.6, 8.0 30.8 7 134 9 1 
79B65.67.69.71 71.3,312.2 38.6 40 
3 3 80831.33.35.37 70.6,341. 5 76.7, 2.0 22.9 10 26 8 2 
80818.20.22.24.26-27 72.5,349.8 16.2 144 
4 6 560898 60.6,323.0 79.7, 8.0 38.9 82 52 80 2 
561A80 36.9, 25.4 62.9 46 
5 6 672805-07 64.9, 4.7 76.2, 5.0 19.5 121 33 41 2 
705865-68 74.9, 75.5 26.5 25 
6 6 669B13.15 58.5, 31. 3 71.0, 7.0 21.9 62 44 20 1 
672830-33 62.5, 3.4 15.0 74 
INDEX MAP 80X038 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 57824.26 69.9,326.7 76.0, 17.0 39.7 12 55 '12 1 
79843.45.47 73.9,327.4 32.6 112 
2 3 69836.38 70.7,351.6 79.9, 19.0 30.4 31 94 25 1 
57B31.33 69.1,324.3 42.2 55 
3 6 672803.05 65.0, 4.7 78.0, 14.0 20.7 127 29 40 2 
705B62.64-66.68 75.0, 75'.8 24.0 24 
4 6 669 B09 .11.13 58.6, 31.3 72.0, 15.0 22.1 66 51 23 1 
672802.04.27-30 62.7, 3.5 18.5 64 
2 -7-
INDEX MAP 80X039 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 69832.34.36 70.7,351. 6 79.0, 23.0 30.4 29 97 24 1 
" 57829.31.33 69.1,324.3 42.2 55 
2 6 672801.03 65.1, 4.8 78.7, 24.0 22.3 133 23 40 2 
705860.62.64 75.1, 76.1 21.4 24 
3 6 672801-02.25-27 62~7, 3.5 73.0, 24.0 20.2 62 64 23 2 
669807-11 58.7, 31.3 22.9 54 
INDEX MAP 80X041 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 58824.26.28 69.8,357.9 77.0,47.0 39.5 2 6 15 1 
69803.05.07.09.11 74.1, 11.3 24.7 172 
2 3 58830.32.34 69.3,356.5 79.0, 46.0 39.7 65 49 41 2 
82831.33.38 68.4, 38.4 29.3 66 
INDEX MAP 80X042 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 2 487811.13-14 73.1, 52.3 71.2, 52.0 7.7 54 86 10 2 
488828-30.32.34 73.0, 43.5 12.3 40 
2 3 58821-27.29.31.33 69.9,358.3 77 .0, 56.0 42.1 22 70 19 2 
70830.32.34-35.41-45 67.8, 14.8 37.5 89 
3 3 82821-23.28 70.4, 44.5' 77 .0, 55.0 20.2 44 96 28 1 
70844-45 67.8, 14.8 37.5 40 
4 4 58822.24 70.4, 0.2 75.1, 51.0 40.0 5 15 16 1 
69801.03 74.5, 16.5 24.3 160 
5 4 56851 73.3,310.6 79.7, 56.0 53.5 44 62 46 2 
58829.31. 33 69.4,356.9 42.3 75 
INDEX MAP 80X044 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
'Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 59866.68 69.8, 30.0 77.2, 79.0 39.1 4 24 11 1 
70803.05.07 73.4, 37.0 28.9 152 
2 3 514835.37 80.4, 90.1 79.9, 78.0 6.2 136 21 11 2 
518838.40 80.5, 68.5 5.8 23 
2-8-
INDEX MAP BOX045 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 59B64.66.68 69.8, 30.0 76.1, 70.2 39.1 7 32 12 1 
70B01.03.05 73.6, 38.1 28.6 141 
2 3 59B61. 63-65.67 70.2, 31.1 76.2, 88.0 41. 7 22 65 18 2 
71B62.64-65 68.1, 47.5 35.6 93 
3 3 59B69.71 69.5, 28.9 79.0, 88.0 41.9 26 61 22 2 
71B50.52 70.0, 52.7 33.5 93 
4 3 83B20 74.2, 98.1 79.9, 89.0 18.0 52 85 24 1 
83B58 69.7, 74.1 29.1 42 
5 3 514B33.35 80.4, 90.1 79.8, 81.0 6.2 130 24 11 2 
518B38 80.5, 68.5 5.8 26 
6 3 83B56 69.9, 76.8 79.5, 89.2 27.5 39 82 23 1 
71B52 70.0, 52.7 33.5 59 
INDEX MAP BOX046 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 59B63.65.67 70.4, 31.8 76.0, 91.0 41.8 21 66 18 2 
71B61-63.65 68.3, 48.1 35.9 94 
2 3 83Bl1-18 74.5,101.9 79.0, 95.0 13.5 63 83 24 1 
83B51-57 70.1, 75.5 26.1 34 
3 3 83B52.54.56 70.1, 75.5 78.9, 94.0 26.1 33 90 20 1 
71B48.50.52 70.2, 53.5 33.4 57 
4 4 71B51 70.1, 53.1 79.4, 99.0 35.8 10 39 11 2 
71BI8.20 73.3, 68.1 26.7 131 
INDEX MAP BOX047 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 71B12.14.16.18 73.6, 70.3 78.0,102.0 25.4 8 144 11 1 
71B43.45.47.49.51 70.5, 54.6 35.7 28 
2 3 60B28.30.32.34 69.0, 59.6 79.0,107.0 39.5 2 11 10 1 
71B13.15.17.19 73.2, 67.5 29.2 168 
3 3 83B11.13 .15 74.6,103.9 79.0,101.0 11. 9 59 90 23 1 
83B51. 53. 55 70.5, 76.6 26.1 31 
INDEX MAP BOX048 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 2 479B81 71.2,128.4 72.3,118.0 15.4 62 6 15 2 
518B26.28 72.7,119.2 1.7 112 
2 3 60B26.28 69.7, 61.7 77.1,111.0 39.2 4 18 12 1 
71Bl1.13 73.7, 70.9 27.5 158 
INDEX MAP 80X051 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 61826.28 
72801.03 
2 3 61831.33 
84840 
3 3 84852.54-55 
61827-29.31 
INDEX MAP 80X052 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 61827.29.31 
84B52-55 
2 7 318S85 
353S26 
INDEX MAP BOX053 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 62B50.52 
85B44.48 
INDEX MAP BOX054 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 84B10-13 
85B41.47 
2 4 62B50.52 
85B44.48 
3 4 52B77 
74B44 
INDEX MAP BOX055 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 74B38 
74B57 
2 4 52B72.74 
74B55-57 
3 4 52B72-75 
74838.40.42-44 
3 STEREO SETS 


























Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
38.8 3 18 11 1 
28.5 158 
34.9 17 101 15 1 
41.8 62 
37.9 12 97 11 1 
41.4 70 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
41.4 12 71 11 2 
37.9 97 
64.7 17 77 32 2 
59.8 86 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
69.4,124.4 78.6,169.8 39.0 27 34 23 2 
72.5,149.1 20.5 119 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
73.4,123.3 78.1,173.0 33.6 34 50 20 2 
72.2,147.7 23.6 96 
69.4,124.4 78.1,171.0 39.0 25 33 23 2 
72.5,149.1 20.5 122 
57.3,146.8 79.8,179.0 51.4 11 43 22 1 
69.9,148.1 33.0 126 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
52 Em2 W2 
70.6,150.3 77.9,188.0 32.2 3 149 7 1 
67.7,142.1 38.7 28 
57.9,147.4 77.0,186.0 50.8 20 60 24 1 
67.9,142.6 38.8 100 
57.0,147.0 79.0,185.0 52.4 14 44 24 1 
70.1,148.8 32.5 122 
INDEX MAP BOX056 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 74B32.34.36 
74B51. 53. 55 
2 3 85B32 
74B35.37 
3 4 52B68 
74B31-33 
4 4 52B69-71. 73 
74B32-39.41 
5 4 52B71 
85B32.38 
INDEX MAP BOX057 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 63B28.30 
85B37 
2 4 52B64.66-67 
63B22.24.26 
3 4 63B28.30.32 
52B69. 71. 73 
INDEX MAP BOX058 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 52B62-65.67.69 
63B21-29 
INDEX MAP BOX062 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 2 499B32.34.36 
501B05.07-09 
INDEX MAP BOX063 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 2 579B69.71-74 
3 STEREO SETS 
541B02.04.06-10 




































Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
32.1 1 167 7 1 
38.8 12 
26.6 0 177 8 2 
34.5 -2 
53.3 19 51 27 1 
34.4 111 
51.4 15 45 24 1 
32.1 120 
54.5 18 42 30 1 
29.3 120 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
39.6 11 47 12 1 
31.1 122 
57.2 9 50 22 1 
39.4 121 
39.8 6 127 17 2 
54.5 47 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
58.6,148.0 76.0,214.0 57.2 
69.9,157.7 39.4 




T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
80.0,260.2 79.7, 26.0 1.4 12 167 11 1 
80.2,236.8 12.8 2 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
75.6,263.3 71.7,266.0 12.2 1 0 11 2 
72.2,265.7 1.2 179 
79.9,262.1 79.2,262.0 1.1 68 107 13 2 
80.1,238.8 13.6 5 
3 4 65B60.62 
76B64 
INDEX MAP BOX064 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 65B55.57-63 
76B50.52.61-65 
2 4 76B48.50 
76B65 
2 STEREO SETS 
INDEX MAP BOX065 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 65B55-57 
76B61 
INDEX MAP BOX066 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 2 500B07-16 
538BOI-07.09 
INDEX MAP BOX069 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 566B55-60 
566B76-80 
INDEX MAP BOX070 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 566B48-55 
566B70-77 
INDEX MAP BOX071 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 566B42-49 
566B66-71 
2-11-
69.7,220.9 78.5,269.0 38.2 11 112 14 1 













Eml V WI 
Em2 W2 
41.5 9 94 
43.2 77 
44.5 2 127 
49.4 51 






70.3,222.8 77.0,280.1 40.6 
68.6,208.0 51.3 




T Eml V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
74.7,283.9 71.5,293.0 14.4 78 11 14 1 
71.8,293.9 2.6 91 
SI 
S2 
T Eml V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
79.3, 1.7 78.7,326.0 21.9 73 15 21 2 
80.1,325.2 5.4 91 
SI 
S2 
T Eml V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
78.8, 6.9 78.8,335.0 18.0 107 11 19 2 
80.3,329.1 3.4 62 
SI' 
S2 
T Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
78.2, 11.7 78.5,345.0 16.4 121 19 22' 2 
80.3,334.9 7.9 40 
2 -12-
INDEX MAP BOX072 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 80B24.26.28 72.3,348.8 78.0,358.0 17.3 13 133 8 1 
80B35.37-38 70.4,340.7 24.1 34 
2 3 56B77 .79.81 69.5,293.7 78.2,352.0 42.1 12 70 11 2 
79B80-83 68.7,303.9 38.3 98 
3 3 566B41-43.45 77.8, 14.2 78.2,352.0 14.6 127 21 22 2 
566B63-67 80.4,338.3 10.0 32 
4 7 717A29.31-32 39.3,347.2 76.0,358.0 50.2 18 79 21 2 
753A18.20 38.9, 1.4 48.9 83 
INDEX MAP BOX073 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 669B41.43.45 56.5, 31.1 61.0, 7.0 16.9 124 11 20 1 
672B81.83 58.3, 2.3 4.4 45 
2 6 669BI5-20.22 58.3,31.3 66.0, 5.0 24.5 81 25 25 1 
672830-34.55-60.81-85 60.2, 2.7 9.8 74 
. INDEX MAP BOX081 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 6 519A44.46 32.4, 69.3 61.0, 88.6 50.0 17 91 24 1 
520A44.46 33.3, 58.1 57.3 72 
2 7 359511-12.61 20.9,100.6 65.0, 85.0 64.1 14 83 28 1 
398550.62 11.4, 90.4 63.8 83 
INDEX MAP BOX082 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 519A41. 43.45 32.3, 69.3 64.0, 94.0 52.2 15 90 22 1 
520A43.45-46.48 33.3, 58.1 57.3 75 
2 7 359508-10.12.57 22.7,102.1 64.0, 95.0 57.1 16 90 29 1 
398564.66 11.4, 90.3 64.4 75 
INDEX MAP BOX085 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 4 584867.69-74.91.93 77.1,124.4 63.0,127.0 28.8 29 73 15 2 
586B58.60.80-85 74.0, 98.1 27.9 78 
INDEX MAP BOX086 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 584B60-69.83-89.91 
586B52-56.75-80 
2 7 318S68-69 
353S22 
INDEX MAP BOX099 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 576B02.04-06.08 
579B63-68 
INDEX MAP BOXl08 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 669815.17.19-22 
672B34.36.59-64.85.87 
2 7 332S49.68.70 
717A33.35.37.39 
3 7 332S47.68 
753A20.22.24 
INDEX MAP BOX109 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 32A38 
37A19-20 
2 6 669B43-46 
672B82-85 
3 6 672B84-86 
675B01-03 
4 6 669B45-46 
673B05-09 
5 6 675B01. 02.25-26 
673B07-10.33.35 















Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
26.1 8 119 6 2 
29.6 53 
54.7 17 87 26 2 
59.2 76 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
76.3,288.5 69.1,266.0 29.3 31 40 17 2 
74.5,266.6 18.0 109 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
58.3, 31. 3 64.0,356.0 24.5 45 24 19 1 
60.2, 2.7 9.8 110 
19.5, 3.9 65.0,354.0 64.1 25 58 42 1 
39.3,347.1 39.3 96 
19.5, 3.9 66.0,359.0 64.6 2 48 25 1 
38.9, 1.4 42.1 130 
Sl T Em1 V. WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
35.4, 18.4 50.4, 1.5 50.4 13 61 17 1 
36.8, 12.0 41.0 106 
56.5, 31.1 58.5, 7.5 17.1 179 0 20 1 
58.3, 2.3 2.9 0 
58.2, 2.3 58.0, 2.0 2.3 110 63 20 2 
59.6,335.4 19.2 7 
56.4, 31.1 57.5, 7.0 17.6 173 3 31 2 
56.9,352.9 13.6 4 
57.7,335.1 55.0, 1.2 22.8 6 4 14 2 
56.0,352.8 9.1 170 
58.2, 2.3 58.0, 5.0 2.7 14 161 8 2 
56.8,352.9 10.5 5 
2-14-
INDEX MAP 80X110 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 669840.42.44.46 56.5, 31.1 58.2, 13.0 13.9 175 2 25 2 
672876.78.80 58.5, 2.3 10.8 3 
1 6 669840.42.44.46 56.5, 31.1 58.2, 13.0 13.9 180 0 30 1 
673801. 03.05.06 56.9,352.9 16.5 0 
1 6 672876.78.80 58.5, 2.3 58.2, 13.0 10.8 6 162 6 2 
673801. 03. 05-06 56.9,352.9 16.5 12 
2 6 669865.67.69 54.8, 31.1 55.5, 16.0 11.4 162 11 29 2 
673801-04.06 57.0,352.9 17.8 7 
3 6 669866.68.70 54.7, 31.1 52.0, 16.5 11.0 135 29 29 2 
673825.27.29 55.2,352.8 19.7 17 
4 6 670817.19.21 58.5, 21.5 50.5, 17.5 13.6 77 65 23 2 
673825-28 55.2,352.8 21.7 37 
INDEX MAP 80X111 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
. 
1 6 561A65-68.70 36.7, 26.3 57.0, 28.0 34.4 45 9 31 2 
669861-64 54.9, 31.1 5.3 126 
2 6 561A61-62.64 36.6, 26.6 52.0, 28.7 25.2 145 13 37 1 
670811-13 58.7,21.6 13.4 22 
3 6 672874.76 58.6, 2.3 59.2, 24.0 15.8 141 13 22 2 
669861. 63. 65 54.9, 31.1 7.7 26 
4 6 673801-02 57.0,352.9 57.2,21.5 20.6 171 2 28 2 
669863.65-66 54.8, 31.1 7.8 6 
5 6 672874 58.6, 2.3 59.1, 26.8 17.5 97 55 44 2 
561A67.70 36.7, 26.2 37.3 28 
6 6 669868 54.7, 31.1 52.5, 21.0 10.9 135 30 32 2 
673825 55.3,352.8 23.2 15 
7 6 673825 55.3,352.8 51.2, 21.5 23.2 65 33 21 1 
670815.17' 58.6, 21.5 11.6 82 
8 7 669887.89.91 53.2, 31.2 51.9, 25.0 5.7 83 70 13 2 
670811.13.15.17 58.7, 21. 6 12.0 27 
INDEX MAP 80X112 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 524A61-62 32.8, 21. 9 53.0, 36.0 37.6 100 25 44 1 
670807.09 58.9, 21. 6 15.5 55 
2 7 669881-86 53.4, 31.2 52.5, 35.0 5.5 22 146 11 1 
670807-12 58.8, 21.6 15.9 11 
INDEX MAP BOX113 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 670BOI-06 
704BI7.19.21 
2 7 669B78.80.82 
670BOl. 03. 05. 07 
3 7 669B78.80.82 
704B17.19.21 
INDEX MAP BOX114 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 669B50.52 
701B46.48.71 
2 6 670B01-02 
704B15.17-18 
INDEX MAP BOX115 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 5 256529-30 
257532 
2 5 256S12.29 
257531 
3 7 669B50 
701B71 
4 7 704B06-11 
701B93-96 
5 7 669B74 
701B72 
INDEX MAP BOX116 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 701B68.89-94 
704B01-07 
2 7 398S51.61 
857A10 
INDEX MAP BOXl17 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 






















































Em1 V HI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
22.6 99 41 35 1 
22.7 40 
11.4 26 126 12 1 
20.6 29 
11.4 124 37 31 1 
22.7 19 
Em1 V HI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
19.3 169 7 47 1 
28.0 5 
25.3 104 33 36 1 
19.9 42 
Em1 V HI Fe LEFT 
Em2 H2 
25.5 37 78 19 1 
28.2 65 
21.4 54 71 23 1 
26.1 55 
21.2 167 7 49 1 
27.7 6 
11. 9 54 93 20 1 
24.0 33 
22.1 142 21 48 1 
28.2 18 
Em1 V HI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
19.4 84 39 23 2 
14.0 57 
55.8 3 10 33 2 
22.9 167 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
36.2, 83.7 50.5, 85.0 23.3 84 43 29 2 
47.8, 99.3 19.6 53 
2 5 520A42 
555A69-70.72 
3 6 519A41 
520A42.44 
4 6 701B62 
555A71. 73-74 
5 6 704BOI 
555A67-70 
6 7 359511 
398564 
7 7 398549.51 
857A06.08.10 
INDEX MAP BOX118 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 359509.11 
398546.48 
2 7 398545.47 
857A04.06 
INDEX MAP BOX119 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 359503.05.07 
398541. 44-46 
2 7 398569.71 
857A02.04 
INDEX MAP BOX121 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 5 264B04-09 
251B04-1O 
2 7 171B20-25 
516A63-64.66 
INDEX MAP BOX122 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 171B20-21.23 
516A61.63-66 
2 -16-
33.2, 58.3 56.0, 84.0 48.5 47 53 41 2 
36.4, 83.3 32.5 80 
32.3, 69.4 58.5, 87.5 47.0 18 87 20 1 
33.2, 58.3 50.5 75 
58.8, 96.8 59.1, 82.2 10.7 92 68 41 1 
36.4, 83.2 38.3 20 
60.6, 69.4 54.5, 82.3 12.6 140 27 40 2 
36.3, 83.4 29.7 13 
22.7,102.1 58.0, 89.5 51.5 19 92 33 1 
11.4, 90.3 63.9 69 
12.0, 90.5 51.0, 85.0 53.3 5 11 31 1 
32.6, 86.5 22.4 164 
51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
52 Em2 W2 
22.7,102.1 58.0, 95.0 51.5 17 92 29 1 
12.0, 90.5 61.8 70 
12.0, 90.5 51.0, 95.0 53.4 15 29 33 1 
32.6, 86.5 23.2 136 
S1 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
52 Em2 W2 
22.8,102.2 58.0,105.0 51.2 15 97 29 1 
12.1, 90.6 64.3 68 
11.3, 90.3 51.0,104.0 56.6 21 43 35 1 
32.6, 86.5 28.2 116 
51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
33.9,128.6 53.0,126.5 31.1 4 119 3 1 
32.7,127.0 33.2 57 
17.5,108.2 55.0,127.0 57.3 0 39 11 1 
21.9,109.6 46.5 -141 
51 
52 
T Eml V Wi Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
17.5,108.2 57.0,132.0 60.3 
22.0,109.6 50.1 
o 48 11 1 
132 
INDEX MAP BOX123 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 353509.11.21-25 
815A28-32 
2 7 318565.67 
353$08-11 
INDEX MAP BOX124 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 318561.63 
353524-27 
2 7 353525 
815A30 
3 7 353509 
815A32 
INDEX MAP BOX126 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 353501.31 
387S12.63-66 
INDEX MAP BOX127 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 5 244S74 
280S13 
2 6 280S50 
387S06 
3 7 350S25.27.29 
810A29-31 
INDEX MAP BOX128 . 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
3 STEREO SETS 
2 STEREO SETS 
1 5 244566.68.70.72.74 
280S03.05.07.09.11.13 



























Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 H2 
50.4 53 43 44 1 
24.8 84 
48.0 20 85 23 2 
51.2 75 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
49.3 21 90 32 2 
59.8 69 
50.4 53 43 44 1 
24.8 84 
51.2 63 37 49 1 
21.3 80 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
15.6,156.8 57.0,174.0 53.7 40 70 49 2 
17.7,184.1 53.5 70 
51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
38.9,180.8 50.6,189.3 22.6 33 79 14 2 
38.8,189.9 24.2 68 
38.2,183.8 59.0,187.0 37.9 4 136 22 2 
18.6,184.8 58.5 40 
16.1,186.3 53.0,185.0 47.8 25 31 32 1 
37.9,177.1 20.3 124 
51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
39.0,181.5 50.6,195.0 29.6 29 66 15 2 
38.9,190.8 26.3 85 
16.1,186.3 54.0,194.0 48.5 31 39 33 1 
37.9,177 .1 23.6 111 
2-18-
INDEX MAP BOX129 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 244S62.64.66 39.0,181. 9 50.5,202.0 33.7 39 51 23 2 
279S27-32 38.6,196.6 23.9 90 
2 5 278S31-32.49-50 38.6,206.3 52.0,209.0 26.6 34 84 19 1 
279S23-24.42-44 38.3,194.3 31.4 62 
INDEX MAP BOX130 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 21B44 36.9,244.1 51.3,219.8 53.9 0 4 20 1 
21B79 44.5,233.8 34.1 176 
2 5 201B63-68 46.1,255.1 57.0,217.0 48.2 151 14 101 1 
545A63.65-66.68 36.5,176.6 54.6 15 
3 5 278S12.29-32.47.49 38.6,206.3 52.5,211.0 26.6 31 87 17. 1 
279S21-24.41-42 38.3,194.3 31.4 62 
INDEX MAP BOX131 4 .STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 20B42 47.8,227.5 50.2,221. 2 14.8 3 175 39 1 
21B44-45 37.0,244.0 53.3 2 
3 5 541A53-54.56.58 34.6,218.5 52.5,224.0 30.1 98 45 59 2 
201B67.69.71-75 45.5,255.0 42.6 37 
4 5 201B63.65.67 46.2,255.1 57.0,220.7 47.0 152 14 102 1 
545A65.68 36.6,176.6 56.3 15 
2 3 21B44 36.9,244.1 51. 3,220. 5 53.9 1 14 20 1 
21B77.79 44.5,233.8 34.1 165 
INDEX MAP BOX134 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 238S28.45-47 39.0,243.6 55.0,251.0 30.9 22 97 16 1 
275S21-22 38.4,233.9 37.6 61 
2 5 237S12.29-30.49-50 39.0,253.3 54.0,258.0 33.3 24 86 17. 1 
238S02.21-22.41-42 39.0,244.1 36.3 70 
INDEX MAP BOX137 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
. Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 57B52-56.58 47.7,300.0 50.4,286.8 17.8 29 121 25 1 
11B01. 03. 05 35.1,305.3 38.5 30 
2 5 271S12.14.29-32 38.8,276.5 52.0,284.0 27.4 29 95 19 1 
272S21-24.41-44 38.6,264.1 35.6 56 
INDEX MAP BOXI39 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 227S42.44 
571A28 
INDEX MAP BOX140 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 227S41-43 
571A24.26 
INDEX MAP BOX141 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 227S41.43 
571A22.24 
INDEX MAP BOX142 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 676B78.80-81 
672B48.69-71 
2 6 675811-15 
672870-72.95 
3 6 675837.39 
673821.23 
INDEX MAP 80X143 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 529A50 
675B31 
2 6 676874.76.78 
3 STEREO SETS 
8 STEREO SETS 
672866.68.70.91 
3 6 675807.09.11 
676874.76 
4 6 675807-12 
672B66.68.70.91-95 
















WI Fe LEFT 
W2 
78 30 1 
67 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
32.0,325.9 59.0,315.0 39.0 35 78 30 1 
28.6,306.0 43.7 67 
Sl 
S2 
T Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
32.0,325.9 59.0,323.0 37.7 34 83 30 1 
28.5,306.0 45.3 64 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
58.6,326.6 58.9,335.0 6.1 163 12 25 1 
60.2, 2.7 19.4 4 
59.2,335.3 56.5,337.0 6.3 84 76 19 1 
59.7, 2.5 18.7 21 
57.3,335.0 51.3,337.0 9.9 66 75 15· 1 
56.3,352.8 15.7 39 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
33.5,333.7 52.4,349.6 38.2 90 26 42 1 
57.5,335.1 14.4 64 
58.8,326.6 59.0,344.5 11. 7 163 9 25 1 
59.4, 2.5 13.1 8 
59.3,335.3 58.5,344.5 8.5 4 169 5 2 
58.8,326.6 13.3 7 
59.3,335.3 56.0,345.0 9.3 121 36 20 1 
58.6, 2.4 13.9 24 
56.5,352.8 51. 5,345.5 10.5 12 144 6 1 
57.9, 2.2 15.6 24 
2 -20-
6 6 676874 58.8,326.6 59.0,347.1 14.9 67 84 36 2 
567A52-53 36.3,331.5 38.4 30 
7 6 67587-10.33.35 58.7,335.3 55.0,345.2 10.7 96 63 37 2 
567A52-56 36.3,331. 5 34.2 21 
8 6 675831-36 57.4,335.1 52.0,345.0 13.8 85 36 16 1 
673815-21 56.5,352.8 9.3 59 
INDEX MAP 80X144 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 26A63.65-66 37.0, 8.6 50.5,357.5 42.0 12 100 13 2 
32A41. 43.54.56 36.1, 14.3 ' 47.3 68 
2 6 672885-92 58.1, 2.3 57.0,355.0 6.9 139 28 21 2 
675802-08 59.5,335.4 15.3 12 
3 6 672886.88.90.92 58.0, 2.2 56.5,355.0 7.2 146 13 11 2 
673809.11.13.15 56.7,352.8 4.3 22 
4 6 675825-31 57.6,335.1 52.5,335.0 19.8 63 21 18 1 
673810.12-16.35.37 56.2,352.8 6.5 97 
5 6 675802-06 59.5,335.4 56.5,335.0 16.7 78 20 16 1 
673809-13.15 56.7,352.8 5.3 83 
6 6 675803-06.29.31 58.8,335.3 56.5,334.0 19.8 165 9 63 1 
529A49-54 33.5,333.6 43.5 6 
INDEX . MAP 80X145 24 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 3 35A72-82(EVENS) 37.3, 7.6 41.0, 6.5 11.0 36 74 7 1 
70All-27(ODDS) 37.5, 4.7 11.2 '71 
2 3 38Al2 37.6, 5.5 41. 5, 5.2 10.8 16 93 3 2 
35A80 37.4, 7.0 11.4 72 
2 3 38A12 37.6, 5.5 41.5, 5.2 10.8 17 78 3 1 
70A21.23 37.5, 4.0 10.6 85 
3 3 37A41-48 37.4, 6.9 41.0, 4.0 11.4 40 56 7 1 
70A20-29 37.6, 3.5 9.4 85 
3 3 37A41-48 37.4, 6.9 41.0, 4.0 11.4 55 48 10 1 
72A21 37.6, 2.3 8.6 77 
3 3 37A41-48 37.4, 6.9 41.0, 4.0 11.4 1 168 1 1 
35A80-82 37.4, 6.8 12.4 11 
4 3 70A22-32( EVENS) 37.6, 3.5 40.2, 3.5 9.4 115 29 15 2 
72A19-29(ODDS) 37.7, 9.8 7.8 36 
5 3 35A71. 73. 75 37.3, 7.6 41. 9, 8.7 11.0 54 102 26 1 
9A62.64.66 36.2,355.8 30.8 24 
6 3 38Al1-14.16 37.6, 5.2 41. 9, 5.0 12.3 17 97 4 2 
35A79.81 37.4, 7.0 13.5 66 
7 3 38A11.13.15.17.19 37.6, 5.2 43.0, 3.5 12.3 2 172 3 1 
36A42.44.46.48 37.6, 5.0 15.6 7 
8 3 32A58-59 37.3, 6.7 44.1, 6.5 19.0 33 101 17 1 
9A56-58 35.3, 0.0 28.0 46 
9 3 32A60.62.64.66.68 37.5, 5.6 46.3, 3.5 23.7 5 98 2 1 
26A74.76.78.80 37.3, 4.6 24.2 77 
10 3 32A48-51 36.6, 12.2 47.3, 2.0 36.0 29 54 20 1 
26A79-80 37.3, 4.1 26.8 96 
2-21-
11 3 32A48.50 36.6, 12.2 48.0, 2.2 36.0 4 _ 87 3 1 
26A60 36.4, 10.9 35.9 89 
12 3 37A12.14 36.5, 13.4 47.8, 6.0 34.1 5 78 3 1 
26A53.55 36.2, 12.1 33.4 97 
13 3 32A38-39 35.4, 18.3 49.4, 1.5 49.6 13 60 16 1 
37A20 36.8, 11.9 40.1 107 
13 3 32A38-39 35.4, 18.3 49.4, 1.5 49.6 16 54 21 1 
26A59.61 36.4, 10.9- 35.9 110 
14 3 32A52 36.6, 12.2 48.6, 0.2 36.0 5 106 4 1 
26A62 36.5, 10.5 37.7 69 
15 6 673834.36 55.0,352.8 47.0, 2.5 13.5 18 141 15 2 
675849-51 56.0,335.0 27.1 21 
16 6 673B30 55.1,352.8 47.9, 9.5 17.8 79 51 23 1 
670B23 58.3, 21.5 17 .9 50 
17 6 561A21.23 33.6, 34.0 42.2, 2.0 38.2 141 18 63 2 
675B50.52 55.9,335.0 28.0 21 
18 7 673B54.56-60 53.5,352.9 42.0, 5.0 19.2 131 30 50 1 
561A21-26 33.7, 33.9 34.8 19 
19 7 675849-50 56.0,335.0 44.1, 2.0 28.3 16 29 13 1 
673B57-60 53.4,352.9 17.6 135 
20 7 673B55 53.5,352.9 44.8, 9.5 18.0 70 63 24 1 
670B24 58.3, 21. 5 -22.3 48 
INDEX MAP BOX146 18 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 32A30.32 33.2, 26.0 43.0, 14.0 37.9 98 40 57 1 
9A42.44 34.6, 2.8 33.8 43 
2 3 32A35.37 33.5, 25.0 41.5, 12.0 37.5 79 26 38 1 
35A65.67.69 37.1, 9.7 13.1 75 
3 3 35A62.64.66.68.70 9.7, 37.0 40.5, 12.5 13.1 41 79 10 1 
70A01.03.05.07.09 7.7, 13.1 14.9 61 
4 3 26A38-40 34.3, 20.2 45.0, 14.0 33.5 48 69 32 1 
9A21-23 32.9, 8.2 36.1 63 
5 4 597A41-45.46.48 39.4, 25.3 43.0, 17.0 15.3 19 144 26 1 
32A17.19.21-24.26-33 32.4, 28.4 39.9 17 
6 4 9A22.41-44 34.2, 3.9 43.0, 14.0 34.6 116 21 44 2 
597A45-48 39.4, 25.3 15.3 42 
7 4 597A29 39.5, 30.0 42.0, 16.1 20.2 35 105 23 1 
32A27.29 33.0, 26.7 35.3 40 
8 4 597A30 39.5, 29.9 40.6, 15.0 21.1 132 19 32 1 
35A61-62 36.9, 10.8 14.0 29 
10 4 9A21.23 32.9, 8.2 45.2, 14.5 36.7 48 62 32 2 
26A37-40 34.3, 20.2 33.5 70 
11 4 71B78.80 46.2, 25.1 45.9, 18.8 9.1 85 76 35 1 
26A31.33 33.9, 21.6 34.5 19 
12 6 669B70 54.7, 31.1 49.5, 14.9 14.5 115 39 31 2 
673B26.28 55.2,352.8 22.0 26 
12 6 669B70 54.7, 31.1 49.5, 14.9 14.5 35 72 9 2 
670B19.21 58.4, 21. 5 14.4 73 
13 6 673B26.28.30 55.2,352.8 48.7, 15.0 22.0 75 39 23- 1 
670B19-23 58.4, 21.5 14.4 66 
14 6 670B24.43-45.47 56.9, 21. 3 41. 9, 16.0 22.0 103 40 37 1 
561A27-31.33 33.8, 33.7 24.3 37 
2 -22-
15 7 669B92-93 53.1, 31.2 48.5, 17.5 12.7 117 41 32 2 
673B26.28.49.51 54.2,352.9 23.8 22 
15 7 669B92-93 53.1, 31.2 48.5, 17.5 12.7 45 76 11 2 
670B19-21 58.4, 21. 5 14.4 59 
16 7 673B49-54 53.7,352.9 44.5, 15.0 24.4 65 53 26 1 
670B19-24.43-45.47 56.9, 21.3 22.0 62 
9 4 597A41. 43. 45. 47 39.4, 25.3 44.5, 17.0 15.3 39 111 24 1 
26A30-32.34.36.38.40 34.3, 20.2 33.5 31 
INDEX MAP BOX147 15 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 26A21-29(ODDS) 33.4, 22.9 45.7, 23.0 35.0 16 63 12 1. 
35A36-44(EVENS) 35.3, 19.2 30.2 101 
2 4 597 A33 -41( ODDS) 39.4, 26.1 45.0, 23.5 12.0 40 115 23 1 
35A32-34.36-44(EVENS) 35.3, 19.2 30.2 25 
3 4 597A33-41(ODDS) 39.4, 26.1 45.5, 23.5 12.0 21 145 24 1 
26A21-30 33.4, 22.9 35.0 14 
4 4 32A16-17 30.8, 32.6 43.5, 20.5 45.1 16 12 33 2 
597A25.40-42 39.4, 28.1 13.3 152 
5 4 597A34.36 39.4, 26.4 44.0, 26.2 11. 7 76 76 27 2 
595A45.47 39.4, 44.4 27.0 28 
6 4 595A48 39.4, 44.4 41. 9, 25.2 27.0 24 16 18 1 
597A20-21 39.5, 30.8 10.0 140 
7 4 71B72. 74. 76 46.7, 25.3 46.4, 22.5 3.9 114 59 32 1 
35A37.39.41.43 35.3, 19.2 30.2 8 
8 4 71B76.78 46.7, 25.3 46.1, 20.5 3.9 95 77 35 1 
26A29 33.7, 22.3 34.6 8 
9 5 595A43-48.30-31 39.4, 44.4 42.5, 27.0 27.0 45 18 22 1 
597AOl.03.17-20.34.36 39.4, 30.0 8.3 116 
10 6 670B12.14 58.7, 21.6 49.5, 28.7 15.8 151 17 38 2 
561A62 36.6, 26.6 23.5 12 
11 6 670B17-18 58.7, 21. 6 49.0, 20.8 15.8 62 74 22 2 
673B25-26 55.3,352.8 23.3 44 
12 6 670B40.42-44 56.6, 21.3 41.4, 24.0 22.1 138 18 36 . 1 
561A33.35.37 33.9, 33.5 16.0 24 
13 6 524AOI 28.0, 29.4 40.1, 20.6 20.6 145 19 43 2 
670B44 56.6, 21.3 24.4 16 
14 7 669B88-92 53.2, 31.2 48.0, 25.0 9.2 44 100 11 2 
670B12.14-18 58.7, 21.6 15.8 36 
15 7 673826 55.3,352.8 48.1, 20.3 23.4 107 23 29 1 
669B91-92 53.1, 31.2 11.0 50 
INDEX MAP BOX148 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set J. SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 259S11-12.29-30.49 39.0, 40.0 47.0, 37.0 14.9 45 74 12 1 
260S0J.-02.21-22.41 39.0, 31.5 16.5 61 
2 6 670812 58.7, 21.6 49.5, 30.3 16.0 141 23 38 2 
561A62 36.6, 26.6 23.5 16 
3 6 704822 59.9, 69.3 46.2, 39.5 30.0 80 44 37 2 
670831-32 57-.0, 21.4 24.0 56 
4 6 670B57.59.61 
595A05.07.09.11.13 
5 7 669B84.86.88 
670B08.10.12.37 
INDEX MAP BOX149 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 704B18-22 
670B02.04.06.27.29-32 
2 7 704B43-46 
670B26-28.30.49.51.53 
INDEX MAP BOX150 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 5 257S11 
258S21 
2 5 257S10.12.29 
258S22.41 
3 5 257S30 
258S42 
4 7 670B02.25-26.49 
704B16.18.41-43 
INDEX MAP BOX153 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 5 62B66-71 
555A61-64.66 
2 6 555A64.66 
704B25 
3 7 398S49.51 
857A06.08.10 
INDEX MAP BOX154 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 

































40.5, 34.9 24.1 116 34 45 1 
28.0 30 
49.0, 34.0 9.2 17 148 11 2 
19.7 15 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
48.0, 45.0 25.6 83 47 34 2 
23.4 50 
43.5, 47.0 29.0 71 48 32 2 
23.4 61 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
44.0, 58.0 12.2 78 62 19 1 
16.9 40 
46.0, 58.0 15.1 71 68 24 1 
22.9 40 
48.0, 58.0 19.0 45 82 18 1 
24.2 54 
44.5, 52.0 30.1 76 44 34 1 
22.5 60 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
48.5, 84.0 21.2 91 44 30 1 
20.1 46 
48.5, 82.9 21.5 151 13 38 1 
18.0 16 
49.0, 85.0 53.3 4 11 31 1 
22.4 164 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
41.3,126.3 44.6, 96.0 52.1 27 44 33 2 
49.3,111.7 28.1 108 
INDEX MAP BOX155 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 4B10-15.33.35.37.39.41 
4B73-85 
2 3 4B08.10.12.14 
4B29-37(ODDS) 
INDEX MAP BOX156 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 4B04.06.08 
4B25.27.29 
INDEX MAP BOX158 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 115A41-42 
7B35-36 
2 4 38B33 
39B11 
3 4 129A31.33.35 
38B33 
4 4 129A33.35.37 
39B11.13.15 
5 5 7B68-70 
35B23-24.38B33 
6 5 39B17.19 
7B74 
7 5 39B21 
7B76 
8 7 851A11-12 
852A02.04 
INDEX MAP BOX159 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 112A31 
129A31 
2 4 112A17-25.27.29.31 
35B10-18.38B19-31 
3 4 38B31 
129A31 
4 4 7B02.33-36 
115A35-42 















Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
52.1 48 47 44 2 
28.1 85 
55.5 6 55 14 2 
44.9 119 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
35.0,133.9 44.5,111.0 49.7 6 49 12 2 
39.5,128.8 39.9 125 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
36.5,145.0 45.0,139.5 23.1 28 80 12 1 
33.0,139.6 24.0 72 
36.6,136.9 40.5,139.0 9.8 33 20 7 2 
38.7,139.4 4.1 127 
35.7,136.4 40.2,139.1 11. 9 0 0 2 1 
36.6,136.9 9.8 180 
35.6,136.0 40.1,138.0 11.0 50 28 9 2 
38.5,139.2 5.1 102 
29.7,136.9 42.0,139.2 25.5 7 4 17 1 
37.8,137.6 8.6 168 
38.0,138.6 40.8,134.0 9.0 42 116 18 1 
29.3,136.6 23.8 22 
37.7,138.3 40.9,132.0 12.3 40 109 18 1 
29.1,136.5 24.8 31 
33.1,142.8 44.0,133.5 14.2 38 64 9 1 
32.7,133.3 13.0 78 
51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
36.6,145.9 45.0,141.0 12.2 46 71 10 1 
J5.8,136.7 13.1 62 
36.8,147.2 40.9,145.0 8.2 87 61 16 1 
38.0,138.0 14.3 31 
36.8,137.1 40.3,140.5 10.5 3 .162 3 2 
35.8,136.7 13.1 15 
34.6,141.5 45.0,142.0 22.1 21 76 9 2 
36.6,145.6 21.5 83 
29.8,137.0 42.0,142.0 25.6 19 25 13 1 
38.0,138.0 14.3 136 
2 -25-
INDEX MAP BOX160 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 4 l11A13-23(ODDS) 37.3,150.1 40.2,153.0 10.8 53 97 19 1 
35BOI-08.38BI9 39.7,139.8 23.1 30 
2 7 849A21.23 32.5,160.6 43.5,158.1 13.2 65 74 19 1 
851A03-04 33.2,142.8 20.2 41 
i 
INDEX MAP BOX161 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo 5et 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 318S29-30.49 36.7,166.7 45.0,167.0 15.1 43 89 15 1 
319S21-22.41-42 36.8,157.4 ,21.1 48 
2 5 246S70 39.0,161. 7 42 .. 0,169.6 11.9 68 44. 12 2 
318S11-12 37.4,169.8 8.9 68 
3 7 849A21-24 32.5,160.6 44.0,163.5 15.3 51 79 16 1 
851A01-04 33.2,142.8 20.2 50 
INDEX MAP BOX167 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 20BOl-17 43.5,235.4 48.0,226.0 24.0 175 3 50 2 
20B71-87 52.3,215.0 26.4 2 
1 3 20B21-37 46.4,230.4 48.0,226.0 10.9 167 7 23 2 
20B47-62 50.2,221. 7 11.9 6 
2 5 9A13-18.33-37 32.2,220.7 47.5,224.5 27.7 9 43 6 1 
541A49-52.54 34.5,218.7 23.1 128 
3 5 541A51-52 34.5,218.7 48.0,225.5 23.1 36 91 20 1 
615A01-02.09-10 38.7,208.6 31.5 53 
4 5 9A13-16.33.35 32.2,220.7 48.0,225.5 27.7 44 74 24 1 
615AOI-02.09-10 38.7,208.6 31.5 61 
4 5 201B75-78 44.9,254.9 48.0,225.5 . 37.9 151 14 68 1 
615AOI-02.09-10 38.7,208.6 31.5 15 
4 7 842A51.53 32.9,228.5 43.0,229.0 11.4 62 87 22 1 
844A32.34 32.7,208.6 24.5 31 
5 3 20B36.38-42 47.7,227.7 49.5,222.0 14.6 7 167 38 1 
21B41.43.45 37.1,243.9 52.8 6 
INDEX MAP BOXl72 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 57B62.64 46.7,299.5 58.5,279.0 28.6 8 142 17 1 
11B09 34.6,304.9 44.0 30 
2 5 236S42.44.46.48 39.0,264.1 46.5,276.0 23.9 27 62 11 2 
272S05.07.09.11.13 39.0,271.3 20.6 90 
2-26-
INDEX MAP BOX173 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 . W2 
1 5 11801.03.05.07.09 34.9,305.2 49.5,287.5 40.1 30 43 24 2 
57852-64 47.1,299.7 23.7 108 
2 5 271S11-14 39.0,280.6 49.0,284.0 21.2 41 90 21 1 
272S02. 04. 21. 23 38.9,267.5 30.2 50 
INDEX MAP 80X174 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 4 57852 48.0,300.1 49.7,290.2 14.3 36 119 27 1 
11801 35.3,305.5 37.0 25 
INDEX MAP 80X178 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 267 S23. 25 • 27 38.9,318.0 40.4,332.0 20.3 40 14 16 2 
302S02.04.06 38.1,329.0 5.6 126 
2 6 567A05.07.09 33.7,337.5 40.2,336.0 8.3 171 6 29 2 
675B64.66 55.5,335.0 21.0 2 
3 6 529A01. 03 28.7,341.5 41.0,337.0 18.1 166 7 39 2 
675B62.64-66 55.5,335.0 21.0 6 
4 6 675837 -40.63 57.3,335.1 48.5,337.0 14.2 52 72 14 1 
673821-23 56.3,352.8 16.6 56 
INDEX MAP BOX179 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 52A49 38.1,356.5 48.5,349.3 28.5 17 111 14 2 
60A52-53 38.0, 2.1 36.9 52 
2 6 672896 57.8, 2.2 49.2,343.0 19.1 72 45 21 2 
675B34.36 57.4,335.1 14.7 63 
2 6 672896 57.8, 2.2 49.2,343.0 19.1 10 16 8 2 
673818.20 56.4,352.8 11.5 154 
3 6 673816.18.20.22.41-43 56.0,352.8 47.0,345.0 16.6 57 65 17 2 
675832.34.36.56-61 55.7,335.0 17.7 58 
4 6 529A03.05.07.09 28.8,341.4 41.0,343.5 17.2 153 15 37 1 
675858.60 55.6,335.0 20.8 12 
INDEX MAP 80X180 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 32A53.55.57.70-71 
39A27-29.31 
2 3 38A22.24.26 
39A21. 23. 25 
3 3 43 AIl 
60A43.45.47 
4 3 43A01.03 
52A41 
5 3 52A32.34.36.38 
61A21.23.25.27.29 
6 6 561A21 
675850.52 
7 7 673B35-42.61.63.65 
675826.28.30.51-56 
8 7 561A21 
673859-61 
INDEX MAP 80X181 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 561A01.03.22.24.26 
673856.58.60.62 
INDEX MAP BOX182 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 35A62.64 
70AOl. 03 
2 4 35A62 
597A30 
3 6 597A15-16 
670B47-48 
4 .6 561A09-10.28.30.32 
670B44.46-48 
5 6 524A01 
561A30.32 
6 6 524A21-22 
561A12.14 

































Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
41.8 16 51 16 1 
31.2 113 
18.9 35 111 27 2 
.39.6 34 
38.3 3 122 4 2 
41.3 55 
35.9 14 53 11 1 
29.0 112 
29.3 4 144 6 2 
34.3 33 
39.9 136 20 64 2 
27.5 24 
14.2 36 110 18 2 
26.7 33 
39.9 114 24 52 2 
19.5 41 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
33.6, 34.0 39.3, 4.0 37.2 118 24 51 2 
53.5,352.9 20.0 38 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2' 
36.9, 10.5 39.5, 12.0 12.7 24 103 7 1 
36.9, 8.3 15.9 53 
36.9, 10.7 39.9, 15.0 12.9 142 23 32 2 
39.5, 29.9 21.1 14 
39.3, 33.9 38.0, 14.0 28.9 67 52 31 2 
56.5, 21.3 25.0 62 
33.8, 33.8 38.0, 16.5 26.0 93 42 38 2 
56.5, 21 25.0 44 
28.0, 29.4 38.5, 18.5 20.6 29 77 11 2 
33.8, 33.6 21.0 73 
29.0, 28.2 33.0, 18.8. 11.8 28 119 11 2 
33.0, 35.2 . 20.1 33 
33.0, 35.2 33.5, 18.0 20.1 82 58 33 2 
54.8, 21.3 28.1 40 
2-28-
INDEX MAP BOX183 11 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 597A07.09 39.3, 34.5 39.9, 21.0 18.9 1 3 5 1 
597A22.24.26 39.5, 30.5 13.5 176 
2 5 595A13.15-16.30.32 39.5, 49.0 39.0, 27.0 32.4 3 3 20 1 
597A01-04 39.3, 34.9 12.5 174 
3 6 524A08.29 28.7, 28.1 32.0, 29.1 5.9 115 55 44 2 
558A01 32.4, 64.2 41.1 10 
4 6 524A05-07 28.1, 29.3 37.5, 28.0 9.8 96 65 38 2 
595A13-16 39.3, 53.2 35.4 19 
5 6 595A13-16 39.3, 53.2 38.0, 28.0 35.4 53 25 30 1 
561A36-38.17 33.9, 33.5 12.3 . 102 
6 6 524AOI-08.21-27 28.7, 29.3 36.0, 23.0 9.8 42 85 8 2 
561A14-18.32-38 33.9, 33.5 12.3 53 
7 6 595A13-16 39.3, 53.2 38.5, 28.0 35.4 93 36 45 2 
670B63.65 55.0, 21.3 23.4 51 
8 6 524AOI-05.07 28.1, 29.4 38.5, 24.0 12.4 160 13 41 2 
670B44.63.65.67 55.0, 21.3 29.0 6 
9 6 561AI5.17.32-38 33.9, 33.5 38.0, 24.0 12.3 120 40 37 2 
670B44.63.65.67 55.0, 21.3 29.0 19 
10 7 52 4A02 • 04 -08 28.1, 29.4 35.0, 25.0 12.4 157 16 41 2 
670B62.64.66.68-69 54.9, 21.3 29.0 8 
11 7 561A14-18 33.1, 35.1 34.0, 23.0 15.3 94 56 34 2 
670B64.66.68 54.9, 21.3 29.0 30 
INDEX MAP BOX184 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V • WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 595A04-13 39.3, 53.7 39.0, 35.0 27.5 108 34 43 2 
670B56-61 55.1, 21.3 23.8 38 
2 6 524A09-11.13 .15 28.2, 29.2 36.0, 36.0 13.0 119 42 37 1 
670B56.58.60 55.2, 21.3 29.0 20 
3 6 558A21-23 33.5, 62.3 37.0, 37.0 32.4 117 30 54 2 
670B56.58.60 55.2, 21.3 29.0 33 
4 6 524A8.10-16.29.31.33.35 28.3, 29.1 34.0, 35.0 15.3 138 27 45 2 
558Al-7.21-24 32.5, 64.0 32.2 15 
5 6 558A21.23 33.5, 62.3 38.0, 37.0 31.5 15 46 11 2 
595A04.06.08.10 39.2, 53.9 24.0 119 
INDEX MAP BOX185 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 595A04 39.2, 54.1 38.6, 40.3 20.6 114 39 44 2 
670B56 55.2, 21.3 30.2 28 
2 6 558A23 33.5, 62.3 37.0, 41.0 30.5 125 27 55 2 
670B56 55.2, 21.3 30.2 28 
3 6 524A15-16 28.3, 29.0 33.0, 40.3 14.6 162 12 43 2 
558A07-08.24-25 32.5, 63.1 28.7 6 
4 6 524A15 28.3, 29;1 35.7, 40.2 15.3 97 55 36 1 
670856 55.2, 21.3 30.2 28 
5 6 595A04 
670855 
6 6 558A25 
595A04 
7 7 558A11-13 
704868-69 
8 7 670850.52.54 
704846.67.69 
INDEX MAP 80X186 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 520A34.36 
558A37-38 
2 6 520A32.34 
558A18 
3 7 520A36 
704862 
4 7 670849-50 
704865-67 
5 7 558A13.15.17 
704864.66.68 
INDEX MAP 80X187 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 519A34.36 
520A31.33.35 
2 7 519A35-36 
704856.58.60 
3 7 520A33. 35 -36 
704860.62 
INDEX MAP 80X188 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 519Al1-16 .31. 33 
555A09.11-14.32.~4 
INDEX MAP 80X189 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 






















































20.0 119 14 24 2 
6.0 47 
26.8 18 48 10 2 
20.6 113 
21.6 62 75 34 2 
35.9 43 
34.0 67 54 39 1 
31.0 59 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
18.5 8 5 11 2 
7.2 167 
15.5 48 49 12 2 
11.5 84 
19.8 118 36 . 43 2 
29.8 26 
34.5 70 55 42 1 
34.0 56 
15.1- 67 82 32 2 
34.0 31 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
20.5 29 48 11 1 
15.1 103 
21.0 132 27 44 2 
27.2 21 
18.9 137 25 45 2 
29.0 18 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
14.5 55 85 20 2 
24.3 40 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 ~/2 
32.0, 86.1 34.0, 86.0 6.2 67 93 18 1 
27.6, 72.5 19.2 20 
2 -30-
INDEX MAP 80X193 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 . Em2 W2 
1 4 39824.26 37.3,137.9 38.4,129.0 15.0 4 135 2 2 
40831.33 37.7,138.5 16.2 42 
2 4 129A47 35.1,134.1 38.5,129.9 11.3 38 90 9 2 
39824 37.5,138.0 14.5 53 
3 4 129A47-48 35.0,134.0 37.4,129.8 10.0 40 100 10 2 
40831-32 37.8,138.6 15.8 40 
4 4 130A38 33.4,128.2 36.6,129.9 8.3 126 36 23 2 
40832 37.8,138.6 16.5 18 
5 4 49823-30 31.1,134.8 30.7, 27.0 13.6 3 169 7 1 
623A47-57.59 34.9,119.3 20.4 8 
6 7 852A03.05.07 32.7,133.3 35.0,126.0 7.0 38 22 5 1 
853A04.06.08.10 32.4,128.0 3.0 120 
INDEX MAP 80X194 16 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 4 129A32-48(EVENS) 35.4,135.2 38.5,135.0 7.4 49 101 12 1 
130A23-37 (ODDS) 33.8,129.3 15.0 30 
2 4 129A32.34.36 35.6,136.2 38.5,138.0 9.7 11 38 3 1 
34819.21.23 35.8,135.4 7.8 131 
3 4 130A23-28.30 34.0,129.8 38.1,138.0 17.8 18 15 10 2 
34819-24 35.8,135.4 8.0 147 
4 4 34819-24 35.8,135.4 37.8,137.0 8.0 151 12 14 2 
40816-23 38.9,139.8 6.0 17 
5 4 129A31-35 35.7,136.4 39.2,138.8 11. 9 1 2 5 1 
38832.34 36.6,136.9 7.4 176 
6 4 129A32-47 35.4,135.2 39.0,135.0 7.4 76 56 10 2 
39812-24(EVEN).40817-31 38.3,139.0 8.4 48 
7 4 38834 36.5,136.8 39.2,138.3 7.0 77 18 7 2 
39812 38.6,139.3 2.2 85 
8 4 40816.18.20.22.24 38.9,139.8 36.9,137.2 6.0 180 0 16 1 
35847.49.51.53 34.1,133.9 9.7 0 
9 4 130A23-36 33.8,129.4 38.0,135.0 14.5 146 13 22 2 
40817.19-31.39812.14.16 38.3,139.0 8.4 22 
10 4 130A32.34.36.38 33.6,128.8 36.5,132.0 11.4 126 27 20 2 
49807.09.11 35.6,138.8 11.3 28 
11 4 623A41-46 35.3,120.8 31. 0, 131. 5 25.9 148 4 29 1 
45821-24 31.1,133.5 3.5 28 
12 4 49821-23 31.5,135.2 35.5,136.0 8.4 83 75 25 1 
623A43-47 35.2,120.5 74.7 21 
13 4 40820.22.24.26.28.30 38.4,139.2 36.5,134.0 9.1 35 63 5 1 
49801-11(0005) 35.8,139.0 8.2 82 
14 4 49801-06.08 35.6,138.8 31.0,130.8 11.3 10 17 4 2 
35849-54.34849.51.53 32.6,132.6 7.1 153 
15 ·5 277832 36.0,130.2 30.5,136.0 14.5 52 42 12 2 
264839 30.1,128.8 9.5 85 
16 7 851A11.33-34 32.6,142.4 35.0,134.0 7.2 88 34 8 1 
852A04.06.08 32.7,133.3 4.7 58 
INDEX MAP BOX195 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 129A31 
112A31 
2 4 111A28-38.112A30.32 
34B11.13-16 
3 4 130A21-23 
34B17-19 
4 4 130A21-22 
112A31-32 
5 4 40B12.14.16 
35843.45.47 
6 4 38B18-26.28.30 
111A25-37.112A20-32 
7 4 40Bl1-12 
111A37-38 
8 4 40B13-16 
34B15-19 
9 4 130A22 
40B15.17 
INDEX MAP BOX196 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 111A14-25 
35B02.38B11.13-17 
2 5 248S48.50 
249S01 
3 7 849A23.25 
851A03.24 
INDEX MAP BOX197 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 5 246S13-14.33-34 
247S01-02.21-22 
2 5 247S09-10.28-30 
248S01-02.21-22 
3 7 849A23-28 
851A01.03.21-22.24 
INDEX MAP BOX202 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 




























































Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
13.1 92 42 18 2 
12.2 46 
7.6 121 38 19 1 
13.5 21 
21.1 2 2 12 2 
9.4 175 
21.1 123 21 30 2 
12.2 36 
6.2 99 58 16 2 
13.5 24 
14.1 95 28 17 2 
7.6 57 
6.7· 162 9 14 1 
7.0 9 
3.2 88 75 11 2 
11.1 17 
21.1 98 8 22 1 
2.9 74 
Em1 V Wl Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
7.9 39 123 19 1 
23.9 18 
11.6 1 176 9 1 
20.2 2 
8.5 134 32 25 2 
18.4 15 
Em1 V HI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
7.3 52 96 12 2 
14.5 31 
6.9 42 115 13 2 
16.8 23 
8.8 56 100 19 1 
22.6 25 
Em1 V HI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
33.2,212.4 33.5,213.0 1.5 
32.4,210.9 4.8 





3 5 241S13-16.33-36 
242S01-04.21.23.25 
INDEX MAP BOX203 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 842A53.55.57 
844A34.36.38.40 
INDEX MAP BOX204 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 842A59-60 -
880A22 
2 7 842A53.55.57 
844A34.36.38 
3 7 381S01-02 
842A56.58.60 
INDEX MAP BOX205 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 538A08.21 
573A36 
2 6 538A09.11 
573A16 
INDEX MAP BOX206 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 572A13.15 
573A30.32 
2 6 538A01-04.15 
572A13.15-16 








37.0,210.5 5.1 28 139 
15.1 13 
39.0,217.0 2.4 167 11 
12.8 2 








32.9,228.5 35.0,229.3 9.3 71 85 23 1 
32.7,208.6 24.5 24 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
32.8,228.4 30.1,234.0 8.8 56 93 15 2 
24.3,221.6 17.6 32 
32.9,228.5 36.0,231.0 4.8 52 115 20 1 
32.7,208.6 22.6 12 
13.9,241.1 32.0,237.5 25.4 110 17 29 1 
32.9,228.4 8.2 53 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
30.3,254.0 32.9,249.9 6.6 52 115 28 2 
. 36.2,274.8 31.1 13 
29.9,254.6 36.5,248.5 12.7 56 97 30 2 
35.4,276.8 34.5 27 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
35.3,286.7 34.0,358.5 33.1 5 18 10 1 
36.1,275.0 23.3 157 
29.7,254.8 32.5,258.0 8.2 150 23 43 2 
35.3,286.7 35.3 7 
29.8,254.7 31.0,255.0 4.0 125 48 27 2 
36.1,275.0 24.9 7 
INDEX MAP BOX207 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 538A01 
573A28-29 
2 6 538A01 
572A13 
3 6 572A07-14 
573A21-30 
INDEX MAP BOX208 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 534A15-16.32-36 
572Al-2.4.6.21.23.25 
INDEX MAP BOX210 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 186S7.187S5.9.11.188S7-15 
234S31.34.51-52.54 
INDEX MAP BOX213 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 201S24.26 
232S51. 53 
2 4 202S24.26 
231S41. 232S51 
3 5 231S41-42 
232S51-52 
4 5 268S01-04. 21. 23 
302S09-12 
5 6 567All-13.15 
675B68-69.71 
6 6 567 All-16. 35 
569A01-05 
7 6 567A32-36 
569A21-24 
INDEX MAP BOX214 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 


















Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
9.4 151 20 28 2 
19.0 10 
9.4 150 22 40 2 
31.9 8 
28.6 2 4 13 2 
15.8 174 
Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
291.4, 90.1 32.5,276.0 20.0 113 35 35 2 
35.2,287.1 21.4 32 
Sl 
S2 
T Em1 V W1 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
30.2,304.7 31.0,299.0 14.5 126 28 27 2 




























Em1 V W1 
Em2 W2 
17.4 169 6 
25.8 4 
16.9 178 0 
16.3 1 
13.6 9 159 
25.8 12 
26.5 166 3 
5.6 11 
11.5 103 51 
22.8 26 
14.0 138 18 
10.2 24 
12.1 132 27 
15.3 22 











29.7,340.3 35.0,337.0 5.9 80 64 10 1 
34.4,336.1 9.1 36 
2-34-
2 6 567A32-33 34.6,335.8 30.8,330.3 8.0 117 43 21 2 
569A21 34.6,316.9 16.2 20 
3 6 529A18-20.35-37 30.3,339.0 32.2,338.5 3.2 130 45 37 1 
643A10-20 39.3,315.6 35.0 5 
3 6 567A24-27 34.5,336.1 32.2,338.5 7.4 22 150 28 2 
643A10-20 39.3,315.6 35.0 8 
4 7 567A05.07.09-12 33.8,337.5 39.0,334.0 9.0 148 22 30 2 
675864.66.68.70 55.4,335.0 22.0 9 
INDEX MAP 80X215 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 3 203502-07 30.4,339.7 30.4,341. 0 2.2 97 75 16 1 
230502.04 36.4,342.0 15.4 8 
2 5 224513-15.17 39.2,355.1 37.0,346.0 12.8 148 20 37 2 
230S31-33 38.5,330.5 25.9 11 
3 5 224510.12-17 38.2, 10.1 35.0,348.0 36.1 116 14 41 2 
229534-40.61-62 37.9,344.6 8.5 51 
4 7 529A03-08 28.8,341.5 38.0,343.0 13.7 38 37 9 1 
567A01-04 33.7,337.7 8.4 104 
5 7 529A07-11 28.9,341.4 37.5,347.5 17.6 159 11 36 1 
673844.67-68 53.2,353.0 18.6 10 
INDEX MAP 80X216 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 4 209S18-23.210S19-26 32.0,353.5 35.0,351.0 9.2 157 13 22 1 
229S31-34.59 37.8,345.0 12.8 10 
1 4 211527-28 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 
CONT 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 
2 5 224S10 37.1, 15.9 34.3,350.3 46.1 124 16 55 2 
229533-34 37.8,345.0 12.8 40 
3 5 224511 37.1, 15.8 38.0,351. 0 41.5 168 5 62 2 
229556-59 38.6,338.6 21.2 7 
4 7 561A01 32.8, 35.6 36.0,357.6 43.2 163 7 65 1 
529A15-16 29.0,341.2 22.3 10 
5 7 561A01 32.8, 35.6 42.5,358.0 43.2 111 26 55 2 
673862.64 53.3,353.0 20.4 43 
6 7 529Al1-15 28.9,341.3 37.0,352.0 18.7 131 26 37 1 
673862.64-66.68 53.2,353.0 22.0 23 
INDEX MAP 80X217 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 3 671A24.26-40 24.7, 1l.5 26.0, 7.5 9.8 114 41 21 2 
634A25.27.29-36 31.2, 7.0 15.1 26 
2 3 634A35-42.44.46 30.5, 5.5 25.5, 4.0 17.9 96 48 32 2 
673AOI-09.11 26.4,355.5 23.6 36 . 
2 -35-
INDEX MAP BOX218 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 4 208A02 ~ 23.5, 0.0 24.5, 16.5 31.5 129 27 62 1 
633A25.27 35.5, 27.7 35.4 24 
2 4 633A32 35.3, 26.8 21. 5, 13.0 41. 7 125 25 65 2 
209A01 21. 7 ,357.3 29.1 31 
INDEX MAP BOX219 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 633A49.51.53.55 33.1, 20.7 23.7, 23.0 27.1 53 45 23 1 
670A38.40.42.44 29.2, 28.7 17.9 82 
2 3 633A59 32.7, 19.8 23.0, 21.0 27.1 51 55 23 1 
670A48 28.6, 27.6 22.0 74 
3 3 632A25-28.30 31. 9, 27.1 27.0, 29.0 13.7 151 8 18 1 
669A89-95.97 25.4, 30.9 5.0 21 
3 3 632A25-30.32.34.36.38 31.5, 26.2 26.5, 27.5 15.0 48 44 11 1 
670A23-33 30.1, 30.5 10.2 88 
INDEX MAP BOX220 13 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T . Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 2 4A51-54 17.4, 34.6 21.0, 30.9 15.0 11 21 6 1 
3A43-44 18.3, 32.8 9.9 148 
2 3 4A28-32 14.1, 39.1 20.5, 32.2 26.0 164 7 47 1 
4A88-93 23.6, 25.4 21. 7 8 
3 3 4A45-50 16.8, 35.4 20.5, 32.5 14.0 134 17 21 1 
4A69-75 20.8, 29.8 8.8 28 
4 3 6A26-32 14.9, 39.2 21.5, 32.5 26.2 159 10 48 1 
6A86-92 24.2, 25.5 22.5 11 
5 3 6A38-49 17.4, 35.8 21.0, 33.0 13.1 137 18 21 1 
6A63.65-75 21.5, 30.0 9.3 25 
6 3 8A21-31(ODDS) 14.9, 40.2 23.0, 36.0 27.7 128 26 50 1 
8A84-92(EVENS) 24.4, 26.4 27.6 27 
7 3 8A38-50 17.7, 36.6 23.0; 37.0 17.1 73 55 21 1 
8A63-75 21.6, 30.8 18.1 51 
8 3 8A84-93 24.4, 26.4 23.0, 35.0 27.6 160 10 60 1 
34A79.81-88 24.1, 46.8 33.5 10 
9 3 lOA94-97 21. 9, 31.2 23.1, 39.8 24.1 139 15 35 1 
36A30-32 26.3, 43.1 13.0 26 
10 3 669A52.54.56-90 27.2, 34.0 28.0, 35.0 5.2 92 56 10 1 
670AOl-13(ODDS).14-23 30.9, 32.1 7.9 33 
11 3 669A62-72(EVENS).73-89 26.6, 32.8 27.8, 33.0 5.2 133 37 23 1 
632A09.11.13.15-25 32.5, 28.5 18.9 10 
12 4 3A04.06-10.12 11. 9, 41. 2 21.5, 34.0 33.6 11 123 34 2 
4A15.6A11.13 1.1, 54.8 63.1 46 
13 4 8A15 2.9, 54.4 27.0, 34.9 63.3 178 0 84 2 
632A14 32.7,29.2 20.8 1 
2 -36-
INDEX MAP BOX221 16 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 2 27A26-41 21.1, 49.2 22.0, 47.0 4.9 164 12 21 2 
27A55-71 24.8, 43.2 16.0 4 
2 2 41A90-91 22.0, 50.6 22.4, 48.0 7.9 144 25 25 2. 
38A01-02.46A71-72 26.4, 43.5 17.8 12 
3 3 10A2-6.8.10.21.23.25.27 11.7,45.1 24.0, 45.0 36.9 119 19 46 1 
27A39-46.69-71.13-17 25.4, 42.1 13.8 42 
4 3 10Al-30.55-61.87.89 11.7,45.1 23.8, 44.0 36.9 152 13 62 2 
630A06-20 33.0, 48.6 26.7 15 
5 3 1OA41 15.7, 40.0 26.8, 40.8 31.6 127 25 54 1 
632A02 33.5, 31.0 27.7 28 
6 3 668A42-48 28.5, 45.7 26.8, 42.7 7.8 118 50 45 1 
lOA15-17 .37 12.5, 44.1 40.2 12 
7 3 22A93 22.4, 41.5 22.1, 49.9 24.5 96 44 40 2 
20A43-44 12.8, 50.3 27.3 40 
8 3 27A03-14 18.4, 53.3 22.0, 47.5 19.5 177 2 51 2 
27A75-92 27.3, 38.6 31.1 1 
9 3 630A08-13 33.1, 48.9 24.0, 45.5 26.0 114 16 30 1 
27A39-44.46 22.0, 47.9 8.1 50 
10 4 35A21-22 13.8, 61.8 22.0, 49.0 39.5 52 48 34 1 
20A42.44.46.48 13.1, 50.0 25.7 80 
11 4 20A27-28.31-32.44-54 13.3, 49.8 24.0, 48.5 27.9 5 3 19 2 
226A28.64-68 18.7, 49.7 9.3 172 
12 4 20A27-28.31-32.51-54 13.3, 49.8 24.5, 49.0 27.9 171 4 54 2 
630A01-06.08 33.5, 50.0 26.1 5 
13 4 10A01-05 10.9, 46.1 24.5, 46.0 37.6 29 15 29 2 
226A67-69 18.6, 49.5 10.7 136 
14 4 10AOI-06.08 11.0, 46.0 24.0, 46.0 35.8 15 50 12 2 
630A06-13 33.2, 49.0 27.7 115 
15 4 60A31-32 17.1, 58.4 22.9, 48.0 31.8 40 17 26 1 
226A66 18.7, 49.7 9.3 123 
16 4 226A28.65-69 18.6, 49.6 24.4, 47.0 12.2 143 25 37 2 
630A01-11 33.4, 49.7 26.6 12 
INDEX MAP BOX222 12 STEREO SETS 
.M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 20A16-17.20-21.33-43 11.7,51.7 22.5, 51.5 25.9 85 50 38 1 
22A50.52.54.70-7S.83-93 21.4, 43.0 28.0 46 
2 3 22A16-17.33.35.37.39 13.9, 53.6 22.0, 57.0 24.6 21 15 16 2 
50A56-60 18.9, 56.9 9.7 145 
3 3 20A57.59.61 15.8, 46.6 20.4, 50.5 17.8 85 52 27 1 
27A25. 51. 53 23.6, 45.3 20.8 43 
4 3 22A32 13.0, 54.7 26.7, 53.9 36.5 142 8 43 2 
667A44 28.7, 55.5 7.7 30 
5 3 22A16-17 11.3, 56.8 23.0, 57.9 32.6 13 20 16 1 
64A49-50 17.8, 56.1 17.4 147 
6 3 22A34.55-58.60.78 17.7, 48.5 .20.5, 56.0 23.6 97 17 25 2 
47A53.55.57.48A61.63-64 18.3, 57.2 6.8 66 
7 3 22A33-34 
51A53-54 
8 3 64A42.44.46.48.50 
50A49.51.53.55.57 
9 4 22A16-32 
226A18.20-23.53-57.59 
10 4 22A32 
667A44 
11 4 226A21-25.27.54-59.61 
277 A30-34. 41-43 
12 4 226A21.23.25 
667A40.42.44 
INDEX MAP BOX223 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 50A41.43.45.47 
64A32.34.36.38.40 
2 3 665A17-30 
665A31-44 
3 4 64A31 
226A44.46 
4 4 226A02-12( EVENS) 
226A41.43.45.47.49 
5 6 519A26.28.30.32 
520A25.27.29.31 
6 6 519A25.27 
555A04.06.08 
7 7 649A68 
825A22.24.26 
INDEX MAP BOX224 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 519A05-12.25.27.29.31 
555A01.03-10.24-32 
INDEX MAP BOX225 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
















































24.6 30 13 19 2 
7.4 137 
16.0 8 24 4 2 
12.0 147 
35.0 40 31 26 1 
15.8 109 
36.5 141 8 43 2 
7.7 31 
15.8 5 170 32 2 
47.9 5 
8.4 113 29 12 2 
6.4 39 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
13.3 5 160 5 1 
18.0 15 
7.9 23 137 9 1 
16.1 21 
20.7 50 68 19 1 
21.9 62 
12.0 19 140 13 2 
23.4 21 
18.0 8 11 8 1 
10.0 161 
13.3 4 171 18 2 
31.5 4 
55.0 115 31 81 1 
34.7 34 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
24.3, 79.9 25.0, 74.0 9.5 27 135 16 2 
30.4, 95.3 24.0 18 
Sl 
S2 
T Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
31.8, 85.9 25.0, 87.0 8.8 68 80. 16 2 
27.5, 72.4 17.3 32 
2-38-
INDEX MAP BOX226 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 516A25 23.4,108.7 28.0, 99.9 11.5 31 133 34 2 
38B59 26.2,128.3 42.7 17 
2 6 516A25 23.4,108.7 26.4, 99.8 11.5 19 149 30 2 
38B60 24.0,127.1 40.8 12 
INDEX MAP BOX227 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 38B59-60.39B55-60 24.2,127.2 25.2,104.0 37.2 23 6 32 1 
516A25-30 23.5,108.7 6.0 151 
2 6 39B56 24.3,127.2 22.9,106.7 34.0 13 65 9 1 
40B57 20.4,125.2 30.3 102 
3 6 39B58 24.2,127.2 23.0,104.2 37.2 12 67 9 1 
40B59 20.2,125.1 33.7 101 
4 6 40B53-60 20.4,125.2 21.5,106.5 30.3 46 7 28 2 
516A28.30.32.47.49 23.5,108.6 3.5 127 
5 7 52A23 -28.0,111.9 20.2,109.5 60.2 5 61 14 2 
643A76 -22.2,115.2 50.2 115 
6 7 58A44 -33.1,118.7 20.1,102.5 62.8 1 51 14 2 
643A75 -22.2,115.2 50.4 129 
INDEX MAP BOX228 13 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 4 623A19-20 38.0,131.5 25.8,119.7 34.2 32 57 20 1 
50B10 30.2,134.4 26.5 92 
2 4 623A19 38.0,131.6 25.9,119.7 32.7 40 35 23 1 
38B42 27.6,129.2 16.8 105 
3 5 40B44.46 21.2,125.6 20.2,118.9 11.5 72 50 13 1 
41B17 13.9,122.3 10.3 58 
4 5 40B48 21.0,125.5 20.1,116.9 15.6 59 50 14 1 
41B19 13.7,122.2 12.3 72 
5 5 39B42.44.46.48 25.2,127.7 22.7,117.0 17.9 26 48 8 1 
40B43.45.47.49 21.1,125.6 13.5 105 
6 5 39B50 24.8,127.5 23.1,112.8 25.0 19 57 9 1 
40B51 20.8,125.4 20.9 104 
7 5 39B52 24.6,127.5 23.0,111.0 28.0 17 60 9 1 
40B53 20.6,125.3 24.0 104 
8 5 38B41-44.39B41.43 25.3,127.9 26.0,119.0 16.3 59 60 16 1 
48B51-53 15.4,124.8 16.2 61 
9 5 38842.39B41.43-44 25.3,127.9 25.0,119.1 16.3 50 96 28 2 
623A19-20 38.0,131.5 34.2 34 
10 ' . 5 38B41-44.39B41 25.3,127.9 26.9,119.3 16.3 27 115 14 2 
50B09-11 30.2,134.4 26.5 37 
11 6 40846-54 20.8,125.4 21.9,114.0 18.4 164 5 26 2 
516A32-36 23.6,108.6 7.3 11 
12 7 52A22 -28.0,111.9 20.6,112.5 60.6 5 66 11 2 
643A47 -22.9,115.4 53.8 109 
13 7 41A71 
643A47 
INDEX MAP 80X229 18 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 623A05-17(ODDS) 
623A26-40(EVENS) 
2 4 43818-20 
623A26-29 
3 4 43818.20 
623A05.07.09 
4 4 49824.26.28.30 
623A48-58(EVENS) 
5 4 43B21-28 
623A28-40.07-17(ODDS) 
6 4 623A31-40.9-13.15.17.19 
50B01-08.10 
7 4 623A06.08 
48B19.21 
8 5 40B42.44 
41813.15 
9 5 39B41.38842 
623A18-20 
10 5 38B42.43818-30(EVENS) 
623A05-19(ODDS) 
11 5 47825-29 
47843-46 
12 5 48B42-53 
623A05-20 
13 5 38841-42.43822-30 
50B01-10 ' 
14 5 43818.20.22.24-30.38842 
48843-53(ODDS) 
15 5 48B17-22 
48842.44.46.47843.45.47 
16 5 48845.47.49.51.53 
50B01-10 
17 6 40841-43 
47849-51 
18 6 41B11.13 
47B50 
INDEX MAP BOX230 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 623A21.23.25.42.44.46 
45B20.22.24 
2 4 623A01.03.05.21-26 
43B13-18 
3 4 623A23.25.44.46 
49822 
2 -39-
-27.0,109.5 20.3,111.3 60.9 8 70 15 2 
-22.9,115.4 53.8 102 
Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
38.2,132.6 27.2,126.5 27.4 24 45 13 2 
36.9,126.3 19.2 111 
28.0,130.6 28.3,129.1 2.2 113 61 23 2 
37.0,127.0 21. 7 5 
28.0,130.6 26.9,129.0 2.2 36 140 24 2 
38.3,133.1 25.8 4 
31.1,134.8 29.6,127.0 13.1 125 34 32 2 
34.8,119.3 22.0 21 
27.5,130.3 28.0,125.5 9.3 80 77 26 2 
37.0,128.6 25.7 23 
37.0,128.6 27.2,124.0 25.7 47 54 20 1 
30.7,134.8 20.3 79 
38.2,133.0 25.0,128.5 28.5 23 44 13 1 
32.3,135.4 19.9 113 
21.3,125.7 20.2,121.1 9.0 94 41 13 1 
14.0,122.3 8.4 44 
26.0,128.1 25.5,120.3 15.1 50 98 26 2 
38.0,131.6 32.7 32 
27.6,130.3 26.7,125.0 7.7 51 111 24 2 
38.1,132.4 27.9 17 
29.0,132.5 21.5,128.2 15.1 178 2 31 2 
13.5,123.7 16.0 1 
15.7,125.0 26.0,125.0 18.1 25 116 15 2 
38.1,132.3 28.5 38 
27.6,130.3 27.1,123.0 7.7 16 153 13 2 
30.7,134.8 20.3 11 
27.6,130.3 27.0,125.0 7.7 99 55 18 1 
15.6,124.9 14.9 26 
32.4,135.5 24.0,128.0 19.4 163 8 35 1 
14.2,124.4 15.9 9 
15.6,124.9 26.7,123.5 18.4 107 39 33 2 
30.6,134.7 22.3 33 
21.4,125.7 21. 9,121. 5 7.6 70 71 12 1 
13.3,123.6 11. 7 39 
14.1,122.4 20.4,123.2 8.2 10 147 4 2 
13.3,123.6 11. 7 23 
S1 T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
37.3,128.0 29.5,131. 7 21.2 64 10 20 1 
31.1,133.5 3.5 105 
37.2,127.6 28.0,131.5 22.5 53 6 21 2 
28.2,130.8 2.8 120 
37.3,128.0 29.8,130.8 21.2 81 24 22 1 
31.5,135.2 8.4 74 
4 4 623A02.04 
48BI3.15.17 
5 5 264B39-490DD.251B33-39 
277B32.34.36.38.40 
6 6 47B33 739.48B32-39 
512A41-44. 61. 63 
INDEX MAP BOX231 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 47B31-33.48B31-33 
512A44-46.63.65 
INDEX MAP BOX233 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 545A21 
583A79 
2 6 545A41-42 
583A59.61-62.78.80 
INDEX MAP BOX234 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 545A21-22.41-44' 
583A61-64.79-80 
2 6 545A04.06.25.27 
580A21 
3 6 545A28.49 
580AOl 
INDEX MAP BOX235 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 545A06-13.27-34.49-54 
580AOI-06.21-28 
INDEX MAP BOX236 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 















27.7 18 34 12 1 
18.2 127 
11.4 9 157 8 1 
19.0 14 
22.9 142 14 34 2 
12.3 24 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
16.3,125.2 23.0,141.5 22.9 158 8 35 2 

























Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
23.7 57 58 
21.7 65 
28.7 34 72 
28.2 (4 
Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
25.4 100 42 
28.2 38 
13.3 2 176 
39.9 2 
16.4 25 132 
42.5 23 










31.7,187.9 ' 25.0,185.0 13.9 36 121 30 1 
36.2,209.5 39.9 23 
Sl 
S2 
T Eml V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
31.7,187.9 28.0,191.8 13.9 98 58 45 1 
36.2,209.5 39.9 23 
2 6 53B45.47.49.51.53 
580A09-14.31-35 
INDEX MAP BOX237 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 53B44.46.48.50 
580AI3-15.34-36 
2 7 384S01-02 
631A42 
3 7 384S01-02 
846A17.19.40 
INDEX MAP BOX238 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 123A01 
119A61 
2 3 117A16-18 
106A83-84.87-88 
3 3 117A22-25.123A24.26 
107A01-02.07-08 
INDEX MAP BOX239 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 842A59 
844A40.42 
2 7 842A59 
880A02 
3 7 844A39-44 
880AOI-06 
INDEX MAP BOX240 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 842A59-60 
880A21-22.24 
2 7 381S01.14 
842A60 
3 7 381S13-14 
880A22.24.26 
2-41-
7.8,167.8 25.0,198.0 47.5 156 11 72 1 
36.0,209.9 26.1 13 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
7.9,167.8 24.5,201.0 47.4 144 15 68 1 
36.0,209.9 23.0 21 
13.4,211. 2 23.0,206.0 13.1 1 178 46 1 
-24.1,229.2 59.3 1 
13.4,211.2 24.0,206.0 17.7 150 16 39 1 
32.8,189.2 22.6 13 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
20.3,219.6 22.2,219.0 5.7 31 129 9 2 
19.1,222.5 12.9 21 
22.3,218.3 25.0,213.5 14.0 8 2 11 2 
24.7,214.3 3.2 169 
22.9,217.4 26.0,212.0 15.7 9 2 13 2 
25.7,212.8 2.8 170 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
32.8,228.4 29.0,229.6 7.3 59 101 20 2 
32.6,208.5 22.2 20 
32.8,228.4 27.9,229.6 7.3 100 45 13 . 2 
25.1,222.4 9.0 35 
32.6,208.5 24.5,227.0 20.9 22 15 13 2 
25.1,222.3 8.5 143 
SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
32.8,228.4 28.0,233.0 8.4 69 81 17 2 
24.3,221.6 17.6 30 
13.2,240.9 28.0,237.0 18.1 140 15 27 1 
32.8,228.4 10.4 26 
13.2,240.9 25.0,235.3 18.1 114 32 29 1 
24.2,221.6 16.6 34 
INDEX MAP BOX242 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 840A61. 63 
878A02.04.06 
INDEX MAP BOX247 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 679A02.04 
678A15.17.19 
2 4 187S01-03.05.188S01 
234S06-07.35.55 
INDEX MAP BOX250 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 643A10.20 
567A24.26 
1 6 643A10.20 
529A35.37 
2 6 567A24.26.28.30 
529A33.35.37 
INDEX MAP BOX251 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 203S01-03.05 
230S01-02.04 
2 6 529A37.39 
643A10 
2 6 567A22.24 
643A10 
3 6 529A24.26.37.39.41 
567A21-22.24 
INDEX MAP BOX255 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 651A75-78 
864A07-14.16 
2 7 651A76 
827A23.25 








32.7,247.9 24.0,255.0 17.0 59 68 192 
22.5,239.5 20.1 53 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
26.1,299.0 23.0,300.5 9.7 103 43 17 1 
23.6,304.2 11.8 34 
29.3,304.9 29.7,301. 0 10.1 119 40 26 2 
37.6,296.6 19.2 20 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
39.3, 16.5 29.5,338.5 35.1 84 17 36 2 
34.4,336.1 8.3 79 
39.3, 16.5 29.5,338.5 35.1 54 4 34 2 
30.7,338.7 2.7 122 
34.5,336.0 29.3,337.0 7.2 55 24 6 1 
30.7,338.7 3.0 101 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
30.4,339.7 29.8,341.0 2.2 69 103 15 1 
36.4,342.0 15.4 8 
30.7,338.7 29.4,341.0 4.2 0 179 30 1 
39.4,318.0 34.4 0 
34.4,336.2 29.4,341.0 10.3 18 152 25 2 
39.4,318.0 34.4 10 
30.7,338.7 29.0,342.5 3.0 19 155 8 1 
34.4,336.2 11.0 7 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-21.8, 38.4 15.0, 27.0 43.8 141 17 66 1 
24.0, 11.4 25.3 22 
-21.8, 38.4 18.0, 29.7 49.7 151 14 82 1 
34.3, 11.7 33.9 15 
16.7, 28.6 11.0, 26.0 10.3 136 33 52 1 
-21.8, 38.4 43.8 11 
2-43-
INDEX MAP BOX256 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 2 4A57-60.62 19.5, 31.8 17.8, 35.7 12.5 49 28 10 2 
3A33-34.49 17.2, 34.3 5.9 102 
2 2 4A62-70 20.2, 30.8 19.0, 34.0 10.7 152 14 22 2 
4A36-44 16.1, 36.5 11.5 14 
2 3 4A16-29.31 13.3, 40.1 19.0, 34.0 23.6 167 7 48 1 
4A76-89 22.8, 26.8 24.4 6 
3 2 6A59-64 20.6, 31.3 19.5, 35.0 11.8 143 18 22 2 
6A33-38 16.4, 37.2 11.5 19 
3 3 6A16-21.23 13.8, 40.7 19.5, 35.0 23.3 163 9 48 1 
6A76-81.83 23.2, 27.3 25.4 8 
4 7 647A66-67 -22.8,77.4 13.0, 36.5 62.5 45 61 59 1 
651A51-52.54 -22.6, 38.6 45.5 73 
5 7 651A51-52.54.76.78 -22.6, 38.6 14.0, 35.0 45.5 143 18 81 1 
827A07.25-28.30 34.3, 11.6 38.6 19 
6 7 647A66-67 -22.8, 77.4 14.0, 36.0 62.1 174 3 104 2 
827A05.07.09.25.27-28 34.6, 12.1 42.2 3 
7 7 366 SOl-08. 24 17.4, 28.9 14.0, 35.0 8.4 17 156 31 1 
827A07.09.25-28 34.3, 11. 6 38.6 7 
INDEX MAP BOX257 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 20A76-77 18.5, 42.8 19.0, 49.5 19.2 170 5 35 1 
54A37.39 20.2, 55.1 16.3 5 
2 3 36Al1-12 24.4, 46.6 16.5, 45.0 24.2 57 57 23 1 
67A59-60 19.3, 52.5 22.1 66 
3 7 647A64.66 -22.8, 77.4 13.0, 43.5 58.0 35 63 44 1 
650A01-02 -22.7, 48.4 44.0 82 
4 7 647A64 -22.8, 77.4 11.0, 49.0 53.4 174 3 92 2 
825A49 34.1, 30.6 39.1 3 
5 7 825A49 34.1, 30.6 11.0, 49.3 39.1 78 30 40 1 
897A01 18.7,57.4 16.2 72 
6 7 366S01-02 17.5, 29.0 13.0, 41.0 15.3 22 139 29 1 
827A07.09 34.6, 12.1 42.2 19 
INDEX MAP BOX258 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 20A55-60.76 15.6, 46.7 19.5, 50.6 15.8 86 53 25 1 
27A51-54 23.8, 45.0 20.1 41 
2 3 22A56.76-79 20.9, 43.9 19.5, 54.5 28.4 166 3 35 2 
46A59-64.47A53.55-58 18.5, 56.8 6.5 11 
3 3 65A44-50.66A31-37.67A31 16.4, 57.0 14.4, 54.0 12.4 16 2 11 1 
73A27-32.74A25.27-32 14.5, 54.3 1.5 162 
2 -44-
4 3 66A32.34.36-38.67A31-38 16.4, 57.0 13.5, 53.0 12.4 126 29 24 2 
79A87-92.80A57.59.61-62 15.0, 47.4 14.8 25 
5 3 74AI6-28~EVEN).29-30.32 14.0, 54.6 12.0, 55.0 5.8 58 102 15 2 
79A77-91 ODDS) 13.9, 49.9 16.9 21 
6 7 649A66-67 -22.5, 58.0 11.0, 56.0 45.7 174 3 71 1 
860AI0.12.14 27.2, 53.0 25.3 3 
7 7 825A29-30.49-50 34.4, 31.0 11.0, 55.0 42.9 33 45 28 1 
860AI0.12.14.16 27.2, 53~0 25.3 102 
8 7 649A66-69 -22.4, 58.0 15.0, 57.0 50.0 135 21 81 1 
825A25-30.50 34.1, 30.6 35.8 24 
INDEX MAP BOX259 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 649A66 -22.5, 58.0 11.7, 60.5 46.3 153 12 71 1 
860A08.10 27.2, 53.0 25.8 16 
2 7 825A30 34.4, 31.1 11.5, 61. 2 45.2 20 39 24 1 
860A08.10 27.2, 53.0 25.8 121 
3 7 649A66.68 -22.5, 58.0 15.0, 61.0 48.1 127 26 83 1 
825A26.28.30 34.5, 31.1 41.0 27 
INDEX MAP BOX260 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 858A35-36 26.5, 71.~ 12.0, 72.0 19.2 44 96 26 2 
860A01-02 27.4, 53.2 34.6 40 
2 6 519A03-06.21.23 24.2, 80.0 18.0, 74.0 11.6 13 158 21 1 
555A01-02.22 30.2, 95.5 31.8 9 
INDEX MAP BOX261 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 344BI2.14.16-17.19 6.7, 93.7 14.0, 84.0 15.3 167 8 41 2 
858A25-30.44.46.48 26.7, 71.5 25.6 5 
2 7 344B12.14 6.7, 93.7 12.0, 83.0 11.5 108 49 32 2 
857A51 31.8, 85.9 25.7 22 
3 7 857A47.49.51 31.8, 85.9 15.0, 88.1 19.8 44 87 20 2 
858A12.23-26.44.46 26.7, 71.6 27.8 50 
INDEX MAP BOX262 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 224A94.96 8.4, 85.5 12.0, 99.0 24.7 12 138 34 1 
225A07-08 8.6, 62.5 56.9 30 
2 7 41A78 -26.8,109.2 10.3, 99.2 52.7 8 105 17 2 
58A45 -33.1,118.7 62.0 68 
2 -45-
3 7 58A45 -33.1,118.7 13.5, 96.0 62.0 149 16 95 1 
858A21 26.8,71.7 34.9 15 
4 7 58A45 -33.1,118.7 13.5, 95.6 62.0 180 0 89 2 
857A52 31.8, 85.9 26.6 0 
5 7 857A49-52 31.8, 85.9 15.0, 93.0 22.9 36 91 20 2 
858A21-24.42.44 26.7, 71.6 31.2 52 
INDEX MAP BOX263 14 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 4 210A02-19 15.4,114.3 11.0,105.0 19.3 54 75 21 2 
21OA51-70 21.1,106.8 24.7 52 
2 5 55A22.24-25.27 -19.2,100.3 10.8,105.0 48.7 111 30 68 2 
204A26-30.32.210A15-16 13.2,117.6 29.5 38 
3 6 41A72-77 -26.9,109.3 13.0,105.0 56.6 14 70 21 1 
55A22.24-29 -19.2,100.3 48.7 96 
4 6 52A21.23 -28.0,111. 9 14.0,107.5 60.2 18 72 29 1 
55A22.24.26.28 -19.2,100.2 52.4 89 
5 6 40B54.56.58 20.4,125.2 19.0,108.0 27.5 29 60 14 1 
41B25.27.29 13.3,122.0 22.9 91 
6 6 40B54.56.58.60 20.4,125.2 19.0,106.0 27.5 64 24 25 2 
516A32.47.49.51 24.4,108.0 9.8 92 
7 6 41B25-29 13.2,122.0 17.0,107.3 26.1 98 20 29 2 
516A49-52 24.3,108.0 8.7 62 
8 6 516A48.50.52 24.4,108.0 13.0,107.0 15.1 165 8 35 2 
223A09.11.13.15 0.7,102.7 20.0 7 
9 6 223A10-16 0.6,102.6 12.0,106.0 18.5 66 74 29 1 
224A84-93 8.6, 85.7 30.2 41 
10 6 224A86-95 8.6, 85.7 12.0,104.0 30.2 8 132 35 1 
225A04-07 8.7, 62.6 63.1 39 
11 7 41A72.74-77 -26.9,109.3 13.0,105.0 56.6 10 96 19 2 
58A42-44 -33.1,118.7 62.8 74 
12 7 41A70-78 -26.9,109.3 14.0,106.0 56.6 10 58 19 2 
643A49.75-78 -22.2,115.2 44.0 112 
13 7 52A2t.23 -28.0,111. 9 15.0,108.0 60.2 6 62 15 2 
643A49.76.78 -22.2,115.2 50.2 112 
14 7 58A42-44 -33.1,118.7 15.0,104.0 62.8 1 51 14 2 
643A75.77-78 -22.2,115.2 50.4 129 
INDEX MAP BOX264 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo 5et 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 6 40B46-54.41B19-26.39-44 13.6,122.2 16.0,113.0 13.5 133 25 26 2 
516A32.34.36.53-55 24.4,107.9 14.6 23 
2 6 41835-44 11.7,121.4 13.0,115.5 4.9 125 47 34 1 
223A01-09 1.1,102.9 30.4 8 
3 6 223A04-10 0.8,102.8 11. 5, 113.0 21.8 43 97 32 1 
224A81-85 8.9, 86.0 42.1 40 
4 7 41A70-71 -27.0,109.5 15.0,111.0 60.9 9 71 16 2 
643A47.49 -22.9,115.4 53.8 100 
5 7 52A20-23 -28.0,111.9 15.0,112.0 60.6 5 67 12 2 
643A47.49-50.52 -22.9,115.4 53.8 108 
6 7 358S34-38.44.46.48 
643A21.24.48.50.52 
INDEX MAP BOX265 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 5 46B15-18.45B45-47 
222A25-29.66.68 
2 5 47B26.28.46B15.17 
47B44.46 
3 5 40B42.44 
41B13.15 
4 5 41812 
222A32 
5 7 358S31-34.42.44 
641A78.80.643A22.24 
6 7 41A64.66.68 
641A54.75.77-78.80 
7 7 641A75-78 
890A35-42 
INDEX MAP BOX266 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 1 474S01-27 
475S10-22 
1 1 473S01-29 
475S10-22 
2 3 461S18 
468S30-31.33 
3 5 251B41.43 
277841-44 
4 6 45855.57.59.46825-29 
512A61-64 
INDEX MAP BOX267 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 5 45831-32 
222A10.52 
2 6 45851.53.46821-24.47832 
512A64-68.70 
3 7 639A50.52 
641A28.30 
4 7 389S12.14 
639A26.28.49 
2 -46-
19.6,109.4 14.0,117.0 15.5 127 36 61 2 
-23.6,115.6 49.4 17 
SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
25.9,130.0 17.0,128.6 16.4 80 61 27 1 
17.1,140.5 24.0 40 
26.0,130.1 19.5,129.0 13.6 148 16 26 2 
13.5,123.7 13.0 16 
21.4,125.7 19.5,121. 0 7.6 100 42 12 1 
14.1,122.4 8.2 38 
14.1,122.4 17.0,124.2 5.5 123 48 32 2 
16.9,140.3 28.5 9 
19.6,109.5 14.0,123.0 19.6 104 49 62 2 
-23.6,115.6 52.4 27 
-27.5,110.2 12.0,127.0 61.2 34 65 47 2 
-22.8,134.2 47.1 81 
-22.8,134.2 15.0,127.0 55.4 166 1 57 1 
21.0,124.1 2.1 12 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
17.0,135.7 18.0,132.0 14.4 7 166 28 1 
14.0,141.4 42.4 6 
16.5,134.7 18.0,132.0 14.3 7 166 28 2 
14.0,141.4 42.4 6 
-2.2,143.9 15.0,133.0 57.7 9 64 16 2 
5.1,141.7 48.2 107 
28.8,127.2 18.0,134.0 21.0 18 123 13 1 
35.1,130.2 30.9 39 
11.0,122.4 17.5,137.5 23.6 -165 6 39 1 
23.6,146.5 15.9 9 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
24.1,128.6 15.0,140.7 25.9 48 12 23 2 
14.6,137.8 5.4 120 
11.3,122.5 17.5,142.0 32.6 139 12 43 1 
23.7,146.5 12.6 29 
-23.1,153.0 15.0,141.4 51.1 27 76 31 1 
-24.2,134.6 50.6 77 
12.4,161. 7 11. 0, 148. 0 19.3 89 60 53 1 
-23.8,153.2 47.2 31 
INDEX MAP BOX269 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 545A42 
583A62 
2 7 389S02.04.06 
637A70 
3 7 637A70 
849A43.45 
INDEX MAP BOX271 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 545A50.52.54 
580A02.04 
2 7 635A75-76.78 
848A25.27-28 
3 7 385S07.27-28 
848A27-28 
4 7 385S07.25-28 
635A52.75-76 
INDEX MAP BOX272 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 53B53 
580A12.14 
2 7 385S23-26 
635A52 
INDEX MAP BOX273 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 53B50.52 
580A14.16 
2 7 384S01 
631A42 
3 7 631A41-42.44 
846A19.21.23 
INDEX MAP BOX274 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 






















































Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
29.7 30 80 18 2 
31.8 70 
3.8 171 8 50 1 
45.8 1 
45.8 170 4 69 2 
23.0 6 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
21.6 42 97 30 1 
40.2 41 
48.1 160 10 79 1 
31.3 10 
22.4 132 25 45 2 
26.0 '23 
19.0 78 70 50 1 
48.1 32 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
45.8 138 19 . 73 1 
30.4 22 
14.7 83 71 46 1 
44.4 26 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
45.7 129 23 70 1 
29.2 28 
13.1 12 156 47 1 
59.3 11 
59.3 166 8 90 1 
31.2 7 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
33.0,208.9 16.0,216.0 21.6 16 35 8 1 




3 7 881A05-08.24.26.28 
631A22.24.41-42 
INDEX MAP BOX275 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 631A22 
844A24 
2 7 631A22 
881A24 
3 7 844A24 
881A24 
4 7 631A02 
844A47-48 
5 7 631A02 
880A09.11-12 
6 7 844A45-48 
880A05-12 
INDEX MAP BOX276 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 844A48 
880Aio.12 
INDEX MAP BOX282 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 2 678A35-45 
717A41-50 
2 2 716A11-13.15 
716A31-39.41 
3 7 104A12 
377S52 
4 7 104A06.08 
375S10.12-13 
INDEX MAP BOX285 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
4 STEREO SETS 
5 STEREO SETS 
1 7 870A22.24.26.28 
655A56.77 






















15.0,217.0 27.0 176 
51.2 
14.0,214.0 22.0 155 
50.3 
T Eml V 
Em2 
14.0,220.8 51.2 165 
28.3 
11.5,220.2 51.2 178 
25.9 
11.7,220.2 28.3 8 
25.9 
13.0,225.0 46.2 152 
30.9 
12.0,226.5 46.2 168 
21.9 










































32.6,208.4 12.3,230.1 33.2 11 33 12 1 
24.9,222.2 23.1 136 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
21.1,300.6 18.5,293.5 25.8 46 8 23 1 
18.0,294.7 3.6 126 
15.0,300.1 10.5,293.6 26.7 120 8 29 1 
9.6,293.7 4.0 52 
-30.4,276.4 11. 5,291.0 56.8 90 24 60 1 
14.5,281.0 12.9 66 
-30.5,276.5 12.0,296.0 56.2 145 7 62 2 
14.7,300.6 6.8 28 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
22.3,313.3 11.0,326.0 25.2 180 0 82 1 
-21. 7, 0.3 56.4 0 
-28.9,354.2 10.3,322.0 59.9 176 1 85 2 
22.3,313.3 25.2 2 
2 -49-
3 7 373S42 15.2,320.1 12.0,321.0 5.2 1 179 24 1 
833A32 33.7,314.5 29.3 0 
4 7 371S11-12 15.3,339.3 . 13.0,329.0 13.3 105 53 40 2 
833A10.12.29.31 34.1,314.9 34.4 22 
5 7 655A56.76-77 -21.0, 0.1 14.0,327.0 58.0 163 8 88 2 
833A08.10.12.27.29-32 34.1,315.0 30.2 9 
INDEX MAP BOX286 9 STER EO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 .V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 283B33.38.40 14.3,328.7 16.0,338.5 15.6 65 57 17 1 
868A05.07.09 23.5,333.0 15.4 58 
2 7 283B35.40.42 14.3,328.7 15.0,339.5 15.6 135 29 74 2 
653A67 -22.1, 19.2 61.3 17 
3 7 653A67 -22.1, 19.2 12.4,339.2 61.3 17 69 29 1 
655A74 -21.0, 0.1 50.1 94 
4 7 655A77 -21.0, 0.1 11. 2,330.5 57.6 169 5 87 1 
870A22 22.4,313.4 29.4 6 
4 7 371S11 15.3,339.4 11.2,330.5 14.3 117 42 38 2 
870A22 22.4,313.4 29.4 21 
4 7 833A12 34.1,314.9 11.2,330.5 34.4 24 64 16 2 
870A22 22.4,313.4 29.4 92 
5 7 371S05-12 15.4,339.4 13.0,334.0 8.4 101 64 41 2 
833A09-12 34.1,315.0 38.3 15 
6 7 655A74-77 -21. 0, 0.1 14.0,334.0 58.0 179 0 88 1 
833A08-12 34.1,315.0 30.2 0 
7 7 283B31.33-34.36.38.40 14.4,328.6 18.0,337.0 12.1 66 86 30 1 
833A07-09 34.1,315.0 31.8 27 
INDEX MAP BOX287 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 283B33.35.37.39.41-44 14.3,328.6 13.0,342.0 18.0 144 22 77 2 
653a66-67 -22.1, 19.2 61.3 14 
2 7 653A67 -22.1, 19.2 11. 5,342.0 61.3 19 61 32 1 
655A72.74 -21.1, 0.1 43.7 100 
3 7 653A67 -22.1, 19.2 15.5,341.0 61.3 177 1 77 2 
868A07.09-10 23.4,333.0 16.2 2 
3 7 283B35.37 14.3,328.6 15.5,341.0 15.9 52 65 14 1 
868A07.09-10 23.4,333.0 16.2 63 
4 7 371S01-04 15.5,339.4 13.0,344.0 9.9 37 126 27 1 
831A30.32 33.8,333.2 34.0 17 
5 7 369S09-12 16.8,359.2 12.0,347.0 15.3 94 58 37 2 
831A29-32 33.8,333.3 32.1 28 
6 7 653A65-67 -22.1, 19.2 14.0,346.0 61.4 165 8 93 2 
831A27-32 33.8,333.3 32.1 7 
2 -50-
INDEX MAP BOX289 10 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 615A34.36 -29.5, 22.4 3.0, 2.0 48.6 3 40 10 2 
653A58-61 -22.1, 19.2 39.4 136 
2 7 367S07-08.26-27 15.8, 18.3 4.8, 8.5 26.1 79 47 32 2 
369S31-32 16.3,359.0 23.0 54 
3 7 367S07-08.26 16.5, 18.6 7.0, 8.8 18.0 71 76 41 2 
829A24.26.43 34.4,352.7 41.6 33 
4 7 369S01.31-38 16.2,358.9 6.0, 5.0 16.0 9 '162 25 1 
829A26.43-46 34.0,352.2 40.8 10 
5 7 367S26-27 15.8, 18.3 1.4, 8.5 26.1 123 31 52 1 
653A56.58 -22.2, 19.2 31.4 26 
6 7 369S01.31.33-38 16.2,358.9 4.5, 4.0 18.6 174 3 59 1 
653A56.58-62 -22.2, 19.2 40.7 3 
7 7 653A58.60.62 -22.2, 19.2 5.3, 4.0 40.7 172 4 79 2 
829A26.45-46 33.9,352.2 38.9 4 
8 7 829A44.46 33.9,352.2 7.6, 0.4 38.9 24 88 22 2 
831A15.17 34.2,333.7 44.5 68 
8 7 369S01.37-38 16.1,358.9 7.6, 0.4 12.9 29 132 34 2 
831A15.17 34.2,333.7 44.5 19 
8 7 653A60.62 -22.2, 19.2 7.6, 0.4 46.3 172 4 91 1 
831A15.17 34.2,333.7 44.5 3 
INDEX MAP BOX290 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 1 707A31-36.38-48(EVENS) 8.9, 16.7 5.5, 19.0 18.8 110 40 37 2 
745A31-35.37-45{ODDS} 1.1, 15.8 25.9 30 
2 7 366S31-32.71-72 16.6, 28.5 6.0, 19.0 14.5 43 41 10 2 
367S01-02.21-22 16.6, 18.6 9.3 97 
3 7 367S07 16.5, 18.6 7.0, 0.2 18.0 68 57 21 2 
369S32 16.2,359.0 18.4 56 
3 7 829A26 34.4,352.7 . 7.0, 0.2 41.6 6 9 23 1 
369S32 16.2,359.0 18.4 165 
4 7 367S26 15.8, 18.3 3.0, 0.2 20.2 58 66 22 2 
369S31 16.3,359.0 23.0 56 
4 7 653A56 -22.2, 19.2 3.0, 0.2 31.4 150 14 53 2 
369S31 16.3,359.0 23.0 17 
5 7 367S01-08.22.24.26 16.5, 18.6 6.5, 14.0 18.0 56 90 36 2 
829A23-26 34.4,352.7 41.6 34 
6 7 367S23.25-26 15.9, 18.3 1.0, 11.5 23.0 138 22 48 1 
653A54.56 -22.2, 19.3 27.8 19 
INDEX MAP BOX291 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V . WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 1 707A29-30.32 10.9, 18.9 6.6, 0.3 17.8 26 99 10 1 
745A25-28 2.9, 17.8 22.1 . 55 
1 7 651A77-78.80 -21.8, 38.4 9.0, 27.0 43.8 157. 11 73 1 
864A15-16 23.9, 11.3 30.7 13 
2 7 366S24.26-28 
864A15-16 
3 7 366S25-30.65-72 
651A55. 77 -82 
INDEX MAP BOX292 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 647A67 
650A01.03.651A51.54 
2 7 366S21-24.61-66 
650A03.05.651A51.53-56.58 
3 7 366S21-24.61-64 
827A29-32 
4 7 650A01.03.05.651A51-56.58 
827A09.29-32 
INDEX MAP BOX293 11 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 825A49.51 
860A15-16 
1 7 825A49.51 
647A63-64 
1 7 825A49.51 
897A01. 03. 05 
2 7 647A63-64 
860A15-16.36 
3 7 647A64-67 
650A01-04 
5 7 647A63.65 
61OA14.16 
6 7 610A16 
650A04.06 
7 7 366S01 
650A01 
7 7 366S01 
827A09 
8 7 650A01-04.06 
827A09.30.32 
9 7 647A63-64 
897A01.03.05.07 
INDEX MAP BOX294 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 











































12.6, 51. 4 
2 -51-
9.0, 27.0 10.3 55 102 26 2 
30.7 23 
5.0, 26.0 22.1 145 20 52 1 
32.4 15 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
8.0, 37.0 62.8 32 62 46 1 
44.0 86 
5.0, 33.0 19.9 169 7 54 2 
34.3 5 
5.0, 33.5 19.9 8 159 31 2 
50.2 13 
5.0, 35.0 34.3 154 14 83 1 
50.2 13 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
7.0, 49.2 44.4 40 49 32 J. 
27.2 92 7.q, 49.2 44.4 168 6 97 1 
53.4 6 
7.0, 49.2 44.4 64 36 42 1 
19.5 80 
7.0, 48.8 53.4 127 . 24 75 2 
27.2 29 
7.0, 43.0 53.8 38 59 40 1 
37.9 84 
3.0, 45.0 53.8 14 83 19 1 
53.9 83 
3.0, 43.0 53.9 26 58 31 1 
37.9 96 
9.5, 40.5 17.0 140 26 59 2 
44.0 14 
9.5, 40.5 17.0 12 155 31 1 
47.2 13 
5.0, 1.0 44.0 105 38 78 2 
47.2 37 
6.0, 49.5 53.4 107 27 64 2 
19.5 47 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
8.0, 58.5 13.4 33 111 14 2 
22.8 36 
2 -52-
2 4 79A61-62.64.80A31-33 11.9, 51.3 4.0, 59.5 29.5 171 2 37 1 
80A29-30.81A29-30 2.1, 62.1 7.6 7 
3 7 649A62-65.67 -22.5, 58.0 5.0, 55.0 37.9 179 0 68 2 
860A09-15.29-34.36 27.2, 53.0 30.6 1 
4 7 825A29. 3J.-32. 49.51-52 34.0, 30.5 7.0, 55.0 44.4 31 54 27 1 
860A09-16.30.32 27.2, 53.0 30.6 95 
5 7 860A11.13-16.29-36 27.2, 53.0 3.5, 55.0 30.6 146 18 75 1 
647A60-64 -22.8, 77.4 46.4 16 
6 7 649A62-65.67 -22.5, 58.0 7.0, 55.0 5.9 149 26 51 1 
825A29.31-32.49.51-52 34.0, 30.5 45.5 5 
7 7 649A62-65 -22.5, 58.0 4.0, 54.0 5.9 31 142 42 2 
647A60-63 -22.8, 77.4 46.4 7 
8 7 860A13-16.32-36 27.1, 52.9 5.0, 52.0 31.9 18 46 13 1 
897A01-08.10 18.6, 57.3 23.4 116 
INDEX MAP BOX295 10 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 4 73A01-02.04 11.6, 58.3 6.8, 61.3 15.7 175 2 29 2 
79A60 1.5, 63.9 13.1 3 
2 4 74A02 11.7,57.4 6.0, 60.2 16.6 165 7 29 1 
79A59.63 1.4, 64.1 12.7 8 
3 4 79A59.80A28.30 2.2, 11.8 5.0, 60.3 7.4 87 75 28 1 
79A61-63 62.1, 52.4 26.7 18 
4 7 858A56 25.6, 70.5 9.0, 69.9 25.9 40 85 24 2 
860A03 27.4, 53.1 34.8 54 
5 7 649A64.66 -22.5, 58.0 8.6, 60.2 38.1 134 23 84 1 
825A32 34.4, 31.0 50.7 22 
6 7 825A31-32 34.4, 31.0 6.0, 62.0 50.7 20 45 27 1 
860A07-10.26.28.30 27.2, 53.0 30.3 115 
7 7 608A76 -29.9, 89.8 1.0, 66.2 45.8 172 3 86 2 
860A25 26.5, 52.3 40.2 4 
7 7 608A76 -29.9, 89.8 1.0, 66.2 45.8 118 29 70 2 
895A22.24 18.1, 75.8 32.2 34 
8 7 647A58.60 -22.9, 77.4 2.0, 60.6 34.9 165 8 74 2 
860A25.27-30 26.5, 52.3 39.1 7 
9 7 860A25-27 26.5, 52.3 2.0, 64.5 40.2 58 50 38 1 
895A21-24 18.1, 75.8 28.4 72 
INDEX MAP BOX296 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 2 389A20 5.4, 76.0 7.0, 79.0 14.6 175 2 28 1 
700A01 8.3, 81.0 13.0 3 
2 6 858A53-56 25.6, 70.5 7.0, 72.0 25.9 35 94 24 2 
860A01. 03. 21-22 27.4, 53.2 37.3 51 
INDEX MAP BOX297 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 344Bll-12.15.17 
858A43.45-48 
INDEX MAP BOX298 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 41A78 
892A35-36 
2 7 344B10 
858A43 
3 7 41A78 
643A77.79 
INDEX MAP BOX299 10 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 5 55A14-17 
210A37-40 
2 5 55A20.22-25 
204A25-32 
3 6 52A17 .19.21 
55A16.18.20.22 
4 6 55A22-25 
41A70.72.74.76 
5 6 41A70 
52A21 
6 6 223A10.12.14.16 
224A84.86.88.90.92 
7 6 225A04.06 
224A86.88.90.92.94 
8 7 41A70.72.74.76.78 
643A51. 77 -80 
9 7 52A17.19.21 
643A51. 53 
10 7. 358S61-68 
643A51.53.56.79-82 
INDEX MAP BOX300 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 210A01.03 
210A51 












































T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
8.0, 87.0 8.6 139 32 42 2 
35.0 9 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
9.0, 99.7 52.7 148 9 64 2 
12.6 22 
7.0, 90.3 7.2 135 36 43 2 
37.7 9 
8.0, 99.0 52.7 12 55 19 2 
39.2 113 
T Em1 V .W1 Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
1.3,109.0 38.0 165 7 68 2 
30.1 8 
9.0, 6.5 46.1 35 42 32 1 
24.3 102 
6.5,109.0 49.8 22 69 24 1 
43.2 88 
9.0,105.0 45.5 16 97 21 2 
54.1 68 
9.4,109.0 56.2 3 78 5 2 
54.5 99 
9.0,106.0 15.8 69 79 35 1 
36.4 32 
9.4,104.0 63.8 4 34 34 2 
30.4 142 
8.0,104.0 54.1 11, 61 18 2 
43.4 108 
7.0,109.0 49.8 7 50 13 2 
39.5 123 
3.0,105.0 26.8 146 18 58 1 
33.1 16 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
9.6,110.5 16.0 52 88 22 . 2 
26.8 40 
0.4,115.0 26.3 36 64 16 1 
23.4 80 
2-54-
3 5 55A14.16 -19.6,100.8 1.2,110.5 38.0 173 3 67 2 
21OA36-38 13.0,117.7 28.6 4 
4 6 52A15.17 -28.1,112.0 2.0,110.5 45.3 26 6'5 24 1 
55A14.16 -19.6,100.8 38.0 89 
5 6 49B31.33.35.37.39 12.5,123.9 4.0,116.0 19.6 22 18 12 1 
49B72. 74. 76. 78 6.9,122.0 9.0 140 
6 6 49B51. 53. 55. 57 10.2,123.1 0.5,117.0 20.8 15 13 12 1 
49B88. 90.92 4.5,121.3 9.4 152 
7 6 223A06.08.10 0.8,102.8 9.0,112.0 19.3 43 101 33 1 
224A82.84 9.0, 86.0 42.6 35 
8 6 52A14-21 -28.1,112.0 5.0,113.0 50.4 6 49 13 2. 
643A26-28.51-52.54 -22.8,115.4 39.8 124 
9 7 358S43-48.54-64 18.0,108.6 5.0,116.0 26.0 151 15 55 2 
643A24.26-28.51-54 -23.5,115.6 30.3 14 
INDEX MAP BOX301 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WJ. Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 41A64. 66.68 -27.5,110.2 9.0,125.0 58.3 37 61 45 2 
641A77.80 -22.8,134.2 41.3 83 
2 7 641A80.82 -22.8,134.2 7.0,120.8 42.1 33 77 30 1 
643A24.26 -23.6,115.6 44.7 71 
2 7 358S42-44.54 18.8,109.0 7.0,120.8 19.6 128 33 60 2 
643A24.26 -23.6,115.6 44.7 19 
3 7 358S41-44.51-55 18.1,108.6 5.0,122.0 26.6 159 12 63 2 
641A77.79-82 -22.7,134.2 37.5 10 
4 7 641A56.77.79-80 -22.8,134.2 7.0,126.5 41.3 176 2 61 2 
890A41-46 20.8,124.0 19.3 2 
INDEX MAP BOX302 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 ~~2 
1 6 264B57.59 28.9,128.9 9.0,133.0 32.0 5 143 11 1 
277B48-49 34.8,130.2 42.3 32 
2 6 251B49.51-52 28.3,127.2 9.0,134.0 33.5 10 120 12 1 
277847-49 34.8,130.2 42.3 50 
3 7 639A52.54.56 -23.0,153.0 5.0,137.0 39.5 33 69 25 1 
641A30.32.34 -24.2,134.6 36.5 78 
4 7 389S54 10.6,161.3 1.0,139.6 30.6 87 48 47 1 
639A53 -23.0,153.0 33.5 45 
5 7 391S02.04.06 12.2,142.1 1. 0,134.0 22.2 144 21 52 1 
641A32.34.55 -23.5,134.4 32.2 16 
6 7 391S02.04 12.3,142.2 1.0,137.0 18.6 124 35 49 1 
639A54.56 -23.0,153.0 35.4 22 
INDEX MAP BOX303 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 389S12-14.29-30.52.54 
639A26-30.49.53 
INDEX MAP BOX304 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 389S06-12.25-30 
639A02.04.06.25.27 
2 7 389S05-06.23-25 
637A70. 72. 74 
INDEX MAP BOX305 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 389S01-05.21-22 
637A46.69-72 
2 7 387S29-34 
637A45-48.69.71 
INDEX MAP BOX306 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 387S24-30 
637A22.24.45-46 
2 7 387S23-25 
635A80.82 
3 7 637A22 
848A21. 23 
4 7 637A46 
848A21 
INDEX MAP BOX307 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 596A16 
635A53-54.56 
1 7 596A16 
385S53.70.72 
2 7 387S21-24 
635A77-80 








11. 9,161. 6 
-24.5,153.5 





























T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
5.0,147.0 20.1 106 46 51 1 
40.6 27 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
6.0,153.5 12.8 53 102 33 1 
38.0 25 
4.0,158.4 15.4 133 31 47 1 
35.1 16 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
6.0,163.0 10.6 177 2 50 1 
39.9 1 
3.0,166.0 24.6 110 41 54 1 
38.7 29 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
3.0,174.0 18.8 145 21 51 1 
33.9 14 
3.0,178.3 12.1 138 30 47 1 
36.8 12 
9.5,175.0 40.3 164 7 68 1 
27.8 8 
9.0,171.1 40.5 178 0 68 1 
27.8 1 
T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
3.0,189.0 49.8 18 59 21 1 
37.8 103 
3.0,189.0 49.8 103 27 59 2 
18.7 50 
3.0,182.0 12.1 167 10 49 1 
36.8 4 
9.8,183.0 48.1 166 7 79 1 
31.3 8 
4 7 385S51-54.70.72.74 
635A52-54.56.75.77.79 
INDEX MAP BOX308 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 596A08 
631A48.50 
1 7 385S45.64 
631A48.50 
2 7 596AI2.14.16 
635A51. 53 
3 7 385S23.49-52.68.70 
635A51-54 
4 7 385S45-49.51.64.66.68.70 
596A08.10.12.14.16 
INDEX MAP BOX309 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 596A02.04.06.08 
631A43.45-46.48 
2 7 385S41-45. 62.64 
631A44-46.48 
3 7 383S11-14 
596A02.04 
4 7 383S11-14 
631A43.45-46.48 
5 7 385S41-45.62.64 
596A02.04.0S.08 
INDEX MAP BOX310 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 596A02 
631A43.45 
1 7 596A02 
383S11-12 
2 7 383S04-12 
631A23-26.28.43.45 
INDEX MAP BOX311 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 381S71-73 
629A42 
2 -56-
11.6,200.8 5.0,187.0 18.5 109 46 52 1 




















































Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
46.4 38 71 37 2 
46.0 71 
14.1 127 37 56 1 
46.0 16 
49.8 20 50 25 1 
32.8 110 
16.4 129 33 51 1 
38.8 18 
18.7 115 42 62 1 
49.8 23 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
46.7 133 23 88 2 
46.0 24 
9.3 165 12 58 1 
49.1 3 
24.3 129 30 66 1 
47.0 21 
24.3 90 55 51 1 
41.8 36 
14.2 164 11 61 2 
47.0 5 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
46.8 40 69 39 2 
45.8 71 
46.8 143 15 65 2 
20.9 22 
15.8 124 37 51 1 
39.9 19 
Eml V WI . Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
15.4,241.8 1.4,226.0 29.4 94 48 54 1 
-24.4,248.5 40.4 38 
1 7 631A03 
629A42 
2 7 629A42 
880A15.17-18 
3 7 631A01-03 
880A11.13-17 
4 7 383S01-04 
631A03-04.06.21.23 
5 7 381S71-74 
631A01. 03-04.06 
6 7 381S71-72.74 
880A13-17 
INDEX MAP BOX312 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 631A01 
880A14 
INDEX MAP BOX313 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 99A01-08 
99A41-48 
2 7 379S46.48 
381S41-43 
3 7 379S46.48 
878A47.49-50 
4 7 381S41-42 
878A47-49 
INDEX MAP BOX314 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 379S42.44.46 
878A17-20.50 
2 7 876A14 
878A18.20 
3 7 379S27.29 
876A12.14 
4 7 840A69 
876A12 
5 7 379S29-30 
878A14.16.18 
6 7 379S27-30 
840A67.69 
4 STEREO SETS 























34.7 32 83 24 2 
40.4 65 
40.4 153 13 71 2 
32.2 14 , ' 
40.5 168 6 67 1 
26.9 6 
18.6 177 2 53 1 
34.8 1 
28.4 123 32 62' 1 
40.3 25 
25.8 60 68 31 2 
32.2 52 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-25.3,229.6 7.0,230.4 40.5 156 11 67· 1 
24.9,222.2 27.8 13 
, Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-5.7,249.4 3.0,242.0 22.6 3 7 9 1 
-2.6,246.2 14.1 170 
12.1,260.5 1. 5,246.0 24.4 82 33 26 2 
11. 3, 240. 5 13.2 66 
12.1,260.5 1. 5,248.0 24.4 75 61 38 2 
21. 0, 238.1 34.0 44 
11.3,240.5 3.0,247.0 13.2 12 155 17 1 
21.0,238.1 29.9 13 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
12.2,260.5 1. 0, 253.0 20.5 65 77 38 2 
22.1,239.2 39.3 38 
22.5,258.4 2.0,256.0 31.3 44 75 29 2 
22.2,239.2 36.4 . 61 
12.8,260.6 3.0,258.0 10.6 13 158 20 2 
22.6,258.5 30.1 9 
32.7,247.8 3.3.259.0 39.0 17 53 15 1 
22.6,258.5 30.1 110 
12.7,260.6 6.0,255.7 11.1 78 78 33 2 
22.2,239.2 32.8 23 
12.8,260.6 7.0,259.0 10.6 36 128 31 2 
32.7,247.8 39.0 17 
2 -58-
INDEX MAP BOX315 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 840A53-54.69-70 33.1,248.2 3.0,266.0 45.0 8 31 17 1 
876A04-08 .10 .12 22.7,258.6 29.7 142 
2 7 67B56.58-60.62 1.4,255.4 5.0,269.3 19.0 113 32 31 1 
499A52.54 16.9,271.3 17.2 35 
3 7 379S01. 21-28 12.8,260.6 6.0,265.0 9.8 5 173 29 1 
840A51-54.67-70 33.1,248.3 38.3 2 
4 7 379S21-23.25.27 12.9,260.7 4.0,266.0 16.4 10 155 15 1 
876A04-08.10.12 22.7,258.6 30.6 15 
INDEX MAP BOX316 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 840A52.54 33.1,248.2 4.0,272.0 47.0 1 11 15 1 
876A03-06 22.8,258.7 32.0 168 
2 7 67A60.62.64 1.4,255.4 4.0,270.6 19.0 102 37 29 1 
499A52.54 16.9,271.3 17.2 41 
3 7 379501.21-22 12.9,260.7 6.0,271.0 16.4 20 140 33 1 
840A52.54 33.1,248.2 47.0 20 
4 7 379521-22 12.9,260.7 4.4,270.6 16.4 17 140 16 1 
876A03-06 22.7,258.6 30.6 23 
5 7 377 561. 77 -80 13.7,280.7 3.0,274.7 14.8 65 84 32 2 
876A01-04 22.8,258.7 33.8 31 
6 7 103A20.23-24.104A23 -29.5,275.3 5.0,274.7 44.3 145 11 56 2 
377559.61. 75-79 13.7,280.7 13.4 24 
INDEX MAP BOX317 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 375531-32 14.0,300.4 3.0,288.0 18.4 80 45 22 2 
377571-72 13.9,280.7 15.6 55 
2 7 103A14-20.22.104A09-17.21 -30.4,276.4 5.0,284.0 48.5 149 10 63 1 
377551-55.57.59.71-76 13.9,280.7 15.6 21 
3 7 103A12.14.104A09.11 -30.5,276.5 4.0,288.5 47.9 149 11 65 2 
375531-32.50 14.0,300.4 18.4 20 
4 7 375532 14.0,300.4 6.7,289.0 18.4 100 36 26 2 
377551 14.6,281.0 15.3 44 
INDEX MAP BOX318 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 104A05 -30.5,276.5 1.0,291.3 47.7 74 54 81 2 
620A16 -28.7,335.6 61.3 52 
1 7 375529.31.48 13.4,300.2 1.0,291.3 24.3 94 51 72 1 
620A16 -28.7,335.6 61.3 35 
2 7 104A05-06.09 
375S11.13.28-32 
3 7 375513.32 
377S51 
INDEX MAP BOX321 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 618A14-16 
870A23.25-28.43-47 
2 7 655A54-57 
870A21-28.43-47 
3 7 618A14-16 
655A54-57 
4 7 833A12 
870A22 
5 7 373S41.61-64 
655A56-57 
6 7 373S61 
618A15 
7 7 372S66 
618A15 
INDEX MAP BOX322 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 618A12.14 
870A41-44 
2 7 655A52-55.75.77 
870A21-22.41-44 
3 7 618A12.14 
655A52-55 
4 7 372S62.64 
870A41.43 
4- 7 372S62.64 
618A12.14 
4 7 372S62.64 
655A53.55 
5 7 655A74-75.77 
833Al1-12 
INDEX MAP BOX323 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 653A65.67 
655A68.70.72 



































-21. 8, 0.3 








5.0,293.0 47.7 165 
19.1 
6.8,290.6 18.4 102 
15.3 
T Em1 V 
Em2 
5.0,326.0 59.9 177 
27.8 
5.0,326.0 58.2 164 
27.8 
5.0,325.0 52.4 13 
49.7 
9.6,329.5 34.4 22 
29.4 
5.0,322.0 13.3 139 
58.2 
1.5,323.0 19.1 151 
53.3 
1.0,326.0 20.1 126 
53.3 
T Em1 V 
Em2 
2.0,332.0 52.4 171 
39.8 
4.0,332.0 49.7 179 
39.8 
2.0,332.0 52.4 95 
49.7 
1. 0, 331. 5 20.4 31 
39 .. 8 
1.0,331. 5 20.4 155 
46.4 
1.0,331. 5 20.4 140 
42.3 
9.5,334.0 50.1 173 
38.3 
T Em1 V 
Em2 
8.0,346.0 61.3 21 
43.7 



































































3 7 369511.45-46.48 16.0,358.9 8.0,348.0 17.9 83 66 56 1 
653A65.67 -22.1, 19.2 52.6 31 
4 7 655A68.70-72 -21.1, 0.1 6.0,346.0 37.9 175 3 79 2 
831A32-34 33.8,333.2 41.4 2 
5 7 653A67 -22.1, 19.2 9.0,348.0 61.3 163 9 95 2 
831A32 33.8,333.2 34.0 8 
INDEX MAP BOX324 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 369501.03.05.07.38-42.44 16.1,358.9 8.0,354.0 12.8 63 93 41 2 
831A17-18 34.2,333.7 44.5 24 
2 7 653A60-62 -22.2, 19.2 6.0,359.0 40.7 157 11 79 2 
829A46 33.9,352.2 38.9 12 
3 7 369539.41.43.44.62.64 16.0,358.9 3.0,353.0 19.3 141 24 50 1 
655A66.68-69 -21.1, 0.1 33.2 16 
4 7 369537-44 16.1,358.9 5.0,355.0 17.9 121 38 58 1 
653A60-63.65 -22.1, 19.2 45.4 21 
5 7 615A36 -29.5, 22.4 2.0,359.5 48.6 4 44 11 2 
653A60-61 -22.1, 19.2 39.4 131 
INDEX MAP BOX325 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 615A31-36 -29.5, 22.4 -3.0, 5.0 42.8 4 21 14 2 
653A55-59.61 -22.2, 19.2 29.1 155 
2 7 369551-52 15.6,358.7 -3.0, 2.0 28.7 156 13 70 1 
615A33-36.54 -29.5, 22.4 42.7 11 
3 7 367527 15.8, 18.3 -2.0, 8.0 26.1 123 31 52 1 
653A56-58 -22.2, 19.2 31.4 26 
INDEX MAP BOX326 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2, W2 
1 7 615A30-32 -29.5, 22.4 -5.0, 12.0 37.8 1 2 13 2 
653A54-56 -22.2, 19.2 24.8 177 
2 7 615A26.28 -29.6, 22.5 -9.0, 17.5 26.8 43 74 23 2 
651A85.87 -21.7,38.4 29.8 63 
3 7 367521.23.25 15.9, 18.3 -1.0, 13.0 23.0 147 18 49 1 
653A54.56 -22.2, 19.3 27.8 15 
4 7 366571. 81 15.4, 28.1 -4.0, 19.3 28.4 111 36 51 1 
651A81. 83. 85 -21. 7, 38.4 31.5 33 
2-61-
INDEX MAP BOX327 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 1 743A11 1.1, 34.4 -5.0, 27.3 42.5 172 3 61 1 
743A65-66 -6.7, 25.8 18.3 5 
2 7 615A24.26 -29.6, 22.5 -9.5, 21.0 26.8 48 71 25 2 
651A85-86 -21. 7, 38.4 29.8 61 
3 7 366S65.67.69.71.81 15.4, 28.1 -2.0, 23.0 28.4 128 27 55 1 
651A57.81-84 -21.7,38.4 31.5 25 
INDEX MAP BOX328 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 12A88-90 16.2, 22.0 -1.0, 39.6 46.8 36 79 49 1 
14A74.76 40.1, 32.4 60.5 64 
2 7 610A35-36 -30.3, 71.0 -5.0, 38.0 53.2 18 39 30 1 
650A05.07-08.10 -22.6, 48.3 27.6 122 
3 7 366S61.63.65 16.0, 28.3 -1. 3, 33.0 23.2 179 0 52 2 
650A05.07.651A57-58 -22.5, 38.6 28.8 0 
INDEX MAP BOX329 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T. Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 12A71. 73-87 15.1, 41.6 -2.5, 43.0 48.2 16 99 30 2 
14A59.61.63.64-74 20.9, 34.0 63.7 65 
2 3 12A52-66(EVENS) 11.0, 46.6 -6.0, 42.5 47.4 16 98 26 2 
14A29.:.41 (ODDS) 15.6, 41.5 59.0 66 
3 7 610A36 -30.3,71.0 -5.0, 41.0 53.2 23 42 33 1 
650A08.10 -22.6, 48.3 27.6 114 
4 7 610A16 -30.9, 71.6 -0.3, 42.5 53.9 26 51 32 1 
650A06 -22.7, 48.3 32.5 103 
5 7 610A14 -31.0,71.7 -2.5, 49.2 47.4 140 20 85 2 
860A35-36 26.3, 52.1 41.1 20 
6 7 649A61.63 -22.6, 58.0 -2.5, 49.5 26.2 154 14 66 2 
860A35-36 26.3, 52.1 41.1 12 
7 7 610A13-14.32 -31.0, 71. 7 -6.0, 49.0 42.3 11 21 21 1 
649A57. 59. 61. 63 -22.6, 58.0 22.2 148 
8 7 610A13-15.32.34 -31.0,71.7 -6.0, 48.0 42.3 122 28 75 2 
897A37-40 17.0, 56.0 39.7 29 
INDEX MAP BOX330 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 608A56 -30.5, 90.4 -8.0, 59.0 47.9 23 51 25 1 
610A08.1O -31.0, 71.8 32.1 106 
2 7 608A56 -30.5, 90.4 -6.0, 59.0 47.9 2 19 14 1 
647A59 -22.9, 77.4 34.0 159 
2 -62-
3 7 610A10.12.14 -31.0, 71. 7 -4.0, 53.0 47.4 18 79 19 2 
647 A59. 61. 63 -22.8, 77.4 46.3 83 
4 7 610A10-14 -31.0, 71.7 -6.0, 52.0 42.0 15 25 23 1 
649A58-61 -22.6, 58.0 20.8 140 
5 7 647A60-61.63 -22.8, 77.4 -2.0, 54.0 40.0 35 48 26 1 
649A60-63 -22.6, 58.0 25.8 96 
6 7 649A60-63 -22.6, 58.0 -2.0, 53.0 25.8 169 6 65 2 
860A31.33.35-36 26.3, 52.1 39.6 5 
7 7 647 A58-61. 63 -22.8, 77.4 -1. 5, 55.0 40.0 142 19 76 2 
860A29.31.33.35-36 26.3, 52.1 39.6 19 
8 7 610A10-14 -31.0, 71.7 -6.0, 52.0 42.3 136 22 78 2 
897A09-14.40 17.0, 56.0 39.7 22 
INDEX MAP BOX331 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 79A32-35 -0.8, 66.3 -7.8, 68.5 15.6 135 14 21 1 
91Al1.13.15 -9.5, 71.8 7.1 30 
2 7 608A54.56.74-76 -30.5, 90.4 -6.0, 65.0 47.9 7 27 20 1 
647A53-57.59 -22.9, 77.4 28.9 146 
3 7 608A54-56 -30.5, 90.4 -9.3, 61.0 44.3 25 55 23 1 
61OA06.08 -31.0, 71.8 32.1 100 
4 7 608A76 -29.9, 89.8 -0.5, 66.5 45.8 171 4 86 2 
860A23.25.27 26.5, 52.3 40.2 5 
5 7 647A56.58 -22.9, 77.4 1.0, 63.0 34.9 172 4 74 2 
860A25.27.29 26.5, 52.3 39.1 4 
6 7 647A53-58 -22.9, 77.4 -6.0, 66.0 25.8 126 30 58 2 
895A01.03.05.21.23-28 18.5, 76.2 37.5 24 
INDEX MAP BOX332 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 428A41-56.58 -8.1, 66.5 -5.0, 73.5 22.0 112 28 32 2 
427A04-15.17.19.26-40 -7.6, 76.3 15.5 39 
2 5 63A39.41-42.44.46 -:-14.8, 93.1 -7.0, 79.0 28.0 30 18 20 2 
65A19.21.24.66A09.11-15 -7.0, 83.3 10.1 132 
3 7 608A70.72 -30.0, 89.9 -8.0, 77.5 34.6 22 71 14 2 
645A59 -23.2, 96.6 32.0 87 
4 7 608A72-74 -29.9, 89.9 -7.0, 72.0 39.9 17 30 20 1 
647A52-54 -23.0, 77.4 22.1 134 
5 5 58A73.75.77.80.82 -19.1, 99.7 -7.0, 79.0 38.4 2 14 11 2 
63A39.41-44 -14.8, 93.1 28.0 164 
6 5 58A73.75.77.79.80 -19.1, 99.7 -7.2, 78.0 38.4 33 15 31 2 
66A09.11-19.65A19.21.23 -7.0, 83.3 10.1 131 
2 -63-
INDEX MAP BOX333 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 44A27-28.57A43-48 -16.4, 96.8 -5.0, 85.0 28.4 0 176 6 1 
58A61-76.78.80 -19.5,100.1 34.1 4 
1 5 59A21-25.63A39-40.42 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 
CO NT 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 
2 5 44A21-28.57A38-44 -16.7, 96.6 -7.0, 85.0 28.5 133 2 29 1 
62A71.63A63-71.64A07-27 -7.1, 83.9 1.3 45 
2 5 59A18-22.63A38-44 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 a 0 0 0 
65AOl-22.66AOl-12 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 
3 5 58A61-76.78.80 -19.8,100.4 -6.0, 85.0 33.4 28 21 23 1 
62A71.63A65-71.64A17-27 -7.2, 85.4 13.0 132 
3 5 CONT 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 a 0 0 0 
65All-20.22.66A08-10.12 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 
4 6 41A87-88 -26.1,108.2 -5.5, 85.0 43.9 1 7 9 2 
58A66.68.70.72.74.76 -19.4,100.0 34.8 172 
5 6 41A84-88 -26.2,108.3 -8.0, 87.0 41.4 2 7 17 2 
44A23.25-27.57A38-45 -16.6, 97.0 24.2 171 
5 6 CONT 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 
59A18-23 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 
-INDEX MAP BOX334 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 58A62.64 -19.8,100.5 -3.3, 90.5 33.5 82 26 35 1 
62A71 -7.2, 85.4 13.0 72 
2 5 62A61-69.63A51-64 -7.8, 86.0 -6.5, 93.0 16.7 102 45 31 2 
44A20-26.46A21-28 -17.7, 98.0 22.1 33· 
2 5 64A02 -09 .12 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 
47A23-27 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 
3 5 58A62.64 -19.8,100.5 -3.2, 90.4 33.5 5 34 6 1 
44A28 -17.8, 97.6 28.1 141 
4 6 44A20-26.4647A21-27 -26.3,108.5 -7.0, 92.5 34.6 10 17 17 1 
41A80-85 -17 .8, 98.1 18.5 153 
5 7 56A87 -31. 7,116.9 -8.0, 92.0 44.2 14 48 17 2 
643A85 -22.1,115.2 32.0 118 
6 7 56A87 . -31. 7,116.9 -7.3, 91.0 44.2 23 35 26 1 
645A54 -23.3, 96.6 22.9 122 
7 7 358S67 .86 17.2,108.3 -3.0, 99.6 30.1 120 29 53 1 
643A82.84 -22.1,115.2 29.7 30 
INDEX MAP BOX335 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 58A41 -33.2,118.8 -1.0,105.2 49.8 60 46 48 1 
643A55.82 -22.8, 85.4 28.5 73 
2 7 56A57 -32. 3, 117. 9 -9.7,100.5 34.6 13 30 14 2 
643A59 -22.7,115.3 22.2 137 
3 7 56A56 -32.3,117.9 -9.0,104.2 33.2 10 20 14 2 
643A57.60 -22.7,115.3 19.6 150 
4 7 358S61.63.65.67.79-86 
643A31.53.55-60.82.84 
INDEX MAP BOX336 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 204A12.14.16.18 
210A25.27.29.31.33 
2 6 62A45-48 
52A06-08.10 
3 6 52A07.09.11.13.15 
55A02-14(EVENS) 
4 7 62A45-48 
641A83.85-86 
5 7 358S55.57.59.61.74-80 
643A27-32.56 
6 7 358S55.57.73-77 
641A83-84.86 
INDEX MAP BOX337 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 52A06.08 
62A45.58 
2 7 358S71 
641A62 
3 7 358S51-53.71-72 
641A81.83 
4 7 391S05-06.57-58 
641A57-58 
INDEX MAP BOX338 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 639A56.58.60 
641A32.34.36.38 
2 7 389S53-54 
639A53.55 
3 7 391S02-06 
641A34.36.55.57 
4 7 391S01-05 
639A53.55-56.58 
2 -64-
17.3,108.3 -5.0,105.0 33.7 143 16 54 1 
-22.7,115.3 23.1 21 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
7.4,124.0 -0.5,115.0 23.4 33 82 15 2 
11.9,118.4 26.3 64 
-26.0,106.9 -8.0,118.5 34.1 15 74 10 2 
-28.3,112.3 32.2 91 
-28.3,112.3 -5.0,113.0 30.6 34 66 19 1 
-20.1,101.3 27.5 80 
-26.0,106.9 -8.0,118.0 34.1 74 48 40 2 
-22.7,134.2 28.0 58 
18.0,108.6 -4.0,113.0 26.0 176 2 56 2 
-23.5,115.6 30.3 1 
18.0,108.6 -5.0,117.0 28.8 158 11 62 1 
-22.7,134.2 34.0 11 
S1 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-28.4,112.4 -8.7,120.5 29.2 14 88 8 1 
-26.1,107.1 30.1 78 
17.4,108.4 -8.0,122.0 39.2 172 3 62 1 
-23.4,134.3 22.8 5 
18.1,108.7 -3.0,122.0 34.1 178 0 65 2 
-22.8,134.2 31.3 1 
12.2,142.2 -3.0,129.0 25.8 126 28 47 1 
-23.4,134.3 26.2 27 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-23.0,153.0 -4.0,134.0 32.5 41 54 23 1 
-24.1,134.6 24.5 85 
10.6,161.3 -3.0,139.0 30.6 89 47 47 1 
-23.0,153.0 33.5 44 
12.3,142.2 -3.0,133.0 20.1 145 20 48 1 
-24.2,134.6 30.2 15 
12.3,142.2 -3.0,136.0 18.6 120 37 48 1 
-23.0,153.0 35.4 23 
2-65-
INDEX MAP BOX339 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 34A56.58 -36.6,126.7 -8.5,146.0 39.9 52 40 34 2 
639A10.31.33 -24.4,153.5 20.9 87 
2 7 389529.51-54 10.6,161.3 -4.0,144.0 30.6 107 38 53 1 
639A29-34.53.55 -23.0,153.0 33.5 35 
INDEX MAP BOX340 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 34A56 -36.6,126.7 -9.0,150.7 39.9 44 40 30 '2 
639AlO -24.4,153.5 20.9 96 
2 7 34A56 -36.6,126.7 -9.5,151.2 39.9 88 41 52 2 
637A78.80 -23.3,171.9 29.1 51 
3 7 637A74.76.78.80 -23.3,171.9 -6.0,153.0 29.1 43 62 22 l' 
639A06. 08.10 -24.4,153.5 26.0 75 
4 7 389525.27.29 11. 8,161. 6 -0.5,152.0 18.5 139 25 47 1 
639A06.27.29 -24.4,153.5 31.6 16 
5 7 389523.25.41-44 11.3,161.4 -5.0,158.0 19.0 133 27 45 1 
637A73-76.78 -23.3,171.9 29.5 19 
INDEX MAP BOX341 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 599A59-64 -32.1,176.9 -5.0,166.0 40.1 3 16 11 1 
637A28.47-52.54.71.73 -24.0,172.1 28.9 162 
2 7 330A21.23-24 -29.0,211.6 -8.0,166.0 59.7 64 34 57 1 
289A10.37-45 -19.1,164.7 17.6 82 
3 7 389521.41-42 11. 3,161. 4 -5.0,162.0 19.0 155 14 48 1 
637A52.54.71.73.75 -23.3,171.9 29.5 10 
4 7 387529.31.33 12.1,181.3 -1.0,166.0 23.8 117 36 51 1 
637A47-48.50.71 -24.0,172.1 34.1 27 
INDEX MAP BOX342 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 88A51 -27.1,211.5 -8.0,179.0 47.6 20 40 25 1 
635A81.83 -23.9,191.0 27.1 121 
2 7 599A51-58.60 -32.2,177.1 -5.0,175.0 38.0 34 53 24 2 
635A81-86.637A24-28.47 -23.9,191.0 27.1 93 
3 7 289A31-37 -18.9,164.9 -8.6,173.0 19.9 92 58 61 2 
330A19.21 -29.0,211.6 53.7 31 
4 7 387523.25.27.29 12.2,181.3 -1.0,175.0 '18.8 161 12 52 1 
635A82.637A24.26.47 -24.7,172.4 33.9 8 
2 -66-
INDEX MAP BOX343 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 599A51 -32.2,177.1 -8.3,180.3 31. 7 39 62 22 2 
635A81.83 -23.9,191.0 27.1 80 
1 7 599A51 -32.2,177.1 -8.3,180.3 31. 7 60 70 47 2 
88A51 -27.1,211.5 47.6 50 
2 7 599A52 -32.2,177.1 -4.0,180.4 38.0 32 53 23 2 
635A79.81 -23.9,191.0 27.1 95 
3 7 596A15.35-36 -31.8,204.7 -5.0,189.0 37.7 21 49 17 1 
635A53.55.57 -24.6,191.2 26.9 110 
4 7 596A35-36 -31.8,204.7 -8.3,188.0 37.7 16 92 13 2 
88A48.50 -27.2,211.6 40.6 73 
5 7 88A48-52 -27.2,211.5 -6.0,184.0 44.6 28 35 29 1 
635A55.57-58.79.81.83 -24.6,191.2 21.6 117 
6 7 387521.23 12.3,181. 3 -1.0,182.0 17 .3 163 10 48 1 
635A79-80 -23.9,191.0 30.9 7 
7 7 385569-74 11.1,200.7 -2.0,186.0 18.7 120 37 46 1 
635A53.55-56.58.79 -24.6,191.3 32.8 23 
INDEX MAP BOX344 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 88A46 -27.3,211.6 -9.5,190.5 36.5 17 86 13 1 
596A36 -31.8,204.7 37.7 77 
2 7 631A50.52.54 -24.0,229.2 -6.0,197.0 43.6 42 58 33 1 
596A07.09-11.28.30.32 -31. 9,204.8 33.4 80 
3 7 596A13-16.36 -32.4,205.5 -2.0,191.0 49.8 22 52 26 1 
635A53.55 -24.6,191.3 32.8 107 
3 7 385568-70 11.1,200.7 -2.0,191.0 18.7 143 22 49 1 
635A53.55 -24.6,191.3 32.8 15 
4 7 385563-69 11.2,200.8 -2.0,195.0 19.1 140 25 56 1 
596A07-16 -32.5,205.6 39.8 15 
INDEX MAP BOX345 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 596Al-8.22.24.26.28 -32.6,205.7 -5.0,205.0 40.2 47 66 37 2 
631A28.30.32.45-50.52 -24.0,229.2 39.3 67 
2 7 385541.61-64 11.2,200.8 -3.0,202.0 20.2 178 1 60 1 
596A03-08.24.26 -32.5,205.7 39.8 0 
3 7 383511.13.25-26 12.8,220.9 -4.0,208.0 31.4 100 41 52 1 
631A28.30.32.45.47 -24.5,229.4 "- 33.1 39 
2 -67-
INDEX MAP BOX346 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 596A01 -32.6,205.7 -2.0,210.2 40.1 45 63 34 2 
631A28 -24.6,229.4 35.9 72 
2 7 629A46.48 -24.3,248.5 -9.0,219.0 38.5 27 50 21 1 
631A08-10 -25.2,229.6 26.6 103 
3 7 383S03.05.07.09.11.21-26 12.8,220.9 -5.0,214.0 25.3 123 31 55 1 
631A08.10.25.27-30.32.45 -24.6,229.4 35.9 25 
INDEX MAP BOX347 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 629A42.44.46 -24.4,248.5 -5.0,224.0 38.7 34 57 24 1 
631A03. 05. 07-08 -25.2,229.6 29.5 89 
2 7 629A41-42 -24.4,248.5 -2.0,228.0 40.4 152 14 76 2 
880A17-18 24.9,222.1 37.4 15 
3 7 383S01.03 13.5,221.2 -1.0,223.0 18.6 173 4 53 1 
631A03.05-06.08 -25.2,229.6 34.8 3 
4 7 381S71. 73.81-86 15.4,241.8 -5.0,226.0 29.4 97 46 56 1 
629A41-44.46 -24.4,248.5 40.4 37 
INDEX MAP BOX348 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Ster.eo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 66B95.97 -0.8,224.2 -9.0,237.3 22.3 178 1 77 2 
326A29.31 -28.5,276.9 55.2 0 
2 7 629A42 -24.4,248.5 -0.5,230.2 40.4 161 9 78 2 
880A18 24.8,222.1 38.3 10 
3 7 629A22 -25.0,248.7 -3.0,233.0 32.0 167 7 70 2 
880A18 24.8,222.1 38.3 6 
4 7 381S81-82 14.6,241.4 -6.0,231.0 29.3 113 35 54 1 
629A22.24.26.41 -24.4,248.5 34.0 32 
5 7 381S47.49 11.2,240.4 -2.0,235.0 16.4 129 32 45 1 
629A22 -25.0,248.7 32.0 19 
6 7 381S61 10.7,240.4 -6.5,239.0 20.3 150 17 51 1 
629A22 -25.0,248.7 32.0 13 
7 7 87A24 -31.9,257.9 -9.0,239.0 36.2 6 25 11 1 
629A21 -25.0,248.7 26.2 149 
INDEX MAP BOX349 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 381S61 10.7,240.4 -4.0,242.0 20.3 170 5 45 1 
629A02.21 -25.5,248.9 25.2 5 
2 7 379S47.63-64 11.6,260.4 -7.0,245.0 35.9 130 20 52 1 
629AOI-02 -25.6,248.9 20.5 30 
3 7 381541 
878A49 
4 7 379S46-48 
381541. 62 
INDEX MAP BOX350 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 379542 
876A13-14 
2 7 379541-42 
876A34-36 
INDEX MAP BOX352 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 1 754A05.07-11.13 
754A34-49 
2 7 102A22-24 
876A21-24 
3 7 102A20-23 
625A22.24 
4 7 377S75.79.85-88 
102A16.18-24.103A19.21.23 
INDEX MAP BOX353 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 1 754A05.07-08 
754A31-38 
2 7 103A10 
620A16 
3 7 103A07.11.102AIO.12 
620A15.36 
4 7 102A14.16.103A11-20 
377S71.73.81-84 
5 7 103A08-13 
375S49-51 
INDEX MAP BOX354 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 103A03-05.08.104A05 
620AI5-16.36 















































































8 159 16 
13 
68 46 25 
66 
V WI Fe 
W2 
11 144 13 
25 
11 139 17 
30 
V WI Fe 
W2 
112 8 50 
60 
153 14 80 
13 
28 79 15 
73 
172 5 58 
3 
V WI Fe 
W2 
20 9 38 
151 
78 54 77 
48 
83 53 74 
44 
158 8 58 
14 
163 8 66 
9 
V WI Fe 
W2 
86 49 82 
45 





















3 7 103A03-05.08.104A05 
375S29.45-49 
INDEX MAP BOX355 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 375S41 
620A14 
2 7 373S93 
620A12.14 
3 7 373S93-94 
375S21. 41-42 
INDEX MAP BOX356 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 373S83-86 
618A35-36.56 
INDEX MAP BOX357 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 618A13.15 
870A43.45 
1 7 372S64.66 
870A43.45 
2 7 280A11 
321A48 
3 7 373S81-83 
618A15.33-36 
4 7 372S63-66 
5 STEREO SETS 
618A13-15.32.34 
INDEX MAP BOX358 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 2 826A21-38 
826A51-71 
2 7 870A41.43 
618A12.14 
2 7 870A41.43 
655A53.55 
2 7 372S62 
870A41.43 
3 7 618A07-14 
655A49-53.55 
2 -69-
-29.7,275.5 -4.0,292.0 40.2 175 
13.4,300.2 24.3 

















Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
27.0 130 28 75 1 
53.0 22 
33.4 91 49 69 1 
53.0 40 
29.9 51 43 24 2 
18.6 85 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
13.8,319.7 -4.0,317.0 26.2 120 34 70 1 
-28.3,353.7 50.4 26 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-28.9,354.2 -0.4,328.0 53.3 174 3 90 2 
21.6,312.6 36.8 2 
13.7,329.3 -0.4,328.0 19.8 39 102 26 2 
21.6,312.6 36.8 39 
-17.1,311.9 -1. 0,322. 5 26.9 86 56 65 2 
-25.5, 0.9 55.8 38 
13.8,319.7 -4.0,322.0 26.2 140 23 73 1 
-28.3,353.7 50.4 17 
13.7,329.3 -4.0,327.0 25.0 129 29 68 1 
-28.3,353.7 47.6 22 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-4.1,337.1 -7.0,336.0 10.2 138 30 36 2 
-9.4,331.3 27.5 12 
21.7,312.7 -0.2,332.0 39.8 175 3 86 2 
-29.0,354.2 46.4 2 
21.7,312.7 -0.2,332.0 39.8 169 6 82 1 
-21.8, 0.3 42.3 5 
13.8,329.3 -0.2,332.0 20.4 29 117 25 2 
21.7,312.7 39.8 35 
-29.0,354.2 -3.0,335.0 46.4 17 73 17 2 
-21.8, 0.3 42.3 90 
4 7 372S61-63 
618A10-14.30.32 
INDEX MAP BOX359 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 436A51-55.57.62.64.66 
436A75-77.79-86. 88. 90 
2 7 84A28-30 
655A45-49 
3 7 618A02.04.06.08 
655A45.47.49.51 
4 7 369S65-68 
655A46.48-49.67.69.71 
INDEX MAP BOX360 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 436A51 
436A75 
2 7 615A56 
655A66 
3 7 84A59 
655A45 
4 7 369561-65 
655A46.66-67.69 
INDEX MAP BOX361 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 651A89 
615A49 
2 7 579A52.54 
615A71. 73 
3 7 298A61. 63 -64 
318A44.73-74 
INDEX MAP BOX362 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
. 1 7 84A46.48 
611A56 
2 7 84A46.48 
651A92 
3 7 651A65. 87 -92 
615A25-29.44-49 
2 -70-
13.8,329.3 -4.0,332.0 26.1 151 16 65 1 
-29.0,354.2 41.0 13 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
52 Em2 W2 
-8.8,350.5 -9.3,347.4 3.4 125 46 19 1 
-13.3,345.4 16.6 9 
-32.0, 18.2 -7.0,345.0 51. 7 3 12 27 1 
-21. 9, 0.3 25.1 165 
-29.1,354.3 -7.0,344.0 28.1 22 66 12 2 
-21.9, 0.3 25.1 91 
15.0,358.5 -3.0,347.0 30.2 115 33 53 1 
-21. 9, 0.3 30.6 32 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-8.6,350.8 -9.0,350.2 2.9 171 8 21 1 
-12.9,345.9 18.1 1 
-28.8, 21.9 -2.0,356.0 44.2 28 51 26 1 
-21.2, 0.2 29.2 101 
-30.9, 16.7 -9.7,351. 7 39.6 11 18 20 1 
. -21. 9, 0.4 20.1 151 
15.1,358.5 -3.0,353.0 26.5 143 18 50 1 
-21.1, 0.1 26.2 19 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-21. 7, 38.3 -17.0, 9.6 31.5 34 52 19 1 
-28.9, 21.9 22.9 94 
-33.9, 7.1 -19.5, 1.0 21.0 41 81 18 2 
-28.3, 21.5 25.7 57 
-28.3, 12.8 -18.0, 8.0 14.2 45 110 40 2 
-28.1, 47.5 47.7 25 
Sl T Em1 V WI . Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-31.0, 16.9 -19.4, 11.4 17.5 45 102 48 2 
-29.5, 60.7 56.1 32 
-31.0, 16.9 -19.6, 12.0 17.5 61 79 27 2 
-21.6, 38.3 29.4 41 
-21.7,38.3 -15.0, 15.0 29.9 46 56 23 1 
-29.6, 22.5 24.1 78 
2 -71-
4 7 611A35-36.56 -30.1, 61.2 -17.0, 16.0 52.9 40 36 41 1 
615A25.27.44-47 -29.6, 22.5 21.1 104 
4 7 611A35-36.56 -30.1, 61.2 -17.0, 16.0 52.9 10 30 28 2 
651A65. 87 -92 -21. 6, 38.3 26.7 140 
5 7 277A84. 86. 88 -18.5, 22.7 -11.0, 17.0 14.4 21 143 32 2 
318A39.41 -27.3, 48.2 45.0 16 
6 7. 298A55.57.59 -28.2, 12.8 -18.3, 15.0 12.2 77 79 42 2 
318A38-42.44.69.71.73 -28.1, 47.6 42.2 24 
INDEX MAP BOX363 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 615A22-26.42.44 -29.7,22.6 -15.0, 23.0 22.8 62 51 22 2 
651A61-66.86.88 -22.4, 38.5 18.8 67 
2 7 650All-15.651A62-66.88 -22.4, 38.5 -15.0, 27.0 18.8 4 171 29 2 
611A14-16. 34. 36 -30.8, 61.9 47.8 5 
3 7 611A15-16 -30.8, 61.9 -14.0, 26.0 47.8 68 39 47 1 
615A22 -29.7, 22.6 22.8 73 
4 7 615A23.25.42.44 -29.7, 22.6 -17.0, 22.0 18.7 60 86 49 2 
611A34.36 -30.1, 61.2 52.9 34 
5 7 338A24.53 -33.0, 77.3 -12.6, 29.0 55.3 102 21 60 1 
277A76-78 -18.2, 22.9 12.3 57 
6 7 277A76.78.80.82.84 -18.3, 22.8 -13.0, 25.0 10.3 75 84 35 2 
318A33.35.37.39 -27.3, 48.2 35.4 22 
7 7 318A33-37 -27.2, 48.3 -18.0, 27.0 27.4 0 177 29 2 
338A53-54 -33.0, 77.4 56.5 2 
8 7 318A33-36.38 -27.2, 48.3 -18.4, 25.0 27.4 110 32 42 1 
298A49. 51. 53 -28.1, 12.9 22.5 38 
9 7 338A53-54 -33.0, 77.4 -18.4, 27.0 56.5 112 27 71 1 
298A49.51 -28.1, 12.9 22.5 40 
INDEX MAP BOX364 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 429A14-24 -17.8, 46.0 -15.0, .38.4 20.5 1 0 19 2 
430A36-43 -15.4, 39.5 1.6 178 
2 7 610A35 • 53 -55 -29.7, 70.4 -14.0, 34.0 47.1 3 7 26 1 
650A10-14.16 -22.6, 48.3 21.3 170 
3 7 610A51. 53.55 -29.7, 70.4 -17.0, 34.0 44.8 6 44 11 1 
611A12.14.16 -30.9, 62.0 35.8 130 
4 7 611A12-16 -30.8, 61. 9 -16.0, 32.0 41.6 8 15 22 2 
650A11.13-14.16 -22.5, 48.3 20.6 157 
5 7 365S82-84 17.6, 39.0 -15.0, 38.0 42.9 120 30 82 1 
610A35.51-54 -29.7, 70.4 47.1 30 
6 7 338A23-24 -32.5, 77.7 -12.6, 33.0 56.8 115 20 65 1 
277A71-76 -18.2, 22.9 14.4 44 
7 7 298A43.45.47 -28.1, 12.9 -18.0, 35.0 30.6 111 29 43 2 
318A27-33 -27.1, 48.3 20.5 40 
7 7 298A43.45.47 -28.1, 12.9 -18.0, 35.0 30.6 120 34 72 2 
338A51-54 -33.0, 77.4 48.8 27 
8 7 318A27-33 -27.1, 48.3 -18.0, 35.0 20.5 9 155 29 2 
338A51-54 -33.0, 77.4 48.8 16 
INDEX MAP BOX365 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 429A01.03.05.07-15 
430A21-35 
2 7 610A29-33.48.50-52 
649A52-57 
3 7 365S81-82 
610A33.35.50-52 
4 7 610A32 
897A39-40 
5 7 298A41.43 
338A18-20.49 
6 7 318A21.23.25.27 
338A18.20.49 
INDEX MAP BOX366 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 610A11.13.29-30 
649A54.56.58 
2 7 610A07-09.11.25-29 
608A33-36.55 
3 7 610A09 .11.13. 30 
897A13-14 
INDEX MAP BOX367 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 67A24 
63A27 
2 7 608A52.54.73 
647A53.55 
3 7 608A30.32.34.51-55 
610A01-08.22.24 
4 7 608A54 
895A27-28 
5 7 608A52.73 
895A05 
INDEX MAP BOX368 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 

























































Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
16.9 93 24 19 1 
7.3 63 
36.5 1 2 18 2 
18.1 177 
49.2 127 26 82 1 
38.5 27 
40.0 117 32 72 2 
41.3 31 
39.8 123 29 78 2 
45.1 28 
13.2 37 121 36 2 
45.1 22 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
34.5 10 14 18 1 
16.9 156 
31.9 19 112 23 2 
48.3 49 
36.9 134 23 74 2 
41.9 23 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
48.5 8 100 11 1 
52.4 72 
36.0 8 15 17 1 
19.7 157 
38.2 32 47 23 1 
24.4 102 
41.9 111 35 74 2 
42.8 34 
35.1 124 29 71 2 
42.2 27 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-31.1, 71.9 -17.0, 71.0 21.5 46 87 25 2 
-30.6, 90.5 32.6 47 
2 -73-
2 7 606A01-03.22 -30.4,109.2 -17.0, 77.0 42.7 20 40 22 1 
608A46-52.67-69 -30.6, 90.5 25.7 120 
3 7 608A52.73 -30.0, 89.9 -ll.4, 70.7 35.1 13 23 17 1 
647A53 -23.0, 77.4 19.7 144 
4 7 608A73 -30.0, 89.9 -10.4, 71.1 35.1 131 26 72 2 
895A05-06 18.5, 76.1 42.2 23 
INDEX MAP BOX369 11 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 65A01.03 -8.0, 84.9 -10.3, 87.5 7.0 174 4 27 1 
57A37-39 -16.8, 97.2 19.6 2 
2 5 59A17-19 -16.8, 96.a -10.4, 83.2 26.6 96 13 28 2 
66AOl-03 -7.8, 84.2 5.3 71 
3 7 608A66.68 -30.0, 89.9 -11.0, 82.0 25.9 27 77 13 2 
645A55.57 -23.2, 96.6 26.1 76 
4 7 643A87 -22.0,115.2 -12.0, 89.0 32.7 33 33 21 1 . 
645A53.55 -23.3, 96.6 16.7 114 
5 7 606A02-04.06 -30.3,109.2 -17.0, 84.0 35.3 34 32 24 1 
608A46.62-68 -30.1, 90.0 17.2 114 
6 7 606A03-04.06 -30.3,109.2 -18.0, 85.0 35.3 21 78 14 2 
643A89-92 -22.0,115.2 34.8 81 
7 7 608A46.62-67 -30.8, 90.0 -17.0, 87.0 19.1 64 77 33 2 
643A87.89-92 -22.0,115.2 34.8 38 
8 7 41A84 -26.2,108.4 -10.1, 88.3 39.0 1 159 4 1 
56A86 -31. 7 , ll6. 9 43.3 20 
9 7 643A89-92 -22.0,115.2 18.0, 87.0 34.8 39 85 37 2 
317B02.04 8.3,115.8 49.4 56 
9 7 608A62-65.46 -30.1, 90.0 18.0, 87.0 16.8 71 79 49 2 
317B02.04 8.3,115.8 49.4 30 
10 7 606A03-04.06 -30.3,109.1 -19.0, 86.0 30.3 73 62 55 2 
317B02.04 8.3,115.8 49.4 45 
INDEX MAP BOX370 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 46A21.44A20-21 -17.9, 98.3 -10.4, 93.0 15.9 135 21 27 1 
64A01-03 -9.0, 86.4 13.6 24 
2 6 41A80.82 -26.3,108.5 -10.3, 92.4 34.6 5 6 19 1 
44A20-21.46A21 -17.9, 98.3 15.9 168 
3 7 344B03 6.9, 93.5 -13.0, 95.0 23.4 50 85 32 1 
317806.08 8.2,115.8 39.2 45 
4 7 317B06-10 8.2,115.8 -16.0, 95.0 39.2 69 47 42 1 
643A59.61-64.86.88.90 -22.0,115.2 27.9 65 
5 7 608A62 -30.1, 90.0 -17.5, 91.0 16.8 138 27 58 2 
317B06 8.3,115.8 44.3 15 
,5 7 608A62 -30.1, 90.0 -17.5, 91.0 16.8 79 66 32 2 
643A90 -22.0,115.2 29.6 35 
6 7 643A85.87 -22.0,115.2 -12.4, 91.0 32.7 39 34 23 1 
645A53 -23.3, 96.6 16.7 107 
2 7 41A80.82 -26.3,108.5 -10.3, 92.4 36.6 2 154 8 2 
56A87 -31.7,116.9 44.2 24 
2 -74-
INDEX MAP BOX371 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 317B09-10 8.2,115.8 -15.0,101.0 40.2 89 31 45 1 
643A59.61-62.64 -22.7,115.3 18.7 60 
2 7 603A34 -31.0,138.2 -19.7,103.0 43.1 15 63 15 2 
641A94 -22.6,134.1 36.5 101 
3 7 641A88. 90-92.94 -22.6,134.1 -16.0,106.0 33.2 23 22 21 1 
643A31.33.35.37-38 -23.4,115.5 14.7 135 
4 7 358S81. 83.85 17.3,108.3 -10.4,105.0 33.7 137 18 51 1 
643A31.59-60 -23.5,115.5 20.4 25 
INDEX MAP BOX372 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 9OA05.07 -10.4,112.6 -10.7,119.3 14.0 97 58 42 1 
210A45.47 8.2,122.4 37.2 24 
2 7 52A01.03-07 -28.4,112.4 -14.0,118.0 29.2 77 49 36 2 
641A64.66.85.87-88 -22 .• 7,134.2 25.9 54 
3 • 7 641A91 -22.6,134.1 -10.7,113.0 29.8 47 47 23 1 
643A31-33 -23.5,115.5 19.9 87 
4 7 641A89 -22.7,134.1 -19.5,110.2 26.9 27 18 18 1 
643A38 -23.4,115.5 10.6 135 
5 7 56A24-30.48.50.52 -32.8,118.7 -15.0,115.0 27.2 54 61 25 2 
641A64.66.68.85.87-90 -22.7,134.1 25.6 65 
6 7 39A05 -37.0,126.4 -12.0,118.0 32.3 38 58 21 2 
641A64.66.85.87 -22.7,134.2 25.9 84 
6 7 39A05 -37.0,126.4 -12.0,118.0 32.3 32 60 19 1 
52AOl. 03-07 -28.4,112.5 26.7 88 
7 7 641A85.88 -22.7,134.1 -10.4,115.0 30.6 140 21 62 2 
358S73.75.77.79 17.3,108.3 34.2 19 
INDEX MAP BOX373 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 9OA01-06 -10.4,112.7 -11.4,122.0 17.2 100 50 38 1 
204A03-08.210A43.45 5.0,126.4 30.4 30 
2 7 639A60.62-64.66 -22.9,153.0 -16.0,127.0 33.1 30 20 23 1 
641A38-42.59.61.63.65 -24.0,134.6 12.3 130 
3 7 639A60-64.66 -22.9,153.0 -17.0,127.0 33.1 94 37 44 1 
56A09-11.23 -33.2,119.3 24.1 49 
4 7 641A38.40.42.61.63-66 -24.1,134.6 -17.0,125.0 15.0 67 79 28 1 
56A09-11.23.25.27 -33.2,119.3 29.3 34 
5 7 641A64.66 -23.4,134.3 -14.0,121.0 20.3 78 56 29 1 
52A01-02.04 -28.5,112.5 24.4 46 
6 7 641A62.64.66 -23.4,134.3 -12.3,122.0 20.3 36 100 21 1 
39A05-06 -37.0,126.4 32.3 44 
7 7 62A41-43.45 
641A59.61-64 
8 7 358S71.73 
641A62.64.85 
INDEX MAP BOX374 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 641A38.40 
639A60.62 
2 7 641A38.40 
56A10 
6 STEREO SETS 
3 7 639A37-38.40.59-62 
56A04.06-10 
4 7 56A04 
34A53 
5 7 639A35-36 
34A54.58 
6 7 639A37 
34A53 
INDEX MAP BOX375 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 56*A02 
639A16.37 
1 7 56A02 
34A53 
2 7 34A51-52.57-58 
639A10.12.14.16.35-37 
3 7 637 A80 • 82 • 84 
639A10.12.14 
4 7 637A80.82.84 
34A51-52 
INDEX MAP BOX376 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 34A52.55.62 
637A80.82 
2 7 34A51 
637A82 
2 -75-
-26.2,107.2 -11.6,123.0 30.6 84 39 36 2 
-23.4,134.3 20.3 57 
17.4,108.4 -11.0,122.0 39.2 164 7 62 1 
-23.4,134.3 22.8 9 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-24.1,134.6 -13.0,131.0 19.4 45 92 23 2 
-23.0,153.0 31.2 44 
-24.1,134.6 -13.0,131.0 15.0 42 103 21 1 
-33.2,119.3 29.3 34 
-22.9,153.0 -17.0,134.0 31.4 105 37 50 1 
-33.2,119.3 29.3 38 
-33.3,119.4 -19.0,139.0 28.6 18 79 10 2 
-36.7,126.9 28.3 82 
-23.7,153.2 -14.0,139.7 18.7 76 69 38 1 
-36.6,126.7 36.0 35 
-23.6,153.2 -19.0,139.0 18.7 97 50 37 1 
-36.7,126.9 28.3 33 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-33.3,119.5 -19.3,141.0 29.6 114 22 38 2 
-24.3,153.4 14.0 44 
-33 • 3 ,119. 5 -19.3,141.0 29.6 17 75. 9 2 
-36.7,126.9 28.3 88 
-36.7,126.9 -15.0,145.0 31.8 72 31 31 2 
-24.3,153.4 14.3 77 
-23.2,171. 9 -16.0,147.0 31.5 34 28 22 1 
-24.3,153.4 14.3 118 
-23.2,171.9 -16.0,148.0 31.5 107 37 53 1 
-36.7,126.9 31.8 36 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-36.7,126.9 -12.0,151.0 38.5 95 38 52 2 
-23.2,171.9 28.3 48 
-36.7,126.9 -16.8,150.2 31.8 110 33 51 2 
-23.2,171. 9 29.0 36 
2 -76-
INDEX MAP BOX377 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 635A86.88.90 -23.8,191.0 -17.0,168.0 28.9 41 29 21 1 
637A30.32.34 -24.6,172.4 13.2 110 
2 7 599A59.61.63.73-78 -31.5,176.2 -14.0,166.0 23.8 2 3 11 2 
637A30.32.34.51.53-55 -24.6,172.4 13.2 175 
3 7 635A86. 88.90 -23.8,191.0 -16.0,168.0 27.6 42 57 20 1 
599A73-75.77 -31.5,176.3 22.6 81 
4 7 597A64 -32.3,195.9 -17.6,169.6 35.7 31 45 21 1 
599A73 -31.5,176.3 22.6 105 
4 7 597A64 -32.3,195.9 -17.6,169.6 35.7 16 51 13 2 
635A88.90 -23.8,191.0 27.6 113 
5 7 289A38.40.42.44 -19.1,164.7 -10.7,165.0 13.5 62 91 56 2 
330A22.24 -29.0,211.5 59.6 27 
INDEX MAP BOX378 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 637A28.30 -24.7,172.4 -11. 0, 170. 9 21. 9 48 78 22 2 
635A86.88 -23.8,191.0 27.9 54 
2 7 637A28.30 -24.7,172.4 -11.0,170.9 21. 9 8 149 12 2 
599A57.74 -32.2,177.0 32.7 23 
3 7 631A58.60 -23.9,229.2 -19.0,177.0 57.1 26 48 37 1 
597A58.60-62 -32.3,195.9 30.3 106 
4 7 599A67 -31. 6, 176.4 -18.6,177.3 21.0 78 67 60 2 
631A60 -23.9,229.2 57.1 36 
5 7 599A51. 67-72. 74 -31.5,176.3 -14.0,174.0 27.0 50 66 25 2 
635A83.85-88 -23.8,191.0 27.9 64 
6 7 599A67 • 69.71 -31. 6, 176.3 -17.0,174.0 21. 7 41 95 25 2 
597A60.62.64 -32.3,195.9 35.7 44 
7 7 597 A60. 62. 64 -32.3,195.9 -17.0,173.0 35.7 16 36 15 2 
635A85.87-88 -23.8,191.0 23.4 128 
8 7 289A32.34.36 -18.9,164.9 -11.0,173.0 17.1 101 52 61 2 
330A19.21.23 -29.0,211.6 53.7 26 
9 7 332A03.05 -31. 5,176.7 -17.5,178.0 16.3 68 82 42 2 
330A18.20.22 -28.9,211.6 43.4 30 
INDEX MAP BOX379 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 88A43. 45.66-70 -26.4,210.5 -18.0,185.0 32.6 33 48 20 1 
597A50.52.54.56.58 -32.4,196.1 22.2 99 
2 7 597A50.52.54.56 -32.4,196.1 -18.0,187.0 22.2 19 99 9 2 
596A53-56 -31.2,204.2 25.3 63 
3 7 597A50.52.54.56.58 -32.4,196.1 -18.0,186.0 23.4 44 96 41 2 
631A55-56.58 -23.9,229.2 51.4 41 
4 7 88A43.45-46.66-69 -26.4,210.5 -17.0,186.0 36.5 10 123 18 2 
631A55-56.58 -23.9,229.2 51.4 47 
5 7 631A55-56.58 -23.9,229.2 -17.0,187.0 51.4 28 45 33 1 
596A35.53-56 -31.2,204.2 28.1 106 
6 7 88A43.45-48.66-70 
596A35.53-56 
INDEX MAP BOX380 12 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 88A41-46.64 
596A31.33.36.49.52.54 
2 7 88A41-46.64 
631A53-56 
3 7 88A41 
595A62 
3 7 596A49 
595A62 
3 7 631A55 
595A62 
4 7 596A49 
595A60 
4 7 631A55 
595A60 
5 7 596A27.29-34.36.45-54 
631A36.38.51-56 
6 7 597A50 
88A4!. 43. 64 
6 7 597A50 
631A55-56 
6 7 597A50 
596A51.54 
7 7 595A62 
597A50 
INDEX MAP BOX381 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 596A21-26.28.41-46 
631A32-34.3649.51.53 
2 7 596A41 
629A52 
3 7 629A50.52 
631A33.35 
4 7 307A60-61 
330AOI-03 
INDEX MAP BOX382 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 629A47 -50 
631A09-14.16.31-33 
2 -77-
-26.4,210.5 -16.0,188.0 32.6 19 51 13 1 


























































Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
32.8 20 73 
30.9 86 
32.8 17 113 
47.0 50 
28.5 10 103 
30.7 68 
20.4 13 137 
30.7 30 
42.7 23 53 
30.7 104 
20.4 17 120 
27.5 43 
42.7 26 47 
27.5 107 
29.2 43 86 
44.6 51 
20.4 44 90 
31.9 45 
20.4 58 85 
47.0 37 
20.4 23 90 
22.6 66 
30.7 38 47 
20.4 95 
Eml V WI 
Em2 W2 
22.5 63 70 
31.2 47 
16.8 84 67 
45.7 29 
45.7 4 16 
26.8 159 
33.5 47 43 
20.0 90 





















-24.3,248.5 -15.0,216.0 42.0 18 34 22 1 
-25.1,229.6 23.5 128 
2 7 383S21.23.25 
631A10.12.29 
INDEX MAP BOX383 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 629A46-48 
631A07. 09.11 
2 7 381S81. 83. 85 
629A26.43 
INDEX MAP BOX384 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 66B96.98 
326A29-31 
2 7 307A13 
326A62 
3 7 381S81 
629A24.26 
4 7 87A21.23-24 
2 STEREO SETS 
4 STEREO SETS 
629A04-06.08.21.23.25 
INDEX MAP BOX385 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 87A20-24· 
629A01. 03-06 
2 7 66B94. 96.98 
326A28-30 
3 7 379S63 
629A01. 03 
4 7 87A18.20.22 
379S61. 63 
INDEX MAP BOX386 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 97A32 
876A33.35 
2 7 516A89-90 
97A31-32 
3 7 97 A31.106A16 
480A42 
4 7 97 A31.106A16 
87A14 
2-78-
12.8,220.9 -10.3,213.0 29.8 116 31 50 1 
-24.6,229.4 27.7 33 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-24.3,248.5 -12.0,221. 0 38.5 30 47 23 1 
-25.2,229.6 24.9 103 
14.6,241.4 -10.3,228.0 35.5 100 39 55 1 
-24.4,248.5 33.1 41 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-0.8,224.1 -13.0,239.0 24.8 171 5 80 1 
-28.5,276.9 55.2 4 
-21. 6,231. 4 -18.8,230.6 4.5 52 119 53 2 
-29.2,276.2 55.2 8 
14.6,241.4 -10.6,231.0 34.4 110 33 54 1 
-24.9,248.7 28.9 37 
-31. 9,257.9 -14.0,238.0 32.3 2 5 14 1 
-25.5,248.9 18.7 173 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-32.0,257.9 -15.0,242.0 27.7 7 8 14 1 
-25.5,248.9 13.6 164 
-0.8,224.1 -14.0,241.0 24.8 172 4 74 1 
-28.4,276.9 49.6 3 
11.6,260.4 -12.0,245.0 35.9 132 19 52 1 
-25.6,248.9 20.5 29 
-32.0,257.9 -14.0,246.0 27.0 121 33 56 2 
11.6,260.4 35.9 26 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-30.3,274.9 -11.0,258.6 29.4 147 18 72 2 
21.3,257.3 44.5 15 
-39.5,260.6 -18.0,259.0 29.1 43 63 22 2 
-30.4,274.9 26.2 74 
-30.4,274.9 -19.0,256.0 26.2 79 55 38 1 
-39.3,242.9 30.8 46 
-30.4,274.9 -19.6,255.8 26.2 46 41 19 1 
-32.0,258.0 16.0 93 
5 7 480A44.48 
87A14 
INDEX MAP BOX387 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 516A81-82.9O 
97A29-30 
2 7 97 All. 24. 26-28 
625A30.32 
3 7 97A11.26 
515A05.09 
4 7 515A05.09-10 
625A26.28 
INDEX MAP BOX388 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 97A6.8-12.102AI5.19.23 
625A02-06.08.21-27 
2 7 620A56 
97A08 
2 7 620A56 
625A03-04 
3 7 97 Al1-12 
515A01-03.05 
4 7 625A25-26.28 
515AOl-05.10 
INDEX MAP BOX389 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
stereo Set 2 
1 7 97A06.102A09.11.15 
625AOI-03 
2 7 625A02 
620A35 
3 7 625A01.03 
620A55-56 
4 7 97A04.6.102A03-4.8-9.13 
620A35.55-56 
5 7 95A18 
102A03 
6 7 95A18 
620A35.56 
2 -79-
-39.3,242.7 -19.0,254.0 30.7 38 35 21 2 
-32.0,258.0 16.0 107 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-39.5,260.9 -18.0,261.0 32.6 43 55 24 2 
-30.4,274.9 25.3 82 
-30.4,275.0 -18.2,267.0 17.6 33 104 16 2 
-26.7,287.6 27.1 43 
-30.4,275.0 -18.0,268.7 17.6 18 138 19 1 
-39.5,271.4 35.1 24 
-39.5,271.4 -16.0,269.0 35.1 51 53 30 2 
-26.7,287.6 26.7 76 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-30.9,275.6 -15.0,275.0 17.6 41 84 15 2 
-26.8,287.7 22.1 55 
-27.4,334.7 -16.6,279.5 58.5 81 34 62 1 
-31.0,275.6 19.4 65 
-27.4,334.8 -16.6,279.5 58.5 33 36 45 1 
-27.4,288.1 21.0 111 
-30.9,275.5 -15.0,271.0 23.3 12 139 17 1 
-39.5,271. 7 38.6 28 
-26.8,287.7 -15.0,271.4 26.9 49 80 32 1 
-39.5,271.7 38.6 51 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-31.0,275.6 -16.0,281.0 18.6 46 64 .15 2 
-27.4,288.1 17 .5 70 
-27.4,288.1 -12.7,281. 9 23.1 44 96 49 2 
-28.0,335.1 59.0 41 
-27.4,288.1 -17.0,282.0 17.5 41 107 49 2 
-27.4,334.7 58.5 32 
-30.7,276.4 -15.0,286.0 23.9 93 53 69 2 
-28.0,335.1 59.0 34 
-32.5,312.9 -18.3,288.8 31.1 92 39 41 1 
-30.7,276.4 23.9 49 
-32.5,312.9 -18.6,289.0 31.1 17 118 33 2 
-27.4,334.7 58.5 45 
INDEX MAP BOX390 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 103A03.05 
620A36 
2 7 102A03 
620A35 
3 7 95A16.18 
620A31. 33. 35. 54 
INDEX MAP BOX391 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 511AOI-02.04.07-08 
620A09-12 
INDEX MAP BOX392 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 279A55-56 
280A32 
2 7 510AOI-02.04.06.09-10 
618A55-56 
3 7 510AOl.03.05.09 
620A06.08 
4 7 618A53.55 
620A04.06.08 
5 7 547A14 
620A04 
6 7 547A14 
618A53 
INDEX MAP BOX393 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 94A18 
618A50-52 
2 7 620A02.04 
618A51. 53 


















Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
34.4 96 44 80 2 
60.8 39 
23.9 102 46 72 2 
59.0 32 
26.4 80 61 57 1 
51.1 39 
Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-39.5,310.5 -15.0,307.0 39.9 51 65 40 2 
-28.7,335.7 40.0 64 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-18.6,327.0 -11.4,318.7 14.7 93 44 22 1 
-18.4,311.0 15.1 43 
-39.5,318.8 -14.0,316.0 35.8 57 9 33 2 
-27.7,353.2 4.9" 114 
-39.5,319.1 -17.0,315.0 35.3 46 59 28 2 
-28.8,335.7 29.4 75 
-27.7,353.2 -16.0,315.0 46.9 12 38 20 1 
-28.8,335.7 29.4 129 
-38.2,319.6 -19.0,319.0 26.1 53 60 24 2 
-28.8,335.7 24.3 67 
-38.2,319.6 -18.6,319.0 26.1 66 69 41 2 
-27.7,353.3 40.9 45 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-32.6,347.9 -18.0,327.0 30.7 15 85 9 2 
-27.7,353.3 31.2 80 
-28.8,335.8 -19.6,321.0 19.5 16 138 17 . 2 
-27.7,353.3 35.1 26 
-38.2,319.6 -19.3,320.3 23.3 55 54 21 2 
-28.8,335.8 19.5 71 
INDEX MAP BOX394 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 84A29 
618A07 
2 7 94A14.16 
618A48.50 
INDEX MAP BOX395 6 STEREO. SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 84A25.27-29 
618A01-05.07.22.24 
2 7 618A02.04.06 
655A45.47.49 
2 7 84A26.28-29 
655A45.47.49 
3 7 655A45 
579A60 
4 7 579A59-60 
84A25-27 
5 7 618A01-02.22 
579A59-60 
INDEX MAP BOX396 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 618A01-02 
84A25-26.28.59 
2 7 579A59-60 
618A01-02 
3 7 655A45 
618A02 
4 7 655A45 
84A26.28.59 
5 7 579A54.56-60 
84A22-26 
6 7 579A54.56.58.60 
615A73.75 
7 7 655A45 
579A60 
INDEX MAP BOX397 11 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 













-21. 9, 0.4 
-32.0, 18.3 
-21. 9, 0.4 












-21. 9, 0.4 
-29.1,354.3 
































Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
49.4 18 46 24 1 
31.1 115 
25.8 18 104 11 2 
31.2 58 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
44.0 27 37 27 1 
22.8 115 
24.8 29 57 13 2 
20.1 94 
45.8 2 4 26 1 
20.1 174 
20.1 14 137 14 1 
31.9 29 
31.9 15 111 14 2 
40.6 54 
19.3 20 126 16 2 
31.9 33 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
19.3 38 106 29 2 
40.0 36 
31.9 23 36 17 1 
19.3 121 
20.1 31 92 13 1 
24.8 57 
20.1 6 163 26 2 
45.8 11 
28.0 19 107 14 2 
35.7 55 
28.0 30 93 21 2 
36.6 56 
20.1 12 141 13 1 
31.9 27 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-32.1, 18.4 -26.0, 5.0 22.3 47 45 17 1 
-33.9, 7.1 15.2 88 
2 -82-
2 7 579A44.46.48.50.52 -33.9, 7.2 -24.0, 5.0 13.0 60 79 18 2 
615A65.67.69.71 -28.3, 21.5 20.6 41 
3 7 84A14.16.18.20.47-49.51 -31.0, 16.9 -23.0, 5.0 17.5 17 83 5 2 
615A65.67-71 -28.3, 21.5 17.6 81 
4 7 611A55-56 -29.5, 60.7 -24.0, 8.0 57.0 25 20 45 1 
84A12.14.16.47-48 -31.0, 16.9 14.3 135 
4 7 611A55-56 -29.5, 60.7 -24.0, 8.0 57.0 18 55 28 2 
651A93-94.96 -21.6, 38.3 38.2 108 
5 7 615A65.67-70 -28.3, 21.5 -24.0, 8.0 15.8 4 171 41 2 
611A55-56 -29.5, 60.7 57.0 5 
6 7 611A55 -29.5, 60.7 -25.1, 8.0 57.0 76 23 57 1 
579A44.46.48 -34.0, 7.2 11.4 80 
7 7 84A12-19.47-49 -32.1, 18.5 -26.0, 5.0 21.2 32 113 30 2 
651A93-96 -21. 6, 38.3 44.3 36 
8 7 651A93-94.96 -21.6, 38.3 -24.0, 6.0 38.9 19 29 21 1 
615A65. 67-71 -28.3, 21. 5 20.6 133 
9 7 579A28.30.45-51 -33.9, 7.2 -26.0, 5.0 7.8 78 86 38 2 
651A93-96 -21. 6, 38.3 38.2 16 
10 7 298A60-62.64.91 -28.3, 12.8 -22.7, 6.0 11.3 27 139 42 2 
318A72-74 -28.1, 47.5 51.3 15 
INDEX MAP BOX398 16 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 579A42-44.46 -34.0, 7.3 -28.0, 13.0 11.2 85 32 12 2 
84A41.43.45.10.12 -31.1, 17.0 6.5 63 
1 7 579A4=2-44.46 -34.0, 7.3 -28.0, 13.0 11.2 136 31 38 2 
651A69.71-72.94.96 -22.3, 38.5 29.5 13 
1 7 579A42-44.46 -34.0, 7.3 -28.0, 13.0 11.2 123 28 20 2 
615A63.65.67 -28.4, 21.5 11.1 29 
1 7 579A42-44.46 -34.0, 7.3 -28.0, 13.0 11. 2 114 49 57 2 
611A53.55 -29.5, 60.7 50.8 17 
2 7 579A42 -34.0, 7.3 -29.0, 15.0 11.2 145 25 49 2 
650A21 -22.4, 48.3 38.8 9 
3 7 84A10 .12 .40-48 -31.1, 17.0 -25.0, 15.0 6.5 43 102 8 2 
615A45.47.62-68 -28.4, 21.5 11.1 36 
4 7 84A10.12.39-48 -31.1, 17.0 -26.0, 15.0 10.3 56 103 53 2 
611A53-56 -29.5, 60.7 57.0 21 
5 7 84A39-41 -31.1, 17.1 -28.0, 18.0 6.7 108 59 37 2 
650A19.21 -22.5, 48.3 33.7 13 
5 7 611A52-54 -29.6, 60.7 -28.0, 18.0 43.7 17 56 17 2 
650A19.21 -22.5, 48.3 33.7 106 
5 7 651A70.72 -22.3, 38.5 -28.0,18.0 24.4 8 143 10 1 
650A19.21 -22.5, 48.3 33.7 29 
5 7 615A62-63 -28.4, 21.5 -28.0, 18.0 3.7 13 165 30 2 
650A19.21 -22.5, 48.3 33.7 2 
6 7 84A10.12.39-48 -31.1, 17.1 -26.0, 15.0 6.7 75 87 24 2 
651A69-72.91-92.94.96 -22.3, 38.5 24.4 18 
7 7 615A43.45.47.62-68 -28.4, 21.5 -25.0, 15.0 11.1 15 155 47 2 
611A35.53-56 -29.5, 60.7 57.0 10 
7 7 615A43.45.47.62-68 -28.4, 21.5 -25.0, 15.0 60.7 36 53 46 2 
651A67.69-72.94.96 -21.6, 38.3 33.3 91 
8 7 611A35.53-56 -29.5, 60.7 -25.0, 15.0 57.0 21 50 33 2 
651A67.69-72.94.96 -21.6, 38.3 33.3 109 
9 7 298A54-60.85.87.89 
318A68-73 
INDEX MAP BOX399 11 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 615A42-44.62 
611A33-35. 52. 54 
2 7 615A62 
84A38.40 
3 7 615A42-43.62 
650A15.17.19 
4 7 615A42-44.62 
651A66.68.70 
5 7 650A15-20.22 
611A13.31-34.50-52.54 
6 7 650A15.17.19 
651A66.68.70 
7 7 650A17.19-20.22 
84A36.38-40 
8 7 84A40 
651A70 
9 7 84A34.36.38-40 
611A50.52-54 
10 7 651A66.68.70 
611A33-35. 52. 54 
11 7 574A16 
611A29.31 
INDEX MAP BOX400 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 574A14.16 
611A27.29.31 
2 7 611A13.32. 
650A16.18 
3 7 610A51 
649A51.53 
4 7 365S81. 83 
610A51. 53 
5 7 365S83 
611A12 
6 7 318A26.28.30.32.56-63 
298A43-48.74-77.79 
7 7 338A49-52.54 
298A43-48.75 
7 7 338A49-52.54 
318A26.28.30.32.56-63 
2 -83-
-28.8, 12.6 -24.0, 15.0 4.7 99 72 41 2 
-28.1, 47.6 40.1 9 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-28.4, 21.5 -24.0, 21.0 3.7 67 106 48 2 
-29.5, 60.7 49.4 8 
-28.4, 21.5 -27.0, 21.0 3.7 56 90 6 1 
-31.1,17.1 6.7 33 
-28.4, 21.5 -25.0, 22.0 3.7 98 74 34 2 
-22.5, 48.3 33.7 8 
-28.4, 21.5 -23.0, 21.0 3.7 84 86 24 2 
-22.3, 38.5 24.4 10 
-22.5, 48.3 -25.0, 25.0 29.7 19 115 22 1 
-30.2, 61.2 45.5 46 
-22.5, 48.3 -24.0, 22.0 33.7 5 19 10 2 
-22.3, 38.5 24.4 156 
-22.5, 48.3 -28.0, 23.0 33.7 155 5 40 1 
-31.1,17.1 6.7 20 
-31.1, 17.1 -26.0, 20.6 6.7 129 39 29 2 
-22.3, 38.5 24.4 12 
-31.2, 17.1 -28.0, 24.0 7.4 138 33 50 2 
-29.6, 60.7 43.7 8 
-22.3, 38.5 -23.0, 22.0 24.4 18 128 29 1 
-29.5, 60.7 49.4 34 
-34.9, 55.3 -29.0, 29.3 28.6 11 116 9 2 
-30.2, 61.3 34.4 52 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-34.9, 55.3 -28.4, 32.0 28.6 13 113 10 2 
-30.2, 61.3 34.4 55 
-30.8, 61. 9 -22.0, 31.0 39.7 19 32 21 2 
-22.5, 48.3 21.9 128 
-29.7, 70.4 -22.0, 39.5 38.5 16 23 21 2 
-22.7, 58.0 18.8 141 
17.7, 39.0 -21.0, 39.0 49.2 114 32 78 2 
-29.7, 70.4 38.5 35 
17.7, 39.0 -21.0, 37.0 48.9 116 30 76 1 
-30.9, 62.0 35.8 34 
-27.9, 47.7 -24.0, 35.0 12.7 142 26 41 1 
-28.1, 12.9 30.6 12 
-33.0, 77.3 -22.6, 36.0 49.8 135 19 72 1 
-28.1, 12.9 26.2 26 
-33.0, 77.3 -22.6, 36.0 49.8 4 4 34 1 
-27.9, 47.7 16.1 172 
INDEX MAP BOX40l 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 610A48-51 
649A51-53 
2 7 573A54 
610A47 
3 7 365S81 
610A49.51 
4 7 298A41-43.71-74 
318A22.24.26.51-56 
5 7 298A41-43. 71. 73 
338A46-50 
6 7 318A21-22.24-25.51-56 
338A47-50 
INDEX MAP BOX402 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 608A33.35 
610A23-25.27 
2 7 573A48.50-54 
610A41.43-47 
3 7 611A02 
573A51-54 
4 7 611A02 
610A43.45 
INDEX MAP BOX403 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 608A29-33 
610A01. 03. 21-24 
2 7 643A95 
67A17 .19 
3 7 606A21 
608A28-31 
4 7 606A42.44 
608A27.29.31 
5 7 608A27.29 
643A95 
INDEX MAP BOX404 12 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 




























































Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
38.5 15 22 21 2 
18.8 142 
20.9 21 108 11 2 
27.1 51 
49.2 118 31 79 1 
38.5 32 
33.9 115 11 37 2 
6.6 54 
39.3 139 20 74 2 
38.5 21 
7.5 29 141 32 2 
38.5 10 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
40.3 17 24 23 1 
19.2 139 
12.9 26 106 8 2 
17.2 48 
12.1 14 133 6 1 
16.7 33 
12.1 20 136 11 2 
21.8 24 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
34.9 28 25 23 1 
15.0 128 
49.5 3 58 5 1 
45.6 119 
44.9 8 24 19 1 
26.4 148 
48.8 6 27 20 1 
29.9 147 
25.1 14 135 27 2 
49.5 31 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-31.9,114.8 -25.0, 74.0 45.8 11 73 11 2 
-26.3,104.8 42.5 96 
2 -85-
2 7 606A44.46 -29.1,108.2 -28.5, 72.0 44.0 4 13 19 1 
608A25.27 -31. 3, 91. 3 25.1 162 
2 7 643A95 -21.9,115.2 -28.5, 72.0 49.5 10 68 12 1 
606A44.46 -29.1,108.2 44.0 103 
3 7 606A03.21-25 -29.7,108.6 -24.0, 76.0 39.9 13 26 20 1 
608A22-30.45-47.49 -31.3, 91.3 21.8 141 
4 7 643A93.95-96 -22.0,115.2 -26.0, 76.0 43.3 13 58 13 1 
606A21-25 -29.7,108.6 35.7 109 
5 7 643A91. 93.95-96 -22.0,115.2 -26.0, 76.0 43.3 21 23 28 1 
608A22-28.45-47 -30.7, 90.6 17 .5 135 
6 7 63A19. 21. 23-25 -31.9,114.8 -24.0, 76.0 42.2 4 38 7 2 
606A03.21-25 -29.7,108.6 35.7 138 
7 7 63A19. 21. 23-25 -31. 9, 114.8 -25.0, 77.0 42.2 18 83 16 2 
643A91. 93. 95-96 -21.9,115.2 43.0 80 
8 7 317801-02 8.4,115.7 -25.0, 73.0 60.5 38 61 49 1 
643A91. 93. 96 -21. 9,115.2 43.0 81 
8 7 63A21. 23 - 25 -31. 9, 114.8 -25.0, 73.0 42.2 54 70 62 2 
317801-02 8.4,115.7 60.5 57 
8 7 317801-02 8.4,115.7 -25.0, 73.0 60.5 50 53 56 1 
606A03.24-25 -29.7,108.6 35.2 77 
8 7 317801-02 8.4,115.7 -25.0, 73.0 60.5 59 26 57 1 
608A22-24.45-46 -31.4, 91.3 12.7 95 
INDEX MAP BOX405 16 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 63AI8-22.24 -31. 9,114. 9 -26.0, 84.0 38.4 4 31 8 2 
606A03.05.07.24.28.30 -29.7,108.6 30.9 144 
1 7 643A67.69-70.91-94.96 -21.9,115.2 -26.0, 84.0 37.4 21 . 85 17 1 
63A18-22.24 -31.9,114.8 39.6 74 
2 7 606A03.05-07.24-28 -29.7,108.6 -24.0, 85.0 31.0 34 25 22 1 
608A22.24.41-46.61.63 -30.7, 90.6 13.0 121 
2 7 643A67.69.91-94.96 -21.9,115.2 -24.0, 85.0 37.4 53 25 32 1 
608A22.24.41-46.61.63 -30.7, 90.6 13.0 102 
2 7 317801-04 8.3,115.7 -24.0, 85.0 55.6 98 16 58 1 
608A22.24.41-46.61.63 -30.7, 90.6 8.3 66 
3 7 603A16 -31.6,138.8 -26.2, 89.4 51. 9 1 4 29 2 
606A09 -30.3,109.1 23.3 175 
3 7 603A16 -31.6,138.8 -26.2, 89.4 51.9 22 47 29 2 
643A67 -22.6,115.3 30.7 111 
3 7 603A16 -31.6,138.8 -26.2, 89.4 51. 9 69 56 76 2 
317803 8.3,115.7 55.6 55 
4 7 603A15 -31. 6, 138. 9 -29.7, 89.5 50.9 11 22 30 2 
. 606A30 
-29.6,108.6 22.2 147 
4 7 603A15 -31.6,138.9 -29.7, 89.5 50.9 27 49 30 2 
643A70 -22.6,115.3 31.0 104 
5 7 57A17-22 -33.1,118.9 -24.0, 87.0 38.4 3 14 11 2 
606A03.05-09.28.30 -30.3,109.1 27.9 163 
5 7 57A17-22 -33.1,118.9 -24.0, 87.0 38.4 ~4 65 18 2 
643A67.91-92.94 -22.0,115.2 32.7 91 
6 7 643A91-94.96.67.69 -21. 9,115.2 -25.0, 85.0 37.4 18 60 14 1 
606A24-28~30.03.05-09 -29.7,108.6 31.0 102 
7 7 317801-03.05 8.3,115.7 -26.0, 84.0 55.6 63 51 59 1 
63A18-22.24 -31. 9,114.9 35.7 66 
8 7 57A17-22 
317B02-05 
9 7 317B01-05 
606A24-28.03.05-09 
INDEX MAP BOX406 20 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 608A61-62 
606A08-09 
2 7 608A61 
643A65 
3 7 606A08-15.30 
57AI2.14-19 
3 7 57A12.14-19 
643A39-43.63-68.70.92 
4 7 57AI2.14-18 
603AI4-16.35 
5 7 57A12.14-16 
641A96.98 
6 7 56A74.76.78 
606A12.14-15 
7 7 63A16 
606A30 
7 7 63A16 
641A98 
7 7 63A16 
643A70 
7 7 63A16 
603A15 
8 7 56A74.76-80 
643A39. 41. 63-66 
8 7 56A74.76-80 
603A14.34-36 
9 7 641A94.96 
. 56A74. 76-79 
10 7 606Al1-15.30 
641A96.98 
11 7 641A94. 96. 98 
603AI4-16.34-35 
11 7 641A94. 96.98 
643A39.41.64.66.68 
12 7 606A08-10.12 
317B04-05.07 
13 7 56A78-80.57A16-19 
317B04-05.07 
14 7 317B04-05.07 
643A63-67.90.92 
-33.1,118.9 -24.0, 87.0 38.4 71 
8.3,115.7 55.6 
8.3,115.7 -25.0, 85.0 55.6 62 
-29.7,108.6 26.5 
51 T Eml V 
52 Em2 
-30.1, 90.0 -22.0, 91.0 11.2 65 
-30.3,109.1 25.5 
-30.1, 90.0 -22.0, 91.8 11. 2 95 
-22.7,115.3 26.2 
-30.2,109.1 -26.0, 94.0 21.0 3 
-33.1,118.9 33.4 
-33.1,118.9 -26.0, 94.0 33.4 29 
-22.7,115.3 26.2 
-33.1,118.9 -27.0, 95.0 29.6 5 
-31.6,138.8 51.9 
-33.1,119.0 -28.0, 96.0 28.5 21 
-22.5,134.1 46.3 
-31. 8, 117.1 -25.0, 97.0 23.1 3 
-30.2,109.0 11.8 
-31. 9,114.9 -29.6, 90.6 29.3 8 
-29.6,108.6 22.2 
-31. 9,114. 9 -29.6, 90.6 29.3 12 
-22.5,134.1 46.3 
-31. 9,114. 9 -29.6, 90.6 29.3 24 
-22.6,115.3 31.0 
-31. 9,114. 9 -29.6, 90.6 29.3 3 
-31.6,138.9 50.9 
-31. 8, 117 .1 -23.0, 97.0 26.8 28 
-22.6,115.3 21.6 
-31. 8,117.1 -23.0, 97.0 26.8 9 
-31. 0,138.2 48.8 
-22.6,134.1 -25.0, 98.0 40.9 23 
-31.8,117.1 23.1 
-31.6,138.9 -27.0, 97.0 44.3 17 
-22.6,134.1 40.9 
-22.5,134.1 -27.0, 97.0 46.3 17 
-31.6,138.9 50.9 
-22.5,134.1 -27.0, 97.0 46.3 12 
-22.6,115.3 26.3 
-30.2,109.1 -24.0, 93.0 21.0 80 
8.3,115.8 49.8 
-31.8,117.0 -23.0, 94.0 30.8 82 
8.3,115.8 44.8 









































































INDEX MAP BOX407 17 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 606A14-16 -30.2,109.0 -28.0,102.0 7.2 1 178 12 2 
56A71-76 -31.9,117.2 19.6 1 
1 7 606A14-16 -30.2,109.0 -28.0,102.0 7.2 25 148 33 2 
641A93.95-96 -22.6,134.1 39.1 8 
1 7 606A14-16 -30.2,109.0 -28.0,102.0 7.2 6 172 37 2 
603A12.14.33.35 -31.6,138.9 44.3 2 
2 7 606A14-16 -30.2,109.0 -28.0,102.0 7.2 40 117 12 2 
643A39.41-42 -23.3,115.5 16.8 24 
3 7 603A12.14.31.33-36 -31. 0, 138.2 -26.0,103.0 41.1 11 16 23 1 
56A71-77 -31.8,117.1 19.0 153 
3 7 641A72. 74. 93-96 -22.6,134.1 -26.0,103.0 34.0 29 36 20 1 
56A71-77.79 -31. 8, 117.1 19.0 116 
4 7 56A47 • 49.51. 53 -32.4,118.0 -23.3,108.0 18.2 25 125 22 2 
603A31-32.34 -31.0,138.2 36.2 30 
5 7 641A72.91-94 -22.6,134.1 -23.0,108.0 29.8 84 36 34 2 
56A47 • 49.51. 53 32.4,118.0 18.2 60 
6. 7 56A49-51 -32.4,118.0 -22.0,107.0 22.5 37 28 16 2 
643A37-38.40 -23.4,115.5 10.6 115 
7 7 56A72-77 -31. 8,117.1 -25.0,103.0 19.0 38 44 12 2 
643A37.39-42 -23.3,115.5 12.7 99 
8 7 56A79 -31. 8,117.0 -20.6,101. 0 27.1 103 44 56 2 
317B09 8.2,115.8 40.2 33 
9 7 641A91.93-96.72.74 -22.6,134.1 -25.0,105.0 36.5 18 97 17 1 
603A12.14.31-35 -31.0,138.2 43.1 65 
10 7 603A12.14.32-35 -31.0,138.2 -25.0,104.0 41.1 26 17 30 2 
643A37-42 -23.3,115.5 12.7 137 
11 7 641A91-96 -22.6,134.1 -25.0,104.0 34.0 8 7 22 2 
643A37-42 -23.3,115.5 12.7 165 
12 7 639A70 -22.8,153.0 -29.0,108.0 47.2 20 ·12 37 1 
56A71 -31.9,117.2 11.8 147 
13 7 639A70 -22.8,153.0 -28.8,108.0 47.2 12 56 15 1 
603A12.31 -31.6,138.9 37.6 113 
13 7 639A70 -22.8,153.0 -28.8,108.0 47.2 9 32 20 2 
641A72.74 -23.3,134.3 29.0 138 
INDEX MAP BOX408 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 56A69.71 -31.9,117.2 -29.4,110.5 11. 9 36 120 21 2 
641A72 -23.3,134.3 29.0 , 24 
1 7 56A69.71 -31. 9,117.2 -29.4,110.5 11. 9 25 140 37 2 
639A70 -22.8,153.0 47.2 15 
1 7 56A69.71 -31. 9,117.2 -29.4,110.5 8.6 13 161 23 2 
603A10.31 -31. 7 , 138. 9 31.6 6 
2 7 56A22.24.40-49 -32.5,118.2 -26.0,115.0 7.0 48 114 18 2 
603A08.10.27-32 -31.1,138.3 22.1 18 
2 7 603A08.10.28-32 -31.1,138.3 -26.0,115.0 24.2 24 47 11 2 
641A48.67-n.91 -23.3,134.3 17.9 109 
3 7 56A22.24.26.40-50 -32.5,118.1 -25.0,115.0 6.1 72 90 21 2 








MAP BOX409 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 56A07.09.16-24.38.40.42 
639A42-44.46.63-68 
2 7 56A16-22.38.40.42 
603A04.06.23-28 
2 7 639A42-44.46.63.65-68 
603A04.06.23-28 
3 7 641A42.44.48.65.67 
56A07.09.19-24.40.42 
3 7 639A63-68 
641A42.44.46.48.65.67 
4 7 603A06.25-28 
641A44.46.48.67 
INDEX MAP BOX410 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 56A01-05.07.13.15-17.19 
639A16.18.20.37-44.63 
2 7 603A21-24 
639A20.39.41-44 
2 7 56A03.05.13.15-17 
603A21-24 
3 7 637A88.90 
603A21.23 
4 7 637 A86 .88 • 90 
56A01-02.13.15-16 
5 7 637 A86. 88.90 
639A18-20. 41. 43 
INDEX MAP BOX411 10 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 56A01 
639A18 
1 7 56A01 
637A86.88 
2 7 56A02 
34A53 
3 7 56A02 
639A16.18 
-22.9,153.0 -26.0,117.0 41.3 
-32.5,118.1 9.8 
-22.9,153.0 -26.0,116.0 41.3 
-23;3,134.3 17.9 
Sl T Em1 
S2 Em2 
-32.9,118.9 -25.0,125.0 11.5 
-22.9,153.0 33.9 
-32.9,118.9 -27.0,125.0 11.5 
-31.1,138.3 18.9 
-22.9,153.0 -27.0,125.0 33.9 
-31.1,138.3 18.9 
-24.0,134.5 -24.0,123.0 12.2 
-32.9,118.9 17.1 
-22.9,153.0 -24.0,123.0 39.2 
-24.0,134.5 19.0 
-31.1,138.3 -26.0,122.0 18.9 
-24.0,134.5 19.0 
Sl T Em1 
S2 Em2 
-33.3,119.5 -25.0,135.0 23.1 
-23.6,153.2 20.6 
-31.1,138.3 -27.0,133.0 10.5 
-23.6,153.2 24.0 
-33.0,119.0 -27.0,133.0 18.6 
-31.1,138.4 6.3 
-23.1,171.9 -28.7,134.0 40.0 
-31.1,138.4 6.3 
-23.1,171. 9 -28.0,137.0 40.0 
-33.0,119.0 21.0 
-23.1,171. 9 -28.0,137.0 40.0 
-24.2,153.4 20.3 
Sl T Em1 
S2 Em2 
-33. 3,119.5 -25.7,140.6 23.5 
-24.3,153.4 16.2 
-33.3,119.5 -25.7,140.6 23.5 
-23.2,171.9 35.2 
-33. 3,119.5 -21. 0, 141. 4 29.6 
-36.7,126.9 28.3 
























































































4 7 56A02 -33.3,119.5 -22.0,141.8 29.6 137 23 61 2 
637A84.86 -23.2,171.9 35.2 20 
5 7 34A51. 53 -36.7,126.9 ·-21.0,143.0 28.3 107 25 36 2 
639A16 -24.3,153.4 14.0 48 
6 7 34A51 -36.7,126.9 -21.0,145.7 31.8 122 29 57 2 
637A84 -23.2,171. 9 31.5 29 
7 7 637A84-86.88 -23.2,171.9. -25.0,142.0 33.1 4 4 19 2 
639A14.16-18.20 -24.3,153.4 14.4 172 
8 7 332A21 -31.7,176.5 -20.1,148.9 40.6 50 5 39 1 
312A04 -22.4,149.3 3.0 125 
9 7 332A50-53 -32.2,176.1 -25.0,144.0 38.1 41 11 34 2 
312A31-39 -23.6,148.2 6.6 128 
INDEX MAP BOX412 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 635A94.96 -23.7,191.0 -28.0,158.0 35.8 11 14 20 2 
637A36.38.59.61 -24.5,172.3 16.4 154 
2 7 562A36.38 -37.1,174.4 -29.6,155.0 25.8 32 102 25 2 
635A96 -23.7,191. 0 41.1 47 
3 7 562A36.38 -37.1,174.4 -29.4,155.0 25.8 47 63 21 2 
637A40.61 -23.8,172.1 24.0 71 
INDEX MAP BOX413 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 637A34.36.38 -24.5,172.3 -25.0,162.0 16.4 4 170 19 1 
635A90.92.94 -23.7,191.0 35.8 6 
2 7 597A80 -31.7,195.2 -23.0,165.0 34.7 10 7 23 2 
637A34.36 -24.6,172.3 11.6 163 
3 7 597A63.77-80.94.96 -31.7,195.2 -26.0,167.0 34.4 20 63 13 2 
635A70.89-93 -23.8,191.0 29.3 97 
INDEX MAP BOX414 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 635A66-68.70.87.89 -24.5,191. 2 -25.0,173.0 20.1 23 116 15 1 
597A59.61.63.73-78.90 -32.3,195.9 30.3 41 
2 7 631A60 -23.9,229.2 -2.0,175.0 57.1 29 33 43 1 
635A66.87.89 -24.5,191.2 20.1 118 
3 7 631A59 -23.9,229.2 -26.0,175.0 53.4 12 25 ·33 2 
635A68 -24.5,191.2 22.4 143 
4 7 631A59-60 -23.9,229.2 -24.0,177.0 57.1 20 40 35 1 
597A57.59-61.63.71-76 -32.3,196.0 27.3 120 
2-90-
INDEX MAP BOX415 10 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 597A49.51-58.66-72 -31. 8, 195.4 -24.0,185.0 18.4 33 116 41 2 
631A57-60 -23.9,229.2 53.4 31 
2 7 88A61. 63-65.67 -26.4,210.6 -23.0,187.0 29.9 4 156 18 2 
631A57-58 -23.9,229.2 47.3 20 
3 7 597A49.51-56.66 -32.4,196.1 -23.0,187.0 17.8 38 102 20 2 
88A6!. 63-65. 67 -26.4,210.6 29.9 40 
4 7 596A53.55 -31.2,204.2 -20.5,187.0 25.3 19 63 9 1 
597A49.51-54 -32.4,196.1 22.2 98 
4 7 596A53.55 -31. 2,204.2 -20.5,187.0 25.3 18 99 10 2 
88A64-65.67 -26.4,210.6 29.1 63 
4 7 596A53.55 -31. 2,204.2 -20.5,187.0 25.3 25 115 28 2 
631A57-58 -23.9,229.2 47.3 40 
5 7 596A53 -31. 2, 204. 2 -20.8,189.0 25.3 22 34 13 1 
597A49 -32.5,196.2 15.7 124 
6 7 595A63-64 -32.5,215.0 -23.0,189.0 32.8 14 54 10 2 
88A6!. 63-65 -26.5,210.7 27.0 113 
7 7 595A63 -64.80 -32.5,215.0 -24.0,188.0 33.9 17 110 20 2 
631A57.59 -23.9,229.2 47.3 52 
8 7 595A63-64.78-80 -32.5,215.0 -26.0,188.0 32.8 22 18 22 1 
597A49.51-52.65-67 -31.9,195.4 12.8 140 
INDEX MAP BOX416 15 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 595A78 -32.0,214.4 -28.2,190.4 27.6 25 16 19 1 
597A65 -31.9,195.4 10.0 139 
2 7 595A61-64 -32.5,215.0 -23.0,191.0 33.9 36 30 24 1 
597 A49. 51. 66 -32.5,196.2 15.7 114 
2 7 88A61-64 -26.5,210.7 -23.0,191.0 25.8 50 41 20 1 
597A49. 51. 66 -32.5,196.2 15.7 88 
2 7 631A55.57 -23.9,229.2 -23.0,191.0 47.3 56 30 42 1 
597A49. 51. 66 -32.5,196.2 15.7 94 
3 7 88A41.62.64 -27.4,211.8 -20.7,192.0 28.5 22 54 12 1 
596A49.51 -31.3,204.2 22.6 103 
4 7 596A51 -31.3,204.2 -20.6,191.0 22.6 25 67 10 1 
597A49-50 -32.4,196.1 20.4 88 
5 7 595A56 -32.6,215.2 -21.3,199.8 22.0 26 54 10 1 
596A45 -31.3,204.3 17.6 99 
6 7 595A60.62.64 -32.5,215.1 -21.0,194.0 30.7 15 42 11 1 
596A47.49.51 -31.3,204.2 22.6 124 
7 7. 596A45.47.49.51 -31.3,204.2 -21.0,195.0 20.4 41 101 32 2 
631A38.55.57 -23.9,229.2 42.7 37 
8 7 88A61 -26.5,210.7 -26.3;191.0 27.0 6 149 30 1 
629A56 -24.2,248.5 56.5 25 
9 7 88A61-64 -26.5,210.7 -23.0,192.0 25.8 15 109 9 1 
595A61-64 -32.5,215.1 30.7 57 
9 7 88A61-64 -26.4,210.6 -23.0,192.0 29.9 6 147 18 2 
631A40.55.57 -23.9;229.2 47.3 27 
10 7 595A55-56.59-64.72-78 -32.6,215.2 -28.5,191. 0 22.0 15 134 16 2 







INDEX MAP BOX417 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 595A52.54.56 
596A41. 43. 45 
2 7 629A51-56 
631A15-20.33.35.37-39 
3 7 629A51-56 
595A49-56.66.68.70.72 
4 7 629A52.54 
596A41.43 
5 7 631A16-20.35-39 
595A49-56.66.68.70.72 
6 7 596A41.43.45 
631A35-36.38 
7 7 307A60 
330A02.31 
INDEX MAP BOX418 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 5 425S27-31.426S26-31 
426S08-09.11 
2 7 595A49.66 
631A17 
3 7 595A50 
631A16.18 
3 7 595A50 
629A51-52 
4 7 595A49.66 
629A51. 53 
5 7 629A36 
595A66 
6 7 629A49.51-53 
631A13.15-17 
INDEX MAP BOX421 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 415S05-07.417S03-07 
414S01-03.07-08 
2 7 106A36 
553All.52 
-32.6,215.2 -27.0,196.0 19.9 
-24.2,248.5 56.5 
-24.2,248.5 -27.0,196.0 56.5 
-24.4,229.3 39.9 
Sl T Em1 
S2 Em2 
-32.6,215.2 -21.0,203.0 19.6 
-31.4,204.3 17.7 
-24.2,248.5 -25.0,205.0 50.4 
-24.5,229.3 28.8 
-24.2,248.5 -25.0,205.0 50.4 
-32.6,215.2 17.5 
-24.3,248.5 -21.0,204.7 45.7 
-31.4,204.3 16.8 
-24.5,229.3 -25.0,205.0 28.8 
-32.6,215.2 17.5 
-31.4,204.3 -20.5,204.0 17.2 
-24.5,229.3 32.5 
-23.2,230.0 -21.0,206.0 31.6 
-28.7,211.8 16.9 
Sl T Em1 
S2 Em2 
-25.4,204.2 -29.0,215.0 19.9 
-33.2,218.0 8.1 
-32.1,214.5 -28.0,210.3 7.8 
-25.1,229.5 24.2 
-32.7,215.3 -23.0,210.4 15.5 
-25.1,229.5 24.2 
-32.7,215.3 -23.0,210.4 15.5 
-24.3,248.5 41.9 
-32.1,214.5 -27.5,210.4 7.8 
-24.2,248.5 47.8 
-24.8,248.6 -29.8,210.9 41.1 
-32.1,214.5 7.8 
-24.3,248.5 -24.0,213.0 45.7 
-25.1,229.5 24.2 
Sl T Em1 
S2 Em2 
-35.6,246.9 -28.0,247.0 12.8 
-36.3,256.4 18.6 
























































































3 7 87A19 -32.0,257.9 -20.5,242.3 23.2 2 3 10 2 
629A05 -25.5,248.9 13.6 175 
4 7 87A15 -32.0,258.0 -25.0,249.8 15.1 8 155 9 1 
553A12 -38.2,262.3 23.8 16 
5 7 87A15 -32.0,258.0 -23.6,249.5 15.1 58 83 23 1 
480A47 -39.3,242.8 25.9 39 
INDEX MAP BOX422 17 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 6 478A12.14.17-18 -39.4,259.6 -25.0,258.0 18.0 41 89 17 1 
480A31-33.35.39 -39.2,244.1 24.7 50 
2 6 480A31.33.35.39.43.47 -39.2,244.1 -25.0,254.0 24.7 54 55 22 2 
553A08-10.12 -38.2,262.4 21.1 70 
3 6 480A32 -39.2,244.2 -21.0,259.0 29.5 36 71 19 2 
516A89 -39.5,260.6 29.1 73 
4 7 97 A29.31.106A16 -30.4,274.9 -21.0,259.0 22.0 50 78 24 1 
·516A89 -39.5,260.6 29.1 52 
5 7 478A01.09.11-14.17-18 -39.4,259.6 -26.0,258.0 21.4 175 2 32 2 
87A09-12 32.1,258.1 10.9 4 
5 7 478AOl.09.11-14.17-18 -39.4,259.6 -26.0,258.0 21.4 68 54 24 2 
106A13-16 -29.5,275.0 20.3 58 
6 7 106A14-16 -29.5,275.6 -25.0,256.0 20.3 104 44 40 1 
480A31-36.39-40.42 -39.2,243.9 28.9 32 
7 7 87A10-16 -32.1,258.0 -23.0,255.0 13.0 43 108 22 1 
480A31-36.39-44.47-48 -39.2,243.9 28.9 29 
8 7 87A09-14 -32.1,258.0 -25.0,257.0 13.0 64 76 19 2 
106A13-16 -29.5,275.6 20.3 40 
9 7 87A40.42 -31.4,257.2 -29.0,252.0 5.9 24 148 20 2 
106A34.36 -28.9,275.0 25.7 8 
9 7 553A07 .09.11. 50 -37.4,259.8 -29.0,252.0 14.2 49 94 20 2 
106A34.36 -28.9,275.0 25.7 37 
10 7 625A36.38.40 -26.6,287.6 -27.0,258.0 34.9 78 34 37 1 
478A01.09.11.13.17-18 -39.4,259.7 17.9 68 
11 7 625A36.38.40 -26.6,287.6 -27.0,257.0 34.9 74 38 37 1 
106A13-15 -39.4,259.7 19.8 68 
11 7 625A36.38.40 -26.6,287.6 -27.0,257.0 34.9 73 10 34 1 
87A09-11.40.42 -32.1,258.1 5.1 96 
11 7 625A36.38.40 -26.6,287.6 -27.0,257.0 34.9 63 32 32 1 
553A05-09.50 -38.2,262.5 15.1 86 
12 7 553A05-12.50 -38.2,262.4 -27.0,255.0 21.1 0 0 13 1 
87A09-13.15.40.42 -32.1,258.1 7.8 180 
13 7 553A05-12.50 -38.2,262.4 -27.0,255.0 21.1 50 71 20 2 
106A13-15 -29.5,275.6 23.8 59 
INDEX MAP BOX423 16 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 6 411501-03 -30.9,250.5 -29.0,261.0 15.8 79 38 17 2 
410S03.05.412S02.413S12 -36.5,261.6 10.6 63 
2 6 480A32 -39.2,244.2 -22.0,260.1 29.5 37 70 20 2 
516A81 -39.5,261.0 28.5 73 
2-93-
3 6 124A34 -17.2,259.8 -29.6,266.0 23.7 137 14 33 2 
553A01-02 -38.3,262.7 11.3 28 
4 7 97A29 -30.4,274.9 -21.0,261.0 22.0 130 28 46 1 
516A81 -39.5,261.0 28.5 22 
5 7 106A10-14 -29.5,275.6 -26.0,262.0 16.0 76 58 22 1 
478A01-02.04.06.10.12 -39.4,260.5 19.2 46 
5 7 87A06-08.10 -32.1,258.1 -26.0,262.0 9.9 23 133 11 2 
478A01-02.04.06.10.12 -39.4,260.5 19.2 24 
5 7 625A33-36 -26.6,287.6 -26.0,262.0 32.1 88 35 38 1 
478A01-02.04.06.10.12 -39.4,260.5 19.2 57 
6 7 87A04 -32.2,258.2 -28.0,268.6 12.0 81 58 18 1 
124A05-06 -19.7,262.2 15.5 41 
7 7 97A23.106A08.10 -29.6,275.7 -28.0,268.8 7.9 144 24 22 2 
124A04-06 -19.7,262.2 15.5 12 
7 7 625A14.16.31 -27.2,288.0 -28.0,268.8 23.1 129 21 35 2 
124A04-06 -19.7,262.2 15.5 30 
8 7 87A04-08.10 -32.1,258.1 -27.0,264.0 9.9 117 39 22 2 
106A08-14 -29.5,275.6 16.0 24 
8 7 87A04-08.10 -32.1,258.1 -27.0,264.0 9.9 130 37 39 2 
625A14.16.31.33-36 -26.6,287.2 32.1 13 
9 7 87A04-08.10 -32.1,258.1 -28.0,263.0 9.9 43 99 12 2 
553A01-06 -38.2,262.6 16.5 38 
9 7 106A09-14 -29.5,275.6 -28.0,263.0 16.0 81 51 21 1 
553A01-06 -38.2,262.6 16.5 48 
9 7 625A18.33.35-36 -26.7,287.6 -28.0,263.0 27.4 89 34 33 1 
553A01-06 -38.2,262.6 16.5 57 
10 7 97A23-27.106A08-14 -30.4,275.0 -25.0,265.0 14.0 24 127 14 2 
625A14.16.27.29.31-36 -26.7,287.6 25.2 29 
INDEX MAP BOX424 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 97.05.07.09.18~24.40.42 -30.5,275.1 -24.0,274.0 6.4 64 96 19 2 
625A05.07-14.16.27.29 -27.3,288.0 20.9 19 
2 7 124A02.04.06 -19.7,262.3 -28.7,272.0 18.3 134 25 38 1 
625A11.13-14.16 -27.2,288.0 23.1 20 
2 7 124A02.04.06 -19.7,262.3 -28.7,272.0 18.3 166 4 24 1 
97 A19. 21. 40. 42 -29.8,274.3 5.8 10 
3 7 97A19-20.40 -30.5,275.1 -28.0,274.0 3.1 27 148 17 2 
550A35-36 -37.0,287.1 19.7 5 
3 7 625A11.13 -27.3,288.0 -28.0,274.0 17.0 42 78 14 1 
550A35-36 -37.0,287.1 19.7 59 
4 7 97A05.07.09 -31.0,275.6 -21.0,278.0 13.5 83 71 61 2 
620A55 -27.4,334.7 59.3 26 
·4 7 625A05.08 -27.4,288.1 -21.0,278.0 14.7 18 144 46 2 
620A55 -27.4,334.7 59.3 18 
5 7 97A15.17 -30.6,275.1 -29.3,279.0 5.9 54 113 24 1 
119A14 -19.7,264.2 26.4 13 
6 7 329S36 -37.5,252.3 -28.5,278.7 30.9 43 30 23 2 
363S51. 53. 55 -38.4,274.6 14.0 107 
2-94-
INDEX MAP BOX425 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 97A15 -30.6,275.1 -29.5,281.0 5.9 42 126 22 1 
119A04.14 -20.2,264.7 26.4 12 
2 7 97A03-05.14 -31. 0,275.7 -23.0,283.0 13.4 111 48 67 2 
620A53.55 -27.4,334.7 59.3 21 
3 7 97A05-06 -31.0,275.6 -21.0,280.6 12.9 69 61 16 2 
625A03.05 -27.4,288.1 14.7 51 
3 7 620A55 -27.4,334.7 -21.0,280.6 59.3 26 23 47 1 
625A03.05 -27.4,288.1 14.7 132 
4 7 95A36 -32.1,312.3 -27.6,286.0 27.2 141 12 36 1 
97A14 -30.6,275.7 10.4 27 
5 7 95A17.36 -32.1,312.3 -25.0,288.0 27.2 10 140 27 2 
620A51. 53-55 -27.4,334.7 52.3 30 
6 7 329536 37.5,252.3 -29.0,281.0 30.9 129 17 41 2 
363553 -38.4,274.6 14.0 34 
7 7 363535.54-56 -38.4,274.6 -27.0,286.0 20.7 93 54 44 2 
395501-03 -38.9,314.2 36.5 33 
INDEX MAP BOX426 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 95All-18.32.34.36 -32.1,312.3 -25.0,295.0 23.0 16 135 26 2 
620A31. 33. 49-54 -27.4,334.7 46.5 29 
2 7 95All-15.32.34.36 -32.1,312.3 -27.0,295.0 23.0 92 31 27 1 
550A01-06 -37.6,288.7 13.1 57 
2 7 620A49-54 -27.4,334.7 -27.0,295.0 46.5 105 20 52 1 
550A01-06 -37.6,288.7 13.1 55 
3 7 363556 -38.4,274.6 -26.0,290.5 20.7 94 50 39 2 
395S02 -38.9,314.2 30.2 35 
4 7 363535-36 -38.6,274.1 -29.0,291.0 19.9 108 43 42 2 
395502 -38.9,314.2 30.2 30 
INDEX MAP BOX427 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 95011 -32.6,312.9 -29.5,300.4 15.4 117 31 26 1 
550A01 -37.6,288.9 15.2 32 
1 7 620A50 -27.5,334.7 -29.5,300.4 39.6 132 16 51 1 
550A01 -37.6,288.9 15.2 32 
2 7 95AI1-12 -32.6,312.9 -26.7,300.4 15.4 98 46 26 1 
. 550A02 -37.6,288.8 19.1 36 
2 7 620A50 -27.5,334.7 -26.7,300.4 39.6 120 22 53 1 
550A02 -37.6,288.8 19.1 38 
3 7 95A06 .08-12.14 -32.7,313.0 -27.0,304.0 8.5 30 138 28 2 
620A25.27.29.31.48.50 -27.5,334.7 34.8 12 
2 -95-
INDEX MAP BOX428 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 95A04.06 -32.7,313.0 -29.0,312.0 4.7 74 95 28 2 
620A23.25 -28.1,335.2 28.7 11 
2 7 547AII-14.31-34.54 -38.2,319.6 -24.0,317.0 20.5 62 62 23 2 
620AOl.03-05.22-25 -28.8,335.8 22.4 56 
3 7 95A04.06 -32.7,313.0 -29.3,312.0 1.4 12 166 10 2 
547A33.54 -37.5,317.1 11.4 2 
INDEX MAP BOX429 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 547A06.08.10.12 -38.2,319.8 -23.0,326.0 20.6 91 52 38 2 
618A49. 51. 53 -27.8,353.3 • 29.9 36 
2 7 94A15-18 -32.7,347.9 -22.0,327.0 25.8 15 104 9 2 
618A49-51 -27.8,353.3 29.9 60 
3 7 94A15.17 -32.6,347.9 -25.0,327.0 28.3 86 41 36 1 
547A06.08.10.12 -38.2,319.7 21.6 53 
4 7 618A51.53 -27.7,353.3 -21.0,323.0 35.1 17 27 18 1 
620A02 -28.8,335.8 19.5 136 
5 7 94A17 -32.6,347.9 -23.0,323.5 28.3 1 2 9 1 
620A02 -28.8,335.8 19.5 177 
6 7 547A09-13~30.32 -38.2,319.7 -25.0,322.0 17.8 77 51 22 2 
620AOI-03.22 -28.9,335.8 17.5 52 
7 7 94A36 -32.1,347.3 -27.0,323.0 27.3 7 16 10 2 
620AOl.22 -28.9,335.8 17.5 157 
8 7 94A34-36 -32.1,347.3 -28.0,324.0 27.3 91 33 33 1 
547A05.07-11.28.30.32 -38.2,319.7 16.2 56 
INDEX MAP BOX430 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 94A09-16.581A56 -32.7,348.0 -25.0,335.0 16.9 23 99 8 2 
618A43-50 -27.8,353.3 20.2 58 
2 7 547 A02. 04. 06 -38.3,320.0 -27.3,334.0 22.8 127 25 39 2 
618A43.45.47 -27.8,353.3 20.2 28 
3 7 94Al1.13.15 -32.7,348.0 -28.0,333.0 19.4 110 37 34 1 
547A02.04.06 -38.3,319.9 21.2 34 
INDEX MAP BOX431 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 579AI8-20.39-40 -34.3, 7.7 -26.0,346.0 27.9 8 6 17 2 
618A21-22.41-43 -28.5,353.8 11.4 166 
2 7 581A50.52-56 -33.7,348.7 -28.0,343.0 9.2 49 81 9 2 








MAP BOX432 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 579A35.37 
581A46.48 
2 7 84A17.19-23 
579A32.34.36.38.51-59 
3 7 579A54.56 
615A71.73 
4 7 579A32.34-37.51.53 
651A95.97 
5 7 84A17.19 
651A95 
6 7 581A46.48 
651A97 
7 7 93A16 
651A95.97 
7 7 93A16 
579A32.34-35 
INDEX MAP BOX433 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
l' 7 576A60 
579A02.04 
1 7 576A60 
93A08-09 
2 7 84A11.93A08.10 
650A23 
2 7 579A23-27.43 
650A23 
3 7 651A73 
650A23 
4 7 84All-13.93A10.12.14 
651A71.73-75. 96. 98 
4 7 579A24-31.43.45.47 
651A71.73-75.96.98 
5 7 84All-13.15.93A08-14 
579A2-8.23-31.43.45.47 
-32.8,348.1 -28.0,343.0 4.5 
-27.9,353.4 12.0 
-34.9, 8.7 -28.0,345.0 30.2 
-33.8,348.7 8.6 
Sl T Em1 
S2 Em2 
-34.4, 7.8 -29.4,351.0 18.1 
-33.8,348.8 5.3 
-32.1, 18.4 -24.0,356.0 29.7 
-33.9, 7.0 20.5 
-33.8, 7.0 -21.0,358.6 24.4 
-28.3, 21.4 31.0 
-34.4, 7.8 -29.0,355.0 18.1 
-21.6, 38.3 51.0 
-32.1, 18.5 -26.5,358.7 21.2 
-21.6, 38.3 44.3 
-33.8,348.8 -29.5,351.0 5.3 
-21.6, 38.3 51.0 
-32.2, 22.3 -29.0,357.0 28.4 
-21.6, 38.3 51.0 
-32.2, 22.3 -29.0,357.0 28.4 
-34.4, 7.8 18.1 
Sl T Em1 
S2 Em2 
-35.2, 36.9 -39.0, 8.0 32.5 
-35.1, 9.1 7.1 
-35.2, 36.9 -39.0, 8.0 32.5 
-32.3, 22.4 16.2 
-32.2, 18.6 -35.0, 8.0 10.7 
-22.4, 48.3 45.1 
-34.5, 8.0 -35.0, 8.0 1.6 
-22.4, 48.3 45.1 
-22.3, 38.5 -35.0, 8.0 39.9 
-22.4, 48.3 45.1 
-32.2, 18.6 -33.0, 5.0 10.7 
-22.3, 38.5 39.9 
-34.5, 8.0 -33.0, 5.0 2.1 
-22.3, 38.5 ,39.9 
-32.3, 22.4 -35.0, 5.0 18.5 



















































































INDEX MAP BOX434 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 . Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 93A06 -32.3,.22.5 -39.6, 11.8 14.6 33 117 19 1 
576A58 -35.3, 37.0 29.1 30 
1 7 576A58 -35.3, 37.0 -39.6, 11.8 29.1 117 13 33 2 
579A21 -34.5, 8.1 7.5 50 
2 7 84A07-12.93A06.08 -32.2, 18.6 -35.0, 12.0 8.3 147 12 13 2 
579A21-24.41-43 -34.5, 8.1 4.8 21 
3 7 579A22.24.41-43 -34.5, 8.1 -34.0, 13.0 4.8 177 2 50 1 
650A21.23-24 -22.4, 48.3 45.1 0 
4 7 84A05-11.39.93A04.06.08 -32.3, 18.6 -34.0, 15.0 8.3 16 158 37 1 
650A21-24 -22.4, 48.3 45.1 6 
5 7 579A41 -34.0, 7.3 -32.0, 15.7 7.9 153 21 53 2 
611A51 -29.6, 60.7 45.6 5 
6 7 84A06.08.39 -31.1, 17.1 -32.0, 18.0 2.2 138 39 47 1 
611A51 -29.6, 60.7 45.6 3 
6 7 611A51 -29.6, 60.7 -32.0, 18.0 45.6 20 55 20 2 
650A21-22.24 -22.4, 48.3 33.6 105 
INDEX MAP BOX435 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 84A04.34-37.39 -31.2, 17.1 -32.0, 24.0 5.4 180 0 51 1 
611A48-52 -29.6, 60.7 45.6 0 
2 7 84A04. 36-37.39 -31.2, 17.1 -32.0, 22.0 5.4 155 21 39 1 
650A20.22.24 -22.4, 48.3 33.6 4 
2 7 611A50-52 -29.6, 60.7 -32.0, 22.0 45.6 22 56 22 2 
650A20.22.24 -22.4, 48.3 33.6 102 
3 7 84A03 -32.3,18.7 -39.8, 23.5 9.7 116 48 38 1 
574A35 -34.4, 54.5 32.3 15 
4 7 84A34-35 -31.2, 17.2 -33.0, 28.4 12.6 175 3 42 2 
574A15 -34.9, 55.3 29.0 1 
5 7 574A15.34-36 -34.4, 54.5 -36.0, 28.0 28.9 7 135 9 2 
611A45. 47 -50 -29.6, 60.8 36.9 37 
INDEX MAP BOX436 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 84A34 -31. 2, 17.7 -30.7, 30.4 12.6 169 8 51 2 
611A50 -29.6, 60.7 38.7 3 
1 7 84A34 -31.2,17.7 -30.7, 30.4 12.6 156 16 41 2 
574A15-16 -34.9, 55.3 29.0 8 
2 7 574A08-16.32.34.36 -34.9, 55.3 -35.0, 35.0 29.0 12 112 9 2 
611A25.27.29.42-48 -29.6, 60.7 34.4 56 
2 -98-
INDEX MAP BOX437 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 573A71. 73 -34.5, 64.4 -38.3, 45.7 19.3 11 31 6 2 
574A04.06.08 -35.0, 55.5 14.2 138 
2 7 574A04.06.08-10 -35.0, 55.5 -38.0, 42.0 14.2 11 151 11 2 
611A21.23.25.42.44 -29.7, 60.8 24.5 17 
INDEX MAP BOX438 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 573A48.50 -35.1, 65.2 -31.0, 58.6 8.9 28 141 43 2 
606A41.43 -29.1,108.2 50.3 11 
1 7 606A41.43 -29.8, 70.6 -31.0, 58.6 12.7 14 156 38 1 
61OA41.43 -29.1,108.2 50.3 10 
2 7 573A46.48-51 -35.1, 65.2 -31. 0, 57.0 8.9 22 149 42 2 
610A41. 43. 45 -29.1,108.2 50.3 9 
3 7 610A43.45 -29.8, 70.5 -30.5, 53.6 17.2 5 11 6 1 
611A01-02 -31.0, 62.1 11.8 165 
INDEX MAP BOX439 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 497A01-07.11 -38.4, 90.1 -37.0, 67.0 29.5 138 4 32 2 
573A42 -35.1, 65.3 2.9 38 
2 7 573A46.48 -35.1, 65.2 -32.0, 60.8 8.9 54 82 10 2 
610A41 -29.8, 70.6 12.7 45 
3 7 573A42.44.46.48 -35.1, 65.2 -34.0, 64.0 8.9 43 121 45 2 
606A43.45.47 -29.1,108.2 50.3 15 
4 7 606A43 -29.1,108.2 -31.5, 61.0 50.3 18 13 39 2 
610A41 -29.8, 70.6 12.7 149 
5 7 349525.38.40 -37.9, 54.5 -39.0, 69.0 16.0 0 0 8 2 
384535.37.39 -38.8, 63.1 7.9 179 
INDEX MAP BOX440 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 67A15-17 -26.4,104.9 -31.0, 72.0 43.3 2 136 7 2 
643A95 -21.9,115.2 49.5 42 
1 7 606A44.46 -29.1,108.2 -31. 0, 72.0 44.0 9 105 11 2 
643A95 -21.9,115.2 49.5 66 
2 7 606A46.48 -29.1,108.2 -32.0, 77.0 39.4 1 2 19 2 
608A21.23.25 -31.4, 91.3 20.6 176 
3 7 608A21.23 -31.4, 91.3 -31.0, 77.5 16.3 11 156 27 2 
643A69.96 -21. 9,.115.2 43.0 13 
4 7 349S34.36.38 -37.7, 55.1 -34.0, 73.0 21.2 14 49 6 2 
384537.39.41.43 -38.8, 63.0 17.4 117 
2 -99-
INDEX MAP BOX441 10 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 63A13-19 -31.9,114.9 -33.0, 86.0 35.3 9 38 10 2 
606A27.29-31.33 -29.6,108.6 26.9 132 
2 7 63A11.13 .15.17 -32,0,115.0 -37.0, 85.0 28.7 13 71 7 2 
606A48.50.52.54 -29.0,108.1 26.8 96 
3 7 606A48.50 -29.1,108.2 -33.7, 81. 0 35.3 8 6 23 2 
608A21 -31.4, 91.4 12.2 166 
4 7 63A16-19 -31. 9,114. 9 -32.0, 85.0 29.3 20 87 11 2 
643A69-70 -22.6,115.3 31.0 74 
5 7 53A52 -33.3,120.0 -39.7, 85.0 40.4 20 50 18 2 
606A52 -29.0,108.2 29.0 109 
5 7 53A52 -33.3,120.0 -39.7, 85.0 40.4 30 59 23 2 
67A06 -26.6,105.2 31.5 91 
6 7 606A30 -29.6,108.6 -30.6, 89.0 22.2 2 174 24 2 
641A98 -22.5,134.1 46.3 5 
6 7 643A70 -22.6,115.3 -30.6, 89.0 31.0 12 126 19 1 
641A98 -22.5,134.1 46.3 42 
6 7 63A16.18 -31.9,114.9 -30.6, 89.0 .29.3 10 135 19 2 
641A98 -22.5,134.1 46.3 35 
7 7 349S03 -38.1, 54.0 -37.0, 87.0 35.3 0 1 9 2 
384S15-17 -38.8, 63.7 26.0 179 
INDEX MAP BOX442 11 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 57A07-13.15.63AI0-14.16 -33.2,119.0 -34.0, 95.0 25.9 22 29 14 2 
606AI3.15.30-36 -29.6,108.5 14.8 129 
2 7 57A10-13.15.63A14 -33.2,119.0 -32.0, 95.0 25.9 30 77 15 2 
643A41. 43-44. 70 -23.3,115.5 26.6 73 
2 7 606AI3.15.30-32.34 -29.6,108.5 -32.0, 95.0 14.8 12 150 13 2 
643A41.43-44.70 -23.3,115.5 26.6 18 
3 7 57A09-13.15.63A12.14.16 -33.2,119.0 -33.0, 95.0 25.9 14 133 22 2 
641A95.97-98 -22.6,134.1 45.0 33 
3 7 606AI3.15.30-36 -29.6,108.5 -33.0, 95.0 14.8 6 168 30 1 
641A95.97-98 -22.6,134.1 45.0 6 
4 7 57AI0-12 -33.2,119.0 -33.0, 98.0 20.1 4 168 35 2 
639A72 -22.8,153.0 54.8 8 
4 7 606AI5.34.36 -29.6,108.5 -33.0, 98.0 12.3 21 145 44 1 
639A72 -22.8,153.0 54.8 15 
4 7 643A43-44 -23.3,115.5 -33.0, 98.0 22.1 31 113 40 1 
639A72 -22.8,153.0 54.8 36 
4 7 641A95.97 -22.6,134.1 -33.0, 98.0 39.1 12 115 21 1 
639A72 -22.8,153.0 54.8 53 
5 7 57A07.09 -33.2,119.1 -37.2, 99.0 21. 9 6 159 32 1 
639A71 -22.8,153.0 53.8 . 15 
6 7 349S02-04 -38.1, 54.0' -38.0, 91.0 35.3 1 6 9 1 
384S14.16 -38.8, 63.7 26.0 173 
2 -100-
INDEX MAP BOX443 15 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 56A72.57A07-10.12 -33.2,119.0 -34.0,101.0 20.1 29 29 12 2 
606A15.36 -30.2,109.0 10.7 122 
2 7 603A13 -31.6,138.9 -32.0,101.0 43.5 22 11 34 2 
606A15.36 -30.2,109.0 10.7 146 
3 7 641A74. 95. 97 -22.6,134.1 -32.0,101.0 39.1 3 2 28 2 
606A15.36 -30.2,109.0 10.7 175 
4 7 643A42.44 -23.3,115.5 -32.0,101. 0 22.1 18 18 12 1 
606A15.36 -30.2,109.0 10.7 144 
5 7 643A42.44 -23.3,115.5 -32.0,101.0 22.1 40 64 15 1 
56A72.57A09-10.12 -33.2,119.0 20.1 76 
6 7 641A95.97 -22.6,134.1 -31.4,101.0 39.1 20 34 21 2 
643A42.44 -23.3,115.5 22.1 126 
7 7 603A12-13 -31.6,138.9 -31. 5,101. 0 43.5 39 40 32 2 
643A42.44 -23.3,115.5 22.1 101 
8 7 56A66-72.57A4.6.8.10.12 -31. 9,117.2 -34.0,105.0 13.8 7 167 21 2 
641A71.73-74.95.97 -23.2,134.3 34.4 6 
8 7 639A69.71-72 -22.8,153.0 -34.0,105.0 54.8 13 47 25 2 
641A71.73-74.95.97 -23.2,134.3 34.4 120 
9 7 56A66.68-72.57A04-10.12 -31.9,117.2 -35.0,105.0 13.8 10 160 41 1 
639A69.71-72 -22.8,153.0 54.8 10 
10 7 603A09-14 -31. 7,138.9 -34.0,105.0 36.9 13 11 24 2 
56A66.68-72.57A04-10.12 -31.9,117.2 13.8 155 
10 7 603A09-14 -31. 7,138.9 -34.0,105.0 36.9 7 130 20 2 
639A69.71-72 -22.8,153.0 54.8 43 
10 7 603A09-14 -31. 7,138.9 -34.0,105.0 36.9 20 73 14 2 
641A71. 73-74. 95. 97 -23.2,134.3 34.4 87 
11 7 567A74-76 -36.1,124.6 -38.0,107.0 20.1 5 164 34 2 
639A71 -22.8,153.0 53.8 11 
12 7 567A74-76 -36.1,124.6 -38.0,108.0 20.1 23 121 18 2 
641A73 -23.2,134.3 33.7 36 
INDEX MAP BOX444 18 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo ·Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 56A37.39.41.43 -32.0,117.3 -32.0,118.0 6.3 173 6 45 1 
639A48.67.69-70 -22.9,153.0 39.2 1 
1 7 56A37.39.41.43 -32.0,117.3 -32.0,118.0 6.3 175 4 32 2 
603A05-08.10 -31. 7 ,139.0 26.0 1 
1 7 56A37 • 39.41. 43 -32.0,117.3 -32.0,118.0 6.3 156 19 30 1 
641A48.50.69.71 -23.9,134.5 24.4 6 
2 7 639A48.67.69-71 -22.8,153.0 -33.0,115.0 45.6 16 32 24 2 
641A48.50.69.71-73 -23.9,134.5 24.4 132 
3 7 56A63.65-67.69 -32.0,117.3 -33.0,114.0 6·.3 22 151 25 1 
603A07.09-11 -31. 7,139.0 30.7 7 
3 7 56A63.65-67.69 -32.0,117.3 -33.0,114.0 6.3 4 174 21 2 
641A50.71-73 -23.3,134.3 27.6 2 
4 7 603A05-11 -31.7,139.0 -33.0,115.0 30.7 10 133 17 2 
639A48.67.69-70 -22.8,153.0 45.6 38 
4 7 603A05-11 -31. 7,139.0 -33.0,115.0 30.7 28 67 16 2 
641A48.50.69.71-73 -23.3,134.3 27.6 85 
2 -101-
5 7 56A61-63.65-67.69 -32.0,117.3 -35.0,115.0 6.3 47 122 42 1 
639A47-48.69-71 -22.8,153.0 45.6 11 
6 7 567A70.72 -36.1,124.7 -39.0,118.0 9.0 9 166 32 1 
639A47-48 -23.5,153.1 40.5 4 
7 7 567A74 -36.1,124.7 -38.0,111.0 16.2 5 168 38 2 
639A71 -22.8,153.0 53.8 6 
8 7 637A92 -23.1.171. 9 -35.0,119.0 54.6 104 11 57 2 
56A37.39 -32.5,118.3 6.0 65 
8 7 637A92 -23.1,171.9 -35.0,119.0 54.6 6 11 35 2 
603A05.07 -31. 7,139.0 19.9 163 
9 7 56A61-63.65 -32.0,117.4 -36.0,117.5 7.9 91 73 56 1 
637A91-92 -23.1,171. 9 54.6 16 
10 7 567A70 -36.1,124.7 -39.0,119.0 9.0 27 141 46 1 
637A91-92 -23.1,171.9 53.8 12 
11 7 637A91-92 -23.1,171. 9 -37.0,118.0 54.6 92 11 55 2 
493A01.03.05.09-10 39.3,114.4 5.6 77 
12 7 493A01.03.05.09-10 -39.3,114.6 -37.0,118.0 6.2 152 23 46 2 
639A47-48 -23.5,153.1 40.5 5 
13 7 493A09-10 -39.3,114.4 -35.0,118.0 10.2 156 16 34 2 
641A48.50 -23.9,134.5 24.4 8 
INDEX MAP BOX445 13 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 56A59.61 -32.0,117.4 -31.0,121.0 10.9 158 16 64 2 
637A91-92 -23.1,171.9 53.8 6 
1 7 56A59.61 -32.0,117.4 -31.0,121.0 10.9 168 9 51 2 
639A47 -23.5,153.1 40.5 3 
2 7 493A01.02.06.10 -39.3,114.6 -35.0,122.0 10.5 156 17 51 2 
639A45-48 -23.5,153.1 40.7 6 
3 7 56A14.16.34-40 -32.5,118.3 -33.0,125.0 6.0 174 5 26 1 
603AOl-07.25.27 -31. 7,139.0 19.9 1 
3 7 639A24.43.45-48.70 -23.5,153.1 -33.0,125.0 40.7 11 19 22 1 
603AOl-07.25.27 -31. 7,139.0 19.9 150 
4 7 567A64.66.68.70 -36.2,124.8 -39.0,125.0 5.6 86 83 54 1 
637A91-92 -23.1,171. 9 53.8 11 
5 7 493A01-02 -39.3,114.6 -35.0,122.0 10.7 143 27 64 2 
637A91-92 -23.1,171.9 54.6 10 
6 7 493A01-02.06.10 -39.3,114.6 -34.0,122.0 10.7 141 26 29 2 
603A05-06 -31. 7,139.0 19.9 14 
7 7 492A01.03.07-08 -39.3,124.3 -36.0,128.0 6.3 137 35 59 2 
637A89-92 -23.1,171. 9 54.6 8 
7 7 492A01.03.07-08 -39.3,124.3 -36.0,128.0 6.3 70 82 13 1 
56A14.33-36 -32.6,118.3 13.7 28 
7 7 492A01.03.07-08 39.3,124.3 -36.0,128.0 6.3 72 94 30 1 
639A24.43.45 -24.2,153.4 30.9 14 
8 7 492A07-08 -39.3,124.3 -35.0,129.0 10.9 148 16 21 2 
603AOl-03 -31.8,139.1 10.5 16 
9 7 637A89-92 -23.1,171.9 -39.3,126.7 54.6 18 50 28 2 
639A24.43.45-48 -23.5,153.2 34.2 112 
2 -102-
INDEX MAP BOX446 16 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 603A01-02.21 -31. 8,139.1 -33.0,131.0 10.5 174 4 24 2 
56A12-14.16.32.34 -32.6,118.3 13.7 3 
1 7 603A01-02.21 -31.8,139.1 -33.0,131.0 10.5 3 175 35 1 
637A88-90 -23.1,171.9 45.4 2 
1 7 603A01-02.21 -31.8,139.1 -33.0,131.0 10.5 11 162 21 2 
639A20.22.24.43 -24.2,153.4 30.9 7 
2 7 603A01-02 -31.8,139.1 -34.0,132.0 10.5 78 54 14 2 
492A01-02.04.08 39.3,124.4 11.3 48 
3 7 637A89-91 -23.1,171.9 -34.0,132.0 46.5 143 10 56 1 
492AOl-02.04.08 -39.3,124.4 11.3 27 
3 7 639A22.24.43 -24.2,153.4 -34.0,132.0 25.2 159 7 36 1 
492A01-02.04.08 -39.3,124.4 11.3 14 
3 7 56A12.14.32-34 -33.0,119.0 -34.0,132.0 15.3 45 49 11 2 
492AOl-02.04.08 -39.3,124.4 11.3 86 
4 7 567A62.64 -36.2,124.9 -39.0,132.0 10.0 142 28 54 1 
637A68.89.91 -23.1,171. 9 45.4 9 
4 7 567A62.64 -36.2,124.9 -39.0,132.0 10.0 123 42 38 1 
639A23-24 -24.2,153.4 31.5 15 
5 7 56AI2-16.31-34 -33.0,119.0 -34.0,133.0 15.3 172 6 62 1 
637A87-91 -23.1,171.9 46.5 3 
5 7 56AI2-16.31-34 -33.0,119.0 -34.0,133.0 17.7 156 14 42 1 
639AI9-24.43 -24.2,153.4 25.3 10 
6 7 637A66.68.87-91 -23.1,171. 9 -34.0,135.0 40.0 18 27 22 2 
639AI9-24.43 -24.2,153.4 20.3 135 
7 7 56A31-34 -32.6,118.3 -37.0,132.0 17.5 165 9 76 1 
175A14 -26.0,185.3 58.7 6 
8 7 175A14 -26.0,185.3 -36.0,131.0 58.7 142 7 64 1 
492AOl-02 -39.3,124.4 6.7 30 
9 7 17SA12.14 -26.0,185.3 -38.0,134.0 58.7 14 63 24 2 
637A65.67-68.89.91 -23.1,171. 9 45.4 104 
10 7 175A12.14 -26.0,185.3 -37.0,133.0 58.7 32 49 42 2 
639A21-24 . -24.2,153.4 30.9 99 
INDEX MAP BOX447 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 637A85.87 -23.2,171.9 -32.0,141.0 38.8 22 29 23 2 
639AI7.19.21 -24.3,153.4 19.5 129 
2 7 175A08.10.12 -26.1,185.3 -39.0,145.0 48.0 17 57 20 2 
637A44.65-66.68 -23.8,172.1 36.5 106 
3 7 562A15-18 -37.6,175.9 -37.0,148.0 32.7 36 67 21 2 
637A44.63.65 -23.8,172.1 30.0 77 
4 7 635A97-98 -23.7,191.0 -36.0,148.0 47.6 18 44 23 2 
637A44.63.65-66 -23.8,172.1 30.0 118 
5 7 175A08.10.12 -26.1,185.3 -39.2,147.0 43.1 16 45 18 1 
562A15.17 '-37.6,176.0 29.5 120 
6 7 562A15-18 -37.6,176.0 -37.0,148.0 29.5 18 119 23 2 
635A97-98 -23.7,191.0 47.0 43 
2 -103-
INDEX MAP BOX448 11 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 175A06.08 -26.1,185.3 -39.5,152.0 43.1 17 47 19 1 
562A13.15 -37.6,176.0 29.5 116 
1 7 175A06.08 -26.1,185.3 -39.5,152.0 43.1 20 57 18 2 
637A41.44 -24.4,172.3 33.2 103 
2 7 562All-16.18.34-38 -37.6,176.0 -35.0,154.0 29.5 44 74 26 2 
637A38.40-42.44.61.63 -24.4,172.3 33.2 63 
3 7 562A10-16.18.33-38 -37.6,176.0 -35.0,155.0 29.5 25 107 26 2 
635A74.93-98 -23.7,191.0 47.0 48 
4 7 635A74.95-98 -23.7,191.0 -35.0,154.0 47.0 20 53 22 2 
637A38.40-42.44.61.63 -24.4,172.3 33.2 107 
5 7 597A95 -31.2,194.7 -35.0,158.7 38.0 16 89 13 2 
635A74.95 -23.7,191.0 40.2 75 
5 7 597A95 -31.2,194.7 -35.0,158.7 38.0 11 15 21 1 
562A33-35 -37.2,174.5 17.7 153 
6 7 597A95 -31.2,194.7 -34.7,157.0 38.0 78 38 42 2 
637A40 24.5,172.3 21.5 64 
7 7 597A96 -31.2,194.7 -31.0,159.5 36.4 16 73 12 2 
635A93 -23.8,191.0 34.1 90 
8 7 597A96 -31.2,194.7 -31.0,159.5 36.4 36 42 24 2 
637A40 -24.5,172.3 21.5 101 
8 7 597A96 -31.2,194.7 -31.0,159.5 36.4 21 27 21 1 
562A34.36 -37.2,174.5 18.4 132 
INDEX MAP BOX449 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 597A96 -31. 2, 194. 7 -30.3,160.2 36.4 36 31 26 2 
637A38 -24.5,172.3 16.4 113 
1 7 635A93 -23.8,191.0 -30.3,160.2 34.1 20 23 20 2 
637A38 -24.5,172.3 16.4 138 
2 7 562A04.06.08.10.26-34 -37.2,174.6 -36.0,165.0 11.3 32 129 23 2 
635A69.71-74.93.95 -24.4,191.2 31.8 19 
3 7 562A26-34 -37.2,174.6 -35.0,165.0 11.3 19 149 23 2 
597A91-96 -31. 2,194.7 33.8 12 
4 7 597A91-96 -31. 2,194.7 -34.0,165.0 33.8 18 74 12 2 
635A69-72.74.93.95 -24.4,191.2 31.8 88 
INDEX MAP BOX450 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 523A02 -39.3,201.4 -39.7,177.0 30.0 132 7 33 2 
562A21 -37.3,174.9 4.7 41 
2 7 562A24-28 -37.3,174.7 -35.0,171.0 4.6 64 104 24 2 
635A69.71 -24.4,191.2 25.9 11 
3 7 597A88-92 -31.2,194.7 -32.0,172.0 28.1 23 70 12 2 
635A67.69.71 -24.4,191.2 25.9 87 
4 7 562A21-28 -37.3,174.7 -36.0,174.0 4.6 76 93 29 2 
597A85.87.89.91-92 -31. 2,194. 7 29.8 11 
5 7 595A95-96 
597 A83. 85 -87 
6 7 562A21-23 
595A95-96 
INDEX MAP BOX451 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 595A77.79.91-96 
597A65.67.81-86 
2 7 597A69 
631A59 
3 7 595A77.79.91-92.94.96 
629A57 
4 7 522A02.04.06.10 
595A91 
INDEX MAP BOX452 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 522A02 
595A91 
2 7 595A71-76.78 
631A39 
3 7 629A55 
631A39 
4 7 595A71-77 
629A40.55.57 
INDEX MAP BOX453 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 595A65-70 
631A17.19-20 
2 7 629A36.38.53.55 
631A19-20 
3 7 595A65-72.81-84.86 
629A36-38.40.53.55 
4 7 520A61-62.65-66.69-70 
595A81-82.84.65.67 
4 7 520A61-62.65-66.69-70 
629A37-38.40 
2 -104-
-31.4,213.8 -37.0,179.0 36.4 18 19 22 2 
-31.3,194.8 15.8 142 
-37.3,174.9 -38.0,177.0 4.7 157 20 44 1 
-31.4,213.8 39.2 3 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-31.4,213.8 -35.0,185.0 36.4 21 21 23 2 
-31.3,194.8 15.8 137 
-31. 8,195.4 -30.1,182.0 16.8 9 160 37 2 
-23.9,229.2 53.4 11 
-31.4,213.8 -35.0,186.0 32.3 8 132 33 1 
-24.2,248.5 62.9 41 
-39.4,201. 9 -39.0,187.0 17.0 17 138 16 2 
-31.5,213.9 31.2 25 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-39.4,202.2 -39.6,190.5 15.9 18 139 17 2 
-31.5,213.9 31.2 23 
-32.0,214.4 -31.0,197.0 20.7 13 142 18 2 
-24.4,229.3 37.5 24 
-24.2,248.5 ..;31.0,197.0 54.2 10 48 21 2 
-24.4,229.3 37.5 122 
-32.0,214.5 -35.0,195.0 17.6 7 163 37 1 
-24.2,248.5 54.2 10 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-32.1,214.5 -32.0,206.0 10.8 16 152 18 2 
-25.0,229.5 28.6 12 
-24.2,248.5 -32.0,206.0 47.8 12 39 20 2 
-25.0,229.5 30.3 129 
-32.0,214.5 -35.0,204.0 17.6 13 151 38 1 
-24.2,248.5 54.2 17 
-39.4,221.5 -37.0,205.0 19.1 49 41 15 2 
-31.6,214.0 12.0 90 
-39.4,221.5 -37.0,205.0 19.1 21 134 31 2 
-24.8,248.6 47.5 25 
2 -105-
INDEX MAP BOX454 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 5 425S28-43.426S28.30-40 -25.0,203.6 -33.0,214.0 21.5 144 11 29 1 
426508-17 -33.1,217.8 9.0 25 
2 7 595A65 -32.1,214.6 -32.4,210.4 7.7 1 179 40 1 
629A36.38 -24.8,248.6 47.5 0 
3 7 519A61-64 -39.4,232.4 -34.0,216.0 21.5 36 104 27 2 
629A33.35-36 -24.8~248.6 39.9 40 
INDEX. MAP BOX455 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 421S15-18 -34.5,233.4 -38.0,229.0 6.9 95 65 21 2 
423S21-26 -30.3,219.6 19.3 20 
2 7 106A76 -27.5,273.4 -39.0,226.7 50.3 28 49 31 2 . 
629A15 -25.4,248.8 30.1 104 
3 7 518A01-06.09-1O -39.4,241.8 -36.0,227.0 19.1 44 92 22 2 
629A13.15-16 -25.4,248.8 30.1 44 
INDEX MAP BOX456 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl· T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 518A02 -39.4,241.8 -34.0,230.1 18.6 56 74 22 2 
629A13 -25.4,248.8 24.4 50 
2 7 517A01-02.07 -39.5,251.4 -36.0,239.0 17.2 56 21 15 1 
518A31-32 -39.4,239.8 6.0 103 
3 7 553A34 -37.8,260.9 -35.0,239.6 22.5 14 39 7 1 
517A01-02 -39.5,251.4 17.2 127 
3 7 553A34 -37.8,260.9 -35.0,239.6 22.5 72 17 22 1 
518A32 -39.4,239.8 6.0 90 
4 7 518A31-32 -39.4,239.8 -38.0,239.2 • 1.8 66 109 22 2 
553A33 -37.8,261. 0 22.7 5 
5 7 106A55 -28.2,274.2 -38.4,239.3 38.9 14 28 18 1 
553A33 -37.8,261.0 22.7 138 
6 7 106A55 -28.2,274.2 -39.0,239.0 38.9 43 2 38 1 
518A31 -39.4,239.8 1.8 135 
7 7 106A74.76 -27.5,273.4 -39.1,235.0 47.8 12 2 44 1 
518A52 -39.2,238.2 3.7 167 
INDEX MAP BOX457 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 517AOI-02 -39.5,251.4 -34.6,240.4 17.2 63 21 16 1 
518A32 -39.4,239.8 6.0 95 
2 7 517A01-02 -39.5,251.4 -34.0,240.9 17.2 17 119 8 2 
553A34 -37.8,260.9 22.5 44 
2 -106-
3 7 518A28-32 -39.4,239.9 -37.0,242.0 4.6 115 55 25 2 
553A32-34 -37.8,261.0 22.7 10 
4 . 7 518A24.26-32 -39.4,239.9 -38.0,244.0 2.2 167 11 41 2 
106A52-56 -28.2,274.2 38.9 1 
5 7 106A35.54-56 -28.2,274.2 -36.0,244.0 35.4 21 29 20 1 
553A32-34.49-53 -37.8,261.0 18.8 130 
INDEX MAP BOX458 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 518A22.24.26 -39.4,240.2 -39.4,251.0 16.8 161 12 45 1 
106A50.52 -28.3,274.3 28.4 8 
2 7 106A11.13 -29.5,275.6 -30.3,259.0 19.8 69 41 20 1 
553A05 -38.2,262.6 13.2 70 
2 7 106A11.13 -29.5,275.6 -30.3,259.0 19.8 2 173 14 2 
625A37 -26.6,287.6 33.6 5 
3 7 106A29-36.50.52 -28.9,275.0 -35.0,255.0 25.5 47 16 21 2 
87A35-42.553A50 -31.5,257.2 7.1 116 
4 7 106A30-34.36 -28.9,275.0 -33.0,256.0 19.6 4 166 14 1 
625A37.39-40 -26.6,287.6 33.6 9 
5 7 87 A07 .36 -42 -31. 5,257.3 -33.0,255.0 2.6 33 144 31 1 
625A37.39-40 -26.6,287.6 33.6 3 
6 7 124A08.24 -18.3,259.3 -39.9,257.2 36.2 50 53 31 1 
106A48 -28.3,274.3 27.1 77 
7 7 365S21-26.32.34.36 -38.6,253.3 -35.0,255.0 4.5 93 56 9 2 
412S06-12.413S17.19.21 -36.4,261.3 7.3 31 
INDEX MAP BOX459 15 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
.1 6 410S05.07.412S02.04 -36.5,261.15 -31. 0, 262.0 10.6 84 59 18 1 
411S02-04 -30.9,250.5 15.8 36 
2 6 407S15.17.408S63-77 -32.0,259.2 -36.0,268.0 13.9 172 3 20 1 
408505.07.09-13.410508 -37.1,272.6 6.2 5 
3 6 133A22.28 -14.5,251.3 -32.3,265.3 37.6 122 16 45 2 
553A01.42 -38.3,262.7 11.3 42 
4 6 124A25-28.54.56 -17.2,259.8 -35.0,267.0 28.0 17 114 15 2 
133A21-22.27-28 -14.5,251.3 37.6 49 
5 6 124A28.34 -17.9,260.5 -31.0,265.4 23.4 144 12 33 2 
553A01.42 -38.3,262.7 11.3 24 
6 6 124A50-52.58 -14.3,257.0, -37.0,263.0 37.5 88 6 38 2 
553A41-42 -37.5,260.0 2.8 86 
7 7 478A01 -39.3,260.7 -30.7,261.0 14.5 93 46 23 2 
106A11 -29.5,275.7 16.1 41 
8 7 97A52.106A09.11.26-30 -38.3,262.6 -34.0,262.0 11. 9 101 46 22 2 
87A35.553A01-05.41-44 -29.5,275.7 16.1 33 
9 7 97 A39. 41. 48.50 -29.3,273.7 -37.0,268.0 13.6 61 75 18 1 
550A53.55 -36.6,286.2 19.5 44 
10 7 124A03.05 . -19.7,262.3 -32.0,269.6 19.1 97 22 22 1 
106A07-09 -29.6,275.7 7.9 61 
10 7 124A03.05 -19.7,262.3 -32.0,269.6 19.1 108 41 37 1 
625A15-16.18 -27.2,287.9 25.8 31 
2-107-
11 7 97A39.41-42.50-52 -29.6,275.7 -34.0,265.0 12.7 10 158 14 1 
625A15-20.35.37 -27.2,287.9 25.8 12 
11 7 106A09 .11. 28.30 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 
CONT 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0 
12 7 550A55 -36.6,286.2 -37.0,268.0 19.5 28 108 16 2 
625A17.19 -27.2,287.9 29.3 44 
13 7 553A01.03.05.41-44 -37.5,260.0 -33.0,263.0 6.3 126 43 33 2 
625A18-20.35.37 -27.2,287.9 28.9 11 
INDEX MAP BOX460 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 119A15.124A17-19 -18.6,261.2 -32.0,273.0 27.7 158 9 45 1 
550A35-36 -37.0,287.1 17.5 12 
2 7 97A15.17.36.38-42 -30.6,275.1 -32.0,275.0 5.9 45 124 26 2 
119A05.13-15.124A01-03 -19.8,264.2 29.8 11 
3 7 97A17.35-41.46.48 -29.8,274.3 -35.0,274.0 3.2 102 68 18 1 
550A35-36.52-56 -37.0,287.1 17.5 10 
4 7 329S9.11.13.15.30.32.34.36 -37.2,253.0 -36.0,277.0 28.3 104 5 29 2 
406S15.17-23 -37.4,277.8 2.2 71 
5 7 329S9-13.15.28.30.32.34.36 -37.2,253.0 -36.0,276.0 25.8 56 5· 25 2 
363S45-51 -38.4,274.7 2.2 118 
INDEX MAP BOX461 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 95A53 -31.6,311.7 -39.0,280.3 33.0 113 20 40 2 
97A35 -29.9,274.4 12.2 47 
2 7 97A15.36 -30.6,275.1 -32.0,281.0 5.9 21 152 21 1 
119A04.13 -20.2,264.7 26.4 7 
3 7 329S12-16 -37.2,252.9 -34.0,282.0 31.2 31 15 24 2 
406S12-16.18.20 -37.5,277.9 9.1 134 
4 7 329512-16 -37.2,252.9 -35.0,285.0 37.2 11 13 21 2 
363S29.31-33.48.50-53 -38.5,274.1 16.5 156 
INDEX MAP BOX462 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI "Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 95A29.31. 50 -31.6,311.7 -39.0,293.0 24.4 139 11 32 2 
550A42 -36.8,286.5 8.7 30 
2 7 95A11. 30.32.34 -32.1,312.3 -31.0,296.0 23.0 122 21 32 1 
550A01.03.05 -37.6,288.7 13.1 37 
2 7 620A49.51 -27.5,334.7 -31.0,296.0 41.4 126 17 52 1 
550AOl. 03. 05 -37.6,288.9 15.2 37 
3 7 95A11. 30. 32.34 -32.1,312.3 -32.0,297.0 23.0 3 171 24 2 
620A47.49.51 -27.4,334.7 46.5 7 
4 7 474A59-60 -39.2,300.4 -39.0,299.0 4.3 24 149 18 2 
584A36.55 -32.9,320.0 21.8 6 
5 7 329S16 
363S33-35 
6 7 363S35 
395S02 
INDEX MAP BOX463 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 474A28 
547A53 
2 7 474A51-52.54.56.60 
584A34.53-56 
2 7 474A51-52.54.56.60 
95A26-28 
3 7 474A52.54.56.60 
620A45.47 
4 7 95A05-07.09.11.24-28.30 
584A30.32.34.51-56 
5 7 95A05-09.11.24.26.28.30 
620A43.45-49 
INDEX MAP BOX464 11 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 474A21-28 
547A31.49-53 
2 7 620A41-42 
472A59-60 
3 7 584A26.28.30.47-52 
620A21. 23. 41-46 
4 7 584A26.47-48 
94A35.53-54 
5 7 547 A31. 48-51 
94A35.53-54 
6 7 95A04-06 
584A50-52 
7 7 95A04-06 
620A23.25.43-46 
8 7 94A53-54 
472A59-60 
8 7 584A26.47 
472A59-60 
9 7 547A29.31.33.48-53 
620A21.23.25.41-46 
10 7 94A35.53-54 
620A21. 41-42 
2 -108-
-37.2,252.9 -33.0,291.0 37.2 8 10 21 2 
-38.5,274.1 16.5 162 
-38.6,274.1 -30.3,291.3 19.9 114 39 43 2 
-38.9,314.2 30.2 27 
S1 T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-38.5,305.4 -34.7,309.7 8.0 104 37 12 2 
-37.5,317.2 7.5 39 
-39.2,300.7 -37.0,302.0 1.0 122 55 24 2 
-33.4,320.7 23.2 2 
-39.2,300.7 -37.0,302.0 1.0 141 37 17 2 
-32.2,312.4 16.3 2 
-39.2,300.4 -36.0,304.0 4.3 140 35 40 2 
-27.5,334.8 37.0 5 
-32.2,312.4 -36.0,305.0 16.3 23 115 11 1 
-33.4,320.7 23.2 42 
-32.2,312.4 -34.0,305.0 12.5 8 166 25 1 
-27.5,334.8 37.0 6 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-38.5,305.5 -34.0,305.0 10.0 62 46 9 2 
-37.5,317.2 7.5 72 
-27.6,334.8 -39.0,318.0 27.4 42 7 25 1 
-39.2,320.1 3.6- 131 
-32.9,320.1 -35.0,315.0 7.0 6 170 20 1 
-27.5,334.8 26.6 3 
-33.5,320.8 -37.0,318.0 11. 6 52 104 28 1 
-31. 7,346.7 33.1 24 
-37.5,317.3 -37.0,318.0 5.7 142 31 35 2 
-31. 7 ,346. 7 29.8 7 
-32.7,313.0 -34.0,312.0 4.6 50 108 9 1 
-32.9,320.0 11.6 23 
-32.7,313.0 -33.0,313.0 4.6 79 91 33 2 
-27.5,334.8 33.2 10 
-31. 7,346.7 -38.0,319.0 33.1 62 7 32 1 
~39.2,320.1 3.6 111 
-33.5,320.8 -38.0,319.0 11.6 126 12 14 1 
-39.2,320.1 3.6 42 
-37.5,317.2 -34.0,315.0 7.5 79 82 26 2 
-27.5,334.8 26.6 19 
-31. 7,346.7 -38.0,318.0 33.1 25 61 16 2 
-27.6,334.8 27.5 94 
2 -109-
INDEX MAP BOX465 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 547A29-31.48.50 -37.9,318.4 -33.0,321.0 9.4 130 34 27 2 
620A21.42 -28.2,335.2 20.3 16 
1 7 94A35.54 -32.2,347.3 -33.0,321. 0 28.3 23 46 13 2 
620A21.42 -28.2,335.2 20.3 111 
2 7 584A45-48 -32.9,320.1 -33.0,321.0 2.6 155 22 23 1 
620A21.45 -28.2,335.2 20.3 3 
3 7 94A29.31-36.50.52-54 -32.2,347.3 -35.0,325.0 24.8 151 8 32 1 
547A05.07.23-31.44-50 -37.9,318.5 8.1 21 
4 7 94A50.52-54 -31. 7,346.7 -39.0,323.0 26.9 167 1 30 2 
472A42-46.50.52.54.56 -39.0,321.2 3.0 12 
5 7 584A24.47 -33.5,320.9 -39.0,322.0 7.3 81 23 7 2 
472A42-46.50.52.54.56 -39.0,321.2 3.0 75 
6 7 94A31-35.52.54 -32.2,347.3 -35.0,325.0 28.3 153 2 30 2 
584A24.42-48 -33.0,320.1 2.4 25 
INDEX MAP BOX466 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 470A22-36(EVENS).39-40 -38.9,341.1 -39.0,336.0 1.5 33 143 11 2 
94A26-29 -32.3,347.4 12.2 4 
1 7 470A22-36(EVENS).39-40 -38.9,341.1 -39.0,336.0 1.5 16 163 13 2 
581A12.14-16.33.35 -34.8,350.4 14.9 2 
2 7 470A32.34.36.39-40 -39.1,339.7 -39.0,334.0 5.6 177 2 23 1 
547A21-22.42 -37.9,318.6 17.6 1 
3 7 94A27-32.34 -32.2,347.4 -36.0,333.0 16.2 180 0 34 1 
547A01-05.21-24.42.44 -37.9,318.6 18.2 0 
4 7 94A32 -32.2,347.3 -33.0,331.0 19.5 176 1 30 1 
584A42 -33.0,320.2 11.0 3 
5 7 94A26-30 -32.2,347.4 -38.0,335.0 13.8 12 96 3 1 
581A12.14-16.33.35 -34.2,349.4 14.5 72 
6 7 547A01-02.21-23.42 -37.9,318.6 -35.0,335.0 17.6 160 10 37 2 
581A14-16.35-36.55 -34.7,350.3 19.6 10 
7 7 94A07 .09 .11 -32.7,348.0 -32.0,338.0 10.9 9 142 4 1 
581A34.36.55 -34.2,349.4 13.9 29 
8 7 94A09.11 -32.7,348.0 -31.0,335.0 15.1 133 27 35 1 
547AOl-04 -38.3,320.0 22.8 19 
INDEX MAP BOX467 11 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 470A22 -38.9,341.1 -38.3,340.8 1.5 115 59 13 2 
94A26 -32.3,347.4 12.2 6 
1 7 470A22 -38.9,341.1 -38.3,340.8 1.5 96 76 12 2 
581AI2.31.33 -34.3,349.4 11.8 8 
2 7 93A34 -31. 8, 21. 7 -39.0,349.2 32.8 81 13 33 2 
581A26-28 -34.3,349.6 5.8 86 
3 7 94A04-07 -32.8,348.1 -32.0,345.0 2.0 3 177 21 2 
579A15-19 -34.9, 8.8 22.7 0 
2 -110-
4 7 579A13.15-19 -34.9, 8.8 -33.0,346.0 22.7 8 2 19 1 
581A28.30.32.47-53 -33.8,348.8 4.2 171 
5 7 94A06-09 -32.8,348.1 -31.0,343.0 4.5 40 120 9 2 
618A41.43 -27.9,353.4 12.0 19 
5 7 581A50-53 -33.7,348.7 -31.0,343.0 9.2 47 83 9 2 
618A41.43 -27.9,353.4 12.0 50 
6 7 579A18-19 -34.9, 8.7 -31.0,344.0 30.0 36 23 22 2 
618A41.43 -27.9,353.4 12.0 121 
7 7 94A04 -32.8,348.1 -31.0,349.0 2.0 112 64 52 2 
651A97 -21.6, 38.3 51.0 3 
7 7 579A16.18 -34.9, 8.8 -31.0,349.0 22.7 18 132 31 2 
651A97 -21.6, 38.3 51.0 30 
7 7 581A48.50 -33.8,348.8 -31.0,349.0 4.2 93 78 52 2 
651A97 -21.6, 38.3 51.0 8 
INDEX MAP BOX468 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 579A09-16.31.33.35 -35.0, 8.8 -35.0,354.0 19.3 170 2 25 2 
581A24.26.43-48 -33.8,348.8 5.3 8 
2 7 93A11.13-16.32.34 -32.2, 22.3 -35.0,356.0 30.0 3 5 14 1 
579A07-15.31-33.35 .:'35.0, 8.9 15.9 171 
3 7 93A13.15-16.32.34 -32.2, 22.3 -35.0,355.0 30.0 169 2 38 2 
581A24.26-27.43-46 -33.8,348.8 8.1 8 
4 7 579A12.14.16.31-33.35 -34.4, 7.8 -32.0,355.0 18.1 20 136 35 2 
651A97-98 -21.6, 38.3 51.0 23 
5 7 581A44.46.48 -33.8,348.8 -32.0,354.0 5.3 160 17 56 2 
651A97-98 -21.6, 38.3 51.0 3 
6 7 93A14-16 -32.2, 22.3 -32.0,357.0 28.4 13 130 33 2 
651A97-98 -21.6, 38.3 58.0 38 
7 7 541A96 -37.9, 14.6 -39.0,358.5 17.9 22 . 40 8 2 
579A07.09 -35.0, 9.0 12.5 118 
7 7 541A96 -37.9, 14.6 -39.0,358.5 17.9 14 142 14 2 
93A11.13.32 -31.8, 21.7 30.4 24 
INDEX MAP BOX469 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 93A05-07.09.11.24-28.30 -31. 9, 21. 9 -45.0, 5.0 26.3 1 2 10 2 
541A74.76.87-94 -38.0, 14.8 16.4 176 
2 7 93A05.07-09.24-28.30 -31.8, 21.8 -41.0, 2.0 26.4 22 104 15 1 
576A57-60. 73-78. 80 -34.8, 36.1 34.3 54 
3 7 93A05-09.11.24.26.28.30 -32.3, 22.4 -42.0, 6.0 20.5 38 33 14 2 
579A01-05.07 -35.1, 9.1 11.2 108 
4 7 358S14 -38.4,324.6 -43.0, 0.5 36.4 125 13 43 1 
390S04 -38.9, 3.8 9.4 42 
2 -111-
INDEX MAP BOX470 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 93A05-07 -32.3, 22.5 -43.0, 11.0 14.6 60 32 13 2 
579A01-02.21 -34.5, 8.1 7.5 88 
1 7 576A57 -58.60 -35.2, 36.9 -43.0, 11.0 32.5 89 15 33 2 
579AOl-02.21 -35.1, 9.1 7.1 76 
3 7 93A03-06.24 -32.4, 22.5 -45.0, 14.0 20.0 39 93 19 1 
576A53-58.60.71-74 -35.3, 37.1 28.7 49 
4 7 93A03.05.24 -32.4, 22.5 -46.0, 13.0 20.0 21 30 10 2 
541A84-88 -38.0, 14.9 12.3 129 
5 7 541A83-88 -38.0, 14.9 -47.0, 14.0 12.3 60 91 25 1 
576A53.55.57.70.72-74 -35.3, 37.1 28.7 30 
INDEX MAP BOX471 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 84A03 -32.3,18.7 -41.0, 22.0 9.7 104 58 36 1 
574A35 -34.4, 54.5 32.3 18 
2 7 574A35 -34.4, 54.5 -40.1, 28.8 32.3 4 132 6 2 
611A47 -29.6, 60.8 36.9 44 
3 7 574A29.31.33.35 -34.5, 54.6 -45.0, 28.0 29.4 64 40 28 2 
576A47-48.50.52 35.4, 37.2 17.7 75 
INDEX MAP BOX472 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 569A38.40 -47.0, 38.2 -49."5, 36.6 9.0 24 144 21 2 
569A57.59.61 41.3, 36.8 29.0 13 
2 7 574A27-31 -34.5, 54.6 -47.0, 33.0 28.9 43 40 21 2 
576A44-46.48.62 -35.4, 37.3 16.9 97 
INDEX MAP BOX473 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 574A05-07.26 -35.0, 55.4 -42.0, 42.0 19.3 4 166 9 2 
611A12. 41. 43 -29.7, 60.8 28.4 11 
2 7 573A69 -34.6, 64.5 -41.0,-49.5 16.0 5 24 3 2 
574A02.04 -35.0, 55.5 13.3 151 
3 7 535A76 -38.8, 74.0 -49.2, 49.0 28.2 51 58 24 2 
574A01.22 -34.6, 54.8 24.6 71 
2-112-
INDEX MAP BOX474 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 573A67.69 -34.6, 64.5 -42.3, 51.0 16.0 31 57 8 2 
574A02 -35.0, 55.5 13.3 92 
2 7 535A76 -38.8, 74.0 -48.0, 51.0 28.2 53 46 24 2 
574A01 -35.0, 55.5 19.1 81 
3 7 535A53-56 -39.1, 75.5 -46.0, 57.0 22.6 41 47 15 2 
573A61. 63. 65 -34.6, 64.5 15.8 92 
4 7 349543-48 -37.7,55.0 -46.0, 55.0 11.1 85 74 41 2 
352535-40 -38.6, 22.2 40.0 21 
5 7 53A60.62.64 -33.1,119.6 -46.0, 55.0 63.8 99 17 66 1 
349543-48 -37.7, 55.0 7.7 64 
6 7 53A64 -33.0,119.5 -49.0, 53.0 61.5 174 3 94 2 
352535 -38.6, 22.3 32.2 3 
INDEX MAP BOX475 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 7 535A50-54 -39.1, 75.6 -48.0, 62.0 20.4 44 57 15 2 
573A61-63 -34.7, 64.6 16.9 80 
2 7 349542.44.46 -37.7, 55.0 -45.0, 62.0 11.1 54 "105 35 2 
352536.38.40 -38.6, 22.2 40.0 21 
3 7 349525.42.44 -37.9, 54.5 -43.0, 67.0 16.0 30 24 10 1 
384531.33.35 -38.8, 63.1 7.9 126 
4 7 53A60-64 -33.0,119.5 -46.0, 63.0 61. 5 175 3 100 1 
352536.38.40 -38.6, 22.3 39.0 2 
5 7 53A59-64 -33.1,119.6 -43.0, 64.0 55.4 152 8 65 2 
349S25.40.42.44.46 -37.7, 55.0 10.5 21 
6 7 53A59.61.63 -33. 1,119.6 -45.0, 67.0 54.0 119 13 59 2 
384531-33.35 -38.8, 63.1 8.5 48 
INDEX MAP BOX476 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 51 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 52 Em2 W2 
1 6 426A31-33 -33.8, 48.1 -45.0, 73.0 36.0 101 17 39 1 
535A25-28 -39.3, 77.7 9.4 62 
, 
2 7 53A51-53 -33.3,120.0 -42.0, 77.0 40.4 17 60 15 2 
606A49. 51. 53 -29.0,108.1 33.2 103 
3 7 349S25 -37.9, 54.5 -42.0, 71.0 16.0 13 13 8 1 
384533.35-36 -38.8, 63.1 7.9 154 
4 7 53A59.61.63 -33.1,119.6 -45.0, 72.0 53.1 138 13 65 2 
384S32-35 -38.8, 63.2 . 14.3 28 
2 -113-
INDEX MAP BOX477 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 , Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 2 564A31.33.35 -47.9,86.2 -49.0, 86.4 4.0 3 177 23 2 
564A52.54.56 -41.6, 84.7 27.0 0 
2 7 53A45.52.54-56 -33.3,120.0 -44.0, 84.0 40.4 30 68 23 2 
67A01-07 -26.7,105.2 36.3 82 
3 7 53A45.47.52.54-56 -33.3,119.9 -44.0, 84.0 38.6 21 60 16 2 
606A51-56 -29.0,108.1 31.5 98 
4 7 53A47.49.56-57 -33.3,119.9 -48.0, 82.0 38.6 11 18 19 2 
532A34-36 -38.8,102.7 20.1 151 
5 7 67AOl-02 -26.8,105.3 -47.0, 86.0 37.7 18 28 20 1 
532A36 -38.8,102.7 20.1 134 
6 7 532A35-36 -38.8,102.7 -47.0, 87.0 20.1 10 146 12 2 
606A55 -29.0,108.1 31.5 24 
7 7 63A09.11.13 -32.0,115.0 -41.0, 88.6 28.7 26 85 15 2 
67A02.04 -26.7,105.2 31.7 68 
8 7 63A09.11.13 -32.0,115.0 -41.0, 89.0 28.7 17 72 9 2 
606A54 -29.0,108.1 26.8 92 
INDEX MAP BOX478 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
. Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 53A45-50.63A06.08-09 -32.0,115.1 -46.0, 95.0 27.6 7 8 14 2 
532A11-16.30.32.34 -39.1,104.2 13.4 164 
2 7 53A45-46.63A09.11 -32.0,115.1 -43.0, 93.0 27.6 19 69 10 2 
606A54-56 -29.0,108.1 25.2 92 
3 7 63A10 -32.0,115.0 -40.3, 96.6 22.7 21 51 9 2 
606A35 -29.6,108.5 17.9 109 
4 7 63A03.05-07 -32.1,115.1 -46.0, 99.0 27.2 22 83 12 1 
567A95-96 -35.6,123.7 28.2 75 
5 7 532A11-12 -39.1,104.4 -47.0, 99.0 10.6 39 119 21 1 
567A95-96 -35.6,123.7 28.2 22 
6 7 349S04 -38.1, 54.0 -40.7, 91.0 39.9 3 11 15 1 
384S14 -38.8, 63.7 24.7 166 
INDEX MAP BOX479 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 53A39-43.50.63A06 -33.7,120.7 -47.0,104.0 24.6 47 27 19 2 
532A04-12 -39.1,104.4 10.6 106 
2 7 53A39-43.50.57A3-5.63A6 -32.1,115.1 -45.0,105.0 21.5 28 92 13 1 
567A73-75.91-96 -35.6,123.7 25.8 60 
3 7 529A98 -38.5,130.0 -48.3,109.0 23.0 86 37 27 2 
532A04.06 -39.1,104.6 15.4 58 
3 7 529A98 -38.5,130.0 -48.3,109.0 23.0 19 77 8 2 
567A91 -35.7,123.8 22.5 84 
3 7 529A98 -38.5,130.0 48.3,109.0 23.0 7 ' 38 4 1 
53A42-43 -33.7,120.6 19.6 136 
4 7 57A04-05 -33.2,119.1 -40.5,104.5 14.9 19 144 40 1 
639A71 -22.8,153.0 53.8 17 
5 7 567A75 
639A71 
INDEX MAP BOX480 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 532A02-04 
567A87.89.91 
1 7 532A02-04 
53A37.42-44 
1 7 532A02-04 
529A96.98 
2 7 529A81-82.94.96.98 
567A69. 87-89. 91-92 
2 7 529A81-82.94.96.98 
53A34-37.42-44 
INDEX MAP BOX481 10 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 529A82 
639A47 
2 7 56A59.61 
639A47 
2 7 637A91 
639A47 
2 7 567A67-69 
639A47 
3 7 56A31 
639A23 
3 7 567A63-64 
639A23 
4 7 529A75-82.90.92.94 
567A63.65.67.82-88 
5 7 53A31.36-38.56A59 
529A75-82 
6 7 53A31.36.56A31.33.59.61 
637A91 
7 7 639A23 
637A91 
INDEX MAP BOX482 9 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 529A74-76 
567A62.82-83 
2 7 53A31 
529A76 
2 -114-
-36.1,124.6 -40.5,105.0 21.5 1 177 32 1 
-22.8,153.0 53.8 2 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-39.1,104.7 -49.0,113.0 17.9 69 60 22 1 
-35.7,123.8 20.5 51 
-39.1,104.7 -49.0,113.0 17.9 57 69 19 1 
-33.7,120.6 20.9 54 
-39.1,104.7 -49.0,113.0 17.9 90 49 28 1 
-38.5,130.0 20.9 41 
-38.5,130.0 -48.0,116.0 20.9 24 76 9 2 
-35.7,123.8 20.5 80 
-38.5,130.0 -48.0,116.0 20.9 37 72 14 2 
-33.7,120.6 20.9 72 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-38.8,131.3 -41. 5,120.7 13.1 9 164 28 2 
-23.5,153.1 40.5 7 
-32.1,117.5 -41.0,121.0 14.3 85 68 43 1 
-23.5,153.1 40.5 26 
-23.1,171.9 -41.0,121.0 53.8 16 60 23 2 
-23.5,153.1 40.5 104 
-36.2,124.8 -41. 0, 121. 0 6.4 34 137 35 1 
-23.5,153.1 40.5 9 
-32.6,118.4 -41.0,129.0 18.2 107 46 41 1 
-24.2,153.4 31. 5 28 
-36.2,124.9 -41.0,129.0 7.2 93 72 33 1 
-24.2,153.4 31. 5 15 
-38.8,131. 3 -46.0,125.0 131.0 36 144 53 2 
-36.2,124.8 10.2 0 
-34.1,121. 3 -45.0,124.0 14.7 56 41 12 1 
-38.9,131.4 9.6 83 
-32.1,117.5 -41.0,124.0 14.3 113 47 62 1 
-23.1,171.9 53.8 20 
-24.2,153.4 -40.7,129.0 31.5 19 115 29 1 
-23.1,171. 9 53.8 46 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-38.9,131. 4 -45.0,131.0 9.3 36 108 10 2 
-35.8.,123.9 15.6 36 
-34.1,121.,3 -44.0,131.0 14.7 44 40 10 1 
-38.9,131.4 , 9.3 96 
3 7 567A62-63 
639A23 
4 7 56A31 
639A23 
5 7 637A67-68 
639A23 
6 7 529A70.72.74 
637A67 
7 7 526A07 
529A70 
8 7 526A56 
529A69-70 
9 7 637A67-68 
56A31 
INDEX MAP BOX483 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 526A07.35.54-56 
529A67-70 
2 7 526A08 
637A65 
3 7 526A02.04.33-36 
637A43-44 
4 7 562A17 
637A44 
INDEX MAP BOX484 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 526A30.32.34.36 
562A09.11.13.15 
2 7 526A34.36 
635A97 
3 7 562A13.15 
635A97 
4 7 526A32-34.36 
637A41.43 
5 7 562A11.13.15 
637A41.43 
6 7 635A97 
637A41.43 
INDEX MAP BOX485 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 































































10.0 102 59 35 1 
31.5 19 
18.2 105 47 41 1 
31.5 28 
43.8 24 54 22 2 
31.5 102 
11.9 96 63 47 1 
43.9 21 
27.5 123 20 38 2 
14.3 37 
21.0 98 33 27 2 
14.3 49 
43.9 129 18 58 2 
18.2 33 
Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
21.0 103 35 30 2 
17.2 42 
24.8 28 104 20 2 
36.5 48 
13.7 15 151 22 2 
34.6 14 
33.3 30 75 19 2 
33.2 75 
Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
9.3 27 134 15 1 
22.6 19 
13.7 0 179 33 1 
47.0 0 
29.5 13 127 21 2 
47.0 39 
11.1 11 161 24 2 
34.6 8 
26.0 38 76 19 2 
27.9 66 
47.0 22 43 26 2 
27.9 114 
Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-39.0,160.5 -44.0,165.0 10.7 93 51 18 1 
-37.7,176.3 14.2 36 
2 7 526A28.30 
635A73 
3 7 562A06-10 
635A71. 73 
INDEX MAP BOX486 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 526A22.24 
562A01 
2 7 562A21 
595A95 
2 STEREO SETS 
INDEX MAP BOX487 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 522A01-02.09-10 
595A89. 91. 93 
INDEX MAP BOX489 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 595A81.83 
629A37.39 
INDEX MAP BOX490 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 97A97.99 
629A19 
2 7 106A75 
629A17.19 
INDEX MAP BOX491 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 97A99 
629A17.19 
2 7 106A75-76 
629A15.17.19 
2 STEREO SETS 
2 STEREO SETS 
-39.0,160.5 -43.6,161.0 9.1 
-24.4,191.2 38.1 
-37.7,176.2 -42.0,162.0 14.9 
-24.4,191.2 38.1 
Sl T Em1 
S2 Em2 
-39.0,160.7 -45.5,172.0 16.2 
-37.8,176.4 11.7 
-37.3,174.9 -41.0,178.0 4.7 
-31.4,213.8 39.2 
2-116-
67 95 36 
18 
10 160 24 
10 
V WI Fe 
W2 
81 40 19 
59 









T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-39.4,201.9 -41.0,187.0 17.0 12 149 15 2 
-31.5,213.9 31.2 19 
Sl 
S2 
T Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
-31.6,214.0 -41.0,204.0 18.3 37 112 44 1 
-24.8,248.6 55.4 32 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-27.1,271.2 -46.0,215.0 60.1 23 63 34 2 
-25.3,248.8 43.7 94 
-27.5,273.4 -43.6,219.0 56.2 25 55 34 2 
-25.4,248.8 36.4 99 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-27.1,271. 2 -44.0,221.0 60.1 25 63 36 2 
-25.3,248.8 43.7 92 
-27.5,273.4 -42.0,223.0 56.2 27 56 35 2 
-25.4,248.8 36.4 97 
INDEX MAP BOX492 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 97A84.106A68.70.72-74 
518A29.31.47.49-52 
INDEX MAP BOX493 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 97 A65. 67.76-84 
518A23-27.29.43-50 
2 7 126A32 
518A44 
2 7 126A32 
97A78 
3 7 126A56 
97A77.79 
4 7 330527 
413528.30 
5 7 330523.25.27 
332508.10.12 
INDEX MAP BOX494 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 126A23-24.28.30-32.48 
518A21-23.41-44 
2 6 124A64-66.79.81 
126A21-24 
3 7 97A57.59-63.74.76.78 
126A08.21-24.28.30-32 
4 7 97A61-65.74.76.78 
518A21-24.41-44 
5 7 330527 
332512 
6 7 330527.29 
413526.28.30 
7 7 329521-23 
330511.29-30 
INDEX MAP BOX495 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 95A71 
97A54 








-27.9,272.1 -44.0,237.0 38.5 46 3 37 2 
-39.4,239.9 2.2 131 
51 T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
52 Em2 W2 
-27.9,272.1 -45.0,245.0 37.0 96 12 38 2 
-39.4,240.0 6.2 72 
-17.6,259.1 -48.0,249.5 45.0 64 29 42 2 
-39.3,238.5 15.9 86 
-17.6,259.1 -48.0,249.5 45.0 32 61 28 1 
-28.0,272.2 35.2 88 
-15.6,257.1 -49.2,243.0 57.0 33 61 41 1 
-28.0,272.2 40.9 86 
-37.5,242.4 -43.0,249.0 12.5 92 48 20 1 
-36.0,258.0 15.0 39 
-37.4,242.4 -47.0,246.0 15.3 52 87 20 2 
-37.4,223.0 25.1 40 
51 T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
52 Em2 W2 
-17.7,259.2 -47.0,253.0 46.7 71 35 47 2 
-39.3,238.5 • 20.4 74 
-13.4,256.1 -43.0,258.0 43.0 77 24 43 2 
-39.4,240.1 12.6 79 
-28.7,273.0 -46.0,256.0 25.0 36 94 23 2 
-18.3,259.8 36.2 50 
-28.7,273.0 -45.0,253.0 30.2 115 26 42 2 
-39.4,240.2 18.5 39 
-37.5,242.4 -45.0,250.5 12.5 38 113 18 2 
-37.4,223.0 25.7 30 
-37.5,242.3 -41.0,252.0 12.6 114 32 21 1 
-36.1,258.1 12.0 34 
-37.4,252.5 -43.0,258.0 10.2 32 117 11 2 
-37.5,242.3 18.2 32 
Sl T Em1 V W1 Fe LEFT 
52 Em2 W2 
-31.1,311.0 -48.0,269.1 43.0 67 45 44 2 
-28.8,273.2 26.7 69 
-28.8,273.1 -46.0,263.0 24.8 32 100 24 2 
-19.6,261.0 38.4 48 
3 7 329S01.03.05.21-23 
330S08.10-12.30 
4 7 329S03.05.24.26 
363S41.43 
INDEX MAP BOX496 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 97A46.48 
550A53 
2 7 95A53 
97A35 
3 7 95A71-72 
97A45.54 
4 7 329S03-10 
406S22-28 
5 7 329S03.05 
330S10.12 
6 7 329S04-10.26.28 
363S21. 23. 41-46 
INDEX MAP BOX497 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 95A49 
584A16 
2 7 95A66 
584A15 . 
3 7 95A49.51 
550A43 
4 7 329S10 
406S20.22 
5 7 329S06.08.10.12 
363S23-25.27.29 
INDEX MAP BOX498 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 95A49-50 
550A43 
2 7 95A48.50 
550A42 
3 7 550A42 
584A35-36 
4 7 95A27.44-48.50.66 
584AI3-16.34-36 
2 -118-
-37.4,252.5 -44.0,266.0 15.4 15 133 9 2 
-37.3,242.9 22.5 32 
-37.2,253.1 -44.0,268.0 21.1 109 22 26 1 
-38.4,274.8 9.8 49 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-29.4,273.8 -40.4,272.0 14.1 68 60 17 1 
-36.7,286.3 15.6 52 
-31.6,311.7 -40.4,279.0 33.0 103 21 38 2 
-29.9,274.4 12.2 56 
-31.1,311.0 -46.0,274.0 43.0 78 41 49 2 
-28.8,273.2 26.7 61 
-37.2,253.0 -43.0,275.0 22.1 99 22 25 1 
-37.4,277.6 8.7 59 
-37.1,253.1 -46.0,272.0 20.8 14 127 10 2 
-37.3,242.9 28.5 39 
-37.1,253.1 -44.0,276.0 26.6 63 34 24 1 
-38.5,274.3 13.2 84 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-31. 7,311. 7 -46.0,289.7 28.8 17 99 11 1 
-34.0,321. 5 33.2 63 
-31.2,311.1 -48.7,289.0 34.1 19 85 13 1 
-34.0,321.5 35.3 76 
-31. 7,311. 7 -43.0,288.0 28.8 78 22 29 2 
-36.7,286.5 . 9.3 80 
-37.2,253.0 -41.0,280.5 29.9 57 11 27 1 
-37.4,277.7 5.3 112 
-37.2,253.0 -42.0,282.0 28.2 25 15 20 1 
-38.5,274.2 9.6 140 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-31. 7,311. 7 -43.0,291.0 28~8 92 20 31 2 
-36.7,286.5 9.3 67 
-31.6,311. 7 -41.0,293.0 24.4 116 16 29 2 
-36.8,286.5 8.7 47 
-36.8,286.5 -41.0,294.0 8.7 136 33 35 1 
-33.4,320.7 27.8 11 
-32.2,312.4 -45.0,296.0 16.3 17 127 9 1 
-33.4,.320.7 23.2 36 
2 -119-
INDEX MAP BOX499 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 95A27 -32.2,312.4 -40.6,301.0 16.3 64 2 16 2 
474A51. 53. 55. 59 -39.2,300.6 0.8 114 
1 7 584A34 -33.4,320.7 -40.6,301.0 23.2 84 2 23 2 
. 474A51. 53. 55. 59 -39.2,300.6 0.8 94 
2 7 95A24-25.27.43-44.46 -32.2,312.4 -44.0,304.0 16.3 24 113 11 1 
584Al1-14.30-34 -33.4,320.7 23.2 43 
3 7 361S05.07.09 -38.5,294.6 -48.0,301.0 19.0 46 84 20 2 
363S06.08 -38.6,273.7 26.1 50 
4 7 363S10.12.14 -38.6,273.6 -42.0,303.0 27.6 163 5 38 1 
395S21.23 -38.8,313.6 10.9 12 
5 7 361S09.11 -38.5,294.5 -43.0,307.0 15.3 120 20 20 1 
395S21-24 -38.8,313.5 7.8 40 
INDEX MAP BOX500 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 94A51.53 -31.7,346.7 -41.5,318.0 33.1 38 4 31 2 
472A51. 53. 55. 59 -39.2,320.3 3.0 138 
1 7 584A25-27 -33.5,320.8 -41.5,318.0 11.6 22 7 9 1 
472A51. 53. 55. 59 -39.2,320.3 3.0 151 
2 7 510A33.49-54 -39.4,315.5 -45.0,316.0 8.0 28 127 9 1 
584A05-09.25-27.29 -34.1,321.7 15.6 25 
3 7 584A26-30 -33.5,320.8 -41.0,315.0 11.0 23 139 18 1 
620A41.43· -27.6,334.8 27.4 17 
4 7 94A51. 53 -31.1,346.7 -42.0,318.0 33.1 60 17 30 2 
584A06.25-28 -33.5,320.8 8.2 103 
5 7 94A68.70 -31. 2 ,346.1 -47.0,316.0 37.7 69 22 36 2 
510A49-53 -39.4,315.5 10.8 89 
6 7 94A68-70 -31. 2,346.1 -48.0,316.0 37.7 46 42 29 2 
584A05-09 -34.1,321.7 21.1 93 
7 7 361S10-11 -38.5,294.5 -44.0,311.0 15.3 92 27 18 1 
395S22 -38.8,313.5 7.8 61 
INDEX MAP BOX501 15 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 S1 T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 94A50-53 -31. 7,346.7 -42.0,323.0 31.0 90 9 31 2 
472A41-43.45.49.51 -39.0,321.5 4.2 80 
1 7 584A23.25 -33.5,320.9 -42.0,323.0 10.8 10 6 7 2 
472A41-43.45.49.51 -39.0,321.5 4.2 164 
2 7 94A49-53 -31. 7, 346 ~ 7 -42.0,322.0 31.0 77 24 31 2 
584A05-06.23.25 -33.5,320.9 10.8 80 
3 7 94A68.70 -31. 2 , 346 .1 -47.3,320.6 36.5 56 38 31 2 
584A05 -34.1,321.7 19.0 86 
4 7 510A29-33.49-50.52 -39.4,317.1 -43.0,323.0 7.6 42 92 7 1 
584A05-06.23.25 -33.5,320.9 10.8 45 
5 7 94A45.47-53 -31. 7,346.7 -44'.0,325.0 31.0 116 13 35 2 
510A27-33.46.48.S0.S2 -39.4,317.1 7.6 SO 
2 -120-
6 7 94A66.68.70 -31.2,346.1 -48.3,322.0 36.5 85 30 40 2 
510A47-50 -39.4,315.6 16.3 65 
7 7 94A47-53 -31. 7 ,346.8 -42.0,326.0 23.0 124 22 34 2 
547 A41. 43-45.47 -37.6,317.4 14.6 34 
8 7 470A39 -39.1,339.6 -41.9,329.6 9.2 14 155 14 2 
94A48 -31. 7,346.8 23.0 11 
8 7 470A39 -39.1,339.6 -41. 9, 329. 6 9.2 152 16 22 2 
510A28 -39.4,317.2 13.5 12 
8 7 470A39 -39.1,339.6 -41.9,329.6 9.2 142 23 23 2 
547A43-44 -37.6,317.4 14.6 14 
8 7 470A39 -39.1,339.6 -41.9,329.6 9.2 0 180 13 1 
581A15 -34.8,350.3 21.9 0 
9 7 94A48 -31. 7,346.8 -41.5,329.6 23.0 14 73 6 1 
581A15 -34.8,350.3 21. 9 92 
9 7 510A28 -39.4,317.2 -41.5,329.6 13.5 156 15 35 1 
581A15 -34.8,350.3 21. 9 9 
9 7 547A43-44 -37.6,317.4 -41.5,329.6 14.6 146 20 35 1 
581A15 -34.8,350.3 21. 9 14 
INDEX MAP BOX502 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 470A21.23.25.29-35.39 -39.1,339.6 -41.0,335.0 9.2 5 172 13 1 
581Al1-15 -34.8,350.3 21.9 4 
1 7 470A21.23.25.29-35.39 -39.1,339.6 -41.0,335.0 9.2 14 5 7 2 
94A24-25.27.29.46.48 -31.7,346.8 2.3 161 
2 6 470A34-35.39 -39.1,339.6 -41.0,333.0 9.2 151 19 25 2 
547A21-42 -37.6,317.4 16.9 10 
3 6 470A25.29.31.33.35.39 -39.1,339.6 -42.0,333.0 9.2 145 23 26 2 
510A22.24.26.28 -39.4,317.3 17.9 12 
4 6 547A21.41-43 -37.6,317.4 -41. 3,332.0 16.9 148 17 37 1 
581A13-15 -34.8,350.3 21.9 14 
5 6 510A22.24.26.28 -39.4,317.3 -43.0,335.0 17.9 141 21 38 1 
581A09.11.13.15 -34.8,350.3 21.9 18 
6 7 94A25.43-48 -31. 8,346.8 -46.0,333.0 22.1 107 33 33 2 
510A21-28.44.46 -39.4,317.3 17.9 40 
7 7 94A27.29.46-48 -31.8,346.8 -43.0,332.0 22.1 120 28 36 2 
547A21.41-43 -37.6,317.5 19.0 32 
INDEX MAP BOX503 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 94A24-25 -32.3,347.5 -40.5,340.3 17.3 14 6 13 2 
470A21-22 -38.9,341. 2 4.9 161 
1 7 581A10.12 -34.8,350.4 -40.5,340.3 14.9 34 15 11 2 
470A21-22 -38.9,341.2 4.9 131 
2 7 94A24-25.44 -32.3,347.5 -42.0,342.0 11.7 19 102 5 1 
581A08-10.12.29 -34.8,350.4 13.5 59 
3 7 581A07.09 -34.8,350.4 -46.0,341.0 17.5 113 39 37 2 
510A21-22 -39.5,317.5 25.7 27 
4 7 93A31.33.50 -31. 8, 21. 7 -45.0,348.0 36.8 63 26 34 2 
581A05-08.25.27 -34.9,350.5 12.9 91 
5 7 93A50 
Q41A79 
6 7 358S11.13.26 
390S01 
INDEX MAP BOX504 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 93A31-34 
581A06.24-25 
2 7 93A31.50 
581A05 
3 7 93A27-32 
576A77-80 
4· 7 93A27-32.48 
6 STEREO SETS 
541A76-80.93-96 
5 7 93A30.32 
579A07.09 
6 7 358S11-15 
390S01-04 
INDEX MAP BOX505 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 533B95 
571A41 
2 7 93A23-25.44 
541A70-76 
3 7 541A70. 72. 74. 76 
576A71.73.75 
3 7 93A23-25 
576A71. 73.75 
4 7 93A23 
497A41-42 
5 7 497A41-43 
541A69.71-73 
6 7 497A43 
533B28 
7 7 497A61 
533B30 
INDEX MAP BOX506 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 533B53-56.74.76 
571B01-07 
2 7 93A23 
541A70 
2-121-
-31.3, 21.2 -49.5,349.4 41.6 5 22 14 1 
-38.3, 15.8 28.4 154 
-38.4,324.6 -47.0,349.0 29.8 132 18 44 1 
-38.9, 3.9 17.2 30 
SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-31. 8, 21. 7 -42.0,352.0 36.8 91 20 39 2 
-34.4,349.6 10.5 69 
-31.3, 21.2 -46.4,350.3 41.6 68 33 40 2 
-34.9,350.5 17.8 79 
-31.8, 21.8 -45.0,356.0 28.5 20 112 19 1 
-34.7, 36.0 41.1 48 
-31. 8, 21. 8 -46.0,356.0 28.5 3 9 8 1 
-37.9,14.6 20.2 169 
-31. 8, 21. 7· -41.0,358.0 30.4 13 15 17 2 
-35.0, 8.9 14.5 151 
-38.4,324.6 -45.0,355.0 29.8 135 15 41 1 
-38.9, 3.9 13.4 30 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-54.2, 15.9 -55.0, 9.5 9.3 49 113 31 2 
-44.6, 18.0 36.2 18 
-31. 9, 21. 9 -53.0, 5.0 32.4 5 24 8 2 
-38.3, 16.1 25.2 151 
-38.3, 16.0 -51.0, 6.0 20.9 32 109 24 1 
-34.8, 36.1 37.5 39 
-31. 9, 21. 9 -51.0, 6.0 26.3 27 98 18 1 
-34.8, 36.1 34.9 55 
-31. 9, 21. 9 -54.0, 6.0 32.4 133 25 70 1 
-80.2, 48.2 42.2 22 
-80.2, 48.2 -54.0, 6.0 42.2 139 18 64 2 
-38.3, 16.1 25.2 24 
-80.2, 47.7 -59.0, 8.0 36.9 5 137 18 2 
-72.0,136.7 53.2 39 
-79.5, 37.4 -59.0, 1.0 36.7 2 150 . 18 2 
-72.0,136.7 54.5 28 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-62.5, 19.9 -55.0, 16.0 17.6 74 24 17 2 
-55.0, 21.3 7.0 81 
-31. 9, 21. 9 -52.7,10.7 32.4 9 22 12 2 
-38.3, 16.1 20.9 149 
2-122-
3 7 93A23 -31.9, 21.9 -50.5, 10.6 32.4 31 75 19 1 
576A71 -34.8, 36.2 32.7 74 
4 7 541A68.70.83.85 -38.3, 16.1 -52.0, 14.0 20.9 44 90 24 1 
576A69-71 -34.8, 36.2 32.7 46 
5 7 497A42 -80.2, 48.0 -53.8, 12.0 39.8 116 30 64 2 
576A71 -34.8, 36.2 32.7 33 
6 7 497A42.44 -80.2, 48.0 -56.0, 13.0 39.8 159 9 65 2 
541A67-69 -38.3, 16.2 25.8 11 
7 7 497A43-44 -80.2, 47.5 -59.0, 14.0 34.9 9 129 21 2 
533A26 -71. 9,136.8 52.9 42 
8 7 533A24.26 -71.9,136.8 -58.0, 15.0 52.6 155 11 78 2 
541A67 -38.3, 16.2 27.1 14 
INDEX MAP BOX508 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 569AOI-02.04-12(EVENS) -55.1, 40.8 -54.0, 38.0 4.9 118 47 17 2 
569A21-35(000S) -49.6, 38.9 14.4 15 
2 3 567A09-16.35.45.47 -57.4, 61.4 -55.0, 38.0 33.4 12 4 28 2 
569AOl.03-08.21-30 -55.2, 40.9 5.9 164 
3 3 569A26-38?EVENS) -48.8, 38.7 -52.0, 38.0 11. 7 12 158 20 2 
569A43-57 ODDS) -43.2, 37.2 30.9 10 
4 7 533B22 -71.8,136.9 -56.7, 30.7 53.7 141 18 79 2 
576A63 -34.9, 36.3 28.5 21 
5 7 574A25.27 -34.5, 54.7 -52.0, 35.0 28.6 43 59 21 2 
576A62.64 -34.9, 36.4 24.0 79 
INDEX MAP BOX509 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 567B22-36(EVENS) -52.6, 59.4 -56.0, 43.0 28.7 27 . 96 18 2 
567841-55(000S) -46.8, 57.6 36.5 58 
2 3 567B33.35-36 -52.1, 59.2 -54.0, 41.0 31.2 102 39 51 2 
569B22.41-44 -44.3, 37.5 31.9 39 
3 3 567834.36.54-56 -46.3, 57.5 -53.3, 43.0 34.6 7 6 21 2 
568BOI-03. 21. 23 -50.2, 48.9 13.4 167 
INDEX MAP BOX510 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 349S46.48 -37.7, 55.0 -51. 0, 56.0 16.2 72 74 32 2 
352S34-36 -38.6, 22.3, 32.2 34 
INDEX MAP BOX511 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 535A49.51 
573A61 
2 7 458A22 
535A65-66 
3 7 53A64 
352S36 
INDEX MAP BOX512 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 527B71. 73.87 -96 
565B5.7-16.26-36(EVEN) 
2 7 458B21-22 
535A61-64 
3 7 491B56 
535A61 
INDEX MAP BOX513 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 565B04-06.08-14(EVENS) 
527B65-69.86-94(EVEN) 
INDEX MAP BOX514 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 53A49-50 
532A30-33 
2 7 63A03.05 
532A28.30 
INDEX MAP BOX515 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 532A07 
567A93 
1 7 63A01 
567A93 
2 7 53A43 
532AOS.07.24.26 






























Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
22.2 38 60 14 2 
19.0 82 
26.6 135 23 53 2 
29.6 21 
61.5 172 4 100 2 
38.4 3 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
5.4 154 14 11 2 
6.3 12 
26.6 148 16 55 2 
30.5 15 
28.9 179 1 61 2 
31.7 0 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-59.2, 81.4 -59.0, 81.0 3.7 144 20 8 1 
-58.5, 76.0 5.0 15 
Sl T EmIl V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-33.5,120.3 -51. 0, 95.0 30.6 29 38 17 2 
-38.9,102.9 18.4 113 
-32.1,115.2 -51. 0, 99.0 28.0 24 42 13 2 
-38.9,103.0 19.1 114 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-39.1,104.5 -50.3,105.6 16.1 53 84 21 1 
-35.7,123.7 25.3 43 
-32.1,115.2 -50.3,105.6 29.2 24 64 13 1 
-35.7,123.7 . 25.3 92 
-33.7,120.6 -51.0,106.0 25.5 42 47 18 2 
-39.1,104.6 17.5 91 
-32.1,115.2 -52.0,104.0 29.2 30 48 16 2 
-38.9,103.0 20.4 102 
2 -124-
4 7 53A43 -33.7,120.6 -51.0,108.0 25.5 27 82 13 1 
529A97 -38.6,130.0 27.0 71 
5 7 63A01 -32.1,115.2 -51. 7 ,107.0 29.2 40 66 21 1 
529A97 -38.6,130.0 27.0 75 
6 7 529A97 -38.6,130.0 -52.0,109.0 27.0 71 41 28 2 
532A05.24.26 -39.1,104.6 17 .5 69 
INDEX MAP BOX516 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 529A97 -38.6,130.0 -50.3,110.5 27.0 19 57 10 2 
567A91 -35.7,123.8 22.5 104 
1 7 532A03 -39.1,104.6 -50.3,110.5 19.6 61 65 22 1 
567A91 -35.7,123.8 22.5 53 
2 7 532A01-03 -39.1,104.7 -50.5,114.8 17.9 63 64 21 1 
567A87.89 -35.7,123.8 20.5 53 
3 7 529A94-97 -38.6,130.1 -50.5,116.0 19.4 22 76 7 2 
567A87.89 -35.7,123.8 19.0 82 
4 7 529A93-97 -38.6,130.0 -52.0,114.0 20.9 76 47 25 2 
532AOl-03.22 -39.1,104.7 17.9 56 
INDEX MAP 80X517 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 529A90. 92. 94 -38.6,130.2 -50.5,125.0 18.7 23 77 8 2 
567A83.85 -35.7,123.9 18.5 80 
2 7 485B01-02 -79.7,155.1 -57.0,126.0 35.5 157 10 58 2 
529A87.89.91 -38.6,130.3 23.6 13 
3 7 453822 -74.3,159.1 -56.0,127.0 24.6 149 15 47 2 
529A87.89 -38.6,130.3 24.3 16 
INDEX MAP BOX518 6 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 3 557827.29.31.33.35 -51.6,149.1 -58.0,138.3 25.5 43 49 18 1 
557B02.04.06.08 -57.5,151.4 18.1 88 
2 3 558B02-14(EVENS) -57.5,142.2 -58.0,133.0 12.6 49 92 16 2 
558823-37(000S) -52.4,140.2 21.3 39 
3 3 557801-03.05-15(000S) -56.9,151.1 -57.0,135.0 21. 9 65 51 23 2 
558822-36.38 -51.7,140.0 18.4 64 
4 7 485802 -79.7,154.9 -57.3,131.0 33.6 171 4 58 2 
529A87 -38.6,130.3 24.3 5 
5 7 453822 -74.3,159.1 -57.0,132.0 24.6 163 8 48 2 
529A85.87 -38.6,130.3 24.3 9 
6 7 526A55 -38.7,159.0 -52.0,139.0 25.1 78 42 29 2 
529A69.84.86 -38.9,131.7 18.1 60 
2 -125-
INDEX MAP BOX519 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 4 557B24.26 -52.4,149.4 -59.7,142.0 24.2 16 130 18 2 
557B47 -46.7,147.7 39.4 34 
2 4 555B36 -46.7,147.7 -59.7,142.0 39.4 79 48 52 1 
557B24.26.46-47 -58.1,170.7 34.8 52 
3 7 526A53-55 -38.7,159.0 -51. 0, 142.0 25.1 86 39 31 2 
529A67.69.84 -38.9,131. 7 18.1 56 
INDEX MAP BOX527 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 97A89-91 -27.3,271.4 -59.0,227.0 55.8 103 39 94 1 
545B15-16 -79.9,352.6 51.9 38 
2 7 332S03 -37.3,223.1 -54.0,229.0 22.9 43 87 24 2 
370S04 -38.6,203.3 33.4 49 
INDEX MAP BOX528 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 97A90.92 -27.3,271. 4 -53.0,239.5 48.5 28 83 37 2 
126A56 -15.6,257.1 57.0 69 
2 7 97A88 -27.3,271.4 -57.3,239.7 48.6 28 85 43 2 
126A70 -14.1,255.7 62.6 67 
3 7 97A89 -27.3,271.4 -59.3,232.0 55.8 108 36 94 1 
545B16 -79.9,352.4 50.5 36 
4 7 332S03-04 -37.3,223.1 -55.0,233.0 22.9 38 93 22 2 
370S04 -38.6,203.3 33.4 49 
INDEX MAP BOX529 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 97A75.77 -28.1,272.3 -51.0,248.0 41.0 81 34 45 2 
518A43.45 -39.3,238.5 20.2 64 
2 7 97A73.86.88 -27.4,271.5 -58.0,247.0 49.1 131 23 76 1 
472B49-50 -78.1,263.5 32.2 27 
2 7 126A50.68 -14.2,255.8 -58.0,247.0 64.7 158 12 96 1 
472B49-50 -78.1,263.5 32.2 10 
3 7 97A73-77.79.86.88.90.92 -28.1,272.3 -55.0,245.0 41.0 28 90 34 2 
126A47.50-54.56.68.70 -16.2,257.7 55.3 62 
4 7 330S23 -37.4,242.4 -51.0,245.0 15.3 48 90 19 2 
332S08 -37.3,223.1 25.0 41 
2-126-
INDEX MAP BOX530 8 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 97A72.74-76 -28.1,272.3 -51.0,253.0 35.4 86 39 43 2 
518A41.43 -39.3,238.6 23.6 55 
1 7 126A44-47 -16.2,257.7 -51.0,253.0 50.4 54 41 45 2 
518A41.43 -39.3,238.6 23.6 85 
2 7 97A70-71. 73. 106A61 -28.1,272.4 -57.0,254.0 42.3 140 19 73 1 
472B33-35.49-50 -79.2,271.5 34.6 21 
3 7 126A29.45.50 -16.3,257.8 -57.0,253.0 57.8 164 8 92 1 
472B33.35.49-50 -79.2,271.5 34.6 7 
4 7 126A42 -16.4,257.9 -55.3,258.0 55.3 174 3 90 1 
472B33-34 -79.2,271.3 34.4 3 
5 7 97 A70-76 .106A61 -28.1,272.3 -54.0,254.0 41.5 29 90 37 2 
126A26.29.42.44-47.50 -16.3,257.8 57.8 61 
6 7 95A87 -30.6,310.5 -58.0,256.0 56.0 50 59 54 2 
97A71 -28.1,272.4 42.3 72 
7 7 95A87 -30.6,310.5 -58.0,256.0 56.0 95 39 74 1 
472A33-36.50 -79.2,271.3 34.4 46 
INDEX MAP BOX531 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 97A55.57.70-72 -28.1,272.4 -53.0,262.0 36.9 26 96 29 2 
126AI9.26.42 -17.8,259.3 51.3 58 
2 7 97A70-71 -28.1,272.4 -55.6,261.0 42.3 154 13 75 1 
472B34 -79.2,271.3 34.4 13 
3 7 95A87-88 -30.6,310.5 -55.0,264.0 56.0 57 56 59 2 
97A55.70-71 -28.1,272.4 42.3 67 
4 7 95A85.87 -30.6,310.5 -58.0,262.0 56.0 104 36 78 1 
472B34.36 -79.2,271.3 34.4 41 
5 7 95A85 -30.7,310.5 -58.8,268.3 55.4 96 41 82 1 
545B01 -79.7,355.8 42.6 43 
5 7 545BOI . -79.7,355.8 -58.8,268.3 42.6 12 86 11 2 
510B22 -73.5,350.6 43.1 83 
6 7 330S04.06.08 -37.2,242.9 -53.0,265.0 28.3 23 62 12 1 
365S11.13.15 -38.4,254.6 24.1 96 
INDEX MAP BOX532 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 95A85 -30.7,310.5 -59.2, 61.0 55.4 37 63 42 2 
545B02 -79.7,355.6 43.2 80 
1 7 510B22 -73.5,350.6 -59.2, 61.0 43.1 13 84 12 2 
545B02 -79.7,355.6 43.2 83 
2 7 95A88 -30.6,310.4 -51.0,270.3 48.8 64 44 48 2 
97A54 -28.8,273.2 26.7 72 
3 7 363S21 -38.5,274.3 -50.6,278.0 13.2 49 97 20 2 
365S16 -38.4,254.5 25.7 34 
2-127-
INDEX MAP BOX533 2 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 $2 Em2 W2 
1 6 504B35-36.56 -78.5,324.8 -59.0,284.0 35.5 5 139 17 1 
539B35-36 -79.9, 46.8 51.0 36 
2 7 363S01.03.22 -38.6,273.7 -53.0,285.0 23.5 34 94 19 2 
365$03.05 -38.3,254.9 32.1 52 
INDEX MAP BOX534 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 94A75 -30.8,345.6 -58.0,291.0 56.4 42 59 47 2 
95A63 -31.2,311.2 40.3 79 
2 7 95A43.45 -31. 7,311. 8 -50.6,298.4 27.2 21 93 12 1 
584A13 -34.0,321.5 30.8 66 
3 7 95A64 -31.2,311.2 -50.4,292.3 34.1 20 83 14 1 
584A15 -34.0,321.5 35.3 76 
INDEX MAP BOX535 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 7 95A43 -31. 7,311. 8 -50.3,303.5 27.5 24 76 12 1 
584A11 -34.0,321.6 27.1 79 
2 7 94A69 -31. 2,346.1 -50.4,309.0 43.4 35 42 30 2 
584A09 -34.0,321. 6 23.7 103 
3 7 94A74 -30.8,345.6 -58.2,308.0- 48.3 112 30 70 1 
466B33.35 -78.7,323.4 31.1 37 
INDEX MAP BOX536 7 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 4 577B09.11 -65.2,329.6 -51.0,311.0 38.1 6 11 19 1 
578B40.42.44 -57.6,315.9 19.8 164 
2 4 577B01-02 -66.3,330.5 -57.0,315.0 26.6 70 20 25 2 
539B93-96 -56.3,320.1 8.1 90 
3 4 539B75-76 -61. 3,322. 6 -56.2,318.5 12.0 12 148 8 2 
577B21 -62.4,327.5 19.4 20 
4 7 94A72.74 -30.8,345.6 -58.0,314.0 48.3 123 26 72 1 
466833-34 -78.7,323.2 30.5 31 
5 7 94A69 -31. 2.346.1 -50.3,314.4 43.4 42 39 33 2 
584A07 -34.1,321. 7 21.1 99 
6 7 94A68 -31.2,346.1 -50.5,319.0 36.5 70 32 36 2 
510A49.51 -39.4,315.6 16.3 78 
7 7 93A56.58.60 -30.8, 20.5 -54.0,317.0 60.4 35 62 46 2 
94A63.65-69 -31.3,346.2 42.6 84 
INDEX MAP BOX537 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 94A45 
510A45-46 
2 7 94A64.66 
510A45.47.49 
3 7 93A60 
94A45 
4 7 93A56 
539A22 
5 7 93A56.58.60 
94A63-66 
INDEX MAP BOX538 4 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 94A64 
93A58.60 
1 7 94A64 . 
510A45 
2 7 94A43.45 
510A44-45 
3 7 93A49 
94A43 
INDEX MAP BOX539 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 358505.20.22 
533B34.36 
INDEX MAP BOX540 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 7 93A43-44 
533B29.32 
2 7 93A43-44 
497B61 
3 7 497B61 
533B30.32 
4 7 93A27 
576A77 
4 7 541A75.77 
576A77 
6 STEREO SETS 







































Em1 ·V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
27.6 86 38 34 2 
19.5 55 
35.8 77 37 38 2 
19.8 66 
60.4 41 47 49 2 
27.6 93 
57.6 85 46 78 1 
41.6 49 
60.4 39 55 48 2 
35.8 85 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
35.8 45 80 52 1 
60.4 55 
35.8 76 42 40 2 
23.7 62 
27.8 86 43 36 2 
23.7 51 
47.7 50 47 41 2 
27.8 82 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-38.5,324.1 -56.0,344.0 27.2 145· 18 87 2 
-72.1,136.5 62.4 17 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-31.4, 21.3 -59.0,354.0 46.2 119 30 94 1 
-72.1,136.6 56.2 31 
-31.4, 21.3 -58.0,357.0 46.2 121 28 75 1 
-79.5, 37.4 36.7 31 
-79.5, 37.4 -59.0,358.0 36.7 0 163 18 1 
-72.0,136.7 54.5 17 
-31.8, 21.8 -50.2,359.3 32.5 23 96 19 1 . 
-34.7, 36.1 40.3 61 
-38.3, 15.9 -50.2,359.3 26.8 23 111 20 1 
-34.7, 36.1 40.3 46 
-31. 9, 21.8 -51.0,356.0 32.2 1 7 6 1 
-38.3, 16.0 25.8 172 
INDEX MAP BOX545 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 491B91.93.95 
527B16.36 
INDEX MAP BOX546 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 491B90-95 
527B16.31.33-34.36 
INDEX MAP BOX547 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 491B70-75.90 
527B29-32 
INDEX MAP BOX548 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 565B23.25.27 
,565B44.46.48.50 
2 4 527B83. 85.87 
565B05.24.26 
3 6 491B49.51.53.70.72.74 
527B27-30 
INDEX MAP BOX549 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 565B23.25.27 
565B44.46.48.50 
2 4 527883.85.87 
565805.24.26 
3 6 491B49.51.53.70.72.74 
527B27-30 
1 4 527B65.84-86 
565804-05 





Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
-77.4, 80.9 -67.0, 49.0 20.8 8 157 20 1 
-80.4,154.7 40.1 15 
SI 
S2 
T Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
-77.4, 80.9 -68.0, 55.0 20.8 
-80.4,154.7 40.1 




T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-80.3,156.4 -68.0, 65.0 34.5 3 5 16 1 
-78.8, 89.3 19.0 172 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-55.6, 79.6 -61. 0, 76.0 15.0 15 148 18 2 
-50.2, 77.7 31. 7 17 
-59.1, 76.2 -60.5, 79.0 4.8 113 21 6 1 
-59.9, 81. 7 2.3 46 
-79.8, 99.4 -68.0, 75.0 20.3 7 156 13 2 
-80.3,156.9 33.3 17 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-55.6, 79.6 -61. 0, 76.0 15.0 15 148 18 2 
-50.2, 77.7 31. 7 17 
-59.1, 76.2 -60.5, 79.0 4.8 113 21 6 1 
-59.9, 81.7 2.3 46 
-79.8, 99.4 -68.0, 75.0 20.3 7 156 13 2 
-80.3,156.9 33.3 17 
-59.2, 76.3 -60.1, 81.0 6.8 148 0 7 1 
-60.0, 81.8 0.1 32 
-79.8, 99.4 -68.0, 82.0 20.3 12 142 14 2 
-80.3,156.6 33.2 26 
INDEX MAP BOX551 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 485B41-46 
521B36-42 
INDEX MAP BOX554 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 3 557B01 
558B22-23 
1 4 555B14-15 
557B01 
2 3 558B02 
558B23 
3 4 555B33.35 
557B21.23.25 
5 STEREO SETS 
4 4 558B01-03.21-23 
555Bl1-15 
INDEX MAP BOX555 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 557B22.24 
557B45.47 
2 4 555B32-36.53.55-56 
557B21-25.41-45.47 
3 4 555B26.28.30.32.34 
555B47.49.51.53.55 
INDEX MAP BOX558 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 479B65-67.69 
516B67-72.74 
INDEX MAP BOX563 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 





T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-77.2,136.3 -67.0,106.0 16.4 
-79.6,174.6 30.0 



































. Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
20.2 61 59 
20.2 59 
37.4 34 38 
20.2 108 
12.3 35 111 
21.7 34 
36.9 57 50 
27.1 72 
20.2 89 58 
37.4 33 
Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
24.2 14 134 
39.4 32 
36.9 66 49 
27.1 66 
33.5 18 98 
39.5 64 
Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
-77.4,191.0 -67.0,176.0 17.3 11 103 
-75.9,198.0 18.7 66 
Sl 
S2 















-74.,5,253.1 -62.6,227.0 25.4 12 138 29 1 
-79.9,352.6 51.9 30 
INDEX MAP BOX564 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 472B65.67 
545B13-14 
INDEX MAP BOX565 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 472B51.53.55.65-68 
545B07.09-12.14 
INDEX MAP BOX566 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 472B37.39.51-55 
545B05-08.10 
INDEX MAP BOX568 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1· 6 504B50.52.54 
539B15.35 
INDEX MAP BOX569 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 504B28-35 
3 STEREO SETS 
539BI3.15.35-36 
2 6 466B71 
539B13 
3 6 466B71. 73 
504B25-29 
INDEX MAP BOX570 5 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 504B26.28.30.32.34 
539Bl1.13.33 





T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-76.5,256.0 -63.0,238.0 22.2 
-79.9,352.9 48.1 




T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-78.0,262.8 -63.0,245.0 23.6 
-79.9,353.8 44.6 




T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-77.9,262.6 -64.0,255.0 21.9 14 140 24 2 
-79.8,354.3 43.6 26 
SI 
S2 
T Eml V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
-77.1,316.9 -64.0,279.0 28.2 14 129 23 1 
-79.1, 56.5 48.5 °37 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-78.6,325.6 -63.0,285.0 29.8 8 141 20 1 
-79.1, 56.5 48.5 31 
-75.7,308.3 -67.3,288.0 15.5 11 157 31 1 
-79.0, 56.8 45.6 12 
-75.6,308.0 -69.0,287.0 13.2 4 170 9 1 
-78.8,327.0 22.1 7 
SI T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-78.6,325.9 -66.0,291.0 27.0 7 149 19 1 
-79.0, 56.8 45.6 24 
-75.7,308.3 -68.0,292.0 15.5 1 176 6 2 
-78.8,326.8 21.6 3 
3 6 466851.53.55.57.70-72 
539811.13.32 
4 6 383815 
539811 
5 6 383815 
466857 
INDEX MAP 80X571 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 466835.37.39.51-57 
539811-12.27-28.30.32 
2 6 383815-16 
539811-12 
3 6 383815-16 
466856-58 
INDEX MAP 80X574 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
·Stereo Set 2 
1 4 573802.04.06.08. 
573823.25.27.29 
INDEX MAP 80X575 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 4 573802.04.06.08 
573823.25.27.29 
INDEX MAP 80X581 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 491889.91 
527815 
INDEX MAP 80X583 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 





















































178 28 1 
1 
88 40 2 
30 
54 16 2 
64 
WI Fe LEFT 
W2· 
156 26 2 
14 
84 40 2 
30 
46 13 2 
78 
WI Fe LEFT 
W2 
91 14 2 
66 
Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-60.2, 3.5 -61.0,-60.1 29.0 9 114 7 2 
-55.4, 1.3 33.0 56 
Sl 
S2 
T Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
-77.5, 81.2 -70.5, 49.0 18.4 15 144 24 1 
-79.8,165.2 40.5 20 
Sl 
S2 
T Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
-78.9, 89.7 -70.1, 65.0 16.2 
-80.3,156.4 34.5 
1 178 18 2 
1 
INDEX MAP 60X584 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 491670 
527627.29 
INDEX MAP 60X587 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 485646-47 
521636 
INDEX MAP 60X594 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 479669.71 
516667-68 
INDEX MAP 60X604 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 466675.77 
504642 
2 6 383655-56 
504642-43 
3 6 383652.54.56 
3 STEREO SETS 
466675.77.79-80 
INDEX MAP 60X605 3 STEREO SETS 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 
Stereo Set 2 
1 6 466873.75-77 
504823.25.42 
2 6 383835.56 
504823.25.42 





T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-78.9, 89.7 -70.1, 73.0 16.2 
-80.3,156.4 34.5 




T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
Em2 W2 
-77.2,136.3 -70.3,107.0 16.4 4 168 14 1 
-79.6,174.6 30.0 7 
SI 
S2 
T Em1 V WI 
Em2 W2 
Fe LEFT 
-77.4,190.6 -70.3,176.0 13.6 15 110 5 2 
-76.0,198.3 15.9 54 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-75.5,307.7 -73.0,279.0 11.5 11 153 8 1 
-77.4,318.4 19.4 16 
-72.7,261.8 -73.0,275.0 5.6 136 34 24 2 
-77.4,318.4 19.4 10 
-72.8,261. 9 -76.0,276.0 6.7 157 15 18 1 
-75.3,307.2 11.6 8 
Sl T Em1 V WI Fe LEFT 
S2 Em2 W2 
-75.5,307.7 -72.0,283.0 11.5 14 147 9 1 
-78.9,327.4 19.8 20 
-72.7,261.8 -72.0,285.0 5.6 116 50 23 2 
-77.4,318.4 19.4 13 
-72.8,261. 9 -75.0,286.0 6.7 173 5 18 2 
-75.3,307.2 11.6 2 
2 -134-
INDEX MAP BOX606 1 STEREO SET 
M Rb Stereo Set 1 Sl T Eml V WI Fe LEFT 
Stereo Set 2 S2 Em2 W2 
1 6 383B31-36 -74.2,264.9 -74.0,295.0 13.4 122 20 19 2 
466B57-63.72-76.78.80 -77.1,313.8 7.6 38 
3. SUPPLE~ENTARY DATA FOR CATALOGUED 
IMAGES LISTED BY PICNO 
a. Viking Orbiter 1 
Orbits 3 to 974 
Orbits 122S to 485S 
b. Viking Orbiter 2 







VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LO~ RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ O~DERNSR PleNO LAT LON RAf::;E F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
003AOI ~0.1 37.3 1823 C 16/18 84 352 P1026/09 004A53 21.4 31.1 1593 C 16/47 85 75 PI036/09 
003A02 19.6 37.2 1805 C 16/19 84 353 PI026/10 004AS4 21.0 30.4 1591 C 16/50 85 82 PI036/10 
003A03 20.7 36.2 1838 C 16/23 84 354 PI026/11 004A55 17.3 ~l:~ 1571 C 16/24 85 285 HI044/02 003A04 20.2 36.1 1819 C 16/23 84 355 PI026/12 004A56 16.9 1567 C 16/27 85 277 MI0U/02 
003A05 21.3 35.1 1854 C 16/27 84 356 PI026/13 004 . 1.57 17.6 36.5 1566 C 16/26 85 285 MI041105 
003AO:' 20.9 35.1 1836 C 16/27 84 356 PI026/14 004A58 17.3 35.9 1562 C 16/29 85 277 MI041/08 
003A07 22.0 34.1 1875 C 16/32 84 357 PI026/15 004A59 18.0 36.1 1561 C 16128 85 286 HI041/11 
003A08 21.5 34.0 1$54 C 16/32 84 358 PI026/16 004AOO 17.6 35.4 1557 C 16/31 85 277 MI041114 
003A09 22.6 32.9 1897 C 16/36 84 358 PI03()/Ol CC4A61 18.3 35.6 1557 C 16/31 85 287 MI041/17 
003AI0 22.1 32.9 1875 C 16/37 84 359 PI030/02 004A62 18.0 34.9 1553 C 16/33 85 278 MI041/20 
003All 23.2 31.7 1922 C 16/41 84 359 PI030/03 004A63 18.7 35.1 1552 C 16/33 85 288 HI041/23 
003A12 22.7 31.8 1898 C 16/41 84 359 PI030/C4 004A64 18.3 34.4 1549 C 16/35 85 278 MI041126 
003A13 23.9 30.5 1950 C 16/46 84 PI030/05 004A65 19.0 34.5 1548 C 16/35 85 288 MI033/02 
003A14 2."1.3 30.6 1924 C 16/46 84 PI030/06 gg~i%~ 18.6 33.9 1545 C 16/38 85 278 MI033/05 003A16 2" .0 29.3 1954 C 16/51 84 34g PI030/C8 19.3 34.1 1545 C 16/37 85 289 MI033/0S 003.1\1 7 Ib.6 37.4 1639 M 16/20 84 PI025/01 004A6S 19.0 33.4 1541 C 16/40 85 279 MI033/11 
003A18 1<1.2 37.2 1630 C 16/21 84 347 PI025/02 004A69 19.7 33.6 1541 C 16/39 85 290 MI033/14 
003A19 1' ... 2 ~9·4 1642 M 16/24 84 352 PI025/03 ONA70 19.3 32.9 1538 C 11>/42 85 279 HI033/17 003.,\20 1~.8 ~0.2 1633 C 16125 £.4 354 PI025/04 C04A71 20.0 33.0 1538 C 16/41 85 291 M1042/02 
003A21 1"'.7 35.4 1647 M 16/28 84 357 PI025/05 004A72 19.7 32.4 1534 C 16/44 85 280 MI042105 
003.A22 1".4 35.1 1639 C 16/29 84 359 PI025/C6 004A73 20.4 32.6 1535 C 16/44 85 293 t1l042108 
003A23 2C .3 34.3 1655 M 16/33 84 1 PI025/07 004A74 20.0 31.9 1531 C 16/46 85 280 MI042/11 
003A2 .. lQ.9 34.1 1646 C 16/34 8 .. 3 PI025/08 004A75 20.7 32.0 1532 C 16/46 85 294 HI042114 
003A25 2".9 33.2 1665 H 16/37 84 4 PI029/01 004A76 18.0 36.1 1637 C 16/30 85 278 t1l038/05 
003A26 2C.5 33.0 1655 C 16/38 84 6 PI029/02 OO':;A77 17.6 35.5 1632 C 16/33 85 273 MI038/08 
003A27 2: .. 5 32.1 1677 M 16/'+2 e~ 6 PI029/03 C04A78 lS.4 35.6 1630 C 16/32 85 278 t1l038/11 
003.A28 2: .1 31.9 1667 C 16/42 84 S PI029/04 004A79 lS.0 34.9 1625 C 16/35 85 273 MI038/14 
003A29 2:'.0 30.9 11>92 M 16/46 84 9 Pl029/05 C04A80 18.7 35.1 1624 C 16/34 85 278 t1l038/17 
003A30 2: .6 30.S 1680 C 16/47 84 10 PI029/06 004ASl 18.4 34.4 1619 C 16/37 85 273 MI038120 
003A31 2: .6 29.9 1707 H 16/51 84 10 PI0Z'l/07 004A82 19.1 34.5 161S C 16/37 85 27S MI032/01 
003A32 2:'.1 29.7 1695 C 16/52 84 2J; PI029/08 004AS3 lS.7 33.9 1613 C 16/39 85 273 tIlO32104 003A33 1-" .1 36.5 1565 C 16/25 84 PI0N/09 004A84 19.4 34.0 1612 C 16/39 85 278 MI032/07 
003.434 17.7 36.1 15::'1 C 16/27 134 265 PI024/10 004A85 19.1 33.4 1607 C 16/42 85 273 HI032/10 
003A35 le.6 35.4 1559 C 16/30 84 296 PI024/11 004A86 19.5 33.5 1606 C 16/41 85 27S MI032113 
003~36 lA.3 35.1 1556 C 16/31 84 2SS PI024/12 004A87 19.4 32.8 1602 C 16/44 85 273 MI032116 
003A37 1".2 34.3 1556 C 16/34 84 323 PI024/13 ONA88 20.1 33.0 1601 C 16/43 85 279 tIl040/02 
003A3S 1C..9 34.0 1553 C 16/36 84 323 PI024/14 004A89 19.8 32.3 1597 C 16/46 85 273 MIO':;0/05 
003A39 1',.8 33.2 1555 C 16/39 84 3~6 PI024/15 004A90 20.5 ~ij 596 C 16/46 85 279 MI040/0S 003A40 1<,.5 32.9 1551 C 16/40 84 352 PIOZ4/16 004A91 20.1 1592 C 16/48 85 273 HI040/11 
003A41 2C.4 32.1 1557 C 16/43 84 1 PlOZ8/01 004A92 20.S 31.9 1591 C 16/48 85 279 MI040/14 
003A42 2(,.0 31.8 1553 C 16/45 84 7 PI028/02 004A93 20.5 31.3 1588 C 16/51 85 273 M1040/17 
003.A43 21 .9 31.0 1560 C 16/48 84 11 PI028/03 005AOl 1.5 50.5 30713 R 7/25 85 238 MI05'l/02 
003t.44 2!-.6 30.7 15=6 C 16/49 84 17 PI0ZS/04 005A02 22.5 47.9 31617 R 7136 85 227 MI059/05 
003.l.45 2~.4 29.8 1566 C 16/53 84 17 PIOZ8/05 005.A03 9.5 39.2 31272 R 8/10 85 245 HI059/08 
003A46 2) .1 29.5 15~2 C 16/54 84 22 PI028/06 095A06 .1 51.4 30597 V 7/24 85 23S MI059/17 
003A47 2; .9 28.7 1574 C 16/58 84 21 PI028/07 005..1.07 21.0 49.5 31461 V 7/32 85 227 M1059/20 
003A48 2:, .6 28.4 15;0 C 16/59 84 26 PI028/0S COSAoa 8.7 ~~j 31141 V 8/06 85 244 MI059/23 003A49 P.6 35.2 1567 C 16132 84 226 FI027/11 OOoAOl .1 31755 R 6/58 85 235 MI060/02 
003:'50 17.1 34.9 1569 C 16/34 84 220 PI027/12 006A02 20.3 3'l.6 32573 R 7/09 85 225 MI060/05 
003A51 11 .1 34.1 1554 C 16/37 84 ?~5 PI027/13 006A03 7.2 30.4 32258 R 7/46 85 244 MI060/0S 
003t52 17.S 33.7 1554 C 16/38 84 218 PI027/14 006A06 5.4 41.4 31907 V 7/05 85 233 HI060/17 
003AS3 11 .7 33.0 1542 C 16/41 84 224 PI027/15 OOt-AOS 14.0 2'l.9 32495 V 7/51 85 240 t1l060/23 
003 . .l.54 18.4 32.6 1542 C 16/43 84 216 PI027/16 006All 19.8 35.6 2810 C 16/18 86 82 MI057/02 
003A55 19.4 31.8 1533 C 16/46 84 22{~ PIC27/17 OC6Al2 19.5 33.9 2847 C 16/25 86 84 HI057/05 
003A56 19.1 31.5 1533 C 16/48 84 213 PI027/18 006A13 21.4 33.4 2919 C 16/27 86 82 MI057/0S 
003.A57 20.0 30.7 1526 C 16/51 84 222 PI027/19 OObA14 21.0 31. 7 2959 C 16/34 86 II ... m057/11 
003A5S 19.7 30.4 1526 C 16/52 84 207 PI027/20 006A16 19.5 36.1 1717 C 16/24 86 is HI051/02 
OO"AOI -6.6 47.2 30995 R 7112 85 243 MI043/02 OC6.Al7 19.0 35.4 1712 C 16/27 86 79 MI051/05 
004A02 8.6 49.0 31441 R 7/05 85 227 M1043/05 OC6A18 19.8 35.6 1716 C 16/26 86 75 MI051/08 
00".A03 -1.5 39.2 31301 R 7/44 85 249 HI043/0S 006A19 19.3 ~~:~ 1711 C 16/29 86 80 HI051/11 004A04 16.1 3S.1 31965 R 7/4'l 85 236 HI043/11 006.~20 20.1 1715 C 16/28 86 75 HlOSI/14 
004A05 5.7 28.4 31850 R 8/27 85 254 t1l043/14 006A21 19.7 34.5 1 ill C 16/31 86 80 MI051/17 
004A06 -7.8 46.5 30932 V 7/18 85 247 HI043/17 006A22 20.4 34.7 1715 C 16/30 86 76 t1l045/13 
004A07 7.0 48.4 31346 V 7110 85 230 HI043/20 006A23 20.0 34.0 1711 C 16/33 86 80 MI045/14 
004AOS -2.8 38.5 3123'l V 7/50 85 252 MI043/23 006A24 20.8 34.2 1716 C 16/32 86 76 HI045/15 
004A09 14.9 37.6 31883 V 7/53 85 238 HI043/:::6 OOoA25 20.3 33.6 1712 C 16/35 86 81 H1045116 
004AI0 4.6 27.5 31e04 V 8134 85 256 HI043/29 006A26 21.1 33.7 1716 C 16/34 86 77 M1045/17 
004All 18.2 36.6 2791 C 16/14 85 82 HI044/05 006..1.27 20.7 33.1 1713 C 10/37 86 81 MI045/18 
004A12 17.7 35.3 2811 C 16/19 85 84 HI044/CS 006A28 21.4 33.2 1717 C 16/37 86 77 t1l053/02 
004A13 19.5 34.9 2874 C 16/21 85 82 MI044/11 006A29 21.0 32.6 1714 C 16/39 86 81 MI053/05 
004A14 19.2 33.3 2,,09 C 16/27 85 8 .. MI044/13 OC6A30 21.8 32.7 1719 C 16/39 86 77 t1l053/08 
004A15 21.2 32.6 2990 C 16/30 85 82 MI056/02 006A31 21.3 ~~J 1715 C 16/41 86 81 t1l053/11 004AI6 18.0 35.9 1724 C 16/25 85 78 HI038/02 006A32 22.1 1720 C 16/41 86 78 MI053/14 
004A17 17.5 35.3 1720 C 16/27 85 84 HI037/02 006A33 19.4 36.0 1594 C 16/26 S6 60 PI049/10 
004A18 lS.3 35.5 1723 C 16/26 85 79 111037105 006A34 19.0 35.4 1590 C 16/29 86 70 PI049/11 
004A19 17.9 34.8 1719 C 16/29 85 84 MI037/C8 006A35 19.7 35.6 1593 C 16/28 86 61 PI049/12 
004A20 18.6 35.0 1722 C 16/28 85 79 MI037/11 00cA36 19.3 34.9 1599 C 16/31 86 71 PI049/13 
004A21 18.2 34.4 1719 C 16/31 65 84 111037/14 006A37 20.0 35.1 1591 C 16/30 86 63 PI049/14 
004A22 19.0 34.6 1722 C 16/31 85 79 HI031/01 006A38 19.6 3'+.5 15S7 C 16/33 86 72 PI049/15 
004A23 18.5 33.9 1719 C 16/33 85 84 MI031/04 006A39 20.4 34.6 1590 C 16/32 86 64 PI048l16 
004A24 19.3 34.1 1722 C 16/33 85 80 MI031/07 006A40 20.0 34.0 15S6 C 16/35 86 73 PI048/17 
004A25 IS.9 33.4 1719 C 16/35 85 84 MI031/10 006A41 20.7 34.1 1589 C 16/35 86 65 PI048/1S 
004A26 19.6 33.6 1722 C 16/35 85 80 HIO.31/13 OOoA42 20.3 33.5 1585 C 16/37 86 7" PI048/19 
004A27 19.2 33.0 1719 C 16/37 85 84 MI031/I6 006A43 21.0 33.6 1588 C 16/37 86 67 PI048/20 
004A28 20.0 33.1 1723 C 16/37 6S 80 tH03'1/02 006A44 20.6 33.0 1585 C 16/39 86 75 PI04e121 
004A29 19.5 32.5 1720 C 16/3'l 65 e4 HI039/05 006A:'5 21. 3 33.1 1587 C 16/39 86 68 P1050/19 
004A30 20.3 32.7 1723 C 16/39 85 80 HI039/08 006A46 20.9 32.5 1584 C 16/41 86 76 PI050/20 
004A31 19.9 32.0 1721 C 16/41 85 85 MI039/11 006,1.47 21.7 ~~:8 1587 C 10/41 86 69 PI050/21 004A32 20.6 32.2 1724 C 16/41 85 81 ta039/14 OOoMS 21.3 1564 C 16/43 86 76 PI050122 
004A33 18.1 35.9 1603 C 16/27 85 66 PI03S/01 006,1.49 22.0 32.1 1587 C 16/43 86 70 PI050/23 
00401.34 17.7 35.2 1600 C 16/29 85 77 PI035/02 oe6A50 q.~ 31.5 1584 C 16/45 86 77 PI0S0/24 
004A35 18.4 35.4 1601 C 16/29 85 67 PI035/03 00:=,A51 2,".~ 31.6 1587 C 16/45 86 70 PI050/25 
004A36 18.1 34.8 15 0 8 C 16/31 85 l~ ~i8~~~g~ OC6A52 21. 9 31.0 1584 C 16/48 86 78 PI050126 004A37 18.8 34.9 1599 C 16/31 85 006453 22.6 ~~J 1587 C 16/47 86 71 PI050/27 004A38 18.4 34.3 1596 C 16/33 85 79 P1035/06 006AS4 22.2 15::5 C 16/50 86 78 PI050/28 
004A39 19.1 34.4 1598 C 16/33 85 69 PI03 ... /01 OOoA55 18.6 37.1 1565 C 16/24 86 291 tH055/02 
004A40 lS.7 33.8 1595 C 16/35 85 79 PI034/02 006A5:' IS.3 36.5 15bO C 16/27 86 283 MI055/05 
0040\41 19.4 34.0 1597 C 16/35 85 70 PI034/03 006A57 19.0 36.6 1560 C 16/26 86 292 m055/08 
004A42 19.0 33.3 1594 C 16/37 85 80 PI034/04 006A58 lS.6 36.0 H~g E ig~~l 86 284 HI055/11 004A43 1'l.8 33.5 15'l5 C 16/17 85 71 PI034/05 006,1.59 19.3 36.1 86 293 t1l055/14 
004A44 19.4 32.9 1593 C 16/''1 85 80 PI03':'/06 006AoO 19.0 35.4 1551 C 16/31 86 284 MI055/17 
004A45 20.1 33.0 159.. C 10/39 85 72 PI036/01 00bA61 19.7 35.6 1552 C 16/31 86 294 tH055120 
004A46 19.7 32.4 1592 C 16/41 85 81 FI036/02 006A62 19.3 35.0 1547 C 16/33 86 285 t1l055/23 
004A47 20.4 32.5 1594 C 16/41 85 73 PI036/03 006A63 20.0 35.1 1548 C 16/33 86 295 MI055!::6 
004A4S 20.0 31. 9 1591 C 16/44 65 81 PIC36/0" 006A64 19.6 ~4.5 1543 C 16/35 86 286 t1l055/29 
00401.49 20.7 32.1 1593 C 16/43 85 74 PI036/05 006A65 20.3 a:t· 6 1544 C 16/35 86 296 t1l047/02 
004A50 20.4 31.4 1591 C 16/46 85 82 PI036/06 006A66 20.0 ~~.9 1540 C 16/33 86 286 MI047105 
004A51 21.1 31.6 15'l3 C 16/45 85 74 ;:>1036/07 006A67 20.7 34.1 1541 C 16/37 86 297 MI04710S 
004A52 20.7 30.9 1590 C 16/48 85 82 PI036/08 006A68 20.3 33.4 1536 C 16/40 86 287 MI047/11 
3-3 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PIC~m. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT Lm{ RA~~SE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERHBR PICHO LAT LC~{ RANGE F TOO LS SCAl O~DERN8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------006A69 21.0 33.5 1537 C 16/39 86 293 HI047/14 OOSAS6 22.7 36.5 1648' C 16/28 86 299 HI063/11 
006A 70 20.6 32.9 1533 C 16/42 86 287 HI0':'7/17 OO,sA87 22.4 35.8 1636 C 16/32 86 295 ~1l063/12 
OObAIl 21.3 33.1 1535 C 16/42 8S 299 tllC56/05 OOS~SS 23.0 36.0 1642 C 16/31 86 29'1 m072/06 
006A72 20.9 32.4 1531 C 16/44 86 U3 HI056/C3 OOSAS9 22.7 35.2 1631 C 16/34 86 295 HI072/07 
006A73 21.6 32.5 1532 C 16/44 86 301 HI056/11 OOSA90 23.4 35.5 1638 C 16/33 86 300 HI072/08 
006A74 21.3 31. 9 152S C 16/46 106 28'1 m056/14 00SA91 23.0 3".7 1626 C 16/36 86 296 HI072/09 
006A75 22.0 32.0 1529 C 16/46 86 303 HI056/17 OOSA92 23.7 35.0 1633 C 16/35 86 300 m0721l0 
006A76 19.3 36.0 1632 C 16/31 8e> 250 HI052/02 OOSA93 23.4 3':'.2 1622 C 16/38 86 296 HI072111 
006A77 18.9 35.4 1627 C 16/33 86 276 H1052/05 009AOI -.5 49.2 31328 R 6/51 87 232 HI076/06 
006A 78 19.6 35.6 1626 C 16/33 86 2S0 HI05210S 009A02 18.7 47.2 32095 R f~~£ 87 222 HI076/07 006A79 19.2 3'+.9 1621 C 16/35 86 27e>' HI052/11 009A03 5.6 39.3 31734 R 87 240 H1076/08 
006ASO 20.0 35.1 1621 C 16/35 86 231 HI052/H 009A05 14.6 26.8 32433 R 8/21 87 246 HI076/10 
006,ASI 19.6 34.4 1616 C 16/37 86 276 HI052117 009A21 45.1 14.6 1907 C 18/03 87 315 PI080/09 
006A82 20.3 34.6 1616 C 16/37 e6 2S1 HI0'+6/02 00'lA22 4':'.3 14.2 1878 C 18/04 87 313 PI080/10 
006A83 19.9 33.9 Ibll C 16/40 86 276 HI046/05 009A23 45.1 13.6 IS01 C 18/07 87 316 PI080/11 
006A84 20.6 34.1 1612 C 16/39 86 2051 HI046/CS 009A24 44.4 13.1 1878 C 18/09 87 315 PI080/12 
006A85 :::0.3 33.4 1607 C 16/42 86 276 NI046/11 009.!.25 45.2 12.5 1900 C 18/11 87 318 P10S0/13 
00bAS6 21.0 33.6 Ib07 C 16/41 86 232 H1046/14 00 0 0,26 44.5 12.1 1877 C 18/13 87 317 PIOSO/14 
006A87 20.6 32.9 1603 C 16/44 86 277 HI0':'6117 009A27 45.4 1l.4 1900 C 18/16 87 320 PI080/15 
006ASS 21.3 33.1 1603 C 16/43 86 282 NI054/02 OC9AZ8 44.7 11.0 1877 C 18/16 87 319 PlOSO/16 
006A89 21.0 32.4 1593 C 16/46 86 277 HI054/05 009A29 45.5 10'.4 1900 C 18/2 67 322 PI080/17 
006A90 21.7 32.5 1593 C 16/45 86 282 MI054/CS 009A30 44.8 10.0 1878 C 18/22 87 321 PI080/18 006A91 21.3 31. 9 1594 C 6/403 86 277 MI054/11 009A31 45.6 9.3 1902 C IS/25 87 324 PI0S0/19 
006A92 22.0 32.0 1594 C 16/4S 86 282 HI05':'114 009A32 44.9 9.0 18S0 C 18126 87 323 P1060no 
006A93 21. 7 31.3 1590 C 16/50 86 277 HI054/17 009A33 45.7 8.2 1903 C 18/29 87 326 MllOO/03 
007A01 3.7 42.3 31SS8 R 6/57 86 232 HI05S/02 000A34 45.0 7.9 1882 C 18/30 87 325 Hll00/04 
007A02 23.5 39.9 32736 R 7/07 8e> 223 HI05S/05 000A41 43.7 15.1 1974 C 18/03 87 2'11 PI077/21 
007A03 9.6 31. 7 32331 R 7/40 86 241 HI058/08 000A42 43.0 14.5 1954 C 18/05 87 289 PI077/22 
008AOI 5.3 41.3 31977 R 7/00 86 232 m061/11 00'lA43 43.S 13.9 1%6 C 18/07 87 292 P1077/23 
00SA03 13.6 30.1 325'~7 R 7/45 86 239 HI06l/l3 009A44 43.1 13.4 1948 C 18/09 87 290 PI077/24 
OC8A06 2.1 44.7 31772 V 6/49 106 230 HI061/16 00'lA45 44.0 12.8 1960 C lS/12 87 294 PI077/25 
00SA07 21.9 43.2 325~5 V 6/55 86 221 NI061/17 00'lA46 43.3 12.4 19,+-+ C 18/14 87 292 PI077/26 
008A08 7.9 35.0 32169 V 7/28 86 23'1 HI0,,1118 009A47 44.1 11.8 1957 C 18/16 87 296 P1077/27 
008UO 1".2 22.1 32864 V 8/20 86 245 MIC61120 00'lA48 43.4 11.3 1'139 C 18/18 87 293 PI077/28 OOSAll 2;:.5 39.7 2696 C 16/02 86 69 m075/06 009A49 44.2 10.7 1952 C lS/21 87 297 PI077/29 
008A12 2~.0 3S.4 2702 C 16/07 86 71 HI0i5/07 009A50 43.5 10.3 1936 C lS/22 87 295 PI077/30 
008U3 2~.9 37.8 2784 C 16/09 86 69 HI075/08 00OA51 44.3 9.7 1949 C lS/25 87 299 PI077/31 
00SA14 2: •• 3 36.5 2787 C 16/15 86 7l HI075/C9 OO~A52 43.6 9.3 1932 C lS/27 87 297 PI078/32 
008A15 2:;.5 35.7 2~S3 C 16/18 86 70 HI075/10 009A53 44.3 8.6 19':'6 C 18/29 87 300 P1078133 
00,'3A16 2<:.2 39.2 1745 C 16/11 86 52 H1069/07 009454 43.6 8.3 1929 C 18/31 87 298 PI078/34 
00S.Al7 2~. 7 38.6 1732 C 16/13 S6 55 MI069/0S 009A55 44.4 7.6 1944 C 18/34 87 302 PI078/35 
00SA1S 2~.5 3S.7 17 .. 4 C 16/13 86 52 HI069/09 00Q~5" 43.7 7.2 1928 C lS/35 87 :;00 P1078/36 
008.Al9 2~.0 38.1 1731 C 16/16 86 56 til 06 911 0 009AS7 44.5 6.5 1943 C 18/3S 87 304 PI078/37 
008A20 2:c.9 38.3 17 .. 4 C 16/15 86 53 tfl069/11 OQ'lASS 43.8 6.2 1927 C 18/,,0 87 302 P1078/38 
008A21 2:'.4 37.6 1731 C 16/18 86 57 HIC69/12 009A61 42.9 9.9 2067 C 18/26 87 275 PI079/01 
ooe~22 ~:-.2 37.8 IN':' C 16/17 86 54 HI062107 OC~A62 42.2 9.5 2057 C 18/27 87 272 P107'1/02 008.!.23 c., .7 37.1 1731 C 16/20 86 53 m06210S 009~63 42.9 8.8 2061 C 18/30 87 276 PI079/03 
008.1.24 2-:.5 37.3 1744 C 16/1'1 S6 55 M1062/0'l 009.1.6" 42.2 8.4 2050 C 18/32 87 273 PI07'l/04 
008A25 2~ .• 1 36.6 1732 C 16/22 S6 58 H1062110 009A65 43.0 7.7 2054 C 18/35 87 277 PI079/05 
008A26 2:-.9 36.8 17 .. 5 C 10/21 86 56 HI002l11 0~9A66 42.3 7.4 2044 C 18/36 87 274 PI079/06 
008A27 2':.4 36.1 1732 C 16/24 86 59 HI062/1::! 009A67 43.0 6.6 2049 C 18/39 87 278 PI079/07 
00SA28 2',.2 36.3 1745 C 16/23 86 56 t1l 0 71105 OD9A68 42.3 6.3 2038 C 18/41 87 275 PI079/08 
008A29 27.7 35.6, 1733 C 16/26 86 (>0 MI071/06 OlOAOl 24.2 46.8 1959 C 15/37 87 32 HI094/07 
008A30 2 ... 5 35.8 1746 C 16/26 86 57 HI071/07 010A02 23.5 46.0 192'1 C 15/40 87 3!~ t1l0"4108 
00811.31 2(',.1 35.1 173'+ C 16/28 86 60 m07l/0S 010A03 24.5 46.3 1957 C 15/39 87 33 MI094/09 
008A32 2',.9 35.3 1747 C 16/28 86 58 HI0il/09 010A04 23.8 45.6 1927 C 15/42 87 35 MI094/10 
008A33 2: •• 8 39.4 1623 C 16/12 86 25 PI066/07 01011.05 24.8 45.8 1956 C 15/41 87 3,+ HI094111 
008A34 2~.5 3S.7 1612 C 16/15 86 29 PIC66/0S 010A06 24.2 45.1 1926 C 15/44 87 36 t1l094112 
00811.35 2<'.2 3S.9 1621 C 16/14 86 27 PIC66/C9 010A07 25.2 45.4 1955 C 15/43 87 35 PI0S2I01 
00SA36 2:,.8 3S.2 1610 C 16/17 86 31 PI066/10 01CA08 24.5 44.6 1925 C 15/46 87 36 PI0S2I02 
008437 2-, .5 3S.4 1619 C 16/16 86 29 P1066/ll '010A09 25.5 44.9 1954 C 15/45 87 35 PI0S2I03 
008.A3S 2.: .1 37.7 160S C 16/19 86 33 P1066/12 010AIO 24.9 44.2 1924 C 15/4S 87 37 PI0S2/04 
C08A39 2,' .8 37.9 1617 C 16/18 86 30 PI065/07 OlOA11 25.9 44.4 1954 C 15/47 87 36 PI082105 
008.1.40 2<'.4 37.2 I~n ~. I~~~5 86 35 PlOb5/0S 010A12 25.2 43.7 1924 C 15/50 87 38 PI082/06 008A41 2,.2 37.4 86 32 PI065/09 OlOA13 26.3 43.9 1954 C 15/49 87 37 HI092105 
00S:'42 2'-.8 36.7 1605 C 16123 86 37 PI065/10 010AH 25.6 43.2 1924 C 15/52 87 39 H1092/06 
008A43 2 '.5 36.9 1615 C 16/22 86 34 PI06S/ll 010AlS 26.6 43.4 1954 C 15/52 87 37 t1l092107 
008H4 2';.1 36.3 1604 C 16/25 86 3S PI065/12 010A16 25.9 42.7 1924 C 15/55 87 39 HI092/08 
00S . l.45 23.8 36.4 1614 C 16/25 86 35 PI067/0,S 010A17 27.0 42.9 1954 C 15/54 87 38 HI092109 
008A46 2·, .4 35.8 1603 C 16127 86 40 PI067/09 010A21 23.0 45.6 1781 C 15/43 87 21 PI0S5/01 
008A47 24.2 35.9 1613 C 16/27 86 37 PI067/10 010A22 22.5 4-+.9 1759 C 15/46 87 23 PIOS5/02 
008A48 2~,.8 35.2 1603 C 16130 86 'II PI067/11 010A23 23.3 45.2 1778 C 15/45 87 22 PI085/03 
00SA49 24.5 35.4 1613 C 16/29 86 38 PI067/12 010AN 22.8 44.4 1756 C 15/48 87 24 P10S5/04 
008450 24.1 34.8 1602 C 16/32 86 43 PI067/13 010A25 23.7 44.7 1776 C 15/47 87 23 PI085/05 
00SA51 24.8 34.9 1612 C 16/31 86 40 PIC67/14 010A26 23.1 44.0 1753 C 15/50 87 25 PI0S5/06 
008A52 24.4 34.2 1602 C 16/34 86 44 PlO68/04 010A27 N.O 44.2 1773 C 15/50 87 25 PI085/07 
00SA53 25.2 34.4 1612 C 16/33 86 41 PI06S/05 010A28 23.5 /43.5 1751 CIS/52 87 27 P10S1/01 
008A54 24.8 33.7 1602 C 16/36 86 46 PIC:'8/C6 010.1.29 24.3 43.7 1771 C 15/52 87 26 PI0S1/02 
008,A55 20.8 40.3 1604 C 16/10 86 314 Hl073/11 010A30 23.8 43.0 1749 C 15/55 87 2S PI081/03 
008A56 20.4 39.6 1592 C 16/14 86 310 H1073/12 010A31 N.7 43.3 1769 C 15/54 87 27 P10dl/04 
008A57 21.1 39.S 1599 C 16/13 86 315 tn073/13 010.02 24.2 42.5 1747 C 15/57 87 29 PI081/05 
00SA58 20.7 39.1 1587 C 16/16 80 311 HI073/14 010A33 25.0 42.8 1767 C 15156 87 28 PI08'1/01 
008A59 21.4 39.3 1594 C 16/15 S6 316 H1073/15 010A34 24.5 42.1 1745 C 15/59 87 30 PI089/02 
00SA60 21.0 3S.6 15S3 C 16/18 86 312 t1l0731l6 010A35 25.4 42.3 1766 C 15/58 87 29 PI089/03 
008A61 21.7 3S.8 1590 C 16/17 86 317 m073/l7 010A3" 24.8 41.6 1744 C 16/01 87 31 PI087/01 
00SA62 21.4 3S.1 1578 C 16/20 86 313 HI073/1S 010A37 25.7 41.8 1764 C 16/00 87 30 P10S7/02 
008A63 22.1 33.3 1535 C 16/19 86 318 HI073/19 010A38 25.2 41.1 1743 C 16/03 87 32 PI087/03 
OOSA64 21.7 37.6 157'+ C 16/22 86 314 HI073/20 01011.39 26.0 41.3 1764 C 16/02 87 31 PI087/04 
003A65 22.4 37.8 15S1 C 16/21 86 319 HI064/07 010A40 25.5 40.6 17'+2 C 16/05 87 33 P10S7/05 
008A66 22.0 37.1 1570 C 16/24 86 315 MI064/0S 010A41 26.4 40.8 1763 C 16/04 87 32 PI0S7/06 008A67 22.7 37.3 1577 C 16/23 S6 320 HI064/09 01 0,~"2 25.9 40.1 1741 C 16/07 87 34 PIOS7/07 
00SA68 22.3 36.6 1566 C 16/26 86 316 t1l004110 010A51 21.8 44.8 1664 C 15/49 87 345 PI086/01 
003.1.69 23.0 36.8 1574 C 16/26 86 322 MI064/11 010.1.52 21. 3 44.1 1645 CIS/52 87 344 PI036/0~ 
008A70 22.7 36.1 1563 C 16/28 86 318 HI064/12 010A53 22.1 44.3 1659 C 15/51 87 346 PI086/0 
OOSA7l 23.4 36.3 1570 C 16/28 86 323 HI07':'/06 010A54 21. 7 43.6 1640 C 15/5':' 87 345 P103~/0,+ 
0080.72 23.0 35.5 1559 C 16/31 86 320 HI074/07 010A55 22.4 43.9 1654 C 15/53 87 343 PI0Se>/05 
008A73 23.7 35.7 1567 C 16/30 86 325 HI074/08 010A56 22.0 43.1 1635 C 15/56 87 347 PIOS6/06 
00SA74 23.3 35.1 1556 C 16/33 86 321 HI074/09 010A57 22.7 43.4 1649 C r/55 87 349 PI0S6/07 
008A75 24.0 35.2 1564 C 16/32 86 326 HI074110 010A58 22.3 42.6 1631 C 5/58 87 348 PI0S6/08 
008A76 20.9 39.2 1680 C 16/17 86 296 MI070/07 010A59 23.1 42.9 1645 C ~/57 87 351 PI086/09 
00SU7 20.6 38.4 1667 C 16/20 86 293 HI070/0S 010A60 22.7 42.1 1627 C 100 
.7 "I PlOI;/11 008A78 21.3 3S.7 1673 C 16/19 86 2'17 HI070/09 010A61 ~~:~ 42.4 1641 C 15/59 87 35 Pp 4/0 00SA79 20.9 37.9 1660 C 16/22 86 293 tIl070/10 010A62 41.6 1623 C 16/03 87 352 P riO 
008A80 21.6 3S.1 1666 C 16/22 86 297 HI070/ll 010A63 23.7 41.9 1637 C 16/02 87 354 ~ 4/8 008A81 21.3 37.4 1654 C 16/25 86 2'14 HI070/12 010A64 23.4 41.1 1619 C 16/05 87 3g~ 0 41 
008A82 22.0 37.6 1660 C 16/24 86 298 HI063/07 010A65 24.1 41.4 1633 C i6/04 87 3 ~~4/ 008A83 21.6 36.8 1647 C 16/27 86 294 MI063/08 010A66 23.7 40.6 1616 C 6/07 87 5 4/1 
008A84 22.3 37.1 1654 C 16/26 86 298,HI063/0'1 010A67 24.4 40.9 1630 C 6/06 ~f ~~~ n ~g~8~ 008A85 22.0 36.3 1641 C 16/29 86 295 M1063/10 010A68 24.0 40.1 1613 C 16/09 
3-4 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNER PleNa LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------010A69 24.8 40.4 1627 C 16/08 87 353 PI0SS/03 014A82 -5.9 44.1 2104 C 15/43 89 171 H1116/12 
010A70 24.4 39.6 1610 C 16/11 87 359 PI08S/0~ 014A83 -4.7 44.1 2055 C 15/43 89 172 H1116/13 
010A71 25.1 39.9 1624 C 16/10 87 PlOSS/OS 014A84 -5.6 43.6 2099 C 15/45 89 171 H1116/14 
010A81 ZO.8 43.9 1675 C 15/55 87 313 HI091/06 014A85 -4.4 43.5 2048 C 15/46 89 171 H1116/15 
010AS2 20.4 43.1 1657 C 15/53 87 310 HI091/07 014&06 -5.3 43.0 2093 C 15/48 89 170 Hl116/16 
010A83 21.1 43.4 1663 C 15/57 87 314 HI091/08 014A07 -4.0 43.0 2042 C 15/48 89 170 H1116/17 
010A84 20.8 42.6 1650 C 16/00 87 311 MI091/C9 014A08 -5.0 42.4 2087 C 15/50 89 169 Mll16/18 
010A85 21.5 42.9 1661 C 15/59 87 315 HI091/10 014A09 -3.7 42.4 2035 CIS/50 89 169 H1116/19 
010AS6 21.2 42.1 1644 C 16/02 87 312 HI091/11 014AI0 -4.7 41.9 20S0 C 15/53 89 168 H1116/20 
010A87 21.9 42.3 1655 C 16/01 87 316 P1083/01 014Al1 -3.4 41.9 2029 C 15/53 89 168 H1116/35 
010A58 21.5 41.5 1637 C 16/05 87 313 PIOS3/02 014A12 -4.4 41.3 2074 C 15/55 89 167 Hll16/36 
010A89 22.2 41.8 1649 C 16/04 87 317 Pl0a3/03 014A13 -3.1 41.3 2024 C 15/55 89 167 H1116/37 
010490 21.9 41.0 1632 C 16/07 87 314 PI083/04 014A14 -4.1 40.7 2071 CIS/58 89 166 Hll16/38 
010A91 22.6 41.3 1643 C 16/06 87 318 PI083/05 014A15 -2.8 40.7 2020 C 15/53 89 166 H1117/11 
010A92 22.2 40.5 1626 C 16/09 87 315 PIC83/06 014A16 -3.8 40.1 2066 C 16/00 89 165 Hl117/12 
010A93 22.9 40.8 1637 C 16/08 87 319 PI093/01 014A17 -2.5 40.1 2017 C 16/00 89 165 H1117/13 gigi~~ ~~:~ ~g:g i~~~ ~ ig~i5 g~ ~i~ ~ig~~~g~ giZii~ :~:~ ~~:~ ~g~~ ~ ig~g~ g~ ig~ ~ffr~~r~ 
010A96 22.9 39.5 1615 C 16/14 87 316 PI093/04 014A20 -3.2 33.9 2059 C 16/05 89 163 H1117/16 
010A97 23.6 39.7 1626 C 16/13 87 320 PI093/05 014A21 -1.9 39.0 2010 C 16/05 89 163 H1117/17 gig;6~ ~f:t gt:~ 3i~~g ~ 19~~~ g~ ~~~ ~iii~~ig gi~1~~ :~:~ ~~:~ ~g6~ ~ ig~g~ ~~ ig~ r,iii~~i~ 
012A02 16.1 51.3 31934 R 6/40 8S 219 HIO~5/04 014A24 -2.6 37.8 2056 C 16/10 89 161 H1117/20 
012A03 3.5 42.8 31594 R 7/14 88 238 HI095/05 014A25 -1.4 37.8 2006 C 16/10 89 161 "1117/35 
012A05 11.3 31.8 32169 R 7/58 8S 244 HI095/07 014A26 -2.4 37.2 2054 C 16/13 89 160 Hll17/36 
012Al1 4.0 64.3 24749 R 9/42 88 262 HI096/0S 014A27 -1.1 37.3 2003 C 16/12 89 160 H1117/37 
012A12 12.5 75.3 24767 R 8/58 88 245 tllC96/09 014A28 -2.1 36.6 2052 C 16/15 89 159 H1117/38 
012A13 1.3 76.8 24Z60 R 8/52 88 251 HI0~6/10 014A29 -8.3 45.3 2332 C 15/41 89 194 Pll18/01 
012A14 13.1 86.0 24555 R 8/15 83 233 HI096/11 014A30 -9.8 44.6 2408 C 15/44 89 192 P1118/02 
012A15 1.6 87.2 24040 R SilO 88 237 tl1096/12 014A31 -7.7 44.3 2305 C 15/45 89 192 Pl11S/03 
012A21 1.6 87.1 13092 R 11/06 S3 271 HI097/0b 001144~~~ -9.2 43.7 2333 C 15/47 89 191 P1118/04 012A22 7.6 83.0 13327 R 11/02 83 266 "1097/07 .. ~J -7.2 43.5 2287 C 15/49 89 191 P1118/05 
012A23 .3 83.7 13114 R 11/19 88 275 MI097/08 014A34 -8.7 42.9 2364 C 15/51 89 190 P1118/06 
012A24 5.6 84.5 13313 R 11/16 88 271 tl1097/09 014A35 -6.7 42.7 2270 C 15/52 89 190 P1118/07 
012A25 -.8 79.7 131bS R 11/36 SS 261 HI097/10 014A36 -S.2 42.1 2345 C 15/54 89 IS9 PII1S/08 
012A31 8.2 84.2 7644 R 12/14 88 279 HI0 c S/06 014A37 -6.3 41.9 2253 C 15/55 89 189 Pl118/09 
012432 10.6 S5.9 7727 R 12/07 as 275 HI093/07 014A38 -7.7 41.3 2328 C 15/58 89 188 P1118/10 
012A33 8.4 81.9 767S R 12/23 88 282 HI098/08 014A39 -5.8 41.1 2237 C 15/59 89 188 Pll1S/ll 
012A34 10.8 S3.3 7758 R 12/18 3S 27S HIc c8/09 014A40 -7.2 40.5 2312 C 16/01 89 187 P1118/12 
012A35 S.7 79.3 7726 R 12/33 88 284 HI098/10 014A41 -5.4 40.3 2223 C 16/02 89 187 PII1S/13 
012A36 .6 64.5 7592 R 13/35 83 305 HI0ce/Cb 014442 -6.S 39.7 2297 C 16/04 89 185 Pl11S/14 
01ZA37 1.9 66.5 7561 R 13/27 88 302 HI099/07 014A43 -5.0 39.5 2213 C 16/05 89 186 P1119/01 
012A51 -6.4 45.8 2103 C 15/39 8S 177 HII01/07 014A44 -6.4 38.9 2287 C 16/08 89 184 Pl119/02 
012A52 -7.4 45.2 2148 C 15/41 8S 176 tll101/08 014A45 -4.6 38.8 2201 C 16/0S 89 185 P1119/03 
01ZA53 -6.0 45.0 2091 C 15/42 88 176 HII01/09 014A46 -5.9 38.1 2274 C 16/11 89 183 Pl119/04 
012A54 -6.9 44.5 213~ C 15/44 88 174 HII01/10 014A47 -4.1 ~§.Q 2189 C 16/12 89 183 Pl119/05 
012A55 -5.5 44.3 2079 C 15/45 8S 174 MI101111 014A48 -5.5 .>1 • .) 2262 C 16/14 S9 lS2 P1119/06 
012A56 -6.4 43.7 2121 C 15/4S 88 173 HII01/12 014A49 -3.8 ~?2 2181 C 16/15 89 lS2 P1119/07 
012A57 -5.1 43.6 2067 C 15/48 88 172 HI102/05 014A50 -5.2 ~~.5 2257 C 16/18 89 lSI Pl119/08 012A~S -6.0 43.0 2103 C 15/51 88 171 HI102/06 014451 -3.4 36.5 2175 C 16/18 89 181 P1119/09 
012A59 -4.6 42.8 2056 C 15/51 S8 171 H1102/07 014A52 -4.8 35.7 2249 C 16/21 89 180 Pll19/10 
012A60 -5.5 42.3 2097 C 15/54 88 169 tll10~/03 014A53 -3.1 35.7 2170 C 16/21 89 180 P1119/11 
012A61 -4.2 42.1 2046 C 15/54 88 169 HI103/07 014A54 -4.5 35.0 2247 C 16/24 89 179 P1119/12 
012A62 -~.1 41.5 2088 C 15/57 88 168 PI103/01 014A55 -2.9 34.9 2169 C 16/25 89 179 P1119/13 gr~1~g :~:l 25:~ ~g~~ 8 rg~~6 ~~ i~l ~rI8~;8~ 81~i~~ :~:~ ~~:§ ~~~~ § i~~§~ ~~ ~6~ ~li~6~~~ 
012A65 -~.3 40.7 20:9 C 16/00 88 165 PI103i04 014A61 -2.6 45.8 2354 C 15/42 89 205 P1120/05 
012A66 -".2 40.1 2071 C 16/03 88 164 PI103/05 014A63 -2.0 44.8 2321 C 15/46 89 203 P1120/07 
012A67 -r.9 40.0 2022 C 16/03 88 164 PI104/01 014A64 -3.5 44.5 2393 C 15/47 89 202 PI1EO/OS 
012A68 -3.8 39.4 2064 C 16/06 88 163 PI1C4/02 014A65 -1.4 43.9 2290 C 15/50 89 203 P1120/09 
012A69 -2.5 39.3 2016 C 16/06 88 162 PII04/03 014A66 -2.9 43.6 2361 C 15/51 89 201 P1120/10 
012AiO -~.4 3S.6 2059 C 16/09 88 161 PI1C4/04 014A67 -.9 43.0 22~1 C 15/54 89 202 Pl120/11 
012471 -(.2 46.5 2101 C 15/38 88 192 HI1C6/14 014A68 -2.3 42.6 2331 C 15/55 89 200 Pl120/12 
012A72 -~.3 45.9 2147 C 15/41 88 190 M11e6/15 014A 69 -.4 42.0 2238 C 15/5a 89 200 P1121/01 gi~~~~ :~:~ 2~:~ ~r~~ § i~~2~ ~~ i~g ~iig~~i~ gI4~~~ -1:~ ~i:~ ~~~~ ~ ib~g~ ~~ i~~ ~ii~i~g~ 
012A75 -:.4 44.8 2069 C 15/45 8S 189 tl1106/18 014A72 -1.3 40.8 2281 C 16/03 S9 198 P1121/04 
012A76 -.,.5 44.3 2117 C 15/47 88 187 HllC6/19 014oU3 .4 40.3 2196 C 16/05 89 198 P1l21/05 
012A77 -: .. 0 44.0 2056 C 15/49 88 lS3 HIIC~/20 014A74 -.9 40.0 2264 C 16/06 89 197 Pl121/06 
012A73 -~.1 43.5 2104 C 15/51 88 136 PI111/01 014A75 .6 39.5 21S4 C 16/0S S9 197 P1121/07 
012A79 -;.7 43.3 2045 C 15/52 S8 187 PIII1/02 014A76 -.6 39.1 2252 C 16/10 89 196 Pl121/08 
012A80 -J.7 42.8 20~2 C 15/54 8S 185 PlI11/03 014A77 1.0 38.6 2169 C 16/12 89 196 P1121/09 
012A81 -~.3 42.5 2033 C 15/55 88 lS5 PI111/C4 014A78 -.2 33.3 2235 C 16/14 89 195 P1121/10 gf~i~~ :~:3 2f:g ~gf~ E i~~g~ ~~ i~~ giii~ji~ gi~~~~ 1:~ ~~:~ ~~~~ E ig~i~ ~~ i~~ ~ii~i~i~ 
012A84 -~.9 41.3 ~069 C 16/00 88 182 Hl115/12 020A02 13.9 57.3 31974 R 6/0S 92 212 t11122/12 
01ZA85 -~.6 41.0 2012 C IblOl 88 183 M1115/13 020A03 .5 49.3 31574 R 6/41 92 231 H1122/13 
012A2& -1.5 40.5 2058 C 16/03 88 181 H1115/14 02CA04 21. 7 46.3 324<;0 R 6/53 92 222 tn122/14 
012A87 -1.2 40.3 2003 C Ib/04 88 181 Ml115/15 020A05 7.3 38.8 32050 R 7/23 92 239 M1122/15 
012A88 -;.2 39.8 2049 C 10/06 8S leo tH1l5/16 020A07 17.3 60.0 32056 V 6/01 92 208 H1122117 
012A89 ... 8 39.5 1994 C 16/07 S8 leo Hl11S/17 020~03 3.0 52.5 31560 V 6/31 92 225 M1122/18 
012A90 -;".0 39.1 20~8 C 16/09 85 179 Ml115/18 020A09 25.8 48.4 32609 V 6/47 92 21S H1122/19 013~01 ~.1 43.1 31516 R 7/12 89 240 HI10 .. /I0 020AI0 9.7 41.9 32024 V 7/13 92 234 H1122/20 
013A02 20.2 41.9 32291 R 7/17 89 228 HII04/11 020A16 23.1 52.5 2090 C 15/04 92 38 Pl131/13 013~03 ~.5 33.5 31982 R 7/50 89 245 HI104/12 020A17 22.3 51.9 2060 C 15/07 92 40 P1131/14 
013A05 1'".5 41.9 32013 V 7/1S 89 231 HllC4/14 020A18 23.4 52.0 2089 C 15/06 92 38 P1l3l/15 001133~1112 -1)·21 88~'03 22~59t44 RR SII~l 89 ~~4 H1106/11 oO*OO"~2109 ~~.6 51.4 2058 C 15/09 92 40 P1131/16 ~ _. ... .. ~ 8 ~l 89 ~35 HII06/12 _.. ~.).7 51.5 2087 C 15/08 92 39 P1131/17 013A13 4.S 76.2 24~17 R 8/53 89 249 HII06/13 020A21 23.0 50.9 2056 C 15/11 92 41 P1131~lS 
8BiH f':~ ~~:~ B~~~ ~ H~g~ ~~ ~u flHg~/r6 g~g~~~ ~t~ ~5J ~8~~ ~ H;n ~~ ~~ ~H~g~g~ 
013A23 -.8 8~.6 13043 R 11/14 89 275 HI103/11 020AZ4 24.4 50.6 2083 C 15/12 92 40 Pl126/09 013A~4 4.2 85.6 13228 R 11/11 89 270 MI105/12 020425 23.6 50.0 2052 C 15/15 92 42 P1126/10 goll~;~~ ~:~ ~~:~ f5~g ~ i~~g8 ~~ ~~~ ~IIg~;lz g~g1~~ ~~:~ ~g:g ~g~~ E i~~i~ ~~ 2~ ~rl~~/i~ J~JJ 5.3 83.7 74e8 R 12/15 89 281 Hl108/15 020A28 25.0 49.7 20S1 C 15/16 92 41 PI043/01 
013434 7.7 85.1 7566 R 12/09 89 277 MI1CS/16 020A29 24.2 49.1 2050 C 15/19 92 43 PI043/02 
013A35 .6 64.1 7010 R 13/35 89 305 HI110/09 020A30 25.4 49.2 2081 C 15/18 92 42 PI043/03 
013A36 1.8 67.0 7545 R 13/23 89 301 HI110/10 020A31 24.6 4S.6 2050 C 15/21 92 44 PI043/04 
013A41 20.9 33.6 2492 C 16/23 89 351 HII10/13 020A32 25.7 48.7 20Bl C 15/20 92 43 PI043/05 0011~~±g.) 19.8 34.7 2412 C 16/19 89 352 MI110/14 020A33 20.S 52.4 1853 C 15/06 92 27 P1127/12 ~~~ 20.2 33.1 2471 C 16/26 89 353 HI11C/15 020A3+ 20.2 51.8 1832 C 15/09 92 29 P1127/13 0011~~~45 19.2 34.2 2393 C 11~/1~! 8899 ~_-_~"5' tHl1111111111co87 OO~OOAA~~ 21.1 51.9 lS49 C 15/08 92 28 P1127/14 JM~ 19.7 32.6 2~55 C u ~v'~ ~ JJ 20.6 51.3 lS28 C 15/11 92 31 P1127/15 
013A53 18.9 12.3 33630 R 5/48 89 215 H1113/C5 020A37 21.4 51.5 lS~5 C 15/10 92 29 P1127/16 
013A55 25.9 359.3 34175 R 6/40 89 225 Hl113/10 020A38 20.9 50.8 1824 C 15/13 92 32 PI040/06 
014A03 15.4 25.6 33366 R 6/24 89 222 Ml11~i08 020A39 21.7 51.0 lS41 C 15/12 92 30 Pl123/10 
014A05 24.4 11.8 34061 R 7/19 89 231 tl1114/05 020A40 21.2 58.4 1820 C 15/15 92 33 P1123/11 
014A81 -4.9 44.7 2060 C 15/41 89 173 H1116/11 020A41 22.0 5.5 1837 C 15/14 92 31 P1123/12 
3-5 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PIeNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAl CRDERHSR PIeNO LH LON RANGE F TOO LS seAl ORDERNSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
020A42 21.5 49.9 1816 C 15/17 92 34 P1123/13 022A65 21.9 54.1 1662 C 15/17 93 331 P1135/11 
020A43 22.3 50.1 1833 C 15116 92 33 ~H~~~i~ 022A66 21.5 53.4 1645 C 15/20 93 329 P1l35/12 020A44 21.8 49.4 1813 C 15/19 92 35 022A67 22.2 53.6 1656 C 15/19 93 333 P1l35/13 
020A45 22.7 49.6 1830 C 15/18 92 34 P1128/11 022A68 21.8 52.9 1639 C 15/22 93 330 P1l35/14 
020A46 22.1 48.9 1810 C 15/21 92 36 P1l28/12 022A69 22.6 53.1 1650 C 15/21 93 334 P1l37/23 
020A47 23.0 49.1 1827 C 15/20 92 35 P1l28/13 022A70 22.2 52.4 1634 C 15/24 93 332 P1l37/24 
020A48 22.4 48.5 1808 C 15/23 92 37 P1l28/14 022A 71 22.9 52.6 1644 C 15/24 93 336 P1l37/25 
020A49 23.3 48.6 1825 C 15/23 92 35 P1l28/15 022A72 22.5 51.9 1628 C 15/27 93 334 P1l37/26 
020A50 22.8 48.0 1806 C 15125 92 38 P1l28/b 022A73 23.2 52.1 1639 C 15/26 93 337 P1l37/27 
020A51 23.6 48.2 1823 C 15i24 92 36 P1l28/l7 022A74 22.8 51.4 1623 C 15/29 93 335 P1l37/28 
020A52 23.1 47.5 lS04 C 15/27 92 39 P1l2S/18 022A75 23.6 51.5 1634 C 15/28 93 339 P1l37/29 
020A53 24.0 47.7 1821 C 15/27 92 37 P1l28/19 022A76 19.8 55.0 1707 C 15/15 93 300 P1l39/19 
020A54 23.4 47.1 1802 C 15/29 92 40 Pll28/20 022A77 19.4 54.~ 1692 C 15/18 93 297 Pll39/20 020A55 19.5 51.5 169<+ C 15/12 92 349 P1l29/11 022A78 20.1 54. 1698 C 15/17 93 301 Pll39/21 
020A56 19.1 50.8 1679 C 15/15 92 348 P1l29/12 022A79 19.7 53.7 16S2 C 15/20 93 29S P1l39/22 
020A57 19.9 51.0 1688 C 15/14 92 350 Pll29/13 022A80 20.5 53.9 1689 C 15/20 93 302 P1l39/23 
020A58 19.4 50.4 1673 C 15/17 92 350 P1l29/14 022A81 20.1 53.1 1674 C 15/23 93 298 P1l39/24 
020A59 20.2 50.5 1682 C 15/16 92 353 P1l29/15 022AS2 20.8 53.4 1680 C 15/22 93 302 P1l39/25 
020A60 19.8 49.9 1668 C 15/19 92 352 P1l29/16 022AS3 20.5 52.6 1666 C 15/25 93 299 P1l39/26 
020A61 20.5 50.1 1677 C 15/1S 92 355 P1l29/17 022AS4 21.2 52.8 1672 C 15/24 93 303 P1l39/27 
02006.62 20.1 49.4 1662 C 15/21 92 355 P1l29/18 022AS5 20.8 52.1 1658 C 15/27 93 299 P1l39/28 
020A63 20.9 49.6 1672 C 15/20 92 356 P1l29/19 022A86 21.5 52.3 1664 C 15/26 93 304 P1l39/29 
020A64 20.4 48.9 1658 C 15/23 92 357 P1l29/20 022AS7 21.2 51.6 1650 C 15/29 93 300 P1l39/30 
020A65 21.2 49.1 1667 C 15/23 92 358 P1l24/07 022ASS 21. 9 51.8 1657 C 15/29 93 304 P1l39/31 
020A66 20.8 48.4 1653 C 15/25 92 359 P1l24/08 022AS9 21.5 51.1 1643 C 15/32 93 301 P1l39/32 
020A67 21.5 48.6 1663 C 15/25 92 P1l24/09 022A90 22.2 51.2 1650 C 15/31 93 305 P1l39/33 
020A68 21.1 47.9 1648 C 15/27 92 1 P1l24/10 022A91 21.8 50.5 1636 C 15/34 93 301 Pll39/34 
020A69 21.9 48.1 1658 C 15/27 92 3 P1l24/11 022A92 22.5 50.7 1643 C 15/33 93 306 P1l39/35 
020A70 21.4 47.5 1644 C 15/29 92 4 Pll24/12 022A93 22.1 50.0 1630 C 15/36 93 302 P1l39/36 
020A71 22.2 47.6 1654 C 15/29 92 4 P1l27/18 026A21 45.4 25.7 1833 C 17/33 95 330 P1l40/ll 
020A72 21.8 47.0 1640 C 15/31 92 6 P1127/19 026A22 44.6 25.4 1805 C 17/35 95 330 P1l40/12 
020A73 22.5 47.2 1650 C 15/31 92 6 P1l27/20 026A23 45.5 24.5 1832 C 17/38 95 333 P1l40/13 
020A74 22.1 46.5 1636 C 15/34 92 8 P1l27/21 026A24 44.7 24.1 1804 C 17/40 95 332 P1l40/14 
020A75 22.9 46.7 1647 C 15/33 92 8 P1127/22 026A25 45.5 23.2 lS32 C 17/44 95 335 P1140/15 
020Ai6 19.1 49.9 1648 C 15/21 92 310 P1l31119 026A26 44.7 22.9 lS06 C 17/45 95 335 P1l40/16 
020A77 18.7 49.2 1636 C 15/24 92 305 P1l31/20 026A27 45.6 21.9 1835 C 17/49 95 338 P1l40/17 
020A78 19.4 49.3 1641 C 15/23 92 311 P1l31/21 026A28 44.8 21.7 180S C 17/50 95 338 P1l40/18 
020A79 19.0 48.7 1629 C 15/26 92 306 P1131/22 026A29 45.6 20.7 1838 C 17/54 95 340 P1l40/19 
020A80 19.8 48.8 1634 C 15/25 92 312 Pll31123 026A30 44.8 20.4 1811 C 17/55 95 341 Pll40/20 
020ASI 19.4 48.1 1622 C 15/28 92 308 P1l31124 026A31 45.6 19.3 lS42 C 18/00 95 343 P1l41/11 
020A82 20.1 48.3 1628 C 15/27 92 313 P1l25/07 026A32 44.8 19.2 1816 C 18/01 95 344 P1141/12 
020A83 19.7 47.7 1616 C 15/30 92 309 Pll25/08 026A33 45.7 18.0 1847 C 18/05 95 346 P1l41/13 
020A84 20.4 47.9 1622 C 15/29 92 314 Pll25/09 026A34 44.8 17.9 1821 C 18/06 95 347 Pll41/14 
020A85 20.0 47.2 1611 C 15/32 92 310 P1l25/10 026A35 45.7 16.7 lS54 C 18/10 95 349 Pll41/15 
020AS6 20.8 47.4 1616 C 15/31 92 315 P1l25/11 026A36 44.8 16.6 1828 C 18/11 95 349 P1l41/16 
020A87 20.4 46.7 1605 C 15/34 92 311 P1l25/12 026A37 45.7 15.4 1861 C 18/16 95 351 Pll41/17 
020A88 21.1 46.9 1611 C 15/33 92 317 Pll30/17 026A38 44.8 15.3 1836 C lS/16 95 352 P1l41/18 
020A89 20.7 46.3 1600 C 15/36 92 312 P1130/18 026A39 45.7 14.1 1871 C 18/21 95 354 P1141/19 
020A90 21.4 46.4 1606 C 15/36 92 318 P1l30/19 026A40 44.8 14.0 1845 C 18122 95 355 P1l41120 
020A91 21.0 45.8 1595 C 15/38 92 313 Pl130/20 026A51 46.7 8.0 1940 C 18/48 95 350 P1l42/ll 
020A92 21.7 46.0 1601 C 15/37 92 319 Pll30/21 026A52 46.0 7.9 1922 C 18/49 95 350 Pll42/12 
020A93 21.3 45.3 1590 C 15/40 ·92 314 P1l30/22 026A53 47.2 6.6 1966 C 18/54 95 352 Pll42113 
022A06 11.0 50.9 32343 R 6/23 93 220 P1l32105 026A54 46.5 6.6 1947 C 18/54 95 352 P1l42114 
022A08 6.6 39.3 32417 R 7/10 93 238 P1l32/07 026A55 47.7 5.2 1993 C 19/00 95 354 P1l42/15 
022AI0 5.3 23.6 32S78 R 8/13 93 255 P1132109 026A56 47.0 5.2 19i4 C 19/00 95 354 P1142116 
022All 9.7 50.4 32263 V 6/2S 93 222 P1l32110 026A57 48.2 3.7 2026 C 19/06 95 355 Pll42117 
022A13 7.0 38.6 32421 V 7/15 93 239 P1132l12 026A58 47.5 3.8 ZOOS C 19/06 95 355 P1l42118 
022A15 6.9 22.8 32936 V 6/19 93 254 P1132114 026A59 48.8 2.2 2060 C 19/12 95 356 P1l42119 
OZ2A9o+ -52.5 44.2 17999 R 13/07 93 348 H1l33/02 026A60 48.1 2.2 2038 C 19/12 95 357 P1142120 
OZ2A95 -55.4 64.6 17386 R 11/45 93 349 H1133/04 026A61 49.3 .5 2099 C 19/19 95 358 P1143/11 
022A16 23.4 57.4 1964 C 14/59 93 27 Pll37/16 026A62 48.6 .6 2073 C 19/18 95 358 Pll43/12 
022A17 22.8 56.7 1936 C 15/02 93 29 P1l37/17 026A63 49.9 358.7 2141 C 19/26 95 359 P1l43/13 
022A18 23.8 56.9 1961 C 15/01 93 28 P1137/18 026A64 49.2 358.9 2113 C 19/25 95 359 P1143/14 
022A19 23.1 56.3 1933 C 15/Cc. 93 30 P1l37/19 026A65 50.5 356.9 21S<+ C 19/34 95 P1l43/15 
022A20 24.1 56.5 1959 C 15/03 93 29 P1l37/20 026A66 49.6 357.2 2152 C 19/33 95 1 P1l43/16 
022A21 23.4 55.8 1931 C 15/06 93 31 P1l37i21 026A71 45.6 7.3 1993 C 18/54 95 324 P1l44/ll 
022A22 24.4 56.0 1956 C 15/05 93 30 P1l37/22 026A72 45.0 7.1 1982 C 18/54 95 323 P1144/12 
022A23 23.8 55.3 1928 C 15/08 93 31 Pl0 .. 8i15 026A73 46.1 6.0 2010 C 18/59 95 328 P1l44/13 
022A24 24.8 55.5 1954 C 15/07 93 30 P1l3S/09 026A74 45.5 5.9 1999 C 18/59 95 327 P1144/14 
022A25 24.1 54.9 1926 C 15/10 93 32 P1l38/11 026A75 46.7 4.7 2030 C 19/04 95 332 Pll44/15 
022A26 25.1 55.1 1952 C 15/09 93 31 P1l38/12 026A76 46.0 4.6 2017 C 19/04 95 331 P9104/01 
022A27 24.4 54.4 1924 C 15/12 93 33 P1138/13 026A77 47.2 3.4 2051 C 19/09 95 335 P9104/02 
022A28 2:;.4 54.6 1951 C 15/11 93 32 P1l38/14 026A78 46.5 3.3 2037 C 19/10 95 335 P9104/03 
022A29 2':.8 53.9 1923 C 15/14 93 3<+ P1l38/15 026A79 47.6 2.0 2073 C 19/15 95 338 P9104/04 
022A30 2!·.8 54.1 1950 C 15/13 93 33 P1l38/16 026ASO 46.9 2.0 2058 C 19/16 95 338 P9104/05 
022A31 25.1 53.5 1921 C 15/16 93 35 Pll38/17 027AOl 19.9 50.2 1637 C 15/43 95 32 H1l53/02 
022A32 21-.1 53.6 1948 C 15/15 93 34 P1131 *18 027A02 19.5 50.1 1631 C 15/43 95 39 H1l53/04 
022A33 2::.5 57.4 1784 C 15/01 93 6 PI045/01 027A03 20.5 49.6 1639 C 15/45 95 31 H1l53/06 
022A34 2:!..0 56.7 1763 C 15/04 93 7 PI045/02 OZ7A04 20.0 49.5 1632 C 15/46 95 36 H1l53/08 
022A35 21.8 56.9 1779 C 15/03 93 8 PI045/03 027A05 21.0 49.0 1641 C 15/48 95 29 H1l53/10 
022A36 2:"3 56.2 1758 C 15/06 93 9 PI045/04 027A06 20.5 48.9 1634 C 15/48 ~~ 34 H1l53/12 022A37 2<;.1 56.5 1774 C 15/05 93 9 PI045/05 027A07 21.5 48.4 1645 C 15/50 27 H1l48/02 
022A38 2: .• 6 55.8 1753 C 15/08 93 10 PI045/06 027A08 21.1 48.2 1637 C 15/51 95 32 H1l48/04 
022A39 2<..4 56.0 1770 C 15/07 93 10 PI045/07 027A09 22.1 47.7 1649 C 15/53 95 26 H1l48/06· 
022A40 2: .9 55.3 1749 C 15/10 93 12 Pl0 .. 5/08 027AI0 21.6 47.6 1641 C 15/54 95 30 H1l48/08 
022A41 2:'.8 55.5 1765 C 15/09 93 12 PI045/09 027All 22.6 47.0 1654 C 15/56 95 25 H1148/10 
022A42 2;'.3 54.8 1745 C 15/12 93 13 PI045/10 027A12 22.1 46.9 1645 C 15/57 95 28 H1148/12 
022A43 2:...1 55.0 1761 C 15/11 93 13 PI045/11 027A13 23.1 46.4 1661 C 15/59 95 23 H1155/02 
02201.44 2; .6 54.4 INI C 15/14 93 15 P1l36/12 027A14 22.7 46.3 1651 C 15/59 95 26 H1l55/04 
022A45 2:;.4 54.6 1757 C 15/13 93 14 P1l36/13 027A15 23.7 45'l r668 C 16/02 95 22 M1l55/06 022A46 2~.9 53.9 1737 C 15/16 93 16 P1l36/l't 027A16 23.2 45. 657 C 16/02 95 25 Hll55/08 
022A47 2:'.8 54.1 li53 C 15/15 93 16 Pll36/15 OZ7A17 24.2 45.0 1675 C 16/05 95 21 H1l55/10 
022A48 2~,.2 53.4 1733 C 15/18 93 17 P1l36/16 027A25 20.6 49.9 1558 C 15/46 95 42 P1l49/07 
022A49 24.1 53.6 1750 C 15/17 93 17 P1l36/17 027A26 20.0 49.7 1556 C 15/46 95 96 P1149/08 
022A50 2::.6 52.9 1730 C 15/20 93 19 P1l36/18 027A27 20.9 49.4 1556 C 15/48 95 42 P1l49/09 
022A51 2<..4 53.1 1747 C 15/19 93 18 P113Y19 027A28 20.4 49.2 1553 C 15/49 95 80 P1149/10 
022A52 2:-.9 52.4 1726 C 15/22 93 20 P1l36/20 027A29 21.3 48.8 1554 C 15/50 95 39 P1149/11 
022A53 2".7 52.6 1743 C 15/21 93 19 P1l36/21 027A30 20.8 4S.7 1551 C 15/51 95 68 P1149/12 
022A54 2'-.2 52.0 1723 C 15/24 93 21 P1l36/22 027A31 21.8 48.3 1552 C 15/52 95 37 P1145/07 
022A55 21'.2 56.7 1696 C 15/06 93 325 P1135/01 027A32 21.2 48.2 1549 C 15/53 95 60 P1l45/08 
022A56 1".8 55.9 1679 C 15/09 93 322 P1l35/02 027A33 22.2 47.7 1551 C 15/55 95 35 P1l45/09 
022A57 2('.5 56.1 1689 C 15/08 93 326 P1l35/03 027A34 21.6 47.6· 1547 C 15/55· 95 54 P1l45/10 
022A58 H.l 55.4 1672 C 15/11 93 323 P1l35/04 OZ7A35 22.5 47.2 1550 C 15/57 95 34 P1l45/11 
022A59 20.9 55.6 1682 C 15/10 93 327 P1l35/05 02iA36 22.0 47.1 1546 C 15/58 95 50 P1l45/12 
022A60 2f'.5 54.9 1665 C 15/13 93 324 P1l35/06 027A37 23.0 46.6 1549 C 15/59 95 33 P1l50/11 
022A61 2~, .2 55.1 1675 C 15/13 93 329 P1135/07 027A38 22.4 46.6 1545 C 16/00 95 47 P1l50/12 
022A62 2r.8 54.4 1658 C 15/16 93 326 P1l35/08 027A39 23.3 46.1 1549 C 16/02 95 32 Pll50/13 
022A63 2:.6 54.6 1668 C 15/15 93 330 Pll35/09 027A40 22.8 46.0 1545 C 16/02 95 44 P1l50/14 
022A64 2~ .• 2 53.9 1652 C 15/18 93 327 P1135/10 027A41 23.7 45.5 1549 C 16/04 95 31 P1150/15 
3-6 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl CRDERNBR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------027A42 23.2 45.5 1544 C 16/05 95 42 P1150/16 032A67 45.9 2.1 2032 C 19/09 97 344 Pl165/20 
027A43 24.1 45.0 1550 C 16/07 95 31 Pl150/17 032A68 47.1 .9 2068 C 19/13 97 346 P1165/21 027A44 23.6 44.9 1544 C 16/07 95 40 Pl150/18 032A69 46.4 .9 2054 C 19/14 97 346 P1165/22 
027A45 24.5 44.4 1551 C 16/09 95 30 Pl150/19 032A70 47.6 359.6 2094 C 19/19 97 348 Pl165/23 
027A46 24.0 44.3 1545 C 16/09 95 39 P1150/20 032A71 46.9 359.5 2080 C 19/19 97 349 Pl165/24 
027A51 19.6 51.0 1590 C 15/43 95 225 H1151/02 034AOI 14.4 47.8 32638 R 6/35 98 225 H1172/02 027A52 18.9 50.7 1600 C 15/45 95 220 Nl151/04 034A12 -58.3 64.5 21141 V 10/49 98 346 Hl172/08 027A53 20.0 50.5 1584 C 15/46 95 225 Hl151/06 034A14 -52.3 59.8 21274 V 11/08 98 338 N1172/12 
027A54 19.3 50.2 1592 C 15/47 95 220 Hl151/08 034A16 -46.0 54.2 21512 V 11/31 98 330 H1172/16 
027A55 20.4 49.9 1577 C 15/48 95 225 Hl151/10 034A18 -47.4 94.3 20305 V 8/52 98 331 H1166/08 
027A56 19.8 49.7 1584 C 15/49 95 220 H1151/12 034A19 -50.1 78.3 20666 V 9/56 98 334 Hl166/10 027A57 20.8 49.4 1571 C 15/50 95 226 H1151/14 034A20 -42.8 87.9 20420 V 9/18 98 320 Hl166/12 
027A58 20.3 49.2 1578 C 15/51 95 221 N1151/16 034A21 -44.6 72.3 20835 V 10/20 98 325 N1166/14 8~f~gZ ~5:~ ~~:2 i~~~ E l~~~~ ~~ ~~f ~ii~l~~~ g~~~~~ :~~:~ ~~:~ ~~8~~ ~ lZ~~~ ~~ ~l~ ~llgg~lg 
027A61 21.7 48.4 1560 C 15/55 95 227 Hl146/02 034A26 -40.5 100.1 20064 V 8/31 98 314 Hl167/06 027A62 21.1 48.2 1566 C 15/56 95 221 Hl146/04 034A27 -34.4 105.3 19988 V 8/10 98 292 Hl167/08 
027A63 22.2 47.8 1555 C 15/57 95 228 Hl146/06 034A28 -38.7 95.4 20149 V 8/50 98 309 Hl167/10 
027A64 21.6 47.~ 1560 C l5/58 95 ~22~l146/08 034A30 -58.7 60.4 20904 R 11/12 98 347 Hl16~/22 g~~~gf ~~:g ~~:1 l~~g E if~8Z ~~ 2~~ Hii~g~l~ g~~~~~ :~~:~ ~~:~ ~l~g~ ~ ll~~~ ~g ~~j ~iig6~~8 
027A67 23.0 46.8 154~ C 16/01 95 231 Nl152/02 034A36 -49.9 93.6 20004 R 9/01 98 336 Hl167/14 
027A68 22.4 46.6 1551 C 16/02 95 223 Hl152/04 034A37 -52.2 76.5 20386 R 10/09 98 337 Nl167/16 
027A69 23.4 46.3 1542 C 16/04 95 232 N1152/06 034A38 -45.1 87.2 20108 R 9/26 98 325 H1167/18 027A70 22.9 46.1 1546 C 16/05 95 224 N1152/08 034A39 -46.6 70.3 20556 R 10/34 98 329 H1167/20 
027A71 23.9 45.8 tf38 C 16/06 95 233 Hl152/10 034A40 -40.0 80.7 20285 R 9/52 98 316 Nl167/22 027A75 20.9 49.6 73 C 15/51 95 230 H1154/02 034A41 -40.4 64.3 20806 R 10/58 98 321 Hl167/24 
027A76 19.9 49.3 90 C 15/52 95 225 H1154/04 034A43 -35.2 110.4 19586 R 7/56 98 291 H1167/32 
027A77 21.1 49.2 72 C 15153 95 230 Hl154/06 034A44 -39.7 100.6 19720 R 8/35 98 311 Hl167/34 
027A78 20.3 48.9 16e6 C 15/54 95 226 Hl154/08 034A45 -31.6 104.1 19692 R 8/21 98 285 H116S/02 027A79 21.4 48.8 1668 C 15/55 95 230 Hl154/10 034A46 -35.8 94.5 19850 R 9/00 98 303 Hl168/04 
027A80 20.6 48.5 1682 CIS/56 95 226 Hl154/12 034A51 -18.0 145.8 12176 V 7/21 98 179 Hl168/06 
027A81 21.8 48.4 1665 C 15/57 95 231 H1147/02 034A52 -12.8 148.1 12354 V 7/12 98 181 Nl108108 
027A82 21.0 48.1 1679 C 15/58 95 226 Nl147/04 034A53 -18.5 141.6 12081 V 7/38 98 186 Nl168/10 
027A83 22.1 47.9 1661 C 15/58 95 231 Hl147/06 034A54 -14.0 143.6 12226 V 7/30 98 187 Hl168/12 
027AS4 21.3 47.7 1675 C 15/59 95 227 Hl147/08 034A55 -16.3 145.7 12068 R 7/23 98 182 Hl168/14 
027A85 22.5 47.5 1658 C 16/00 95 231 H1l47/10 034A56 -11.5 148.0 12245 R 7/14 98 183 H1168/16 
027AS6 21.7 47.3 1672 C 16/01 95 227 H1147/12 034A57 -16.9 141.5 11971 R 7/40 98 18S Hl168/18 
027A87 22.S 47.1 1655 C 16/02 95 232 N1156/02 034A5S -12.6 143.5 12117 R 7/32 98 189 Nl16S/20 
027A88 22.0 46.9 1669 C 16/03 95 227 Nll56/04 034A61 -16.9 144.5 9636 R 7/55 98 182 Hl167/26 
027A89 23.1 46.7 1652 C 16/04 95 232 Hl156/06 034A62 -13.8 147.6 9790 V 7/43 98 181 H1167/E8 027A90 22.4 46.5 1665 C 16/05 95 228 N1156/08 034A71 19.5 39.4 1680 C 16/20 98 95 P1169/19 
027A91 23.5 46.3 1649 C 16/06 95 233 Hl156/10 034A72 19.1 39.3 1683 C 16/21 9S 96 P1169/20 027A92 22.7 46.1 1662 C 16/07 95 228 H1156/12 034A73 20.0 38.7 1682 C 16/23 98 91 Pl169/21 
028A02 25.8 64.9 32464 V 6/04 95 209 H1157/04 034A74 19.6 38.6 1684 C 16/24 98 93 Pl169/22 
028A03 8.3 58.5 31762 V 6/30 95 224 N1l57/06 034A75 20.5 38.1 168~ C 16/26 98 88 Pl169/23 
028A05 16.5 46.1 32385 V 7/19 95 233 HI157/10 034A76 20.2 38.0 1687 C 16/26 98 90 P1169/24 028A12 26.3 66.9 32373 R 6/02 95 20S Hl159/04 034A77 21.1 37.4 1690 C 16/29 98 85 P1169/25 
028A13 8.9 60.1 31670 R 6/29 95 223 t11159/06 034A78 20.7 37.4 1689 C 16/29 98 87 P1169/26 
032AOl -19.9 56.1 30415 R 7/13 97 269 H1160/02 034A79 21.6 36.7 1694 C 16/32 98 82 P1169/27 032A02 -6.0 57.6 30686 R 7/07 97 247 H1160/04 034A80 21.2 36.7 1693 C 16/32 98 84 P1169/28 
032A03 -14.8 47.2 30774 R 7/49 97 269 Hl160/06 034A81 22.1 36.1 1700 C 16/34 98 79 P1169/29 
032A04 .9 46.2 31248 R 7/53 97 252 Hl160/08 034AS2 21.7 36.0 1698 C 16/35 98 81 P1169/30 
032A05 -6.6 34.3 31466 R 8/41 97 270 H1160/10 034A83 22.6 35.4 1707 C 16/37 9S 76 Pl169/31 8~~~8J -i~:~ §g:~ ~g~~g ~ f~~~ ~f ~~~ ~ligg~lt g~~i~~ ~~:~ ~~:g lf~; E Ig~~6 ¢g ~~ ~ll~~~~~ 
032A09 -2.3 50.0 30966 V 7/40 97 252 N1160/I8 034A86 22.8 34.7 1710 C 16/40 98 75 P1169/34 
032AI0 -9.5 38.1 31187 V 8/28 97 270 N1160/20 034A87 23.6 33.9 1722 C 16/43 98 71 Pl169/35 
032A16 44.0 19.7 1943 C 17/48 97 3 Pl161/10 034A8S 23.3 34.0 1717 C 16/43 98 72 P1169/36 032A17 43.0 19.9 1904 C 17/48 97 4 Pl161/11 034A89 24.1 33.2 1731 C 16/46 98 68 P1170/05 
032118 43.9 18.6 1952 C 17/53 97 5 Pl161/12 034A90 23.8 33.2 1725 C 16/46 98 69 P1170/06 032A19 43.0 18.9 1913 C 17/52 97 6 P1161/I3 034A91 24.6 32.4 1741 C 16/50 98 66 P1170/07 
032A20 43.8 17.5 1964 C 17/58 97 6 Pl161/14 034A92 24.3 32.5 1734 C 16/49 98 67 Pll70/08 
032A21 42.9 17.8 1924 C 17/56 97 7 P1161/15 035A21 21.7 4S.6 2026 R 15/36 99 H1171/02 032A22 43.8 16.4 1974 C 18/02 97 8 Pl161/16 035A22 21.4 49.2 1993 B 15/33 99 Hl171/04 
032A23 42.9 16.7 1935 C 18/01 97 9 P1161/I7 035A31 46.2 28.9 1888 C 17/11 99 314 P1171/09 032A24 42.7 17.7 1818 C 17/59 97 8 P1161/18 035A32 45.3 28.0 1854 C 17/15 99 313 Pl171/10 
032A25 41.9 17.7 1795 C 17/59 97 9 Pl162/11 035A33 46.2 27.5 1880 C 17/17 99 316 P1171/11 
032A26 42.6 16.7 1827 C 18/03 97 10 Pl162/12 035A34 45.4 27.0 1854 C 17/19 99 315 P1171/12 032A27 41.9 16.7 1804 C 18/03 97 11 P1162/13 035A35 46.3 26.1 1875 C 17/22 99 319 Pl171/13 
032A28 42.6 15.6 1837 C 18/07 97 11 Pl162/14 035A36 45.5 25.7 1848 C 17/24 99 317 P1171/14 032A29 41.8 15.7 lS14 C 18/07 97 13 P1162/15 035A37 46.3 24.8 1870 C 17/28 99 321 P1173/13 032A30 42.5 14.6 18q7 C 18/11 97 13 P1162/16 035A33 45.5 24.4 1844 C 17/30 99 320 Pl173/14 032A31 41.7 14.7 1824 C 18/11 97 15 Pl162/17 035A39 46.4 23.5 1867 C 17/33 99 324 Pl173/15 
032A32 42.4 13.6 1858 C 18/15 97 15 P1162/18 035A40 45.5 23.1 1842 C 17/35 99 323 P1173/16 
032A33 41.6 13.5 1837 C 18/16 97 17 P1162/19 035A41 46.4 22.2 1865 C 17/39 99 326 P1173/17 
032A34 42.4 12.4 lS73 C 18/20 97 17 PI162/20 035A42 45.6 21.8 1841 C 17/40 99 326 P1173/18 
032A35 41.6 12.4 1851 C 18/20 97 19 P7285/01 035A43 46.4 20.8 1864 C 17/44 99 329 P1173/19 032A36 42.3 11.3 1887 C 18/25 97 19 Pl163/15 035A44 45.6 20.5 1841 C 17/46 99 329 P1173/20 
032A37 41.5 11.4 IS65 C lS/25 97 21 Pl163/16 035A61 41.0 15.2 1851 C 18/10 99 297 Pl173/21 032A38 50.2 1.2 2193 C 19/08 97 5 Pl163/17 035A62 40.1 14.6 1843 C 18/12 99 292 P1173/22 032A39 49.6 1.4 2163 C 19/07 97 5 Pl163/18 035A63 41.0 14.2 1854 C 18/14 99 300 P1173/23 
032A40 51.1 359.0 2261 C 19/17 97 5 P1163/19 035A64 40.4 13.8 1850 C 18/15 99 296 P1173/24 032A41 50.3 359.5 2218 C 19/15 97 5 Pl163/20 035A65 41.1 13.1 1858 C 18/18 99 305 P1174/16 
032A42 51.9 356.8 2324 C 19/,5 97 5 Pl163/21 035A66 40.5 12.7 lS54 C 18/20 99 302 P1174/17 
032A43 50.9 357.6 2275 C 19/22 97 6 Pl163/22 035A67 41.3 12.0 1864 C 18/23 99 311 Pl174/18 
032A44 52.6 354.4 2396 C 19/~5 97 5 Pl163/23 035A68 40.6 11.6 1860 C 18/24 99 308 P1174/19 
032A45 51 7 355 4 2340 C 19/~1 97 6 P1163/24 035A~9 41.4 10.9 1870 C 18/27 99 317 P1174/20 032A46 53:5 351:8 2476 C 19/46 97 5 Pl163/25 035A70 40.7 10.6 1866 C 18/29 99 315 P1174/21 
032A47 52.5 352.9 2416 C 19/41 97 6 P1163/26 035A71 41.5 9.8 1877 C 18/32 99 324 Pl174/22 032A48 47.6 2.3 2032 C 19/05 97 3 Pl164/13 035A72 40.8 9.5 1873 C 18/33 99 323 P1174/23 
032A49 46.8 2.5 2005 C 19/04 97 4 P1164/14 035A73 41.6 8.7 1885 C lS/36 99 331 P1174/24 032A50 48.1 1.1 2061 C 19/10 97 3 P1164/15 035A74 41.0 8.4 1881 C 18/38 99 331 P1174/25 
032A51 47.4 1.2 2039 C 19/10 97 4 Pl164/16 035A75 41.7 7.6 1893 C 18/41 99 337 P1174/26 032A52 48.7 359.6 2100 C 19/16 97 3 P1164/17 035A76 41.0 7.3 1669 C 18/42 99 339 Pl174/27 
032A53 48.0 359.7 2077 C 19/16 97 4 P1164/18 035A77 41.8 6.4 1903 C 18/46 99 344 Pl174/2S 
032A54 49.3 357.9 2143 C 19/23 97 4 P1164/19 035A78 41.1 6.2 lS99 C lS/47 99 346 P1174/29 032A55 46.6 358.1 2118 C 19/22 97 5 P1164/20 035A79 41.9 5.3 1913 C lS/50 99 350 P1174/30 
032A5b 50.0 356.2 21~0 C 19/30 97 5 P11b4/21 035ASO 41.2 ~.O 1909 C 18/51 99 353 Pl175/04 032A57 49.1 356.5 2100 C 19/29 97 6 P1164/22 035A81 41.9 .2 1925 C 18/55 99 356 Pl175/05 
032A58 44.6 6.3 1964 C 18/51 97 334 P1164/23 035A82 41.2 .9 1921 C 18/56 99 P1175/06 032A59 43.9 6.3 1954 C 18/51 97 333 Pl164/24 036A01 17.5 43.9 32e66 R 6/47 99 227 Hl175/08 
032A60 45.0 5.4 1980 C 18/55 97 337 P1165/13 036A11 16.8 45.3 1611 C 15/54 99 171 Pl176/21 032A61 44.4 5.3 1971 C 18/55 97 336 P1165/14 036Alg 16.4 45.0 1624 C 15/55 99 170 Pl176/22 
032A62 45.5 4.4 2000 C 18/59 97 339 P1165/15 03bAl~ 17.4 44.8 1601 C 15/56 99 168 P1176/23 
032A63 44.9 4.3 1990 C 19/00 97 339 P1165/16 036A14 17.1 44.6 1611 C 15/57 99 168 Pl176/24 032A64 46.0 3.3 2021 C 19/04 97 342 P110S/17 036A15 18.1 44.3 1590 C 15/58 99 166 Pl176/25 032A65 45.4 3.3 2010 C 19/04 97 341 P1165/1S 036A16 17.8 44.1 1600 C 15/59 99 165 Pl176/26 032A66 46.6 2.2 2044 C 19/08 97 344 Pl165/19 036A17 18.8 43.S 1560 C 16/01 99 162 P1176/27 
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VIK~NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICHO. 
-------_._--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO L/.T Lml RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERHSR 
----------_ .. _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------036A18 IH.5 43.5 1589 C 16/02 99 162 PIl76/28 040A19 -29.0 79.7 23589 V S/40 101 289 H1l85/22 
036A19 1'1.5 43.2 1571 C 16/03 99 159 PIl76129 040A20 -23.6 90.1 23:'00 V 7/59 101 270 H1l87126 036A20 lQ.2 43.0 1579 C 16/04 99 159 PIl76/3D 040A21 -33.7 S7.0 ::::3345 V Sill 101 294 H1l87/2S 
036A21 2C.2 42.7 1563 C 16/05 99 155 P1l76/31 040A22 -27.9 97.2 23191 V 7/31 101 270 HU88/02 
036A22 lQ.S 42.5 1570 C 16/06 99 155 PIl76/32 0:'OA23 1.5 79.0 24396 V 8/45 101 253 H1l87/02 
036A23 2'.'.8 42.2 1556 C 16/07 99 151 P1l76/33 040A24 8.9 87.4 24455 V 8/11 101 239 H1l87/04 036A24 2C.5 42.0 1563 C 16/08 99 151 P1l76/3:' 040A25 -5.4 8S.2 231:67 V S/OS 101 249 HIlS7/06 
036A25 2: .• 5 41.6 1550 C 16/10 99 146 P1l76/35 040A26 2.5 95.6 23937 V 7/38 101 233 HU87/08 
036A26 2:- .1 41.4 1556 C 16/11 99 147 PIl76/36 0:'OA27 -10.2 95.7 23532 V 7/38 101 244 Hll87/10 036A27 2~.1 41.0 15:'5 C 16/12 99 140 P1l76/37 040A28 -2.3 102.9 23672 V 7/09 101 226 HU87/12 
036A28 2: .8 40.9 1550 C 16/13 99 142 PU76/38 0:'OA29 -14.3 102.2 23304 V 7/12 101 237 HllS7/14 
036A29 2:.7 40.5 1541 C 16/15 99 134 PU76/39 040A30 -6.4 109.1 23454 V 6/44 101 218 HllS7/16 
036A30 2:'.4 40.3 1546 C 16/15 99 137 P1l76/40 040A31 8.3 100.9 2'+065 V 7/18 101 223 H1l88/04 036A31 2 ".4 39.9 1533 C 16/17 99 128 Pll77/16 0:'OA32 20.8 107.4 24613 V 6/52 101 211 HU83/06 036A32 2~.0 39.7 1542 C 16/18 99 131 PIl77/17 040A33 2.5 108.5 23739 V 6/43 101 215 HIl88/08 
036A41 4:::.0 5.1 1952 C lS/50 99 333 Pll77/18 040A34 14.3 114.7 24233 V 6/23 101 204 H1l8S/I0 
036A42 4?4 5.0 1947 C 18/50 99 337 P1177/19 040A61 -59.3 32.2 24306 R 11/59 101 346 H1188/32 
036A43 4:'.5 4.1 1969 C 18/54 99 341 Pll77/20 040A62 -55.8 t-1.8 23556 R 10/01 101 338 H1l88/34 036A44 4~.9 4.0 1962 C 18/54 99 341 Pll77/21 0':;OA64 -50.0 53.8 237S9 R 10/33 101 330 Hll89/02 
036A45 4/,.0 3.1 1986 C lS/58 99 344 Pll77/22 040A66 -42.0 46.7 24122 R 11/01 101 322 HU89/06 
036A46 4:;.4 3.1 1979 C 18/58 99 344 Pl177/23 040A67 -51.0 74.2 23175 R 9/13 101 331 H1191116 
036A47 4(·.5 2.1 2005 C 19/02 99 346 Pll77/24 040A68 -43.0 84.5 22909 R 8/31 101 316 H1191/1S 
036A48 4:;.9 2.0 1997 C 19/02 99 346 PIl77/25 040A69 -46.0 67.S 23332 R 9/38 101 322 H1l91120 036A49 4!·.0 1.0 2025 C 19/07 99 348 Pll77/26 040;'70 -37.5 77.3 23101 R 9/00 101 306 H1l91/22 
036A50 4'-.3 1.0 2016 C 19/07 99 349 Pl177/27 O:'OA71 -39.6 61.2 23533 R 10/05 101 314 H1191/24 
036A51 4!'.5 359.9 2048 C 19/11 99 350 Pll77/2S 040A72 -31.5 70.4 23375 R 9/28 101 299 HIl91/26 
036A52 41,..S 359.9 2037 C 19/11 99 351 Pll77129 040A73 -32.1 53.5 23987 R 10/36 101 308 HIl91/28 
036A53 4(...0 358.8 2070 C 19/16 99 352 PIl77/30 040A74 -24.2 62.4 23803 R 10/00 101 294 HIl91/30 036A54 4!-.3 358.8 2059 C 19/16 99 352 Pll7S/10 040A75 -13.8 67.9 23815 R 9/39 101 279 H1189/08 
036A55 4f .5 357.6 2095 C 19/20 99 3S3 PIl7S/ll 0-'+OA76 -11.2 SO .1 23452 R S/50 101 266 HllS9/10 
037AOI 2<::.3 47.3 2023 R 15/37 100 Hll79/02 040A 77 -21. 7 77.5 23264 R 9/01 101 281 HUS9/12 
037All 41' .0 7.2 1976 C 18/36 100 354 PU79/03 040A78 -16.8 87.4 23078 R 8/21 101 265 Hll89/14 
037A12 47.5 7.0 1966 C 18/37 100 355 P1l79/04 040A79 -26.9 S4.5 22950 R S/33 101 2S3 Hll90/02 
037A13 4(.8 5.7 2019 C 18/42 100 355 P1179/05 040A80 -21.8 94.1 22601 R 7/55 101 264 Hll90/04 
037A14 48.1 5.7 1996 C 18/42 100 356 P1179/06 040ASl -31.6 91.3 22719 R 8/06 101 287 HIl90/06 
037A15 49.5 4.4 2054 C 18/48 100 356 P1l79/07 040A82 -26.0 100.2 22612 R 7/31 101 263 H1l90/08 
037A16 48.7 4.4 2029 C 18/48 100 356 PH79/0S 040AS3 2.0 77.1 23952 R 9/04 101 256 HIl91/32 
037A17 50.1 2.9 2090 C lS/54 100 357 P1l79/09 040AS4 8.2 85.6 23937 R 8/30 101 243 HIl91/34 
OnAl8 49.4 3.1 2064 C lS/53 100 357 P1l79/10 040A85 -6.1 S6.4 23352 R S/27 101 254 H1l91/36 
037A19 50.8 1.4 2130 C 19/00 100 357 P1l79/11 040A86 .4 93.9 23400 R 7/57 101 239 HllS8/38 
037A20 50.0 1.6 2101 C 18/59 100 358 PIl79/12 040A87 -12.1 93.8 22972 R 7/57 101 251 HIl88/40 
037A41 40.4 5.7 lS86 C 18/45 100 359 Pll79/13 040AS8 -5.1 101.3 23040 R 7/27 101 233 H1l88/42 
037A42 39.9 5.5 18SS C 18/45 100 3 PIl81/01 040A89 -16.7 100.8 22708 R 7/30 101 246 H1l88/44 037A43 41.0 4.6 1901 C lS/49 100 1 P1181/02 040A90 -9.7 107.8 22798 R 7/01 101 225 tfl188/46 
037A44 40.4 4.6 1899 C 18/49 100 5 P1l81/03 040A91 11.3 100.5 2367S R 7/32 101 225 HIl90/10 
037A45 41.4 3.7 1916 C lS/53 100 3 PIl81/04 040A93 5.4 108.4 23302 R 7/00 101 217 H1l90/14 
037A46 40.8 3.6 1913 C 18/53 100 6 PllBl/05 040A94 lS.7 114.4 23891 R 6/36 101 207 H1190/16 
037A47 41.9 2.7 1933 C lS/57 100 4 P1l81/06 040A95 1.8 114.7 23095 R 6/35 101 209 Hll90/18 
037A48 41.3 2.6 1929 C 18/57 100 7 PIl81/07 040A96 14.2 121.2 23645 R 6/09 101 199 H1l90/20 
037A49 42.3 1.7 1950 C i9/01 100 5 Pll81/08 04lAOl 8.2 48.9 310;94 R 6/44 101 231 H1l92102 037A50 41. 7 1.6 1946 C 9/01 100 8 Pl181/09 041A02 19.8 48.0 32508 V 6/48 101 225 H1l92104 
037ASI 42.8 .6 1969 C 19/05 100 6 PIlSl/10 041All -21.0 42.7 30932 R 7/38 101 276 H1l92106 
037A52 42.2 .6 1963 C 19/06 100 8 P1l81/11 041A12 -12.4 47.5 3G951 V 7/19 101 260 H1192108 
038AOI 22.6 47.7 1552 C 15/41 100 221 P1l81/19 041A15 -15.6 90.3 17505 V 9/45 101 27l Hl192/10 
038A02 22.1 47.5 1559 C 15/42 100 216 P1l81/20 041A16 -9.3 93.7 17588 V 9/32 101 26 H1l92/12 038All 41.9 5.5 1933 C lS/43 100 334 PIl81/21 041A17 -12.9 83.1 17812 V 10/14 101 280 H1l92114 
038A12 41.4 5.3 1931 C 18/44 100 333 P1181/22 041Al8 -7.2 86.2 17891 V 10/02 101 272 H1193/02 038A13 42.5 4.5 1949 C 18/48 100 339 P1l81123 041A19 -9.1 73.S 18283 V 10/51 101 284 HIl93/04 
038A14 41.9 4.4 1944 C 18/48 100 339 P1l81/24 041A25 -17.5 91.1 17288 R 9/44 101 278 H1193/08 
038A15 43.0 3.5 1964 C 18/52 100 343 P1l81/25 041A26 -12.0 93.7 17362 R 9/33 101 269 HIl93/10 
038AI6 42.3 3.5 1959 C 18/52 100 343 P1l81/26 041A27 -14.9 82.8 17627 R 10/17 101 283 Hll93/12 
038A17 43.4 2.5 19BO C 18/56 100 346 Pll81/27 041A28 -9.6 S6.6 17655 R 10/02 101 274 H1l93/14 
03SA18 42.7 2.5 1974 C 18/56 100 346 P1181128 041A29 -11.3 74.3 18053 R 10/51 101 287 H1l93/16 
038A19 43.8 1.5 1998 C 19/00 100 34.3 P1l81/29 041A30 -6.1 78.3 18066 R 10/35 101 278 H1193/18 
038A20 43.2 1.5 1991 C 19/00 100 349 P1l81/30 041A35 13.9 131.0 13602 R 8/01 102 216 H1l93120 
038A21 44.3 .5 2018 C 19/05 100 351 P1181/31 041A37 11.0 126.8 13436 R 8/18 102 221 H1193/24 
038A22 43.7 .4 2010 C 19/05 100 351 P1l81/32 041A39 8.5 122.7 13305 R S/34 102 227 tIl193/28 
038A23 44.8 359.3 2039 C 19/09 100 353 P1l81/33 041A40 14.8 124.1 13610 V 8/29 102 224 H1l93/30 
038A24 44.2 359.3 2031 C 19/09 100 353 P1181/34 041A41 6.1 118.5 13199 R 8/51 102 233 H1193/32 038A25 45.4 358.2 2062 C 19/14 100 354 P1l81/35 041A42 11.6 119.8 13452 V 8/46 102 230 H1193/34 
038A26 44.7 358.2 2052 C 19/14 100 355 Pll81/36 041.b,43 4.2 114.4 13141 R 9/08 102 239 Hll93/36 
039401 -12.8 121.2 19836 V 7/02 101 215 HllS3/41 041A44 9.3 115.6 13358 V 9/03 102 236 H1193/38 
039A02 -3.9 124.7 20114 V 6/48 101 206 HIl83/42 04lA50 -1.3 131.4 12720 R 8/01 102 213 H1l93/40 039A03 -12.8 121.1 14029 V 8/27 101 233 H1l83/43 041A51 4.4 133.4 12978 V 7/53 102 211 H1l93/42 
039A04 -7.4 124.6 14180 V 8/13 101 224 Hll83/44 041A52 -2.9 127.7 12629 R 8/16 102 219 H1l93/44 
039A05 -11.7 120.2 12192 V S/53 101 237 H1l83/45 041A53 1.7 129.0 12820 V 8/11 102 217 H1l93/46 
039A06 -7.4 123.5 12312 V S/40 101 228 Hl1S3/46 041AS4 -4.8 123.6 12545 R S/33 102 226 H1l93/48 
039A07 -10.4 120.9 6519 V 9/48 101 219 H1l83147 041A55 -.4 124.8 12710 V S/28 102 224 H1l93/50 039A08 -8.7 123.9 6603 V 9/37 101 214 H1l83/48 041A56 -6.3 119.4 12499 R 8/49 102 234 HU94/02 
039A09 -9.3 120.7 6531 V 9/49 101 221 H1183/49 041A57 -2.3 120.8 12633 V 8/44 102 231 H1194/04 
039A10 -7.6 123.7 6618 V 9/38 101 216 H1183/50 041A58 -7.5 115.3 12478 R 9/06 102 243 H1194/06 
039A11 22.3 47.3 2014 R 15/33 101 H1l83122 041A59 -3.7 116.7 12599 V 9/01 102 238 H1194/08 
039A12 22.0 47.9 1981 B 15/30 101 359 HIl83/24 04lA64 14.0 130.7 7614 V <l/05 102 224 H1194/18 
039A21 43.1 359.8 1992 C 19/01 101 28 PllS3/13 041A66 12.2 127.5 7446 V 9/17 102 226 Hll94/22 
039A22 42.7 359.7 1986 C 19/01 101 28 P1l83/14 04lA68 10.7 124.8 7312 V 9/29 102 22S H1194/26 039A23 43.9 358.3 2033 C 19/07 101 26 P1183/15 041A70 11.8 109.0 7083 V 10/33 102 250 H1194/28 039A24 43.2 358.5 2015 C 19/06 101 27 P1l83/16 041A71 15.5 110.3 7264 V 10/28 102 247 H1l94/30 
039A25 44.4 357.1 2066 C 19/12 101 25 P1l83/17 04lA72 10.9 106.9 7030 V 10/42 102 253 H1l94/32 039A26 43.7 357.3 2047 C 19/11 101 26 P11S3/18 041A73 14.1 108.0 7173 V 10/37 102 250 Hll94/34 
039A27 47.8 358.6 2084 C 19/09 101 355 P9077/01 041A74 9.9 104.S 6973 V 10/50 102 256 H1l94/36 039A28 46.9 358.8 2062 C 19/08 101 356 P9077/02 041A75 12.9 105.9 7103 V 10/45 102 253 H1l94138 
039A29 48.2 357.5 2109 C' 19/13 101 356 P9077/03 04lA76 9.0 102.7 6927 V 10/58 102 259 H1l94/40 
039A30 47.5 357.6 2091 C 19/13 101 357 P9077/04 041A77 11.8 103.8 7046 V 10/54 102 256 H1l94/42 039A31 48.8 356.2 2141 C 19/19 101 357 P9077/05 041,1.78 8.2 100.7 6891 V 11/07 102 262 H1194/44 039.b,32 48.0 356.3 2121 C 19/19 101 358 P9077/06 041A80 -8.S 93.4 6219 V 11/37 102 286 H1195/02 
040A04 -51.4 49.8 24431 V 10/37 101 332 HIl8S/OS 041A81 -7.1 94.6 6234 V 11/33 102 281 H1195/04 040A06 -43.4 41.4 24815 V 11/11 101 325 HUS5/12 041A82 -S.6 91.3 6251 V U/46 102 290 HU95/06 040A07 -48.4 72.0 23766 V 9/10 101 326 Hl1S6/02 041A83 -6.9 92.4 6266 V 11/42 102 285 H1195/08 
040A08 -40.1 81.3 23530 V 8/32 101 310 H1186/04 041A84 -8.4 89.0 6295 V 11/55 102 293 H1195/10 
040A09 -43.6 65.3 23953 V 9/36 101 318 H1l86/06 041A85 -6.6 90.2 6306 V 11/51 102 288 H1195/12 040AI0 -35.2 74.4 23741 V 9/00 101 302 Hll86/C8 041AS6 -8.1 86.7 6346 V 12105 102 296 H1195/14 
040A11 -37.1 57.3 24280 V 10/09 101 311 HUS6/10 04lA87 -6.5 87.9 6348 V 12/00 102 291 H1l9S/16 
040A12 -28.6 65.S 24109 V 9/35 101 297 H1l86/12 041AS8 -7.8 84.4 6403 V 12114 102 298 H1l95/1S 040A13 -28.9 47.6 24814 V 10/48 101 306 H1186/I4 041A90 22.5 47.9 1560 C 15/29 102 60 P9668/04 
040A14 -21. 0 56.6 24633 V 10/12 101 293 HU86/16 041A91 22.1 47.8 1558 C 15/30 102 72 P1197/04 040A15 -15.6 62.9 24479 V 9/47 101 283 HU85/14 043AOI <+6.4 353.3 2100 C 19/18 102 16 P1196/13 
040A16 -12.7 75.4 24089 V S/57 101 270 H1185/16 043,1,02 45.8 354.2 2071 C 19/14 102 16 P1196/14 040A17 -22.7 71.6 23969 V 9113 101 285 HU85/IS 043A03 46.7 353.2 2108 C 19/1S 102 14 P1l96/15 
040A18 -lS.9 83.1 23680 V 8/27 101 270 HU85/20 043A04 46.1 354.1 2078 C 19/15 102 14 P1l96/16 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PlCNO. 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PlCNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR PleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR PICNO LAT 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------047A20 -10.1 99.6 
047A21 -9.8 97.6 
047A22 -8.6 99.1 
047A23 -8.3 97.1 
047A24 -7.2 9S.6 
047A25 -6.8 96.6 
047A26 -5.7 98.0 
047A27 -5.3 96.0 
047A28 -4.2 97.4 
047A41 lS.3 59.4 
047A42 17.8 59.2 
047A43 18.5 58.8 
047A44 18.0 58.6 
047A45 18.7 58.3 
047A46 18.2 58.0 
047A47 19.0 57.7 
047A48 18.4 57.5 
047A49 19.2 57.1 
047A50 18.6 56.9 
047A51 19.4 56.6 
047A52 18.8 56.4 
047A53 19.6 56.0 
047A54 19.0 55.9 
047A55 19.8 55.5 
047A56 19.2 55.3 
047A57 20.0 54.9 
047AS8 19.4 54.7 
048All -17.1 103.5 
048A12 -16.2 105.0 
048113 -15.8 102.9 
0~SA14 -14.8 104.4 
04SA15 -14.4 102.4 
048A16 -13.4 103.9 
048A17 -13.0 101.9 
048A18 -11.9 103.4 
048119 -11.5 101.4 
048A20 -10.4 102.9 
048A21 -10.0 100.9 
C48A22 -8.9 102.4 
046A23 -8.4 100.4 
048A24 -7.3 101.9 
048A25 -6.9 100.0 
048A26 -5.8 101.5 
048427 -5.3 99.5 
048A28 -4.1 101.0 
C48A41 22.3 47.2 
048A42 22.2 48.0 
048151 19.3 60.2 
048A52 18.7 59.9 
048A53 19.5 59.6 
048A54 18.9 59.4 
048A55 19.6 59.0 
04SA56 19.0 58.9 
048A57 19.8 58.5 
048A58 19.2 58.3 
048A59 20.0 57.9 
048A60 19.4 57.7 
048161 20.2 57.3 
048A62 19.6 57.1 
04SA63 20.4 56.7 
048A64 19.8 56.5 049Al1 -17.0 107.3 
049A12 -16.1 108.9 
049A13 -15.8 106.7 
049A14 -14.6 108.3 
049A15 -14.3 106.1 
049A16 -13.0 107.6 
049A17 -12.7 105.4 
049A18 -11.4 107.0 
049A19 -11.2 104.8 
049A20 -9.9 106.4 
049A21 -9.6 104.3 
049A22 -8.4 105.8 
049A23 -8.0 103.7 
049A24 -6.8 105.2 
049A25 -6.5 103.1 
049A26 -5.2 104.6 
049A27 -4.9 102.6 
049A28 -3.6 104.1. 
050All -17.2 111.1 
050A12 -16.0 112.8 
050A13 -15.7 110.5 
050A14 -14.4 112.1 
050A15 -14.1 109.8 
050A16 -12.9 111.4 
050A17 -12.6 109.1 
050A18 -11.3 110.8 
050A19 -11.0 108.5 
050A20 -9.8 110.2 
050A21 -9.5 108.0 
050A22 -8.2 109.5 
050A23 -7.9 107.4 
050A24 -6.6 109.0 
050A25 -6.3 106.8 
050A26 -5.0 10S.4 
OSOA27 -4.7 106.2 
050A28 -3.3 107.9 
050A~1 20.8 61.9 
050A42 20.2 61.7 
050A43 21.0 61.3 
050A44 20.4 61.2 
050A45 21.4 60.7 
050A46 20.7 60.5 
050A47 21.5 60.2 
050A48 20.9 60.0 
050A49 21~7 59.6 
050A50 21.2 59.5 
050A51 21.9 59.1 
050A52 21.4 58.6 
4236 C 11/18 104 250 P1204/49 
4231 C 11/26 104 264 P1204/50 
4241 C 11/20 104 254 P1204/51 
4239 C 11/2S 104 266 P1204/52 
4250 C 11/22 104 257 P1204/53 
4250 C 11/30 104 267 P1204/54 
4262 C 11/25 104 259 P1205/15 
4265 C 11/33 104 268 P1205/16 
4280 C 11/27 104 261 P120S/17 
1668 C 14/29 104 334 P1205/18 
1662 C 14/30 104 335 P1205/19 
1662 C 14/32 104 344 P1205/20 
1657 C 14/33 104 349 P1205/21 
1657 C 14/34 104 352 P1205/22 
1651 C 14/35 104 3 P1205/23 
1652 C 14/36 104 359 P1205/24 
1646 C 14/37 104 16 P1205/25 
1647 C 14/39 104 7 P1205/26 
1642 C 14/40 104 24 P1205/27 
1642 C 14/41 104 14 P1205/28 
1637 C 14/42 104 31 P1206/36 
1638 C 14/44 104 20 P1206/37 
1633 C 14/44 104 36 P12C6/38 
1634 C 14/46 104 25 P1206/39 
1629 C 14/47 104 41 P1206/40 
1630 C 14/48 104 29 P1206/41 
1626 C 14/49 104 44 P1206/42 
4261 C 11/00 105 185 P1206/43 
4270 C 10/54 105 168 P1206/44 
4246 C 11/02 105 200 P1206/45 
4257 C 10/56 105 201 P1206/46 
4236 C 11/04 105 215 P1206/47 
4248 C 10/59 105 211 P1206/48 
4228 C 11/07 105 227 P1206/49 
4243 C 11/01 105 222 P1206/50 
4226 C 11/09 105 236 P1206/51 
4242 C 11/03 105 229 P1206/52 
4227 C 11/11 105 242 P1206/53 
4245 C 11/05 105 235 P1206/54 
4233 C 11/13 105 247 P1206/55 
4253 C 11/07 105 240 P1207/06 
4242 C 11/15 105 251 P1207/07 
4264 C 11/09 105 244 P1207/08 
4257 C 11/17 105 253 P1207/09 
4281 C 11/11 105 247 P1207/10 
2101 R 15/15 105 350 N1203/08 
2062 B 15/12 105 348 N1203/10 
1673 C 14/25 105 317 P1208/15 
1665 C 14/26 105 311 P120S/16 
1666 C 14/27 105 323 P1208/17 
1659 C 14/28 105 318 P120S/18 
1660 C 14/29 105 328 P1208/19 
1653 C 14/30 105 325 P120BI20 
1654 C 14/32 105 334 P1208/21 
1647 C 14/33 105 333 P1208/22 
1649 C 14/34 105 341 P1208/23 
1642 C 14/35 105 344 P1208/24 
1643 C 14/37 105 347 P1208/25 
1637 C 14/38 105 354 P1208/26 
1639 C 14/39 105 355 P1208/27 
1632 C 14/40 105 2 P1208/28 
4477 C 10/41 105 187 P1209/37 
4496 C 10/35 105 189 P1209/38 
4463 C 10/44'105 197 P1209/39 
4483 C 10/37 105 198 P1209*43 
4453 C 10/46 105 208 P1209/41 
4475 C 10/40 105 208 P1209/42 
4448 C 10/49 105 219 P1209*43 
4472 C 10/43 105 216 P1209/44 
4446 C 10/52 105 227 P1209/45 
4472 C 10/45 105 223 P1209/46 
4450 C 10/54 105 233 P1209/47 
4477 C 10/48 105 229 P1209/48 
4458 C 10/56 105 239 P1209/49 
4487 C 10/50 105 234 P1209/50 
4470 C 10/59 105 243 P9280/01 
4501 C 10/53 105 238 P1209/52 
4485 C 11/01 105 246 P1209/53 
4520 C 10/55 105 241 P1209/54 
4542 C 10/24 106 181 P1210/40 
4572 C 10/17 106 184 P1210/41 
4525 C 10/26 106 189 P1210/42 
4557 C 10/20 106 191 P1210/43 
4512 C 10/29 106 198 P1210/44 
4545 C 10/23 106 198 P1210/45 
4504 C 10/32 106 206 P1210/46 
4539 C 10/26 106 205 P1210/47 
4501 C 10/35 106 213 P1210/48 
4537 C 10/28 106 212 P1210/49 
4501 C 10/37 106 220 P1210/50 
4539 C 10/31 106 217 P1210/51 
4507 C 10/40 106 226 P1210/52 
4547 C 10/33 106 223 P1210/53 
4516 C 10/42 106 230 P1210/54 
4559 C 10/36 106 227 P1210/55 
4531 C 10/44 106 235 P1210/56 
4577 C 10/38 106 231 P1210/57 
1697 C 14/14 106 304 P1210/58 
1687 C 14/15 106 299 P1210/59 
1689 C 14/16 106 307 P1210/60 
1679 C 14/17 106 302 P1210/61 
1683 C 14/19 106 312 P1211/17 
1671 C 14/20 106 306 P1211/18 
1675 C 14/21 106 313 P1211/19 
1664 C 14/22 106 309 P1211/20 
1668 C 14/24 106 316 P1211/21 
1658 C 14/24 106 312 P1211/22 
1662 C 14/26 106 319 P1211/23 
1651 C 14/28 106 320 P1211/24 
043A05 47.3 353.0 
043A06 46.7 353.9 
o 43.t.O 7 47.9 352.6 
043A08 47.2 353.6 
043A09 48.4 352.2 
043AI0 47.8 353.2 
043Al1 49.0 351.9 
043A12 48.3 352.8 
044Al1 -16.8 93.6 
044A12 -15.8 95.1 
044A13 -15.5 93.0 
044A14 -14.4 94.5 
044A15 -14.0 92.5 
044A16 -13.0 94.0 
044A17 -12.6 91.9 
044A18 -1;.5 93.4 
044A19 -11.1 91.3 
044A20 -10.0 92.7 
044A21 -~.5 90.7 
044A22 -L.4 92.1 
044A23 -~.O 90.1 
044A24 -6.8 91.5 
044A25 -!.4 89.4 
044A26 -E.2 90.9 
044A27 -~.8 88.8 
044A28 -:.6 90.2 
044A41 1t.6 57.6 
044A42 lE·.O 57.4 
044A43 1~.8 57.0 
044A44 1(.2 56.8 
044A45 1;.0 56.5 
044A46 lE.4 56.3 
044A47 1-.2 55.9 
044A48 1f.6 55.8 
044A49 17.4 55.4 
044A50 1L.9 55.2 
044A51 1~.6 54.8 
044A52 17.1 54.7 
044A53 17.9 54.3 
044A54 1:.3 54.1 
044A55 16.1 53.8 
044A56 17.5 53.5 
044A57 Ih.3 53.1 
044A58 1j.7 53.0 
044A59 1~.5 52.6 
044A60 1i.9 52.4 
044A61 1~.7 52.0 
044A62 1~.1 51.8 
044A63 1~.9 51.5 044A64 1~.3 51.3 
044A65 19.1 50.9 
044A66 If.5 50.7 
044A67 19.3 50.4 
044A63 1~.7 50.1 
046All -17.2 96.9 
046A12 -16.3 98.4 
046A13 -16.0 96.3 
046A14 -14.9 97.8 
046A15 -14.5 95.8 
046A16 -13.4 97.2 
046A17 -13.0 95.2 046A18 -11.9 96.6 
046A19 -11.5 94.5 
046A20 -10.4 96.0 
046A21 -10.0 94.0 
046A22 -8.9 95.4 
046A23 -8.5 93.4 
046A24 -7.3 94.8 
046A25 -7.0 92.8 
046A26 -5.8 94.2 
046A27 -5.3 92.2 046A28 -4.2 93.6 
046A41 17.0 59.3 
046A42 16.5 59.1 
046A43 17.3 58.7 
046A44 16.7 58.5 
046A45 17.5 58.2 
046A46 16.9 53.0 
046A47 17.7 57.6 
046A48 17.2 57.3 
046A49 18.0 57.1 
046A50 17.4 56.8 
046A51 18.2 56.5 
046A52 17.6 56.3 
046A53 18.4 55.9 
046A54 17.8 55.7 
046A55 18.6 55.4 
046A56 18.0 55.1 
046A57 18.8 54.8 
046A58 18.3 54.6 
046A59 19.0 54.2 046A60 18.5 54.0 
046A61 19.3 53.7 
046A62 18.7 53.4 
046A63 19.5 53.1 
046A64 18.9 52.9 
046A65 19.7 52.5 
046A66 19.1 52.2 
046A71 22.5 48.3 
046A72 21.9 48.3 
047Al1 -16.6 100.3 
047A12 -15.7 101.8 
047A13 -15.4 99.8 
047A14 -14.4 101.3 047A15 -14.0 99.2 
047A16 -12.9 100.7 
047A17 -12.6 98.7 
047A18 -11.5 100.2 
047A19 -11.2 98.1 
2124 C 19/20 102 12 P1196/17 
2094 C 19/16 102 12 P1196/18 
2143 C 19/21 102 10 Pl196/19 
2112 C 19/17 102 10 Pl196/20 
2162 C 19/23 102 9 P1196/21 
2131 C 19/19 102 8 P1196/22 
2183 C 19/24 102 7 P1196/23 
2151 C 19/21 102 7 P1196/24 
4272 C 11/45 103 325 Pl198/19 
4257 C 11/39 103 305 Pl198/20 
4266 C 11/48 103 316 Pl198/21 
4253 C 11/42 103 298 Pl1 c8/22 
4265 C 11/50 103 308 P1198/23 
4253 C 11/44 103 293 P119S/24 
4267 C 11/52 103 303 P1193/25 
4256 C 11/47 103 290 P1198~26 
4274 C 11/55 103 299 P1198~Z6 
4266 C 11/49 103 288 P1193/27 
4285 C 11/57 103 296 P1198/28 
4279 C 11/52 103 287 P1198/29 
4301 C 12/00 103 294 P1198/30 
4297 C 11/54 103 286 P1198/31 
4323 C 12/03 103 292 P1198/32 
4320 C 11/57 103 285 P119S/33 
4348 C 12/05 103 291 P1198/34 
4348 C 12/00 103 284 P1193/35 
1673 C 14/40 103 5~ P1199/04 
1670 C 14/41 103 79 P1199/0S 
1669 C 14/43 103 56 P1199/06 
1666 C 14/44 103 78 P1200/26 
1664 C 14/45 103 57 P9266/04 i~~~ ~ i~~~~ 19~ §4 ~I~ggj~~ 
1658 C 14/48 103 77 P1200/30 
1657 C 14/50 103 60 P1200/31 
1654 C 14/51 103 76 P1200/32 
1653 C 14/52 103 61 P1200/33 
1651 C 14/53 103 76 P1200/34 
1650 C 14/54 103 62 P12CO/35 
1648 C 14/55 103 75 P1200/36 
1647 C 14/57 103 63 P1200/37 
1645 C 14/58 103 75 P1200/38 
1645 C 14/59 103 64 P12CO/39 
1643 C 15/00 103 75 P1200/40 
1642 C 15/02 103 65 P12CO/41 
1640 C 15/03 103 75 P1200/42 
1640 C 15/04 103 65 P1200/43 
1639 C 15/05 103 75 P1200/44 
1639 C 15/06 103 66 P1200/45 
1637 C 15/07 103 75 P1200/46 
1637 C 15/09 103 66 P1200/47 
1636 C 15/10 103 74 P1200/48 
1636 C 15/11 103 67 P1200/49 
1635 C 15/12 103 74 P12CO/50 
4252 C 11/29 104 312 P1204/37 
4244 C 11/24 104 264 P1204/38 
4242 C 11/32 104 300 P1204/39 
4236 C 11/26 104 269 P1203/26 
4237 C 11/34 104 293 P1203/27 
4232 C 11/29 104 271 P1203/28 
4235 C 11/37 104 289 P1203/29 
4233 C 11/31 104 272 P1203~37 
4238 C 11/39 104 287 P1203/31 
4237 C 11/34 104 273 P1203/32 
4246 C 11/42 104 285 P1203/33 
4245 C 11/36 104 274 P1203/34 
4256 C 11/44 104 284 P1203/35 
4258 C 11/39 104 274 P1203/36 
4271 C 11/47 104 283 P1203~37 
4275 C 11/41 104 274 P1203/38 
4292 C 11/49 104 282 P1203/23 
4298 C 11/44 104 275 P1203/24 
1671 C 14/31 104 352 P1203/25 
1667 C 14/32 104 61 P1201/02 
1666 C 14/33 104 8 P1202/27 
1662 C 14/34 104 65 P1202/28 
1660 C 14/36 104 23 P1202/29 
1657 C 14/37 104 67 P1202/30 
1656 C 14/38 104 33 P1202/31 
1653 C 14/40 104 67 P1202/53 
1651 C 14/41 104 39 P1202/33 
1648 C 14/42 104 68 P1202/34 
1647 C 14/43 104 44 P120Z/35 
1643 C 14/44 104 69 P1202/36 
1643 C 14/45 104 48 P1202/37 
1639 C 14/46 104 68 P1202/38 
1639 C 14/48 104 50 P1202/39 
1636 C 14/49 104 69 P1202/40 
1636 C 14/50 104 53 P1202/41 
1633 C 14/51 104 69 P1202/42 
1632 C 14/53 104 54 P1202/43 
1630 C 14/54 104 69 P1202/44 
1629 C 14/55 104 56 P1202/45 
1627 C 14/56 104 69 P1202/46 
1627 C 14/57 104 57 P1202/47 
1624 C 14/58 104 69 P1202/43 
1625 C 15/00 104 58 P1202/49 
1623 C 15/01 104 70 P1202/50 
1573 C 15/22 104 225 P1202/51 
1585 C 15/22 104 222 P1202/52 
4251 C 11/14 104 221 P1204*43 
4253 C 11/08 104 211 P1204/41 
4240 C 11/16 104 240 P1204/42 
4243 C 11/11 104 226 P1204*43 
4:32 C 11/19 104 251 P1204/44 
4237 C 11/13 104 237 P1204/45 
4228 C 11/21 104 257 P1204/46 
4235 C 11/15 104 245 P1204/47 
4229 C 11/24 104 261 P1204/48 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PlCNO LAT LON RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN3R PlCNO 'LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERNaR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------050A53 22.1 58.5 1655 C 14/29 106 324 P1211/25 053A63 -47.0 69.1 9918 V 12/22 107 348 P1221/26 
050A54 21.6 58.0 Ib45 C 14/30 106 325 P1211/26 053A64 -49.0 58.3 10269 V 13/05 107 351 PIZ21/27 
050A55 22.3 57.9 1650 C 14/31 106 327 P1211/27 054AOI 8.4 48.2 32043 R 6/22 107 226 H1222/01 
OSOA56 21.S 57.5 1640 C 14/33 106 329 P1211/2S 054A03 12.1 50.1 31869 R 6/34 107 226 H1222/03 
050A57 22.5 57.3 1644 e 14/33 106 331 P1211/29 054A05 7.2 49.7 31362 R 6/55 107 234 H1222/05 
050A58 22.0 56.9 1634 C 14/35 106 334 P1211/30 054Al1 15.3 57.5 1677 e 14/22 108 127 P1223/23 
050A59 22.7 56.7 1639 C 14/36 lC6 335 P1211/31 054A12 14.7 57.0 1680 C 14/24 lOS 131 P1223/24 
050A60 22.2 56.3 1629 C 14/37 106 338 P1211/32 054A13 15.5 56.S 1673 C 14/25 lOS 121 P12231Z5 
051All 10.6 50.9 32077 R 6/18 106 224 H1212/02 054A14 14.9 56.5 1676 C 14/26 108 127 P1223/26 
051A41 20.1 61.1 1686 C 14/15 IC6 310 PI213/15 054A15 15.7 56.2 1669 C 14/28 108 118 P1223/27 
051A42 19.6 60.9 1677 C 14/16 106 306 P1213/16 054A16 15.2 55.9 1673 e 14/29 108 124 PI223/2S 
051A43 20.4 60.5 16S0 C 14/17 106 315 PI213/17 054A17 16.0 55.6 1666 C 14/30 lOS 115 P1223/29 
051A44 19.5 60.3 1670 C 14/1S 106 310 P1213/18 054AlS 15.4 55.3 1669 C 14/31 lOS 121 P1223/30 
051A45 20.6 59.9 1673 C 14/20 106 319 P1213/19 054A19 16.2 55.1 1662 C 14/32 loa 112 P1223/31 
051A46 20.0 59.8 1664 C 14/21 106 315 P1213/20 054A20 15.7 54.S 1665 C 14/34 108 118 P1223/32 
051A47 20.S 59.3 1667 C 14/22 106 324 P1213/21 054A21 16.5 54.5 1659 C 14/35 108 109 P1223/33 
051A4S 20.2 59.2 165S C 14/23 106 321 PIZ13/22 ,054A22 15.9 54.2 1662 C 14/36 108 116 P1223/34 
051A49 21.0 58.S 1660 C 14/25 106 328 P1213/23 054A23 16.8 54.0 1656 C 14/37 108 107 P1223/35 
051A50 20.4 5S.6 1652 C 14/26 106 327 P1213/24 054A24 16.2 53.5 1661 C 14/39 lOS 113 P1223/36 
051A51 21.2 58.2 1655 C 14/27 106 333 P1213/25 054A25 17.0 53.4 1653 C 14/39 lOS 105 P1223/37 
051A52 20.6 58.0 1646 C 14/28 106 333 P1213/26 054A26 16.4 53.1 1657 C 14/41 lOS III P1223/3S 
051A53 21.4 57.6 1649 C 14/30 106 338 P1213/27 054A27 17.3 52.S 1651 C 14/42 108 103 P1223/39 
051A54 20.8 57.4 1640 C 14/31 106 339 P1213/28 054A28 16.7 52.5 1654 C 14/43 lOS 109 P1223/40 
052AOl -16.8 119.4 6S60 C 9/25 107 210 P1216/12 054A29 17.5 52.3 1643 C 14/44 108 101 P1223/41 
052A02 -14.1 121.2 6922 C 9/17 107 208 P1216/13 054A30 16.9 51.9 1653 C 14/46 lOS 107 P1223/42 
052A03 -14.7 118.5 6877 C 9/28 107 216 P1216/14 054A31 17.8 51.7 1647 C 14/47 lOS 100 P1223/43 
052A04 -11.9 120.2 6948 C 9/21 107 214 P1216/1S 054A32 17.2 51.4 1651 C 14/4S 108 106 P1223/44 
052A05 -12.5 117.3 6902 C 9/33 107 222 P1216/16 054A33 18.0 51.1 1645 C 14/49 108 9S P1224/08 
052A06 -9.6 119.2 6981 C 9/26 107 219 PI216/17 054A34 17.4 50.S 1649 C 14/51 108 104 P1224/09 
052A07 -10.0 116.4 6942 C 9/37 107 227 P1216/18 054A35 18.3 50.5 1644 C 14152 lOS 97 P1224/10 
052AOS -7.2 118.3 7029 C 9/29 107 223 P1216/19 054A36 17.7 50.2 1648 C 14/53 108 103 P1224/11 
052A09 -7.7 115.5 6987 C 9/41 107 231 P1216/20 054A37 13.5 49.9 1643 C 14/54 108 96 P1224/12 
052AI0 -4.7 117.4 7033 C 9/33 107 227 P1216/21 054A38 17.9 49.6 1648 C 14/56 lOS 102 P1224/13 
052Al1 -5.2 114.6 7046 C 9/44 107 234 PI216/22 054A39 18.7 49.4 1643 C 14/57 108 95 P1224/14 
052A12 -2.1 116.4 7154 C 9/37 107 230 P1217/16 055AOl -11.3 111.9 4856 C 10/06 103 205 P1226/22 
052A13 -?6 113.6 7116 C 9/43 107 236 P1217/17 055A02 -9.8 113.6 4905 C 9/59 108 205 P1226/23 
052A14 .6 115.5 7236 C 9/41 107 233 P1217/18 055A03 -9.7 111.2 4856 C 10/09 108 211 P1226/24 
052A15 .2 112.7 7207 C 9/52 107 239 P1217/19 055A04 -8.2 112.9 4907 C 10/02 108 210 P1226/25 
052A16 ~.8 114.6 7349 C 9/45 107 235 P1217/20 055A05 -8.2 110.5 4860 C 10/12 lOS 217 P1226/26 
052A17 : •. 2 111.8 7311 C 9/5b 107 240 P1217/21 055AOb -6.6 112.2 4913 C 10/05 108 215 P1226/27 
052AlS 1.1 113.7 7474 C 9/4S 107 237 P~5C0101 OS5A07 -6.6 109.9 4870 C 10/15 lOS 222 P1226/2S 
052A19 6.7 110.9 7446 C 10/00 107 242 P1217/23 05SA08 -S.O 111.6 4925 C 10/08 108 219 P1226/29 
052A20 lC.9 112.9 7633 C 9/52 107 238 P~5C0/02 055A09 -5.0 109.2 4832 C 10/17 108 226 P1226/30 
052A21 1(..4 109.9 7602 C 10/04 107 243 P1217/25 055AI0 -3.4 110.9 4940 C 10/10 108 223 P1226/31 
052A22 1".3 111.9 7S37 C 9/56 107 240 P1217/26 05SAll -3.4 108.6 4899 C 10/20 108 229 P1226/32 
052A23 1~.9 108.S 7S13 C 10/08 107 245 P1217/27 055A12 -1.8 110.3 4~62 C 10/13 lOS 226 P1226/33 
052A31 4~.9 35b.9 2000 C 18/49 107 13 P9 281/01 OS5AI3 -1.8 108.0 4922 C 10/23 108 233 P1226/34 
052A32 4' •• 1 356.4 1993 C 18/51 107 22 P~281/02 05SA14 .0 109.7 4990 C 10/16.108 230 P1226/35 
052A33 4!.0 355.5 2023 C lS/55 107 20 P9261/03 055A15 .0 107.3 4956 C 10/25 lOS 236 P1226/36 
052A34 4(,.3 355.3 2017 C 18/56 107 22 P92S1/04 055A16 1.7 109.1 5025 C 10/18 108 233 P1226/37 
052A35 4~.1 354.0 2051 C 19/01 107 21 P92S1/05 055AI7 1.9 106.7 4995 C 10/2B 108 239 P1226/3S 
052A36 4'.4 353.S 2044 C 19/02 107 24 P~281/06 055AlS 3.B 10S.4 5073 C 10/21 lOS 236 P1226/39 
052A37 4~.2 352.S 2030 C 19/07 107 23 P9281/07 055A19 3.9 106.1 5045 C 10/31 lOB 241 P1226/40 
05ZA38 4',.6 352.2 2074 e 19/05 107 25 P9~Sl/CS OS5AZO 5.S 107.8 5126 C 10/24 108 238 P1226/41 
052A41 4£.7 351.7 2136 C 19/12 107 9 P9261/11 055A21 5.9 105.4 5099 C 10/33 108 243 P1226/42 
052A42 4~.9 351.5 2123 C 19/13 107 11 P9261/12 055A22 8.1 107.2 5192 e 10/26 lOB 240 P1227/12 
052A47 4~.3 351.0 2234 C 19/17 107 352 P92S1/17 055A23 8.2 104.8 5167 C 10/36 108 245 P1227/13 
052A48 4~·.4 350.9 2216 C 19/17 107 354 P9281/1S 055A24 10.4 106.6 5268 C 10/29 108 242 P1227/14 
052A49 411.3 349.7 2250 C 19/22 107 355 P9281/19 055A25 10.5 104.1 5247 C 10/39 108 247 P1227/15 
053AOl -Z ... O 72.0 24075 V S/43 107 279 H121S/02 055A26 12.9'106.1 5357 C 10/31 108 244 P12Z7/16 
053A02 -1~.9 78.0 24077 V 8/19 107 263 M1218/04 055A27 13.1 103.5 5342 C 10/41 lOS 249 PIZ27/17 
053A03 -2: .• 8 71.7 24032 V 8/44 107 2i9 H1218/06 055A2S 15.7 105.5 5466 C 10/34 108 246 P1227/18 
053A04 -1~.9 77.9 24075 V 8/19 107 263 MIZ1S/08 055A29 15.8 102.8 5449 C 10/44 lOS 250 P1227/19 
053A05 -2:.8 71.6 24080 V 8/45 107 279 M1218/10 055A30 18.8 104.9 5596 C 10/36 lOS 247 P1227/20 
053A06 -1~.8 77.S 24073 V 8/20 107 264 H1218/12 05bAOl -26.3 137.8 9343 C 7/36 108 156 P1228/01 
053A07 -21.7 71.5 24079 V 8/45 107 279 H1218/14 056A02 -21.1 140.1 9457 C 7/27 108 165 P1228/21 
053A08 -1~.7 77.6 24079 V 8/21 107 264 MI218/16 05bA03 -23.9 135.6 9321 C 7/45 lOS 167 P1228/22 
053A17 -1~.8 74.9 23796 R 8/37 107 273 H1219/16 056A04 -19.4 137.4 9422 C 7/37 108 173 P1228/23 
053A18 -1".4 80.4 23551 R 8/15 107 258 H1219/18 056A05 -22.1 133.1 9294 C 7/55 lOS 176 P1228/24 
053A19 -lli.7 74.S 23796 R S/37 107 273 H1219/20 056A06 -17.S 135.0 9397 C 7/4S lOB lSI P122B/25 
053A20 -10.4 80.2 23549 R S/16 107 258 t11219/22 056A07 -20.4 130.7 9277 C 8/05 108 lS6 P1228/26 
053A21 -1~.7 74.6 23795 R 8/3S 107 273 H1219/24 056A08 -15.9 132.6 938S C 7/57 lOS 139 P1228/27 
053A22 -10.3 80.0 23855 R 8/17 107 258 H1219/26 056AC9 -lS.5 128.5 9274 C 8/14 108 195 P1228/2S 
053A23 -1~.6 74.4 23601 R 8/39 107 273 M1219/28 056AIO -14.0 130.3 9393 C S/06 108 196 P1228/29 
053A24 -10.2 79.9 23853 R 8/18 107 253 H1219/36 056Al1 -16.6 126.2 9282 C 8/23 IDS 205 P122S/30 
053A25 -lS.4 74.3 23801 R 8/40 107 273 t11219/30 056A12 -34.0 134.4 9071 C 7/51 108 129 P1227/21 
053A26 -10.1 79.7 23853 R 8/18 107 258 H1219/32 056A13 -29.3 136.4 9112 C 7/43 108 146 P1227/22 
053A27 -18.4 74.2 23799 R 8/41 107 273 M1219/34 056A14 -31.7 132.0 9027 C 8/01 lOS 141 P1229/Z0 
053A2S -10.7 is.2 23579 R S/25 107 261 P12Z0/09 056A15 -27.7 133.4 9063 C 7/55 lOS 156 PIZ29/21 
053A31 -43.8 127.4 9672 V 8/20 107 69 P1220/01 056A16 -29.8 129.1 8986 C 8/13 108 155 P1229/22 
053A33 -43.7 113.3 9546 V 9/19 107 14 P1220/03 056A17 -25.8 130.7 9029 C 8/07 lOS 169 P1229/23 
053A34 -42.0 118.3 9497 V S/59 107 30 PI220/04 056AlS -27.S 126.4 S960 C 8/24 lOS 174 P1229/24 
053A35 -45.9 115.6 9552 V 9/10 107 26 P1220/0S 056A19 -23.8 128.0 9008 C S/17 lOB 183 P1229/25 
053A36 -44.1 120.7 9507 V 8/49 107 43 PIZZ0/06 056A20 -25.8 123.9 8947 C 8/34 108 194 P1229/26 
053A37 -4S.0 11S.1 9569 V 9/00 107 36 P1220/07 056A21 -21.9 125.6 9000 C 8/27 lOS 196 P1229/27 053A33 -46.1 123.4 9527 V 8/39 107 52 P1220/08 056A22 -23.8 121.4 8946 C 8/44 lOS 212 P1229/28 
053A39 -45.9 102.9 9545 V 10/02 107 PI220/10 056A23 -19.9 123.2 9006 C S/37 108 209 P1229/29 
053A40 -44.3 103.7 9447 V 9/39 107 5 PIZZ0/1l OS6A24 -21.6 119.0 8959 C 8/54 lOS 226 P1229/30 
053A41 -48.0 105.2 9536 V 9/52 107 9 P1220/12 056A25 -17.7 120.9 9025 C 8/46 108 219 P1229/31 
053A42 -46.1 110.9 9441 V 9/30 107 15 P1220/13 056A26 -19.4 116.8 8984 C 9/03 108 235 P1229/32 
053A43 -49.8 107.2 ' 9536 V 9/45 107 16 P1220/14 056A27 -15.4 11S.6 9060 C S/56 108 227 P1229/33 053A44 -4B.l 113.2 9448 V 9/21 107 24 PIZZ1/16 056A28 -17.0 114.5 9026 C 9/12 108 241 P1229/3~ 
053A45 -45.7 8B.2 9684 V 11/02 107 348 PIZ21/01 056A29 -12.9 116.3 9110 C 9/05 lOS 233 P1229/35 053~46 -44.S 94.9 9520 V 10/35 107 350 P1221/02 OS6A30 -14.S 112.4 9075 C 9/20 108 246 P1229/36 
053A47 -48.1 89.6 9664 V 10/56 107 354 P1221/03 056A31 -41.2 130.8 8825 C 8/0S 108 93 P1228/31 
053A48 -46.9 96.5 9503 V 10/29 107 356 P1221/04 056A32 -36.9 132.7 8808 C S/OI 108 113 P1228/32 
053A49 -50.6 91.3 9652 V 10/50 107 P1221/05 056A33 -38.S 128.0 8760 C S/19 108 97 P1228/33 
053A50 -49.2 98.2 9497 V 10/22 107 3 P1221/06 056A34 -35.2 129.8 8750 C 8/13 108 119 P1228/34 053~51 -42.7 75.1 989S V 11/56 107 341 P1221/17 056A35 -37.0 125.3 S711 C 8/31 lOS 98 P1228/35 053~52 -42.3 83.1 9647 V 11/24 107 341 P1221/1S 056A36 -33.3 126.9 8704 C 8/24 lOS 130 PI228/36 053~53 -45.0 76.9 9832 V 11/49 107 345 P1221/19 056A37 -35.0 122.4 8673 e 8/42 108 102 P1228/37 
053A54 -44.5 84.7 9599 V 11/17 107 345 P1221/20 056A38 -31.4 124.3 8672 C 8/35 108 149 PI228/38 
053A55 -47.4 78.3 9789 V 11/43 107 350 P1221/21 056A39 -33.0 119.9 8647 C S/53 108 123 P1228/39 
053A56 -46.8 86.3 9564 V 11/11 107 350' P1221/22 056A40 -29.4 121.7 8651 C 8/45 108 182 P1230/11 
053A57 -49.8 79.4 9763 V 11/39 107 354 P1221/23 056A41 -31.0 117.5 8633 C 9/02 108 246 PI230/12 
053A59 -41.9 66.6 10042 V 12/31 107 340 P1221/0S 056A42 -27.5 119.! 8642 C 8/55 108 216 P1230/13 
053A60 -43.5 56.4 10401 V 13/12 107 344 P1221/09 056A43 -28.9 115. 8631 C 9/12 108 262 P1230/14 
053A61 -44.4 67.9 9971 V 12/26 107 344 P1221/24 056A44 -25.4 116. 8645 C 9/05 108 235 P1230/15 
053A62 -46.2 57.4 10328 ,V 13/0S 107 347 P1221/2S 056A4S -26.8 112.S S640 C 9/21 108 266 P1230/16 
3-10 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LON RA~GE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNSR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------056A46 -23.2 114.7 8662 C 9/14 lOS 245 P1230/17 058A71 -5.7 82.1 5031 V 11/57 109 295 P1239/18' 
056A47 -24.6 110.6 8662 C 9/30 108 268 P1230/18 05SA72 -5.8 83.7 4976 V 11/51 109 292 P1239/19 
056A48 -21.0 112.6 8689 C 9/22 108 251 P1230/19 058A73 -6.4 80.8 5031 V 12/02 109 298 P1239/20 
056A49 -22.3 108.4 ~697 C 9/39 103 269 P1230/20 058A74 -6.4 82.4 4977 V 11/56 109 295 P1239/21 
056A50 -lS.7 110.7 8728 C 9/30 108 254 P1231/1S 058A75 -7.0 79.4 5043 V 12/08 109 301 P1239/22 
056A51 -19.8 106.3 8747 C 9/48 108 269 P1231/19 058A76 -7.1 81.1 4980 V 12/01 109 298 P1239/23 
056A52 -16.3 108.2 8787 C 9/40 108 258 P1231/20 058A77 -7.7 7S.0 5055 V 12/14 109 304 P1239/24 
056A53 -17.5 104.2 8806 C 9/56 108 270 P1231/21 058A78 -7.8 79.8 4984 V 12/07 109 301 P1240/01 
056A54 -13.9 106.2 8853 C 9/48 108 260 P1231/22 058A79 -8.3 76.6 5070 V 12/20 109 306 P1240/02 
056A55 -15.2 102.2 8876 C 10/04 108 270 P1231/23 058A80 -8.4 78.5 4994 V 12/12 109 304 P1240/03 
056A56 -11.5 104.2 8931 C 9/56 108 261 P1231/24 058A81 -8.9 75.2 5088 V 12/25 109 30S P1240/04 
056A57 -12.7 100.2 89b1 C 10/13 108 270 P1231/25 058A82 -9.0 77.2 5009 V 12/18 109 306 P1240/05 
056A58 -45.1 120.0 8515 C 8/55 108 55 P1229/37 e58A53 -9.5 73.8 5109 V 12/31 109 310 P1240/06 
056A59 -41.5 122.3 8458 C 8/46 108 68 P1229/38 058A84 -9.7 75.8 5026 V 12/23 109 308 P1240/07 
056A60 -42.4 117.3 8454 C 9/06 108 46 P1231/26 058A85 -10.2 72.3 5137 V 12/37 109 312 P1240/08 
056A61 -39.5 119.6 8412 C 8/57 lOS 60 P1231/27 058A86 -10.2 74.4 504S V 12/29 109 310 P1240/09 g~gig~ :~,:~ ll~:~ ~~~~ ~ ~~6~ 18~ ~~ ~l~~i~~~ 8§~~~~ :i8:~ ~~:6 5~266074& V~ 111222/115~503 110009~ ~116~ ~i~~g~i~ 
056A64 -39.0 112.4 83 0 5 C 9/26 108 18 P1231/30 058A89 -11.3 69.2 J P1240/12 
056A65 -35.5 114.6 8354 C 9/17 lOS 13 P1231/31 058A90 -11.4 71.5 5104 V 12/41 109 314 P1240/13 
056A66 -36.9 110.1 8377 C 9/35 108 358 P1231/32 058A91 -11.9 67.5 5251 V 12/57 109 317 P1240/14 
056A67 -33.5 112.3 8341 C 9/26 108 337 P1231/33 058A92 -12.0 69.9 5141 V 12/47 109 316 P1240/15 
056A68 -34.8 107.8 8370 C 9/44 108 33S P1231/34 059All -15.6 85.5 4368 C 11/43 110 326 P1242/01 
056A69 -31.4 110.0 8339 C 9/35 108 312 P1232/20 059A12 -14.4 87.0 4339 C 11/38 110 317 P1242/02 
056A70 -32.6 105.6 8375 C 9/53 lOS 323 P1232/21 059A13 -14.3 85.0 4367 C 11/46 110 320 P1242/03 
056A71 -29.2 107.9 8349 C 9/44 108 300 P1232/22 059A14 -12.9 86.4 4342 C 11/40 110 311 P1242/04 
056A72 -30.4 103.5 8391 C 10/02 108 312 P1232/23 059A15 -12.8 84.4 4372 C 11/48 110 315 P1242/05 
056A73 -27.0 105.8 8370 C 9/52 108 293 P1232/24 059A16 -11.3 85.7 4351 C 11/43 110 306 P1242/06 
056A74 -28.2 101.5 8418 C 10/10 108 305 P1232/25 059A17 -11.2 83.7 4384 C 11/51 110 310 P1242/07 
056A75 -24.9 103.8 8402 C 10/01 108 289 P1232/26 059A18 -9.7 85~0 4365 C 11/46 110 302 P1242/08 
056A76 -25.8 99.4 8458 C 10/18 lOS 300 P1232/27 059A19 -9.6 83.1 4398 C 11/54 110 306 P1242/09 
056A77 -22.4 101.8 8448 C 10/09 108 285 P1232/28 059A20 -8.1 84.4 4383 C 11/49 110 299 P1242/10 
056A78 -23.2 97.5 8512 C 10/26 108 295 P1232/29 059A21 -8.0 82.4 4419 C 11/57 110 303 P1242/11 
056A79 -19.9 99.8 8509 C 10/17 108 283 P1232/30 059A22 -6.5 83.7 4406 C 11/52 110 296. P1242/12 
056A80 -£0.6 95.5 8582 C 10/34 108 292 P1232/31 059A23 -6.3 81.7 4446 C 12/00 110 300 P1242/13 
056A81 -17.2 97.8 8587 C 10/25 108 281 P1232/32 059A24 -4.8 83.0 4435 C 11/55 110 293 P1242/14 
056A82 -18.0 93.5 8661 C 10/42 108 289 P1232/33 059A25 -4.6 81.0 4478 C 12/03 110 297 P1242/15 
056A83 -14.6 95.9 8672 C 10/33 108 280 P1232/34 059A26 -3.1 82.3 4467 C 11/57 110 291 P12421.16 
056A84 -15.3 91.6 8757 C 10/50 108 287 P1232/35 059A27 -2.8 80.2 4515 C 12/06 110 295 P1242/17 
056A85 -11.9 94.0 8773 C 10/41 108 279 P1232/36 059A28 -1.3 81.5 4510 C 12/01 110 290 P1242/18 
056A86 -12.3 89.5 8875 C 10/59 108 286 P1232/37 060A02 6.3 48.9 30962 V 6/58 110 234 H1243/08 
056A87 -8.9 91.8 8998 C 10/49 loa 278 P1232/38 060A06 -18.5 48.0 30190 V 7/03 110 263 H1243/15 
057AOl -46.4 107.6 9311 C 9/34 109 12 P1235/20 060A07 -5.9 51.7 30405 V 6/49 110 244 H1245/02 
057A02 -42.1 111.0 9213 C 9/20 109 9 P1235/21 060AIO -40.4 28.1 30494 V 8/26 110 306 H1245/05 
057A03 -43.9 105.3 9281 C 9/43 109 1 P1235/22 060Al1 -31.6 41.2 30142 V 7/33 110 289 H1245/08 
057A04 -39.9 108.3 9199 C 9/31 109 353 P1235/23 060A15 -45.4 12.7 30914 V 9/30 110 316 H1245/14 
057A05 -41.4 102.7 9274 C 9/54 109 349 P1235/24 060A22 -31.5 64.5 12753 C 11/51 110 318 H1245/20 
057A06 -37.6 105.8 9196 C 9/41 109 338 P1235/25 060A24 -35.7 67.8 12543 C 11/38 110 322 H1245/26 
057A07 -39.0 100.4 9275 C 10/03 109 339 P1235/26 060A31 22.6 47.6 1882 B 14/42 110 359 H1247/02 
057AOS -35.2 103.6 9204 C 9/50 109 325 P1235/27 060A32 22.4 48.2 1856 R 14/40 110 358 H1247/05 
057A09 -36.3 98.1 9292 C 10/12 109 329 P1235/28 060A41 49.6 354.0 2127 C 18/35 110 12 P1241/21 
057AI0 -32.7 101.4 9226 C 9/59 109 316 P1235/29 060A42 48.7 354.1 2101 C 18/35 110 13 P1241/22 
057All -34.0 96.0 9319 C 10/20 109 322 P1235/30 060A43 49.7 352.6 2156 C 18/41 110 13 P1241/23 
057A12 -30.3 99.3 9259 C 10/07 109 309 P1235/31 060A44 51.0 351.7 2185 C 18/46 110 7 P1241/24 
057A13 -31.5 94.1 9357 C 10/28 109 315 P1235/32 060A45 49.8 351.9 2148 C 18/45 110 9 P1241/25 
057A14 -2'.9 97.3 9303 C 10/16 109 303 P1235/33 060A46 50.7 350.0 2206 C 18/52 110 10 P1241/26 
057A15 -20.9 92.0 9413 C 10/37 109 310 P1235/34 060A47 49.7 350.2 2176 C 18/52 110 11 P124l/27 
057A16 -25.4 95.4 9360 C 10/24 109 299 P1235/35 060A48 50.6 348.1 2238 C 19/00 110 12 P1241/28 
057A17 -2( .• 3 90.0 9480 C 10/45 109 306 P1235/36 060A49 49.7 348.3 2209 C 19/00 110 13 P1241/29 
057A18 -2~.8 93.2 9436 C 10/32 109 295 P1235/37 060A50 50.5 346.1 2275 C 19/05 110 13 P1241/30 
057A19 -2~.6 87.9 95~5 C 10/54 109 302 P1235/38 060A51 49.6 346.4 2245 C 19/07 110 15 P1241/31 
057A20 -19.7 90.6 9552 * 10/43 109 292 P1239/01 060A52 49.1 349.2 2168 C 18/57 110 10 P1241/32 057A21 -2e.5 8~.9 9702 C 11/06 109 299 P1236/19 060A53 48.3 349.1 2151 C 18/58 110 12 P1241/33 
057A22 -1~.3 89.0 9634 C 10/49 109 290 P1236/20 060A54 49.1 347.3 2202 C 19/05 110 12 P1241/34 
057A23 -1~.6 83.3 9502 C 11/12 109 297 P1236/21 060AS5 48.2 347.3 2181 C 19/05 110 14 P1241/35 
057A24 -1~.9 86.3 9785 C 11/00 109 289 P1236/22 060A56 49.0 345.5 2234 C 19/12 110 14 P1241/36 
057A25 -1".1 80.5 9976 C 11/24 109 295 P1236/23 060A57 48.1 345.5 2212 C 19/12 110 16 P1241/37 
057A26 -111.5 83.5 9960 C 11/12 109 287 P1236/24 060A58 47.3 348.8 2146 C 19/00 110 10 P1241/38 
057A27 -It.3 77.2 10196 C 11/37 109 293 P1236/25 060A59 46.2 348.8 2125 C 19/00 110 12 P1241/39 
057A28 -".6 80.2 10191 C 11/25 109 2e6 P1236/26 060A60 46.9 347.4 2162 C 19/06 110 13 P1241/40 
057A31 -1! .• 3 88.6 4277 C 11/38 109 325 P1234~01 061AOl 22.6 47.6 1881 R 14/39 111 358 H1245/29 
057A32 -1- .• 1 90.0 4255 C 11/32 109 31~ P1234~02 061A02 22.2 48.3 1852 V 14/36 III 358 H1245/32 
057A33 -1'-.1 88.0 4275 C 11/40 109 319 P1234/03 061All 42.2 357.3 1980 C 18/16 III 3S P1244/21 
057A34 -1:.7 89.3 4257 C 11/35 109 30S P1234/04 061A12 41.6 357.8 1957 C 18/15 III 39 P1244/22 
057A35 -1:.6 87.5 4277 C 11/43 109 313 P1234/05 061A13 42.4 356.3 2003 C 18/21 III 38 P1244/23 
057A36 -1~.2 88.8 4259 C 11/37 109 302 P1234/06 061A14 41.7 356.7 1978 C 18/19 III 39 P1244/24 
057A37 -1:.1 87.0 4280 C 11/45 109 308 P1234/07 061A15 42.4 355.3 2023 C 18/25 III 38 P1244/25 
057A38 -~.8 88.4 4265 C 11/39 109 298 P1234/C8 061A16 41.7 355.8 1997 C 18/23 III 39 P1244/26 
057A39 -~.4 86.7 4289 C 11/46 109 302 P1236/15 061A17 42.4 354.3 2043 C 18/29 III 38 P1244/27 
057A40 -,'.2 87.9 4276 C 11/41 109 294 P1236/09 061A18 41.7 354.8 2017 C 18/27 III 40 P1244/28 
057A41 -8.0 86.1 4301 C 11/49 109 299 P1236/10 061A19 42.4 ~~~.3 2065 C 18/33 III 38 P1244/29 
057A42 -, .• 7 87.5 4290 C 11/43 109 291 P1236/11 061A20 41.7 ~~~.8 2038 C 18/31 III 40 P1244/30 
057A43 -~.5 85.6 4317 C 11/51 109 296 P1236/12 061A21 43.8 355.4 1961 C 18/26 III 31 P1244/31 
057A44 -!'.1 87.0 4309 C 11/45 109 288 P1236/13 061A22 43.1 355.7 19~3 C 18/25 III 33 P1244/32 
057A45 -".9 85.3 4335 C 11/52 109 293 P1236/14 061A23 43.9 354.5 1977 C 18/30 III 31 P1244/33 
057A46 -3.5 86.6 4332 C 11/47 109 286 P1236/16 061A24 43.1 354.8 1958 C 18/29 III 33 P1244/34 
057A47 -~.2 84.7 4365 ell/55 109 291 P1236/17 061A25 43.9 353.6 1993 C 18/34 III 32 P1244/35 
057A48 -'.8 86.0 4364 C 11/50 109 284 P1236/18 061A26 43.2 354.0 1974 C 18/32 III 34 P1244/36 
058AOl -1~.7 74.8 26449 R 7/19 109 251 P9287/01 061A27 43.9 352.7 2009 C 18/38 III 32 P1244/37 
058A02 -~.8 77.1 26659 V 7/10 109 239 P1235/02 061A28 43.2 353.1 1990 C 18/36 III 34 P1244/38 
058A12 17.8 105.3 25203 V 6/05 109 203 H1238/04 061A29 43.9 351.8 2026 C 18/41 III 33 P1244/39 
058A21 ' •• 1 101.6 23623 V 6/42 109 217 H1237/02 061A30 43.2 352.2 2006 C 18/40 III 34 P1244/40 
058A31 -1?3 73.1 17867 R 10/21 109 282 P1238/03 062AOl 14.1 46.2 31834 V 6/33 III 224 H1245/35 
058A32 -~.O 76.9 17822 V 10/06 109 275 P1239/02 062A17 -11.7 114.8 18678 V 6/51 111 216 H1246/14 
058A41 2.4 105.2 10033 V 9/40 109 248 P1239/03 062A18 -1.1 114.3 19051 V 6/53 III 213 P1246/03 
058A42 8.5 106.6 10280 V 9/35 109 243 P1239/0~ 062A24 -6.3 120.5 17903 V 6/43 III 207 H1246/24 
058A43 6.4 102.5 10235 V 9/51 109 249 P1239/05 062A25 -12.9 115.2 17709 V 7/04 III 220 H1246/26 
058A44 13.5 103.5 10550 V 9/47 109 245 P1239/06 062A26 -3.4 115.7 18021 V 7/02 III 215 P1246/04 
058A45 11.4 99.4 10507 V 10/04 109 251 P1239/07 062A34 -7.3 123.9 16859 V 6/43 III 203 H1246/36 058~61 -2.3 8S.1 5070 V 11/32 109 280 P1239/0S 062A35 -13.5 118.8 16667 V 7/04 III 215 H1246/38 
058A62 -2.4 90.0 5025 V 11/25 109 276 P1239/09 062A36 -4.6 119.4 16953 V 7/02 III 211 H1246/40 
058A63 -3.1 87.1 5051 V 11/3~ 109 283 P1239/10 062A41 -12.8 123.5 6542 V 8/42 III 189 P1247/17 
058A64 -3.2 88.7 5008 V 11/30 109 279 P1239/11 062A42 -9.9 125.7 6650 V 8/33 III 190 P1247/18 
058A65 -3.7 85.8 5042 V 11/42 109 286 P1239/12 062A43 -11.3 122.0 6528 V 8/48 III 194 P1247/19 
058A66 -3.9 87.4 49,5 V 11/~5 109 283 P1239/13 062A44 -8.8 123.4 6611 V 8/42 III 195 P1247/20 
058A67 -4.4 84.6 5034 V 11/47 109 289 P1239/14 062A45 -10.2 119.8 6500 V 8/57 III 200 P1247/21 
058A68 -4.5 86.2 4985 V 11/40 109 2e6 P1239/15 062A46 -7.7 121.3 6584 V 8/51 III 201 P1247/22 058A69 -5.1 83.4 5030 VII/52 109 292 P1239/16 062A47 -9.1 117.8 6481 V 9/05 III 206 P1247/23 
058A70 -5.3 85.0 4975 V 11/45 109 289 P1239/17 062A48 -6.6 119.3 65b4 V 8/59 III 206 P1247/24 
3-11 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTL~ES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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PICNO LAT LOti RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ CRDERNBR PICHO LAT LON RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDER~mR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------06ZA51 -lZ.9 123.3 561Z V 8/52 III 181 P1247/25 064AZ4 -4.4 84.5 3115 C 11/40 11Z 264 P1253/02 
0621\5Z -11.0 125.3 5701 V 8/44 111 183 P1247/26 064A25 -4.8 82.9 3109 C 11/47 112 294 P1253/03 
062A53 -11.7 121.8 5574 V 8/58 111 186 P1247/27 064A26 -4.0 83.6 3104 C 11/44 112 276 Pl253/04 
C6~A54 -9.8 123.5 5653 V 8/52 111 187 P1247/23 064A27 -4.4 82.0 3100 C 11/50 112 301 P1253/05 06 ASS -10.4 120.0 5535 V 9/06 111 191 PIZ47/29 064A31 21. 9 62.5 1809 C 13/26 112 297 P1253/26 
062A56 -8.5 121.6 5612 V 8/59 111 1<;2 P1247/30 064A32 21.3 02.4 1793 C 13/27 112 293 P1253/07 
062A57 -9.1 118.4 5506 V 9/12 III 196 P1247/31 064A33 22.1 61.9 1799 C 13/28 112 298 P1253/28 
062A58 -7.2 119.9 5579 V 9/06 111 196 P1247/32 C64A34 21.4 61.9 1783 C 13/29 112 294 P1253/29 
Oo2A61 -6.1 94.7 3219 C 11/07 III 199 P1248/01 064A35 22.2 61.4 178S C 13/31 112 300 P1253/30 
062A62 -5.7 95.7 3234 C 11/03 111 199 P1248/02 064A36 21.6 61.3 1774 C 13/31 112 296 P1253/31 
062A63 -5.6 93.8 3194 C 11/11 111 201 P1248/03 064A37 22.4 60.8 1779 C 13/33 112 302 P1253/32 
062A64 -5.0 94.8 320S C 11/07 111 202 PINS/04 064A38 21.8 bO.8 1764 C 13/34 112 298 P1253/33 
062A65 -5.0 93.0 3172 C 11/14 III 205 P1248/05 0i>4A39 22.6 60.3 1770 C 13/36 112 304 P1253/34 
062A66 -4.5 93.9 3184 C 11/10 111 205 P1248/06 064A40 21.9 60.2 1755 C 13/36 112 301 P1253/35 
062A67 -4.5 92.1 3151 C 11/18 III 209 P1N8/07 064M1 22.8 59.7 1761 C 13/38 112 306 P1253/36 
062A68 -3.9 93.0 3162 C 11/14 111 209 P1248/08 064A42 22.1 59.6 1746 C 13/38 112 303 P1253/37 
062A69 -4.0 91.2 3130 C 11/21 111 214 P124S/09 064A43 22.9 59.2 1752 C 13/40 112 309 P1253/38 
062A70 -3.4 92.1 31~0 C 11/18 111 213 P1248/10 064A44 22.3 59.0 1737 C 13/41 112 305 P1253/19 
062A71 
-3.4 90.g 3112 C 11/25 111 220 P1248/11 064A45 23.1 58.6 1744 C 13/43 112 311 P1253/40 062A81 22.4 47. 1859 R 14/35 III P1248/12 064A46 22.5 58.5 1729 C 13/43 112 308 P1253/41 
063AOl 
-51.8 103.8 8977 C 9/32 112 ~~ P1249121 064A47 23.3 58.0 1736 C 13/45 112 313 P1253/42 063A02 -47.8 07.0 8854 C 9/19<112 P1249/22 064A48 22.7 57.9 1722 C 13/46 112 310 P1253143 
063A03 -49.6 101.1 8936 C 9/43 112 14 P1249/23 06-iA49 23.5 57.4 1728 C 13/48 112 316 P1253/44 
063A04 -45.6 104.4 8818 C 9/30 112 12 P1249/24 064A50 22.8 57.4 1714 C 13/48 112 313 P1253/45 
063A05 -47.3 98.5 8907 C 9/54 112 6 P1249/25 065AOl -9.9 87.6 3186 C 11122 113 133 P1256/01 
063A06 -43.5 101.7 8796 C 9/41 112 2 PIN9/26 0650.02 -9.1 88.7 3184 C 11/18 113 155 P1256/02 
063A07 -44.9 95.8 8890 C 10/04 112 357 P1249/27 065A03 -9.5 87.0 3168 C 11/25 113 137 P1256/03 
063A08 -41.3 99.1 8786 C 9/51 112 351 P1249/28 065.~04 -8.7 87.8 316-i C 11/22 113 156 P1256/04 
063A09 -42.6 93.5 8887 C 10/14 112 3-i9 P1249/29 065A05 -9.0 86.1 3150 C 11/29 113 133 P1256/05 
063A10 -39.0 96.7 8787 C 10/01 112 341 Pl249/30 065A06 -8.3 87.0 3146 C 11/25 113 157 P1256/06 
063All -40.2 91.1 8896 C 10/24 112 341 P1249/31 065A07 -8.6 85.3 3134 C 11/32 113 123 P1256/07 
063A12 -36.8 9-i.5 8801 C 10/10 112 332 P1249/32 065AC8 -7.8 86.1 3129 C 11/29 113 161 P1256/08 
063A13 -37.8 88.8 8918 C 10/33 112 334 P1249/33 065A09 -8.2 84.5 3119 C 11/35 113 99 P1256/09 
063A14 -34.4 92.1 8828 C 10/20 112 325 P1249/34 065AI0 -7.4 85.3 3113 C 11/32 113 168 P1256/10 
063A15 -35.3 86.5 8957 C 10/43 112 327 PIN9/35 065A11 -7.7 83.7 3105 C 11/39 113 36 P1256/11 
063A16 -32.0 89.7 8873 C 10/30 112 318 P1249/36 065A12 -6.9 84.4 3098 C 11/36 113 209 P1256/12 
063A17 -32.8 84.2 9009 C 10/52 112 322 P1249/37 065A13 -7.3 82.8 3092 C 11/42 113 359 P1256/13 
063A18 -29.6 87.5 8928 C 10/39 112 313 P1249/38 065A14 -6.5 83.6 3084 C 11/39 113 285 P1256/14 
063A19 -30.2 81.8 9079 C 11/01 112 317 P1249/39 065A15 -6.9 82.0 30S0 C 11/46 113 345 P1255/10 
063A20 -27.1 85.2 8998 C 10/48 112 309 P1249/40 065A16 -6.1 82.7 3072 C 11/43 113 306 P1255/11 
063A21 -27.3 79.2 9178 C 11/12 112 313 P1250126 065A17 -6.5 81.2 3070 C 11/49 113 339 P1255/12 
063A22 -24.3 82.7 9092 C 10/58 112 305 P1250/27 065A18 -5.7 81.9 3061 C 11/47 113 313 P1255/13 
063A23 -24.6 76.8 9280 C 11/22 112 309 P1250/28 065A19 -6.1 80.3 3061 C 11/53 113 335 P1255/14 
063A24 -21. 3 80.1 9210 C 11/09 112 302 P1250/29 C65A20 -5.2 81.0 3051 C 11/50 113 315 P1255/15 
063A25 -21.5 74.1 9418 C 11/33 112 306 P1250/30 065A21 -5.7 79.5 3053 ell/56 113 333 P1255/16 
063A26 -18.4 77.5 93-i6 C 11/19 112 299 P1250/31 065A22 -4.8 80.1 3043<C 11/54 113 317 P1255/17 
063A27 -19.3 73.5 9399 C 11/35 112 304 P1250/32 065A23 -5.3 78.6 3046 C 12/00 113 331 P1255/18 
063A31 -15.0 82.3 4140 C 11/44 112 329 P1250/09 065A24 -4.4 79.3 3035 ell/57 113 318 P1255/19 
063A32 -13.6 83.8 4107 C 11/38 112 321 P1250/10 065A25 -4.9 77.7 3041 C 12/04 113 330 P1255/20 
063.1.33 -13.7 81.7 4137 C 11/46 112 324 P1250/11 C65A26 -4.1 78.4 3029 C 12/01 113 318 P1255/21 
063A34 -12.2 83.0 4109 C 11/41 112 315 P1250/12 065A27 -4.5 76.9 3037 C 12/07 113 329 P1255/22 
063A35 -12.4 81.0 4140 C 11/49 112 319 P1250/13 065A41 14.6 56.2 1736 C 13/47 113 115 P1255/23 
063A36 -10.8 82.4 4113 C 11/44 112 310 P1250/14 065A42 14.0 55.9 1737 C 13/49 113 124 P1255/24 
063A37 -10.9 80.3 4147 C 11/52 112 314 P1250/15 065A43 14.9 55.6 1731 C 13/50 113 110 P1255125 
063A38 -9.4 81.7 4122 C 11/46 112 3e6 P1250/16 065A44 14.2 55.3 1732 C 13/51 113 119 P1255/26 
063A39 -9.4 79.6 4159 ell/55 112 310 P1250/17 065A45 15.1 55.0 1726 C 13/52 113 106 P1255/27 
063A40 -8.0 81.0 4135 C 11/49 112 302 P1250/18 065A46 14.5 54.7 1727 C 13/53 113 116 P1255/28 
063A41 -8.0 78.9 4174 C 11/58 112 307 P1250/19 065A47 15.3 54.4 1721 C 13/55 113 103 P1255/29 
063A42 -6.5 80.3 4154 C 11/52 112 299 P1250/20 065A48 14.7 54.2 1723 C 13/56 113 112 P1255/30 
063A43 -6.5 78.1 4195 C 12/01 112 304 P1250/21 065A49 15.6 53.9 1717 C 13/57 113 100 P1255/31 
063A44 -5.0 79.5 4177 C 11/56 112 297 P1250/22 065A50 15.0 53.6 1718 C 13/58 113 109 P1254/21 
063A45 -5.0 77.4 4219 C 12/04 112 301 P1250/23 065A51 15.8 53.3 1713 C 13/59 113 98 P1254/22 
063A46 -3.5 78.8 4201 ell/59 112 294 P1250lZ4 065A52 15.Z 53.0 1715 C 14/01 113 107 P1254/23 
063A47 -3.4 76.6 4249 C 12/07 112 299 P125C/25 065A53 16.1 52.7 1709 C 14/02 113 96 P1254/24 
063A48 -2.0 78.0 4231 C 12102 112 293 P1251/01 065A54 15.5 52.5 1711 C 14/03 113 104 P1254/25 
063 . 1.51 -7.9 94.7 3409 C 11/01 112 194 P1251/02 065A55 16.3 52.2 1706 C 14/04 113 95 P1254/26 
063A52 -7.2 95.9 3423 C 10/56 112 195 P1251/03 065A56 15.7 51.9 1708 C 14/06 113 102 P1254/27 
063A53 -7.5 94.0 3387 C 11/04 112 197 P1251/04 065A57 16.5 51.6 1703 C 14/07 113 93 P1254/28 
063A54 -6.7 94.9 3397 C 11/00 112 198 P1251/05 065A58 16.0 51.3 1705 C 14/08 113 101 P1254/29 
063A55 -7.1 93.0 3365 C 11/08 112 202 P1251106 065A59 16.8 51.0 1700 C 14/09 113 91 P1254/30 
063A56 -6.3 93.9 3374 C 11/04 112 203 P1251/07 065A60 16.2 50.7 1702 C 14/10 113 99 P1254/31 
063A57 -6.7 92.1 3345 C 11/12 112 207 P1251108 065;\.61 17.0 50.4 169S C 14/12 113 90 P1254/32 
0630.58 -5.8 92.9 3352 C 11/08 112 208 P1251/09 Oo5M2 16.4 50.1 1700 C 14/13 113 97 P1254/33 
0630.59 -6.2 91.1 3326 C 11/16 112 214 P1251/10 065A63 17.3 <+9.8 1696 C 14/14 113 89 P1254/34 
063A60 -.5.5 92.0 3332 C 11/12 112 213 P1251111 065A64 16.7 49.5 1698 C 14/15 113 96 P1254/35 
063.6.61 -!'.8 90.2 3308 C 11/19 112 222 P1251112 0i>5A65 17.5 49.2 1694 C 14117 113 88 P1254/36 
063A62 -~:.O 91.0 3313 C 11/16 112 219 P1251/13 0650.66 16.9 48.9 1697 C 14/18 113 95 P1254/37 
063A63 -5.4 89.3 3292 C 11/23 112 232 P1251/14 065A67 17.7 48.6 1693 C 14/19 113 88 P1254/38 
063A64 -(·.6 90.1 3296 C 11120 112 227 P1251/15 065t-08 17.1 48.3 1695 C 14/20 113 94 P1254/39 
063A65 -!;.O 8S.4 3277 C 11/27 112 241 P1251/16 065A69 18.0 48.0 1692 C 14/22 113 87 P125V<+0 
063A66 -':·.2 89.2 3280 C 11/24 112 234 P1251/17 066AOl -10.2 83.4 31 il C 11/35 113 60 P1257/16 
063A67 -4.6 87.5 3264 C 11/31 112 251 P1251/18 066A02 -9.6 84.3 3161 C 11/31 113 85 P1257/17 
063A68 -::.8 88.3 3266 C 11/27 112 242 P1251/19 066A03 -10.0 82.7 3158 C 11/38 113 48 P1257/18 
063A69 
- .... 2 86.6 3251 C 11/34 112 260 P1251/Z0 066A04 -9.1 83.5 3146 C 11/35 113 61 P1257/19 
063A70 -::.4 87.4 3252 C 11/31 112 250 P1251121 066A05 -9.7 81.9 3145 C 11/41 113 34 P1257/Z0 
063A71 -:';.8 85.7 3240 C 11/38 112 269 P1251/22 066A06 -8.8 82.7 3133 C 11/38 113 35 P1257/21 
064AOl -'<.9 93.2 3313 C 11/04 112 1 il P1252/01 066A07 -9.3 81.1 3134 C 11/45 113 21 P1257/22 
064A02 -".4 93.9 3318 C 11/00 112 175 P1252/02 066A08 -8.4 81.8 3120 C 11/42 113 15 P1257123 
064A03 -~·.6 92.3 3290 C 11/07 112 172 P1252103 066A09 -8.9 80.2 3123 C 11/48 113 11 P1257/24 
064A04 -u.S 93.3 3296 C 11/03 112 180 P1252104 066AI0 -8.0 80.9 3109 C 11/45 113 P1257/25 064A05 -'·.1 91.4 3267 ell/II 112 174 P125Z105 066All -8.5 79.4 3114 ell/52 113 2 P1257/26 064A06 -/.;.0 92.3 3272 C 11/07 112 182 P1252106 066A12 -7.6 80.1 3100 C 11/49 113 351 Pl257127 
064A07 -,·.6 90.5 3245 C 11/14 112 176 P1252/07 066A13 -8.1 78.5 3107 ell/55 113 355 P1257128 
064.6.08 -·;.6 91.4 3249 C 11/11 112 1106 P1252/08 066Al4 -7.1 79.1 3092 C 11/53 113 344 P1257/29 
064A09 -(,.4 89.9 3226 C 11/17 112 177 P1252109 066A15 -7.7 77.6 3100 C 11/59 113 350 P1257130 
064AlO -i.6 90.7 3229 C 11/14 il~ i~~ ~H~~~i~ 066A16 -6.7 78.3 30S5 ell/56 113 340 P1258/14 064All -~.9 89.0 3207 C 11/21 1 066A17 -7.3 76.7 3095 C 12/03 113 346 P125S/15 
064A12 -',.1 89.8 3208 C 11/18 112 189 P1252/12 066A18 -6.3 77.4 3079 C 12/00 113 337 P1258/16 
064A13 -· ... 4 88.1 3189 C 11/25 112 191 P1252/13 066A19 -6.9 75.9 3091 C 12/06 113 343 P1258/17 
064A14 - ... 7 88.9 3189 C 11/21 112 195 P1252114 066A20 -5.9 76.5 3075 C 12/04 113 334 P125S/18 
064A15 -7.0 87.2 3172 C 11128 112 204 P1252115 066A21 -6.5 75.0 3089 C 12/10 113 340 P1258/19 
064A16 -t·.2 88.0 3172 C 11/25 112 206 P1252/16 066A22 -5.6 75.6 3071 C 12/07 113 332 P1258/20 
064A17 -1-.5 86.3 3157 C 11/32 112 224 P1252117 066A23 -6.3 74.2 3087 C 12/13 113 338 P1258/21 
064A18 -1'.8 87.1 3155 C 11/29 112 218 P1252118 066A24 -5.3 7-i.8 3068 C 12/11 113 331 P1258/22 
064A19 -t .1 85.4 3143 C 11/36 112 249 P1252119 066A25 -6.1 73.3 3080 C 12/17 113 337 P1258/Z3 
064A20 -5.3 86.2 3141 C 11/33 112 234 P1252120 066A26 -5.1 74.0 3067 C lZ/14 113 330 P1258/26 
064A21 -~.6 84.6 3130 C 11/39 112 272 P1252121 Oo6A27 -5.8 72.5 3085 C 12/20 113 335 P1258/25 
064A22 -'..9 85.3 3127 C 11/36 112 Z50 Pl:252/22 066A28 -4.8 73.2 3065 C 12/18 113 329 P1258/13 
064A23 -!:.2 83.7 3119 C 11/43 llZ 286 P1253/01 066A29 -5.5 71.7 3086 C 12/24 113 334 P1260/21 
3-12 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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PlCNO LAT LON RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ OF-DERN8R PlCNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERtmR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
066A30 -4.5 72.3 3066 C 12121 113 328 P1260122 069A22 12.6 S9.2 1844 C 13/14 l1S 123 P9S69/14 
066A31 13.7 54.6 1749 C 13/49 113 119 P1260/23 069,1.23 13.7 58.7 1841 C 13/16 115 13 P9569/1S 
066A32 13.1 54.3 1753 C 13/50 113 125 P1260/N Oo9AN 13.2 5S.7 1836 C 13/16 115 72 P9569/16 
066A33 14.0 54.1 1744 C 13/51 113 116 P1260/25 069A25 14.2 5S.2 1834 C 13/18 115 11 P1265/17 
066A34 13.4 53.8 1748 C 13/53 113 122 P1260126 069A26 13.7 58.2 1829 C 13/18 115 42 P1265/18 
066A35 14.3 53.5 1740 C 13/54 113 113 PlZ60/27 069A27 14.7 57.7 1827 C 13/20 115 10 P1265/19 
066A36 13.7 53.2 1743 C 13/55 113 119 PH60/30 069A2S 14.1 57.6 1822 C 13/21 115 29 P1265/20 
Ob6A37 14.6 53.0 1735 C 13/56 113 110 P1260/31 069A29 15.1 57.1 1822 C 13/23 115 9 P1265/21 
066A38 14.0 52.6 1739 C 13/57 113 116 P1260/32 069A30 14.6 57.1 1815 C 13/23 115 22 P1265/22 
066A39 14.9 52.4 1731 C 13/58 113 108 P1260/33 069A31 15.6 56.6 1816 C 13/25 115 7 P1265/23 
066A40 14.3 52.1 1735 C 14/00 113 114 P1260/34 069A32 lS.1 5b.S 1809 C 13/25 115 18 P1265/24 
066A41 15.1 51.8 1728 C 14/01 113 106 P1260/35 070AOl 39.9 14.3 1708 C 16/28 115 294 P1266/21 
066A42 14.5 51.5 1732 C 14/02 113 112 P1260/36 070A02 39.2 13.9 1703 C 16/30 lIS 287 P1266/22 
066A43 IS.4 51.3 1724 C 14/03 113 10,+ P1260/37 070A03 40.0 13.5 1709 C 16/32 115 296 P1266/23 
066A44 14.8 50.9 1729 C 14/05 113 109 P1200/38 070A04 39.4 13.1 1705 C 16/33 115 289 P1266/24 
066A45 15.7 50.7 1722 C 14/06 113 102 P1260/39 OiOA05 40.1 12.6 1711 C 16/35 115 298 P1266/25 
066A46 15.1 50.4 1725 C 14/07 113 107 P1260/40 070A06 39.5 12.2 1707 C 16/37 115 291 P1266/26 
066A47 15.9 50.1 1719 C 14/08 113 100 P1260/41 070A07 40.2 11. 7 1714 C 16/39 115 301 P1266127 
066A48 15.4 49.8 1723 C 14/10 113 106 P1260/42 070A08 39.6 11.4 1710 C 16/40 115 294 P1266/28 
066A49 16.2 49.5 1717 C 14/11 113 99 PIZ61/12 070A09 40.3 10.9 1717 C 16/42 115 303 P1266/29 
066A50 15.6 49.2 1721 C 14/12 113 104 P1261/13 070A10 39.7 10.5 1712 C 16/44 115 297 P1266/30 
066A51 16.5 49.0 1714 C 14/13 113 97 P1261/14 OiOA11 40.4 9.9 1720 C 16/46 115 307 P1266/31 
066A52 15.9 48.6 1719 C 14/14 113 103 P1261/15 070A12 39.8 9.7 1717 C 16/48 115 300 P1266/32 
066A53 16.7 48.4 1713 C 14/16 113 96 P1261116 070A13 40.6 9.2 1724 C 16/50 115 310 P1266/33 
066A54 16.2 48.0 1718 C 14/17 113 101 P1261/17 OiDA14 39.9 8.8 1721 C 16/51 115 303 P1266/34 
066A55 17.0 47.8 1712 C 14/18 113 95 P1261/18 OiO,U5 40.6 8.3 1728 C 16/53 115 313 P1266/35 
066AS6 16.4 47.4 1717 C 14/19 113 100 P1261/19 070A16 40.0 8.0 1725 C 16/55 115 30.7 P1266/36 
066A57 17.3 47.2 1711 C 14/20 113 94 P1261/20 070A17 40.7 7.5 1733 C 16/57 115 317 P1266/37 
066A58 16.6 46.9 1716 C 14/22 113 99 P1261/21 OiOA18 40.1 7.2 1730 C 16/58 115 312 P1266/38 
066A59 17.5 46.6 1711 C 14/23 113 94 P1261/22 070A19 40.8 6.6 1738 C 17/00 115 322 P1266/39 
067AOl -46.3 84.4 7012 C 10/54 114 9 P1259/14 070AZO 40.1 6.3 1735 C 17/02 115 317 P1266/40 
067A02 -42.9 88.2 6859 C 10/38 114 7 P1259/15 OiOA21 40.9 5.8 17'14 C 17/04 115 326 P1267/13 
067A03 -44.1 83.4 6966 C 10/58 114 4 PH59/16 070A22 40.2 5.5 1740 C 17/05 115 322 P1267/14 
067A04 -41.1 86.5 6839 C 10/45 114 1 P1259/17 070A23 41.0 4.9 1750 C 17/07 115 331 P1267/15 
067A05 -42.1 81.7 69:'6 C 11/04 114 359 P1259/18 070A24 40.3 4.6 1746 C 17/09 115 328 P126 7/16 
067A06 -39.2 84.7 6826 C 10/53 114 355 P1259/19 070A25 41.0 4.1 1756 C 17111 115 336 P12671l7 
067A07 -40.2 80.0 6941 C 11/11 114 353 P1259/20 0,OA26 40.4 3.8 1752 C 17/12 115 334 P1267/18 
067A08 -37.4 83.1 6821 C 10/59 114 349 P1259/21 070A27 41.1 3.2 1762 C 17/15 115 341 P1267/19 
067A09 -38.3 7S.4 6<;40 C 11/18 114 348 P1259/22 070A28 40.4 2.9 1759 C 17/16 115 341 P1267/0B 
067AI0 -35.5 81.4 6825 C 11/06 114 343 P125 0 !23 070A2? 41.2 2.3 1769 C 17/18 115 347 P1267/20 
067All -36.2 76.7 6951 C 11/25 114 343 P1259/24 070A30 40.5 2.1 1766 C 17/19 115 347 P1267/21 
067A12 -33.6 79.6 6839 C 11/13 114 333 P1259/25 070A31 41.2 1.4 1777 C 17/22 115 352 P1267/22 
067A13 -34.3 75.0 6972 C 11/32 114 339 P1259/26 OiOA32 40.5 1.2 1773 C 17/23 115 354 P1267/23 
067A14 -31.6 78.0 6862 C 11/20 114 333 P1262/21 071AOl 7.8 62.9 1956 C 12/47 116 198 P1268/21 
067A15 -32.2 73.2 7004 C 11/39 114 334 P1262/22 071A02 7.2 62.7 1958 C 12/48 116 191 P1268/22 
067A16 -29.6 76.2 6896 C 11/28 114 328 P1262/23 071A03 8.3 62.5 1944 C 12149 116 197 P1268/23 
067A17 -30.1 71.4 7046 C 11/47 114 330 P1262/24 071A04 7.7 62.2 1945 C 12150 116 189 P1268/24 
067A18 -27.6 74.4 6939 C 11/35 114 324 P1262/25 071A05 8.9 62.0 1931 C 12/51 116 196 P1268/25 
067A19 -28.0 69.5 7103 C 11/54 114 326 P1262/26 071A06 8.3 61.8 1932 C 12/52 116 188 P1268/26 
067A20 -25.5 72.5 7000 C 11/43 114 320 P1262127 071A07 9.4 61.5 1919 C 12/53 116 195 P1268/27 
067A21 -25.8 67.5 7177 C 12/03 114 322 P1262/28 071A08 8.8 61.3 1920 C 12/54 116 186 P1268128 
067A22 -23.3 70.6 7069 C 11/50 114 317 P1262/29 071A09 9.9 61.0 1908 C 12/55 116 193 P1268/29 
067A23 -23.4 65.3 7268 C 12111 114 319 P1262/30 071HO 9.3 60.B 1905 C 12156 116 184 P1268/30 
067A24 -21. 0 68.4 7159 C 11/59 114 314 P1262/31 071AIl 10.4 60.5 1897 C 12/58 116 191 P1208131 
067A25 -~0.9 62.9 73e2 C 12/21 114 316 P1262132 071Al2 9.8 60.3 1896 C 12/58 116 181 P1268/32 
067A26 -18.5 66.1 7271 C 12/08 114 311 P1262/33 o 71 A 103 10.9 60.0 1886 C 13/00 116 189 P1268/33 
067A27 -18.2 60.3 7522 C 12/32 114 314 P1262/34 OilA14 10.3 59.8 18:35 C 13/00 116 178 P1268/34 
067A28 -15.9 63.6 7406 C 12/19 114 309 P1262/35 071A15 11.4 59.4 1876 C 13/02 116 18b P1268/35 
067A31 12.9 53.5 1760 C 13/49 114 132 P1262136 071Alb 10.8 59.3 1875 C 13/03 116 174 P1268/36 
067A32 12.2 53.1 1767 C 13/50 114 135 P1262/37 OilA17 11. 9 58.9 1867 C 13/04 116 181 P1268/37 
067A33 13.1 53.0 1755 C 13/51 114 129 P1262/33 OilA18 11.3 58.8 1865 C 13/05 116 168 P1268/38 067A34 12.5 52.6 1762 C 13/53 114 133 P1262/39 071A19 12.3 58.4 1858 C 13/06 116 172 P1268/39 
067A35 13.4 52.4 1751 C 13/53 114 127 P1262/40 071A20 11.8 58.3 1856 C 13/07 116 160 P1268/40 
067A36 12.8 52.0 1758 C 13/55 114 130 P1263/21 OilA21 12.8 57.9 1849 C 13/09 116 141 P1269/13 
067A37 13.7 51.8 1747 C 13/56 114 124 P1263/22 071A22 12.3 57.8 1847 C 13/09 116 147 P1269/14 
067A38 13.1 51.4 1754 C 13/58 114 128 P1263/23 071A23 13.3 57.4 1841 C 13111 116 64 P1269/15 
067A39 13.9 51.2 1743 C 13/58 114 122 P1263/24 07lA24 12.8 57.3 1838 C 13111 116 12'6 P1269/16 
067A40 13.3 50.8 1751 C 14/00 114 125 P1263/25 OilA25 13.8 56.8 1834 C 13113 116 36 P1269/17 
067A41 14.2 50.7 17 ... 0 C 14/01 114 120 P1263/26 071,1.26 13.2 56.8 1830 C 13/14 116 95 P1269/18 
067A42 13.7 50.3 1747 C 14/02 114 123 P1263/27 OilA27 14.3 56.3 1827 C 13/15 116 27 P1269/19 
067A43 14.6 50.2 1735 C 14/03 114 117 P1263/28 071A28 13.7 56.2 1822 C 13/16 116 68 P1269120 
067A44 14.0 49.8 1743 C 14/05 114 121 P1263/29 071A29 14.7 55.8 1820 C 13/18 116 22 P1269/21 
067A45 14.9 49.6 1731 C 14/05 114 115 P1263/30 071A30 14.2 55.7 1815 C 13/18 116 51 P1269/22 
067A46 14.3 49.2 1739 C 14/07 114 119 P1263/31 071A31 15.2 55.2 1814 C 13/20 116 19 P1269123 
067A47 15.2 49.0 1729 C 14/08 114 113 P1263/32 07lA32 14.6 55.2 1808 C 13/20 116 40 P1269/24 
067M8 14.6 48.6 1738 C 14/10 114 117 P1263/33 072AOl 38.7 12.9 1705 C 16/23 116 280 P1270/21 
067A49 15.4 48.4 1728 C 14/10 114 112 P1263/3'+ 072A02 38.0 12.6 1703 C 16/25 116 273 P1270/22 
067A50 14.8 48.0 1736 C 14/12 114 116 P1263/35 072A03 38.8 12.1 1706 C 16/26 116 282 P1270/23 
067A51 15.6 47.8 1727 C 14/13 114 III P1263/36 072A04 38.2 11.7 1704 C 16/28 116 274 P1270/24 
067A52 15.0 47.4 1736 C 14/15 114 115 P1263/37 072A05 38.9 11.3 1708 C 16/30 116 283 P1270/25 
067A53 15.8 47.2 1727 C 14/15 114 110 P1263/38 072A06 38.3 10.9 1706 C 16/31 116 275 P1270/26 
067A54 15.2 46.8 1736 C 14/17 114 114 P1263/39 072A07 39.0 10.4 1710 C 16/33 116 285 P1270127 
067A55 16.1 46.6 1726 C 14/18 114 109 P1263/40 072A08 33.4 10.1 1709 C 16/35 116 276 P1270/28 
C67A56 15.5 46.2 1735 C 14/20 114 113 P1263/41 072A09 39.1 9.7 1713 C 16/37 116 287 P1270/29 
067AS7 16.4 46.0 1725 C 14/20 114 108 P1263/42 072AI0 38.5 9.2 1711 C 16/38 116 278 P1270/30 
067A58 15.8 45.6 1733 C 14/22 114 III P1263/43 onAll 39.3 8.8 1715 C 16/40 116 289 P1270/31 
067A59 16.7 45.4 172 ... C 14/23 114 106 P1263/44 0720\12 38.6 8.5 1714 C 16/42 116 280 P1270/32 
067A60 16.1 45.0 1733 C 14/25 114 110 P1263/45 072A13 39.4 8.0 1719 C 16/44 116 291 P1270/33 
069AOl 8.2 64.4 1950 C 12152 115 198 P956S/21 Oi2AH 38.7 7.6 1718 C 16/45 116 282 P1270/34 
069A02 7.5 64.2 1952 C 12/52 115 191 P95~8/22 onAl5 39.5 7.2 1723 C 16/47 116 295 P1270/35 
06 0 A03 8.6 63.9 1938 C 12/54 115 198 P9568/23 072Alo 38.8 6.8 1722 C 16/49 116 285 P9372/01 
069A04 8.1 63.7 1939 C 12/55 115 189 P9568/24 072A17 39.6 6.3 1727 C 16/51 116 298 P9372/02 
069A05 9.2 63.4 1926 C 12/56 115 197 P9568/25 072A18 38.9 6.0 1726 C 16/52 116 21'8 P9372/03 
069A06 8.6 63.2 1926 C 12/57 115 188 P9568/26 Oi2A19 39.7 5.5 1732 C 16/54 116 302 P9372/04 
069A07 9.7 62.9 1915 C 12/58 115 195 P9568/27 onA20 39.0 5.2 1730 C 16/55 116 292 P9372/05 
069A08 ~ .1 02.7 1914 C 12/59 115 186 p 0 568/28 072A21 39.8 4.6 1736 C 16/58 116 307 P9575/22 
069A09 lu.2 62.4 1904 C 13/00 115 194 P9S68/29 072A22 39.1 4.3 1735 C 16/59 116 296 P957S123 
069AI0 9.6 62.2 1903 C 13/01 115 184 P9S68/30 072A23 39.8 3.8 1742 C 17/01 116 312 P9575/24 
069All 11'.7 61.9 1893 C 13/02 115 193 P<;568/31 072A24 39.2 3.5 1741 C 17/02 116 301 P9575/25 
069.'!'12 1').1 61.7 1892 C 13/03 115 181 pOS68/32 072A25 39.9 3.0 1747 C 17/04 116 318 P9575/26 
069AH 1:.2 61.3 1883 C 13/05 115 191 P9568/33 072A26 39.2 2.6 1746 C 17/06 116 308 P9575/27 
069A14 10.6 01.2 18S1 C 13/05 115 177 P9568/34 072A27 39.9 2.1 1753 C 17/08 116 324 P9575/28 
069A15 1).7 60.8 1874 C 13/07 115 les P9568/35 072A28 39.2 1.8 1752 C 17/10 116 317 P9575/29 
069A16 ILl 60.7 1871 C 13/07 115 173 P9568/36 072A29 40.0 1.2 1759 C 17/12 116 332 P9575/30 
069Al7 1:,.2 bO.3 1865 C 13/09 115 185 P9568/37 072A30 39.3 .9 1758 C 17/13 116 327 P9575/31 
069A18 1:'.6 60.2 1662 C 13/09 115 166 P9568/38 072A31 40.0 .4 1766 C 17/15 116 340 P9575/32 
Og9A19 1;'.7 59·9 U~~ C i3/11 115 157 P9568/39 072A32 39.3 .1 1765 C 17/17 H6 339 P9575/33 o 9AZO F· l 59. C 3/12 115 154 P9568/40 073A01 7.3 61. 7 1962 C 12141 7 206 P9575/34 069A21 •. 2 59.3 18~8 C 13/14 115 18 P9569/13 073A02 6.7 61.4 1965 C 12142 117 200 P9575/35 
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"IK:NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO If.T lOft RAflGE F TOO lS SCAZ C?DERtlBR PICNO lU LeN RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------073A03 ~.8 61.2 1948 C 12/43 117 205 P9575/36 079A72 7.6 57.3 1979 C 12/22 119 226 P1277/17 
073A04 ;'.2 60.9 1950 C 12/44 117 199 P1271/37 079A73 8.8 57.3 1964 C 12/22 119 233 P1277/18 
073~05 8.3 ~0.7 1934 C 12/45 117 204 P9575/38 079A74 8.3 56.8 1962 C 12/24 119 227 P1277/19 
073A06 7.8 60.4 1936 C 12/46 117 198 P9575/39 079A75 9.4 56.8 1947 C 12/24 119 233 P1277/20 
073A07 8.9 60.3 1921 C 12/47 117 204 P9575/40 079A76 8.9 56.4 1945 C 12/26 119 227 P1279/18 073A08 8.3 60.0 1922 C 12/48 117 197 P9575/41 079A77 10.0 56.3 1932 C 12/26 119 234 P1279/19 gf~~iZ ~:~ ~~:~ i~g~ ~ i~~~~ ii~ t~~ ~i~~~~~~ g~~~f~ 16:~ ~~:~ i~i2 ~ i~~~~ ii~ ~~~ ~i~f~~~~ 
073Al1 10.0 59.3 1895 C 12/51 117 204 P1272/25 079A80 10.1 55.4 1914 C 12/30 119 228 P1279/22 073A12 9.4 59.1 1896 C 12/52 117 195 P1272/26 079A81 11.2 55.4 1902 C 12/30 119 236 P1279/23 073A13 10.6 58.9 1884 C 12/53 117 204 P1272/27 079A82 10.7 55.0 1899 C 12/32 119 229 P1279/24 
073A14 10.0 58.6 1884 C 12/54 117 195 P1272/28 079A83 11.8 54.9 1888 C 12/32 119 237 P1279/25 
073A15 11.1 58.4 1872 C 12/55 117 204 P1272/29 079A84 11.2 54.5 1885 C 12/34 119 230 P1279/26 
073A16 10.5 58.2 1872 C 12/56 117 194 P1272/30 079A85 12.3 54.4 1875 C 12/34 119 239 P1279/27 073A17 11.6 57.9 1862 C 12/57 117 205 P1272/31 079A86 11.8 54.0 1871 C 12/36 119 231 P1279/28 
073A18 11.1 57.7 1861 C 12/58 117 193 P1272/32 079A87 12.9 53.9 1862 C 12/36 119 241 P1279/29 
073A19 12.1 57.4 1851 C 12/59 117 206 P1272/33 079AS8 12.4 53.6 1858 C 12/38 119 232 P1279/30 
073A20 11.6 57.3 1850 C 13/00 117 192 P1272/34 079A89 13.5 53.6 1852 C 12/38 119 244 P1279/31 073A21 12.6 56.9 1842 C 13/01 117 206 P1272/35 079A90 13.0 53.1 1845 C 12/40 119 234 P1279/32 
073A22 12.0 56.7 1840 C 13/02 117 189 P1272/36 079A91 14.1 53.0 1833 C 12/41 119 245 P1279/33 
073A23 13.1 56.4 1832 C 13/04 117 204 P1272/37 079A92 13.5 52.6 1833 C 12/42 119 236 P1279/34 
073A24 12.5 56.2 1830 C 13/05 117 184 P1272/38 080AOl -11.2 67.0 2780 C 11/26 120 88 P12S1/14 
073A25 13.5 55.8 1823 C 13/06 117 203 P1272/39 OSOA02 -10.5 68.0 2767 C 11/22 120 93 P1281/15 073A26 13.0 55.7 1821 C 13/07 117 178 P1272/40 080A03 -10.1 66.6 2746 C 11/28 120 87 P1281/16 
073A27 14.0 55.3 1815 C 13/08 117 199 P1272/41 OSOA04 -9.3 67.4 2728 C 11/25 120 93 P128I/17 
073A28 13.4 55.2 1812 C 13/09 117 170 P1272/42 080A05 -8.9 66.0 2710 C 11/30 120 86 P1281/18 
073A29 14.5 5~.8 1807 C 13/11 117 249 P1272/43 080A06 -8.0 66.8 2692 C 11/28 120 92 P1281/19 
073A30 13.9 54.7 1804 C 13/11 117 159 P1272/44 080A07 -7.7 65.4 2676 C 11/33 120 84 P12S1/20 
073A31 15.0 54.3 1800 C 13/13 117 2 P1272/45 080A08 -6.9 66.1 2660 C 11/30 120 91 P12S1/21 073A32 14.5 54.2 1796 C 13/13 117 127 P1272/46 080A09 -6.6 64.8 2646 C 11/35 120 82 P1281/22 
074AOl 6.7 60.4 1967 C 12/40 117 203 P1273/20 080AI0 -5.7 65.6 2631 C 11/33 120 90 P1281/23 
074A02 6.2 60.1 1971 C 12/42 117 198 P1273/21 OSOAll -5.5 64.3 2619 C 11/38 120 80 P12S1/24 074A03 7.3 60.0 1953 C 12/42 117 202 P1273/22 OSOA12 -4.6 65.0 2604 C 11/35 120 89 P1281/25 
074A04 6.7 59.6 1956 C 12/44 117 196 P1273/23 080A13 -4.3 63.7 2594 C 11/40 120 77 P1281/26 
074A05 7.9 59.5 1939 C 12/44 117 201 P1273/24 OSOA14 -3.5 64.5 2581 C 11/37 120 87 P1282/32 
074A06 7.3 59.2 1941 C 12/46 117 195 P1273/25 080A15 -3.2 63.2 2572 C 11/43 120 72 P1282/33 
074A07 8.4 59.0 1925 C 12/46 117 200 P1273/26 080A16 -2.4 63.9 2559 C 11/40 120 85 P1282/34 
074A08 7.8 58.7 1927 C 12/48 117 193 PI273/37 OSOA17 -2.2 62.6 2552 C 11/45 120 65 P1283/08 
074A09 9.0 58.5 1912 C 12/48 117 198 P1273/27 080A18 -1.4 63.4 2540 C 11/42 120 80 P1283/09 
074AI0 8.4 5S.3 1913 C 12/50 117 191 P1273/28 080A19 -1.1 62.1 2534 C 11/47 120 55 P1283/10 074Al1 9.5 58.1 1899 C 12/50 117 197 P1273/29 080A20 -.3 62.8 2524 C 11/44 120 71 P1283/11 
074A12 8.9 57.8 1900 C 12/52 117 189 P1273/30 080A21 .0 61.6 2519 C 11/49 120 36 P1283/12 
074A13 10.0 57.6 1887 C 12/52 117 195 P1273/31 080A22 .7 62.3 2509 C 11/47 120 46 P1283/13 
074A14 9.5 57.3 1888 C 12/54 117 187 P1273/32 OSOA23 .9 61.1 2506 C 11/51 120 8 P1283/14 07~A15 10.5 57.1 1875 C 12/55 117 193 P1273/38 080A24 1.7 61.8 2497 C 11/49 120 341 P1284/23 
074A16 10.0 56.8 1876 C 12/56 117 185 P1273/33 080A25 2.0 60.5 2494 C 11/54 120 339 P12S4/24 
074A17 11.0 56.6 1864 C 12/57 117 191 P1273/34 OSOA26 2.7 61.3 2486 ell/51 120 307 P1284/25 
074A18 10.5 56.4 1865 C 12/58 117 182 P1273/35 080A27 3.0 60.0 2485 C 11/56 120 321 P1284/26 
074A19 11.5 56.1 1854 C 12/59 117 18S P1273/36 080A28 3.8 60.7 2478 ell/53 120 296 P1284/27 
074A20 11.0 55.9 IS54 C 13/00 117 179 P1274/14 OSOA29 4.0 59.5 2478 C 11/58 120 310 P1284/28 074A21 12.0 55.6 1844 C 13/01 117 185 P1274/15 080A30 4.8 60.2 2472 C 11/55 120 290 P1284/29 
074A22 11.5 55.4 1843 C 13/02 117 175 P1274/16 080A31 3.9 59.4 2108 C 12/06 120 234 P12S0/34 
074A23 12.5 55.1 1834 C 13/03 117 179 P1274/17 080A32 3.2 58.8 2112 C 12/08 120 229 P1280/35 
074A24 12.0 54.9 1833 C 13/04 117 171 P1274/18 080A33 4.4 59.0 2091 C 12/08 120 234 P1280/36 
074A25 13.0 54.6 1825 C 13/05 117 172 P1274/19 OSOA34 3.9 58.4 2090 C 12/10 120 229 P1282/18 
074A26 12.4 54.4 1824 C 13/06 117 164 P1274/20 OSOA35 5.1 58.5 2069 C 12/10 120 233 P1282/19 
074A27 13.5 54.2 1817 C 13/07 117 161 P1274/21 080A36 4.5 57.9 2068 C 12/12 120 229 P1282/20 
074A28 12.9 54.0 1815 C 13/08 117 157 P1274/22 080A37 5.7 58.1 2049 C 12/12 120 233 P1282/21 074A29 14.0 53.7 lS08 C 13/09 117 141 P1274/23 080A38 5.2 57.4 2047 C 12/14 120 228 P1282/22 
074A30 13.5 53.5 1806 C 13/10 117 148 PI27~/24 080A39 6.3 57.6 2028 C 12/14 120 233 P1282/23 
074A31 14.5 53.2 1600 C 13/11 117 100 P1274/25 080A40 5.8 57.0 2027 C 12/16 120 228 P12S2/24 
074A32 14.0 53.1 1798 C 13/12 117 133 P1274/26 080A41 7.0 57.1 2010 C 12/16 120 233 P12S2/25 
079A14 -53.8 27.6 24423 V 9/42 119 324 H1275/16 080A42 6.5 56.5 2007 C 12/18 120 228 P1282/26 
079A16 -45.7 17.5 24855 V 10/22 119 317 H1275/20 080A43 7.6 56.7 1990 C 12/18 120 233 P1282/27 
079A21 -45.0 46.5 23733 V 8/31 119 308 H1275/22 080A44 7.1 56.1 1988 C 12/20 120 228 P1282/28 
079A22 -35.7 52.7 23625 V 8/06 119 291 H1275/24 080A45 8.2 56.2 1972 C 12/20 120 234 P1282/29 
079A23 -39.1 36.5 24108 V 9/11 119 302 H1275/26 080A46 7.7 55.6 1970 C 12/22 120 228 P1282/30 
079A24 -30.1 43.0 24028 V 8/45 119 288 H1275/28 OSOA47 8.8 55.7 1955 C 12/22 120 234 P1282/31 
079A31 -9.3 68.5 2768 C 11/27 119 89 P1278/16 OSOA48 8.4 55.1 1950 C 12/24 120 228 P1280/19 
079A32 -8.4 69.3 2753 C 11/23 119 97 P1278/17 OSOA49 9.4 55.2 1938 C 12/24 120 234 P1280/20 
079A33 -8.1 67.9 2737 C 11/29 119 88 P1278/18 080A50 8.9 54.7 1936 C 12/26 120 228 P1280/21 
079A34 -7.3 68.7 2723 C 11/26 119 96 P1278/19 OSOA51 10.0 54.7 1922 C 12/26 120 234 P1280/22 079A35 -7.0 67.3 270S C 11/31 119 87 P1278/20 080A52 9 5 54.2 1920 C 12/28 120 228 P1280/23 
079A36 -6.1 68.1 2694 C 11/28 119 96 P1278/21 080A53 10:6 54.2 1907 C 12/28 120 235 P1280/24 079A37 -5.8 66.8 2681 C 11/34 119 84 P1278/22 080A54 10.1 53.8 1904 C 12/30 120 228 P1280/25 
079A38 -5.0 67.5 2669 C 11/31 119 95 P1278/23 008S00AA5556 1110'.62 53.8 1892 C 12/30 120 236 P1280/26 079A39 -4.7 66.2 2658 C 11/36 119 81 P1278/24 53.3 1889 C 12/32 120 229 P1280/27 079A40 -3.9 66.9 2646 C 11/33 119 94 P1278/25 080A57 11.7 53.3 1878 C 12/32 120 236 P1280/28 
079A41 -3.6 65.6 2637 C 11/39 119 76 P127S/26 080A58 11.2 52.8 1874 C 12/34 120 229 P12S0/29 079A42 -2.8 66.4 2626 C 11/36 119 92 P1278/27 080A59 12.3 52.8 1864 C 12/34 120 237 P1280/30 
079A43 -2.5 65.1 2618 C 11/41 119 68 P1278/28 080A60 11.8 52.3 1861 C 12/36 120 230 P1280/31 079A44 -1.7 65.8 2608 C 11/38 119 89 P1276/24 060A61 12.9 52.3 1851 C 12/37 120 239 P1280/32 
079A45 -1.5 64.5 2602 C 11/43 119 52 P1276/25 080A62 12.3 51.8 1847 C 12/38 120 230 P1280/33 
079A46 -.7 65.2 2593 C 11/40 119 78 P1276/26 081AOI -13.6 65.9 2840 C 11/24 120 81 P1284/30 
079A47 -.4 64.0 2588 C 11/46 119 21 P1276/27 081A02 -12.5 66.7 2811 C 11/21 120 85 P1284/31 
079A48 .2 64.7 2579 C 11/43 119 6 P1276/28 081A03 -12.2 65.3 2793 C 11/26 120 81 P1284/32 
079A49 .5 63.4 2576 C 11/48 119 343 P1276/29 081A04 -11.2 66.0 2767 C 11/23 120 85 P1284/33 079A50 1.3 64.1 2568 C 11/45 119 298 P1276/30 081A05 -10.9 64.7 2750 C 11/29 120 80 P1284/34 
079A51 1.6 62.9 2566 ell/50 119 319 P1276/31 OS1A06 -9.9 65.4 2725 C 11/26 120 85 P1284/35 079A52 2.4 63.6 2559 C 11/47 119 288 P1276/32 081A07 -9.7 64.1 2710 C 11/31 120 79 P1284/36 
079A53 2.6 62.4 2558 C 11/52 119 306 P1276/17 081AD8 -8.7 64.8 268S C 11129 120 84 P1284/37 
079A54 3.4 63.1 2552 C 11/50 119 284 P1276/18 081A09 -8.4 63.5 2674 C 11/34 120 78 P1284/38 
079A55 3.7 61.9 2552 elI/55 119 299 P1276/19 081AI0 -7.5 64.3 2653 C 11/31 120 84 P1284/39 
079A56 4.5 62.6 2547 ell/52 119 282 P1276/20 081All -7.2 63.0 2641 C 11/36 120 77 P1284/40 079A57 4.7 61.4 2548 C 11/57 119 295 P1276/21 081A12 -6.3 63.7 2622 C 11/33 120 83 P1284/41 
079A58 5.5 62.1 2544 ell/54 119 281 P1276/22 081A13 -6.0 62.5 2611 C 11/38 120 75 P1284/42 079A59 5.8 60.8 2547 ell/59 119 292 P1276/23 081A14 -5.1 63.2 2593 C 11/35 120 83 P12S4/43 
079A60 6.5 61.5 2543 C 11/56 119 2S1 P1278/29 081A15 -4.9 62.0 2584 C 11/40 120 73 P1284/44 
079A61 5.2 60.1 2074 C 12/10 119 232 P1275/06 081A16 -4.0 62.7 2568 C 11/38 120 82 P1285/21 
079A62 4.5 59.6 2075 C 1£/12 119 227 P1275/07 081A17 -3.8 61.5 2559 C 11/42 120 71 P1285/22 
079A63 5.7 59.7 2055 C 12/12 119 232 P1275/08 081A18 -2.9 62.2 2545 C 11/40 120 80 P1285/23 
079A64 5.2 59.1 205~ C 12/14 119 227 P1275/09 081A19 -2.7 61.0 2537 C 11/44 120 67 P1285/24 
079A65 6.4 59.2 2035 C 12/14 119 232 P1275/10 081A20 -1.8 61.8 2523 C 11/42 120 78 P1285/25 079A66 5.8 58.7 2034 C 12/16 119 226 P1277/11 081A21 -1.6 60.6 2517 C 11/46 120 60 P1285/26 079A67 7.0 58.7 2016 C 12/16 119 232 P1277/12 081A22 -.7 61.3 2505 C 11/44 120 74 P1285/27 
079A68 6.4 5S.2 2015 C 12/18 119 226 P1277/13 081A23 -.5 60.2 2499 C 11/48 120 50 P1285/28 079A69 7.6 58.3 1998 C 12/18 119 232 P1277/14 081A24 .2 60.8 2488 C 11/46 120 65 P12S5/29 079A70 7.0 57.8 1997 C 12/20 119 226 P1277/15 081A25 .5 59.7 2484 C 11/50 120 34 P1285/30 
079A71 8.2 57.8 1981 C 12/20 119 232 P1277/16 OS1A26 1.3 60.4 2474 C 11/47 120 42 P1285/31 
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081A27 ' .6 59.3 2470 C 11/52 120 7 P1285/32 084A71 33.6 290.4 1521 C 15/18 122 12 P1291/12 081A28 ?3 60.0 2461 C 11/49 120 342 P1285/33 OS4A72 33.1 290.1 1520 C 15/19 122 81 P1291/13 
081A29 ::.6 58.9 ,459 C 11/54 120 338 P1285/34 084A73 33.8 289.7 1524 C 15/21 122 72 P1291114 
081A30 :\.4 59.6 2451 C 11/51 120 302 P1285135 084A74 33.3 289.4 1524 C 15122 122 81 P1291/15 
083AOl .4 31.1 3034 C 10/49 121 214 P1285/36 084A75 34.0 289.1 1~28 C 15/23 122 72 P1291/16 
083A02 : .1 32.0 3046 C 10/45 121 211 F1285/37 084A76 33.5 288.8 1 27 C 15/25 122 80 P1291/17 
083A03 ' .• 3 30.5 3026 C 10/52 121 220 P1285/38 OS4A77 34.2 288.4 1532 C 15126 122 72 P1291/18 
'083A04 ::.2 31.3 3039 C 10/48 121 218 P1285/39 084A78 33.7 288.1 1531 C 15/27 122 80 P1291/19 
083A05 :--.4 29.8 3021 C 10/55 1,1 228 P1285/40 084A79 34.4 287.8 1536 C 15/29 122 72 P1291/20 
083A06 :;.3 30.6 3034 C 10/52 121 225 P1286/20 084A80 33.9 287.5 1535 C 15/30 122 79 P1291/21 
083A07 :;.5 29.1 3018 C 10/58 121 234 P1286/21 084A81 34.6 287.1 1540 C 15/32 122 72 P1291/22 
083.A08 ',.4 ,9.9 3032 C 10/54 121 230 P1286/22 084A82 34.1 286.9 1539 C 15/33 122 78 P1289/22 
083A09 4.6 28.4 3018 C 11/00 121 239 P1286/23 OS4AS3 34.8 286.4 1544 C 15/34 122 12 P1289/23 
083AI0 5.5 29.2 3033 C 10/57 121 235 P1286/24 084A84 34.2 286.2 1544 C 15/36 122 79 P1289/24 
083All 1.-.7 27.7 3020 C 11/03 lZl 243 F1,86/,5 035A03 7.7 303.6 23862 V 6/50 122 223 H1292/06 
083A12 t· .6 28.5 3036 C 11/00 121 239 P1286/26 085AC5 3.4 312.2 23478 V 6/16 122 216 H12Q2II0 
083A13 t· .8 27.0 3026 C 11/06 121 2'+7 P1286127 085All -6.3 284.0 23886 V 8/10 122 254 t1l292/16 
083A14 1.7 27.7 3042 C 11/03 121 243 P1286/28 085A13 -12.3 293.4 23344 V 7/33 122 252 H1292/20 
083A15 7.8 26.3 3032 C 11/09 121 250 P1286129 065A14 -3.6 299.0 23450 V 7/10 122 238 H1292/2~ 
083A16 6.8 27.0 3050 C 11/06 121 246 P1286/30 085A15 -16.4 301. 5 22970 V 7/01 122 248 H1292/2 
083A17 (·.9 25.6 3042 C 11/12 121 253 P1286/31 085A16 -8.2 307.5 23055 V 6/37 122 232 H1292/26 
083A18 9.9 26.3 3062 C 11/09 121 24'1 P1286/32 065A21 -32.3 291.1 22899 V 7144 122 281 H1292/14 
083A19 10.1 24.8 3058 C 11/16 121 255 P1286/33 OS5A22 -21.6 291.6 23083 V 7/42 122 266 H1293/02 
083A20 11.2 25.6 3078 C 11/13 121 251 P1286/34 085,1.23 -27.0 281.2 23325 V 8/24 122 280 H1293/04 
083A21 11.4 24.0 3077 C 11/19 121 257 PlZ86/35 085A24 -15.2 281.2 23627 V 8/24 122 266 H1293/06 
083A22 12.4 24.8 3098 C 11/16 121 253 P1286/36 085A32 -42.1 286.7 22841 V 8/03 122 300 H1292/30 
083A23 12.6 23.2 3098 C 11/22 121 259 P1286/37 085,1.33 -44.6 267.6 23420 V 9/20 122 309 H1292/32 
083A24 13.7 24.0 3122 C 11/19 121 255 P1286/38 085A34 -36.3 276.6 23232 V 8/44 122 295 H1292134 
083A31 .0 28.3 2734 C 11/03 121 188 P1287125 085A36 -29.4 266.2 23769 V 9/26 122 292 H1292138 
083,1.32 .7 29.3 2744 C 10/59 121 191 P1287/26 085A42 -57.5 262.2 23353 V 9/43 122 328 H1293/14 
083A33 1.2 27.9 2722 ell/OS 121 199 P1287127 085.452 -41.4 290.2 22568 R 7/53 122 299 H1295/04 
083A34 1.8 28.7 2730 C 11/02 121 200 P1287/28 085A53 -44.6 272.5 23102 R 9/04 122 308 H1295/06 
083A35 2.2 27.3 2710 C 11/08 121 209 P1287/29 085A54 -36.1 280.1 22956 R 8/34 122 294 H1295/08 
083A36 2.8 28.1 2718 C 11/04 121 208 P1287/30 085A56 -28.4 267.7 2~531 R 9/24 122 291 H1295/12 
083A37 3.3 26.7 2700 C 11/10 121 218 P1287/31 085M1 16.2 284.7 1790 C 12/46 122 262 P9521/09 
083A38 4.0 27.5 2709 C 11/07 121 216 P9357/01 085A62 15.6 284.7 1787 C 12/46 122 224 P9521/10 
083A39 4.4 26.1 2693 C 11/13 121 227 PQ357/02 085A63 16.3 284.1 1782 C 12/48 122 262 P9521/11 
083A40 5.1 26.9 2703 C 11/10 121 224 p 0357/03 085A64 15.7 284.0 1779 C 12/49 122 210 P9521 .. 12 
083A41 5.4 25.5 2688 C 11/16 121 234 FQ357/04 085,1.65 16.5 283.4 1774 C 12/51 122 259 P9521/13 
083,1.42 6.1 26.2 2698 C 11/13 121 230 P9357/05 085A66 15.8 283.3 1771 C 12/52 122 187 P9521/14 
083A43 6.5 24.8 2685 C 11/18 121 241 P9357106 085A67 16.6 282.8 1767 C 12/54 122 99 P9521/15 
083A44 7.2 25.6 2696 ell/IS 121 236 P9357/07 085,1.68 16.0 282.7 1764 C 12/55 122 159 P9521/16 
083A45 7.6 24.2 2685 C 11121 121 246 PQ357/08 086A01 35.3 215.8 1577 C 14/49 123 22 P1298/19 
083A46 8.3 25.0 2696 C 11/18 121 241 P9357/09 086A02 34.6 215.6 1565 C 14/50 123 27 P1298/20 
083A47 8.7 23.6 ,688 C 11/24 121 250 P9357/10 086A03 35.3 214.8 1579 C 14/53 123 27 P1298/21 
083A48 9.4 24.3 2700 C 11/20 121 245 P9357/11 086A04 34.6 214.7 1566 C 14/54 123 31 P1298/22 
083A49 9.8 22.9 2692 C 11/26 121 254 P9357/12 086,1.05 35.2 214.0 1580 C 14/57 123 31 P1298/23 
083,1.50 10.5 23.7 2705 C 11/23 121 249 P0357/13 066A06 34.6 213.9 1569 C 14/57 123 35 P1298/24 
083A51 10.9 22.3 2701 C 11/29 121 257 P9357/14 08bA07 35.2 213.2 1583 C 15/00 123 35 P1298/25 
083A52 11.7 23.0 2713 C 11/26 121 252 P9357/15 086A08 34.6 213.0 1572 C 15/01 123 39 P1298/26 
083,1.53 12.0 21.6 2710 C 11/32 121 259 P9357/16 086A09 35.2 212.3 1586 C 15/04 123 38 P1298/27 
083A54 12.8 22.3 2725 C'11/29 121 255 P9357/17 086AI0 34.5 212.2 1576 C 15/05 123 43 P1298128 
084A03 -39.0 21.1 9237 C 7144 122 49 P1288/27 086A11 35.2 211.4 1591 C 15/07 123 42 P1298/29 
084A04 -35.4 21.6 9207 C 7/42 122 72 P1288/28 086A12 34.5 211. 3 1581 C 15/08 123 46 P1298/30 
084A05 -37.8 17.6 9211 C 7/53 122 25 P1288129 086A13 35.1 210.6 1597 C 15/11 123 45 P1298/31 
084A06 -33.9 18.8 9184 C 7153 122 39 P1288/30 086A14 34.5 210.4 1587 C 15/12 123 50 P1298/32 
084A07 -36.3 14.8 9194 C 8/09 122 355 P1283/31 086A15 35.1 209.7 1602 C 15/15 123 48 P1298/33 
084A08 -32.3 15.9 <H12 C 8/05 122 301 P1288/32 086A16 34.4 209.5 1594 C 15/16 123 53 P1296/18 
084A09 -34.6 11.9 9188 C 8/21 122 326 P1288/33 086A17 35.1 208.8 1609 C 15/19 123 51 P1296/19 08:;AI0 -30.7 13.2 9171 C 8/16 122 284 P1288/34 086A18 34.4 203.6 1602 C 15/19 123 56 P1296/20 
084A11 -33.0 9.3 9192 C 8/32 122 310 P1288/35 086A19 35.0 207.9 1617 C 15/22 123 54 P1296/21 084A12 -29.1 10.6 9181 C 8/27 122 279 P1288/36 086A20 34.3 207.6 1611 C 15/23 123 59 P1296/22 
084A13 -31.1 6.5 9208 C 8/43 122 300 P1288/37 086A21 35.0 206.9 1626 C 15/26 123 57 P1296/23 
084A14 -27.2 7.9 9204 C 8/37 122 276 P1288/38 086A22 34.3 206.7 1620 C 15/27 123 61 P1296/24 
084A15 -29.2 3.9 9237 C 8/54 122 293 P1288/49 086A23 35.0 206.0 1637 C 15/30 123 59 P1296/25 
084A16 -25.4 5.4 9238 C 8/48 122 275 P12i3S/':;O CS6A24 34.3 205.8 1631 C 15/31 123 64 P1296/26 
084A17 -27.3 1.3 9278 C 9/04 122 289 P1290121 086A31 33.9 213.7 1504 C 15/01 123 319 P1297/18 
084A18 -23.4 2.7 9288 C 8/58 122 274 P1290/22 086A32 33.3 213.4 1503 C 15/02 123 284 P1297/19 
084A19 -25.1 358.4 9340 C 9/16 122 286 P1290/23 086A33 33.9 212.9 1504 C 15/04 123 330 P1297/20 
084A20 -21. 2 .0 9354 C 9/09 122 274 P1290/24 086A34 33.3 212.5 1503 C 15/06 123 273 P1297/21 
084A21 -22.9 355.7 9'+14 C 9/26 122 284 P1290/25 OS6A35 33.9 212.1 1505 C 15/07 123 352 P1297/22 
084A22 -18.9 357.2 9438 C 9/21 122 273 P1290/26 086A36 33.3 211. 7 1505 C 15/09 123 176 P1297/23 
084A23 -20.6 353.0 950'+ C 9/38 122 283 P1290127 08cA37 33.9 211.3 1506 C 15/11 123 33 P1297/24 
OS4A24 -16.5 354.5 9540 C 9/32 122 273 P1290/28 OS6A38 33.3 211.0 1507 C 15/12 123 139 P1297125 
084A25 -16.8 349.8 9654 C 9/51 122 280 P9389liOl 086A39 33.8 210.5 1508 C 15/14 123 74 P1297/26 
084A26 -13.8 351.6 9666 C 9/44 122 273 P9389*04 086A40 33.2 210.2 1509 C 15/15 123 131 P1297/27 
084A27 -15.1 347.0 9765 C 10/02 122 280 PQ3S9*06 08bA41 33.8 209.7 1510 C 15/17 123 92 P1297/28 
084A28 -10.9 348.5 9818 C 9/56 122 273 P12SS/44 OS6A42 33.2 209.4 1512 C 15/19 123 128 P1297/29 
084A29 -12.0 343.7 '1940 C 10/15 122 279 P938"'05 OS6A43 33.8 209.0 1513 C 15/20 123 100 P1297130 084A30 -7.5 345.1 10019 C 10/10 122 272 P9389li06 086A44 33.2 208.6 1515 C 15/22 123 127 P1297/31 
084,1.34 -31.1 27.7 8657 C 7/24 122 124 PlZ89/28 086A45 33.8 208.2 1516 C 15/24 123 105 P1297/32 
084A35 -33.5 24.2 8622 C 7/38 122 104 P1289/08 086A46 33.2 207.8 1519 C 15/25 123 126 P1297/33 
084A36 -29.8 25.0 8619 C 7/35 122 136 P1289/29 OS6A47 33.8 207.4 1520 C 15/27 123 109 P1297/34 
084A37 -32.1 21.4 8588 C 7/49 122 113 P1289/30 086A48 33.2 207.0 1523 C 15/29 123 125 P1294/C8 
OS4A38 -28.3 22.3 8591 C 7/46 122 157 P1289/31 086A49 33.7 206.6 1524 C 15/30 123 III P1294/09 
084A39 -30.6 18.7 8566 C 8/00 122 151 P1289/32 oe6A50 33.1 206.2 1528 C 15/32 123 125 P1294/10 084A40 -26.9 19.7 8574 C 7/56 122 187 P1289/33 08bA51 33.7 205.8 1529 C 15/34 123 113 P1294/ll 
084A41 -29.0 16.1 8554 C 8/11 122 235 P1289/34 086A52 33.1 205.4 1534 C 15/35 123 125 P1294/12 
084A42 -25.3 17.2 8567 C 8/06 122 213 P1289/35 086A53 33.6 205.0 1534 C 15/37 123 115 P1294/13 
084A43 -27.4 13.6 8552 C 8/21 122 253 P1289/36 086A54 33.0 204.6 1539 C 15/39 123 125 P1294/14 
084A44 -23.6 14.7 8571 C 8/17 122 231 P1289/37 087A04 -28.1 267.2 9272 C 7/13 123 148 P9526/18 
C84A45 -25.6 11. 2 8562 C 8/31 122 260 Pl,89/3S 087A05 -31.1 263.4 9227 C 7127 123 135 P9526/19 
084A46 -21. 9 12.3 8587 C 8/26 122 241 P1289/39 087AC6 -26.9 264.4 9245 C 7/24 123 165 P9526/20 
084A47 -23.8 8.7 8584 C 8/41 122 262 P128Q/40 087A07 -29.8 260.7 9205 C 7/39 123 170 P9526/21 
084A48 -20.1 9.8 8615 C 8/36 122 247 P1289/41 OS7AC8 -25.6 261. 7 9228 C 7/35 123 185 P9526/22 
084A49 -21. 9 6.3 8617 C 8/51 122 264 P1290/29 087A09 -28.3 258.0 9195 C 7/50 123 213 P9526/23 
084A50 -18.2 7.5 8654 C 8/46 122 251 P12QO/30 087AI0 -24.1 259.0 9223 C 7/46 123 206 P9526124 
084A51 -20.1 4.0 8660 C 9/00 122 265 P1290/31 087All -26.8 255.2 9194 C 8/01 123 238 P9526/25 
084A52 -16.3 5.1 8705 C 8/56 122 254 P1290/32 087A12 -22.6 256.4 9228 C 7/56 123 221 P9526/26 
084A53 -18.0 1.5 8721 C 9/10 122 266 P1290/33 087A13 -25.2 252.6 9206 C 8/12 123 248 P9526127 
084A54 -14.1 2.6 8776 C 9/06 122 256 P<;519/34 OS7A14 -20.8 253.7 9247 C 8/07 123 232 P9526/28 
084A55 -15.7 358.9 8793 C 9/20 122 267 P9519/35 OS7A15 -23.5 249.9 9230 C 8/22 123 254 P9526/29 
084A56 -11.8 .1 8862 C 9/16 122 258 PQ519/36 087A16 -19.1 251.1 9279 C 8/18 123 239 P9526/30 
084A57 -13.3 356.4 8892 C 9/31 122 267 P9519/37 087A17 -21.5 247.3 9268 C 8/33 123 257 P9526/31 
084A58 -9.3 357.6 8966 C 9/26 122 259 P9519/38 087A18 -17.1 248.6 9325 C 8/28 123 244 P9526/32 
OS4A59 -10.8 353.8 9005 C 9/41 122 267 P9519/39 OS7A19 -19.6 244.6 9321 C 8/44 123 260 P9526/33 
084A60 -6.4 354.7 9104 C 9/38 122 260 P9519/40 08lA20 -15.1 246.0 9385 C 8/39 123 248 P9526/34 
084A61 -7.8 334.1 3038 V 11/56 122 334 P9389/07 087A21 -17.4 241.9 9392 C 8/55 123 261 P9424/21 
084A62 -7.0 334.9 3005 R 11/53 122 332 P1288/48 087A22 -12.9 243.1 9468 C 8/50 123 251 P9424/22 
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-15.0 239.1 9482 C 9/06 123 262 P9424/23 
-10.3 240.3 9575 C 9/02 123 253 P9424/24 
-3?0 259.8 8904 C 7/46 123 48 P1300/09 
-3".8 260.8 8868 C 7/42 123 75 P1300/01 
:~{:~ ~~~:~ ~~l~ E ~~~~ i~~ ~& ~i~gg~g~ 
-3~.7 253.8 8852 C 8/10 123 P1300/04 
-3~.5 255.2 8829 C 8/05 123 301 P1300/05 
-3~.0 251.0 8844 C 8/21 123 330 P1300~06 
-2Q.9 252.5 8826 C 8/16 123 281 P1300/10 
:~~:4 i~g:~ i~~~~ ~. ~;2~ i~j ~g~ ·~i~B~~~~ 
-3'1.6 187.1 16401 V 8126 123 302 P1302l23 
-32.4 190.7 16363 V 8/12 123 285 P1302/24 
-3".0 181.4 16577 V 8/49 123 297 P1302/25 
-2, .• 9 185.0 16560 V 8/34 123 283 P1302/26 
-5 P .8 153.1 17103 V 10/44 123 333 H1303/08 
-5:.6 147.6 17299 V 11/07 123 332 M1303/12 
-5!;.6 176.6 16362 V 'lIB 123 333 H130,+/02 
:~;~:~ in:§ ig2~2 ~ ~;n H~ ~n m~g~;gt 
-4~.6 180.7 16216 V 8/56 123 316 H1304/0S 
::;:~ 1~~:2 i2~B~ ~ ~;~~ i~~ ~f~ ~~~R~,g~ 
-4~.6 157.4 16958 V 10/30 123 316 P9389/03 
-3~.5 167.6 16668 V 9/49 123 306 P9389*04 
-3:.6 159.3 17079 V 10/22 123 302 P93S9u06 
-5&.4 173.5 16252 R 9/28 123 335 P1303/04 
-4~.9 185.6 15931 R 8/40 123 325 P1303/05 
-5~.6 169.7 16325 R 9/43 123 328 P1303/06' 
-4(,.2 179.9 16050 R 9/02 123 317 H1305/02 
-4('.2 164.1 16494 R 10,lC5 123 322 H1305/04 
-4L.2 174.1 16225 R 9/26 123 311 H1305/0b 
-43.3 158.1 16738 R 10/30 123 317 H1305/08 
-3~.5 168.0 16467 R 9/50 123 306 H1305/10 
-3~.3 161.5 16792 R 10/17 123 302 H1305/14 
-lh.7 192.5 7387 C 9/51 123 286 P1301/31 
-1~.2 194.3 7396 C 9/44 123 274 P1301/32 
-li.6190.7 7446 C 9/58 123 283 P1301/33 
-13.4 192.3 7459 C 9/52 123 274 P1301/34 
-1'.8 188.7 7517 C 10/06 123 282 P1301/35 
-11.6 190.2 7534 C 10/00 123 274 P1301/3" 
-12.9 186.5 7600 C 10/15 123 282 P1301/37 
-9.5 lS7.9 7630 C 10/10 123 274 P1301/38 
-10.8 184.1 7705 C 10/25 123 281 P1301/39 
-7.4 185.6 7736 C 10/19 123 274 P1301/40 
-8.5 181.6 7829 C 10/35 123 280 P1301/41 
-5.1 183.1 7866 C 10/29 123 274 P1301/42 
-25.0 190.3 7066 C 10/03 123 307 P1305/01 
-22.1 192.0 7037 C 9/56 123 297 P1305/02 
-23.3 188.3 7109 C 10/11 123 303 P1305/03 
-20.3 190.0 7086 C 10/04 123 294 P1305/04 
-21.5 lS6.2 7166 C 10/19 123 300 P1305/05 
-18.5 187.9 7146 C 10/13 123 291 P1305/06 
-19.6 184.1 7233 C 10/28 123 298 P1305/07 
-16.5 185.7 7221 C 10/22 123 289 P1301/22 
-17.5 181.7 7323 C 10/37 123 295 P1301/23 
-14.5 183.5 7310 C 10/31 123 288 P1301/24 
-15.3 179.3 7426 C 10/47 123 293 P1301*25 
-12.3 181.0 7419 C 10/41 123 287 P1301/26 
4.7 193.2 3921 C 10/22 123 240 P1302/14 
6.1 194.1 3957 C 10/18 123 236 P1302/15 
6.1 192.5 3945 C 10/25 123 242 P1302/16 
7.8 193.5 3989 C 10/21 123 238 P1302/17 
7.7 191.9 3978 C 10/27 123 244 P1302/1S 
9.4 192.8 4026 C 10/24 123 240 P1302/19 
9.3 191.2 4017 C 10/30 123 245 P1302/20 
11.1 192.1 4069 C 10/27 123 242 P130Z/21 
-13.2 122.0 3793 C 9/42 124 132 P1307/17 
-11.6 122.9 3799 C 9/3S 124 141 P1307/1S 
-11.9 121.1 3762 C 9/46 124 139 P1307/19 
-10.5 121.9 3767 C 9/43 124 148 P1307/20 
-10.7 120.1 3732 C 9/50 124 146 P1307/21 
-9.3 120.9 3739 C 9/47 124 155 P1307/22 
-9.5 119.1 3708 C 9/54 124 155 P1307/23 
-8.2 119.9 3716 C 9/51 124 163 P1307/24 
-8.4 118.2 3686 C 9/58 124 165 P1307/25 
-7.0 119.0 3695 C 9/55 124 172 P1307/26 
-7.3 117.2 366S C 10/02 124 177 P1307/27 
-5.9 118.1 3678 C 9/58 124 182 P1307/28 
-4.1 113.5 2928 C 10/25 124 162 P1307/29 
-3.4 114.6 2945 C 10/21 124 166 P1307/31 
-2.9 113.1 2905 C 10/27 124 168 P1307/33 
-2.2 114.1 2921 C 10/23 124 171 P1307/35 
-1.7 112.6 2884 C 10/29 124 173 P1308/19 
-1.0 113.6 2901 C 10/25 124 176 P1308/20 
-.6 112.1 2866 C 10/31 124 179 P130S/21 
.0 113.1 2883 C 10/27 124 182 P130S/22 
.5 111.7 2S50 C 10/33 124 186 P1308/23 
1.1 112.7 2868 C 10/29 124 188 P1308/24 1.6 111.2 2837 C 10/35 124 192 P130S/25 
2.3 112.2 2855 C 10/31 124 193 P130S/26 
2.7 110.8 2826 C 10/37 124 198 P1308/27 
3.4·111.8 2845 C 10/33 124 199 P130S/28 
3.8 110.4 2817 C 10/39 124 204 P1308!29 
4.5 111.4 2837 C 10/35 124 204 P1308/30 
6.7 105.0 2519 C 11/04 124 213 P1306/19 
7.2 105.9 2534 C 11/00 124 212 P1306/20 
7.7 104.7 2514 C 11/05 124 219 P1306/21 
8.2 105.6 2528 C 11/01 124 217 P1306/22 
8.7 104.3 2510 C 11/06 124 224 P1306/23 
9.2 105.3 2525 C 11/03 124 222 P1306/24 
9.7 104.0 2507 C 11/08 124 229 P1306/25 
10.2 104.9 2523 C 11/04 124 226 P1306/26 
10.7 103.7 2506 C 11/09 124 233 P13C6/27 
11.2 104.6 2523 C 11/06 124 230 P1306/28 
11.8 103.4 2509 ell/II 124 237 P1306/29 
12.3 104.3 2526 C 11/07 124 234.P1306/30 

























































































































































































































2531 C 11/09 124 237 P1306/32 
2521 C 11/14 124 244 P1306/33 
2540 C 11/10 124 241 P1306/34 
2530 C 11/15 124 247 P1306/35 
2550 C 11/11 124 243 P1306/36 
1998 C 12/07 124 258 P1308/31 
1982 C 12/10 124 255 P130S/32 
1964 C 12/11 124 258 P1308/33 
1953 C 12/14 124 255 P130S/34 
1936 C 12/15 124 25S P130S/35 
1924 C 12/18 124 254 P1308/36 
3695 C 10/09 125 82 P1309/01 
3684 C 10/07 125 101 P1309/02 
3672 C 10/14 125 75 P1309/03 
3662 C 10/11 125 107 P1309/04 
3652 C 10/18 125 62 P1309/05 
3643 C 10/16 125 127 P1309/06 
3636 C 10/22 125 16 P1309/07 
3628 C 10/20 125 217 P1309/08 
3623 C 10/26 125 309 P1309/09 
3617 C 10/24 125 252 P1309/10 
3613 C 10/30 125 290 P1309/11 
360S C 10/27 125 260 P1309/12 
3606 C 10/34 125 284 P1309/13 
3603 C 10/32 125 263 P1309/14 
3602 C 10/38 125 281 P1309/15 
3601 C 10/36 125 265 P1309/16 
3602 C 10/42 125 279 P1309/17 
3603 C 10/40 125 267 P1309/1S 
9757 C 8/05 126 7 P1310/55 
9676 C 8/00 126 1 P1310/56 
9741 C 8/19 126 355 P1310/57 
9666 C 8/13 126 345 P1310/58 
9739 C 8/33 126 344 P1310/59 
9671 C 8/26 126 331 P1310/60 
9751 C 8/46 126 333 P1310/61 
9688 C 8/38 126 320 P1310/62 
9775 C 8/5S 126 325 P1310/63 
9716 C 8/50 126 312 P1310/64 
9815 C 9/11 126 317 P1310/65 
9762 C 9/02 126 305 P1310/66 
9869 C 9/23 126 312 P1310/67 
9825 C 9/15 1~6 300 P1310/68 
970S C 8/42 126 6 P1311/51 
9566 C 8/33 126 2 P131l/52 
9689 C 8/57 126 359 P1311/53 
9555 C 8/45 126 354 P1311/54 
9684 C 9/10 126 352 P1311/55 
9556 C 8/58 126 345 P1311/56 
9693 C 9/24 126 344 P1311/57 
9571 C 9/12 126 337 P1311/58 
9717 C 9/37 126 33S P1311/59 
9601 C 9/24 126 330 P1311/61 
9757 C 9/49 126 332 P1311*62 
9644 C 9/37 126 324 P1311*62 
9844 C 9/44 126 3 P1310/71 
9617 C 9/22 126 P1310/72 
9830 C 9/59 126 358 P1310/73 
9610 C 9/37 126 354 P1310/74 
9831 C 10/13 126 352 P1310/75 
9621 C 9/51 126 348 P1310/76 
9853 C 10/26 126 348 P1310/77 
9644 C 10/04 126 343 P1310/78 
99<;4 C 11/04 126 357 P1311/66 
9996 C 11/15 126 353 P1311/68 
10030 C 11/27 126 348 P1311/70 
10091 C 11/40 126 344 P1311/72 
9910 C 7/23 126 181 P1312/40 
9908 C 7/39 126 327 P1312/41 
9903 C 7/36 126 242 P1312/42 
9908 C 7/52 126 298 P1312/43 
9910 C 7/49 126 255 Pl312/44 
9922 C 8/05 126 287 P1312/45 
9932 C S/Ol 126 260 P1312/46 
9951 C 8/1S 126 282 P1312/47 
9C;66 C 8/13 126 262 P1312/48 
9995 C S/30 126 280 P1312/49 
10018 C 8/25 126 264 P1312/50 
10053 C 8/42 126 278 P1312/51 
10086 C S/37 126 265 P1312/52 
10130 C 8/54 126 277 P1312/53 
10177 C 8/50 126 265 P1312/54 
9644 C 7/51 126 4 P1313/54 
9699 C 8/09 126 357 P1313/55 
9636 C 8/05 126 344 P1313/56 
9696 C 8/24 126 343 P1313/57 
9638 C 8/1S 126 327 P1313/58 
9704 C 8/36 126 331 P1313/59 
9653 C 8/30 126 314 P1313/60 
9728 C 8/49 126 321 P1313/61 
9685 C 8/42 1~6 305 P1313/62 
9768 C 9/02 126 313 P1313/63 
9732 C 8/55 126 299 P1313/64 
9825 C 9/14 126 307 P1313/65 
9796 C 9/07 126 294 P1313/66 
9597 C 8/25 126 7 P1313/69 
9480 C 8/17 126 3 P1313/70 
9581 C 8/40 126 359 P1313/71 
9470 C 8/31 126 353 P1313/72 
9575 C 8/54 126 350 P1313/73 
9472 C 8/45 126 343 P1313/74 
9587 C 9/08 126 342 P1313/75 
9489 C 8/58 126 333 P1314/43 
9615 C 9/22 126 334 P1314/44 
9520 C 9/11 126 325 P1314/45 
9654 C 9/34 126 328 P1314/46 
9568 C 9/24 126 319 P1314/47 
9708 C 9/21 126 4 P1314/50 
9509 C 9/03 126 2 P1314/51 
3-16 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PlCNO LAT LON RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ C::;:DERNSR PICNO LAT LON RAHGE F Ton LS SCAZ ORDERNSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------094A65 -56.0 318.1 9689 C 9/36 126 359 P1314/52 097A49 -41.5 266.2 8840 C 8/25 127 6 P3311/11 
094A66 -51.4 322.5 9497 C 9/19 126 355 P1314/53 097A50 -37.6 267.4 8769 C 8/20 127 359 P3311/12 
094167 -53.7 314.5 9689 C 9/50 126 353 P1314/54 097A51 -39.8 263.1 8826 C 8/37 127 354 P3311/13 
094A68 -49.4 319.2 9503 C 9/32 126 348 P1314/55 097A52 -36.0 264.5 8761 C 8/32 127 344 P3311/14 094A~9 -51.4 311.3 9701 C 10/03 126 347 P1314/56 097A54 -48.0 269.7 8738 C 8/13 127 23 H1320/34 
094A70 -47.2 315.9 9523 C 9/45 126 342 P1314/57 097A55 -50.8 265.0 8833 C 8/32 127 17 H1320/36 
094A72 -59.7 312.8 9654 C 10/00 126 1 P1314/59 097A56 -46.5 266.4 8701 C 8/26 127 15 H1320/38 
094A73 -61.9 299.8 9952 C 10/52 126 359 P1314/60 097A57 -49.0 261.5 8795 C 8/46 127 9 M1320/40 
094A74 -57.3 309.5 9642 C 10/13 126 356 P1314/61 097A58 -44.9 263.3 8673 C 8/39 127 7 P3309/10 
094A75 -59.1 297.0 9949 C 11/03 126 355 P1314/62 097A59 -47.3 258.5 8771 C 8/58 127 3 P3309/11 
094A76 -54.9 306.1 9653 C 10/27 126 351 P1314/63 097A60 -43.2 260.3 8656 C 8/51 127 358 P3309/12 
095A04 -31.6 313.3 9898 C 7/24 126 196 tl1317/24 097A61 -45.5 255.3 8761 C 9/11 127 355 P3309/13 
095A05 -34.4 309.5 9899 C 7/39 126 327 H1317/26 097A62 -41.7 257.6 8649 C 9/02 127 350 P3309/14 
095A06 -30.1 310.2 9892 C 7/37 126 249 H1317/28 097A63 -43.8 252.5 8759 C 9/22 127 348 P3309/15 
095407 -32.9 306.4 9S99 C 7/52 126 301 M1317/3D 097A64 -39.9 254.7 8653 C 9/14 127 341 P3309/16 
095A08 -28.6 307.2 9899 C 7/49 126 259 tll317/32 097A65,-41.8 249.7 8766 C 9/34 127 341 P3309/17 
095409 -31.1 303.1 9914 C 8/05 126 290 tl1317/34 097A66 -37.9 252.0 8665 C 9/25 127 333 P3309/18 
095A10 -26.8 304.0 9922 C 8/02 126 263 tIl317/36 097A67 -39.7 246.9 8788 C 9/45 127 334 P3309/19 
095Al1 -29.3 300.0 9~43 C 8/18 126 284 P1318/29 097A68 -35.9 249.4 8690 C 9/36 127 326 P3309/20 
095A12 -25.0 301.0 9959 C 8/14 126 264 P1318/30 097A70 -53.9 262.5 8660 C 8/45 127 16 P1322/02 
095A13 -27.4 296.8 9990 C 8/31 126 281 P1318/31 097A71 -56.7 256.0 8S09 C 9/11 127 12 P1322/03 
095A14 -23.0 297.8 10014 C 8/27 126 266 P1318/32 097A72 -52.1 258.9 8621 C 9/00 127 10 P1322/04 
095A15 -2~.3 293.6 10053 C 8/44 126 279 P1318/33 097A73 -54.7 252.3 8772 C 9/26 127 7 P1322/05 
095A16 -2.~.9 294.8 10085 C 8/39 126 266 P1318/34 097A74 -50.3 255.6 8592 C 9/13 127 4 P1322/06 095~17 -2~.1 290.6 10130 C 8/56 126 278 P1318/35 097A75 -52.7 249.4 8742 C 9/38 127 2 P1322/07 
095418 -lA.7 291.7 10175 C 8/52 126 267 P131S/36 097A76 -48.2 252.6 8566 C 9/25 127 358 P1322/08 
095A24 -3.,.9 308.6 9632 C 7/46 126 4 M1317/08 097A77 -50.4 246.2 87N C 9/51 127 356 P1322/09 
095A25 -4).6 304.1 9678 C 8/04 126 355 H1317/10 097A78 -46.2 249.7 8556 C 9/37 127 351 P1322/10 
095A26 -37.3 305.3 9623 C 8/00 126 340 tl1317/12 097A79 -48.1 243.3 8719 C 10/02 127 350 P1322/11 
095A27 -3 n .8 300.7 9676 C 8/18 126 340 tI1317/14 097A80 -44.1 246.7 8561 C 9/49 127 345 P1322112 
095A28 -3:'.6 302.0 9627 C 8/13 126 322 tl1317/16 097A81 -45.8 240.5 8730 C 10/14 127 344 P1322/13 
095A29 -3~.9 297.4 9687 C 8/31 126 327 P1315/41 097A82 -42.0 244.1 8576 C 10/00 127 339 P1322/14 
095A30 -3~.7 298.8 9646 C 8/26 126 309 P1315/42 097A83 -43.6 237.7 8757 C 10/25 127 339 P1322/15 
095A31 -3(.0 294.2 9712 C 8/44 126 317 P1315/43 Oo7A84 -39.9 241.4 8605 C 10/10 127 333 P1322/16 
095.1.32 -3 .• 7 205.5 9680 C 8/39 126 301 P1315/44 097A86 -58.8 246.5 8719 C 9/52 127 7 P3309/01 
095A33 -3 .. 8 290.8 9759 C 8/58 126 309 P1315/45 097A87 -61.7 235.9 8=84 C 10/35 127 5 P3309/02 
095A34 -2·.7 292.5 9729 C 8/51 126 295 P1315/46 oo7A88 -56.6 2Q3.1 8689 C 10/06 127 2 P3309/03 g3~1~~ :~~:~ ~H':~ ;9~J ~ ;~~! I~~ ~8t ~I~l~~:~ g~J18Z :~Z:2 ~!&:~ B~~a ~ Ig~t~ I~J 358 ~~~g;~g~ 
095A43 -5 r .2 300.4 9592 C 8/22 126 7 P1316/44 097A91 -56.7 23J.l 8945 C 10/58 127 356 P3309/06 
095A44 -4';.7 302.1 9477 C 8/16 126 3 P1316/45 097A92 -52.3 237.3 8668 C 10/30 127 353 P3309/07 
095A45 -4f.3 296.7 9574 C 8/37 126 358 P1316/46 007A93 -54.2 227.4 8949 C 11/09 127 352 P3309/08 
095A46 -4~.1 298.7 ~466 C 8/29 126 352 P1316/47 097A94 -50.0 234.5 8673 C 10/41 127 349 P3309/09 
095447 -4f .4 293.1 9570 C 8/51 126 350 P1316/48 097A95 -51.6 224.9 8963 C 11/20 127 348 H1318/20 
095A48 -4~.2 295.3 9469 C 8/43 126 341 P1316/49 097A96 -47.6 231.7 8695 C 10/52 127 344 M1318/22 
095A49 -4' •• 3 289.6 9582 C 9/06 126 341 P1316/50 097A97 -48.9 222.1 9001 C 11/31 127 344 H1318/24 
095A50 -4v.l 291.9 9486 C 8/57 1~6 332 P1316/51 007A98 -45.2 228.9 8734 C 11/03 127 340 tl1318/26 
095A51 -42.1 286.2 9610 C 9/20 126 333 P1316/52 097A99 -46.3 219.3 9062 C 11/42 127 340 H1318/28 
095A52 -311.0 288.6 9521 C 9/10 126 324 P1316/53 099AOl 1.1 244.0 3535 V 10/43 128 266 P1324/06 
095A53 -3~.9 282.9 9652 C 9/33 126 327 P1316/54 099A02 2.7 244.7 3543 V 10/41 128 257 P1324/07 
095A54 -3! •• 9 285.5 9568 C 9/23 126 317 P1316/55 099A03 2.3 243.2 3544 V 10/47 128 266 P1324/08 
095A63 -5~.0 288.7 9633 C 9/12 126 4 P1315/51 099A04 3.8 243.6 3556 V 10/45 128 259 P1324/01 
095A64 -52.4 292.3 9455 C 8/58 126 1 P1315/52 099A05 3.4 242.1 3558 V 10/51 128 267 P1324/02 095~65 -5~.8 284.9 9618 C 9/27 126 358 P1315/53 099A06 4.8 242.7 3570 V 10/49 128 260 P1324/03 
095A66 -5".3 289.0 9440 C 9/11 126 354 Pll15/54 099A07 4.4 241.1 3575 V 10/55 128 267 P1324/04 
095A67 -51.5 281.5 9614 C 9/41 126 352 P1315/55 099A08 6.0 241.6 3590 V 10/53 128 261 P1324/05 
095A68 -4~.3 285.7 9443 C 9/24 126 347 P1315156 099A41 1.2 244.0 3154 R 10/47 128 261 H1323/02 
095A69 -50.3 278.1 9632 C 9/55 126 346 P1315/57 099A42 2.4 244.6 3156 R 10/44 128 249 H1323/04 
095A70 -4t.2 282.4 9464 C 9/38 126 341 P1315/58 099A43 2.1 243.2 3151 R 10/50 128 263 tl1323/06 
095A71 -47.9 274.8 9663 C 10/08 126 341 P1315/59 099A44 3.4 243.7 3155 R 10/48 128 253 H1323/08 8~~i~~ :2~:~ ~l8:Z ~~8~ ~ =~!~ 1~2 33~ ~111~~§9 8ggt2~ ~:l i2i:~ ~I~i g Ig~~~ Iii i~2 nl~ii~l~ 
095A83 -62.9 267.8 9894 C 10/39 126 1 P1316/5S 099A47 4.1 241.4 3156 R 10/57 128 266 H1323/14 g~~~~~ :~S:~ ~l4:~ ~~~~ E i8jgg I~g ~§~ ~I~lg~~g ~6i~3~ ~:~ ~~~:~ 2~1~8 ~ 19j9t'I~~ ~~~ ~1~~t~6~ 
095A86 -55.7 273.8 9585 C 10/15 126 353 P1316/61 101A09 -2.2 243.4 22782 R 6/53 129 228 M1326/10 095~S7 -57.5 261.9 9892 C 11/02 126 352 P1316/62 101A10 7.2 242.9 23179 V 6/54 129 222 H1326/12 
095A85 -53.2 270.4 9604 C 10/28 126 348 P1316/63 101Al1 -9.2 243.2 22530 R 6/54 129 234 H1326/14 
097A03 -23.8 283.3 9675 C 7/07 127 166 P3312/03 101A12 -1.1 243.7 22803 V 6/52 129 227 M1326/16 
097A04 -19.4 2S3.9 9730 C 7/05 127 175 P3312/04 101A13 -15.2 242.4 22362 R 6/57 129 242 H1326/18 
097A05 -22.5 280.5 9656 C 7/18 127 182 P3312/05 101A14 -8.6 243.5 22534 V 6/53 129 234 M1326/20 
097A06 -18.1 281.1 9717 C 7/16 127 ISS P3312/06 101A15 -21.3 241.1 22239 R 7/02 129 252 H1326/22 
097A07 -21.1 277.8 9649 C 7/29 127 198 P3312/07 101A16 -14.9 242.7 22353 V 6/56 129 242 H1326/24 
097A08 -16.7 278.4 9716 C 7/27 127 199 H1320/02 101A17 -27.1 239.0 22174 R 7/11 129 264 H1326/26 
097A09 -19.7 275.1 9652 C 7/40 127 212 H1320/04 101A18 -21.3 241.2 22223 V 7/02 129 253 tl1326/28 
097AI0 -15.3 275.8 9726 C 7/38 127 209 H1320/06 101A19 -32.6 236.1 22162 R 7/22 129 276 H1326/30 
097Al1 -18.1 272.3 9670 C 7/51 127 224 H1320/08 101A20 -26.9 239.2 22159 V 7/10 129 264 H1326/32 
097A12 -13.6 273.1 9752 C 7/48 127 218 H1320/10 10lA21 -37.6 232.3 22206 R 7/38 129 287 M1326/34 
097A14 -28.1 283.4 9381 C 7/09 127 137 H1325/28 101A22 -32.4 236.3 22149 V 7/22 129 276 M1326/36 
097A15 -31.0 280.1 9346 C 7/23 127 115 H1325/30 10lA23 -42.7 227.0 22310 R 7/59 129 298 H1326/38 
097A16 -26.9 260.6 9352 C 7/21 127 156 H1325/32 101A24 -37.2 233.0 22180 V 7/35 129 287 H1326/40 
097A17 -29.7 277.0 9322 C 7/35 127 150 H1325/34 101A25 -46.6 220.8 22457 R 8/24 129 306 M1327/02 0~7A18 -25.6 277.8 9333 C 7/32 127 184 M1325/36 101A26 -41.6 227.6 22289 V 7/57 129 297 M1327/04 
097A19 -28.3 274.2 9309 C 7/46 127 226 "1325/38 101A27 -49.6 210.9 22719 R 9/04 129 313 H1327/06 
097A20 -24.2 275.0 9326 C 7/44 127 210 H1325/40 101A28 -45.7 219.8 22482 V 8/29 129 305 H1327/08 
097A21 -26.8 271.5 9308 C 7/57 127 250 H1325/42 101A29 -51.2 194.8 23182 R 10/08 129 318 H1327/10 
097A22 -22.7 272.3 9331 C 7/54 127 228 M1325/44 101A30 -49.1 207.8 22804 V 9/16 129 313 H1327/12 
097A23 -25.4 268.9 9316 C 8/08 127 258 H1325/46 101A32 -50.2 192.3 23269 V 10/19 129 318 H1327/16 
097A24 -21.2 269.7 9345 C 8/05 127 238 P3312/08 101A36 -39.1 205.1 22930 V 9/29 129 301 tl1327/24 
097A25 -23.7 266.1 9339 C 8/19 127 261 P3312/09 101Al8 -36.3 212.7 22699 V 8/59 129 294 H1327/28 
097A26 -19.6 267.0 9374 C 8/16 127 245 P3312/10 101A39 -39.5 203.6 22966 R 9/36 129 302 H1327/30 
097A27 -21.9 263.4 9374 C 8/30 127 263 P3312/11 101A40 -32.3 219.4 22524 V 8/33 129 286 H1327/32 
097A28 -17.8 264.5 9414 C 8/26 127 249 P3312/12 101A41 -36.3 213.0 22677 R 8/58 129 294 H1327/34 
097A29 -20.2 260.8 9420 C 8/41 127 265 P3311/01 101A42 -27.2 224.4 22437 V 8/13 129 276 H1327/36 
097A30 -15.9 261.7 9472 C 8/37 127 253 P3311/02 101A43 -32.0 220.0 22498 R 8/31 129 285 H1327/38 
097A31 -18.3 258.1 9~81 C 8/52 127 266 P3311/03 101A44 -21.9 228.2 22417 V 7/58 129 266 H1327/40 
097A32 -14.0 259.1 9542 C 8/48 127 255 Pl311/04 101A45 -27.5 224.5 22419 R 8/13 129 276 H1327/42 
097A35 -38.2 277.9 9043 C 7/35 127 50 M1320/16 101A46 -16.6 230.7 22466 V 7/48 129 258 M1327/44 
097A36 -34.2 278.4 9002 C 7/33 127 69 H1320/18 101A47 -22.8 227.8 22400 R 8/00 129 267 M1327/46 
097A37 -36.7 274.6 9007 C 7/48 127 33 H1320/20 101A48 -10.9 232.2 22574 V 7/42 129 250 H1328/02 
097A38 -32.7 275.2 8973 C 7/46 127 47 Hl320/22 101A49 -17.5 230.6 22433 R 7/49 129 258 H1328/04 
097A39 -35.2 271.5 8984 C 8/01 127 7 H1320/24 101A50 -4.2 233.1 22767 V 7/38 129 242 M1328/06 
097A40 -31.3 272.2 8956 C 7/58 127 337 H1320/26 101A51 -11.6 232.4 22539 R 7/42 129 250 N1328/08 
097A41 -33.6 268.4 8973 C 8/13 127 338 H1320/28 101A52 4.4 232.9 23107 V 7/39 129 235 H1328/10 
097A42 -29.7 269.4 8~51 C 8/10 127 293 P3310/15 101A53 -4.3 233.3 22747 R 7/38 129 242 H1328/12 
097A45 -44.8 272.8 8904 C 7/58 127 28 P3311/07 101A55 4.3 233.3 23082 R 7/38 129 235 H1328/16 
097A46 -40.7 273.6 8820 C 7/55 127 30 P3311/C8 101A81 32.3 209.0 1579 V 13/30 129 318 M1329/41 
097A47 -43.2 269.4 8866 C 8/12 127 18 P3311/09 101A84 31.7 208.8 1572 C 13/30 129 307 H1329/44 
097A48 -39.1 270.3 8789 C 8/08 127 15 P3311/10 101A87 32.3 208.8 1577 R 13/31 129 309 H1329/47 
3-17 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERN8R PICllO U\T LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERN8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
101A88 31.6 208.7 1571 R 13/31 129 301 H1329/48 106A26 -37.4 265.4 8942 V 8/15 13:! 345 H1335/12 
102A03 -16.0 287.5 9790 C 6/45 130 172 H1329/06 106A27 -40.2 261.0 9020 V 8/32 132 3:'4 H1335/14 
102A04 -11.5 288.7 9901 C 6/40 130 175 H1329/08 106A28 -35.9 262.5 8945 V 8/26 132 332 H1335/16 
102A05 -15.4 286.1 9772 C 6/51 130 176 H1329/10 106A29 -38.5 257.9 9030 V 8/45 132 335 H13351l8 
102A06 -11.0 287.3 9882 C 6/46 130 179 H1329/12 10oA30 -34.3 259.5 8961 V 8/39 132 322 H1335/20 
102A07 -14.8 284.7 9756 C 6/56 130 181 t1l329/14 106A31 -36.7 254.7 9055 V 8/58 132 326 H1335/22 
102A08 -10.4 285.9 ~S6S C 6/52 130 183 H1329/16 106A32 -32.5 256.5 8991 V 8/51 132 314 tIl335/24 
102A09 -14.2 283.3 9743 C 7/02 130 186 H1329/18 106A33 -34.9 251.6 9093 V 9110 132 319 H1335126 
102AI0 -9.7 284.4 9857 C 6/58 130 187 H1329/20 lCbA34 -30.7 253.4 9036 V 9/03 132 307 H1335/28 
102Al1 -13.4 281.8 9735 C 7/09 130 191 H1329122 106A35 -33.0 248.6 9146 V 9/23 132 314 H1335/30 
102A12 -9.0 283.0 9851 C 7/04 130 191 H1329124 106A36 -28.9 250.5 9093 V 9/15 132 303 H1335/32 
102A13 -12.7 280.3 '1730 C 7/14 130 196 H132Q/26 lC6A42 -47.0 267.1 8832 V 8/11 132 11 H1334/36 
102A14 -8.1 281.4 9850 C 7/10 130 195 H132q/28 106A43 -50.0 262.0 8946 V 8/31 132 6 H1334/38 
102A15 -12.0 278.7 9728 C 7/21 130 201 H133()/02 lC6A44 -45.0 263.1 8802 V 8/27 132 1 H1335/34 
102A16 -7.4 279.8 9850 C 7/17 130 199 tn330/C4 lC6A45 -48.3 258.3 8927 V 8/46 132 359 H1335/36 
102A17 -11.1 277.2 9733 C 7/27 130 206 H1330/06 106A46 -43.9 260.4 8794 V 8/38 132 354 t1l335/38 
102A18 -6.5 278.3 9858 C 7/23 130 203 H1330/08 106A47 -46.5 255.1 8918 V 8/59 132 352 tIl335/40 
102A19 -10.2 275.6 9742 C 7/34 130 210 H1330/10 106M8 -42.2 257.2 8795 V 8/51 132 346 H1335/42 
102A20 -5.6 276.9 '1869 C 7129 130 207 H1330/12 106A49 -44.7 251.7 8927 V 9/13 132 345 H1335/44 
102A21 -9.2 274.2 9756 C 7/'10 130 214 H1330/14 106A50 -40.4 254.0 8306 V 9/04 132 333 H1335/46 
102A22 -4.7 275.3 9386 C 7/35 130 210 H1330/16 106A51 -42.8 248.6 8946 V 9/26 132 338 H1335/48 
102A23 -8.3 272.6 9773 C 7/46 130 218 H1330/18 106A52 -38.7 250.9 8833 V 9/16 132 331 H1336/02 
102A24 -3.7 273.8 9908 C 7/42 130 214 H1330/20 106A53 -40.9 245.3 8983 V 9/39 132 333 H1336/04 
103A03 -8.7 291.3 9564 C 6/33 130 172 H1331/06 106A54 -36.8 247.9 8871 V 9/28 132 324 H1336/06 
103A04 -4.0 292.9 9730 C 6/27 130 174 Hl331108 106A55 -38.8 242.1 9034 V 9/51 132 327 H1336/08 
103A05 -8.3 290.2 9542 C 6/38 130 175 H1331/10 106A56 -34.9 244.8 8929 V 9/41 132 319 M1336/10 
103A06 -3.5 291. 7 9708 C 6/32 130 176 t1l331/12 106A61 -59.6 247.7 9153 V 9/31 132 4 H1336/14 
103A07 -7.8 288.8 9522 C 6/43 130 178 H1331114 106A62 -53.7 253.6 8869 V 9/08 132 2 H1336/16 
103A08 -2.9 290.2 9689 C 6/38 130 180 HI331/16 106A63 -56.9 245.2 9091 V 9/42 132 M1336/18 
103M9 -7.0 287.3 9506 C 6/50 130 182 H1331/18 I06A64 -51.8 250.1 8852 V 9/22 132 356 H1336/20 
103AI0 -2.2 288.6 '1673 C 6/45 130 183 Hl331120 lCcA65 -54.7 241.7 9082 V 9/56 132 355 H1336/22 
103All -6.4 285.7 9491 C 6/56 130 185 H1331/22 106A66 -50.0 246.8 8853 V 9/36 132 351 H1336124 
103A12 -1.5 287.0 9662 C 6/51 130 le6 H1331124 106A67 -52.6 238.3 9093 V 10/09 132 350 H1336/26 
103A13 -5.7 284.3 9484 C 7/02 130 189 H1331/26 106M8 -48.0 243.7 8864 V 9/48 132 346 H1336/28 
103A14 -.7 285.5 9658 C 6/57 130 189 H1331/28 106A69 -50.4 235.2 9114 V 10/22 132 345 H1336/30 
103A15 -4.8 282.8 9481 C 7/08 130 193 H1331/30 106A70 -46.0 240.4 8892 V 10/01 132 341 H1336/32 
103A16 .0 284.0 9653 C 7/03 130 193 H1331132 lC6A7l -48.3 231.7 9161 V 101::6 132 341 H1336/34 
103A17 -4.1 281.3 9479 C 7/14 130 196 H1331/34 lO6A72 -43.9 237.1 8939 V 10115 132 336 H1336/36 
103A18 .7 282.7 9658 C 7/09 130 196 Hl331136 106A73 -45.9 228.3 9224 V 10/50 132 336 H1336/3S 
103A19 -3.2 279.8 9486 C 7/20 130 200 H13311::8 106A74 -41.8 233.8 9004 V 10/28 132 331 H1336/40 
103A20 1.7 281.2 9669 C 7/15 130 199 H1331/40 106A75 -43.5 224.7 9317 V 11/04 132 333 til 3 36/42 
103A21 -~.3 278.3 9494 C 7/26 130 204 Hl331142 10bA76 -39.7 230.7 9080 V 10/41 132 327 H1336/44 
103A22 ;'.6 279.6 9681 C 7/21 130 202 H1331/44 lC6A81 25.2 213.4 1648 V 13/00 132 83 H1336/12 
103A23 -:.4 276.8 9510 C 7/33 130 207 t1l331146 106M2 24.5 213.1 1645 V 13/01 132 114 H133S/02 
103A24 3.7 278.1 9703 C 7/27 130 205 tIl331/48 106AS3 25.2 213.4 1641 C 13/00 132 89 H133S/04 
104A05 :-.6 292.7 10421 C 6/21 131 181 H1332110 106AS4 24.6 213.0 1639 C 13/02 132 122 H1338/06 
104A06 ('.4 294.9 10741 C 6/13 131 i~~ mH~~i~ lC6A87 25.2 213.2 1629 R 13/01 132 98 H1338/12 104A07 :,.3 291.2 10407 C 6128 131 10E-A88 24.6 212.9 1628 R 13/03 132 146 H1338/14 
104A08 10.1 293.2 10730 C 6/19 131 184 H1332116 107AOI 26.2 212.3 1625 V 13/03 132 77 H1338/16 
104A09 :.9 289.8 10398 C 6/33 131 186 H1332118 107A02 25.6 212.0 1622 V 13/04 132 III H1338/18 
104AI0 H.8 Z91.8 10723 C 6/25 131 186 H1332/20 107A03 26.2 212.3 1619 C 13/03 B~ 77 t1l338120 104All ( .6 288.4 103'13 C 6/39 131 188 Hl332122 107A04 25.6 211.9 1616 C 13/05 119 H1338/22 
104A12 1::'.6 290.4 10723 C 6/31 131 188 t1l332124 107A07 ~~:~ 212.1 1608 R 13/04 132 76 H133S/28 104A13 :'.4 287.0 10393 C 6/45 131 191 t1l332126 107A08 211.8 1607 R 13/C6 132 159 H1338/30 
104A14 1;'.4 288.9 10729 C 6/37 131 1''11 t1l332128 109A02 -bO.5 21S.8 15675 V 10/10 133 339 H1340/04 
104A15 ( .2 285.4 10401 C 6/51 131 194 t1l332/30 109A03 -61.5 202.6 16065 R 11/14 133 341 H1340/06 
104A16 L.5 287.3 10747 C 6/44 131 193 H1332132 109A04 -57.8 230.0 15385 V 9/25 133 336 H1340/08 
104A17 7.1 283.9 10412 C 6/57 131 196 H1332134 109A05 -60.2 219.0 15655 R 10/09 133 338 H1340/10 
104A18 1'.6 285.5 10766 C 6/51 131 1'l6 t1l332136 1091.06 -54.5 23S.7 15145 V S/50 133 332 H1340/12 
104A19 t·.2 282.3 1043Z C 7/04 131 199 t1l332/38 109A07 -57.3 230.9 15345 R 9/22 133 335 H1340/14 
104A20 1~.0 283.9 10806 C 6/58 131 198 H1332/40 109A08 -51.0 244.9 14964 V S126 133 327 H1340/16 
104A21 ".4 280.6 10464 C 7/11 131 202 H1332/42 109A09 -54.3 238.5 15130 R 8/51 133 332 H1340/1S 
104AZ2 li.4 282.2 10S55 C 7/05 131 201 H133U44 109AIO -47.4 249.6 14824 V 8/07 133 322 H1340/20 
1041.23 lC'.7279.0 10503 C 7/18 131 205 H1332/46 109Al! -50.4 245.2 14936 R 8/25 133 326 H1340/22 
104A24 g'.o 280.4 10915 C 7/12 131 203 H1333*38 10QA12 -43.5 254.0 14700 V 7/50 133 314 H1340/24 
104A31 11;.6 210.1 2035 V 13/13 131 273 H1332148 109A13 -46.8 250.5 14783 R 8/03 133 321 H1340/26 
104A32 l'i.5 210.1 2028 V 13/13 131 268 H1332150 109A14 -39.7 257.5 14610 V 7/36 133 304 t1l340/28 
104A33 1&.8 210.2 2015 C 13/12 131 272 H1333/02 109A15 -43.0 254.7 14667 R 7/47 133 313 P9425/01 
104A34 1".6 210.1 2010 C 13/13 131 268 H1333/04 109A16 -36.0 260.3 14551 V 7/25 133 291 t1l340/32 
104A37 1".0 210.3 1979 R 13/12 131 270 H1333/10 109A17 -39.3 258.2 14582 R 7133 133 303 P9425/02 
104A38 1'.'.9 210.3 1974 R 13/13 131 266 H1333/12 109A18 -32.1 262.8 14515 V 7/15 133 275 H1340/36 
104A41 11--.6 225.5 1855 V 12/15 131 267 H1333/14 10'lA19 -35.5 261.0 14524 R 7/22 133 289 P9425/03 
104M2 D.9 225.1 1860 V 12/17 131 264 H1333/16 109A20 -27.9 265.1 14505 V 7/06 133 258 H1340/40 
104A43 If'.6 225.5 1861 C 12/15 131 267 H1333/18 109A21 -31.6 263.4 14493 R 7/13 133 273 P9425/04 
104M4 11'.0 225.2 1868 C 12/17 131 264 t11333/20 109A22 -23.9 267.0 14522 V 6/58 133 243 H1340/44 
104A47 It' .6 225.5 1879 R 12/16 131 267 H1333126 109A32 -54.6 219.1 15371 V 10/12 133 331 H1341/04 
104M8 1&.0 225.2 1886 R 12117 131 264 H1333/28 109A33 -55.8 2C6.5 15721 R 11/03 133 334 t1l341/06 
105A41 17.4 204.3 2202 V 13/35 131 269 tIl33q/O2 109A34 -52.2 229.3 15077 V 9/32 133 328 H1341/08 
105M2 1( ... 4 204.3 2189 V 13/35 131 266 H1339/04 109A35 -54.5 220.7 15310 R 10/06 133 331 H1341110 
105M3 17.5 204.4 2178 C 13/34 131 269 H133q/06 109A36 -49.1 237.7 14832 V 8/58 133 323 H1341/12 
105M4 It.4 204.2 2174 C 13/35 131 265 H1339/0S 109A37-51.8 231.4 15002 R 9/23 133 327 H1341114 
105A47 17.7 204.3 2146 R 13135 131 267 H1333/36 10'lA38 -45.7 243.8 14654 V 8/34 133 317 H1341/16 
105A48 18.7 204.0 2143 R 13/36 131 264 H1333*38 109A39 -48.6 239.1 14779 R 8/53 133 322 H1341/18 
105AOI 30.6 197.0 1933 V 14/09 131 276 t1l339/10 109A40 -42.2 248.6 14519 V 8/15 133 310 H1341/20 
105A02 31.3 197.4 1915 V 14/07 131 273 H1339/12 109A41 -45.3 244.6 14617 R 8/31 133 317 H1341/22 
105A03 30.6 197.1 1911 C 14/08 131 277 H1339/14 10QA42 -38.S 252.3 14421 V 8/00 133 302 H1341124 
105A04 31.3 197.5 1896 C 14/07 131 273 H1339/16 109A43 -42.1 248.7 1449'1 R 8/15 133 310 P9425/05 
105A07 30.6 197.3 1868 R 14/07 131 277 H133'l/22 109A44 -35.3 254.8 14365 V 7/51 133 292 H1341128 
105A08 31.3 197.7 1855 R 14/06 131 274 H1339124 109A45 -38.S 251.6 14421 R 8/03 133 302 P9425/06 
106A02 -32.8 277.8 9176 V 7/22 132 56 H1334/04 109M6 -31.6 256.9 14330 V 7/42 133 281 H1341132 
106A03 -35.8 274.1 9188 V 7/36 132 15 H1334/06 109A47 -34.7 254.4 1435S R 7/52 133 291 P9425/07 
106A04 -31.6 274.9 9155 V 7/34 132 6 H1334/08 109A48 -27.5 258.9 14320 V 7/34 133 268 H1341/36 
106A05 -34.5 271.2 9173 V 7/48 132 349 H1334/10 109A49 -30.4 256.9 14323 R 7/42 133 277 P9425/08 
106A06 -30.2 272.0 9146 V 7/45 132 306 H1334/12 109A50 -23.2 260.5 14339 V 7/2S 133 255 H1343/14 
106A07 -33.1 268.2 9169 V 8/00 132 327 H1334114 10'lA51 -26.6 258.6 14319 R 7/36 133 265 P9425/09 
106A08 -28.7 269.1 9148 V 7/57 132 289 t1l334/16 109A52 -19.2 262.0 14375 V 7/22 133 245 t1l343/16 
106A09 -31.5 265.1 Q17S V 8/13 132 311 H1334/18 1091.62 -48.8 217.5 15160 V 10/23 133 324 H1340/48 
106AI0 -27.2 266.1 9164 V 8/09 132 283 H1334/20 109A63 -49.8 206.5 15505 R 11/07 133 ~27 H1340/50 
106Al1 -29.8 262.1 9201 V 8/25 132 301 H1334/22 109,1.64 -46.5 226.4 14875 V 9/47 133 319 H1342/02 
106&12 -25.5 263.1 9194 V 8/21 132 279 H1334124 109A65 -48.7 218.9 15098 R 10/17 133 324 H1342/04 
106A13 -28.1 259.1 9237 V S/37 132 295 H1334/26 109A66 -44.0 233.9 14641 V 9/17 133 315 H1342/06 
106A14 -23.7 260.2 9237 V 8/33 132 277 H1334/28 1091.67 -46.3 228.3 14799 R 9/40 133 319 H1342/08 
10bA15 -26.2 256.1 9289 V 8/50 132 291 H1334/30 109A68 -40.7 239.6 14469 V 8/54 133 309 H1342/10 
106A16 -21.9 257.2 9296 V 8/45 132 276 H1334/32 109A69 -43.3 234.5 14609 R 9/15 133 314 H1342/12 
106A21 -45.1 270.3 9071 V 7/55 132 14 H1335/02 109A70 -37.5 243.3 14367 V 8/40 133 302 H1342/14 
106A22 -40.1 271.8 8967 V 7/49 132 13 H1335/04 109A7l -40.3 239.0 14473 R 8/57 133 308 H1342/16 
106A23 -43.2 267.4 9036 V 8/06 132 5 H1335/06 109A72 -34.1 246.2 i4294 V 8/29 133 294 H1342/18 
106A24 -38.8 268.6 8948 V 8/02 132 359 H1335/08 109A73 -36.9 242.7 4367 ~ 8/42 133 300 ~9425/10 
106A25 -41.7 264.0 9023 V 8/20 132 354 H1335/10 109A74 -30.7 248.7 14246 S/19 133 285 1342/22 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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109A77 -30.4 248.9 14224R V 8/18 133 284 P9425/12 117A28 26.8 210.7 1759 R 12/42 137 229 P1348/01 
109A78 -23.7 253.6 14189 7/59 133 267 M1342/30 117A29 26.2 210.6 1749 R 12/42 137 235 P1348/02 
109A79 -26.9 251.7 14183 R 8/07 133 275 p C 425/13 117A30 27.1 210.2 1757 R 12/44 137 230 P1348/03 
109ASO -19.8 255.9 14200 V 7/51 133 257 M1342/34 117A31 26.5 210.1 1746 R 12/45 137 235 P1348/04 
109ASl -22.9 254.3 14170 R 7/57 133 264 P~425/14 117A32 27.4 209.7 1755 R 12/46 137 230 P1348/05 
109AS2 -15.6 257.8 14241 V 7/43 133 247 tl1342/38 118A21 ~g.2 217.7 1806 V 12/08 138 232 P1350/01 
l11All 40.3 157.1 2087 C 16/56 134 293 P1343~01 118A22 <...>.1 217.3 1809 V 12/10 138 222 P1350/02 
lllA12 39.4 156.7 20S5 C 16/58 134 284 P1343/02 118A23 22.5 217.2 1800 V 12/10 138 232 P1350/03 
lllA13 40.2 156.1 2091 C 17101 134 295 P1344/01 118A24 23.4 216.8 1803 V 12/12 138 223 P1350/04 
lllA14 39.3 155.7 2089 C 17/02 134 286 P1344/02 118A25 22.8 216.7 1795 V 12/13 138 232 P1350/05 
lllA15 40.1 155.0 2095 C 17/05 134 298 P1344/03 li8A26 23 7 216.4 1799 V 12/14 138 223 P1350/06 
l11A16 39.2 154.6 2093 C 17/07 134 288 P1344/04 118A27 23:1 216.2 11779940 VV 11221/1156 11 3388 22~4~ pPl1~5500110087 lllA17 40.0 154.0 2100 C 17/09 134 302 P1344/05 118A28 24.0 215.9 - ~ l11A18 39.1 153.6 2098 C 17/11 134 291 P1344/0S 118A29 23.4 215.8 1785 V 12/17 138 232 P1350/09 
l11A19 39.9 152.9 2105 C 17/14 134 3C6 P1344/07 118A30 24.3 215.4 1789 V 12/18 138 224 P1350/10 
l11A20 39.0 152.6 2104 C 17/15 134 295 P1344/08 118A31 23.7 215.3 1780 V 12/19 138 232 P1350/11 
l11A21 39.8 151.8 2111 C 17/18 134 312 P1344/09 118A32 24.5 214.9 1785 V 12/21 138 224 P1350/12 
l11A22 38.9 151.5 2110 C 17/20 134 300 P1344/10 118A33 24.0 214.8 1776 V 12/21 138 232 P1350/13 
l11A23 39.7 150.8 2118 C 17/22 134 319 P1344/11 118A34 24.8 214.4 1781 V 12/23 138 225 P1350/14 
l11A24 38.8 150.5' 2117 C 17/24 134 308 P1344/12 118A35 24.2 214.3 1772 V 12/23 138 232 P1350/15 
lllA25 39.6 149.7 '2126 C 17/27 134 328 P1344/13 IlBA36 25.1 213.9 1777 V 12/25 138 225 P1350/16 
lllA26 38.6 149.4 2126 C 17/28 134 319 P1344/14 IlBA37 24.5 213.8 1768 V 12/25 138 232 P1350/17 
l11A27 39.4 148.7 2134 C 17/31 134 339 P1344/15 118A38 25.4 213.4 1773 V 12/27 138 225 P1350/18 
111A28 38.5 148.4 2135 C 17/32 134 336 P1344/16 I1SA39 24.8 213.3 1764 V 12/27 138 232 P1350/19 
l11A29 39.3 147.6 2144 C 17/36 134 352 P1344/17 IlBA40 25.7 212.9 1769 V 12/29 138 225 P1350/20 
lllA30 38.3 147.3 2144 C 17/37 134 359 P1344/18 118A41 25.1 212.8 1760 V 12/29 138 232 P1350/21 
lllA31 39.1 146.6 2154 C 17140 134 6 P1344/19 118A42 25.9 212.4 1766 V 12/31 138 226 P1350/22 
lllA32 38.1 146.3 2155 C 17/41 134 21 P1344/20 118A43 25.4 212.3 1756 V 12/32 138 232 P1350/23 
l11A33 38.9 145.5 2165 C 17/44 134 20 P1344/21 118A44 26.2 211.9 1763 V 12/33 138 226 P1351/01 
111134 37.9 145.3 2166 C 17/45 134 39 P1344/22 118A45 25.6 211.8 1753 V 12/34 138 232 P1351/02 
l11A35 33.7 144.5 2176 C 17/49 134 31 P1344/23 118A46 26.5 211.4 1760 V 12/36 138 226 P1351/03 
l11A36 37.7 144.2 2178 C 17/50 134 52 P1344/24 118A47 25.9 211.3 1750 V 12/36 138 232 P1351/04 
l11A37 38.4 143.5 2189 C 17/53 134 41 P1344/25 118A48 26.8 210.8 1757 V 12/38 138 226 P1351/05 
l11A38 37.4 143.2 2192 C 17/54 134 60 P1344/26 118A49 26.2 210.8 1747 V 12/38 138 232 P1351/06 
112A17 41.1 148.6 2138 C 17/29 135 346 P1345/01 118A50 27.0 210.3 1755 V 12/40 138 226 P1351/07 
112A18 40.1 148.3 2134 C 17130 135 346 P1345/02 118A51 26.5 210.2 1744 V 12/-H 138 231 P13511'08 
112A19 40.9 147.6 2147 C 17/33 135 353 P1345/03 118A52 27.3 209.8 1752 V 12/42 138 226 P1351/09 
112A20 40.0 147.3 2143 C 17/34 135 355 P1345/C4 119A04 -30.6 280.0 6436 R 7/08 138 77 M1351/26 
112A21 40.8 146.5 2157 C 17/37 135 P1345/05 119A05 -32.7 277.6 6421 R 7/18 138 68 M1351/28 
112122 39.8 146.3 2153 C 17/38 135 4 P1345/C6 119A13 -33.3 280.0 6386 V 7/10 138 70 N1353/06 
112A23 40.6 145.5 2168 C 17/42 135 8 P1345/07 119A14 -30.3 279.7 6323 V 7/11 138 77 M1353/08 
112A24 39.7 145.3 2164 C 17/43 135 14 P1345/08 119A15 -32.3 277.4 6308 V 7/20 138 68 M1353/10 
112125 40.4 144.5 2179 C 17/46 135 15 F1345/09 119A41 -38.2 278.3 6081 R 7/21 138 57 M1352/12 
112126 39.5 144.3 2176 C 17/47 135 22 P1345/10 119A42 -35.1 277.7 5979 R 7/24 138 61 M1352/14 
112A27 40.3 143.4 2191 C 17/50 135 22 P1345/11 119A43 -37.1 275.7 5990 R 7/32 138 55 M1352/16 
112A28 39.3 143.3 2189 C 17/51 135 30 P1345/12 119A44 -34.0 275.3 5897 R 7/34 138 59 M1352/18 
112A29 40.1 142.5 2204 C 17/54 135 27 P1345/13 119A45 -35.9 273.1 5908 R 7/42 138 52 M1352/20 
112A30 39.1 142.3 2202 C 17/55 135 37 P1345/14 119A52 -35.3 278.7 5911 V 7/21 138 62 M1353/24 
112A31 39.9 141.4 2218 C 17/59 135 33 P1345/15 119A53 -37.3 276.6 5920 V 7/30 138 56 H1353126 
112A32 38.9 141.3 2216 C 17/59 135 42 P1345/16 119A54 -34.2 275.8 5818 V 7/33 138 59 M1353/28 
115Al1 47.5 157.6 2205 C 16/44 13S 324 P1345/17 119A55 -36.2 273.7 5830 V 7/41 138 53 M1353/30 
115A12 46.5 157.0 2183 C 16/46 136 322 P1345/18 119A61 22.4 219.0 1885 V 11/59 138 247 P1353/01 
115A13 47.4 156.3 2206 C 16/49 136 326 P1345/19 119A62 23.1 219.3 1834 V 11/57 138 237 P1353/02 
115A14 46.4 155.9 2185 C 16/51 136 325 P1345/20 119A63 22.4 219.1 1872 C 11/59 138 245 P1353/03 
115A15 47.3 155.1 2208 C 16/54 136 329 P1345/21 119A64 23.1 219.4 1871 C 11/57 138 234 P1353/04 
115A16 46.3 154.7 2187 C 16/56 136 327 P1346/01 119A67 22.4 219.3 1848 R 11/58 138 238 P1352*02 
115A17 47.2 154.0 2212 C 16/59 136 331 P1346/02 119A68 23.2 219.5 1848 R 11/57 138 227 P1352*03 
115A18 46.2 153.5 2191 C 17/01 136 330 P1346/03 119A71 37.0 191.7 1527 V 14/00 138 22 P1352/04 
115A19 47.1 152.7 2215 C 17/04 136 334 P13~6/04 119A72 36.5 191.3 1522 V 14/02 138 28 P1352/05 
115A20 46.1 152.4 2195 C 17/05 136 333 P1346/05 119A73 37.1 191.4 1527 C 14/02 138 19 P1352/06 
115A21 4~·.0 151.6 2220 C 17/09 136 337 P1346/06 119A74 36.5 191.2 1522 C 14/03 138 21 P1352/07 
115A22 4~.9 151.2 2198 C 17/10 136 335 P1346/07 119A77 37.2 191.2 1527 R 14/03 138 7 P1352/10 
115A23 46.9 150.4 2225 C 17/13 136 339 P1346/08 119A78 36.6 190.9 1522 R 14/04 138 4 P1352/11 
115A24 4!:.9 150.0 22C6 C 17/15 136 339 F1346/09 120AOl 11.8 218.6 2191 V 11/53 139 282 P1352*01 
115A25 4~.8 149.2 2231 C 17/18 136 342 F1346/10 120'02 12.8 218.5 2181 v 11/54 139 276 P1352*02 
115A26 4:.7 148.9 2212 C 17/20 136 342 P1346/11 120A03 11.9 218.6 2178 C 11/54 139 282 P1352*03 
115A27 46.6 148.0 2237 C 17/23 136 345 P1346/12 120A04 12.8 218.5 2163 C 11/54 139 276 P1353/06 
115A28 4~.6 147.8 2218 C 17/~4 136 345 P1346/13 120A07 12.1 218.5 2151 R 11/54 139 282 P1353/09 li~1~~ ~~:~ i2g:2 ~~~~ E lf~~~ l~~ ~~~ ~I~~~ji~ l~g~2~ j~:~ ~i~:~ ~j~~ ~ lij~~ iz~ ~~~ ~I~~ij52 
115A31 4u.3 145.7 2252 C 17/33 136 352 P1346/16 122A42 33.1 218.2 2285 V 12/04 140 287 M1356/06 
115A32 4~.2 145.4 2234 C 17/34 136 352 P1346/17 122A43 33.8 219.4 2342 C 11/59 140 289 M1356/08 
115A33 4, .. 1 144.5 2262 C 17/38 136 355 P1346/1S 122A44 33.0 218.2 2307 C 12/04 140 287 M1356/10 
115A34 4~.1 144.3 2244 C 17/38 136 356 P1346/19 122A47 33.6 219.6 2389 R 11/59 140 289 M1356/16 
115A35 4~.0 143.3 2272 C 17/43 136 358 P1347/01 122A48 32.8 218.2 2351 R 12/04 140 286 M1356/18 
115A36 4' .• 9 143.1 2255 C 17/44 136 P1347/02 123AOl 22.0 218.5 1829 B 11/47 140 201 P1356/02 ll~~~~ 2~:~ 1~~:5 ~~~~ E l~j2~ i~g g ~i~2~jgl 1~~~8~ ~~:~ ~1~:5 l~~~ ~ llj~~ 128 ~64 ~l~~~jg~ 
115A39 4J.6 140.9 22~6 C 17/52 136 g P1347/05 123A04 23.2 217.6 1825 B 11/50 140 199 P1356/05 
115A40 4~.5 140.8 2279 C 17/53 136 7 P1347/06 123A05 22.5 217.6 1816 B 11/51 140 206 P9439/01 
115A41 4~.4 139.7 2310 C 17/57 136 9 P1347/07 123A06 23.4 217.2 1818 B 11/52 140 201 P9439/02 
115H2 4(.4 139.7 2293 C 17/58 136 11 P1347/08 123A07 22.8 217.1 1810 B 11/53 140 208 P9439l03 
117AOl 2~.2 217.6 1804 R 12/12 137 236 P1349/01 123A08 23.7 216.7 1813 B 11/54 140 203 P9439/04 
117A02 2~.1 217.3 1806 R 12/13 137 227 P1349/02 123A09 23.1 216.6 1804 B 11/55 140 210 P9439/05 
117A03 2i.5 217.2 1799 R 12/14 137 236 P1349/03 123A10 24.0 216.2 1807 B 11/56 140 204 P9439/06 
117A04 23.4 216.8 1802 R 12/16 137 227 P1349/04 123Al1 23.4 216.1 1798 B 11/57 140 211 P9439/07 
117A05 2;.8 216.7 1794 R 12/16 137 236 P1349/05 123A12 24.3 215.8 1801 B 11/58 140 205 P9439/08 
117A06 2~.7 216.3 1797 R 12/18 137 227 P1349l06 123A13 23.7 215.6 1792 B 11/59 140 212 P9439/09 
117A07 2~.1 216.2 1789 R 12/18 137 236 P1349/07 123A14 24.6 215.3 1796 B 12/01 140 207 P9439/10 
117A08 2'-.0 215.8 1792 R 12/20 137 228 P1349/08 123A15 24.0 215.2 1787 B 12/01 140 214 P1357/01 
117A09 23.4 215.7 1784 R 12/21 137 236 P134 9/09 123A16 24.9 214.8 1791 B 12/03 140 208 P1357/02 
117AI0 2'-.3 215.3 1788 R 12/22 137 228 P1349/10 123A17 24.3 214.7 1781 B 12/03 140 214 P1357/03 
117Al1 2:.7 215.2 1780 R 12/23 137 236 P1349/11 123A18 25.1 214.3 1786 B 12/05 140 209 P1357/04 
117A12 2(.6 214.8 1784 R 12124 137 228 P1349/12 123A19 N.6 214.2 1776 B 12/05 140 215 P1357/05 
117A13 2(,.0 214.7 1775 R 12/25 137 236 P1349/13 123A20 25.4 213.8 1781 B 12/07 140 210 P1357/06 
117A14 24.8 214.3 1780 R 12/26 137 228 P1349/14 123A21 24.8 213.7 1771 B 12/07 140 216 P1357/07 
117A15 24.2 214.2 1771 R 12/27 137 236 P1349/15 123A22 25.7 213.3 1777 B 12/09 140 211 P1357/08 
117A16 2~.1 213.8 1776 R 12/28 137 229 P1348/12 123A23 25.1 213.2 1767 B 12/09 140 217 P1357/09 
117A17 2~.5 213.7 1767 R 12/29 137 235 P1348/13 123A24 26.0 212.8 1772 B 12/11 140 212 P1357/10 
117A18 25.4 213.3 1773 R 12/31 137 229 P1348/14 123A25 25.4 212.7 1762 B 12111 140 218 P1357/11 
117A19 24.8 213.2 1764 R 12/31 137 235 P134S/15 123A26 26.3 212.3 1768 B 12/13 140 212 P1357/12 
117A20 25.7 212.8 1770 R 12/33 137 229 P1348/16 123A27 25.7 212.2 1758 B 12/14 140 218 P1357/13 
117A21 25.1 212.7 1760 R 12/33 137 235 P1413/18 124AOl -32.7 273.4 6420 V 7/16 141 60 M1362/16 
117A22 26.0 212.3 1767 R 12/35 137 229 P13~8/06 124A02 -29.2 273.2 6354 V 7/17 141 69 t11362/18 
117A23 25.4 212.2 1757 R 12/3S 137 235 P1348/07 124A03 -31.7 270.9 6358 V 7/26 141 57 M1362/20 
117A24 26.3 211.8 1764 R 12/37 137 229 P1348/0S 124A04 -28.6 270.8 6303 V 7/27 141 65 M1362/Z2 
117A25 25.7 211.7 1754 R 12/38 137 235 P1348/09 124A05 -30.6 268.8 6306 V 7/35 141 53 M1362/24 
3-19 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERt~::R PICHO LAT LotI RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERI,SR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
124A06 -27.7 268.8 6257 V 7/35 141 61 t1l362126 12<1A40 :38.3 135.0 22(,4 C 17/24 143 354 P1365/06 
124A17 -32.6 273.7 6182 R 7/17 141 62 H1361/02 129A41 39.1 13'+.1 <'277 C 17/27 143 3 P1365/07 
124A18 -29.7 273.6 6121 R 7/13 141 68 M1361/04 12~.!.42 38.1 133.7 2275 C 17/2<1 143 9 P1365/08 
124A19 -31.8 271.5 6121 R 7127 141 58 tIl361106 129A43 ~~.9 132.8 2289 C 17/33 143 14 P1365/09 
124A20 -28.8 271. 3 6059 R 7/28 141 65 t1l361/08 12(L\-i4 :>1.9 132.5 2287 C 17/34 143 23 P1365/10 
124A21 -:31.0 269.2 6065 R 7/36 141 55 t1l361/10 129A .. 5 38.7 131.5 <:302 C 17/38 143 24 P1365/11 
124A22 -28.0 269.1 600S R 7/36 141 62 H1361/12 129.01.46 37.6 131.2 2301 C 17/39 143 34 P1366/01 
124A23 -37.5 270.9 6151 R 7/30 141 46 H1361/32 129A47 38.4 130.2 2317 C 17/43 143 33 P1366/02 
124A24 -34.2 270.7 6056 R 7/31 141 50 tn361/34 129M3 37.4 130.0 2316 C 17/44 143 43 P1366/03 
124A25 -36.4 268.6 60S .. R 7/40 141 43 H1361/36 130A21 39.1 140.9 2493 C 16/57 144 293 P1368/01 
124.A26 -33.1 268.3 5991 R 7/41 141 47 H1361/38 130.A22 38.0 140.5 2485 C 16/58 144 287 P1368/02 
124A27 -35.3 266.0 6020 R 7/50 141 35 t1l361/40 130A23 35.9 139.6 2490 C 17/02 144 295 P1368/03 
124A28 -32.0 265.8 5'l32 R 7/51 141 41 H1361/42 130,1.24 37.8 139.2 2481 C 17/03 144 289 P1367/05 
124A29 -36.3 271.1 6000 V 7/31 141 49 t1l362102 130A25 38.8 138.3 2487 C 17/07 144 297 P1367/06 
124A30 -32.7 270.9 5900 V 7/32 141 54 M1362/04 130A26 37.7 137.9 2480 C 17/09 144 291 P1367/07 
124A31 -34.9 269.0 5923 V 7/3'l 141 47 tIl362106 130A27 38.6 137.1 2486 C 17/12 144 300 P1367/08 
124A32 -31.8 268.6 5839 V 7/41 141 50 M1362/08 130,1.28 37.5 136.7 2 .. 79 C 17/14 144 293 P1367/09 
124A33 -34.0 266.7 5865 V 7/49 141 42 t1l362/10 130A29 38.5 135.7 2486 C 17/18 144 303 P1367/10 
124A34 -30.9 266.4 5784 V 7/50 141 46 t1l362/12 130A30 37.4 135.4 2480 C 17/19 144 296 P1367/11 
124A47 -41.8 268.5 5822 R 7/45 141 37 H1360/14 130Bl 38.3 134.5 2488 C 17/23 144 306 P1367/12 
124A48 -38.0 267.6 5668 R 7/49 141 39 M1360/16 130A32 37.2 134.2 2483 C 17/24 144 299 P1367/13 
124A49 -40.5 265.8 5732 R 7/56 141 34 tn360/18 130A33 38.1 133.3 2491 C 17/28 144 311 P1367/14 
124A50 -37.1 265.1 5601 R 7/59 141 35 H1360/20 130A34 37.0 133.0 2486 C 17/29 144 303 P1367/15 
124 . .\51 -39.5 263.3 5667 R 8/C6 141 31 t1l360/22 130A35 37.8 132.0 2496 C 17/33 H4 316 P1367/01 
124A52 -36.2 262.8 5542 R 8/09 141 31 H1359/34 130A36 36.7 131. 7 2491 C 17/34 144 309 P1367/02 
124A53 -42.3 268.7 5748 V 7/46 141 37 H1359/12 130A37 37.6 130.8 2501 C 17/38 144 323 P1367/03 
124A54 -39.0 267.8 5608 V 7/50 141 38 H1359/14 130A38 36.4 130.4 2497 C 17/40 144 317 P1367/0 .. 
124A55 -41. 6 266.1 5683 V 7/56 141 34 H135<l/16 133A21 -36.5 266.4 5732 V 7/10 146 47 H1368/36 
124A56 -38.1 265.3 5537 V 8/00 141 35 t1l359/18 133A22 -33.7 266.4 5644 V 7/11 146 51 H1368/38 
124A57 -40.5 263.5 5605 V 8/07 141 31 t1l359/20 133A27 -36.1 267.0 5699 R 7/0'l 146 49 H1368/44 
124A58 -37.0 263.0 5468 V 8/09 141 31 Ml35 Q /22 133,1.28 -33.3 266.9 5611 R 7/09 146 53 H1368/46 
124A59 -48.0 267.1 5876 V 7/54 141 29 H1359/36 134AOl 11.4 234.3 2804 C 9/38 146 185 H1369/02 
124A60 -43.2 265.5 5644 V 8/00 141 30 t1l359/38 134A02 12.5 234.7 2817 C 9/36 146 185 H1369/04 
124A61 -46.3 263.9 5757 V 8/07 141 27 H1359/40 134.~03 11.6 233.9 2791 C 9/40 146 186 H1369/06 
124M2 -42.2 262.8 5566 V 8/11 141 27 H1359/42 13U04 12.8 23'+.3 2805 C 9/38 146 186 H1369/08 
124A63 -45.2 261. 0 5679 V 8/18 141 23 H1359/ .. 4 134A05 11. 9 233.5 2779 C 9/41 146 18S H1369/10 
124A64 -41.2 260.3 5499 V 8/21 141 24 t1l359/24 134A06 13.1 234.0 2793 C 9/40 146 18S H1369/12 
124A65 -44.0 258.4 5608 V 8/29 141 20 t\l359/26 134A07 12.2 233.2 2767 C 9/43 146 190 H1369/14 
124M6 -40.1 257.8 5437 V 8/31 141 20 Hl359/28 134..1.08 13.3 233.6 2780 C 9/41 146 189 H1369/16 
124A75 -48.1 267.3 5710 R 7/56 141 28 H1359/30 13~A09 12.4 232.8 2754 C 9/44 146 192 H1369/18 
124A76 -43.7 ~6?·2 5482 R 8/03 141 28 H1359/32 134AI0 13.6 233.3 2768 C 9/43 146 191 H1369/20 124A77 -47.0 '-6 .... .) 5619 R 8/C8 141 26 t1l358/38 134A11 12.7 232.5 2742 C 9/46 146 193 HU69/22 
124A78 -42.7 263.0 5405 R 8/13 141 26 t1l358/40 134Al2 13.8 232.9 2756 C 9/44 146 192 H1369/24 
124A79 -45.9 261.6 5535 R 8/19 141 23 t1l358/02 134A13 13.0 232.1 2731 C 9/47 146 195 H1369/26 
124A80 -41.6 260.4 5327 R 8/N 141 23 H1358104 13 .. A14 14.1 232.6 2745 C 9/46 146 193 H1369/28 
124Ml -44.6 258.8 5448 R S/30 141 20 H1353/06 134A15 13.2 231.8 2719 C 9/49 146 196 H1369/30 
126A04 -45.2 263.6 6692 V 7/47 142 N Hl363/08 134Alo 14.4 232.2 2733 C 9/47 146 195 M1369/32 
126A05 -45.1 260.7 6791 V 7/59 142 20 t1l363/10 134Al7 13.5 231.4 2707 C 9/51 146 198 H13:'> 9/34 
126A06 -43.6 260.6 6618 V 7/59 142 20 H1363/12 134,1.18 14.6 231.8 2721 C 9/49 146 19:'> H1369/36 
126A07 -46.2 257.8 6713 V 8/10 142 16 Ml3",3/l4 13U19 13.8 231.1 2696 C 9/52 146 199 H1369/38 
126A08 -41.9 258.1 6554 V 8/09 142 15 t1l363/16 134A20 14.9 231.5 2710 C 9/51 146 197 H1370/02 
126A18 -46.8 265.9 6545 R 7/40 142 28 HU63/20 134A21 14.0 230.7 2685 C 9/54 146 201 H1370104 
126Al<1 -4<1.9 263.5 6657 R 7/50 142 24 t11363/22 134t.22 15.2 231.1 26<19 C 9/52 146 199 H1370/06 
126A20 -45.2 263.2 6459 R 7/51 142 25 tn363/24 134.~23 14.3 230.3 2674 C 9/55 146 203 H1370/08 
126A21 -48.0 260.4 6557 R 8/03 142 21 Hl363/26 13':'A24 15.5 230.7 2688 C 9/54 146 200 H1370/10 
126A22 -43.6 260.2 6380 R 8/03 142 20 Hl363128 135AOl 11.4 234.0 2806 R 9/33 147 178 H1370/12 
126A23 -46.3 257.5 6480 R 8/14 142 17 t1l363/30 135;'02 12.6 234.5 2821 R 9/31 147 179 H1370/14 
126A24 -42.0 257.6 6312 R 8/14 142 16 M1363/32 135A03 11.7 233.7 2793 R 9/35 147 180 H1370/16 
126A26 -52.4 260.8 6651 R 8/02 142 19 H1364/04 135A04 12.8 23.:;..1 2808 R 9/33 147 181 H1370/18 
i~g1~~ :g~:~ ~~4:~ 6548 R 8/15 142 16 t1l364/C8 135A05 11.9 233 .. 3 2780 R 9/36 147 182 H1370120 6711 R 8/29 142 13 H1364/10 135A06 13.1 233.7 2795 R 9/35 147 182 H1370/22 
126A30 -48.5 254.7 6465 R 8/27 142 12 H13H/12 135A07 12.2 232.9 2768 R 9/38 147 184 H1370/24 
126A31 -51. 7 251.2 6618 R 8/41 142 9 H1364/14 135t.08 13.4 233.4 2782 R 9/36 147 184 H1370/26 
126A32 -46.8 251.8 63<;6 R 8/38 142 8 H1364/16 135,1.09 12.5 232.6 2755 R 9/40 147 186 H1370/28 
126A42 -53.3 259.9 6461 V 8/09 142 18 H1364/20 135AlO 13.6 233.0 2770 R 9/38 147 185 H1370/30 
126A44 -51.4 256.7 6359 V 8/22 142 15 Hl364/24 135A11 12.7 232.2 2743 R 9/41 147 187 H1370/32 
126A45 -55.0 253.5 6535 V 8/35 142 13 H1364126 135;.\12 13.9 232.6 2758 R 9/40 147 187 H1370/34 
126A46 -49.3 2~3.8 6255 V 8/34 142 12 H1364128 135A13 13.0 231.8 2731 R 9/43 147 189 H1370/36 
126A47 -52.6 2 0.5 6421 V 8/47 142 10 t1l365/C2 135A14 14.1 232.3 2745 R 9/41 147 188 H1371/02 
126A48 -47.3 251.2 6169 V 8/44 142 9 Hl365/04 135A15 13.2 231.5 2719 R 9/44 147 190 H1371/04 
126A50 -57.8 250.3 6621 V 8/49 142 <I H136-i/44 135Al6 14.4 231. 9 2733 R 9/43 147 190 H13 71/06 
126A52 -55.3 247.5 6501 V 9/00 142 6 t1l364/48 135Al7 13.5 231.1 2707 R ,9/46 147 192 H1371/08 
126A54 -53.3 244.8 6415 V 9/11 142 3 H1365/18 135A18 14.7 231.5 2722 R 9/44 147 191 H1371/10 
126A56 -51.6 242.4 6349 V 9/20 142 H1365/22 135,1.1 9 13.8 230.7 26<;5 R 9/48 147 194 H1371/12 
126A68 -57.0 246.6 6391 R 9/06 142 5 M1365/30 135.t.20 14.9 231.2 2710 R 9/46 147 193 H1371/14 
126A70 -54.7 243.8 6283 R 9/17 142 3 H1365/34 135A21 14.1 230.4 2684 R 9/49 147 195 H1371/16 
129Ml 11.4 234.7 2820 V 10/02 143 218 M1367/02 135A22 15.2 230.8 2698 R <1/48 147 194 H1371/18 
129A02 12.6 235.2 2831 V 10/01 143 213 H1367/04 135A23 14.3 230.0 2672 R 9/51 147 197 H1371/20 
129M3 11.7 234.4 2809 V 10/04 143 219 H1367/06 135A24 15.5 230.4 2687 R 9/49 147 195 M1371/22 
129A04 12.<1 234.8 2820 V 10102 143 214 t1l366/50 175A05 -47.7 155.3 10743 V 7/08 168 321 H9311/10 
129A05 12.0 234.1 2798 V 10/05 143 221 H1366/52 175A06 -42.7 155.5 10643 V 7/07 168 312 H9311/12 
129A06 1~.1 234.5 2809 V 10/04 143 216 H1366/54 175.A07 -46.9 149.0 10869 V 7/33 168 316 H9311/14 
129A07 1;:.2 23~. 7 2788 V 10/07 143 222 Hl366/56 175A08 -41.8 149.7 10772 V 7/30 168 307 H9311/16 
129M8 1:...4 23 ... 1 27'l9 V 10/05 143 217 t1l366/30 175.t;09 -45.7 142.5 11028 V 7/59 168 312 H9311/18 
12<1A09 12.5 233.4 2777 V 10/08 143 223 H1366/32 175HO -40.7 143.7 10931 V 7/54 168 304 H9311/20 
129AI0 1: .6 233.8 2789 V 10/07 143 218 H1366/34 1 i5A11 -44.2 135.9 11218 V 8/26 308 H9311/22 
129All 1;~. 7 233.0 2767 V 10/10 143 224 H13,,6/36 175A12 -39.2 133.1 11107 V 8/17 168 301 H9311/24 
129A12 1".9 233.4 2778 V 10/08 143 219 H13,,6138 175,1.13 -42.4 129.0 11449 V 8/53 168 305 M9311/26 
129A13 13.0 232.7 2757 V 10/12 143 225 H1366/ .. 0 175A14 -37.5 131.9 11331 V 8/42 168 298 H1401/C2 
129A14 1<'.2 233.1 2768 V 10/10 143 220 ttl366/42 li5A25 -59.0 151.0 10834 V 7/28 168 336 H1401/16 
129A15 1:'.3 2~2.3 2747 V 10/13 143 226 tH 366/44 1;5A26 -53.2 154.0 10601 V 7/16 168 330 H1401/18 
129A16 1'-.5 2 2.7 2759 V 10/12 143 2:1 tlU",,/46 1i5A~7 -57.9 1,+3.8 10939 V 7/57 168 331 H1401/20 
129A17 1".6 231.9 2737 V lOllS 143 227 M1366/48 1i5A28 -52.2 147.6 10709 V 7/42 168 325 N1401/22 
129A18 1'.7 232.4 2749 V 10/13 143 222 HU6b/16 175A29 -56.6 136.1 11086 V 8/28 168 327 H1401/24 
12<1A19 1:'.8 231,6 2728 V 10/16 143 228 t1l366/18 175A30 -51.0 I'll. 2 10842 V 8/08 168 321 H1401/26 
129A20 1:·.0 232.0 2NO V 10/15 143 223 Hl366/20 175,1.31 -54.8 127.1 11304 V 9/04 168 323 H1401/28 
12<1A21 1 .... 1 231.2 2718 V 10/18 143 229 t1l366122 175.1,32 -49.5 133.9 11029 V 8/37 168 317 H1401/30 
129A22 I! .3 231.6 2730 V 10/16 143 224 t1l366/24 175A34 -47.7 126.2 11263 V 9/08 168 314 H1401/34 
129A23 1'-.4 230.9 2709 V 10/19 143 230 H1366/26 175.A46 -64.9 145.4 10864 V 7/53 168 341 H1401/46 
129A24 10-.5 231.3 2721 V 10/18 143 225 t1l366/28 175A48 -63.5 137.2 10969 V 8/27 168 337 tIl401/50 
129A31 4v.0 140.4 2239 C 17/01 143 318 P1366/04 177All 15.3 141.4 21 .. 6 V 9/04 169 17 H1402l24 
129A32 3".0 140.0 2234 C 17/03 143 312 P1366/05 177A12 16.1 141.1 2133 V 9/05 169 21 H1402l25 
129A33 39.8 139.1 2244 C 17/06 143 324 PU66/06 177A13 15.4 141.5 2139 C 9/04 169 18 H1402/26 
129A34 3(..8 138.8 2239 C 17/08 143 319 P1366/07 177A14 16.2 141.1 2126 C 9/05 169 22 H1402l27 
129A35 3".7 137.9 2250 C 17/12 143 332 P1365/01 177A17 15.5 141.5 2126 R 9/04 169 19 H1402l30 
129A36 3f'.7 137.5 2246 C 17/13 143 328 P1365/02 177A18 16.4 141.2 2111 R 9/06 169 23 H1402l31 
129A37 3".5 136.7 2258 C 17117 143 341 P1365/03 177AOl 14.4 148.6 2578 V 8/43 169 327 H1402/32 
129A38 3~.5 136.3 2254 C 17/18 143 340 P,l365/04 177A02 15.0 146.5 2479 V 8/51 169 325 H1402/33 
129A39 3".3 135.3 2267 C 17122 143 352 P1365/05 177A03 14.3 148.5 2590 C 8/43 169 326 H1402/34 
3-20 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICHO LAT LO~~ RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN5R PleNO LAT LOtI RAH3E F TOO LS SCAZ CRDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
177A07 15.1 147.4 2530 R 8/48 169 32S t1l402l33 207A16 27.0 5.6 2974 C 15/40 186 317 P1411/16 
InA08 14.7 146.8 2541 R 8/50 169 323 ~1l402l39 20/A17 28.2 5.2 2991 C 15/41 186 326 P1412/01 
204AOl -12.S 126.0 37;a V 6/50 185 352 H14C6/38 207A18 27.0 4.2 2976 C 15/45 186 323 P1412/02 
204A02 -10.6 12S.1 3738 V 6/54 185 348 ~1l406/40 207A19 28.2 3.9 2994 C 15/47 186 333 P1412/03 
204A03 -12.2 124.5 3782 V 6/56 185 347 t1l406/42 207A20 27.0 2.9 2981 C 15/51 186 331 P1412104 
204A04 -10.3 123.7 3724 V 6/59 185 343 H1406/44 207A21 28.2 2.5 2999 C 15/52 186 340 P1412/05 
204AOS -12.3 123.1 3783 V 7/01 185 343 H1406/46 207A22 26.9 1.5 29S8 C 15/56 186 340 P1412106 
204A06 -10.4 122.3 3726 V 7/05 ISS 339 H1406/48 207A23 28.2 1.1 3007 C 15/58 186 349 P1412107 
204A07 -12.5 121.7 3787 V 7/07 185 339 H1406/50 ~07A24 26.9 .2 2998 C 16/02 186 352 P141210B 
204ACB -10.6 120.9 3731 V 7/11 185 335 H1406/S2 207A25 28.2 359.8 3018 C 16/04 186 359 P1412109 
204All -2.1 llS.5 3378 V 7/22 185 322 H1406/5'+ 207A26 26.9 358.8 3009 C 16/07 186 4 P1412110 
204Al2 -.6 117.8 3356 V 7/25 185 314 H1407/02 <'07A27 28.1 358.4 3031 C 16/09 186 9 P1412/11 
204A13 -1.9 117.2 3379 V 7/28 ISS 317 H1407/04 207A2S 26.8 357.5 3024 C 16/13 186 17 P1412112 
204A14 -.4 116.4 3359 V 7/31 185 309 H1407/06 207A29 28.1 357.0 3046 C 16/15 186 19 P1412113 
204A15 -loB 115.9 33S4 V 7/33 185 312 H1407/08 :::07A30 26.8 356.1 3041 C 16/19 lS6 30 P1412/14 
2040\16 -.3 115.2 3364 V 7/36 185 305 H1407/10 207A31 28.0 355.6 3064 C 16/21 186 29 P1412115 
204A17 -1.6 114.6 33<;0 V 7/3S 185 308 H1407/12 207A32 26.7 354.7 30S0 C 16/24 lS6 40 P1412/16 
::04AIB -.1 113.8 3373 V 7/42 185 301 tlH07/14 ;:OSAOI 26.1 17.6 3127 C 14/48 187 29S P1412117 
204A21 8.2 111.2 2850 V 7/57 lS5 291 H1407/16 20SA02 24.9 16.3 3097 C 14/53 187 292 P1412118 
2040\22 9.4 110.4 2846 V 8/00 185 281 H1407/18 20SA03 26.2 16.1 3105 C 14/54 187 297 Pl'+12l19 
204A23 8.3 109.9 2855 V S/02 ISS 238 H1407/20 20S!l.04 25.1 14.8 3075 C 14/59 187 293 P1412/20 
204A24 9.5 109.1 2853 V 8/05 ISS 279 H1407/22 208A05 26.4 14.6 30S4 C 15/00 187 299 P1412/21 
204A25 8.4 108.7 2862 V 8/07 185 2SS Hl407/24 208A06 25.3 13.3 3058 C 15/05 187 295 P1412122 
204A26 9.6 107.9 2861 V 8/10 1S5 278 m407/26 20SA07 26.5 13.1 3067 C 15/C6 187 301 P1412/23 
204A27 8.5 107.5 2872 V 8/12 ISS 2S3 H1407/28 20SAD8 25.4 11.9 3043 C 15/11 187 2% P1412124 
204A28 9.7 106.7 2873 V 8/15 185 276 ~1l407/30 208A09 26.7 11.6 3052 C 15/12 187 303 P1412/25 
204A29 8.6 106.3 2884 V 8/17 ISS 281 P140S/01 2CSAI0 25.5 10.4 3030 C 15/17 187 298 P1412126 
204A30 9.8 105.4 2888 V 8/20 185 275 P140S/02 208A11 26.8 10.2 3041 C 15/18 187 30S P1413/01 
204A31 8.7 105.0 2qOO V 8/22 185 280 P140S/03 ;;CSA12 25.6 9.0 3021 C 15/23 187 301 P1413/02 
20:'A32 9.9 104.1 <'9C6 V 8/26 165 274 P140S/0:' 20SA13 26.8 B.7 3033 C 15/24 187 308 P1413/03 
205Ml 32.0 15.9 2S':'8 C 15/02 185 316 P140S/05 20SA14 25.6 7.6 3014 C 15/29 187 303 P1413/04 
205A02 30.9 14.7 2820 C 15/07 185 313 P140S/06 208A15 26.9 7.2 3026 C 15/30 187 312 P1413/05 
205A03 32.0 14.5 2S40 C 15/0S 185 319 P140S/07 20SA16 25.7 6.1 3010 C 15/35 187 307 P1413/06 
205AG4 30.9 13.3 2814 C 15/13 ISS 316 1'1408/03 208A17 26.9 5.8 3024 C 15/36 187 316 P1413/07 
205A05 32.1 13.1 2834 C 15/14 IS5 322 P140S/09 20SAlS 25.7 4.7 3010 C 15/41 187 312 P1413/08 
205A06 30.9 11.9 2810 C 15/18 185 320 P140S/I0 208419 26.9 4.4 3024 C 15/42 187 322 P1413/09 
205A07 32.1 11.7 2830 C 15/19 185 326 P140·S/ll 208.\20 25.7 3.3 3011 C 15/46 187 318 P1413/10 
205AD3 30.9 10.6 2809 C 15/24 185 324- P1408/12 208A21 26.9 3.0 3026 C 15/48 187 329 P1413/11 
205A09 32.1 10.3 2829 C 15/25 IS5 330 Plof08/13 20S:'22 25.6 1.9 301SC 15/52 187 326 P1413/12 
205AI0 31.0 9.2 2S09 C 15/29 lS5 329 P1408/14 208A23 26.9 1.6 3031 C 15/54 187 337 P1413/13 
205A11 32.1 8.9 2S31 C 15/31 185 335 P1408/15 208A24 25.6 .5 3022 C 15/58 187 336 P1413/14 
205A12 31.0 8.0 2812 C 15/35 ISS 33~ P1408/16 20S.~25 26.8 .2 3039 C 15/59 187 347 P1413/15 
205A13 32.1 7.6 2S35 C 15/36 IS5 340 P140S/17 208;'26 25.6 3S9.1 3031 C 16/03 187 350 P1413/16 
205A14 31.0 6.6 2817 C 15/40 185 3:'0 P140S/18 Z08A2a 25.5 357.8 3043 C 16/09 187 7 P1414/01 
205A15 32.2 6.2 2S40 C 15/42 ISS 347 P14CS/19 2CSA29 26.7 357.3 3062 C 16/11 187 12 P14l4/02 
205A16 31.0 5.2 2824 C lS/46 185 348 P140S/20 208A30 25.4 356.3 3058 C 16/15 187 25 P1414/03 
205A17 32.1 4.9 2S48 C 15/47 ISS 353 P1408l21 2CSA31 26.7 355.9 307S C 16/17 187 25 P1414/04 
205A18 30.9 3.9 2833 C 15/51 IS5 356 P1409/01 2C3.~32 25.4 354.9 3076 C 16/21 IS7 39 P1414/05 
205A19 32.1 3.5 2858 C 15/53 185 P140'l/02 20Q.AOl 21.0 12.5 3245 C 15/08 188 283 P1414/C6 
205A20 30.9 2.5 2S'+5 C 15/57 185 4 P1409/03 209A02 19.8 11.3 3227 C 15/12 138 278 P1414/07 
205A21 32.1 2.1 2871 C 15/59 185 8 P1409/04 209A03 21.1 11.1 3227 C 15/13 lS8 283 P1414/08 
205A22 30.9 1.1 2858 C 16/03 185 13 P1409/05 20q.~04 19.9 9.9 3210 C 15/18 ISS 277 P1414/09 
205A23 32.1 .7 26S6 C 16/05 185 15 P1409/0S 20QA05 21.2 9.7 3210 C 15/19 IS8 284 P1414/10 
205A24 30.9 359.7 2875 C 16/08 185 ~? P1409/07 209A06 20.0 8.6 3197 C 15/24 188 277 P1414/11 <.~ 
205A25 32.1 359.1 2 0 03 C 16/11 185 23 P1409/08 20QA07 21.3 S.3 3197 C lS/25 188 284 P1414/12 
205A26 30.8 358.3 2S94 C 16/14 185 30 P1409/09 20"ACS 20.0 7.3 3187 C 15/29 lS8 277 P1414/13 
205A27 32.0 357.7 2924 C 16/17 135 30 P140'll10 209A09 21.3 7.0 31&8 C 15/30 188 285 P1414/14 
205A28 30.8 356.8 2916 C 16/20 ISS 37 P140'l/11 209AI0 20.1 6.0 3179 C 15/34 188 277 P1414/15 
205A29 32.0 356.2 2947 C 16/23 lS5 36 F1409/12 209All 21.3 5.7 3181 C 15/36 1138 2S6 P1414/16 
205A30 30.7 355.3 2941 C 16/27 185 44 P14C9/13 209A12 20.1 4.6 3173 C 15/40 188 277 P1414/17 
205A31 32.0 354.7 2974 C 16129 185 42 P1409/14 20 Q A13 21.4 4.3 3176 C 15/41 188 287 P1414/18 
20SA32 30.6 353.8 2<;l6S C 16/33 185 49 P1409/15 20"A14 20.1 3.3 3170 C 15/45 188 277 P1415/01 
206AOl 29.9 16.3 301<' C 14/53 186 303 P1409/16 209A15 21.4 3.0 3174 C 15/47 188 2S9 P1415/02 
206A02 28.7 15.0 2<;81 C lS/04 IS6 305 Fl409/17 209A16 20.2 2.0 3169 C 15/51 }S8 277 P1415/03 
206A03 30.0 14.8 2996 C 15/05 186 310 P1409/18 209A17 21.4 1.7 3174 C 15/52 188 291 P1415/04 
206A04 28.B 13.6 2<;67 C 15/10 186 307 P1409/19 20,A18 20.2 .7 3171 C 15/56 188 277 Pl415/05 
206M5 30.0 13.4 2<:S4 C 15/10 186 313 P1409/20 20Q19 21.5 .3 3176 C 15/58 18S 295 P1415106 
206AOb 28.8 12.2 2<:57 C 15/15 186 309 P1400/21 209A20 20.2 359.3 3175 C 16/02 188 277 P1415107 
20bA07 30.0 11.9 2975 C 15/16 186 315 P1409/22 209A21 21.5 359.0 3181 C 16/03 188 300 P1415/0S 
206A08 28.9 10.7 2949 C 15/21 IS6 312 P1409/23 20gA22 20.2 358.0 3182 C 16/07 188 278 P1415/09 
206A09 30.1 10.5 2969 C 15/22 186 319 P1409/24 209A23 21.5 357.6 318q C 16/09 188 310 P1415/10 
206,1.10 28.9 9.4 2946 C 15/27 lS6 315 P1409/25 209A24 20.2 356.6 3192 C 16/13 188 278 P1415/11 
206All 30.1 9.1 296'+ C 15/28 186 -~- P1409/26 209A25 21.5 356.2 3200 C 16/14 1S8 333 P1415/12 ~,,:> 
206A12 28.9 8;0 2943 C 15/32 186 320 P1409/27 209A26 20.2 355.3 3204 C 16/1S 188 290 P1415/13 
20bA13 30.1 7.7 <:963 C 15/33 IS6 327 F14~9/28 209A27 21.5 35~.9 3213 C 16/20 188 14 P1415/14 
206t.14 28.9 6.6 2<:43 C 15/38 186 3:::5 P1410/01 20QA28 20.2 354.0 321S C 16/24 183 9~ P1415/1S 
206A15 30.1 6.3 2964 C 15/39 ISS 332 P1410/02 20c;A29 21.5 353.5 3229 C 16/26 IS8 52 H1416/01 
206A16 2B.9 5.3 2945 C 15/44 1S6 330 P1410/03 20<:,1.30 20.1 352.5 3236 C 16/30 lS8 96 P1416/02 
ZObA17 30.1 4.9 2q67 C 15/4S 186 338 P1410/04 20QA31 21.4 352.1 3~47 C 16/31 ISS 69 P1416/03 
206AlS 28.9 3.9 2q50 C 15/49 186 338 P1410/05 209A32' 20.1 351.1 3257 C 16/35 188 96 P1416/04 
206U9 30.1 3.6 2972 C 15/51 lS6 3.:;5 F1410/06 21M41 -11.0 122.4 3591 V 6/49 188 351 H1415/16 
Z06A20 28.9 2.6 2Q5S C 15/55 186 346 P9506/20 210A42 -9.1 121.5 3524 V 6/53 188 3",3 H1415/17 
206A21 30.1 2.2 2~eo c 15/50 lS6 352 P95C6/Z1 210,lA3 -10.8 121. 0 3577 V 6/5S 188 347 H1415/18 
20bA22 28.8 1.2 2967 C 16/00 186 355 P9506/22 21M44 -9.0 120.1 3513 V 6/58 188 344 Hl415/19 
206A23 30.1 .3 2991 C 16/02 18b P1410/10 210A'+5 -10.7 119.6 3568 V 7/00 lS8 343 H1416/11 
206A24 28.9 359.9 2930 C 16/06 186 5 P1410/11 210A46 -8.S 118.7 3505 V 7/04 IS8 340 H1416/12 
206.~25 30.0 359.4 3003 C 16/08 186 8 P1410/12 210A47. -10.5 113.2 3562 V 7/06 lS8 3:'0 Nl416/13 
206A26 28.7 353.5 2993 C 16/12 18S 14 P1410/13 210A48 -8.6 117.4 3502 V 7/10 IS8 336 tIl416/14 
206A27 30.0 357.9 3019 C 16/14 18b 17 P1410/14 210A49 -10.3 116.8 3558 V 7/12 lS8 336 H1416/15 
206A28 28.7 357.0 3010 C 16/17 186 2':' P1410/15 210A50 -8.5 116.0 35iJl V 7/15 168 332 H1416/16 
206A29 29.9 356.6 3037 C 16/19 166 25 P1410/16 210A21 -.8 120.1 3077 V 7/01 188 354 tIl417/02 
206A30 28.6 355.6 3029 C 16/23 186 33 P1410/17 210A22 .5 119.3 3038 V 7/05 188 351 ~1l417 104 
206A31 29.9 355.1 3058 C 16/25 le6 32 P1410/18 210A23 -.6 118.9 3063 V 7/06 188 350 H1417/06 
206A32 28.6 354.2 3052 C 16/2 0 186 41 P1410/19 210~24 .7 l1S.1 3025 V 7/10 188 345 H1417/08 
207.1.01 27.8 16.5 3058 C 14/55 18S 301 P1411/01 210A25 -.5 117.7 3051 V 7/11 188 345 H1417/10 
2071.02 26.6 15.2 3027 C 15/00 le6 297 P1411/02 Z10A26 .9 116.8 3014 V 7/15 188 340 H1417/12 
207M3 27.9 15.0 3039 C 15/01 18b 303 P1411103 210A27 -.3 116.5 30,+1 V 7/16 188 340 N1417/14 
207M4 26.7 13.8 3012 C 15/06 186 299 P1411/04 210A28 1.0 115.7 3007 V 7/20 188 335 H1417/16 
207AOS 27.9 13.6 3025 C 15/07 lS6 305 P1411/05 210A29 -.1 115.3 3033 V 7/21 188 335 ~1l417/18 
207A06 26.8 12.3 29"S C 15/12 186 301 P1411/00 210A30 1.2 114.5 3000 V 7/25 188 330 H1417/20 
20iA07 28.0 12.2 3012 C 15/13 lS6 307 P1411/07 210A31 .0 114.1 3029 V 7/26 18S 330 H1417/2Z 
207A08 2.,.8 11.0 2958 C 15/17 lS6 303 PI411/08 210:'32 1.3 113.3 299S V 7/30 188 325 tIl417/24 
207A09 2\:.1 10.8 300<: C 15/18 186 310 P1411/09 210A33 .0 112.9 3026 V 7/31 188 326 H1417/26 
207AI0 2( .. 9 9.6 2981 C 15/23 lS6 305 P1411/10 210:'34 1.4 112.1 2997 V 7/34 183 321 H1417/2S 
207All 28.1 9.3 29~5 C 15/24 18b 313 P1411/11 210:'35 .1 111. 7 3027 V 7/36 188 322 H1417/30 
207 . \12 21 .9 8.3 2977 C 15/28 186 3C8 P1411/12 210.0.36 1.5 110.9 29q9 V 7/39 188 317 M1417/32 
207A13 2tLl 8.1 2992 C 15/29 186 316 P1411/13 210A37 .2 110.4 3031 V 7/41 lS8 318 H1417/34 
Z07A14 21,.9 6.9 2974 C 15/34 166 312 P1411/14 210A38 1.6 109.7 3005 V 7/44 lS8 313 tIl417/36 
207A15 2&.2 6.6 2990 C 15/36 186 321 P1411/15 210A39 .3 109.2 3033 V 7/of6 183 315 N1417/38 
3-21 
~!K~NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LJ,T LON RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERtiSR PleNO U\T LeN RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERN8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
210..'.40 1.7 108.4 3013 V 7/50 1138 310 H1417/40 214A07 28.3 338.7 2894 C 15/33 190 340 P1424/07 
210.1>.01 ' .• 7 111.1 Z668 V 7/41 ISS 312 H1418/02 214A08 27.2 337.6 2887 C 15/38 190 339 PH24/0S 
210A.02 1(,.8 110.2 2658 V 7/44 le8 300 H1418/04 214,1.09 28.3 337.4 2903 C 15/39 190 350 P1424/09 
210A03 ".8 109.9 2666 V 7/46 188 305 H1418/06 214AI0 27.2 336.4 2898 C 15/43 190 354 P142-+/!O 
210A04 lu.9 109.0 2657 V 7/49 188 295 H1418/08 214All 28.4 336.1 2914 C 15/44 190 2 P1424/11 
21001.05 '1.9 108.7 2666 V 7/51 188 300 H1418/10 214A12 27.2 335.1 2911 C 15/48 190 12 P1424/12 
210A06 1.1..1 107.9 2658 V 7/54 188 290 H1418/12 214A13 28.4 334.8 2928 C 15/49 190 15 P1424/13 
210,1.07 lC.O 107.5 2668 V 7/56 188 296 H1418/14 214,1.14 27.2 333.8 2925 C 15/54 190 28 P1424/14 
210A08 11.1 106.7 2662 V 7/59 188 287 H1418/16 214A15 28.4 333.5 2944 C 15/55 190 28 P1424/15 
210A09 10.1 106.3 2673 V 8/00 188 292 t1l418/18 214A16 27.2 332.5 2943 C 15/59 190 43 P1424/16 
210,1.10 11.2 105.5 26b8 V 8/04 188 285 H1418/Z0 214A17 28.4 332.2 2962 C 16/00 190 39 P1424/17 
210A11 10.2 105.2 2679 V 8/05 188 290 H1418/22 
2r
A18 27.3 331.2 2962 C 16/04 190 53 P1424/18 
210A12 11.3 104.3 2676 V 8/09 188 282 H1418/N  4A19 28.5 330.8 2982 C 16/06 190 47 P1424/19 
210A13 10.2 104.0 2689 V 8/10 188 287 H1418126 2 4A20 27.3 329.8 2984 C 16/10 190 61 P1424/20 
210,1.14 11.4 103.1 2687 V 8/14 188 280 H1418/28 214A21 28.5 329.4 3005 C 16/12 190 54 P1424121 
210A15 10.3 102.7 2702 V 8/15 188 285 H1418/30 214A22 27.2 328.4 3009 C 16/16 190 67 P1425/01 
210A16 11.4 i°1.8 2702 V 8/19 188 279 H1418/32 214.~23 28.5 328.0 3031 C 16/17 190 60 P1425/02 210A17 10.3 01.5 2716 V 8/20 188 283 H141S/34 214A24 27.2 327.0 3036 C 16/21 1'l0 71 P1425/03 
210A18 11.4 100.6 2719 V 8124 18S 277 H1418/36 214A25 28.5 326.6 3060 C 16/23 190 65 P1425/04 
ZlOA19 10.3 100.2 2734 V 8126 18S 282 H1418/38 214A26 27.2 325.6 3067 C 16/27 1'l0 74 P1425/05 
210A20 11.4 99.2 2739 V 8/30 188 276 H141S/40 214A27 28.5 325.1 3C91 C 16/29 190 68 P1425/06 
210A51 9.8 110.4 2373 V 7/49 188 351 H1419/02 214A28 27.2 32~.1 3100 C 16/33 190 77 P1425/07 
210A52 10.8 109.4 2339 V 7/53 ISS 348 H1419/04 c:l4A29 28.5 323.7 3126 C 16/35 190 71 P1425/08 
210A53 9.8 109.3 2360 V 7/53 188 347 H1419/06 214A30 27.2 322.7 3136 C 16/39 190 79 P1425/09 
210A54 10.9 10S.4 2328 V 7/57 188 343 H1419/08 214A41 26.3 343.2 3404 C 15/19 190 309 P1425/10 
aOA55 9.9 108.3 2349 V 7/57 188 343 H1419/10 214A42 25.0 342.1 3378 C 15/24 190 305 P1425/11 
210A56 11.0 107.3 2319 V 8/01 188 339 H1419/12 214A43 26.4 341.8 3394 C 15/25 190 312 P1425/12 
210A57 10.0 107.2 2340 V 8/02 ISS 339 H1419/14 214A44 25.1 340.7 3370 C 15/30 190 30S P1426/01 
210.b.58 11.0 106.3 2311 V 8/06 188 334 H1419/16 214.445 26.5 340.5 3388 C 15/31 190 315 P1426/02 
21001.59 10.1 106.2 2332 V 8/06 188 335 H1419/18 214.01.46 25.1 339.4 3365 C 15/35 190 311 P1426/03 
210A60 11.1 105.3 2306 V 8/10 188 330 H1419/20 214A47 Z6.5 339.1 3384 C 15/36 190 319 P1426/04 
210Ml 10.1 105.2 2327 V 8/10 188 331 HI41'l/22 214A48 25.2 337.9 3362 C 15/41 190 315 P1426/05 
210M2 11.1 104.2 2301 V 8/14 188 326 H1419/24 214A49 26.6 337.6 3381 C 15/42 190 324 P1426/06 
210t-63 10.2 104.1 2323 V 8/15 188 327 H1419/26 214A50 25.2 336.5 3361 C 15/47 190 321 P1426/07 
210.01.64 11.1 103,2 2299 V 8/18 188 322 t1l419/28 214A51 26.6 336.2 3381 C 15/4S 190 329 P142b/08 
210A65 10.2 103.1 2322 V 8/19 188 323 H1419/30 214A52 25.3 335.0 3362 C 15/53 190 327 P1426/09 
210.A.66 11.1 102.1 2299 V 8/23 188 ~~g m~i~~~~ 214.A.53 26.7 334.7 3384 C 15/54 190 336 P1426/10 210A67 10.2 102.0 2322 V 8123 188 214A54 25.3 333.6 3367 C 15/59 190 336 P1426/11 
210A68 11.1 101.1 2301 V 8/27 188 315 H1419/36 214A55 26.7 333.2 3390 C 16/01 190 344 P1426/12 
210A69 10.2 101.0 2324 V 8/28 1138 317 H1419/38 214,1.56 25.3 332.1 3374 C 16/05 190 346 P1426/13 
210.470 11.1 100.1 2303 V 8/31 188 312 tIl419/';O 214A57 26.7 331.7 3398 C 16/07 190 353 P1426/14 
212A03 18.9 11.4 3111 C 15/04 189 273 P1420/03 214A58 25.3 330.6 3395 C 16/11 190 357 P1426/15 
212A04 17.8 10.3 3104 C 15/0S 189 267 P1420/04 214A59 26.7 330.2 3410 C 16/13 190 3 P1426/16 
212A05 19.0 10.1 30<:S C 15/0'l 189 273 P1420/05 214A60 25.3 329.1 3398 C 16/17 190 9 P1426/17 
212A06 17.9 9.1 3092 C 15/13 189 266 P1420/06 214A61 26.7 328.6 3425 C 16/19 190 13 P1426/18 
212A07 19.2 8.8 3085 C 15/14 189 272 P1420/07 214A62 25.3 327.6 3415 C 16/23 190 22 P1426/19 
212A08 18.0 7.7 30S0 C 15/19 189 265 P1420/08 214A63 26.7 327.1 3442 C 16/26 190 23 P1426/20 
212A09 19.3 7.5 3075 C 15/20 189 272 P1420/09 214A64 25.2 326.1 3434 C 16/30 190 33 P1426121 
212AI0 18.1 6.5 3072 C 15/24 189 263 P1420/10 214,1.65 26.6 325.5 3463 C 16/32 190 32 P1426/22 
212A11 19.3 6.2 3069 C 15/25 189 271 P1420/11 214A66 25.2 324.5 3457 C 16/36 190 42 P1426/23 
212A12 18.2 5.2 3068 C 15/29 189 261 P1420/12 214.467 26.6 323.9 3488 C 16/38 190 40 F1426/24 
212A13 19.4 5.0 3064 C 15/30 189 270 P1420/13 214A68 25.1 323.0 3484 C 16/42 190 50 P1426/25 
212A14 18.3 3.9 3065 C 15/35 189 259 P1421/01 214A69 26.5 322.3 3516 C 16/45 190 46 P1426126 
212A15 19.5 3.7 3063 C 15/36 189 268 P1421/02 214A70 25.1 321.4 3514 C 16/49 190 56 P1426/27 
212A16 18.3 2.7 3065 C 15/40 189 256 P1421/03 216AOl 25.9 292.2 2983 C 15/30 192 319 P1427/01 
212A17 19.6 2.4 3063 C 15/41 189 267 P1421/04 216A02 24.8 291.1 2978 C 15/35 192 311 P1427/02 
212A18 18.4 1.4 3067 C 15/45 189 251 P1421/05 216A03 25.9 290.9 2989 C 15/36 192 327 P1427/03 
212A19 19.6 1.2 3066 C 15/46 189 264 P1421/06 216A04 24.8 289.9 2985 C 15/40 192 321 P1427/04 
212,1.20 18.4 .2 3071 C 15/50 189 245 P1421/07 216A05 26.0 289.6 2998 C 15/41 192 339 P1427/05 
212A21 19.6 359.9 3071 C 15/51 189 260 P1421/03 216A06 24.8 288.6 2995 C 15/45 192 339 P1427/06 
212A22 18.4 358.9 3078 CIS/55 189 236 P1421/09 216A07 26.0 2138.4 3008 C 15/46 192 354 P1427/07 
212A23 19.7 358.7 3079 C 15/56 189 253 P1421/10 216A08 24.9 287.3 3007 C 15/50 192 ·3 P1427/08 
212A24 18.4 357.7 3087 C 16/00 189 221 P1421/11 216A09 26.1 287.1 3021 C 15/51 192 11 P1427/09 
212A25 19.7 357.4 3069 C 16/02 189 236 P1421/12 216AI0 24.9 286.1 3021 C 15/56 192 30 P1427/10 
212A26 18.5 356.4 30<:8 C 16/06 189 199 P1421/13 216A11 26.1 285.8 3036 C 15/57 192 28 PI427/11 
212A27 19.7 356.1 3101 C 16/07 189 193 P1421/14 216A12 24.9 284.7 3038 C 16/01 192 50 P1427/12 
212A28 18.5 355.1 3112 C 16/11 189 173 P1421/15 216A13 26.2 284.4 3054 C 16/03 H2 42 P1427/13 
212A29 19.7 354.8 3116 C 16/12 169 14b P14Zl/16 216A14 24.9 283.4 3057 C 16/06 192 62 P14271l4 
212A30 18.5 353.8 3129 C 16/16 189 152 P1421/17 216A15 26.2 283.1 3074 C 16/06 192 52 P1427/15 
212A31 19.7 353.4 3133 C 16/18 169 125 P1421/18 216A16 25.0 262.1 3079 C 16/12 192 70 P1427/16 
212,1.32 18.5 352.5 3148 C 16/22 189 138 P1421/19 216A17 26.2 2B1.8 3096 C 16/13 192 60 P1427117 
212A33 16.5 12.8 3660 C 15/03 169 278 P1421/20 216A18 25.0 280.7 3103 C 16/18 192 75 P14271l8 
212A34 15.1 11.6 3640 C 15/07 169 273 P1421/21 216A19 26.2 280.3 3122 C 16/19 192 66 P1427/19 
212A35 16.6 11.4 3634 C 15/08 189 278 P1421/22 216A20 25.0 279.4 3129 C 16/23 192 78 P1427/20 
212A36 15.2 10.3 3617 C 15/13 189 273 P1421/23 216A21 26.2 279.0 3150 C 16125 192 70 P1427/21 
212A37 16.7 10.0 3609 C 15/14 169 278 P1421/24 216A22 24.9 277.9 3159 C 16/29 192 81 P1427/22 
212A38 15.3 8.9 35'l3 C 15/19 189 272 P1421/25 216A23 26.3 277.5 3182 C 16/31 192 74 P1427/23 
212A39 16.8 8.6 3586 C 15/20 18'l 278 P9650/15 216A24 24.9 276.5 3192 C 16/35 192 83 P1427124 
212A40 15.4 7.4 3572 C 15/24 189 272 P9650/16 216A25 26.2 276.1 3214 C 16/37 192 77 P1428/01 
212A41 16.9 7.1 3566 C 15/26 IB9 278 P9650/17 216A26 24.9 275.1 3228 C 16/41 192 85 P1428/02 
212A42 15.5 6.0 3554 C 15/30 189 271 P9650/18 216A27 26.2 274.6 3253 C 16/43 192 79 P1428/03 
212A43 17.0 5.7 3548 C 15/31 189 278 P9650/19 216A28 24.9 273.6 3267 C 16/47 192 86 P1428/04 
212A44 15.6 4.6 3537 C 15/36 189 271 P9650/Z0 216A29 26.2 273.0 3293 C 16/49 192 BO P1428/05 
212A45 17.1 4.2 3533 C 15/38 189 278 P9650/21 216A30 24.9 272.0 3311 C 16/53 192 87 P1428/06 
212M6 15.7 3.1 3524 C 15/42 189 270 P9650/22 216,1.41 24.2 293.2 3494 C 15/31 192 309 P1428/07 
Z12A47 17.1 2.8 3521 C 15/44 189 278 P9650/23 216A42 22.B 292.1 3472 C 15/35 192 304 P1428/08 
212A43 15.8 1.7 3514 C 15/48 189 269 P9650/24 216A43 24.2 291.9 3489 C 15/36 192 312 P1428/09 
~ . 212A49 17.2 1.3 3511 C 15/50 189 279 P9650/25 216A44 22.8 290.8 3469 C 15/41 192 307 P1428/10 
212A50 15.8 .2 3506 C 15/54 189 2b8 P9650/26 216A45 24.3 290.5 3485 C 15/42 192 316 P1428/11 
212A51 17.2 359.8 3505 C 15/56 189 279 P9650/27 216A46 22.8 289.4 3466 C 15/46 192 311 P1429/01 
212A52 15.8 358.8 3503 C 16/00 189 267 P9650/Z8 216A47 24.2 289.2 3484 C 15/47 192 320 P1429/02 
212A53 17.3 358.3 3502 C 16/02 lS'l 280 P1423/13 216A48 22.8 288.1 3467 C 15/52 192 316 P142'l/03 
212AY+ 15.9 357.3 3502 C 16/06 189 264 P1423/14 216A49 24.3 287.8 3485 C 15/53 192 326 P1429/04 
212A55 17.3 356.9 3503 C 16/08 189 280 P1423/15 216A50 22.9 266.7 3470 C 15/58 192 323 P1429/05 
212,1.56 15.9 355.8 3504 C 16/12 189 261 P1423/16 216A51 24.3 286.3 3439 C 15/59 192 334 P1429/06 
212,1.57 17.4 355.4 3506 C 16/14 189 2132 P1423/17 216A52 22.9 285.2 3475 C 16/04 192 332 P1429/07 
212A58 15.9 354.5 3510 C 16/18 189 255 P1423/18 gg~~~ 24.3 284.8 3495 C 16/05 192 3,·3 P1429/08 2121:.59 17.3 354.0 3514 C 16/20 189 284 P1423/19 22.9 283.8 3484 C 16/09 192 3 .. 4 P1429/09 
212.1.60 15.9 352.9 3519 C 16/24 189 239 P1423/20 216A55 24.3 283.3 3504 C 16/11 192 354 P1429/10 
212A61 17.3 352.5 3524 C 16/25 189 294 P1423/21 216A56 22.8 282.3 3495 C 16/16 192 359 P1429/11 
212M2 15.9 351.5 3531 C 16/30 189 198 P1423/22 216A57 24.3 281.8 3517 C 16/17 192 6 P1429/12 
212M3 17.3 351.0 3537 C 16/32 189 47 P1423/23 216A58 22.9 280.8 3509 C 16/22 192 15 P1429/13 
212A64 15.9 350.1 3546 C 16/36 189 143 P1423/24 216A59 24.3 280.3 3533 C 16/24 192 18 P1429/14 
214AOl 28.1 342.6 2880 C 15/17 190 318 P1424/01 216A60 22.8 279.3 3527 C 16/28 192 31 P1429/15 
214M2 27.0 341.5 2869 C 15/22 190 313 P1424/02 216A61 24.3 278.8 3552 C 16/30 192 29 P1429/16 
214M3 28.2 341.3 2882 C 15/23 190 324 P1424/03 216M2 22.8 277.8 354S C 16/34 192 43 P1429/17 
214A04 27.1 340.2 2B73 C 15/27 190 319 P1424/04 216A63 24.2 277.2 3574 C 16/36 192 39 P1429/18 
214A05 28.3 340.0 2887 C 15/28 190 331 P1424/05 216A64 22.7 276.3 3572 C 16/40 192 52 P1429/19 
214A06 27.1 338.9 2879 C 15/33 190 327 P1424/06 216A65 24.2 275.7 3600 C 16/43 192 47 P1429/20 
3-22 
VIKiNG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
----------_._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORoERt~ER PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORoER~~R 
----------_ .. _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
216A66 22.7 274.7 3600 C 16/47 1'12 60 P1429/21 222A53 14.9 136.2 3930 C 16/33 195 77 P1435/13 
216A67 2<,.2 2],:+.1 3629 C 16/49 192 54 P1429/22 222A59 16.5 135.8 3943 C 16/35 195 47 P1435/14 
216A68 2, .6 273.1 3632 C 16/53 192 65 P1429/26 222A60 14.9 13"+.7 3949 C 16/39 195 87 P1435/15 
216A69 2" .1 272.4 3663 C 16/56 1'12 59 P1429/27 222A61 16.5 134.2 3964 C 16/41 195 64 P1435/16 
216A70 2,'.6 271.4 3669 C 17/00 192 69 P1429/28 222A62 14.9 133.1 3973 C 16/45 195 90 P1435/17 
220A01 21:.5 204.0 3397 C 15/05 194 289 P1430/01 222A63 16.5 132.6 3989 C 16/48 195 72 P1435/18 
220A02 1".2 202.9 3331 C 15/09 194 283 P1430/02 222A64 14.8 131.6 4000 C 16/52 195 92 P1435/19 
220A03 2('.6 202.7 338 .. C 15/10 194 290 P1430/03 222A65 16.5 131.0 4018 C 16/54 195 78 P1435/20 
220A04 19."+ 201.5 3369 C 15/15 19"+ 28"+ P1430/0,,+ 222A66 1"+.8 130.0 4031 C 16/58 195 93 P1435/21 
220A05 2l1.7 201.3 3373 C 15/16 194 292 P1430/05 222A67 16.5 129.4 4051 C 17101 195 81 P1435/22 
220A06 19.5 200.1 3359 C 15/21 194 28"+ P1430/06 222A68 14.8 128.3 4068 C 17/05 195 93 P1435/23 
220A07 21'.8 199.9 3364 C 15/22 194 293 P1430/07 222A69 16.4 127.8 4088 C 17/07 195 84 P1435/2"+ 
220A08 19.6 198.7 3352 C 15/26 194 285 P1430/08 222A70 14.8 126.6 4108 C 17/12 195 94 P1435/25 
220A09 2'~. 9 198.6 3359 C 15/27 194 295 P1430/09 222A 71 16.5 126.0 4131 C 17/14 195 85 P1435/26 
220A10 1~.6 197.5 3350 C 15/31 19"+ 286 P1430/10 222A 72 1"+.7 124.9 4153 C 17/19 195 94 P1435127 
220All 2~ .0 197.3 3356 C 15/33 1'14 298 P1431/01 223A01 12.5 119.5 6500 V 16/26 196 312 P1436/01 
220A12 1':.7 196.2 3348 C 15/37 19"+ 258 P1431/02 223A02 9.7 118.1 6433 V 16/32 196 307 P1436/02 
220A13 2: .• 1 196.0 3356 C 15/38 194 301 Pl"+31103 223A03 12.5 117.4 6469 V 16/35 1'16 315 P1436/03 
220A14 1').8 194.8 3349 C 15/43 194 290 P1431/04 223A04 9.8 115.9 6403 V 16/41 1'16 311 P1436/04 
220A15 2~.2 1"4.6 3358 C 15/44 194 306 P1431/05 223A05 12.6 115.3 6443 V 16/43 196 320 P1436/05 
220A16 19.9 193.5 3353 C 15/48 194 294 P1431/06 223A06 9.5 113.8 6381 V 16/50 196 315 P1436/06 
220A17 2~. 2 193.2 3363 C 15/49 194 314 P1431/07 223A07 12.5 113.0 64;:0 V 16/53 196 325 P1436/07 
220A18 1·.9 192.2 3360 C 15/54 194 299 P1431/08 223A08 9.8 111.6 6365 V 16/58 196 322 P1436/08 
220A19 2: .• 2 192.0 3371 C 15/54 194 324 P1431/09 223A09 12.5 110.9 6407 V 17/01 196 332 P1436/09 
220A20 H.9 190.9 3370 C 15/59 194 312 P1431/10 223AI0 9.8 109.4 6355 V 17/08 196 329 P1436/10 
220A21 2" .3 190.6 3351 C 16/00 194 343 PI431/11 223All 12.6 108.7 6401 V 17/10 196 339 P1436/11 
220A22 20.0 189.5 3382 C 16/0"+ 194 347 P1431/12 223A12 9.9 107.4 6354 V 17/16 196 339 P1436/12 
220A23 2: .3 189.2 3394 C 16/06 194 8 P1431/13 223A13 12.6 106.6 6401 V 17/19 196 348 P1436/13 
220A24 20.0 188.2 3396 C 16/10 194 43 P1431/14 223A14 9.9 105.1 6358 V 17/25 196 ~g§ ~t~~~jl~ 220A25 21.3 187.9 3409 C 16/11 194 33 P1431/15 223A15 12.6 104.4 6407 V 17/28 196 
220A26 20.0 186.8 3414 C 16/16 194 69 P1431/16 223A16 9.9 103.0 6369 V 17/33 196 3 P1436/16 
220A27 21.4 186.4 3428 C 16/17 194 51 P1431/17 224A01 31.5 110.0 2835 C 14/55 196 344 P1437/08 
220A28 20.0 155.4 3434 C 16/21 194 79 P1431/18 224A02 30.5 lC8.8 2817 C 15/00 196 3"+5 P1437/09 
220A29 21.4 185.1 34':'9 C 16/23 194 63 P1431/19 224A03 31. 7 108.6 2842 C 15/01 196 351 P1437/10 
220A30 20.0 184.0 3457 C 16/27 194 84 P1431120 224A04 30.6 107.5 2825 C 15/06 196 352 P1437/11 
220A41 18.5 205.4 3979 ~ 15/04 194 290 P1432/01 224A05 31.8 107.3 2850 C 15/06 196 357 P1437112 220A42 17.0 204.1 3948 15/09 19"+ 286 P1432/02 224A06 30.6 106.1 2834 C 15/11 196 P1437/13 
220A43 18.6 203.9 3952 15/10 194 291 P1432103 224A07 31.8 106.0 2860 C 15/12 196 4 P1437/14 
220A"+4 17.1 202.6 3923 15/15 194 286 P1432/04 224A08 30.8 104.8 2847 C 15/16 196 9 P1437/15 
220A45 18.7 202.5 3929 C 15/16 194 292 Pl<f32105 224A09 31.9 104.6 2873 C 15/17 196 11 P1437/16 
220A46 17.2 201.2 3900 C 15/21 194 287 P1432106 224AIO 30.8 103.5 2861 C 15/22 196 17 P1437/17 
220A47 18.8 200.9 3906 C 15/22 194 294 P1432107 2NAIl 32.0 103.2 2589 C 15/23 196 19 P1437/18 
220A48 17.3 199.6 3879 C 15/27 194 288 P1432108 224A12 30.9 102.2 2877 C 15/27 196 25 P1437/19 
220A49 18.9 199.3 3886 C 15/29 194 296 P1432/09 224A13 32.1 101. 9 2906 C 15/28 196 25 P1437/20 
220A50 17.4 198.0 3862 C 15/34 194 290 P1432110 224A14 31.0 100.8 2897 C 15/33 196 32 P1437121 
220A51 19.0 197.7 3868 C 15/35 194 298 P1432111 224A15 32.2 100.6 2926 C 15/3"+ 196 31 P1437/22 
220A52 17.5 196.5 3847 C 15/40 194 291 P1432112 2NA16 31.0 99.5 2917 C 15/38 196 39 P1437/23 
220A53 19.1 196.2 3857 C 15/41 194 300 P1432113 22"+A17 32.3 99.1 2949 C 15/40 196 37 P1438/17 
220A54 17.6 194.9 3837 C 15/46 194 293 P1432114 224A18 31.1 98.1 2942 C 15/44 196 45 P1438/18 
220A55 19.2 194.6 3847 C 15/48 194 304 P1'+32115 224A19 32.4 97.7 2973 C 15/46 196 42 P1438/19 
220AS6 17.7 193.4 3830 C 15/53 194 296 P1432116 224.>\20 31.2 96.6 2968 C 15/50 196 50 P1438120 
220A57 19.3 193.0 3841 C 15/5"+ 194 308 P1432117 224A21 32.4 96.3 3000 C 15/51 196 47 P1438/21 
220A58 17.8 191.8 3827 C 15/59 194 300 P1432/18 224A22 31.2 95.2 2993 C 15/56 196 54 P1438/22 
220A59 19.3 191.4 3839 C 16/01 194 314 P1432/19 224A23 32.5 94.8 3032 C 15/58 196 51 P1438/23 
220A60 17.8 190.3 3827 C 16/05 194 306 P1432120 224A24 31.3 <n.7 3030 C 16/02 196 58 P1438/24 
220A61 19.4 189.9 3842 C 16/07 194 321 P1432/21 224A25 32.6 93.3 3066 C 16/04 196 55 P1438/29 
220A62 17.9 188.7 3831 C 16/12 194 315 P1432/22 224A26 31.3 92.2 3065 C 16/08 196 61 P1438/26 
220A63 19.4 183.4 3847 C 16/13 194 332 P1432123 224A27 32.7 91. 7 3104 ~ 16/10 196 58 P1438/30 
220A64 17.9 187.3 3839 C 16/18 194 328 P1433/01 224A28 31.4 90.7 3104 16/15 196 64 P1438/31 
220A65 19.4 186.8 3855 C 16/20 194 3"+6 P1433/02 224A29 32.7 90.1 3145 16/17 196 61 P1439/01 
220A66 17.9 155.8 3850 C 16/24 194 35Q P1433/03 224A30 31.4 89.1 3147 C 16/21 196 67 P1439/02 
220A6 7 19.5 185.2 3868 C 16/26 194 ;) P1433/04 224A41 29.5 1l0.6 3376 C 14/57 196 326 P1439/03 
220Ab8 17.9 18' •• 2 3864 C 16/30 194 18 P1433/05 224A42 28.1 109.2 3338 C 15/03 196 324 P1439/04 
220A69 19.5 183.7 3833 C 16/33 194 21 P1433/06 224A43 29.6 109.2 3369 C 15/03 196 329 P1439/05 
220A70 17.9 182.7 3832 C 16/37 194 41 P1433/07 224A4"+ 28.2 107.9 3334 C 15/08 196 327 P1439/06 
220A71 19.5 182.2 3903 C 16/39 19"+ 36 P1433l08 224A45 29.7 107.8 3366 C 15/09 196 333 P1439/07 
220A 72 17.9 181.2 3903 C 16/43 194 56 P1433/09 224A46 28.3 106.5 3332 C 15/14 196 331 P1439/08 
222AOl 17.3 146.9 3392 C 15/44 195 268 P1433/10 224M7 29.8 106.2 3362 C 15/15 196 337 P1439/09 
222A02 16.0 145.8 3397 C 15/49 195 247 P1433/Il 224A48 28.4 105.1 3332 C 15/20 196 336 P1439/10 
222A03 17.4 145.6 3397 CIS/50 195 265 P1433/12 224A50 28.5 103.6 3334 C 15/26 196 3"+2 P1439/12 
222A04 16.1 144.5 3"+04 CIS/54 195 238 P1433/13 224A51 29.9 103.4 3367 C 15/27 196 347 P1439/13 
222A05 17.5 144.3 3405 C 15/55 195 259 P1433/14 224A52 28.5 102.2 3340 C 15/32 196 348 P1439/14 
222A06 16.2 143.2 3414 C 15/59 195 222 P1433/15 224A53 30.0 101.8 3374 C 15/33 196 353 P1439/15 
222A07 17.5 143.0 3416 C 16/00 195 242 P1433/16 224A54 28.6 100.6 3347 C 15/38 196 355 P1439/16 
222A08 16.2 141.9 3426 C 16/05 195 196 P1433/17 224A55 30.1 100.3 3382 C 15/"+0 196 359 P1439/17 
222A09 17.6 141. 7 3429 C 16/06 195 183 P14331l8 224A56 28.7 99.1 3358 C 15/44 196 2 P1439/18 
222A10 16.3 140.6 3"+41 C 16/10 195 166 P1433/19 224A51 11.4 114.1 5298 V 14/58 196 286 P1436/17 
222All 17.7 140.4 3445 C 16/11 195 130 P1433/Z0 224A82 9.3 112.4 5235 V 15/05 196 282 P1436/18 
222Al2 16.3 139.4 3"+58 C 16/15 195 146 P1433121 224A83 1l.5 112.0 5229 V 15/07 196 287 P1436/19 
222A13 17.7 139.0 3463 C 16/17 195 116 P1433/22 224M4 9.5 110.2 5171 V 15/14 196 282 P1436/20 
222A14 16.4 137.9 3479 C 16121 195 132 P1433/23 224A85 11.7 109.8 5165 V 15/16 196 288 P1436/21 
222A15 17.7 137.7 3484 C 16/22 195 110 P1433/24 224A86 9.6 108.1 5112 V 15/23 196 283 P1436/22 
222A16 16.4 136.6 3502 C 16/27 195 124 P1433/25 224A87 11.8 107.6 5109 V 15/25 196 253 P1436/23 
222A17 17.8 136.4 3508 C 16/28 195 107 P1433l26 224A88 9.8 106.2 5064 V 15/31 196 283 P1436/24 
222A18 16.4 135.2 3528 C 16/32 195 119 P1433/27 224A89 11.9 105.6 5060 V 15/33 196 290 P1436/25 
222A19 17.8 134.9 3536 C 16/34 195 105 P1433/28 224A90 9.9 104.1 5018 V 15/39 196 28"+ P1437/01 
222A20 16.4 133.8 3557 C 16/38 195 116 P1434/01 224A91 12.0 103.7 5021 V 15/41 196 291 P1437/02 
222A23 17.9 132.0 3601 C 16/46 195 103 P1434/04 224A92 10.0 102.3 4984 V 15/46 196 285 P1437/03 
222A24 16.4 130.9 3626 C 16/50 195 111 P1434/05 22.;+A93 12.0 101.8 4987 V 15/48 196 293 P1437/04 
222.6025 17.9 130.5 3638 C 16/52 195 102 P143"+/06 22,+A94 10.1 100.4 4953 V 15/54 196 286 P1"+37/05 
222A26 16.4 129.4 3664 C 16/56 195 109 P1434/07 22"+A95 12.1 99.9 4957 V 15/56 196 295 P1437/06 
222A27 17.9 128.9 3680 C 16/58 195 102 'P1434/08 224A96 10.2 98.5 4927 V 16/02 196 287 P1437/07 
222A28 16.4 127.8 3712 C 17/03 195 103 P1434/09 225A04 9.9 104.9 5993 V 1<+/00 197 284 P1438/04 
222A29 17.9 127.4 3726 C 17/05 195 101 P1434/10 225.\05 12.4 104.3 5972 V 14/03 197 288 P1438/05 
222A30 16.3 126.2 3760 C 17/09 195 107 PI434/11 225A06 10.2 101.2 5824 V 14/15 197 254 P1438/06 
222A31 17.8 125.8 3775 C 17/11 195 101 P1434/12 225A07 12.7 100.7 5812 V 14/17 197 289 P1438/07 
222A32 16.3 124.6 3813 C 17/16 195 106 P1434/13 225A08 10.4 97.9 5683 V 14/28 197 285 P1438/08 
222M6 14.7 145.0 3883 C 15/57 195 280 P1435/01 225A09 12.8 97.5 5674 V 14/30 197 289 P1438/09 
222M7 16.3 144.7 3889 C 15/58 195 295 P1435/02 225A10 10.7 95.0 5564 V 14/40 197 285 P1438/10 
222M8 14.7 143.6 3883 C 16/02 195 281 P1435/03 225All 13.0 94.8 5570 V 14/41 197 290 P1438/11 
222A49 16.3 143.3 3889 C 16/04 195 299 P1435/04 225A12 10.8 92.4 5469 V 14/51 197 286 P1438/12 
222A50 14.8 142.2 3886 C 16/08 195 283 P1435/05 225A13 13.1 92.0 5468 V 14/52 197 291 P1438/13 
222A51 16.4 141. 9 3894 C 16/10 195 305 P1435/06 225A14 11.0 90.0 5387 V 15/00 197 237 P1438/14 
222A52 14.8 140.8 3892 C 16/14 195 255 P1435/07 225A15 13.2 89.7 5390 V 15/02 197 292 P1438/15 
222A53 16.4 140.3 3901 C 16/16 195 318 P1<f35/08 22SA16 11.1 87.7 5315 V 15/10 197 287 P1438/16 
222A54 14.8 139.3 3901 C 16/20 195 292 P1435/09 226AOI 25.0 67.0 2838 C 14/37 197 299 P1440/01 
222A55 16.4 138.8 3911 C 16/22 195 341 P1435/10 226A02 24.0 65.7 2825 C 14/42 197 293 P1440/02 
222A56 1"+.8 137.8 3913 C 16/26 195 343 P1435/11 226A03 25.1 65.7 2834 C 14/42 197 302 P1440/03 
222A57 16.5 137.3 3925 C 16/28 195 16 P1435/12 226A04 24.2 64.5 2823 C 14/47 197 295 P1440/04 
3-23 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RAtlSE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDER~BR PICNO LAT Lml RAHGE F TOO LS SCAZ CRDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.226A05 25.3 64.5 2832 C 14/47 1 9 7 305 P1440/05 230A04 26.9 78.4 2297 C 6/40 199 105 P1446/04 
226A06 24.3 63.4 2823 C 14/51 197 297 P1440/06 230A05 26.0 78.1 2279 C 6/41 199 101 P1446/0S 
226A07 25.4 63.3 2833 C 14/52 197 308 PlC+40/07 230M6 27.1 77.S 2274 C 6/44 199 107 P1446/06 
226MB 24.4 62.2 2825 C 14/56 197 3eo P1440/08 230A07 26.2 77.2 2256 C 6/45 199 103 P1446/07 
226A09 25.5 62.2 2835 C 14/56 197 312 P1440/09 230A08 27.3 76.5 2251 C 6/48 199 109 P1446/08 
226AI0 24.6 61.0 2830 C 15/01 197 304 P1440/10 230.A09 26.5 76.3 2234 C 6/49 199 104 P1446/09 
226All 25.7 61.0 2840 C 15/01 197 319 P1440/11 230AlO 27.5 75.7 2231 C 6/51 199 III P1446/10 
226A12 24.7 59.B 2836 C 15/06 197 310 P1440/12 230All 26.7 75.4 2214 C 6/52 199 106 P1446/11 
226A13 2.<;.9 59.8 2847 C 15/06 197 328 P1440/13 230Al2 27.7 74.8 2210 C 6/55 199 113 P1446/12 
226A14 2".8 58.7 2844 C 15/11 197 321 P1441/01 230A13 26.9 74.6 2194 C 6/56 199 108 P1446/13 
226.b.l5 2£ .0 58.6 2855 C 15/11 197 340 P1441/02 230,1.14 27.9 73.9 2191 C 6/59 199 115 P1446/14 
226,1.16 2~.O 57.5 2854 C 15/15 197 338 P1441/03 230Al5 27.0 73.1 2166 C 7/02 199 112 P1446/15 
226A17 2t· .1 57.4 2866 C 15/16 197 356 P1441/04 230A16 28.1 73.1 2174 C 7/02 199 118 P1446/16 
226AIB 2!, .1 56.2 2865 C 15/21 197 6 P1441/05 230,1.17 27.3 72.8 2157 C 7/03 199 113 P1446/17 
226A19 2<-.3 56.1 2879 C 15/21 197 14 P1441/06 230A18 28.3 72.2 2155 C 7/06 lCl9 121 P1446/18 
226A20 25.2 55.0 2880 C 15126 197 35 P1441/07 230,1.19 27.5 72.0 2140 C 7/07 199 116 P1446/19 
226A21 2t .4 54.8 2894 C 15/27 197 31 P1441108 230 . 1,20 28.5 71.4 2140 C 7/09 199 123 P1446/20 
226A22· 2~.4 53.7 2896 C 15/31 197 54 P14C;1/09 230,1.21 27.7 71.1 2124 C 7/10 199 119 P1446/21 
226A23 2(-.5 53.5 2911 C 15/32 197 46 P1441/10 230A22 28.7 70.5 2124 C 7/13 199 127 P1446/22 
226A24 2: .5 52.4 2915 C 15/37 197 66 P1441111 230A23 27.9 70.3 2108 C 7114 199 122 P1446/23 
226A25 2t .• 7 52.3 2931 C 15/37 197 55 P1441/12 230A24 28.8 69.6 2109 C 7/16 199 131 P1447/01 
226A26 2!·.5 51.1 2936 C 15/42 197 7"3 P1441/13 230.1.25 28.1 69.5 2094 C 7/17 199 126 P1447/02 
226A27 2L7 51.0 2953 C 15/43 197 63 P1441114 230A26 29.0 68.9 2096 C 7/20 199 134 P1447/03 
226A28 2:.6 49.9 2960 C 15/47 197 78 P1441/15 230,1.27 28.3 68.6 2080 C 7/21 199 131 P1447/04 
226A29 2t .9 49.5 2978 C 15/48 197 69 P1441/16 230A28 29.2 68.0 2083 C 7/23 199 139 P1447/05 
226M1 2, .8 66.0 3358 C 14/45 197 301 P1442/01 230.b.29 28.4 67.8 2066 C 7/24 199 135 P1447/06 
226,1..42 2 ..... 6 64.8 3332 C 14/50 197 296 P1442/02 230A30 29.4 67.2 2070 C 7/27 199 143 P1447/07 
226,1.43 2~:. 9 64.7 3344 C 14/50 197 302 P1442/03 230,1.31 25.7 74.2 2094 C 7/00 199 62 P1447/0B 
226A44 21.7 63.4 3320 C 14/56 197 298 P1442104 230,1.32 26.6 73.4 2068 C 7/04 199 65 P1447/09 
226A45 2:.1 63.3 3332 C 14/56 197 305 P1442/05 230,1.33 25.9 73.1 2063 C 7/05 199 62 P1447/10 
226A46 EJ 62.0 3310 C 15/01 197 300 P1442/06 230A34 26.8 72.3 2039 C 7/08 199 65 P1447/11 226A47 61.9 3323 C 15/02 197 3CB P1442107 230,1.35 26.1 72.0 2034 C 7/10 199 62 P1447/12 
226A48 22.1 60.7 3303 C 15/07 197 303 P14C;2/08 230,1.36 27.0 71.1 2011 C 7/13 199 65 P1447/13 
226A49 2:;.4 60.5 3317 C 15/07 197 311 P1442/09 230A37 26.4 70.9 2005 C 7/14 199 62 P1447/14 
226A50 2'-.2 59.3 3298 C 15/13 197 306 P1442/10 230A38 27.3 70.0 1985 C 7/18 199 66 P1447/15 
226A51 2~.6 59.1 3313 C 15/13 197 315 Pl'142/11 230,1.39 26.7 69.8 1979 C 7/19 199 62 P14"+7/16 
226A52 2; .. 3 57.9 3297 C 15/18 197 310 P1442112 230"-40 27.5 69.0 1961 C 7/22 199 66 P1448/01 
226A53 2: ... 7 57.7 3312 C 15/19 197 321 P1442/13 230A41 26.9 68.7 1956 C 7/23 199 62 P1448/02 
226,1.54 2; .5 56.5 3297 C 15/24 197 316 P1442/14 230H2 27.8 68.0 1938 C 7126 199 67 P1448/03 
226A55 2:'.9 56.3 3313 C 15/25 197 327 P1443/01 230A43 27.2 67.7 1932 C 7/27 199 62 P1448/04 
226A56 2,.6 55.1 3301 C 15/29 197 323 P1443/02 230A44 28.0 66.9 1916 C 7/31 199 67 P1448/05 
226A57 2".0 54.9 3318 C 15/31 197 335 P1443/03 230,),45 27.4 66.6 1911 C 7/32 199 62 P1448/06 
226A5B 2/.7 53.7 3307 C 15/35 197 334 P1443/04 230:\46 2B.3 65.8 1896 C 7/35 199 68 P1448/07 
2<:6A59 2£·.1 53.5 3325 C 15/36 197 345 P1443/05 230,1.47 27.7 65.6 1891 C 7/36 199 62 P1448/08 
226,1.60 22.8 52.4 3316 C 15/41 197 347 P1443/06 230A43 26.5 64.8 1678 C 7/39 199 69 P1448/09 
226A61 2' .2 52.1 3336 C 15/42 197 356 P1443/07 230A49 27.9 64.6 1873 C 7/40 199 62 P1448/10 
226A62 2<.9 50.9 3328 C 15/47 197 4 P1443103 230A50 28.7 63.7 1860 C 7/44 199 70 P1448/11 
226A63 2' .3 50.7 3349 C 15/48 197 9 P1443/09 230.A51 28.2 63.5 1855 C 7/45 199 62 P1449/01 
226 . 0.64 23.0 49.5 3343 C 15/53 1 9 7 20 P1443/10 230 . .0.52 29.0 62.8 lS~4 C 7/48 199 71 P1449/02 
226A65 24.4 49.2 3365 C 15/54 197 22 P1443/11 23CA53 28.4 62.5 1839 C 7/49 199 63 P1449/03 
226A66 23.1 4B.1 3361 C 15/59 197 35 P1443/12 230.0.54 29.2 61.7 1829 C 7/52 199 7Z P1449/04 
226A67 24.5 47.8 3364 C 16/00 1 9 7 33 P1443/13 230.0.55 28.6 61.5 1824 C 7/53 199 63 P1449/05 
226A68 23.2 46.6 3383 C 16/05 197 47 P1443/14 23H.Ol 26.2 47.7 2118 C 7/06 200 103 P144B/12 
226A69 24.6 46.3 3-+07 C 16/06 197 42 P1443/15 231A02 27.0 47.2 2117 C 7/08 200 113 P1448/13 
229A01 21. 2 98.8 2223 C 6/56 199 72 P1444/01 231A03 26.3 47.0 2105 C 7/09 200 106 P1448/14 
229A02 22.3 98.3 2213 C 6/58 199 82 P1444/02 UIA04 27.2 46.4 2102 C 7/12 200 116 P1449/06 
229A03 21.5 98.1 2207 C 6/58 199 73 F1444/03 Z31A05 26.5 46.2 2090 C 7/12 200 109 P1449/07 
229,1.04 22.5 97.7 2198 C 7/00 199 84 P1444/04 231AC6 27.4 45.5 2037 C 7/15 200 120 P1449/08 
229.0.05 21.8 97.5 2192 C 7/01 199 74 P1444/05 231A07 26.7 45.4 2075 C 7/16 200 113 P1449/09 
229A06 22.8 97.1 2184 C 7/03 199 85 P1444/06 231A08 27.7 44.7 2074 C 7/19 200 125 P1449/10 
229A07 22.0 96.9 2177 C 7/03 199 75 P1444/07 231,1.09 26.9 44.6 2062 C 7/19 200 118 P1449/11 
229A08 23.1 96.4 2170 C 7/05 199 87 P144C;/OB 231AIO 27.8 43.9 2061 C 7/22 200 130 P1449/12 
229A09 22.3 96.3 2164 C 7/06 199 76 P1444/09 231A11 27.1 43.8 2049 C 7/22 200 123 P1449/13 
229A10 23.3 95.9 2156 C 7/08 199 89 P144 .. /I0 231A12 2B.0 43.1 2048 C 7/25 200 136 P1449/14 
229.0.11 22.6 95.7 2149 C 7/09 199 77 P1444/11 231A13 27.3 42.9 2037 C 7/26 200 129 P1449/15 
229A12 23.5 95.2 2142 C 7/11 199 91 P1444/12 231A14 28.2 42.3 2037 C 7/29 200 142 P1449/16 
229A13 22.8 95.1 2136 C 7/11 199 79 P1444/13 2311115 27.5 42.1 2025 C 7/29 200 137 P1449/17 
229A14 23.8 94.6 2129 C 7/13 199 94 P1444/14 231.:\16 28.4 41.4 2026 C 7/32 200 149 P1450/01 
229A15 23.1 94.4 2123 C 7/14 199 80 P1444/15 231A17 27.7 41.3 2014 C 7/33 200 145 P1450/02 
229A16 24.1 9"+.0 2117 C 7/16 199 97 P1444/16 231A18 <:8.6 40.6 2016 C 7/36 200 156 P1450/03 
229A17 23.3 93.8 2110 C 7/17 199 82 P1444/17 231,1.19 27.9 40.5 2004 C 7/36 200 154 P1450/04 
229,1.18 24.3 93.3 2105 C 7/19 199 101 P1444/18 231A20 28.8 39.8 2006 C 7/39 200 163 P1450/05 
229A19 23.6 93.2 2098 C 7/19 199 85 P1444/19 231A21 28.1 39.7 1994 C 7/40 200 163 P1450/06 
229A20 24.5 92.7 2093 C 7/21 199 106 P1444/20 231A22 29.0 39.0 1997 C 7/43 200 171 P1450107 
229A21 23.8 92.6 2086 C 7/22 199 88 P1444/21 231.0.23 28.3 38.9 1985 C 7/43 200 172 P1450/08 
229A22 24.8 92.1 2081 C 7/24 199 112 P1444/22 231A24 29.1 38.2 1989 C 7/46 200 178 P1450/09 
229A23 24.1 92.0 2074 C 7/24 199 92 P1444/23 231,1.25 28.4 38.1 1977 C 7/46 200 181 P1450/10 
229A24 25.0 91.5 2070 C 7/27 199 118 P1444/24 231A2t- 29.3 37.3 1981 C 7/49 200 184 P1450/11 
229A25 24.3 91.3 2063 C 7/27 199 98 P1444/25 231A27 28.6 37.2 1969 C 7/50 200 189 P1450112 
229.:\26 25.2 90.8 2059 C 7/29 199 127 P1444/26 231A28 29.5 36.5 1974 C 7/53 200 190 P1450/13 
229A27 24.5 90.7 2052 C 7/30 199 106 P144V27 231,1.29 28.8 36.4 1962 C 7/53 200 196 P1450/14 
229A28 25.5 90.2 2049 C 7/32 199 136 P1445/01 231A30 29.6 35.7 19S8 C 7/56 200 195 P1450/15 
229A29 24.8 90.1 2041 C 7/32 199 118 P1445/02 231A31 26.2 42.7 1913 C 7/30 200 48 P1450/16 
229,1.30 25.7 89.6 2039 C 7/35 199 148 P1445/03 231A32 27.1 41.9 1893 C 7/34 200 51 P1450/17 
229A31 21.3 95.0 2055 C 7/15 199 34 P1445/04 231A33 26.4 41.7 1893 C 7/34 200 46 P1450/18 
229A32 22.3 94.3 2026 C 7/18 199 36 P1445/05 231A34 27.1 40.9 187'1 C 7/3B 200 49 P1450/19 
229,1.33 21.6 94.2 2034 C 7/18 199 33 P1445/06 231,1.35 26.6 40.7 1873 C 7/39 200 44 P1450/20 
·229A34 22.6 93.5 2007 C 7/21 199 35 P1445/07 231A36 27.4 39. 9 1857 C 7/42 200 49 P1451/01 
229A35 22.0 93.3 2010 C 7/22 199 32 P1445/08 231.0.37 26.8 39.t 1854 C 7/43 200 43 P1451/02 
229A36 22.9 92.6 1984 C 7/25 199 34 P1445/09 231,1.38 27.6 38.8 1838 C 7/46 200 47 P1451/03 
229A37 22.3 92.4 1988 C 7/26 199 31 P1445/10 231A39 27.1 38.6 1836 C 7/47 200 41 P1451104 
229A38 23.2 91.7 1964 C 7129 199 33 P1445/11 231A40 27.8 37.8 1821 C 7/51 200 45 P1451/05 
229A39 22.6 91.5 1967 C 7/30 199 30 P1445/12 231A41 27.3 37.6 1820 C 7/51 200 39 P1451/06 
229A40 23.6 90.8 1944 C 7/32 199 32 P1445/13 231.0.42 28.0 36.7 1806 C 7/55 200 43 P1451/07 
229A41 23.0 90.6 1947 C 7/33 199 29 P1445/14 231,.\43 27.5 36.5 1805 C 7/56 200 35 P1451/08 
229M2 23.9 90.0 1926 C 7/36 199 31 P14'15/15 231.0.44 28.2 35.8 1793 C 7/59 200 41 P1451/09 
229M3 23.3 89.7 1928 C 7/37 199 27 P1445/16 231A45 27.7 35.5 1791 C 8/00 200 31 P1451/10 
229A44 24.2 89.1 1908 C 7/40 199 30 P1445/17 231M6 28.5 34.7 1779 C 8/03 200 38 P1451/11 
229,1.45 23.6 88.9 1910 C 7/40 199 25 P1445/18 231M7 27.9 34.5 1779 C 8/04 200 26 P1451/12 
229,1.46 24.5 88.2 1891 C 7/43 199 28 P14 .. 5/19 2,,8AOl 39.3 118.5 321 C 9/03 222 229 P1476/01 
229M7 24.0 88.0 1893 C 7/44 199 24 P1445/20 268,1.02 39.4 118.1 319 C 9/04 222 223 P1476/02 
229A48 24.8 87.4 1875 C 7/47 199 26 P1445/21 268A03 39.3 118.0 316 C 9/05 222 229 P1476/03 
229A49 24.3 87.2 1877 C 7/48 199 22 P1445/22 268A04 39.4 117.7 315 C 9/06 222 222 P1476/04 
229,1.50 25.1 86.5 1860 C 7/50 199 24 P1445/23 268A05 39.4 117.5 313 C 9/07 222 228 P1476/05 
229A51 N.6 86.3 1862 C 7/51 199 19 P1445/24 268M6 39.5 117.2 312 C 9/08 222 219 P1476/06 
229A52 25.4 85.7 1846 C 7/54 199 22 P1445/25 268~.O7 39.4 117.1 310 C 9/09 222 228 P1476/07 
229,1.53 24.9 85.5 1847 C 7/55 199 17 P1445/26 268,1.08 39.5 116.7 310 C 9/10 222 214 P1476/08 
229A54 25.7 84.9 1832 C 7/57 199 19 PJ.4'15/27 268A09 39.4 116.5 308 C 9/11 222 227 P1476/09 
229A55 25.2 84.6 1834 C 7/58 199 13 P1445/28 268A10 39.5 116.2 308 C 9/13 222 197 P1476/10 
3-24 
VIKI~~ ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO lAT LON RANGE F TOD lS SCAZ ORDERNER PIeNO lAT lO~ RANGE F TOO lS seAZ ORDERNSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
268All 39.5 116.0 307 e 9/13 222 48 P1476/11 279AI0 39.4 65.3 314 e 8/44 228 47 P1489/10 
268A12 39.6 115.7 307 C 9/15 222 110 P1476/12 279All 39.3 59.1 306 e 9/10 228 229 P1490/01 
268A13 39.5 115.5 307 C 9/15 2~" 49 P1476/13 279.1.12 39.3 58.7 311 C 9/12 228 219 P1490/02 '-~ 
268.A14 39.6 115.1 307 C 9/17 222 68 PH77/01 279,1.13 39.2 58.6 310 e 9/12 228 232 P1490/03 
268A15 39.5 115.0 308 e 9/18 222 43 P1477/02 279A14 39.3 58.2 310 C 9/14 228 213 P1490/04 
268A16 39.6 114.6 308 C 9/19 222 59 P1477/03 279,u5 39.2 58.1 310 C 9/15 228 244 P1490/05 
268A21 39.1 107.6 316 C 9/48 222 230 P1477/04 279A16 39.2 57.7 310 C 9/16 228 181 P1490/06 
268A22 39.2 107.2 316 C 9/50 222 225 PI477/05 279A17 39.1 57.5 310 C 9/17 228 34 P1490/07 
268,1.23 39.1 107.1 315 C 9/50 222 231 P1477/06 27'lA18 39.2 57.2 311 C 9/18 228 68 P1491/11 
268A24 39.2 106.7 315 C 9/52 222 224 P1477/07 279A19 39.1 57.0 312 C 9/19 228 42 P1491/12 
268.1125 39.1 106.6 314 C 9/53 222 231 P1477/08 279A20 39.2 56.7 312 C 9/21 228 56 P1491/13 
268.A26 39.1 106.2 315 C 9/54 222 222 Pl477/09 279A21 -10.2 336.1 6608 C 15/41 228 320 P1489/11 
26SA27 39.1 106.1 314 C 9/55 222 232 P1477/10 279A22 -13.4 334.8 6576 C 15/46 228 309 P14S9/12 
268.\.28 39.1 105.7 315 C 9/56 222 218 P1477/11 279A23 -10.0 334.0 6607 C 15/49 228 329 P1489/13 
268A29 39.0 105.6 315 C 9/57 222 233 P1477/12 279A24 -12.7 332.6 6581 C 15/55 228 324 P1489/14 
268,1.30 39.1 105.2 316 C 9/59 222 205 P1477/13 279A25 -9.5 332.0 6616 C 15/57 228 342 P1489/15 
268A31 39.0 105.1 317 C 9/59 222 302 P1477/14 279A32 -10.1 324.4 6665 C 16/28 228 34 P1489/22 
268432 39.1 104.7 318 C 10/01 222 128 P1477/15 279A33 -6.9 323.9 6721 C 16/30 228 30 P1489/23 
268AB 39.0 104.6 320 C 10/01 222 49 P14i7/16 279A34 -9.5 322.3 6703 C 16/37 228 44 P1489124 
268A34 39.1 104.1 321 C 10/03 222 72 P1477/17 279,),41 -15.6 335.3 6961 C 15/47 228 299 P1491/14 
268A35 39.0 104.0 323 C 10/04 222 50 P1477/18 279A42 -18.4 333.6 6947 C 15/54 228 279 P1491/1S 
268.1\36 39.1 103.7 324 C 10/05 222 62 P1477/19 279A43 -15.3 333.2 6959 C 15/56 228 308 P1491/16 
277AOl 39.9 125.0 328 C 8/33 227 180, P1486/06 279A44 -18.1 331.4 6948 C 16/03 228'284 P1491/17 
277A02 39.8 125.0 324 C 8/34 227 177 P1486/07 279A45 -14.7 330.9 6963 C 16/05 228 325 P1491/18 
277A03 39.5 125.1 321 C 8/33 227 114 P1486/08 27 0 ,1.46 -17.5 329.4 6956 C 16/11 228 303 P1492/01 
277.A04 39.3 125.0 320 C 8/34 227 42 P1486/09 279,\,47 -14.2 328.8 6975 C 16/14 228 349 P1492/02 
277A05 39.0 125.1 322 C 8/33 227 20 P1486/10 279A48 -16.9 327.2 6970 C 16/20 228 7 P1492/03 
277A06 38.9 125.0 324 C 8/34 227 17 P1486/11 279A49 -13.5 326.5 6995 C 16/23 228 17 P1492/04 
277A07 3S.6 125.2 331 C 8/33 227 13 Pl'It:6/12 279A50 -16.2 324.8 6992 C 16/30 228 54 P1492/05 
277A08 3".5 125.1 336 C 8/33 227 12 P1486/13 279,),51 -12.9 324.4 7021 C 16/32 228 36 P1492106 
277A09 3(:.2 125.3 348 C 8/33 227 10 P1486/14 279A52 -15.6 322.6 7021 C 16/39 228 65 P1492107 
277A10 3g.1 125.3 356 C 8/33 227 9 P1486/15 279A53 -12.2 322.1 7057 C 16/41 228 48 P1492/08 
277All 3"'.8 125.7 376 C 8/31 227 8 P14861lo 279A54 -14.8 320.2 7060 C 16/48 228 n P1492/09 
277A12 3· ... 7125.7 3t:8 C 8/31 227 6 P14B6/17 279A55 -11.4 319.7 7101 C 16/50 228 55 P1492/10 
277A13 3/.4 126.2 418 C 8/29 227 5 P1486/18 279~56 -14.1 318.0 7105 C 16/58 228 74 P1492/11 
277A14 3".3 126.4 435 C 8/29 227 3 P1486/19 280ACl 39.3 44.1 310 C 9/03 228 231 P1491/01 
277A21 3:.6 44.7 3073 C 14/19 227 355 P1485/01 2S0A02 39.4 43.7 310 C 9/04 228 215 P1491/02 
277A22 3~·. 2 45.3 2911 C 14/17 227 355 P1485/02 280A03 39.3 43.6 309 C 9/05 228 231 P1491/03 
277A23 3:-.7 46.2 2998 C 14/13 227 355 P1485/03 280A04 39.3 43.2 309 C 9/06 228 204 P1491/04 
277AN 3:":.5 47.1 2851 C 14/10 227 354 P1485/C4 280AOS 39.2 43.1 309 C 9/07 228 P1491/05 
277A25 3::.7 48.0 2926 C 14/06 227 353 P1485/05 280.·\06 39.3 42.7 309 C 9/09 228 III P1491/06 
277A26 311.7 4S.8 2798 C 14/03 227 352 P1485/06 280A07 39.2 42.6 310 C 9/09 228 42 P1491/07 
277A27 3:' .7 49.7 2865 C 13/59 227 351 P14S5/07 280A08 39.3 42.2 310 C 9/11 228 62 P1491/08 
277A28 2 -.. 9 50.3 2752 C 13/57 227 350 P1485/08 28()A09 39.2 42.1 311 C 9/11 228 44 P1491/09 
277A29 2(" .8 51.3 2812 C 13/53 227 349 P1485/09 2:::0AI0 39.2 41.7 311 C 9/13 228 54 P1491/10 
277A30 2' .0 51.7 2712 C 13/52 227 347 P1485/10 . 280Al1 -1.7 321.2 6725 e 15/32 228 335 P1493101 
277A31 2~.7 52.7 2767 C 13/48 227 347 P14S5/11 280A12 -4.6 319.7 6654 C 15/38 228 334 P1493/02 
277A32 zr;.l 52.9 2679 C 13/47 227 344 P1485/12 280A13 -1.1 319,2 6731 C 15/41 228 342 P1493/03 
277A33 2:.7 53.9 2i30 C 13/43 227 344 P1485/13 280A14 -4.1 317.8 6663 C 15/46 228 342 P1493/04 
277A34 2:;.2 54.1 2654 C 13/42 227 341 P1485/14 280A15 -.6 317.1 6742 C 15/49 228 349 P1493/05 
277A41 2:'-.7 55.1 2702 C 13/39 227 340 P148S/15 280A16 -3.6 315.7 6676 C 15/55 228 351 P1493/06 
277M2 2~.3 55.1 ::635 C 13/38 227 337 P148Sl16 280 . .1.17 .0 315.1 6764 e 15/57 228 356 P1493/07 
277A43 L.6 56.1 268;: C Bj~~ ~g ~~~ P148S/17 280A18 -3.0 313.7 6698 C 16/0g 228 359 P1493/08 277A44 1 ,.2 56.1 2623 C P14S5/1S 280A19 .5 313.0 6790 C 16/0 228 3 Pl'+93/09 
277A45 l~.S 57.2 2669 C 13/31 227 332 P14SS/19 280A20 -2.4 311. 7 6725 C 16/11 228 7 P1493/10 
277A46 1" ? 57.1 2622 C 13/31 227 327 P148s120 280A21 1.2 311.0 6825 C 16/14 228 9 P1493/11 .. ~ 
277A47 1"-.4 58.1 2666 C 13/27 227 327 P1485/21 280A22 -1.8 309.6 6i60 C 16/19 228 14 P1493/12 
277A48 1!;.1 58.0 2025 C 13/27 227 322 P14SS/22 280A23 1.8 308.9 6865 C 16/23 228 15 P1493/13 
277A49 1!-.2 59.0 2672 C 13123 227 321 P1485/23 2S0A24 -1.1 307.6 6802 C 16/28 228 20 P1493/14 
277A50 b.O 58.8 2640 C 13/24 227 316 P1485/24 280A25 2.5 306.6 6916 C 16/32 228 21 P1493/15 
27iA51 -:".9 35.0 61>77 C 15/33 227 327 P14S8/01 280A2" -.5 305.4 6852 C 16/37 228 27 P1493/16 
277A52 -r .8 33.5 6613 C 15/40 227 324 P148S/21 280A31 -7.6 319.4 7019 C 15/43 228 330 P1492/12 
277A53 _.J .6 32.9 6671 C 15/42 227 334 P1488/03 2S0A32 -10.6 317.8 6970 C 15/50 228 327 P1492113 
277A54 -,.,.5 31.4 6610 C 15/48 227 332 P148S/04 280,),33 -7.4 317.2 7017 C 15/52,228 339 P1492/14 
277A55 -3.0 30.9 6676 C 15/50 227 341 P1488/05 2S0A34 -10.3 315.8 6973 C 15/58 228 338 P1492/15 
277A5" -~.9 29.4 6618 C 15/56 227 341 P14S8/06 280A35 -6.9 315.1 7028 C 16/01 228 349 P1492/16 
277A57 -<'.5 28.9 6689 C 15/58 227 348 P1488/07 280A36 -9.8 313.6 6986 C 16/07 228 351 Pl':'92/17 
277A58 -~ .. 4 27.4 6631 C 16/04 227 350 P1488/C8 280A37 -6.2 312.9 7047 C 16/09 228 359 P1492/18 
277A59 -1.9 26.8 6706 C 16/07 227 356 P148!3/09 280A38 -9.2 311.4 7006 C 16/16 228 5 P1492/19 
277,1.60 -4.8 25.4 6650 C 16/13 227 P1488/10 280A39 -5.7 310.8 7072 C 16/18 228 8 P1492/20 
277A61 -1.4 24.7 6731 C 16/16 227 4 P1488/11 280A40 -8.6 309.3 7033 C 16/24 228 17 P1492/21 
277A62 -4.3 23.2 6676 C 16/21 227 9 P1488/12 2S0A41 -5.0 308.6 n05 C 16/27 228 17 P1492/22 
277A63 -.8 22.S 6762 C 16/24 227 12 P1488/13 280A42 -8.0 307.1 7069 C 16/33 ~28 27 P1492/23 
277A64 -3.7 21.1 6710 C 16/30 227 18 P1488/14 280A43 -4.3 306.4 7148 C 16/36 ':':8 25 P1492/24 
277A65 .0 20.4 6804 C 16/33 227 18 P1483/15 280A44 -7.3 304.9 7112 C 16/42 228 35 P1492/25 
277M6 -2.9 19.0 6754 C 16/39 227 25 P1488/16 2S0A45 -3.6 304.2 7199 C 16/45 228 32 P1492/26 
277A67 .6 18.1 6854 C 16/42 227 24 P148S/17 2S0A46 -6.6 302.7 7163 C 16/S1 228 42 P1492/27 
277A68 -2.2 16.7 6806 e 16/48 227 32 P1488/18 286A02 28.5 244.1 1969 R 13/16 232 6 H1495/02 
277A69 1.4 15.6 6918 C 16/52 227 30 P1488/19 286A03 29.5 244.3 2027 V 13/16 232 6 H1495/03 
277,1.70 -1.4 14.5 6866 C 16/57 227 37 P148S120 286A04 28.2 244.0 1982 R 13/17 232 5 H1495/04 
277A71 -10.4 35.6 7014 C 15/34 227 310 P14S7/01 286A05 29.2 244.1 2039 V 13/16 232 5 H1495/05 
277A72 -13.4 34.2 6971 C 15/40 227 301 P1487/02 2S6A06 27.9 243.9 1995 R 13/17 232 S H149S/06 
277A73 -10.8 33.3 6991 e lS/44 227 314 P1487/03 286A07 29.0 244.0 2052 V 13/17 232 5 Hl495/07 
277A74 
-p.7 31.8 6'l52 C 15/50 227 306 P1487104 286A08 27.6 243.8 2007 R 13/18 232 5 H1495/0S 27iA75 - 0.2 31.1 6985 C 15/53 227 324 P1487/05 286A09 28.7 244.0 2065 V 13/17 232 5 t1l49S/09 
277A 76 -13.0 29.6 6950 C 15/59 227 317 P1487/06 286A10 27.4 243.7 2021 R 13/18 232 4 H1495/10 
277A77 -9.5 28.9 69S9 C 16/02 227 334 P1487/07 286,1.11 28.4 243.9 2078. V 13/17 232 4 H1495/11 
27iA78 -12,3 27.4 6955 C 16/08 227 332 P1487/0S 286A12 27.1 243.6 2034 R 13/19 232 4 H1495/12 
277A79 -8.9 26.9 7000 C 16/10 227 346 P1487/09 286A13 28.2 243.9 2093 V 13/18 232 4 H1495/13 
277A80 -11.7 25.2 6967 C 16/17 227 349 P1487110 286A14 26.8 243.6 2047 R 13/19 232 3 H1495/14 
27iA81 -8.2 24.5 7017 C 16/19 227 359 P1487/11 286A1S 27.9 243.8 2104 V 13/18 232 3 HI4'lS/lS 
277A82 -11.0 22.9 60,87 e 16126 227 8 P1487/12 286,1.16 26.6 243.5 2060 R 13/19 232 3 H1495/16 
277A83 -7.4 22.3 7044 C 16/2S 227 11 P1487/20 286A17 27.6 243.7 2117 V 13/19 232 3 H1495/17 
277A84 -10.3 20.7 7015 C 16/35 227 22 PH87/13 2S6A18 26 .. 2 243.5 2071 R 13/20 232 3 H149S/18 
277A85 -6.7 20.0 7078 C 16/38 227 22 P1487/14 2e6Al9 27.3 243.7 2129 V 13/19 232 2 H149S/19 
277A8b -9.6 18.4 7051 C 16/44 227 34 P1487/15 286A20 26.0 243.4 2086 R 13/20 232 2 H1495/20 
277A87 -5.9 17.7 7123 C 16/47 227 31 P14S71l6 286A21 25.6 242.9 2203 V 13/23 232 1 H1495/21 
277AS8 -8.6 16.1 7099 C 16/54 227 42 P1487/17 Z86A22 23.7 243.0 2146 R 13/23 232 H149S/22 
277A89 -4.8 15.2 7183 C 16/57 227 38 P14871l8 286A23 24.1 243.8 2180 V 13/20 232 359 H1495/23 
277A9() -7.8 13.8 7152 C 17/03 227 48 PH87/19 286A24 22.3 243.8 2128 R 13/20 232 3S7 H1496/01 
27'lAOl 39.4 67.7 3~2 C S/34 228 232 P1489/01 2il6A25 22.6 244.6 2160 V 13/17 232 356 H1496/02 
279A02 39.5 67.3 321 C 8/36 228 222 PH89/02 2S6AZ6 20.8 244.6 2114 R 13/17 232 354 H1496/03 
279A03 39.4 67.2 319 C 8/36 228 239 P14S9/03 28oA27 21.0 245.3 2144 V 13/14 232 353 H1496/04 
279A04 39.5 66.8 318 C 8/38 2~8 ~19 P14S9/04 2e6A28 19.2 245.2 2104 R 13/14 232 350 H1496/05 
279A05 39.4 66.7 316 C 8/38 228 278 P1489/05 286A29 19.4 246.0 2133 V 13/11 232 349 H1496/06 
279A06 39.4 66.3 315 C 8/40 228 185 P1489/06 286A30 17.7 245.8 2098 R 13/12 232 345 H1496/07 
279A07 39.3 66.2 315 C 8/40 228 23 P148'l/07 2':'6.431 17.8 246.5 2126 V 13/09 232 344 H1496/08 
279M8 39.4 65.8 314 C 8/42 228 51 P1489/08 2S6A32 16.0 24t>.3 2096 R 13/10 232 340 H1496/09 
279A09 39.3 65.7 314 C 8/43 228 35 P1439/09 286A33 16.0 2':'7.1 2124 V 13/07 232 339 M1496/10 
3-25 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PletiO lAT lOti RM:SE F TO!) lS seAZ CRDERNSR PlCNO lilT lON RANGE F TCD lS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------286A34 14.3 246.8 2099 R 13/08 232 334 H1496/11 295A33 19.5 87.8 2194 V 13/35 238 47 P1504/19 
286A35 14.3 247.5 2128 V 13/C5 232 333 H1496/12 295A34 17.8 86.8 2163 R 13/~0 238 56 P1504/20 
286A36 12.6 247.2 2108 R 13/07 232 327 H1496/13 295A35 17.8 86.6 2175 V 13/40 238 61 PlS04/21 
286A37 12.5 248.0 2136 V 13/04 232 326 H1496/14 295A36 16.3 85.4 2161 R 13/45 238 72 P1504/22 
286A38 10.8 247.6 2121 R 13/05 232 319 H1496/15 295437 16.3 85.2 2172 V 13/46 238 77 PlS04/23 
286A39 10.6 248.4 2151 V 13/02 232 319 H1496/16 295A38 lS.1 83.8 2174 R 13/52 238 89 PlS04/24 
286A40 8.9 248.0 2143 R 13/04 232 312 295A39 15.1 83.7 2184 V 13/52 238 93 P1504/25 
289AOI -2.2 178.8 6382 C 14/50 234 326 P1497/01 295A40 14.0 82.0 2203 R 13/59 238 105 P1504/26 
289A02 -5.1 177.1 6301 C 14/57 234 324 P1497/02 295A41 12.5 82.0 2406 V 14/01 238 76 P1505/07 
289A03 -2.3 176.3 6357 C lS/OO 234 332 P1497/03 295A42 11.0 81.7 2388 R 14/02 238 82 P1505/08 
289A04 -5.2 174.9 6287 C lS/OS 234 330 P1497/04 29SA43 10.9 82.6 2382 V 13/S9 238 79 PlS0S/09 
289A05 -2.4 174.2 6345 C 15/09 234 338 P1497/0S 295~44 9.2 82.1 2370 R 14/01 238 88 P1505/10 
289A06 -S.2 172.8 6280 C 15/14 234 337 P1497/06 295A45 9.0 83.0 2364 V 13/57 238 85 P1505/11 
289A07 -2.4 172.1 6340 C 15/17 234 344 P1498/01 295A46 7.4 82.5 2358 R 14/00 238 96 P1S06/01 
289A08 -S.2 170.7 6280 C 15/22 234 345 P1498/02 295A47 7.2 83.3 2353 V 13/56 238 93 P1506/02 
289A09 -2.4 170.0 6343 C lS/25 234 3S1 P149S/03 295~48 5.5 82.7 2354 R 13/S9 238 108 P1506/03 
289AI0 -5.2 168.7 6287 C 15/31 234 354 F149S/04 295A49 S.2 83.5 2351 V 13/56 238 106 P1506/04 
289Al1 -2.4 167.8 6352 C 15/34 234 359 P1498/05 295A50 3.6 82.8 22~~89 vR 13/59 238 125 Pl506/05 289A26 -3.7 151.2 6606 C 16/42 234 52 P1500/19 295~51 3.3 83.6 J~ 13/S6 238 127 P1506/06 
289A27 -.5 150.1 6714 C 16/46 234 49 PI500/20 29SAS2 1.6 82.8 2374 R 13/59 238 149 P1506/07 
289A28 -3.3 148.8 6683 C 16/52 234 56 P1500/21 295A53 1.g 83.6 2374 V 13/S6 238 lS6 P1506/08 
289A29 .0 147.7 6797 C 16/56 234 53 P1500/22 29SA54 -.~ 82.7 2397 R 13/S9 238 172 PlS06/09 
289A30 -2.7 146.3 6775 C 17/02 234 59 P1500/23 29SA55 -.8 83.5 2400 V 13/56 238 181 PlS06/10 
289A31 -7.9 176.6 67S3 C 15/02 234 320 P1500/01 295A56 -2.5 82.6 2431 R 14/00 238 189 P1506/11 
289A32 -10.8 175.1 6697 C 15/08 234 315 P1500/02 29SAS7 -3.0 83.3 2437 V 13/57 238 198 P1506/12 
289A33 -7.9 174.S 6738 CIS/II 234 326 P1S00/03 29SAS8 -4.7 82.3 2477 R 14/01 238 201 PlS06/13 
289A34 -10.7 173.1 6688 C lS/17 234 322 P1500/04 29SA59 -5.2 83.0 2485 V 13/59 238 208 PlS06/14 
239A35 -7.8 172.4 6731 C lS/20 234 333 PlS00/05 295AoO -7.0 81.8 2536 R 14/03 238 209 P1S06/15 
289A36 -10.6 171.0 6685 C 15/25 234 331 PISOO/06 298A41 -17.9 44.4 10818 C 14/16 240 291 P1507/01 
289A37 -7.7 170.1 6730 C lS/29 234 342 P1500/07 29SA42 -22.8 42.5 10701 C 14/24 240 283 PIS07/02 
289A38 -10.5 168.8 6688 C lS/34 234 342 P1S00/0S 293A43 -13.6 40.4 10699 C 14/33 240 293 PlS07/03 
289A39 -7.6 168.1 6738 C 15/37 234 3S1 P15CO/09 298A44 -23.3 38.2 10590 C 14/42 240 284 Pl507/04 
289A40 -10.3 166.6 6699 C lS/43 234 3S6 P1S00/l0 293A45 -19.0 36.4 10597 C 14/49 240 296 PlS07/05 
289A41 -7.3 165.9 6752 C 15/46 234 2 PISOO/11 29SA46 -23.6 34.4 10507 C 14/57 240 286 PlS07/06 
289A42 -10.1 164.4 6717 CIS/52 234 9 PlS00/12 298A47 -19.4 32.4 10513 CIS/OS 240 300 PlS07/07 
289A43 -7.1 163.7 6773 C 15/55 234 13 P1500/13 298A48 -23.9 30.5 10438 C lS/13 240 289 P1S07/08 
289A44 -9.9 162.2 6741 C 16/01 234 22 P1500/14 298A49 -19.5 29.0 10458 C lS/19 240 305 P1507/09 
289A45 -6.8 161.5 6802 C 16/04 g~1 22 P1499/01 298A50 -24.0 26.8 10389 C lS/28 240 294 P1507/10 
289A46 -9.6 160.0 6774 C 16/10 ~.>~ 33 P1499/02 298A51 -19.6 25.5 10417 C 15/33 240 312 P1507/11 
289A47 -6.5 159.2 6839 C 16/13 234 31 P1499/03 298AS2 -24.0 23.~ 10358 C lS/41 240 300 PlS07/12 
289A48 -9.3 157.7 6814 C 16/19 234 42 P1499/04 29SA53 -19.6 22.0 10388 C 15/47 240 322 P1507/13 
289A49 -6.2 lS6.9 6885 C 16/23 234 39 P1499/05 298A54 -23.8 19.8 10338 C 15/56 240 312 PlS07/14 
289A50 -8.9 155.4 6862 C 16/29 ~21 49 P1499/06 29BA55 -19.4 18.6 10377 C 16/01 240 336 P1507/15 
289ASI -S.8 154.5 6939 C 16/32 ~.>~ 4S P14 oo/07 298A56 -23.6 16.3 10334 C 16/10 240 334 P1S07/16 
289AS2 -8.5 152.9 6922 C 16/39 234 55 P1499/08 298A57 -19.2 15.0 10378 C 16/15 240 355 PlS07/17 
289AS3 -5.31S2.1 7004 C 16/42 234 50 P1499/09 298AS8 -23.3 12.7 10343 C 16/24 240 8 P1507/18 
289AS4 -8.1 lS0.5 6937 C 16/48 234 60 P1499/10 298AS9 -18.8 11.8 10394 C 16/28 240 14 P1507/19 
289A55 -4.9 149.6 7076 C 16/S2 234 S5 P149./11 298A60 -22.9 9.3 10368 C 16/38 240 39 P1507/20 
289A56 -7.6 148.1 7065 C 16/58 23~ 63 P1499/12 2ge~61 -18.3 8.2 10427 C 16/43 240 32 PlS07/21 
2896S7 -~.3 147.1 7160 C 17/02 234 58 P1499/13 298A62 -22.4 5.9 10406 C 16/52 240 55 P1507/22 
289AS8 -7.1 145.5 7152 C 17/09 234 66 P1499/14 298A63 -17.8 . 4.8 10473 C 16/S7 240 45 P1507/23 ~~~±~6 :t:*\i~~:~ ~~§! E i~~~3 ~~~ ~§ ~i~~~~i~ ~~~i~! :~~:~ 4~:~ i~!~g E il~~i ~~g 2~~ ~i~g~~~! 
294&41 -1~.4 125.7 18317 V 14/~5 237 301 P1501/13 298A72 -30.3 44.9 11098 C 14/18 240 268 P1508/02 
294A42 -21.9 124.9 18068 V 14/48 237 291 PlS01/1~ 298A73 -26.1 42.0 11040 C 14/30 240 278 P1508/03 
294A43 -13.6 125.5 18318 C 14/46 237 301 PI SOl/IS 298A74 -30.8 40.4 10983 C 14/37 240 268 P1508/04 
294A44 -2~.0 124.9 18097 C 14/48 237 291 P1501/16 29SA75 -26.4 37.9 10942 C 14/47 240 280 P1508/05 29~A4S -1~.7 125.6 18326 C 14/46 237 301 P1501/17 298A76 -31.1 3S.8 10S85 C 14/55 240 267 P1508/06 
294A46 -2~.1 12~.8 18101 C 14/49 237 291 P1501/18 298A77 -26.7 33.7 10855 C 15/04 240 281 PlS0S/07 
294A49 -1~.9 125.5 18336 R 14/47 237 301 P1S01/21 298&78 -31.2 31.7 10813 C 15/12 240 267 P1508/08 
294ASO -2:.5 124.7 18111 R 14/49 237 291 P1501/22 298A79 -26.7 29.5 10787 C lS/20 240 284 P1508/09 
294A51 -11.1 117.9 1837S V 15/19 237 314 P1502/01 298A80 -31.1 27.7 10760 C 15/28 240 266 P15D8/10 
294A52 -1:'.1 116.3 18082 V 15/2S 237 30S P1502/02 298A81 -26.6 25.9 10744 C lS/3S 240 287 P1508/11 
294AS3 -0.2 117.7 18376 C 15/20 237 314 P1S02/03 298A82 -31.0 23.5 10719 C 15/45 240 265 P1508/12 
294A54 -1: .2 116.0 18082 C 15/27 237 305 P1502/04 298AS3 -26.4 22.1 10713 CIS/50 240 294 P1508/13 
294A55 -L.3 117.5 18373 C 15/21 237 314 P1502/05 298A84 -30.7 19.9 10699 CIS/59 240 262 PlS08/1~ 
294AS6 -1:.3 115.8 18033 C lS/28 237 305 P1502/06 298ASS -26.1 18.5 10699 C 16/e5 240 306 P1508/15 
294A59 -~.4 117.0 18377 R 15/23 237 315 P1S02/09 29SA86 -30.3 16.0 10690 C 16/15 240 253 P1508/16 
294A60 -1~.3 115.5 18093 R 15/29 237 305 P1502/10 298A87 -25.7 14.8 10698 C 16/20 240 337 PlS08/17 
294A61 -.3 111.7 18632 V lS/46 237 329 P1S03/01 298&88 -30.0 12.1 10697 C 16/31 240 170 P1508/18 
294A62 -1~.2 109.4 18244 V 15/56 237 322 PlS03/02 298A99 -2S.4 11.1 10712 C 16/35 240 30 PlS0S/19 
294&63 -.2 111.7 18645 C lS/46 237 329 P1503/03 298A90 -29.5 8.4 10720 C 16/46 240 110 P1508/20 
294A64 -111.2 109.4 18255 CIS/56 237 322 PI503/0~ 2~8A91 -25.0 7.6 10740 C 16/49 240 59 P1508/21 
294A65 -.3 111.6 186S1 C lS/47 237 329 P1503/05 298A92 -29.0 4.4 10759 C 17/02 240 102 P1508/22 
294A66 -10.2 109.S 1826S C 15/56 237 322 PlS03/06 298A93 -24.4 3.9 10785 C 17/04 240 71 P1508/23 
294A69 ,·.4 111.7 18667 R lS/47 237 329 P1503/09 298A94 -28.5 .8 10810 C 17/16 240 99 PlS08/24 
294A70 -1(1.3 109.4 18279 R lS/S6 237 322 P1503/10 299&21 38.2 86.0 323 C 8/S0 240 228 P1509/18 
294A71 1('.3 105.2 19103 V 16/1S 237 344 P1502/11 299&22 38.2 85.6 323 C 8/51 240 222 PlS09/19 
294A72 -~.5 102.1 185S1 V 16/28 237 340 PlS02/12 299A23 38.0 85.S 322 C 8/52 240 230 P1509/20 
294A73 9.9 105.0 19092 C 16/16 237 344 P1502/13 299A24 38.0 85.2 323 C 8/S3 240 222 PlS09/21 
294A74 -~.8 101.9 18548 C 16/28 237 340 P1502/14 299A25 37.9 85.0 322 C 8/54 240 234 P1509/22 
294A7S ~.8 104.8 19090 C 16/17 237 344 P1502/15 299A26 37.9 84.7 323 C 8/55 240 221 PlS09/23 
294A76 -t.O 101.8 18S49 C 16/29 237 340 PlS02/16 299A27 37.7 84.6 323 C 8/S6 240 246 P1509/24 
294A79 ~.2 104.5 19080 R 16/18 237 344 P1502/19 299A28 37.8 84.3 324 C 8/57 240 220 P1509/25 
294A80 -?4 101.5 18S~6 R 16/31 237 340 P1502/20 299A29 37.6 84.2 325 C 8/58 240 342 P1509/26 
29SAOI 3~.2 160.6 315 C 8/22 238 232 P1S04/01 299A30 37.6 83.8 326 C 8/59 240 51 P1509/27 
295A02 3~.2 160.3 315 C 8/24 238 211 P1504/02 299A31 37.5 83.7 327 C 9/00 240 27 P1509/28 
29S&03 3~.1 160.1 314 C 8/25 238 293 PlS04/03 299A32 37.5 83.4 328 C 9/01 240 46 PlS10/01 
29SA04 39.1 159.8 314 C 8/26 238 132 P1504/04 299A33 37.3 83.3 330 C 9/02 240 35 PlS10/02 
295A05 39.0 159.6 314 C 8/27 238 31 PlS04/05 299A34 37.4 82.9 332 C 9/03 240 44 P1510/03 Z95A06 39.1 159.2 .314 C 8/28 238 53 P1504/06 299A35 37.2 82.8 335 C 9/04 240 37 P1510/04 
295Al1 38.7 lS5.1 314 C 8/4S 238 232 P1505/01 299A36 37.2 82.5 336 C 9/05 240 44 P1510/05 
295A12 38.7 154.7 315 C 8/47 238 216 P1505/02 299A37 37.1 82.4 340 C 9/05 240 38 P1510/06 
29SA13 38.5 IS4.6 314 C 8/48 238 250 P1505/03 299A38 37.1 82.1 341 C 9/07 240 43 PlS10/07 29S~14 38.6 lS4.2 315 C 8/49 238 198 F15C5/04 299&39 37.0 82.0 345 C 9/07 240 39 P1510/08 
29SA15 38.4 154.1 315 C 8/S0 238 22 P1505/05 299A40 37.0 81.6 347 C 9/09 240 43 P1510/09 
295&16 38.51S3.7 316 C 8/51 238 59 P1505/06 299AOI 35.7 74.5 368 C 9/38 240 228 P1509/03 
29SA21 36.1 89.8 2783 V 13/26 238 345 PI50~/07 299A02 3S.7 74.2 371 C 9/39 240 224 P1509/04' 295~22 31.8 90.6 2572 R 13/24 238 349 P1504/08 299A03 35.5 74.1 370 C 9/40 240 229 P1509/05 
295A23 32.0 90.3 2593 V 13/25 238 3S4 PlS0~/09 299A04 3S.5 73.8 372 C 9/41 240 223 PlS09/06 
29SA24 28.S 90.7 2439 R 13/23 238 3S8 P15D4/10 299A05 35.3 73.7 371 C 9/41 240 230 P1509/07 
295A25 28.6 90.4 2456 V 13/2S 238 2 P1504/11 299A06 3S.3 73.4 374 C 9/43 240 222 P1509/08 
~~~1~~ ~~j ~g:~ ~~~~ ~ B~~~ ~~~ 1~ ~Hgt~g ~~~±g~ ~~:I Hj H~ E ~~~~ ~~g ~~5 ~Hg~~~6 
295A28 23.3 89.8 2264 R 13/27 238 17 PlS0~/14 299A09 3S.0 73.0 377 C 9/44 240 232 P1S09/11 
29SA29 23.4 89.6 2281 V 13/28 238 22 PlS04/15 299AIO 35.0 72.7 380 C 9/46 240 216 PlS09/12 
295A30 21.2 89.0 2~13 R 13/31 238 29 P1504/16 299A11 34.8 72.7 382 C 9/46 240 ~48 P1509/13 
29SA31 21.3 88.8 2228 V 13/31 238 34 P1504/17 299A12 34.8 72.4 384 C 9/47 240 192 P1509/14 
295A32 19.4 88.0 2160 R 13/35 238 42 P15C4/18 ~99A13 34.7 72.3 387 C 9/47 240 28 P1509/15 
3-26 
VIKIN5 ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT Lm~ RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDEr-NElR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~i~ ~t:~ ~~:g ~~~ E ~~2~ ~~g ~~ ~i§g~~i~ ~i~~~~ :~~:~ i~~:~ ~ii~I ~ i~~26 ~2~ ~~~ ~i§~~~~~ 
299A16 34.5 71.7 396 C 9/50 240 53 H1510/35 312A80 -50.4 163.6 21249 ~ 16/54 248 228 H1526/29 ~~~~i~ ~~:2 +i:~ 2gg E ~~~~ ~2g ~r nl~ig~~~ ~i~~~~ -i;:I i~~:~ ~r~~~ R i~~8~ ~~~ ~~~ ~i~~2~i~ 
!99A19 34.3 71.4 408 C 9/52 240 43 H1510/41 312A83 -9.7 177.3 21981 V 16/01 248 330 H1524/20 
299A20 34.3 71.0 411 C 9/53 240 49 H1510/43 312A84 -23.5 175.1 21591 R 16/10 248 315 H1524/22 
307A12 -22.0 230.5 6542 C 15/07 245 125 P1515/02 312A85 -17.1 175.7 21747 V 16/07 248 324 H1524/24 
307A13 -19.0 229.6 6SS6 CIS/II 245 42 PlS15/03 312A86 -30.2 174.1 21479 R 16/14 248 302 H1S24/26 
307A14 -21.6 228.1 6565 C 15/17 245 99 P1515/04 312A87 -23.7 174.7 21590 V 16/12 248 316 H1524/28 
307A15 -18.4 227.5 6584 C 15/20 245 58 P1515/05 312A88 -36.0 173.3 21429 R 16/17 248 287 H1524/30 
307A42 -26.5 229.4 7004 C 15/16 245 180 P1514/02 312A89 -30.2 173.7 21485 V 16/16 248 304 H1524/32 
307A43 -23.3 228.6 7003 C lS/19 245 116 P1514/03 312A90 -42.0 172.7 21422 R 16/20 248 266 H1524/34 
307A44 -26.0 226.8 7025 C 15/26 245 146 P1514/04 312A91 -36.4 172.9 21434 V 16/19 248 286 H1524/36 
307A45 -22.7 226.4 7027 C 15/28 245 97 P1S14/05 312A92 -47.9 172.3 214S8 R 16/22 248 247 H1524/38 
307A46 -25.3 224.6 7051 C 15/35 245 126 P1514/06 312A93 -42.2 172.5 21431 V 16/21 248 266 H1524/40 
307A47 -22.0 224.2 70S8 C 15/37 245 92 PlS14/07 312A94 -S4.3 172.2 21547 R 16/22 248 231 H1524/42 
307A48 -24.7 222.3 7084 C lS/45 24S 115 PlS14/08 312A95 -48.5 172.1 21473 V 16/22 248 246 H1S24/44 
307A49 -21.4 222.0 70Q6 C 15/46 245 90 PlS14/09 312A96 -63.1 176.9 21784 R 16/04 248 220 tl1S24/46 
307A50 -23.9 219.9 7127 C lS/S4 245 108 PlS14/10 318AOl 37.0 132.7 330 C 8/16 252 218 P1531/01 
307AS1 -20.6 219.5 7144 C lS/S6 245 88 P1S14/11 318A02 37.0 132.3 331 C 8/17 252 212 P1531/02 
307A52 -23.2 217.6 7176 C 16/04 245 103 P1514/12 318A03 36.8 132.2 329 C 8/17 252 216 P1531/03 
307A53 -19.8 217.2 7199 C 16/05 245 87 PlS14/13 318A04 36.8 131.9 330 C 8/19 252 209 PlS31/04 
307AS4 -22.4 215.1 7235 C 16/14 245 100 PlS14/14 318A05 36.5 131.8 329 C 8/19 252 214 P1531/05 
307A55 -19.0 214.6 7267 C 16/16 245 87 P1514/15 318A06 36.5 131.5 330 C 8/21 252 205 P1531/06 
307A56 -21.6 212.4 7308 C 16/25 245 98 P1514/16 318A07 36.3 131.4 330 C 8/21 252 209 P1531/07 
307A57 -18.0 212.0 7347 C 16/27 245 86 P1514/17 318A08 36.3 131.1 331 C 8/22 252 194 P1531/08 
307A60 -19.6 206.7 7493 C 16/48 245. 94 P1515/09 318A09 36.1 131.0 332 C 8/23 252 178 P1531/09 
307A61 -16.0 206.4 7545 C 16/49 245 86 P151S/I0 318AI0 36.1 130.7 333 C 8/24 2S2 149 P1531/10 
307A80 -54.2 252.8 24141 R 17/32 245 223 HI51?/17 318Al1 35.9 130.6 334 C 8/25 252 59 P1531/11 
307A81 -47.7 254.4 24067 V 17/26 245 2~3 H1517/18 31SA12 35.8 130.3 336 C 8/26 252 77 P1531/12 
307A82 -61.2 249.8 24282 R 17/45 245 211 N1517/19 31SA13 35.6 130.2 338 C 8/26 252 48 P1531/13 
307A83 -54.5 251.9 24151 V 17/36 245 222 t11517/20 318A14 35.6 129.9 339 C 8/28 252 58 P1531/14 
307A84 -71.9 243.6 24609 R 18/09 245 202 H1517/Z1 318A15 35.4 129.8 342 C 8/28 252 45 P1531/15 
307AS5 -61.9 248.3 24305 V 17/51 245 209 H1517/22 31SA16 35.4 129.5 344 C 8/29 252 52 P1531/16 
307AS6 -77.6 233.2 24844 R 18/51 245 198 H1517/23 318A17 35.2 129.4 348 C 8/30 252 43 P1531/17 
307A87 -69.8 242.6 24542 V lS/14 245 202 tl1S17/24 318AIB 35.2 129.1 349 C 8/31 252 49 P1531/18 
307A8S -S4.9 170.3 25339 R 23/03 245 195 H1517/25 318A19 35.0 129.1 354 C 8/31 252 42 P1531/19 
312AOI -18.7 152.2 6572 C 14/40 248 332 P1522/01 318A20 35.0 128.7 356 C 8/33 252 46 P1531/20 
312A02 -21.0 150.7 6567 C 14/46 248 326 P1522/02 318A21 -18.4 47.1 8184 C 15/09 252 11 P1531/21 
312A03 -18.2 149.9 6586 C 14/49 248 P1522/03 318A22 -21.B 45.6 8162 C 15/16 252 29 P1531/22 
312t04 -20.5 148.6 6S84 C 14/55 248 26 P1522/04 318A23 -18.3 44.6 8209 C 15/20 2S2 26 P1531/23 
312A05 -17.7 147.7 6608 C 14/58 248 25 P1522/05 318A24 -21.6 43.0 8193 C 15/26 252 46 P1531/24 
312A06 -20.0 146.3 6608 C 15/04 248 55 P1522/06 318A25 -18.1 41.9 8244 C 15/31 252 38 P1531/25 
312A07 -17.2 14S.7 6636 C 15/07 248 40 P1523/01 318A26 -21.4 40.2 8232 C 15/37 252 56 P1531/26 
312A08 -19.5 144.1 6639 C lS/13 248 65 PI523/02 318A27 -17.8 39.2 8290 C lS/42 252 47 P1532/01 
312A09 -16.6 143.4 6672 C 15/16 248 51 P1523/03 318A28 -21.1 37.4 8283 C 15/49 252 64 P1532/02 
312AI0 -18.9 141.9 6677 C 15/22 248 70 P1523/04 318A29 -17.5 36.3 8347 C 15/53 252 S4 P1532/03 
312All -16.0 141.1 6716 C 15/25 248 58 P1523/05 318A30 -20.7 34.5 8344 C 16/01 252 68 P1532/04 
312A12 -18.4 139.6 6723 C 15/32 248 73 P1523/06 318A31 -17.0 33.5 8415 C 16/05 252 59 P1532/05 
312A13 -15.4 138.8 6767 C 15/34 248 63 P1523/07 318A32 -20.3 31.6 8417 C 16/13 252 72 P1532/06 
312A14 -17.7 137.2 6778 C 15/41 248 75 PlS23/08 318A33 -16.4 30.3 8502 C 16/18 252 64 P1532/07 
312A15 -14.8 136.5 6827 C lS/44 248 66 P1523/09 318A34 -19.7 28.3 8508 C 16/26 252 74 P1532/08 
312A16 -17.1 134.8 6S41 C 15/51 248 76 P1523/10 318A35 -15.8 27.2 8598 C 16/30 252 67 P1532/09 
312A17 -14.0 134.0 6900 C 15/54 248 68 PI523/11 318A36 -19.0 25.0 8615 C 16/39 252 76 P1532/10 
312A18 -16.3 132.3 6916 C 16/01 248 77 Pl523/12 318A37 -15.0 23.8 8716 C 16/44 252 70 P1532/11 
312A19 -13.3 131.5 6981 C 16/04 248 70 P1523/13 318A38 -18.2 21.4 8744 C 16/54 252 78 P1532/12 
312A20 -15.6 129.7 7002 C 16/12 248 78 P1523/14 318A39 -14.0 20.3 8857 C 16/58 252 72 P1532/13 
312A21 -12.5 128.9 7072 C 16/15 248 72 P1523/15 318A40 -17.1 17.6 8893 C 17/09 252 79 P1532/14 
312A22 -14.8 126.9 7100 C 16/23 248 79 P1523/16 318A41 -12.8 16.2 9031 C 17/15 252 74 P1532/15 
312A23 -11.5 126.1 71S0 C 16/26 248 73 P1523/17 318A42 -16.0 13.7 9067 C 17/25 252 80 P1532/16 ~i~i~1 :~~:Z i~~:~ ~£g~ E i~~~I ~~~ 1§~ ~i~~~~a~ ~igi~~ :i~:~ 1~:~ ~~~~ E i$~~3 ~~~ ~j ~i~~~~ib 
312A32 -26.9 146.1 7027 C 15/09 248 159 P1525/02 318A51 -22.9 46.9 8555 C 15/14 252 13 P1532/19 
312A33 -23.9 145.6 7028 CIS/II 248 le6 PlS25/03 318A52 -27.0 45.4 8549 C 15/20 252 70 P1532/20 
312A34 -26.3 143.8 7050 C 15/18 248 133 P1525/04 318A53 -23.3 44.3 8573 C 15/25 252 39 P1532/21 
312A35 -23.3 143.3 7055 C 15/20 248 95 P1525/05 318A54 -27.3 42.4 8576 C 15/32 252 87 P1532/22 
312A36 ~25.7 141.6 7079 C 15/27 248 119 P1525/06 318AS5 -23.6 41.5 8603 C 15/36 252 58 P1532/23 
312A37 -2!.6 141.0 7090 C 15/29 248 91 P1525/07 318A56 -27.2 39.5 8614 C 15/44 252 91 P1532/24 
312A38 -2!'.0 139.1 7117 C 15/37 248 109 P1525/08 318A57 -23.5 38.7 8643 C 15/47 252 68 P1532/25 
312A39 -2~.8 138.6 7134 C lS/39 248 89 P1525/09 318A58 -27.2 36.5 8661 C 15/56 252 93 P1533/01 312A~0 -24.2 136.8 7163 C 15/47 248 104 PlS25/10 318A59 -23.4 35.8 8695 C 15/59 252 75 P1533/02 
312A41 -2:.1 136.2 7186 C 15/49 248 83 P1525/11 318A60 -27.1 33.4 8721 C 16/09 252 94 P1533/03 
312A42 -2:;.4 13~.2 7219 CIS/57 248 100 P1525/12 318A61 -23.3 32.7 8758 C 16/12 252 80 P1533/04 
312A43 -zr.2 133.5 7251 C 16/00 243 87 P1525/13 31SA62 -26.8 30.0 8796 C 16/23 252 95 P1533/05 
31ZA44 -22.6 131.5 7287 C 16/08 2~8 97 P1525/14 318A63 -22.9 29.3 8841 C 16/26 252 83 P1533/06 
312A45 -19.3 131.0 7324 C 16/10 248 86 Pl525/15 318A64 -26.6 26.5 8885 C 16/37 252 96 P1533/07 
312A46 -2i.5 128.2 7382 C 16/21 248 95 P1525/16 318A65 -22.6 25.8 8936 C 16/39 252 85 P1533/08 ~r~~~~ :~t:~ ~~:~ ~2§g E Ig~~5 ~2~ ~& ~r~~~~i~ ~i~~~~ :~~:~ ~~:~ ~6~~ E ig~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~i~~~~~6 
312A49 -1 0 .• 3 125.4 7512 C 16/33 248 86 P1525/19 318A68 -25.5 18.9 9124 C 17/08 252 97 P1533/11 
312A50 -1".7 123.0 7565 C 16/42 248 93 P1525120 318A69 -21.3 18.2 9190 C 17/10 252 89 P1533/12 
312A51 -It.3 122.3 7630 C 16/45 248 86 P1526/01 318A70 -24.6 14.5 9283 C 17/25 252 97 PlS33/13 
312A52 -lu.5 119.9 7690 C 16/55 248 92 PlS26/02 318A71 -20.4 14.1 9355 C 17/27 252 90 P1533/14 
312A53 -1! .• 0 119.2 7763 C 16/58 248 85 P1526/03 31SA72 -23.6 10.1 9465 C 17/43 252 98 P1535/01 
312A54 -1".0.2 116.6 7831 C 17/08 248 91 P1526/04 318A73 -19.2 9.5 9554 C 17/45 252 91 P1535/02 
312A55 ~.7 167.1 21974 V 16/36 248 351 N1S23/24 318A74 -2~.2 5.0 9693 C 18/03 252 98 P1535/03 
31ZA56 -1:.0 164.1 21389 R 16/48 248 3~7 H1523/Z5 319AOl 36.9 116.5 330 C 8/13 253 219 
312A57 -~.6 165.5 21662 V 16/42 248 350 H1523/26 319A02 36.9 116.1 331 C 8/14 253 213 
312A58 -1~.5 162.7 21207 R 16/54 248 345 MlS23/27 319A03 36.7 116.0 329 C 8/15 253 218 
312A59 -It.8 163.9 21408 V 16/49 248 349 H1523/28 319A04 36.7 115.7 330 C 8/16 253 211 
312A60 -2~.8 161.2 21074 R 17/00 248 341 t11524/02 319A05 36.5 115.5 329 C 8/16 253 217 
312A61 -1}.8 162.3 21209 V 16/55 248 346 H1524/04 319A06 36.5 115.2 330 C 8/18 253 208 
312A62 -3".1 159.8 20Q88 R 17/05 248 331 N1524/06 319A07 36.3 115.1 330 C 8/18 ~53 214 
312A63 -24.1 161.0 21080 V 17/01 248 342 H1524/08 319A08 36.3 114.8 331 C 8/20 253 199 
312A64 -3~.5 158.3 20953 R 17/12 248 308 NlS24/10 319A09 36.0 114.7 331 C 8/20 253 199 
312A65 -2".9 159.4 21000 V 17/07 248 334 H1524/12 319AI0 36.0 114.4 333 C 8/21 253 161 
312A66 -4).1 156.6 20954 R 17/19 248 249 N1524/14 319A11 35.8 114.3 334 C 8/22 253 52 
312A67 ~.O 172.9 22117 V 16/16 248 3~2 P1S26/05 319A12 35.8 114.0 335 C 8/23 253 74 
312A68 -14.0 169.9 21549 R 16/27 248 335 P1526/06 319A13 35.6 113.9 337 C 8/24 253 44 
312A69 -(.8 ~71.2 21799 V 16/22 248 340 P1526/07 319A14 35.5 113.6 339 C 8/25 253 53 
312A70 -2r.5 168.7 21381 R 16/32 248 329 H1526/09 319A15 35.4 113.5 342 C 8/25 253 42 
312A71 -lc.O 169.8 21560 V 16/28 248 336 N1526/11 319A16 35.3 113.2 343 C 8/27 253 49 
312A72 -26.8 167.7 21263 R 16/37 248 320 H1526/13 319A17 35.1 113.2 347 C 8/27 253 41 
312A73 -2J.0 168.5 21378 V 16/34 248 330 H1526/15 319A18 35.1 112.8 349 C 8/28 253 47 
312A74 -3~.8 166.8 21196 R 16/40 248 304 H1526/17 319A19 34.9 112.8 353 C 8/29 253 41 
312A75 -27.1 167.5 21269 V 16/38 248 320 H1526/19 319A20 34.9 112.5 355 C 8/30 253 45 312A76 -30.9 165.7 21171 R 16/45 248 278 H1526/21 321A01 24.3 50.8 705 C 10/26 254 176 P1534/01 
312A77 -33.0 166.5.21203 V 16/42 248 304 H1526/23 321A02 24.4 50.4 715 C 10/28 254 175 P1534/02 
3-27 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PlCNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TCD LS SCAZ CR~ERN3R prctiO LAT LO~l RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
321A03 24.1 50.6 715 C 10/27 254 173 P1534/03 32qA22 28.1 2<)1.0 488 C 9/9. 259 227 H1548/48 
321A04 24.1 50.1 725 C 10/29 254 172 P153-=+I04 329A23 27.8 291.1 466 C 9/9. 259 233 H1548/50 
321A05 23.8 50.3 725 C 10/29 254 169 F1534/05 3::9AN 27.8 290.8 490 C 9/9. 259 229 H1548/52 
321A06 23.9 49.9 734 C 10/30 254 168 P1534/06 32'l~25 29.1 294.2 449 C 9/06 259 228 t1l548/54 
321A07 23.6 50.0 735 C 10130 254 165 P1534/07 329A31 26.6 290.5 505 C 9/9. 259 259 P1549;;Ol 
321AOS 23.6 49.6 745 C 10/32 254 164 P1534/08 329,),32 26.6 290.3 509 C 9/9. 259 250 P1549*02 
321A09 23.3 49.8 746 C 10/31 254 161 P1534/09 329;\33 26.3 290.4 513 C 9/9. 259 299 F9856/03 
321AI0 23.4 49.3 756 C 10/33 25* 161 P1534/10 329;\34 ~t6 290.2 517 C 9/9. 259 297 P1549*04 321All 23.1 49.5 757 C 10/32 254 156 P1534/11 329A35 290.3 521 C 9/9. 259 352 P1549*05 
321A12 23.2 49.1 766 C 10/34 254 156 P1534/12 32q~36 26.0 290.1 525 C 9/9. 259 10 P1549*06 
321A13 22.9 49.2 768 C 10/33 254 151 P15341l3 329A37 25.7 290.2 531 C 9/9. 259 15 P1549*07 
321A14 22.9 48.8 77B C 10/35 254 152 F1536/01 329A3S 25.8 290.0 536 C 9/9. 259 26 P1549"08 
321A15 22.6 49.0 780 C 10/35 254 146 P1536/02 32~A39 25.5 2<:0.1 543 C 9/9. 259 24 P1549*09 
321A16 22.7 48.6 789 C 10/36 254 148 P1536/03 329.~40 25.5 289.9 547 C 9/9. 259 31 P1549'fl0 
321Al! 22.4 48.8 792 C 10/36 25~ 141 P1536/04 3301'.01 -15.3 206.3 833:' C 14/57 259 18 P1549*01 
321A18 22.5 48.3 801 C 10/37 254 143 P1536/05 330A02 -18.6 204.7 8301 C 15/04 259 30 P1549"02 
321Al9 22.2 48.5 804 C 10/37 254 135 P1536/06 330A03 -15.0 203.1 8385 C 15/11 259 28 P1549/03 
321A20 22.3 48.1 814 C 10/38 254 138 P1536/07 330A04 -18.6 201. 9 83 .. 5 C 15/15 259 39 P1549"04 
321A21 -1.3 2.5 7427 C 14/33 254 352 PI536/08 330A05 -14.9 200.3 8436 C 15/22 259 36 P1549*05 
321A22 -5.0 1.6 7324 C 1'1/37 254 353 P1536/C9 330M6 -18.6 199.0 8400 C 15/27 259 47 P1549"06 
321A23 -1.5 .1 7-=+39 C 14/43 254 35.7 P1536/10 330A07 -14.8 197.5 8497 C 15/33 259 42 P1549*07 
321A~4 -5.2 359.3 7337 C 14/47 254 P1536/11 3301108 -18.4 1<:6.0 8468 C 15/39 259 53 P1549"08 
321A25 -1.8 357.8 7455 C 14/52 254 3 P1537101 330A09 -14.6 194.4 8574 C 15/46 259 48 P1549*09 
321A26 -5.4 357.0 7357 C 14/55 254 6 P1537/02 330AI0 -18.2 193.1 8544 C 15/51 259 57 P1549"10 
321A27 -2.0 355.5 7479 C 15/02 254 9 P1537/03 330.Hl -14.3 191.4 8661 C 15/58 259 52 P1549/11 
321A28 -5.6 354.5 7387 C 15/06 254 13 P1537104 330A12 -lS.3 189.9 8632 C 16/04 259 62 P1550101 
321.A29 -2.1 353.0 7516 C 15/12 254 14 P1537/05 330Al3 -13.8 188.2 8767 C 16/10 259 56 F1550/02 
321A30 -5.8 352.2 7424 C 15/15 254 19 P1537/06 330AH -17.4 186.6 8748 C 16/17 259 64 P1550/03 
321A31 -2.2 350.5 7560 C 15/22 254 20 P1537/07 330A15 -13.3 185.1 8854 C 16/23 259 59 P1550/04 
321A32 -5.9 3':"9 .. 7 7 .. 71 C 15/25 254 25 P1537/08 330Al6 -16.9 183.3 8870 C 16/30 259 67 P1550105 
321A33 -2.2 347.9 7616 C 15/32 254 25 PI537/09 330A17 -12.5 181.4 9032 C 16/38 259 62 P1550106 
321A34 -5.9 347.2 7528 C 15.135 254 31 P15371l0 330A18 -16.2 179.7 9018 C 16/45 259 69 P1550107 
321A35 -2.2 345.3 7682 C 15/':"3 254 30 P1S37 III 330A19 -11.6 177.5 9203 C 16/54 259 64 P1550/08 
321A36 -5.9 344.5 75'l9 C 15/46 254 36 P1537/12 330A20 -15.2 175.7 9194 C 17/01 259 71 P1550/09 
321A37 -2.0 342.6 7762 C 15/54 254 30+ P1537/13 330A21 -10.3 173.3 9409 C 17/11 259 66 P1550/10 
321A3S -5.8 341.8 7680 C 15/57 254 40 P1537/14 330A22 -14.0 171.2 9408 C 17/19 259 72 P1550/11 
321A39 -1.8 339.8 7856 C 16/06 254 38 P1537/15 330A23 -S.7 168.3 9669 C 17/31 259 68 P1550/12 
321A40 -5.5 339.0 7775 C 16/09 254 44 P1537/16 330A24 :g:~ 166.1 9676 C 17/40 259 74 P1550/13 321A41 -1.3 336.7 7971 C 16/1S 254 42 P1537/17 330A31 205.9 8641 C 15/03 259 37 P1550/14 
321M2 -5.2 336.0 7888 C 16/21 254 47 P1537/18 330.\32 -26.5 2C4.0 8638 C 15/11 259 66 P1550/15 
321A43 -.8 333.5 8100 C 16/31 254 45 P1537/19 330A33 -22.8 202.6 8684 C 15/16 259 51 P1550/16 
321A44 -4.7 332.8 8018 C 16/34 254 50 P1537/20 330A34 -26.3 200.3 8685 C 15/24 259 72 P1550/17 
321A"5 -.1 330.1 8257 C 16/45 254 48 P1537/21 330.05 -22.6 199.7 8735 C 15/28 259 58 P1550/18 321M6 -4.1 329.4 8169 C 16/48 254 53 P1537/22 330!36 -26.1 197.8 8740 C 15/35 259 76 P1550/19 
321A47 .S 326.4 8441 C 17/00 254 51 P1537/23 332AOl -19.9 181.7 9317 C 14/34 261 335 P1554/01 
321A43 -3.2 325.6 8355 C 17/03 254 56 P1537/24 332A02 -23.3 1eO.2 9771 C 14/40 261 335 P1554/02 
326AOl -33.5 275.4 7901 V 14/49 257 171 P1540101 332M3 -19.4 178.4 9828 C 14/47 261 350 P1554/03 
326A03 -33.6 275.8 7916 C 14/48 257 174 P1540/.03 332.A04 -23.6 177.0 9776 C 14/53 261 355 P1554/04 
326A05 -33.7 275.6 7933 C 14/49 257 173 P1540/05 332A05 -19.5 175.1 9340 C 15/00 261 4 P1554/05 
326A06 -37.1 274.8 7981 C 14/52 257 175 P1540/06 332A06 -23.7 173.8 9794 C 15/06 261 15 P1554/06 
326A09 -34.0 275.2 7967 R 14/51 257 171 F1540/09 332A07 :H:g 172.1 9863 C 15/12 261 17 P1554/07 326AI0 -37.3 274.0 S018 R 14/55 257 172 P1540/10 332A03 170.4 9825 C 15/19 261 33 P1554/08 
326A16 -20.3 263.0 8389 C 15/42 257 60 P1542101 332A09 -19.6 168.8 9901 C 15/26 261 30 P1554/09 
326A17 -16.S 261. 9 8466 C 15/47 257 53 P1542/02 332AI0 -23.8 167.1 9363 C 15/33 261 46 P9834/23 
326A18 -20.2 260.2 8457 C 15/54 257 65 P1542/03 332.l.11 -19.5 165.3 9953 C 15/40 261 40 P1554*:::4 
326A19 -16.4 258.8 85':'8 C 15/59 257 58 PI5H/01 '-~'~1 -16.8 1<;6.4 10489 C 16/56 261 66 P1554121 
326A20 -19.8 257.2 8539 C 16/05 257 68 F1543/02 3~2AtO -29.4 144.9 10705 C 17/C6 261 93 P1553/01 
326A21 -15.9 255.9 8641 C 16/11 257 61 P1543/03 3324 1 :~~:t 143.9 10796 C 17/10 261 84 P1553/02 326A22 -19.3 253.8 8S45 C 16/19 257 71 P1543/04 332A52 140.0 10892 C 17/26 261 93 P1553/03 
326A23 -15.2 252.5 8756 C 16/25 257 64 F1543/05 332A53 -23.0 139.1 10986 C 17/29 261 85 P1553/04 
326A24 -18.7 250.5 8762 C 16/33 257 73 P1543/06 332A54 -26.4 134.9 11092 C 17/47 261 92 P1553/05 
326A25 -14.5 248.9 8391 C 16/39 257 67 P1543/07 335~07 29.2 197.7 435 C 8/42 263 240 P1556/07 
326:'26 -17.8 246.8 8905 C 16/48 257 74 P1543/08 335M8 29.2 197.4 438 C 8/43 263 233 P1556/08 
326A27 -13.5 245.1 9052 C 16/54 257 69 P1543109 335A09 28.9 197.4 439 C 8/43 263 246 P1556/09 
326A28 -16.9 243.1 9064 C 17103 257 76 P1543/10 335AI0 28.8 197.2 442 C 8/44 263 238 P1556/10 
326A29 -12.3 241.2 9235 C 17/10 257 71 P1543/11 3351'.11 23.5 197.2 444 C 8/44 263 264 P1556/11 
326A30 -15.7 238.8 9261 C 17/20 257 77 P1543/12 335A12 28.5 197.0 447 C 8/45 263 254 P1556/12 
326A31 -10.8 236.6 9465 C 17/29 257 72 P1543/13 335A13 28.2 197.0 450 C 8/45 263 304 P15561l3 
326A32 -14.1 233.8 9514 C 17/40 257 78 P1543/14 335A14 ~8.2 196.8 453 C 8/46 263 307 P1556/14 
326A33 -8.8 231.5 9748 C 17/49 257 74 P1543/15 335A15 27.9 196.9 457 C 8/45 263 349 P1556/15 
326A41 -25.4 270.1 8611 C 15/17 257 62 P1540/11 335 . 1.16 27.9 1<:6.6 460 C 8/46 263 1 P1556/16 
326A4Z -28.6 267.2 8634 C 15/29 257 92 P1541/01 335A17 27.6 196.7 466 C 8/46 263 10 P1556/17 
326A43 -25.1 266.9 8656 C 15/30 257 70 P1541/02 335A18 27.6 196.5 469 C 8/47 263 18 P1556/18 
326A44 -28.4 265.0 8674 C 15/38 257 92 P1541103 335A19 27.3 1<;6.6 475 C 8/47 263 18 P1556/19 
326M6 -28.1 262.0 8733 C 15/50 257 92 P1541/05 335A20 27.3 196.3 479 C 8/48 263 25 P1556/20 
326A49 -23.8 258.1 8849 C 16/06 257 79 P1541/C8 335A21 25.4 189.2 547 C 9/18 263 231 P1557/01 
326A50 -27.0 255.6 8387 C 16/16 257 91 P1541/09 335A22 25.4 188.8 552 C 9/19 263 228 P1557/02 
326A51 -23.1 25~.7 89':"4 C 16/19 257 81 P1541/10 335'!'23 25.1 189.0 551 C 9/18 263 234 P1557/03 
326b.52 -26.4 252.3 8<:S5 C 16/29 257 91 P1541/11 335.0.24 25.0 188.8 554 C 9/19 263 230 P1557/04 
326A53 -22.4 251.4 9050 C 16/33 257 82 P1541/12 335A25 24.7 188.9 554 C 9/19 263 237 P1557/05 
326A54 -25.6 248.7 9102 C 16/44 257 91 P1541113 335A26 24.7 188.7 558 C 9/20 263 231 P1557/06 
326t.55 -21.5 247.8 9180 C 16/47 257 83 P15-=+1/14 335A27 24.4 188.9 558 C 9/19 263 240 P1557/07 
326;\56 -24.6 244.7 9246 C 17/00 257 91 P1541/15 335A28 24.4 188.7 562 C 9/20 263 234 P1557/0S 
326A57 -20.3 243.8 9337 C 17/03 257 84 P1541116 335.!.29 24.1 188.8 564 C 9/19 263 248 P1557/09 
326A58 -23.5 240.7 <:':'11 C 17116 257 91 PI541/17 335A30 24.1 188.6 568 C 9/20 263 240 P1557/10 
326A59 -19.1 239.6 9520 C 17/20 257 85 P15oi1/18 335A 31 23.8 185.8 571 C 9/20 263 263 P1557/11 
326A60 -22.0 236.0 9618 C 171:5 257 91 P1541119 335A32 23.8 183.6 575 C 9/21 263 253 P1557/12 
326A61 -17.5 235.3 9730 C 17/38 257 85 P1541/20 335.A.33 23.5 lS8.8 579 C 9/20 263 299 P1557/13 
326A62 -21.2 230.8 9873 C 17/56 257 91 P1541/21 335.1:.34 23.5 188.6 584 C 9/21 263 296 P1SS7/14 
326A63 -1::.3 229.6 10034 C 18/01 257 86 P1541/22 335A35 23.2 183.8 589 C 9/20 263 347 P1557/15 
329A03 3<:.3 300.8 384 C 8/8. 259 230 P1547/02 335A36 23.2 183.6 594 C 9/21 263 1 P1557/16 
329A04 32.3 300.5 386 C 8/8. 259 226 P1547/03 335A37 22.9 188.8 600 C 9/20 263 11 P15S7/17 
329A05 3: .0 300.5 385 C 8/8. 259 233 P1547/0':' 33SA38 22.9 188.6 605 C 9/21 263 20 P1557/18 
3Z9b.06 3_.9 300.2 387 C 8/8. 259 228 P1547/26 335A39 22.7 188.8 613 C 9/Z0 263 20 F1557/19 
329A07 31.7 300.2 387 C 8/8. 259 237 PI547/27 335A40 22.7 188.6 618 C 9/21 263 28 P1557/20 
329A08 31.6 299.9 390 C 8/8. 259 231 P1547/07 33SAOl -13.7 77.5 10087 C 14/43 264 352 P1560/01 
329AC9 3;'4 299.9 391 C 8/8. 2SQ 245 P1547/08 338A02 -18.4 76.4 99 0 5 C 14/48 264 357 P1560/02 
329AI0 31..3 299.6 393 C 8/8. 259 237 P1547109 333A03 -14.2 74.1 10098 C 14/57 264 3 P1560103 
329A11 :2;.1 299.6 395 C 5/8. 259 263 P1547/10 338A04 -18.8 73.1 10014 C 15/01 264 10 PlS60/04 
329A12 ~~.O 299.4 397 C 8/8. 259 251 P1547/11 338A05 -14.5 70.9 10126 C 15/10 264 13 P1560105 
329A13 3'".8 299.4 400 C 8/8. 259 308 PIS47/1Z 33eA06 -19.1 69.9 10046 C 15/14 264 21 P1560106 
329.U4 31'.7 299.1 402 C 8/8. 259 312 P1547/13 33S.!.07 -14.8 67.6 10166 C 15/23 264 22 Pl560107 
329A15 31,.5 299.1 406 C 8/8. 259 355 P1547/28 33SA08 -19.3 66.4 10095 C 15/28 264 32 P1560108 
329A16 3,·.5 298.8 409 C 8/8. 259 9 P1547/25 3386.09 -14.8 64.3 10223 C 15/37 264 29 P1560/09 
329A17 3l".2 298.9 413 C 8/8. 259 13 PI547/16 338AI0 -19.3 63.1 10156 C 15/42 264 40 P1560/10 
329A18 3l •• 2 298.6 416 C 8/8. 259 22 P1547/17 338A11 -14.6 60.8 102"19 C 15/51 264 36 P1560/11 
329A19 2','.9 293.6 421 C 8/8. 259 21 P15:'7/18 338A12 -19.1 59.6 10234 C 15/56 264 46 P1560/1:? 
329.420 2".9 298.4 424 C 8/8. 259 28 P1547/19 3386.13 -14.4 57.2 10391 C 16/05 264 42 P1560/13 329A21 2( .• 1 291.2 485 C 9/9. 259 231 H1548/46 338A14 -18.9 55.9 10330 C 16/11 264 52 P1560/14 
3-28 
VIKlNG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ O~DERN3R PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
338A15 -14.0 53.5 10503 C 16/20 264 47 P1560/15 350A06 -33.1 237.5 12498 C 14/54 272 7 P1570/06 
338A16 -18.4 51.8 1045 .. C 16127 264 56 P1560/16 350M7 -28.1 234.7 12547 C 15/05 272 15 PI570/07 
338AI7 -13.4 49.4 106.:.4 C 16/37 264 51 P1560/17 350A08 -33.4 233.1 12522 C 15/12 272 51 PI570/08 
338A18 -17.8 47.8 10595 C 16/43 264 60 P1561101 350.0\09 -28.2 230.3 12583 C 15123 272 36 P1570/09 
338A19 -12.4 45.1 10817 C 16/54 264 55 P1561102 350AIO -33.5 228.6 12565 C 15/29 272 66 P1570/10 
338A20 -16.9 43.2 10774 C 17/02 264 63 P1561103 350A11 -28.3 226.3 12634 C 15/39 272 49 P1570/11 
338.>l.21 -11.1 40.2 11034 C 17/14 264 58 P1561/04 350A12 -33.4 223.9 12628 C 15/48 272 73 P1570/12 
33SA22 -15.7 38.5 10983 C 17/21 264 65 P1561105 350A13 -28.0 221.6 12711 C 15/58 272 58 P1570/13 
338A23 -9.3 35.0 11297 C 17/35 264 61 P1561106 350A14 -33.1 219.1 12713 C 16/08 272 77 P1570/14 
338A24 -14.0 33.1 11252 C 17/43 264 67 P1561/07 350A15 -27.6 217.1 12808 C 16/16 272 63 P1570/15 
338,1.31 -22.5 77.1 10304 C 14/49 264 358 PlS5S/01 350A16 -32.6 214.0 12825 C 16/28 272 79 P1570/16 
338,1.32 -26.9 75.5 10265 C 14/55 264 12 P1558/02 350,1.17 -26.9 212.0 12938 C 16/36 272 68 PI570/17 
338A33 -22.7 73.6 10324 C 15/03 264 15 P1558/03 350.u8 -31.8 208.8 12963 C 16/49 272 81 P1570/18 
338A34 -27.1 72.2 10291 C 1510S 264 3'+ P1559/01 350A19 -25.9 20".7 13101 C 16/58 272 71 P1570/19 
338A35 -22.7 70.3 10358 C 15/16 264 29 P1559/02 350A20 -30.8 203.2 13138 C 17/12 272 82 P1570120 
338,1.36 -27.0 68.8 10330 C 15/22 264 49 PlS59/03 350A21 -24.6 201.2 13302 C 17/20 272 74 P1570/21 
33SA37 -22.7 66.9 10'+04 C 15/30 264 40 PlS59/04 350,1.22 -29.2 197.0 13363 C 17/37 
~-., 83 P1570/22 <../L 
338A38 -27.0 65.2 10383 C 15/37 264 59 P1559/05 350A23 -22.7 195.2 13555 C 17/44 272 75 P1570/23 
338.!.39 -22.5 63.4 10466 C 15/44 264 49 P1559/06 350A24 -27.2 l c O.4 13645 C 18/04 272 84 P1570/24 
338A40 -26.7 61.4 10454 C 15/52 264 65 P155'l107 350 . !.31 -35.8 251.6 12881 C 14/01 272 267 P1571/01 
338A41 -22.3 59.8 105':'2 C 15/59 264 56 P1559/08 350A32 -41.4 ::50.4 12885 C 14/06 272 236 P1571/02 
338M2 -26.5 57.7 10536 C 16/07 264 70 PI559/09 350A33 -36.4 246.8 12849 C 14/20 272 266 P1571103 
338AU -21.8 55.9 10641 C 16/14 264 61 P1559/10 350A34 -42.0 245.3 12865 C 14/26 272 220 P1571/04 
338A44 -26.1 53.6 10642 C 16/24 264 73 P155'l/11 350A35 -36.9 242 .. 3 12838 C 14/39 272 260 P1571/05 
338A45 -21. 3 51.8 10761 C 16/31 264 65 P1559/12 350<\36 -42.4 240.4 12863 C 14/46 272 191 P1571/06 
338,1.':'6 -25.5 49.5 10767 C 16/40 264 75 P1559/13 350A37 -37.2 237.6 128':'5 C 14/57 272 131 P1571/07 
338A47 -20.4 47.5 109C8 C 16/48 264 68 PlS5'l/14 350A38 -42.7 235.6 12879 C 15/05 272 158 P1571/08 
338A48 -24.6 44.7 10928 C 16/59 264 77 P1559/1S 350A39 -37.4 ~~3.Q 12870 C 15116 272 99 P1571/09 
338A49 -19.5 43.1 11079 C 17/06 264 70 P1559116 350A':'0 -42.8 <...>0 . .> 12915 C 15/27 272 134 P1571/10 
338A50 -23.5 40.1 11107 C 17/18 264 79 F155'l/17 350A41 -37.4 227.9 12916 C 15/36 272 96 P1571/11 
338A51 -18.1 38.1 11295 C 17/26 264 73 PI559/18 350A42 -42.7 224.8 12973 C 15/49 272 121 P1571/12 
338,l.52 -22.1 34.7 11342 C 17/40 264 80 PlS59/19 350A43 -37.2 222.8 12984 C 15/57 272 94 P1571/13 
338A53 -16.2 32.5 11567 C 17/49 264 7':' P1559/20 350A44 -':'2.4 219.1 13054 C 16/12 272 114 P1571/14 
338,1.54 -20.1 29.0 11623 C 18/03 264 81 P1559/21 350!.45 -36.8 217.5 13076 C 16/18 272 94 P1571/15 
3':'lAOl 30.6 105.2 386 C 8/03 266 272 P9858/21 350M6 -41.8 213.4 13159 C 16/35 272 109 P1571/16 
34H02 32.2 107.3 403 C 7/55 266 93 F'l8S8/22 350A47 -36.1 212.2 13192 C 16/40 272 93 P1571/17 
341A03 31.9 107.1 405 C 7/56 266 89 P985S/23 350A48 -40.8 207.1 13299 C 17/00 272 106 P1571/18 
341A04 31.9 106.7 406 C 7/58 260 92 F9858/24 350A49 -35.0 206.2 13349 C 17/04 272 93 P1571/19 
341A05 31.6 106.4 408 C 7/59 266 88 P:;85S/25 350A50 -39.5 200.7 13476 C 17/26 272 10':' P1571/20 
34IA06 31.6 106.0 411 C 8/00 266 92 P9858/26 350,l.51 -33.5 200.1 13544 C 17/28 272 93 P1571121 
341A07 31.3 105.8 413 C 8/01 266 87 P9S58/27 350A52 -37.7 193.9 13700 C 17/53 272 102 P1571/22 
341A08 31.3 105.4 ':'15 C 8/03 266 92 P9858/28 350A53 -31.5 193.7 13785 C 17/54 272 93 P1571/23 
34IA09 31.0 105.2 417 C 8/04 266 87 PC858/29 35G;I.54 -35.3 186.8 13978 C 18122 272 101 P1571124 
341AI0 31.0 104.7 419 C 8/06 261> 91 pCSS8/30 351AOl 27.2 2';".3 425 C 717. 272 268 P157Z101 
341A11 30.7 104.5 421 C 8/07 266 86 P985:3/31 351A02 27.2 296.0 427 C 717. 272 258 P1572/02 
341A12 30.7 104.1 424 C 8/09 266 91 P1563/32 351A03 27.0 295.9 429 C 717. 272 269 P157Z103 
341A13 30.4 103.9 426 C 8/09 266 85 pc:358/33 351A04 27.0 295.7 432 C 8/8. 272 257 P1572/C4 
3HA14 30.3 103.5 428 C 8/11 266 cO P985S/34 351A05 26.8 295.6 434 C 8/8. 272 271 P1572/05 
341A15 30.1 103.3 431 C 8/12 266 84 PC:8S8/35 351A06 26.8 295.3 437 C 8/8. 272 254 P1572/06 
341A16 30.0 102.8 433 C 8/14 206 90 P9658/36 351A07 26.6 295.2 439 C 8/8. 272 274 P1572/07 
34IAI7 29.7 102.7 436 C 8/15 266 84 P'l3;3/37 351A08 27.9 296.9 456 C 7/56 272 93 P15721D8 
341A18 29.7 102.3 433 C 8/16 266 89 P9258/38 351A09 27.6 296.8 459 C 7/57 272 88 P1572/09 
3':'lA19 29.4 102.1 441 C 8/17 266 83 PC:S58/39 351AI0 26.4 29':'.6 449 C 8/8. 272 227 PI572/10 
341A20 29.4 101.6 444 C 8/19 266 88 p:;a58/40 35IAll 26.2 294.6 452 C 8/8. 272 359 P1572/11 
343A51 29.9 71.3 393 C 8/8. 267 270 P1564/01 351A12 26.2 294.3 456 C 8/8. 272 127 P1572/12 
343A52 30.0 70.9 395 C 8/8. 267 258 P15,,4/02 351A13 26.0 294.3 459 C 8/8. 272 64 P1572113 
343A53 29.8 70.8 396 C 8/8. 267 269 P1566/01 351A14 26.0 294.0 463 C 8/8. 272 99 P15721l4 
343A54 29.8 70.5 3c8 C 8/8. 267 256 P1566/02 351A15 25.8 293.9 467 C 8/8. 272 73 P1572/15 
343A55 29.6 70.4 400 C 8/8. 267 270 P1566/03 351AI6 25.9 293.7 471 C 8/8. 272 92 P1572/16 
3':'3A56 29.7 70.1 403 C 8/8. 267 253 PEb6/0':' 351A17 25.6 293.6 475 C 8/8. 272 76 P1572117 
343A57 29.4 70.0 405 C 8/8. 267 274 P1566/05 351A18 25.7 293.4 480 C 8/8. 272 90 P1572/18 
343A5S 29.5 69.7 407 C 8/3. 267 245 P150o/0b 351A19 25.5 293.3 485 C 8/8. 2i2 79 P1572/19 
343A59 29.3 69.6 410 C 8/8. 267 282 F1566/07 351A20 25.5 293.1 489 C 8/8. 272 89 P1572/20 
343A60 29.3 69.3 413 C 8/8. 267 218 P1566/0S 351A21 22.1 287.9 544 C 8/8. 272 269 P1572/21 
343 . 1,61 29.1 69.2 415 C 8/8. 267 12 P1566/09 35IA22 22.2 287.6 547 C 8/8.' 272 257 P1572122 
343.A62 29.1 68.9 418 C 8/8. 267 129 PI566/10 351A23 21. 9 287.6 550 C 8/8. 272 268 PI572/23 
343.!.63 28.9 68.8 421 C 8/8. 267 70 P1566/11 35H24 22.0 287.3 554 C 8/8. 272 256 P1572/24 
343A64 29.0 68.5 425 C 8/8. 267 102 P1566/12 351A25 21.8 287.4 558 C 8/8. 272 269 P1572/25 
343A65 28.7 68.5 428 C 8/8. 267 77 P15i:6/13 35H26 21.8 287.1 562 C 8/8. 272 252 P1572/26 
343A66 28.8 68.2 432 C 8/8. 267 cb PI566/14 351A27 21.6 287.1 565 C 8/8. 272 271 PI573/01 
343A67 28.6 68.1 435 C 8/8. 267 80 P1566/15 351A2S 21.7 286.9 570 C 8/8. 272 246 P1573/02 
343A68 28.6 67.8 439 C 8/8. 267 93 P1566116 351A29 21.4 '::86.9 574 C 8/8. 272 279 P1573/03 
343A69 28.4 67.7 443 C 8/8. 267 81 P1566/17 351A30 21.5 286.6 579 C 8/8. 272 221 P1573/04 
343A70 28.5 67.4 447 C 8/8. 267 91 PI566/18 351A31 21.3 286.7 583 C 8/8. 272 4 P1573/05 
343A71 '::5.1 62.3 495 C 8/8. 267 271 PlS,,7101 351A32 21.4 286.4 588 C 8/8. 272 133 P1573/06 
343A72 25.2 61.9 49S C 8/8. 267 260 PI567/C2 351,1.33 21.2 286.5 593 C 8/8. 272 70 P1573/07 
343A73 25.0 61.9 501 C 8/8. 267 271 PlS67/03 351A34 21.2 280.2 598 C 8/8. 272 103 P1573/08 
343Ai4 25.0 61.6 50':' C 8/8. 2.67 259 P1567/04 351A35 21.0 286 .. 3 604 C 8/8. 272 77 P1573/09 
343A75 24.8 61.6 507 C 8/8. 267 273 P1567/05 351A36 21.1 286.1 609 C 8/8. 272 95 P1573/10 
343A76 24.9 1>1.3 511 C 8/8. Z67 256 P1567/0" 351A37 20.9 286.1 615 C 8/8. 272 79 Pl573/11 
343A77 24.7 61.3 514 C 8/8. 267 276 P1567/07 351A38 21.0 285.9 621 C 8/8. 272 92 P1573/12 
343A78 24.7 61.0 518 C 8/8. 267 251 P1567/0S 351A39 20.8 286.0 627 C 8/8. 272 81 P1573/13 
343A79 24.5 61.0 5<:2 C 8/8. 267 288 PI!'';' 7/09 351,1.'+0 20.92S5.7 634 C 8/8. 272 91 P1573/14 
343ASO 24.6 60.7 ,,~. C 8/8. Z67 229 P1567/10 352AOl -44.0 232.3 28447 V 17/50 273 151 H15i4/21 _ 0::.0 
343A81 24.4 60.7 530 C 8/8. 267 P1567/ll 352A02 -5~.1 2g~.J 28625 V 18/18 273 169 NI574/22 
3:'3.AS2 24.4 60.4 534 C 8/8. 267 125 PI567/12 352A03 -4.>.9 2~~ . .> 28451 C 17/50 273 151 HI574123 
343AB3 24.2 60.5 539 C 8/8. 267 65 P1567/13 352A04 -55.0 225.1 28629 C 18/19 273 169 M1574/24 
343>l.84 24.3 60.2 543 C 8/S. 267 101 PlS67/14 352A05 -43.9 232.2 28456 C 17/50 273 150 H1574125 
343A85 24.1 60.2 54S C 8/8. r:67 75 F'l567/15 352A06 -54.8 225.0 28631 C 18/19 273 16S N1574/26 
343ASS 24.2 59.9 553 C 8/8. 267 95 FIS67/16 352A09 -43.5 232.0 28464 R 17/52 273 147 H1574/29 
343.1.87 24.0 59.9 559 C 8/8. 267 79 PlS67/17 352AI0 -54.5 224.6 28b38 R 18/21 273 167 H1574/30 
343.>\88 24.1 59.7 564 C 8/8. 267 92 P1567/18 352A11 -58.9 240.1 28733 V 17/21 273 196 M1573/25 
343A89 23.9 59.7 570 C 8/8. 267 80 P1567/19 352A12 -71.9 229.6 29133 V 18/03 273 190 N1573/26 
343AcO 24.0 59.4 575 C 8/8. 267 '11 PlS67120 352A13 -58.9 239.8 28737 C 17123 273 196 tIl573/27 
3':'6AOl -36.2 307.9 17113 V 15/42 269 325 P1569/05 352Al4 -71.8 229.4 29138 C 18/0 .. 273 l c O M1573/28 
346A02 -43.2 307.8 17131 V 15/42 269 200 P1569/C6 352A15 -58.9 239.7 28742 C 17/23 273 195 t1l573/29 
346ol,03 -36.2 307.8 17123 C 15/42 269 326 P1S69/07 352A16 -71.9 229.5 29145 C 18/04 273 190 H1573/30 
346AO'+ -~~.3 307.7 17141 C 15/43 269 199 P1569/C8 352A19 -58.7 239.8 28746 R 17/23 273 195 H1573/33 
346.A05 -~o.2 307.8 17134 C 15/4: 269 326 P1569/C9 352A20 -71.6 229.4 29143 R 18/05 273 190 t1l573/34 
346A06 -43.3 307.7 17152 C 15/43 269 199 PI569/10 3521..21 -70.8 262.7 29230 V 15/54 273 209 H1574/31 
346A07 -3".3 307.7 17144 C 15/43 269 327 P1S69/11 352A22 -85.9 313.6 29926 V 12/30 273 201 t1l574/32 
346M8 -43.3 307.7 17162 C 15/43 269 199 PI569/12 352A23 -71.0 262.9 29239 C 15/53 273 209 M1574/33 
346A11 -36.3 307.8 17164 R 15/43 269 327 P1569/15 352A24 -85.9 310.3 29939 C 12119 273 201 M1574/34 
346A12 -43.3 307.6 17183 R 15/44 269 198 P15'>9/16 352A25 -71.1 263.1 29248 C 15/52 273 209 t1l574/35 
350~Ol -26.5 247.3 12555 C 1 .. /14 272 313 P1570/01 352A26 -86.0 321.9 29963 C 11/57 273 201 H1574/36 
350A02 -32.0 246.2 12503 C 14/18 272 294 PI570/02 352A29 -71.5 263.6 29272 R 15/50 273 209 H1574/39 
350A03 -27.2 2:'3.0 12533 C 14/32 .,~., 329 P1570/03 352A30 -85.9 327.5 29991 R 11/35 273 202 tIl574/40 L/L 
350AC':' -32.6 241.9 124'12 C 14/36 272 315 FI570/04 360A31 IB.4 133.B 681 C 8/39 278 197 P1579/01 
350A05 _21.7 ~38.9 12531 C 14/48 272 350 P157010S 360A32 18.6 133.5 690 C 8/40 278 190 P1579/02 
3-29 
\ IKHIG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
PlCNO LIT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNSR PlCNO L1.T· LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN8R 
--------~-- .. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------360A33 1~.3 133.6 692 C 8/39 278 187 P1579/03 409A28 -43.4 141.9 15975 R 16/44 307 59 
360A34 1&.5 133.4 701 C 8/40 278 181 P1579/04 409A29 -36.6 132.4 16394 R 17/22 307 53 
360A35 If..2 133.5 703 C 8/40 278 176 P1579/05 409A30 -43.9 132.4 16281 R 17/22 307 63 
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360A39 1~.0 133.3 727 C 8/41 278 156 P1579/09 409A35 -11.4 199.5 15792 R 12/56 307 300 
360A40 le.2 133.0 738 C 8/42 278 155 P1579/10 409A36 -17.9 202.9 15631 R 12/42 307 289 
360A41 1~.9 133.2 741 C 8/42 278 148 PlS79/11 409A37 -15.4 196.2 15668 R 13/10 307 307 
360A42 1{ •• 2 133.0 752 C 8/43 278 148 P1579/12 409A38 -21.8 199.5 15527 R 12/56 307 295 
360A43 1~.9 133.1 756 C 8/42 278 141 P1579/13 409A39 -19.6 193.2 15566 R 13/22 307 314 
360A44 1~.1 132.9 767 C 8/43 278 142 P1579/14 409A40 -25.9 196.6 15450 R 13/08 307 301 
360A45 17.8 133.1 771 C 8/43 278 135 P1579/15 409A41 -23.6 190.3 15497 R 13/34 307 324 
360A4 I 1~.1 132.8 784 C 8/43 278 136 P1579/16 409A42 -29.8 193.6 15402 R 13/20 307 313 
360A47 1;.8 133.0 788 C 8/43 278 130 P1579/17 4C9A43 -27.0 187.1 15462 R 13/46 307 339 
360A48 18.0 132.8 801 C 8/44 278 132 P1579/18 409A44 -33.2 190.4 15384 R 13/33 307 336 
360A49 17.7 133.0 806 C 8/43 278 126 P1579/19 409A45 -30.5 183.4 15453 R 14/01 307 
360ASO 18.0 132.8 820 C 8/44278 128 PlS79/20 409A46 -36.6 186.8 15391.R 13/48 307 
360AOl -Sl.5 93.4 28579 V 18/00 278 161 t11580/02 409A47 -33.4 179.8 15471 R 14/16 307 
360A02 -62.8 82.0 28901 V 18/46 278 169 H1580/04 409A48 -39.7 182.9 15423 R 14/04 307 
360A03 -Sl.4 93.6 28582 C 17/59 278 161 M1580/42 409A49 -36.3 17S.8 15514 R 14/32 307 
360A04 -62.9 82.3 28905 C 18/45 278 169 HISS0/08 409A50 -42.6 178.3 15482 R 14/22 307 
360A05 -51.5 93.8 28586 C 17/59 278 161 H1580/10 409A51 -38.8 171.2 15583 R 14/50 307 
360A06 -62.9 82.3 28909 C 18/45 278 169 M1580/12 409A52 -4S.4 173.2 15566 R 14/43 307 
360A09 -51.5 94.2 28593 R 17/57 278 162 tl1S80/18 409A53 -41.4 165.7 1568S R 15/12 307 
360A10 -63.1 82.8 28918 R 18/43 278 170 H1580/20 409A54 -48.1 167.0 15687 R 15/07 307 
360Al1 -60.4 11S.7 28796 V 16/33 278 204 t11581/02 409A55 -43.6 lS9.7 15820 R 15/37 307 
360A12 -74.2 112.6 29227 V 16/46 278 196 H1SS1/04 409A56 -50.4 160.3 15833 R 15/34 307 
360A13 -60.3 115.6 28793 C 16/34 278 204 H1581/06 409A57 -45.5 152.8 15990 R 16/04 307 
360A14 -74.1 112.S 29227 C 16/47 278 196 H1581/e8 409A58 -52.4 151.6 16037 R 16/10 307 
360A15 -60.3 115.8 28802 C 16/33 278 204 t11531/10 409A59 -47.2 141.0 16311 R 16/52 307 
360A16 -74.1 112.7 29230 C 16/46 278 196 H1581/12 409A60 -53.6 141.3 16293 R 16/51 307 
360A19 -60.1 115.8 28807 R 16/33 278 204 H1581/18 409A61 -47.3 134.5 16516 R 17/18 307 
360A20 -73.9 112.7 29233 R 16/46 278 196 H1581/20 409A62 -53.8 129.3 16621 R 17/39 307 
360A21 -67.1 149.3 29335 V 14/21 278 220 H1580/22 409A63 -46.3 122.0 16941 R 18/03 307 
360A22 -77.7 196.2 30034 V 11/14 278 210 H1580/24 409A64 -Sl.9 113.3 17130 R 18/43 307 
360A23 -67.1 149.8 29344 C 14/20 278 220 M1580/26 409A65 -11.0 215.3 16327 R 11/57 307 
360A24 -77.6 196.9 30046 C 11/12 278 210 H1580/28 409A66 -18.8 217.9 16158 R 11/47 307 
360A2S -67.0 149.9 29349 C 14/19 278 220 M1580/30 409A67 -16.7 210.8 16089 R 12/1S 307 
360A26 -77.4 197.6 30059 C 11/09 278 210 H1580/32 409A68 -23.1 214.3 15997 R 12/0~ 307 
360A29 -67.0 150.9 29369 R 14/16 278 220 t11580/38 409A69 -21.9 207.9 15933 R 12/27 307 
360A30 -77.3 198.1 30074 R 11/07 278 210 H1580/40 409ASl -46.1 187.4 15768 R 13/50 307 
393AOl -35.4 117.9 33213 V 15/27 298 264 H1631/25 409A82 -52.8 190.3 15849 R 13/38 307 
393A02 -49.1 119.6 33370 V 15/21 298 232 H1631/26 409A83 -49.5 182.3 15843 R 14/11 307 
393A03 -35.2 117.9 33211 C 15/27 298 265 H1631/27 409A84 -56.6 184.1 15953 R 14/03 307 
393A04 -49.0 119.2 33363 C 15/23 298 232 H1631/28 409A85 -52.6 176.3 159~6 R 14/35 307 
393A05 -35.1 117.6 33205 C 15/29 298 265 H1631/29 409A86 -59.9 176.9 16083 R 14/32 307 
393A06 -48.7 119.0 33355 C 15/23 298 232 t11631/30 409A87 -55.6 168.6 16093 R 15/06 307 
393A07 -34.8 117.S 33202 C 15/29 298 266 M1631/31 409A88 -63.1 166.6 16269 R 15/14 307 
393A08 -48.6 119.0 33352 C 15/24 298 232 H1631/32 409A89 -58.0 159.4 16277 R 15/43 307 
393A11 -34.7 117.5 33200 R 15/30 298 266 H1631/35 409A90 -65.S 154.2 16490 R 16/03 307 
393A12 -48.S 118.9 33347 R 15/24 298 232 H1631/36 414AOl -32.4 278.1 33262 V 14/38 310 
393A13 -1.0 119.2 33735 V 15/25 298 329 H1629/18 414A02 -46.2 281.8 33455 V 14/23 310 
393A14 -16.4 116.7 33306 V 15/35 298 312 H1629/19 414A03 -32.6 278.0 33260 C 14/38 310 
393A15 -.9 118.8 33729 C 15/27 298 330 M1629/20 414A04 -46.4 282.1 33462 C 14/22 310 
393A16 -16.1 116.6 33307 C 15/36 298 313 M1629/21 414A05 -32.4 278.2 33263 C 14/37 310 
393A17 -.6 118.7 33734 C lS/27 298 331 H1629/22 414A06 -46.3 281.9 33457 C 14/23 310 
393A18 -16.0 116.1 33300 C 15/38 298 314 H1629/23 414A09 -32.6 278.4 33265 R 14/37 310 
393A19 -.4 118.5 33734 C 15/28 298 331 H1629/24 414AI0 -46.4 282.4 33465 R 14/21 310 
393A20 -16.0 115.9 33294 C 15/39 298 315 t11629/25 414Al1 -3.5 27S.1 33541 V 14/52 310 
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393A26 -40.2 95.0 33012 V 17/05 298 191 H1631/38 414A15 -3.8 274.5 33519 C 14/55 310 
393A27 -27.0 98.4 32970 C 16/51 298 337 H1631/39 414A16 -18.3 274.0 33229 C 14/57 310 
393.428 -40.5 95.0 33014 C 17/05 298 192 tIl631/40 414A19 -3.5 274.0 33514 R 14/57 310 
393A29 -27.2 98.3 32969 C 16/52 298 337 M1631/41 414A20 -18.3 273.5 33217 R 15/00 310 
393A30 -40.S 95.2 33013 C 17/04 298 192 H1631/42 414A21 -30.9 256.5 32984 V 16/10 310 
393A31 -27.3 98.3 32968 C 16/52 298 336 t11631/43 414A22 -44.7 254.9 33134 V 16/16 310 
393A32 -40.7 95.2 33016 C 17/04 298 192 H1631/44 414A23 -30.9 256.5 32984 C 16/10 310 
393A35 -27.5 98.5 32966 R 16/51 298 333 H1631/47 414A24 -44.7 254.8 33134 C 16/17 310 
393.436 -41.1 95.4 33019 R 17/04 298 193 H1631/48 414A25 -30.8 256.4 32983 C 16/10 310 
393A37 -.3 102.8 33473 V 16/36 298 358 H1629/30 414A26 -44.6 254.7 33132 C 16/17 310 
393A38 -15.3 100.2 33087 V 16/47 298 356 M1629/31 414A29 -30.8 256.2 32981 R 16/11 310 
393.439 -.4 102.6 33~66 C 16/38 298 359 H1629/32 414A30 -44.5 254.6 33129 R 16/18 310 
393A40 -15.3 100.0 33085 C 16/48 298 357 H1629/33 414A31 -.9 258.4 33373 V 16/05 310 
393A41 -.4 102.3 33465 C 16/39 298 359 H1629/3~ 414A32 -15.8 257.S 33052 V 16/09 310 
393A~2 -lS.4 99.7 33083 C 16/~9 298 358 t11630/08 414A33 -1.0 258.6 33370 C 16/04 310 
393A43 -.4 102.3 33464 C 16/39 298 359 M1630/09 414A34 -15.8 257.6 33052 C 16/08 310 
393A44 -15.6 99.6 33079 C 16/50 298 358 t11630/10 414A3S -1.1 258.5 33368 C 16/05 310 
393A47 -.5 102.0 33458 R 16/41 298 H1630/13 414A36 '-15.8 257.5 33050 C 16/09 310 
393A48 -15.5 99.4 33078 R 16/51 298 359 H1630/14 414A39 -1.0 258.6 33369 R 16/05 310 
409AOI 7.5 194.8 16200 R 13/10 307 305 Ple53/01 414A40 -15.8 257.6 33049 R 16/09 310 
409A02 -1.9 199.6 15795 R 12/51 307 296 P1653/02 416AOl -31.4 249.3 33104 VIS/II 311 
409A03 .0 192.7 15867 R 13/19 307 308 P1653/03 416A02 -45.3 250.9 33267 VIS/OS 311 
409A04 -7.6 196.3 15570 R.13/05 307 301 P1653/04 416A03 -31.3 249.5 33105 CIS/II 311 
409A05 -S.l 189.7 15674 R 13/31 307 313 P1653/05 416A04 -45.2 251.0 33266 CIS/OS 311 
409A06 -12.2 193.4 15422 R 13/16 307 306 P1653/06 416A05 -31.4 249.5 33105 CIS/II 311 
409A07 -9.7 186.7 15532 R 13/43 307 320 P1653/07 416A06 -45.3 251.2 33269 C 15/04 311 
409A08 -16.5 190.4 15310 R 13/29 307 314 P1653/08 416A09 -31.3 249.7 33106 R 15/10 311 
409A09 -13.Z 183.7 15436 R 13/56 307 328 P1653/09 416AI0 -45.2 251.3 33268 R 15/04 311 
409AI0 -zoo 187.4 15237 R 13/41 307 3Z3 P1c53/10 416All -2.4 250.0 33459 V 15/12 311 
409Al1 -17.S 180.5 15373 R 14/09 307 338 P1653/11 416A12 -17.3 249.6 33157 V 15/13 311 
409A12 -23.8 184.1 15198 R 13/54 307 336 P1653/12 416A13 -2.6 249.7 33449 C 15/13 311 
409A13 -20.8 177.1 15348 R 14/22 307 3~8 P1653/13 416A14 -17.2 249.3 33154 C 15/14 311 
409A14 -27.1 180.7 15186 R 14/08 307 351 P1653/14 416AlS -2.4 249.5 33~51 C 15/14 311 
409A15 -23.6 173.7 15353 R 14/36 307 359 P1653/15 416A16 -17.2 249.1 33149 C 15/16 311 
409A16 -29.8 175.4 15227 R 14/29 307 9 P1653/16 416A19 -2.6 249.1 33438 R 15/16 311 
409A17 -26.7 169.4 15385 R 14/53 307 11 P1653/17 416A20 -17.1 248.8 33143 R lS/17 311 
409A18 -33.1 172.7 15243 R 14/40 307 22 P1653/18 416A21 -30.4 234.4 32983 V 16/17 311 
409A19 -29.2 165.3 15444 R 15/10 307 21 P1653/19 416A22 -44.1 232.4 33131 V 16/25 311 
409.420 -35.8 168.2 15313 R 14/58 307 34 P1653/20 416A23 -30.3 23~.3 32982 C 16/17 311 
409A21 -31.7 160.2 15541 R 15/30 307 31 P1653/21 416A24 -44.0 232.3 33131 C 16/25 311 
409A22 -38.2 163.0 15416 R 15/19 307 43 P1653/22 416A25 -30.4 234.4 32982 C 16/17 311 
409A23 -33.6 154.7 15674 R 15/S2 307 38 P1653/23 416A26 -44.1 232.S 33132 C 16/25 311 
409A24 -40.4 157.1 15552 R 15/43 307 50 P1653/24 416A29 -30.4 234.3 32981 R 16/18 311 
409A25 -35.3 148.5 15848 R 16/18 307 44 P165~/01 416A30 -44.2 232.6 33132 R 16/25 311 
409A26 -42.2 149.9 lS741 R 16/12 307 SS P1654/02 416A31 -.6 235.2 33369 V 16/17 311 
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416A33 ··.5 23':'.9 33374 C 16/18 311 6 H1665/33 419A06 -44.2 226.8 33324 C 14/40 313 225 H1674/24 
41~A34 -11;.5 234.0 33052 C 16/22 311 13 H1665/34 419A09 -30.6 224.0 33155 R 14/52 313 260 H1674/27 
41 A35 -'4 234.8 33368 C 16/19 311 7 H1665/35 419AI0 -44.2 226.2 33314 R 14/43 313 225 H1674/28 416A36 -IF. 233.7 33053 C 16/23 311 14 N1665/36 419A11 -2.7 222.8 33473 V 14/59 313 327 H1674/29 
416A39 .• 9 234.3 33360 R 16/21 311 8 H1665/39 419A12 -17.4 222.6 33182 V 15/00 313 303 H1674/30 
416A40 -15.5 233.4 330S1 R 16/24 311 16 N1665/40 419A13 -2.6 222.5 33470 C 15/00 313 328 til 6 74/31 
416A41 1>.5 122.0 18718 R 13/47 312 315 P1669/01 419A14 -17.2 222.5 33183 C 15/00 313 304 H1674/32 
416A42 L4 126.3 18144 R 13/30 312 310 P1669/02 419A15 -2.7 222.3 33460 C 15/01 313 328 N1674/33 
416A43 ( •• 2 118.6 18391 R 14/01 312 321 P1669/03 419A16 -17.2 222.2 33177 C 15/02 313 304 N1674/34 
416A44 -~" 2 122.8 17929 R 13/44 312 316 P1669/04 419A19 -2.6 222.0 33458 R 15/03 313 329 N1675123 416A45 .3 115.2 18173 R 14/15 312 327 P1669/05 419A20 -17.3 221.9 33169 R 15/03 313 304 H167S/24 
41~A46 -\'.1 119.3 17780 R 13/58 312 324 P1669/06 419A21 -29.1 207.0 329c6 V 16/05 313 202 N1675/25 41 A47 -'·.6 111. 7 18024 R 14/29 312 335 P1669/07 419A22 -42.8 205.7 33120 V 16/10 313 183 H1675/26 
416A48 -1~.5 115.7 17682 R 14/13 312 333 P1669/08 419A23 -29.0 206.7 32985 C 16/06 313 194 t1l675/27 
416A49 -~.7 108.0 17946 R 14/44 312 344 P1669/09 419A24 -42.7 205.4 33118 C 16/12 313 182 Nl675128 
416A50 -1/.5 111.7 17628 R 14/29 312 345 P1669/16 419A25 -29.0 206.7 32984 C 16/07 313 192 N1675/29 
416A51 -1:':.4 103.9 17912 R 15/01 312 353 P1669/17 419A26 -42.7 205.3 33117 C 16/12 313 181 tH67S/30 
416A52 -2n.9 107.6 17620 R 14/46 312 35~ ~i~~~:ig 419A29 -28.9 2C6.4 32983 R 16/0S 313 178 N1675/33 416A53 -1!·.9 99.5 17917 R 15/18 312 419A30 -42.6 205.0 33115 R 16/14 313 180 N1675/34 
416A54 -26.2 103.0 17647 R 15/04 312 10 P1669/19 419A31 -1.1 207.9 33350 V 16/04 313 2 H1675/35 
416A55 -11:·.3 95.1 17971 R 15/36 312 12 P1669/20 41 QA32 -15.8 207.2 33047 V 16/07 313 2 H1675/36 
416A56 -27.0 98.2 17710 R 15/23 312 21 P1669/11 419A33 -.9 207.7 33356 C 16/05 313 2 tIl675/37 
416A57 -2:.0 89.4 lS075 R 15/59 312 21 P1669/12 419A34 -15.6 207.0 330'>9 C 16/08 313 3 H1675/38 
416A5S -2',.4 92.7 17817 R 15/46 312 31 P1669/13 419A35 -1.0 207.6 33352 C 16/06 313 2 N1675/39 
416A59 -2: .• 8 83.2 lS237 R 16/24 312 29 P1669/14 41 oA36 -15.7 207.0 33047 C 16/08 313 4 til 6 75/40 
416A60 -31.4 86.3 17976 R 16/11 312 38 P1669/15 419A39 -.9 207.3 33353 R 16/07 313 3 H1675/43 
416A61 -~.8 129.0 18117 R 13/23 312 311 P1667/01 419A40 -15.6 206.7 33047 R 16/10 313 5 N1675/44 
416A62 -13.3 132.3 17846 R 13/09 312 303 P1667/02 421AOl -32.3 199.5 33102 V 15/09 314 248 N1678/11 
416A63 -~.9 125.4 17949 R 13/37 312 31S P1667/03 421A02 -46.3 201.5 33296 V 15/01 314 213 H1678/12 
416A64 -1~.0 128.S 17721 R 13/24 312 310 P1667/04 421A03 -32.3 199.6 33102 C 15/09 314 248 N1678/13 
416A65 -1~.1 121.3 17844 R 13/54 312 328 P1667/05 421A04 -46.4 201.4 33298 C 15/02 314 212 N1678/14 
416A66 -2i.9 124.6 17645 R 13/40 312 322 P1667/06 421A05 -32.3 199.5 33100 C 15/09 314 248 H1678/15 
416A67 -1~.5 117.7 17762 R 14/08 312 339 P1667/07 421A06 -46.3 201.3 33294 C 15/02 314 212 H1678/16 
416A68 -26.2 121.0 17591 R 13/55 312 339 P1667/08 421A09 -32.5 199.6 33101 R 15/09 314 247 N1678/19 
416A69 -2;.5 113.7 17724 R 14/24 312 354 P1667/C9 421A10 -46.5 201.4 33299 R 15/02 314 212 N167SIZO 
416A70 -30.1 116.8 17579 R 14/12 312 2 P1667/10 421All -4.9 198.4 333H V 15/17 314 335 N1677/21 
416A71 -26.1 109.4 17726 R 14/42 312 10 P1667/11 421A12 -19.4 198.4 33100 V 15/17 314 307 NI677/22 
416A72 -33.7 112.4 17602 R 14/30 312 25 P1667/12 421A13 -4.9 19S.1 33338 C 15/1S 314 335 N1677/'23 
416A73 -29.3 104.8 17765 R 15/00 312 25 P1667/13 421A14 -19.3 198.1 33096 C 15/18 314 30S N16 77 124 
416A74 -37.0 107.1 17663 R 14/51 312 44 P1667/14 421A15 -5.0 198.1 33335 C 15118 314 335 tH6i7125 
416A75 -32.3 99.7 17839 R 15/21 312 37 P1667/15 421A16 -19.3 197.9 33093 C 15/19 314 309 N1677126 
416A76 -40.1 101.4 17760 R 15/14 312 57 P1667/b 421A19 -4.5 197.7 33339 R 15/20 314 337 N1677/29 
416A77 -34.9 93.9 17953 R 15/44 312 48 P1667/17 421A20 -19.0 197.6 33091 R 15/20 314 310 Nl677130 
416A78 -42.8 9".S 178'H R 15/41 312 65 P1667/18 421A21 -29.4 183.8 33003 V 16/1S 314 129 N1679/11 
416.A79 -37.0 87.1 18120 R 16/12 312 55 P1667/19 421AZ2 -43.1 lS1.8 33151 V 16/26 314 170 N16791l2 
416A80 -44.9 87.4 18073 R 16/10 312 70 P1667/20 421A23 -29.3 lS3.8 33002 C 16/18 314 128 H1679/13 
416A81 -16.4 88.3 19154 V 16/17 312 22 P166S/01 421A24 -43.0 lS1.8 33148 C 16/26 314 169 N1679/14 
416A82 -24.8 94.3 18808 V 15/52 312 27 P1668/02 421A25 -29.2 183.8 33001 C 16/18 314 126 H1679/15 
416A83 -16.4 88.2 19200 C 16/17 312 22 P1668/03 421A26 -42.8 181.8 33145 C 16/26 314 169 til 6 79/16 
416A84 -24.S 94.3 18S19 C 15/53 312 27 P166S/04 421A29 -29.1 lS3.9 33000 R 16/18 314 125 H1679/19 
416AS5 -16.4 88.1 19210 C 16/18 312 22 P166S/05 421A30 -42.9 181.9 33145 R 16/26 314 169 Nl679120 
416AS6 -24.8 94.2 18833 C 15/54 312 27 P166S/06 421A31 .6 IS4.5 33410 V 16/18 314 11 N1677/31 
416AS9 -16.2 87.8 19245 R 16/19 312 22 P1668/09 421A32 -14.1 183.9 33064 V 16/20 314 20 N1677/32 
416A90 -Z4.7 93.9 18863 R 15/55 312 27 P1668/10 421A33 .5 184.5 33407 C 16/18 314 11 H1677/33 
416A91 -10.9 98.0 20067 R 15/52 312 12 P1667/21 421A34 -14.1 183.8 33083 C 16/21 314 Zl H1677/34 
416A92 -Z1.2 100.2 19734 R 15/44 312 21 P166 7/22 421A35 .6 18'+.4 33410 C 16/18 314 11 N1677/35 
416A93 -13.2 90.1 20235 R 16/24 312 23 P10e 7/23 421A36 -14.1 183.8 33084 C 16/21 314 21 N1677/3b 
416A94 -23.6 92.7 19891 R 16/14 312 33 P1667/N 421A39 .7 184.1 33412 R 16/20 314 12 tH677/39 
416A95 -14.3 82.9 20458 R 16/53 312 30 Pl667/25 421A40 -13.9 183.5 330S7 R 16/23 314 22 N1677/40 
416A96 -24.8 85.2 20109 R 16/44 312 41 P1667126 421A41 -30.7 100.3 4173 V 9/36 314 320 N1b80121 
416A97 -14.1 75.0 20774 R 17/25 312 36 P1667/27 421A42 -28.9 101.0 4179 V 9/33 314 247 N16S0/22 
416A9S -25.1 77.0 203QS R 17/17 312 46 P1667/23 421A43 -30.7 100.5 4190 C 9/36 314 324 H1680/23 
418AOl -7.7 158.9 142'+ C 7120 313 89 PIc 72/01 421A4'+ -28.9 101.0 4197 C 9/3<, 314 241 ~1l680/24 
418.A02 -7.3 15S.4 1432 C 7/22 313 112 P16i2/02 421A45 -30.7 100.5 4208 C 9/36 314 327 N1680/Z5 
418A03 -8.1 158.4 1439 C 7/22 313 86 P1672/03 421A46 -28.9 101.1 4215 C 9/34 314 B~ ~i~~g~~~ 418A04 -7.7 158.0 1447 C 7/24 313 113 P16nl04 421A49 -30.8 100.6 4244 R 9/36 314 
418A05 -8.4 158.0 1454 C 7/N 313 SI Pl672/05 421A50 -29.0 101.1 4252 R 9/33 314 215 tH6S0/30 
418A06 -8.1 157.5 1462 C 7/26 313 116 P1672106 421A51 -30.5 98.4 4535 V 9/47 314 273 M1680/31 
418A07 -8.8 157.5 1470 C 7/26 313 74 P1672/07 421A52 -28.5 99.3 4547 V 9/43 314 204 N1680/32 
418A08 -8.4 157.1 1478 C 7/28 313 119 P1672/08 421A53 -30.4 9S.6 4552 C 9/46 314 261 N16S0/33 
418A09 -9.2 157.1 1486 C 7/28 313 61 P1672/09 421A54 -28.6 99.4 4565 C 9/43 314 199 H16S0/34 
418AI0 -8.8 156.6 1494 C 7/30 313 126 P1672/10 421A55 -30.4 98.7 4570 C 9/46 314 255 H1680/35 
418A11 -9.6 156.6 1502 C 7/30 313 37 P1672111 421A56 -28.6 99.6 45S3 C 9/42 314 19" t!l680/36 
418.1112 -9.1 156.1 1510 C 7/32 313 152 P1672112 421A59 -30.5 99.0 4606 R 9/45 314 231 N16S0/39 
41SA13 -9.9 156.1 1519 C 7/32 313 4 P1672/13 421A60 -2S.7 99.9 4619 R 9/41 314 182 N16S0/40 
418A14 -9.5 155.6 1526 C 7/34 313 226 P1672/14 422AOl -6.3 122.8 1177 C 7/02 315 299 P1681/21 
41SA15 -10.3 155.6 1535 C 7/34 313 337 P1672/15 422A02 -6.0 122.4 11S4 C 7/04 315 286 P1681/22 
418A16 -9.9 155.1 1543 C 7/3b 313 259 P1672/16 422A03 -6.6 122.4 1194 C 7/04 315 299 P16S1/23 
418A17 -10.7 155.1 1552 C 7/36 313 321 PI672/17 422A04 -6.4 122.0 1200 C 7/06 315 2S6 P1681/24 
418A18 -10.2 15'+.6 1560 C 7/38 313 270 P1672/1S 422A05 -7.0 121.9 1210 C 7/06 315 299 P1681125 
418A19 -11. 0 154.6 1570 C 7/39 313 311 P1672/19 422A06 -6.8 121.6 1217 C 7/08 315 287 P1681/26 
418A20 -10.6 154.1 1578 C 7/41 313 274 P1672/20 422A07 -7.5 121.5 1228 C 7/08 315 299 P1681127 
418A21 -11.4 154.1 1587 C 7/41 313 306 P1672/21 422A08 -7.2 121. 2 1234 C 7/09 315 28S P1682101 
418A22 -11.0 153.6 1596 C 7/43 313 276 P1672122 422A09 -7.8 121.1 1245 C 7/10 315 298 P1682102 
418A23 -11.8 153.6 1606 C 7/43 313 301 P1672/23 422A10 -7.6 120.7 1251 C 7/11 315 288 P1682103 
41SA24 -11.3 153.1 1614 C 7/45 313 27S P1672124 422A11 -8.3 120.6 1262 C 7/12 315 298 P1682104 
41SA25 -12.2 153.1 1624 C 7/45 313 299 P1673/01 422U2 -7.9 120.3 1269 C 7/13 315 2S9 P16S2/05 
418A26 -11.7 152.6 1632 C 7/47 313 278 P1673/02 422A13 -8.7 120.2 1260 C 7/14 315 298 P1682106 
41SA31 -24.1 137.4 2 Qb5 V 8/58 313 296 P1673/03 422A14 -S.3 119.8 1286 C 7/15 315 289 PI6S2/07 
418A32 -22.8 137.6 2971 V 8/58 313 260 P1673/0'+ 422A15 -9.0 119.8 1298 C 7/15 315 298 P1682108 
418A33 -24.1 137.5 2982 C 6/58 313 298 P1673/05 422A16 -8.7 119.4 1304 C 7/17 315 290 P1682/09 
418A34 -22.9 137.5 2989 C 8/58 313 259 P1673/Cb 422A17 -9.4 119.3 1316 C 7/17 315 298 P1682/10 
41SA3? -24.2 137.4 3000 C 8/59 313 297 P1673/07 422A18 -9.1 119.0 1322 C 7/19 315 290 PI682111 
418A3e -22.9 137.4 300S C 8/59 313 256 P1673/0S 422A19 -9.8 118.9 1335 C 7/19 315 298 P16S2/12 
418A39 -24.3 137.2 3036 R 9/00 313 2"6 PI673/11 422A20 -9.5 l1S.5 13"1 C 7/21 315 291 P1682/13 
41SA40 -23.0 137.2 30,,4 R 9/00 313 252 P1673/12 422A21 -6.8 123.1 1488 C 7/04 315 109 P1681/01 
418A41 -24.1 136.0 3329 V 9/07 313 211 P1673/13 422A22 -6.3 122.7 1498 C 7/05 315 116 P1681/02 
418A42 -22.6 136.3 3343 V 9/06 313 183 P1673/1'+ 422A23 -7.1 122.7 1501 C 7/06 315 109 P1681/03 
418A43 -24.0 136.1 3348 C 9/07 313 199 P1673/15 422A24 -6.6 122.3 1511 C 7/07 315 117 P1681/04 
418A44 -22.6 136.2 3362 C 9/06 313 135 P1673/16 422A25 -7.4 122.3 1515 C 7/07 315 110 P1681/05 
41SA45 -24.1 136.0 3366 C 9/07 313 194 P1673/17 422A26 -6.9 121.8 1524 C 7/09 315 118 P16S1/06 
418A46 -22.6 136.2 3381 C 9/07 313 183 P1673/18 422A27 -7.7121.8 1528 C 7/09 315 110 P1oS1/07 
41SA49 -24.2 136.0 3403 R Q/08 313 165 P1673/21 422A28 -7.3 121.4 1537 C 7/11 315 119 P1681/08 
41SA50 -22.7 136.2 3419 R 9/07 313 179 P1673/22 422A29 -S.O 121. 3 1541 C 7/12 315 III P1681/09 
419 . 1.01 -30.0 222.2 33130 V 14/58 313 262 H16N/19 422A30 -7.6 120.9 1551 C 7/13 315 120 P1681/10 
419A02 -44.1 227.4 33333 V 14/38 313 226 N1674/20 422A31 -8.3 120.9 1555 C 7/13 315 112 P1681/11 
419A03 -30.3 224.4 33164 C 14/50 313 262 N1674/21 422A32 -7.9 120.4 1565 C 7/15 315 122 P16S1/12 
419AO'+ -44.1 227.0 33326 C 14/39 313 226 H1674/22 422A33 -S.6 120.4 1569 C 7/16 315 113 PI681/13 
419A05 -30.3 224.3 33162 C 14/50 313 261 N1674/23 422A34 -8.2 119.9 1578 C 7/17 315 124 P1681/14 
3-31 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNa. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNa LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR Plwa LAT LO~I RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------422A3S -9.0 119.9 lSS3 C 7/18 31S 114 P1681/1S 425A26 -19.S 162.6 33126 R IS/04 316 300 H16BS/36 
422A36 -8.5 119.4 1592 C 7120 31S 126 P168l/16 425A27 -S.4 162.3 333'1S R lS/05 316 330 t1l688/37 422A37 -9.3 119.4 1597 C 7/20 31S 116 PleSl/17 425A28 -H.7 162.7 3312S R 15/04 316 300 M1668/38 422A3S -8.8 l1S.9 1607 C 7/22 31S 129 PH81/18 425A43 -S.5 143.2 33249 V 16/07 316 10 M1689/1S 
422A39 -9.6 118.9 1611 C 7/22 31S 118 P1681/19 425A44 -19.7 147.7 33034 V 16/09 316 26 M1689/16 
422A40 -9.1 118.4 1621 C 7/24 31S 132 P168l/20 425A45 -S.S 148.2 332S0 V 16/07 316 10 M1689/l7 
423AOl -36.4 178.8 33130 V 15/13 315 227 M1682*2S 425A46 -19.7 147.7 33::l34 V 16/09 316 26 M1689/18 423A02 -50.9 180.6 33401 V 15/06 315 203 N1682*26 425A47 -S.6 148.3 33246 C 16/07 316 10 M1689/19 423';'03 -36.4 178.S 33126 V 15/14 31S 226 Nl682/27 425A48 -19.9 147.8 33031 C 16/09 316 26 M1689/20 
423~04 -51.0 180.2 33401 V lS/08 315 202 N1682/28 425A53 -5.9 148.3 33238 R 16/07 316 10 H1689125 
423AOS -36.6 178.4 33126 C lS/lS 31S 226 ·N1682/29 42SAS4 -20.1 147.8 33028 R 16/09 316 28 N1689/26 
423AC6 -50.8 179.8 33391 C 15/09 315 202 M1682/30 42SAS5 -5.6 148.3 33243 R 16/07 316 10 M1689/27 
423All -36.S 177.7 33118 R lS/18 31S 224 N16S2/3S 425A56 -20.1 147.8 3302S R 16/09 316 2S N1689/28 423Al2 -50.9 179.0 33387 R lS/13 315 201 t1l683/18 425A81 -42.S S1.3 24077 V 14/29 317 131 t1l690/17 
423A13 -36.5 177.3 33115 R 15/20 315 223 N1683/19 425AS2 -51.9 56.8 24199 V 14/07 317 160 t1l690118 423A14 -50.9 178.8 33385 R 15/14 315 200 M1683/20 425AS3 -42.6 51.2 24086 C 14129 317 131 M1690/19 
423AlS -.~.8 176.S 33232 V 15/2S 315 337 t1l6d4/2S 42SA84 -S2.1 56.6 2'1208 C 14/07 317 160 t1l690/20 
423416 -2::.9 176.8 33061 V 1S/24 315 298 H1684/26 425A87 -42.6 51.2 24099 R 14/30 317 131 M1690/23 423A17 -8.9 176.6 33231 V 15/2S 315 337 M1684/27 425A88 -52.0 56.6 24222 R 14/08 317 159 M1690/24 
423Al8 -2?8 176.8 33060 V lS/24 315 298 N168'+128 425A91 -41. 7 39.1 24313 V 15/21 317 95 t1l690/2S 
423U9 -1;.9 176.6 33230 C 15/25 315 337 H1684/29 425A92 -51.6 42.1 24397 V lS/09 317 129 t1l690/26 
423A20 -2('.8 176.9 33060 C 15/24 315 298 N1664/30 425A93 -41.8 38.9 24323 C 15/22 317 95 t1l690/27 
423A25 -8.5 176.8 33236 R 15/25 31S 337 HI684/35 425A94 -Sl.7 42.2 24405 C lS/09 317 129 H1690/28 
423A26 -2~.6 177.0 33060 R 15/24 315 299 M1684/36 425A97 -41.9 38.9 24338 R 15/22 317 96 HI690/31 
423A27 -G.7 176.8 33233 R 15125 315 337 MI6S4/37 425A98 -51.8 41.9 24422 R 15/10 317 128 M1690/32 423A28 -2;'.6 177.0 330S9 R lS/24 31S 300 N1684/38 42M21 -37.7 48.9 5212 R 9/S5 317 11 P1693/01 
423A29 -3::.S 162.8 33041 V 16/23 315 142 M1683/21 426A22 -35.4 48.4 5208 R 9/57 317 354 P1693/02 
423A30 -4( .• S 159.9 33253 V 16/35 315 166 t1l683/22 426A23 -37.2 46.3 5232 R 10/06 317 345 P1693/03 
423A31 -3; .• S 162.5 330'12 V 16/24 31S 141 Nlb83/23 426A24 -35.0 4S.9 5231 R 10107 317 318 P1693/04 423A32 -4r.3 159.9 33249 V 16/35 315 166 M1683/24 426A31 -45.1 74.3 5917 R 8/16 317 74 P1691/01 
423A'3~ -3'.2 162.3 33042 C 16/2S 315 139 H1683/25 426A32 -42.7 72.6 5860 R 8123 317 78 P1691/02 423A3 .. -4( .2 159.6 33248 C 16/36 315 16S MI683/26 426A33 -45.1 71.0 5862 R 8/29 317 71 P1691/03 
423A39 -3: .9 161.8 33042 R 16/28 315 134 NI683/31 426A34 -42.6 69.6 5814 R 8/35 317 77 P1691/04 
423A40 -4".6 159.0 33240 R 16/39 315 163 M1683/32 426.6.35 -~5.0 68.1 5822 R 8/41 317 69 P1691105 423A41 -3·;.6 163.0 33047 R 16/23 315 148 N1683/33 42oA36 -<+2.S 66.9 5779 R 8/46 317 75 P1691/06 423A42 -4f.3 158.8 33234 R 16/40 315 163 H1683/34 426A37 -44.9 65.2 5790 R 8/53 317 67 P1691/07 
423A43 -<:.2 16S.0 33338 V 16/17 315 13 N1684/39 426A38 -it2.4 64.3 5751 R 8/S7 317 73 P1691/08 
423A44 -If'.9 164.6 33062 V 16/19 315 28 111684/40 426A39 -44.7 62.4 S763 R 9/04 317 63 P1691109 
423A45 -1.::.2 165.2 33334 V 16/16 315 13 H1684/41 426A40 -42.2 61.7 5728 R 9/07 317 70 P1691/10 423A46 -1(.9 164.7 33060 V 16/18 315 27 M1684/42 427AOI -3.8 75.0 1211 H 6/59 318 219 P1694/01 
423.6.47 -;..S 165.5 33327 C 16/16 31S 12 H1684/43 427A02 -3.4 74.b 1226 N 7/01 318 215 P1694/02 423A48 -1·,.0 165.1 33057 C 16/17 315 26 MH8'+144 427A03 -4.1 74.5 1227 M 7/01 318 221 P169'+103 
423A53 -::.0 166.1 33309 R 16/14 315 11 H1685/2S 427AC4 -3.7 74.2 1242 H 7/03 318 217 P1694/04 423A54 -1".S 165.7 33048 R 16/1S 31S N N1685/26 427AOS -4.4 74.1 1244 H 7/03 318 223 Plb94/0S 
423~55 -: •. 0 166.3 33307 R 16/13 315 11 H1685/27 427A06 -4.1 73.7 1258 H 7/05 318 219 P1694/06 
423A56 -F.6 165.8 33046 R 16/15 315 24 t1l685/2S 427A07 -4.7 73.6 1260 H 7/05 318 225 P1695/01 
423A61 -·/.4 113.1 1377 C 7/04 31S 101 NI685/29 427A08 -4.4 73.3 1275 H 7/07 318 221 P169S/02 
423A62 -· ... 1 112.6 138S C 7/06 315 117 HI685/30 427A09 -5.0 73.2 1277 H 7/07 318 227 P1695/03 
423A63 -".8 112.6 1392 C 7/06 315 100 M1685/31 427AI0 -4.7 72.8 1292 H 7/08 318 223 P1695/04 
423A64 
- '.4 112.2 1400 C 7/08 315 119 N1685/32 427All -S.4 72.8 1294 H 7/09 318 229 P1695/0S 423b.65 -I; .1 112.1 1406 C 7/08 315 99 t1l685/33 427A12 -S.O 72.4 1309 M 7/10 318 225 P1695/06 
423A66 -7.8 111.7 141S C 7/10 315 121 M1685/34 427A13 -5.7 72.3 1311 N 7/11 318 231 P1695/07 
4236.67 -~~ .5 111. 7 1421 C 7/10 315 98 N1685/3S 427A14 -S.3 71.9 1326 H 7/12 318 227 P1695/08 
423M8 -Cl.l 111.2 1430 C 7/12 315 124 H168S/3:' 427A15 -6.0 71.9 1328 H 7/13 318 233 P1695/09 
423A69 -t·.9 111.2 1437 C 7/12 31S 96 M16S5/37 427A16 -S.6 71.5 1343 H 7/14 318 229 P1695/10 423A70 -8.S 110.7 144S C 7/1'1 315 130 Mlb85/38 427A17 -6.3 71.4 1346 M 7/1S 318 235 P169S/ll 
423.t.71 -9.2 110.7 1452 C 7/14 31S 94 M1685/39 427A18 -6.0 71.0 1361 H 7/16 318 230 P1695/12 
423A72 -8.8 110.2 1460 C 7116 315 137 M16S5/40 427A19 -6.7 70.9 1364 H 7/17 318 237 Plb95/13 423A73 -9.6 110.2 1468 C 7/16 315 S9 N1685/41 427A20 -6.3 70.6 1379 N 7/18 318 232 P1695/14 
423A74 -9.2 109.8 1476 C 7/18 315 149 M1685/42 427A21 -4.8 75.S 1488 H 7/00 318 ISO P1693/0S 423A7S -9.9 109.7 1484 C 7/18 315 73 H16S5/43 427A22 -4.2 75.2 1506 H 7/01 318 153 P1693/06 423A76 -9.S 109.3 1492 C 7/20 31S 172 H1685/44 427A23 -S.O 7S.2 lS03 H 7/01 318 150 P1693/07 
423A77 -10.3 109.3 IS00 C 7/20 31S 358 M1685/45 427A24 -4.S 74.9 1521 H 7/02 318 153 P1693/08 423A78 -9.9 108.8 lS09 C 7122 315 204 M1685/4S 427A25 -S.3 74.7 1517 H 7/03 318 152 P1693/09 
423~79 -10.7 108.8 lS17 C 7/23 31S 309 M168S/47 427A26 -4.8 74.4 1535 H 7/04 318 155 P1693/10 
423A80 -10.2 108.3 1526 C 7125 315 231 M1685/48 427A27 -5.6 74.3 1531 H .7/05 318 153 P1693/11 
423A81 -11.0 108.2 1534 C 7/25 315 297 N1686/01 427A28 -5.0 74.1 IS49 M 7/06 318 156 P1693/12 
423A82 -10.6 107.8 1543 C 7/27 315 247 N1686/02 427A29 -S.8 74.0 1546 H 7/06 318 154 P1693/13 
423A83 -11.4 107.8 1551 C 7127 315 294 M1686/03 427A30 -S.3 73.7 1564.H 7/07 318 157 P1693/14 
423A84 -10.9 107.3 1560 C 7/29 315 256 H16S6/04 427A31 -6.1 73.b 1561 H 7/08 318 155 P1693/15 
423A8S -11.7 107.2 lS69 C 7/29 315 292 N1686/05 427A32 -S.6 73.3 1579 H 7/09 318 158 P1693/1b 
423A86 -11.3 106.8 lS78 C 7/31 315 262 H168S/06 427A33 -6.4 73.2 1576 H 7/09 318 157 P1693/17 
424A21 -6.7 104.8 1494 C 6/59 316 113 P1687/01 427A34 -S.9 73.0 1594 H 7/11 318 159 P1693/18 
424A22 -6.3 104.4 1504 C 7/01 316 120 P1687/02 427A3S -6.7 72.9 lS91 M 7/11 318 lS8 Plb93/19 
424A23 -7.1 104.4 1507 C 7101 316 114 P1687/03 427A36 -6.1 72.6 1609 H 7/12 318 161 P1693/20 424A24 -6.6 104.0 1517 C 7103 316 120 P1687/04 427A37 -7.0 72.5 1606 H 7/13 318 159 P1693/21 
424A25 -7.4 103.9 lS19 C 7/03 316 114 P1687/0S 427A38 -6.4 72.2 1624 H 7/14 318 162 Plb93/22 
424A26 -6.9 103.5 1529 C 7/05 316 121 P1687/06 427A39 -7.2 72.2 1621 H 7/14 318 160 P1693/23 
424A27 -7.7 103.5 1532 C 7/05 316 115 P1687/07 427A40 -b.7 71.9 1639 H 7/1b 318 163 P1693/24 424A28 -7.3 103.1 1542 C 7/06 316 122 P1687/08 428AOl -4.1 146.0 33588 R 14/10 318 310 N169b/21 424A29 -8.1 103.0 1545 C 7/07 316 l1S P1687/09 428A02 -19.7 140.2 33209 R 14/33 318 287 H1696/22 
424A30 -7.6 102.6 1556 C 7/08 316 123 P1687/10 428A03 -6.0 134.3 33328 R 14/56 318 327 N1696/23 
424A31 -8.4 102.6 1559 C 7/09 316 116 P16S7/11 428A04 -20.6 128.8 33061 R 15/19 318 309 N1696/24 
424A32 -7.9 102.1 15~9 C 7/10 316 125 P1687/12 428A05 -6 4 124.8 33238 R 15/35 318 351 ~lg96/25 424A33 -8.7 102.1 1572 C 7/11 316 117 P1687/13 428A06 -20:b 118.2 33039 R 16/01 318 29 1 96/26 
424A34 -8.2 101. 7 1583 C 7/13 316 126 P1687/14 428.6.07 -6.1 112.8 33278 R 16/23 318 24 N1696/27 
424A3S -9.0 101.6 1586 C 7/13 316 118 P1687/1S 428A08 -19.8 109.2 33111 R 16/37 318 63 H1696/28 
424A36 -8.6 101.2 1596 C 7/15 316 128 P1687/16 428A09 -4.6 103.2 33440 R 17102 318 43 N1696129 
424A37 -9.4 101.1 1600 C 7/1S 316 119 P1687/17 428AI0 -17.9 96.1 33361 R 17/30 318 76 N1696/30 
424A38 -8.9 100.7 1611 C 7/17 316 130 P1687/18 428All -34.1 140.8 33193 R 14/34 318 243 t1l695/2S 
424A39 -9.7 100.7 1615 C 7/17 316 120 P1687/19 428Al2 -48.5 135.7 33351 R 14/54 318 205 M1695/26 424A40 -9.2 100.2 1625 C 7/19 316 132 P1687/Z0 428A13 -34.3 126.3 33055 R 15/31 318 207 H1695/27 
425AOI -30.3 158.3 33078 V 15/18 316 248 H1687/25 428.11.14 -48.1 118.3 33284 R 16/04 318 176 H169S128 
425A02 -44.2 159.3 33245 V 15/13 316 206 t1l6S7/26 428AlS -33.S 115.6 33057 R 16/15 318 146 H1695/29 
425A03 -30.1 158.0 33075 V lS/19 316 249 M1687/27 428A16 -47.0 106.0 33341 R 16/53 318 155 N1695/30 
425A04 -44.2 158.9 33242 V lS/lS 316 205 H1687/28 428A17 -31.6 101.3 33211 R 17/12 318 114 H1695/31 
425AOS -31.4 157.7 33078 C 15/20 316 240 M1688/39 428A18 -43.8 83.1 33593 R 18/0S 318 134 H1695/32 
42SAOb -44.1 158.8 33240 C lS/15 316 20S M1688/40 428A19 -28.9 89.0 3348S R 18/01 318 106 H1695/33 
425Al1 -30.1 lS7.~ 33069 R lS/21 316 247 M1688/45 428A21 -2.6 147.2 33376 R 14/34 318 319 H1696/31 425A12 -44.2 158. 33236 R 15/18 316 204 H1688/46 428A22 -17.4 142.3 33033 R 14/54 318 299 M1696/32 
42SA13 -30.3 lS7.5 33069 R 15/22 316 245 H16SS/47 42SA23 -3.6 136.8 33200 R 15/16 318 338 H1696/33 
425A14 -44.4 158.3 33239 R 15/18 316 203 H1688/48 428A24 -17.9 130.9 32926 R lS/40 318 338 H1696/34 
425A15 -5.1 161. 7 33350 V 15/07 316 332 H1688/25 428A25 -3.3 125.6 33162 R IblOl 318 6 H1696/35 
42SA16 -19.2 162.0 33126 V 15/06 316 303 N1688/26 428A26 -17.4 122.3 32938 R 16/14 318 33 H1696/36 
425A17 -4.8 161.7 33356 V 15/07 316 332 M1688127 428A27 -2.4 117.S 33232 R 16/33 318 26 H1696/37 
42SA18 -19.2 162.2 33127 V 15/05 316 302 H1688/28 42SA29 -.1 104.9 33498 R 17/24 318 46 N1696/39 
42SA19 -4.9 161.8 33354 C lS/07 316 332 H1688/29 428A30 -13.8 100.7 33312 R 17/41 318 71 H1696/40 
425A20 -19.3 162.3 33127 C 15/05 316 302·N1688/30 428A31 -28.6 140.8 32952 R IS/03 318 256 N1697/11 
42SA2S -S.2 162.2 333S0 R 15/0S 316 331 H1688/3S 428A32 -42.8 134.S 33057 R 15/28 318 199 H1697/12 
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428A33 -28.4 126.3 32878 R 16/01 318 155 111697/13 431A01 -10.4 37.1 1363 11 6/51 320 16 P170~/01 
428<1.34 -41.9 121. 9 330~0 R 16/19 318 167 ttl697/14 431A02 -10.0 ~~:~ 1370 11 6/53 320 28 P170~/02 428A35 -27.6 118.0 32920 R 16/3~ 318 108 H1697/15 431A03 -10.6 1379 H 6/53 320 6 P1704/03 
428A36 -40.2 108.6 33141 R 17/12 318 140 111697/16 431A04 -10.2 36.4 1386 11 6/55 320 P1704/04 
428A37 -25.3 105.0 33113 R 17/26 318 98 111697/17 431A05 -10.9 36.3 1395 H 6/55 320 3S5 P170~/05 
428A36 -37.1 93.1 33432 R 18/1-+ 318 123 111697/18 431A06 -10.5 36.0 1402 H 6/57 320 323 P1704/06 
4286,41 -4.8 74.1 1312 H 6/23 318 93 P1699/01 431A07 -11.1 22. 9 1411 H 6/57 320 343 P1704/07 
428A42 -4.5 73.8 1319 H 6/25 318 97 P1699/02 431A08 -10.7 .,:>.5 1418 M 6/58 320 300 P1704/08 
428A43 -5.1 73.8 1325 H 6/25 318 93 P1699/03 431A09 -11.4 35.5 1-+27 H 6/59 320 332 P1704/09 
428,1.44 -4.8 73.4 1332 11 6/26 318 97 P1699/0,+ 431AI0 -11.0 35.1 1434 H 7/00 320 288 P1704/10 
4286,45 -5.5 73.4 1337 H 6/27 318 92 P1699/05 431All -11.6 35.0 14,,4 11 7/01 320 321 P170~/ll 
428A46 -5.1 73.1 1344 H 6/28 318 96 P1699/C6 431A12 -11.2 34.7 1451 H 7/02 320 279 P1704/12 
4286.47 -5.8 73.0 1349 H 6/28 318 92 P169 0/07 431A13 -11.8 34.6 1460 11 7/03 320 311 P1704/13 
428A48 -5.4 72.7 1356 H 6/30 318 ~6 P1699/0a 431.1.14 -11.4 34.2 1468 M 7/04 320 274 P1704/14 
428449 -6.1 72.7 1362 H 6/30 318 91 P1699/09 431A15 -12.1 34.1 1477 H 7/04 320 304 P1704/15 
428<1.50 -5.8 72.3 1369 H 6/31 318 06 P16Cl9/10 431A16 -11.6 33.S 1485 11 7/06 320 271 P1704/16 
428A51 -6.5 72.3 1374 M 6/31 318 91 P1699/11 431Al7 -12.3 2~·7 149-=+ H 7/06 320 298 P1704/17 
428A52 -6.1 72.0 1381 H 6/33 318 96 P1699/12 431A18 -11.8 .).).3 1502 H 7/08 320 268 P1704/18 
428,1.53 -6.8 71.9 1387 11 6/33 318 91 P16Cl O/13 431A19 -12.5 33.3 1511 H 7/08 320 293 P1704/19 
428A54 -6.4 71.6 139~ H 6/34 318 95 Pl699/14 43lA20 -12.1 32.9 1519 H 7110 320 267 P1704/20 
428.A55 -7.1 71.6 1400 H 6/35 318 90 P1699/15 431.1.21 -12.7 32.8 1528 H 7/10 320 289 P170'+l21 
428A56 -6.8 71.2 1407 H 6/36 318 95 P1699/16 431A22 -12.3 32.5 1536 11 7/12 320 265 P1705/18 
428.1.57 -7.5 71.2 1413 M 6/36 318 89 P1699/17 431A23 -13.0 g.4 1545 M 7/12 320 286 P1705/19 
428A5S -7.1 70.9 1419 H 6/38 318 94 P1699/18 431A24 -12.5 .)~.O 1554 H 7/14 320 265 P1705/20 
428.AS9 -7.8 70.8 1426 H 6/38 318 89 P16Q Q/19 431A41 -14.4 30.0 18b9 H 7/24 320 150 P1703/19 
428AbO -7.4 70.5 1433 H 6/39 318 94 P1699/20 431.A42 -13.8 29.6 1881 H 7/26 320 162 P1703/20 
428A61 -14.0 56.4 18~6 11 7/40 318 205 P169S/01 431A43 -14.7 29.3 1885 H 7/27 320 162 P1703/21 
428.~62 -13.3 56.0 1 0 10 11 7/42 318 2C2 P16'lS/02 431.A44 -14.1 28.9 1897 11 7/29 320 173 P1703/22 
428<1.63 -14.3 55.8 1914 11 7/43 318 215 P16°a/03 43lA45 -15.0 28.7 1902 11 7/30 320 177 P1703/23 
428A64 -13.6 55.3 1929 H 7/45 318 210 P16'l3/04 431A'\6 -14.4 2S.3 1914 11 7/32 320 183 P1703/24 
42SA65 -14.6 55.1 lQ33 H 7/45 318 223 P16'lS/05 431.A47 -15.3 28.1 1919 11 7/33 320 195 P1703/25 
428A66 -13.9 54.7 1948 H 7/47 318 217 P16'l8/C6 431448 -14.7 27.6 1932 H 7/34 320 195 P1705/01 
428A67 -14.9 54.5 1953 H 7/48 318 231 P16 0S/07 43l.A':;9 -15.6 27.4 1937 H 7/35 320 212 P1705/02 
42SA68 -14.3 54.0 l'l68 11 7/50 318 223 P160S/08 431ASO -15.0 27.0 l'l30 11 7/37 320 206 PlIOS/03 
4286,69 -15.2 53.8 1973 H 7/51 318 237 P16'la/09 431A51 -16.0 26.7 1956 M 7/38 320 226 P1705/04 
428A70 -1/+.5 53.3 1988 tf 7/53 31S 229 P16 ClS/I0 431A52 -15.3 26.3 1969 11 7/40 320 217 P1705/05 
428A71 -1!'.5 53.1 1994 11 7/54 318 2.:.2 P16'l8/11 431.A53 -16.3 26.1 1975 H 7/41 320 237 P1705/06 
428An -1'·.8 52.7 2009 H 7/5:' 318 233 P16ClS/12 431.l54 -15.6 25.6 1938 H 7/43 320 225 P1705/07 
428A73 -15.8 52.4 2015 H 7157 318 Zo.i6 P16 cS/13 431A55 -16.6 25.3 1995 H 7/44 320 2'+4 P1705/08 
4286.74 -If·.l 51.9 2031 H 7/59 318 233 P1698/14 43U56 -15.9 24.9 2008 11 7/46 320 233 P1705/09 
428A75 -Ii-.l 51.7 2038 H 8/00 31S 250 P169S/15 431A57 -16.9 2~.7 2016 tl 7/47 320 2S0 P1705/10 
4286,76 -If.4 51.2 2054 H 8/02 318 242 P16 c8/l:> 431A58 -16.2 2~.2 2029 H 7/49 320 238 P1705/11 
428!J.77 -16.4 51.0 2061 H 8/03 318 253 P16'l8/17 43lA59 -17.2 23.9 2037 11 7/50 320 25-=+ P1705/12 
42GA78 -1!::.7 50.5 2077 H 8/05 318 245 P1698/1,S 431A60 -16.5 23.5 2051 H 7/52 320 243 P1705/13 
428A79 -lb.7 50.2 2055 H 8/06 31S 255 P1700/01 431A61 -17.5 ~~:~ 2059 H 7/53 320 257 P1705/14 428AS3 -1:".3 48.7 2136 tl 8/13 318 259 P1700/05 431.A62 -16.8 2073 H 7/55 320 247 P1705/1S 
428~S4 -1",.6 48.2 <:153 H 8/15 318 252 P1700/06 431,1.63 -17.8 22.5 2082 H 7/56 320 260 P1705/16 
428~85 -1:.6 47.9 2163 H 8/16 318 261 P1700/07 431A64 -17.1 22.0 20<;6 H 7/53 320 250 P170S/17 
42SA86 -11·.9 47.3 2181 H 8/18 318 254- P1700/08 4336,01 -11. 3 155.6 25423 V 15/59 321 299 111707/26 
428A87 -1:·.9 47.1 2191 H 8/19 318 262 P17CO/09 433A02 -21.7 15-=+.3 25421 V 16i04 321 244 H1707/27 
42SA88 -1: .2 46.5 2Z09 tl 8/22 318 256 P1700/10 433.~03 -11.3 155.7 25417 e 15/59 321 299 H1707/28 
428AS9 -1(·.2 46.2 2220 H 8/23 31S 263 P1700/11 4330.04 -21.8 154.4 25415 C 16/04 321 244 H1707/29 
4286,90 -L·.4 45.6 2239 H 8/25 318 257 P170e/12 433;!'05 -11. 3 155.7 25411 e 15/59 321 298 111707/30 
429AOI -1~ .. 4 4 ... 8 1954 H 7/ .. 7 319 Z06 F1701/01 433,1.06 -21. 7 15-+.3 25408 C 16/05 321 244 H1707/31 
429A02 -1:'.6 44.4 1978 H 7/49 319 205 Pl701/02 4330.09 -11.3 155.8 25398 R 15/59 321 299 H1707/34 
429.A03 -1: .• 6 44.1 197 .. H 7/49 319 210 P1701/03 433:l.1C -21. 7 154.3 25394 R 16/05 321 244 H1707/35 
429,1.04 -11.0 43.7 1996 H 7/51 319 209 P1701/04 433.1.21 -17.7 164.6 2 ... 136 V 15/52 321 264 H1709/21 
429A05 -1::.0 43.4 1994 H 7/52 319 215 P1701/05 433A22 -27.7 163.5 24214 V 15/57 321 232 111709/22 
429A06 -n.4 43.0 2015 M 7/54 319 213 P1701/06 433A23 -17.6 164.5 24127 C 15/53 321 265 tIl709/23 
4Z9:.07 -1('.4 42.7 201-+ H 7/55 319 219 P1701l07' 433A24 -27.6 163.4 24203 e 15/58 321 232 til 70 9/24 
429A08 -1:'.8 42.3 2035 H 7/57 319 217 P1701l08 433.A2S -17.6 164.5 24119 C 15/53 321 265 111709/25 
429A09 -12.8 42.0 2035 H 7/58 319 224 P1701/09 433.426 -27.5 163.3 24193 e 15/58 321 232 tIl709/26 
429AIO -1,'.2 41.6 ,056 N 8100 319 221 Pl701/10 433A29 -17.3 164.2 24099 R 15/55 321 266 H1709/29 
429All -1~.2 41.3 2057 11 8101 319 228 P1701lll 433430 -27.3 163.1 24173 R 15/59 3.21 232 H1709/30 
429,1.12 -I •• 5 40.8 2078 H 8/03 319 225 P1701/12 433~41 -14.3 151. 9 23864 V 16/46 321 257 H1707/36 
429A13 -F.5 40.6 2079 H 8/04 319 232 P1701/13 433A42 -24.0 149.9 23924 V 16/54 321 188 H1707/37 
42QA14 -12.9 40.1 2101 H 8/06 319 229 P1701/H 433.:'43 -14.3 151.8 23857 e 16/47 321 255 H1707/38 
429Al5 -P.9 39.8 <:102 H 8/0S 319 236 P1701/15 433A44 -24.0 149.9 23916 C 16/55 321 188 H1707/39 
429A16 -1:".3 39.3 2124 H 8/10 319 232 P1701116 43:;.~45 -14.2 151.8 23850 e 16/47 321 255 H1707/40 
42qU7 -1( .3 3Q.l 2127 11 8/11 319 239 P1701/17 433M6 -23.9 1'+Q.8 23909 C 16/55 321 188 H1707/41 
42911.18 -1:>.7 3S.6 2149 H 8/13 319 236 P170ll18 433.449 -14.2 151.8 23S35 R 16/47 321 255 H1707l44 
429A19 -14.8 38.3 2152 H 8/14 319 242 P1701/19 433,1.50 -23.9 149.7 23394 R 16/56 321 187 t1l707/45 
42 06,20 -1' •• 1 37.8 2175 H 8/16 319 239 P1701120 433A61 -10.8 143.7 23748 V 17/22 321 82 tH709/31 
429A21 -1:-.1 37.5 2178 H 8/17 319 245 P1701/Z! 433.'!'b2 -20.4 141.4 23789 V 17/31 321 139 H1709/32 
429A22 -1<.,.5 37.0 2201 H 8/19 319 242 P1701/22 433463 -10.8 143.9 23739 e 17/21 321 82 H1709/33 
429,1.23 -15.5 36.7 2206 11 8/21 319 248 P1701/23 433A64 -20.3 141.4 23781 C 17/31 321 139 111709/34 
429A24 -14.9 36.2 2228 11 8/23 319 244 P1701/24 433A65 -10.7 143.9 23733 e 17/22 321 81 M1709/35 
430A02 22.5 200.8 270':'6 e 14/50 319 331 111702/18 433A66 -20.2 141.5 23773 e 17/31 321 139 111709/36 
4306,04 12.6 196.9 266(18 C 15/06 319 326 H1702/20 433A69 -10.5 14':'.0 23719 R 17/22 321 80 M170'l/39 
430A05 21.1 205.3 27121 C 14/32 319 327 H1702/21 433t..70 ":20.0 141. 7 23756 R 17/31 321 138 H1709/40 
430A06 3.8 194.7 26315 C 15/15 319 318 H1702l22 436AOl -2.6 1"S.2 15':'48 C 14/15 323 282 P17ll/01 
4306,07 10.9 201.3 26671 C 14/49 319 320 t1l70 2/2 3 436A02 -8.2 191.8 15138 C 14/40 323 274 P17ll/02 
430A08 -4.0 193.1 26131 C 15/21 319 307 M1702124 436A03 -1.5 190.1 15030 e 14/47 -~- 284 PI ill/03 ~~.) 
430A09 1.8 199.0 263031 e 14/58 319 311 H1702/25 436A04 -6.9 184.9 14799 e 15/06 323 275 P1711/04 
430AI0 -11.8 191.8 26019 e 15127 319 2"0 t1l702/26 436A05 -.4 lS3.6 14726 C 15/13 323 285 P17ll/05 
430A21 -12.0 44.5 1705 H 7/06 319 110 P17QUOI 436A06 -5.6 178.7 14530 e 15/33 3~- 276 P17ll/06 <..) 
430A22 -11.5 44.0 17l.:. H 7/08 319 120 P1702/02 436A07 .6 177.9 14483 C 15/36 323 288 P1711/07 
430.\23 -12.4 43.8 1718 M 7/C8 319 III P1702/03 436M8 -4.5 173.5 14326 e 15/54 323 277 P1711/08 
430A24 -11.9 43.4 1727 11 7/10 319 123 P17CU04 436.A09 1.7 172.7 14293 e 15/57 323 290 P1711/09 
430A25 -12.7 43.2 1731 11 7/11 319 112 P1702/C5 436AIO -3.4 168.6 14159 e 16/14 323 278 P1711/10 
430A2b -12.2 42.8 1741 H 7/13 319 126 P170Z/06 43b.<\11 2.7 167.9 14140 C 16/16 323 294 P1711/11 
430A27 -13.1 42.6 1745 H 7/14 319 115 P1703/01 436A12 -2.3 16':'.1 14030 C : 6/32 323 280 P17llil2 
430A28 -12.5 42.1 1755 H 7/16 319 131 P1703/02 436A13 3.8 163.6 14025 C 16/3':' 323 300 Pl711/13 
430A29 -13.4 42.0 1760 M 7/16 319 118 P1703/03 430,1.14 -1.2 159.8 13'l29C 16/49 323 2S3 P1711/14 
430A30 -12.9 41.5 1770 11 7/18 319 136 P1703/04 436A15 4.9 159.2 13934 e 16/52 323 308 P1711/15 
430A31 -13.8 41.3 1775 H 7/19 319 122 P1703/05 436A16 .0 155.5 13552 e 17/06 323 290 Pl711l16 
430A32 -13.2 40.9 1785 H 7121 319 14':' P1703/06 430.417 6.0 15".9 13869 C 17/09 323 322 P1711/17 
430A33 -14.1 40.7 1791 H 7/22 319 131 P1703/07 436A18 .9 151.5 13S02 C 17/22 323 303 P1711/18 
430A34 -13.6 40.2 ISOI H 7/24 319 155 P1703/0S 436,1.19 7.1 150.8 13530 C 17/25 323 342 P1711/19 
4306,35 -14.5 40.1 lS07 11 712 .. 319 1,,5 P1703/09 436A22 5.1 1"8.6 14869 C 14/20 323 291 Pl712/02 
430A36 -13.9 39.6 1817 H 7/26 319 169 P1703/10 436A23 11.8 199.6 14956 e 14/16 323 2Q9 P1712/03 
430A37 -14.8 39.4 18N H 7/27 319 176 P1703/11 436.A24 6.2 190.8 14471 e 14/51 323 293 F171Z104 
430A33 -14.2 3S.9 183~ 11 7/29 319 187 P1703l12 436.,\25 12.7 191.1 14532 C 14150 323 302 Pl712/05 
430A39 -15.1 38.8 1841 H 7/30 319 215 P1703/13 436A26 7.1 184.6 14183 C 15/16 323 296 Pl712106 
430A40 -14.6 38.3 1852 H 7/32 319 206 P1703/14 436A27 13.6 184.8 14251 C 15/15 323 306 Pl712/07 
430A41 -15.5 33.1 1859 11 7/33 319 240 P1703/15 436A28 8.2 179.0 13951 C 15/39 323 299 Pl71Z108 
430A42 -14.9 37.6 1870 H 7/35 319 222 P1703/16 436A29 14.5 179.1 1,,024 C 15/38 3~- 310 Pl712121 <..) 
430A43 -15.8 37.4 1878 H 7/36 319 253 P1703/17 43:SA30 9.2 174.0 13773 e 15/59 323 304 Pl712/22 
430A44 -15.2 36.9 1889 11 7/38 319 233 P1703/18 436A31 15.5 174.0 13852 C 15/59 323 315 Pl712123 
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436A32 10.1 169.4 }3629 C 16/17 323 309 P1712124 439A63 -9.6 321.0 1295 H 6/31 325 193 Pl718/09 
436A33 16.4 169.1 13712 C 16/19 323 322 Pl7l2l13 439A64 -9.1 320.6 1305 H 6/33 325 194 Pl71d/l0 
436A34 11.2 164.8 13513 C 16/36 323 316 Pl712l14 439,1.65 -9.7 320.5 1311 M 6/34 325 208 P1718/11 
436A35 17.5 164.6 13611 C 16/37 323 330 Pl7l2l15 439A66 -9.3 320.1 1321 H 6/36 325 202 P17lS/12 
436A36 12.2 160.6 13429 C 16/53 323 326 Pl712116 439A67 -9.9 320.0 132S H 6/36 325 216 P17lS/13 
436A37 18.5 160.2 13535 C 16/54 323 339 Pl7l2/17 439A68 -9.4 319.5 1338 H 6/38 325 207 P1718/14 
436A38 13.3 156.2 13369 C 17/10 323 338 P1712125 439A69 -10.0 319.5 1345 H 6/38 325 221 P17lS/15 
436A39 19.6 155.9 13458 C 17/12 323 349 Pl7l2126 439A70 -9.6 319.0 1356 H 6/40 325 212 Pl7lS/16 
436A51 -8.8 350.0 1238 H 6/35 323 273 Pl7l3/01 439A71 -10.2 31S.9 1362 H 6/41 325 224 Pl718/17 
436A52 -8.5 349.7 1246 H 6/36 323 242 P1713/02 439A72 -9.7 318.5 1373 H 6/42 325 215 Pl7l8/18 
436A53 -9.1 349.6 1254 H 6/37 323 271 P1713/03 441AOI -22.3 31.3 33582 V 13/03 325 264 m 721/21 
436A55 -9.3 349.1 1270 H 6/39 323 268 Pl7l3/05 441A02 -35.2 33.2 33785 V 12136 325 241 Hl72l/22 
436A57 -9.5 348.7 1286 H 6/41 323 267 P1713/07 441A03 -22.3 31.5 33586 C 13/03 325 264 Hl721123 
436A58 -9.2 348.4 1295 H 6/42 323 246 P1713/08 441A04 -35.2 38.4 33790 C 12135 325 241 m 721124 
436A59 -9.8 348.3 1302 H 6/43 323 266 Pl7l3/09 441A05 -22.1 31.4 33582 C 13/03 325 265 Hl721125 
436A60 -9.4 347.9 1311 H 6/44 323 247 P1713/10 441A06 -35.1 33.2 33782 C 12136 325 241 H1721/26 
4361.61 -10.0 347.8 1319 H 6/45 323 265 Pl713/11 441A09 -22.1 31.5 33583 R 13/03 325 265 Hl721/29 
436A62 -9.7 347.5 1328 M 6/46 323 248 Pl7l3/12 441A10 -35.1 38.4 33784 R 12136 325 241 Ml721/30 
436A63 -10.3 347.4 1336 H 6/46 323 265 P1713/13 441A11 -20.8 17.1 33211 V 14/03 325 275 H1719/47 
436A64 -9.9 347.0 1345 H 6/48 323 249 P1713/14 441A12 -34.2 20.6 33301 V 13/49 325 237 H1719/48 
436A65 -10.5 346.9 1353 H 6/48 323 264 PI713/15 441A13 -20.8 16.9 33206 C 14/04 325 275 H1719/49 
436A66 -10.1 346.6 1362 H 6/50 323 249 P1713/16 441A14 -34.1 20.6 33300 C 13/49 325 237 Hl7l9/50 
436A67 -10.8 346.5 1370 H 6/50 323 263 Pl7l3/17 441A15 -gQ.4 16.7 33204 C 14/05 325 276 H1719/51 
436A68 -10.4 346.2 1379 H 6/52 323 250 P1713/18 441A16 -~~.7 20.4 33292 C 13/50 325 238 H1719/52 
436A69 -11.0 346.0 1387 H 6/52 323 263 P1713/19 441A19 -20.3 16.5 33198 R 14/06 325 277 Hl720n7 
436A 70 -10.6 345.7 1397 H 6/54 323 250 Pl7l3/20 441A20 -34.0 19.7 33278 R 13/53 325 236 Hl720128 
436A71 -11.2 345.6 1404 H 6/54 323 262 P1713/21 441A21 -24.2 2.5 33017 V 15/04 325 269 HI721/31 
436A72 -10.8 345.3 1414 H 6/56 323 250 Pl713/22 441A22 -37.9 4.2 33128 V 14/58 325 198 Hl721/32 
436A73 -11.4 345.2 1422 H 6/56 323 262 Pl713/23 441A23 -24.1 2.6 33016 C 15/04 325 271 Hl721/33 
436A74 -11.0 344.8 1432 H 6/53 323 250 PI713/24 441A24 -37.8 4.5 33128 C 14/57 325 199 H1721/34 
436A75 -8.7 349.9 1579 H 6n8 323 127 Ml7l4/25 441A25 -24.1 2.S 33016 C 15/03 325 270 Hl721/35 
436A76 -8.2 349.6 1592 H 6,/,; 0 323 132 Ml714/26 441A26 -37.8 4.4 33127 C 14/57 325 199 Hln1/36 
436A77 -9.0 349.5 1591 H 6/40 323 128 Hl7l4/27 441A29 -24.0 3.0 33016 R 15/03 325 271 tll721/39 
436.478 -8.5 349.1 1605 H 6/42 323 134 H1714/Z8 441A30 -37.7 4.7 33125 R 14/56 325 199 Hl721/40 
436A79 -9.3 349.0 1604 tl 6/42 323 129 t1l714/29 441A31 -22.7 349.9 33032 V 15/57 325 78 H1720/29 
436A80 -8.8 348.6 1618 H 6/':;4 323 135 til 714/30 441A32 -36.6 349.3 33118 V 16/00 325 147 H1720/30 
4361.81 -9.6 348.5 1617 H 6/44 323 130 HI7H/31 441A33 -22.9 349.3 33036 C 16/00 325 80 MlnO/31 
4361.82 -9.1 348.2 1631 H 6/46 323 136 H1714/32 441A34 -36.8 348.5 33127 C 16/03 325 145 Hl720/32 
436A83 -9.9 348.1 1630 H 6/46 323 132 HI714/33 441A35 -23.2 348.8 33040 C 16/02 325 83 HI720/33 
436A84 -9.4 347.6 1644 H 6/48 323 138 HI7l4/34 441A36 -37.1 347.8 33137 C 16/06 325 144 H1720/34 
436A85 -10.2 347.6 1643 H 6/48 323 133 t1l7l4/35 441A39 -23.5 348.0 33047 R 16/06 325 85 t1l720/37 
436.6.86 -9.7 347.2 1657 M 6/50 323 140 HI7l4/36 441A40 -37.0 347.1 33142 R 16/09 325 142 H1720/38 
436A87 -10.5 347.1 1657 H 6/50 323 135 Hl7l4/37 44HA1 -47.3 24.9 33515 V 13/40 325 216 Hl7l9127 
436.6.88 -10.0 346.7 1671 H 6/52 323 142 Hl7l4/38 441A42 -63.0 40.8 3:.1S9 V 12137 325 204 t1l719/28 
436A89 -10.8 346.6 1671 N 6/52 323 137 H1714/39 441A43 -47.6 2':'.5 33514 C 13/42 325 215 NI7l9/29 
436A90 -10.3 346.2 1635 H 6/54 323 144 H1714/40 441A44 -63.2 40.6 34189 C 12138 325 2C4 Hl719/30 
436A91 -11.1 346.1 1685 H 6/54 323 139 H1714/41 441A45 -47.6 24.8 33517 C 13/41 325 215 H1719/31 
436A92 -10.6 345.7 1699 H 6/56 323 146 Hl714/42 441M6 -63.2 40.5 34187 C 12/38 325 204 H17I9/32 
436A93 -11.4 345.6 1699 H 6/57 323 141 tn714/43 441A49 -47.5 24.4 33507 R 13/43 325 215 t1l719/35 
436A94 -10.9 345.2 1713 H 6/58 323 149 H1714/44 441A50 -63.2 40.7 34183 R 12/38 325 204 H1719/36 
436A95 -11.7 345.1 1714 H 6/59 323 144 M1714/45 441A51 -48.3 9.8 33337 V 14/44 325 196 HlnO/39 
436A96 -11.2 344.7 1727 H 7/00 323 IS2 Hl714/46 441A52 -65.5 16.0 33952 V 14/19 325 190 t1l720/40 
436A97 -12.0 344.6 1728 H 7/01 323 147 t1l714/47 441A53 -48.7 9.0 33342 C 14/47 325 105 HI720/41 
436.A98 -11.4 344.2 1742 N 7/03 3"~ 155 H17l4/48 441A54 -66.0 14.8 33967 C 14/24 325 189 NI720/42 ~~ 
439A02 -13.4 144.5 25455 R 13/09 324 273 H1716/21 44H.55 -49.2 8.4 33349 C 14/50 325 193 tn720/43 
430A03 -3.0 138.7 25264 R 13/33 324 288 t1l716/22 441.<1.56 -66.5 13.6 33978 C 14/29 325 188 Hl720/44 
439A04 -1:.7 132.8 24932 R 13/56 324 27<+ Hl7l6/23 441,1\59 :U:~ 7.3 33344 R 14/54 325 192 H1720/47 439405 
-".5 129.3 24855 R 14/11 32'+ 291 Hl116/24 441.460 12.4 33966 R 14/34 325 lS7 t1l720/48 
439.<1.06 -13.9 123.1 24572 R 14/35 324 274 Hl716/25 4411.61 -48.4 351.2 33321 V 16/01 325 166 Hl719/37 
439A07 -::.5 119.9 24529 R 14/48 324 296 H1716/26 44lA62 -65.4 345.9 33930 V 16/23 325 171 Hl719/38 
439A08 -D.4 114.5 24325 R 15/10 324 276 H1716/27 44lA63 -48.4 351.4 33321 C 16/01 325 167 H1719/39 
439A09 -:;.0 111.8 24319 R 15/21 324 305 Hl716128 441.6.64 -65.4 345.8 33927 C 16/23 325 171 tn 719/40 
439AI0 -12.7 106.9 24167 R 15/40 3Z-+ 278 H1716/29 441A65 -48.5 351.6 33321 C 16/00 325 167 H1719/41 
439All -c.5104.5 241 00 R 15/50 324 320 Hl716/30 441A66 -65.4 346.1 33928 C 16/22 325 17l H1719/42 
439A12 -1<.. 0 99.3 24071 R 16/11 32-+ 286 Hl716/31 441A69 -48.4 351. 9 33316 R 15/59 325 167 ttl719/45 
439.U3 -: .. 5 97.2 24126 R 16/19 324 347 H1716/32 441A70 -65.4 346.9 33923 R 16/19 325 172 Hl719/46 
439A14 -1:., .1 92.6 24040 R 16/38 324 9 H1716/33 441A71 -14.8 301. 2 1789 H 6/36 326 96 Pl722/01 
439A15 .. 5 90.3 24123 R 16/47 32~ 21 Hl716/34 441A72 -14.1 300.8 1799 H 6/37 326 104 P1722/02 
439A16 
-" . 7 85.0 N070 R 17/09 324 79 Hl7l6/35 441A73 -15.0 300.6 1801 H 6/38 326 97 Pl722/03 439A19 -[,.3 154.7 24279 R 12/58 324 278 H1715/17 441A74 -14.3 300.3 1811 H 6/40 326 105 Pl722/04 
439A20 -lv.4 148.5 23931 R 13/23 324 266 H1715/18 441A75 -15.3 299.9 1812 H 6/41 326 98 Pl722/05 
439.<1.21 -i·.8 142.3 23667 R 13/48 324 280 H1715/19 441A76 -14.5 299.6 1622 H 6/42 326 107 P172z/06 
439.<1.22 -11 .. 5 137.1 23436 R 14/09 324 265 Hl7l5/20 441A77 -15.5 299.3 IS23 H 6/44 326 100 P1722107 
439A23 -.,.6 132.8 23274 R 14/26 324 282 H1715/21 441.1>.78 -14.8 299.0 1834 H 6/45 326 109 P1722/08 
439A24 -1~·.9 127.9 23105 R 14/45 324 264 Hl715/22 441A79 -15.7 298.7 1836 H 6/46 326 101 P1722/09 
439A25 -( •. 1 124.S 23005 R 14/58 324 285 H1715123 441A80 -15.0 298.4 1846 H 6/48 326 112 P1722110 
43';A26 -1"1.3 120.2 228S0 R 15/16 324 262 H1715/24 441A81 -15.9 298.0 1848 H 6/49 326 103 Pln2l11 
439.<1.27 -".5 117.2 22802 R 15/29 324 290 Hl715/25 441A82 -15.2 297.7 1859 H 6/50 326 114 Pl722/12 
439A28 -11>.4 113.0 22722 R 15/45 324 259 Hl715/26 441A83 -16.1 297.4 1862 H 6/52 326 105 Pl722/13 
439A29 -1'-.6 110.7 22681 R IS/55 324 299 Hl1l5/27 4411.84 -15.4 297.1 1873 H 6/53 326 118 P1722/14 
439A30 -1:'.3 105.9 22617 R 16/1"0 324 252 Ml715/28 441A85 -16.3 296.8 1876 H 6/54 326 108 P1722/15 
4391.31 -!'.4 104.0 22608 R 16/22 324 3N H1715/29 441AS6 -15.6 296.4 lS87 H 6/56 326 122 Pl722116 
439A32 -1".0 99.0 22569 R 16/42 324 211 Hl715/30 441A87 -16.5 296.1 1890 H 6/57 326 112 Pl7221l7 
439A33 -{ .• 1 97.5 22588 R 16/48 324 14 Hl715/31 441AS8 -15.8 295.8 1902 H 6/58 326 127 Pl722/18 
439A34 -1;-.7 92.4 22574 R 17/08 324 116 Hl715/32 441A89 -16.7 295.4 1905 H 7/00 326 117 P1122119 
439A37 -r.o 154.1 22391 R 13/30 324 279 H1716/36 441A90 -15.9 295.1 1917 H 7/01 326 133 Pl722/20 
439A38 -17.1 148.4 22113 R 13/52 324 267 H1716/37 442AOI -21. 0 286.7 2256 H 6/58 326 85 Pl723/01 
4391.39 -~.9 144.5 21942 R 14/08 324 280 HI716/3S 442A02 -20.1 286.2 2261 H 7/00 326 94 Pl723/02 
439A40 -If.5 138.9 21714 R 14/30 324 266 H1717/14 442A03 -21.2 285.9 2264 H 7/01- 326 85 P1723/03 
4391.41 -;".2 135.9 21598 R 14/42 324 283 tIl7l7/l5 442.1\04 -20.3 285.3 2269 H 7/04 326 96 P1723/04 439.1>.42 -1:'.8 131.1 21439 R 15/02 324 266 H1717/16 442A05 -Zl.4 285.0 2273 H 7/05 326 85 Pl723/05 
439A43 -r-.6 128.7 21359 R 15/11 324 2e6 H1717/17 442A06 -20.5 284.5 2279 H 7/07 326 97 Pl723/06 
439A44 -h.8 124.1 21237 R 15/30 324 265 H1717/18 442A07 -21.6 284.0 2283 H 7/09 326 85 P1723/07 
439.445 -r.6 121.6 21176 R 15/40 324 2 0 2 H1717/19 442A08 -20.6 283.5 2290 H 7/11 326 100 P1723/08 
439M6 -1:'.9 117.4 21091 R 15/57 324 263 Hl717/20 442A09 -21. 7 283.2 2295 tl 7/13 326 86 P1723/09 
439A47 -4.7 115.6 21063 R 16/04 324 302 HI717/21 442AI0 -20.8 282.6 2302 H 7/15 326 103 Pl723/10 
439A48 -12.6 111.1 20995 R 16/22 32-+ 259 Hl717/22 442All -21.9 282.2 2308 H 7/17 326 86 P1723/11 
439A49 -3.5 109.3 20992 R 16/30 324 325 H1717/23 442A12 -20.9 281. 7 2315 H 7/19 326 103 Pl723/12 
43 0A50 -11.4 105.4 209H R 16/45 324 243 HI717/24 442A13 -22.0 281. 3 2321 H 7/20 326 87 P1723/13 
439A51 -2.2 104.0 20971 R 16/51 324 4 t1l717/25 442.414 -21.1 ~(!O.§ 2330 H 7/22 326 115 Pl723/14 
439A52 -10.1 99.1 20944 R 17111 324 110 H1717126 442A15 -22.2 "oO.~ 2336 H 7/24 326 89 Pl723/15 
439A55 -8.9 323.2 1233 H 6/22 325 89 P1718/01 442A16 -21.2 279.9 2345 H 7/26 326 127 P1723/16 
439A56 -8.4 322.8 1241 H 6/24 325 129 P1718/02 442A17 -22.3 279.4 2352 H 7/28 326 90 Pl723/17 
439A57 -9.0 322.7 1248 H 6124 325 101 P171S/03 442.ll.l8 -21.3 278.9 2362 H 7/30 326 151 Pl723/18 
439A58 -8.6 322.3 1257 H 6/26 325 146 PI7l8/04 442.<1.19 -22.4 278.5 2369 H 7/32 326 121 Pl723/19 
439A59 -9.2 322.2 1264 H 6/27 325 121 P1718/05 442A20 -21.4 278.0 2380 H 7/34 326 182 P1723/20 
439.<1.60 -8.8 321.6 1272 H 6/29 325 170 P1718/C6 442A21 -22.5 277.5 2388 H 7/36 326 247 Pl723/21 
439A61 -9.4 321.5 1279 H 6/29 325 167 P1718/07 442A22 -21.5 277.1 2399 H 7/38 326 209 P1723/22 
439A62 -9.0 321.1 1288 M 6/31 325 184 Pl718/08 442A23 -22.6 276.6 2407 H 7/40 326 256 P1723/23 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT Lml RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERNBR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN6R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------442A24 -21.6 276.1 2419 M 7/42 3Z6 226 P1723/24 4471..14 -33.4 320.6 33243 V 13/51 329 232 H1729/22 
442A25 -22.7 275.6 2428 H 7/44 326 259 P17Z4/01 4471..15 -20.1 316.7 33146 C 14/06 329 275 H1729/23 
442A26 -21.7 275.2 2441 M 7/46 326 235 P1724/02 447A16 -33.5 320.4 33240 C 13/51 329 231 H1729/24 
4421..27 -22.8 274.6 2450 M 7/48 326 260 P1724/03 447A17 -20.0 316.5 33143 C 14/07 329 276 M1729/25 
442A28 -21.7 274.1 2464 H 7/50 326 241 P1724/04 447A18 -33.4 320.2 33234 C 13/53 329 231 H1729/66 
442A29 -22.9 273.6 2474 H 7/52 326 261 P1724/05 4471..21 -20.2 316.3 33138 R 14/08 329 276 H1729/69 
442A30 -21.8 273.1 2489 M 7154 326 245 P1724/06 4471..22 -33.6 319.8 33229 R 13/54 329 230 H1729/70 
4421..31 -22.9 272.6 2499 H 7/56 326 261 P1724/07 447A25 -23.9 304.3 33009 V 14/59 329 258 H1730/34 
442A32 -21.8 272.1 2514 H 7/58 326 248 P1724/08 447A26 -37.7 306.4 33131 V 14/50 329 192 H1730/35 
444A02 22.9 100.5 18202 C 14/46 327 321 P1726/02 447A27 -24.0 304.1 33008 C 15/00 329 256 H1730/36 
444A03 29.5 102.9 18458 C 14/37 327 327 P1726/03 447A28 -37.4 305.6 33123 C 14/54 329 190 H1730/37 
444A04 17.2 97.3 17942 C 14/59 327 316 P1726/04 447A29 -23.6 303.5 33006 C 15/02 329 264 H1730/38 
444A05 23.0 98.5 18118 C 14/54 327 323 P1726/05 447A30 -37.1 305.0 33116 C 14/56 329 188 H1730/39 
444A06 11.3 94.8 17733 C 15/09 327 309 P1726/C6 447A33 -23.2 302.3 33003 R 15/07 329 287 H1730/42 
444A07 17.2 95.5 17868 C 15/06 327 318 P1726/07 447A34 -36.7 303.6 33106 R 15/02 329 184 H1730/88 
444A08 6.3 93.0.17595 C 15/16 327 302 P1726/08 447A37 -24.4 287.5 33092 V 16/09 329 93 H1729/71 
444A09 11.5 93.3 17673 C 15/15 327 312 P1726/09 447A38 -38.4 286.6 33216 V 16/12 329 138 H1729/72 
444A10 1.6 91.7 17500 C 15/22 327 294 P1726/10 447A39 -24.5 287.5 33092 C 16/09 329 93 H1729/33 
444A11 6.6 91.6 17540 C 15/22 327 304 P1726/11 447A40 -38.4 286.8 33215 C 16/12 329 138 H1729/34 
444A12 -3.3 90.5 17433 C 15/27 327 283 P1726/12 447A41 -24.6 287.6 33090 C 16/09 329 94 H1729/75 
444A13 1.5 90.1 17437 C 15/28 327 295 P1726/13 447A42 -38.5 286.8 33217 C 16/12 329 139 H1729/36 
444A14 -8.0 89.5 17400 C 15/31 327 272 P1726/14 447A45 -24.7 287.8 33C88 R 16/08 329 94 H1729/79 
444A15 -3.2 89.2 17381 C 15/32 327 284 P1726/1S 447A46 -38.6 286.7 33219 R 16/13 329 139 H1729/80 
444A16 -13.0 88.7 17401 C lS/34 327 260 P1726/16 447A49 -50.6 294.3 33421 V 15/45 329 168 H1730/44 
444A17 -8.1 88.0 17345 C 15/37 327 271 P17Zb/17 447A50 -68.6 289.6 34111 V 16/04 329 172 H1730/45 
444A18 -18.3 88.1 17440 C 15/37 327 248 P17Z6/18 447A51 -50.6 294.4 33421 C 15/44 329 168 H173C*46 
444A19 -13.1 87.2 17347 C 15/40 327 259 P1726/19 447A52 -68.8 289.5 34120 C 16/04 329 172 H1731/20 
444A20 -23.4 87.7 17510 C 15/39 327 239 P1726/20 447A53 -50.8 294.5 33425 C 15/44 329 168 H1731/21 
444A21 36.4 100.7 18428 C 14/47 327 335 P1725/01 447A54 -68.9 289.8 34122 C 16/03 329 172 H1731/22 
444AZ2 23.3 94.3 17813 C 15/13 327 326 P1725/02 447A57 -51.0 29~.6 33430 R 15/44 329 168 H1731/25 
444A23 29.7 96.1 18053 C 15/06 327 332 P1725/03 447A58 -69.1 289.8 34131 R 16/03 329 172 H1731/26 
444A24 17.5 91.8 17584 C 15/23 327 321 P1725/04 447A61 -48.4 316.3 33386 V 14/19 329 198 H1732/01 
444A25 23.0 92.6 17740 C 15/20 327 328 P1725/05 447A62 -65.2 326.1 34035 V 13/40 329 192 H1732/02 
444A26 11.6 89.7 17395 C 15/32 327 315 P1725/0b 447A63 -48.4 316.1 33386 C 14/20 329 198 H1732/03 
444A27 17.2 90.2 17516 C 15/30 327 323 P1725/07 447A64 -6S.4 325.9 34037 C 13/41 329 192 H1732/04 
444A28 6.3 88.1 17265 C 15/38 327 306 P1725i08 447A65 -48.4 316.0 33384 C 14/21 329 198 H1732/05 
444A29 11.3 88.3 17334 C 15/38 327 316 P1725/09 447A66 -65.3 325.7 34033 C 13/42 329 192 H1732/06 
444A30 1.6 86.8 17176 C 15/44 327 296 P1725/10 447A71 -48.3 315.3 33372 R 14/24 329 197 H17321.11 
444A31 6.4 86.6 17211 C 15/45 327 308 P1725/11 447A72 -65.2 324.3 34015 R 13/48 329 191 H1732/12 
444A32 -3.3 85.5 17115 C 15/49 327 283 P1725/12 447A73 -44.6 336.5 33608 V 13/01 329 222 H1731/27 
444A33 1.4 85.2 17119 C 15/51 327 297 P1725/13 447A74 -59.1 356.1 34337 V 11/43 329 210 H1731/28 
444A34 -8.0 84.5 17089 C 15/54 327 269 P1725/14 447A75 -44.7 336.7 33612 C 13/01 329 222 H1731/29 
444A35 -3.3 84.0 17064 C 15/56 327 284 P1725/15 447A76 -59.1 356.4 34344 C 11/42 329 210 H1731/30 
444A36 -13.0 83.6 17096 C 15/57 327 254 P1725/16 447A77 -44.8 336.9 33615 C 13/00 329 222 H1731/31 
444A37 -8.3 82.9 17040 C 16/00 327 267 P1725/17 447A78 -59.2 356.8 34354 C 11/41 329 210 H1731/32 
444A38 -18.2 82.7 17137 C 16/01 327 240 P1725/18 447A83 -45.1 337.3 33627 R 12/59 329 222 H1731/37 
444A39 -13.2 81.9 17050 C 16/0~ 327 251 P1725/19 447A84 -59.5 357.9 34381 R 11/37 329 210 t11731/38 
444A40 -23.3 82.0 17211 C 16/04 327 230 P1725/20 448AOl -15.1 234.6 1693 H 6/24 330 102 P1732/01 
445AOl -17.6 261.4 1723 H 6/36 328 62 P1727/01 448A02 -14.6 234.1 1702 H 6/25 330 III P1732/02 
445A02 -17.1 261.0 1727 H 6/38 328 73 P1727/02 448A03 -15.5 234.0 1706 H 6/26 330 102 P1732/03 
445A03 -18.0 260.8 1737 H 6/39 328 57 P1727/03 448A04 -15.0 233.6 1714 H 6/28 330 112 P1732/04 
445A04 -17.5 260.3 1742 H 6/41 328 68 P1727/04 448AOS -15.8 233.4 1718 H 6/29 330 103 P1732/05 
445A05 -18.3 260.2 1752 H 6/42 328 50 P1727/0S 448A06 -15.3 232.9 1727 H 6/31 330 114 P1732/06 
445A06 -17.8 259.7 1757 H 6/43 328 61 P1727/06 448A07 -16.2 232.7 1731 H 6/31 330 103 P1732/07 
445A07 -18.7 259.5 1768 H 6/44 328 42 P1727/07 448A03 -15.6 232.3 1740 H 6/33 330 116 P1732/08 
445A08 -18.2 259.0 1773 H 6/46 328 52 P1727/08 448A09 -16.5 232.1 1745 H 6/34 330 103 P1732/09 
445A09 -19.1 258.8 1784 H 6/47 328 32 P1727/09 448AI0 -15.9 231.7 1754 H 6/36 330 118 P1732/10 
445AI0 -18.5 253.4 1789 H 6/49 328 39 P1727/10 448A11 -16.8 231.5 1759 H 6/37 330 104 P1732/11 
445A11 -19.4 258.2 1801 H 6/50 328 21 P1727/11 448A12 -16.3 231.0 1768 H 6/39 330 121 P1732/12 
445A12 -18.9 257.7 1806 H 6/52 328 22 P1727/12 448A13 -17.2 230.9 1774 H 6/40 330 104 P1732/13 
445A13 -19.8 257.5 lS18 H 6/53 328 8 P1727/13 44SA14 -16.6 230.4 1783 H 6/41 330 126 P1732/14 
445A14 -19.2 257.1 1823 H 6/55 328 3 P1727/14 448A15 -17.S 230.2 1789 N 6/42 330 106 P1732/1S 
445A15 -20.1 256.9 1836 tl 6/55 328 356 P1727/15 448A16 -16.9 229.8 1799 H 6/44 330 132 P1733/01 
445A16 -19.5 256.4 1S41 H 6/57 328 345 P1727/16 44SA17 -17.8 229.5 1805 H 6/45 330 108 P1733/02 
445A17 -20.5 256.2 1854 H 6/58 328 345 P1727/17 448A18 -17.2 229.1 1815 H 6/47 330 144 P1733/03 
445A18 -19.9 255.7 1859 H 7/00 328 331 P1727/18 448A19 -18.1 228.9 1822 H 6/48 330 113 P1733/04 
445A19 -20.8 255.5 1873 H 7/01 328 336 P1727/19 448A21 -13.5 228.2 1839 H 6/51 330 151 P1733/06 22g~~~ :~~:~ ~g~:g i~~~ ~ ~~g~ ~~~ ~~§ ~l+~+~~~ ~~~*~~ :l~:~ ~~+:~ l~~~ ~ g~g~ ~~g ~§~ ~l+~~~g~ 
445A22 -20.6 254.3 1898 H 7/06 328 314 P1727/22 448A24 -18.2 227.1 1866 H 6/55 330 215 P1733/09 
445A23 -21.5 254.1 1913 H 7/07 328 322 P1727*24 448A25 -19.1 226.8 1874 H 6/56 330 270 P1733/10 
445A24 -20.9 253.6 1919 H 7/09 328 308 P1727li24 448.>\26 -lB.5 226.3 1884 H 6/58 330 234 P1733/11 
445A25 -21.9 253.4 1934 H 7/10 328 317 P1728/01 449AOl -15.9 224.B 1665 H 0/22 330 92 P1733/28 
445A26 -21.2 252.9 1940 H 7/12 328 304 P1728/02 449A02 -15.4 224.4 1672 H 6/24 330 103 P1733/21 
445A31 -18.8 261.0 2280 H 6/42 328 103 P1728/03 449A03 -16.3 224.2 1678 H 6/25 330 91 P1733/22 
445A32 -18.0 260.5 2289 M 6/44 328 108 P1728/04 449A04 -15.8 223.7 1685 H 6/27 330 103 P1733/23 
445A33 -1';.1 260.3 2287 H 6/45 328 103 P1728/0S 449A05 -16.6 223.6 1692 H 6/28 330 89 P1733/24 
445A34 -lG.3 259.9 2297 H 6/40 328 109 P1728/0b 449A06 -16.1 223.1 1699 H 6/30 330 104 P1733/2S 
445A35 -19.4 259.7 2296 H 6/47 328 103 P17Z8/07 449A07 -17.0 222.9 1706 H 6/30 330 87 P1733/26 
445A36 -11:.6 259.2 2305 H 6/49 3~8 109 P1728/08 449A03 -16.4 222.5 1714 H. 6/32 330 104 P1733/27 
445A37 -1~.7 259.0 2305 H 6/50 328 103 P1728/C9 449A09 -17.3 222.3 1720 H 6/33 330 84 P1734/01 
445A38 -1&.9 258.5 2314 M 6/52 328 110 P17Z8/10 449AI0 -16.8 221.9 1728 H 6/35 330 105 P1734/02 
445A39 -20.0 258.3 2314 H 6/53 328 103 P1728/11 449A11 -17.7 221.6 1736 H 6/36 33079 P1734/03 
445A40 -1~.1 257.9 2324 H 6/55 328 III P1728/12 449A12 -17.1 221.2 1743 H 6/38 330 107 P1734/04 
445A41 -20.3 257.6 2324 H 6/56 328 103 P1728/13 449A13 -18.0 221.0 1751 H 6/39 330 71 P1734/05 
445A42 -1' •• 4 257.1 2333 H 6/58 328 III P1728/14 449A14 -17.4 220.5 1759 H 6/41 330 III P1734/06 
445A43 -20.6 256.9 2334 H 6/59 328 103 P1728/15 44 0 A15 -18.3 220.3 1768 H 6/41 330 56 P1734/07 
445A44 -1".7 256.5 2344 H 7/01 328 112 P1728/16 449A16 -17.S 219.9 1776 H 6/43 330 119 P1734/08 
445A45 -2(".8 256.2 2346 H 7/02 328 104 P1728/17 449A17 -18.7 219.7 1784 H 6/44 330 25 P1734/09 
445A46 -21 .• 0 255.8 2356 H 7/04 328 113 P17Z8/18 449A18 -18.1 219.2 1792 H 6/46 330 182 P1734/10 
445A47 -2,.1 255.5 2357 H 7/05 328 104 P1728/19 449A19 -19.0 219.0 1802 H 6/47 330 339 P1734/11 
445A48 -21'.3 255.0 2367 H 7/07 328 115 P1728/20 449A20 -18.4 218.5 1810 H 6/49 330 255 P1734/12 
445A49 -2~.4 254.8 2370 H 7/08 328 105 P1728/21 449A21 -19.3 218.3 1820 H 6/50 330 316· P1734/13 
445A50 -2,;.5 254.4 2380 M 7/10 328 117 P1728/22 449A22 -18.7 217.8 1823 M 6/52 330 267 P1734/14 
445A51 -2~.7 254.1 2382 H 7/11 328 105 P1728/23 449A23 -19.7 217.6 1839 H 6/53 330 304 P1734/15 
445A52 -2( .. 8 253.7 2393 H 7/13 328 119 P1728/24 449A24 -19.1 217.1 1847 H 6/55 330 271 P1734/16 
445A53 -21.9 253.4 2396 H 7/14 328 106 P1728/25 449A25 -20.0 216.9 1858 H 6/56 330 298 P1734/17 
445A54 -2~.1 253.0 2407 H 7/16 328 121 P1728/26 449A26 -19.4 216.4 1867 H 6/58 330 273 P1734/18 
445A55 -2~.2 252.7 2410 H 7/17 328 107 P1728/27 450AOl 28.7 48.0 16672 C 14/39 331 323 P1735/01 
445A56 -2'.3 252.2 2421 H 7/19 328 125 P172BI28 450A02 21.0 40.8 16235 C 15/08 331 319 P1735/02 
447AOl -1~.6 332.1 33523 V 13/02 329 267 t11730/24 450A03 29.3 41.9 16430 C 15/03 331 329 P1735/03 
44/A02 -3~.6 338.7 33698 V 12/35 329 242 H1730/25 450A04 21.7 35.0 16076 C 15/31 331 326 P1735/04 
447A03 -1'·.8 331. 8 33485 C 13/03 329 267 Hl730/26 450A05 30.0 35.7 16320 C 15/28 331 335 P1735/05 
447A04 -3r..7 338.5 33692 C 12/36 329 242 H1730/27 450AC6 22.6 29.9 15969 C 15/51 331 334 P1735/06 
447A05 -1".7 332.3 33526 C 13/01 329 267 H1730/28 450A07 30.9 30.2 16221 C 15/50 331 343 P1735/07 
447A06 -3~.7 338.7 33697 C 12/36 329 242 H1730/29 450A08 23.5 24.8 15891 C 16/12 331 343 P1735/08 
447A09 -19.9 332.3 33523 R 13/01 329 267 H1730/32 450A09 32.0 24.6 16158 C 16/13 331 351 P1735/09 22+~lg :~~:~ ~i~:~ ~~Igg e i~~3~ ~~~ ~~~ ~l+~~~f~ 2g~~a~ ~~:~ ~~:~ i~~1~ ~ Ig~5i ~~i ~~~ ~i~~g~a~ 
3-35 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
PICtlO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ CROERt;BR PICNO LAT LON Rt-l\GE F TCo LS seAZ CRoERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------451A02 5.7 20.1 13783 C 16/13 331 296 P1736/02 453147 -18.6 228.9 33118 R 16/04 332 71 N1739/46 
451A03 9.2 22.1 13842 C 16/05 331 305 P1736/03 453A48 -32.2 229.0 33143 R 16/04 332 121 H1739/47 
451A04 1.7 19.1 13742 C 16/17 331 281 P1736/04 453A61 -48.7 258.6 33403 V 14/11 332 194 "1741/13 
451A05 5.2 20.9 13778 C 16/09 331 294 P1736/05 453A62 -65.8 269.8 34091 V 13/26 332 190 N1741/14 
451A06 -2.0 18.2 13721 C 16/21 331 266 P1736/06 453A63 -48.6 259.0 33402 V 14/09 332 195 N1741/15 
451A07 1.3 19.9 13738 C 16/14 331 280 P1736/07 453A64 -65.6 270.2 34089 V 13/24 332 190 N1741/16 
451A08 -6.0 17.3 13723 C 16/24 331 250 P1736/03 453A65 -48.6 259.2 33404 C 14/09 332 195 N1741/17 
451A09 -2.4 19.0 13719 C 16/18 331 266 P1736/09 453A66 -65.7 270.6 34Q93 C 13/23 332 190 N1741/18 
451AI0 -9.9 16.5 13746 C 16/28 331 237 P1736/10 453A67 -48.4 259.2 33399 C 14/09 332 195 N1741/19 
451A11 '-6.3 18.1 13722 C 16/21 331 251 P1736/11 453A68 -65.5 270.8 34Q87 C 13/23 332 190 N1741/20 
451A12 -13.6 15.7 13785 C 16/31 331 228 P1736/12 453A71 -47.8 258.1 33371 R 14/13 332 194 N1741/23 
451A13 -10.1 17.4 13744 C 16/24 331 239 P1736/13 453A72 -64.6 267.4 34018 R 13/36 332 189 N1741/24 
451A14 -18.0 15.0 13856 C 16/34 331 219 P1736/14 453A78 -57.2 289.1 34097 C 12/12 332 207 t11743/08 
451A15 -14.3 16.6 13792 C 16/28 331 229 P1736/15 453179 -42.6 274.1 33462 C 13/12 332 218 H1743/09 
451A16 -22.3 14.3 13952 C 16/37 331 213 P1736/16 453A80 -57.4 288.9 34095 C 12/13 332 206 N1743/10 
451A17 -18.3 15.9 13858 C 16/31 331 221 P1736/17 453A83 -42.4 273.8 33451 R 13/14 332 219 N1743/13 
451A18 -26.8 13.7 14072 C 16/39 331 209 P1736/18 453A84 -57.2 283.4 34076 R 12/15 332 206 N1743/14 
451A19 -22.8 15.3 13957 C 16/33 331 215 P1736/19 456A15 18.7 326.0 13898 V 16/27 334 342 N1745/27 
451A20 -31.7 13.0 14231 C 16/42 331 206 P1736/20 456A16 10.9 325.8 13771 R 16/28 334 325 N1745/28 
451A41 -18.0 205.8 1867 N 6/20 331 90 P1736/21 456A18 6.5 323.9 13705 R 16/36 334 310 N1745/30 
451A42 -17.4 205.4 1873 N 6/21 331 97 P1736/22 '456A19 10.5 325.5 13744 V 16/30 334 325 H1745/31 
451A43 -18.3 205.2 1877 N 6/22 331 90 P1736/23 456A20 2.9 323.3 1133666747 RR 11661/4384 3",3344 284 N1745/32 451A44 -17.7 204.8 1884 N 6/24 331 97 P1736/24 456A22 -1.2 322.0 J 245 N1745/34 
451A45 -18.6 204.5 1889 H 6/25 331 89 P1737/01 456A23 2.4 323.7 13661 V 16/37 334 281 H1745/35 
451A46 -18.0 204.1 1895 H 6/27 331 97 P1737/02 456A24 -5.3 321.1 13677 R 16/48 334 220 N1745/36 
451A47 -19.0 203.9 1901 H 6/28 331 88 P1737/03 456A27 -5.4 320.8 13658 V 16/49 334 218 H1745/39 
451A48 -18.3 203.5 1907 N 6/30 331 97 P1737104 456A28 -13.2 319.6 13763 R 16/54 334 201 N1745/40 
451A49 -19.3 203.3 1913 N 6/30 331 86 P1737/05 456A31 -13.1 319.1 13742 V 16/56 334 200 N1745/43 
451A50 -18.7 202.8 1919 N 6/32 331 96 P1737/06 456A32 -21.4 317.6 13936 R 17/02 334 194 H1745/44 
451A51 -19.6 202.6 1926 N 6/33 331 85 P1737/07 456A35 -21.6 317.2 13924 V 17/04 334 193 H1745/47 
2~i~~~ :i~:~ ~g~:5 l~~~ ~ ~~~g ~~i ~~ ~if~f~g~ 2gg~~68 :~g·.57 ~11~.·~ 112~g13 RR 11~/11182 33~44 190 N1745/48 
451A54 -19.3 201.6 1946 H 6/33 331 95 P1737/10 450A39 -31.0 315.3 14226 V 17/12 334 i~6 ~1~2~~~~ 
451A55 -20.3 201.4 1953 H 6/38 331 80 P1737/11 456A40 -42.9 312.4 14747 R 17/24 334 188 N1745/52 
451A56 -19.6 200.9 1960 H 6/40 331 94 P1737/12 457AOI -26.2 141.2 2007 H 6/38 334 2 N1746/25 
451A57 -20.6 200.7 1968 H 6/41 331 76 P1737/13 457A02 -25.5 140.9 2006 N 6/40 334 1 N1746/26 
451A58 -19.9 200.2 1974 N 6/43 331 93 P1737/14 457A03 -26.6 140.4 2026 N 6/41 334 356 N1746/27 
451A59 -20.9 200.0 19S2 N 6/44 331 71 P1737/15 457A04 -25.7 140.1 2023 H 6/43 334 354 H1746/28 
451A60 -20.3 199.5 1989 H 6/46 331 92 P1737/16 457A05 -26.8 139.7 2044 N 6/45 334 351 H1746/29 
451A61 -21.2 199.3 1998 N 6/47 331 65 P1737/17 457A06 -26.0 139.3 2042 N 6/46 334 347 N1746/30 
451A62 -20.6 198.9 2005 H 6/49 331 89 P1737/18 457A07,-27.0 138.9 2062 H 6/48 334 345 H1746/31 
451A63 -21.6 198.6 2014 N 6/50 331 54 P1737/19 457A03 -26.1 138.5 2060 N 6/49 334 341 H1746/32 
451A64 -20.9 198.2 2021 N 6/52 331 84 P1737/20 457A09 -27.2 138.1 2082 N 6/51 334 340 N1746/33 
451A65 -21.9 197.9 2031 N 6/53 331 38 P1737/21 457AI0 -26.3 137.7 2079 H 6/53 334 334 H1746/34 
451166 -21.2 197.4 2038 N 6/55 331 72 P1737/22 457Al1 -27.4 137.3 2102 N 6/55 334 335 H1746/35 
451A67 -22.2 197.2 2048 N 6/56 331 15 P1737/23 457A12 -26.5 137.0 2100 N 6/56 334 328 H1746/36 
451A68 -21.5 196.7 2055 H 6/53 331 11 P1737/24 457~13 -27.6 136.5 2122 H 6/58 334 330 H1746/37 
451A69 -22.5 196.4 2066 H 6/59 331 340 P1738/01 457A14 -26.6 136.2 2120 H 6/59 334 323 H1746/38 
2~i~~~ :~~:~ 14~:~ ~8~~ ~ ~~g~ ~~i ~~~ ~i~~~~8~ 2~~~ig :~l:~ i~~:~ ~i2~ ~ ~~8~ ~~~ ~ig ~i~2~~g6 
451A72 -22.1 195.3 2092 N 7/04 331 295 P1738/04 457A17 -27.9 134.9 2165 H 7/05 334 321 N1746/41 
452AOl -14.5 195.6 1748 N 6/20 332 125 P1738/05 457A18 -26.9 134.5 2163 H 7/06 334 313 N1746/42 
452A02 -13.9 195.2 1761 N 6/21 332 132 P173S/06 457A19 -28.0 134.0 2188 H 7/08 334 317 H1746/43 
~~~~g~ :l~:~ l~~:~ l~~~ n ~~~~ ~~~ l~~ ~if~~~g~ ~~~i~~ :~~:~ l~~:i ~~~i n ~~i~ ~~~ ~IZ nl~~g~~~ 
452A05 -15.2 194.3 1772 N 6/25 332 129 P1738/09 457122 -27.3 132.8 2211 N 7/13 334 306 N1746/46 
452A06 -14.6 193.9 1785 N 6/27 332 133 P1738/10 457A23 -28.4 132.3 2237 H 7/15 334 311 N1746/47 
452A07 -15.5 193.6 1785 N 6/28 332 133 P1738/11 457A24 -27.5 132.0 2236 N 7/17 334 304 N1746/48 
452A03 -14.9 193.2 1798 H 6/30 332 141 P1738/12 457A25 -26.8 146.1 3789 H 6/30 334 107 P1747/01 
452A09 -15.8 193.0 1798 H 6/31 332 136 P1738/25 457A26 -25.3 145.3 3797 H 6/33 334 112 P1747/02 
2~~~i~ :ig:i i4~:~ i~i~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~ i2~ ~lf~~~t~ 2~f~~~ :~~:g 12~:~ ~fg§ ~ g~~6 ~~2 i~~ ~l~~~~gg 
452A12 -15.5 191.8 1825 N 6/35 332 150 P1738/16 457A29 -27.3 142.6' 3729 H 6/44 334 109 P1747/05 
452A13 -16.4 191.6 1827 H 6/36 332 147 P1738/17 457A30 -25.8 142.0 3746 N 6/47 334 114 P1747/06 
452A14 -15.8 191.2 1840 N 6/38 332 156 P173S/18 457A31 -27.4 141.0 3715 H 6/51 334 110 P1747/07 
452A15 -16.7 190.9 1842 H 6/39 332 154 P1738/19 457A32 -26.0 140.3 3724 H 6/54 334 116 P1747/08 
452A16 -16.1 190.5 1855 N 6/41 332 163 P1738/20 457A33 -27.6 139.5 3699 N 6/57 334 112 P1747/09 
452A17 -17.0 190.3 1857 H 6/42 332 163 P1738/21 457A34 -26.2 138.7 3708 H 7/00 334 118 P1747/10 
452A18 -16.4 189.8 1871 H 6/44 332 170 P1738/22 457A35 -27.8 137.7 3684 H 7/04 334 113 P1747/11 
452A19 -17.3 189.6 1874 N 6/45 332 173 P1738/23 457A36 -26.3 137.1 3695 N 7/07 334 120 P1747/12 
452A20 -16.7 189.1 18S8 H 6/47 332 179 P1738/24 457A37 -27.9 136.1 3674 H 7/11 334 115 P1747/13 
453AOl -13.0 266.7 33348 V 13/24 332 282 N1740/25 457A38 -26.4 135.4 3686 N 7/14 334 123 P1747/14 
453A02 -26.3 271.2 33388 V 13/06 332 249 N1740/26 457A39 -28.0 134.5 3667 N 7/17 334 118 P1747/15 
453A03 -13.3 266.6 33342 V 13/24 332 282 H1740/27 457A40 -26.5 133.8 3680 H 7/20 334 127 P1747/16 
453A04 -26.4 271.1 33334 V 13/06 332 249 H1740/28 457A41 -28.1 132.9 3663 H 7/24 334 121 P1747/17 
453A05 -13.4 266.4 33336 C 13/25 332 282 "1740/29 457A42 -26.6 132.4 3679 N 7/26 334 131 P1747/18 
453A06 -26.4 270.8 33374 C 13/08 332 249 t11740/30 457A43 -28.2 131.4 3663 N 7/30 334 125 P1747/19 
453A07 -13.4 266.1 33327 C 13/26 332 282 H1740/31 457A44 -26.7 130.8 3680 H 7/33 334 136 P1747/20 
453A08 -26.5 270.6 33369 C 13/09 332 249 H1740/32 457A45 -28.2 129.8 3667 N 7/37 334 131 P1747/21 
453Al1 -13.5 265.9 33320 R 13/27 332 282 H1740/35 457A46 -26.7 129.2 3685 H 7/39 334 142 P1747/22 
453A12 -26.6 270.2 33357 R 13/10 332 248 N1740/36 457A47 -28.2 128.2 3673 H 7/43 334 138 P1747/23 
453A13 -13.9 255.3 33116 V 14/12 332 299 N1739/25 457M8 -26.7 127.7 3692 N 7/45 334 150 P1747/24 
453A14 -27.2 258.6 33121 V 13/59 332 242 ~11739/26 459A04 -23.1 206.4 33227 C 13/25 335 254 H1749/22 
453A15 -14.0 255.2 33113 V 14/13 332 299 N1739/27 459A07 -22.6 216.1 33459 R 12/46 335 255 H1749/25 
453A16 -27.8 258.2 33118 V 14/01 332 239 N1739/28 45~A08 -35.4 224.2 33734 R 12/13 335 231 H1749/26 
453A17 -14.9 254.9 33101 C 14/14 332 297 H1739/29 459A09 -19.4 193.0 33033 V 14/01 335 272 H1750/25 
453A18 -28.6 257.9 33118 C 14/02 332 235 ~11739/30 459AI0 -32.6 202.2 33192 V 13/44 335 220 H1750/26 2~~~~6 :~~:~ ~~~:~ ~~ir~ E i2~6~ ~~~ ~~~ ~t~~~~~~ 2~~ti~ :~~:g ~6~:~ ~~~~5 E t~~2~ ~~~ ~~5 ~l~~g~~~ 
453A23 -16.1 254.0 33080 R 14/18 332 295 ~11739/35 459A15 -19.2 ~90~ •• 91 333301S807 RR 1143//0452 333355 272 H1750/31 453A24 -3~.9 257.3 33125 R 14/05 332 226 H1739/36 459A16 -32.5 ~ ~ 220 M1750/32 
453A25 -18.8 239.3 33014 V 15/19 332 44 ~11740/37 45 0 A17 -20.5 184.2 33006 V 14/59 335 55 H1749/27 
453A26 -32.4 240.8 33055 V 15/13 332 156 "1740/38 459A18 -34.0 186.6 33090 V 14/49 335 170 H1749/28 
453A27 -18.6 239.1 33016 V 15/20 332 44 N1740/39 45 QA19 -20.5 184.2 33006 C 14/59 335 55 H1749/29 
453A28 -32.1 240.6 33053 V 15/14 332 155 N1740/40 459A20 -34.0 186.5 33089 C 14/50 335 170 H1749/30 
453A29 -la.5 239.1 33016 C 15/20 332 44 H1740/41 459A23 -20.4 184.2 33005 R 15/00 335 54 H1749/33 
453A30 -3 •• 0 240.7 33051 C 15/14 332 155 N1740/42 459A24 -33.9 186.5 33087 R 14/50 335" 169 H1749/34 
453A31 -IG.4 239.2 33016 C 15/20 332 42 H1740/43 459A25 -21.7 169.6 33147 V l6/00 335 85 H1750/33 
453A32 -31.7 240.5 33048 C 15/15 332 153 H1740/44 459A26 -35.5 169.8 33235 V &/59 335 127 H1750/34 
453A35 -11:.0 239.1 33018 R 15/21 332 41 N1740/47 459A27 -21.6 169.6 33147 C 100 335 8~ H1750/3l 453A36 -3:.5 240.6 33045 R 15/15 332 153 H1740/48 459A28 -35.4 169.8 33234 C 1 /00 335 129. H1758/3 
453A37 -1&.5 228.1 33131 V 16/07 332 72 N1739/48 459A31 -21.6 169.5 33148 R 16/01 335 8~ 1175 13 2~~~~~ :i~:~ ~~~:~ ~~i~g ~ ig~gl ~~~ 1,~ ~i~~~~~~ ~~~i~~ :~8:~ i~~:~ ~~~~t ~ l~~~~ ~~~ l~~ It-~~~~Ii~ 
453A40 -32.2 228.3 33158 V 16/06 332 120 H1739/39 459A34 -68.6 169.7 34221 V 16/03 335 ~66 t 4q 
453A41 -16.5 228.5 33124 C 16/06 332 71 ~1l739/40 459A35 -50.2 175.7 33490 C 15/39 335 59 1 4rl 
453A42 -3~.2 228.6 33154 C 16/05 332 120 N1739/41 459A36 -68.5 169.7 34218 C 16/03 335 65 t7291 2~~~~~ :!~:~ ~~~:g ~~i~~ § ig~g~ 3~~ l~t ~1~~~~23 2~~~~6 :gg:~ tl~:~ ~~~~~ ~ ig~~2 ~~~ ig~ N!f49/4 
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VIK:'NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--PICNO---L~T---LCN--RANGE-F--TOD--LS-SCAZ-CRDER~SR--PICNo---LAT---LoN--RANGE-F--ToD--Ls-scAz-oRDERNBR 
--459A4i-:4ti:4-i93:6-333sz-v-i4/30-335-is2-H1750/4i--463Als--2i:7--49:i-3099s-c-is/39-33s-3si-H17s9/3s 
459A42 -6£.0 200.5 34058 V 14/03 335 181 H1750/42 463A16 4.8 60.8 30066 C 14/52 338 348 H1759/36 
459A43 -48.3 193.6 33380 C 14/30 335 182 H1750/43 463A17 21.4 49.2 30984 C 15/39 338 351 t11759/37 
459A44 -65.9 200.3 3~a55 C 14/03 335 181 H1750/44 463A18 4.8 60.7 30073 C 14/52 338 348 H1759/38 
459A47 -48.2 193.4 33376 R 14/31 335 182 H1750/47 463A19 21.3 49.3 30981 C 15/33 338 351 H1759/39 
459A48 -65.8 200.1 34048 R 14/05 335 181 H1750/48 463~20 4.6 60.8 30071 C 14/53 338 348 H1759/40 
459A49 -46.1 213.2 33503 V 13/15 335 208 H1751/17 463A22 4.6 60.8 30073 C 14/53 338 348 H1760/22 
459A50 -61.9 230.7 34242 V 12/05 335 199 tl1751/18 463A23 21.0 49.4 30972 C 15/38 338 352 H1760/23 
459A51 -46.1 213.1 33500 C 13/15 335 208 H1751/19 463A24 4.5 60.9 30074 C 14/52 338 348 H1760/24 
459452 -61.9 230.5 34237 C 12/06 335 199 H1751/20 463A25 20.9 49.3 30977 C 15/39 338 352 H1760/25 
459A55 -46.0 212.9 33494 R 13/1~ 335 207 H1751/23 463A26 4.3 60.9 30072 C 14/52 338 348 H1760/26 
459A56 -61.8 230.1 3~g?Z R 12/07 335 199 H17S1/24 463A27 20.8 49.4 30974 C 15/39 338 352 H1760/27 
459A57 -24.9 123.8 ~~~~ H 6/30 336 81 P1752/01 463A28 4.4 60.9 30079 C 14/53 338 348 H1760/28 
459A53 -23.7 123.0 2343 H 6/34 336 93 P1752/02 463A29 20.7 49.6 30971 C 15/38 33S 352 H1760/29 
459A59 -24.9 123.2 2354 H 6/33 336 83 P1752/03 463A30 4.3 60.7 30083 C 14/53 338 349 H1760/30 
459A60 -24.0 122.2 2354 H 6/37 336 93 P1752/04 463A31 21.1 49.0 31006 C 15/41 338 352 H1760/31 
459A61 -26.4 122.0 2364 H 6/38 336 67 P1752/05 463A32 4.8 60.3 30110 C 14/55 338 349 H1760/32 
459A62 -24.0 121.1 2363 H 6/41' 336 97 P17S2/06 463A33 22.1 47.9 31081 C 15/45 338 353 H1760/33 
459A63 -25.2 121.3 2373 H 6/41 336 82 P1752/07 463A34 5.3 59.7 30142 C 14/58 338 350 H1760/34 
459A64 -24.3 120.4 2375 H 6/45 336 97 P1752/0B 463A35 22.9 47.1 31145 C 15/48 338 353 H1760/35 
459A65 -26.7 120.4 2388 H 6/45 336 63 P1752/09 463A36 5.7 59.1 30172 C 15/00 338 350 H1760/36 
459A66 -24.2 119.2 2387 H 6/49 336 103 P1752/10 463A38 6.1 58.6 30200 C 15/03 338 351 H1760/38 
459A67 -25.5 119.3 2397 H 6/49 336 82 P1752/11 463A40 6.6 S8.0 30234 C 15/05 338 351 H1760/40 
459A68 -24.5 118.5 2402 tl 6/52 336 105 P1752/12 463A41 -21.1 150.5 33333 V 12/11 338 253 H1761/25 
459Ao9 -26.9 118.2 2413 H 6/53 336 51 P17S2/13 463A42 -32.9 160.6 33~35 V 11/31 338 231 H1761/26 
459A70 -24.5 117.3 2416 H 6/57 336 121 P1752/14 463A43 -21.2 150.1 33323 C 12/13 338 253 H1761/27 
459A71 -25.7 117.4 2425 H 6/57 336 81 P1752/15 463A44 -32.9 160.2 33624 C 11/32 338 231 H1761/28 
459A72 -24.7 116.5 2433 H 7/01 336 131 P1752/16 463A47 -21.6 149.9 33315 R 12/14 338 253 H1761/31 
459A73 -27.1 116.3 2444 H 7/02 336 24 P1752/17 403A48 -33.2 160.0 33619 R 11/33 338 231 H1761/32 
459A74 -24.6 115.3 2451 H 7/05 336 177 P1752/18 463A49 -22.8 134.9 32977 V 13/16 338 254 H1761/33 
459A75 -25.8 115.3 2459 H 7/05 336 51 P1752/19 463A50 -35.3 141.9 33159 V 12/49 338 219 H1761/34 
459A76 -24.8 114.5 2469 H 7/09 3'6 206 P1752/20 463A51 -22.7 134.3 32969 C 13/19 338 255 H1761/35 
459A77 -27.3 114.2 2480 H 7/10 336 331 P1752/21 463A52 -35.1 141.0 33140 C 12/52 338 219 H1761/30 
459A78 -24.8 113.3 2490 H 7/14 336 228 P1752/22 463A55 -22.4 133.0 32952 R 13/24 338 256 H1761/39 
459A79 -26.0 113.4 2497 H 7/13 336 266 P1752/23 463A56 -34.9 139.5 33113 R 12/59 338 218 H1761/40 
459A80 -24.9 112.5 2511 H 7/17 336 238 P1752/24 463A57 -21.2 114.9 32877 V 14/39 338 45 H1761/41 
460A01 -25.4 107.5 2480 H 6/57 336 108 P17S6/01 463A58 -34.3 119.1 32937 V 14/23 338 164 H1761/42 
460A02 -24.5 107.3 2491 H 6/S8 ~~6 132 P1756/02 463A59 -21.3 114.7 32879 C 14/40 338 47 H1761/43 
460A03 -25.8 106.8 2496 H 7/00 ~~6 105 P1750/03 463A60 -34.4 118.9 32939 C 14/24 338 163 H1761/44 
460A04 -24.9 106.5 2507 H 7/01 336 138 P1756/04 463A63 -21.2 114.4 32833 R 14/42 338 48 H1761/47 
460A05 -26.4 106.0 2513 H 7/04 336 83 P17S6/05 463A64 -34.3 118.5 32939 R 14/25 338 161 H1761/48 
.460A06 -25.4 105.8 2523 H 7/05 336 144 P1756/06 463A65 -22.0 104.2 33003 V 15/25 338 72 H1762*25 460~07 -27.0 105.2 2531 H 7/07 336 22 P1756/07 463A66 -35.5 106.7 33044 V 15/15 338 123 H1762/26 
460A08 -26.0 105.0 2540 H 7/08 336 165 P17S6/08 463A67 -22.0 103.4 33016 C 15/28 338 72 H1762/27 
460A09 -27.5 104.4 2551 H 7/10 336 341 P1756/09 463A68 -35.5 105.5 33060 C 15/20 338 121 H1762/28 
460AI0 -26.6 104.2 2558 H 7/11 336 267 P1756/10 463A71 -22.3 101.5 33049 R 15/36 338 74 H1762/31 
460A11 -28.1 103.7 2571 H 7/13 336 329 P17S6/11 463A72 -36.0 103.4 330 0 5 R 15/29 333 119 H1762/32 
460A12 -27.2 103.4 2578 H 7/15 336 294 P1756/12 463A73 -51.6 106.7 33414 V 15/18 338 151 H1762/33 
460A13 -28.8 102.8 2593 H 7/17 336 323 P1756/13 463A74 -69.7 104.8 34097 V 15/26 338 160 H1762/34 
460A14 -27.8 102.6 2599 H 7/18 336 300 P1756/14 403A75 -51.7 106.8 33416 C 15/18 338 151 H1762*25 
460A15 -29.4 102.0 2616 H 7/20 336 320 P1756/15 463A76 -69.7 104.9 34098 C 15/25 338 160 H1762/36 
460A16 -28.4 101.8 2621 H 7/21 336 303 P17S6/16 463A79 -51.8 106.8 33423 R 15/18 338 151 H1762/39 
460617 -30.0 101.2 2640 H 7/24 33& 313 P1756/17 463A80 -70.0 105.1 3~115 R 15/25 338 160 H1762/40 
460A18 -29.0 101.0 2644 H 7/25 336 304 P17S6/18 463A81 -49.0 126.6 33309 V 14/01 338 177 H1762/41 
460A19 -30.7 100.3 2667 H 7/27 336 318 P1756/19 463A82 -65.6 137.5 33951 V 13/18 338 178 H1762/42 
460A20 -29.7 100.1 2669 H 7/28 336 306 P17S6/20 463A33 -48.9 126.5 33305 C 14/02 338 177 H1762/43 
461A02 45.2 285.5 14917 R 15/49 337 352 P175~/22 463A84 -65.4 137.3 33~45 C 13/19 338 178 H1762/44 
461A03 52.5 289.2 15294 V 15/34 337 353 P1756/23 463~87 -48.9 126.2 33307 R 14/03 338 176 H1762/47 
461A04 39.2 282.6 14620 R 16/01 337 351 P1756/24 463A88 -65.6 136.9 33948 R 13/21 338 177 H1762/48 
461A05 45.3 28q.9 14898 V 15/52 337 353 P1757/01 463A89 -48.0 152.1 33604 V 12/23 338 206 H1763/09 
461AOo 33.9 ~80.5 14385 R 16/09 337 351 P1757/02 463A90 -61.7 179.0 34482 V 10/35 338 198 HI763/10 
461A07 39.4 282.1 14599 V 16/03 337 353 P17S7/03 463A91 -47.9 152.0 33602 C 12/23 338 206 M1763/11 
461A08 29.4 279.0 14205 R 16/16 337 351 P1757/04 463A92 -61.7 178.8 34477 C 10/36 338 198 H1763/12 
461A09 34.1 280.0 14367 V 16/12 337 353 P1757/05 463A~5 -48.0 151.7 33600 R 12/24.338 205 H1763*lS 
461AIO 24.9 277.5 14053 R 16/22 337 350 P1757/06 463A c6 -61.8 178.5 34474 R 10/37 338 198 H1763/16 
461A11 29.5 278.5 14186 V 16/18 337 352 P1757/07 464A12 -22.8 73.3 2437 H 6/39 338 132 P1765/01 
461A12 20.5 276.2 13923 R 16/27 337 349 P1757/0S 464A13 -21.8 72.7 2451 H 6/41 338 142 P1765/02 
461A13 24.5 277.0 14017 V 16/24 337 351 P1757/09 464A14 -23.0 72.3 2449 H 6/43 338 137 P1765/03 
461A14 16.1 275.2 13822 R 16/31 337 346 P1757/10 464A15 -22.1 71.7 2463 H 6/45 338 148 P1765/04 
461A15 19.8 275.9 13887 V 16/28 337 349 P1757/11 464A16 -23.3 71.4 2462 H 6/46 338 143 P1765/05 
461A16 11.8 274.3 13746 R 16/35 337 341 P1757/12 464A17 -22.4 70.8 2477 H 6/49 338 154 P1765/06 
461A17 15.4 274.9 13789 V 16/33 337 346 P1757/13 464A18 -23.5 70.5 2476 H 6/50 338 151 P1765/07 
461A18 7.9 273.5 13697 R 16/38 337 329 P1757/14 464A19 -22.6 69.9 2491 H 6/53 338 163 P1765/08 
461A19 11.5 274.1 13723 V 16/3~ 337 3~2 P1757/15 464A20 -23.8 69.5 2491 H 6/54 338 161 P1765/09 
461A20 4.0 272.7 13668 R 16/42 337 292 P1757/16 464A21 -22.9 68.9 2507 H 6/57 338 172 P1765/10 
461A21 7.9 273.3 13677 V 16/40 337 331 P1757/17 464A22 -24.0 68.5 2507 H 6/58 338 174 P1765/11 
461A22 .1 271.9 13659 R 16/45 337 225 P1757/18 464A23 -23.1 67.9 2524 H 7/01 338 182 P1765/12 
461A23 3.9 272.5 13648 V 16/43 337 290 P1757/19 464A24 -24.3 67.6 2525 H 7/02 338 188 P1765/13 
461A24 -3.5 271.1 13669 R 16/49 337 203 P1757/20 464A25 -23.3 67.0 2542 H 7/05 338 193 P1765/14 
462A41 -26.1 84.5 2352 H 7/10 337 278 P17Sa/01 464A26 -24.5 66.6 2544 H 7/06 338 204 P1765/15 
462A42 -25.2 84.3 2358 H 7/11 337 264 P17S8/02 464A27 -23.5 66.0 2562 H 7/09 338 204 P1765/16 
462A43 -26.6 83.7 2377 H 7/14 337 282 P175S/03 464A28 -24.7 65.6 2564 H 7/10 338 217 P1765/17 
462A44 -25.7 83.4 2386 H 7/15 337 270 P1758/04 464A29 -23.7 65.0 2583 H 7/13 338 213 P1765/18 
462A45 -27.1 82.8 2402 H 7/17 337 285 P175a/05 464A30 -24.9 6~.7 2585 H 7/15 338 227 P1765/19 
462A46 -26.3 82.6 2411 H 7/18 337 274 P1758/C6 464A31 -23.9 64.0 2605 H 7/17 338 222 P1765/20 
462A47 -27.8 82.0 2430 H 7/21 337 2S3 P175S/07 4651>.01 -26.1 63.1 2416 H 6/41 339, 91 P1766/01 
462A48 -26.9 81.7 2437 H 7/22 337 279 P1753/C8 465A02 -25.3 62.5 2424 H 6/43 339 112 P1766/02 
462A49 -28.4 81.0 2459 H 7/25 337 291 P1758/09 465A03 -26.4 62.2 2430 H 6/45 339 89 P1766/03 
462A50 -27.5 80.8 2465 H 7/26 337 282 P1758/10 465A04 -25.6 61.6 2438 H 6/47 339 116 P1766/04 
462A51 -29.0 80.1 2489 H 7/28 337 292 P17S8/11 465A05 -26.7 61.2 2446 H 6/49 339 84 P1766/0S 
462A52 -28.1 79.9 2495 H 7/30 337 284 P1758/12 465A06 -25.8 60.6 2454 H 6/51 339 131 P1766/C6 
462A53 -29.6 79.2 2521 H 7/32 337 294 P1758/13 4651>.07 -26.9 60.3 2462 H 6/52 339 72 P1766/07 
462A54 -28.7 78.9 2525 H 7/33 337 287 P1753/14 465A08 -26.0 59.6 2471 H 6/55 339 159 P1766/08 
462A55 -30.2 78.2 2555 H 7/36 337 295 P17SS/15 46SA09 -27.2 59.3 2480 H 6/57 339 8 P1766/09 
462A56 -29.2 78.0 2558 H 7/37 337 288 P175S/16 465A10 -26.3 58.6 2490 H 6/59 339 215 P1766/10 
463A01 22.4 48.7 30998 C 15/39 338 351 H1759/21 465A11 -27.4 53.3 2499 H 7/01 339 302 P1766/11 
463A02 5.4 60.5 30062 C 14/52 338 347 H1759/22 465A12 -26.5 57.6 2509 H 7/04 339 245 P1766/12 
463A03 22.3 48.9 30994 C 15/39 333 351 H1759/23 465A13 -27.7 57.3 2519 H 7/05 339 291 P1766/13 463~04 5.4 60.6 30063 C 14/52 338 347 H1759/24 465A14 -26.8 56.6 2530 H 7/08 339 256 P1766/14 
463A05 22.4 48.8 31007 C 15/39 336 351 H1759/25 465A15 -27.9 56.2 2541 H 7/10 339 286 P1766/15 
463A06 5.2 60.7 30060 C 14/52 338 348 H1759/26 465A16 -27.0 55.5 2552 H 7/12 339 262 P1766/16 
463A07 22.1 48.9 30996 C 15/39 338 351 H1759/27 465A17 -28.1 55.1 2564 H 7/14 339 284 P1766/17 
463A08 5.3 60.6 30067 C 14/52 338 348 H1759/28 465A18 -27.2 54.5 2576 H 7/17 339 265 P1766/18 
463A09 21.8 49.2 30981 C 15/38 338 351 M1759/29 465A19 -28.4 54.0 2589 H 7/19 339 283 P1766/19 
463AI0 5.1 60.8 30064 C 14/52 338 348 H1759/30 465A20 -27.4 53.4 2602 H 7/21 339 267 P1766/20 
463Al1 21.7 49.0 30936 C 15/39 338 351 H1759/31 466A01 -15.0 237.2 13832 C 15/53 339 22S P1767/01 
463A12 5.0 60.7 30067 C 14/52 333 3~3 Hl759/32 466A02 -19.6 236.7 13939 C 15/55 339 218 P1767/02 
463A13 21.6 49.2 30983 C 15/39 333 351 H1759/33 466A03 -11.3 237.6 13746 C 15/51 339 232 P1767/03 
463A14 5.0 60.S 30068 C 14/52 338 348 H1759/34 466A04 -15.1 237.1 13816 C 15/53 339 224 P1767/04 
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ItIK:.NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
----------_. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
__ ~!~~~_._~::~ ___ ~~~ __ ~~~~~_~ __ ~~~ __ ~~_~~:~_~~~~~~~~ __ ~!~~~ ___ ~t~ ___ ~~~ __ ~:~~~_~ __ ~~~ __ ~~_~~~~_~~~~~~~~ 
466A05 -~.3 238.0 13673 C 15/50 33q 241 P1767/05 467A70 4.6 56.1 33702 C 16/0q 340 25 t11770/32 
466A06 -1' .• 0 237.5 13721 C 15/52 339 232 P1767/06 469AOl -23.3 98.0 33407 V 11/47 341 244 H1772/23 :tt2g~ :~:~ i~9:~ 1~2~~ ~ 1~~38 ~~~ i!~ ~1~2~~g, :2~tg§ :~~:I l~g:, ~~!tt ~ 1~~2i ~:l i!l nl~~~~i~ 
466A09 .3 239.0 13589 C 15/46 339 265 P1767/09 469AO~ -34.6 111.2 33860 V 10/54 341 226 H1772/26 
466AIO -:.1 238.4 13598 C 15/43 339 252 P1767/10 469A05 -23.5 98.2 33412 C 11/46 341 244 H1772/27 
466All {,.4 239.7 13577 C 15/43 339 280 P1767/11 469A06 -34.7 111.1 33856 C 10/55 341 225 H1772/28 
466A12 .6 239.0 13567 C 15/46 339 265 P1767/12 469A09 -23.7 98.0 33406 R 11/47 3~1 244 H1772/31 
466A15 -16.8 231.0 13667 C 16/19 339 209 P1767/13 469AI0 -34.8 111.2 33860 RIO/55 341 225 H1772/32 
466A16 -2: .• 4 230.3 13789 C 16/22 339 204 P1767/14 469A21 -47.8 93.4 33515 V 12/11 341 202 H1772/33 
466A17 -1~.8 231.2 13560 C 16/18 339 214 P1767/15 469A22 -61.2 121.5 34425 V 10/19 341 196 H1772/34 
466A18 -1e-.5 230.6 13638 C 16/21 339 203 P1767/16 469A23 -47.8 93.3 33513 C 12/11 341 202 H1772/35 
466A19 -£..3 231.7 13466 C 16/17 339 221 P1767/17 469A24 -61.1 121.2 34416 C 10/20 341 196 H1772/36 
466A20 -1~.9 231.2 13523 C 16/19 339 214 P1767/18 469A27 -47.6 93.2 33506 R 12/12 341 202 t11772/39 
466A21 -~.1 232.4 13402 C 16/14 339 234 P1767/19 469A28 -61.0 120.6 3~403 R 10/23 341 196 H1772/40 
466A22 -~.8 231.8 13442 C 16/16 339 222 P1767/20 469A37 -45.9 72.8 33202 R 13/37 341 181 H1774/42 
466A23 -.2 233.0 13362 C 16/12 339 251 P1767/21 469A38 -61.4 85.1 33801 R 12/48 341 180 t11774/43 :ggi~~ -~:~ ~~~:~ i~~~g ~ itj6~ ~~~ ~~~ ~i+2~~~~ ~g~i:~ :~~:~ ~8:g ~~~~g ~ ijj!g ~2i i~~ ~iff~~2~ 
466A26 .3 233.2 13342 C 16/11 339 254 P17671Z4 469A43 -19.6 65.2 32881 C 14/10 341 324 H1772/43 
466A27 7.8 234.6 13345 C 16/05 339 296 P1767/25 469A44 -32.5 70.7 32956 C 13/48 341 189 H1772/44 
466A28 , .5 233.8 13323 C 16/09 339 278 P1767/26 469A58 -34.8 51.6 33063 R 15/07 341 120 H1775/12 
466A45 -26.7 49.0 2610 H 7/00 339 159 P17b8/01 470A04 46.0 218.6 15154 R 14/25 341 337 P1776/04 
466A46 -25.9 48.4 2622 H 7/03 339 182 P1768/02 470A06 37.0 ·211.8 14664 R 14/52 341 334 P1776/06 
466A47 -27.1 48.0 2628 H 7/04 339 198 P1768/03 470A07 41.1 214.1 14848 V 14/43 341 336 P1776/07 
466A48 -26.2 47.4 2640 H 7/07 339 203 P1768/04 470A03 29.5 207.8 14332 R 15/09 341 329 P1776/08 2~~i~6 :~l:~ 2l:g ~g~~ n ~~i~ ~~~ ~~~ ~i~~~~gg 2~g~~6 ~~:~ ~g~:~ i23~~ ~ i~~~~ ~2i ~~i ~l~~tj~6 
466A51 -27.8 45.9 2667 H 7/13 339 259 P1768/07 470Al1 25.4 206.2 14175 VIS/IS 341 326 P1776/11 
466A52 -27.0 45.3 2680 H 7/16 339 242 P1768/08 470A12 16.1 203.3 13940 R 15/27 341 312 P1776/12 
466A53 -28.2 44.8 2690 H il17 339 268 P1768/09 470A13 19.2 204.2 13996 V 15/23 341 318 P1776/13 
466A54 -27.4 44.1 2703 H 7/20 339 253 P1768/10 470A14 10.4 201.9 13843 R 15/33 341 298 P1776/14 
466A55 -28.5 43.6 2714 H 7/22 339 273 P1768/11 470A15 13.1 202.5 13371 V 15/30 341 306 P1776/15 
466t56 -27.7 43.0 2728 H 7/25 339 260 P1768/12 470A16 4.3 200.7 13791 R 15/37 341 277 P1776/16 
466A57 -28.9 42.5 2740 H 7/27 339 277 P1768/13 470A17 7.2 201.2 13797 V 15/35 341 288 P1776/17 
466A58 -28.1 41.9 2754 H 7/30 339 265 P1768/14 470A18 -1.2 199.7 13785 R 15/42 341 255 P1776/18 
466A59 -29.3 41.3 2767 H 7/32 339 279 P1768/15 470A19 1.4 200.0 13767 V 15/41 341 266 P1776/19 
466A60 -28.4 40.7 2782 H 7/34 339 269 P1768/16 470A20 -7.0 19S.5 13821 R 15/46 341 236 P1776/20 
466A61 -29.7 40.2 2797 H 7/37 339 280 P176S/17 470A21 -41.1 338.0 6824 V 9/39 341 342 P1777/01 
466A62 -28.8 39.5 2812 H 7/39 33q 272 P1768/18 470A22 -38.7 339.8 6825 V 9/32 341 282 P1777/02 
466A63 -30.0 38.9 2829 H 7/42 339 282 P17b8/19 470A23 -41.1 337.8 6842 V 9/40 341 342 P1777/03 
466A64 -29.1 38.3 2844 H 7/44 339 273 P1768/Z0 470A24 -38.8 339.6 6S42 V 9/33 341 2S6 P1777/04 
466A65 -30.4 37.7 2862 H 7/47 339 283 P1768/21 470A25 -41.2 337.6 6859 C 9/41 341 341 P1777/05 
466A66 -29.4 37.0 2878 H 7/50 339 275 P17~8/22 470A26 -38.8 339.4 6859 C 9/34 341 290 P1777/06 
466A67 -30.7 36.4 2893 H 7/52 339 283 P1768/23 470A29 -41.4 337.1 6894 R 9/43 341 340 P1777/09 
466A68 -29.7 35.7 2916 H 7/55 339 ~76 P176B!24 470A30 -39.0 339.0 6893 R 9/36 341 297 P1777/10 
467AOl -26.4 45.3 2642 H 6/36 340 105 P1771/01 470A31 -41.4 333.8 7153 V 9/58 341 330 P1775/01 
46iA02 -25.4 44.7 2650 H 6/38 340 117 P1771/02 470A32 -39.0 335.5 7150 V 9/52 341 300 P1775/02 
467A03 -26.6 44.3 2651 H 6/40 340 107 P1771/03 470A33 -41.4 333.0 7174 C 10102 341 328 P1775/03 
467A04 -25.6 43.6 2660 H 6/42 340 120 P1771/04 470A34 -39.0 335.1 7168 C 9/54 341 301 P1775/04 
467A05 -26.8 43.3 2662 H 6/44 340 109 P1771/05 470A35 -41.4 332.6 7193 C 10/03 341 327 P1775/05 
467A06 -25.9 42.6 2671 H 6/47 340 124 P17il/06 470A36 -39.1 334.8 7185 C 9/55 341 301 P17i5/06 
46iA07 -27.1 42.3 2674 H 6/48 340 III P1771/07 470A39 -41.5 332.0 7229 R 10/06 341 326 P1775/09 
467A08 -26.0 41.6 2634 H 6/51 340 129 P1771/08 470A40 -39.1 334.2 7221 R 9/58 341 302 P1775/10 
467A09 -27.3 41.3 2687 H 6/52 340 115 P1771/09 471AOl -23.9 4.2 2393 H 6/38 342 166 P1777/11 
467AI0 -26.2 40.6 2698 H 6/55 340 137 P1771/10 471A02 -23.1 3.6 2409 H 6/40 342 175 P1777/12 
467A11 -27.5 40.3 2702 H 6/57 340 122 P1771/11 471A03 -24.2 3.2 2409 H 6/42 342 179 P1777/13 
467A12 -26.4 39.6 2713 H 6/59 340 149 P1771/12 471A04 -23.3 2.6 2427 H 6/44 342 185 P1777/14 
467A13 -27.6 3Q.2 2717 t1 7/01 340 135 P1771/13 471A05 -24.4 2.2 2428 H 6/46 342 192 P1777/15 
467A14 -26.6 33.6 2729 H 7/C4 340 165 P1771/14 471A06 -23.5 1.6 2446 H 6/48 342 195 P1777/16 
467A15 -27.8 38.1 2734 H 7/05 340 164 P1771/15 471A07 -24.6 1.3 2447 H 6/50 342 205 P1777/17 
467A16 -26.8 37.5 2747 H 7/03 340 le6 P1771/16 471A08 -23.6 .7 2466 H 6/52 342 205 P1777/18 
467A17 -28.0 37.0 2753 H 7/10 340 211 P1771/17 471A09 -24.8 .3 2463 H 6/54 342 216 P1777/19 
467A18 -26.9 36.4 2766 H 7/13 340 207 P1771/18 471AIO -23.8 359.6 2487 H 6/57 342 213 P1777/20 
467A19 -28.2 36.0 2773 H 7/14 340 239 P1771/19 471Al1 -24.9 359.2 2490 H 6/58 342 225 P1777/21 
467A20 -27.1 35.3 2787 H 7/17 340 223 P1771/20 471A12 -24.0 358.6 2510 H 7/01 342 221 P1777/22 
467A21 -28.3 34.9 2794 tt 7/19 340 251 P1771/21 471A13 -25.1 358.2 2514 H 7/03 342 233 P1777/23 
467A22 -27.3 34.2 2809 H 7/21 340 235 P1771/22 471A14 -24.1 357.6 2535 H 7/05 342 227 P1777/24 
467A23 -28.5 33.7 2817 H 7/23 340 253 P1771/23 471A15 -25.3 357.1 2538 H 7/07 342 239 P1777/25 
467A24 -27.4 33.1 2833 H 7/26 340 243 P1771/24 471A16 -24.3 356.5 2560 H 7/09 342 232 P1777/26 
467A31 21.6 47.1 34519 C 16/42 340 18 H1769/25 471A17 -25.4 356.0 2565 H 7/12 342 243 P1778/01 
467A32 2.8 57.3 33590 C 16/01 340 25 H1769/26 471A18 -24.4 355.4 2588 H 7/14 342 237 P1778/02 
467A33 21.7 47.0 34527 C 16/43 340 18 H1769/27 471A19 -25.6 354.9 2594 H 7/16 342 247 P1778/03 
467A34 2.9 57.3 33594 C 16/01 340 25 H17b9/28 471A20 -24.5 354.3 2618 H 7/19 342 241 P1778/04 
467A35 21.6 47.2 34519 C 16/42 340 18 H1769/29 471A21 -25.7 353.8 2624 H 7/21 342 250 P1778/05 
467A36 2.7 57.4 33588 C 16/01 340 25 H1769/30 471A22 -24.7 353.1 2649 H 7/23 342 244 P1778/06 
467A37 21.5 47.2 34518 C 16/42 340 18 H1769/31 471A23 -25.8 352.7 2655 H 7/25 342 253 P1778/07 
467A38 2.7 57.6 33584 C 16/01 340 25 H1769/32 471A24 -24.7 352.0 2682 H 7/28 342 247 P1778/08 
467A39 21.4 47.4 34511 C 16/42 340 18 H1769/33 471A25 -25.9 351.5 2690 H 7/30 342 255 P1778/09 
467A40 2.8 57.6 33588 C 16/01 340 25 H1769/34 471A26 -24.8 350.8 2717 H 7/33 342 249 P1778/10 
467A41 21.4 47.3 34514 C 16/42 340 18 H1769/35 471A27 -26.0 350.3 2725 H 7/35 342 256 P1778/11 
467A42 2.6 57.7 33582 C 16/00 340 25 H1769/36 471A28 -24.9 349.6 2754 H 7/38 342 251 P1778/12 
467A43 21.3 47.5 34503 C 16/41 340 18 H1769/37 471A29 -26.1 349.0 2764 H 7/41 342 253 P1778/13 
467A44 2.6 57.7 33536 C 16/01 340 25 H1769/33 471A30 -24.9 348.3 2794 H 7/43 342 253 P1778/14 
467A45 21.2 47.8 34495 C 16/40 340 18 tt1769/49 472AOI -31.4 352.8 3022 H 6/47 342 85 P1779/01 
467A46 2.6 57.8 33583 C 16/00 340 25 H1769/40 472A02 -30.3 352.1 3025 H 6/50 342 100 P1779/02 
467A47 21.1 47.7 34494 C 16/41 340 18 H1769/41 472A03 -31.6 351.3 3029 H 6/54 342 83 P1779/03 
467A48 2.4 58.0 33576 C 16/00 340 25 H1769/42 472A04 -30.5 350.7 3035 H 6/56 342 101 P1779/04 
467A49 21.0 47.9 34487 C 16/40 340 18 H1769/43 472A05 -31.8 350.0 3041 H 6/59 342 78 P1779/05 
467A50 2.5 57.9 33550 C 16/00 340 25 H1769/44 472A06 -30.6 3~9.3 3046 H 7/02 342 104 P1779/06 
467A51 21.1 48.0 34487 C 16/40 340 18 H1769/45 472A07 -32.0 348.6 3054 H 7/05 342 69 P1779/07 
467A52 2.3 58.1 33574 C 16/00 340 25 H1769/46 472A08 -30.8 347.8 3061 H 7/08 342 110 P1779/08 
467A53 20.9 43.1 34479 C 16/40 340 18 H1769/47 472A09 -32.1 347.1 3070 H 7/11 342 44 P1779/09 
467A54 2.4 58.0 33578 C 16/00 340 25 H1769/48 472AI0 -31.0 346.4 3077 H 7/14 342 150 P1779/10 
467A55 20.8 48.3 34472 C 16/39 340 18 H1770/17 472Al1 -32.3 345.6 3088 H 7/17 342 341 P1779/11 
467A56 2.4 58.2 33574 C 15/59 340 25 t11770/18 472A12 -31.1 344.9 3097 H 7/20 342 254 P1779/12 
467A57 20.7 48.2 34471 C 16/40 340 18 H1770/19 472A13 -32.4 344.1 3109 H 7/23 342 306 P1779/13 
467A58 2.2 58.3 33568 CIS/59 340 25 H1770/20 472A14 -31.2 343.4 3119 H 7/26 342 265 P1779/14 
467A59 20.7 48.4 34464 C 16/39 340 18 H1770/21 472A15 -32.5 342.6 3132 H 7/29 342 295 P1779/15 
467A60 2.3 58.3 33572 C 15/59 340 25 tl1770/22 472A16 -31.3 342.0 3143 H 7/32 342 269 P1779/16 
467A61 20.6 48.6 34457 C 16/38 340 18 H1770/23 472A17 -32.6 341.1 3159 H 7/36 342 289 PI779/17 
467A62 2.1 58.4 33566 C 15/59 340 25 H1770/24 472A18 -31.3 340.5 3171 H 7/38 342 270 P1779/18 
467A63 20.5 48.6 34456 C 16/39 340 18 H1770/25 472A19 -32.7 339.5 3188 H 7/42 342 286 P1779/19 
467A64 2.1 58.6 33563 CIS/58 340 25 H1770/26 472A20 -31.4 338.9 3201 H 7/45 342 271 P1779/Z0 
467A65 20.4 48.8 34449 C 16/38 340 18 H1770/27 472A21 -32.7 337.9 3221 H 7/49 342 284 P1779/21 
467A66 2.0 58.5 33563 C 15/59 340 25 H1770/28 472A22 -31.4 337.2 3236 H 7/51 342 272 P1780/01 
467A67 20.3 48.7 34448 C 16/38 340 18 H1770/29 472A23 -32.7 336.3 3256 H 7/55 342 283 P1780/02 
467A68 2.0 58.5 33567 CIS/59 340 25 H1770/30 472A24 -31.4 335.6 3273 H 7/58 342 272 P1780/03 
467A69 20.5 48.6 34461 C 16/39 340 18 H1770/31 472A25 -32.7 334.6 3295 H 8/02 342 282 P1780/04 
3-38 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LOtI RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERt:6R PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERtlBR 
--47ZAZ6-:31:4-333:9--3314-H--S/OS-34Z-Z73-P17S0/0S--486A04---::1-3Z7:6-33361-c-lzi14-349-Z7S-H1794i37 
472A27 -32.7 332.9 333S H 8/09 342 281 P1780/D6 486AD7 13.5 323.1 33567 R 12/32 349 301 H1794/40 
472A28 -31.3 332.3 3357 H 8/11 342 273 P1780/07 486A08 .0 327.6 33356 R 12/14 349 278 H1794/41 
472A29 -3~.6 331.1 3384 H 8/16 342 280 P1780/0S 486All -11.2 321.2 33029 V 12/42 349 265 "1796/25 
472A30 -3~.2 330.6 3405 H 8/19 342 273 P1780/09 486A12 -23.5 327.3 33173 V 12/18 349 233 H1796/26 
472A31 -3~.5 329.3 3436 H 8/24 342 280 P17S0/10 486A13 -10.9 320.3 33012 C 12/46 349 266 H1796/27 
472A32 -3:.0 328.8 3458 H 8/26 342 273 P1780/11 486A14 -23.4 326.5 33148 C 12/21 349233 H1796/28 
472A41 -4:.5 323.0 6842 V 9/18 342 57 P17S1/01 486A17 -10.6 319.8 33000 R 12/48 349 268 H1796/31 
472A42 -30.0 324.7 6850 V 9/11 342 123 P17S1/02 486A18 -23.0 326.1 33133 R 12/23 349 234 H1796/32 
472A43 -41.4 322.7 6859 V 9/19 342 55 P1781/03 486A19 14.0 310.6 33315 V 13/27 349 322 tl1794/42 
472A44 -3~.0 324.5 6866 V 9/12 342 124 P1781/04 486A20 .2 315.1 33025 V 13/09 349 298 H1794/43 
472A45 -4:.5 322.5 6875 C 9/20 342 52 P17S1/05 486A21 13.9 310.5 33307 C 13/27 349 322 H1794/44 
472A46 -3 n .0 324.2 6882 C 9/13 342 125 P1781/06 486A22 .0 315.0 33019 C 13/09 349 298 H1794/45 
472A49 -4~.4 322.0 6908 R 9/22 342 47 P1781/09 486A25 14.1 310.6 33310 R 13/27 349 322 H1794/48 
472A50 -3~.9 323.8 6915 R 9/15 342 128 P1781/10 486A26 .0 315.0 33015 R 13/10 349 298 H1794/49 
472A51 -411.9 319.0 7140 V 9/36 342 3 P1780/12 486A27 -9.8 310.1 32805 V 13/32 349 289 H1796/33 
472A52 -31.4 321.0 7145 V 9/29 342 180 P1780/13 486A28 -22.3 315.3 32861 V 13/11 349 225 H1796/34 
472A53 -4r.9 318.8 7156 C 9/38 342 359 P1780/14 486A29 -9.6 310.1 32805 C 13/32 349 290 H1796/35 
472A54 -3(.5 320.7 ~i~~ E 9/30 342 187 P1780/1~ 486A30 -22.~ 315.2 3285% C i3/12 349 225 "1796/36 2t~~~~ :~~:~ ~~g:~ 7178 C ~~~~ ~~~ r~g ~it~g~17 2~g~~~ -2~:8 ~I~:~ ~~~g5 ~ l~~rl ~2~ ~~~ nlt~g~~3 
472A59 -4~.0 318.0 7207 R 9/41 342 351 P1780/20 486A35 16.8 297.6 33318 V 14/24 349 347 "1794/50 
472A60 -3~.5 320.0 7211 R 9/33 342 216 P1780/21 486A36 2.3 302.8 32909 V 14/04 349 337 H1794/51 
474A21 -3~.2 318.1 6101 H 8/09 343 135 P1785/01 486A37 16.8 297.6 33319 C 14/24 349 347 H1794/52 
474A22 -3~.7 317.9 6127 H 8/10 343 146 P1785/02 486A38 2.2 302.8 32906 C 14/04 349 337 H1794/53 
474A23 -3~.4 315.3 6086 H 8/20 343 138 P1785/03 486A43 16.4 286.4 33403 V 15/12 349 6 H1796/41 
474A24 -3~.4 314.9 6105" 8/22 343 159 P1785/04 486A44 1.6 292.5 32925 V 14/47 349 9 n1796/42 
474A25 -3~.4 313.2 60S1" 8/29 3~3 130 P1785/05 486A45 16.4 286.5 33402 C 15/12 349 6 1796/43 
474A26 -34.3 312.8 6098 H 8/31 343 151 P178S/06 486A46 1.6 292.5 32925 C 14/48 349 9 1796/44 
474A27 -3~'.0 310.5 6079 H 8/40 343 138 P1785/07 486A49 16.4 286.6 33400 R 15/12 349 6 H1796/47 
474A28 -3,.0 310.0 6094" 8/42 343 160 P1785/08 486A50 1.7 292.6 32922 R 14/47 349 9 H1796/48 
474A29 -3;'.9 308.0 6086 H 8/50 343 136 P1785/09 486A52 -23.7 296.1 32735 V 14/36 349 123 H1795/16 
474A30 -3~.7 307.7 6100" 8/52 343 173 P1785/10 486A53 -10.7 292.2 32753 C 14/51 349 48 H1795/17 
474A31 -3&.4 305.3 6099 N 9/01 343 197 P17S5/11 486A54 -23.8 296.0 32736 C 14/36 349 123 H1795/18 
474A32 -3~.5 305.2 6111 H 9/02 343 205 P1785/12 486A57 -10.9 292.2 32751 R 14/52 349 49 H1795/21 
474A51 -3~.2 301.5 7132 V 9/25 344 137 P1785/13 486A58 -24.1 295.8 32738 R 14/37 349 123 H1795/22 
474A52 -3t.7 303.3 7148 V 9/18 344 174 P1785/14 486A59 -11.7 282.1 32908 V 15/34 349 64 H1797/09 
474A53 -3<:.2 301.3 7148 C 9/26 344 141 P1785/15 486A60 -24.8 285.4 32863 V 15/21 349 102 H1797/10 
474A54 -36.7 303.1 7164 C 9/19 344 176 P1785/16 486A61 -11.2 282.5 32902 C 15/33 349 63 H1797/11 
474A55 -3~.2 301.0 7165 C 9/28 344 153 P1785/17 486A62 -24.2 286.0 32847 C 15/19 349 101 H1797/12 
474A56 -36.7 302.8 7180 C 9/20 344 179 P1785/18 486A65 -10.0 283.1 32894 R 15/31 349 59 H1797/15 
474A59 -3~.1 300.4 7193 R 9/30 344 221 P1785/21 486A66 -23.2 286.7 32824 R 15/16 349 99 H1797/16 
474A60 -36.6 302.3 7212 R 9/23 344 185 P1785/22 488A04 47.6 1.5 22241 R 15/13 351 357 "1798/11 
478A27 -31.9 28S.4 3049 H 7/05 346 280 P1789/09 488A06 36.6 1.6 21742 R 15/13 351 357 H1798/13 
478A28 -30.5 287.7 3060 H 7/07 346 208 P17S9/10 488A07 43.5 1.8 22035 V 15/12 351 358 H1798/14 
478A29 -31.8 286.9 3069" 7/11 346 267 P1789/11 488A08 26.5 2.0 21371 R 15/11 351 356 H1798/15 
478A30 -30.4 286.3 3082 H 7/13 346 230 P1789/12 488A09 32.6 2.3 21574 V 15/10 351 357 H1798/16 
478A31 -31.7 285.4 3092 H 7/17 346 265 P1789/13 491AOl 16.7 268.6 33962 V 12/06 352 296 H1800/19 
478.432 -30.2 284".8 3107" 7/19 346 240 P1789/14 491A02 3.3 274.2 33759 V 11/44 352 275 H1800/20 
478A33 -31.5 283.9 3118 H 7/23 346 264 P1789/15 491A03 16.7 268.6 33961 C 12/06 352 296 H1800/21 ~~~~~~ :~~:~ ~~~:~ ~I~~ ~ f~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~lf~~~l~ ~~i~g~ l~:g ~l~:~ ~~~~t ~ I~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~l~gg~~~ 
478A36 -29.8 281.9 3165 H 7/31 346 250 P1789/18 491A06 3.6 274.2 33763 C 11/44 352 275 H1800124 
478A37 -31.1 280.9 3178 H 7/35 346 264 P1789/19 491AC9 17.1 268.7 33969 R 12/07 352 297 H1800/27 
478A38 -29.5 280.3 3199" 7/37 346 252 P1789/20 491AI0 3.7 274.2 33759 R 11/45 352 275 H1800/28 
478A39 -30.8 279.4 3212" 7/41 346 264 P1789/21 491A11 16.2 252.6 33642 V 13/13 352 318 H1S02/29 478A~0 -29.2 278.8 3236" 7/44 346 253 P1789/22 491A12 2.6 258.5 33341 V 12/50 352 294 H1802/30 
478AOl -29.3 260.7 7573 V 9/32 346 219 P1790/11 491A13 16.2 252.7 33642 C 13/13 352 318 H1802/31 
47SA02 -26.2 263.1 7636 V 9/22 346 209 P1790/12 491A14 2.6 258.7 33344 C 12/49 352 294 H1802/32 
478A03 -28.8 260.8 7597 C 9/32 346 218 P1790/13 491A17 16.0 252.9 33636 R 13/12 352 317 tl1S02/35 
478A04 -26.1 262.9 7654 C 9/24 346 210 P1790/14 491A18 2.4 259.1 33344 R 12/48 352 293 H1802/36 478~05 -28.7 260.6 7615 C 9/33 346 219 P17~0/15 491A19 -12.1 263.8 33222 V 12/31 352 259 MIBOO/29 
478A06 -26.0 262.6 7671 C 9/25 346 211 P1790/16 491A20 -24.0 271.4 33402 V 12/00 352 228 H1800/30 
478A09 -28.6 260.1 7649 R 9/35 346 221 P1790/19 491A21 -12.0 263.4 33213 C 12/33 352 259 H1800/31 
47SAI0 -26.0 262.1 7704 R 9/27 346 212 P1790/20 491A22 -24.0 271.1 33394 C 12/02 352 228 H1800/32 
478Al1 -26.9 257.5 7907 V 9/47 346 230 P1789/01 491A25 -12.1 262.8 33199 R 12/35 352 260 H1800/35 
478A12 -24.2 259.8 7965 V 9/38 346 220 P1789/02 491A26 -24.1 270.4 33373 R 12/05 352 227 N1800/36 
478A13 -26.9 257.3 7923 C 9/48 346 230 P1789/03 491A27 -12.9 247.7 33006 V 13/38 352 297 t11802/37 
478A14 -24.2 259.6 7980 C 9/39 346 221 P1789/04 491A28 -25.1 254.2 33083 V 13/12 352 202 H1802/38 
478A17 -26.9 256.9 7956 R 9/50 346 232 P1789/07 491A29 -12.4 248.5 33011 C 13/35 352 294 H1802/39 
478A18 -24.3 259.1 8012 R 9/41 346 222 P1789/03 491A30 -24.4 255.1 33085 C 13/09 352 207 H1S02/40 
480A31 -25.4 255.9 7055 V 8/27 347 179 P1790/01 491A33 -11.1 250.2 33025 R 13/28 352 292 H1802/43 
480A32 -22.6 257.6 7150 V 8/20 347 179 P1790/02 491A34 -23.1 256.8 33092 R 13/02 352 216 H1802/44 
480A33 -25.5 255.7 7069 V 8/27 347 180 P1790/03 491A35 17.9 234.3 33681 V 14/34 352 351 H1801/25 
480A34 -22.7 257.4 7165 V 8/20 347 180 P1790/04 491A37 18.0 234.0 33690 C 14/35 352 351 H1801/27 
480A35 -25.5 255.5 7053 C 8/28 347 180 P1790/05 491A38 3.6 241.1 33217 C 14/07 352 344 t11801/28 
4S0A36 -22.7 257.2 7178 C 8/21 347 180 P1790/06 491A41 18.1 233.9 33692 R 14/36 352 351 H1801/31 
480A39 -25.6 255.0 7112 R 8/30 347 181 P1790/09 491A42 3.7 241.1 33217 R 14/08 352 344 H1801/32 t~8~t~ :~~:~ ~~~:9 ~~~~ ~ gj~~ ~4f 1~5 ~i~~g~~~ ~~li4~ 14:~ ~~5:~ ~~~~3 ~ l~~~~ ~~~ 19 ~lgg~~~~ 
480A42 -20.4 254.6 7482 V 8/34 347 189 P1790/22 491A45 14.6 222.8 33765 C 15/23 352 10 H1802/47 
480A43 -23.3 252.4 7394 C 8/43 347 191 P1790/23 491A46 .2 230.8 33247 C 14/51 352 15 H1802/48 
480A44 -20.3 254.3 7498 C 8/35 347 189 H1791/06 491A49 14.5 223.1 33755 R 15/22 352 9 H1803/23 
480A47 -23.2 251.9 7426 R 8/45 347 192 H1791/09 491A50 .1 231.0 33242 R 14/51 352 15 H1803/24 
480A48 -20.2 253.9 7531 R 8/38 347 190 H1791/10 491A51 -13.5 235.5 33028 V 14/35 352 53 H1801/33 
482A61 -32.1 252.4 3024 H 6/51 348 98 491A52 -26.3 240.9 33033 V 14/13 352 131 H1801/34 
482A62 -30.8 251.7 3034 H 6/53 348 154 491A53 -13.6 235.8 33023 C 14/34 352 53 t11801/35 
482A63 -32.2 250.8 3041" 6/57 348 144 491A54 -26.3 241.2 33032 C 14/12 352 132 H1801/36 
482A64 -30.9 250.1 3052 M 7/00 348 198 491A57 -13.6 236.1 33019 R 14/33 352 53 H1801/39 
482A65 -32.2 249.3 3060 H 7/03 348 261 491A58 -26.4 241.6 33029 R 14/11 352 133 H1801/40 
482A66 -30.7 248.7 3073 H 7/06 348 225 491A59 -10.5 223.4 33258 V 15/26 352 55 H1803/25 
482A67 -32.1 247.9 3082 H 7/09 348 263 491A60 -23.4 228.4 33148 V 15/06 352 91 H1803/31 
482A68 -30.6 247.5 3096 H 7/11 348 235 491A61 -10.3 223.5 33255 C 15/25 352 55 H1803/27 
482A69 -31.8 246.4 3107 H 7/15 3~8 262 491A62 -23.4 228.4 33148 C 15/06 352 91 H1803/33 
482A70 -30.4 246.0 3123 H 7/17 348 242 491A65 -10.2 223.5 33257 R 15/26 352 55 H1803/36 
482A71 -31.7 245.1 3133 H 7/20 348 262 491A66 -23.3 228.3 33148 R 15/07 352 91 H1803/37 
482A72 -30.2 244.3 3153" 7/23 348 247 491A67 32.2 344.0 13664 R 16/10 352 11 H1801/41 
482A73 -31.4 243.5 3165 H 7/27 348 262 491A68 22.7 347.6 13436 R 15/55 352 1 H1801/42 
4S2A74 -29.9 242.9 3186 H 7/29 348 250 491A69 26.6 343.6 13510 R 16/12 352 15 H1801/43 
482A75 -31.2 241.9 3199 M 7/33 348 263 491A70 17.8 346.9 13354 R 15/58 352 4 H1801/44 
485AOl 36.1 336.3 29031 R 16/27 349 19 "1794/28 491A71 21.6 342.9 13406 R 16/15 352 23 H1801/45 
485A02 20.5 346.7 28270 R 15/45 349 18 H1794/29 491A72 12.9 346.1 13302 R 16/02 352 15 H1801/46 
485A03 36.8 346.6 28884 R 15/46 349 8 H1793/08 491A73 16.1 342.0 13330 R 16/18 352 41 H1801/47 
485A04 21.4 355.0 28204 R 15/12 349 3 H1793/09 491A74 7.3 345.0 13284 R 16/06 352 148 H1801/48 
485A05 37.8 357.1 28841 R 15/04 349 357 H1793/10 491A75 10.7 341.2 13294 R 16/21 352 83 P1802/01 
485A06 22.6 3.9 28225 R 14/37 349 347 H1794/33 491A76 2.2 344.0 13303 R 16/10 352 168 P180Z/02 
486AOl 13.4 323.3 33577 V 12/31 349 301 H1794/34 491A77 5.8 340.3 13294 R 16/25 352 127 P1802/03 
486A02 .0 327.8 33368 V 12/13 349 278 H1794/35 491A78 -2.7 342.9 13356 R 16/15 352 172 P1802/04 
4S6A03 13.6 323.3 33578 C 12/31 349 301 N1794/36 491A79 .9 339.3 13328 R 16/30 352 148 P1802/05 
3-39 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNSR PICNO LAT LON RAti2E F TOO LS seAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4'HASO -B.l 341.6 13449 R 16/20 352 174 P1B02/06 497A06 -34.6 68.5 5196 C 9/21 355 2BO PIBH/06 
491A31 -4.2 333.0 13400 R 16/35 352 15B PIB02/07 497A07 -36.6 67.4 5214 C 9/26 355 2B7 PIBU/07 
491M2 -13.5 340.2 13581 R 16/26 352 175 PlB02/03 497A03 -34.7 68.5 5211 C 9/22 355 281 PIBU/OB 492AOl -36.5 129.1 8060 V 9/07 353 166 P1803/01 497All -36.9 67.4 5242 R 9/26 355 28B P1811/11 
492A02 -33.7 131.4 B093 V B/58 353 172 P1803/02 497A12 -35.1 63.6 5237 R 9/22 355 281 PIBl1/12 492A03 -36.4 12B.9 B075 C 9/0S 353 167 P1B03/03 499.451 5.9 274.4 9734 R 16/07 356 207 P1811/13 
492A04 -33.7 131.2 B1l3 C 8/59 353 173 P1303/04 499A52 4.1 270.4 9749 R 16/23 356 IB7 PIBl1/14 
492A07 -36.4 128.5 8106 R 9/10 353 170 P1803/07 499A53 9.7 274.B 9675 R 16/05 356 216 P1811/15 
492A08 -33.6 130.B B143 R 9/01 353 174 P1B03/03 499A5~ B.3 271.1 9674 R 16/20 356 188 P1811/16 
493.AOl -37.0 119.3 8077 V 9/06 353 161 P1804/01 49'lA55 13.B 275.4 9634 R 16/03 356 242 PIBU/17 
4931.02 -34.1 121.5 8112 V BI57 353 170 P1804/02 499A56 12.6 271. 7 9621 R 16/1B 356 195 PIBl1/18 
493A03 -36.9 119.1 8092 V 9/07 353 162 P1804/03 49'lA57 17.9 276.1 9616 R 16/01 356 2B9 P1811/19 
493A04 -34.2 121. 3 B127 V 8/58 353 170 F1B04/04 499A5B 16.5 272.2 9594 R 16/16 356 245 PIBll/20 
493A05 -36.9 118.B B107 C 9/08 353 164 P1304/05 499A59 22.0 276.7 9622 R 15/53 356 322 P1Bl1/21 
493A06 -34.1 121.1 8142 C B/59 353 171 P1804/06 499A60 20.7 272.7 9589 R 16/14 356 345 PIBl1/22 
493A09 -36.9 118.4 B133 R 9/10 353 167 PIB04/09 499A61 26.2 277.3 9651 R 15/56 356 336 P1311/23 
493.410 -34.0 120.6 Sl72 R 9/01 353 173 P1S04/10 499,.1.62 24.7 273.1 9607 R 16/13 356 354 PlSU/24 
494A04 42.3 325.3 22124 R 13/38 354 334 HlS07/19 500A21 -62.9 92.9 31305 R 12152 357 129 HIB13/15 
494A05 49.1 328.1 22459 V 13/26 354 333 H1S07/20 500A22 -6S.5 135.2 31867 R 10/03 357 147 HIB13/16 
494A06 29.4 321.5 21583 R 13/53 354 329 HlS07/21 500A23 -53.8 105.3 31003 R 12102 357 142 WB13/17 494A07 34.5 322.3 21762 V 13/50 ~~~ 334 HlS07/22 500A24 -56.9 132.7 31494 R 10/13 357 159 1813/18 494A08 IB.3 319.3 21249 R 14/02 319 H1S07123 500A25 -45.4 110.9 30324 R 11/40 357 157 1813/19 
4940.09 <:2.3 319.B 21340 V 14/00 354 326 H1B07/24 5000.<:6 -47.B 133.7 31327 R 10/09 357 171 H1613/20 
494AlO '.7 31B.4 21069 R 14/05 354 29B HIB07125 500A27 -37.2 115.7 30746 R 11/21 357 177 H1813121 
494All 1::.7 31B.B 21114 V 14/04 354 309 H1B07/26 5000.28 -36.7 136.1 31276 R 10/00 357 185 H1B13/22 
494A12 -2.1 31B.l 21022 R 14/07 354 264 H1807/27 500A29 -29.3 120.0 30763 R 11/04 357 197 HIB13/23 
494A13 :.4 31B.2 21018 V 14/07 354 279 HlS07/2B 500A30 -30.4 139.3 31354 R 9/47 357 19B HIB13124 
494A14 -1:~. 3 317.9 21095 R 14/0B 354 233 tllB07/29 500A31 -21.2 124.B 30S38 R 10/45 357 215 H1B13/25 
49.fAlS -t"\.S 31B.0 21046 V 14/0B 354 244 HlS07/30 5000.32 -21.5 143.6 31574 R 9/29 357 210 HIB13/26 
494A16 -23.0 31B.2 21303 R 14/07 354 216 HIS07/31 500A33 -12.7 130.0 31129 R 10124 357 22B HIB13/27 
494A41 -!:.5 314.6 1329B R 16/09 354 179 P1807/01 500A34 -11.3 151.0 32026 R 9/00 357 220 H1613/28 
4940.42 -~ .4 309.6 13369 R 16/29 354 164 PlSOBIOl 5000.41 -46.B 59.2 31295 R 15/11 357 B3 HIB12/08 
494M3 .0 315.7 13193 R 16/05 354 177 PlS0S/02 500M2 -53.4 76.6 31148 R 13/54 357 106 HIB12/09 494A44 -~.O 309.9 13254 R 16/28 354 155 P1S08/03 500,.1.43 -40.7 70.8 30941 R 14/25 357 S2 H1812110 
494A4S :-.0 316.B 13130 R 16/01 354 175 P1608/04 500A44 -45.4 B3.4 30S49 R 13/15 357 113 H1812/11 
494A46 : •• 3 310.6 13169 R 16/25 354 141 PIBOS/OS 500A45 -33.7 79.B 30698 R 13/50 357 79 H1812112 
494A47 It.4 317.6 13101 R 15/56 354 57 P160B/06 500A46 -37.7 95.6 30669 R 12146 357 127 H1612113 
494A4B , ... 5 311.4 13124 R 16/22 354 110 P1803/07 500M7 -27.1 S6.3 30575 R 13/24 357 69 H1812114 
494A49 1! .• 6 318.3 1310S R 15/55 354 6 PIBOS/08 5000.48 -30.2 101.3 30591 R 12/24 357 159 H1B14/10 
494A50 1~.6 312.0 13U3 R 16/20 354 66 P1608/09 5000.49 -19.7 92.2 30536 R 13/00 357 348 H1814/11 
494A51 2l·.7 31B.9 13150 R 15/53 354 3 PISOB/I0 500.~50 -22.6 106.3 30601 R 12104 357 20B H1814/12 
494A52 1~.8 312.5 13138 R 16/1B 354 38 P1S0S/11 5000.51 -12.6 97.3 30586 R 12140 357 2B7 HIB14/13 
494A53 2£. 7 319.5 13241 R 15/51 354 2 PlS0S/12 500A52 -14.<) 111.1 30704 R 11/45 357 234 H1814/14 
4940.54 2 ... 5 312.9 13206 R 16/17 354 24 P180S/13 5000.53 -5.0 102.3 30729 R 12120 357 27B H1814/15 
494A55 3~.2 320.1 13362 R 15/48 354 1 PIBOS/14 500A54 -6.B llb.4 30914 R 11/24 357 246 t1lS14/16 
494A56 2~'.8 313.2 13303 R 16/16 354 IB P1608/15 500A55 3.2 107.6 30979 R 11/59 357 275 H1814/17 
4941.61 -!;.5 305.4 13135 R 16/49 354 152 PIB05/01 5000.56 2.4 122.3 31266 R 11/00 357 252 H1814/18 
4940.62 -".7 293.9 13326 R 17/15 354 145 P1805/02 506AOI 14.7 171. 0 24233 V 15/05 26 H181B/21 494A63 -.9 306.S 13028 R 16/45 354- 144 Plse5/03 506A02 4.2 177.2 24059 V 14/40 24 H181BI22 
494A64 -,'.8 300.0 13173 R 17/11 354 135 F1805/04 506M3 14.6 IBO.2 24177 V 14/28 356 H181B/23 
494,1.65 <'.2 307.5 12943 R 16/41 354 129 PIB05/05 506A04 3.7 IB5.5 24062 V 14/07 308 H181B/24 
494A66 ,'.2 301.3 13064 R 17106 354 124 PIB05/06 506A05 14.2 IBB.6 24206 V 13/55 32B MlS1B/25 494,1.67 ".1 30S.5 12894 R 16/37 354 106 F1805/07 5060.06 3.2 194.3 24154 V 13/32 284 HlS1B/26 
4940.68 7.6 302.2 12994 R 17/02 354 107 P180S/OB 5060.07 13.6 197.5 24318 V 13119 308 HIBIBI27 
4940.69 1('.6 309.0 128S4 R 16/35 354 73 PIB05/09 506An3 2.7 203.4 24339 V 12156 276 H1B1BI28 
4940.70 1;:.5 302.7 12968 R 17/01 354 S9 P1305/10 506M9 13.1 207.5 24547 V 12139 295 HIBls/29 
494A71 1".5 309.1 12911 R 16/35 354 52 Pl805/11 506AI0 2.0 214.3 24673 V,12112 272 HIBIB/30 
494An 1:-.2 302.4 129S4 R 17/02 354 72 PlS05/12 5060.31 13.1 171.6 23819 R 15/10 32 HIB15/26 
4940.73 ~~.6 30S.4 129S0 R 16/3S 354 40 PlS05/13 506,1.32 2.9 177.5 23665 R 14/47 44 H1815/27 494A74 , .... 2 301.9 13033 R 17/04 354 58 PlS05/14' 50bA33 13.2 180.9 2375B R 14/33 H1815/28 
494A75 3~.3 307.9 13091 R 16/40 354 31 P180S/15 506A34 2.3 185.6 23655 R 14/15 304 H1815/2<) 
4940.76 2;·.8 301.3 13127 R 17/06 354 46 PlS05/16 50t-A35 12.4 1BS.9 23769 R 14/01 323 H1B15/30 
496A4l -5.7 20 5.0 12645 R 16/15 355 177 P1BOS/16 5060.36 1.8 194.3 23732 R 13/40 279 H1B16/15 
4960.42 -S.O 289.6 12740 R 16/36 355 164 PlSOS/17 506A37 12.0 197.9 23875 R 13/26 306 HIB16/16 
496A43 -.7 295.7 12538 R 16/12 355 174 P180S/18 506A33 1.3 203.3 23901 R 13/04 273 H1B16/17 
496A44 -2.6 290.6 12602 R 16/33 355 158 Pl809/01 506A39 11.5 207.1 N075 R 12149 294 H1816/1B 
(~96A45 4.3 296.6 12'+58 R 16/09 355 169 P1809/02 506.!.-f0 .B 213.4 2'+193 R 12124 270 H1816/19 
4960.46 2.3 291.4 12508 R 16/29 355 148 PlS09/03 506.441 -2.7 172.B 23567 V 15/08 104 H1316/20 
4960.47 9.3 297.2 12414 R 16/06 355 145 PlS09/04 5060.42 -14.2 17B.7 23625 V 14/45 167 HIB16121 
496A48 7.1 292 .1 12447 R 16127 355 129 PIB09/05 5060.43 -4.3 lS2.1 23515 V 14/31 IB2 H1B16/22 
4960.49 14.0 297.7 IN01 R 16/04 355 41 P1B09/06 5060.44 -15.2 IS6.9 23641 V 14/12 198 H1B16/23 
496A50 12.0 2 0 2.6 12418 R 16/25 355 93 PlS09/07 506A45 -5.4 10 0.4 23554 V 13/5S 241 t1lB16/24 
4960.51 19.0 29B.2 12420 R 16/03 355 17 P1809/0S 5060.46 -16.4 195.9 23748 V 13/37 221 HlS16/25 
4960.52 16.8 293.0 12419 R 16/24 355 57 P1809/09 5060.47 -6.4 19S.9 23677 V 13/24 252 H1816/26 
4960.53 24.0 29B.6 12472 R 16/01 355 11 PI809/10 506.443 -17.9 205.3 2395B V 12159 233 HlB16/27 
4960.54 21.8 293.4 12453 R 16/22 355 35 PlS09/11 506.449 -7.9 20S.2 23904 V 12147 255 H1B16/2B 
4960.55 29.2 29B.9 12557 R 16/00 355 8 PIB09/12 506A50 -19.5 216.4 24312 V 12114 240 H1817/22 
4960.56 26.8 293.5 12520 R 16/22 355 25 PlS09/13 506A7l -4.0 172.3 23193 R 15/19 110 HIB17/33 
496A61 -5.5 2B4.3 12493 R 17/01 355 150 PlS05/17 506An -14.9 177.3 23255 R 14/58 158 HlS17/34 
4960.62 -9.2 27S.1 12715 R 17/26 355 1-+5 PlS05/18 5060.73 -5.0 IB1.0 23121 R 14/44 153 H1S17/35 
4960.63 -1.6 285.1 12394 R 16/5S 355 144 PIB05/19 506A74 -15.9 185.4 23245 R 14/26 lS8 HlS17/36 
4960.64 -3.9 279.5 12550 R 17/20 355 13B P1805/20 506A75 -6.2 IB9.3 23135 R 14/11 225 H1817/37 
4960.65 3.2 2S6.0 12297 R 16/54 355 133 Pl805/21 5060.76 -17.1 194.6 23327 R 13/49 214 HlS17I3B 
4960.66 1.1 2BO.6 12427 R 17116 355 12B PIB05/22 506A77 -7.3 197.7 23233 R 13/37 244 H1817/39 
496A67 B.O 286.6 12234 R 16/52 355 116 PIB05/23 506A7S -18.5 203.9 23504 R 13113 228 H1817/40 
4960.68 5.7281.3 12347 R 17/13 355 117 P1806/01 5060.79 -B.5 206.6 23426 R 13/02 251 H1317/41 
496A69 12.8 2B7.1 12203 R 16/50 355 '14 PlS06/02 506ABO -20.1 214.1 23803 R 12132 236 HIB17/42 
496A70 10.4 2B1.8 12298 R 17/12 355 102 PlS06/03 5070.41 -26.4 9.5 26667 R 11/54 171 HlS20/22 
496A71 17.2 2B7.3 12202 R 16/50 355 74 P1S06/04 507A42 -32.3 22.0 26825 R 11/04 161 Hl820123 
496A72 15.1 2B2.0 122BO R 17111 355 86 P1806/05 5070.43 -35.1 8.1 2672S R 11/59 117 H1820124 
496A73 22.2 287.S 12232 R 16/49 355 ~5 P1306/06 507A44 -40.2 21.9 26921 R 11/04 i40 H1B20/2S 4'i6A74 19.8 282.4 12288 R 17109 355 o PlS06/0? 507A45 -42.8 6.6 26B55 R 12/06 06 MlS20126 
496A75 27.0 2B7.7 12290 R 16/4B 355 42 PIB06/08 5070.46 -4B.4 22.4 2709B R 11/02 127 H1820/27 
496A76 24.42S2.7 12324 R 17/0B 355 56 PIB06/09 5070.47 -51.1 4.6 27067 R 12114 101 H1820/2S 
4960.90 21.2 89.5 24213 C 12120 355 27B HlS06/20 507A4S -58.0 24.0 27397 R 10/56 118 t1l820/29 
496A91 12.3 101.3 23832 C 11/33 355 262 HIB06121 507t.49 -60.5 1.4 27392 R 12126 93 H1820/30 4960.92 7.7 93.0 23612 C 12/06 355 274 HlS06/22 507ASO -67.5 27.<) 277S6 R 10/41 113 NIB20/31 
496A93 2.7 104.1 23490 C 11/22 355 254 HlS06/23 5()7A61 -22.7 346.1 26949 R 13/31 2 H1S20/32 
4960.94 -1.7 95.9 23290 C 11/55 355 269 HIB06/24 507A62 -29.6 357.6 26816 R 12144 42 H1820/33 
496A95 -5.9 106.9 23266 C 11/11 355 244 H1306/25 507A63 -31.0 343.7 27007 R 13/40 2B HIB20/34 
496H6 -10.0 93.4 23090 C 11/45 355 261 HlS06/26 507,1.64 -37.1 356.1 26905 R 12/50 65 HIB20/35 
4960.97 -13.8 109.B 23139 C 10/59 355 228 MlB06/27 507,.1.65 -38.7 340.6 27142 R 13/53 45 H1820/36 
496A98 -17.4 101.1 22931 C 11/34 355 244 H1806/2B 5070.66 -45.1 353.7 27076 R 13/00 73 H1S20/37 
4960.99 -21.2 113.0 23096 C 10/47 355 207 HIB06/29 507A67 -46.5 335.6 27370 R 14/13 55 H1S20/3S 
4970.01 -36.1 67.5 5172 V 9125 355 2S6 PlSll/0l 507,.1.68 -54.3 350.2 27356 R 13/15 7S H1821/04 
497A02 -34.3 68.6 5169 V 9/21 355 2BO PlS11/02 507A69 -54.7 327.2 27720 R 14/46 62 HlS21/05 
4970.03 -36.3 67.4 51S6 V 9/26 355 2S6 P1B11/03 507A70 -63.6 343.5 27742 R 13/41 SO H182l/06 
4970.04 -34.4 68.6 5183 V 9/21 355 2BO P'lB11/04 508.~03 50.9 192.5 10297 V 15/44 1 358 HlS19/15 
497A05 -36.4 67.5 5200 C 9126 355 2S7 PlS11/05 508A04 4S.0 191.9 10175 R 15/46 1 357 HlS19/16 
3-40 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--PICNo---LAr---LoN--RAN3E-F--roo--Ls-SCAZ-ORDERNSR--PICNo---LAr---LoN--RANGE-F--roo--Ls-SCAZ-ORDERNBR 
--S08Aos--s6:s-i93:s-io536-v-is/39---i-35s-His19/17--Si4Ali---s:6-29~:5-28742-R-i2/s4---4-295-H1829/ii 
50SA06 53.S 193.0 10393 R 15/42 1 357 tl1S1 Q/1S 514A12 2.5 306.1 2S505 R 12/0S 4 273 HlS29/12 
50BA07 64.1 196.0 10876 V 15/30 1 357 HIB19/19 514A13 -.7 294.1 28486 R 12/56 4 303 H1829/13 5,,~0180~A0081 59.9 194.5 10657 R 15/35 1 356 H1819/20 514A14 -7.2 305.4 28292 R 12/11 4 274 H1829/14 
-16.0 315.7 6662 V 8/33 2 217 P182~/15 514A15 -9.9 293.2 28326 R 12/59 4 320 H1829/15 
510A02 -12.9 317.0 6776 V 8/28 2 213 PlS22/16 514A16 -15.4 304.7 28194 R 12/13 4 278 HIB29/16 
510A03 -15.9 315.4 6683 C 8/34 2 217 P1822/17 514A17 -18.1 292.2 28265 R 13/04 4 348 H1S29/17 
510A04 -12.S 316.7 6797 C S/30 2 214 P1S22/1S 514AlS -24.0 304.0 2S175 R 12/16 4 61 HlS29/1S 
510A05 -15.S 315.1 6705 C 8/36 2 218 PlS22/19 514A19 -26.7 290.6 28288 R 13/10 4 26 H1829/19 
510A06 -12.7 316.4 6818 C S/31 2 214 P1822/20 515AOI -16.9 270.3 6356 V Sill 4 210 P1830/01 
510A09 -15.6 314.5 6744 R 8/38 2 219 P1823/02 515A02 -13.9 271.4 6470 V S/07 4 207 P1830/02 
510AI0 -12.5 315.S 6858 R 8/33 2 21S P1823/03 515A03 -16.7 270.0 6379 C 8/13 4 211 P1830/03 
510A21 -4S.2 340.S 6855 R 6/56 2 81 P1822/01 51SA04 -13.7 271.0 6491 C S/09 4 20S PlS30/04 
510A22 -45.3 339.4 681S R 7/02 2 89 P1822/02 515A05 -16.6 269.7 6400 C 8/14 4 211 P1830/05 510~23 -47.7 336.4 6798 R 7/13 2 79 P1822/03 515A06 -13.6 270.7 6513 C 8/10 4 208 P1830/06 
510A24 -44.2 335.3 6763 R 7/1S 2 91 P1822/04 515A09 -16.4 269.1 6444 R S/17 4 212 PlS30/09 
510A25 -46.5 332.5 6750 R 7/30 2 SO P1822/05 515AI0 -13.3 270.2 6558 R S/12 4 209 P1830/10 
510A26 -43.1 332.4 6736 R 7/30 2 94 P1822/06 516A61 48.1 125.8 9205 V 14/59 5 342 H1830/23 
510A27 -45.2 328.9 6717 R 7/44 2 80 P1822/07 516A62 46.0 124.S 9118 R 15/03 5 340 H1830/24 
510A28 -41.7 328.6 6705 R 7/45 2 99 P1822/08 516A63 53.4 128.4 9404 V 14/49 5 344 H1830/25 
510A29 -43.8 325.5 6697 R 7/57 2 80 P1822/09 516A64 50.9 126.9 9286 R 14/55 5 342 H1830/26 
510A30 -40.6 326.0 6696 R 7/56 2 106 P1822/10 516A65 58.9 132.2 9653 V 14/34 5 345 Hl830/27 
510A31 -42.5 322.4 6688 R 8/10 2 80 P1822/11 516A66 56.3 130.1 9513 R 14/42 5 344 HlS30/28 
510A32 -39.1 322.5 66QO R 8/10 2 122 P1822/12 516A67 65.4 139.3 9996 V 14/05 5 346 H1830/29 
510A33 -41.1 319.4 6689 R 8/22 2 77 P1822/13 516A68 61.9 134.7 9781 R 14/24 5 345 H1830/30 
510A34 -37.9 320.1 6699 R 8/20 2 151 P1S22/14 516AOl 35.9 94.0 8560 R 17/09 5 48 P1832/01 
510A41 -54.3 339.7 7309 R 7/03 2 66 P1823/04 516A02 31.7 95.4 8468 R 17/03 5 57 P1832/02 
510A44 -50.2 332.6 7174 R 7/32 2 69 P1823/07 516A03 35.2 97.6 8480 R 16/55 5 43 P1832/03 
510A45 -52.6 329.1 7184 R 7/46 2 58 P1823/08 516A04 31.1 99.1 8395 R 16/49 5 51 P1832/04 
510A46 -48.9 328.5 7127 R 7/49 2 67,P1823/09 516A05 34.6 101.3 8414 R 16/40 5 35 P1832/05 
510A47 -51.2 324.8 7141 R S/03 2 53 P1823/10 516A06 30.5 102.4 8340 R 16/36 5 43 P1832/06 
510A48 -47.5 324.5 7095 R 8/04 2 63 P1S23/11 516A07 33.9 105.0 8363 R 16/26 5 24 P1832/07 
510A49 -49.8 320.9 7113 R 8/19 2 46 P1B23/1! 516A08 29.8 105.7 8298 R 16/23 5 30 P1832/0S 
510A50 -46.0 320.9 7075 R 8/19 2 57 P1823/13 516A09 33.2 108.2 8326 R 16/13 5 12 P1832/09 
510A51 -48.2 317.3 7097 R 8/34 2 35 P1823/14 516AI0 29.2 108.9 8269 R 16/10 5 9 P1832/10 
510A52 -44.5 317.6 7067 R S/33 2 44 P1823/15 516All 32.6 111.5 8304 R 16/00 5 355 P1832/11 
510A53 -46.5 313.9 7094 R 8/47 2 19 P1823/16 516A12 28.4 111.9 8250 R 15/58 5 343 P1832/12 
510A54 -43.0 314.4 7073 R 8/46 2 15 P18Z3/17 516A13 31.6 114.7 8289 R 15/47 5 339 P1832/13 
511AOl -16.4 306.4 6413 V 8/28 2 217 P1824/01 516A14 27.6 11S.3 8246 R 15/45 5 318 P1832/14 
511A02 -13.0 307.4 6539 V 8/24 2 214 P1824/02 516A15 30.6 118.3 8292 R 15/33 5 323 P1832/15 
511A03 -15.9 306.1 6449 C 8/29 2 218 P1824/03 516A16 26.5 118.8 8257 R 15/31 5 301 PlS32/16 
511A04 -12.9 307.1 6562 C 8/25 2 214 P1824/04 516A21 28.6 94.5 8098 R 17/10 5 73 P1831/01 
511A07 -lS.7 305.5 6494 R S/32 2 219 P1824/07 516A22 24.7 95.8 8054 R 17/05 5 89 P1831/02 
511A08 -1::.6 306.5 6606 R S/28 2 215 P18Z4/23 516A23 27.9 97.7 8030 R 16/58 5 72 P1831/03 
512Al1 -2~ .• 2 150.4 1787S R 14/21 3 206 P1824/08 516A24 24.1 98.6 7998 R 16/54 5 92 P1831/04 
512A12 -29.S 153.3 18150 R 14/10 3 206 P1824/09 516A25 27.3 100.9 7975 R 16/45 5 68 P1831/05 
512A13 -1:'.1 153.9 17717 R 14/03 3 216 P18Z4/10 516A26 23.5 101.4 7952 R 16/43 5 97 PlS31/06 
512A14 -2~.0 156.4 17933 R 13/57 3 214 P1824/24 516A27 26.7 103.6 7934 R 16/34 5 63 P1831/07 
512A15 -1~.5 156.9 1761S R 13/56 3 227 P1824/11 516A28 22.8 104.1 7916 R 16/33 5 107 P1831/08 
512A16 -17.0 159.8 17i96 R 13/44 3 224 P18C4/12 516A29 25.9 106.2 7903 R 16/24 5 51 P1831/09 
512A17 -~.2 160.3 17568 R 13/42 3 242 P1824/13 516A30 22.1 106.7 7890 R 16/22 5 139 P1831/10 
512A18 -1~.2 163.4 17726 R 13/30 3 236 P1824/14 516A31 25.1 109.0 78S1 R 16/13 5 3S4 P1831/11 
512A19 ,.5 164.5 17584 R 13/26 3 258 P1824/15 516A32 21.2 109.6 78i5 R 16/11 5 211 P1831/12 
512A20 -~.3 167.5 17721 R 13/14 3 250 P1824/16 516A33 24.2 112.2 7871 R 16/01 5 288 P1831/13 
512A22 2".6 135.8 8396 R 17/03 3 59 P1825/02 516A34 20.3 112.8 7874 R 15/5S 5 239 PlS31/14 
512A23 3:".0 137.7 840S R 16/55 3 44 P1625/03 516A35 23.2 115.4 7876 R 15/48 5 276 P1831/15 
512A24 2~.2 139.0 8338 R 16/50 3 53 P1825/04 516A36 19.2 115.8 7886 R 15/46 5 246 P1831/16 
512A25 3 •. 6 141.2 8353 R 16/41 3 34 P1825/0S 516A41 21.8 ~5.7 7705 R 17/09 5 109 P1832/17 
512A26 21.5 142.1 6289 R 16/37 3 44 P1825/06 516A42 17.5 96.4 7717 R 17/06 5 129 PlS32/18 
512A27 3~.8 144.4 S308 R 16/28 3 22 P1825/07 51bA43 20.6 98.6 7655 R 16/5S 5 121 P1832/19 512A30 2u.9 143.6 8228 R 16/12 3 355 P1SZ5/10 516A44 16.9 99.1 7670 R 16/55 5 139 P1833/01 
512A31 3v.0 lS1.2 8256 R 16/02 3 345 F1825/11 516A45 20.0 101.2 7615 R 16/47 5 133 P1833/02 
512A32 2~".7 151.8 8216 R 15/59 3 319 P182S/12 516A46 16.2 101.7 7637 R 16/45 5 152 PlS33/03 
512A33 25.9 154.6 8249 R 15/48 3 324 P1825/13 516A47 19.2 103.5 7586 R 16/3S. 5 150 P1833/04 
512A34 2! .. 0 155.3 8222 R 15/45 3 299 P1825/14 516A48 15.5 104.0 7614 R 16/36 5 165 PlS33/05 
512A35 2h.0 158.1 8263 R 15/34 3 310 P1825/17 516A49 18.5 106.1 7566 R 16/28 5 173 P1833/06 
512A41 2~.6 135.6 8027 R 17/06 3 71 P1827/01 516A50 14.7 106.5 7600 R 16/26 5 181 P1833/07 
512A42 21.9 136.S 7989 R 17/02 3 90 P1827/02 516A51 17.6 108.6 7557 R 16/1S 5 195 P1833/08 
512A43 27.1 138.8 7970 R 16/54 3 6S P1827/03 516A52 13.9 109.0 7595 R 16/16 5 195 P1833/09 
512A44 2:.2 139.6 7942 R 16/51 3 94 P1827/04 516A53 16.9 111.2 7555 R 16/08 5 212 P1833/10 
512A45 2(.3 141.8 7925 R 16/42 3 62 P1827/05 516A54 13.0 111.5 7601 R 16/06 5 207 P1833/11 
512A46 2:".4 142.5 7904 R 16/39 3 105 P1827/06 516A55 15.9 113.8 7566 R 15/57 5 224 P1833/12 
512A47 2r.5144.7 7892 R 16/30 3 4S P1827/07 516A56 12.1 114.2 7620 R 15/56 5 217 P1833/13 
512A48 21.6 145.3 7878 R 16/28 3 138 P1827/08 516A81 -20.6 260.4 6463 V 8/13 5 209 P1833/14 
512A49 2(.6 147.5 7870 R 16/19 3 350 P1827/09 516A82 -17.8 261.5 6556 V 8/09 5 206 P1633/15 
512A50 ZG.S 148.0 7863 R 16/17 3 212 P1827/10 516A83 -20.5 260.2 6483 V 8/14 5 210 P1833/16 
512A51 2:.7 150.3 7859 R 16/0S 3 290 P1827/11 516A64 -17.6 261.3 6578 V S/10 5 206 P1833/17 
512A52 1~.8 150.S 7860 R 16/07 3 236 P1827/12 516A85 -20.4 259.9 6503 C 8/15 5 210 P1833/18 
512A53 2?7 153.0 7859 R 15/58 3 275 P1S27/13 516A86 -17.5 261.0 6597 C 8/11 5 207 P1833/19 
512A54 Ib.8 153.5 7868 R 15/56 3 244 P1827/14 516A89 -20.2 259.4 6544 R 8/1S 5 211 PlS33/22 
512AS5 2~.6 155.9 7672 R 15/46 3 270 P1827/15 516A90 -17.3 260.5 6639 R 8/13 5 208 P1833/23 
512AS6 li.6 156.2 78e8 R 15/45 3 24S P1827/16 517AOl -36.2 237.7 6278 V 9/04 5 280 P1835/01 
512A61 21.2 136.3 7663 R 17/07 3 112 P1826/01 517A02 -33.9 239.2 6285 V 8/58 5 267 P1835/02 
512A62 17.0 136.9 7675 R 17/04 3 134 P1826/02 517A03 -36.1 237.4 6298 C 9/05 5 280 P1835/03 ~1~1~2 Ig:! i~~:, f~~g ~ l~~~~ ~ i~~ ~i~~~~g2 ~lf~g~ :~~:~ ~~~:g ~~g8 ~ ~~gg ~ ~g6 ~i~~~~g~ 
512A65 19.6 141.8 75B6 R 16/45 3 142 P1826/05 517A08 -33.7 238.2 6348 R 9/03 5 268 P1835/0S 
512A66 15.8 142.3 7608 R 16/43 3 162 P1826/06 517A21 7.S 273.2 27990 R 12/00 5 272 H1S34/11 
512A67 18.9 144.3 7563 R 16/35 3 167 P1826/07 517A22 2.4 284.3 27904 R 11/16 5 247 H1834/12 
512A68 15.3 144.9 7589 R 16/33 3 179 P1826/08 517A23 -1.7 272.8 27729 R 12/02 5 273 H1834/13 512A~9 18.3 146.9 7549 R 16/25 3 195 P1826/09 51iA24 -6.2 283.9 27704 R 11/17 5 238 H1834/14 
512AiO 14.5 147.3 7562 R 16/23 3 195 P1826/10 517A25 -10.1 272.3 27578 R 12/04 5 275 H1834/15 
512A71 17.5 149.4 7546 R 16/15 3 214 P1826/11 517A26 -14.5 283.7 27592 R 11/19 5 219 H1834/16 
512A72 13.6 149.8 7586 R 16/14 3 208 P1826/12 517A27 -18.2 271.7 27507 R 12/07 5 286 H1834/17 
512A73 16.4 152.1 7557 R 16/04 3 227 P1826/13 517A28 -22.2 283.7 27558 R 11/19 5 183 HlS34/18 
512A74 12.6 152.6 760S R 16/03 3 218 P1826/14 517A29 -26.1 271.2 27511 R lZI09 5 70 HlS34/19 
512A75 15.3 154.S 7579 R 15/54 3 234 P1826/1S 517A30 -30.5 283.9 27598 R 11/1S 5 142 H1834/20 
512A76 11.3 155.3 7639 R 15/52 3 225 P1826/16 518AOl -36.7 226.3 6293 V 9/10 6 285 P1836/01 
512A81 52.9 150.7 53S3 V 16/32 3 341 H1827/25 518A02 -34.5 227.9 6295 V 9/04 6 273 PlS36/02 
512A82 51.5 150.0 5294 R 16/35 3 340 tl1827/26 518A03 -36.7 226.1 6313 C 9/11 6 285 P1836/03 
512A83 55.8 151.6 5446 V 16/29 3 343 H1827/27 518A04 -34.4 227.6 6315 C 9/05 6 273 P1836/04 
512A64 54.6 150"8 5387 R 16/32 3 342 H1827/28 518A05 -36.6 225.7 6334 C 9/13 6 285 P1836/05 
512A85 59.2 152.9 5568 V 16/23 3 345 t11827/29 518A06 -34.4 227.3 6335 C 9/07 6 273 P1836/06 
S12A86 57.9 152.0 5498 R 16/27 3 344 H1827/30 518A09 -36.5 225.1 6376 R 9/15 6 285 P1836/09 
512A87 63.1 15S.0 5728 V 16/15 3 346 H1827/31 518AI0 -34.3 226.7 6377 R 9/09 6 274 P1836/10 ~l~~~~ ~~:~ i~~:f ~~fS ~ i~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~1~~~~8~ ~i~~~~ :2t:~ ~~~:4. ~gi~ ~ f~~~ ~ ~~ ~l~~f~g~ 
5I2AQO 65.5 156.0 5811 R 16/12 3 347 MIE28/10 518A23 -44.0 251.1 6600 R 7/34 6 84 P1837/03 
512A92 69.9 100.0 6027 R 15/56 3 348 H1828/12 518A24 -40.5 250.7 6592 R 7/35 6 105 P1837/04 
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518.A25 -42.7 247.8 6582 R 7/48 6 85 P1837/05 524AOI 38.6 19.1 6639 R 17/08 9 42 P1843/09 
518A26 -39.5 247.9 6585 R 7/47 6 113 P1837/06 524A02 35.3 21.3 6564 R 16/59 9 47 P1843/10 
518A27 -41.4 Z44.S 6577 R 8/01 6 86 P1837/07 524A03 38.1 22.6 6581 R 16/54 9 33 P1843/11 
518A28 -38.2 245.0 6586 R 7/59 6 132 P1837/08 524A04 34.9 24.2 6520 R 16/48 9 37 P1843/12 
518A29 -40.0 241.5 6583 R 8/13 6 94 P1837/09 524A05 37.6 25.6 6539 R 16/43 9 23 P1843/13 
518A30 -36.6 241.7 6597 R 8/12 6 178 P1837/10 524A06 34.3 27.4 6484 R 16/35 9 20 P18-'+3/14 
518A31 -38.5 238.6 6599 R 8/24 6 250 P1837/11 524A07 37.0 28.7 6505 R 16/30 9 9 P1843/15 
518,1.32 -35.3 239.4 6619 R 8/21 6 209 P1837/12 524A08 33.8 29.8 6460 R 16/26 9 P1843/16 
518A41 -50.7 254.3 7078 R 7/24 6 65 P1836/11 524A09 36.4 31.1 6482 R 16/21 9 355 P1843/17 
518A42 -48.0 253.4 7038 R 7128 6 72 P1836/12 524AI0 33.2 32.2 6443 R 16/16 9 338 P1843/18 
518A43 -50.3 249.8 70'+3 R 7/42 6 58 P1836/13 524A11 35.8 33.6 6466 R 16/11 9 3<:j0 P1843/19 
518A44 -46.6 249.0 6997 R 7/45 6 69 P1S36/14 524A12 32.6 34.5 6432 R 16/08 9 319 P1843/20 
518A45 -48.9 245.5 7009 R 8/00 6 52 P1836/15 524A13 35.2 35.9 6456 R 16/02 9 327 P1843/21 
518A46 -45.3 245.2 6974 R 8/01 6 64 P1836/1" 524A14 31.8 36.8 6429 R 15/58 9 305 P1843/22 
5I8A47 -47.4 241.7 6990 R 8/15 6 '+2 PI83,,/17 524AI5 34.4 38.4 6454 R 15/52 9 315 P1843/23 
5I8A48 -43.9 242.3 6<;67 R 8/13 6 58 P1836/18 524A16 31.2 39.0 6432 R 15/50 9 296 P1843/24 
518A49 -45.8 238.1 6984 R 8/30 6 26 P1836/19 524A21 33.5 19.3 6180 R 17111 9 64 P18<:j4/01 
518,1.50 -42.4 239.0 6968 R 8/26 6 37 P1836/20 524A22 30.5 20.3 6148 R 17/07 9 83 P1844/02 
518A51 -44.1 235.0 6991 R 8/42 6 1 P1836/21 524A23 33.0 22.1 6134 R 16/59 9 58 P1844/03 
518A52 -40.5 235.4 6981 R 8/41 6 326 P1836/22 524A24 30.0 23.1 6107 R 16/56 9 83 1"18-'+4/04 
519AOI 14.1 75.4 7903 R 16/29 6 167 P1838/01 524A25 32.5 24.5 6100 R 16/50 9 48 P1844/05 
519A02 13.6 71.8 7'132 R 16/44 6 153 P1838/02 524A26 29.5 25.2 6079 R 16/47 9 87 P1844/06 
519A03 18.0 75.9 7838 R 16/27 6 158 P183S103 524A27 31.9 27.1 6072 R 16/40 9 22 P1844/07 
519A04 16.7 72.2 7871 R 16/42 6 1'+4 P183S/04 524A28 29.1 28.0 6057 R 16/36 9 1'16 P1S44/0S 
519A05 21.2 76.2 7800 R 16/26 6 141 P183S/05 524A29 31.5 29.4 6054 R 16/31 9 336 PlS44/09 
519A06 20.0 72.S 7825 R 16/'+1 6 129 P1833/06 524A30 28.5 30.0 6042 R 16/28 9 253 P1844/10 
519A07 24.3 76.4 7776 R 16/26 6 99 P1838/07 524A31 30.8 32.1 6044 R 16/20 9 299 P1S44/11 
519A08 23.2 72.7 7794 R 16/41 6 106 1"1838/08 524A32 27.9 32.7 6038 R 16/18 9 258 P1844/12 
519A09 27.5 76.6 7767 R 16/25 6 51 P1838/09 524A33 30.2 34.4 6040 R 16/11 9 286 P1844/13 
519A10 26.2 72.9 7777 R 16/40 6 80 P1838/10 524A34 27.2 34.7 6038 R 16/10 9 258 P1844/14 
519A11 30.5 76.7 7771 R 16/25 6 32 P1838/11 524A35 29.5 36.8 6046 R 16/02 9 279 PlS44/15 
519A12 29.1 72.9 7774 R 16/40 6 58 1"1838/12 524A36 26.7 37.1 604S R 16/01 9 260 P1844/17 
S19A13 33.6 76.8 7789 R 16/24 6 22 1"1838/13 524'!'41 28.0 20.0 5784 R 17111 9 114 P1845/01 
519A14 32.3 72.8 7787 R 16/41 6 43 1"1838/14 524,1.42 25.2 20.6 5785 R 17109 9 136 P1845/17 
519AlS 37.0 76.9 7826 R 16124 6 17 P1838/15 524A43 27.6 22.3 5752 R 17/02 9 128 P1845/03 
519A16 35.6 72.8 7815 R 16/41 6 33 P183S/16 524A44 24.8 22.9 5757 R 16/59 9 153 P1845/19 
519A21 14.7 68.7 7609 R 16/59 6 145 P1839/01 524A45 27.2 24.2 5727 R 16/55 9 1"19 P1845120 
519A22 13.7 65.3 7672 R 17/13 6 139 1"1839/02 524A46 24.4 24.7 5737 R 16/52 9 169 P1845/06 
51qA23 18.3 69.3 7540 R 16/57 6 135 P1839/03 524A47 26.6 26.4 5709 R 16/46 9 184 PIM5/07 
519A24 17.2 65.4 7602 R 17/13 6 129 P1839/04 524M8 23.9 27.0 5722 R 16/43 9 190 P1845/08 
519A25 21.4 69.2 7500 R i~~l~ 6 120 P1839/05 524A49 26.2 28.3 5696 R 16/38 9 208 P1845/09 519,1.26 20.2 65.6 7553 R 6 118 1"183 0 /06 524A50 23.3 28.7 5714 R 16/37 9 203 1"1845/10 
519A27 24.4 69.2 7473 R 16/58 6 102 P1839/07 524A51 25.6 30.5 5692 R 16/30 9 225 PI845/11 
519A28 23.2 65.7 7518 R 17/12 6 105 P1839/03 524A52 22.8 30.9 5713 R 16/28 9 215 P1845/12 
519A29 27.4 69.3 7458 R 16/58 6 82 P1839/09 524A53 25.0 32.4 5692 R 16/22 9 233 P1845/13 
519A30 26.2 65.7 7497 R 17/12 6 91 1"1839/10 524A54 22.1 32.7 5717 R 16/21 9 223 P1845/14 
519A31 30.3 69.3 7455 R 16/58 6 66 P1839/11 524A55 24.4 34.4 5700 R 16/14 9 239 P1845/15 
519A32 28.8 65.7 7487 R 17/12 6 78 P1839/12 524A56 21.5 34.8 5730 R 16/13 9 229 P1845/16 
519A33 33.1 69.1 7465 R 16/58 6 53 P1S39/13 524A61 53.7 36.3 5193 V 16/14 9 339 H1846/17 
519A34 31.8 65.5 7492 R 17/13 6 65 H18,+0/01 524A62 52.7 35.7 5144 R 16/17 9 338 ~IlS46/18 
S19A35 36.3 ·68.9 7494 R 16/59 6 43 t1l840/02 524A63 56.8 37.3 5285 V 16/10 9 341 H18-'16/19 
519A36 35.0 65.2 7515 R 17115 6 54 P1840/03 524A64 55.5 36.4 5225 R 16/14 9 340 H1846/20 
519A41 58.7 87.8 5'+06 V 16/06 6 341 111840/16 524A65 59.9 38.6 5395 V 16/05 9 343 H1846/21 
519A42 57.5 86.8 5345 R 16/10 6 340 111840/17 524A66 58.5 37.4 5320 R 16/10 9 342 H1846/22 
519A43 62.4 90.1 5556 V 15/57 . 6 343 H18-'10/18 524A67 63.2 40.3 5524 V 15/59 9 344 H1846/23 
519A44 60.9 88.6 5472 R 16/03 6 342 111840/19 524A68 61. 7 38.B 5440 R 16/04 9 343 111846/24 
519A45 66.3 93.5 5733 V 15/44 6 344 111840/20 524A69 67.1 43.1 5694 V 15/47 9 345 H1B46/25 
519A46 64.6 '11.2 5631 R 15/52 6 343 111840/21 524A70 65.3 41.0 5591 R 15/56 9 345 H1846126 
519A47 70.8 99.7 5975 V 15/19 6 345 t1lS40/22 524A71 71.6 48.5 5924 V 15/26 9 346 H1846/27 
519M8 69.1 96.2 5852 R 15/33 6 345 1118'0::1/23 524A72 69.8 45.3 5808 R 15/39 9 346 111846128 
519Ml -35.3 215.4 6293 V 9/14 6 281 P1837/13 526AOI -45.7 143.7 6253 V 9/22 10 318 P1848/01 
519A62 -33.1 216.9 6298 V 9/C8 6 270 P1837/14 526A02 -43.5 145.7 6214 V 9/14 10 311 P1848/02 
519A63 
-:?:!.3 215.1 6315 C 9/15 6 281 P1837/15 526A03 -4S.6 143.2 6276 C 9/24 10 318 P1848/03 
5l'lA64 -~ ..• O 216.6 6320 C 9/09 6 271 P1837/16 526"-04 -43.4 145.3 6236 C 9/16 10 311 P1848/04 
520A21 E.l 61.6 7596 R 16/48 7 152 P1841/01 526A07 -45.5 142.4 6322 R 9/28 10 317 P1848/07 
520A22 13.6 58.3 7653 R 17/01 7 1'+5 P1841/02 526A08 -43.3 144.5 6281 R 9/20 10 310 P1848/08 
520A23 11 .• 1 61.9 7539 R 16/47 7 143 1"1841/03 526A21 -49.8 172.5 7293 R 7/37 10 61 P1847/01 
520A24 It-.7 58.6 7586 R 17/00 7 137 PlS41/04 526,1.22 -46.6 171.5 7253 R 7/41 10 70 P1847/02 
520,1.25 21.1 62.1 7495 R 16/46 7 123 PIM1/05 526A23 -49.0 168.1 7266 R 7/55 10 53 P1847/03 
520A26 19.8 58.9 7535 R 16/59 7 125 P1841/06 526A24 -45.9 168.4 7238 R 7/54 10 64 P1847/04 
520A27 2"-.2 62.3 7465 R 16/46 7 106 P1841/07 526A25 -48.7 165.0 7264 R 8/07 10 44 P1847/05 
520A28 22.9 59.0 7497 R 16/59 7 110 P1841108 526A26 -45.4 165.0 7234 R BI07 10 53 P1847/06 
52gA29 2· .3 62.4 7449 R 16/45 7 80 P1841/C9 526A27 -48.1 160.9 7265 R 8/24 10 28 P1847/07 52 A30 2~.9 59.1 7474 R 16/59 7 92 P1841/10 526A28 -45.0 161. 7 7239 R 8/21 10 35 PIB49/01 
520A31 3r.3 62.5 7448 R 16/45 7 58 P18-'+1/11 526A29 -47.6 158.0 i277 R 8/35 10 16 P1849/02 
520A32 2".0 59.1 7466 R 16/59 7 74 P1841/12 526A30 -44.2 158.0 7250 R 8/35 10 8 P1849/03 
520A33 3:-..5 62.5 7462 R 16/45 7 43 P1841/13 526A31 -46.9 154.1 7298 R 8/51 10 358 P1849/04 
520A34 3 •• 2 59.0 7473 R 16/59 7 58 P1S41/14 526A32 -43.6 154.8 7273 R 8/49 10 345 P1849/05 
520A35 31.7 62.3 7491 R 16/46 7 34 P1841/15 526A33 -46.0 150.8 7325 R 9/04 10 344 P1849/06 
520A36 3!·.3 58.8 7495 R 17100 7 47 PIS41/16 526A34 -42.8 151.6 7303 R 9/01 10 329 P1849/07 
520A41 5/.2 87.3 5254 V 15/30 7 330 111841/29 526A35 -45.3 147.5 7365 R 9/18 10 334 P1849/08 
520A42 50.0 85.7 5180 R 15/37 7 329 111841/30 526A36 -42.2 148.6 7342 R 9/14 10 319 P1849/09 
520,1.43 6(,,1 90.1 5374 V 15/19 7 332 111841/31 526A41 -56.6 170.7 7787 R 7/47 10 46 P1848/09 
520A44 53.7 87.9 5286 R 15/28 7 331 ~1l841/32 526A42 -52.9 169.B 7707 R 7/51 10 51 P1S48/10 
520A45 6:,.4 94.6 5542 V 15/02 7 334 111S41/33 526A43 -55.9 165.8 7761 R 8/07 10 39 P1848/11 
520A46 6%.0 91. 7 5439 R 15/13 7 333 Nl841/34 526A44 -52.2 165.7 7688 R 8/08 10 43 P1848/12 
520A48 6/· .1 98.6 5668 R 14/46 7 336 M1841/36 526A45 -55.5 161.4 7753 R 8/25 10 31 P1848/13 
520A61 -3'.9 205.2 6505 V 9/17 7 292 P1842101 526A46 -51.8 161. 7 7684 R 8/24 10 34 P1848/14 
520.A62 -3~.7 207.0 6500 V 9/10 7 280 P18421C2 526A47 -54.7 157.1 7753 R 8/'+2 10 23 P1848/15 
520M3 -3~ .9 204.9 6526 V 9/1S 7 292 1"1842/03 526M8 -51.2 157.7 7686 R 8/40 10 23 P18481l6 520A6'+ -3:.6 206.6 6521 V 9/12 7 280 Ple:.r2/04 5Z6A49 -54.0 153.0 7763 R 8/59 10 13 P1848/17 
520A65 -3·:.8 204.6 6547 C 9/20 7 292 PIB42105 526A50 -50.4 153.9 7699 R 8/55 10 11 P1848/1B 
520A66 -3:.5 206.3 6542 C 9/13 7 280 P1842/06 526A51 -53.2 149.0 7785 R 9/15 10 4 P1848/19 
520A69 -37.7 203.9 6591 R 9123 7 292 P1842/09 526A52 -49.7 150.2 7722 R 9/10 10 359 P1848/20 
520A70 -3:.4 205.6 6584 R 9/16 7 281 P1842110 526A53 -52.2 145.0 7815 R 9/31 10 355 1"1848/21 
522A01 -4~.6 186.8 6533 V 9/12 8 313 P1842111 526A54 -48.8 146.7 7753 R 9/24 10 349 P1848/22 
522A02 -4(,.3 188.6 6513 V 9/05 8 301 P1842/12 526A55 -51. 2 141.4 7854 R 9/46 10 348 P1848/23 
522A03 -42.6 186.4 6553 C 9/14 8 313 PI8':'Z/13 526A56 -47.8 143.1 7794 R 9/39 10 340 P1848/24 
522A04 -4('.2 188.2 6533 C 9/06 8 301 P1842114 527AC1 -35.9 144.5 6096 V 8/39 10 274 P1S49/10 
522A05 -4<:.5 186.0 6574 C 9/15 8 312 P1842115 527A02 -33.6 145.7 6108 V BI35 10 260 P1849/11 
522A06 -4('.2 187.9 6553 C 9/08 8 301 P1842116 527A03 -35.8 144.1 6115 C S/41 10 274 P1849/12 
522A09 -4<:.4 185.3 6616 R 9/19 8 311 P1842/19 527A04 -33.5 145.4 6128 C 8/36 10 260 P1S49/13 
522AI0 -40.1 187.2 6594 R 9/11 8 301 P1842120 527A05 -35.7 143.8 6136 C 8/42 10 274 P1849/14 
523AOI -42.7 175.7 5223 V 9/04 8 303 PlS43/01 527A06 -33.5 145.1 g148 C BI37 10 260 P1B49/15 
523,1.02 -41.0 177.5 5191 V 8/57 8 297 P1843/02 527A09 -35.6 143.2 177 R 8/45 10 275 P1849/18 
523A03 -42.8 175.5 5242 C 9/05 8 303 P1843/03 527AIO -33.3 144.5 grS9 R B/40 10 261 P1849/19 
523A04 -41.1 177.6 5203 C S/57 8 298 P1843/C4 ~29A01 40.6 336.1 610 R 19t41 11 25 1"1850101 
523A07 -43.1 175.7 5268 R 9/05 B 304 1"1843/07 29A02 ~6:4 337.3 6548 R 1 137 11 26 P1850/02 523A08 -41.4 177.7 5231 R 8/57 8 299 P1843/08 S29M3 339.1 6577 R 6/29 11 14 P1850/03 
3-42 
VIKIN~ ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--piCNO---lAT---lO~--RANGE-F--TOO--lS-SCAZ-O~OERN8R--PiCNO---lAT---lON--RANGE-F--TOO--lS-SCAZ-OROERNBR 
--529A04--37~7-340~2--652Z-R-i6/25--ii--i2-pi850/04--532AZ6-:52~7-io4~2--7ie6-R--8/09--i3--27-pi856/06 
5Z9A05 40.4 342.2 6556 R 16/17 11 2 P18S0/0S 532A27 -55.2 100.4 7250 R 8/25 13 19 P1856/07 
529A06 37.1 343.0 6497 R 16/14 11 356 P1S50/06 532A28 -51.7 100.7 7184 R 8/23 13 18 P1S56/08 
529A07 39.7 345.3 6534 R 16/05 11 3S0 P1SS0/07 532A29 -54.1 96.7 7252 R 8/39 13 10 P1S56/09 
529AOS 36.4 345.8 6481 R 16/03 11 340 PIS50/08 532A30 -50.7 97.3 7191 R 8/37 13 7 P1856/10 
529A09 39 0 345.1 6521 R 15/54 11 33S P1850/09 532A31 -52.9 93.2 7264 R 8/54 13 2 P1856/11 
529AIO 35:7 34S.6 6474 R 15/52 11 325 P18S0/10 532A32 -49.6 94.0 7207 R S/5a 13 356 P1856/12 
529Al1 38.2 350.9 6517 R 15/43 11 327 PIS50/11 532A33 -51.8 89.9 72S4 R 9/07 13 353 PIS56/13 
529Al2 34.9 351.1 6474 R 15/42 11 313 P1850/12 532A34 -45.5 91.0 7231 R 9/03 13 346 P1856/14 
529A13 37.3 353.6 6S20 R 15/32 11 315 P18S0/13 532A35 -50.5 56.6 7312 R 9/20 13 345 P1856/15 
520A14 34.0 353.6 6482 R 15/32 11 304 PlS50/14 532A36 -47.2 87.8 7264 R 9/15 13 336 P1856/16 
529A15 36.3 356.3 6533 R 15/22 11 309 P18S0/15 53~A01 35.4 298.1 6493 R 15/52 13 332 P1857/01 
529A16 33.1 356.5 6504 R 15/21 11 297 P18S1/01 534A02 33.0 296.3 6458 R 16/00 13 329 P1857/02 
529A17 34 6 336.2 6137 R 16/44 11 41 PlSS2/01 534A03 35.8 295.6 6469 R 16/03 13 348 PlS57/03 
529A18 32:2 337.0 6110 R 16/41 11 54 P1852/02 534A04 33.4 293.9 6437 R 16/10 13 356 P1857/04 
529A19 34.7 33S.8 6111 R 16/34 11 19 P1852/03 534A05 36.2 292.9 6452 R 16/14 13 7 P1857/05 
529A20 32.1 339.7 6086 R 16/31 11 16 P1852/04 534A06 33.7 291.4 6423 R 16/20 13 24 PlS57/06 
529A21 3~.6 341.0 6092 R 16/25 11 357 P1S52/05 53~A07 36.5 290.4 6441 R 16/24 13 23 P1857/07 
529A22 31.6 341.7 6068 R 16/22 11 327 P1852/27 534A08 33.9 288.8 6415 R 16/30 13 44 P1857/08 
529A23 34.0 343.2 6075 R 16/17 11 334 P1852/07 534A09 36.7 287.6 6437 R 16/35 13 37 P1857/09 
529A24 31.0 343.8 6056 R 16/14 11 296 P18SZ/08 53~AI0 34.2 286.2 6415 R 16/41 13 56 PIS57/10 
529A25 33.4 345.6 6066 R 16/07 11 314 P1852/09 534Al1 37.0 284.9 6441 R 16/46 13 47 P1857/11 
529A26 30.5 346.1 6052 R 16/05 11 283 PlS52/10 534A12 34.4 283.6 6421 R 16/51 13 63 P1857/12 
529A27 32.8 3~8.2 6067 R 15/57 11 300 P1S52/11 534A13 37.2 282.2 6453 R 16/57 13 54 P1857/13 
529A2S ~?9 .. 81 343.5 6057 R 15/56 11 277 P1852/12 534A14 34.5 281.0 6435 R 17/02 13 68 P1857/14 529A29 ~_ 350.5 6074 R 15/48 11 292 P1352/13 534A15 37.3 279.4 6471 R 17/08 13 59 P1857/15 
529A30 29.1 350 8 6067 R 15/47 11 273 PlS52/14 53~A16 34.6 278.2 6458 R 17/13 13 71 P1857/16 
529A31 31.3 352:9 6089 R 15/38 11 286 P1852/15 534A21 30.9 292.3 6073 R 16/19 13 318 P1857/17 
529A32 283353.2 6089 R 15/37 11 271 P1S52/16 534A22 28.6 290.7 6067 R 16/25 13 163 P1857/18 529~33 30:1 335.1 5733 R 16/52 11 108 P1851/02 53~A23 31.2 289.8 6058 R 16/29 13 74 P1857/I9 
529A34 27.3 335.7 5731 R 16/50 11 148 PIE51/03 534A24 28.9 288.5 6054 R 16/34 13 127 P1857/20 
529A35 29.5 337.4 5709 R 16/43 11 145 P1851/04 534A25 31.6 287.5 6049 R 16/38 13 81 P1858/01 529A3~ 26.7 338.0 5711 R 16/40 11 179 P1851/05 534A26 29.2 286.1 6048 R 16/44 13 112 P1858/13 
529A37 28.9 339.4 5692 R 16/35 11 206 P1351/0~ 534A27 31.8 285.1 6047 R 16/43 13 84 P1853/03 
529A38 26.2 340.0 5698 R 16/32 11 202 P1851/07 534A28 29.4 283.8 6048 R 16/53 13 105 P1858/04 
529A39 2B.4 341.5 5681 R 16/27 11 233 PIB51/08 534A29 32.1 282.7 6050 R 16/58 13 84 P1858/05 
529A40 25.5 341.9 5692 ~ 16/25 11 217 PI851/09 534A30 29.7 281.4 6056 R 17/03 13 101 P1858/06 i~i~~~ ~~:g i~~:2 il~~ ~ i~~l! it ~~l ~lji!~l~ ii~~il §~:j ~~~:~ ~g~g ~ t~~li ti !! ~liii~g~ 
529A44 546 .. ~ 345.8 5699 R 16/10 11 232 P18S1/13 534A34 29.8 276.4 6092 R 17/23 13 97 P1858/10 
529A45 ~ ~ 347.5 5689 R 16/03 11 249 P1851/14 534A35 32.3 275.2 6104 R 17/28 13 87 P185S/11 
529A46 23.5 347.8 5713 R 16/02 11 237 P1851/15 534A36 29.8 273.9 6122 R 17/34 13 96 P1858/12 
529A47 25.7 349.5 5704 R 15/55 11 251 P1851/16 534A41 26.4 291.6 5710 R 16/25 13 201 P1SbO/01 
529A48 22.7 349.7 5733 R 15/54 11 240 P1851/17 534A42 24.2 290.1 5722 R 16/31 13 187 P1860/02 
529A49 53.7 352.3 5196 V 15/51 11 333 P1854/01 534A43 26.8 289.1 5689 R 16/35 13 177 P1860/03 
529ASO 52.8 351.5 5150 R 15/55 11 332 P1854/02 534A44 24.6 287.5 5704 R 16/41 13 169 P1860/04 529~51 56.9 353.8 5299 V 15/45 11 336 P1854/03 534A45 27.1 287.1 5675 R 16/43 13 156 P1860/05 
529A52 55.8 353.0 5243 R 15/49 11 334 P1554/04 534A46 24.9 285.7 5692 R 16/49 13 156 P1860/06 
529A53 60.2 356.2 5425 V 15/36 11 33S P1854/05 534147 27.4 28~.8 5667 R 16/53 13 139 PlS60/07 
529154 58.9 354.9 5353 R 15/41 11 336 P1854/06 534A48 25.1 263.5 5687 R 16/58 13 144 P1860/08 
529A55 63.6 359.2 5S69 V 15/24 11 339 P1854/07 534A49 27.6 282.1. 5669 R 17/03 13 126 P1860/09 
529AS6 62.2 357.6 5489 R 15/31 11 335 P1854/0S 534A50 25.4 250.8 5693 R 17/09 13 133 P1860/10 
529A57 67.6 4.5 5773 V 15/03 11 341 P1854/09 534A52 25.5 279.1 5696 R 17/16 13 128 P1860/12 
529A58 66.1 2.0 5674 R 15/13 11 340 P1854/10 534153 27.9 t78.1 5679 R 17/20 13 115 P1860/13 
529A60 70.4 9.1 5910 R 14/45 11 341 P1854/12 534A54 25.6 276.6 5713 R 17/26 13 122 P1860/14 
529167 -50.2 143.5 7310 R 7/34 11 59 P1853/01 534A55 28.0 275.5 5700 R 17/30 13 111 P1860/15 
529A68 -47.0 143.2 7273 R 7/35 11 69 P1853/02 534A56 25.6 274.8 5725 R 17/33 13 119 P1860/16 
529A69 -49.7 140.2 7293 R 7/~7 11 54 P1853/03 534A61 54.9 300.7 5139 V 15/57 13 337 N1S59/17 
529A70 -46.4 139.9 7257 R 7/~S 11 63 P1S53/0~ 534A62 54.4 300.3 5109 R 15/59 13 336 N1859/18 
529A71 -49.3 136.6 7285 R 8/01 11 44 PIB53/05 534A63 53.5 302.1 5253 VIS/51 13 339 N1859/19 529A72 -46.0 136.6 7251 R 8/Cl 11 53 P1853/06 534A64 57.5 301.2 5202 R 15/55 13 339 H1859/20 
529A73 -48.9 133.1 7287 R 8/15 11 33 P1553/07 534A65 62.0 303.8 5354 V 15/45 13 341 H1859/21 
529A74 -45.7 133.4 7255 R 8/14 11 35 P1853/03 534A66 60.7 302.6 5312 R 15/50 13 340 N1859/22 
529A75 -48.3 129.9 72S5 R 8/29 11 20 P1853/09 534A67 65.6 30b.l 5531 V 15/36 13 343 H1859/23 
529A76 -45.1 130.3 7265 R 8/27 11 19 P1853/10 534A68 64.0 304.3 5440 R 15/43 13 342 N1859/24 
529A77 -47.8 126.4 7313 R 8/43 11 6 P1853/11 534A69 69.6 310.0 5719 V 15/20 13 344 N1859/25 
529A7S -44.5 127.1 7284 R 8/40 11 357 PlS53/12 534A70 67.8 307.1 5604 R 15/32 13 343 N1859/26 
529A79 -47.1 123.0 7339 R 8/56 11 3S2 PlS53/13 534A72 72.2 312.7 5831 R 15/09 13 344 H1859/28 
529ASO -43.9 123.8 7311 R 8/53 11 340 P1853/14 535A21 -49.3 81.8 6161 R 7/29 14 35 P1861/17 
529AB1 -46.4 119.8 7372 R 9/09 11 341 P1853/15 535A22 -46.5 81.4 6131 R 7/31 14 40 P1861/18 
529A32 -43.2 120.8 7345 R 9/05 11 327 P1853/16 535A23 -48.6 78.7 6162 R 7/42 14 25 P1861/19 ~~~i~~ :~~:~ I~~:~ ~~8~ ~ ~~~~ II ~~ ~lg~~~I~ ~~~t~~ :~~:~ ~~:~ gl~f ~ ~~~~ I~ ~~ ~I~&I~~~ 
529185 -56.2 135.2 7772 R 8/10 11 35 P1852/19 535~26 -45.1 75.5 6147 R 7/55 14 5 P1861/22 
529A86 -52.5 135.1 7697 R 8/11 11 38 P1852/20 535A27 -47.1 72.6 6186 R 8/06 14 357 P1861/23 
529187 -55.5 130.8 7765 R 8/28 11 27 P1852/21 535A28 -44.4 72.7 6167 R 8/06 14 346 P1861/24 
529188 -51.9 131.1 7693 R 8/27 11 23 P1852/22 535141 -54.9 78.6 6648 R 7/45 14 27 P1861/01 
529189 -54.9 126.4 7771 R 8/45 11 18 P1852/23 535A42 -51.5 78.3 6582 R 7/46 14 28 PlS61/02 
529A90 -51.3 127.1 7701 R 8/43 11 17 P1852/24 535143 -53.8 75.0 6637 R 8/00 14 19 PlS61/03 
529A91 -54.1 122.1 7786 R 9/03 11 9 P1852/25 535144 -50.8 74.9 6585 R 8/00 14 18 P1861/04 
529A92 -50.6 123.3 7720 R 8/58 11 6 P1852/26 535A45 -53.0 71.7 6644 R 8/13 14 11 P1861/05 
529A93 -53.3 118.2 7S12 R q/19 11 1 P1S53/17 535A46 -50.0 71.8 659~ R 8/13 14 8 P1861/06 
529A94 -4';.8 119.6 7746 R 9/13 11 355 P1853/18 535A47 -52.2 68.3 6657 R 8/27 14 2 P1861/07 
529A95 -5,:.5 114.2 7849 R 9/35 11 352 P1353/19 535148 -49.1 68.7 6611 R 8/25 14 356 P1S61/08 
529A96 -4Q.0 115.7 7785 R 9/29 11 345 P1853/Z0 535~49 -51.2 65.0 6678 R 8/4D· 14 353 P1861/09 
529A97 -5: .4 110.1 78Q7 R 9/51 11 3~5 Pl853/El 535A50 -48.2 65.8 6634 R a/37 14 346 P1861/10 
529A98 -47.9 112.0 7833 R 9/44 11 337 P1853/22 535A51 -50.2 61.9 6707 R 8/53 14 345 PlSbl/11 ~~~±g~ :~~:g ll~:g Zf4~ ~ ~~~~ I~ 56 ~i~~~~8~ ~~~~~~ :4~:t ~§:~ ~~t~ ~ ~~8g 14 ~~~ ~1~~i~l~ 
532A03 -5'.2 111.7 6778 R 7/36 13 44 P1a55/03 535454 -46.2 59.8 6706 R 9/01 14 328 P1861/14 
532A04 -43.2 111.2 6735 R 7/3a 13 49 PlS55/04 535A55 -47.9 55.7 6789 R 9/18 14 330 P1861/15 
532A05 -5',.5 108.2 6768 R 7/50 13 35 P1855/05 535A56 -45.0 56.8 6755 R 9/14 14 320 PlS61/16 
532A06 -4/.4 107.9 6729 R 7/51 13 39 P1855/06 5351~1 -60.5 75.8 7157 R 7/59 14 24 P1862/09 
532A07 -4".8 105.1 6767 R 8/02 13 ;~ P1SSS/07 535A62 -56.9 76.0 7C63 R 7/59 14 25 P1S62/10 
532AOS -4[ .7 105.1 6733 R 8/03 13 ~I P1855/08 535A63 -59.6 71.8 7149 R 8/16 14 18 P1862/11 
532A09 -4~.9 101.9 6773 R 8/16 13 14 P1355/09 535164 -56.1 71.9 7C60 R 8/15 14 17 P1862/12 
532AI0 -4~.9 102.1 6742 R 8/14 13 11 Ple~5/10 535A65 -58.6 67.7 7147 R 8/32 14 12 P1862/13 
532Al1 -4t:.0 08.8 6787 R 8/28 13 1 P1855/11 535466 -55.2 63.3 7064 R 8/30 14 10 P1862/14 
532A12 -4~.0 99.2 6760 R 8/27 13 352 Pla55/12 535A67 -57.5 63.7 7156 ~ 8/48 14 5 P1862/15 532Al3 -4:.0 95.8 6S08 R 8/40 13 348 PlaS5/13 535A6S -54.1 64.6 7076 R 8/45 14 2 P1862/16 ~~~~i5 :2~:g ~~:i ~~~t ~ ~;g~ I~ ~~g ~i§~~;'15 §~~±~6 :~~:i ~i:~ f6~g ~ ~~g~ II ~~4 ~i~~~~l~ 
532A16 -4~.0 93.4 6817 R 8/50 13 322 P1SSS/16 535A71 -55.2 56.4 7198 R 9/18 14 352 P1862/19 
532A21 -5~.0 112.2 7296 R 7/37 13 33 P1856/01 535A72 -51.8 58.6 7116 R 9/09 14 347 P1B62/20 
532A22 -50.5 111.9 7216 R 7/38 13 42 P1856/02 535A73 -53.9 52.9 7234 R 9/32 14 3~6 P1862/21 
532A23 -5~.1 10S.1 7270 R 7/54 13 33 P1550/03 535A74 -50.7 54.5 7165 R 9/26 14 339 P1862/22 
532A24 -5:.6 107.7 7194 R 7/55 13 35 P185~/04 535175 -52.6 49.5 7278 R 9/46 14 3~0 P1862/23 
532A25 -5A.1 104.1 7255 R 8/10 13 26 P1856/05 535A76 -49.4 51.4 7212 R 9/33 14 333 P1862/24 
3-43 
VIKING ORO ITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LOH RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERNaR PICNQ LAT LON RAt-:GE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
--s35Asi--:4:7-i7i:o-3303i-c-ll/17--14-223-Hlo62/2S--;41A44--2;:7-214:z--s76o-R-i6isQ--i7-i34-Pls6Q/02 
535A82 -14.1 183.3 33283 C 10/27 14 192 H1862/29 541A45 28.2 213.6 5735 R 17/01 17 121 P1869/03 
535A83 -15.4 167.3 32957 C 11/31 14 181 H1862/30 541A46 25.9 212.3 5763 R 17/07 17 128 PlS69/04 535A84 -23.4 lS1.1 33278 C 10/36 14 171 H1863/26 541A49 46.0 22~.8 4B85 V 16/24 17 342 P1869/05 
535A85 -24.1 164.5 33004 C 11/43 14 143 H1S63/27 541A50 45.2 224.6 4860 R 16/25 17 340 P1869/06 
535A86 -33.2 179.7 33398 C 10/42 14 152 H1863/28 541A51 48.5 224.9 4922 V 16/24 17 345 P1869/07 535A87 -33.7 161.6 33167 C 11/54 14 123 H1S63/29 541A52 47.5 224.6 4887 R 16/25 17 343 P1869/08 
535A88 -44.7 178.8 33682 C 10/46 14 137 H1S63/30 541A53 51.0 224.9 4966 V 16/24 17 347 P1S69/09 535AS9 -45.1 157.6 33494 C 12/11 14 112 H1863/31 541A54 49.9 224.6 4925 R 16/25 17 345 PlS69/10 535A90 -56.7 179.9 34129 C 10/42 14 127 H1863/32 541A55 53.4 224.9 5017 V 16/24 17 348 PlS69/11 
~~~~~l -~l:g ~~~:~ 3g~~g ~ l~~~~ r~ ~~~ ~f~~~~Sf ~~f~~~ g~:3 ~~~:~ ~6~~ ~ f~~~~ r+ ~~~ PI~~~~i~ 
538A02 31.9 257.5 e528 R 15/54 15 319 P1863/02 541A58 54.9 224.5 5033 R 16/26 17 348 P1869/14 
538A03 34.8 256.7 6534 R 15/57 15 349 P1863/03 541A67 -56.9 14.4 7380 R 8/12 17 20 P1868/01 538A04 32.3 255.0 6503 R 16/04 15 P1863/04 541A68 -53.1 14.8 7297 R 8/11 17 20 P1868/02 
538A05 35.2 254.1 6517 R 16/08 15 12 P1863/05 541A69 -55.6 10.7 7373 R 8/28 17 13 P1868/03 
538A06 32.7 252.4 6495 R 16/15 15 41 PlS63/06 541A70 -52.2 11.2 7301 R 8/26 17 11 P1868/04 538A07 35.6 251.4 6509 R 16/19 15 32 P1663/07 541A71 -24.5 6.8 7391 R 8/43 17 5 P1868/05 
538A08 33.0 249.9 6489 R 16/25 15 58 P1863/08 541A72 -~1.0 7.7 7313 R 8/40 17 1 P1868/06 
538A09 35.9 248.7 6507 R 16/30 15 45 P1863/09 541A73 -53.3 3.3 7398 R 8/58 17 357 P186S/07 
538AI0 33.3 ~47.2 6~92 R 16/36 11
5
5 67 P1863/10 541A74 -49.9 4.2 7335 R 8/54 17 351 P1668/08 
538A11 36.1 245.9 6514 R 16/41 55
2 
P1863/11 541A75 -51.9 359.7 7425 R 9/12 17 349 P1868/09 
538A12 33.5 244.6 6499 R 16/46 15 7 P1863/12 541A76 -48.6 .9 7365 R 9/07 17 342 P1868/10 538Al~ 36.3 2~3.2 6527 R 16/52 15 60 P1863/13 541A77 -50.6 356.4 7460 R 9/25 17 342 P1868/11 
538A14 33.7 241.9 6517 R 16/57 15 75 P1663/14 541A78 -47.4 357.9 7405 R 9/20 17 334 P1868/12 
538A15 30.0 256.8 6158 R 16/00 15 265 P1864/01 541A79 -49.2 353.1 7508 R 9/39 17 335 P18b8/13 538A16 27.8 255.0 6150 R 16/07 15 213 P1864/02 5HASO -45.9 354.7 . 7455 R 9/32 17 326 P1668/14 
538A17 30.6 254.0 6134 R 16/11 15 256 P1664/03 541A83 -51 1 16 7 7614 R 8/07 17 31 P1868/15 53SA18 28.3 252.4 6130 R 16/18 15 169 P1S64/04 541A84 -47:4 16:9 7562 R 8/06 17 34 P1868/16 
538A19 30.9 252.0 6118 R 16/20 15 92 P1864/05 541A85 -49.8 13.1 7608 R 8/21 17 21 P1868/17 
538A20 28.6 250.5 6116 R 16/25 15 139 P1864/06 541A66 -46.4 13.6 7564 R 8/19 17 ~O P186S/18 
538A21 31.3 249.3 6109 R 16/31 15 89 P1S64/07 541A87 -48.7 9.8 7614 R 8/34 17 9 P1868/19 538A22 28.9 247.9 6111 R 16/36 15 118 P1864/08 541A88 -45.4 10.6 7575 R 8/31 17 4 P1868/20 538A23 31.5 247.4 6103 R 16/38 15 89 P1864/09 541A89 -47.6 6.7 7630 R 8/47 17 357 P1868/21 
538A24 29.2 246.0 6107 R 16/44 15 III PlS64/10 541AQO -44.2 7.5 7594 R 8/44 17 347 P1868/22 
538A25 31.8 245.0 6105 R 16/48 15 89 P1864/11 541A91 -46.3 3.5 7653 R 9/00 17 345 P1868/23 538A26 29.4 243.3 6116 R 16/55 15 105 P1864/12 541A92 -42.9 4.5 7622 R 8/56 17 331 P1868/24 538A27 32.0 242.5 6114 R 16/58 15 88 P1864/13 541A93 -44.9 .4 7688 R 9/13 17 334 P1868/25 
538A28 29.6 241.2 6124 R 17/03 15 102 P1864/14 541A94 -41.6 1.5 7661 R 9/08 17 320 P1868/26 
538A29 25.7 255.1 5802 R 16/10 15 214 P1864/15 541A~5 -43 5 357 5 7729 R 9/24 17 325 P1868/27 538A3o 23.3 253.6 5816 R 1'/16 15 199 P1864/16 541A96 -40:2 358:8 7707 R 9/19 17 311 P186S/28 538A31 25.9 252.9 5777 R 1~/19 15 197 P1664/17 544AOl -17.0 48.3 32364 V 12/33 18 24 H1870/27 
538A32 23.7 251.5 5793 R 16/25 15 186 P1864/18 544A02 -15.7 62.1 32314 V 11/38 18 129 H1870/28 
538A33 26.3 250.8 5757 R 16/28 15 178 P1S64/19 544A03 -17.1 48.2 32368 V 12/34 18 24 H1870/29 538A34 24.1 249.4 5775 R 16/33 15 172 P1864/20 544A04 -15.9 62.1 32317 V 11/38 18 127 H1870/30 
538A35 26.9 248.3 5742 R 16/38 15 156 P1865/01 544A05 -17.2 48.3 32369 C 12/34 18 24 H1870/31 
538A36 24.4 247.3 5763 R 16/42 15 160 P1865/02 544A06 -15.9 62.1 32318 C 11/39 18 127 t11870/32 
538A37 27.2 246.1 5735 R 16/46 15 141 P1865/03 544A07 -17.3 48.2 32373 C 12/34 18 24 H1S70/33 538A38 24.6 245.3 5757 R 16/50 15 149 P1865/04 544A08 -16.0 62.0 32320 C 11/39 18 126 H1870/34 
538A39 27.1 244.4 5731 R 16/53 15 134 P1865/05 544Al1 -17.2 47.9 32380 R 12/36 18 23 H1870/37 538A40 24.9 243.2 5755 R 16/58 15 140 P1665/06 544A12 -15.9 61.7 32322 R 11/41 18 123 H1870/38 
538A41 27.4 242.3 5732 R 17/02 15 126 P1865/07 545AOl 31.7 171.3 6690 R 17/08 19 92 P1870/01 538A42 25.1 241.1 5761 R 17/07 15 132 P1865/08 545A02 29.0 173.6 6644 R 16/59 19 103 P1870/02 
538A46 45.5 229.8 5669 C 17/55 15 46 HlS65*31 545A03 31.7 175.2 6603 R 16/53 19 92 P1870/03 
538A47 48.2 230.9 5690 C 17/51 15 39 H1865*32 545A04 29.0 176.8 6574 R 16/47 19 106 P1870/04 
538A48 45.8 233.4 5594 C 17/41 15 41 H1865*33 545A05 31.6 179.0 6533 R 16/38 19 92 P1870/05 
538A49 48.5 234.4 5624 C i7/37 15 34 H1S65*34 545M6 28.8 180.3 6512 R 16/33 19 112 P1870/06 
538A50 46.1 236.9 5530 C 7/27 15 35 H1865*35 545A07 31.4 182.4 6481 R 16/24 19 94 P1870/07 
538A51 48.7 237.8 5567 C 7/23 15 28 H1865*36 545A08 28.5 183.5 6468 R 16/20 19 123 P1S70/08 538A52 46.3 240.4 5478 C 17/13 15 27 H1865/37 545A09 31.0 185.6 6444 R 16/12 19 99 P1870/09 
538A53 48.8 241.3 5519 C 17/09 11
5
5 21 H1865/38 545AI0 28.1 186.5 6438 R 16/08 19 148 P1870/10 
538A54 46.5 243.4 5440 C 17/01 20 H1865/39 545Al1 30.5 188.4 6420 R 16/01 19 132 P1870/11 
538A83 -34.8 56.8 31575 R 14/21 16 23 H1865*29 545A12 27.71S9.4 6419 R 15/57 19 193 P1870/12 538A84 -31.3 78.2 31015 R 12/56 16 35 HlS65*30 545A13 30.1 191.3 6406 R 15/49 19 253 P1870/13 
538A85 -30.5 65.3 31275 R 13/47 16 22 H1S65*31 545A14 27.3 192.2 6410 R 15/46 19 225 P1870/14 53BA86 -26.0 84.1 30868 R 12/32 16 36 H1865*32 545A21 27.0 171.1 6315 R 17/12 19 114 P1871/01 
538A87 -23.1 71.9 31046 R 13/21 16 12 H1865*33 545A22 24.1 172.6 6307 R 17/06 19 126 P1871/02 538A88 -20.9 89.0 30786 R 12/13 16 33 H18~5*34 545A23 26.8 174.2 6244 R 17/00 19 120 P1871/03 53SA89 -18.3 77.7 30911 R 1~/58 16 2 H1865~35 545A24 24.1 175.3 6245 R 16/56 19 132 PIB71/04 
536A90 -15.8 93.7 30756 R 11/54 16 357 H1865*36 545A25 26.6 177.2 6184 R 16/49 19 127 P1871/05 541AOl 35.9 230.9 6561 R 15/45 17 338 P1866/01 545A26 23.9 178.3 6188 R 16/44 19 141 P1871/06 
541A02 33.6 229.0 6529 R 15/53 17 339 P1866/02 545A27 26.3 180.2 6134 R 16/37 19 137 P1871/07 541A03 36.4 228.0 6541 R 15/57 17 358 P1866/03 545A28 23.7 181.3 6145 R 16/32 19 153 P1871/08 
541A04 33.9 226.3 6512 R 16/03 17 13 P1866/04 545A29 26.0 183.1 6098 R 16/25 19 153 P1871/09 
541A05 36.8 225.4 6527 R 16/07 17 17 P1866/05 545A30 23.4 184.0 6114 R 16/22 19 167 Pl871/10 
541A06 34.2 223.8 6501 R 16/14 1177 39 PlSb6/06 545A31 25.7 186.0 6072 R 16/14 19 176 P1871/11 541A07 37.1 222.7 6521 R 16/18 33 P1S66/07 545A32 23.1 186.7 6093 R 16/11 19 183 P1871/12 541A08 34.6 221.0 6499 R 16/25 17 54 PlS66/08 545A33 25.4 188.6 6056 R 16/03 19 197 P1871/13 
541A09 37.4 219.8 6524 R 16/30 17 44 P1866/09 545A34 22.8 189.4 6081 R 16/00 19 199 P1871/14 541AI0 34.8 218.3 6505 R 16/36 17 62 P1866/10 545A41 22.3 169.6 6022 R 17/21 19 132 P1871/15 
541Al1 37.7 216.9 6534 R 16/42 17 52 P1S66/11 545A42 19.7 170.6 6044 R 17/18 19 139 P1871/16 541A12 35.1 215.5 6518 R 16/47 17 67 P1866/12 545A43 22.4 172.2 5955 R 17/11 19 137 P1871/17 
541A13 37.9 214.0 6553 R 16/54 17 58 P1866/13 545A44 19.8 173.2 5977 R 17/08 19 145 P1871/18 541A14 35.2 212.7 6539 R 16/59 17 71 P1866/14 545A45 22.4 174.9 5893 R 17/00 19 144 P1871/19 
541A17 30.8 228.3 6153 R 15/58 17 272 P1S67/01 545A46 19.7 175.9 5919 R 16/57 19 152 P1871/20 541A18 28.4 226.8 6146 R 16/05 17 210 P1867/02 545A47 22.3 177.5 5844 R 16/50 19 152 P1871/21 
541A19 31.1 226.0 6132 R 16/08 17 278 PlS67/03 545A48 19.6 178.5 5874 R 16/46 19 161 P1871/22 541A20 28.8 224.5 6127 R 16/14 17 169 P1867/04 545A49 22.1 lS0.1 5805 R 16/40 19 162 P1871/23 
541A21 31.5 223.8 6116 R 16/17 17 86 P1867/05 545A50 19.5 181.2 5838 R 16/36 19 170 P1871/24 
541A22 29.1 222.3 6114 R 16/23 17 134 P1S67/06 545A51 21.9 182.6 5776 R 16/30 19 173 P1871/25 
541A23 31.8 221.4 6107 R 11~//3237 17 88 P1867/07 545A52 19.2 183.6 5815 R 16/26 19 180 P1871/26 541A24 29.4 219.9 6108 R u 17 118 P1So7/0B 545~53 21.6 185.1 5757 R 16/Z1 19 185 PIS71/Z7 541A25 32.0 219.0 6104 R 16/36 17 88 P1867/09 545A54 18.9 186.0 5800 R 16/17 19 190 P1871/28 
541A26 29.6 217.6 6108 R 16/42 17 110 P1S67/10 545A61 51.0 212.1 4840 V 14/45 19 311 H1872/17 
541A27 32.2216.6 6107 R 16/46 17 89 P1867/11 545A62 50.4 211.0 4795 R 14/49 19 309 H1872/18 541A28 29.8 215.2 6116 R 16/52 17 105 P1867/12 545A63 53.7 214.6 4927 V 14/35 19 314 H1872/19 541A29 32.4 214.2 6117 R 16/56 17 89 P1867/13 545A64 52.8 213.0 4865 R 14/42 19 313 H1872/20 
541A30 30.0 212.8 6128 R 17/01 17 102 P1867/14 545A65 56.1 217.4 5022 V 14/24 19 317 H1872/21 541A33 26.3 226.5 5796 R 16/09 17 210 P1867/15 545A66 55.2 215.3 4945 R 14/33 19 316 tl1B72/22 541A34 23.9 225.0 5810 R 16/15 17 195 P1867/16 545A67 58.6 221.0 5137 V 14/10 19 320 H1872/23 
541A35 26.5 224.2 5772 R 16/18 17 190 P1867/17 545A68 57.6 218.3 5048 R 14/20 19 319 H1872/24 541A3b 24.4 222.6 5788 R 16/25 17 179 P1S67/18 545A69 61.2 226.2 5293 V 13/49 19 323 H1872/25 541A37 2~.9 222.0 5754 R 16/27 17 170 P1867/19 545A70 60.3 222.9 5190 R 14/02 19 321 H1872/26 
541A38 2".7 220.7 5772 R 16/33 17 167 P1867/20 547AOl -33.8 335.5 7076 R 6/52 20 132 P1873/01 541A39 2i'.2 220.3 5740 R 16/34 17 155 P1867/21 547A02 -30.0 335.8 7129 R 6/51 20 144 P1873/02 
541A40 2F.0 218.6 5762 R 16/41 17 154 P1867/22 547A03 -32.3 332.6 7066 R 7/04 20 143 P1873/03 541A41 2:.6 217.7 5735 R 16/45 17 138 P1867/23 547A04 -28.6 332.7 7121 R 7/03 20 155 P1873/04 
541A42 2~.4 216.8 5755 R 16/49 17 145 P~867/24 547A05 -30.9 329.8 7065 R 7/15 20 156 P1873/05 541A43 27.9 215.5 5734 R 16/54 17 128 P1869/01 547A06 -27.2 329.9 7127 R 7/14 20 166 P1873/06 
3-44 
VIK1NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
-------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO U.T LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERlmR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOJ LS SCAZ OF.DERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
547A07 -2<,..4 326.8 7074 R 7/27 20 171 P1873/07 555A62 45.6 84.4 4699 R 16/32 23 358 P1881/02 
547A08 -2~.6 327.1 7147 R 7126 20 178 P1873/08 555A63 48.7 84.3 4749 V 16/32 23 359 P188l/03 
547A09 -2i.9 324.2 ,098 R 7/38 20 186 P1873/09 555.A64 47.8 84.1 4720 R 16/33 23 359 P18SlI04 
547AI0 -zu..o 324.5 7177 R 7/36 20 189 P1873/10 555'!'65 50.9 84.0 4782 V 16/33 23 359 P1881/05 
547All -2f .• 2 321.5 7133 R 7/49 20 199 PlS73/11 555A66 4'1.9 83.9 4748 R 16/34 23 359 PlS8l/0" 
547A12 -22.3 321. 9 7222 R 7/47 20 199 PlS,3/12 555A67 53.2 83.6 4S23 V 16/35 23 359 PlSSl/07 
547A13 -2' .2 318.7 7186 R 8/00 20 210 P18i3/13 555A68 52.0 83.5 4782 R 16/36 23 359 P18BI/OS 
547A14 -2(\.3 319.1 7285 R 7/58 20 208 P1873/14 555A-;,9 55.6 83.2 4876 V 16/37 23 35'1 P18S1/09 
547A21 -31.9 334.0 7 .. 15 R 7/01 20 109 P1873/15 555A70 5 ... 4 83.1 4831 R 16/37 23 358 P1SS1/10 
547A22 -35.6 333.9 7431 R 7/01 20 124 P1873/16 555A71 58.0 82.6 4939 V 16/39 23 359 P1881/11 
547A23 -37.9 330.5 7389 R 7/15 20 115 PlS73/17 555A72 56.8 82.6 48S7 R 16/39 23 358 P1881/12 
547A2o+ -3-i.O 330.4 ,410 R 7/16 20 136 P1873/18 555A73 60.6 82.0 5014 V 16/42 23 359 P18SlI13 
547A25 -36.4 327.3 7377 R 7/2S 20 128 P1873/19 555,,1.74 59.3 82.0 4956 R 16/42 23 358 PlS81/14 
547A26 -32.6 327.4 7407 R 7/28 20 151 P1873/20 555.0.75 63.5 81.1 5112 V 16/46 23 358 P18S1/15 
547A27 -34.8 324.2 737S R 7/41 20 150 PlS73/21 555,,1.,6 62.0 81.2 5044 R 16/45 23 358 Hl8Sl/16 
547A28 -31.1 324.5 7':'16 R 7/40 20 170 PlS73122 555A77 66.6 80.0 5228 V 1&/50 23 358 P188l/16 
547A29 -33.1 321. 2 7392 R 7/53 20 182 P1873/23 555A78 64.8 80.1 5142 R 16/50 23 358 P18S1/17 
547A30 -29.3 321. 7 7439 R 7/51 20 HiS F18,3/24 555A79 69.7 ,8.3 5356 V 16/57 23 358 FlS8ZI01 
547A31 -31.3 318.4 7419 R 8/04 20 207 P1873125 555A80 68.0 78.8 5265 R 16/55 23 358 PlS82102 
547A32 -27.5 318.9 7475 R 8/02 20 204 P1873126 555A81 73.5 75.6 5531 V 17/08 23 358 P1882103 
547A33 -29.4 315.5 7460 R 8/16 20 224 P1873/27 555A82 71.6 76.4 5423 R 17/05 23 357 P1882104 
547~3~ -25.6 316.3 7523 R 8/13 20 216 P187312S 555.A84 75.8 72.0 5625 R 17/23 23 357 P1882/06 
547A41 -44.5 332.4 77q4 R 7/10 20 83 PlS7 .. /01 55SA01 31. 9 31.0 7000 R 17/51 25 94 PlSS2/11 
547A42 -40.8 332.0 7775 R 7/12 20 9S PlSi4/02 55SA02 29.1 32.4 6966 R 17/46 25 100 PlS82112 
547A43 -43.2 328.4 7757 R 7127 20 81 P1874/03 55SA03 32.2 3 ... 5 6869 R 17/38 25 95 PlS82113 
547A44 -39.3 328.5 7749 R 7/26 20 104 P1874/04 558A04 29.6 36.1 6S31 R 17/31 25 101 P1SS2/14 
547A45 -41.6 324.7 7733 R 7/42 20 82 PlS74/05 55SA05 32.5 37.5 6765 R 17/26 25 95 PlSS2/15 
547A46 -37.7 325.1 7734 R 7/40 20 115 P1S74/C6 558A06 29.8 38.9 6732 R 17120 25 102 P18S21l6 
547A47 -~?9 321. 3 7725 R 7/55 20 82 P1874/07 558A07 32.7 40.5 6667 R 17/14 25 95 P1882117 
547M8 -'>0.1 321. 9 ii33 R 7/53 20 140 P1874/0S 55SA08 29.9 41.8 6640 R 17/09 25 103 P1882/18 
547A49 -38.2 318.2 7730 R 8/08 20 85 F1874/09 558AC9 32.7 43.7 6576 R 17/01 25 96 P1882119 
547A50 -34.3 318.7 7746 R 8.106 20 187 P1Si4/10 55SAI0 30.0 44.8 6554 R 16/57 25 106 P1882/20 
547A51 -36.3 315.1 7749 R 8121 20 261 PlS,4/11 55SAll 32.6 46.4 6503 R 16/51 25 97 P18S2I21 
547A52 -32.4 315.9 7773 R 8/17 20 219 P1874/12 558A12 29.9 47.4 6'+85 R 16/47 25 lOS P1882/22 
547A53 -34.2 312.0 7782 R 8/33 20 261 P1874/13 558A13 32.4 49.4 6433 R 16/39 25 99 P18S2/23 
547A54 -30.3 312.7 7816 R 8/30 20 236 P1874/14 55SA14 29.7 50.2 6421 R 16/35 25 112 P18S2I24 
550AOl -30.6 298.3 7530 R 7/24 21 158 PI875/01 5S8A15 32.2 52.0 6378 R 16/28 25 102 P18S2/25 
550A02 -27.2 2913.6 75S6 R 7123 21 167 P1875/02 55SU6 29.5 52.9 6368 R 16/25 25 118 P18S2I26 
550,,1.03 -29.6 295.8 7536 R 7/34 21 lil P18i5/03 5S8A17 3~.O 54.9 6327 R 16/17 25 105 PlS82/27 
550A04 -26.2 2<:6.0 7596 R 7/33 21 178 P1875/04 553A18 29.4 55.7 6320 R 16/14 25 126 P1882l28 
550A05 -29.2 2'l2.9 7541 R 7/46 21 1S5 P1875/05 558A21 36.3 35.6 6332 R 17/37 25 84 P18S3/01 
550j,06 -25.7 293.3 ,602 R 7/44 21 lS9 P18iS/C6 55S.~22 33.S 36.8 629S R 17/32 25 91 PlSS3/02 
550A35 -31. 7 273.5 8141 R 9/09 21 277 PlS76/15 555~23 36.5 38.2 6248 R 17/27 25 84 P1883/03 
550A36 -28.0 274.3 8178 R 9/05 21 262 P1876/16 558,,1.24 34.1 39.7 6205 R 17/21 25 91 P18S3/04 
550H2 -39.8 293.2 828.3 R 7/52 21 S8 FlS75/18 55S.A2S 36.7 41.2 6160 R 17/15 25 83 PlS83/05 
550A43 -43.0 289.1 8300 R 8/03 21 .. 7 P187.;;/19 5~8t..26 ao;.·3 42.6 6120 R 17/09 25 91 P1883/0f> 
550A52 -35.9 276.1 833S R 9/01 21 295 PlS77/01 555;\27 ~t>.9 43.8 6090 R 17/04 25 81 P1883/07 
550A53 -3S.4 212.4 8436 R 9/16 21 311 PlS77/0Z 558.~28 34.4 45.0 6055 R 17/00 25 91 P18S3/08 
550A54 -34.8 273.6 8432 R 9/11 21 291 P1S77/03 55SA29 37.0 46.6 6022 R 16/53 25 80 PlSS3/09 
550A55 -37.3 268.7 8503 R 9/31 21 306 PIS77/04 55S.l,30 34.5 47.7 5991 R 16/49 25 90 P1683/10 
550,l,56 -33.4 2,0.7 8':'93 R 9/23 21 288 PlS77/05 55SA31 37.0 49.0 5968 R 16/44 25 78 P1883/11 
553A01 -30.8 264.6 6732 R 7/33 22 1q2 P1877/0f> 55SA32 34.6 50.0 5940 R 16/40 25 <:0 P18S3/12 
553.!-02 -27.7 264.7 67S4 R 7/32 22 194 Pl877/07 55S . l,33 37.0 51.6 5917 R 16/34 25 75 P1883/13 
553<\03 -30.3 262.0 675-=+ R 7/43 22 208 P1877/08 55SA34 34.6 52.5 5S92 R 16/30 25 90 P18S3/14 
553A04 -27.2 262.2 68C6 R 7/42 22 206 PlS77/09 55S.A35 36.9 53.8 5377 R 16125 25 71 P18S3/15 
553A05 -29.8 259.5 67131 R 7/53 22 222 PlS77/10 55S~36 34.5 54.5 5S55 R 16/22 25 90 P18S:;;16 
553A06 -26.6 259.7 6S37 R 7/53 ~~ 216 PIS77/11 55SA37 36.S 56.3 5340 R 16/15 25 63 PlSS3/17 
" 553A07 -29.2 256.8 6817 R 8/04 22 233 P1877/12 550.433 34.4 57.0 5820 R 16/13 25 89 P18S3/18 
553A08 -26.1 257.1 6S73 R 8/03 22 226 PIS77/13 56 lAO 1 36.3 359.8 7056 R 17/53 26 83 P1883/19 
553.1.09 -2S.7 254.3 6853 R 8/14 22 242 P1877/14 561.A02 33.9 1.9 69136 R 17/49 26 88 PISS3/20 
553UO -25.5 254.6 6917 R 8/13 22 233 P1877/15 56lA03 37.0 3.3 6925 R 17/44 26 82 P1883/21 
553All -27.9 251. 7 ~~~! R S125 22 2.:rS Pla77 116 561;'04 34.1 5.6 6851 R 17/35 26 88 Pl3S3122 553..112 -24.7 251.9 R 8/24 22 240 PlS,7/17 561A05 37.1 6.9 68az R 17/30 26 82 PlSS3/23 
553A32 -35.7 2':'5.1 72;6 R 8/54 22 289 P1878/14 561A06 34.0 9.1 6735 R 17/21 26 90 P1883/24 
553A33 -37.8 241. 2 7322 R 9/10 22 300 P18iS/15 56LA07 36.9 10.5 6690 R 17/15 26 82 P1SS3/25 
553A34 -34.7 242.1 7326 R 9/07 22 288 PIBiS/16 5"lA03 33.9 12.3 6633 R 17/08 26 91 PlSS,,101 
553A41 -37.1 262.3 7406 R 7/45 22 134 PIe-70101 561.,,0'1 36.7 13.7 6598 R 17/03 26 83 P18S4/02 
553A42 -33.7 262.5 7426 R 7/47 22 178 PIS79/02 561AIO 33.7 15.2 6555 R 16/57 26 92 P18S4/03 
553A43 -35.9 259.6 ,422 R 7/59 22 216 PlS79/03 56lAI2 33.4 17.9 6484 R 16/46 26 94 PlSS4/05 
553A44 -32.7 260.0 7445 R 7/58 22 206 P187C1/04 561Al4 33.0 20.7 6418 R 16/35 26 97 PlSS4/07 
553A45 -35.4 256.7 7444 R 8/11 22 257 P1879/05 561AI5 35.7 22.1 6390 R 16/30 26 84 P18S4/08 
553A46 -32.1 257.1 7470 R 8/09 22 230 P18,9/06 50-lA16 32.6 23.2 6365 R 16/25 26 100 PlSS4/09 
553A47 -34.6 253.7 7477 R 8/23 22 267 PIS79/07 561A17 35.2 N.9 6337 R 16/19 26 85 P1884/10 
553A48 -31.3 254.2 7504 R 8/21 22 245 PlS70/08 561Al8 32.2 25.6 6319 R 16/16 26 105 PlS84/11 
553 . 1.49 -33.8 250.8 ,518 R 8/35 22 ~~? PIS7C1/09 561A21 41.5 1.7 6556 R 17/53 26 7l PlSS6/01 ,/~ 
553.A50 -30.4 251.3 7549 R 8/33 22 253 P187'l/10 561A22 39.1 4.0 6':'76 R 17/45 26 75 P1886/02 
553.A51 -33.0 248.1 7567 R 8/46 22 274 P1879/11 561A23 41.9 5.0 6450 R 17/40 26 69 P1886/03 
553A52 -29.5 248.6 7602 R 8/44 22 259 P1879/12 56lA24 39.1 7.7 6358 R 17/30 26 75 P1886/04 
553.A53 -31.9 245.0 7631 R 8/58 22 276 P1879/13 561A25 41.9 8.5 6345 R 17127 26 68 P18S6/05 
553A54 -2S.6 245.8 7665 R 8/55 22 263 PI87'l/14 561,1.26 39.0 10.8 6266 R 17/18 26 ,5 P18S6/06 
555A01 19.7 ,5.6 7613 R 16/'+4 23 133 P1879/29 561A27 41.7 11.8 6252 R 17/14 26 66 P1886/0? 
555A02 18.0 71.2 7747 R 17/02 23 131 PIB7'Y30 561,,1.28 39.0 13.8 6183 R 17/06 26 74 P18S6/08 
555.1,03 22.5 75.5 7559 R 16/45 23 126 P1879/31 561A29 41.6 14.8 6174 R 17/02 26 65 P18S6/09 
555A04 20.8 71.6 ,oil R 17/01 23 124 PlS79/32 56lA30 3S.7 16.6 6110 R 16/54 26 73 PlSS6/10 
555A05 25.1 75.8 7505 R 16/44 23 118 P187C1/33 561A31 41.3 17.'1 6101 R 16/50 26 62 P1886/11 
555A06 23.3 72.0 760S R 16/59 23 118 P1S79/34 561A32 38.6 19.5 6045 R 16/43 26 71 Pl8S6/12 
555A07 27.5 76.1 7464 R 16/ .. 3 23 110 P1879/35 561,,1.33 41.1 ~O·2 6037 R 16/37 26 58 P1886/13 
555A08 25.7 72.1 7561 R 16/59 23 111 P1879/36 561,,1.34 3S.3 ,2.~ 5988 R 16/32 26 69 P18861l4 
555A09 30.0 f~:~ 7435 R 16/43 23 100 PlS79/37 561A35 40.7 24.0 59S0 R 16/25 26 54 PlSSo/15 555UO 28.3 ,521 R 16/58 23 103 Pl879/3S 561A36 37.8 25.1 5939 R 16/21 26 66 PlSS6/16 
555All 32.5 76.1 7416 R 16/43 23 91 PIB79/39 56LA37 40.3 26.9 5934 R 16/14 26 46 P1886/17 
555Al2 30.7 72.4 7492 R 16/58 23 'l5 P187Q/40 56LA38 37.4 27.8 5898 R 16/10 26 59 Pl8S6/18 
555A13 34.9 76.0 ,408 R 16/44 ~~ 81 PlS,9/41 561A61 51.3 29.3 4845 V 16/14 26 354 P18S5/01 ,~ 
555A14 33.0 72.2 7476 R 16/59 23 87 P1879/42 561A62 50.2 29.1 4810 R 16/15 26 353 PlS85/02 
555A21 19.7 81.7 7143 R 16/23 23 143 P1eSQ/Ol 56LA63 53.6 29.0 48,56 V 16/16 26 354 P1SS5/03 
555,1.22 1S.4 ,03.2 1220 R 16/37 23 143 P18S0/02 561A64 52.4 28.7 4S45 R 16/17 26 354 PIS85/04 
555A23 22.4 82.2 7078 R 16/21 23 141 PlSS0/03 561A65 55.8 28.6 4934 V 16/17 26 355 P18S5/0S 
555A24 20.9 79.0 7145 R 16/34 23 138 P1830/04 ~~H~~ 54.7 28.4 4890 R 16/18 26 354 P1885/06 555,,1.25 25.0 83.0 7021 R 16/18 23 134 PleSO/05 58.3 28.1 4997 V 16/20 26 355 PlSSS/07 
555A26 23.7 79.7 7076 R 16/31 23 130 P1SS0/06 561 A68 57.2 ~7.§ 4949 R 16/21 26 355 PlSS5/08 
555,,1.27 27.6 83.6 6975 R 16/16 23 122 PI8S0/07 561A69 61.1 ,7.:> 5081 V 16/23 26 356 P1SS5/09 
555,,1.23 26.2 80.1 7027 R 16/30 23 121 PlSSO/08 561A 70 59.8 27.0 5023 R 16/24 26 355 P18S5/10 
555A29 29.9 83.8 6946 R 16/15 23 108 P18S0/09 561A71 64.1 26.3 5180 V 16/27 26 356 P1885/11 
555A30 28.4 80.1 699~ R 16/30 23 III P18S0/10 S61A72 62.7 26.1 5115 R 16/28 26 350- P18S5/12 
555,,1.31 32.3 83.7 6929 R 16/16 23 92 PISSO/ll 561A73 67.4 Z4.9 5307 V 16/33 26 357 PlS85/13 
555~32 30.7 80.1 6970 R 10/30 23 100 P18S0/12 561A74 65.8 24.8 522Q R 16/33 26 356 P188S/14 
555A33 34.7 ~3J 9918 R 16/16 ::3 77 PlSbO/13 ~~H~~ 70.9 23.3 5455 V 16/40 26 357 P1885/I5 555A34 33.2 0951 R 16/30 23 87 P18S0/14 69.0 23.4 5354 R 16/39 26 350 P18S5/16 
SS5A61 .46.S 8'+.6 4724 V 16/31 23 359 P18BI/Ol 561A77 74.8 20.7 5629 V 16/50 26 357 P18S5/17 
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VIKJNG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PIOm. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO Lt.T LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ CRDERN3R PlCNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERNER 
----------_ .. _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
561A78 n.5 21.3 5507 R 16/48 26 356 PleS5/18 567A83 -48.9 126.7 8146 R 7/41 29 34 P1895/11 
561A80 77.0 17.2 5725 R 17/04 26 356 PlS85/20 567A8':; -45.7 126.6 8101 R 7/41 29 37 P1895/12 
562AOI -4' •• 8 172.0 6709 R 7/46 27 358 P18S7/01 567A85 -48.8 122.6 8158 R 7/58 29 22 PI8'l5/13 
562A02 -4:' .8 172.2 6692 R 7/46 27 344 P1S87/02 567A86 -45.6 122.8 8113 R 7/57 29 21 P1895/14 
562A03 -4~.8 169.3 6729 R 7/57 27 342 P1887/03 567A87 -48.6 118.6 8182 R 8/14 29 11 Pl695/15 
562A04 -4(.8 169.6 6716 R 7/56 27 323 PISS7/04 567AS8 -45.5 118.9 8138 R 8/12 29 6 PIS95/16 
562A05 -4:'.3 166.3 6765 R 8/10 27 331 Pl887/05 567A69 -48.4 114.4 8218 R 8/31 29 Pl895/17 
562A06 -4'~ .4 166.6 6753 R 8/08 27 313 PISS7/06 567A90 -45.4 114.9 8175 R 8/29 29 353 Pl895/18 
56,A07 -4':.7 163.1 6809 R 8/22 27 322 Pl887/07 567A91 -48.1 110.1 8266 R 8/48 29 350 Pl895/19 
562A08 -3".7 163.7 6798 R 81Z0 27 306 PlS87/08 567A92 -45.0 111.0 8221 R 8/45 29 343 PlS95120 
562.A09 -4':.0 159.9 6863 R 8/35 27 316 PlS87/09 567A93 -47.8 105.7 8331 R 9/06 29 343 Pl895/21 
562AI0 -3°.0 160.6 6653 R 8/33 27 302 P1687/l0 567A94 -44.7 107.1 8280 R 9/00 29 335 Pl895122 
562A11 -4:".2 156.8 6924 R 8/48 27 311 P1887/11 567A95 -47.2 101.5 8404 R 9/23 29 ~H ~i~~~~~~ 562A12 -3tl.2 157.6 6917 R 8/45 27 299 P1887/12 567A96 -43.7 102.0 8364 R 9/21 29 
562A13 -4~.4 153.6 6998 R 9/01 27 308 P1887/13 569AOI 37.3 327.6 6397 R 14/50 30 307 PI897/21 
562A14 -3i.3 154.5 6990 R 8/57 27 297 PISS7/14 569A02 35.1 325.3 6363 R 14/58 30 293 Pl697/22 
562A15 -3".3 150.3 7083 R 9/14 27 305 P1867/15 569A03 36.0 324.9 6363 R 15/00 30 319 P1897123 
562A16 -31>.3 151.4 7077 R 9/10 27 295 P1887/16 569A04 ~~j 322.9 6331 R 15/08 30 300 P1897/24 562A17 -~!l.2 146.9 7182 R 9/28 27 302 PlS87/17 569A05 322.2 6332 R 15/11 30 334 P18971,5 562A18 
-.!>".2 148.1 7178 R 9/23 27 294 P1887118 569A06 35.4 320.2 6306 R 15/19 30 324 P1897/26 
562A21 -3~.9 177.0 7072 R 7/30 27 58 PlSS8/01 569A07 38.2 319.6 6309 R 15/22 30 357 P1897/27 
562A22 -31>.7 177.0 7076 R 7/30 27 137 PlS8S/02 569A08 35.5 317.5 6287 R 15/30 30 33 P1897128 
562A23 -3"'.0 174.4 7084 R 7/40 27 14 P18S8/03 569A09 38.2 316.8 6292 R 15/33 30 26 P1897/29 
562A24 -3:-'.8 17"+.4 7091 R 7/40 27 213 P1888/04 569A10 35.5 315.0 6275 R 15/40 30 70 P1897/30 
562A25 -31;.5 171.2 7105 R 7/53 27 317 P18S8/05 569A11 38.3 314.1 6263 R 15/44 30 48 Pl8Q7/31 
562A26 -35.4 171.6 7114 R 7152 27 257 P18S8/06 569Al2 35.5 312.3 6270 R 15/51 30 83 P1897/32 
562A27 -3'.9 168.4 7134 R 8/05 27 302 P18S8/07 569A13 38.2 311.4 6280 R 15/55 30 62 P1897/33 
562A28 -34.8 168.7 7145 R 8/03 27 267 P188S/08 569A14 35.5 309.7 6273 R 16/02 30 87 P1897134 
562A29 -3~.3 165.3 7173 R 8/17 27 297 PlS88/09 569A15 38.2 308.6 6285 R 16/06 30 70 P1897/35 
562A30 -34.2 165.8 7184 R 8/15 27 273 F1828/10 569A16 35.3 307.1 6281 R 16/13 30 90 P1897/36 
562A31 -36.7 162.5 7218 R 8129 27 2'14 P188S/ll 569A17 38.0 305.9 6296 R 16/17 30 76 P1897137 
562A32 -33.5 163.0 7232 R 8127 27 275 P1888/12 569A18 35.2 304.4 6297 R 16/23 30 92 P1897*38 
562A33 -36.0 159.5 7274 R 8/41 27 292 P1888/13 569A19' 37.9 303.1 6314 R 16/28 30 80 P1897*38 
562A34 -32.8 160.0 7292 R 8/39 27 277 P1888/I4 569A20 34.9 301.7 6323 R 16/35 30 93 P1897*38 
562A35 -35.1 156.4 7343 R 8/53 27 291 P188S/15 569A21 31.3 328.7 6034 R 14/48 30 266 P1896121 
562A36 -31.9 157.2 7360 R 8/50 27 278 Pl888/16 569A22 28.9 326.3 6017 R 14/58 30 248 Pl896122 
562A37 -34.0 153.4' 7420 R 9/05 27 290 P1888/17 569A23 31. 7 325.8 5983 R 15/00 30 262 P1896123 
562A38 -30.8 154.2 7441 R 9/02 27 279 P18S8/18 569A24 29.3 323.7 5972 R 15/09 30 240 P1896124 
564AOI 29.5 335.8 31777 R 10/16 27 251 N18S9/13 569A25 31. 9 323.6 5946 R 15/09 30 257 P1896/25 
564A02 19.6 346.5 31907 R 9/34 27 230 N18S9/14 569A26 29.4 321.6 5941 R 15/17 30 230 P1896/26 
564A03 20.1 327.3 31352 R 10/51 27 2<+7 N1889/15 569A27 .32.0 321.1 5913 R 15/19 30 246 P1896127 
564A04 11.3 338.4 31515 R 10/06 27 221 NlS89/16 569A28 29.5 319.3 5913 R 15/27 30 215 PlS96/28 
564A05 11.8 322.0 31123 R 11/12 27 238 N1889/17 569A29 32.1 318.7 5886 R 15/29 30 225 P1896129 
564A06 3.0 332.9 31296 R 10/28 27 205 Nl889/18 569A30 29.7 316.9 5890 R 15/36 30 195 P1896/30 
564A07 3.9 317.8 31003 R 11/29 27 217 N18S9/19 569A31 32.3 316.3 5866 R 15/39 30 188 P1896/31 
564AC8 -4.2 328.8 31202 R 10/45 27 186 Nl889/20 569A32 29.8 314.2 5875 R 15/47 30 170 P1896/32 
564A09 -4.3 313.8 30975 R 11/45 27 157 N1889/Zl 569A33 32.4 313.9 5852 R 15/48 . 30 152 P1896/33 
564AI0 -12.6 325.1 31205 R 11/00 27 160 N1889/,2 569A34 29.8 312.2 5865 R 15/55 30 156 P1896/34 
564Al1 -12.4 310.4 31042 R 11/59 27 119 N1889/23 569A35 32.3 311.5 5844 R 15/58 30 134 P1896/35 
564A12 -21.0 322.2 31312 R 11/12 27 140 N1889/24 569A36 29.8 309.9 5862 R 16/05 30 144 P1896/36 
567AOI 37.1 343.9 6348 R 15/04 29 315 P1892101 569A37 32.3 309.2 5842 R 16/08 30 124 P1896/37 
567A02 35.4 342.1 6322 R 15/12 29 305 Pl8nl02 569A38 29.8 307.6 5864 R 16/14 30 135 P1896/38 
567A03 38.2 341.3 6324 R 15/15 29 337 P1892103 569A39 32.3 306.7 5847 R 16/17 30 118 P1S96/39 
567A04 35.8 339.6 6297 R 15122 29 329 P1892104 . 569A40 29.7 304.8 5878 R 16/25 30 128 P1896/40 
567A05 38.6 338.4 6303 R 15127 29 2 P189U05 57lA02 73.3 336.9 11049 R 12/22 31 347 ~n898/22 
567AOo 35.9 336.5 6279 R 15/34 29 32 P1892106 571A04 73.9 324.1 10969 R 13/13 31 351 H1898124 
567A07 38.6 336.1 6286 R 15/36 29 23 P18nlO7 571A06 74.1 311.4 10922 R 14/04 31 356 H1898/26 
567A08 35.9 333.9 6268 R 15/45 29 64 P1892/08 571A08 73.9 298.9 10898 R 14/54 31 1 H1898128 
567A09 38.6 333.4 6276 R 15/47 29 44 PlS92/09 571AI0 73.3 287.4 10901 R 15/40 31 5 H1898/30 
567AI0 35.8 331.7 6261 R 15/54 29 76 P1892110 57lA12 72.4 275.9 10932 R 16/26 31 10 H1898/32 
567Al1 38.~ 330.7 6273 R 15/58 29 58 P1892111 571A14 71.2 265.0 10993 R 17/10 31 14 H1898/34 
567Al2 35.8 328.6 6267 R 16/06 29 83 P189U12 571A16 69.6 254.2 11092 R 17/53 31 18 Hl898/36 
567A13 38.5 327.9 6277 R 16/09 29 67 P1892113 57lA21 65.3 335.4 10368 R 12/31 31 344 H1899/23 
567A14 35.7 326.4 6272 R 16/15 29 86 P1892114 571A22 60.0 325.8 10053 R 13/09 31 344 NlS99/24 
567A15 38.4 325.2 6288 R 16/20 29 73 P1892/15 571A23 66.1 327.7 10298 R 13/02 31 349 H1899/25 
567A16 35.5 323.7 6287 R 16126 29 88 P1892116 571AZ4 60.7 319.8 10004 R 13/34 31 349 N1899/26 
567A21 31.3 344.5 6001 R 15/05 29 259 P1894/01 57lA25 66.9 319.7 10250 R 13/34 31 353 H1899127 
567A22 29.3 342.5 5991 R 15/13 29 239 P1894/02 571A26 61.1 313.8 9970 R 13/58 31 355 H1899128 
567A23 32.0 341.8 5960 R 15/16 29 255 P1894/03 57lA27 67.3 311.9 10221 R 14/06 31 358 H1899/29 
567A24 29.8 340.3 5956 R 15/22 29 229 P1894/04 571A28 61.4 307.1 9949 R 14/25 31 1 H1899/30 
567A25 32.5 339.8 5931 R 15/24 29 248 P1894/05 57lA29 67.6 303.6 10209 R 14/39 31 3 H1899/31 
567A26 30.0 337.9 5930 R 15/31 29 211 P1894/06 571A30 61.6 300.6 9946 R 14/51 31 6 N1899/32 
567A27 32.6 337.4 5907 R 15/34 29 222 P1894/07 571A31 67.6 295.5 10217 R 15/11 31 8 N1699/33 
567A28 30.1 335.6 5910 R 15/41 29 187 P1894/08 571A32 61.5 294.2 9958 R 15/16 31 11 H1899/34 
567A29 32.7 334.9 5889 R 15/44 29 169 PlS95/01 571A33 67.4 286.9 10246 R 15/46 31 13 N1899/35 
567A30 30.2 332.9 58'l7 R 15/52 29 161 P1895/02 571A34 61.4 287.5 9990 R 15/43 31 17 H1899/36 
567A31 32.7 332.5 5877 R 15/54 29 136 P1895/03 571A35 67.0 278.2 10298 R 16/21 31 17 H1899/37 
567A32 30.2 330.9 5888 R 16/00 29 147 P1895/04 571A36 61.0 280.7 10040 R 16/11 31 22 H1899/38 
567A33 32.8 330.2 5871 R 16/03 29 122 P18c5/05 571A37 66.3 269.3 10376 R 16/56 31 22 H1899/39 
567A34 30.2 328.2 5890 R 16/11 29 134 P1895/C6 571A38 60.4 273.9 10109 R 16/38 31 26 H1899/40 
567A35 32.8 327.7 5871 R 16/13 29 116 P1895/07 57lA39 65.3 260.2 10486 R 17/33 31 26 H1899/41 
567A36 30.1 326.2 5893 R 16/19 29 129 P1895/08 571A40 59.6 266.6 10207 R 17/08 31 30 H1899/42 
567A46 70.0 .3 6142 R 14/09 29 341 H189Z128 571A41 64.0 250.5 10637 R 18/12 31 30 H1899/43 
567A47 71.4 2.1 6208 V 14/01 29 342 H1893/27 571A42 58.7 259.3 10331 R 17/37 31 34 H1899/44 
567M8 65.3 353.5 5875 R 14/36 29 340 H1893/28 57lA43 -13.7 116.4 28749 V 11/20 31 328 H1900/19 
567A49 66.4 353.9 5910 V 14/34 29 342 H1893/29 571A44 -6.1 125.7 28720 V 10/43 31 236 H1900/20 
567A50 61.2 349.3 5665 R 14/53 29 340 H1893/30 571A45 -13.6 116.2 28755 C 11/,1 31 327 H1900/21 
567A51 62.2 349.5 5693 V 14/52 29 341 H1893/31 571A46 -6.1 125.5 28725 C 10/44 31 238 H1900122 
567A52 57.6 346.4 5498 R 15/05 29 339 H1893/32 571A49 -13.4 115.9 28768 R 11/23 31 326 H1900125 567A53 58.4 346.5 5518 V 15/04 29 341 H1893/33 571A50 -5.8 125.2 28737 R 10/46 31 241 H1900/26 
567AS4 54.1 344.4 5359 R 15/13 29 337 M1893/34 57lA51 -13.2 115.7 28775 B 11/24 31 325 H1900/27 
567A55 55.1 344.5 5377 V 15/13 ~~ H~ m~~~~~~ 571A52 -5.8 125.0 28742 B 10/46 31 243 H19001Z8 567A56 51.1 342.8 5251 R 15/20 57lA61 -3.7 105.1 29996 V 12/35 31 306 H1900129 
ggf~g~ :~~:~ i~~:~ 7692 R 7/15 29 83 P1893/02 571A62 3.5 115.1 29850 V 11/55 31 280 H1900/30 7704 R 7/28 29 52 P1893/03 571A6~ -3.8 105.0 30003 C 12/35 31 307 H1900/31 567A64 -40.0 128.8 7690 R 7/29 29 65 P1893/04 571A6 3.4 115.2 29852 C 11/55 31 280 H1900/32 
567A65 -42.8 125.5 7713 R 7/43 29 29 P1893/05 571A67 -3.9 104.7 30018 R 12/37 31 307 H1900/35 
567A66 -40.0 125.4 7699 R 7/43 29 32 P1893/06 571A68 3.3 115.0 29862 R 11/55 31 281 H1900/36 
567A67 -42.8 121.8 7733 R 7/58 29 6 P1893/07 572A01 35.0 277.3 5902 R 16/14 31 100 P1901/01 
567A68 -40.0 121.8 7712 R 7/58 29 353 P1893/08 572A02 32.6 275.7 5918 R 16/20 31 113 P190l/02 567A69 -42.6 118.0 776 R 8/13 29 348 P1893/09 572A03 35.1 274.7 5914 R 16/24 31 99 P1901/03 
567A70 -39.7 118.2 7750 R 8/12 29 330 PI893/10 572A04 32.8 273.3 5932 R 16/30 31 109 P1901/04 
567A71 -42.3 114.1 7807 R 8/29 29 335 P1893/11 5nA05 35.3 272.3 5931 R 16/34 31 97 P1901/0S 
567A72 -39.4 114.6 7792 R 8/27 29 319 P1893/12 572A06 32.6 270.9 5954 R 16/40 31 108 P1901/06 
567A73 -41.8 110.3 7859 R 8/44 29 326 P1893/13 572A07 35.1 269.8 5955 R 16/44 31 97 P1901/07 
567A74 -38.9 110.8 7848 R 8/42 29 312 P1893/14 572A08 32.3 268.3 5986 R 16/50 31 107 P1901/08 
567A75 -41.3 106.4 7928 R 9/00 29 320 P1893/15 ~72A09 34.8 267.1 5989 R 16/55 31 98 P1901/09 567A76 -38.3 107.1 7915 R 8/5l 29 308 P1893/I6 72AI0 32.0 265.8 6022 R 17/00 31 106 P1901/10 567A82 -45.5 130.4 8098 R 7IZ 29 51 P1895/10 572All 34.5 264.4 6029 R 17/06 31 98 P1901/11 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OKDERNBR PICNO LAT LO:--l RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
572A12 31.6 263.1 6071 R 17/11 31 106 P190ll12 574A34 -39.2 31.0 8796 R 9/26 32 317 P1906/14 
572A13 34.0 261. 7 6078 R 17/17 31 98 Pl901/13 574A35 -41.0 25.8 8924 R 9/47 32 321 P1906/15 
572A14 31.1 260.4 6127 R 17/22 31 105 P1901/14 574A36 -36.9 28.8 8855 R 9/35 32 310 P1906/16 
572A15 33.6 258.9 6137 R 17/28 31 99 P190ll15 574A41 -16.1 114.3 28S68 V 9127 32 128 H1906/25 
572A16 30.6 257.6 6191 R 17/33 31 105 P1901/16 574A42 -7.9 124.1 29109 V 8/48 32 149 H1906/26 
572A21 30.4 277.1 5526 R 16/18 31 139 PHOl/17 574A43 -16.1 114.1 28869 C 9/28 32 128 N1906/27 
572A22 27.9 275.4 55::'2 R 16/24 31 144 P1901/18 574A44 -8.1 124.0 29109 C 8/48 32 149 H1906/28 
572A23 30.4 274.6 5534 R 16/28 31 132 P1901/19 574A47 -16.3 114.1 28878 R 9/28 32 127 H1906/31 
572A24 27.9 273.2 5573 R 16/34 31 138 P1901/20 574A48 -8.2 123.9 29112 R 8/49 32 149 ~1906/32 
572A25 3~.3 272.3 5546 R 16/37 31 127 P1902l01 576A44 -47.1 35.5 7768 R 7/40 33 18 1908/04 
572A26 2.'.7 270.9 5591 R 16/43 31 133 P1902l02 576A45 -49.7 32.0 7834 R 7/54 33 10 P190S/05 
572A27 3r.2 270.1 5564 R 16/46 31 124 P1902/03 576M6 -46.5 32.2 7783 R 7/53 33 6 P190S/06 
573.AOI j~J 269.5 5904 R 16/04 32 51 PI <;02113 576A47 -48.9 28.3 7855 R 8/09 33 1 P190S/07 573A02 267.8 5892 R 16/11 32 68 P1902l14 576M8 -46.0 28.8 7810 R 8/07 33 355 P190S/08 
573A03 ~~:i 266.2 5918 R 16/17 32 58 P1902l15 576A49 -48.3 24.7 7890 R 8/24 33 352 P190S/09 573b.04 264.9 5904 R 16/23 32 74 P19Q2I16 576A50 -45.2 25.4 7844 R 8/21 33 345 PHOS/I0 
573A05 41.6 263.9 5924 R 16/27 32 64 P1902l17 576A51 -47.6 21.1 7934 R 8/38 33 344 P190S/11 
573.b.06 3<:'8 262.7 5913 R 16/32 32 77 P1902l18 576A52 -44.6 22.1 7888 R 8/34 33 337 P190S/12 
573.b 07 4:".3 261.2 5941 R 16/38 32 69 P1902l19 576t,53 -46.6 17.5 7986 R 8/52 33 337 P190S/13 
573A08 3t~ .6 260.1 5935 R 16/42 32 80 P1904/01 576A54 -43.7 18.6 7944 R 8/48 33 329 P190S/14 
573A09 4 •• 0 257.9 5977 R 16/51 32 73 P1904/02 576A55 -45.8 14.0 8052 R 9/07 33 332 P190S/IS 
573AI0 3(-.3 257.4 5 0 64 R 16/53 32 83 P1904/03 576A56 -42.7 15.2 8009 R 9/02 33 324 P1908/16 
573,ul 4".7 255.7 5997 R 17100 32 75 P1904/04 576A57 -44.6 10.3 8128 R 9/22 33 326 P1908/17 
573A12 3:'.8 254.2 6013 R 17106 32 85 P1904/05 576A5S -41. 7 11.8 8084 R 9/16 33 319 P1908/18 
573A13 4'.,.3 252.9 6037 R 17/12 32 78 P1904/06 576A59 -43.4 6.6 8219 R 9/37 33 322 P190S/19 
573A14 3: .4 251.4 6059 R 17/17 32 86 P1904/07 576A60 -40.4 8.3 8176 R 9/30 33 315 P190S/20 
573A15 3'.'.7 249.3 6102 R 17/26 32 80 P1904/08 576A62 -51.8 34.0 8228 R 71&9 33 19 P1909/02 
573A16 3~'. 9 249.1 6100 R 17127 32 87 Pl 0 04/09 576A63 -54.7 29.6 8323 R 81 7 33 13 P1909*04 
573A21 3".7 269.8 5471 R 16/06 32 90 P1903/01 576A64 -51.2 30.0 8242 R 8/05 33 10 P1909*04 
573A22 3(.3 268.2 5475 R 16/13 32 114 P19C3/02 576A65 -53.9 25.2 8343 R 8/25 33 5 P1909/0S 
573A23 36.7 267.3 5471 R 16/16 32 93 P1903l03 576A66 -50.6 26.1 8268 R 8/21 33 2 P1909/06 
573.1.24 3( .2 265.8 5479 R 16/22 32 111 P1903/04 576A67 -53.1 21.0 8378 R 8/41 33 353 P1909/07 
573A25 3t>.6 264.9 5':'76 R 16/26 32 94 P1903/05 576A6S -49.9 21. 7 8309 R 8/39 33 353 P1910/01 
573A26 34.1 263.5 5488 R 16/32 32 109 P1903 l 06 576A69 -52.2 16.9 8422 R 8/53 33 351 P1910/02 
573.427 3".4 262.5 5487 R 16/36 32 95 P1903/07 576A70 -48.9 18.3 8349 R 8/53 33 346 P1910/03 
573A28 33.9 261.2 5503 R 16/41 -" 107 P1903/08 576A7l -51.2 12.7 8482 R 9/15 33 345 P1910/04 ,,<.. 
573A29 3".2 260.0 5504 R 16/46 32 96 P1903/09 576A72 -47.9 14.5 8405 R 9/08 33 339 P1910/05 
573A30 3:".7 258.8 5524 R 16/51 32 106 P1903/10 576A73 -50.0 8.6 8551 R 9/31 B ~~~ ~i~a/8~ 573431 3(-.0 257.6 5526 R 16/56 32 96 P1903/11 576A74 -46.9 10.6 8477 R 9/24 
573A32 3:,.4 256.3 5553 R 17/01 32 105 P1903/12 576A75 -48.9 4.5 8636 R 9/48 33 335 Pl9l0/08 
573A33 35.7 255.1 5557 R 17106 32 97 P1903/13 576A76 -45.7 6.7 85::'1 R 9/39 33 329 P1910/09 
573A34 3".1 253.9 5588 R 17/11 32 105 P1903/14 576A77 -47.5 .4 8735 R 10/04 33 331 P1910/10 573A35 3~.4 252.7 5591 R 17/16 32 97 P1903/15 576A78 -44.3 2.8 8659 R 9/55 33 325 P1910/11 
573A36 3:.7 251.4 5630 R If~~3 32 104 P1903/16 576A79 -45.8 356.1 8857 R 10/22 33 327 P1910/12 573H1 -4:.2 65.5 8120 R 32 27 P1903/17 576A80 -42.8 358.6 8783 R 10/12 33 321 Pl9l0/13 
573A42 -37.0 66.1 8103 R 7/42 32 47 P1903/18 576A01 -1.4 104.9 25497 V 6/46 33 154 N1909/24 
573M3 -3',.5 62.9 8125 R 7/55 32 2 P1903/19 576A03 -1.4 104.7 25488 C 6/47 33 154 H1909/Z6 
573.1.44 -3:-.3 63.5 8118 R 7153 32 298 P1903/20 576A07 -1.5 104.1 25473 R 6/50 33 154 H1909/30 
573.445 -3';.7 60.3 8141 R 8/06 32 329 P1903l21 576All -2.6 106.7 29183 R 8/36 33 160 H1909/32 
573A46 -33.4 61.2 8142 R 8/03 32 269 P1903/22 576A12 6.5 119.6 29789 R 7/44 33 166 N1909/33 
573A47 -35.7 57.8 8167 R 8/16 32 303 P1903/23 576A13 -2.7 106.8 29187 B 8/36 33 160 t1l909/34 
573A48 -31.6 58.8 8177 R 8/12 32 263 P1903/24 576b.!4 6.4 119.5 29787 B 7/45 33 166 H1909/35 
573A49 -33.7 55.4 8205 R 8/26 32 289 P1 9 03/25 576A21 -2.4 107.9 31574 V 10/28 ~~ i~~ m~yg~u 573A50 -29.6 50,.4 8225 R 8/22 32 261 Pl<;03/26 576A22 5.9 11S.7 31S00 V 9/45 
573A51 -31.8 53.0 8254 R 8/35 32 281 P1903/27 576A23 -2.2 107.7 31576 C 10/29 33 190 H1910/39 
573.1.52 -27.6 54.2 8282 R 8/31 32 260 P1905/01 576A24 6.0 11S.4 31799 C 9/46 33 184 N1910/40 
573A53 -29.7 50.7 8315 R 8/45 32 276 P1905/02 576A27 -2.0 107.3 315S0 R 10/31 33 193 N1910/43 
573A54 -25.4 51.7 8356 R 8/41 32 260 F1905/03 576,1.28 6.2 I1S.1 31799 R 9/48 33 ISS HI'll 0/44 
573A61 -48.2 62.9 8558 R 7/58 32 21 P1904l10 576A29 -2.0 107.2 31582 B 10/31 33 194 N1910/45 
573A62 -43.6 63.9 8491 R 7/55 32 23 P190~/ll 576A30 6.2 117.9 31798 B 9/49 33 186 N1910/46 
573b.63 -46.3 60.1 8546 R SilO 32 11 P1904/12 576A31 -4.0 106.5 33150 R 12130 33 322 t1l909/36 
573A64 -42.0 61.3 8492 R 8/05 32 8 P1904/13 576A32 4.1 117.7 33005 R 11/46 33 280 H1909/37 573465 -44.5 57.2 6549 R 8/21 32 359 PIQ04/14 576A33 -4.2 106.3 33154 B 12/31 33 323 HIQ09/38 
573A66 -40.3 58.5 8503 R 8/16 32 347 P1904/15 576A34 3.9 117.6 33006 B 11/46 33 281 H1909/39 
573467 -42.7 54.6 8561 R 8/32 32 345 P1904/16 577AOI -4.5 102.8 34190 V 14/41 33 325 N1911/2S 
573,1.68 -38.4 56.2 8522 R 8/26 32 328 P1904/17 577A02 3.2 120.4 33472 V 13/30 33 312 N1911/26 
573,1.69 -40.8 52.2 8582 R 8/42 32 332 P1904/18 577A03 -5.4 105.6 34062 C 14/30 33 327 H1911/27 
573A70 -36.6 53.7 8552 R 8/36 32 312 PIQ04/19 577A04 3.4 120.1 33484 C 13/32 33 312 H1911128 
573A7l -38.9 49.7 8615 R 8/52 32 321 P1904/20 577,1.07 -5.0 104.9 34095 R 14/33 33 326 N1911/31 
573A72 -34.8 51.5 S591 R 8/45 32 301 P1904/21 577A08 3.8 119.5 3350b R 13/34 33 311 H1911/32 
573A73 -37.0 47.4 S657 R 9/01 32 311 P1904/22 577A09 -4.8 104.4 34115 B 14/35 33 326 H1911/33 
573.474 -33.0 49.2 8641 R S/54 32 293 P1904/23 577A10 4.0 118.3 33550 B 13/39 33 311 P1911/49 
573A81 -6.0 109.6 2S726 V 10/26 32 210 H1905/14 577A12 6.2 127.2 32843 R 15/00 33 313 H1911/36 
573A82 1.7 118.8 28892 V 9/50 32 191 H1905/15 577A14 4.6 124.8 32957 B 15/10 33 315 H191l/38 
573AS3 -6.0 109.4 28729 C 10/27 32 211 H1905/16 577A22 5.8 136.8 31287 V 15/49 33 316 N1911/40 
573A84 1.8 118.8 28898 C 9/50 32 192 H1905/17 577A24 6.1 135.9 31332 C 15/53 33 316 H1911/42 
573A87 -5.8 109.1 28739 R 10/28 32 214 N1905/20 579AOl -44.0 9.4 7718 R 7/28 34 26 P1914/01 
573ASS 2.0 118.5 28906 R 9/51 32 193 N1903/21 579,1.02 -40.0 9.1 7685 R 7/29 34 24 P1914/02 
573A89 -5.5 109.1 28746 B 10/29 32 215 H1905/22 579M3 -42.5 6.0 7720 R 7/42 34 7 P1914/03 
573A90 2.2 118.4 28910 B 9/52 32 194 N1905/23 579A04 -39.1 6.4 7699 R 7/40 34 356 P1914/04 574A01 -47.4 48.1 8230 R 8/14 32 3 P1907/01 579,1.05 -41.4 3.1 7737 R 7/53 34 349 P1914/05 
574A02 -43.1 49.3 8169 R 8/09 32 355 P1907/0.:! 579,1.0" -38.0 3.5 7720 R 7/52 34 328 P1914/06 
574A03 -45.5 45.4 8235 R 8/25 32 352 Pl"07/03 579A07 -40.3 .2 7764 R 8/05 34 333 P1914/07 
574A04 -41.4 46.7 8185 R 8/20 32 340 P1907/04 579,1.08 -36.9 .7 7751 R 8/03 34 311 P1914/08 
574A05 -43.7 42.6 8254 R 8/36 32 340 P1907/05 579A09 -39.1 357.3 7799 R 8/17 34 321 Pl9l4/09 
574A06 -39.6 44.2 8210 R 8/30 32 325 P1907/0S 579AI0 -35.735S.0 7790 R 8/14 34 301 P1914/10 
574.407 -41. 9 40.2 8281 R 8/46 32 329 P1907/07 579All -37.8 354.5 7843 R 8/28 34 312 P1914/11 
574AOS -37.7 41.6 8247 R 8/40 32 313 P1907/08 579A12 -34.5 355.3 7838 R 8/25 34 295 P1914/12 
574A09 -39.9 37.6 8321 R 8/56 32 319 P1907/09 579,1.13 -36.5 351.8 7897 R 8/39 34 305 P1914/13 
574A10 -35.7 39.3 8292 R 8/50 32 303 P1907/10 579,1.14 -33.1 352.6 7897 R 8/36 34 290 P1914/14 
574A11 -37.7 35.2 8370 R 9/06 32 311 P1907/11 579,1.15 -35.1 349.0 7962 R 8/50 34 300 P1914/15 
574A12 -33.6 36.8 8353 R 9/00 32 295 P1907/12 579A16 -31.7 350.0 7966 R 8/47 34 287 P1914/16 
574A13 -35.5 32.6 8436 R 9/17 32 304 P1907/13 579A17 -33.6 346.2 8039 R 9/02 34 296 P1914/17 
574A14 -31.5 34.2 8429 R 9/10 32 290 P1907/14 579A18 -30.1 347.2 804S R 8/58 34 285 P1914/18 
574A15 -33.3 30.1 8516 R 9127 32 298 P1907/15 579A19 -31.9 343.4 8130 R 9/13 34 293 P1914/19 
574A16 -29.1 31.9 8515 R 9/20 32 286 Plc:07/16 579A20 -28.5 344.5 8143 R 9/09 34 284 P1914/20 
574A21 -56.0 44.4 8786 R 8/32 32 10 P1906/01 579A21 -38.8 11.9 8065 R 7/21 34 61 P1912101 
574A22 -51.2 46.4 8659 R 8/24 32 7 P19C6/02 5i9A22 -35.2 12.0 8061 R 7/21 34 104 P1912102 
574A23 -53.9 41.1 8772 R 8/45 32 3 P1906/03 579A23 -37.8 9.0 8070 R 7/33 34 40 P1912/03 
574A24 -49.2 43.5 8654 R 8/35 32 359 P1906/04 579A24 -34.3 9.4 8070 R 7/32 34 134 P1912104 
574A25 -51.8 38.3 8767 R 8/56 32 356 P1906/05 579A25 -36.8 6.4 8082 R 7/43 34 356 P1912105 
574A26 -47.3 40.7 8663 R 8/47 32 350 P19C6/06 579A26 -~3.3 6.9 8086 R 7/42 ~4 239 P1912/06 
574A27 -49.7 35.4 8777 R 9/08 32 348 P1906/07 579A27 -.!5.8 3.7 8103 R 7/54 ,,4 315 P1912107 
574A28 -45.4 38.2 8680 R 8/57 32 341 P1906/C8 579A28 -32.2 4.2 8111 R 7/52 34 258 P1912108 
574A29 -47.7 32.8 8799 R 9/18 32 341 P1906/09 579A29 -34.6 1.1 8131 R 8/05 34 297 P1912109 
574A30 -43.4 35.7 8707 R 9/07 32 332 P1906/10 579A30 -29.9 1.0 8156 R 8/06 34 259 P1913/01 
574A31 -45.5 30.6 8827 R 9/28 32 334 P1906/11 579,1.31 -33.3 35S.6 8169 R 8/15 34 289 P1913/02 
574A32 -41.3 33.3 87':'6 R 9/17 32 324 P1906/12 579,1.32 -29.7 359.2 8187 R 8/13 34 264 P1913/03 
574A33 -43.3 28.1 8871 R 9/38 32 327 P190b/13 579A33 -32.0 355.9 8216 R 8126 34 285 P1913/04 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PlCNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ CRDERN5R PleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------579A34 -28.4 35b.7 
579A35 -30.5 353.2 
57qA36 -26.8 354.0 
579A37 -28.9 350.5 
5i9A38 -25.1 351.2 
579A39 -27.1 347.6 
579A40 -23.3 348.5 
579A41 -31.9 13.5 
579A42 -28.1 13.7 
579A43 -30.8 10.8 
579A44 -27.0 11.1 
579A45 -29.6 8.2 
579A46 -25.8 8.5 
579A47 -28.5 5.6 
579,1,48 -24.6 6.1 
579A49 -27.1 3.0 
579A50 -23.3 3.7 
579A51 -25.8 .6 
579A52 -22.0 1.3 
579A53 -24.3 358.2 
579A54 -20.5 358.9 
57 QA55 -22.8 355.7 
579A56 -18.8 356.4 
579A57 -21.1 353.2 
579A58 -17.1 353.9 
579A59 -19.3 350.6 
579A60 -15.2 351.3 
579A61 -19.2 40.3 
579A62 -10.9 49.6 
579A63 -1-.3 40.3 
579,1,64 -1: .• 0 49.4 
579A67 -1~.5 40.1 
579A68 -11.2 49.4 
579A69 -1".5 39.9 
579A70 -1~.3 49.3 
580AOl 2~.4 181.9 
580A02 20.4 182.7 
580A03 2~.4 185.3 
580A04 20.4 186.0 
580A05 2: •• 3 188.4 
580A06 2~.3 189.2 
580,1,07 2~.1 191.5 
580A08 2r.1 192.3 
580A09 2_.8 194.3 
580AI0 1 Y .8 195.2 
580All ,::.4 197.3 
580A12 1~.5 197.8 
580A13 2~.9 200.2 
580A14 1~.0 200.5 
580A15 2:.4 202.6 
~§g~~t ~~:~ tg~:~ 
580A22 2~.7 182.8 
580A23 21'.4 184.7 
580A24 2!.9185.5 
580A25 2R.5 187.5 
580A26 2!.9 18a.4 
580A27 2f..4 190.2 
580A28 2!.9 191. 2 
580A29 2C.3 193.2 
580A30 25.8 193.8 
580A31 2(.1 195.7 
580A32 2~.6 196.4 
580A33 2:.9 198.3 
580A34 2J.4 lqa.9 
580A35 27.6 200.8 
580A36 2~.0 201.5 
581A05 -4~.1 347.3 
581A06 -4~.5 347.7 
581A07 -46.0 344.1 
581A08 -42.5 344.8 
581A09 -44.9 341.3 
581AI0 -41.4 341.9 
581Al1 -43.7 338.3 
581A12 -40.2 339.2 
581A13 -42.4 335.3 
581A14 -39.0 336.3 
581A15 -41.1 332.4 
581A16 -37.6 333.5 
581A24 -39.1 354.2 
581A25 -41.6 350.9 
581A26 -38.1 351.3 
581A27 -40.6 348.0 
581A28 -37.0 348.5 
581A29 -39.6 345.4 
581A30 -36.0 345.8 
581A31 -38.5 342.5 
581A32 -34.9 343.1 
581A33 -37.2 339.8 
581A34 -33.7 340.5 
581A35 -35.9 337.0 5$1A36 -32.3 337.$ 
581A43 -36.7 355.5 
581,1,44 -33.0 355.6 
581A45 -35.7 352.5 
581A46 -32.0 352.7 
581A47 -34.6 349.8 
581A48 -30.9 350.0 
581A49 -33.5 347.0 
581A50 -29.8 347.4 
581A51 -32.3 344.2 
581A52 -28.5 344.7 
581A53 -31.0 341.6 
581A54 -27.3 342.1 
581A55 -29.7 338.9 
581A56 -25.9 339.5 
583A02 -9.4 116.7 
583A03 -17.9 105.2 
583A04 -9.4 116.4 
8240 R 8/23 
8276 R 8/37 
8306 R 8134 
8348 R 8/48 
8386 R 8/45 
8-+36 R 9/00 
8481 R 8/56 
8432 R 7/18 
8463 R 7/18 
8438 R 7/29 
8475 R 7/28 
8454 R 7/40 
84"6 R 7/38 
8478 R 7/50 
8526 R 7/48 
8513 R 8/01 
8565 R 7158 
8556 R 8/11 
8614 R 8/08 
8610 R 8/20 
8073 R 8/18 
8674 R 8/30 
8746 R 8/28 
8752 R 8/41 
8S31 R 8/38 
8844 R 8/S1 
8934 R 8/48 
29255 V 11/20 
29138 V 10/42 
29260 C 11/19 
29143 C 10/43 
29275 R 11/21 
29152 R 10/44 
29282 B 11/22 
29157 B 10/44 
6555 R 17/18 
6590 R 17/15 
6435 R 17105 
6471 R 17/02 
6335 R 16/52 
6372 R 16/49 
6247 R 16/40 
6289 R 16/37 
6177 R 16/29 
6219 R 16/25 
6116 R 16/17 
6166 R 16115 
6068 R 16/05 
6125 R 16/04 
6035 R 15/56 
6095 R 15/53 
6104 R 17127 
6067 R 17/17 
5962 R 17/10 
5972 R 17/07 
5871 R 16/59 
5881 R 16/55 
5790 R 16/48 
5801 R 16/44 
5716 R 16/37 
5735 R 16/34 
5657 R 16/26 
5677 R 16/24 
5607 R 16/16 
5631 R 16/14 
5567 R 16/06 
5594 R 16/04 
7807 R 7140 
7760 R 7/39 
7817 R 7/53 
7775 R 7/50 
7835 R 8/04 
7798 R 8/02 
7863 R 8/17 
7829 R 8/13 
7900 R 8/28 
7870 R 8/25 
7947 R 8/40 
7no R 8/36 
8065 R 7/16 
8086 R 7/29 
8066 R 7/27 
8093 R 7/40 
8076 R 7/39 
8107 R 7/51 
8095 R 7/50· 
8130 R 8/03 
8122 R 8/00 
8161 R 8/14 
8158 R 8/11 
8203 R 8/25 8204 R 8/22 
8407 R 7/13 
8411 R 7/13 
8404 R 7/25 
~~H ~ f~~~ 
8425 R 7/36 
8428 R 7/48 
8446 R 7/46 
8454 R 7/59 
8477 R 7/57 
8489 R 8/10 
8517 R 8/08 
8534 R 8/21 
8568 R 8/18 
33461 V 9/25 
33323 C 10/11 
33454 C 9/26 
34 266 P1913/05 
34 282 P1913/06 
34 266 P1913/07 
34 279 P1913/08 
34 267 P1913/09 
34 278 Pl9l3/10 
34 267 P1913/11 
34 138 P1915/01 
34 162 P1915/02 
34 164 P1915/03 
34 180 PI915/04 
34 196 P1915/05 
34 198 P1915/06 
34 221 P1915/07 
34 213 Pln5/0B 
34 235 P1915/09 
34 22'+ PI9l5/10 
34 243 Pl9l5/11 
34 232 P1915/12 
34 248 P1915/13 
34 237 Pl915/14 
34 252' P1915/1S 
34 242 Pl915/16 
34 254 P1915/17 
34 245 P1915/18 
34 257 P191S/19 
34 248 P1915/20 
35 352 M1913122 
~~ ~g~ ~HH~~~ 
35 319 M1913/25 
35 352 M1913/28 
3S 323 M1913/29 
35 352 M1913/30 
35 325 M1913/31 
35 128 P1916/01 
35 134 P1916/02 
35 132 P1916/03 
35 138 Pl9l6/04 
35 137 P1916/0S 
35 143 Pl9l6/06 
35 142 P1916/07 
35 148 Pl9l6/0S 
35 147 P1916/09 
35 155 P1916/10 
35 155 P1916/11 
35 161 PI Q16/12 
35 163 P1916/13 
35 168 P19161l4 
35 171 P1916/15 
~~ H~ ~Hi~~5~ 
35 124 P1917102 
35 121 P1917/03 
35 127 Pl917/04 
35 124 P1917105 
35 131 P1917/06 
35 128 P1917/07 
35 136 P1917/0B 
35 133 P1917/09 
35 141 P1917/10 
35 139 P1917/11 
35 148 Pl9l7/12 
35 147 P1917/13 
35 155 Pl9l7/14 
35 156 P1917/15 
35 165 Pl917/16 
35 13 P19I8/21 
35 10 PI91S/22 
35 2 P1918/23 
35 355 P1919/03 
35 351 P1919/04 
35 340 P1919/05 
35 341 P1919/06 
35 328 P19H/07 
35 331 P191 Q/08 
35 318 Pl919/09 
35 323 P1919/10 
35 310 P1919/11 
35 63 P191S/04 
~~ ~g ~i~igjgg 
35 15 P1918/07 
35 7 P1918/08 
35 354 P1918/09 
35 323 Pl9l8/10 
35 333 P1918/11 
35 302 P1918/12 
35 318 Pl918/13 
35 292 P19I8/14 
35 307 Pl9l8/15 35 286 P1918/16 
35 88 P1919/14 
35 124 P1919/15 
35 86 P1919/16 
35 146 P1919/17 
35 79 P1919/18 
35 185 P1919/19 
35 280 P1919/20 
35 222 P1919/21 
35 274 P1919/22 
35 240 P1919/23 
35 272 P1919124 
35 248 P1919/25 
35 272 P1919/26 
35 253 Pl9l9/27 
36 125 t1l921/26 
36 94 N'l921127 


























































































































































































































33312 R 10/13 
33438 R 9/28 
33106 V 10/26 
33347 V 9/40 
33102 C 10/27 
33343 C 9/40 
33094 R 10/29 
33335 R 9/42 
33260 V 11/54 
33061 V 11/12 
33262 C 11/55 
33062 C 11/13 
33270 R 11/56 
33062 R 11/14 
33072 V 11/11 
33273 V 10/25 
33072 C 11/12 
33270 C 10/26 
33071 R 11/13 
H~~~ ~ i~~~~ 
33096 V 12101 
33374 C 12/46 
33097 C 12101 
33378 R 12146 
33098 R 12102 
33267 V 12134 
33208 V 11/52 
33268 C 12134 
33209 C 11/52 
33276 R 12136 
33216 R 11/53 
5243 R 17/17 
5285 R 17/14 
5164 R 17/06 
5209 R 17/04 
5099 R 16/57 
5142 R 16/54 
5044 R 16/48 
5091 R 16/45 
4997 R 16/39 
5046 R 16/36 
4<;59 R 16/31 
5012 R 16/28 
4930 R 16/22 
4986 R 16/20 
4907 R 16/15 
4966 R 16/13 
4693 R 17/20 
4711 R 17/17 
4628 R 17/12 
4646 R 17/08 
4570 R 17/03 
4592 R 17/00 
4517 R 16/55 
4544 R 16/52 
4476 R 16/47 
4503 R 16/44 
4440 R 16/40 
4470 R 16/36 
4410 R 16/32 
4444 R 16/29 
4388 R 16/25 
4425 R 16/22 
4148 R 17/21 
4155 R 17/17 
4096 R 17/13 
4103 R 17/09 
40C;8 R 17/05 
4058 R 17/01 
4007 R 16/57 
4020 R 16/53 
3973 R 16/50 
3990 R 16/47 
3945 R 16/43 
3963 R 16/40 
3921 R 16/37 
3943 R 16/34 
3902 R 16/31 
3n6 R 16/28 
8111 R 7/42 
8075 R 7/43 
8156 R 8/00 
8116 R 8/00 
8216 R 8/19 
8177 R 8/18 
6294 R 8/39 
8252 R 8/37 
8390 R 9/00 
8348 R 8/58 
8514 R 9/23 
8469 R 9/20 
8387 R 7/27 
8372 R 7/28 
8409 R 7/44 
8392 R 7/45 
8446 R 8/00 
8428 R 8/01 
8497 R 8/18 
8479 R 8/18 
8568 R 8/36 
8545 R 8/35 
8656 R 8/55 
8629 R 8/53 
8757 R 9/14 
8731 R 9/12 
8741 R 7/04 
8727 R 7/18 
8727 R 7120 
36 93 M1921/31 
36 125 Hl921/32 
36 139 Nl920125 
36 162 t1l920126 
36 139 Nl920127 
36 163 Nln0128 
36 142 Hl920/31 
36 164 H1920/32 
36 16 N1921133 
36 44 Ml921/34 
36 16 t1l921/35 
36 43 N1921136 
36 16 Hlnl/39 
36 42 N1921/40 
36 236 N1920/33 
36 203 H1920/34 
36 236 t1l920/35 
36 204 NH20/36 
36 238 N1920/39 
36 204 Nl920/40 
36 342 N1921/41 
36 321 t1l921/42 
36 342 Hl921/43 
36 322 N1921/44 
36 343 til nl/4 7 
36 322 Hl921/48 
36 300 N1920/41 
36 261 N1920/42 
36 300 Ml920/43 
36 261 N1920/44 
36 300 H1920/47 
36 261 H1920/48 
36 140 P1922101 
36 145 P1922102 
36 145 P1922103 
36 149 P1922104 
36 149 P1922105 
36 154 P1922106 
36 155 P1922107 
36 160 P1922/08 
36 161 Pln2l09 
36 166 Pl922110 
36 167 PI Q22111 
36 172 Pln21l2 
36 174 P1922113 
36 178 Pln2l14 
36 180 Pl9221l5 
36 183 Pl922/16 
36 135 Pl923/01 
36 140 P1923/02 
36 139 P1923/03 
36 145 P1923/04 
36 143 Pl923/05 
36 150 Pl923/06 
36 149 P1923/07 
36 155 Pl923/08 
36 156 Pl923/09 
36 161 P1923/10 
36 163 P1923/11 
36 169 Pl923/12 
36 170 Pl923/13 
36 175 P1923/14 
36 179 P1923/15 
36 183 Pln3/16 
36 132 Pl924/01 
36 139 Pl924/02 
36 137 P1924/03 
36 145 Pl924/04 
36 143 P1924/05 
36 151 Pl924/06 
36 151 Pl924/07 
36 159 Pl924/08 
36 160 PHN/09 
36 166 Pl924/10 
36 169 P1924/11 
36 175 P1924/12 
36 178 P1924/13 
36 183 P1924/14 
36 187 P1924/15 
36 190 Pl924/16 
37 14 Pl924/21 
37 10 Pl924122 
37 3 P1924123 
37 357 P1924124 
37 354 P1924/25 
37 348 P1925/01 
37 347 P1925/02 
37 340 Pln5/03 
37 341 P1925/04 
37 335 PIn5/05 
37 336 Pl925/0b 
37 331 P1925/07 
37 38 P19Z6/03 
37 41 Pl926/04 
37 15 Pln6/05 
37 7 Pl926/06 
37 357 Pl926/07 
37 346 P1926/08 
37 345 P1926/09 
37 335 Pl926/10 
37 337 P1926/11 
37 328 P1926/12 
37 332 Pl926/13 
37 324 P1926/14 
37 328 Pl926/15 
37 321 PIn6/16 
37 118 P1925/09 
37 87 P1925/10 
37 115 Pl925/11 
3-48 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT Lotl RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN5R PICNO LAT LCN RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERtlBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
584A45 -36.4 322.1 8730 R 7/34 37 54 PI Q25/12 5'l5A18 41.3 40.4 3656 H 17/08 42 72 P1937/02 
584A46 -33.6 322.0 8729 R 7/34 37 100 P1925/13 595A19 42.7 39.1 3667 H 17/13 42 64 P1937/03 
584A47 -36.7 316.1 6747 R 7/50 37 3 P1925/14 595;\20 41.2 38.6 3658 N 17/16 42 74 P1937/04 
584A48 -33.8 318.1 8745 R 7/50 37 321 PI CZ5/15 59SA21 42.5 37.2 3670 H 17/21 42 68 P1937/0g 
584A49 -36.9 314.2 8778 R 8/06 37 337 Pl925/16 595A22 40.9 36.7 3662 H 17/23 42 76 P1937/0 
584A50 -34.0 314.1 8776 R 8/06 37 309 PH'::5/17 595A23 42.3 35.2 3678 N 17/29 42 70 P1937/07 
584A51 -37.0 310.0 8826 R 8/23 37 325 P1925/18 595A24 40.6 34.7 3672 H 17/31 42 78 P1937/08 
584A52 -34.2 310.1 8823 R 8/22 37 307 Pl925/19 5 ''':;A25 42.0 33.3 3689 H 17/37 42 72 P1937/09 
584A53 -37.1 305.8 6889 R 8/40 37 319 P1925/20 595,1.26 40.4 32.9 3684 N 17/39 42 79 P1937/10 
584A54 -34.2 305.9 8eg7 R 8/39 37 306 PI925.121 595A27 41.7 31.2 3705 N 17/46 42 74 P1937/11 
584A55 -36.9 301. 2 8974 R 8/58 37 316 Pl925/22 5<;5A28 40.0 30.9 3701 H 17/47 42 80 P1937/12 
584A56 -33.5 300.5 8991 R 9/01 37 303 P19Z5/23 595.~29 41. 3 29.2 3725 N 17/54 42 75 PI937/13 
586A01 -17.3 55.5 33277 V 10/04 38 87 Ml927/16 595.430 39.7 Z8.9 3723 M 17/55 42 81 P1937/14 
586A02 -7.5 65.7 33366 V 9/23 38 123 Mln7/17 595A31 40.9 27.2 3749 H 18/02 42 76 P1937/15 
586A03 -16.8 55.4 33267 C 10/05 38 88 N1927/18 595A32 39.3 26.8 3750 N 18/04 42 81 P1937116 
586A04 -7.2 65.4 33355 C 9/25 38 124 H1927/19 5<:5A33 45.4 39.1 3261 H 17/16 42 33 P1936/01 
586A07 -16.1 54.8 33249 R 10/07 38 88 H1927/22 595A34 44.0 38.5 3240 tl 17/19 42 43 P1936/02 
586A08 -6.4 65.1 33343 R 9/26 38 125 N1927123 595A35 45.2 37.3 3254 N 17/24 42 39 P1936/03 
586A11 -.2 48.5 33070 V 10/35 38 153 M1927/24 5'15A36 43.7 36.7 3235 H 17/26 42 49 P1936/04 
586Al2 8.9 59.0 33255 V 9/53 38 173 Hl927/25 595A37 44.9 35.4 3249 N 17/31 42 45 P1936/05 
586A13 .0 48.3 33069 C 10/36 38 156 Nl92 7/26 595.~38 43.5 34.9 3232 N 17/34 42 54 P1936/06 
586A14 9.1 58.8 33253 C 9/54 38 174 Hl927/27 5'15A39 44.6 33.6 3248 H 17/39 42 50 P1936/07 
586A17 .0 48.0 Bg~l ~ l~~~g 38 157 Nl927/30 595A40 43.2 33.1 3233 N 17/41 42 58 ~l~~~~g~ 586A18 9.1 58.4 38 174 t1l928/26 595A41 44.3 31.7 3251 N 17/47 42 54 
586A21 -20.3 29.4 33362 V 11/54 38 8 111 Q28/2 7 595A42 42.9 31.4 3234 H 17/48 42 61 P1936/10 
5S6A22 -9.9 39.7 33105 V 11/13 38 18 Hl9::8/Z8 595A43 44.0 29.9 3255 N 17/54 42 57 P1936/11 
556A23 -20.3 29.2 33367 C 11/55 38 8 N1928/29 595A44 42.5 29.6 3241 N 17/55 42 64 P1936/12 
586A24 -10.0 39.6 33108 C 11/13 38 18 HI922/30 5%A45 43.6 28.0 3264 H 18/02 42 60 P1936/13 
586A27 -20.4 28.9 33376 R 11/56 38 7 Hl928/33 595A46 42.2 27.8 3250 H 18/03 42 66 P1936/14 
586A28 -10.0 39.2 33111 R 11/15 38 16 Ml92I3/34 5951.47 43.3 26.3 3273 N 18/09 42 62 P1936/15 
586A31 -13.7 18.8 334Q4 V 12/39 38 341 Ml '1 28/35 595A48 41.8 26.1 3261 H 18/10 42 67 P1936/16 
526A32 -3.5 29.6 33183 V 11/56 38 322 Hl928/36 5<:5A49 -27.3 208.0 8167 R 7/44 42 254 P1938/17 
586A33 -13.6 18.7 33497 C 12/39 38 341 111928/37 595,1.50 -23.5 208.2 8213 R 7/44 42 239 P1938/18 
586A34 -3.3 29.5 33184 C· 11/56 38 321 HI928/38 5<;5A51 -26.9 205.5 8208 R 7/55 42 262 P1938/19 
586A37 -13.2 18.6 3349:' R 12/40 38 340 M1928/,+1 5<;51.52 -Z3.2 Z05.9 8253 R 7/53 42 247 P1938/20 
586A3S -3.1 29.4 33187 R 11/57 38 320 tll '1 28/'.2 5<;5;33 -26.7 20~.9 8256 R 8/05 42 268 P1938/21 
590,1.23 29.9 3.7 33702 V 12/21 39 261 M192S/':"9 5"5A54 -23.1 203.5 8297 R 8/03 42 254 P19313/22 
590A24 36.0 8.8 33313 R 12/lll 39 248 Ml928/50 5%A55 -26.7 200.3 8310 R 8/16 42 273 P1938/23 
590A35 50.7 59.6 34719 V 8/40 39 212 H1929"13 5"5,1.56 -23.0 201. 0 8349 R 8/13 42 260 P1938/24 
590437 40.4 40.2 33955 V 9/58 39 218 H1929'il5 595A59 -26.3 194.9 8444 R 8/38 42 280 P1939/01 
590A38 47.8 52.6 34453 R 9/09 39 210 H1930/15 595A60 -22.6 195.7 M82 R 8/35 42 269 P1939/02 
5 QOA39 30.8 27.1 33510 V 10/51 39 229 H1930/16 5 Q5A61 -26.1 192.0 8524 R 8/49 42 282 P1939/03 
590;\1;0 37.1 34.6 33767 R 10/21 39 Z18 M1930/17 595462 -22.3 192.8 8566 R 8/46 42 272 P1939/04 
590A41 21.9 17.0 33294 V 11/31 39 250 M1930/18 595A63 -25.7 188.9 8623 R 9/02 42 284 P1939/05 
590,1.42 27.8 Z3.0 33417 R 11/07 39 232 t1l930/19 595A64 -21.9 190.0 8657 R 8/58 42 275 P1939/06 
590A43 13.1 8.1 33254 V 12/07 39 280 tn 930/20 595A65 -32.9 208.0 8487 R 7/48 42 303 P1933/01 
590A44 18.7 13.2 33267 R 11/47 39 257 H1930/21 595A66 -29.3 208.9 8495 R 7/44 42 265 P1938/02 
590A45 4.2 359.4 33385 V 12/42 39 305 N1930/22 595A67 -32.7 205.4 8523 R 7/58 42 300 P1938/03 
590~46 10.0 4.5 33292 R 12/21 39 Z87 t1l930/23 5<;5A68 -28.9 206.0 8534 R 7/56 42 272 PI"l38/04 
590~47 -·l.9 349.8 33707 V 13/21 39 320 M1930/24 595A69 -32.7 202.4 8571 R 8/11 42 301 P1938/05 
590 .. 48 -1!;:~ ~~~:~ 33482 R 12/56 39 307 N1930/25 595A70 -29.0 203.2 8578 R 8/07 42 279 P1938/06 590A49 3'+330 V 14/12 39 328 t1l930/26 595A71 -32.8 199.4 8627 R 8/22 42 301 P1938/07 
590A50 -8.3 345.4 33399 R 13/38 39 320 H1930127 595A72 -28.9 200.3 8632 R 8/19 42 283 P1938/03 
5 0 00.52 -1;;.8 329.5 3':'726 R 14/42 39 326 M1931/26 595,l,73 -32.5 1<;6.4 8692 R 8/35 42 301 P1938/09 
590A79 19.4 71. 2 34159 V 8/01 39 174 H1931/31 5"l5A74 -28.8 197.5 8694 R 8/31 42 286 P1938/10 
590A81 H .• 7 57.1 33550 V 8/58 39 168 H1931/33 595A75 -32.3 193.4 8764 R 8/47 42 301 P1938/11 
590A82 18.1 67.3 33930 R 8/17 39 169 H1931/34 595A76 -2S.5 194.5 8765 R 8/42 42 288 P1938/12 
590A83 1'.2 47.2 33223 V 9/38 39 158 H1931/35 5950.77 -32.0 1"0.1 8854 R 9/00 42 301 PI938/13 
590 .. 84 11.6 54.7 33463 R 9/08 39 163 M1931/36 5<;5A78 -28.3 191.5 88'+3 R 8/55 42 290 P1938/14 
590A85 '·.6 38.5 33052 V 10/13 39 133 N1931/37 595A79 -31.6 18".9 8950 R 9/13 42 301 P1938/15 
590.A86 ~.2 45.2 33174 R 9/46 39 152 t1l93l/38 595,1,80 -27.8 188.4 8942 R 9/07 42 290 P1938/16 
590A87 --.8 31.0 33024 V 10/43 39 72 NI"l31/39 5 0 5,1,81 -40.7 204.6 8890 R 8/04 42 347 P1939/07 
590ASS -:'.7 36.8 33032 R 10/20 39 121 M1931/40 595A82 -36.9 205.6 8853 R 8/00 42 334 P1939/08 
590A89 -1!-.4 23.7 33124 V 11/12 39 33 H1931/41 595A83 -40.5 201.7 8932 R 8/16 42 340 P1939/09 
590A90 - .... 1 29.2 33030 R 10/50 39 55 H1931/42 595A84 -36.6 202.8 8892 R 8/12 42 326 
590A91 -24 .. 1 15.8 33378 V 11/44 39 18 N1931/43 595A85 -40.6 198.5 8989 R 8/29 42 335 
590A9Z -1~·9 a.8 3315Q R 11/20 39 23 M1931/44 5~5A86 -36.6 199.7 8945 R 8/24 42 321 
590A93 -..>: •• 9 6.1 33325 V 12123 39 10 N1931/45 595A87 -40.5 194.9 9058 R 8/44 42 330 
590A94 -b.6 13.7 33"4,, R 11/53 39 11 H1931/~6 595A88 -36.6 196.4 9010 R 8/38 42 318 
590A95 -4·.·.3 348.9 34700 V 13/32 39 6 H1931/47 5'15.~89 -40.4 191.3 9138 R 8/58 42 327 
590.0.96 -36.0 3.0 33958 R 12/36 39 4 HI"l31/48 595A90 -36.4 193.0 9085 R 8/51 42 316 
593AOl -It •• 3 12.4 33355 V 9/42 40 ()O N1932125 595A91 -40.2 187.5 9232 R 9/13 42 324 
593A02 -1>.2 22.2 33463 V 9/03 40 120 H1932126 595A92 -36.2 189.4 9175 R 9/06 42 314 
593A03 -11. .2 12.2 33348 C 9/43 40 89 H1932/27 595A93 -39.7 183.4 9344 R 9/30 42 322 
593AO':' -t.. 0 21.9 33':'52 C 9/04 40 120 H1932128 595A94 -35.8 185.6 9282 R 9/21 42 313 
593A07 -1;.9 11.8 33333 R 9/45 40 89 H1932/31 5C;5A95 -39.2 179.1 9475 R 9/47 42 320 
593A08 -!.6 21.5 33-+35 R 9/06 40 121 M1932/32 595A96 -35.3 181.7 9403 R 9/37 42 312 
593A21 -2!-.3 346.0 33445 V 11/34 40 19 t1l 932/33 5 0 6A01 -3.4 207.7 8693 R 7/06 42 201 P1940/01 
593.~22 -1:';.6 355.5 33130 V 10/55 40 36 tll '1 32/34 596A02 1.8 208.2 8915 R 7/04 42 200 P1940/02 
593A23 -2!:.' .6 346.0 33453 C 11/34 40 19 t1l932/35 596A03 -3.2 205.2 8714 R 7/16 42 206 PI"l40/03 
593A24 -13.9 355.4 33134 C 10/56 40 35 N1932/36 596A04 2.1 205.4 8938 R 7/15 42 205 P1940/04 
593A27 -2t.,.0 345.8 334.,,6 R 11/35 40 19 H1932/39 596A05 -3.6 202.8 8718 R 7/2.6 42 210 P1940/05 
593A28 _If •. 2 355.4 33138 R 10/56 40 35 t1l932140 596A06 1.7 203.0 8942 R 7/25 42 209 P1940/06 
593A31 -I: .1 336.3 33410 V 12/15 40 352 H1934/37 596A07 -3.8 200.4 8735 R 7/36 42 215 P1940/07 
S93U2 -:;.8 346.1 33093 V 11/36 40 341 H1934/38 596A08 1.3 200.6 8950 R 7/35 42 213 P1940/08 
593A33 -1:'.0 336.3 33409 C 12/15 40 351 N1934/39 5"l6AC9 -3.9 198.1 8764 R 7/45 42 220 P1940/09 
593A34 -!>.7346.0 33092 C 11/36 40 341 H1934/40 596A10 1.4 198.1 6982 R 7/45 42 217 P1940/10 
593A37 -1(.7 336.1 33408 R 12/16 40 350 t1l "l34/43 596A11 -3.9 195.4 8805 R 7/56 42 225 P1940/11 
593.A38 -!>.43'+5.7 33094 R 11/38 40 339 t1l934/44 5<;6A12 1.5 195.5 9026 R 7/56 42 222 P1940/12 
593A41 3.4 358.9 3299-i V 10/48 40 194 N1932/41 5<;6A13 -4.0 192.9 8848 R 8/06 42 230 P1940/13 
593A42 13.2 8.8 33142 V 10/08 40 183 HI Q32/42 596A14 1.3 192.9 9066 R 8/06 42 226 P1940/14 
593A43 ·3.4 358.9 32993 C 10/48 40 196 H1932/43 596A15 -3.7 190.2 8912 R 8/17 42 234 P1940/15 
5 0 5.0.01 40.2 42.6 40'10 H 16/56 42 84 P1935/01 596A16 1.6 190.2 9135 R 8/17 42 230 P1940/16 
595A02 38.5 41.7 4093 H 17/00 42 94 P1935/02 596A21 -12.5 206.5 8753 R 7/15 42 201 P1942/01 
595A03 40.1 40.5 4099 H 17/05 42 85 P1935/03 596A22 -8.2 207.0 8386 R 7/12 42 200 P1942/02 
595A04 38.4 39.6 4104 N 17/08 42 93 P1935/0'o 596A23 -12.5 204.1 8766 R 7/24 42 208 P1"l42/03 
5'15.405 40.0 38.4 4111 H 17/13 42 85 P1935/05 SQ6A24 -8.0 204.5 8905 R 7/23 42 2('6 P1942104 
595A06 38.2 37.7 4117 H 17/16 42 93 P1935/06 596A25 -12.7 201. 7 8782 R 7/34 42 215 Pl'142/05 
595A07 39.8 36.3 4128 N 17/22 42 8'; P1935/07 5q6A26 -8.2 202.0 8917R 7/33 42 212 P1942106 
5%408 38.0 35.6 4136 H 17/25 42 93 P1935/08 5"l6A27 -12.8 199.3 8806 R 7/43 42 221 P1942/07 
595A09 39.5 34.2 4148 H 17/30 42 86 P1935/09 596A28 -8.4 199.8 8937 R 7/42 42 218 P1942/08 
5 0 5,1.10 37.7 33.5 4159 N 17/33 42 92 P1935/10 596A29 -12.8 196.9 8838 R 7/53 42 228 P1942/09 
595.Ul 3'1.3 32.1 4173 tl 17/39 42 87 P1935/11 596A30 -8.3 1"l7.3 8971 R 7/52 42 223 P1942/10 
595A12 37.4 31.5 4185 N 17/41 42 92 P1935/12 596.A31 -12.7 19:'.5 8882 R 8/03 42 234 P1942/11 
595,1.13 33.9 29.9 4204 N 17/48 42 87 P1935/13 596A32 -8.1 19'0.8 9019 R 8/02 42 229 P19t,2I12 
595414 37.1 29.4 4219 N 17/50 42 92 P1935/14 596A33 -12.6 191.9 8934 R 3/14 42 240 P19t,2/13 
595A15 38.5 27.7 4240 H 17/57 42 87 P1935/15 596A34 -8.0 HZ.3 "l066 R 8/12 42 234 P1942/14 
595A16 36.7 27.2 4257 N 17/59 42 92 P1935/16 596A35 -12.3 189.2 8998 R 8/24 42 245 P1942115 
595A17 42.9 41.2 3665 H 17/05 42 60 P1937/01 596A36 -7.8 189.6 9131 R 8/23 42 239 P1942/16 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PleNO LAT Lct~ RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ O;;DERt15R PlCNO 'LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERI,SR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------596A41 -19.1 205.0 8 051 R 7/24 42 203 P1941/01 5 07A94 -31.5 166.9 9282 R 9/17 43 303 P1946/20 
596A42 -14.9 205.6 9041 R 7/21 42 202 P1941/02 597A95 -34.8 161.2 9445 R 9/40 43 311 Pl946/21 
596A43 -18.9 202.5 5971 R 7/34 42 214 P1<;41/03 597A96 -30.8 163.1 9408 R 9/32 43 302 P1946122 
596A44 -14.6 202.9 9063 R 7/32 42 211 P1'l41/04 599AOI 20.8 23.1 21722 V 12107 43 5 t1l948/25 
596A45 -19.0 199.9 8992 R 7/44 42 225 PI q1l05 599h02 12.5 26.5 21722 V 11/54 43 177 tllo~8/26 
596A46 -14.8 200.3 9082 R 7/43 42 219 P1941/06 599A03 20.8 23.0 21714 C 12108 43 5 H1948/27 
596.01,47 -19.1 197.1 9023 R 7/55 42 235 P1941/07 59'1A04 12.5 26.5 21714 C 11/54 43 176 M1948/28 
596A48 -14.9 197.6 9111 R 7/54 42 227 P1941/06 590;),07 21.3 ~3.1 21699 R 12108 43 3 H1043/31 
596A49 -19.2 194.4 9063 R 8/06 42 244 P1941/09 599;),08 13.0 26.5 21695 R 11/54 43 17S H1946/32 
596t,50 -14.9 195.0 9150 R 8/04 42 235 P1941110 599A09 20.0 21.6 21430 V 12119 43 3S M194S/33 
596A51 -19.0 191. 7 9114 R 8/17 42 251 P1941/11 599A10 11.8 24.9 21431 V 12105 43 151 M1946/34 
596A52 -14.8 192.3 9199 R 5/15 42 242 P1941/12 599All 20.1 21.8 21421 C 12/18 43 36 H1948/35 
596A53 -18.7 18S.9 9178 R 8/29 42 257 P1941/13 599A12 12.1 25.1 21421 C 12/05 43 152 t1l948/36 
596A54 -14.5 189.6 9260 R 8/26 42 N8 P1941/14 599Al5 20.4 21.6 21406 R 12119 43 34 H194S/39 
596A55 -18.5 186.0 9250 R 8/41 42 262 P1941/15 599A16 12.3 25.2 21403 R 12/04 43 153 H1948/40 
596,t,56 
-14.2 1€6.6 9334 R 8/38 42 253 P1941/16 599A17 20.8 22.1 21090 V 12122 43 37 H1948/41 
597AOI 39.6 28.2 4032 H 16/35 42 90 P1943/25 599A18 12.7 25.3 21086 V 12/10 43 145 H1948/42 
597A02 37.9 27.2 4032 H 16/38 42 105 P1943126 599A19 20.8 22.1 21083 C 12123 43 37 H1948/43 
597A03 39.6 26.1 4030 H 16/43 42 90 P19-f3127 599A20 12.7 25.3 21077 C 12/10 43 144 H1948/44 
597A04 37.9 25.2 4032 H 16/47 42 102 P1943/28 599A23 21. 0 22.2 21066 R 12122 43 35 H1948/47 
597A05 39.5 24.2 4031 H 16/51 42 90 P1943/29 599A24 13.0 25.4 21059 R 12110 43 144 H1948/48 
597M6 37.8 23.3 4035 H 16/54 42 100 P1943/30 599A25 21.1 20.5 20198 V 12144 43 57 H1949124 
597A07 39.4 22.2 4037 H 16/59 42 90 PH43/31 599A26 13.3 23.3 20187 V 12133 43 116 H1949126 
597A08 37.7 21. 3 4043 H 17/02 42 99 P1943/32 599A27 21.2 20.4 20191 C 12/45 43 57 H1949/28 
597A09 39.3 20.1 4047 H 17/07 42 90 P1943133 599A28 13.4 23.2 20178 C 12133 43 115 t1l949/30 
597AI0 37.6 19.3 4054 H 17111 42 98 P1943/34 599A31 21.3 20.2 20175 R 12146 43 56 H1949/36 
597All 39.2 18.1 4060 H 17/16 42 90 P1943/35 599A32 13.5 23.1 20160 R 12/34 43 114 H1949/38 
597A12 37.4 17.4 4069 H 17/19 42 97 P1943/36 599A33 21.1 23.6 18178 V 13/03 43 77 til947/09 
597A13 39.0 16.0 4078 H 17/24 42 90 P1943/37 599A34 13.8 25.5 18185 V 12156 43 119 H1947110 
597A14 37.2 15.2 4091 H 17/27 42 0' PlS43138 599A35 21.2 23.5 18170 C 13/04 43 76 H1947/11 ,0 
597A15 38.7 13.9 4!C0 tl 17/33 42 90 P1943/39 599A36 13.9 25.4 '18175 C 12/56 43 118 H1947/12 
597A16 36.9 13.3 4114 tl 17/35 42 96 P1943/40 599A39 21. 2 23.1 18154 R 13/05 43 76 H1947115 
597A17 42.6 27.8 3615 H 16/39 42 38 P1945/01 599A40 14.0 25.1 15159 R 12/58 43 117 H1947/16 
597A18 41.1 26.8 3602 H 16/43 42 62 P1945/02 5 09A41 19.2 25.4 11596 V 14/20 43 164 H1950/21 
597A19 42.5 25.7 3605 H 16/48 42 51 P1945/03 599A42 15.1 22.0 11716 V 14/33 43 167 H1950/22 
597A20 40.9 24.7 3595 H 16/52 42 70 P1945/04 599A43 19.4 25.0 11587 C 14/21 43 162 H1950/23 
597A21 42.4 24.0 3596 H 16/55 42 58 P1945/05 599A44 15.2 21.7 11707 C 14/35 43 166 H1950/24 
597A22 40.8 23.3 3586 H 16/58 42 74 P1945/06 599A47 19.7 24.2 11569 R 14/25 43 160 H1950/27 
597A23 42.2 22.1 3591 H 17/02 42 64 P1945/07 599A48 15.5 20.9 11692 R 14/38 43 164 H1950/28 
597A24 40.7 21.5 3582 H 17/05 42 77 P1945/08 599A51 -9.4 177.9 8487 R 7/07 43 202 P19'+9/01 
597A25 42.1 20.3 3589 H 17/10 42 68 P1945/09 599A52 -4.6 178.4 8656 R 7/05 43 201 P1949/02 
597A26 40.5 19.7 3582 H 17/12 42 79 P19:+5/10 599A53 -8.8 175.8 8520 R 7/15 43 207 P1949/03 
597A27 41.8 18.4 3591 H 17/17 42 71 Plc:45/11 59 0 A54 -4.0 175.9 8690 R 7/15 43 206 P1949/04 
597A28 40.3 17.9 3585 tl 17/20 42 50 P1945/12 59'lA55 -9.0 173.3 8536 R 7125 43 213 P1949/05 
597A29 41.6 16.5 3595 H 17/25 42 73 P1945/13 599A56 -4.4 173.6 8699 R 7/24 43 211 P1949/06 
597A30 40.0 15.7 3596 H 17/29 42 81 P19:'5/14 59 0 A57 -9.1 171.0 8560 R 7/35 43 219 P1949/07 
597A31 41.3 14.7 3604 H 17/33 42 75 P1945/15 599A58 -4.5 171.2 8722 R 7/34 43 216 P1949/08 
597A32 39.7 14.2 3601 H 17/35 42 82 P19:'5/16 599A59 -9.3 168.6 8590 R 7/44 43 225 P1949/09 
597A33 45.2 27.1 3226 H 16/45 42 351 P1943/41 599A60 -4.6 168.8 8752 R 7/44 43 221 P1949/10 
597A34 43.8 26.4 3202 H 16/48 42 356 Pl'l43/42 599A61 -9.1 166.1 8637 R 7/55 43 230 P1949/11 
597A35 45.0 25.2 3206 M 16/53 42 3 P1943/43 599A62 -4.5 166.3 8797 R 7/54 43 226 P1949/12 
597A36 43.6 24.5 3184 H 16/56 42 11 P1943/44 59'lA63 -9.0 163.7 8688 R 8/04 43 235 P1949/13 
597A37 44.9 23.4 3190 H 17/00 42 14 Pl<143/45 599A64 -4.2 163.8 8853 R 5/04 43 230 P1949/14 
597A38 43.5 22.8 3168 H 17/03 42 25 P1943/46 599A67 -16.4 176.6 8663 R 7/15 43 204 P1950/01 
597A39 44.7 21.6 3176 H 17/08 42 25 P1943/47 599A68 -12.2 176.8 8772 R 7/15 43 203 P1950/02 
597A40 43.3 21.0 3156 H 17110 42 36 P1943/48 599A69 -16.2 174.1 8685 R 7/26 43 213 P1950/03 
597A41 44.5 19.8 3165 H 17/15 42 33 P1944/01 599A70 -12.0 174.5 8791 R 7124 43 210 P1950/04 
597A42 43.2 19.3 3146 H 17/17 42 44 P1944/02 599A71 -16.4 171.6 8706 R 7/36 43 222 P1950/05 
597A43 44.3 18.0 3156 H 17/22 42 41 P1944/03 599A72 -12.2 172.2 8809 R 7/34 43 217 P1950/06 
597A44 42.9 17.5 3139 H 17/24 42 51 P1944/04 599A73 -16.4 169.2 8736 R 7/45 43 230 P1950/07 
597A45 44.1 16.2 3151 H 17/30 42 47 P1944/05 599A74 -12.3 169.7 8~37 R 7/43 43 224 P1950/08 597A46 42.7 15.8 3135 H 17/31 42 56 P1944/06 599A75 -16.5 166.7 8 73 R 7156 43 237 P1950/09 
597A47 43.8 14.5 3148 H 17137 42 52 P1944/07 599A76 -12.3 167.2 5873 R 7/54 43 230 P1950/10 
597A48 42.4 14.1 3132 H 17/38 42 60 P1944/08 5 0 9A77 -16.6 164.0 8819 R 8/06 43 244 P1950/11 
59U,49 
-22.4 190.4 8213 R 7/36 43 232 P1945/17 599A78 -12.3 164.6 8918 R 8/04 43 236 P1950/12 
597,.1.50 -18.7 190.7 8262 R 7/35 43 225 P19,.S/18 c01AOl -14.2 200.6 24398 R 7/58 44 121 H1951/21 
597A51 -22.1 187.6 8255 R 7/47 43 242 P19:;5/19 60H02 -4.2 205.2 24561 R 7/40 44 143 H1951122 
597A52 -18.3 187.9 8326 R 7/46 43 233 P1945120 602AOI -14.4 191. 3 24404 R 7/56 45 120 H1951123 
597A53 -22.2 185.0 8298 R 7/58 43 250 P1945/21 602AOZ -5.8 196.7 24579 R 7/34 45 139 H1951/24 
597A54 -1.'1.5 1105.6 8362 R 7/55 43 240 P1945/22 603,.1.01 -34.9 131.0 8177 R 7/37 45 319 P1951/01 
597A55 -Z ... 1182.6 8347 R 8/07 43 256 P1945123 603A02 -31.6 130.5 8184 R 7/39 45 292 P1951/02 
597A56 -lb.4 183.1 8411 R 8/05 43 247 Pl'l45/24 603A03 -34.4 126.8 8234 R 7/54 45 310 P1951/03 
597A57 -2<'.1 180.0 8405 R 8/18 43 262 P1945/25 603A04 -31.6 126.2 8247 R 7/56 45 295 P1951/04 
597A58 -11;.3 180.6 8469 R 8/16 43 252 P19:;5/26 603A05 -34.3 122.3 8314 R 8/12 45 307 P1951/05 
597A59 -21.8 177.3 8475 R 8/29 43 266 P1946/01 603A06 -31.5 121.8 8330 R 8/14 45 296 P1951/06 
597A60 -16.0 177.9 8540 R 8/27 43 257 P1946/02 603A07 -34.0 117.4 8421 R 8/31 45 306 P1951/07 
597A61 -2'.5 174.5 8555 R 8/40 43 270 P1946/03 603AOS -31.1 117.1 8439 R 8/33 45 297 P1951/08 
597A62 -1:.6 175.2 5619 R 8/37 43 261 P1946/04 603A09 -33.6 112.7 5546 R 8/50 45 305 P1951/09 
597Ab3 -2~.2171.7 8642 R 8/51 43 273 P1946/05 603AI0 -30.6 112.3 8574 R 8/52 45 297 P1951/10 
597A64 -1'.'.3 172.4 8709 R 5/49 43 264 P1946/06 603.All -32.9 107.1 8715 R 9/13 45 304 P1951/11 
597A65 -210.8 187.8 8508 R 7/49 43 271 P1944/09 603HZ -29.9 107.0 8744 R 9/13 45 298 P19SlI12 
597Ab6 -2!,.3 188.0 8539 R 7/49 43 250 P1944/10 603A13 -31.8 101.1 8927 R 9/37 45 304 P1951/1~ 
597A67 -21,.4 184.8 8554 R 8/01 43 276 P1944/11 603A14 -28.7 101.1 8962 R 9/37 45 298 P1951/1 
597A68 -2('.6 155.3 5587 R 8/00 43 257 P1944/12 603A15 -30.2 94.5 9199 R 10/04 303 P1951/15 
597A69 -2t'.4 181. 9 8606 R 8/13 43 281 P1944/13 603U6 -26.9 94.5 9246 R 10/04 45 298 P1951/16 
597A70 -2<..6 182.7 8634 R 8/10 43 264- P1944/14 603A21 -28.4 134.1 8530 R 7/27 45 257 P1952101 
597A71 -2('.3 179.1 5666 R 8/24 43 284 P1944/15 603A22 -25.1 133.2 5563 R 7/32 45 241 P1952/02 
597A72 -2".4 179.8 8695 R 8/22 43 269 Pl c44/16 603A23 -28.1'129.8 8576 R 7/45 45 273 P1952103 
597A73 -2~.1 176.1 8737 R 8/37 43 287 P1S44/17 603A24 -25.3 128.8 8612 R 7/49 45 261 P1952104 
597A74 -2' .. 3 177.0 8763 R 8/33 43 274 P1944/18 603A25 -28.2 124.9 5647 R 8/05 45 283 P1952/05 
597A75 -2"7.9 172.9 -8821 R 8/49 43 289 Pl'?44/19 603A26 -25.1 124.3 8686 R 8/07 45 271 P1952/06 
597A76 -2'.2 174.1 5839 R 8/45 43 277 Pl'144/Z0 603A27 -28.0 120.2 8742 R 8/24 45 287 Pl'152107 
597A77 -27.6 170.0 8910 R 9/02 43 290 P1N4/21 603A28 -N.9 119.6 8786 R 8/26 45 278 P1952108 
597A78 -2~.8 171.1 8930 R 8/57 43 280 P1944122 603A29 -28.3 118.8 8390 R 00/00 P1952109 
597A79 -2;.2 166.6 9019 R 9/15 43 291 P1944l23 603A30 -24.2 114.6 8921 R 8/47 45 282 P1952110 
597A80 -2~.4 167.9 9035 R 9/10 43 282 PI C44/24 603A31 -26.6 110.1 9023 R 9/05 45 291 P1952111 
597A81 -3(,.7 185.4 8861 R 8/02 43 331 Plc:46/07 603A32 -23.4 109.4 9087 R 9/07 45 284 P1952/12 
597AS2 -3:·.0 186.4 8643 R 7/58 43 309 P1946/08 603.1.33 -25.6 104.0 9235 R 9/29 45 293 P1952113 
597A63 -36.5 182.5 8906 R 8/14 43 325 Pl'l46/09 603A34 -22.2 103.5 9307 R 9/31 45 287 P1952114 
597A84 -3!.o.8 180.9 8929 R 8/20 43 319 PI "46110 603A35 -24.1 97.5 9507 R 9/55 45 294 P1952115 
597A85 -35.4 178.3 8972 R 8/31 43 315 Pl'146/11 603A36 -20.5 96.9 9595 R 9/58 45 288 P1952116 
597A86 -3.'.5 180.4 8942 R 8/22 43 304 P1946/12 603A41 -14.3 181.6 24400 R 7/55 45 119 P1952117 
597A87 -3t'.3 176.0 9031 R 8/40 43 31B P1946/13 603A42 -5.3 187.6 24588 R 7/31 45 139 P1952J.18 
597A88 -3;;'4 177.2 9007 R 8/35 43 303 P1946/14 605A19 51.1 229.8 34276 V 11/24 46 233 t\l954/31 
597A89 -30.1 172.6 9111 R 8/54 43 315 P1946/15 605A20 60.4 234.7 34700 R 11/04 46 225 H1954/32 
597A90 -3r.9172.8 9112 R 8/53 43 294 P19'+6/16 605A21 35.5 220.9 33800 V 12/00 46 249 H1954/3~ 597A91 -35.8 168.9 9207 R 9/09 43 31 P1946/17 605A22 42.2 22~.7 33980 R 11/48 4~ 23~ H1954/3 
597A92 
-3;.9 170.t 9176 R 9/02 43 303 PH4gl18 605A23 21.9 21 .f 33668 V iZ/32 4 27 H1954/3g 
597A93 -35.4 165. 9318 R 9/24 43 312 P194 119 605A24 28.1 215. 33713 R 2/21 46 259 H1954/3 
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605A25 9.4 204.3 33t025 V 13/06 46 293 H1954/37 60BA15 36.4 270.2 3442 H 17/16 47 105 P1961/15 
605A26 15.0 207.7 33739 R 12/53 46 2t02 H1954/38 603>\16 34.9 269.6 3454 H 17/18 47 112 P1962101 
605.1>.27 -4.0 186.2 3,+679 V 14/19 46 308 H195·V39 o08A21 -31.9 81.2 8097 R 7/36 47 298 P1960/01 
605A28 2.2 196.8 34136 R 13/37 46 300 t1l954/40 b03A22 -28.3 81.6 8109 R 7/34 47 274 P1960/02 
605A35 47.2 252.8 34056 V 9/56 46 216 HICl53/38 608A23 -30.3 77.9 8156 R 7/49 47 290 P1960/03 
605A36 60.7 265.1 34800 R '1/06 46 211 HICl54/43 60SA24 -26.8 78.4 8172 R 7/47 47 273 P1960/04 
605A37 33.3 239.5 33498 V 10/ .. 9 46 229 H1954/44 608A25 -28.7 74.6 8229 R 8/02 47 2e6 P1960/05 
605A38 40.0 244.8 33728 R 10/28 46 219 H1954/45 603A26 -25.0 75.2 8255 R 8/00 47 272 P1960106 
605A39 21.3 230.5 33268 V 11/25 46 254 Hl o5V46 60SA27 -26.9 71.3 8320 R 8/16 47 283 Pl'160/07 
605A40 Z6.8 234.2 33347 R 11/11 46 238 H1954/47 6C3A28 -23.3 72.0 8352 R 8/13 47 272 P1960/08 
605A41 '1.3 222.2 33270 V 11/59 46 290 Hl<;54/48 603~29 -25.0 67.9 8432 R 8/30 47 281 P1960/09 
605A42 15.1 225.8 332-<6 R 11/ .. 4 46 270 HI9SV49 bOSA30 -21.1 68.5 8476 R 8/27 47 272 P1960/10 
60SA43 -2.7 213.5 33515 V F/33 46 314 H1954/50 603A31 -22.8 64.4 8568 R 8/44 47 280 P1960/11 605A44 3.2 217.7 33370 R 2117 46 301 t1l 954/51 603A32 -19.0 65.1 8617 R 8/41 47 271 P1960/12 
605A45 -15.7 202.2 3:'083 V 13/1'1 46 327 H195 .. /52 60SA33 -20.4 60.7 8732 R 8/59 47 279 P1960/13 
605>\46 -9.3 208.1 337e2 R 12155 46 319 H1955/28 608A3,+ -16.4 61.2 8300 R 8/57 47 271 P1960/14 
605A48 -23.6 192.3 34645 R 13/59 46 328 H1955/30 608A35 -17.7 56.5 8940 R 9/16 47 278 P1960/15 
605A55 47.2 278.4 34418 V 8/17 46 197 H1955/37 608A36 -13.6 57.2 9017 R 'lIB 47 271 P1960/16 
605A57 34.4 259.5 33608 V 9/33 46 201 H1955/39 608.0.41 -26.5 85.8 8448 R 7/21 47 249 P1962102 
605A58 41.1 267.8 33971 R 9/00 46 196 H19::5/40 608A42 -22.5 85.8 8491 R 7/21 47 232 P1962103 605A59 23. 248.6 33202 V 10/17 46 210 H1955/41 608A43 -24.9 82.3 8500 R 7/35 47 257 P1962104 
605A60 29.3 253.8 33390 ~ 9/56 46 201 t1l955/42 608A44 -21.0 82.6 8548 R 7/34 47 241 P1962105 
605A61 12.0 240.0 33030 10/51 46 245 H1955/43 608A45 -23.2 79.1 8567 R 7/48 47 260 P1962106 
605A62 18.1 244.5 33098 R 10/33 46 217 H1955/44 608A46 -19.2 79.3 8626 R 7/47 47 247 P1962107 605A63 1.5 232.9 33054 V 11/20 46 313 H1955/45 608A47 -21.3 75.6 8656 R 8/02 47 262 P1962/08 
605A64 7.3 236.6 33020 R 11/05 46 277 H1955/46 608A48 -17.3 76.2 8720 R 8/00 47 251 P1962/09 
605~65 -10.1 225.0 33288 V 11/52 46 337 H1955/47 60SA49 -19.3 72.4 8761 R 8/15 47 263 P1'162/10 
605A66 -3.9 229.2 33138 R 11/35 46 326 H1955/48 608A50 -15.2 72.6 8843 R 8/14 47 254 P1962111 605A67 -23.2 215.3 337q4 V 12130 46 344 H1955/49 608A51 -17.2 68.8 8894 R 8/30 47 264 P1962112 
605A68 -16.2 220.5 33498 R 12110 46 338 H1955/50 608;),52 -12.9 69.2 8986 R 8/28 47 256 P1962/13 
605A70 -30.4 208.3 34207 R 12159 46 342 H1955/52 6C8A53 -14.6 65.1 9057 R 8/45 47 265 P1962114 
605A79 26.0 278.2 33772 V &/~~ 46 174 HI056/31 608A54 -10.1 65.3 9171 R 8/44 47 258 P1962115 ~<. 
605A80 32.6 289.8 34304 R 7136 46 174 H1956/32 608A55 -11.8 61.2 9256 R 9/01 47 265 P1962116 
605~81 16.4 265.7 33273 V 9/12 46 167 H1956/33 60BA56 -7.2 61.4 9386 R 9/00 47 259 P1962117 
605A82 22.5 272.1 33527 R 8/46 46 169 H1956/34 608A61 -22.0 90.2 8827 R 7/07 47 203 P1962119 
605A83 6.9 256.4 33032 V 9/50 46 148 H1956/35 60SA62 -17.9 90.4 8893 R 7/06 47 202 P1962120 
605A84 12.6 261.0 33138 R 9/31 46 160 H1956/36 608A63 -20.4 86.8 e867 R 7/20 47 221 P1962/21· 
605A85 -3.0 248.3 32985 V 10/22 46 60 H1956137 608A64 -16.3 87.2 8939 R 7/19 47 215 P1962122 605A86 2.9 252.4 32983 R 10/06 46 122 H1956/38 60SA65 -18.9 83.8 8920 R 7/33 47 232 P1962/23 
605A87 -13.7 240.7 33133 V 10/53 46 19 H1956/39 608A66 -14.7 84.0 9003 R 7/32 47 225 P1962/24 
605A88 -7.4 244.5 33022 R 10/37 46 27 t1l956/40 608A67 -17.2 80.7 8991 R 7/45 47 240 P1962125 
605AS9 -26.2 232.2 33525 V 11/27 46 8 H1956/41 608M8 -12.9 81.0 9083 R 7/44 47 232 P1962/26 
605A90 -18.7 236.7 33268 R 11/09 46 8 H1956/42 608A69 -15.3'77.5 9080 R 7/58 47 245 P1962/27 
605A91 -42.1 219.5 34322 V 12/18 46 4 H1956/43 608A70 -10.9 77.8 9186 R 7/57 47 237 Pl'162128 
605A92 -32.1 227.1 33800 R 11/47 46 2 H1956/44 603A71 -13.1 74.2 9196 R 8/11 47 248 P1963/01 
606AOl -17.8 77.0 9457 R Q/19 47 278 P1957/01 608A72 -8.6 74.7 9310 R 8/10 47 241 P1963/02 
606A02 -15.5 80.8 9388 R 9/04 47 271 Pl e57/02 608A73 -10.7 71.0 9331 R 8/24 47 251 P1963/03 
606A03 -20.0 80.4 9321 R 9/06 47 279 P1957/03 60SA74 -5.9 71.2 9473 R 8/24 47 244 P1963/04 
606A04 -17.7 84.0 9264 R 8/51 47 271 P1957/04 60SA75 -8.0 67.3 9506 R 8/39 47 253 P1963/05 
606A05 -22.2 83.8 9207 R 8/52 47 280 Pl o57/05 6080.76 -2.8 67.3 9677 R 8/39 47 2'+7 P1963/06 
606A06 -19.8 87.4 9157 R 8/38 47 271 PHS7/0b 608A81 -14.9 133.'1 24366 R 7/46 47 114 P1963/07 
606A07 -24.2 87.1 9113 R 8/39 47 252 P1957/07 605A82 -5.8 138.9 24515 R 7/26 47 135 P1963/08 
606A08 -21. 7 90.6 9073 R 8/25 47 271 P1957/08 60'lA01 -12.0 216.8 33247 V 9/31 . 48 74 P1962118 
606A09 -26.0 90.4 9041 R 81Z6 47 284 P1957/09 609A02 -1.6 224.7 33278 V 8/59 48 110 H1964/24 
606AI0 -23.5 93.6 9011 R 8/13 47 272 Pl957/10 60 9A03 -12.0 216.7 33245 C 9/31 48 74 H1964/25 
606All -27.8 93.5 8989 R 8/14 47 288 Pl e57/ll 609A04 -.5 224.1 33259 C 9/02 48 113 H19641Z6 
606A12 -25.2 96.8 8902 R 8/01 47 272 P1 Q57/12 o09~07 -12.0 216.6 33243 R 9/32 48 74 H1964/29 
606Al3 -29.5 96.7 8950 R 8/01 47 293 P1957/13 609A08 -.6 224.0 33254 R 9/02 48 113 HI Q64/30 
606A14 -26.8 100.0 8929 R 7148 47 273 P1957/14 60'lAll 6.0 209.7 33027 V 10/02 48 149 HI 96 3127 
606A15 -31.1 100.1 8927 R 7/48 47 302 P1957/15 609A12 17.3 218.3 33219 V 9/27 48 171 Hl963/28 
60~A16 -28.4 103.3 8912 R 7/35 47 275 P1957/16 609AP 6.1 209.6 33025 C 10/02 48 151 H1963/29 
60 A21 -23.4 71.2 9905 R 9/46 47 293 P1958/01 b09A 4 17.5 218.2 33220 C 9/28 48 172 H1963/30 
606A?2 -21.5 76.0 9773 R '1/27 47 287 P195S/02 609A17 6.5 209.3 33024 R 10/04 48 156 H1963/33 
606A23 -25.9 75.0 9760 R 9/31 47 296 P1953/03 609A18 17.7 217.9 33217 R 9/29 48 173 H1963/34 
606A24 -23.7 79.4 9649 R 9113 47 289 P1958/04 609A21 -18.9 196.1 33322 V 10/59 48 10 H1964/31 
606A25 -23.2 78.6 9642 R 9/17 47 299 P195S/05 609A22 -6.3 203.3 33055 V 10/30 48 22 H1964/32 
606A26 -25.9 82.8 '1546 R 9/00 47 291 P1958/C6 609A23 -19.2 195.8 33332 C 11/00 48 10 H1964/33 
606A27 -30.3 82.0 9551 R '1/03 47 303 P195a/07 609A24 -6.6 203.1 33058 C 10/31 48 21 tIl964/34 
606M~8 -27.9 86.2 9463 R 8/46 47 295 P1958/08 609A27 -19.3 195.6 33334 R 11/01 48 9 H1964/37 
606A29 -32.4 85.5 Q478 R 8/49 47 308 Pl o!'8/09 609>\28 -6.7 203.0 33059 R 10/32 48 20 H1964/38 
606A30 -29.9 89.7 9399 R 8/33 47 300 P1958/10 609A31 13.9 197.9 33075 V 10/54 48 252 H1963/35 
606A31 -34.3 89.0 '1427 R 8/36 47 315 P1958/11 609A32 25.7 206.0 33255 V 10/22 48 214 H1963/36 
e06A32 -31.8 93.2 9353 R 8/19 47 307 P1958/12 609A33 13.9 197.9 33075 C 10/54 48 252 H1963/37 
606A33 -36.1 92.6 9390 R 8/21 47 325 PI9!'8/l3 609A34 25.'1 205.7 33258 C 10/23 48 215 H1963/38 
606A34 -33.6 96.6 9326 R 8/05 47 318 P1959/17 609A37 14.3 197.5 33082 R 10/56 48 252 H1963/41 
606A35 -37.9 96.2 9372 R 8/07 47 337 P1959/18 609A38 26.0 205.4 33261 R 10/25 48 216 H1963/42 
606A36 -35.2 100.2 9315 R 7/51 47 335 P1959/19 609A41 -13.4 183.9 33406 V 11/53 48 339 H1964/39 
606A41 -28.1 58.9 10658 R 10/39 47 306 P1959/01 609A42 -.9 191.7 33103 V 11/22 48 319 H1964/40 
606A42 -26.8 65.7 10404 R 10/11 47 302 PI0Sql02 609A43 -13.6 183.8 33413 C 11/54 48 339 H1964/41 
606A43 -:>1.3 63.2 10466 R 10/21 47 310 P1959/03 609A44 -1.1 191.6 33106 C 11/22 48 319 H1964/42 
606A44 -29.5 69.6 10249 R 9/56 47 305 P1959/04 609A47 -13.8 183.5 33423 R 11/55 48 33'1 H1964/45 
606A45 -34.1 67.4 10315 R 10/05 47 314 P195 Q/05 6C9A48 -1.5 191.4 33111 R 11/23 48 320 H1964/46 
606A46 -32.1 73.6 10119 R 9/40 47 309 P1959/06 b10AOl -19.9 b9.4 8163 R 7/03 48 215 P1966/01 
606A47 -36.8 71.4 10195 R 9/49 47 319 P1959/07 610A02 -15.9 69.4 8244 R 7/03 48 211 P1966/02 
606A48 -34.6 77.4 1001'1 R 9/25 47 314 P1959/0S 610A03 -18.4 66.2 8219 R 7/16 48 226 P1966/03 
606A49 -39.2 75.2 10108 R 9/34 47 324 PI05Q/OCl 610A04 -14.4 66.3 8308 R 7/15 48 220 P1966/04 
6061.50 -37.0 81.1 9946 R 9/10 47 321 P1959/10 610A05 -16.7 63.0 8292 R 7/28 48 234 P1966/05 
606A51 -41.7 79.2 10041 R 9/18 47 331 P1059/11 610M6 -12.6 63.0 8394 R 7/28 48 228 P1966/06 
606A52 -39.2 84.8 9895 R 8/56 47 328 P195q/12 610A07 -14.8 59.7 8338 R 7/42 48 239 Pl9t-6/07 
606A53 -4.;.9 83.0 10001 R 9/03 47 338 P1959/13 610.1.08 -10.6 59.8 8499 R 7/41 48 233 P1966/08 
606A54 -4: .• 2 88.6 ge62 R 8/40 47 337 P195q/14 610A09 -12.8 56.4 8502 R 7/55 48 244 P1966/09 
o06A55 -46.1 87.2 9975 R 8/46 47 347 Fl959/15 610AIO -8.4 56.5 8631 R 7/55 48 238 P1966/10 
606A56 -4~.2 92.8 9845 R 8/24 47 348 PH59/l6 610All -10.5 53.0 8645 R 8/09 48 247 P1966/11 
60eA61 -1',.6 152.6 24349 R 7/51 47 116 P1959/20 610A12 -5.8 52.8 8800 R 8/10 48 N1 P1966/12 
606A62 -S.5 157.8 24509 R 7/30 47 137 P1959/21 6100.13 -8.0 49.3 8817 R 8/24 48 249 P1966/13 
608AOI 36.6 282.1 3470 H 16/27 47 126 P19,,1101 610A14 -3.1 49.1 8993 R 8/25 48 244 P1966/14 
608A02 3t-.9 281.2 34e9 H 16/31 47 1'+2 P1961/02 610A15 -5.1 45.4 9029 R 8/39 48 251 P1966/15 
608A03 3t.4 230.2 3457 H 16/35 47 114 P1961/03 610A16 .3 4,+.8 '1249 R 8/42 48 246 P1966/16 
60SA04 3".7 279.5 3458 H 16/38 47 131 P1901/04 610AZl -25.3 64.4 8492 R 7/26 48 253 P1965/01 
608AO; 3"·.1 278.6 3447 H 16/42 47 111 P1061/05 610A22 -21.4 64.5 8538 R 7/26 48 238 P1965/02 
608A06 30..4 277.8 3450 H 16/45 47 124 P1961/06 610A23 -23.6 60.9 8555 R 7/40 48 258 P1965/03 
608A07 3:.8 276.9 3440 H 16/49 47 108 Plo61107 610AN -19.7 61.3 8606 R 7/39 48 245 P1965/04 
608A08 3,·.1 276.2 3445 H 16/51 47 120 Pl oell08 610A25 -21.8 57.5 8635 R 7/54 48 261 P1965/05 
608A09 r.5 2;5.2 3436 H 16/55 47 107 PIOol/09 610A26 -17.7 57.7 8702 R 7/53 48 250 P1965/06 
608.AlO 3~·.8 274.5 3443 H 16/58 47 117 P1961/10 610A27 -19.8 53.9 8740 R 8/08 48 263 P1965/07 
608A11 r.2 273.6 3435 H 17/02 47 1C6 P1961111 610A28 -15.7 54.4 8813 R 8/07 48 253 P1965/08 
608>\12 3'".5 272.9 3444 H 17/05 47 115 Pl961/12 610A29 -17.6 50.5 8S64 R 8/22 48 264 P1965/09 
608Al3 3'.8271.8 3438 H 17/09 47 106 P1961113 610A30 -13.3 50.7 8957 R 8/21 48 255 P1965/10 
608Al'i 3!'-.1 271.2 3:.49 H 17/12 47 113 P1961/I4 610A31 -15.2 46.8 9019 R 8/37 48 264 P1965/11 
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PlCNa LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ O~DERNSR PICNO LAT LCtl RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------610.A32 -10.8 47.1 9124 R 8/36 48 257 P1965/12 612A56 32.2 0231.2 2869 ~ l~~~t 49 142 P1972127 610A33 -12.5 42.9 9210 R 8/53 48 265 P19&5/13 012A61 -16.7 c':'.6 24368 49 106 H1970/24 
610A34 -7.7 42.9 9345 R 8/53 48 258 P1905/14 012A62 -7.5 99.3 24460 R 7/23 49 130 H1970/25 
610A35 -9.3 38.4 9451 R 9/11 48 266 P19651l5 613,\.61 -13.6 82.8 24311 R 7/48 50 113 P1973/01 
610A36 -4.3 38.5 9610 R 9/11 48 259 P1965/16 o13A62 -5.9 87.3 24427 R 7/30 50 133 P1973102 
610M1 -31.4 60.0 6866 R 7/47 48 305 P1966/17 614AOl -3.3 167.8 33136 V 9/24 50 92 H1971"i31 
610A42 -27.7 60.0 8876 R 7/47 48 262 P1Se6/18 614;'.02 8.3 175.6 33249 V 8/53 50 134 H1971*32 
610A43 -29.5 56.2 8931 R 8/03 48 295 Plc66/19 614A03 -2.9 167.7 33129 C 9/25 50 93 H19il/33 
610A44 -25.5 56.7 89 .. 6 R 8/00 48 277 P1966/20 614AO':' 8.6 175.4 332'+':' C 8/54 50 136 N1971/34 
610A45 -27.5 52.5 9014 R 8/17 48 290 P1966/21 614A07 -2.2 167.2 33116 R 9/27 50 94 H1971/37 
610M6 -23.4 53.1 9041 R 8/15 48 275 F1966/22 614A08 9.2 175.0 ~~6~~ ~ 8/56 50 13 7 t1l971/38 610A47 -25.3 48.6 9126 R 8/33 48 286 Fl966/23 614A11 13.0 161. 7 9/51 50 181 H1971/29 
610M3 -21. 3 49.4 9158 R 8/30 48 274 614A12 24.7 170.6 33344 V 9/16 50 181 H1971/30 
610A49 -23.0 45.0 9254 R 8/48 48 284 614A13 12.8 161.7 33062 C 9/52 50 180 H1971*31 
610A50 -18.7 45.4 9310 R 8/46 48 274 614A14 24.5 170.5 33337 C 9/17 50 181 Hl971*32 
610A51 -20.3 40.5 9436 R 9/06 48 282 614A17 12.7 161.3 33057 R 9/53 50 182 H1973135 
610A52 -16.0 41.3 9493 R 9/03 48 273 614A18 24.2 170.3 33327 R 9/17 50 181 H1973/36 
610A53 -17.3 36.1 9647 R 9/23 48 290 614A21 -12.2 146.0 33214 V 10/57 50 358 H1971139 
610A54 -13.1 36.4 9735 R 9/22 48 274 61-+A22 .1 152.9 33014 V 10/30 50 351 H1971/40 
610A55 -13.8 31.1 9923 R 9/44 48 279 614A23 -12.2 1'16.0 33213 C 10/57 50 358 N1971/41 
610M2 -5.7 118.7 24405 R 7/24 48 135 H1967/22 614A24 .1 152.6 33015 C 10/31 50 348 N1971/42 
611A01 -32.1 52.4 8122 R .7/30 49 301 Pl967/01 614A27 -12.1 145.5 33219 R 10/59 50 356 H1971/45 
611M2 -28.4 52.7 8132 R 7129 49 276 P1967/02 614A28 .1 152.3 33015 R 10/32 50 346 t1l971146 
611A12 -19.3 36.1 8628 R 8/36 49 272 P1967/12 61-+A31 17.7 150.9 33102 V 10/40 50 239 H1973/37 
611A13 -20.8 31.7 8743 R 8/54 49 279 P1967/13 61-+A32 29.8 158.9 33339 V 10/08 50 210 H1973/38 
611A14 -16.8 32.2 8808 R 8/52 49 272 P1967/14 614~33 17.4 150.7 33099 C 10/41 50 240 H1973/39 
611A15 -18.1 27.6 89 .. 5 R 9/10 49 278 P1967/15 614A3':' 29.7 158.9 33335 C 10/08 50 211 t1l973/40 
611A16 -13.8 23.1 9028 R 9/09 49 272 P1967/16 614A37 17.2 150.8 33095 R 10/41 50 240 H1973/43 
611A21 -37.4 47.6 8579 R 7/53 49 328 P1969/01 614A38 29.4 158.9 33325 R 10/0S 50 211 H1973/44 
611A22 -33.6 48.4 6552 R 7/50 49 312 F1969/02 614A41 -7.9 136.4 33313 V 11/40 50 330 H1971/47 
611A23 -35.6 43.9 8638 R 8/08 49 317 Pl c69/03 614A42 4.4 143.5 33087 V 11/12 50 300 H1971/48 
611A24 -31.8 44.8 8618 R 8/04 49 303 P1969/04 6141.43 -7.8 136.4 33313 C 11/41 50 330 H1971149 
611A25 -33.7 40.1 8718 R 8123 49 309 F1969/05 614A44 4.5 143.5 33088 C 11/12 50 300 N1971/50 
611A26 -29.8 40.9 8709 R ·8/20 49 296 P1969/06 614A47 -7.6 136.3 33313 R 11/42 50 329 H1971/5~ 
611A27 -31.6 36.1 8824 R 8/39 49 303 P1969/07 614M8 4.8 143.4 33089 R 11/13 50 298 H1971/5 
611A28 -27.8 37.2 6818 R 8/35 49 292 P1969/08 614A51 14.1 134.2 33324 V 11/52 50 279 H1973/45 
611A29 -29.4 32.2 8952 R 8/55 49 299 P1969/09 614A52 26.6 140.5 33385 V 11/27 50 248 N1973/46 
611A30 -25.5 33.2 8959 R 8/51 49 289 P1969/10 614A53 14.2 134.2 33325 C 11/52 50 279 H1973/47 
611A31 -26.9 28.0 9112 R 9/12 49 295 P1969/11 614A54 26.6 140.5 33386 C 11/27 50 248 H1973/48 
611A32 -23.0 29.3 9121 R 9/07 49 287 P1969/12 61U57 14.2 133.9 33332 R 11/54 50 279 H1973/51 
611A33 -24.1 ~~.7 9310 R 9/29 49 292 P1969/13 614A53 26.7 140.2 33391 R 11/29 50 243 t1l973/52 611A3':' -20.0 <.,+.7 9342 R 9/25 49 285 P1969/14 615A01 48.5 225.2 3165 V 15/37 50 307 H1974/24 
611A35 -20.9 18.7 9566 R 9/49 49 290 P1969/15 615A02 47.1 225.0 3134 V 15/37 50 302 H1974/25 
611A36 -16.8 20.0 9602 R 9/44 49 283 P1969/16 615A03 48.5 225.3 3152 C 15/37 50 307 H1974/26 
6111.41 -0+3.4 41.1 9109 R 81Z2 49 340 P1S67/17 615A04 47.1 225.1 3121 C 15/37 50 302 H1974/27 
<-l1A42 -39.2 42.4 9039 R 8/17 49 330 P1967/18 615A07 48.4 225·f 3126 R 15/37 50 306 H1974/30 611M3 -41.3 36.8 9177 R 8/39 49 331 P1968/01 615A08 47.0 225" 3095 R 15/38 50 301 H1974131 
61lA44 -37.4 3S.7 91Cb R 8/32 49 322 P1968/02 615A09 48.3 225.4 3115 B 15/36 50 30S H1974/32 
611A45 -39.3 33.1 9257 R 8/55 49 324 P1968/03 615AI0 47.0 225.1 3082 B 15/38 50 300 H1974/33 
611M6 -35.4 3S.0 9193 R 8/47 49 315 P1968/04 6151.22 -13.4 25.4 8708 R 6/41 51 193 P1975/02 
611A47 -37.2 29.1 936,+ R 9/11 49 318 P19b8/0S 615A23 -16.1 22.2 8654 R g~~~ 51 204 P1975/03 611M8 -33.3 31. 2 9303 R 9/02 49 309 P19bS/06 6151124 -12.0 22.4 8750 R 51 203 P1975/04 
611A49 -34.8 25.0 9497 R 9/27 49 313 P1968/07 615A25 -14.6 19.1 8705 R 7/06 51 215 P1975/05 
611A50 -31. 0 27.3 9439 R 9/18 49 305 P1968/08 615A26 -10.3 19.2 88H R 7/e6 51 g~ ~i~f~~8~ 611A51 -32.3 20.7 9663 R 9/45 49 309 P1ge8/09 6151.27 -13.1 16.1 8771 R 7/19 51 
611A52 -28.4 23.1 9607 R 9/35 49 301 P1968/10 615A28 -B.6 16.2 8891 R 7118 51 220 P1975/0B 
611A53 -29.4 16.2 9865 R 10/03 49 30S P1968/11 615A29 -11.3 13.0 8857 R 7/31 51 231 P1975/09 
b11A54 -25.5 18.6 9819 R 9/53 49 298 P1968/12 615A30 -6.7 13.0 8991 R 7/31 51 226 P1975/10 
611A55 -26.0 11.1 10128 R 10/23 49 302 P1968/13 615A31 -9.3. 9.6 8968 R 7/45 51 236 P1975/11 
611A56 -21. 9 13.4 1C097 R 10/14 49 295 P1968/14 6151.32 -4.5 9.5 9123 R 7/45 51 231 P1975/12 
611A61 -15.0 103.3 243:;6 R 7/43 49 III H1969/19 615A33 -7.0 6.0 9110 R 7/59 51 240 P1975/13 
611M2 -5.8 108.1 24465 R 7/28 49 135 tll969/20 615A34 -1.9 5.8 9286 R 8/00 51 23S P1975/14 
612A01 39.8 242.4 3829 N 16/21 49 90 P1970/17 615A35 -4.2 2.1 9291 R 8/15 51 244 P19751lg 
612A02 33.2 241.4 3829 H 16/25 49 106 P1970/18 615A36 1.1 1.8 90+98 R 8/17 51 239 P1975/1 
612M3 39.7 240.4 3825 H 16/30 49 <:0 P1970/19 615A42 -20.2 22.7 B944 R 6/55 51 199 P1974/02 
612A04 38.1 239.5 "3826 N 16/33 49 103 P1970/20 615A43 -22.7 19.1 8929 R .7/09 51 226 P1974/03 
612A05 39.7 238.5 3824 H 16/37 49 90 P1970121 615A44 -18.6 lQ.2 8983 R 7/09 51 217 P1974/04 
612A06 38.1 237.7 3826 H 16/41 49 101 P1972101 6151.45 -21.1 15.6 8978 R 7/24 51 241 P1974/05 
612A07 39.6 236.5 3827 H 16/45 49 90 F1972102 615A46 -17.0 15.9 9041 R 7/23 51 230 P1974/06 
612A08 38.0 235.8 3830 H 16/49 49 99 P1972103 615A47 -19.3 12.0 9049 R 7/38 51 249 P1974/07 
612A09 39.5 234.6 3832 H 16/53 49 90 P1972104 615A48 -15.1 12.2 9124 R 7/38 51 238 P1974/08 
612A10 37.8 233.8 3838 H 16/56 49 98 P1972/C5 615A49 -17.4 8.6 9139 R 7/52 51 253 P1974/09 
612A11 39.3 232.7 3841 H 17/01 49 90 P1972/06 615A50 -12.9 8.7 9229 R 7/52 51 244 P1974/10 
612A12 37.7 232.0 3849 H 17/04 49 96 P1972/07 6151.51 -15.2 4.9 9256 R 8/07 51 256 P1974/11 
612A13 39.1 230.7 3855 H 17/09 49 9 P1<:72/08 615A52 -10.7 5.1 9357 R 8/06 51 248 P1974/12 
612A14 37.4 230.1 3864 H 17/12 49 97 P1972109 615A53 -12.8 1.1 9402 R 8/22 51 258 P1974/13 
612A15 38.9 228.8 3872 H 17117 49 <:0 P1972110 615A54 -7.9 1.2 9529 R 8/22 51 251 P1975/17 
612A16 37.2 228.2 3882 H 17/19 49 96 P1972/11 615A55 -10.0 357.1 9586 R 8/39 51 260 P1975/18 
612A21 36.7 242.3 3354 H 161Z5 49 164 P1970/01 b15A56 -5.0 357.2 9728 R 8/38 51 253 P1975/19 
612A22 ~t~ 241.4 3356 H 16129 49 161 Pl970/02 615M2 -26.0 19.9 9245 R 7110 51 235 P1976/02 612A23 240.6 3339 H 16/33 49 144 P1970/03 6151.63 -28.5 15.9 9265 R 7/26 51 295 P1976/03 
612A24 35.3 239.8 3342 H 16/36 49 148 P1970/04 615A64 -24.4 16.3 ~281 R 7/24 51 254 P1976/04 
612A25 36.6 233.9 3327 H 16/39 49 131 Pl970105 615A65 -26.8 12.4 310·R 7/40 51 285 P1976/0S 
612A26 35.2 238.2 3332 H 16/42 49 138 P1970/C6 615A66 -22.7 12.9 9334 R 7/38 51 259 P1976/06 
612A27 36.6 237.3 3318 H 16/46 49 123 P1970/07 615A67 -25.1 8.9 9373 R 7/54 51 280 P1976/07 
612A28 35.1 236.6 3324 H 16/49 49 130 P1970/08 615A68 -20.9 9.7 9403 R 7/51 51 262 P1976/08 
612A29 36.S 235.7 3311 H 16/52 49 118 P1970/09 615A69 -23.2 5.5 9453 R 8/08 51 278 P1976/09 
612A30 35·2 235.0 3318 H 16/55 49 125 P1970/10 615A70 -18.9 6.2 9495 R 8/05 51 263 P1976/10 612A31 36. 234.1 3307 H 16/59 49 113 P1970/11 615A71 -21.0 2.0 9558 R 8/22 51 276 P1976/P 
612A32 34.9 233.4 3315 H 17/02 49 120 F1970/12 615A 72 -16.7 2.7 9610 R 8/19 51 264 P19761 2 61ZA33 36.2 232.5 3306 N 17/06 49 110 P1970/13 615A73 -18.8 358.4 '>686 R 8/37 51 275 P1976/13 
612A34 34.7 231.8 3316 H 17/08 49 117 P1970/14 615A74 -14.4 359.1 9750 R 8/34 S1 265 Pl976/14 
612A3S 36.0 230.9 3307 H 17/12 49 108 P1970/15 615A75 -16.2 ~54.5 9846 R 8/52 51 274 P1976/15 
612A36 34.6 230.2 3319 N 17/15 49 114 P1970/16 615A76 -11.7 55.2 9926 R 8/50 51 266 P1976/16 
612A41 33.8 242.4 ~~l~ ~ l~~~~ 49 211 P1972/12 ·618A01 -15.8 349.8 8701 R 7/07 52 221 P1977101 612A42 32.6 241.6 49 201 P1972113 618A02 -11.6 349.8 8799 R 7/07 52 217 P1977/02 
612A43 33.8 240.6 2952 H 19/35 49 200 P1972114 618A03 -14.2 346.6 8771 R 7/20 52 230 P1977/03 
612A44 32.6 239.8 2956 H 1 139 49 191 P1972/15 6181.04 -9.8 346.7 8879 R 7/19 52 224 P1977/04 
612M5 33.8 239.3 2931 N 16/41 49 190 P1972116 618A05 -12.4 343.4 8859 R 7/33 52 2j6 P1977/05 
612A46 32.6 23!,-.3 2936 H 16/45 49 182 P1972117 618A06 -7.9 343.5 8980 R 7/32 52 2 0 P1977/06 
612A47 33.8 237.6 2911 H 16/48 49 177 P1972/18 618A07 -10.4 340.2 8969 R 7/45 52 241 P1977/07 
612A48 32.6 237.1 2917 H 16/50 49 174 P1972/19 618A08 -5.8 340.3 9103 R 7/4~ 52 235 P1977/08 612A49 ;?3.7 236.1 2894 H 16/54 49 165 P1972/20 618A09 -8.3 336.8 9103 R 7/5 52 244 P1977/09 
612A50 .>2.5 235.4 2902 H 16/57 49 163 P19i2121 618A10 -3.4 336.6 9261 R 8/00 52 239 P1977/10 
612A51 33.7 23':'.7 2880 H 17/00 49 156 P1972/22 618All -5.9 333.3 9264 R 8/13 52 247 P1977/11 
612A52 32.4 233.9 2889 H 17/03 49 154 P1972123 618A12 -.7 333.1 9':'46 R 8/14 52 242 P1977/12 
612AS3 33.6 233.3 2868 H 17106 49 147 P1972/24 618A13 -3.1 329.4 9466 R 8/29 52 250 P1977/13 
612A54 32.3 232.6 2877 H 17/08 49 148 .P19i2l25 618A14 2.4 328.9 9680 R 8/31 52 244 P1977/14 
612A55 33.5 231.8 2858 H 17/12 49 139 P1972126 618A15 .2 325.0 9723 R 8/47 52 251 P1977/15 
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618416 t •• 5 323.9 10005 R 6/51 52 247 P19771l6 623A11 26.5 126.0 3010 C 17/03 54 157 P1963/11 
618A21 -2,· .9 346.8 8984 R 7/22 52 253 P1978/17 623A12 25.0 125.2 3045 C 17/07 54 156 P1983/12 
618A22 -11:1.6 347.0 9034 R 7/21 52 237 P197a/lS 623A13 26.4 12,+.5 3006 C 17/09 54 152 P19d3/13 
618A23 -2: .2 343.3 9050 R 7/36 52 258 Pl078/19 623;),14 24.9 123.8 3043 C 17/12 54 153 P1983/14 
618A24 -1·' .1 343.6 9109 R 7/35 52 245 P1978/Z0 623A15 26.2 123.1 3005 C 17/15 54 149 P1983/15 
618A25 -1".4 339.9 9133 R 7/50 52 261 P197d/21 623A16 24.8 122.4 3044 C 17/18 54 149 P1983/16 
618,),26 -1~·.1 3'+0.2 9204 R 7/49 52 249 P1978/22 623Al7 26.1 121.7 3007 C 17/21 54 145 P1983/17 
618.1.27 -D.4 336.4 <1239 R 8/04 52 262 P1978/23 623A18 24.6 120.9 3047 C 17/24 54 146 P1983/18 
618A28 -F.O 336.6 9324 R 8/03 52 253 P19701N 623A19 25.9 120.3 3012 C 17/27 54 142 P1983/19 
618;),29 -1~ .1 332.7 <1372 R 8/19 52 264 P1978/25 623A20 24.3 119.3 3060 C 17/31 54 142 P1983/20 
618A30 -lr.6 333.0 9'+71 R 8/18 52 255 P1980/01 623A21 2~.O 132.9 2598 C 16/38 54 205 P1985/01 
618A31 -1:'.6 328.9 9536 R 8/34 52 264 P19SJ/02 623A22 27.9 132.3 2607 C 16/41 54 199 P1985/02 
618A32 -7.9 329.1 9651 R 8/34 52 257 P19i:0/03 623A23 29.0 131. 7 2572 C 16/43 54 200 P1985/03 
618A33 -' .• 7 324.8 9741 R 8/51 52 265 P1960/04 623;),24 27.9 131.1 25S2 C 16/46 54 195 P1985/04 
618A34 -".9 324.S 9881 R 8/51 52 258 P1980105 623A25 29.0 130.6 2548 C 16/48 54 195 P19S5/05 
618A35 -L.6 320.2 99 0 3 R 9/10 52 266 P19S0lC6 623~26 27.9 130.0 2559 C 16/51 54 190 PlSS5/06 
618A.36 -1.2 320.0 10172 R 9/10 52 259 P19:0/07 623A27 28.9 129.5 2526 C 16/53 54 190 P1985/07 
61SA41 -30.2 3 .. 3.6 9340 R 7/3S 52 311 P1978/01 623A28 27.8 128.8 2537 C 16/55 54 186 P19S5/0S 
61B>\':'2 -26.1 344.0 93':'3 R 7/37 52 283 P1978/02 623A29 28.9 128.4 2505 C 16/57 54 1B6 P1985/09 
618A43 -28.5 340.0 9397 R 7/53 52 300 P1978/03 623b.30 27.8 127.8 2517 C 16/59 54 182 P1985/10 
618A44 -24.4 340.7 9,+05 R 7/50 52 279 P1978/04 623A31 28.8 127.2 2486 C 17/02 54 180 P19S5/11 
61BA45 -26.7 33~.6 9470 R 8/07 52 293 P1978/05 623A32 27.7 126.7 2499 C 17/04 54 177 P1985/12 
618A46 -22.4 337.1 9491 R 8/04 52 277 P1978/C6 623A33 28.7 1;:6.3 2468 C 17/06 54 176 P1985/13 
618A47 -24.7 332.8 9569 R 8/22 52 289 P197O/07 623A34 27.6 125.7 Nol C 17/08 54 172 P1985/14 
618A48 -20.5 333.8 9589 R 8/18 52 276 P1'l78/08 623A35 2S.7 125.2 2451 C 17/10 54 170 P1985/15 
618;),49 -22.6 329.3 <1684 R 8/36 52 286 P19,8/0'l 623A36 27.5 12';.6 2465 C 17/13 54 168 P1985/16 
618A50 -18.3 330.1 9721 R 8/33 52 275 P197S/IO 623A37 28.5 124.2 2435 C 17/15 54 165 P1985/17 
618A51 -20.3 325.5 0829 R 8/52 52 2S-i Pl 0 7S/11 623>\38 27.4 123.6 2451 C 17/17 54 16'0 P1985/18 
618A52 -15.9 326.2 9880 R 8/49 52 27~ P19,8/12 623A39 ~8.~ 123.1 2421 C 17/19 54 161 P1985/19 
618A53 -17.7 321.4 10009 R 9/08 52 282 P197d/13 623A40 <-7 .~ 122.6 2437 C 17/21 54 160 P19d5/20 
618t-54 -13.2 322.2 10072 R 9/05 52 274 P1978/14 623A~1 31.2 132.7 2212 C 16/42 54 239 P1984/01 
618A55 -14.9 317.2 10221 R 9/25 52 281 P1978/15 623M2 30.2 132.4 2211 C 16/44 54 234 Pl984/02 
618A56 -10.2 318.0 10298 R 9/22 52 273 P1971:3116 623A43 31.1 131.7 2180 C 16/47 54 237 P1984/03 
62CAOl -25.8 322.0 8,,83 R 7/41 53 282 Pl'l7 0 /01 623A44 30.2 131.4 2180 C 16/48 54 232 P1984/04 
620A02 -21.8 322.2 8723 R 7/40 53 265 P19,9/02 623A45 31.0 130.7 2150 C 16/51 54 235 P1984/05 
620A03 -24.0 318.4 8776 R 7/55 53 279 P1979/03 623A46 30.1 130.4 2149 C 16/52 54 230 P1984/06 
620b.04 -20.0 318.8 8817 R 7/54 53 266 Pl079/04 623A47 31.0 12°.7 2119 C 16/55 54 233 P19SV07 
620A05 -22.0 315.0 8882 R 8/09 53 277 P19,'l/C5 623,1.48 30.0 129.4 2120 C 16/56 54 228 P1984/03 
620A06 -18.0 315.4 893,+ R 8/08 53 267 P1979/0S 623A49 30.9 128.7 2091 C 16/59 54 231 P1984/09 
6~OA07 -19.9 311.4 9013 R 8/24 53 276 P1979/07 623~50 29.9 123.4 2092 C 17/00 54 226 P1984/10 
620A08 -15.8 311.9 9072 R 8/22 53 267 P1979/03 623A51 30.7 127.8 2064 C 17/03 5:' 229 P19.3:'/11 
620A09 -17.7 307.7 9166 R 8/38 53 ~-~ P197 0 /09 623A52 29.8 127.5 2064 C 17/04 54 223 Pl084/12 <.1:> 
620,1.10 -13.4 308.3 92'+0 R 8/36 53 267 P19S1/01 623A53 30.6 126.8 2037 C 17/07 54 226 P1984/13 
620All -15.1 303.8 9354 R 8/54 53 275 P1981/02 623A54 29.7 126.5 2038 C 17/08 54 221 PHS4/14 
620A12 -10.5 304.1 9455 R 8/53 53 267 P1931/03 623~55 30.5 125.9 2012 C 17/11 54 224 P19i34/15 
620A13 -12.0 299.3 9599 R 9/12 53 274 P1981104 623.~56 29.6 125.6 :::012 C 17/12 54 218 P19S4/16 
620A14 -7.3 299.6 9717 R 9/11 53 268 P1981/05 623A57 30.4 Ut~ 1987 C 17/15 54 221 P19S4/17 620,1.15 -8.4 29'+.2 9906 R 9/33 53 274 Pl 031106 623.!.38 29.5 1988 C 17/16 54 215 P1984/18 
620A16 -3.0 293.9 10C81 R 9/34 53 268 P1981/07 623A59 30.2 124.1 1963 C 17/18 54 217 P19S4/19 
620A21 -32.5 318.7 9101 R 7/53 53 31"+ Pl<;30/0S 623A60 29.3 123.8 1965 C 17/19 54 212 P19S4/20 
620A22 -28.4 319.5 9088 R 7/55 53 "Q7 PBe.O/09 623t..61 -17.5 35'+.3 2.:r~26 R 7/10 54 99 H1986/19 
620A23 -30.5 314.9 9183 R 8/13 53 305 Plo"O/10 623,),62 -'1.0 355.0 2'+411 R 7/08 54 119 H1986/20 
620A24 -26.5 315.8 9177 R 8/09 53 292 Pl'l80/11 623A63 -17.4 3'<6.0 24257 R 7/44 54 90 H1986121 
620A25 -213.4 311.1 9286 R 8/28 53 300 P1980/12 623A64 -9.4 346.1 24221 R 7/44 54 117 H1986/22 
620A26 -24.4 312.1 ne8 R 8/24 53 288 P10S0/13 623A65 -17.5 337.1 24160 R 8/20 54 66 tl1986/23 
620>\27 -26.2 307.2 9415 R 8/44 53 295 P19S0/14 623A66 -9.7 337.5 24122 R 8/18 54 III Hlce6/2~ 
620A28 -22.0 308.3 9427 R 8/40 53 285 P19S0/15 b23A67 -18.0 328.6 24154 R 8/54 54 18 M1986/25 
620A29 -23.7 303.2 9~-" R 9/00 53 292 Fl<;,,0/16 623A68 -9.7 329.3 24105 R 8/51 54 335 M1986/26 :>1 ... 
620;\.30 -19.5 304.2 9599 R 8/56 53 283 PloS0/17 6231.69 -18.0 319.6 2'+229 R 9/30 54 342 H19S6/27 
620,1.31 -Zl.O 298.8 9772 R 9/18 53 290 P1980/18 623A70 -9.8 320.3 24175 R 9/27 54 308 til 966/28 
620A32 -16.7 299.9 °S06 R 9113 53 262 P1980/19 623>\71 -17.9 310.3 2439 3 R 10/07 54 327 H1986/29 
620A33 -17.9 2'1".1 10016 R 9/37 53 283 PloS0/20 623A72 -9.7 311.5 24333 R 10/03 54 305 M1986/3:l 
620>\34 -13.3 2<;5.0 10079 R 9/33 53 280 P19'::0/21 623A73 -17.0 300.0 24679 R 10/'+9 54 319 M1966/31 
620A35 -14.0 288.3 10354 R 10/00 53 286 Pl<;80/22 623A74 -9.4 301.0 24625 R 10/45 54 304 H1986/32 
620A36 -9.2 2S9.1 104,+0 R 9/57 53 279 Pl"30/23 623A75 -16.9 287.6 25150 R 11/39' 54 315 m9S6/33 
620A41 -40.0 315.4 9579 R 8/14 53 336 F1981/C8 623A 76 -8.6 289.6 25058 R 11/30 54 303 H1986/34 
620~42 -35.8 316.8 9512 R 8/09 53 326 P1981/09 623A78 -7.1 274.0 25811 R 12/33 54 302 til 086/36 
620A43 -3-8.0 311.3 9650 R 8/31 53 327 P1981/10 623A-31 -17.3 20.7 28897 R 7/12 54 95 H1987/19 
620,1.44 -33.9 312.9 9588 R 8/24 53 317 P1931111 623.A82 -7.6 22.5 2SB81 R 7/05 54 114 H1987/20 
620A45 -3:'.0 307.2 9744 R 8/47 53 320 Pl081/12 623.i83 -17.1 11.5 28663 R 7/49 54 86 H1987/21 
620A46 -31.8 30'1.1 9684 R 8/40 53 311 P19S1/13 623A8,+ -7.3 11.9 28592 R 7/48 54 III H1987122 
620A'+7 -33.8 303.1 9SbO R 9/04 53 315 P1981/14 623A85 -16.8 1.5 28506 R 8/29 54 67 H1987/23 
620A48 -29.6 305.1 9307 R 8/56 53 305 Fl 081/15 623M6 -7.3 1.9 28428 R 8/28 54 102 H1987/24 
620.A49 -31.4 2C;o.9 10007 R 9/21 53 310 Pl o81/16 623.!-87 -16.5 351.3 28458 R 9/10 54 28 M19&7/25 
620A50 -27.3 301. 0 9958 R 9/12 53 301 P1981117 623)\88 -7.0 352.3 28376 R 9/06 54 35 H1987/26 
620A51 -28.7 294.4 10191 R 9/39 53 306 P1931/18 623A89 -16.5 341. 7 28520 R 9/49 54 352 M1987/27 
620A52 -24.6 296.6 10146 R 9/30 53 298 Pl oS1/19 623.1.90 -6.8 343.0 28426 R 9/43 54 317 H1987/28 
620A53 -25.8 289.6 10'+19 R 9/58 53 302 P1931/20 b23A91 -16.6 331.0 28709 R 10/32 54 333 111987/29 
620A54 -21.5 291.8 10385 R 9/49 53 205 PloSl/21 623A02 -6.7 332.5 28601 R 10/26 54 308 H1987/30 
620A55 -22.1 283.8 10726 R 10/21 53 299 P19S1/22 623A93 .-16.5 319.2 29047 R 11/19 54 323 M1987/31 
620A56 -17.8 28:>.2 10700 R 10/12 53 293 PIC;81/23 623l9':' -6.4 321. 2 28918 R 11111 54 305 M1987/32 
620A61 -20.0 53.7 2 9 364 R 7/07 53 04 HIC:SZ/19 623A"5 -16.1 305.7 29576 R 12113 54 317 H1987/33 
620A62 -7.0 55.1 29308 R 7iOl 53 116 t1l9S2/20 623A96 -6.5 300.1 29431 R 12/04 54 304 H1937/34 
620A63 -15.4 4'+.4 29046 R 7/'+4 53 "5 H190"Z/21 625AOl -16.3 281.2 9142 R 7/12 55 234 P1988/21 
620A64 -2.5 46.4 29039 R 7/36 53 126 t119SZ/22 625A02 -12.2 279.9 9236 R 7/18 55 231 P1988/22 
620,1.65 -10.5 35.9 28835 R 8/18 53 98 til 932/23 625>\03 -18.2 280.2 9138 R 7/17. 55 243 P1988/23 
620.A66 1.8 38.7 28:355 R 8/07 53 142 Hl~32/2-+ 62S.~04 -14.7 278.6 9216 R 7/23 55 239 PI088/24 
620A67 -6.2 29.0 28736 R 8/46 53 107 M19S2/25 625A05 -20.6 2,8.8 9140 R 7/22 55 256 P1988/25 
620A68 6.4 31.4 28823 R 8/36 53 171 t1l9·32/26 625~O6 -17.1 277.3 9208 R 7/28 55 249 PI9S8/26 
620A69 -1.4 21.8 2671,+ R 9/15 53 217 NIQS2/27 625A07 -23.0 277.3 9153 R 7/28 55 271 P1988/27 
620A70 11. 2 24.5 28·350 R 9/05 53 204 til 032/23 625;'08 -19.5 2,5.8 9211 R 7/35 55 260 P1988/28 
620A71 3.5 14.4 28760 R 9/45 <;- 253 Hl<;32129 625A09 -25.3 275.7 9177 R 7/35 55 285 P1988/29 -~ 
620A72 16.5 16.9 20972 R 9/35 53 226 111952/30 625AI0 -21. 9 274.3 9226 R 7/41 55 272 P1938/30 
620A73 8.6 6.8 28Nl R 10/15 53 263 til 932/31 62SAll -27.8 273.9 9213 R 7/42 55 298 P19S8/31 
620A74 22.2 8.5 ZqZOS R 10/09 53 239 HIQS2/32 625,1.12 -24.3 272 .. 5 9253 R 7/45 55 284 P19S8132 
620A75 13.9 353.5 29211 R 10/49 53 265 111932/33 625A13 -30.1 272.1 9261 R 7/50 55 303 P198S/33 
620A76 28.3 358.9 29570 R 10/47 53 246 M19SZ/34 62SA14 -26.6 270.7 0292 R 7/55 55 294 P198S/34 
620A 77 20.2 348.3 2q546 R 11/30 53 266 Ml'i82/35 62S.U5 -32.6 269.9 9324 R 7/59 55 316 P1983/35 
620A78 36.2 3'+5.4 30193 R 11/'+1 53 250 t1l962/36 62SA16 -29.0 268.7 9343 R 8/03 S5 303 P1988/36 
623!01 26.5 133.1 3072 C 16/34 54 161 P19S3/01 625A17 -34.9 267.6 9399 R 8/08 55 322 P1988/37 
623..1.02 25.1 132.2 3099 C 16/38 54 178 P1983/02 625A18 -31.3 266.5 9409 R 8/12 55 310 P19SS/38 
623.l.03 ;:6.6 131.6 3054 C 16/40 54 176 Pl083/03 625A19 -37.3 265.1 9:;89 R 8/18 55 326 PloSS/39 
623A04 25.2 130.7 3083 C 16/44 54 173 Pl033/04 625A20 -33.6 26,+.1 9489 R 8/22 55 316 P198S/40 
623>\05 26.6 130.2 3039 C 16/46 54 171 P19S3/05 625A21 -12.9 275.7 0593 R 7/38 55 245 P1989/01 
6231.06 25.2 129.4 3C69 C 16/49 54 169 PHS3/06 625422 -8.9 274.1 9711 R 7/'+4 55 2~1 P1989/02 
623M7 26.6 128.8 3026 C 16/52 54 166 Pl083/07 625A23 -15.3 274.2 9568 R 7/44 55 25,+ P1989/03 
623A08 25.1 128.0 305·:3 C 16/55 54 165 P19S3/08 625A24 -11.4 272.6 9696 R 7/50 55 249 P1989/04 
623A09 26.5 127.4 3017 C 16/58 54 161 P1963/09 625A25 -17.8 272.7 9592 R 7/50 55 263 P1989/05 
623AI0 25.1 126.6 3050 C 17/01 54 160 P19S3/10 625A26 -14.0 271.1 9689 R 7/57 55 257 P1989/06 
3-53 
\IKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
PlCNO Lt.T Lett RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ CROERIl8R PlCNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------62SA27 -2C.l 270.9 9612 R 7/57 55 274 P198Q/07 627A56 33.8 83.7 1809 C 17/22 56 261 PlQ9.-=+/16 625A28 -It.3 269.3 9700 R 8/04 55 266 F1989/08 629AOI -10.5 245.5 9934 R 7/02 57 217 P1995/01 
625A29 -22.6 269.0 9645 R 8/05 55 284 P1989/09 629A02 -7.3 243.3 10023 R 7/11 57 221 P1995/02 
62SA30 -18.9 267.3 9723 R 8/12 55 275 P1959/10 629A03 -14.6 2-=+3.2 98S8 R 7/12 57 231 P1995!D3 
625A31 -24.9 266.8 9693 R 8/14 55 293 P1989/11 629A04 -11.3 241.3 9967 R 7/19 57 232 P1995/0-=+ 
625A32 -21.2 265.4 9760 R 8/20 55 283 P1989/12 629A05 -18.3 241.1 9874 R 7/20 57 250 P1995/05 
625A33 -2;.4 264.6 9753 R 8/23 55 301 PlSSo/13 62 0 A06 -15.0 238.9 99-=+4 R 7/29 57 247 P1995/06 625A34 -2j.5 263.1 9814 R 8/29 55 291 P19S9/14 62 0 A07 -21.9 238.6 9886 R 7/30 57 275 P1995/07 
625A35 -2".7 262.1 9830 R 8/33 55 307 P19S9/15 629A08 -18.8 236.5 9945 R 7/39 57 265 P1995/08 
625A36 -2!·.8 260.7 9881 R 8/39 55 293 P1989/16 629A09 -25.7 235.9 9925 R 7/41 57 297 P1995/21 
625A37 -3~.0 259.2 9926 R 8/45 55 313 P1989/17 629AI0 -22.4 233.8 9975 R 7/49 57 284 P1995/10 
625A38 -2~.1 257.9 9969 R 8/50 55 304 P1989/18 629111 -29.2 233.0 9992 R 7/53 57 312 P1995/11 
625A39 -3'.3 256.0 10041 R 8/58 55 317 P1989/19 629A12 -26.1 230.9 10032 R 8/01 57 299 P1995/12 
625A40 -3(,.3 254.9 10074 R 9/03 55 309 P1939/20 629A13 -33.2 229.7 10091 R 8/06 57 323 P1995/13 




C 17/20 55 138 P1990/01 629A14 -29.9 227.8 10117 R 8/14 57 311 P19 0 5/14 626A42 2J.l 90.6 ~_ C 17/25 55 139 P19 0 0/02 629A15 -37.2 225.9 10226 R 8/22 57 330 PI995/15 
626A43 2t .• 4 90.0 3215 C 17/27 55 135 P1990/03 629A16 -33.7 224.1 10240 R 8/29 57 320 P1995/16 
626A44 24.8' 89.2 3263 C 17/31 55 136 P1990/04 629A17 -41.1 221.2 10401 R 8/40 57 335 P1995/17 
626A45 2(.2 88.5 3230 C 17/34 55 133 P1990/05 629A18 -37.6 219.6 10403 R 8/47 57 327 P1995/18 626A46 24.5 87.7 3282 C 17/37 55 134 P1990/06 629A19 -45.3 215.1 10639 R 9/05 57 339 P1995/19 
626A47 2~.9 87.0 3249 C 17/40 55 131 P1990/07 629A20 -41.5 214.4 10609 R 9/08 57 332 P1995/20 
626A48 2u.2 86.1 3303 C 17/43 55 132 P1990/08 629A21 -8.2 237.4 10374 R 7/38 57 238 P1996/01 
626A49 25.6 85.5 3270 C 17/46 55 129 P1990/09 629A22 -4.2 235.3 10512 R 7/46 57 238 P1996/02 
626A50 2:.8 84.6 3330 C 17/50 55 130 P1990/10 629A23 -11.9 235.4 10344 R 7/46 57 250 P1996/03 
626A51 2~.2 83.9 3293 C 17/53 55 127 P1990/11 629A24 -8.4 233.4 10454 R 7/54 57 248 P1996/04 626A52 2:'.4 83.0 3360 C 17/56 55 128 P1990/12 629A25 -16.0 233.2 10334 R 7/55 57 265 P1996/05 
626A53 2'.8 82.2 3330 C 17/59 55 125 P1990/13 629A26 -12.5 231.2 10431 R 8/03 57 260 P1996/06 
626A54 23.0 81.4 330 5 C 18/03 55 127 P1990/14 629A27 -20.1 230.6 10356 R 8/05 57 282 P1996/07 
626A55 2'.4 80.6 3365 C 18/06 55 124 P1990/15 629A28 -16.5 228.4 10447 R 8/14 57 274 P1996/08 
626A56 2~.4 79.6 34-=+0 C 18/10 55 125 P1990/16 629A29 -23.9 227.7 10413 R 8/17 57 295 P1996/09 
626A61 2~.3 91.8 2597 C 17/24 55 138 P1991/01 629A30 -20.4 225.5 10493 R 8/26 57 287 P1996/10 
626A62 2&.1 91.2 2619 C 17/26 55 139 P1991/02 629A31 -27.8 224.2 10507 R 8/31 57 307 P1996/11 
626A63 29.1 90.4 2597 C 17/29 55 134 P1991/03 629A32 -24.1 222.2 10574 R 8/39 57 298 P1996/12 626A64 2~.8 89.9 2618 C 17/31 55 136 P1991/04 629A33 -31.5 220.2 10641 R 8/48 57 316 P1996/13 
626A65 2f.8 89.2 2597 C 17/34 55 131 P1991/05 629A34 -28.0 218.1 10702 R 8/56 57 307 P1996/14 
626A66 2i.5 88.7 2620 C 17/36 55 133 P19 0 1/06 629A35 -35.4 215.1 10828 R 9/08 57 322 P1996/15 
626A67 28.6 87.9 2600 C 17/40 55 128 P1991/07 629A36 -31.6 213.3 10873 R 9/15 57 315 P1996/16 
626A68 27.3 87.4 2623 C 17/42 55 130 P1991/08 629A37 -39.1 208.7 11072 R 9/34 57 327 P1996/21 
626A69 28.2 86.6 2604 C 17/45 55 126 P1991/09 629A38 -35.0 207.3 11105 R 9/40 57 320 P1996/22 
626A70 26.9 86.1 2630 C 17/47 55 128 P1991/10 629A39 -42.6 199.8 11420 R 10/09 57 331 P1996/23 
626A71 27.9 85.3 2611 C 17/50 55 124 P1991/11 629A40 -38.3 198.6 11452 R 10/14 57 325 P1996/24 
626A72 26.6 84.8 2640 C 17/52 55 126 P1991/12 629A41 -5.7 229.4 10905 R 8/13 57 252 P1997/01 
626A73 27.6 84.0 2622 C 17/56 55 122 P1991/13 629A42 -1.1 226.7 11095 R 8/24 57 250 P1997/02 
626A74 26.2 83.4 2653 C 17/58 55 124 P199I/14 629A43 -9.4 226.8 10897 R 8/24 57 262 P1997/03 626A75 27.2 82.6 2635 C 18/01 55 120 P199I/15 629144 -5.3 224.3 11059 R 8/34 57 259 P1997/04 
626A76 25.8 82.1 2668 C 18/04 55 122 P1991/16 629A45 -13.4 224.0 10915 R 8/35 57 274 P1997/05 
626AOl -15.7 327.5 24454 R 6/59 55 102 M1989*01 629A46- -9.3 221.4 11069 R 8/46 57 269 P1997/06 
626A02 -7.3 328.5 24462 R 6/55 55 121 H1989*C2 629A47 -17.2 220.8 10969 R 8/48 57 284 P1997/07 
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626A05 -16.1 310.8 24164 R 8/06 55 7b t1l989*05 629A50 -16.8 214.4 11207 R 9/14 57 288 P1997111 
626A06 -8.4 310.8 24130 R 8/06 55 118 H19S9*06 629A51 -24.5 212.6 11211 R 9/21 57 303 P1997/12 626A21 -17.8 349.7 28337 R 7/17 55 91 H1991/23 629A52 -20.5 209.9 11347 R 9/32 57 296 P1997/13 
626A22 -7.9 351.6 28805 R 7/09 55 III 111991/24 629A53 -28.1 206.7 11430 R 9/45 57 310 H1997/21 626A23 -17.7 340.8 28634 R 7/53 55 80 H199I/25 629A54 -24.0 204.8 11536 R 9/53 57 304 111997/22 
626A24 -7.9 340.7 23536 R 7/53 55 105 H1991/26 629A55 -31.7 200.3 11691 R 10/11 57 316 MI997/23 626A25 -17.4 330.5 28~99 R 8/34 55 56 H1991/27 629A56 -27.4 198.4 11797 R 10/18 57 310 H1997/24 
626A26 -7.4 331.0 28404 R 8/32 55 92 H1991/28 629A57 -34.8 191.0 12092 R 10/43 57 321 M1997/25 
627AOl 39.7 89.9 2739 C 16/49 56 42 P1992/01 629A62 -8.4 330.5 29319 R 6/43 57 109 H1998/13 
627A02 38.4 89.3 2728 C 16/52 56 67 P1992/02 629A63 -18.5 319.3 29094 R 7/28 57 83 M199S/14 627A03 39.5 88.5 2725 C 16/55 56 53 P1992/03 629A64 -8.4 319.2 28982 R 7/29 57 104 M19~8/15 
627A04 33.2 88.0 2715 C 16/57 56 72 P199ZI04 629A65 -18.6 308.3 28901 R 8/12 57 64 M1998/16 
627A05 39.3 87.3 2712 C 17/00 56 59 P199Z/05 629A66 -8.5 308.4 28781 R 8/12 57 92 M1998/17 
627A06 38.0 86.8 2703 C 17/02 56 76 P1992/06 629A67 -18.8 298.3 28839 R 8/53 57 34 M1998/18 
627A07 39.0 86.0 2701 C 17/05 56 64 P1992/07 629A68 -8.7 298.8 28713 R 8/51 57 45 H1998/19 
627A08 37.8 85.6 2693 C 17/07 56 78 P1992/08 629A69 -18.4 288.0 28878 R 9/34 57 H1998/20 
627A09 38.8 84.9 2691 C 17/10 56 67 P1992/09 629A70 -8.9 288.9 28755 R 9/31 57 337 M1998/21 627AI0 37.6 84.4 2684 C 17/12 56 79 P1992/10 629A71 -19.0 277.5 29054 R 10/16 57 341 H19 0 8/22 
627All 38.6 83.6 2683 C 17/15 56 70 P1992/11 629A72 -6.4 278.4 28904 R 10/13 57 310 H1999*25 
627A12 37.4 83.2 2676 C 17/17 56 81 P1992/12 629A73 -19.4 265.8 29374 R 11/03 57 329 M1999/26 627A13 33.4 82.4 2675 C 17/20 56 72 P19~2/13 629A74 -9.2 267.3 29217 R 10/57 57 312 H1999/27 
627A14 37.1 82.0 2670 C 17/22 56 82 P1992/14 629A75 -19.7 251.3 29927 R 12101 57 322 H1999/28 627A15 38.1 81.3 2669 C 17/25 56 74 P1992/15 629A76 -9.2 254.4 29704 R 11/49 57 308 M1999/29 
627A16 36.9 80.9 2664 C 17/26 56 82 P1992/16 630A01 25.1 49.2 1986 C 17/33 57 163 P1999/01 
627A17 37.8 80.0 2665 C 17/30 56 76 P1992/17 630A02 24.2 48.9 2000 C 17/39 57 163 P1999/02 
627A18 36.6 79.7 2661 C 17/31 56 83 P1992/18 630A03 24.9 48.4 1972 C 17/42 57 160 P1999/03 
627A21 37.8 89.9 2320 C 16/53 56 289 P1993/01 630A04 24.0 48.2 1986 C 17/42 57 160 P1999/04 
627A22 36.7 89.5 2308 C 16/54 56 270 P1993/02 630A05 24.8 47.6 1958 C 17/45 57 157 P1999/05 
627A23 37.6 88.8 2299 C 16/57 56 293 P1993/03 630A06 23.8 47.4 1972 C 17/46 57 158 P1999/06 
627A24 36.5 83.6 2287 C 16/58 56 269 P1993/04 630A07 24.6 46.9 1945 C 17/48 57 155 P1999/07 
627A25 37.4 87.9 2278 C 17/01 56 298 P1993/05 630A08 23.6 46.7 1960 C 17/49 57 155 P1999/08 
627A26 36.4 87.6 2266 C 17/02 56 269 P1993/06 630A09 24.4 46.2 1933 C 17/51 57 153 P1999/09 
627A27 37.2 87.0 2258 C 17/05 56 306 P1993/07 630AI0 23.4 45.9 1943 C 17/52 57 153 P1999/10 627A28 36.2 86.7 2246 C 17/06 56 266 P1993/08 630All 24.2 45.4 1921 C 17/54 57 150 P1999/11 
627A29 37.0 86.0 2233 C 17/09 56 322 P1993/09 630A12 23.2 45.2 1936 C 17/55 57 151 P1999/12 
627A30 36.0 85.8- 2227 C 17/10 56 259 P1993/10 630A13 23.9 44.7 1910 C 17/57 57 148 P1999/13 
627A31 36.8 85.1 2219 C 17/12 56 350 P1993/11 630A14 23.0 44.5 1925 C 17/58 57 149 P1999/14 
627A32 35.8 84.9 2209 C 17/13 56 132 P1993/12 630A15 23.7 44.0 1899 C 18/00 57 146 P1999/15 
627A33 36.5 84.2 2201 C 17/16 56 25 P1993/13 630A16 22.8 43.8 1915 C 18/01 57 147 P1999/16 
627A34 35.5 84.0 2192 C 17/17 56 101 P1993/14 630A17 23.5 43.2 1889 C 18/03 57 144 P1999/17 
627A35 36.3 83.3 2184 C 17/20 56 49 P1993/15 630A18 22.6 43.0 1905 C 18/04 57 145 P3000/01 
~~j1~~ ~t:f. ~~:~ ~ll~ E lf~~~ ~~ 6~ ~l~~~~l~ ~~8~~6 ~~:~ 2~:~ i~~~ ~ i~~g~ ~f i2~ g~ggg~g~ 
627A38 35.1 82.3 2158 C 17/24 56 96 P1993/18 631A01 5.5 227.6 10399 R 6/53 58 207 P3001/01 
627A41 35.9 89.8 1999 C 16/56 56 270 P1994/01 631A02 10.0 225.4 10593 R 7/02 58 210 P3001/02 
627A42 35.0 89.5 1984'C 16/58 56 264 P1994/02 631A03 .8 225.7 10250 R 7/01 58 212 P3001/03 
627A43 35.8 89.0 1972 C 17/00 56 270 P1994/03 631A04 4.9 223.6 10415 R 7/09 58 215 P3001/04 
627A44 34.9 88.6 1957 C 17/01 56 264 P1994/04 631A05 -3.6 223.8 10139 R 7/09 58 219 P3001/0S 
627A45 35.6 88.1 1944 C 17/03 56 270 P199-=+/05 631A06 .1 221.7 10276 R 7/17 58 221 P3001/06 
627A46 34.7 87.7 19~1 C 17/05 56 263 P1994/06 631A07 -8.0 221.8 10058 R 7/17 58 228 P3001/07 
627A47 35.4 87.2 1919 C 17/07 56 270 P1994/07 631A08 -4.3 219.8 10178 R 7/25 58 229 P3001/03 
627A48 34.5 86.9 1905 C 17/08 56 263 P1994/08 631A09 -11.8 219.8 10014 R 7/25 58 240 P3001/09 
627A49 35.2 86.4 1893 C 17/11 56 270 P1994/09 631AI0 -8.5 217.7 10114 R 7/34 58 240 P3001/10 
627A50 34.3 86.1 1880 C 17/12 56 263 P1994/10 631A11 -15.7 217.5 9997 R 7/34 58 256 P3001/11 
627A51 35.0 85.5 1868 C 17/14 56 269 P1994/11 631A12 -12.4 215.6 10085 R 7/42 58 252 P3001/12 
627A52 34.2 85.2 1856 C 17/15 56 262 P1994/12 631A13 -19.7 215.1 10008 R 7/44 58 274 P3001/13 
627A53 34.8 84.7 1844 C 17/17 56 269 P19 9 4/13 631A14 -16.5 213.0 10084 R 7/53 58 267 P3001/14 
627A54 34.0 84.5 1832 C 17/19 56 261 P1994/14 631A15 -23.5 212.3 10047 R 7/55 58 291 P3001/15 
627A55 34.6 84.0 1821 C 17/21 56 269 P1994/15 631A16 -20.4 210.4 10113 R 8/03 58 282 P3001/16 
3-54 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERllBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
631A17 -27.4 209.4 10121 R 8/08 58 305 P300l/17 633A03 26.3 28.4 259Cf C 16/56 58 168 P3006/03 
631A18 -24.3 207.5 10174 R 8/15 58 296 P3001/18 633A04 25.0 27.8 2617 C 16/59 58 166 P3006/04 
631A19 -31. 2 205.9 10225 R 8/21 58 315 P3001/19 633A05 26.2 27.3 2531 C 17/01 58 164 P3006/05 
631A20 -28.1 204.1 10270 R 8/29 58 307 P3001/20 633A06 24.9 26.7 2605 C 17/03 58 163 P3006/06 
631A21 7.7 220.2 10S51 R 7/26 58 220 P3000/04 633.lI07 26.0 26.3 2570 C 17/05 58 160 P3006/07 
631A22 13.7 217.9 11134 R 7/36 58 221 P3000/05 633A03 24.8 25.7 2594 C 17/08 58 159 P3006/08 
631A23 3.2 218.8 10714 R 7/32 58 226 P3000/06 633A09 25.9 25.2 2560 C 17/09 58 156 P3006/09 
631A24 7.9 216.5 10925 R 7/41 58 226 P3000/07 633AlO 24.6 24.6 2585 C 17/12 58 156 P3006/10 
631A25 -1.5 217.1 10600 R 7139 58 233 P3000/03 633All 25.7 24.2 2550 C 17114 58 153 P3006/11 
631A26 2.7 214.9 10775 R 7/48 58 233 P3000/09 633A12 24.5 23.5 2578 C 17/16 58 153 P3006/12 
631A27 -6.0 215.2 10523 R 7/47 58 243 P3COO/I0 633A13 25.6 23.1 2543 C 17/18 58 150 P3006/13 
631A28 -2.0 212.9 10677 R 7/56 58 241 P3000/11 633A14 24.3 22.5 2571 C 17120 58 150 P3006/14 
631A29 -10.1 213.2 10483 R 7/55 58 254 P3000/12 633A15 25.4 22.1 2537 C 17/22 58 147 P3006/25 
631A30 -6.4 210.9 10616 R 8/04 58 251 P3000/13 633A16 24.1 21.5 2566 C 17/25 58 148 P3006/16 
631A31 -14.3 211.0 10470 R 8/04 53 267 P3000/14 633A17 25.2 21. 0 2533 C 17/27 58 145 P3006/17 
631A32 -10.8 208.6 10590 R 8/14 58 263 P3000/15 633A18 23.9 20.5 2562 C 17/29 58 145 P3006/26 
631A33 -13.4 208.5 10493 R 8/14 53.280 P3000/16 633A19 25.0 20.0 2529 C 17/31 58 142 P3006/19 
631A34 -1~.8 206.2 10600 R 8124 58 274 P3000/17 633A20 23.7 19.4 2561 C 17/33 58 143 P3006/20 
631A35 -2L.3 205.5 10552 R 8/26 58 293 P3000/18 633A21 24.7 18.9 2528 C 17/35 58 140 P3006/21 
631A36 -18.7 203.2 10648 R 8/35 58 286 P3000/19 633A22 23.4 18.3 2562 C 17/38 58 141 P3006/27 
631A37 -21.1 201.8 10656 R 8/41 53 304 M3000/24 633A23 24.5 17.9 2528 C 17/39 58 138 P3006/23 
631A38 -22.2 199.7 10741 R 8/50 58 2'75 M3000/25 633AN 23.2 17.4 2562 C 17/42 58 139 P3006/24 
631A39 -29.8 197.3 10806 R 8/59 58 312 H3000/26 633A25 24.2 16.9 2530 C 17/44 58 136 P3007/01 
631MO -25.9 195.3 10883 R 9/08 58 304 M3000/27 633A26 22.9 16.3 2566 C 17/46 58 137 P3007/02 
631A41 Ij.4 211.6 11432 R 8/C'+ 58 232 P3002/01 633A27 23.9 15.8 2534 C 17/48 58 134 P3007/03 
631A42 1b.2 207.8 11808 R 8/19 58 232 P3002/02 633A28 22.6 15.2 2572 C 17/51 58 135 P3007/04 
631M3 ~.2 209.8 11284 R 8/12 58 239 P3002/03 633.01.29 23.6 14.7 2539 C 17/53 58 132 P3007/05 
631A44 11.4 206.6 11559 R 8/24 58 239 P3002/04 633A30 22.2 14.1 2580 C 17/55 58 133 P3007/06 
631A45 :.0 208.0 11163 R 8/19 58 247 P3002/e5 633A31 23.3 13.6 2547 C 17/57 58 131 P3007/07 
631M6 1.3 204.9 11423 R 8/31 58 245 P3002/06 633A32 21.9 13.0 2590 C 18/00 58 132 P3007/08 
631A47 -: .• 4 205.9 11102 R 8/27 58 256 PlO02/07 633A41 23.9 28.3 2110 C 17/01 58 200 P3007/09 
631A48 ~.4 203.0 11329 R 8/39 58 253 P3C02/08 633M2 22.9 28.0 2126 C 17/02 58 197 P3007/10 
631A49 -~ .7 203.5 11080 R 8/37 58 265 P3002/09 633M3 23.9 27.4 2086 C 17/04 58 198 P3007/11 
631A50 -~.2 200.7 11280 R 8/48 58 262 P3002/10 633A44 22.9 27.2 2102 C 17/06 58 195 P3007112 
631A51 -1~.9 200.7 11099 R 8/48 53 276 P3002/11 633A45 23.8 26.6 2063 C 17/08 58 195 P3007/13 
631A52 -j.5 198.0 11278 R 8/59 58 271 P3002/12 633A46 22.8 26.3 2080 C 17/09 53 193 P3007/14 
631A53 -1~.8 197.5 11161 R 9/02 58 235 H3002/21 633.t.47 23.7 25.7 2041 C 17/12 58 192 P3007/15 
631A54 -11.6 194.8 11325 R 9/12 58 280 H3C02/22 633A48 22.7 25.5 2057 C 17/13 S8 190 P3007/16 
631A55 -1~.7 193.6 11270 R 9/17 58 295 H3002/23 633A49 23.6 24.9 2020 C 17/15 58 190 P3007/17 
631A56 -1~.4 191.1 11424 R 9/27 58 288 H3002/N 633.1.50 22.6 24.7 2036 C 17/16 58 18S P3007/18 
631A57 -2~.3 188.6 11443 R 9/37 58 302 H3002/25 633A51 23.5 24.1 2000 C 17/18 58 187 P3007/19 
631A58 -1~.~ 185.9 11604 R 9/48 58 296 H3002/26 633A52 22.5 23.9 2016 C 17/19 58 185 P3007/20 
631A59 -2(,. 182.4 11693 R 10/02 58 30.3 H3002/27 633A53 23.4 23.3 1980 C 17/22 58 184 P3007/21 
631A60 -2:.9 179.7 11856 R 10/13 58 303 H3002/28 633A54 22.4 23.0 1996 C 17/23 58 183 P3007122 
632AOl 2:'.9 40.5 2022 C 16/52 58 225 P3003/01 6336.55 23.2 22.5 1961 C 17/25 58 182 P3007123 
632A02 2;".0 40.3 2026 C 16/53 58 221 P3003/02 633A56 22.2 22.2 1978 C 17/26 58 180 P3007/24 
632M3 2(,0 39.6 1990 C 16/56 58 224 P3003/03 633A53 22.1 21.5 1960 C 17/29 58 178 P3008/02 
632A04 27.1 39.3 1994 C 16/58 58 219 P3003/04 633A59 22.9 20.9 1926 C 17/32 58 176 P3008/03 
632A05 2[,0 38.6 1960 C 17/00 58 222 P3003/05 633A60 22.0 20.7 1942 C 17/33 58 175 P3008/04 
632A06 2~.1 38.3 1963 C 17/02 58 217 P3003/06 633Ml 22.8 20.1 1909 C 17/35 58 174 P3008/05 
632A07 2( .• 0 37.7 1931 C 17/04 58 220 P3003/07 633t.62 21.8 19.9 1926 C 17/36 58 173 P3008/06 
632A08 2i' .1 37.4 1934 C 17/06 58 215 P3003/08 633A63 22.6 19.4 1893 C 17/38 58 171 P3008/07 
632A09 21\.0 36.7 1903 C 17/08 58 218 P3003/09 633A64 21. 7 19.2 1910 C 17/39 58 170 P3008/08 
632AI0 2·1.2 36.4 1906 C 17/09 58 213 P30031l0 633A65 22.4 18.6 1878 C 17/41 58 168 P3008/09 
632A11 2C·.0 35.8 18i6 C 17/12 5.3 216 P3003/11 633A66 21.5 18.4 1895 C 17/42 58 168 P3008/10 
632A12 2'/.2 35.6 1879 C 17/13 58 211 P3003/12 633A67 22.3 17.9 1863 C 17/44 58 166 P3008/11 
632A13 28.0 34.9 1851 C 17/16 58 213 P3003/13 633A68 21.3 17.6 1880 C 17/46 58 165 P3008/12 
632A14 27.2 34.7 1854 C 17/17 58 209 P3003/14 633A69 22.1 17.1 1849 C 17/48 58 163 P3008/13 
6326.15 28.0 34.0 1826 C 17/20 58 211 P3C03/15 633A70 21.1 16.9 1866 C 17/49 58 163 P3008/14 
632A16 27.1 33.8 1829 C 17120 58 206 P3003/16 633A71 21.9 16.3 1835 C 17/51 58 161 P3008/15 
632A17 28.0 33.1 1802 C 17/23 58 208 P3003/17 633Ai2 20.9 16.1 1853 C 17/52 58 161 P3008/16 
632A18 27.1 32.9 1805 C 17/24 58 203 P3003/18 634A25 26.4 9.4 1713 C 17/38 59 181 P3010/01 
632Al9 27.9 32.3 1779 C 17127 53 204 P3003/19 634A26 25.6 9.3 1718 C 17/39 59 178 P3010/02 
632A20 27.1 32.1 1782 C 17/28 58 199 P30031Z0 634A27 26.4 8.9 1694 C 17/41 59 178 P3010/03 
632A21 27.8 31.4 1757 C 17/30 58 200 P3003l21 63'+.0.28 25.6 8.5 1697 C 17/43 59 175 P3010/04 
632A22 27.0 31.2 1759 C 17/31 58 196 P3003/22 634A29 26.3 8.0 1676 C 17/45 59 li3 P3010/05 
632..1.23 27.8 30.6 1736 C 17/34 58 196 P3003/23 634.01.30 25.5 7.8 1680 C 17/46 59 171 P3010/06 
632A24 26.9 30.4 1738 C 17/35 58 192 P3003/24 634A31 26.2 7.3 1657 C 17/48 59 169 P3010/07 
632..1.25 27.7 29.8 1715 C 17/37 58 In P3004/01 634.!-32 25.4 6.9 1661 C 17/49 59 166 P3010/08 
632A26 26.9 29.6 1717 C 17/:38 58 188 P3004/02 634A33 26.1 6.4 1641 C 17/51 59 163 P3010/09 
632A27 27.6 29.0 1695 C 17/40 58 187 P3004/03 634A34 25.3 6.3 1644 C 17/52 59 163 P3010/10 
632A28 26.8 28.8 1697 C 17/42 58 183 P3004/04 634A35 26.0 5.7 1623 C 17/54 59 159 P3010/11 
632A29 27.5 28.2 1676 C 17/44 58 182 P3004/05 634A36 25.2 5.4 1627 C 17/56 59 158 P3010/12 
632A30 26.7 28.0 1678 C 17/45 58 179 P3004/06 634A37 25.8 4.9 1608 C 17/58 59 154 P3010/13 
632A31 27.4 27.3 1657 C 17/47 58 176 P3004/07 63'+A38 25.0 4.7 1612 C 17/58 59 155 P3010/14 
632A32 26.6 27.2 1659 C 17/48 58 174 P3004/08 634A39 25.7 4.1 1592 C 18/01 59 149 P3010/15 
632A33 27.2 26.6 1639 C 17/51 58 171 P3004/09 634A40 24.9 3.9 1596 C 18/02 59 150 P3010/16 
632A34 26.5 26.4 1641 C 17/51 58 170 P3004/10 634ACfl 25.5 3.3 1578 C 18/04 59 145 P3010/17 
632A35 27.1 25.8 1622 C 17/54 58 165 P3004/11 63'+A42 24.7 3.2 1581 C 18/05 59 147 P3010118 
632A36 26.3 25.6 1623 C 17/55 58 164 P3004/12 634A43 25.4 2.6 1562 C 18/07 59 141 P3010/19 
632A37 27.0 25.0 1606 C 17/57 58 159 P3004/13 634A44 24.7 2.6 1565 C 18/07 59 143 P3010/20 
632A38 26.2 24.8 1607 C 17/58 58 160 P3004/14 634A45 25.2 1.9 1550 C 18/10 59 137 P3010/21 
632A39 26.8 24.2 1539 C 18/01 58 154 P3004/15 634A46 24.4 1.7 1554 C 18/11 59 140 P3010/22 
632A40 26.1 24.1 1591 C 18/01 58 155 P3004/16 634..1.47 25.0 1.1 1538 C 18/14 59 133 P3010/23 
632A41 26.7 23.4 1574 C 18/04 58 148 P3004/17 634M8 24.3 1.0 1540 C 18/14 59 137 P3010/N 
632A42 25.9 23.3 1575 C 18/04 58 150 P3004/18 6356.51 4.9 192.3 10364 R 6/35 59 201 P3012/01 
632A43 26.5 22.7 1559 C 18/07 58 143 P3004/19 635A52 9.4 190.1 105'+5 R 6/43 59 205 P3012/02 
632A44 25.7 22.5 1561 C 18/08 58 146 P300Cf/20 635A53 .1 190.4 10214 R 6/42 59 205 P3012/03 
632A45 26.4 21.9 1544 C 18/10 58 138 P3004/21 635A54 3.9 188.2 10355 R 6/51 59 209 P3012104 
6326.46 25.6 21.8 1546 C 18/11 58 141 P3004/22 635A55 -4.5 188.4 10096 R 6/50 59 211 P3012/05 
632A47 26.2 21.2 1531 C 18/13 58 134 P3004/23 635A56 -1.1 186.2 10209 R 7/00 59 215 P3012/06 
632M8 25.5 21.1 1532 C 18/14 58 137 P3004/24 635A57 -9.0 IS6.3 10013 R 6/59 59 221 P3012/07 
632A52 -3.9 300.1 29250 R 6/45 58 116 H3005/20 635A58 -5.5 184.3 10116 R 7/07 59 223 P3012/08 
632A53 -13.8 288.9 28999 R 7/29 58 89 H3005/21 635Ao6 -21.9 175.0 10056 R 7/45 59 2S6 P3013/01 
632A54 -3.8 288.8 28928 R 7/30 58 114 H3005/22 635A67 -29.1 174.4 lC075 R 7/47 59 314 P3013/02 632A55 -13.6 278.3 28820 R 8/12 58 70 t13005/23 635A68 -25.8 172.6 10109 R 7/55 59 301 P3013/03 
632A56 -3.4 278.5 28751 R 8/11 58 III H3005/24 635At>9 -33.1 171.1 10182 R 8/01 59 324 P3013/04 
632A57 -13.5 268.3 28766 R 8/52 58 30 H3005/25 635A70 -29.8 169.3 10206 R 8/08 59 313 P3013/05 
632A58 -3.7 268.5 28695 R 8/51 58 39 H3005/26 635A71 -37.1 167.2 10324 R 8/16 59 331 P3013/06 
632A59 -13.6 258.1 28829 R 9/33 58 348 H3005/27 635A72 -33.7 165.6 10335 R 8/23 59 322 P3013/07 
632A60 -4.0 258.9 287'+9 R 9/30 53 310 H3CC5/28 635A73 -41.1 162.5 10512 R 8/35 59 336 P3013/08 632A61 -14.3 247.5 29021 R lOllS 58 330 H3005/29 635A74 -37.5 160.9 10510 R 8/42 59 328 P3013/09 
632.lI62 -4.3 2Cf8.3 28930 R 10/12 58 304 H3005/30 635A75 7.6 186.2 10843 R 7/03 59 212 P3011/01 632A63 -14.6 236.2 29347 R 11/01 58 321 H3C05/31 635A76 12.8 183.8 11078 R 7/13 59 215 P3011/02 
632A64 -4.8 237.2 29247 R 10/57 58 303 t13005/32 635A77 2.9 184.2 10698 R 7/11 59 218 P3011/03 632A65 -15.1 221.6 29932 R 12/00 58 316 H3005/33 635A78 7.2 181.9 10881 R 7/20 59 220 P3011/04 
632A66 -5.2 223.9 29776 R 11/50 58 302 H3005/34 635A79 -1.9 182.2 10581 R 7/19 59 226 P3011/05 
633AOl 26.4 29.5 2609 C 16/52 58 172 P3006/01 635A80 2.2 179.9 10742 R 7/28 59 227 P3011/06 
633A02 25.1 ::8.8 2631 C 16/54 58 170 P3006/02 635A81 -6.1 180.1 10512 R 7/28 59 236 P3011/07 
3-55 
VIKING ORBITER PICTL~ES SORTED BY PleNa. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERt,ER PleNO LAT LOl RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERH!:R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------635AS2 -2.4 177.6 106.51 R 7/38 59 237 P3011/0S 639A12 -13.4 146.9 9766 R 6/57 61 233 P3019/12 
635.1.83 -10.3 177.7 10474 R 7/38 59 2'19 P3011/09 639A14 -17.5 144.7 9751 R 7/06 61 254 P3019/14 
635A84 -6.8 175.4 10590 R 7/47 59 247 P3011/10 63 0 ;1.16 -21.4 142.5 9764 R 7/15 61 278 P3019/16 
635A85 -14.5 175.2 10465 R 7/48 59 265 P3011/11 639A17 -28.3 142.3 9775 R 7/15 61 317 P3019/17 
635A86 -11.1 173.0 10566 R 7/56 59 260 P3011/12 639A18 -25.2 140.1 9803 R 7124 61 299 P3019/18 
635A87 -18.7 172.7 10486 R 7/58 59 281 P3011/13 639A19 -32.2 139.5 9856 R 7/27 61 329 P3019/19 
635.A8·8 -15.3 170.5 10574 R 8/07 59 274 P3011/14 639A20 -29.2 137.3 9875 R 7/35 61 315 P3019/20 
63SA89 -22.8 169.8 10541 R 8/10 59 295 P3011/15 639A21 -36.3 136.2 9973 R 7/40 61 336 P3019/21 
635A90 -19.5 167.7 10618 R 8/18 59 287 P3011/16 639A22 -32.9 134.3 9975 R 7/48 61 325 P3019/22 
635.1<91 -27.0 166.5 10634 R 8123 59 307 P3011/17 639A23 -40.2 132.5 10120 R 7/55 61 341 P3019/23 
635A92 -23.5 164.4 10699 R 8/31 59 298 P3011/18 639A24 -36.8 130.6 10112 R 8/03 61 331 P3019/24 
63511.93 -31.1 162.6 10766 R 8/38 59 316 P3011/19 639A25 7.8 151.8 10622 R 6/40 61 205 P3018/01 
635A94 -27.4 160.6 10820 R 8/47 59 308 P3011/20 63"11.26 12.6 149.5 10831 R 6/49 61 208 P3018/02 
635A95 -35.1 157.6 10956 R 8/59 59 323 P3011/21 63'l"-27 2.8 150.0 10461 R 6/47 61 210 P3018/03 
63511.96 -31.3 156.0 10990 R 9/05 59 315 P3011/22 63911.28 6.9 147.7 10626 R 6/57 61 213 P3018/04 
635A97 -3 0 .0 151.5 11200 R 9/23 59 328 P3011123 63911.29 -2.1 148.0 10330 R 6/56 61 217 P3018/05 
635A98 -35.2 150.1 11227 R 9/29 59 321 P3011/24 63911.30 1.9 145.6 10479 R 7/05 61 220 P3018/06 
635A02 -8.0 270.8 29250 R 6/42 59 106 N3013/29 639A31 -6.3 146.0 10252 R 7/04 61 226 P3018/07 
635A03 -18.5 260.4 29085 R 7124 59 78 M3013/30 63'lA32 -2.8 143.6 10373 R 7/14 61 228 P3018/08 
635.1.04 -8.4 259.8 28945 R 7/26 59 99 N3013/31 63<:.1.33 -10.5 143.9 10202 R 7/12 61 238 P3018/09 
635A05 -18.6 249.7 28913 R 8/06 59 59 m013/32 639A34 -7.1 141.5 10309 R 7122 61 239 P3018/10 
635.1.06 -8.6 249.6 28779 R 8/07 59 83 m013/33 63<:11.35 -14.7 141.6 10184 R 7122 61 256 P3018/11 
635A07 -18.7 239.5 28865 R 8/47 59 28 M3013/34 63 0A36 -11.2 139.2 10278 R 7131 61 252 P3018/12 
635A08 -9.1 240.1 28732 R 8/45 59 32 H3013/35 63~A37 -18.6 139.0 10198 R 7/32 61 275 P3018/13 
635A09 -19.3 229.4 28937 R 9/28 59 359 M3013/3" 639.1.38 -15.3 136.7 10280 R 7/42 61 268 P3018/14 
63511.10 -9.6 230.1 28793 R 9/25 59 338 M3013/37 639A39 -22.5 136.3 10242 R 7/43 61 292 P3018/15 
63711.01 35.6 349:6 2122 C 16/55 60 288 P3014/01 63911.-+0 -19.2 134.0 10311 R 7/52 61 283 P3018/16 
637A02 34.7 349.3 2111 C 16/56 60 266 P3014/02 63911.41 -26.6 133.3 10316 R 7/55 61 307 P3018/17 
637A03 35.4 348.7 2101 C 16/59 60 291 P3014/03 639A42 -23.2 131.2 10372 R 8/04 61 297 P3018/18 
637A04 34.5 348.4 2090 C 17/00 60 264 P3014/C4 63911.43 -30.6 130.0 10423 R 8/09 61 317 P3018/19 
637A05 35.2 347.7 2081 C 17/03 60 299 P3014/05 63 0 11.44 -27.1 128.0 10467 R 8/17 61 307 P3018/20 
637A06 34.2 347.5 2071 C 17/04 60 260 P3014/06 63911.45 -34.7 126.0 10573 R 8/25 61 325 P3018/21 
637A07 35.0 346.8 2062 C 17/07 60 311 P3014/07 630A46 -31.0 124.3 10598 R 8/32 61 316 H3018/26 
637A08 34.0 346.6 2052 C 17/07 60 2'+9 P30l4/08 63QA47 -38.7 121.1 10769 R 8/45 61 330 M3018127 
637A09 34.7 346.0 2043 C 17/10 60 336 P30l4/09 63'lA45 -35.0 119.5 107S3 R 8/51 61 323 N301S/28 
637AlO 33.8 345.8 2034 C 17111 60 197 P3014/10 639;"49 9.9 144.2 11110 R 7/15 61 219 P3020/01 
637All 3:1.5 345.1 2026 C 17/14 60 19 P3014/11 63911.50 15.4 141.5 11375 R 7/25 61 220 P3020/02 
637Al2 3~·.6 344.9 2016 C 17/15 60 116 P3014/12 639A51 4.7 142.4 10949 R 7/22 61 225 P3020/03 
637A13 3~.2 344.3 2008 C 17/17 60 ,+9 P3014/13 639A52 9.1 140.0 11150 R 7/31 61 226 P3020/04 
637A14 3:'\.3 344.1 1999 C 17/18 60 104 P3014/14 639A53 -.2 140.6 10829 R 7129 61 233 P3020/05 
63711.15 3',.0 343.4 1992 C 17/21 60 63 P3014/15, 63Q A54 3.8 138.2 11003 R 7/39 61 233 P3020/06 
637A16 3:;.1 343.3 1983 C 17/21 60 100 P3014/16 639;;55 -4.9 138.7 10753 R 7/37 61 243 P3020/07 
63711.22 f>.7 175.7 10212 R 6/20 60 196 P3016/02 639A56 -1.0 13".4 10'~01 R 7/'+6 61 242 P3020/08 
637A24 .8 173.9 10047 R 6127 60 199 P3016/04 63"A57 -9.2 136.5 10715 R 7/46 61 255 P3020/09 
637A26 -".0 172.0 9915 R 6/35 60 204 P3016/06 639A58 -5.7 134.2 10842 R 7/55 61 253 P3020/1~ 
637A28 -~.4 170.1 ~S25 R 6/42 60 210 P3016/C5 639A59 -13.6 134.1 10711 R 7/56 61 269 P3020/1 
637.1.30 -1:.4 168.2 9769 R 6/50 60 221 P3016/10 639A60 -10.0 131.9 10824 R 8/04 61 264 P3020/12 
637A32 -1t-.6 166.2 9739 R 6/59 60 240 P3016l12 639.1.61 -17.8 131.4 10742 R 8/06 61 283 P3020/13 
637A34 -2(.4 164.0 9740 R 7/07 60 265 P3016/14 63 ClA62 -14.2 129.2 10844 R 8/15 61 277 P3020/14 
637A36 -2L.3 161.7 9767 R 7/17 60 293 P3016/16 639.1.63 -21.8 128.4 10811 R 8/19 61 296 P3020/15 
637A38 -2~.0 159.2 9821 R 7/27 60 312 P3016/18 639At>4 -18.0 126.3 10901 R 8/27 61 288 P3020/16 
637A40 -3c.0 156.1 9909 R 7/40 60 324- P3016/20 63 c A65 -25.8 124.5 10928 R 8/34 61 306 t13020/25 
637A41 -3".1 154.4 10037 R 7/46 60 341 P3016/21 639A66 -22.1 122.3 11012 R S/43 61 298 M3020126 
637A42 -3~.8 152.6 10028 R 7/53 60 331 P3016/22 63911.67 -29.6 119.9 11094 R 8/53 61 314 M3020/27 
637A43 -4'.2 150.0 10211 R 8/04 60 344 P3016/23 639A68 -25.8 117.8 11167 R 9/01 61 306 M3020/28 
637A44 -3~.7 148.5 10184 R 8/10 60 336 P3016/24 639A,,9 -33.4 114.2 11318 R 9/16 61 320 N3020/29 
63711.45 2.6 170.8 10458 R 6/43 60 206 P3015/01 63 0 A70 -29.4 112.3 11382 R 9/24 61 313 H3020/30 
637A46 ~.9 168.6 10623 R 6/52 60 209 P3015/02 63 9 t.71 -37.1 106.2 11642 R 9/48 61 325 H3020/31 
637A47 -~.9 169.1 10332 R 6/50 60 211 P3015/03 63911.72 -32.9 104.9 11691 R 9/53 61 318 H3020/32 
637A45 :.5 167.0 10'+55 R 6/59 60 215 P3015/04 639A83 -16.1 226.2 29088 R 7/00 61 86 H3021/21 
637A49 -(.6 167.3 10235 R 6/58 60 219 P3015/C5 639;'84 -6.1 225.5 28967 R 7/03 61 105 N3021122 
637A50 -::'.9 165.4 10347 R 7/05 60 221 P3015/06 63 QA85 -16.5 215.1 28269 R 7/45 61 68 N3021/23 
637A51 -lr.8 165.6 10174 R 7/04 60 229 P3015/07 639A86 -6.6 215.1 28755 R 7/45 61 95 H3021/24 
637A52 -;'.3 163.6 10269 R 7/12 60 230 P301S/08 639A87 -16.7 205.0 28781 R 8/25 61 40 M3021/25 
637A53 -1' .9 163.8 10144 R 7/12 60 246 P3015/09 639A88 -7.2 205.1 28665 R 8/25 61 58 t13021/26 
637A54 -11.5 161.6 10224 R 7/21 60 244 P3015/10 630 . \89 -17.6 195.1 28817 R 9/05 61 7 N3021/27 
637A55 -1~.0 161.7 10143 R 7120 60 268 P3015/11 639A90 -8.0 195.6 28657 R 9/03 61 347 N3021/28 
637A56 -15.6 159.5 10210 R 7/29 60 260 P3015/12 639A91 -18.6 184.7 28970 R 9/47 61 345 M3021/29 
637A57 -2~.9 159.3 10172 R 7/30 60 291 P3015/13 63'lH2 -9.2 185.8 28821 R 9/42 61 ~~~ ~~gH~~~ 637A58 -1~.6 157.1 10227 R 7/39 60 279 P3015/14 63 ClA93 -20.1 172.8 29285 R 10/34 61 
637A59 -2~.9 156.5 10232 R 7/41 60 309 P3015/15 630A94 -10.1 174.6 29097 R 10/27 61 316 N3021/32 
637A~0 -2~.5 154.5 10275 R 7/50 60 295 P3015/16 63911.95 -21.6 158.6 29814 R 11/31 61 325 H3021/33 
637A61 -3r.7 153.1 10330 R 7/55 60 320 P3015/17 639A96 -10.9 161.5 29569 R 11/20 61 311 M3021/34 
637A62 -27.3 150.8 10369 R 8/C4 60 308 P3015/18 640AOl 35.6 321.7 2140 C 16/48 61 288 P3022101 
637A63 -3~.6 148.9 10468 R 8/12 60 327 P3015/19 640A02 3'1.7 321.5 2128 C 16/49 61 269 P3022102 
637A64 -30.9 146.8 10496 R 8/21 60 317 P3015/20 640A03 35.4 320.8 2119 C 16/52 61 291 P3022103 
637A65 -38.3 144.0 10649 R 8/32 60 332 M3015/25 640A04 34.4 320.6 2107 C 16/53 61 269 P3022104 
637A66 -34.6 142.0 10667 R 8/40 60 323 H3015/26 640A05 35.2 319.9 2098 C 16/56 61 296 P3022105 
637A67 -42.2 137.7 10892 R 8/57 60 335 M3015/27 64011.06 34.2 319.7 2087 C 16/57 61 267 P3022106 
637A68 -38.2 136.0 10897 R 9/04 60 327 N3015/28 640A07 34.9 319.0 2078 C 16/59 61 303 P3022107 
637A69 5.4 164.1 10941 R 7/14 60 219 P3017/01 640,\,08 34.0 318.8 2068 C 17/00 61 265 P3022/08 
637A70 10.9 161.9 11178 R 7/23 60 220 P3017/02 640A09 34.7 318.1 2059 C 17/03 61 316 P3022/09 
637All .9 162.5 10820 R 7120 60 225 P3017/03 64011.10 33.8 318.0 2049 C 17/04 61 256 P3022/10 
637A72 5.3 160.3 11001 R 7/29 60 226 P3017/04 640A11 34.5 317.3 2041 C 17/07 61 343 P3022/11 
637A73 -3.5 160.7 10731 R 7/28 60 234 P3017/05 640A12 33.5 317.1 2031 C 17/07 61 167 P3022112 
637A74 .3 158.4 10879 R 7/37 60 234 P3017/06 640A13 ~:t.g 316.6 2023 C 17/10 61 11 P3022/13 
637A75 -7.9 158.7 10674 R 7/36 60 245 P3017/07 64011.14 ~.).:> 316.3 2013 C 17111 61 110 P3022114 
63711.76 -4.2 156.5 10801 R 7/45 60 244 P3017/08 640A15 34.0 315.6 2006 C 17/13 61 47 P3022115 
637A77 -12.3 156.6 10646 R 7/44 60 259 P301i109 640A16 33.0 315.5 1997 C 17/14 61 101 P3022116 
637A78 -8.7 154.3 10760 R 7/54 60 256 P3017/10 640A17 33.7 314.8 1989 C 17/17 61 62 P3022117 
637A79 -16.5 154.1 10657 R 7/55 60 275 P3017/11 640A18 32.8 314.6 1980 C 17/18 61 98 P3022118 
637A80 -12.9 151.8 10756 R 8/0'+ 60 269 P3017/12 640A19 33.4 314.0 1973 C 17/20 61 70 P3022/19 
637A81 -20.6 151. 2 10703 R 8/06 60 290 P3017/13 640A20 32.5 313.8 1065 C 17/21 61 97 P3022120 
637A82 -17.0 149.1 10788 R 8/15 60 282 P3017/14 640A21 33.2 313.2 1958 C 17/24 61 75 P3022121 
637A83 -24.6 148.0 10785 R 8/19 60 302 P3017/15 640A22 32.3 313.0 1950 C 17/24 61 96 P3022122 
63711.84 -21.0 145.9 10860 R 8/28 60 294 P3017/16 640A23 32.9 312.4 19~3 C 17/27 61 78 P3022123 
637A85 -28.6 144.2 10909 R 8/35 60 312 t13017/25 640A24 32.0 312.3 1935 C 17/28 61 96 P3022124 
637A86 -24.9 142.2 10970 R 8/43 60 303 M3017/26 640A25 32.6 311.6 1929 C 17/30 61 80 P3022125 
63711.87 -32.6 139.5 llC80 R 8/53 60 319 N3017/27 64011.26 31. 7 311.5 1921 C 17/31 61 95 P3022126 
637A88 -28.6 137.9 11125 R 9/00 60 311 H3017/28 641A01 35.7 312.8 2159 C 16/44 62 287 P3023/01 
637.1.89 -36.3 133.7 11309 R 9/17 60 325 N3017/29 641A02 34.7 312.5 2146 C 16/45 62 270 P3023/02 
63711.90 -32.3 132.0 11355 R 9/24 60 318 H3017/30 641A03 35.5 311.8 2137 C 16/48 62 290 P3023/03 
637A91 -40.0 125.4 11643 R 9/50 60 329 t13017/31 641A04 34.5 311.6 2125 C 16/49 62 269 P3023/C4 
637A92 -36.0 124.0 11682 R 9/56 60 323 N3017/32 641A05 35.2 310.9 2116 C 16/52 62 294 P3023/05 
~H~g~ 9.6 156.5 10341 R 6/18 61 197 P3019/02 641A06 34.2 310.6 2104 C 16/53 62 268 P3023/06 4.3 154.5 10146 R 6/25 61 200 P3019/04 641A07 35.0 310.0 2095 C 16/56 62 300 P3023/07 
639A06 -.6 152.6 9993 R 6/33 61 204 P3019/06 641A08 34.0 309.7 2084 C 16/57 62 ~ti ~~gB~g~ 639AOB -5.0 150.8 9885 R 6/41 61 210 P5019/08 641A09 34.7 309.1 2076 C 17/00 62 
639AI0 -9.3 148.8 9310 R 6/49 61 219 P3019/10 64lA10 33.8 305.9 2065 C 17/00 62 260 P3023/10 
3-56 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED. BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOD LS SCAZ O~DERNSR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
641A11 34.5 308.2 2057 C 17/03 62 335 P3023/11 643A42 -28.2 102.6 10034 R 7/19 63 318 P3028/08 
641Al2 33.5 308.0 2047 C 17/04 62 2<:4 P3023/12 643A43 -32.2 95.1 10205 R 7/49 63 324 P3OZS/09 
641A13 34.2 307.4 2039 C 17/07 62 9 P3023/13 643A44 -32.2 99.6 10128 R 7/31 63 328 P3028/10 
641A14 33.3 307.2 2029 C 17/08 62 116 P3023/14 643A47 19.2 112.4 11266 R 6/42 63 206 P3031/01 
641A15 34.0 306.5 2022 C 17/10 62 43 P3023/15 643A48 21.0 116.5 11356 R 6/26 63 201 P3031/02 
641Al6 33.0 306.3 2012 C 17/11 62 102 P3023/l6 643A49 13.0 110.9 11006 R 6/48 63 210 P3031/03 
641Al7 33.7 305.6 2005 ~ 17/14 62 61 P3023/17 643A50 13.7 114.7 11036 R 6/33 63 203 P3031/04 
641A18 32.8 305.5 1996 17/15 62 99 P3023/18 643A51 6.9 109.3 10792 R 6/54 63 214 P3031/05 
641A19 33.5 304.9 1989 C 17/17 62 69 P3023/19 643A52 7.7 113.0 10808 R 6/40 63 207 P3031/06 
641A20 32.5 304.7 1930 C 17/18 62 97 P3023/20 643A53 1.8 107.8 10643 R 7/0~ 63 220 P3031/07 
641A21 33.2 304.1 1973 C 17/20 62 75 P3023121 643A54 2.5 111.4 10647 R 6/4 63 212 P3031/08 
641A22 32.3 303.9 1965 C 17/21 62 97 P3023/22 643A55 -2.8 106.3 10537 R 7/07 63 228 P3031109 
64lA23 32.9 303.3 1958 C 17/24 62 78 P3023/23 643A56 -2.2 109.8 10529 R 6/53 63 218 P3031/10 
641A24 32.0 303.1 1950 C 17/25 62 96 P3023/24 643A57 -7.4 103.1 10487 R 7120 63 242 P3031/11 
64lA25 32.6 302.5 19'+'+ C 17/27 62 80 P30:4/01 643A58 -6.7 107.8 10452 R 7/01 63 228 P3031/12 
641A26 31.7 302.4 1936 C 17/28 62 '16 P3024/02 643A59 -11.5 102.1 10444 R 7/24 63 254 P3031/13 
641A28 14.3 140.1 10536 R 6/04 62 193 P3025/02 643A60 -11.1 105.6 10408 R 7/10 63 243 P3031/14 
64lA30 8.5 138.3 10292 R 6/12 62 195 P3025/04 643A61 -15.5 99.6 10450 R 7/34 63 270 P3031115 
641A32 3.3 136.3 10104 R 6/20 62 198 P3025/06 643A62 -15.2 103.2 10399 R 7/20 63 262 P3031/16 
641A34 -1.4 134.5 9962 R 6/27 62 202 P3025/08 643A63 -19.5 96.9 10488 R 7/45 63 286 P3031/17 
641A36 -5.8 132.7 9859 R 6/34 62 208 P3025/10 643A6 ... -19.1 100.5 10425 R 7/30 63 281 P3031/18 
641A38 -10.0 130.9 9789 R 6/42 62 217 P3025/12 643A65 -23.2 93.6 10562 R 7/53 63 299 P3031/19 
641A40 -14.2 128.9 9746 R 6/50 62 231 P3025/14 643A66 -23.2 97.5 10485 R 7/43 63 298 P3031120 
641A42 -18.2 126.9 9734 R 6/58 62 254 P3025/16 643A67 -27.1 89.8 10677 R 8/14 63 309 P3031121 
641A44 -22.1 124.8 9748 R 7/06 62 282 P3025/18 643A68 -27.3 93.8 10586 R 7/58 63 311 P3031/22 
641A"+6 -25.9 122.6 9788 R 7/15 62 305 P3025120 643A69 -31.2 84.9 10850 R 8/33 63 318 P3031/23 
641A48 -29.8 120.0 9859 R 7/2.6 62 320 P3025/22 643.1.70 -30.7 90.3 10706 R 8/12 63 318 P3031/24 
641.1.50 -33.8 116.9 9963 R 7/39 62 329 P3025/24 643!\73 22.6 106.3 11816 R 7/10 63 214 P3030/01 
641A51 11.2 135.4 10738 R 6127 62 200 P3024/03 643A74 2'+.3 110.4 11876 R 6/54 63 209 P3030/02 
641.1.52 16.6 133.0 10982 R 6/36 62 204 P3024/04 643A.75 16.0 104.4 11544 R 7/18 63 219 P3030/03 
641A53 6.0 133.7 10547 R 6/34 62 204 P30N/05 643A76 16.7 108.5 11543 R 7/01 63 213 P3030/04 
641A54 10.4 131.3 10727 R 6.1,+3 62 207 P3024/06 643A77 9.8 102.5 11329 R 7/25 63 226 P3030/05 
64lA55 .9 132.1 10389 R 6/40 62 208 P3024/07 643A78 10.6 106.5 11316 R 7/10 g~ B~ ~~8~8~8~ 641,1.56 4.6 129.6 10531 R 6/50 62 212 P3024/C8 643A79 4.7 100.6 11191 R 7/33 
641A57 -3.9 130.3 10270 R 6/47 62 214 P30N/09 643,1.80 5.0 104.4 11149 R 7/18 63 226 P3030/08 
641A58 .0 128.0 10400 R 6/57 62 218 P3024/10 643A81 .0 98.5 11101 R 7/42 63 242 P3030/09 
641A59 -8.3 128.6 10196 R 6/55 62 223 P3024/11 643A82 .1 102.3 11044 R 7/27 63 234 P3030/10 
641A60 -4.5 126.3 10305 R 7/04 62 226 P3024/12 643A83 -4.6 96.1 11048 R 7/52 63 253 P3030/11 
641A61 -12.4 126.7 10153 R 7/02 62 237 P3024/13 643A84 -4.5 100.0 10976 R 7/36 63 246 P3030/12 
641A62 -9.0 124.3 10243 R 7/12 62 238 P30N/14 643A85 -8.9 93.4 11039 R S/02 63 265 P3030/13 
641A63 -16.6 124.6 10139 R 7/11 62 258 P3024/15 643AB6 -8.9 97.4 10952 R 7146 63 259 P3030/14 
641A64 -13.1 122.3 10216 R 7/20 62 253 P302':'/16 643A87 -13.0 90.5 11070 R 8/14 63 277 P3030/15 
641A65 -20.5 122.3 10155 R 7/20 62 281 P3024/17 643.6.88 -13.1 94.6 10966 R 7/58 63 272 P3030/16 
641A66 -17.2 120.0 10220 R 7/30 62 271 P30N/18 643AS9 -16.9 87.1 11140 R 8/28 63 288 P3030/17 
641A67 -24.5 119.6 10204 R 7/31 62 301 P3024/19 643.'1.90 -17.1 91.5 11018 R 8/11 63 285 P3030/18 
641,1.68 -20.9 117.2 10260 R 7/41 62 288 P3024/20 643.'1.91 -20.9 S3.1 11259 R 8/44 63 293 P3030/19 
041,1.69 -28.4 116.4 10287 R 7/44 62 315 P3024/21 643.1.92 -21.1 8B.0 11108 R 8/25 63 297 P3030/20 
641A70 -24.9 114.0 10334 R 7/54 62 302 P30N/22 643.1.93 -N.6 78.4 11427 R 9/03 63 306 P3030/21 
641A71 -32.2 112.S 10 .. 04 R 7/59 62 323 N3024/27 643,1.94 -25.0 83.7 11249 R 8/42 63 306 P3030/22 
641A72 -2B.6 110.5 10441 R 8/08 62 312 H3024/28 643~95 -28.1 12.5 11662 R 9/27 63 312 P3030/25 
641.1.73 -36.0 108.5 10562 R 8/16 62 329 H3024/29 643A96 -28.7 78.7 11437 R 9/02 63 313 P3030/26 
641A74 -32.3 106.3 10587 R 8/25 62 320 tI3024/30 645AOI 30.9 267.2 1673 C 17/12 64 266 P3033/01 
641A75 13.4 127.9 11205 R 7/01 62 213 P3026/01 645A02 30.1 267.0 1663 C 17/13 64 255 P3033/02 
641A76 20.0 125.4 11532 R 7/11 62 21'+ P3026/02 645A03 30.7 266.5 1652 C 17/15 64 265 P3033/03 
641A77 8.3 126.6 11025 R 7/e6 62 217 P3026/03 645~04 29.9 266.3 1643 C 17/16 64 253 P3033/04 
641A78 13.3 123.9 11261 R 7/17 62 219 F3026/04 645A05 30.4 265.8 1632 C 17/18 64 264 P3033/05 
641A79 J.l 124.6 10877 R 7/14 62 224 P3026/05 645M6 29.6 265.6 1623 C 17/19 64 251 P3033/06 
641,1.80 -i:~ l~~:g 15~f~ ~ 7/24 62 226 P3026/06 645t.07 30.2 265.1 1612 C 17/21 64 263 P3033/07 641A81 7/22 62 233 P3026/07 645A08 29.4 264.9 1603 C 17122 64 249 P3033/0S 
641,1.82 ?8 120.1 10948 R 7/32 62 233 P3026/08 643.1.09 29.9 264.4 1592 C 17/24 64 261 P3033/09 
641..\83 -~.7 120.6 10717 R 7/31 62 2"3 P302U09 64SAIO 29.1 264.3 1554 C 17/25 64 246 P3033/10 
64lA84 -i.7 118.1 10866 R 7/40 62 N2 P3026/10 645All 29.6 263.8 1573 C 17/27 64 260 P3033/11 641ASS -lv.1 I1S.2 106S7 R 7/40 62 256 P3026/11 64SA12 28.9 263.6 1565 C 17/28 Z~ ~~~ ~~8Hji3 641,1.86 -~.1 115.8 10~20 R 7/50 62 253 P3026/12 645.1.13 29.4 263.1 1555 C 17/30 
641.1.87 -lr.O 115.6 10695 R 7/51 62 270 P3026/13 645.1.14 28.6 262.9 1546 C 17/30 64 238 P3033/14 
641ASS -1~.3 113.3 10812 R 8/00 62 265 P3026/14 645.1.15 29.1 262.5 1536 C 17/32 64 255 P3033/15 
641AS9 -11'.0 112.8 10737 R S/02 62 284 P3026/15 645A16 28.4 262.3 1528 C 17/33 64 233 P3033/16 
641A90 -1~.3 110.4 10841 R 8/12 62 277 P3026/16 6450\17 28.8 261.8 1518 C 17/35 64 251 P3033/17 
641A91 -2: .. 9 109.4 10816 R 8/16 62 296 H3026/25 645.'1.18 28.1 261.7 1510 C 17/36 64 226 P3033/18 
641An -1/·.2 107.2 10907 R 8/25 62 289 N3026126 645A19 28.6 261.2 1500 C 17/38 64 245 P3033/19 
641A93 -2'.7 105.6 10933 R 8/31 62 306 N3026/27 645A20 27.8 261.0 1493 C 17/38 64 218 P3033/20 
641A94 -2f.l 103.6 11010 R 8/39 62 298 H3026/28 645A21 28.3 260.6 1483 C 17/40 64 237 P3033/21 
641A95 -2<'.8 101.3 11093 R 8/49 62 314 N3026/29 645A22 27.6 260.4 1476 C 17/41 64 207 P3033/22 
64lA96 -2(.0 99.4 11157 R 8/56 62 307 N3026/30 645t.23 28.0 259.9 1466 C 17/43 64 224 P3033/23 
641.1.97 -3·'.7 96.1 11298 R 9/09 62 321 H3026/31 645AN 27.3 259.8 1459 C 17/44 64 196 P3034/01 
641A9S -2'1.8 94.4 11351 R 9/16 62 314 H3C26/32 645.1.25 27.7259.3 1449 C 17/46 64 205 P3034/02 
643~01 32.3 341.4 5047 V 13/10 63 270 P3027/01 645A26 27.0 259.2 1442 C 17/46 64 182 P3034/03 
643A02 3C1.3 340.4 5048 V 13/14 63 264 P3027/02 645A27 27.5 258.7 1433 C 17/48 64 176 P3034/04 
643.A03 3~·. 3 341. 3 5029 C 13/11 63 270 P3027/03 645A28 26.7 258.6 1426 C 17/49 64 169 P3034/05 
643.A04 3().2 340.4 5036 C 13/14 63 264 P3027i04 645.~29 27.2 258.1 1417 C 17/51 64 154 P3034/06 
643A07 3~:.1 341.2 5001 R 13/12 63 270 P3027/07 645A30 26.5 258.0 1410 C 17/51 64 158 P3034/07 
643,1.08 3(,.1 340.4 5003 R 13/15 63 264 P3027/08 645A31 26.9 257.5 1401 C 17/53 64 138 P3034/08 
643.1.09 3:'.0 341.2 4988 B 13/12 63 270 P3C27/09 645A32 26.2 257.4 1395 C 17/54 64 149 P3034/09 
643AI0 3!-.0 340.4 4996 B 13/15 63 264 P3027/10 645A33 26.6 256.9 1385 C 17/56 64 128 P3034/10 
643,1.11 3: .• 8 339.0 4697 V 13/23 63 269 P3029/01 645A34 25.9 256.8 1379 C 17/56 64 141 P3034/11 
643H2 3~.9 338.2 4700 V 13/26 63 264 P3029/02 645A35 2'>.3 256.4 1370 C 17/58 64 122 P3034/12 
643Al3 3;..7 338.9 4681 C 13/23 63 269 P302Q/03 645..1.36 25.6 256.3 1364 C 17/59 64 135 P3034/13 
643A14 3G.7338.3 4690 C 13/26 63 263 P3029/0+ 645A37 26.0 255.8 1355 C 18/01 64 118 P303';/14 
643Al7 3 •• 5 338.9 4656 R 13/24 63 269 P3029/07 6';5A38 25.3 255.7 1349 C 18/01 64 130 P3034/15 
643A18 3('.5 338.2 4064 R 13/26 63 263 P3029/08 645..1.39 25.7 255.2 1340 C 18/03 64 114 P3034/16 
643A19 3,:.3 338.9 4644 B 13/24 63 263 P3029/09 645MO 25.0 255.1 1335 C 18/04 64 126 P3034/17 
643A20 30.4 3~8.2 4651 B 13/27 63 263 P3029/10 645..1.41 25.4 254.6 1326 C 18/06 64 112 P3034/18 
643A21 l' .4 118.3 10094 R 6/14 63 197 P3027/11 645.1.42 24.7 254.5 1321 C 18/06 64 123 P3034/19 
643A22 16.5 122.3 10S14 R 5/58 63 192 P3027/12 645A43 25.1 254.1 1311 C lS/08 64 110 P3034/20 
64301.24 11.4 120.2 10550 R 6/07 63 194 P:;027/14 6 .. 5A44 24.4 254.0 1307 C 18/08 64 120 P3034121 
643..1.26 4.9 113.3 103 .. 3 R 6/15 63 196 P3027/16 645A45 24.8 253.5 1297 C 18/10 64 108 P3034/22 
643A27 -.7 112.9 10163 R 6/36 63 209 P3027/17 645A46 24.1 253.4 1293 C 18/11 64 118 P3034/23 
64301.28 .0 116.4 10188 R 6/22 63 200 P3027/18 645A47 24.5 253.0 1284 C 18/13 64 107 P3034/24 
643A29 -5.1 111.2 10067 R 6/43 63 216 P3027/19 645A48 23.8 252.9 1279 C 18/13 64 116 P3034/25 
643A30 -4.5 114.7 10078 R 6/29 63 205 P3027/20 645A53 -12.3 90.2 9898 R 6/48 64 233 P3032103 
64301.31 -9.3 109.5 10003 R 6/50 63 225 P3027/21 645~54 -7.3 89.6 9999 R 6/50 64 226 P3032104 
643A32 -8.7 113.1 10003 R 6/36 63 211 P3027/22 645A55 -10.4 86.4 9981 R 7/03 64 241 P3032105 
643.1.33 -13.3 107.7 9966 R 6/58 63 240 P3027/23 645A56 -5.4 86.1 10094 R 7/04 64 233 P3032106 
643A35 -17.2 105.8 9957 R 7/05 63 260 P302S/OI 645A57 -8.5 82.8 10082 R 7/17 64 246 P3032/07 
643..1.37 -21.0 103.6 9975 R 7/14 63 282 P3028/03 645A58 -3.3 82.3 10218 R 7/19 64 239 P3032108 
643A38 -20.7 107.4 9939 R 6/59 03 274 P3028/04 645A59 -6.3 79.0 10216 R 7/33 64 250 P3032109 
643A39 -24.8 101.1 10022 R 7/24 63 301 P3028/05 645A60 -.8 78.3 10378 R 7/36 64 243 P3032110 
643A"0 -24.4 105.1 9973 R 7/08 63 301 P302S/C6 646AC1 -16.2 157.6 29089 R 6/59 64 79 H3035/2~ 
643A41 -28.5 98.3 10098 R 7/36 63 315 P3028/07 646A02 -5.7 154.7 28901 R 7/11 64 99 N3035/2 
3-57 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PlCNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORD"Rt;SR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------646A03 -16.0 145.3 2M79 P 7/49 64 57 H3035/23 648..0.04 -4.3 123.1 28717 R 7/57 65 79 H3040/28 
646..0.04 -4.9 142.4 28722 P 8/00 64 79 t13035/24 648..0.05 -15.2 113.7 28828 R 8/34 65 16 t13040129 
646..0.05 -16.2 132.2 28844 R 8/41 64 15 H3035/25 648;1.06 -3.8 111.3 28711 R 8/44 65 336 H3040/30 
646,1.06 -5.0 129.8 28722 R 8/51 64 338 t13035126 648,1.07 -14.9 101. 2 28954 R 9/25 65 342 H3040/31 
646..0.07 -15.8 119.3 28%5 R 9/33 64 3H H3035/27 648408 -3.7 Q9.1 28874 P 9/33 65 309 H3040/32 
646.408 -4.6 116.7 28910 R 9/ .. 3 64 310 H3035/28 6480.09 -15.0 87.8 29281 R 10/19 65 325 H3040/33 
646..0.09 -15.7 lC<+.8 29351 R 10/31 64 325 H3035/29 648AlO -3.8 85.5 29245 R 10/28 65 303 H3040/34 
646,1.10 -4.4 103.0 29303 R 10/38 64 304 H3035/30 648..0.23 5.7 142.9 29168 R 6/41 65 130 H3040/37 
646,1.22 16.5 174.7 29098 R 5/54 64 143 t13:J36/30 648.424 17.1 141.6 29257 R 6/46 65 153 H3040/38 
646..0.23 6.0 160.4 29128 R 6/51 64 132 t13036/31 648..0.25 6.3 129.7 28895 R 7/34 65 142 t13040/39 
646..0.24 17.3 159.6 29239 R 6/55 64 156 H3036/32 648..0.26 17.2 128.3 29011 R 7/40 65 175 H3040/40 
646..0.25 6.7 148.1 28890 R 7/41 64 147 H3J36/33 648..0.27 6.7 117.7 28814 R 8/22 65 204 H3040/41 
646..0.26 17.6 147.0 29022 R 7/45 64 177 H3036/34 643..0.::8 18.0 115.2 28967 R 8/32 65 214 t13040/42 
646.b.27 7.0 136.5 28820 R 8/28 64 208 H3036/35 648A29 7.1 105.3 28903 R 9/12 65 269 H3040/43 
646A28 18.4 134.4 28983 R 8/36 64 214 H3036/36 648A30 18.2 101.7 20104 R 9/26 65 248 H3040/44 
646..0.29 7.6 124.5 28912 R 9/16 64 266 t1303::./37 648,1.31 7.8 91.8 29198 R 10/06 65 231 t13040/45 
646A3D 19.1 121.1 29128 R 9/29 64 245 H3036/38 648>\32 18.9 87.2 29471 R 10/24 65 263 H3040/46 
646..0.31 7.9 111.4 291";0 R 10/08 64 280 tl3036/39 643..0.33 7.2 75.5 29777 R 11/11 65 287 H3040/47 
646..0.32 19.6 106.7 29'<82 R 10/27 64 262 H3036/40 648./,34 20.4 64.8 30380 R 11/54 65 272 H3040/48 
646A33 8.3 96.0 29730 R 11/10 64 2S5 H3036/41 649M1 30.0 229.8 1669 C 17/01 65 261 P3041/01 
646..0.34 19.5 88.1 30189 R 11/41 6':' 271 H3036/42 649..0.02 29.2 229.5 1659 C 17/02 65 253 P3041/02 
646..0.41 -15.7 le8.3 32167 R 6/53 64 80 H3035/31 649.~03 29.8 229.0 1646 C 17/04 65 260 P3041/03 
646A42 -1.9 186.2 31925 R 7/02 64 103 H3035/32 649.1>.04 29.0 228.8 1637 C 17/05 65 252 P3041/04 
646A43 -13.8 175.4 31835 R 7/45 64 66 t13035/33 649,1.05 29.5 228.3 1625 C 17/07 65 259 P3041/05 646,1.44 .3 172.6 31623 R 7/56 64 98 H3035134 64 0 ..0.06 28.7 228.1 1615 C 17/08 65 250 P3041/06 
646A45 -11.3 162.4 31667 R 8/37 64 33 H3035/35 649A07 29.3 227.6 1603 C 17110 65 258 P3041/07 
646A46 2.0 160.1 31532 R 8/46 64 23 H3035/3., 649A08 28.5 227.4 1594 C 17111 65 248 P3041/08 
646..0.47 -9.8 149.8 31703 R 9/28 64 3~3 H3035/37 649..0.09 29.0 226.9 1582 C 17/13 65 257 P3041/09 
646..0.48 3.8 147.9 31618 R 9/35 64 296 H3035/38 649..0.10 28.2 226.7 1573 C 17/14 65 247 P3041/10 
646..0.49 -8.6 136.8 31931 R 10/20 64 323 H3035/39 649All 28.7 226.2 1561 C 17/16 65 255 P3041/11 
646A50 4.9 134.6 31902 R 10129 64 292 H3035/40 649..0.12 28.0 226.0 1553 C 17/17 65 244 P3041/12 
646..0.63 10.4 189.9 32064 R 6/50 64 131 H3036/45 649..0.13 28 .. 5 225.5 1541 C 17/19 65 253 P3041/13 
646..0.64 24.6 lQO.2 32243 R 6/'+9 6'+ 156 H3036/46 649A14 27.7 225.'+ 1534 C 17120 65 242 P3041/14 
646..0.65 13.2 175.7 31753 R 7/47 64 150 t13036147 649..0.15 28.2 224.9 1522 C 17/22 65 251 P3041/15 
646..0.66 27.7 175.7 32001 R 7/47 64 177 H3036/48 649,1.16 27.5 224.7 1514 C 17123 65 239 P3041/16 
646..0.67 16.0 162.7 31669 R 8/39 64 199 H3036/49 e49A17 27.9 224.2 1502 C 17/25 65 249 P3041/17 
646 . .1.68 30.6 161.1 31973 R 8/46 64 207 H3036i50 64°.Al8 27.2 224.0 1495 C 17/25 65 236 P3041/18 
646..0.69 17.9 149.9 31762 R 9/31 64 245 H303:'/51 649A19 27.7 223.6 1484 C 17127 65 246 P3041/19 
646A70 32.4 146.2 32133 R 9/46 64 231 t13036/52 64 0..0.20 26.9 223.4 1477 C 17/28 65 232 P3041/20 
646A71 20.0 135.8 32067 R 10/27 64 .262 H3036!53 649A21 27.4 222.9 1465 C 17/30 65 243 P3041/21 
646..0.72 35.0 128.5 32583 R 10/56 64 247 t1303.,,/54 649A22 26.7 222.8 1453 C 17/31 65 228 P3041122 
646..0.73 21.3 118.2 32674 R 11/38 64 271 H.503.,/55 649..0.23 27.1 222.3 1447 C 17/33 65 239 P3041/23 
647..0.01 30.3 250.5 1704 C 16/59 65 259 P3037/01 640..0.24 26.4 222.1 1440 C 17/33 65 223 P3041/24 
647AD2 29.5 250.3 16<;5 C 17/00 65 252 F3037/02 649.0.25 26.8 221.6 1429 C 17/35 65 233 P3042/01 
647A03 30.1 249.8 1681 C 17/02 65 259 P3037/03 649..0.26 26.1 221.5 1423 C 17/36 65 217 P3042102 
647..0.04 29.3 249.6 1672 C 17/03 65 251 P3037/04 64 0..0.27 26.5 221.0 1412 C 17/38 65 227 P3042103 
647..0.05 29.9 249.1 1658 C 17/05 65 258 P3037/05 649A28 25.8 220.9 1406 C 17/39 65 210 P3042104 
647A06 29.1 248.9 1650 C 17/06 65 250 F303i/06 64 cA29 26.3 220.':' 1395 C 17/41 65 219 P3042105 
647A07 29.6 248.4 1636 C 17/08 65 257 F3037/07 649..0.30 25.5 220.3 1389 C 17/41 65 203 P3042/C6 
647M3 28.8 243.2 1628 C 17109 65 249 P3037/08 649A31 26.0 219.8 1378 C 17/43 65 209 P3042107 
647A09 29.4 247.7 1615 C 17/11 65 256 P3037/09 649A32 25.3 219.7 1372 C 17/44 65 195 P3042/08 
647..0.10 28.6 247.4 1606 C 17112 65 2'+7 P3037/10 649A33 25.7 219.2 1361 C 17/46 65 198 P3042/09 
647..0.11 29.1 247.0 1593 C 17/14 65 254 P3037/11 649A34 25.0 219.1 1356 C 17/46 65 186 P3042110 
647..0.12 28.4 246.8 15S5 C 17/15 65 245 P3037/12 649.1>.35 25.4 218.6 1345 C 17/43 65 186 P3042111 
647..0.13 28.9 246.3 1573 C 17/17 65 253 P:;037/13 649A36 2'+.7 218.5 1340 C 17/49 65 178 P3042/12 
647..0.14 28.1 246.1 1565 C 17/18 65 243 P3037/14 649..0.37 25.1 218.0 1329 C 17/51 65 173 P30':'2/13 
647,1.15 28.6 245.6 1552 C 17120 65 251 P3037/15 649A38 24.4 217.9 1324 C 17/51 65 170 P3042/14 
647..0.16 27.9 245.4 15'15 C 17/21 65 241 P3037/16 649A39 24.8 217.5 1314 C 17/53 65 162 P3042115 
647..0.17 28.4 244.9 1532 C 17/22 65 249 P3037/17 64 0 1>.40 24.1 217.3 1309 C 17/54 65 163 P3042116 
647..0.18 27.6 244.7 1525 C 17/24 65 239 P3037/18 649A41 24.5 216.9 1298 C 17/56 65 153 P3042117 
647A19 28.1 244.3 1512 C 17125 65 247 P3037/19 649M2 23.8 216.7 1294 C 17/56 65 155 P3042/18 
647..0.20 27.4 244.1 1506 C 17/26 65 236 P3037/20 649A43 24.2 216.3 1283 C 17/58 65 145 P3042119 
647A21 27.8 243.6 1493 C 17/28 65 2"+5 P3037121 649A4,+ 23.5 216.2 1279 C 17/59 65 149 P3042120 
647 . 1.22 27.1 243.4 1437 C 17/29 65 233 P3037/22 649A45 23.9 215.7 1269 C 18/01 65 138 P3042121 
647..0.23 27.6 243.0 1474 C 17/31 65 2~2 P3037/23 649M6 23.2 215.6 1264 C 18/01 65 144 P3042122 
647..0.24 26.9 242.8 1468 C 17/32 65 230 P3037/24 649A47 23.6 215.2 1254 C 18/03 65 133 P3042123 
647..0.25 27.3 242.3 1456 C 17/Y+ 65 239 P303S/01 649M8 22.9 215.0 1250 C 18/04 65 140 P3042/24 647,1.26 26.6 242.2 1450 C 17/34 65 226 P3033/02 649A51 -24.1 40.6 9975 R 7/25 65 301 P3043/01 
647..0.27 27.0 241.7 1438 C 17/36 65 235 F3038/03 649A52 -20.1 46.8 9884 R 7/00 65 280 P3043/02 
647A28 26.3 241.5 1432 C 17/37 65 221 P3033/0,+ 649A53 -20.1 43.1 9949 R 7/15 65 284 P3043/18 
647A29 26.8 241.1 1420 C 17/3~ 65 230 P3038/05 64qA54 -15.9 48.9 9901 R 6/52 65 255 P3043/19 
647A30 26.1 241. 0 1414 C 17/39 65 216 P303S/0b 649..0.55 -16.3 45.3 9953 R 7/06 65 266 P3043/05 
647..0.31 26.5 240.5 1403 C 17/41 65 225 P3033/07 649A56 -12.0 50.8 9944 R 6/45 65 236 P3043/06 
647..0.32 25.8 240.3 1397 C 17/42 65 DO P3038/06 649A57 -12.3 47.3 9984 R 6/59 65 248 P3043/07 
647..0.33 26.2 239.9 1385 C 17/':'4 65 218 P3038/09 649A58 -7.8 52.5 10015 R 6/38 65 222 P3043/08 
647A34 25.5 239.7 1330 C 17/45 65 205 P3038/10 649A59 -8.2 49.1 10045 R 6/51 65 234 P3043/09 
647..0.35 2.';.9 239.3 1368 C 17/47 65 210 P3038/11 649A60 -3.4 54.2 10118 R 6/31 65 213 P3043/10 
647A36 2~ .2 239.1 1363 C 17/47 65 197 P303S/12 649A61 -4.0 50.7 10134 R 6/45 65 223 P3043/11 
647..0.37 2!>.6 238.7 1352 C 17/49 65 201 P3039/13 649M2 1.4 55.8 10264 R 6125 65 207 P3043/12 
647A38 2:-.0 238.5 1347 C 17/50 65 1 0 0 P3Q33/14 649A63 .8 52.2 10268 R 6/39 65 216 P3043113 
647A39 2~;.4 238.1 1336 C 17/52 65 191 P3033115 64QA64 6.6 57.2 10447 R 6/19 65 203 P3043/14 
647A40 2--.7 237.9 1331 C 17/52 65 183 P3038/16 649..0.65 6.1 53.6 10449 R 6/34 65 210 P3043/15 
647..0.41 2:'.1 237.5 1320 C 17/54 65 181 P3038/17 649A66 13.2 58.6 10721 R 6/13 65 200 P3043/16 
647..0.42 2(' .4 237.3 1315 C 17/55 65 175 P3038/18 64qA67 12.2 55.1 10691 R 6/28 65 206 P3043/17 
647..0.43 2( ... 8 236.9 1304 C 17/57 65 171 P3038/19 649M8 20.5 60.7 11068 R 6/06 65 197 H3043121 
647..0.44 2('.1 236.7 1299 C 17/57 65 168 P3033/20 649..0.69 19.0 56.6 11003 R 6/22 65 203 H3043/22 
647A45 2- .5 236.3 1288 C 17/59 65 162 P3038/21 650..0.01 10.0 40.4 10436 R 6/44 66 215 P3044/01 
647..0.46 2::.8 236.2 1284 C 18/00 65 162 P303S/22 650A02 10.7 44.2 10443 R 6/29 66 208 P3044/02 
647A47 2-,.2 235.7 1273 C 18/02 65 154 P303S123 650AD3 4.8 39.1 10268 R 6/49 66 220 P3044/03 647M8 2:··.5 235.6 1260 C 18/02 65 156 P303S/24 650A04 5.6 42.6 10270 R 6/35 66 213 P3044/04 
647A52 --.0 72.6 '7987 R 6/36 65 219 P3C39/02 650..0.05 .1 37.5 10152 R 6/56 66 227 P3044/05 
647A53 -H.2 69.5 9957 R 6/50 65 234 P3039/03 650A06 .8 41. 0 10139 R 6/42 66 219 P3044/06 
647A54 -!.2 69.1 10009 R 6/52 65 227 F3039/04 650A07 -4.2 35.7 10072 R 7/03 66 237 P30"+4/07 
647A55 -1":.5 66.1 100:+2 R 7/04 65 241 P3039/05 650A08 -3.8 39.2 10043 R 6/49 66 228 P3044/08 
647..0.56 -" 2 65.5 10177 R 7/06 65 234 P3039/C6 650t-09 -8.5 33.8 10025 R 7/11 66 248 P3044/09 647..0.57 -{:4 62.5 10157 R 7/19 65 245 P3039/21 650..0.10 -8.1 37.3 9985 R 6/57 66 239 P3044/10 
647..0.53 -:'.0 61.9 10310 R 7121 65 238 P3039/08 650A11 -12.5 31.8 10012 R 7/19 66 262 P3044/11 
647A59 -('.2 58.9 10294 R 7/33 65 249 P3039/09 650.1.12 -12.2 35.4 9958 R 7/05 66 254 P3044/12 
647..0.60 -!:~ 58.0 10478 R 7/37 65 2"+2 P::;039/10 650A13 -16.4 29.6 10027 R 7/28 66 276 P3044/13 647..0.61 54.6 10478 R 7/51 65 252 P3039/11 650..0.14 -16.1 33.3 9961 R 7/13 66 270 P30':'4/14 647..0.62 ' •• 3 53.5 10693 R 7/55 65 2-;5 t1303~/21 650..0.15 -20.1 27.0 10074 R 7/38 66 289 P3044/15 
647..0.03 1.1 50.1 10700 R 8/09 65 254 H3039/22 650A16 -20.0 30.9 9996 R 7/23 66 28~ P3044/16 647,1.64 :'.8 48.5 10973 R 8/15 65 248 H3039/23 6S0A17 -23.9 23.9 10158 R 7/51 66 301 P3044/17 
647..0.65 ... 6 44.9 10994 R 8/30 65 255 H3039124 650A18 -23.7 28.2 10060 R 7/34 66 300 P3044/18 
647M6 1, .3 42.3 11360 R 8/40 65 250 H3039/25 650,1.19 -27.5 20.5 10271 R 8/05 66 310 P3044/19 
647A67 <..·.1 38.3 11403 R 8/56 65 256 t!3039/26 650..0.20 -27.4 25.1 10156 R 7/46 66 310 P3044/20 
648AOl -16.2 138.8 29103 R 6i54 65 79 H3040125 650A21 -31.1 16.4 10428 R 8/21 66 317 P3044/21 648A02 -".4 136.0 28904 R 7/05 65 102 t13040/26 650..0.22 -31.2 21.3 10291 R 8/02 66 319 P3044/22 
648A03 -1:-.3 126.1 28872 R 7/45 65 57 M3040/27 650A23 -34.8 11.0 10644 R 8/43 66 322 P3044/23 
3-58 
VIKING ORBITER PIOTURES SORTED BY PIONO. VIKING ORBITER PIOTURES SORTED BY PIONO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PIONO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SOAZ CRCERNSR PIONO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SOAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
650A24 -35.0 16.6 10475 R 8/21 66 325 P3044n4 653A13 30.2 187.4 1666 0 17/08 67 280 P3049/13 
651AOI 34.1 217.3 2131 0 16/25 66 275 P3045/01 653A14 29.4 187.2 1656 C 17/08 67 258 P3049/14 
651A02 33.1 216.9 2119 C 16/27 66 262 P3045/02 653A15 29.9 186.7 16,+7 0 17/10 67 281 P3049/15 
651A03 33.9 216.3 2107 C 16/29 66 275 P3045/03 653A16 29.1 186.6 1637 C 17111 67 255 P3049/16 
651A04 32.9 216.0 2096 C 16/31 66 261 P30':;S/04 653417 29.6 186.1 1628 C 17/13 67 282 P3049/17 
651A05 33.7 215.4 2084 C 16/33 66 275 P3045/05 653A18 28.8 185.9 1619 C 17114 67 250 P3049/18 
651A06 32.7 215.2 2074 C 16/34 66 259 P3045/06 653A19 29.4 185.5 1610 C 17/16 67 283 P3049/19 
651A07 33.4 214.5 2063 C 16/37 66 275 P3045/07 653A20 28.6 185.3 1601 C 17/16 67 243 P3049120 
651A08 32.5 214.3 2052 C 16/38 66 256 P3045/0S 653A21 ~9.1 184.9 1593 C 17/18 67 286 P3049/21 
651A09 33.2 213.7 20H C 16/40 66 275 P3045/09 653A22 8.3 184.7 1584 C 17/19 F 229 P3049/22 
651AI0 32.3 213.5 2032 C 16/41 66 252 P3045/10 653A23 28.8 184.2 1575 C 17/21 7 292 P3049/23 
651A11 32.9 212.9 2021 C 16/44 66 275 P3045/11 653A24 28.0 184.1 1567 C 17122 67 210 P3049/24 
651A12 32.0 212.6 2011 C 16/45 66 245 P3045/12 653A25 28.5 183.6 1558 C 17/24 67 311 P3050/01 
651A13 32.7 212.0 2001 C 16/48 66 276 P3045/13 653A26 27.8 183.5 1550 C 17/24 67 181 P3050/02 
651A14 31.8 211.8 1992 C 16/4S 66 235 P3045/14 653A27 ~8.3 183.0 1541 C 17126 67 31 P3050/03 
651A15 32.4 211.2 1982 C 16/51 66 276 P3045/15 653AZ8 7.5 182.9 1533 C 17/27 67 150 P3050/04 
65tA16 31.5 210.9 1973 0 16/52 66 216 P3045/16 653A29 28.0 182.4 1525 C 17/29 67 76 P3050/0g 
651A17 32.2 210.3 1964 C 16/54 66 282 P30!;5/17 653A30 27.2 182.3 1517 C 17129 67 135 P3050/0 
65lA18 31.3 210.1 1955 C 16/55 66 185 P3045/18 653A31 27.7 181.8 1509 C 17/31 67 83 P3050/07 
651A19 31.9 209.5 1946 C 16/59 66 83 P30!;5/19 ~BH~ 26.9 181. 7 1501 C 17/32 67 124 P3050/08 651A20 31.0 209.3 1938 C 16/59 66 153 P3045/20 27.4 181.2 1493 C 17/34 67 87 P3050/09 
651A21 31. 7 203.7 1929 C 17/01 66 90 P3045/21 653A34 26.6 181.1 1485 C 17/34 67 119 P3050/10 
651A22 30.8 203.5 1921 C 17102 66 133 P30~5122 653.435 27.1 180.7 1477 C 17/36 67 89 P3050/11 
651A23 31.4 207.9 1912 C 17/04 66 91 P3045/23 653A36 26.4 180.5 1470 C 17/37 67 114 P3050/12 
651A24 30.5 207.8 1905 C 17/05 66 123 P3045/24 653A37 26.8 lS0.1 1462 C 17/39 67 90 P3050/1t 
651A25 31.1·207.1 1897 C 17/08 66 92 P3046/01 653A33 26.1 179.9 1455 C 17/39 67 III P3050/1 
6S1A26 30.2 207.0 1890 C 17/09 66 115 P3046/02 653A39 26.S 179.5 1447 C 17/41 67 91 P3050/15 
651A27 30.9 206.3 1831 C 17/11 66 92 P3046/03 653440 25.8 179.4 1440 C 17/42 67 109 P3050/16 
651A28 30.0 206.2 1875 0 17/12 66 111 P3046/04 653A41 26.2 178.9 1432 0 17/44 67 92 P3050/17 
6S1A29 30.6 Z05.6 1866 C 17114 66 92 P3046/05 t>53A42 25.5 178.8 1425 C 17/44 67 107 P3050/18 
651A30 29.7 205.4 1860 C 17/15 66 108 P3046/06 653A43 25.9 178.4 1417 C 17/46 67 93 P3050/19 
651A31 30.3 204.8 1853 C 17/18 66 'l" P3046/07 653A~4 25.2 178.3 1411 C 17/47 67 106 P3050/20 .~
651A32 29.4 204.7 1846 C 17/18 66 106 P3046/03 653A45 25.6 177.8 1403 C 17/48 67 93 P3050/21 
651A33 30.0 204.0 1839 C 17/21 66 92 P3046/09 653M6 24.9 177.7 1397 C 17/49 67 105 P3050/22 
651A34 29.1 203.9 1833 C 17/21 66 104 P3046/10 653A47· 2S.3 177.2 1389 0 17/51 67 93 P3050/23 
651A35 29.7 203.3 1826 C 17124 66 92 P3046/11 653A48 24.6 177.1 1383 C 17/S1 67 104 P3050/24 
651A36 28.8 203.1 1821 C 17/25 66 103 P3046/12 653AS4 -2.0 13.S 10009 R 6/30 67 217 P3051/04 
651A37 29.4 202.5 1813 C 17/27 66 92 P3046/13 653t,55 -5.4 0.7 9957 R 6/41 67 229 P30SlI05 
651A33 28.6 202.4 1809 C 17/28 66 102 P3046/14 653A56 -.1 10.1 10105 R 6/43 67 224 P3051/06 
651A39 29.1 201.8 1801 C 17/30 66 93 P3046/15 653A57 -3.5 7.2 10060 R g/55 67 235 P3051/07 
651A40 28.3 201. 7 1797 C 17/31 66 101 P3046/16 653A58 1.9 6.5 10230 R IS8 67 230 P3051/08 
651A41 28.8 201.1 1790 C 17133 66 93 P3046/17 653A59 -1.4 3.5 10192 R 7/10 67 240 P3051/09 
651A42 ·28.0 201.0 1786 C 17/34 60 100 P30!;6/18 653A60 4.3 2.7 10388 R 7/14 67 234 H3051/21 
651M3 28.5 200.3 1779 C 17/36 66 93 P3046/19 653A61 .9 359.6 10357 R 7/26 67 243 H3051122 
651A44 27.7 200.2 1775 C 17/37 66 100 P3046/20 653A62 7.1 358.4 10589 R f~~! 67 238 H3051123 651A45 28.2 199.6 1770 C 17/39 66 93 P3046/21 653A63 3.7 3S5.2 10566 ~ 67 246 n3051124 
651A46 27.4 199.S 1766 C 17/40 66 99 P3046/22 653A64 10.5 353.5 10854 7/50 67 241 3051/25 
651A47 27.9 198.9 1759 C 17142 66 93 P3046/23 653A65 7.1 350.1 10846 R 8/04 f 249 H3051/26 
651M8 27.0 193.8 1756 C 17/43 06 99 P3046/24 653A66 14.9 347.3 11224 R 8/15 7 244 H3051127 
651A51 11.9 33.3 10483 R 6/31 66 210 P3047/01 653A67 11.4 343.4 11230 R 8/30 67 251 H30S1/28 
651A52 13.7 37.1 10550 R· 6/16 66 203 P3047/02 655AOI 31.1 171. 1763 C 16/52 68 279 P3052101 
651A53 7.1 31.9 10316 R 6/37 66 214 P3047/03 655A02 30.3 171.2 1752 C 16/53 68 265 P305210~ 
651A54 8.0 35.5 10335 R 6/23 66 207 P3047/04 655A03 30.9 170.7 1743 C i6/S5 68 279 P305210 
651A55 2.2 30.3 10178 R 6/44 66 220 P3047/05 655A04 30.0 170.5 1732 0 6/56 68 264 P3052104 
651A56 3.0 33.7 10183 R 6/30 66 212 P3047/06 655A05 30.6 170.0 1723 C 6/58 68 280 P3052105 
651A57 -2.1 28.6 10083 R 6/50 66 228 P3047/07 655A06 29.8 169.8 1712 C 16/58 68 263 P3052106 
651A58 -1.6 32.1 10067 R 6/37 66 219 P3047/03 655A07 30.3 169.4 1703 0 17/00 68 280 P3052107 
651A59 -6.4 26.8 10018 R 6/58 66 238 P3047/09 655A08 29.5 169.1 1693 C 17/01 68 260 P3052108 
651A60 -6.1 30.3 9988 R 6/44 66 229 P3047/10 655A09 30.0 168.7 1684 C 17/03 68 281 P3052109 
651A61 -10.6 24.7 9988 R 7107 66 252 P3047/11 655AI0 29.2 168.5 1674 C 17/04 68 258 P3052110 
651A62 -10.2 28.4 9945 R 6/52 66 242 P3047112 655All 29.8 168.1 1666 C 17/06 68 282 ~3052111 651A63 -14.6 Z2.6 99.93 R 7/15 66 267 P3047/13 655A12 29.0 167.9 1656 C 17/07 68 254 3052112 
651t,64 -14.3 26.3 9931 R 7/00 66 259 P3047/14 655A13 29.5 167.4 1647 C 17/09 68 283 3052113 
651A65 -18.4 20.2 10013 R 7/25 66 282 P3047/15 655A14 28.7 167.2 1638 C 17/10 68 248 P3052114 
651A66 -18.2 24.1 99,+7 R 7/09 06 277 P3C47/16 655A15 29.2 166.8 1629 C 17/11 68 285 P3052115 
651A67 -22.3 17.4 10075 R 7136 66 296 P3047117 655A16 28.4 166.6 1620 C 17/12 68 239 P8161/36 
651A68 -22.1 21.6 9993 R 7/20 66 294 P3047/18 655A17 28.9 166.2 1611 C 17/14 68 288 P8161/37 
651A69 -26.0 14.4 10166 R 7/43 66 307 P3C47/19 655Al8 28.1 166.0 1603 0 17/15 68 224 P3052/18 
651A70 -25.9 18.7 10069 R 7/31 66 307 P3047/20 655A19 28.716S.5 lS94 C 17117 68 295 P3052119 
651A71 -29.7 10.7 10297 R 8/03 66 315 P3047/21 655A20 27.9 165.4 1586 C 17/F 68 200 P3052120 
651A72 -29.7 15.4 10179 R 7/44 66 317 P3047/22 655A21 28.4 164.9 1577 C 171 9 68 327 P3053/01 
651A73 -33.5 6.2 10473 R 8/21 66 322 P3047123 655A22 27.6 164.8 1569 C 17/20 68 168 P3053/02 
651A74 -33.6 11.6 10328 R 8/00 66 324 P3047/24 655A23 28.1 164.3 1560 C 17/22 68 62 P3053/03 
651A75 15.6 26.0 11068 R 7105 66 220 P3043/01 655<\24 27.3 164.2 1552 0 17/22 68 146 P3053/04 
651A76 16.0 30.2 11044 R 6/43 66 214 P3048/02 655A25 27.8 163.7 lS,+4 C 17/24 68 82 P3053/05 
6511.77 9.5 25.3 106'+4 R 7/07 66 2::5 P3048/03 655A26 27.0 163.6 1536 C 17/25 68 131 P3053/06 
651A78 10.1 29.2 10824 R 6/52 66 218 P3048/04 655A27 27.5 163.1 1528 C 17/27 68 88 P3053/07 
651A79 4.4 23.9 10701 R 7/13 66 232 P3C43/05 655A28 26.7 163.0 1520 C 17/27 68 124 P3053/08 
651A80 5.0 27.8 10671 R 6/58 66 224 P3048/06 655A29 27.2 162.6 1512 C 17129 68 90 P3053/09 
651ASI -.1 22.S 10602 R 7/19 66 240 P3C:;3/07 655A30 26.5 162.4 1505 C 17/30 68 118 P3053/10 
651AS2 .1 26.5 10550 R 7/03 66 231 P304S/08 655t,31 26.9 162.0 1496 C 17/32 68 92 P3053/11 
651A83 -4.6 20.8 10537 R 7/26 66 249 P304S/09 655A32 26.2 161.9 1489 C 17/32 68 l1S P3053/12 
651A84 -4.3 24.9 10474 R 7/09 66 241 P3C43/10 655~33 26.6 161.4 1481 C 17/34 68 93 P3053/13 
651AS5 -8.7 18.9 10512 R 7/34 66 261 P3048/11 655A34 25.9 161.3 1474 C 17/35 68 112 P3053/14 
65lA86 -8.5 22.8 10440 R 7113 66 253 P3043/12 655A35 26.3 160.8 1466 C 17/37 68 93 P3053/15 
651A37 -12.6 16.4 10529 R 7/44 66 273 P3048/13 655A36 2:;.6 160.7 1459 C 17/37 68 110 P3053/16 
651A88 -12.6 20.4 10441 R 7/28 66 267 P3C48/14 655A37 26.0 160.3 1451 C 17/39 68 94 P3053/17 
651A89 -16.5 13.4 10531 R 7/56 66 285 P3048/15 655A33 25.3 160.2 1445 C 17/39 68 109 P3053/18 
651A90 -16.4 17.6 10480 R 7/39 66 281 P3C48/16 655A39 2S.7159.7 1436 C 17/41 68 94 P3053/19 
651A91 -20.1 10.0 10674 R 8/10 66 295 P3048/17 655A40 25.0 159.6 1430 C 17142 68 107 P30S3/20 
651A92 -20.2 14.4 10553 R 7/52 66 293 P3048/18 655A45 -10.9 349.6 9875 R 6/47 68 246 P3055*25 
651A93 -23.7 5.9 10811 R 8/26 66 303 P3Ci;8/19 655A46 -5.9 349.1 9930 R 6/48 68 237 P3055*26 
651A94 -23.8 10.8 10662 R 8/07 66 303 P3048/20 655A47 -8.9 346.0 9976 R 7/01 68 250 P3055*27 
651A95 -27.1 1.0 10999 R 8/46 66 310 P3048/21 655M8 -3.9 345.4 10099 R 7/03 68 242 P3055*28 
651A96 -27.4 6.6 10813 R 8/24 66 311 P3048/22 ~~~:~6 -7.0 342.4 10099 R 7/16 68 254 P3055*29 651A97 -3~.8 354.8 11255 R 9/11 66 316 P3048123 -1.6 341.5 10249 R 7/19 68 246 H3055/30 
651A93 -3:.3 1.4 11019 R 8/45 66 318 P304S/24 655A51 -4.7 33~.2 10260 R 7/32 68 256 H3055/31 
6S3AOI 3,.7191.5 1786 C 16/50 67 278 P3049/01 655A52 .8 337.3 10436 R 7/36 68 249 H3055/32 
653A02 30.9 191.3 1775 C 16/51 67 266 P3049/02 655A53 -2.1 333.8 10461 R 7150 68 258 H3055/33 
653A03 3:.5 190.8 1765 C 16/53 67 2i8 P3049/03 655A5,+ 3.9 332.4 10683 R 7/56 68 251 H3055/34 
653A04 3('.6 190.5 1753 C 16/54 67 266 P3049/04 655A55 1.0 328.6 10734 R 8/11 68 259 H3055/35 
653A05 3].2 190.1 1744 C 16/56 67 278 P3049/05 655A56 7.6 326.7 11008 R 8/19 68 253 H3055/36 
653A06 30.4 189.9 1733 C 16/57 67 265 P304 9 /06 655A57 4.8 322.4 11093 R 8/36 68 260 ~305S/37 
653A07 3~.0 lS9.4 17::4 C 16/59 67 278 P3049/07 655A66 .5 35S.2 10451 R g128 68 214 3056/06 
653A08 3~.1 lS9.2 1713 C 17/00 67 264 P3049/08 655A67 -2.9 351.9 10394 R 141 68 226 P3056/07 
653A09 3r.7 188.7 1704 C 17/02 67 279 P3049/09 655A68 2.6 351.2 10562 R 6/44 g8 223 P3056/08 
653AI0 2·,.9 188.5 1694 C 17/03 67 262 P3049/10 655A69 -.7 347.9 10513 R 6/57 8 233 P3056/09 
653A11 3(·.4 188.0 1685 C 17/05 67 279 P3049/11 655A70 5.0 347.1 10705 R 7101 68 229 P3056/10 
653A12 2".6 187.9 1675 C 17/06 67 260 P3049/12 655A71 1.5 343.8 10663 R 7/14 68 239 P3056/11 
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655;1.72 ~ .9 342.5 108<:S R 7/19 68 234 H3C56/21 663A45 -23.3 61.0 33638 R 8/37 71 23 ~1306 7/45 
655A73 , .3 339.2 10261 R 7/33 68 243 H3056/22 663A46 -10.0 59.0 33211 R 8/46 71 20 H3067/46 
655A74 11.1 337.6 11141 R 7/39 68 238 H3056123 063447 -26.5 48.7 33'301 R 9/27 71 5 H3067/47 
655;1.75 7.4 334.2 11110 R 7/53 68 246 H305V24 663;1.48 -12.8 4,'1.0 33337 R 9/30 71 356 H3067/48 
655>\76 15.3 331.6 11478 R 8/03 68 241 H3C56/25 663;1.01 -16.9 53.3 33410 V 9/10 71 8 H3068/17 
655A77 11.6 327.9 11469 R 8/18 68 248 H3056/26 603;1.02 -2 .. 2 57.7 33029 V 8/53 71 15 H3068/18 
655A81 -15.3 65.2 28977 R 7/05 08 68 t13054/21 663;1.03 -16.7 53.2 33404 C 9/11 71 8 H3068/19 
655,),82 -2.8 62.4 28785 R 7/17 68 96 H3054/22 663A04 -2.1 57.5 33025 C 8/54 71 14 H306S/20 
655A83 -13.9 53.1 28825 R 7/54 68 39 m054/23 663A07 -16.4 53.1 333<:5 R 9/12 71 8 H3068/23 
655AS4 .0 51.8 28682 R 7/59 68 81 H3054/24 663;1.08 -1.8 57.4 33020 R 8/55 71 13 H3068/24 
655;1.85 -10.4 42.6 28789 R 8/36 68 357 H3054/25 6:' 3,Ul -16.9 38.7 33597 V 10/12 71 343 ~1306 7125 
655AS6 3.0 41.8 :::8714 R 8/39 68 286 H3054/26 663A12 -1. 9 43.8 33136 V 9/52 7l 332 H3067/:::6 
655A87 -7.7 31.8 28<;08 R 9/19 68 324 H3054/27 663;1.13 -17.0 38.2 33611 C 10/14 71 343 H3067/27 
655A8J 5.7 31.3 28879 R 9/22 68 282 M3054/28 663,\14 -2.0 43.6 33139 C 9/52 7l 332 ~1306 7/28 
655.489 -4.9 20.5 29176 R 10/05 68 309 H3054/29 663A17 -17.2 38.1 33617 R 10/15 7l 343 H3067/31 
655A90 8.7 19.7 29203 R 10/08 68 281 H3054/3J 663A18 -2.0 43.5 33142 R 9/53 71 331 H3067/32 
t>55A91 7.7 7Z.9 29082 R 6/37 68 132 H3054/31 6630.21 12.0 49.7 32909 V 9/31 7l 299 H3068/25 
655AQ2 23.3 78.5 294~2 R 6/15 68 157 t13054/32 663.!'22 25.2 53.7 32946 V 9/15 7l 225 H306S/26 
655A93 12.9 65.5 2897l R 7/07 68 153 H3054/33 663;1.23 12.2 49.6 32910 C 9/31 71 298 H3068/27 
6550.94 27.7 66.4 29279 R 7/04 68 177 M3C54/34 663.1124 25.3 53.9 32946 C 9/14 71 225 H3068128 
655A95 16.3 54.1 Z8S9S R 7/53 68 191 M3054/35 663A27 12.5 49.7 32907 R 9/31 7l 296 H3068/31 
655;1.96 31.2 53.8 29257 R 7/54 6S 200 M3054/36 663!..28 25.7 53.7 32950 R 9/15 71 2~5 H3068/32 
655;1.97 19.5 42.9 28976 R S/38 68 228 H3054/37 663431 12.8 59.3 32835 V 8/55 71 335 H3067/33 
655A<:8 35.2 40.7 29~28 R 8/47 68 220 H3G54/33 663A32 25.7 64.2 32922 V 8/36 7l lS4 H3067/34 
655,l.99 23.2 30.9 2"223 R 9/26 68 247 H3054/39 663;1.33 12.9 59.2 32835 C 8/56 71 329 H3067/35 
655AOO 40.0 25.4 29827 R 9/48 68 234 H3054/40 663A34 25.8 64.2 32923 C 8/36 7l 184 t13067/36 
658A17 19.7 130.7 1433 C 17/42 69 144 P3060/01 663A37 13.0 59.4 32832 R 8/55 7l 332 H3067/39 
658U8 18.9 130.7 1437 C 17/42 69 146 P3060/02 663A38 25.9 64.4 32921 R 8/36 7l IB4 H3067/40 
658,U9 19.5 130.4 1417 C 17/44 69 144 P3060/03 6640.01 24.1 76.1 1730 C 17/23 72 111 P3071/01 
658A20 IB.7 130.4 1421 C 17/44 69 146 P30bO/O4 664A02 23.2 75.9 1732 C 17/24 72 115 P307l/02 
65<lA01 20.9 123.7 1673 C 17/30 70 138 P3061/01 664A03 23.7 75.3 1722 C 17/26 72 110 P3071/03 
659A02 20.4 124.1 1669 C 17/28 70 H2 P3061/02 664A04 22.9 75.2 1724 C 17/27 72 114 P3071/04 
659A03 20.9 123.8 1651 C 17/30 70 140 P3061/03 664A05 23.4 N.7 1713 C 17/29 72 109 P3071/05 
659A04 20.0 124.1 1654 C 17128 70 145 P3061104 664A06 22.6 74.6 1715 C 17/29 72 113 P307l/06 
659,1.05 20.4 123.8 1637 C 17/30 70 143 F3061105 664A07 23.1 74.0 1705 C 17/31 72 109 P307l/07 
659A06 19.6 124.3 1639 C 17/28 70 149 P3061/06 6t4AOS 22.2 73.9 1709 C 17/32 72 112 P3071/14 
659A07 20.0 124.0 1622 C 17/29 70 147 F3C61/07 664A09 22.7 73.4 1699 C 17/34 72 108 P3071/09 
659A08 19.2 124.3 1627 C 17/28 70 151 P3C61/08 664AI0 21.9 73.2 1701 C 17/35 72 112 P3071/22 
659A09 19.6 124.0 1609 C 17/29 70 150 P3061/09 664A11 22.4 72.7 1691 C 17/37 72 108 P307l/23 
659A10 lS.7 124.3 1616 C 17/2S 70 154 P3061/10 664A12 21.6 Z~·6 1694 C 17/38 72 111 P3071/24 659U1 19.1 124.1 159S C 17/29 70 153 P3061/11 664A13 22.1 
'" .1 1685 C 17/40 72 107 P307l/25 659H2 18.2 124.3 1607 C 17/28 70 157 P3061/12 664A14 21.2 71. 9 1689 C 17/40 72 111 P307l/26 
~59o.13 18.6 124.0 15'39 C 17/29 70 156 P3061/13 664A1S 21.7 71.4 1679 C 17/43 72 107 P3071/20 
659A14 17.8 124.4 1597 C 17/28 70 160 P3061/14 664A16 20.9 71.3 1683 C 17/43 -" 110 P307l/16 1<-
659A15 18.1 124.1 1578 C 17/29 70 159 F3061/15 664A17 21.4 70.8 1674 C 17/45 72 106 P3071/17 
659,1.16 17.3 124.4 1589 C 17/28 70 161 P3061/16 064A18 20.5 70.6 1679 C 17/46 72 109 P307l/18 
659A17 17.6 124.1 1569 C 17/29 70 161 P3061/17 604;1.19 21.0 70.1 1670 C 17/48 72 106 P307l/19 
059A18 16.8 124.4 1581 C 17/28 70 163 P3061118 664,),20 20.2 70.0. 1674 C 17/49 72 109 P3071/21 
659A19 17.2 124.1 1560 C 17/30 70 163 P3061/19 664A51 23.4 74.1 1239 C 17/35 12 322 P3072101 
659A20 16.3 124.3 1575 C 17/29 70 165 P3~61/20 664A52 22.8 7':'.1 1231 C 17/34 72 256 P3072/02 
659A21 16.7 124.0 1553 C 17/30 70 164 P3C61/21 664A53 23.1 73.7 1223 C 17/36 72 325 P3072/03 
65<;A22 15.8 124.3 1568 C 17/29 70 167 P3C61122 664A54 22.6 73.8 1215 C 17/36 72 249 P3072/04 
659A23 16.2 124.0 1545 C 17/30 70 166 P3C:'1/23 664>\55 22.9 73.4 1208 C 17/38 72 325 P307210S 
65°.A24 15.3 124.2 150.1 C 17/29 70 168 P3061/24 664A56 :::2.3 73.4 1200 C 17/38 72 238 P30nl06 
659;1.25 15.7 123.8 1538 C 17/31 70 167 P3061/25 664A57 22.6 73.0 1192 C 17/39 12 328 P3072/07 
659A26 14.9 124.2 155':' C 17/30 70 169 P3061126 664A58 22.0 73.0 1184 C 17/39 72 226 P307210S 
659~27 15.3 123.8 1531 C 17/31 70 169 F3C61/27 664A59 22.3 72.6 1177 C 17/41 72 335 F3072/09 
662AOl 26.6 96.0 2188 C 17/19 71 104 F3065/01 664A60 21.7 72.7 1169 C 17141 72 218 P3072/10 
662.~02 25.5 96.1 2190 C 17/19 71 109 P3065/02 064A61 22.0 72.2 1162 C 17/43 72 345 P30n/ll 
66ZA03 26.2 95.8 2174 C 17/20 71 106 P3065/03 664A62 21.4 72.2 1154 C 17/43 72 201 P3072/12 
662AO':' 25.0 95.9 2178 C 17/20 71 III P3065/04 664,),63 21.7 71.8 1146 C 17/45 72 357 P3072/13 
662AOS 25.7 95.8 2158 C 17/21 7l 108 P3065/C5 664A64 21. 2 71.9 1139 C 17/44 72 188 P3072114 
662A06 :::4.5 95.8 :::164 C 17/21 71 113 P3065/06 664;1.65 21.4 71.4 1131 C 17/46 72 11 P307Z115 
662A07 25.2 95.7 2144 C 17/21 71 III F3065/07 664A66 20.9 71.5 11:::4 C 17/46 72 176 P3072/16 
66U.OS 24.0 95.7 2151 C 17/21 71 116 P3065/08 664A67 21.1 71.1 1116 C 17/48 72 29 P3072/1S 
662A09 24.7 95.6 2123 C 17/22 71 113 P3C,,5/C9 665AOl 27.0 73.2 1669 C 16/54 72 199 P3073/01 
662AI0 23.5 95.6 2137 C 17/22 71 118 P30.,5/10 .,65A02 26.6 73.1 1661 C 16/55 72 191 P3073/02 
662411 24.2 95.5 2114 C 17/22 71 115 P3065/11 665i.03 27.3 72.6 1651 C 16/57 72 201 P3073/03 
662A12 22.9 95.5 2125 C 17/22 7l 120 P3065/12 6e5A04 26.8 72.5 1643 C 16/57 72 185 P3073/04 
662A13 23.6 95.3 2102 C 17123 71 118 P3065/13 665A05 27.4 72.0 1634 C 16/59 72 172 P3073/05 
662A14 22.4 95.3 2114 C 17123 71 122 P3065/14 665;\06 26.8 72.0. 1625 C 17/00 72 171 P3073/06 
662A15 23.1 95.2 :::089 C 17/24 7l 120 P3065/15 665A07 27.5 71.5 1617 C 17/02 72 45 P3073/07 
662A16 21.9 95.2 2102 C 17/24 71 124 P3065/16 665AOS 26.9 71.4 1608 C 17/02 72 141 P3073/0S 
662A17 22.6 95.1 2076 C 17/24 7l 122 P3065/17 665A09 27.S 70.9 1600 C 17/04 72 35 P3073/09 
662A18 21.4 95.1 :::091 C 17/24 71 126 P3065/18 665AlO 27.0 70.8 1592 C 17/04 72 87 P3073/10 
662A19 22.1 95.0 :::065 C 17/25 71 124 P3C65/19 665All 27.6 70.3 1584 C 17/07 72 33 P3073/11 
66U.20 20.9 94.9 2082 C 17125 71 128 P3065/20 665.Al2 27.0 70.3 1575 C 17/07 72 62 P3073/12 
662A21 21.6 94.9 2053 C 17/26 7l 126 P3065/21 665A13 27.6 69.8 1569 C 17/09 72 32 P3073/13 
662A22 20.3 94.8 2071 C 17/26 7l 130 P3065/22 665A14 27.1 69.7 1559 C 17109 72 50 P3073/14 
662A23 21.1 94.7 2043 C 17/26 7l 128 P306S/23 oo5A15 27.6 69.2 1553 C 17/11 72 31 P3073/15 
662A24 19.8 94.6 :::062 C 17/27 7l 131 P3065/24 665A16 27.1 69.2 154~ C 17/12 72 43 P3073/16 
662A51 26.4 96.4 1451 C 17/23 71 39 P3066/01 665A17 27.7 68.7 1539 C 17/14 72 30 P3073/17 
662A52 25.6 96.5 1442 C 17/22 71 96 F3066/02 665A18 27.1 68.6 1528 C 17/14 72 40 P3073/18 
662A53 26.0 96.3 1434 C 17/24 71 48 P3066/03 665A19 27.7 68.1 1524 C 17/16 72 29 P3073/19 
662A54 25.1 96.4 1426 C 17/23 71 131 P3C66/04 665A20 27.2 68.0 1514 C 17/16 72 37 P3073/20 
662A55 25.5 96.1 1417 C 17124 7l 78 P3066/05 665.t..21 27.7 67.5 1510 C 17/18 72 29 P3073/21 
662A56 24.6 96.3 1410 C 17124 71 151 P3066/06 665A22 27.2 67.5 1499 C 17/19 72 35 P3073/22 
662A57 25.0 96.0 1401 C 17/25 71 127 P30b6/07 665,1.23 27.7 67.0 1496 C 17/21 72 29 P3073/23 
662.0.58 24.1 96.1 1394 C 17/24 7l 163 P3066/0S 665A24 27.1 66.9 1485 C 17/21 72 34 P3073/24 
662A59 24.5 Q5.8 1385 C 17126 7l 153 P3066/09 665A25 27.7 66.5 1482 C 17/23 72 :::8 P3074/01 
662,1.60 23.6 96.0 1360 C 17125 71 109 P306t>/I0 ec5A.26 27.1 66.4 1471 C 171:::3 72 33 P307';/02 
662A61 24.0 95.7 1370 C 17/26 71 165 P3066/11 665A27 27.6 65.9 1469 C 17/:::6 72 28 P3074/03 
662M2 23.2 95.8 1365 C 17/26 7l 172 P3066/12 665A28 27.1 65.8 1457 C 17/26 72 33 P3074/04 
662A63 23.5 95.5 1355 C 17127 71 171 P3060113 605A29 27.6 65.3 1457 C 17/28 72 28 P3074/05 
662;1.64 22.7 95.6 1351 C 17/27 71 175 P3066/14 665A30 27.1 65.3 1444 C 17/28 72 31 P3074/06 
662A65 23.0 95.4 1340 C 17/28 7l 175 P3066/15 665A31 27.6 64.7 1444 C 17/30 72 27 P3074/07 
662A66 22.2 95.5 1338 C 17/28 7l 177 P3066/16 665;1.32 27.1 64.7 1431 C 17131 72 31 P3074/08 
662A67 22.5 95.2 1326 C 17129 71 177 P3066/17 665A33 27.6 64.2 1432 C 17/33 72 27 P3074/09 
662A68 21. 7 95.3 1324 C 17/28 il 179 P3066/18 665A34 27.1 64.1 1419 C 17/33 72 31 P3074/10 
662~69 22.0 95.0 1313 C 17/30 71 179 P3066/19 665A35 27.5 63.6 1420 C 17/35 72 27 P3074/11 
662A70 21.2 95.1 1312 C 17/29 71 ISO P3066/20 665A36 27.0 63.6 1407 C 17/35 72 30 P3074/12 
662A7l 21.5 9,+.8 1300 C 17/31 71 180 P3066/21 665A37 27.5 63.0 1408 C 17/38 72 27 P3074/13 
662A72 20.8 94.9 1299 C 17/30 71 180 P3066/22 665>\3S 27.0 63.0 1395 C 17/38 72 30 P3074/14 
662A73 21.1 94.6 1287 C 17/31 7l 182 P3066/23 665A39 27.4 62.5 1397 C 17/40 72 27 P3074/15 
662A74 ZO.3 94.7 1287 C 17/31 7l 181 P3C66/N 665A40 26.9 62.5 1383 C 17/40 72 29 P3074/16 
663A41 -21.1 83.3 33876 R 7/0a 71 55 H3067/41 665;1.41 27.4 61.9 1356 C 17/42 72 27 P3074/17 
663A42 -6.8 81.2 33426 R 7/16 71 68 ~1306 7/42 665A42 26.9 61.9 1373 C 17/43 72 29 P3074/18 
663A43 -21.6 72.6 33679 R 7/51 7l 41 H3067/43 66SA43 :::7.3 61. 3 1376 C 17/45 72 27 P3074/19 
663A44 -8.1 69.7 33239 R 8/02' 71 47 H3067/44 665A44 26.8 61.3 1362 C 17145 n 29 P3074120 
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665A45 2'.'.2 60.8 1366 C 17/47 72 27 P3074/21 668A20 31.8 52.5 2017 C 16/14 74 284 P3081120 
665A46 2l·.7 60.8 1351 C 17/47 72 28 P3074/22 668A21 32.3 51.9 iSSl C 16/16 74 297 P3081/21 665A47 2;'.1 60.2 1355 C 17/50 72 27 P3074/23 668A22 31.4 51.7 C 16/17 74 283 P30S1I22 
665A43 ~('.6 60.2 1340 C 17/50 -? 28 P3074/24 668A23 31.9 51.1 1987 C 16/19 74 299 P30S1/23 I~ 
666A03 4.6 52.2 33501 R 6/44 73 97 H3076/19 668A24 31.0 50.9 1974 C 16/20 74 281 P30S1/24 
566A04 1':.2 54.0 33510 R 6/37 73 126 H3076/20 668A25 31.5 50.3 1966 C 16/23 74 301 P3082101 
666A05 h.l 40.5 33199 R 7/31 73 90 H3076/21 66SA26 30.6 50.1 1954 C 16/24 74 279 P30S2I02 
666A06 2:' .0 41.9 33221 R 7/26 73 136 H3076/22 66SA27 31.1 49.5 1946 C 16/26 74 304 P3082103 
666A07 1.2 30.5 33057 R 8/11 73 71 H3076/23 668A28 30.1 49.3 1935 C 16/27 ii+ 274 P3082/04 
666A08 21:. 1 31.1 330e6 R 8/09 73 161 H3076/24 668A29 30.6 4E3. 7 1926 C 16/29 74 310 P3082/05 
666A09 .8 20.2 33031 R 8/52 73 350 t13076/25 668A30 29.7 48.6 1916 C 16/30 74 262 P3082/06 
666AI0 2;'.7 20.0 33066 R 8/53 73 218 H3076/26 668A31 30.2 4S.0 1907 C 16/32 74 323 P30S2I07 
666A11 :'.6 9.7 33129 R 9/34 73 311 M3076/27 668~32 29.3 47.8 1898 C 16/33 74 215 P3082/03 
666Al2 2r.l 8.5 33167 R 9/39 73 256 H3076/28 668A33 29.8 47.2 1889 C 16/36 74 10 P3082109 
666A13 6.4 358.3 33377 R 10/21 73 303 N3076/29 668A34 28.9 47.0 18S0 C 16/36 74 145 P3082110 
666A14 2~ .0 356.0 33'+25 R 10/30 73 269 H3076/30 668A35 29.4 46.5 1872 C 16/39 74 70 P3082/11 
666A15 1.3 344.5 33852 R 11/16 73 299 H3076/31 668A36 28.5 46.3 1864 C 16/39 74 129 P30S21l2 
666A16 l( .9 341.4 33903 R 11/28 73 275 t13070/32 668A37 29.0 45.7 1855 C 16/42 74 88 P3082113 
666A21 -1'J.8 lS.l 33577 V 9/29 73 359 H3075/17 668.,1,38 28.1 45.6 18t~8 C 16/42 74 122 P3082114 
666A22 -4.4 22.8 33105 V 9/11 73 357 H3075/18 66SA39 28.6 45.0 1839 C 16/45 74 95 P3082/15 
666A23 -2(,.0 17~ 9 335S8 C 9/30 73 358 H3075/19 668MO 27.7 44.9 1833 C 16/45 74 119 P30S2/16 
666A24 -1.7 22.6 33110 C 9112 73 357 N3075/20 668A41 28.1 44.3 1824 C 16/48 74 100 P3082117 
666A27 -2(,.0 17.6 33589 R 9/32 73 358 H3075123 668A42 27.2 44.2 1818 C 16/48 74 118 P3082/18 
666A28 -4.6 22.4 33110 R 9/13 73 356 H3075/24 668~43 27.7 43.6 1810 C 16/51 74 103 P3082119 
666A31 -19.4 5.9 33779 V 10/21 73 3'>1 H3077/17 668A44 26.8 43.5 1804 C 16/51 74 117 P3082120 
666A32 -3.6 11.8 33230 V 9/58 73 330 ~13077/18 668A45 27.3 42.9 1796 C 16/54 74 103 P3082121 
666A33 -19.2 6.0 33770 C 10/21 73 341 N3077/19 66SA46 26.4 42.8 1791 C 16/54 74 116 P3082122 
666A34 -3.4 11. 9 33225 C 9/57 73 329 H3C77/20 668A47 26.9 42.3 1782 C 16/56 74 105 P3082/23 
666A37 -18.6 6.3 33744 R 10/20 73 340 H3077123 66SA48 26.0 42.1 1778 C 16/57 74 115 P3082124 
666A38 -3.0 12.0 33216 R 9/57 73 329 N3077/24 669A02 15.9 34.0 33805 R 5/55 74 119 H3083/18 
666A41 7.8 13.5 33039 V 9/54 73 308 H3075/25 669A03 3.6 19.8 33412 R 6/52 74 91 t13083/19 
666A42 20.9 17.1 32977 V 9/39 73 260 N30i5/26 669A04 18.0 22.2 33414 R 6/43 74 123 H3083/20 
666A43 7.6 13.2 33046 C 9/55 73 303 H3075/27 669A05 4.6 9.1 33171 R 7/35 74 SO t13033121 
666A44 20.9 16.9 32980 C 9/40 73 261 H3075/23 66 9 A06 19.3 10.0 33150 R 7/32 74 132 H3083/22 
666A47 7.8 13.0 33047 R 9/56 73 308 H3075/31 669A07 4.5 358.5 33063 R 8/18 74 43 H3083123 
666A48 21. 0 16.7 32982 R 9/41 73 261 !13075/32 669,),08 19.1 353.6 33033 R 8/17 74 163 t13083/24 
666A51 7.1 29.4 32867 V 8/53 73 5 t13077125 669A09 4.6 348.3 33074 R 8/59 74 345 H3083/25 
666A52 20.0 34.0 32859 V 8/35 73 176 H3077/26 66'1AlO 19.2 3-+7.7 33048 R 9/01 74 249 t13083126 
666A53 7.2 29.4 328t>6 C 8/53 73 4 N3077/27 66 9 A11 3.4 337.1 33231 R 9/44 74 319 H3083/27 
666A54 20.0 34.0 32855 C BI35 73 177 H3077128 669A12 18.1 335.0 33215 R 9/52 74 274 H3083/28 
666.A57 7.3 29.5 32863 R 8/53 73 4 N3077/31 669A13 1.9 323.7 33591 R 10/37 74 308 H3083/29 
666A58 20.1 34.0 32856 R 8/35 73 177 M3077/32 669A14 16.8 320.6 33601 R 10/50 74 279 H3083/30 
t>67AOl 36.3 70.9 2280 C 15/39 73 290 P307BI01 66 0 A15 -.9 306.2 34322 R 11/48 74 302 H3083/31 
667A02 35.2 70.5 2257 C 15/41 73 284 P3078/02 669A16 13.9 302.7 3~331 R 12/02 74 282 H3083/32 
667,1.03 36.0 69.8 22-+8 C 15/43 73 291 P3078/03 669A19 -18,8 352.5 33526 V 9/11 74 3 N3084117 
6t>7A04 35.0 t>9.5 2')~' C 15/45 73 285 P3078/04 669.A20 -3.6 356.6 33081 V 8/54 74 4 H308V18 ~~" 667A05 35.6 68.8 2217 C 15/47 73 291 P3078/05 669A21 -18.8 352.3 33527 C 9/12 74 3 H3084/19 
667A06 3':+.5 68.5 2196 C 15/49 73 285 P3078/06 669A22 -3.7 356.6 33081 C 8/55 74 4 N3084/20 
667A07 35.2 67.8 21E6 C 15/52 73 291 P3078/07 669A25 -18.8 351.9 33529 R 9/13 74 2 H308'+123 
667A08 34.1 67.5 2167 C 15/53 73 285 P3078/08 669A26 -3.6 356.3 33079 R 8/56 74 3 H30S4124 
667A09 34.8 66.9 2158 C 15/55 73 292 P3078/09 669A27 -21.5 338.5 33832 V 10/10 74 344 H3085/17 
667AI0 33.7 66.6 2140 C 15/57 73 284 P:;078/10 66 0 A28 -5.3 3H.3 33247 V 9/46 74 335 H3085/18 
667All 3-+.3 66.0 2130 C 15/59 73 2 0 2 P3078/11 669A29 -<:1.4 338.2 33833 C 10/11 74 3-i4 H3085/19 
667A12 33.3 65.7 2113 C 16/00 73 284 P3078/12 669A30 -5.2 343.8 33252 C 9/48 74 334 H3085120 
667A13 33.9 65.1 2103 C 16/03 73 202 P307S/13 66 QA33 -20.6 337.7 33817 R 10/13 74 3;+2 H3085123 
667A14 32.9 64.8 2087 C 16/04 73 283 P3078/14 669A34 -4.3 343.3 33244 R 9/51 74 332 H30851Z4 
667A15 33.5 64.2 2077 C 16/07 73 292 P3078/15 669A35 7.4 3405.1 32QS6 V 9/34 74 316 t130t'H/25 
667A16 32.5 9~'~ 2C62 C 16/Co5 73 282 P3078/16 669A36 20.6 351.9 32925 V 9/19 704- 256 t13084/26 667A17 33.1 O~.':' 2053 C 16/10 73 292 P3078/17 66901.37 7.3 347.9 32989 C 9/35 74 316 H3084127 
667A18 32.1 63.1 2039 C 16/12 ;3 281 P3078/18 669A38 20.3 351.8 32924 C 9/20 74 257 H30:34/28 
667A19 32.7 62.5 2029 C 16/14 73 293 P3078/19 669A41 7.2 343.0 329,,05 R 9/35 74 316 t130S'+I31 
667A20 31. 7 62.Z Z016 C 16/15 73 280 P3078/20 669A42 20.2 351. 7 32923 R 9/20 74 258 N3084/32 
667A21 32.3 61.6 2007 C 16/17 73 294 P3078/21 669M3 7.4 1.3 32866 V 8/44 74 10 H3085/25 
66 7.~22 31. 3 61.4 1994 C 16/18 73 278 P307S/22 669A44 20.4 5.5 32859 V B128 74 172 H3085126 
667.423 31. 9 60.8 19B5 C 16/21 73 294 P30iS/23 669A45 7.5 1.1 32865 C 8/45 74 8 H3085127 
667A24 30.9 60.6 1973 C 16/22 73 276 P3078/24 669A46 20.4 5.3 32857 C 8/28 74 174 t13085/28 
667A25 31.6 60.0 1964 C 16/24 73 300 P307 9 /01 669A49 7.5 .7 32864 R 8/47 74 5 H3085/31 
667A26 30.5 59.8 1953 C 16/25 73 272 P3079/02 669A50 20.3 5.2 32854 R 8/29 74 174 H3085/32 
667A27 31. 0 59.2 19 .. 4 C 16/27 73 297 P3079/03 66<;~51 30.2 39.8 IS48 C 16/25 74 284 P3086/01 
667.A28 30.1 59.1 1933 C 16/28 73 265 P3079/04 669A52 29.3 39.7 1838 C 16/26 74 268 P3086/02 
667A29 30.6 58.5 1924 C 16/31 73 300 P3079/05 66'lA53 30.2 39.2 1830 C 16/28 74 233 P30S6/03 
667A30 29.7 58.3 1914 C 16/31 73 248 P3079/06 669A54 29.3 39.2 1819 C 16/28 74 271 P3086/04 
667,1.31 30.2 S7.7 1905 C 16/34 73 309 P3079/07 66 9 A55 30.0 38.7 1&11 c 16/30 74 291 P3086/05 
667A32 29.3 57.5 18S" C 16/35 73 209 P3079/03 669A50 29.2 ;?~.6 1800 C 16/30 74 273 P3086/06 
667A33 29.8 57.0 1887 C 16/37 73 356 P3079/09 669A57 29.9 .00.2 1793 C 16/32 74 294 P30D6/07 
667A34 28.9 56.8 1879 C 16/38 73 160 P307 9 /10 669A53 29.1 ~~:~ 1782 c 16/33 74 275 P3086/03 667A35 29.4 56.2 IB70 C 16/40 73 84 P307 0 /11 669.459 29.8 1774 C 16/35 74 297 P30&6/09 
667A36 28.5 56.1 1862 C 16/41 73 133 P3079/12 669A60 28.9 37.6 1764 C 16/35 74 278 P3086/10 
667A37 29.0 55.5 1853 C 16/43 73 97 P3079/13 669A61 29.6 37.1 1756 C 16/37 74 301 P3086/11 
667A38 28.1 55.3 18~6 C 16/:;:; 73 129 P3079/14 669A62 23.8 37.1 1746 C 16/37 74 281 P3086/12 
667A39 23.5 5 ... 8 1837 C 16/46 73 103 P3079/15 669t.63 29.5 36.6 1739 C 16/39 74 305 P3086/13 
667A40 27.7 54.6 1331 C 16/47 73 124 P3079/16 e69A64 28.7 ~~J 1728 C 16/39 74 284 P3086/14 667A41 28.1 54.1 1822 C 16/49 73 104 P3079/17 669A65 29.3 1721 C 16/41 74 309 P3086/15 
667M2 27.3 53.9 1816 C 16/50 73 121 P3079/13 669A66 28.5 36.0 1710 C 16/41 74 238 P3086/16 
667.1>.43 27.7 53.4 1807 C 16/52 73 106 P3079/19 669A67 29.2 35.5 1703 C 16/44 74 315 P30861l7 
667A44 ~6.8 53.2 1802 C 16/53 73 119 P307 9 /20 669A63 28.4 35.5 1692 C 16/44 74 294 P3086/18 
667A45 27.3 52.7 1794 C 16/55 73 106 P3079i21 669A69 29.0 35.0 1686 C 16/46 74 320 P30S6/19 
667A46 26.4 52.5 1789 C 16/56 73 118 P3079/22 669A70 28.2 35.0 1675 C 16/46 74 300 P3086/20 
667A47 26.9 52.0 1780 C 16/58 73 107 P307 9 /23 669A71 28.B 34.5 1668 C 16/48 74 326 P3086/21 
667A4S 26.0 51.8 1776 C 16/58 73 117 P3070124 669A72 28.1 34.5 1657 C 16/48 74 30S P3086n2 
66SAOl 36.3 01.1 22eO C 15/33 74 291 P3CSliOl 669A73 28.6 34.0 1651 C 16/50 74 333 P3086/23 
668A02 35.3 60.6 2257 C 15/40 74 286 P3CSlIO:: 669A74 27.9 34.0 1640 C 16/50 74 316 P3086/24 
668A03 36.1 60.0 2249 C 15/42 74 293 P3031i03 669A75 205.5 ~~:~ 1634 C 16/52 74 339 P3087/01 t>68,-04 35.1 59.6 2227 C 15/44 74 287 P3CSI/04 66~A7o 27.7 1623 C 16/53 74 328 P3087/02 
668A05 35.7 59.0 2218 C 15/46 74 293 P30S1/05 669A77 2S.3 33.0 1617 C 16/55 74 346 P3087/03 
668.1.06 34.6 53.6 2196 C 15/48 7'+ 2S-' P30SlIC6 669t.7S 27.6 33.0 1606 C 16/55 74 340 P3087/04 
668A07 35.3 53.1 21108 C 15/50 74 293 P3C81/07 669A79 28.2 32.5 1601 C 16/57 74 352 P3087/05 
668AOS 34.2 57.7 2168 C 15/52 74 287 f'30S1/08 66<:.~S.0 27.4 32.5 1589 C 16/57 74 350 P3087/06 
668A09 34.S 57.1 21bO C 15/54 74- 294; P3081/09 66QAol 23.0 32.0 1584 C 16/59 74 35S P3087/07 
668AI0 33.8 56.8 2141 C 15/56 74 210.6 P3031/10 669A82 27.2 32.0 1573 C 16/59 74 P30a7/0S 
668Ul 3':+.4 56.2 2132 C 15/58 74 294 P:;081/11 669A83 27.8 31.5 1568 C 17/01 74 3 P3087/09 
668A12 33.4 55.9 211'+ C 15/59 74 286 P3081/12 669AS4 27.0 31.5 1556 C 17/01 74 9 P30S7/10 
66S.A13 34.0 55.3 2105 C 16102 74 295 P30:31/13 (69)85 27.6 31.0 1551 C 17/03 74 8 P3087/11 
668A14 33.0 55.0 2088 C 16/03 74 286 P30S1/14 669AS6 26.9 31.0 1540 C 17103 74 16 P3037/12 
668.Al5 33.6 54.4 2079 C 16/0b 74 295 P30SlI15 609A87 27.4 30.5 1535 C 17/05 74 13 P30S7/13 
668A16 32.6 54.2 20~4 C 16/07 74 2e5 P3C21116 669A88 26.7 30.5 1524 C 17/05 74 22 P3087/14 
66SAl7 33.2 53.5 2055 C 16/09 74- 2<;5 P3081/17 66Q.~89 27.2 30.0 1519 C 17/07 74 17 P3087/15 
66SAlS 32.2 53.3 2040 C 16/10 74- 285 P30S1/18 609AoO 26.5 33.0 1503 C 17107 74 27 P3087/16 
66SA19 32 .. 7 5::'.7 ::031 C 16/13 74 2'16 P3C31/19 669A91 27.0 29.5 1503 C 17/09 74 20 P3087/17 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------669A92 26.3 29.S 1492 C 17/09 74 31 P3087/18 672A28 .S 332.3 32994 R 8/33 75 17 M3093/32 
669A93 26.8 29.0 1488 C 17/12 74 24 P3087/19 672A31 -14.0 312.9 33538 V 9/54 75 342 M30n/30 
669A94 26.1 29.1 1476 C 17/11 74 35 P30S7/20 672A32 .9 317.6 33102 V 9/34 75 328 H3092/31 
669A95 2.',.6 28.5 1472 C 17/14 74 26 P30S7/21 672A33 -14.0 312.8 33537 C 9/54 75 341 H3092/32 
669A96 2):.9 28.6 1460 C 17/14 74 37 P30S7/22 672A34 .8 317.5 33105 C 9/35 75 328 M3092/33 
669A97 2(,.4 28.1 1457 C 17/16 74 29 P3087/23 672A37 -14.1 312.5 33547 R 9/55 75 3-+1 M3092/36 
669A98 25.7 28.1 1445 C 17/16 74 40 P30S7/24 672A38 .8 317.3 33107 R 9/36 75 328 M3092/37 
670AOI 2".2 39.2 2304 C 15/44 75 237 P30SS/01 672A41 10.6 323.0 32916 V 9/16 75 312 M3093/33 
670A02 21.L2 38.8 2300 C 15/46 75 227 P3CS8/02 672M2 23.7 326.9 32908 V 9/01 75 235 M3093/34 
670A03 29.0 38.3 2280 C 15/48 75 233 P30S8/03 672M3 10.7 323.1 32914 C 9/16 75 312 M3093/35 
670A04 28.0 37.9 2277 C 15/49 75 222 P30S8/04 672A44 23.8 327.0 32908 C 9/00 75 234 M3093/36 
670A05 21'-.9 37.4 2257 C 15/51 75 228 P30SS/05 672A47 10.8 323.0 32913 R 9/16 75 311 H3093/39 
670AOb 2'1.9 37.0 2254 C 15/53 75 217 P30SS/06 672M.·8 N.l 326.9 32909 R 9/01 75 234 H3093/40 
670A'7 21,.7 36.5 2235 C 15/55 75 223 P3088/07 672A51 12.4 334.0 32830 V 8/35 75 17 H3093/41 670M8 2i.7 36.2 2233 C 15/56 75 212 P30SS/08 672A52 25.2 338.6 32890 V 8/16 75 177 H3093/42 
670A09 21'.5 35.7 2214 C 15/59 75 216 P30S8/C9 672A53 12.3 333.9 32829 C 8/35 75 14 H3093/43 
670AlO 2:'.5 35.3 2212 C 16/00 75 206 P30S8/10 672A54 25.2 33S.6 32890 C 8/17 75 177 H3093/44 
670All 2',.3 34.8 2194 C 16/02 75 208 P3088/11 672A57 12.5 333.9 32827 R 8/35 75 14 M3093/47 
670Al2 2/.3 34.5 2192 C 16/03 75 200 P3CC8/12 672A5S 25.4 33S.7 32890 R 8/17 75 177 H3093/48 
670A13 21:·.1 34.0 2174 C 16/06 75 201 P30SS/13 672A61 6.5 193.S 13074 R 6/29 75 221 P3094/01 
670A14 2'-.1 33.7 2173 C 16/07 75 193 P30SS/14 672A62 11.3 193.0 13219 R 6/32 75 219 P3094/02 
670A15 2· ... 9 33.2 2156 C 16/09 75 192 P30S8/15 672A63 5.7 lS9.2 13114R 6/47 75 233 P3094/03 
670A16 20.9 32.9 2155 C 16/10 75 lS5 P30S8/16 672A64 10.3 18S.5 13253 R 6/51 75 229 P3094/04 
670A17 2~' .7 32.4 2137 C 16/12 75 183 P30e8/17 672A65 5.0 184.3 13191 R 7/07 75 244 P3094/05 
670A18 26.7 32.1 2137 C 16/14 75 178 P30S8/18 672A66 9.8 183.7 13331 R 7/10 75 239 P3094/06 
670A19 2'-'.5 31.6 2120 C 16/16 75 174 P30S8/19 672A67 4.5 179.4 13301 R 7/27 75 253 P3094/07 
670A20 21-.5 31.3 2120 C 16/17 75 172 P308S/20 672A68 9.2 178.4 13444 R 7/31 75 248 P3094/08 
670A21 2".3 30.8 2103 C 16/19 75 165 P30SS/21 672A69 3.8 174.1 13443 R 7/48 75 261 P3094/09 
670A22 2t.3 30.5 2103 C 16/20 75 165 P30SS/22 672A70 8.8 173.1 13596 R 7152 75 255 P3094/10 
670A23 27.1 30.0 2087 C 16/22 75 159 P30e8/23 672A81 14.0 199.8 13510 R 6/08 75 205 P3094/11 
670A24 21.1 29.8 20S7 C 16/23 75 160 P3CS8/24 672A82 19.6 199.8 13717 R 6/08 75 204 P3094/12 
670A25 2( .8 29.3 2071 C 16.1<':; 75 152 P3089/01 672A83 13.3 195.1 13518 R 6/27 75 215 P3094/13 
670A26 2!'.9 29.0 2072 C '16126 75 154 P3089/02 672A84 lS.4 194.5 13703 R 6/29 75 213 P3094/14 
670A27 2£..6 28.5 2057 C 16/29 75 146 P3089/03 672A85 12.1 190.2 13536 R 6/47 75 225 P3094/15 
670A28 25.7 28.3 2058 C 16/30 75 149 P3089/04 672A86 17.4 189.3 13729 R 6/50 75 223 P3094/16 
670A29 2(,4 27.8 2042 C 16/32 75 141 P3089/05 672A87 11.4 185.3 13599 R 7/06 75 235 P3094/17 
670A30 2!:..4 27.5 2044 C 16/33 75 145 P30SQ/06 672A8S 16.2 184.2 13775 R 7/11 75 232 P3094/18 
670A31 2( .• 1 27.0 2028 C 16/35 75 137 P30e9/07 672A89 10.5 179.9 13697 R 7/28 75 245 P3094/19 
670A32 2!;.2 26.8 2030 C 16/36 75 141 P3089/08 672A90 15.7 178.6 13894 R 7/34 75 241 P3094/20 
670A33 2f.9 26.3 2015 C 16/38 75 133 P3089/09 673AOl 25.9 5.2 1795 C 16/04 76 252 P30Q5/01 
670A34 2,+.9 26.0 2017 C 16/39 75 138 P3089/10 673A02 25.0 5.1 1791 C 16/05 76 247 P3095/02 
670A35 2f.. 7 25.5 2003 C 16/41 75 130 P3089/11 673A03 25.7 4.7 1773 C 16/07 76 251 P3095/03 
670A36 2'+.7 25.3 2005 C 16/42 75 135 P3C89/12 673A04 24.8 4.5 1769 C 16/07 76 246 P3095/04 
670A37 25.4 24.8 1990 C 16/44 75 128 P3089/13 673A05 25.3 4.1 1752 C 16/09 76 250 P3095/05 
670A38 24.4 24.6 1993 C 16/45 75 132 P3089/14 673A06 24.5 4.0 1748 C 16/09 76 244 P3095/06 
670A39 25.1 24.1 1979 C 16/47 75 125 P308 Q/15 673A07 25.0 3.6 1731 C 16/11 76 248 P3095/07 
670,1,40 24.2 23.9 1982 C 16/48 75 130 P3C89/16 673AC8 24.2 3.5 1728 C 16/12 76 243 P3095/08 
670A41 24.9 23.4 1968 C 16/50 75 123 P3089/17 673A09 24.6 3.0 1711 C 16/14 76 246 P3095/09 
670A42 23.9 23.2 1971 C 16/51 75 128 P3089/18 673AI0 23.8 2.9 1708 C If14 76 241 P3095/10 670A43 24.6 22.7 1957 C 16/53 75 122 P3C89/19 673A11 24.3 2.5 1691 C 1 /16 76 245 P3095/11 
670A44 23.7 22.S 1961 C 16/54 75 126 P3089/20 673A12 23.5 2.4 1689 C 16/16 76 239 P3095/12 
670M5 24.3 21.9 1948 C 16/56 75 120 P3059/21 673A13 23.9 2.0 1671 C 16/18 76 243 P3095/13 
670A46 23.4 21. 7 1952 C 16/57 75 124 P3089/22 673A14 23.1 1.9 1669 C 16/19 76 237 F'3095/14 
670A47 24.1 21.3 1938 C 16/59 75 119 P3089/23 6730\15 23.6 1.4 1652 C 16/20 76 241 P3095/15 
670A48 23.1 21.1 1943 C 17/00 75 123 P3039/24 673A16 22.8 1.3 1650 C 16/21 76 236 P3095/16 
671A01 29.5 14.9 1711 C 16/45 75 353 P3090/01 673A17 23.3 .9 1633 C 16/23 76 239 P3095/17 
671A02 28.7 15.0 1697 C 16/45 75 353 P3090/02 673A18 22.5 .8 1631 C 16/23 76 234 P3095/18 
671A03 29.S 14.4 1695 C 16/48 75 357 P3090/03 673Al9 22.9 .4 1614 C 16/25 76 237 P3095/19 
671A04 28.7 14.4 1681 C 16/48 75 358 P3090/04 673A20 22.1 .3 1613 C 16/25 76 232 P3095/20 
671A05 29.3 13.9 1678 C 16/50 75 1 P3090105 673A21 22.6 359.9 1596 C 16/27 76 235 P3095/21 
671A06 28.5 13.9 1665 C 16/50 75 3 P3090/06 673A22 21.8 359.8 1595 C 16/27 76 230 P3095/22 
671A07 29.1 13.4 1662 C 16/52 75 4 P309C/07 673A23 22.2 359.4 1578 C 16/29 76 233 P3095/23 
671A08 28.3 13.4 1648 C 16/52 75 8 P3090/08 673~24 21.5 359.3 1577 C 16/30 76 228 P3095/24 
671A09 28.9 12.9 1645 C 16/54 75 8 P3090/09 673A25 21. 9 35B.9 1559 C 16/31 76 231 P3096/01 
671AI0 28.1 12.9 1632 C 16/54 75 12 P3090/10 673A26 21.1 358.8 1559 C 16/32 76 226 P3096/02 
671A11 2B.7 12.4 1629 C 16/56 75 11 P3090/11 673A27 21. 6 358.4 1541 C 16/34 76 229 P3096/03 
671A12 28.0 12.5 1615 C 16/56 75 16 P3090/12 673A28 20.B 358.3 1541 C 16134 76 225 P3096/04 
671Al3 28.5 11.9 1613 C 16/58 75 13 P3090/13 673A29 21.2 357.9 1524 C 16/36 76 228 P3096/05 
671A14 27.8 12.0 1599 C 16/58 75 19 P3090/14 673A30 20.5 357.8 1524 C 16/36 76 223 P3096/06 
671A15 28.3 11.5 1597 C 17/00 75 16 P3C90/1S 673A31 20.9 357.4 1506 C 16138 76 226 P3096/07 
671A16 27.6 11.5 1583 C 17/00 75 22 P3090/16 673A32 20.2 357.3 1507 C 16/38 76 221 P3096/0S 
671A17 28.2 11.0 1581 C 17/02 75 18 P3090/17 673A33 20.6 356.9 1489 C 16/40 76 223 P3096/09 
671A18 27.4 11.0 1567 C 17/02 75 25 P3090/18 673A34 19.8 356.8 1490 C 16/40 76 219 P3096/10 
g71A19 27.9 10.5 1565 C 17/04 75 21 P3090/19 673A35 20.2 356.4 1472 C 16/42 76 222 P3096/11 71A20 27.2 10.6 1552 C 17/04 75 27 P3090/20 673A36 19.5 356.3 1473 C 16/42 76 217 P3096/12 
671A21 27.8 10.0 1550 C 17/07 75 22 P3090/21 673A37 19.9 355.9 1455 C 16/44 76 219 P3096/13 
671A22 27.0 10.1 1536 C 17/06 75 29 P3090/22 673A38 19.2 355.8 1457 C 16/44 76 215 P3096/14 
671A23 27.5 9.6 1534 C 17/09 75 24 P3090/23 673A39 19.6 355.4 1435 C 16/46 76 218 P3096/15 
671A24 26.8 9.6 1520 C 17/08 75 31 P309C/24 673A40 18.9 355.3 1440 C 16/47 76 213 P3096/16 
671A25 27.3 9.1 1519 C 17/11 75 26 P3091/01 673A41 19.2 354.9 1422 C 16/48 76 216 P3096/17 
671A26 26.6 9.2 1505 C 17/10 75 33 P3091/02 6730\42 18.5 354.8 1424 C 16/49 76 212 P3096/18 
671A27 27.1 8.6 1504 C 17/13 75 28 P309l/03 673.6.43 18.9 354.4 1406 C 16/50 76 214 P3096/19 
671A28 26.4 8.7 1490 C 17/12 75 34 P3091/04 673A44 18.2 354.4 1408 C 16/51 76 210 P3096/20 
671A29 26.9 8.2 1489 C 17/14 75 29 P3091/05 673A45 18.6 354.0 1390 C 16/52 76 212 P3096121 
671A30 26.2 8.2 1474 C 17/14 75 36 P3091/06 673M6 17.9 353.9 1392 C 16/53 76 208 P3096/22 
671A31 26.7 7.7 1473 C 17/16 75 31 P3091/07 673A47 18.2 353.5 1374 C 16/55 76 210 P3096/23 
671A32 26.0 7.8 1459 C 17/16 75 37 P30'll/08 673M8 17.5 353.4 1376 C 16/55 76 206 P3096/24 
671A33 26.5 7.3 1458 C 17/18 75 32 P3091/09 674A04 17.1 160.4 13139 R 6/00 76 203 P3097/04 
671A34 25.7 7.3 1444 C 17/18 75 38 P3091110 674A05 11.1 176.4 12954 R 6/16 76 213 P3097/05 
671A35 26.2 6.8 1444 C 17/20 75 34 P3091/11 674A06 15.9 175.6 13124 R 6/19 76 213 P3097/06 
671A36 25.5 t4 1429 C 17/20 75 40 P3091/12 674A07 10.0 171.8 12973 R 6/35 76 224 P3097/07 671A37 26.0 429 C 17/22 75 35 P3091/13 674A08 15.2 170.8 13155 R 6/39 76 222 P3097/08 
671A38 25.3 6.4 1415 C 17/22 75 41 P3091/14 674A09 9.2 166.9 13029 R 6/55 76 235 P3097/09 
671A39 25.7 5.9 1414 C 17/24 75 36 P3091/15 674AI0 13.9 166.1 13194 R 6/58 76 231 P3097/10 
671A40 25.1 6.0 1400 C 17124 75 42 P3091/16 674A11 8.6 162.0 13122 R 7/14 76 244 P3097/11 
672A02 19.6 35~J 33600 R 6/03 75 123 ~13092/20 674A12 13.6 161.1 13294 R 7/18 76 239 P3097/12 672A03 8.0 33217 R 6/59 75 96 H3092/21 674A13 8.4 156.9 13258 R 7/35 76 252 P3097/13 
672A04 19.1 355.4 33192 R 6/58 75 123 H3092122 674A14 13.2 155.5 13439 R 7/40 76 247 P3097/14 
672AO~ ~.O 3,+3.6 33007 R 7/45 75 76 M3092/23 674A15 8.2 151.1 13446 R 7/58 76 258 P3097/1S 672AO 1 .4 342.5 32961 R 7/50 75 128 H3092/25 674A16 13.3 149.7 13636 R 8/04 76 253 P3097/16 
672A07 5.9 332.6 32940 R 8/29 75 25 H3092/26 674A17 8.5 144.5 13706 R 8/24 76 264 P3097117 
672A08 16.7 331.3 32895 R 8/34 75 213 M3092/27 674A18 13.8 142.6 13926 R 8/32 76 259 P3097/18 
672A09 3.8 321.6 33019 R 9/13 75 335 H3092/28 675Ml 19:i ~~6:~ ~~g8t ~ 6/10 77 100 M3098/29 672AI0 14.8 319.9 32968 R 9/20 75 28S H3092129 675M2 5/58 77 119 H3098/30 
672A21 -14.1 328.3 33355 V 8/49 75 9 M3093/25 675A03 6.5 326.8 33244 R 6/53 77 91 H3098/31 
g72A22 .3 332.3 33000 V 8/~3 75 17 H3093/26 675A04 18.1 326.3 33182 R 6/54 77 119 H3098/32 
72A23 -14.1 328.3 33353 C 8/,+9 75 9 H3093127 675A05 5.7 315.0 33029 R 7/40 77 71 H3098/33 
672A24 .4 332.3 32999 C 8/33 75 17 M3093128 675A06 16.6 314.1 32964 R 7/43 77 116 H3098/34 
672A27 -13.9 328.3 33345 R 8/49 75 9 H3093/31 675A07 3.7 304.4 32977 R 8/22 77 25 H3098/35 
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675A08 14.3 302.8 32901 R 8/29 77 357 M3098/36 678A33 19.7 295.6 1384 C 17128 78 91 P3104/09 
675A09 .7 293.6 33070 R 9/06 77 3"" H30Q8/37 678A34 19.0 295.4 1383 C 17129 78 96 P3104/10 
F5A10 11.7 291.7 32979 R 9/13 77 305 H3098/38 678A35 19.4 295.0 1376 C 17/30 78 91 P3104/11 75Al1 -2.9 282.7 33313 R 91'19 77 328 M3098/39 678A36 18.6 294.8 1374 C 17/31 78 96 P3104/12 675A12 8.3 280.7 33199 R 9/58 77 302 H30C;8/40 678A37 19.0 294.4 1367 C 17/33 78 91 P3104/13 
675A13 -14.9 299.5 33399 V 8/44 77 9 M3098/21 67SA38 18.2 294.2 1367 C 17/34 78 96 P3104/14 
675A14 -.2 303.3 33024 V 8/29 77 15 M3098/22 678A39 18.6 293.8 1360 C 17/35 78 92 P3104/15 
675A15 -15.0 299.4 33404 C 8/45 77 9 H3098/23 678A40 17.8 293.6 1360 C 17/36 78 96 P3104/16 
675A16 -.4 303.4 33026 C 8/29 77 15 H30C;8/24 678A41 18.2 293.2 1353 C 17/38 78 92 P3104/17 
675A19 -15.1 299.5 33404 R 8/45 77 9 H3098/27 678A42 17.4 293.0 1354 C 17/39 78 96 P3104/18 
675A20 -.5 303.5 33026 R 8129 77 16 H3098n8 678A43 17.8 292.6 1347 C 17/40 78 n P3104/19 
g75A23 -19.1 282.5 33759 V 9/55 77 344 M3099/25 678A4'+ 17.0 292.5 13,,8 C 17/41 78 96 P3104/20 
75A24 -3.2 288.0 33210 V 9/33 77 334 M3099/26 678A45 17.4 292.1 1341 C 17/43 78 n P3104/21 
675A25 -19.1 282.5 33758 C 9/55 77 344 M3099/27 678A46 16.7 291.9 1342 C 17/44 78 96 P3104/22 
675A26 -3.2 288.0 33209 C 9/33 77 334 H3099/28 678A47 17.0 291.5 1335 C 17/45 78 93 P3104/23 
675A29 -18.9 282.7 33749 R 9/55 77 344 M3099/31 678A43 16.2 291.3 1337 C 17/46 78 96 P3104124 ~75A30 -3.1 288.1 33204 R 9/33 77 334 H3099/32 679AOI 23.9 300.6 1707 C 16/25 78 198 P3105/01 
75A33 10.0 292.0 32959 V 9/20 77 311 H3099/33 679M2 23.1 300.4 1704 C 16/26 78 190 P3105/02 
75A34 23.4 295.4 32931 V 9/07 77 247 M3099/3" 679A03 23.7 300.0 1690 C 16/28 78 191 P3105/03 
675A35 10.4 291.8 32959 C 9/21 77 309 H3099/35 679AO" 22.8 299.8 1687 C 16/28 78 185 P3105/04 
675A36 23.7 295.3 32934 C 9/07 77 246 N3099/36 679A05 23.4 299.4 1b73 C 16/30 78 184 P3105/05 
675A39 10.7 291.5 329bO R 9/23 77 308 M3099/39 679.AC6 22.6 299.2 1671 C 16/31 78 180 P3105/06 
675A40 23.9 295.1 32936 R 9/08 77 246 H3099/40 679A07 23.1 298.8 1656 C 16/33 78 178 P3105/07 
675A43 lZ.7 304.7 32836 V 8/32 77 3 N3099/41 679A08 22.3 298.7 1654 C 16/33 78 175 P3105/08 
675A44 2!;.6 309.0 32892 V 8/15 77 181 N3099/42 679A09 22.9 298.3 1640 C 16/35 78 172 P3105/09 
675A45 1~.6 304.1 32836 C 8135 77 35'1 M3099/43 679AI0 22.1 298.1 1638 C 16/36 78 170 P3105/10 
675A4b 25.5 308.4 32868 C 8/18 77 184 t13099/44 679A11 22.6 297.7 1623 C 16/37 78 167 P3105/11 
675A49 1::.6 303.1 32837 R 8/39 77 341 M3099/47 679A12 21.8 297.5 1622 C 16/38 78 166 P3105/12 
675A50 2~.5 307.5 32884 R 8/22 77 190 t13099/48 679A13 22.3 297.1 1608 C 16/40 78 161 P3105/13 
675A51 2&.1 334.8 1708 C 16/46 77 41 P3100/01 679A14 21.5 297.0 1606 C 16/41 78 162 P3105/14 
675A52 27.2 334.6 1698 C 16/47 77 61 P3100/02 679A15 22.0 296.6 1592 C 16/42 78 157 P3105/15 
675A53 2;.7 334.0 1693 C 16/49 77 50 P3100/03 679A16 21.2 296.4 1591 C 16/43 78 158 P3105/16 
675A54 26.9 334.0 1683 C 16/50 77 66 P3100104 679A17 21.8 296.0 1577 C 16/45 78 152 P3105/17 
675A55 2:.3 333.4 1679 C 16/52 77 56 P3100/05 679.Al3 21.0 295.9 1576 C 16/45 78 155 P3105/18 
675A56 21'.5 333.3 1668 C 16/53 77 70 P3100/06 679A.l9 21.5 295.5 1562 C 16/47 78 149 P3105/19 
675A57 2:-.0 332.7 1664 C 16/55 77 61 ::>3100/07 679A20 20.7 295.3 1561 C 16/48 78 151 P3105/20 
675.b.58 21.2 332.6 lb55 C 16/55 77 74 P3100/08 679A21 21.2 294.9 1547 C 16/49 78 145 P3105/21 
675A59 21-.6 332.0 1651 C 16/58 77 65 P3100/09 679A22 20.4 294.8 1547 C 16/50 78 148 P3105/·22 
675A60 2!-.8 332.0 16'11 C 16/58 77 76 P3100/10 679A23 20.9 294.4 1533 C 16/52 78 142 P3105/23 
675A61 U.3 331.3 1638 C 17/01 77 68 P3100/11 679 . 1.24 20.2 294.2 1532 C 16/52 78 145 P3105/24 
675A62 2!-.5 331.3 1629 C 17/01 77 78 P31CO/12 679A25 20.7 293.9 1518 C 16/54 78 140 P3106/01 
675A63 2!'.9330.7 Ib25 C 17/03 77 70 P3100/13 679A26 19.9 293.7 1518 C 16/55 78 143 P3106/02 
675A64 2j.l 330.6 1617 C 17/04 77 80 P3100/14 679A27 20.4 293.3 1504 C 16/5b 73 137 P3106/03 
675A65 2!.5 330.0 1613 C 17/06 77 72 P3100/15 679A28 19.6 293.2 1504 C 16/57 78 141 P3106/04 
675.1.66 24.7 330.0 1605 C 17/07 77 81 P3100/16 679A29 20.1 292.8 1490 C 16/58 78 135 P3106/05 
675A67 2~·.2 329.4 1601 C 17/09 77 74 P3100/17 679A30 19.3 292.6 1491 8 16/59 78 13S P3106/06 
675A68 2'--.4 329.4 1593 C 17/09 77 82 P3100/18 679A31 19.8 292.2 1477 17/01 78 133 P3106/07 
6751..69 2(.9 328.8 1589 C 17/11 77 75 P3101/01 679A32 19.0 292.1 1478 C 17/01 78 137 P3106/08 
675A70 2'..0 328.7 1582 C 17/12 77 83 P3101/02 679A33 19.5291.7 1464 C 17/03 78 131 P3106/09 
675A71 2('-.4 328.1 1579 C 17/14 77 77 P3101/03 679A34 18.7 291.6 1465 C 17/04 78 135 P3106/10 
675A72 2:':.7 328.1 1572 C 17/15 77 84 P3101/04 679A35 19.2 291.2 1451 C 17/05 78 130 P310b/ll 
675A73 2'.1 327.5 1569 C 17/17 77 79 P3101/05 679A36 18.5 291.1 1452 C 17/Cb 78 133 P3106/12 
675A74 2:.3 327.5 1562 C 17/17 77 85 P3101/06 679A37 18.9 290.7 1438 C 17/07 78 128 P3106/13 
675A75 2:'.7 326.9 1559 C 17/19 77 80 P3101l07 679A38 18.2 290.6 1439 C 17/08 78 132 P3106/14 
675A76 22.9 326.8 1552 C 17/20 77 85 P3101/08 67 cA39 18.6 290.2 1425 C 17/10 78 127 P3106/15 
675A77 2:';.3 326.3 1550 C 17/22 77 81 P3101/09 6791..40 17.9 290.1 1427 C 17/10 78 130 P3106/16 
675A78 2:'.5 326.2 15'13 C 17/22 77 86 P3101/10 679A41 18.3 289.7 1413 C 17/12 78 126 P3106/17 
675A79 2 •• 9 325.7 1541 C 17/25 77 81 P3101/11 679A42 17.6 289.5 1415 C 17/12 78 129 P3106/18 
675A80 U.2 325.6 1535 C 17/25 77 87 P3101/12 679M3 18.0 289.2 1401 C 17/14 78 124 P3106/19 
675A81 2 •• 6 325.0 1532 C 17/27 77 82 P3101/13 679A44 17.3 289.0 1403 C 17/15 78 128 P310bl20 
675A82 21.8 325.0 1526 C 17/28 77 87 P3101/14 679A45 17.7 283.7 1389 C 17/16 78 123 P3106/21 b75A83 2~.2 324.4 1525 C 17/30 77 83 P3101/15 679A46 17.0 288.5 1391 C 17/17 78 127 P3106/22 
675A84 21.4 324.4 1519 C 17/30 77 85 P3101/16 b79A47 17.4 288.2 1378 C 17/18 78 122 P310b/23 
675A85 21.8 323.8 1517 C 17/33 77 84 P3101/17 679A48 16.7 288.0 1380 C 17/19 78 126 P3106/24 
675A86 21.0 323.8 1512 C 17/33 77 88 P3101/18 6S1A01 -18.4 220.6 33905 V 1/05 79 In H3107/29 
675A87 21.4 323.2 1510 C 17/35 77 84 P3101/19 681A03 -18.4 220.5 33903 V 1/04 79 192 t13107/31 
675A88 20.6 323.2 1506 C 17/35 77 88 P3101/20 681A12 -2.4 226.1 33329 R 9/43 79 326 N3107/40 
675A89 21.0 322.6 1504 C 17/38 77 85 P3101/21 681A32 -2.1 240.4 33093 R 8/48 79 353 H3107/S" 
675A90 20.2 322.6 1500 C 17/38 77 89 P3101/22 681A34 -2.0 240.5 33090 B 8/48 79 353 H3107/S6 
675A91 20.6 322.0 1498 C 17/,,0 77 85 P3101l23 681A41 11.2 231.9 33017 V 9/24 79 305 M3108/29 
675H2 19.8 321.9 1495 C 17/41 77 89 P3101/24 681A48 23.8 233.7 32991 R 9/18 79 259 H3108/36 
675A93 20.2 321.4 1493 C 17/43 77 86 P3102l01 681A50 23.8 233.9 32988 R 9/17 79 259 H3108/38 
6751..9" 19.4 321.3 1489 C 17/43 77 89 P3102/02 681A54 23.7 234.2 32982 B 9/16 79 259 M3108/42 675A95 19.8 320.7 1489 C 17/4b 77 86 P3102/03 681A61 10.3 242.8 32877 V 8/44 79 333 M3108/43 
675A96 19.0 320.7 1485 C 17/46 77 89 P3102/04 681A62 23.4 246.8 32861 V 8/28 79 217 N3108/44 
675A97 19.4 320.2 1483 C 17/48 77 87 P3102/05 681A63 10.4 242.8 32876 C 8/44 79 332 M3108/45 
675A98 18.6 320.1 1481 C 17/48 77 90 P3102/06 681A67 10.7 242.5 32874 R 8/45 79 330 t13108/49 
678A01 25.5 305.7 1580 C 16/45 78 48 P3103/01 681A69 10.9 242.5 32872 B 8/46 79 329 t13108/51 
678A02 24.7 305.4 1572 C 16/46 78 9" P3103/C2 681A71 11.0 242.4 32871 B 8/46 79 327 H3108/53 
678A03 25.2 305.0 1564 C 16/48 78 62 P3103/03 681A73 11.2 242.3 32871 B 8/47 79 326 H3108/55 
678A04 24.4 304.8 1556 C 16/49 78 95 P3103/04 682A01 12.8 91.5 13067 R 6/40 80 231 P3109/01 
678A05 24.8 304.3 1549 C 16/51 78 71 P3103/05 682A02 13.4 96.7 13021 R 6/19 80 221 P3109/02 
678A06 24.0 304.1 1542 C 16/52 78 95 P3103/06 682A03 7.2 89.8 12957 R 6/47 80 241 P3109/03 
678A07 24.5 303.7 1534 C 16/54 78 76 P3103/07 682A04 7.6 94.8 12893 R 6/27 80 231 P3109/0-t 
678A08 23.7 303.4 1527 C 16/55 78 95 P3103/03 682A05 2.1 87.7 12903 R 6/55 80 254 P3109/05 
678A09 24.1 303.0 1520 C 16/57 78 79 F3103/09 682A06 2.7 92.7 12825 R 6/35 80 243 P3109/06 
678A10 23.3 302.8 1514 C 16/58 78 95 P3103/10 b82A07 -2.6 85.3 12895 R 7/05 80 268 P3109/07 
678All 23.8 302.3 1506 C 16/59 78 82 P3103/11 682A08 -2.1 90.5 12795 R 6/44 80 259 P3109/08 
678A12 23.0 302.1 1500 C 17/00 78 95 P3103/12 682A09 -7.5 82.6 12928 R 7116 80 282 P3109/09 
678A13 23.4 301.7 1493 C 17/02 78 84 P3103/13 682AI0 -7.1 88.0 12805 R 6/54 80 277 P3109/10 
678A14 22.6 301.5 1487 C 17/03 78 95 P31C3/14 6821..21 15.3 81.9 13601 R 7/21 80 244 P3109/11 
678A15 23.1 301.1 1480 C 17/05 78 85 P3103/15 682A22 15.5 87.7 13477 R 6/58 80 236 P3109/12 
678A16 22.3 300.8 1475 C 17/06 78 95 P3103/16 682A23 9.4 80.4 13,,89 R 7/27 80 253 P3109/13 
678A17 22.7 300.4 1468 C 17/07 78 86 P3103/17 682A24 9.6 85.9 13358 R 7/05 80 246 P3109/14 
678A18 21.9 300.2 14b3 C 17/08 78 95 P3103/18 682A25 4.2 78.1 13':;58 R 7/36 80 26" P3109/15 
678A19 22.3 299.8 1456 C 17/10 78 87 P3103/19 o82A2b 4.4 83.7 13305 R 7/14 80 257 P3109/16 
678A20 21.5 299.6 1452 C 17/11 78 95 P3103/20 682A27 -.5 75.4 13481 R 7/43 80 27'+ P3109/17 
678A21 22.0 299.2 1444 C 17/13 78 ~~ ~~f8~~g 682A28 -.6 81.1 13300 R 7/25 80 270 P3109/18 678A22 21.2 299.0 14,,1 C 17113 78 682A29 -5.3 72.0 13558 R 8/01 80 285 P3109/19 
678A23 21.6 298.6 1433 C 17/15 78 89 P3103l23 682A30 -5.2 78.2 13346 R 7/36 80 282 P3109/20 
678A24 20.8 298.4 1430 C 17/16 78 95 P310312" 684AOl -20.4 188.2 3"09,, V 10/15 80 336 H3110/26 
678.A25 21.2 298.0 1423 C 17/18 78 89 P3104/01 684A02 -3.6 194.8 33426 V 9/48 80 324 H3110/27 
678A26 20.5 207.8 1420 C 17/19 78 95 P3IC4/02 684.A03 -:0.4 188.1 3':;098 C 10115 80 336 M3110/28 
678A27 20.8 297.4 1413 C 17/20 78 90 P3104/03 68':;A04 -3.6 19".6 33432 C 9/49 80 324 H3110129 
678A28 20.1 297.2 1410 C 17/21 78 96 P3104/04 684..1.07 -20.6 187.7 3,,116 R 10/17 80 335 N3110/32 
678A29 20.5 296.8 1403 C 17/23 78 90 P3104l05 684A08 -3.7 194.5 33436 R 9/50 80 324 M3111/20 
678A30 19.7 296.6 1"+01 C 17124 78 96 P3104/C6 68,,1..11 -18.5 202.1 33700 V 9/22 80 350 M3109129 
678A31 20.1 29b.2 1394 C 17/25 78 91 P310 .. 107 68 .. A12 -2.9 207.1 33168 V 9/02 80 343 t13109/30 
678A32 19.4 296.0 1391 C 17/26 78 96 P3104/08 684A13 -18.8 202.1 33711 C 9/22 80 350 M3109/31 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
_______________________ L ______________________________________________________________________________ 
PICNO LAT LON RM~GE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERNBR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------684A14 -3.0 207.2 33168 C 9/02 80 343 H3109/32 6 Q OA12 .7 141.6 33220 V 9/19 83 325 H3116/30 
684A17 -18.8 202.4 33705 R 9/21 80 350 H3109/35 690A13 -15.3 136.2 33767 C 9/41 83 338 H3116/31 
684A18 -2.8 207.5 33160 R 9/01 80 3-+3 N3109/36 690A14 .3 141.2 33237 C 9/21 83 325 N3ll6/32 
684A21 8.5 199.1 33124 V 9/37 80 308 N3111/21 690A17 -16.0 135.2 33812 R 9/45 83 337 N3116/35 
684A22 21.9 202.2 33022 V 9/24 80 270 N3111/22 o90A18 -.1 140.5 33260 R 9/24 83 325 N3116/36 
684A23 8.5 198.9 33128 C 9/38 80 308 t13111/23 690A21 9.6 141.8 33084 V 9/21 83 308 H3117/41 
684A24 21.7 202.0 33025 C 9/25 80 270 N3111l24 690A22 23.1 144.9 32990 V 9/09 83 267 N3117/42 
684AZ7 8.2 198.6 33137 R 9/39 80 308 N3ll1/27 690A23 9.7 141.8 33083 C 9/21 83 308 N3117/43 
684A28 21.5 201.8 33026 R 9/26 sO 271 M3111/28 690A24 23.3 145.2 32986 C 9/08 83 267 N3ll7/44 
684A41 18.7 70.6 13544 R 6/47 81 230 P3111/01 690A27 10.4 142.4 33063 R 9/19 83 307 H3117/47 
684A42 19.7 75.6 13506 R 6/27 81 222 P3111/02 690A28 24.0 145.6 32981 R 9/06 83 264 M3117/48 
684A43 13.0 68.7 13 .. 08 R 6/55 81 239 P31ll/03 690A31 13.0 157.4 32840 V 8/21 83 333 N3ll7/25 
684A44 13.4 73.8 13332 R 6/34 81 230 P3111/04 690A32 26.0 161.5 32849 V 8/05 83 205 N3117/26 
684A45 7.4 66.6 13322 R 7/03 81 250 P3111/05 690,1.33 12.9 157.6 32839 e 8/21 83 334 t13117/27 
684.A.'/6 8.0 71.8 13230 R 6/42 81 2'+0 P3111/06 690A34 26.0 161.6 32847 C 8/05 83 205 tI3117/28 
684A47 2.4 64.4 13287 R 7/12 81 262 P3111/07 690A37 12.9 157.4 32838 R 8/22 83 333 N3117/31 
684M8 2.6 69.6 13171 R 6/51 81 254 P3111/08 690A38 26.0 161.4 32e."6 R 8/06 83 ~06 N3117l32 
684A49 -2.7 61.7 13299 R 7/23 81 275 P3111/09 690A41 1'1.5 176.9 11S7 C 17/24 83 92 P3118/01 
684A50 -2.4 67.1 13164R 7/02 81 269 P3111/10 690A42 14.1 176.9 1179 e 17/24 83 95 P3118/02 
684A61 22.3 61.5 14118 R 7/26 81 239 P3110101 690M3 14.3 176.6 1172 e 17/25 83 91 P3118/03 
684A62 22.4 6S.1 13972 R 7/00 81 231 P3110/02 690A44 13.8 176.6 1164 C 17125 83 94 P3118/0" 
684A63 15.5 61.3 13915 R 7/27 81 246 P3110/03 690A45 14.1 176.2 1158 C 17/27 83 91 P3118/05 
684A64 16.0 67.0 13789 R 7/04 81 239 P3110/04 6'lOA46 13.6 176.3 1149 C 17/26 83 94 P3118/06 
684A65 10.1 59.5 13832 R 7/34 81 255 P3110/05 690A47 13.9 175.9 1143 C 17/28 83 90 P311S/07 
684A66 10.2 65.7 13667 R 7/10 81 248 P3110/06 690A48 13.4 176.0 1135 C 17128 83 93 P3118/08 
684A67 4.8 57.5 13794 R 7/43 81 266 P3110/07 690A49 13.6 175.6 1129 C 17/29 83 90 P311B109 
684A68 4.9 63.7 13609 R 7/18 81 259 P3110/08 690A50 13.1 175.7 1121 C 17/29 83 93 P3118/10 
684A69 -.3 55.2 13803 R 7/52 81 276 P3110/09 690A51 13.4 175.3 1114 e 17/31 83 89 P3118/11 
684A70 -.1 61.5 13601 R 7/27 81 271 P3110/10 69CA52 12.9 175.4 1107 C 17/31 83 93 P3118/12 
687All -14.9 177.2 33526 V 8/57 82 354 M3112l17 690A53 13.2 175.0 1101 C 17/32 83 89 P3118/13 
687A12 .3 181. 7 33072 V 8/39 82 349 H3112l18 690A54 12.7 175.1 1092 C 17/32 83 92 P3118/14 
687A13 -14.8 177.3 33520 C 8/56 82 354 N3112l19 690A55 12.9 174.7 1087 C 17/33 83 88 P31181l5 
687A14 .2 181.7 33073 C 8/39 82 349 N3112l20 690A56 12.5 174.7 1078 C 17/33 83 92 P3118/16 
687A17 -15.2 177.4 33530 R 8/56 82 355 N3112/23 690A57 12.7 174.4 1072 C 17/35 83 88 P3118/17 
687A18 .0 181. 7 33077 R 8/39 82 350 M3112lz.+ 690A58 12.2 174.4 1064 C 17/35 83 91 P3118/18 
687A21 -16.2 166.0 33778 V· 9/44 82 339 N3113/17 690A59 12.4 174.0 1059 C 17/36 83 88 P3118/19 
687,1122 -.4 171.2 33235 V 9/24 82 327 N3113/18 690A60 12.0 174.1 1050 e 17/36 83 91 P3118/20 
687A23 -16.2 165.8 33783 C 9/45 82 339 N3113/19 690A61 12.2 173.7 1045 C 17/38 83 87 P3118/21 
687A24 -.3 171.2 33234 C 9/24 82 327 M3113/20 690A62 11. 7 173.8 1037 C 17/38 83 90 P3118/22 
68lA27 -16.2 165.6 3371:8 R 9/47 82 339 P3113/01 690A63 11.9 173.4 1032 C 17/39 83 87 P3118/23 
687A28 -.3 171.0 33237 R 9/25 82 327 P3113/02 690A64 11.5 173.4 1024 C 17/39 83 90 P3118/24 
687A31 11.0 169.9 33102 V 9/32 82 302 H3112/25 691AOl 19.9 173.4 1637 C 16/53 84 95 P3119/01 
687A32 N.5 172.8 33032 V 9/20 82 263 H3112/26 691M2 19.1 173.2 1638 C 16/54 84 99 P3119/02 
687A33 1.· .• 1 169.8 33102 C 9/32 82 302 N3112l27 691M3 19.6 172.8 1630 C 16/55 84 95 P3119/03 
687A34 2".5 172.6 33035 C 9/21 82 263 t13112128 691AG4 18.7 172.7 1629 C 16/56 84 100 P3119/04 
687A37 11.1 169.6 33106 R 9/33 82 302 H3112l31 691AOS 19.2 172.3 1620 C 16/57 84 96 P3119/0S 
687A38 2".6 172.6 33036 R 9/22 82 263 N3112/32 691Mb 18.3 172.2 1620 C 16/58 84 101 P3119/06 
687A41 1:"4 186.7 32847 V 8/27 82 334 M3113/25 691A07 18.8 171.S 1611 C 16/59 84 97 P3119/07 
687M2 2~'.7 190.7 32856 V 8/12 82 205 H3113/26 691A08 17.9 171.8 1611 e 17/00 84 101 P3119/08 
687A43 1<"9 186.7 32844 C 8/28 82 331 N3113/27 6<llA09 18.4 171.4 1602 C 17/01 84 98 P3119/09 
687AH 2"'.0 190.7 32857 C 8/12 82 206 N3113/28 691AI0 17.5 171.3 1603 C 17/02 84 102 P311'l/10 
687A47 lZ.3 186.7 32840 R 8128 82 328 M3113/31 6<llAll 18.0 170.9 1594 C 17/03 84 98 P3119/11 
687M8 2l>.3 1<;0.6 32858 R 8/12 82 206 M3113/32 691A12 17.1 170.9 1594 C 17/04 84 102 P3119/12 
687A51 2·.'.S 216.5 1579 C 16/44 82 14 P3114/01 691A13 17.6 170.5 1584 C 17/05 84 99 P3119/13 
687A52 U.7216.6 1561 C 16/44 82 18 P3114/02 691A14 16.7 170.4 1587 C 17/06 84 103 P3119/14 
687A53 2:.1 216.0 1562 C 16/46 82 17 P3114/03 691A15 17.1 170.0 1576 C 17/07 84 100 P3119/1S 
687A54 2t.3 216.0 1544 C 16/46 82 21 P3114/0" 69lA16 16.3 169.9 1579 C 17108 84 104 P3119/16 
687,1155 21.5 215.6 1543 C 16/48 82 21 P3114/05 691A17 16.7 169.6 1568 C 17/09 84 100 P3119/17 
687A56 2~·. 7 215.6 1526 C 16/48 82 26 P3114/06 691A18 lS.8 169.S 1571 C 17/10 84 104 P3119/18 
687A57 2!·.9 215.1 1525 C 16/50 82 25 P3114/07 691A19 16.3 169.1 1560 C 17111 84 101 P3119/19 
68lA58 2!.1 215.2 1508 e 16/50 82 30 P3114/08 691A20 15.4 169.1 1564 e 17/12 84 lOS P3119/20 
687A59 2 .... 4 214.7 1506 C 16/52 82 29 P3114/09 691A21 15.9 168.7 1553 C 17113 84 102 P3119/21 
687A60 2".6 214.7 1490 C 16/52 82 35 P3114/10 691AZ2 15.0 168.6 1555 C 17/14 84 105 P3119/22 
687A61 2(.8 214.3 1488 C 16/54 82 34 P3114/11 691A23 15.5 168.2 15,,6 C 17/15 84 102 P3119/23 
687A62 2".0 214.3 1474 C 16/54 82 '+0 P3114/12 691A24 14.6 168.1 1551 C 17/16 84 106 P3119/24 
687A63 2'.3213.9 1472 C 16/56 82 38 P3114/13 691A25 15.1 167.8 1539 C 17117 84 103 P3120/01 
687A64 2::.5 213.9 1458 e 16/56 82 4'+ P3114/14 69lA26 14.2 167.7 1544 C 17117 84 106 P3120/02 
687A65 2~~. 7 213.5 1455 C 16/58 82 43 P3114/15 691A27 14.7 167.3 1532 C 17/19 84 103 P3120/03 
687A66 2::.9 213.4 14,+1 C 16/58 82 50 P3114/16 69lA28 13.8 167.2 1538 C 17/19 84 106 P3120/04 
687A67 2:"'·.1 213.0 1439 C 16/59 82 47 P3114/17 69lA29 14.2 166.9 1526 C 17/21 84 104 P3120/05 
687A68 2 ... 4 213.0 1426 C 17/00 82 54 P3114/18 691A30 13.3 166.8 1534 C 17/21 84 107 P3120/06 
687A69 2:.6 212.6 1423 C 17/01 82 52 P3114/19 691A41 16.1 170.8 1104 C 17/07 84 82 P3121/01 
637A70 21.9 212.6 1411 C 17/01 82 S8 P3114/20 691A42 15.7 170.8 1096 C 17/07 84 91 P3121/02 
687A71 2 ... 1 212.2 1403 C 17/03 82 56 P3114/21 ·691A43 16.0 170.6 1088 C 17/08 84 77 P3121/03 
687A72 21.3 212.2 1397 C 17/03 82 63 P3114/22 691A44 15.5 170.6 1080 C 17/08 84 90 P3121104 
687An 2~.5 211.8 1393 e 17/05 82 60 P3114/23 691A45 15.8 170.4 1073 e 17/09 84 75 P3121/05 
687A74 2".8 211.8 1383 e 17/05 82 66 P3114/24 691A46 lS.3 170.4 106S C 17109 84 88 P3121/06 
687A75 23.0 211.4 1379 C 17/07 82 63 P3115/01 691A47 15.6 170.2 1058 C 17/10 84 72 P3121/07 
687A76 20.3 211.3 1369 e 17/07 82 70 P311S/02 691A48 15.1 170.2 1050 C 17/10 84 87 P3121/08 
687A77 2r.5210.9 136S C 17/09 82 67 P3115/03 691A49 15.4 170.0 1042 C 17111 84 69 P3121/09 
687A78 19.8 210.9 1356 C 17/09 82 73 P3115/04 69lA50 14.9 170.0 1035 C 17111 84 85 P3121/10 
687A85 H.4 209.3 1314 C 17/16 82 79 P3115/0S 691A51 15.2 169.8 1028 C 17/12 84 66 P3121/11 
689AOl 2.3 19.8 12815 R 6/44 83 257 P3116/01 691A52 14.8 169.8 1020 C 17/12 84 82 P3121/12 
689M2 7.4 19.8 12927 R 6/44 83 247 P3116/02 691A53 15.0 169.5 1013 C 17/13 84 62 P3121113 
689M3 2.7 15.7 12937 R 7/00 83 262 P3116/03 691A54 14.6 169.5 1005 C 17113 84 79 P3121/14 
689A04 8.1 15.1 13071 R 7/02 83 253 P3116/04 691A55 14.8 169.3 998 e 17/14 84 56 P3121/15 
689A05 3.2 10.6 13114R 7/21 83 266 P3116/0S 691A56 14.4 169.3 991 C 17/14 84 77 P3121/16 
689A06 8.6 9.8 13256 R 7/24 83 259 P3116/06 691A57 14.6 169.1 984 C 17/15 84 52 P3121/17 
689A07 3.9 4.8 13342 R 7/44 83 270 P3116/07 691A58 14.2 169.0 976 C 17/16 84 72 P3121/18 
689A08 9.4 3.9 13496 R 7/47 83 263 P3116/08 691,1.59 14.4 168.8 970 C 17/17 84 46 P3121/19 
689A09 4.8 358.4 13633 R 8/10 83 273 P3116/09 691A60 14.0 168.8 962 e 17/17 84 66 P3121120 
689AIO 10.9 357.0 13826 R 8/15 83 266 P3116/10 691A61 14.2 168.6 956 C 17/18 8'+ 39 P3121/Z1 
689A21 13.1 24.3 13229 R 6/28 83 233 P3116/20 691Ab2 13.7 168.6 948 C 17118 84 59 P3121122 
689A22 19.6 24.1 13447 R 6/29 83 227 P3116/21 691Ab3 14.0 168.3 942 C 17/19 84 33 P3121/23 
689A23 13.8 20.2 13339 R 6/45 83 239 P3116/22 691A64 13.5 165.3 934 C 17/19 84 51 P3121/24 
689A24 20.2 19.0 13578 R 6/50 83 234 P3116/23 691A65 13.7 168.0 928 e 17/20 84 26 P3122101 
689A25 14.3 15.2 13487 R 7/05 83 245 P3116/24 691A66 13.3 168.0 920 C 17/20 84 41 P3122/02 
689A26 20.7 13.7 13738 R 7/11 83 240 P3116/25 691A67 13.5 167.8 914 C 17121 84 18 P3122/03 
689A27 15.0 9.6 13683 R 7/27 83 251 P3116/26 691A68 13.1 167.7 907 C 17/21 84 30 P3122104 
689A28 22.0 7.4 13979 R 7/36 83 245 P3116/27 691A69 13.3 167.5 901 C 17/23 84 12 P3122105 
689A29 16.3 3.2 13956 R 7/S3 83 255 P3116/28 691A70 12.8 167.5 893 C 17123 84 18 P3122106 
689A30 23.7 .1 14304 R 8/06 83 250 P3116/29 692AOl 1.9 349.3 12831 R 6/43 84 260 P3123/01 
690AOl -17.3 148.6 33607 V 8/48 83 357 N3117/33 692A02 7.2 349.3 12942 R 6/43 84 250 P3123/02 
690A02 -1.8 lS3.1 33111 V 8/30 83 354 N3117/3" 692M3 2.3 344.9 12971 R 7/01 84 265 P3123/03 
690A03 -17.7 148.6 33621 C 8/'+8 83 357 M3117/35 692A04 7.7 344.3 13099 R 7/03 84 256 P3123/04 
690A04 -2.1 lS3.1 33117 C 8/30 83 355 N3117/36 692AOS 3.0 339.7 13160 R 7122 84 269 P3123/05 
690A07 -17.8 149.0 33621 R 8/47 83 358 N3117/39 692A06 8.S 338.9 13301 R 7/25 84 261 P3123/06 
690AC8 -2.1 153.4 33112 R 8/29 83 355 N3117/40 692A07 3.8 334.1 13396 R 7/45 84 272 P3123/07 
690All -14.8 136.6 33740 V 9/39 83 338 H3116/29 692A08 9.6 333.1 13557 R 7/49 84 264 P3123/08 
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692409 5.0 ~~75 .. 62 137~I.R 8/12 84 274 P3123/09 694479 17.1 33~g·.47 13635 R 6115 69 85 22~43 Pp~1122991100~ 692AI0 11.1 J_ 13918 R 8/18 64 268 P3123/10 694A60 18.7 J_ 13559 R 6 3 85 J J J 692A21 12.0 353.7 13210 R 6/28 64 237 P3123/11 694481 13.2 325.5 13571 R 7/04 85 250 P3129/04 
692422 18.4 353.3 13418 R 6/30 84 230 P3123/12 694482 14.6 331.2 13469 R 6/41 85 240 P3129/05 
692423 12.6 349.3 13332 R 6/46 84 243 P3123/13 694483 9.6 324.2 13533 R 7/09 85 256 P3129/06 
692A24 18.9 348.1 13557 R 6/51 84 237 P3123/14 6944S4 10.6 329.8 13406 R 6/46 85 248 P3129/07 
692425 13.3 344.1 13502 R 7/07 64 249 P3123/15 694485 5.8 322.5 13520 R 7/16 65 264 P3129/0S 
692426 19.6 342.6 13740 R 7/13 64 243 P3123/16 694486 7.0 328.4 13374 R 6/52 85 256 P3129/09 
692427 14.0 338.2 13723 R 7/31 84 254 P3123/17 694487 2.4 ~~9.7 13534 R 7/23 85 272 P3129/10 
692428 20.8 336.1 13996 R 7/39 84 248 P3123/18 694A88 3.6 ~~o.8 13365 R 6/59 85 264 P3129/11 
692A29 15.3 331.7 14009 R 7/57 84 258 P3123/19 694469 -.8 318.9 13569 R 7/31 85 279 P3129/12 
692430 22.5 328.2 14300 R 8/11 84 253 P3123/20 094A90 .3 324.9 13386 R 7/07 85 272 P3129/13 
693AOl 13.9 152.0 1141 C 17/02 85 124 P3124/01 695401 14.5 131.2 1153 C 17/07 85 91 P3130/01 
693402 13.4 152.0 1135 C 17/02 85 130 P3124/02 695402 14.0 131.3 1144 C 17/07 85 96 P3130/02 
693403 13.8 151.7 1124 C 17/03 85 123 P3124/03 695A03 14.3 131.0 1136 C 17/09 85 8959 Pp~ll~OOIIOO~ 693404 13.3 151.8 1118 C 17/03 85 130 P3124/04 695404 13.9 131.1 1127 C 17/08 85 J J • 
693405 13.7 151.5 1107 C 17/04 85 123 P3124/05 695405 14.2 130.7 1119 C 17/10 85 88 P3130/05 693~06 13.2 151.6 1101 C 17/04 85 129 P3124/06 695406 13.8 130.9 1110 C 17/09 85 93 P3130/06 
693407 13.6 151.3 1090 C 17/06 85 122 P3124/07 695A07 14.1 130.5 1102 C 17/11 85 86 P3130/07 
693408 13.1 151.4 1084 C 17/05 85 129 P3124/08 695408 13.7 130.7 1093 C 17/10 85 91 P3130/08 
693409 13.5 151.1 1073 C 17/07 85 121 P3124/09 695409 14.0 130.3 1086 C 17/11 85 84 P3130/09 
693AI0 13.0 151.1 1068 C 17/06 85 128 P3124/10 695'10 13.5 130.5 1076 C 17/11 85 89 P3130/10 
693411 13.4 150.8 1057 C 17/08 85 119 P3124/11 695411 13.9 130.1 1069 C 17/12 85 82 P3130/11 
693412 13.0 150.9 1051 C 17/07 85 127 P3124/12 695412 13.4 130.3 1059 C 17/12 85 87 P3130/12 
693A13 13.3 150.6 1041 C 17/09 85 118 P3124/13 6 9 5A13 13.8 129.9 1053 C 17/13 85 80 P3130/13 
693A14 12.8 150.6 1035 C 17/09 85 127 P3124/14 6 0 5414 13.3 130.0 1043 C 17/13 85 86 P3130/14 
693A15 13.2 150.3 1026 C 17/10 85 117 P3124/15 695415 13.6 129.7 1037 C 17/14 85 78 P3130/15 6699~.441167 12.7 150.4 1019 C 17/10 85 126 P3124/16 695416 13.2 129.8 1027 C 17/14 85 §,53 Pp~11~00111167 
J 13.0 150.1 1010 C 17/11 85 115 P3124/17 695417 13.5 129.5 1021 C 17/15 85 J J 
693418 12.6 150.1 1004 C 17/11 85 125 P3124/18 695A18 13.0 129.6 1012 C 17/15 85 81 P3130/18 
693419 12.9 149.8 995 C 17/12 85 113 P3124/19 695419 13.3 129.2 1006 C 17/16 85 73 P3130/19 
693420 12.5 149.9 988 C 17/12 85 124 P3124/20 695A20 12.9 129.3 996 C 17/16 65 79 P3130/20 
693A21 12.8 149.6 980 C 17/13 85 111 P3124/21 695A21 13.2 129.0 9 0 1 C 17/18 85 70 P3130/21 
693422 12.4 149.6 973 C 17/13 85 123 P3124/22 695A22 12.8 129.1 981 C 17/17 85 76 P3130/22 
693A23 12.6 149.3 965 C 17/15 85 109 P3124/23 695423 13.1 126.8 976 C 17/19 85 67 P3130/23 
693424 12.2 149.3 953 C 17/14 85 122 P3124/24 695A24 12.6 128.8 966 C 17/18 85 73 P3130/24 
693425 12.5 149.0 950 C 17/16 85 106 P3125/01 695425 12.9 128.5 961 C 17/20 85 64 P3131/01 
693A26 12.1 149.1 944 C 17/16 85 120 P3125/02 6Q5A26 12.5 128.6 951 C 17/20 65 69 P3131/02 
693427 12.3 148.7 936 C 17/17 65 102 P3125/03 6 9 5A27 12.8 128.2 947 C 17/21 85 61 P3131/03 
693A28 11.9 148.8 929 C 17/17 85 118 P3125/04 695428 12.3 128.3 937 C 17/21 85 67 P3131/04 
693429 12.2 148.4 922 C 17/18 85 97 P3125/05 695A29 12.6 128.0 932 C 17/22 85 58 P3131/05 
693430 11.8 148.5 915 C 17/18 85 115 P3125/06 695A30 12.2 123.1 923 C 17/22 85 64 P3131/06 
693431 12.1 148.2 90S C 17/20 85 91 P3125/07 6 c5431 12.4 127.7 918 C 17/24 85 55 P3131/07 
693A32 11.6 148.2 901 C 17/20 85 III P3125/03 695A32 12.0 127.8 909 C 17/23 85 61 P3131/08 
693A33 11.9 147.9 894 C 17/21 85 84 P3125/09 695433 12.2 127.4 905 C 17/25 85 53 P3131/09 
693A34 11.5 147.9 887 C 17/21 85 107 P3125/10 695434 11.8 127.5 895 C 17/25 85 57 P3131/10 
693435 11.7 147.6 880 C 17/22 85 77 P3125/11 695A35 12.1 127.2 891 C 17/26 85 50 P3131/11 
693A36 11.3 147.6 873 C 17/22 85 100 P3125/12 6 0 5A36 11.6 127.2 8S1 C 17/26 85 54 P3131/12 
693437 11.5 147.3 867 C 17/24 85 68 P3125/13 6 c5A37 11.9 126.9 878 C 17/27 85 47 P3131/13 
693438 11.1 147.3 860 C 17/24 85 94 P3125/14 695433 11.5 127.0 868 C 17/27 85 51 P3131/14 
693A39 11.4 147.0 854 C 17/25 85 58 P3125/15 695A39 11.7 126.6 864 C 17/29 85 44 P3131/15 
693A40 11.0 147.0 847 C 17/25 85 63 P3125/16 6 0 5A40 11.3 126.7 855 C 17/28 85 47 P3131/16 
693A41 11.2 146.6 841 C 17/27 85 48 P3125/17 695A41 11.5 126.3 851 C 17/30 85 41 P3131/17 
693442 10.8 146.7 834 C 17/27 85 70 P3125/18 695A42 11.1 126.4 842 C 17/30 85 44 P3131/18 
693A43 11.0 146.3 828 C 17/28 85 37 P3125/19 69b402 17.4 131.9 33329 R 5/54 86 110 H3133/26 
693444 10.6 146.3 821 C 17/28 85 54 P3125/20 696403 5.2 119.5 33158 R 6/44 86 70 H3133/27 
693A45 10.8 146.0 815 C 17/29 85 27 P3125/21 690A04 17.9 119.0 330~3 R 6/46 86 107 M3133/28 693~46 10.4 146.0 808 C 17/29 85 38 P3125/22 6 0 6405 5.3 109.1 33036 R 7/26 86 41 H3133/29 
693447 10.6 145.7 803 C 17/31 85 20 P3125/23 690A06 18.1 10S.2 32932 R 7/30 86 101 H3133/30 
693A48 10.2 145.7 796 C 17/31 65 24 P3125/24 696407 5.1 98.9 33034 R 8/07 86 359 H3133/31 
694A01 18.8 141.3 1151 C 17/06 85 27 P3126/01 696A08 18.1 97.5 32939 R 8/12 86 293 H3133/32 694402 18.3 141.5 1137 C 17/05 65 23 P3126/02 696All -12.1 96.5 33454 V 8/19 86 2 H3132/17 
694A03 1e.7 141.2 1136 C 17/07 85 24 P3126/03 6~6412 2.5 100.4 33058 V 8/03 86 3 M3132/18 
694404 1~.2 141.3 1122 C 17/06 85 24 P3126/04 696413 -12.5 96.3 33468 C 8/20 .66 2 H3132/19 ~~~~g~ i~:~ i~i:~ ila~ E i~~8~ ~~ ~~ ~~l~~~g~ ~~~~li -1~:~ 199:, ~~&~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~ f ~~i~~j~~ 
694407 If.5 140.8 1107 C 17/08 85 17 P3126/07 696418 2.1 99.6 33067 R 8/07 86 1 H3132/24 
694403 11 •. 0 141.0 1093 C 17/08 85 17 P3126/08 696421 -15.8 84.1 33750 V 9/11 86 345 H3133/33 ~~~~~6 is:~ i28:~ ig1~ E i~~g~ ~~ i~ ~~I~g~~6 g~g~~~ -15:g ~2:~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~~i ~~ ~~~ ~~i~~~~~ 
694Al1 1t.2 140.5 1080 C 17/10 85 11 P3126/11 696424 .1 89.3 33208 C 8/51 86 335 H3133/36 
694A12 1;.8 140.6 1066 C 17/09 85 10 P3126/12 696427 -15.7 84.4 33740 R 9/11 86 345 P3133/01 
694413 If.l 140.3 1067 C 17/11 85 8 P312~/13 696A28 .1 89.3 33206 R 8/51 86 335 P3133/02 
694414 1~.7 140.4 1053 C 17/10 85 7 P3126/14 696A31 12.3 91.2 32998 V 8/46 86 312 H3132/25 
694A15 1~.0 140.1 1054 C 17/12 85 5 P3126/15 69bA32 25.4 94.8 32947 V 8/32 86 253 t13132/26 
694A16 1:.6 140.2 1039 C 17/11 85 4 P3126/16 696433 11.8 91.6 32995 C 8/44 86 314 H3132/27 
694A17 1:.9 139.9 1041 C 17/12 85 2 P3126/17 696434 24.9 95.3 32939 C 8/30 86 254 H3132/34 
694418 1-.4 140.0 1027 C 17/12 85 1 P3126/18 b96A37 11.4 91.7 32997 R 8/44 86 316 P3132/01 
694419 1~.8 139.7 1028 C 17/13 85 359 P3126/19 696A33 24.6 95.1 32937 R 8/31 86 256 P3132/02 
694420 1:.3139.8 1014 C 17/13 85 358 P3126/20 696A41 11.5 105.5 32831 V 7/52 86 15 H3133/41 ~~~~~~ i::~ i~~:~ i86~ E i~~12 ~~ ~~~ ~~l~g~~~ g~~i~~ t1:2 ig~:~ ~~~~1 ~ ~~~~ ~~ ly~ ~~I~~~2~ g~2:~~ I!:~ ij3:~ 198~ E iJ~I~ g~ ~~~ ~~I~~~~~ g~g±2~ ft:3 ig%:~ ~~H~i ~ ~~~~ ~~ 16~ g)I~~j3~ 
694A37 1f.3 137.6 927 C 17/23 85 3~4 P3127/13 69~A48 23.9 105.9 32865 R 7/39 86 169 H3133/48 ~~2~~~ lr.:~ i~~:r ~6~ E i~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~)i~~~i~ ~~~~~~ l~:~ li8:~ i~~~ E lf~i~ ~~ 16~ ~~i~2~g~ 
694442 1~.5 137.2 802 C 17/25 85 339 P3127/18 697A33 12.8 110.3 1316 C 17/13 86 93 P3134/03 
694451 2~.0 341.3 13490 R 5/56 85 213 H3128/21 697A34 12.1 110.2 1316 C 17/14 86 101 P3134/04 
694452 3:.3 347.5 13605 R 5/32 85 204 t1312S/22 b97A35 12.5 100.9 13G8 C 17/15 86 98 P3134/05 
694A53 ~,,~ ... 57 33~60'.Q 13314 R 5/58 85 216 H3128/23 697~36 11.8 109.8 1308 C 17/16 86 101 P3134/06 694454 _ , J 13371 R 5/36 85 207 H3128/24 697437 12.1 109.4 1299 C 17/17 86 98 P3134/07 694~55 1~.7 3~0.1 13155 R 6/02 85 220 P3128/01 697A38 11.4 109.3 1300 C 17/17 66 101 P3134/08 
'694A56 2~.2 345.1 13208 R 5/41 85 210 P31281 2 697439 11.7 109.0 1292 C 17/19 86 98 P3134/09 
694457 1~.9 339.1 13049 R 6/05 85 224 P31281 3 697440 11.0 108.9 1292 C 17/19 86 101 P3134/10 69~A59 lr.2 338.2 12963 R 6/09 85 230 P312S1 5 697141 11.4 108.5 1283 C 17/21 86 98 P3134/11 
694A61 ~.7 337.0 12902 R 6/14 85 237 P31281 7 697A42 10.7 108.4 1285 C 17/21 86 101 P3134/12 
694463 ~.3 335.4 12870 R 6/21 85 246 P31261 9 697A43 11.0 10S.1 1276 C 17/23 86 98 P3134/13 
694A65 2.1 333.7 12857 R 6/28 85 256 P3128/11 697A44 10.3 108.0 1278 C 17/23 86 101 P3134/14 69~A67 -~.2 331.7 12868 R 6/36 85 267 P312S/13 697A45 10.7 107.6 1269 C 17/25 86 99 P3134/15 6944~9 -~.3 330.0 12890 R 6/43 85 277 P312S/15 697446 9.9 107.5 1272 C 17/25 86 101 P3134/16 
694471 3!.7 328.5 14259 R 6/51 85 224 H3129/21 697A47 10.3 107.1 1263 C 17/27 86 99 P3134/17 
694A72 37.6 335.6 14235 R 6/23 85 217 H3129/22 697448 9.6 107.0 1265 C 17/27 86 101 P3134/18 
6
69914AZ,}, 29.6 328.9 13998 R 6/50 85 228 H3129/23 697A49 9.9 106.7 1256 C 17/29 86 99 P3134/19 
, , 32.0 33~.9 13996 R 6/25 85 220 H3129/24 697A50 9.2 106.6 1258 C 17/29 86 101 P3134/20 
694475 25.2 328.4 13347 R 6/52 85 233 H3129/25 697451 9.5 lC6.2 1249 C 17/31 86 99 P3134/21 
694A76 27.2 334.2 13813 R 6/28 85 224 H3129/26 697152 8.8 le6.1 1252 C 17/31 86 101 P3134/22 
694A77 21.1 327.6 13729 R 6/55 85 233 t13129/27 697A53 9.2 105.8 1243 C 17/33 86 99 P3134/23 
694A78 23.0 333.3 13676 R 6/32 65 229 P3129/01 697A54 8.5 105.7 1246 C 17/33 86 101 P3134/24 
3-65 
v!KING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDER HER PICNO L~T LON RM;GE F TOO LS seAZ ORO!':Rt1BR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
697A61 10.2 108.0 852 C 17/26 86 64 P3135/01 700A87 11.0 261.4 13814 R 7/28 88 263 H3140/31 
697A62 9.9 108.0 8~3 C 17/26 86 69 P3135/02 70CAS8 11.0 268.0 13590 R 7/01 88 257 ~13140/32 
697A63 10.1 107.8 837 C 17/27 86 sa P3135/03 701AOl p·2 90.1 31183 V 7/47 88 37 M3141/01 697A64 9.8 107.9 828 C 17/27 86 63 P3135/04 701M2 <.6." 93.9 31160 V 7/32 88 130 H3141/02 
697A65 10.0 107.7 822 C 17/27 86 51 P3135!OS 701A03 13.9 89.9 31180 C 7/48 88 35 M3141/03 
697A67 9.9 107.6 808 C 17/28 86 43 P3135!07 701A04 26.3 93.7 31155 C 7/33 88 130 N3141/04 
697A68 9.5 107.7 799 C 17/28 86 47 P3135/08 701A07 13.8 89.7 31174 R 7/49 83 34 P3141/02 
697A69 9.7 107.4 795 C 17/29 86 35 P3135!09 701A08 26.2 93.4 31146 R 7/35 88 130 P3141103 
697A70 9.4 107.5 786 C 17/29 86 37 P3135!10 701All 13.5 76.6 31176 V 8/44 88 328 ~13142117 
697A71 9.6 107.3 782 C 17/30 86 25 P3135!11 701A12 26.2 79.4 31100 V 8/33 88 261 H3142/18 
697A72 9.2 107.3 773 C 17/29 86 25 P3135!12 701A13 13.5 76.8 31171 C 8/43 88 328 H3142119 
697A73 9.4 107.1 769 C 17/30 86 15 P3135/13 701A14 26.3 79.4 31097 C 8/33 88 260 H3142120 
697A74 9.1 107.2 761 C 17/30 86 13 P3135!14 701A17 13.6 77.0 31164 R 8/43 88 328 H3142/23 
697A75 9.3 106.9 758 C 17/31 86 6 P3135ilS 701A18 26.3 79.8 31089 R 8/32 88 259 H3142124 
697A76 8.9 107.0 749 C 17/31 86 2 P3135/16 701A21 -15.6 80.3 31850 V 8/32 88 1 M3141/09 
697A77 9.1 106.7 746 C 17/32 86 359 P3135i17 701A22 .0 83.2 31318 V 8/21 88 1 M3141/10 
697A78 8.7 106.8 738 C 17/32 86 354 P3135/18 701A23 -15.4 80.3 318:.1 C 8/32 88 1 H3141/11 
697A79 8.9 106.5 735 C 17/33 86 352 P3135!19 701A24 .2 83.1 31310 C 8/21 88 1 M3141/12 
697A80 8.5 106.6 727C 17/33 86 346 P3135!20 701A27 -15.0 80.1 31822 R 8/33 88 1 t13141/15 
697A81 8.7 106.3 124C 17/34 86 345 P3135/21 701A28 .5 83.0 31296 R 8/22 88 H3141/16 
697AS2 8.4 106.4 716 C 17/34 86 338 P3135/22 701A31 -15.4 67.2 31973 V 9/28 88 342 H3142125 
697AS3 8.6 106.1 714 C 17/35 86 340 P3135/23 701A32 .5 71.2 31352 V 9/12 88 33~ H3142/26 
697A84 8.2 106.2 706 C 17/35 86 332 P3135/24 701A33 -15.4 67.4 31965 C 9/27 88 343 H3142/27 
698AOl 15.0 107.4 1119 C 16/47 87 133 P3136/01 701A34 .6 71.3 31376 C 9/12 88 33~ M3142128 
698A02 14.5 107.4 1113 C 16/47 87 149 P3136/02 701A37 -15.2 67.7 31947 R 9/26 88 30:+3 t13142/31 
698A03 14.8 107.1 1104 C 16/48 87 126 P313b103 701A38 .7 71.6 31363 R 9/11 88 334 H3142132 
698A04 14.3 107.1 1097 C 16/48 87 147 P3136/04 701A41 32.1 105.0 30,+74 R 7/22 68 145 P3141/04 
698A05 14.7 106.8 1059 C 16/50 87 118 P313~/05 701A(+2 36.4 123.0 30824 R 6/10 88 137 P3141/05 
698A06 14.2 106.8 1082 C 16/50 87 144 P313bl06 701A43 24.1 102.9 30417 R 7/31 88 106 P3141/C6 
698A07 14.5 106.4 10i4 C 16/51 87 109 P3136/07 701A44 27.2 116.3 30619 R 6/37 S8 117 P3141/07 
695A08 14.0 106.4 1067 C 16/51 57 140 P3136/08 701A45 14.6 99.3 30439 R 7/45 88 46 P3141/08 
695A09 14.4 106.1 1060 C 16/53 87 96 P3136/09 701A46 17.5 111.9 30563 R 6/55 88 55 P3141109 
698.410 13.9 106.1 1053 C 16/53 87 134 P3136/10 701A47 4.0 96.6 30596 R 7/56 88 22 P3141110 
698All 14.2 105.7 1045 C 16/54 87 80 P3136/11 701A48 8.3 108.8 30627 R 7/07 88 58 P3141/11 
698A12 13.8 105.7 1035 C 16/54 87 126 P3136/12 701A49 -7.3 94.0 30905 R 8/06 58 13 P3141/12 
698.413 14.1 105.4 1031 C 16/56 87 66 P3136/13 701A50 -2.1 106.2 30827 R 7/18 88 38 P3141/13 
698A14 13.6 105.4 1024 C 16/56 87 114 P3136/14 70lA51 9.2 72.6 941 C 17/11 88 107 F3143/01 
698A15 13.9 105.0 1017 C 16/57 87 54 P3136/15 701A52 8.7 i2.6 935 C 17111 88 113 P3143/02 
698A16 13.4 105.0 1009 C 16/57 87 100 P3136/16 701A53 8.9 72.4 926 C 17/12 88 107 F3143/03 
698A17 13.7 104.7 1003 C 16/59 87 43 P3136/17 701A54 8.5 12.4 noc 17/12 88 113 P3143/04 
695A18 13.3 104.7 995 C 16/59 87 84 P3136/18 701A55 8.7 72.1 911 C 17/13 88 107 P3143/05 
695A19 13.5 104.3 989 C 17/00 87 35 P3136/19 701A56 8.3 72.2 905 C 17/13 88 113 P3143/06 
695A20 13.1 104.3 981 C 17/00 87 66 P313,,/20 701A57 8.5 71.9 896 C 17/14 88 107 P3143/07 
699AOl 15.9 94.1 1461 C 16/59 87 89 P3137!01 701A58 8.1 71.9 890 C 17/14 88 113 P3143/08 
699A02 15.1 94.0 1460 C 17/00 87 92 P3137/02 701A59 8.3 71.6 882 C 17/15 88 107 P3143/09 
69'lA03 15.4 93.5 1458 C 17/02 87 90 P3137/03 701A60 7.9 71.6 875 C 17/15 88 113 P3143/10 
699.1>.04 14.6 93.4 1455 C 17/02 87 93 P3137/04 701A61 8.0 71.4 867 C 17/16 86 107 P3143/11 
699A05 14.9 92.9 1452 C 17/0~ 87 90 P3137/05 701A62 7.7 71.4 861 C 17/16 88 113 P3145/01 
69'lA06 14.2 92.9 1450 C 17/04 87 94 P3137/06 701A63 7.8 71.1 853 C 17/18 88 106 P3145/02 
69'lA07 14.5 92.4 1448 C 17/07 87 91 P3137/07 701A64 7.4 71.1 8,+7 C 17/18 88 113 P3145/03 
699A03 13.7 92.3 1447 C 17/07 87 94 P3137/08 701A65 7.6 70.8 839 C 17/19 88 106 P3145/04 
699A09 14.0 91.8 1445 C 17/09 87 92 P3137/09 701A66 7.2 70.9 833 C 17/19 88 113 P3145/05 
699AI0 13.3 91.8 1443 C 17/09 87 <:5 P3137/10 70lA67 7.4 70.6 825 C 17120 88 105 P3145/0" 
699All 13.5 91.3 1441 C 17111 87 93 P3137/11 701M8 7.0 70.6 819 C 17/20 88 112 P3145/07 
699.Al2 12.8 91.2 1441 C 17/12 87 96 P3137/12 702AOl 5.0 58.7 767 H 17129 89 107 P3144/01 
699A13 13.1 90.7 1438 C 17/14 87 93 P3137/13 702A02 4.7 58.7 761 H 17/29 89 110 P3144/02 
699.Al4 12.3 90.7 1439 C 17/14 87 96 P3137/14 702A03 5.0 58.6 750 M 17/29 89 104 P3144/03 
~~~~ig 12.6 90.1 1'137 C 17/16 87 94 P3137/15 702A04 4.6 53.6 743 M 17/29 89 110 P3144/04 11.8 90.1 1438 C 17/16 87 97 P3137/16 702A05 4.8 58.4 734 M 17/30 89 104 P3144/05 
699A31 15.3 93.5 1004 C 17/05 87 13 P3138/01 70ZA06 4.5 58.5 128M 17/30 89 110 P3144/06 
699A32 14.9 93.6 992 C 17/05 87 13 F3133/02 i02A07 4.7 58.2 719M 17/31 89 103 P3144/07 
699A33 15.1 93.2 991 C 17/06 87 11 P313S/03 702.A08 4.3 58.3 713 H 17/31 89 111 P3144/0B 
699A34 14.7 93.3 979 C 17/06 87 11 P3138/04 702A09 4.5 58.1 705 H 17/32 89 102 P3144/09 
699A35 14.9 92.9 978 C 17/03 87 9 P3138/05 702AI0 4.2 58.1 699 H 17/32 89 III P3144/10 
699A36 14.5 93.0 966 C 17/07 87 8 P3138/06 702A11 4.4 57.9 691 H 17/33 89 101 P3144/11 
699A37 14.7 92.6 965 C 17/09 87 7'P3138/17 702A12 4.0 57.9 635 M 17/33 89 110 P3144/12 
699A38 14.3 92.7 953 C 17/09 87 6 P3138/18 702A13 4.2 57.7 678 M 17/34 89 99 P3144/13 
699A39 14.6 92.3 953 C 17/10 87 5 P3138/19 702A14 3;9 57.7 672 H 17/34 89 111 P3144/14 
699A40 14.1 92.4 9,+1 C 17/10 87 4 P3138/20 702A15 4.0 57.5 666 H 17/34 89 96 P3144/15 
699A41 14.4 92.1 940 C 17/11 87 4 P3133/21 702A16 3.7 57.5 660 H 17/34 89 III P3144/16 
699A42 13.9 92.2 928C 17111 87 2 P313S/22 702A17 3.8 57.3 653 H 17/35 89 93 P3144/17 
699A43 14.1 91.8 928 C 17/13 87 2 P3138/23 702A18 3.5 57.3 648 M 17/35 89 112 P3144/18 
699A44 13.7 91.B 916 C 17/12 87 P3133/24 702A19 3.6 57.1 642 H 17/37 89 87 F3144/19 
699A45 13.9 91.5 915 C 17/14 87 1 P3138/15 702A20 3.3 57.1 636 H 17/37 89 112 P3144/20 
699A46 13.5 91.5 903 C 17114 87 359 P3138/25 702A21 3.4 56.8 630 H 17/38 89 77 P3144/21 
700AOl 6.8 79.0 800 H 17/26 88 104 P3139/19 702A22 3.1 56.8 625 H 17/38 89 114 P3144/22 
700A02 6.4 79.0 794 M 17126 83 110 P3139/20 702A23 3.2 56.6 619 H 17/39 89 53 P3144/23 
700AD3 6.7 78.8 785 M 17/27 88 103 P3139/21 702A24 2.9 56.6 614 H 17/39 89 119 P3144124 
700A04 6.3 78.9 778 H 17/27 88 110 P3139/22 702A25 3.0 56.4 609 H 17/40 89 7 P3144/25 
700A05 6.5 7B.7 769 H 17/28 88 102 P3139/23 702A26 2.7 56.3 604 H 17/40 89 271 P3144/26 
700A06 6.2 78.7 763 H 17/27 88 III P3139/06 702A61 29.8 251. 9 13815 R 6/43 89 231 M3143/1B 
700A07 6.4 78.5 755 H 17/28 88 101 P3139/07 702A62 31.0 258.1 13738 R 6/19 89 224 M3143/19 
700A08 1,.0 78.6 748 H 17128 88 111 P3139/08 702A63 23.2 251. 7 13588 R 6/44 89 237 ~13143/20 
700A09 t.2 78.4 740 H 17/29 88 101 P3139/31 702A64 24.2 257.7 13488 R 6/21 89 230 t13143/21 
700AI0 ~--. 9 78.5 734 H 17/29 88 114 P3139/10 702A65 17.6 251. 0 13440 R 6/48 89 245 t13143/22 
700All 6.1 7B.3 727 H 17/30 88 100 P3139/11 702A66 18.2 256.8 13316 R 6/24 89 237 t13143!23 
700A12 :-.7 78.3 721M 17/30 88 115 P3139/12 702A82 33.5 245.2 14392 R 7/13 89 235 H3140/44 
700A13 !·.9 78.1 714H 17/31 88 97 P3139132 702AS3 26.2 238.0 14373 R 7/42 89 248 M3140/45 
700A14 :.6 7B.l 708 H 17/31 8a 116 P3139/33 702A84 26.0 246.2 14094 R 7/10 89 241 H3140/46 
700A15 5.8 77.9 701 H 17/31 88 92 P3139/27 702AS5 20.0 238.0 14198 R 7/42 89 255 M3140/47 
700A16 !::.4 77.9 695 M 17/31 88 119 P3139/34 702AS6 19.9 245.8 13921 R 7/11 89 249 t13140/48 
700A17 !>.6 77.7 659 H 17/32 88 82 P3139/35 703AOl 11.9 57.3 1117 C 16/51 89 109 P3146/01 
700A18 :.2 77.7 683 H 17/32 88 127 P3139/36 703A02 11.5 57.5 1110 C 16/50 89 115 P3146/02 
700A61 21.-.5 278.0 13540 R 6/18 88 225 H3140/33 703A03 11.8 57.1 1100 C 16/52 89 109 P3146/03 
700A62 2(-.0 283.8 13520 R 5/55 88 217 ~13140/34 703A04 11.3 57.2 1094 C 16/51 89 115 P3146/04 
700A63 21'.6 277.4 13343 R 6/21 88 231 t13140/35 703A05 11.6 57.0 1084 C 16/52 89 109 P3146/05 
700A64 2:.5 282.9 13288 R 5/59 88 222 H3140/36 703A06 11. 2 57.1 1077 C 16/52 89 115 P3146/06 
700A65 1~,. 0 276.2 13204 R 6/25 88 239 H3140/37 703A07 11.4 56.8 1067 C 16/53 89 109 P3146/07 
700A66 1!-.6 281.6 13125 R 6/04 88 230 M3140/38 703A08 11.0 56.9 1061 C 16/53 89 115 P3146/08 
700A67 '.-.7 274.8 13113 R 6/31 B8 249 H3140/39 703A09 11.3 56.6 1051 C 16/54 89 109 P3146/09 
700M8 It-. 2 280.0 13018 R 6/10 88 240 H3140/40 703AI0 10.8 56.7 1044 C 16/54 89 116 P3H6/10 
700.A69 (,.7 273.0 13070 R 6/39 88 261 M3140/41 703All 11.1 56.4 1035 C 16/55 89 109 P3146/11 
700A70 r.2 27B.3 12958 R 6/18 88 252 H3140/42 703A12 10.6 56.5 1028 C 16/55 89 116 P3146/12 
700A81 2b.l 264.5 14174 R 7/15 88 239 H3140/25 703A13 10.9 56.2 1019 C 16/56 89 109 P3146/13 
700A82 2':'.0 271.4 14026 R 6/47 88 232 H3140/26 703Al4 10.4 56.3 1013 C 16/56 89 117 P3146/14 
700A83 2<..3 264.0 14003 R 7/17 88 246 M3140/27 703A15 10.7 56.0 1004 C 16/57 89 109 P3146/15 
700A84 2(- .5 270.8 13816 R 6/50 88 239 H3140128 703A16 10.2 56.1 997 C 16/57 89 117 P3146/16 
700AS5 It·.4 262'6 13877 R 7/22 88 254 M3140/29 703A17 10.5 55.8 988 C 16/58 89 109 P3146/17 700A86 16.5 269. 13671 R 6/55 88 247 H3140/30 703Ala 10.0 55.9 982 C 16/58 89 118 P3146/18 







































































































































































































































































































































973 C 16/59 
967 C 16/59 
958 C 17/00 
951 C 17/00 
943 C 17/01 
937 C 17/01 
929 C 17/02 
922 C 17/02 
914 C 17/03 
908 C 17/03 
900 C 17/04 
894 C 17/04 
886 C 17/06 
879 C 17/06 
872 C 17107 
866 C 17/07 
858 C 17/08 
852 C 17/08 
844 C 17/09 
838 C 17/09 
831 C 17/11 
825 C 17/11 
818 C 17112 
812 C 17/12 
80S C 17/13 
799 C 17/13 
792 C 17/14 
786 C 17/14 
779 C 17/16 
773 C 17/16 
883 R 17/25 
875 R 17/25 
862 B 17/25 
854 B 17125 
841 H 17126 
833 H 17/25 
820 H 17/26 
813 H 17126 
801 H 17/27 
794 H 17/26 
783 H 17/27 
776 H 17/27 
764 H 17127 
757 H 17127 
747 H 17/28 
741 H 17/28 
731 H 17129 
724 H 17/29 
716 H 17/30 
709 H 17/29 
701 H 17/30 
695 H 17/30 
687 H 17131 
680 H 17/31 
673 H 17/32 
667 H 17132 
660 H 17/33 
654 H 17/33 
647 H 17/34 
641 H 17/34 
635 H 17/35 
62'1 H 17/35 
623 H 17/36 
618 N 17/36 
612 H 17/37 
607 H 17137 
601 H 17138 
596 H 17/38 
591 H 17/39 
586 H 17/39 
581 H 17/40 
14149 R 7/01 
14059 R 7/26 
13833 R 6/57 
949 R 17/12 
941 R 17/12 
en8 B 17113 
920 B 17/12 
907 H 17/13 
89'1 H 17/12 
887 H 17/13 
879 H 17/13 
868 H 17/13 
860 H 17/13 
849 H 17/14 
842 H 17/14 
832 H 17/14 
825 H 17/14 
815 H 17/15 
808 H 17/15 
799 H 17/16 
792 H 17/15 
783 H 17/16 
777 H 17/16 
768 H 17/17 
762 H 17/17 
753 H 17/17 
748 H 17/17 
740 H 17/18 
734 H 17/18 
727 H 17/19 
721 H 17/19 
714 N 17/20 
708 H 17120 
702 H 17/21 
696 tl 17/21 
690 H 17122 
684 H 17/22 
679 H 17/23 
89 110 P3146/19 
89 118 P3146120 
89 110 P3146121 
89 118 P3146/22 
89 110 P3146/23 
89 119 P3146/24 
89 110 P3147/01 
89 119 P3147/02 
89 109 P3147/03 
89 119 P3147/04 
89 109 P3147/0S 
89 120 P3147/06 
89 109 P3147/07 
89 120 P3147/08 
89 109 P3147/09 
89 121 P3147/10 
89 109 P3147/11 
89 121 P3147/12 
89 109 P3147/13 
89 122 P3147/14 
89 109 P3147/15 
89 123 P3147/25 
89 109 P3147126 
89 124 P3147/27 
89 109 P3147/28 
89 124 P3147/29 
89 109 P3147/30 
89 126 P3147/31 
89 109 P3147/32 
89 127 P3147/33 
89 106 P3148/03 
89 109 P3148'/04 
89 106 P3148/0S 
89 109 P3148/06 
89 105 P3148/07 
89 109 P3148/08 
89 105 P3148/09 
89 109 P3148/10 
89 105 P3148/11 
89 109 P3148/12 
89 105 P3148/13 
89 109 P3148/14 
89 105 P3148/1S 
89 109 P3148/16 
89 104 P3148/17 
89 109 P3148/18 
89 104 P3148/19 
89 109 P3148/20 
89 103 P3148/21 
89 109 P3148/22 
89 102 P3149/01 
89 109 P3149/02 
89 102 P3149/03 
89 109 P3149/04 
89 101 P3149/05 
89 109 P3149/06 
89 99 P3149/07 
89 109 P3149/08 
89 98 P3149/09 
89 110 P3149/10 
89 95 P3149/11 
89 110 P3149/12 
89 91 P3149/13 
89 110 P3149/14 
89 84 P31S0/01 
89 110 P31S0/02 
89 70 P3150/03 
89 110 P3150/04 
89 41 P31S0/05 
89 112 P3150/06 
89 357 P3150/07 
89 232 H3150/18 
89 244 H3150/19 
89 238 H31S0/20 
90 106 P3151/03 
90 110 P3151/04 
90 106 P31S1/05 
90 110 P3151/06 
90 106 P3151/07 
90 110 P31S1/08 
90 106 P3151/09 
90 110 P31S1/10 
90 105 P31S1/11 
90 111 P3151112 
90 105 P3l51/13 
90 III P31511l4 
90 105 P31S1/15 
90 111 P3151/16 
90 104 P3151/17 
90 III P3151/18 
90 104 P3lSlI19 
90 111 P31S1/20 
90 103 P3151/21 
90 112 P3151/22 
90 102 P3151/23 
90 112 P31S1/24 
90 102 P3152101 
90 113 P3152102 
90 99 P3152/03 
90 115 P3152104 
90 97 P31S2IOS 
90 117 P31S2I06 
90 93 P3152107 
90 120 P31S2/08 
90 83 P3lS2I09 
90 129 P3152/10 
90 Sl P3152111 
90 161 P3152112 
90 344 P315Z113 
3-66 





































































































































































































































































































































673 H 17/23 
668 H 17124 
662 H 17124 
658 H 17/25 
652 H 17125 
648 H 17/26 
642 H 17/26 
~~~ ~B~g 
629 H 17/28 
623 H 17128 
980 C 16/48 
974 C 16/48 
965 C 16/49 
959 C 16/49 
951 C 16/S0 
944 C 16/50 
936 C 16/51 
930 C 16/51 
922 C 16/S2 
916 C 16/52 
908 C 16/53 
902 C 16/53 
895 C 16/54 
888 C 16/54 
882 C 16/SS 
875 C 16/55 
869 C 16/S6 
862 C 16/S6 
856 C 16/57 
849 C 16/57 
843 C 16/58 
836 C 16/58 
831 C 17/00 
824 C 17/00 
819 C 17/01 
812 C 17/01 
807 C 17/02 
800 C 17/02 
795 C 17/03 
789 C 17/03 
784 C 17/05 
777 C 17/05 
1207 C 16/25 
1209 C'16/25 
1190 C 16/26 
1192 C 16/26 
1174 C 16/27 
1176 C 16126 
l1S8 C 16/28 
1159 C 16/27 
1141 C 16/29 
1143 C 16/28 
1125 C 16/30 
1127 C 10/30 
1109 C 16/31 
1110 C 16/31 
1094 C 16/32 
1094 C 16/32 
1078 C 16/33 
1079 C 16/33 
1062 C 16/34 1063 C 16/34 
1047 C 16/35 
1047 C 16/35 
1032 C 16/36 
1032 C 16/36 
1017 C 16/37 
1017 C 16/37 
1002 C 16/38 
1002 C 16/38 
987 C 16/39 
987 C 16/39 
972 C 16/40 
972 C 16/40 
958 C 16/42 
958 C 16/42 
943 C 16/43 
943 C 16/43 
929 C 16/44 
929 C 16/44 
915 C 16/46 
915 C 16/46 
901 C 16/47 
901 C 16/47 
887 C 16/48 
886 C 16/48 
873 C 16/50 
873 C 16/50 
860 C 16/51 
860 C 16/51 
904 H 17/09 
888 H 17/08 
.886 H 17/09 
871 H 17108 
868 H 17/09 
853 H 17/08 
8S0 H 17/09 
836 H 17/08 
833 H 17/09 
820 H 17/09 
816 H 17/09 
804 H 17/09 
801 ~I 17/10 
789 H 17/09 
786 H 17/10 
775 H 17/10 
771 H 17/10 


























































































































































































































VIK::NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
----------_._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PlCNO l/,T LON RANGE F TOO LS SC~Z ORDERN3R PlCNO LAT LQ~ RANGE F TOO LS seAZ OROERNBR 
----------_._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------70SA19 D.O 2.9 753 :1 17/11 91 350 P3157/19 il3A~9 9.8 321. 7 1493 H 16/29 93 121 H31651Z9 
708A20 7.6 3.0 748 H 17/11 91 345 P3157/20 713AI0 9.0 321.4 1502 H 16/30 93 123 H3165/30 
708A21 -.6 2.9 744 H 17/11 91 3 .. 3 P3157/21 il3All 9.5 321.0 1488 H 16/32 93 120 H3165/31 
70S.I>,22 ~.2 2.9 735 H 17/11 91 337 P3157122 713A12 8.7 320.8 1497 M 16/33 93 121 H3165/32 
708A23 :.2 2.8 732 H 17/12 91 337 P3157/23 713A13 9.2 320.4 1483 H 16/34 93 119 H3165/33 
708.0.24 &.8 2.8 723 H 17/11 91 330 P3157/24 713A1.:+ . 8.4 320.2 1493 H 16/35 93 120 H3165/34 
70SA25 f.8 2.6 719 H 17/12 91 330 P3158/01 il3A15 8.9 319.8 1479 H 16/37 93 118 H3165/35 
70SA26 t>.4 2.7 711 H 17/12 91 322 P3158/02 7130.16 8.1 319.5 1493 M 16/38 93 119 H3165/36 
703A27 to5 2.5 708 n 17/13 91 323 P3158/03 713U7 8.6 319.2 1477 H 16/39 93 117 t13165/37 
iC8A28 0.0 2.6 700 17/13 91 315 P315S/04 713.0.18 7.8 318.9 1486 H 16/40 93 118 H3165/~8 
708A29 6.1 2.4 697 H 17/13 91 317 P3158/05 713A19 8.2 318.5 1473 H 16/42 93 116 M31651 9 
708.0.30 5.7 2.4 689 H 17/13 91 308 P3158/06 il3A20, 7.5 318.3 1483 H 16/43 93 117 H3165/40 
708.0.31 5.7 2.3 6106 H 17/14 91 310 P3158/07 713A4l. 10.3 322.5 1025 e 16/28 93 122 P3166/01 
708A32 5.3 2.3 679 H 17/14 91 302 P3158/08 713A42 9.9 322.5 1019 C 16/28 93 138 P3166/02 
709AOI 1.9 354.6 1042 H 17/02 92 142 P3159/01 713A43 10.2 322.3 1010 e 16/30 93 122 P3166/03 
709A02 1.4 354.7 lC42 H 17/01 92 144 P3159/02 713.0.44 9.8 322.3 1004 e 16/29 93 141 P3166/04 
709A03 2.0 354.6 1013 H 17/02 92 142 P3159/03 713A45 10.1 322.1 995 C 16/30 93 124 P3166/05 
709A04 1.6 354.7 1012 M 17/02 92 144 P3159/04 713A46 9.6 322.2 989 e i6/30 93 146 P3166/06 
709A05 2., 354.6 985 H 17/02 92 143 P3159/05 713A47 9.9 321. 9 9S1 e 6/31 93 126 P3166/07 709A06 1. 354.7 983 M 17/02 92 144 P3159/06 713A48 9.5 322.0 974 C 16/31 93 152 P3166/08 
709A07 2.2 354.6 958 H 17/02 92 143 P3159/07 713A49 9.8 321. 7 967 e 16/32 93 127 P3166/09 
709M8 1.8 354.7 956 H IV02 92 145 P3159/03 713A50 9.4 321. 7 960 e 16/32 93 160 P3166/10 709A09 2.3 354.6 933 H 1 102 92 143 P3159/09 713A51 9.7 321.5 952 C 16/33 93 135 P3166/11 
709AI0 1.9 354.7 930 H 17/02 92 145 P3159/10 713A52 9.3 321.5 946 e 16/33 93 175 P3166/12 
709All 2.3 354.5 903 H 17/03 92 144 P3159/11 713A53 9.6 321. 2 939 e 16/34 93 233 P3166/13 
709A12 2.0 354.6 905 H 17/03 92 146 P3159/12 713A5'+ 9.1 321.3 932 e 16/34 93 197 P3166/14 
709A13 2.4 354.5 884 M 17/03 9Z 145 P3159/13 713A55 9.4 321. 0 925 C 16/35 93 292 P3166/15 
709A14 2.0 354.5 882 H 17/03 92 147 P3159/14 713A56 9.0 321. 0 919 e 16/35 93 225 P3166/16 
709.0.15 2.5 354.4 862 H 17/04 92 146 P3159/15 713A57 9.3 320.7 912 C 16/37 93 302 P3167101 
709F6 2.1 354.4 859 H 17/04 92 148 P3159/16 713A53 8.9 320.8 905 e 16/37 93 249 P31f/02 709 17 2.5 354.2 841 M 17/04 92 147 P3159/17 713A59 9.1 320.5 899 e 16/33 93 301 P31 7/03 
709A13 2.1 354.3 838 H 171/04 92 149 P3159/18 7UA60 8.7 320.5 892 C 16/38 93 265 P3167/04 
709.0.19 2.5 354.1 821 H 17/05 92 148 P3159/19 713A61 9.0 320.3 886 e 16/39 93 301 P31f/05 
i09A20 2.2 354.1 818 M 17/05 92 150 P3159/20 713.0.62 8.5 320.3 879 C 16/39 93 273 P31 7/06 
709A21 2.5 353.9 802 H 17/06 92 149 P3159/21 713A63 8.8 320.0 873 C 16/40 93 302 P3167107 
709A22 2.2 354.0 798 H 17/06 92 152 P3159/22 713.1.64 8.4 320.0 867 C 16/40 93 279 P3167/08 
709.0.23 2.5 353.8 783 H 17/07 92 150 P3159/23 713.0.65 8.6 319.7 861 C 16/41 93 301 P3167/09 
709A24 2.2 353.8 780 H 17/07 92 153 P3159/24 713A66 8.2 319.7 854 C 16/41 93 283 P3167/10 
70 QA25 2.5 353.6 766 H 17/08 '12 152 P3160/01 713A67 8.4 319.5 M9 C 16/42 93 302 P3167/11 
709A26 2.3 353.6 761 H 17/07 92 156 P3160/02 713A68 g.o 319.5 842 e 16/42 93 286 P3167/12 709A27 2.6 353.4 748 H 17/08 92 155 P3160/03 713A69 .3 319.2 837 e 16/44 93 302 P31671l3 
709A28 2.2 353.4 745 M 17/08 92 158 P3160104 713A70 7.9 319.2 830 e 16/44 93 289 P3167/14 
709A29 2.5 353.2 733 H 17/09 92 157 P3160/05 713A71 8.1 318.9 825 e 16/45 93 303 P3167/15 
709A30 2.2 353.2 729 H 17/09 92 161 P3160/06 713A72 7.7 318.9 818 C 16/45 93 290 P3167/16 
709A31 2.5 353.0 718 H 17/10 92 161 P3160/07 714.1.05 86.7 21.3 10790 V 10/42 94 181 H3168/27 
709A32 2.2 353.0 714 H 17/10 92 165 P3160/08 714A07 82.8 1?:~ 10574 V 10/58 94 178 H3168/29. 709A33 2.4 352.8 703 H 17/11 92 165 P3160/09 714A03 89.4 10907 R li138 94 177 H3168/30 
709.0.34 2.1 352.8 700 H 17/12 92 169 P3160/10 714A09 79.3 16.7 10390 V 1 101 94 175 H316S/31 
709A35 2.4 ~~~:~ 690 H 17/13 92 171 P3160/11 7HAI0 85.0 13.4 10665 R 11/14 94 174 H3168/32. 709A36 2.1 686 H 17/13 92 175 P3160/12 714A11 76.1 17.1 10231 V 10/59 94 172 H3168/33 
709A37 2.3 352.3 677 H 17/14 92 178 P3160/13 714.1.12 81.1 13.9 10455 R 11/12 94 171 H3168/34 
i09A33 2.0 352.2 673 H 17/14 92 182 P3160/14 714A13 73.2 17.5 10089 V 10/58 94 i~9 H31g8/35 709A39 2.2 352.0 664 H 17/15 92 18S P3160/15 714A14 77.8 14.6 10282 R 11/10 94 8 H31 8/36 
709A40 1.9 352.0 660 H 17/15 92 I'll P3160/16 714A15 70.5 18.0 9965 V 10/56 94 165 H3168/37 
709A41 2.1 351. 7 652 H 17/16 92 200 P3160/17 714A16 74.7 15.2 10133 ~ P/07 94 165 H3168/38 709A42 1.8 351.7 649 H 17/16 92 201 P3160/18 714A17 68.2 18.8 9863 0/53 94 161 H3168/39 
709A43 2.0 351.4 ~41 H 17/17 92 214 P3160/19 714.1.18 72.0 16.2 10003 R 11/03 94 161 H3168/40 709A44 1.7 351.4 37 M 17/18 92 213 P3160/Z0 714A19 65.8 19.7 9766 V 10/50 94 157 M3168/41 
709.0.45 1.9 351.1 631 H 17119 92 229 P3160/21 714A20 69.5 17.0 9S89 R 11/01 94 158 H3168/42 
709A46 1.6 351.1 627 H 17/19 92 225 P3160/22 7HA21 63.7 20.6 9682 V 10/46 94 152 M316S/4~ 
709A47 1.8 350.9 621 H 17/20 92 244 P3160/23 714A22 67.2 17.9 9788 R 10/57 94 154 H3168/4 
709A48 1.5 350.8 616 M 17120 92 238 P3160/24 714A51 i2.0 315.0 y084 C 16/18 94 130 P3169/01 710A 73 85.0 60.1 13329 V 10/19 92 180 H3161/25 714A52 1.5 315.0 078 e 16/18 94 164 P3169/02 
710A75 78.1 59.0 12989 V 10/24 92 177 H3161/27 714A53 1.8 314.8 1070 C 16/19 94 161 P3169/03 
710A76 83.6 56.9 13238 R 10/33 92 176 ~13161/28 714A54 p.4 314.9 1063 C 1~1l9 94 184 P3169/04 710.0.77 72.3 59.4 12724 V 10/23 92 174 H3161/29 714A55 1.6 314.6 1055 C 1 120 94 223 P3169/05 
710A78 76.8 57.8 12911 R 10/29 92 173 H3161/30 714.1.56 11. 2 314.7 1048 C 16/20 94 203 P3169/06 
710A79 67.3 60.3 12523 V 10/19 92 170 H3161/31 714A57 11.5 314.5 1041 C 16/21 94 252 P3169/07 
710A80 71.2 58.8 12661 R 10/25 92 169 H3161/32 714A58 11.0 314.~ 1034 C 16/21 94 219 P3169/08 710ASI 62.7 61.2 12360 V 10/16 92 165 H3161/33 714A59 11.3 314. 1027 C 16/22 94 262 P3169/09 
710A82 66.4 59.7 12471 R 10/22 92 165 H3161/34 714A60 10.8 314.4 1020 e 16/21 94 232 P3169/10 
710AS3 58.4 62.3 12229 V 10/12 92 159 H3161/35 714A61 11.1 314.1 1013 e 16/22 94 267 P3169/11 
710A84 61.8 60.8 12312 R 10/17 92 161 H3161/36 714M2 10.7 314.2 1007 C 16/2~ 94 241 P3169/12 
710A85 54.4 63.5 12127 V 10/07 92 151 H3161/37 714At> 3 10.9 313.9 999 C 16/2 94 270 P3169/13 
710A86 57.6 62.0 12187 R 10/13 92 154 H3161/38 714A64 10.5 314.0 993 C 16/2~ 94 248 P3169/14 
710.0.87 50.5 64.9 12048 V 10/01 92 139 H3161/39 714A65 10.7 313.7 986 C 16/2 ~4 272 P3169/15 
710M3 53.5 63.4 12088 R 10/07 92 146 H3161/40 714A66 10.3 313.8 980 C 16/24 4 253 P3169/16 
7l0A89 46.8 66.3 11995 V 9/56 92 123 H3161/41 714A67 10.5 313.5 973 C 16/25 <14 274 P3169/17 
710A90 49.7 64.8 12017 R 10/02 92 134 H3161/42 714M8 10.1 313.6 966 C 16/25 94 256 P3169/18 
710A91 43.3 67.8 11963 V 9/50 92 99 t13161/43 714A69 10.4 313.3 960 C 16/26 94 274 P3169/19 
710A92 46.1 66.2 11967 R 9/56 92 116 H3161/44 714A70 9.9 313.4 954 C 16/26 94 260 P3169/20 
710A93 39.9 69.5 11951 V 9/43 92 74 H3162/15 714A71 10.2 313.1 947 C 16/27 94 276 P3169/21 
710A94 42.6 67.8 11939 R 9/50 92 91 H3162/16 714A72 9.7 313.1 941 C 16127 <14 262 P3169/22 
710.0.01 21.0 213.9 24748 V 6/58 92 247 H3163/25 714A73 10.0 312.9 934 e 16/28 94 276 P3169/23 
710A02 31.2 217.6 24924 V 6/43 92 225 113163/26 714A74 9.5 312.9 928 C 16/28 94 264 P3169/24 
710AC3 21.1 213.9 24757 e 6/58 92 247 H3163/27 714M3 8.9311.7 874 C 16/34 94 278 P3171/09 
710A04 31.2 217.6 24931 C 6/43 92 225 H3163/28 714A84 8.5 311.7 868 C 16/34 94 270 P3171/10 
710A07 21.1 214.1 24769 R 6/53 92 247 H3163/31 714AS5 8.6 311.4 863 e 16/35 94 278 P3171/11 710A08 31.3 217.7 24946 R 6/43 92 225 H3163/32 714A86 8.2 311.4 856 C 16/35 94 270 P3171/12 
710A31 18.0 212.2 28615 V 8/32 92 277 H3163/33 714A87 8.4 311.2 851 C 16/36 94 279 P3171/13 
710A32 29.4 215.0 28661 V 8/21 92 256 M3163/34 714AS3 8.0 311.2 845 e 16/36 94 271 P3171/14 
710A33 17.9 212.0 28628 C 8/33 92 277 t13163/35 714A89 8.2 310.9 840 C 16/37 94 279 P3171llg 
710A34 29.4 214.6 28678 e 8/23 92 256 H3163/36 714A90 7.8 :nO.9 834 e 16/37 94 272 P3171/1 
710A37 17.7 211.5 28656 R 8/35 92 278 H3163/39 714A91 7.9 310.6 828 C 16/39 94 279 P3171/17 
710A38 29.3 214.2 28700 R 8/25 92 257 H3163/40 714A92 7.5 310.6 822 e 16/39 94 272 P3171/18 
POA41 12.4 209.9 31913 V 10/09 92 287 H3163/41 714A93 7.7 310.3 817 C 16/40 94 279 P3171/19 10A42 25.6 212.6 31774 V 9/59 92 270 H3163/42 714A94 7.3 310.3 812 e U/40 94 273 P3171120 
710A43 12.5 209.3 31947 e 10/12 92 287 H3163/43 714A95 7.4 310.1 807 e 141 94 279 P317}121 
710A44 25.7 212.1 31799 C 10/01 92 270 H3163/4ct 714A96 7.0 310.1 801 C 16/41 94 27$ P31~ 12l 
7l0A47 12.6 20S.7 31984 R 10/15 92 287 H3163/47 714A97 l.l 309.8 796 C 16/42 
94 27 r I" 710A48 25.9 211.2 31847 R 10/04 92 270 H3163/48 714A98 .7 309.8 791 e 16/42 II :!111l!~!1 713AOI 10.8 324.1 1522 H 16/18 93 128 H3165/21 716AOI 13.5 295.5 144~ e 16/15 713A02 10.1 323.9 1528 H 16/19 93 128 ~3165/22 716A02 12.9 295.5 i43 e 16/15 713A03 10.6 323.5 1513 H 16/21 93 12.5 3165123 716A03 13.2 295.2 428 C 16/fg 95 10 ~ ~V8 713A04 9.8 323.2 1523 H 16/22 93 127 H3165/24 716A04 12.3 295.2 1425 C 161 713A05 10.3 322.9 1506 H 16/24 93 124 H3165/25 716A05 F.6 294.9 i 416 C 16/17 95 rt ~ I 713A06 9.6 322.6 1516 H 16/25 93 U5 H3165/21:> 716A06 1.7 294.9 414 61 7 0 ~/O 
713A07 10.1 322.2 1499 N 16/26 93 F2 H~165/27 716A07 12.0 294.6 1404 C 6/19 95 0 3 10 713A08 9.3 322.0 1507 H 16/27 93 24 H3 65128 716A08 11.2 294.6 1403 e 16/19 95 0 3 7 .. /0 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNa. 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNa. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNa LfT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERt;SR PICNO LAT LOH RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROEP-NSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------716A09 1:.5 294.3 1393 C 16/20 95 107 P3172/09 717A76 5.6 282.2 841 H 16/34 95 208 P3178/12 
716AIO 11'.6 294.4 1394 C 16/20 95 112 P3172/10 717A77 5.8 282.0 834 H 16/35 95 220 P3178/13 
716Al1 le.9 294.1 1383 C 16/21 95 110 P3l72/l1 717A78 5.4 282.1 829 H 16/35 95 216 P3178/14 
716A12 1(.1 294.1 1384 C 16/21 95 114 P3172/12 717A79 5.6 281.9 822 H 16/36 95 229 P3178/15 
716A13 11,.4 293.8 1373 C 16/22 95 112 P3172/13 717ASO 5.3 2S1.9 S18 H 16/35 95 224 P3178/16 
716A14 v.5293.8 1375 C 16/23 95 117 P3172/14 7l7A81 5.5 281.7 811 H 16/36 95 236 P3l78/17 
7l6A15 ".8 293.5 1363 C 16/24 95 115 P3172/15 717AS2 5.1 281.8 807 H 16/36 95 230 P3178/18 ~f~!f~ ~:~ ~~~:~ i~~~ E i~~~~ ~~ fit ~~if~~i~ ~tti~~ ~:~ ~gl:~ ~g~ ~ l~~~~ ~~ ~~g ~~1~~~~6 
716A18 ~.4 203.2 1359 C 16/25 95 121 P3172/18 717A85 5.1 281.5 790 H 16/38 95 245 P3178/21 
716A19 ('.7 292.9 1346 C 16/26 95 119 P3172/19 717AS6 4.72S1.5 786 H 16/38 95 240 P317S/22 
716A20 7.9 29~.8 1352 C 16/27 95 123 P3172/20 717A87 4.9 281.3 780 H 16/38 95 248 P3178/23 
716A21 ~.2 292.6 1338 C 16/28 95 121 P3173/01 717A88 4.5 281.3 777 H 16/38 95 243 P3178/24 
716A22 7.3 292.5 13~5 C 16/28 95 125 P3173/02 717A69 4.7 261.1 770 H 16/39 95 251 P3179/01 
716A23 ~.6 292.3 1331 C 16/29 95 123 P3173/03 717A90 4.3 281.1 767 H 16/39 95 246 P3179/02 
716A24 t.7292.2 1339 C 16/30 95 127 P3173/04 717A91 4.5 281.0 762 H 16/40 95 254 P3179/03 
716A25 ~.O 29~.0 1324 C 16/31 95 125 P3173/05 717A92 4.1 280.9 758 H 16/40 95 248 P3179/04 
716A26 £.2 291.9 1334 C 16/31 95 128 P3173/06 717A93 4.3 280.7 752 H 16/41 95 255 P3179/05 
716A27 t 5 291.6 1313 C 16/32 95 127 P3173/07 717A94 3.9 280.7 749 H 16/41 95 250 P3179/06 
716A28 ,·'6 291.5 1328 C 16/33 95 130 P3173/08 717A95 4.1 280.5 743 H 16/42 95 257 P3179/07 
716A29 ~:9 291.3 1313 C 16/34 95 129 P3173/09 717A96 3.7 280.6 741 H 16/42 95 252 P3179/08 
716A30 S.O 291.2 1325 C 16/34 95 132 P3173/10 717A97 3.9 280.3 735 H 16/43 95 253 P3179/09 
716A31 lL.9 293.5 975 C 16/26 95 34S P3173/11 717A98 3.5 280.3 732 H 16/43 95 254 P3179/10 
716A32 1~.5 293.7 966 C 16/26 95 331 P3173/12 713A03 7.3 273.1 1013 R 16/30 96 115 P3180/03 
716A33 1(·.7 293.5 962 C 16/27 95 334 P3173/13 718A04 6.9 273.3 1006 R 16/29 96 121 P3180/04 
716A34 lu.3 293.6 953 C 16/26 95 315 P3173/14 716A05 7.2 273.1 994 B 16/30 96 117 P3180/05 
716A35 lr.5 293.5 949 C 16/27 95 322 P3173/15 718A06 6.8 273.3 988 B 16/29 96 123 P3180/06 
716A36 lu.1 293.6 941 C 16/26 95 304 P3173/16 718A07 7.1 273.1 976 H 16/30 96 119 P3180/07 
716A37 1(.3293.4 936 C 16/27 95 313 P3173/17 718A08 6.7 273.2 970 H 16/29 96 126 P3180/08 
716A38 ~.9 293.5 929 C 16/27 95 297 P3173/18 718A09 6.9 273.1 959 H 16/30 96 122 P3180/09 
716A39 10.1 293.4 924 C 16/28 95 305 P3173/19 718AI0 6.6 273.2 953 H 16/30 96 130 P3180/10 
716A40 9.7 293.5 917 C 16/27 95 291 P3173/20 71SAll 6.8 273.1 942 H 16/30 96 125 P3180/11 ~l~~~~ ~:~ ~~~:~ ¢Bg E i~j~~ ~~ ~gg ~~it~~~~ fi~~i~ g:~ ~t~:r ~~% ~ i%~~~ ~% i~i·~~i~g~i~ 
716A43 9.7 293.2 902 C 16/29 95 296 P3173/23 71SA14 6.3 273.2 921 H 16/30 96 141 P3180/14 
716A44 9.2 293.3 895 C 16/28 95 285 P3173/24 718A15 6.5 273.0 911 H 16/31 96 137 P3180/15 
716A45 9.5 293.1 891 C 16/29 95 292 P3173/25 718A16 6.2 273.1 905 H 16/31 96 148 P3180/16 
716A46 9.0 293.2 885 C 16/29 95 282 P3174/01 718A17 6.4 272.9 896 H 16/31 96 145 P3180/17 
716A47 9.2 293.0 881 C 16/30 95 289 P3174/02 71SA18 6.0 273.0 891 H 16/31 96 156 P3180/18 fig~4~ ~:3 ~~~:~ ~fi E ig~~Z ~~ ~~~ ~~1~4~g~ ft~~~Z ~:~ ~t~:~ ~~~ ~ l~~~~ ~~ i~~ ~~i~g~~6 
716A50 8.5 293.0 865 C 16/30 95 279 P3174/05 718A21 6.1 272.7 868 H 16/32 96 170 P3180/21 
716A51 8.7 292.8 862 C 16/31 95 285 P3174/06 71SA22 5.7 272.3 863 H 16/32 96 178 P3180/22 
716A52 8.3 292.9 856 C 16/31 95 278 P3174/07 716A23 5.9 272.6 855 H 16/33 96 185 P3180/23 
716A53 8.5 202.6 852 C 16/32 95 283 P3174/C8 71SA24 5.5 272.7 850 H 16/33 96 190 P3180/24 
716A54 8.0 292.7 847 C 16/31 95 277 P3174/09 718A25 5.8 272.5 842 H 16/34 96 202 P3181/01 
716A55 8.2 292.5 843 C 16/32 . 95 282 P3174/10 71SA26 5.4 272.6 836 H 16/33 96 202 P3181/02 
716A56 7.8 292.6 838 C 16/32 95 276 P3174/11 718A27 5.6 272.4 830 H 16/34 96 215 P3161/03 
716A57 8.0 292.4 835 C 16/33 95 281 P3174/12 718A28 5.2 272.5 826 H 16/34 96 212 P3181/04 
716A5S 7.5 292.4 830 C 16/33 95 275 P3174/13 718A29 5.4 272.3 818 H 16/35 96 226 P31S1/05 
716A59 7.6 292.2 825 C 16/34 95 279 P3174/14 718A30 5.0 272.3 814 H 16/35 96 221 P3181/06 
716A60 7.2 292.2 820 C 16/34 95 273 P3174/15 718A31 5.2 272.2 807 H 16/35 96 234 P3181/07 
717A03 27.5 357.5 27096 R 5/53 95 104 H3177/27 718A32 4.8 272.2 803 H 16/35 96 228 P31S1/08 
717A04 37.8 358.6 27104 R 5/49 95 125 H3177/28 718A33 5.0 272.0 796 H 16/36 96 240 P3181/09 
717.405 28.1 346.7 26828 R 6/37 95 101 H3177/29 718A34 4.7 272.1 792 H 16/36 96 234 P3181/10 
717AO; 38.7 3~5.S 26S28 R 6/40 95 131 t13177/30 718A35 4.8 271.9 786 H 16/37 96 244 P3161/11 ~i~ig~ ~~:~ ~~~:g ~~~~5 ~ ~j~~ ~~ 14~ ~~i~f~~~ ~i~1~~ ~:~ ~~t:~ ~~~ ~ l~j~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~i~i~i~ ftt~~6 ~~:~ ~~i:~ ~~~Z~ ~ ~j~~ ¢~ 28g ~~i~f~~~ ~l~i~~ ~:~ ~fi:~ ~l~ ~ l~~~~ 4% ~~r ~~l~l~l~ Z/1177~A'22~ 89.5 86.5 10993 V 4/23 95 184 Htl~11Z,55//2279 718A40 4.1 271.5 Z,05'o? NH 1166/IEo9 96 245 P3181/16 
J 85.2 358.8 10734 V 10/14 95 ISO J 718A41 4.2 271.3 ~ 96 253 P3181/17 
717A27 81.1 352.6 10512 V 10/39 95 177 H3175/31 718A~2 3.9 271.3 753 H 16/40 96 248 P3181/18 
717A28 87.1 353.9 10312 R 10/14 95 176 H3175/32 718A43 4.0 271.1 747 H 16/40 96 255 P31S1/19 
717A29 77.6 351.1 10336 V 10/45 95 174 H3175/33 718A44 3.7 271.1 743 H 16/40 96 250 P3181/20 
717A30 82.9 350.5 10579 R 10/48 95 173 H3175/34 718A45 3.8 270.9 738 H 16/41 96 257 P3181/21 
717A31 74.4 350.8 10179 V 10/46 ~~ 171 n~i~~j~~ 718A46 3.5 270.9 735 H 16/41 96 252 P3181/22 Jlfi~~ ff:~ ~~8:l 19~1f 5 19~~, 95 llg H3175/37 ~i~i~~ ~:~ ~fg:~ ~~t ~ l~~~~ ~~ ~~e ~~igl~~~ 
717A34 75.7 348.7 10212 R 10/55 95 167 H3175/38 719A03 4.7 261.5 942 R 16/38 96 119 P3183/03 
717A35 68.8 351.1 9921 V 10/46 95 164 H3175/39 71QAO~ 4.2 261.6 936 R 16/37 96 124 P3163/04 7711Z'·AA~o7' 72.S 349.0 10070 RIO/54 95 164 H3175/40 719A05 4.6 261.5 922 B 16/38 96 120 P3183/05 J 66.2 351.6 9815 V 10/44 95 160 t13175/41 719A06 4.2 261.6 917 B 16/38 96 125 P3183/06 717A38 70.1 348.4 99~8 RIO/57 95 161 H3175/42 719A07 4.5 261.4 904 H 16/38 96 121 P3183/07 
717A39 63.9 352.3 9727 V 10/41 95 155 H3175/43 719AOS 4.1 261.5 S98 H 16/38 96 127 P3183/03 
fH!2£ F'z ~4?~ i~~1 ~ 19?~ 95 lU ~~H~j~i Z19AOZ 4.4 261.4 ~~8 ~ 19~~~ 96 123 P3163/09 
717A42 1~:6 2~4:6 152~ C i5/~8 ¢~ 56 P3175/02 7i~ill 2:~ ~~l:~ 868 H 16/39 ¢g l~~ ~~l~~jl~ 
717A43 19.0 29~.1 1517 C 15/40 95 33 P317S/03 719A12 3.9 261.4 863 H 16/39 96 130 P3183/12 
717A44 18.2 29~.0 1507 C 15/40 95 69 P3175/04 719A13 4.2 261.2 852 H 16/40 96 126 P3183/13 
717A45 16.7 293.6 1501 C 15/42 95 45 P3176/07 719A14 3.8 261.3 846 tl 16/40 96 133 P3183/14 
717A46 17.9 293.5 1492 C 15/42 95 76 pP~11Z,66//0032 71°A15 4.1 261.1 883_~50 HH 1166//4400 06 128 P3183/15 717A47 18.3 293.1 14S5 C 15/44 95 85~ J 719A16 3.7 261.2, 96 136 P3183/16 
717A48 17.5 293.0 1476 C 15/45 95 ~ P3176/04 719A17 4.1 261.0 819 H 16/41 96 132 P3183/17 
717A49 17.9 292.5 1470 C 15/46 95 61 P3176/05 719.418 3.7 261.1 814 H 16/41 96 141 P3183/18 
717A50 17.2 292.5 1461 C 15/47 6~ 83 Pp~11-7/~,//Co~ 719A19 3.9 260.9 805 H 16/41 96 136 P3183/19 717A53 7.6 282.S 1012 R 16/30 .:> 119 J ~ 719A20 3.6 260.9 800 H 16/41 96 146 P3183/20 
717A54 7.2 283.0 1006 R 16/29 05 125 P3177/04 719.421 3.8 260.7 791 H 16/42 96 141 P3183121 
717A55 7.5 282.8 994 B 16/30 95 121 P3177/05 719A22 3.4 260.8 786 H 16/42 96 152 P3183/22 
717A56 7.0 283.0 988 B 16/30 95 128 P3177/06 719A23 3.7 260.6 777 H 16/43 96 148 P3183/23 
717A57 7.3 282.S 977 H 16/30 95 124 P3177/07 719A24 3.3 260.6 772 H 16/43 96 161 P3183/24 JI~!g~ ~:~ ~~~:g 4l~ ~ l~~~g ~~ l~§ ~~i~~~g~ fl~~~g ~:~ ~~g:~ f~~ ~ l~~~~ ~~ l~~ ~~i~4~g~ 
717A60 2/ •• SO ~~~, ... 97 954 H 16/30 95 137 P3177/10 719A27 ~ .. 40 ¥o900 .. ~ 752 H 16/45 96 177 P3184/03 717A61 ~~~ 944 H 16/31 95 133 P3177/11 719A28 ~ ~ ~ 747 H 16/45 96 185 P3184/04 
717A62 6.6 282.9 936 H 16/30 95 142 P3177/12 719A29 3.2 260.1 739 H 16/45 96 199 P3184/05 
717A63 6.9 232.7 928 H 16/31 95 139 P3177/13 719A30 2.9 260.1 735 H 16/45 96 201 P3184/06 
717A64 6.5 282.8 923 H 16/31 95 149 P3177/14 719.431 3.1 259.9 728 H 16/46 96 221 P3184/07 
717A65 6.8 282.7 913 H 16/31 95 150 P3178/01 719A32 2.8 259 .9 723 H 16/46 96 216 P3184/08 tlf~~~ ~:~ ~~~:~ ~~~ ~ l~~~~ ~~ l~g ~~if~j8~ ~i~;~~ ~:6 ~~~:~ ~i£ ~ ig~2~ ~g ~~~ ~~t~2~£6 
717A68 6.2 282.6 894 H 16/32 95 165 P3178/04 719A35 Z.S 259.4 706 H 16/48 96 251 P3184/11 
717A69 6.5 282.5 885 H 16/33 95 11~/'80' P317S/05 719A36 2.4 259.5 701 H 16/48 96 239 P3184/12 
Z/1IL,AAL/Ol 6·1 22622 .5 ~S710 HH 1166//~23 °9'~ PP~117788//0007' 719A37 2.6 259.2 695 H 16/49 96 258 P3184/13 6.:. a.4 v ~ ~ 19~ ~ 719A38 2.2 259.2 691 H 16/49 96 247 P3184/14 ~i~~~~ ~:i ~~~:~ ~~~ ~ ig~~~ ~~ 196 ~~itg~8~ ti~~~6 ~:~ ~~~:& ~~i ~ i%~~i ~g ~~~ ~~1~2~if 
717Ai4 5.8 282.3 854 H 16/33 95 197 P3178/10 719A41 2.2 258.7 676 H 16/52 96 267 P31S4/17 
717A75 6.0 282.1 846 H 16/34 95 209 P3178/11 719A42 1.9 258.S 671 H 16/52 9& ,57 P3184/1S 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERtr:::,R PICNO LAT LOll RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERN5R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
719A43 2.0 258.5 666 N 16/53 96 269 P3184/19 723A52 39.8 249.3 26742 R 9/10 98 243 N3193/32 
7l9A44 1. 7 258.5 663 H 16/53 96 261 P3184/20 723A53 27.4 245.1 26786 R 9/26 98 284 H3193/33 
719A45 1.8 258.2 657 H 16/54 ~6 272 P3184/21 723A54 38.2 238.6 26913 R 9/53 98 254 H3193/34 
7l9A46 1.5 258.2 653 N 16/54 'I' 264 P3184/22 723;1,55 25.0 235.0 27032 R 10/07 98 283 N3193/35 ,0 
7l9A47 1.6 258.0 649 H 16/55 96 274 P3184/23 723A56 35.3 227.0 27201 R 10/39 98 260 H3193/36 
7l9A48 1.3 258.0 645 H 16/55 96 267 P318V24 723A57 21.8 224.0 27415 R 10/51 98 282 H3193/37 
721A01 4.6 241.7 912 C 16/33 97 106 P3187/01 723,!58 31.4 214.8 27631 R 11/28 98 264 H3193/38 
721A02 4.1 241.8 905 C 16/37 97 112 P3187/02 723A59 16.7 211.4 28002 R 11/42 98 281 H3193/39 
721A03 4.4 241. 7 894 C 16/38 97 107 P3187/03 723A61 27.0 331.2 21856 R 5/38 98 94 H3192123 
721A04 4.0 241.8 8S3 C 16/38 97 114 P3187/04 723A62 36.3 333.5 21817 R 5/29 98 109 H3192/24 
721A05 (t.2 241.6 877 C 16/38 97 109 P3187/05 723A63 30.9 321.6 21497 R 6/16 98 96 H3192/25 
721A06 ~ •• 8 241. 7 871 C 16/38 97 116 P3187/06 723A64 40.5 321.7 21456 R 6/16 98 115 H3192/26 
721A07 <..0 241.6 860 C 16/39 97 112 P3187/07 723A65 33.8 312.0 21237 R 6/55 98 98 H3192/27 
721A08 :'\.6 241. 7 854 C 16/38 97 120 P3187/08 723,1.66 43.2 311.4 21238 R 6/57 98 124 H3192128 
721A09 :;.8 241.5 8'+4 C 16/39 97 115 P3187/09 723A67 35.9 302.5 21067 R 7/33 98 104 H3192/29 
721AI0 :;.4 241.6 838 C 16/39 97 123 P3187/10 723.~68 45.2 301.0 21101 R 7/39 98 140 H31nl30 
721All ::'.6 241.5 828 C 16/39 97 118 P3187/11 723Ab9 37.4 292.7 20971 R 8/12 98 123 H3192131 
721A12 :'\.1 241.6 822 C 16/39 97 127 P3187/12 723A70 46.5 289.7 21037 R 8/25 98 170 H3192132 
721A13 ?4 241.4 813 C 16/40 97 123 P3187/13 723A71 38.0 284.0 20949 R 8/47 98 207 H3192133 
721A14 ;>.9 241.5 80S C 16/40 97 132 P3187/14 723A72 46.9 279.2 21046 R 9/07 98 203 H3192134 
721A15 '.,.1 241.3 793 C 16/40 97 128 P31871l5 7Z3A73 38.0 273.6 20999 R 9/29 98 249 H3192135 
721A16 '1..7 241.4 793 C 16/40 97 138 P3187/16 723A74 46.4 267.8 21128 R 9/53 98 226 H31nl36 
721A17 :'.9 241.2 784 C 16/41 97 134 P3187/17 723~75 36.9 263.3 21128 R 10/10 98 258 H31nl37 
721A18 •• 5241.3 780 C 16/41 97 144 P3187/18 723A76 44.5 255.6 21299 R 10/41 98 240 H3192138 
721A19 :'.7 241.1 771 C 16/41 97 142 P3187/19 723A77 34.5 252.6 21356 R 10/54 98 263 H3192/39 
721A20 ,'.3 241.2 766 C 16/41 97 152 P3187/20 723A78 41.4 243.2 21584 R 11/31 98 248 H3192140 
721A21 ; .4 241.0 758 C 16/42 97 151 P3187/21 723A79 30.7 240.4 21741 R 11/42 98 265 H3192/41 
721A22 ;'.0 241.1 754 C 16/42 97 162 P3187/22 723A80 36.1 228.4 22095 R 12130 98 253 H3192/42 
721A23 .'.2 240.9 745 C 16/43 <17 163 P3187/23 i23ASl 24.8 226.7 22354 R 12/37 98 267 t13192/43 
721A24 }.8 241.0 741 C 16/42 97 171 P3187/24 724A01 -2.7 207.9 854 C 16/55 <18 126 P3194/01 
721A25 L.O 240.8 733 C 16/43 97 17'+ P3186/01 724A02 .0 216.3 798 C 16/22 98 218 P3194/02 
721A26 ).6 240.8 730 C 16/43 97 180 P3186/02 724A03 .2 215.9 781 C 16/23 98 221 P3194/03 
721A27 :.7240.6 722 C 16/44 97 185 P3186/03 724A04 -.1 215.7 777 C 16/24 98 218 P3194/04 
721A28 L3 240.7 718 C 16/44 97 188 P3186/04 724A05 .0 215.2 762 C 16/26 98 221 P3194/05 
721A29 ~ .• 5 240.5 710 C 16/45 '17 195, P31S6/05 724A06 -.2 215.0 759 C 16/27 98 219 P3194/06 
721A30 1.1 240.5 707 C 16/45 <17 196 P3166/06 724A09 -.2 214.0 726 R 16/32 98 222 P3194/09 
721A31 :.2 240.3 700 C 16/46 97 204 P3186107 724A10 -.5 213.8 723 R 16/32 98 219 P3194/10 
721A32 .8 240.3 697 C 16/45 97 203 P3186/08 724All - .. 3 213.3 709 B 16/34 98 222 P319 .. /11 
721A33 .9 240.1 689 C 16/46 97 211 P3186/09 724Al2 -.7 213.2 706 B 16/35 98 219 P3194/12 
721A34 .5 240.1 687 C 16/46 97 208 P3186/10 724A13 -.5 212.8 694 H 16/37 98 223 P3194/13 
721A35 .7 239.9 679 C 16/47 97 217 P318S/OI 724A14 -.9 212.6 690 H 16/37 98 219 P3194/14 
721A36 .3 239.9 677 C 16/47 97 213 P3188/02 724Al5 -.7 212.2 678 H 16/39 98 223 P3195/01 
721A37 .4 239.7 670 C 16/48 97 221 P318S/03 724Al6 -1.1 212.0 675 N 16/40 98 220 P3195/02 
721A38 .0 239.7 667 C 16/48 97 218 P318S/04 724A17 -.9 211.6 664 H 16/42 98 224 P3195/03 
721A39 .1 239.5 660 C 16/49 97 225 P3188/05 724U8 -1.3 211.4 660 H 16/42 98 220 P3195/04 
721A40 -.2 239.5 653 C 16/49 97 221 P3188/06 724A19 -1.1 211.0 649 H 16/44 98 225 P3195/05 
722AOl 2~.5 254.3 1586 C 15/02 97 284 P318S/07 724A20 -1.5 210.8 645 H 16/45 98 221 P3195/06 
722A02 20.7 254.3 1572 C 15/02 97 279 P3188/0S 724A21 -1.3 210.4 636 N 16/46 98 226 P3195/07 
722A03 2;.2 253.6 1561 C 15/05 97 234 P3183/09 724A22 -1.7 210.2 632 H 16/47 98 222 P3195/08 
722A04 20.4 253.6 1547 C 15/05 97 279 P318S/10 724A23 -1.6 209.8 623 H 16/49 98 228 P3195/09 
722A05 20.9 253.0 1537 C 15/08 97 285 P318S/11 724A24 -1.9 209.7 618 H 16/50 98 223 P3195/10 
722A06 20.1 252.9 1523 C 15/00 97 280 P318S/12 724A25 -1.8 209.3 610 N 16/51 98 229 P3195/11 
722A07 20.6 252.3 1514 C 15/10 97 286 P3183/13 724A26 -2.1 209.1 606 H 16/52 98 224 P3195/12 
722A08 19.8 252.3 1500 C 15/11 97 281 P3188/14 724A27 -2.0 208.7 593 H 16/54 98 231 P3195/13 
722A09 20.3 251.6 1491 C 15/13 97 287 P31SS/15 724A28 -2.4 203.5 594 N 16/55 98 226 P3195/14 
722AI0 19.5' 251.6 1477 C 15/13 97 282 P318S/16 724A29 -2.3 208.1 586 H 16/56 98 235 P3195/15 
722A63 18.4 201.4 33063 V 6/03 98 99 H3189/17 724A30 -2.6 208.0 582 H 16/57 98 228 P3195/16 
722A64 30.6 201.3 33111 V 6/03 98 158 H3189/18 724A31 -2.5 207.6 575 H 16/59 98 237 P3195/17 
722A65 17.0 190.1 33012 V 6/48 98 11 H31S9/19 724A32 -2.9 207.4 570 H 16/59 98 230 P3195/18 
722A66 29.6 189.0 33051 V 6/52 93 210 N3189/20 724A33 -2.8 207.0 564 H 17/01 98 241 P3195/19 
722A67 15.7 178.8 33092 V 7/33 98 312 N3189/21 724A34 -3.1 206.9 559 H 17/02 98 233 P3195/20 
722A68 28.2 176.6 33132 V 7/42 98 257 H3189/22 7Z5AOl -2.5 196.3 959 C 17/01 99 113 P3196/01 
722A69 13.4 167.0 33324 V 8/21 98 304 H3189/23 725M2 .7 205.9 789 C 16/22 99 210 P3196/02 
722A70 25.5 164.2 33352 V 8/32 98 274 H3189/24 725A03 1.0 205.5 775 C 16/24 99 213 P3196/03 
722A71 9.8 154.1 33i48 V ,~jH C' 301 N3189/25 725A04 .6 205.3 772 C 16/25 99 209 P3196/04 ,0 722A72 22.1 149.5 33808 V 98 280 H3189/26 725A05 .8 204.9 758 C 16/26 99 212 P3196/05 
722A73 4.6 136.6 34567 V 10/22 98 299 H3189/27 725A06 .4 204.8 755 C 16/27 99 209 P3196/06 
722A74 15.8 127.6 34826 V 10/59 98 283 H3189128 725A07 .6 204.3 743 C 16/29 99 212 P3196/07 
723AOl 25.8 233.8 32449 V 6/17 98 117 H3190/25 725;1.08 .3 204.2 739 C 16/30 99 208 P3196/08 
723A02 39.9 236.5 32604 V 6/06 98 161 H3190/26 725A09 .5 203.8 728 C 16/31 99 211 P3196/09 
723A03 27.2 223.6 32377 V 6/58 98 157 H3190/27 725AI0 .1 203.6 724 C 16/32 99 208 P3196/10 
723,A04 41.8 223.1 32543 V 7/00 98 192 N3190/28 725All .3 203.2 713 C 16/34 99 211 P3196/11 
723A05 27.5 212.4 32407 V 7/43 98 264 H3190/29 725Al2 .0 203.0 709 C 16/35 99 207 P3196/12 
723A06 42.1 209.5 32597 V 7/55 98 223 H3190/30 725A15 .0 202.1 685 R 16/39 99 210 P3196/15 
723M7 27.5 201.3 32549 V 8/28 98 273 H3190/31 725A16 -.4 201.9 681 R 16/39 99 206 P3196/16 
723A08 .41.5 195.7 32777 V 8/50 98 242 H3190/32 725A17 -.2 201.5 672 B 16/41 99 210 P3196/17 
723A09 26.2 188.3 32848 V 9/20 98 277 H3190/33 725,1.18 -.6 201.3 668 B 16/42 99 205 P3196/18 
723AI0 39.6 180.2 33128 V 9/52 93 253 H3190/34 725A19 -.4 201.0 65'9 H 16/43 99 210 P3196/19 
723A11 22.9 173.9 33355 V 10/18 98 279 N3190/35 725A20 -.8 200.8 655 N 16/44 99 204 P3196120 
723H2 35.3 161. 7 33770 V 11/06 98 260 H3190/36 725A21 -.6 200.4 647 H 16/46 99 210 P3196/21 
723A21 21.4 232.9 30364 V 8/18 98 311 H3190/39 725A22 -1.0 200.2 642 H 16/46 99 203 P3196/24 
723A22 34.5 230.4 30393 V 8/28 98 250 H3190/40 725A23 -.8 199.9 635 N 16/48 99 210 P3196/22 
723A23 20.5 223:4 30513 V 8/55 93 299 H3190/41 725A24 -1.2 199.7 630 H 16/49 99 201 P3196/23 
723A24 33.4 218.6 30579 V 9/15 98 262 H3190/42 725A25 -1.1 199.3 623 H 16/50 99 210 P3197/01 
723A25 18.0 212.3 30810 V 9/40 98 294 H3190/43 725A26 -1.4 199.2 619 H 16/51 99 200 P3197/02 
723A26 30.5 206.2 30898 V 10/05 98 269 H3190/44 725A27 -1.3 198.8 612 N 16/53 99 209 P3197103 
723A27 14.5 200.4 31269 V 10/28 98 292 H3190/45 725A28 -1. 7 198.6 608 H 16/53 99 197 P3197/04 
723A28 26.3 1n.7 31405 V 10/59 98 272 H3190/46 725A29 -1.6 198.3 602 N 16/55 99 214 P3197/05 
723A31 5.9 287.0 2F56 R 6/35 98 51 H319l/11 725A30 -1.9 198.1 597 H 16/56 '19 190 P3197/06 723A32 18.4 286.6 2 983 R 6/37 98 69 t13191112 725A31 -1.8 197.7 591 H 16/57 99 202 P3197/07 
723A33 6.9 279.6 27104 R 7/05 98 39 t13191/13 725A32 -2.2 197.6 586 N 16/58 99 176 P3197/08 
723A34 19.3 277.6 26835 R 7/13 98 53 H3191114 725A33 -2.1 197.2 581 M 16/59 99 37 P3197/09 
723A35 6.9 271.4 27025 R 7/38 98 20 N3191/15 725A34 -2.4 197.0 576 H 17/00 99 128 P3197/10 
723A36 19.3 268.7 26773 R 7/49 98 18 N3191/16 725A35 -2.3 196.6 572 N 17/02 99 34 P3197/11 
723A37 6.5 263.4 27024 R 8/10 98 H3191/17 725A36 -2.7 196.5 567 N 17/02 99 72 P3197/12 
723A38 18.5 260.8 26791 R 8/20 98 3 .. 3 H3191/18 726A45 85.6 268.4 10774 V 10/17 99 180 H3199/05 
723A39 5.2 255.5 27108 R 8/42 98 343 H3191/19 726A47 80.6 263.8 10509 V 10/35 99 177 H3199/07 
723A40 17.3 252.6 26880 R 8/53 98 320 H3191/20 726A48 86.0 263.1 10772 R 10/38 99 176 N3199/08 
723A41 22.9 300.0 27121 R 5/46 98 94 H3193/21 726A49 76.4 263.0 10303 V 10/38 99 174 N3199/09 
723A42 35.2 301.8 27091 R 5/39 98 118 H3193/22 726A50 81.0 261.3 10508 R 10/45 99 173 H3199/10 
723A43 26.9 291.1 26860 R 6/22 98 97 H3193/23 726A51 72.6 263.1 10125 V 10/38 99 171 H3199/11 
723A44 38.9 291.9 26874 R 6/19 98 129 H3193/24 726A52 76.7 261.3 10293 R 10/45 99 170 N3200/22 
723A45 28.3 281.3 26684 R 7/01 98 93 N3193125 726A53 69.2 263.6 9976 V 10/37 99 167 N3200/23 
723A46 40.2 281.1 26719 R 7/02 '18 143 H3193/26 726A54 72.9 261. 7 10113 R 10/44 99 167 H3200/24' 
723A47 29.0 272.2 26598 R 7/38 98 81 H3193/27 726A55 66.0 264.4 9847 V 10/33 99 163 N3200/25 
723A48 40.9 269.8 26648 R 7/47 98 178 H3193/28 726A56 69.5 262.4 9964 R 10/41 99 163 N3200/26 
723A49 29.3 263.0 26587 R 8/15 93 300 H3193/29 726A57 63.2 265.1 9740 V 10/31 99 158 H3200127 
723A50 40.8 259.8 26659 R 8/27 98 218 N3193/30 726A58 66.3 263.2 9833 R 10/38 99 159 N3200/28 
723A51 28.6 254.0 26651 R 8/51 98 287 N3193/31 726A59 60.5 266.0 9648 V 10/27 99 153 H3200/29 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------726A60 63.3 263.7 9720 R 10/36 99 155 H3200/30 730A53 -.6 152.9 682 C 16/6. 101 197 H3207/21 
727AOl 9.3 189.3 1276 C 16/02 100 102 P3200/01 730A54 -.9 152.9 678 C 16/6. 101 201 H3207/22 
727A02 8.6 189.3 1273 C 16/02 100 106 P3200/02 730A55 -.8 152.8 672 C 16/6. 101 212 H3207/23 
727A03 9.0 188.9 1264 C 16/04 100 102 P3200/03 730A56 -1.1 152.8 668 C 16/6. 101 212 H3207/24 
727A04 8.3 188.9 1260 C 16/04 100 106 P3200/04 730A57 -1.0 152.7 662 C 16/6. 101 223 H3207/25 
727A05 8.7 188.6 1251 C 16/05 100 102 P3200/05 730A58 -1.3 152.7 659 C 16/6. 101 222 H3207/26 
727A06 8.0 188.6 1248 C 16/05 100 106 P3200/06 730A59 -1.1 152.6 653 C 16/6. 101 232 H3207/27 
727A07 8.3 188.2 1239 C 16/07 100 102 P3200/07 730A61 -1.3 152.4 645 C 16/6. 101 238 H3207/29 
727A08 7.7 188.2 1236 C 16/07 100 107 P3200/08 730A62 -1.6 152.5 643 C 16/6. 101 235 H3207/30 
727A09 8.0 187.8 1227 C 16/08 100 103 P3200/09 730A63 -1.5 152.3 637 C 16/6. 101 243 H3207/31 
727AI0 7.4 187.8 1224 C 16/08 100 107 P3200/10 730A64 -1.8 152.3 636 C 16/6. 101 240 H3207/32 
727A11 7.7 187.5 1214 C 16/10 100 103 P3200/11 730A65 -1.7 152.1 631 C 16/6. 101 247 H3207/33 
727A12 7.0 187.5 1211 C 16/10 100 107 P3200/12 730A66 -2.0 152.2 629 C 16/6. 101 243 H3207/34 
727A21 9.6 189.5 937 H 16/04 100 303 P3201/01 730A67 -1.9 152.0 624 C 16/6. 101 250 H3207/35 
727A22 . 9.2 189.6 930 H 16/04 100 297 P3201/02 730A68 -2.2 152.0 623 C 16/6. 101 246 H3207/36 
727A23 9.5 189.4 928 N 16/05 100 302 P3201/03 731A01 -3.0 137.7 1039 C 16/6. 101 110 H3208/25 
727A24 9.1 189.5 921 H 16/0* 100 296 P3201/04 731A02 -3.4 137.8 1033 C 16/6. 101 III H3208/26 
727A25 9.3 189.3 919 H 16/05 100 300 P3201/05 731A03 -2.9 137.9 1003 C 16/6. 101 109 H3208/27 
727A26 8.9 189.4 912 H 1~/05 1000 294 P3~01/06 731A04 :~ •. 47 11 3387.'39 995948 CC 1161/6 •• 1001 1110 09 H33220088112289 727A27' 9.1 189.2 911 H 1 106 10 298 P3~01/07 731A05 ~ 6 6 1 1 H 727A28 8.7 189.3 904 H 1 106 100 293 P3201/08 731A06 -3.1 138.6 941 C 16/6. 101 110 H3208/30 
727A29 9.0 189.0 903 H 16/07 100 297 P3201/09 731A07 -2.6 138.6 916 C 16/6. 101 1C8 H3208/31 
727A30 8.6 189.1 896 H 16/06 100 292 P3201/10 731A08 -3.0 138.8 903 C 16/6. 101 110 H3208/32 
727A31 8.8 188.9 895 H 16/07 100 296 P3201/11 731A09 -2.5 138.8 880 C 16/6. 101 107 H3208/33 
727A32 8.4 189.0 888 H 16/07 100 292 P3201/12 731AI0 -2.9 139.0 868 C 16/6. 101 109 H3208/34 
727A33 8.6 188.7 888 H 16/08 100 295 P3Z01/l3 73lAl1 -2.5 138.9 848 C 16/6. 101 107 H3208/35 
727A34 8.2 188.8 8S1 H 16/08 100 291 P3201/14 731A12 -2.8 139.1 836 C 16/6. 101 108 M3208/36 
727A35 8.4 188.6 880 H 16/09 100 229940 Pp~2200111111~o 731A13 -2.4 139.1 818 C 16/6. 101 106 M3208/37 727A36 8.01eS.6 874 H 16/09 100 ~ 731A14 -2.7 139.2 807 C 16/6. 101 108 H3208/38 
728A51 3.5 173.9 722 C 16/28 100 296 H3204/17 731A15 -2.4 139.1 790 C 16/6. 101 105 H3208/39 
728A52 '.0 173.7 712 C 16/29 100 291 H3204/18 731A16 -2.7 139.3 780 C 16/6. 101 107 H3208/40 
728A53 ~.O 173.4 707 C 16/30 100 296 H3204/19 731A17 -2.4 139.2 764 C 16/6. 101 104 H3208/41 
728&54 t.6 173.2 698 C 16/31 100 292 H3204/20 731A18 -2.6 139.3 754 C 16/6. 101 106 H3208/42 
728A55 ~.6 172.9 694 C 16/32 100 297 H3204/21 731A19 -2.3 139.2 740 C 16/6. 101 102 H3208/43 
728AS6 ~.1 172.8 685 C 16/33 100 292 H3204/22 731A20 -2.6 139.3 731 C 16/6. 101 105 H3208/44 
728A57 ~.1 172.4 680 C 16/34 100 297 H3204/23 731A21 -2.3 139.2 718 C 16/6. 101 101 H320S/45 
728ASS 1.7 172.3 672 C 16/35 100 292 H3204/24 731A22 -2.6 139.3 709 C 16/6. 101 104 H3208/46 
728AS9 !.7 171.9 667 C 16/37 100 298 H3204/2S 731A23 -2.4 139.1 698 C 16/6. 101 99 H3208~7 
728A60 :.2 171.8 659 C 16/37 100 293 H3204/26 731A24 -2.6 139.2 689 C 16/6. 101 102 H3208/48 
728A61 ~.2 171.4 654 C 16/39 100 299 H3204/27 731A25 -2.4 139.1 679 C 16/6. 101 97 M3209/25 
728A62 .8 171.3 646 C 16/39 100 293 H3204/28 731A26 -2.6 139.2 671 C 16/6. 101 101 H3209/26 
728A63 .8 170.9 642 C 16/41 100 299 H3204/29 731A27 -2.4 139.0 661 C 16/6. 101 94 H3209/27 
728A64 .3 170.8 634 C 16/41 100 294 H3204/30 731A28 -2.7 139.1 653 C 16/6. 101 98 H3209/28 
728A65 .3 170.4 629 C 16/43 100 300 H3204/31 731A29 -2.5 138.9 645 C 16/6. 101 91 H3209/29 
728A66 .0 170.3 622 C 16/43 100 294 H3204/32 731A30 -2.7 139.0 637 C 16/6. 101 95 M3209/30 
729A01 2r..3 211.4 26777 R 7/32 100 31 H3203/13 731A31 -2.5 138.8 630 C 16/6. 101 86 t13209/31 
729A02 2:'.0 221.1 26813 R 6/S3 100 83 H3203/14 731A32 -2.8 138.8 623 C 16/6. 101 91 H3209/32 
729A03 1~.5 209.2 26918 R 7/41 100 13 M3203/15 731A33 -2.6 138.6 616 C 16/6. 101 80 H3209/33 
729A04 1'.7 218.8 26895 R 7/02 100 46 H3203/16 731A34 -2.8 138.7 609 C 16/6. 101 85 M3209/34 
729A05 ~.4 207.8 27206 R 7/47 100 8 H3203/17 731A35 -2.7 138.5 603 C 16/6. 101 71 H3209/35 
729A06 ~.6 217.1 27092 R 7/10 100 29 H3203/18 731A36 -2.9 138.5 597 C 16/6. 101 76 H3209/36 
729Al1 1R.5 228.1 24250 R 7/27 100 39 H3203/19 731A37 -2.7 138.3 592 C 16/6. 101 57 H3209/37 
729A12 2~.7 238.1 24~94 R 6/47 100 75 H3203/20 731A38 -3.0 138.3 585 C 16/6. 101 62 H3209/38 
729A13 1:.9 226.8 24364 R 7/32 100 27 H3203/21 731A39 -2.8 138.1 581 C 16/6. 101 40 H3209/39 
729A14 1w.4 235.9 24377 R 6/55 100 52 H3203/22 731A40 -3.1 138.1 575 C 16/6. 101 38 H3209/40 
729A15 ~.5 226.4 24622 R 7/34 100 20 H3203/23 731A41 -2.9 137.9 571 C 16/6. 101 18 H3209/41 
729A16 r.o 234.8 24549 R 7/00 100 38 H3203/24 731A42 -3.2 137.9 565 C 16/6~ 101 11 H3209/42 
729A75 : •. 5 165.7 875 H 16/17 101 118 P3205/01 731A43 -3.0 137.7 562 C 16/6. 101 359 H3209/43 
729A76 ' .. 8 170.4 885 C 15/59 101 243 P3205/02 731A44 -3.3 137.7 556 C 16/6. 101 348 H3209/44 
729A77 ~.9 170.0 875 H 16/00 101 247 P3205/03 731A45 -3.2 137.5 S54 C 16/6. 101 345 H3209/45 
729A78 4.3 170.0 871 C 16/01 101 239 P3205/04 731A46 -3.4 137.5 S48 C 16/6. 101 335 H3209/46 
729A79 4.4 169.6 862 H 16/02 101 243 P320S/05 731A47 -3.3 137.3 546 C 16/6. 101 335 H3209/47 
729A80 ~.7 169.5 858 C 16/02 101 235 P3205/06 731A48 -3.5 137.3 541 C 16/6. 101 327 H3209/48 
729A81 f.8 169.2 849 H 16/04 101 238 P3205/07 732AOl 40.2 200.4 26963 R 6/15 102 134 H3211/11 
729A82 \.2 169.1 846 C 16/04 101 231 P3205/08 732AO! 41.7 216.6 27308 R 5/11 102 130 H3211/12 
729A83 3.3 168.8 836 H 16/06 101 234 P3205/09 732A03 30.6 196.1 26863 R 6/33 102 102 M3211/13 
729A84 ~.6 168.7 834 C 16/06 101 227 P320S/10 732A04 33.0 209.0 27104 R 5/41 102 111 H3211/14 
729A85 ?7168.4 823 N 16/08 101 230 P320S/11 732A05 21.0 192.7 26880 R 6/46 102 63 H3211/15 
729A86 t.1 168.3 822 C 16/08 101 224 P3205/12 732A06 24.2 203.7 27030 R 6/03 102 87 H3211/16 
729A87 2.2 167.9 812 H 16/09 101 226 P3205/13 732A07 11.6 190.5 27010 B 6/S5 102 40 H3211/17 
729A88 1.6 167.9 810 C 16/10 101 220 P3205/14 732A08 14.7 198.5 27061 R 6/23 102 60 H3211/18 
729A89 1.7 167.5 800 H 16/11 101 223 P3205/15 732A09 -.1 187.2 27305 R 7/09 102 24 H3211/19 
729A90 1.1 167.5 799 C 16/12 101 217 P3205/16 732AI0 5.0 198.1 27281 R 6/25 102 46 H3211/20 
729A91 1.1 167.1 789 H 16/13 101 219 P3205/17 732A11 35.1 212.2 24309 R 6/29 102 110 H3212*26 
729A92 .6 167.0 789 C 16/13 101 213 P3205/18 732A12 38.7 226.6 24626 R 5/32 102 118 H3212*27 
729A21 6.0 356.3 19767 R 7/10 101 292 H3202/17 732A13 29.1 209.2 24269 R 6/42 102 88 H3212/28 
729A22 7.1 5.9 19463 R 6/32 101 288 H3202/18 732A14 31.6 221.2 24500 R 5/54 102 102 H3212/29 
729A23 -1.9 352.9 19930 R 7/24 101 305 H3202/19 732A15 21.2 207.2 24312 R 6/50 102 63 H3212/30 
729A24 -1.1 1.9 19606 R 6/48 101 306 H3202/20 732A16 24.3 217.6 24473 R 6/08 102 83 H3212/31 
729A25 -10.8 345.6 20340 R 7/53 101 316 H3202/21 732A17 12.3 205.6 24450 R 6/56 102 44 H3212/32 
729A26 -9.5 355.7 19914 R 7/13 101 319 H3202/22 732A18 16.1 215.0 24543 R 6/19 102 64 H3212/33 
729A28 -18.0 347.2 20402 R 7/47 101 326 H3202/24 732A19 3.4 204.3 24676 R 7/02 102 32 H3212/34 
729A31 10.2 16.9 23~38 R 7/06 101 291 H3202/25 732A20 7.8 213.4 24703 R 6/25 102 50 H3212/35 
729A32 12.1 26.8 23708 R 6/26 101 283 H3202/26 732A23 88.2 288.7 11038 V 4/51 102 181 H3210/23 
729A33 .4 12.3 24136 R 7/24 101 309 H3202/27 732A25 83.4 217.2 10701 V 9/37 102 178 H3210/25 
729A34 1.4 21.6 23859 R 6/47 101 313 H3202/28 732A26 88.0 288.2 11016 R 4/53 102 176 H3210/26 
729A35 -11.5 4.4 24613 R 7/56 101 323 H3202/29 732A27 78.6 212.5 10453 V 9/56 102 174 H3210/27 
729A36 -9.2 15.4 2418~ R 7/12 101 328 H3202/30 732A28 83.4 218.2 10682 R 9/33 102 173 H3210/28 
729A38 -20.3 7.3 24719 R 7/44 101 336 H320S/32 732A29 74.4 210.2 10250 V 10/06 102 171 H3210/29 
730AOl -1.01S0.7 1405 C 16/6. 101 129 P3206/01 732A31 70.2 207.0 10057 V 10/18 102 169 H3210/31 
730A02 -1.8 150.7 1413 C 16/6. 101 130 P3206/02 732A32 73.9 206.9 10199 R 10/19 102 168 H3210/32 
730A03 -1.2 151.0 1368 C 16/6. 101 130 P3206/03 732A33 67.0 209.1 9930 V 10/10 102 163 H3210/33 
730A04 -1.9 151.1 1375 C 16/6. 101 132 P3206/04 732A34 70.4 208.4 10047 R 10/13 102 163 H3210/34 
730A05 -1.3 151.3 1331 C 16/6. 101 131 P3206/05 732A35 63.7 209.4 9806 V 10/09 102 IS8 H3210/35 
730A06 -2.1 151.4 1337 C 16/6. 101 133 P3206/0~ 732A37 60.7 210.0 9705 6 10/07 102 152 H3210/37 
730A07 -1.5 151.6 1297 C 16/6. 101 132 P3206/07 732A3S 63.7 208.8 9783 10/12 102 154 H3210/38 
730AOS -2.2 151.7 1303 C 16/6. 101 134 P3206/08 732A39 58.0 210.6 9621 10/04 102 146 H3210/39 
730A09 -1.6 151.9 1262 C 16/6. 101 134 P3206/09 732A40 60.8 209.2 9681 B 10/10 102 149 H3210/40 
730AI0 -2.3 152.0 1267 C 16/6. 101 136 P3206/10 732A41 29.2 170.8 2694 V 13/41 102 297 P3212/01 
730A11 -1.8 152.2 1230 C 16/6 101 135 P3206/11 732A42 28.1 170.7 2680 V 13/41 102 284 P3212/02 
730A12 -2.5 152.3 1234 C 16/6: 101 137 P3206/12 732A43 29.2 170.6 2677 C 13/42 102 298 P3212/03 
730A13 -1.9 152.5 1199 C 16/6. 101 137 P3206/13 732A44 28.2 170.7 2665 C 13/41 102 285 P3212/04 
730A14 -2.6 152.6 1204 C 16/6. 101 138 P3206/14 732A47 29.3 170.6 26~6 R 13/42 102 297 P3212/07 
730A15 -2.1 152.7 1169 C 16/6. 101 138 P3206/15 732A48 28.2 170.7 2633 R 13/42 102 286 P3212/08 
730A16 -2.8 152.8 1174 C 16/6. 101 140 P32C6/16 732A49 29.3 170.6 2630 B 13/42 102 298 P3212/09 
730A17 -2.3 152.9 1141 C 16/6. 101 140 P3206/17 732A50 28.3 170.7 2618 B 13/42 286 P3212/10 
730A18 -2.9 153.0 1147 C 16/6. 101 142 P3206/18 732ASl 5.1 1~7.4 896 H 16/10 102 70 P3212/11 
730ASl -.5 152.9 693 C 16/6. 101 180 H3207/19 732A52 4.6 1~7.5 887 M 16/09 102 81 P3212/12 
730A52 -.8 153.0 689 C 16/6. 101 187 H3207/20 732A53 4.9 137.4 880 H 16/10 102 66 P3212/13 
AI 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERt-IF3R PleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERti8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------732A54 4.5 137.6 871 M 16/09 102 79 P3212/14 735A52 47.7 182.1 25328 R 6/14 103 145 P3218/12 
732A55 4.8 137.5 864 M 16/10 102 58 P3212/15 735A53 37.6 171.2 25089 R 6/58 103 126 P3218/13 
732A56 4.4 137.7 656 H 16/09 102 74 P3213/01 735A54 45.9 169.5 25149 R 7/05 103 158 P3218/14 
732A57 4.6 137.6 850 M 16/10 102 39 P3213/02 735A55 35.1 161.3 25010 R 7/38 103 139 P3218/15 
732A58 4.2 137.7 842 M 16/09 102 53 P3213/03 735A56 42.5 158.0 25055 R 7/51 103 190 P3218/16 
732A59 4.5 137.6 836 H 16/10 102 359 P3213/04 735A57 31.5 152.3 25013 R 8/14 103 293 H3218/29 
732A60 4.1 137.8 830 H 16/09 102 300 P3213/05 735A58 38.7 147.9 ~5056 R 8/31 103 241 H3218/30 
732A61 4.3 137.7 8~4 M 16/10 102 317 P3213/06 735A59 27.2 143.8 25100 R 8/48 103 299 M3218/31 
732A62 3.9 137.8 818 H 16/09 102 278 P3213/07 735A60 34.3 138.4 25148 R 9/09 103 268 H3218/32 
732A63 4.2 137.7 813 H 16/10 102 297 P3213/08 735A77 6.3 294.7 20048 R 7/21 103 293 M3218/33 
732A64 3.8 137.8 807 H 16/09 102 273 P3213/09 735A78 7.9 304.8 19678 R 6/41 103 290 H3218/34 
732A65 4.0 137.7 802 tl 16/10 102 288 P3213/00 735A79 ~1.1 290.5 20268 R 7/38 103 305 H3218/35 
732A66 3.6 137.9 797 H 16/09 102 271 P3213/11 735A80 .4 300.2 19862 R 6/59 103 304 H3218/36 
732A67 3.8 137.7 793 H 16/10 102 282 P3213/12 735A81 ~9.7 280.3 20850 R 8/19 103 313 H3218/37 
732A68 3.4 137.9 788 H 16/09 102 270 P3213/13 735A84 ~17.1 283.6 20811 R 8/06 103 324 H3218/20 
732A69 3.7 137.8 785 H 16/10 102 278 P3213/14 735A85 13.7 317.1 24098 R 7/09 103 286 H3221/29 
732A70 3.3 137.9 781 H 16/09 102 269 P3213/15 735A86 16.0 328.4 23815 R 6/24 103 276 H3221/30 
732A71 3.5 137.8 777 H 16/10 102 276 P3213/16 735A87 4.6 314.3 24221 R 7/20 103 303 H3221/31 
732A72 3.1 137.9 774 H 16/09 102 268 P3213/17 735A88 6.5 324.4 23906 R 6/40 103 303 H3221/32 
732A73 3.3 137.7 771 H 16/10 102 275 P3213/18 735A89 -6.4 308.2 24590 R 7/45 103 318 H3221/33 
732A74 2.9 137.9 767 H 16/10 102 268 P3213/19 735A90 ~4.5 319.2 24175 R 7/01 103 322 H3221/34 
733A01 6.4 125.8 1049 C 16/17 102 62 P3214/01 735A91 ~19.3 296.6 25362 R 8/32 103 327 H3221/35 ~~~~g~ g:i i~~:g ig~i E i~~l~ ig~ ~~ ~~~14~g~ ~~~±~~ ~15.7 ~~~:Z ~~~~~ ~ l~24 ig~ ~g~ ~~~~5~~8 
733A04 5.6 126.2 1009 C 16/15 102 6& P3214/04 735A94 ~t:I 353.0 27061 R 6/03 103 253 M3220/41 
733405 5.8 126.0 1001 C 16/16 102 65 P3214/05 735A95 8.0 338.4 27312 R 7/02 103 306 H3220/42 733A06 5.3 126.3 986 C 16/15 102 70 P3214/06 735A96 9.5 348.6 27097 R 6/21 103 310 H3220/43 
733A07 5.4 126.2 978 C 16/15 102 67 P3214/07 735A97 -4.4 333.0 27634 R 7/24 103 325 H3220/44 
733A08 4.9 126.4 963 C 16/14 102 72 P3214/08 735A98 ~1.5 343.5 27313 R 0/42 103 332 H3220/45 
733A09 5.1 126.3 955 C 16/15 102 68 P3214/09 735A99 ~18.2 323.2 28312 R 8/03 103 334 H3220/52 
733AI0 4.6 126.6 942 C 16/14 102 74 P3214/10 735AOO -14.4 335.9 27796 R 7/12 103 341 H3220/53 
733Al1 4.8 126.4 934 C 16/15 102 71 P3214/11 736A51 ~.7 95.& 685 C 16/24 104 60 P3222/01 
733A12 4.2 126.7 922 C 16/14 102 77 F3214/12 736A52 ~1.0 95.8 678 C 16/24 104 76 P3222/02 
733A13 4.4 126.5 914 C 16/14 102 73 P3214/13 736A53 ~.8 95.6 673 C 16/25 104 39 P3222/03 
733A14 3.9 126.& 903 C 16/14 102 81 P3214/14 736A54 ~1.1 95.7 26661 Cc 16/25 104 44 P3222/04 
733A15 4.0 126.6 895 C 16/14 102 77 P3214/15 77~66AA5565 ~.9 95.5 v 16/26 104 5 P3222/05 733A16 3.5 126.8 8S5 C 16/13 102 86 P3214/16 ~ ~1.2 95.6 655 C 16/25 104 335 P3222/06 
733A17 3.6 126.7 877 C 16/14 102 81 P3214/17 736A57 ~1.1 95.4 651 C 16/26 104 333 P3222/07 
733A18 3.1 126.9 868 C 16/13 102 92 P3214/18 736A58 ~1.4 95.5 645 C 16/26 104 307 P3222/08 
733A51 ~2.9 122.0 671 C 16/35 102 126 H3214/29 737AOl ~4.1 84.2 1032 C 16/31 104 121 H3222/37 
733A52 -3.1 122.1 665 C 16/35 102 133 t13214/30 737A02 -4.7 84.0 1040 C 16/31 104 122 H3222/38 
733A53 ~2.9 121.9 655 C 16/36 102 128 H3214/31 737A03 -4.3 83.8 1021 C 16/32 104 120 H3222/39 
733A54 ~3.2 121.9 650 C 16/36 102 134 M3214/32 737A04 ~4.9 83.6 1027 C 16/33 104 121 H3222/40 
733A55 -2.9 121.7 641 C 16/37 102 129 H3214/33 737A05 -4.5 83.3 1009 C 16/34 104 118 H3222/41 
733A56 ~3.2 121.8 636 C 16/37 102 139 H3214/34 737A06 ~5.0 83.2 1014 C 16/35 104 119 H3222/42 
733A57 -3.0 121.6 628 C 16/37 102 133 H3214/35 737A07 ~4.7 82.9 997 C 16/36 104 117 H3222/43 
733A58 -3.3 121.6 623 C 16/37 102 145 H3214/~6 737A08 -5.2 82.8 1002 C 16/37 104 118 H3222/44 
733A59 ~3.1 121.4 615 C 16/38 102 140 H3214/37 737A09 -4.9 82.5 986 C 16/38 104 115 H3222/45 
733A60 ~3.3 121.4 611 C 16/38 102 156 t13214/38 737AI0 -5.4 82.4 990 C 16/39 104 116 H3222/46 77~~AA212 -3.1 121.2 604 C 16/39 102 157 P3215/01 Z/~:"AA1112 -5.1 82.1 974 C 16/40 104 114 H3222/47 ~_ v ~~.4 121.2 599 C 16/39 102 176 P3215/02 ~ -5.6 82.0 977 C 16/40 104 114 H3222/48 733&63 ~~.2 121.0 593 C 16/40 102 201 P3215/03 737A13 ~5.2 81.7 963 C 16/41 104 112 H3222/49 
733A64 ~3.5 121.0 589 C 16/40 102 210 P3215/04 737A14 -5.8 81.5 966 C 16/42 104 113 H3222/50 
733A65 ~~.3 120.8 584 C 16/41 102 255 P3215/05 737A15 ~5.4 81.3 952 C 16/43 104 III H3222/51 
733A66 ~:,.6 120.8 579 C 16/41 102 242 P3215/06 737A16 ~6.0 81.1 954 C 16/44 104 III H3222/52 
734AOl ~.7 121.4 1065 C 15/55 103 32 P3216/01 737A17 ~5.6 80.8 941 C 16/45 104 109 H3222/53 
734A02 9.3 121.5 1054 CIS/54 103 32 P3216/02 737A18 -6.2 80.7 943 C 16/46 104 110 t13222/54 
734A03 ~.6 121.2 1051 C 15/56 103 27 P3216/03 737A19 ~5.8 80.4 931 C 16/47 104 108 H3222/55 
734A04 S.l 121.3 1038 C 15/55 103 29 P3216/04 737A20 -6.3 80.3 932 C 16/48 104 108 H3222/56 
734A05 n.4 121.1 1034 C 15/56 103 24 P3216/05 737A51 ~4.1 83.8 624 C 16/34 ~04 105 P3221/01 
734A06 ~.9 121.2 1023 C 15/56 103 25 P3216/06 737A52 -4.3 83.9 618 C 16/34 104 114 P3221/02 
734A07 C.2 120.9 1021 C 15/57 103 21 P3216/07 737A53 ~4.1 83.7 610 C 16/35 104 102 P3221/03 
734A08 1i.8121.0 1008 CIS/57 103 22 P3216/08 737A54 -4.4 83.7 604 C 16/35 104 113 P3221/04 
734A09 ~.O 120.7 1006 C 15/58 103 18 P3216/09 737A55 -4.2 83.5 598 C 16/36 104 97 P3221/05 
734AI0 ~.6 121.0 993 C 15/57 103 16 P3216/10 737A56 -4.4 83.6 55~62 Cc 1166//3367 110044 18161 pP~2222111/0067 734A11 ~.8 120.6 991 C 15/59 103 14 P3216/11 737A57 -4.3 83.4 0 ~ 734A12 t.4120.7 980 C 15/58 103 14 P3216/12 737A58 ~4.5 83.4 581 C 16/37 104 108 P3221/08 
734A13 ~.6 120.4 977 B 16/00 103 11 P3216/13 737A59 -4.4 83.2 576 C 16/38 104 54 P3221/09 
734A14 ~.2 120.5 966 C 15/59 103 10 P3216/14 737A60 -4.6 83.2 571 C 16/38 104 77 P3221/10 
734A15 t.4 120.2 963 C 16/00 103 8 P3216/15 737A61 -4.4 83.0 566 C 16/39 104 353 P3221/11 
734A16 b.O 120.3 952 C 16/00 103 6 P3216/16 737A62 -4.7 83.0 561 C 16/39 104 312 P3221/12 
734A17 C.2120.0 950 C 16/01 103 4 P3216/17 737A63 -4.6 82.7 557 C 16/40 104 325 P3221/13 
734A18 ~.8 120.2 938 C 16/01 103 3 P3216/18 737A64 -4.8 82.7 553 C 16/40 104 304 P3221/14 
734A19 1:.0 119.9 936 C 16/02 103 1 P3216/19 737A65 ~4.7 82.5 549 C 16/41 104 316 P3221/15 
734A20 j.6 120.0 925 C 16/02 103 359 P3216/20 737A66 -4.9 82.5 545 C 16/41 104 301 P3221/16 
734A21 f.8119.7 923 C 16/03 103 358 P3216/21 737A67 -4.8 82.3 542 C 16/42 104 311 P3221/17 
734A22 ~·.4 119.& 912 C 16/03 103 355 P3216/22 737A68 ~5.0 8~.2 538 C 16/42 104 300 P3221/18 
734A23 ~.5 119.5 910 C 16/04 103 355 P3216/23 737A69 -4.9 82.0 536 C 16/43 104 307 P3221/19 
734A24 :'.1 119.5 899 C 16/04 103 352 P3216/24 737A70 ~5.2 82.0 531 C 16/43 104 300 P3221/20 
735A12 1~.2 125.1 31882 R 6/13 103 66 H3219/26 738A51 1.8 79.5 1258 C 16/08 105 III P8733/01 
735A13 6.8 116.3 32012 R 6/49 103 21 M3219/27 738A52 1.2 79.5 1260 C 16/08 105 112 P8733/02 
735A14 1~.8 114.1 31841 R 6/58 103 12 H3219/28 738A53 1.5 79.2 1246 C 16/09 105 110 P8733/03 
735A15 u.S 106.2 32099 R 7/29 103 354 H3219/29 738A54 .9 79.1 1249 C 16/10 105 112 P8733/04 
735A16 1".6 103.1 31933 R 7/42 103 332 H3219/30 738A55 1.3 78.8 1235 C 16/11 105 110 P8733/05 
735A17 ~2~.8 114.2 31116 V 8/39 103 348 M3217/33 738A56 .6 78.7 1238 C 16/11 105 III P8733/06 
735A18 ~2.6 119.0 30243 V 8/20 103 343 H3217/34 738A57 1.Q 78.5 1224 C 16/12 105 109 P8733/07 
735A19 ~2~.0 115.2 31058 C 8/35 103 348 H3217/35 738A58 .~ 78.4 1227 C 16/13 105 III P8733/08 
735A20 ~?1 119.& 30210 C 8/17 103 344 H3217/36 738A59 .7 78.1 1213 C 16/14 105 109 P8733/09 
735A23 ~1~.6 116.8 30958 R 8/29 103 349 H3217/39 738A60 .1 78.0 1216 C 16/14 105 110 P8733/10 
735A24 -1.5 120.8 30171 R 8/13 103 345 H3217/40 73SA61 .4 77.7 1203 C 16/16 105 109 P8733/11 735A25 ~7.5 106.2 30627 V 9/14 103 330 H3219/31 738A62 -.1 77.7 1205 C 16/16 105 110 PS733/12 
735A26 7.9 109.5 30060 V 9/01 103 318 M3219/32 738A03 .1 77.4 1192 C 16/17 105 108 P8733/13 
735A27 ~7.3 106.4 30611 C 9/13 103 330 H3219/33 738A64 ~.4 77.3 1195 C 16/18 105 110 P8733/14 
735A28 8.3 109.5 30047 C 9/01 103 317 t13219/34 738A65 ~.1 77.0 11S2 C 16/19 105 108 P8733/15 
735A31 ~6.3 106.7 30562 R 9/12 103 329 H3219/37 738A66 ~.7 76.9 1184 C 16/19 105 109 P8733/16 
735A32 8.8 109.7 30023 R 9/00 103 317 M3219/38 738A67 ~.4 76.7 1172 C 16/20 105 108 PS733/17 
735A33 7.7 120.2 29783 V 8/21 103 335 H3217/41 738A68 -1.0 76.6 1174 C 16/21 105 109 P8733/18 
735A34 20.6 122.2 29527 V 8/13 103 315 t13217/42 738A69 ~.7 76.3 1162 C 16/22 105 107 P8733/19 
735A35 7.7 120.1 29782 C 8/21 103 335 t13217/43 738A70 ~1.3 76.2 1164 C 16/22 105 109 P8733/20 
735A36 20.6 122.0 29525 C 8/14 103 315 H3217/44 73SA71 ~1.0 75.9 1151 C 16/24 105 107 P8733/21 
735A39 7.6 120.0 29779 R 8/22 103 335 H3217/47 738A72 -1.6 75.8 1154 C 16/24 105 10& P8733/22 
735A40 20.5 121.9 29520 R 8/15 103 315 t13217/48 738U3 -1.3 75.6 1141 C 16/25 105 107 P8733/23 
735A41 7.3 133.& 29591 V 7/29 103 5 H3219/39 738A74 ~1.9 75.5 1144 C 16/26 105 108 P8733/24 
735A42 19.9 136.3 29360 V 7/20 103 10 H3219/40 738A75 1.4 78.5 722 C 16/16 105 350 P3224/01 
735A43 7.3 133.8 29589 C 7/29 103 5 H3219/41 738A76 1.1 78.6 715 C 16/15 105 342 P3224/02 
735A44 19.8 136.3 29357 C 7/20 103 10 H3219/42 738A77 1.3 78.4 712 C 16/16 105 340 P3224/03 
735A49 39.1 193.5 25503 R 5/29 103 122 H3218/21 738A78 1.0 78.5 705 C 16/16 105 331 P3224/04 
735A50 48.2 197.8 25647 R 5/11 103 139 H3218/22 73SA79 1.1 78.3 702 C 16/17 105 331 P3224/05 
735A51 39.2 182.7 25265 R 6/12 103 124 P3218/11 738A80 .8 78.4 695 C 16/16 105 322 P3224/06 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--PICNO---LAT---LON--RANGE-F--TOD--LS-SCAZ-ORDERNBR--PICNO---LAT~--LON--RANGE-F--TOO--LS-SCAZ-ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~~~ l:g ~~:~ g~~ E ig~i~ ig~ ~t~ ~~~~2~g~ ~2~i8~ i:~ 2g:~ iii~ E ig~8~ i8g ~~ ~~~~8~g~ 738~S3 .8 78.1 685 C 16/18 105 317 P3224/09 742A06 1.0 40.5 1105 C 16/07 106 90 P3230/06 738~84 .5 7S.2 679 C 16/17 lOS 310 P3224/10 742A07 1.2 40.1 1100 C 16/09 106 88 P3230/07 
738A85 .6 78.0 678 C 16/18 105 313 P3224/11 742A08 .7 40.1 1095 C 16/09 106 90 P3230/08 
738A86 .3 78.1 672 C 16/18 lOS 306 P3224/12 742A09 .9 39.7 1090 C 16/10 106 88 P3230/09 
73SA87 .4 77.9 671 C 16/19 105 309 P3224/13 742AIO .4 39.7 1084 C 16/10 106 90 P3230/10 
738A88 .1 78.0 666 C 16/19 105 303 P3224/14 742Al1 .6 39.4 1079 C 16/12 106 88 P3230/11 
738A89 .2 77.8 66S C 16/19 105 30S P3224/15 742A12 .1 39.4 1073 C 16/12 106 89 P3230/12 
738A90 .0 77.8 660 C 16/19 lOS 300 P3224/16 742A13 .3 39.0 1069 C 16/14 106 87 P3230/13 
738A91 .0 77.7 660 C 16/20 lOS 303 P3224/17 742A51 1.9 40.5 727 C 16/10 106 334 P3231*01 
738A92 -.2 77.7 655 C 16/20 105 298 P3224/18 742A52 1.6 40.6 718 C 16/10 106 328 P3231*02 
739A01 -.S 64.3 709 C 16/34 105 35 P3226/01 742AS3 1.8 40.4 719 C 16/10 106 329 P3231*03 
739A02 -.8 64.4 697 C 16/34 105 36 P3226/02 742A54 1.4 40.5 711 C 16/10 106 324 P3231*04 
739A03 -.6 64.2 695 C 16/3S 105 32 P3226/03 742AS5 1.6 40.3 712 C 16/11 106 325 P3231*05 739~04 -.9 64.3 682 C 16/34 105 31 P3226/04 742A56 1.3 40.4 704 C 16/11 106 320 P3231/06 
739A05 -.8 64.1 680 C 16/35 105 27 P3226/0S 742A57 1.4 40.2 706 C 16/12 106 321 P3231/07 
739A06 -1.1 64.2 668 C 16/35 105 26 P32Z6/C6 742A58 1.1 40.3 698 C 16/11 106 317 P3231/08 
739A07 -.9 64.1 666 C 16/3S IDS 22 P3226/07 742A59 1.2 40.1 701 C 16/12 106 318 P3231/09 
739A08 -1.2 64.2 655 C 16/35 105 21 P3226/08 742A60 .9 40.2 693 C 16/12 106 314 P3231/10 
739A09 -1.1 64.0 653 C 16/36 105 l7 P3226/09 742A61 1.1 40.0 696 C 16/13 106 315 P3231/11 
739AIO -1.4 64.1 642 C 16/36 105 15 P3226/10 742A62 .7 40.1 689 C 16/13 106 311 P3231/12 
739Al1 -1.3 63.9 641 C 16/37 105 12 P3226/ll 742A64 .5 40.0 685 C 16/13 106 309 P3231/14 
739A12 -1.6 64.0 631 C 16/36 105 10 P3226/12 742A65 .7 39.8 689 C 16/14 106 310 P3231/15 
739A13 -1.5 63.8 630 C 16/37 105 7 P3226/13 742A66 .4 39.8 683 C 16/14 106 307 P3231/16 
739A14 -1.8 63.8 620 C 16/37 105 4 P3226/14 743AOl -3.2 29.1 1044 C 16/14 107 114 P3231*01 
739A15 -1.7 63.6 620 C 16/38 105 1 P3226/1S 743A02 -3.7 29.0 1048 C 16/14 107 115 P3231*02 
739A16 -2.0 63.7 610 C 16/37 lOS 358 P3226/16 743A03 -3.4 28.7 1035 C 16/16 107 114 P3231*03 
739A17 -1.9 63.5 610 C 16/38 105 356 P3226/17 743A04 -4.0 28.6 1038 C 16/16 107 115 P3231*04 
739A18 -2.2 63.6 601 C 16/33 105 353 P3226/18 743A05 -3.8 28.3 1026 C 16/17 107 113 P3231·05 
739A19 -2.1 63.4 601 C 16/39 105 351 P3226/19 743AOb -4.3 2B.2 1029 C 16/18 107 114 P3232/01 
739A20 -2.4 63.4 592 C 16/39 105 3~7 P3226/20 743A07 -4.1 27.9 1017 C 16/19 107 113 P3232/02 
739A21 -2.3 63.2 593 C 16/40 105 346 P3226/21 743A08 -4.6 27.8 1020 a 16/20 107 114 P3232/03 
739A22 -2.6 63.3 584 C 16/40 105 342 P3226/22 743A09 -4.4 27.5 1007 C 16/21 107 112 P3232/04 
739A23 -2.5 63.1 585 C 16/40 105 341 P3226/23 743~10 -4.9 27.4 1011 C 16/21 107 113 P3232/05 
739A24 -2.9 63.1 577 C 16/40 105 338 P3226/24 743Al1 -4.7 27.1 999 C 16/22 107 112 P3232/06 
740AOl 2.7 63.7 1079 C IS/53 lOS 110 P3227/01 743A12 -5.2 27.0 1002 C 16/23 107 113 P3232/07 
740A02 2.3 63.7 1074 C 15/S3 105 113 P3227/02 743~13 -5.0 26.7 989 C 16/24 107 III P3232/08 
740A03 2.6 63.5 1063 C lS/S4 lOS 109 P3227/03 743A14 -5.5 26.5 993 C 16/25 107 113 P3232/09 
740A04 2.1 63.5 1059 C IS/54 lOS 113 P3227/04 743A15 -5.3 26.3 981 C 16/26 107 III P3232/10 
740A05 2.3 63.2 1047 C 15/55 105 109 P3227/05 743A16 -5.9 26.2 984 C 16/26 107 112 P3232/11 
740A06 1.8 63.3 1042 CIS/55 105 113 P3227/06 743151 -3.4 28.6 611 C 16/19 107 319 P3232/12 
740A07 2.1 63.0 1031 C IS/56 lOS 109 P3227/07 743AS2 -3.6 2B.7 607 C 16/18 107 302 P3232/13 
740A08 1.6 63.0 1027 C 15/S7 105 112 P3227/08 743A53 -3.5 28.5 603 C 16/19 107 309 P3232/14 
740A09 1.9 62.7 1016 CIS/58 105 109 P3227/09 743~S4 -3.8 2B.5 598 C 16/19 107 297 P3232/15 ~~g~i~ i:~ ~~:~ i85t E i~~~~ ig~ i6~ ~~~~~~i~ f2~i~~ :~:6 ~~:~ ~~r E ig~~g ig~ ~~~ ~~~~~~i~ 
740A12 1.2 62.5 996 C 15/59 105 112 P3227/12 743AS7 -3.9 28.1 588 C 16/21 107 300 P3232/18 740A13 1.4 62.2 985 C 16/00 105 108 P3227/13 743A58 -4.1 2B.l 584 C 16/21 107 292 P3232/19 
740A14 .9 62.3 981 C 16/00 lOS 112 P3227/14 743A59 -4.0 27.9 581 C 16/22 107 297 P3232/20 
740A15 1.2 62.0 970 C 16/01 105 108 P3227/15 743A60 -4.3 27.9 577 C 16/22 107 291 P3232/21 
740A16 .7 62.0 966 C 16/01 105 112 P3227/16 743A61 -4.2 27.7 576 C 16/23 107 295 P3232/22 
741AOl 46.4 135.8 21228 R 6/44 106 135 H3227/27 743162 -4.5 27.7 572 C 16/23 107 290 P3232/23 
741A02 46.3 151.6 21520 R 5/40 106 126 H3227/28 743A63 -4.4 27.5 570 C 16/24 107 294 P3232/24 
741A03 36.9 134.2 21151 R 6/50 106 104 H3227/29 743A64 -4.7 27.5 567 C 16/24 107 289 P3232/25 
741A04 37.7 146.9 21394 R 6/00 106 107 H3227/30 743~65 -4.6 27.3 566 C 16/25 107 293 P3232/26 
741A05 27.2 133.0 21182 R 6/55 106 70 Hl227/31 743A66 -4.9 27.2 561 C 16/25 107 289 P3232/27 
741A06 29.1 143.0 21353 R 6/15 106 85 H3227/32 745AOl 9.5 23.3 1088 C 15/14 108 305 P3236/01 
741A07 18.0 131.2 2129~ R 7/03 106 46 H3227/33 745A02 9.1 23.3 107S C 15/14 lOS 298 P3236/02 
741A08 20.3 140.1 21413 R 6/27 106 63 H3227/34 745A03 9.3 23.1 1075 C 15/15 108 30S P3236/03 
741A09 7.8 130.3 21540 R 7/06 106 32 H3227/35 745A04 8.9 23.2 1066 CIS/IS 108 297 P3236/04 
741AIO 10.S 138.7 21611 R 6/33 106 47 H3227/36 745A05 9.1 22.9 1063 C 15/16 lOS 303 P3236/05 
741A31 -5.1 44.3 625 C 16/36 106 79 H3229/29 745A06 S.7 23.0 1054 C 15/16 108 297 P3236/06 
741A32 -5.4 44.4 616 C 16/36 106 83 H3229/30 74SA07 9.0 22.7 1051 C 15/17 108 302 P3236/07 
741A33 -5.3 44.2 609 C 16/36 106 77 H3229/31 745A08 8.5 22.8 1042 C 15/17 108 296 P3236/0S 
741A34 -5.5 44.3 600 C 16/36 106 80 H3229/32 745A09 8.8 22.4 1039 C 15/18 108 301 P3236/09 
741A35 -5.4 44.1 594 C 16/37 106 74 H3~29/33 74SAI0 8.3 22.5 1030 C 15/18 108 295 P3236/10 
741A36 -5.7 44.1 586 C 16/37 106 77 H3229/34 745All 8.6 22.2 1027 C 15/19 108 301 P3236/11 
741A37 -5.6 44.0 580 C 16/38 106 70 H3229/35 745A12 8.1 22.3 1019 C 15/19 108 295 P3236/12 
741A38 -5.9 44.0 573 C 16/38 106 73 H3229/36 74SA13 8.4 22.0 1016 C 15/20 108 300 P3236/13 
741A39 -!'.8 43.8 567 C 16/38 106 65 H3229/37 745A14 7.9 22.1 1007 C 15/20 108 294 P3236/14 
741A40 -t •• O 43.8 561 C 16/38 106 68 H3229/38 745A15 8.2 21.8 1004 C 15/21 108 299 P3236/15 
741A41 -5.9 43.7 556 C 16/39 106 S7 H3229/39 745A16 7.7 21.9 996 C 15/21 loa 294 P3236/16 
741A42 -1 •• 2 43.7 549 C 16/39 106 60 H3229/40 745A17 S.O 21.6 993 C 15/22 108 299 P3236/17 
741A43 -t,.1 43.5 S45 C 16/40 106 48 H3229/41 74SA18 7.5 21.6 985 C 15/22 108 293 P3236/1S 
741A44 -t.4 43.5 538 C 16/40 106 49 H3229/42 745A19 7.7 21.3 982 C 15/23 108 298 P3236/19 
741A45 -6.3 43.3 534 C 16/41 106 35 H3229/43 745A20 7.3 21.4 973 C 15/23 lOS 293 P3236/20 
741A46 -~.5 43.3 5~8 C 16/41 106 33 N3229/44 745A21 7.5 21.1 971 C 15/24 108 298 P3236/21 
741A61 1~.4 243.7 208S5 R 7/0S 106 275 tl3228/Z5 745A22 7.1 21.1 963 C 15/24 108 293 P3236/22 
741A62 2:.4 253.1 20574 R 6/27 106 266 H3228/26 745A23 7.3 20.8 960 C 15/25 108 297 P3236/23 
741A63 1 •. 9 240.1 20960 R 7/19 106 288 N3228/27 745A24 6.9 20.9 952 C 15/25 108 293 P3236/24 
741A64 1~.6 249.8 20606 R 6/40 106 283 H3228/28 745A25 7.1 20.6 950 C 15/27 108 297 P3236/25 
741A65 ".S 234.7 21220 R 7/41 106 300 N3228/29 745A26 6.6 20.6 941 C 15/26 108 292 P3236/26 
741A66 r.4 245.2 20771 R 6/59 106 299 H3228/30 74SA27 6.9 20.4 940 C 15/28 108 296 P3236/27 
741A67 -J.7 22S.2 21777 R 8/19 106 310 N3228/31 745A28 6.5 20.4 932 C lS/28 108 292 P3236/28 
741A68 -: •. 4 238.6 21114 R 7/25 106 311 H3228/32 745A29 6.6 20.1 930 C 15/29 lOS 296 P3237/01 
741A70 -1~.6 229.2 21688 R 8/03 106 320 N3228/34 745A30 6.2 20.1 921 C 15/29 108 292 P3237/02 
741A71 2".1 268.4 24738 R 6/44 106 253 H3228/35 745A31 6.4 19.8 919 C 15/30 108 296 P3237/03 
741A72 3~.S 278.6 24582 R 6/03 106 241 H3228/36 74SA32 6.0 19.9 911 C 15/30 108 292 P3237/04 
741A73 IG.3 264.8 24741 R 6/58 106 279 H3228/37 745A33 6.2 19.5 909 C 15/31 108 296 P3237/05 
741A74 lY.9 274.5 24509 R 6/19 106 270 H3228/38 745A34 5.7 19.6 900 C 15/31 108 292 P3237/06 
741A75 7.8 259.9 24917 R 7/18 106 300 H3228/39 745A35 5.9 19.3 899 C 15/33 108 295 P3237/07 
741A76 ~.6 269.8 24600 R 6/38 106 299 H3228/40 74SA36 5.5 19.3 891 C 15/33 108 292 P3237/08 
741A77 -~.7 2S2.4 25345 R 7/48 106 314 t13228/41 74SA37 5.7 19.0 889 C 15/34 108 295 P3237/09 
741A78 -,.4 263.6 24891 R 7/03 106 318 H3228/42 745A38 5.2 19.0 881 C 15/34 108 292 P3237/10 
741A80 -11.8 256.0 25368 R 7/34 106 327 N3228/44 745A39 5.4 18.7 880 C 15/35 108 295 P3237/11 
741A81 3.,.6 289.4 27876 R 6/37 106 244 H3228/45 745A40 5.0 18.7 871 C 15/3S 108 292 P3237/12 
741A82 3~.4 301.5 27821 R 5/49 106 220 H3228/46 7~5A41 5.1 18.4 870 C lS/37 108 295 P3237/13 
741A83 2'.9 285.9 27812 R 6/52 106 267 tl3228/47 74SA42 4.7 18.4 861 C 15/37 108 291 P3237/14 
741A84 21.6 296.6 27643 R 6/09106 249 H3228/48 74SA43 4.9 IB.l 860 C 15/38 108 295 P3237/15 
741A85 1?7 281.2 27909 R 7/11 106 297 H3229/23 745A44 4.4 lS.1 851 C 15/38 108 291 P3237/16 
741A86 1(.3 291.6 27657 R 6/29 106 295 H3229/24 745A45 4.6 17.8 8S0 C 15/39 108 295 P3237/17 
741A87 ·.4 275.2 28247 R 7/35 106 317 H3229/25 745~46 4.2 17.8 841 C lS/39 108 291 P3237/18 
741A88 ~.1 286.7 27864 R 6/49 106 323 H3229/26 74SA47 4.3 17.5 840 C 15/41 108 295 P3237/19 ~2~~~~ :i£:~ E~~:~ ~f~~~ g ll~~! ig~ ~!~ ~i~~~~g~ ~2i~8t -i:~ li:i !~~ E i~~!l lsi l~~ ~i~i~~8~ 
742A02 J.6 41.2 1126 C 16/04 106 91 P3230/02 746A03 -.9 5.1 817 C 15/49 108 128 P3238/03 
742A03 ~.8 40.8 1121 C 16/05 106 89 ?3230/03 746A04 -1.3 5.1 812 C 15/49 108 135 P3238/04 
3-73 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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PlCNO LAT LOll RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ O~OERlmR PlCNO LAT LeN RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
746A05 -1.1 4.9 S02 0 15/50 lOS 130 P3238/05 747A57 -7.6 346.8 566 H 16/25 109 94 H3242/43 
746A06 -1.4 5.0 797 0 15/50 lOS 13S P3238/06 747A5S -8.-0 346.6 562 H 16/26 109 99 t13242/44 
746A07 -1.2 4.8 788 C 15/51 lOS 133 P323S/07 747A71 18.3 191.9 21378 R 6/42 109 278 H3244/25 
746A08 -1.5 4.8 783 0 15/51 108 142 P3238/08 747A72 19.9 201.4 21114 R 6/04 109 270 H3244/26 
746A09 -1.3 4.6 774C 15/51 108 135 P323S/09 747A73 10.2 lS8.2 21495 R 6/57 109 293 H3244/27 
746AI0 -1. 7 4.7 769 0 15/51 108 147 P3238/10 747A74 11. 7 197.7 21173 R 6/19 109 290 H3244/28 
746All -1.5 4.5 760 0 15/52 108 144 P3238/11 747A75 1.6 182.3 21790 R 7/21 109 306 H3244/29 
746A12 -1.8 4.5 755 C 15/52 108 154 P3233/12 747A76 3.0 192.8 21368 R 6/39 109 307 H3244/30 
746A13 -1.6 4.3 747 0 15/53 lOS 153 P3238/13 747A77 -8.0 173.8 22314 R 7/55 109 316 H3244/31 
746A14 -1.9 4.3 742 C 15/53 108 163 P3233/14 747A78 -5.6 186.9 21696 R 7/02 109 319 t13244/32 
746A15 -1.8 4.1 735 C 15/54 108 165 P3238/15 747ASO -15.9 177.5 22301 R 7140 109 327 H3244/34 
746A16 -2.1 4.1 730 0 15/54 108 174 P3238/16 747A81 29.0 207.5 25553 R 7/00 109 264 H3244/35 
746A17 -1.9 3.9 7230 15/55 108 182 P3238/17 747M2 31.1 220.0 25290 R 6/10 109 249 H3244/36 
746A18 -2.2 3.9 718 0 15/55 108 189 P3238/18 747M3 18.2 204.7 25569 R 7/12 109 284 H3244/37 
746A19 -2.1 3.7 711 0 15/56 108 202 P3238/19 747AS4 19.6 215.3 25261 R 6/29 109 279 H3244/38 
746A20 -2.4 3.7 706 C 15/56 108 203 P3238/20 747A85 6.7 198.7 25847 R 7/36 109 303 H3244/39 
746A21 -2.3 3.5 700 0 15/57 103 221 P3238/21 747AS6 9.2 210.5 25407 R 6/49 109 302 H3244/40 
746A22 -2.6 3.5 695 0 15/57 108 218 P3238/22 747A87 -5.3 190.0 26408 R 8/11 109 315 H3244/41 
746A23 -2.4 3.2 689 C 15/58 108 237 P3238/23 747A88 -1. 9 204.0 25763 R 7/15 109 318 H3244/42 
746A24 -2.7 3.2 684 0 15/58 108 230 P3238/24 747A90 -14.7 194.0 26438 R 7155 109 328 H3244/44 
746A25 -2.6 3.0 67B C 15/59 lOB 247 P3239/01 747A91 36.2 227.9 28512 R 6/57 109 251 H3244/45 
746A26 -2.9 3.0 674 C 15/59 108 239 P3239/02 747A92 39.2 239.4 28372 R 6/11 109 233 H3244/46 
746A27 -2.8 2.B 668 C 16/00 IDS 255 P3239/03 747A93 24.4 224.2 28471 R 7/11 109 276 H3244/47 
746A28 -3.1 2.8 664 0 16/00 108 247 P3239/04 747A94 26.2 235.9 28211 R 6/25 109 264 H3244/48 
746A29 -3.0 2.5 658 0 16/01 108 260 P3239/05 747A95 11.4 219.6 28641 R 7/30 109 300 H3245/07 
746A30 -3.3 2.5 654 0 16/01 108 253 P3239/06 747A96 14.6 231.6 28270 R 6/42 109 297 H3245/0S 
746A31 -3.2 2.3 649 C 16/02 108 264 P3239/07 747A97 -.6 213.4 29047 R 7/55 109 315 H3245/09 
746A32 -3.5 2.3 645 0 16/03 108 258 P3239/08 747A9B 3.2 226.0 28536 R 7/05 109 318 H3245/10 
746A33 -3.4 2.0 640 C 16/04 lOB 26B P3239/09 747AOO -11.2 216.4 29176 R 7/43 109 330 H3245/12 
746A34 -3.7 2.0 636 0 16/04 lOB 261 P3239/10 748AOl -.6 344.B 761 C 15/50 109 59 P3246/01 
746A35 -3.6 1.7 631 0 16/05 108 270 P3239/11 748A02 -.9 344.8 755 0 15/50 109 74 P3246/02 
746A36 -3.9 1.7 627 C 16'/U5 108 264 P3239/12 748.1.03 -.S 344.6 749 0 15/51 109 42 P3246/03 
746A37 -3.8 1.5 623 0 16/06 lOS 272 P3239/13 74SA04 -1.1 344.7 742 0 15/51 109 51 P3246/04 
746A38 -4.1 1.4 619 0 16/06 108 266 P3239/14 748A05 -.9 344.4 737 0 15/52 109 19 P3246/05 
746A39 -4.0 1.2 615 C 16/07 108 273 P3239/15 74SA06 -1.2 344.5 730 0 15/52 109 10 ~3N6/06 
746A40 -4.3 1.1 611 0 16/0S lOB 26S P3241/01 748A07 -1.1 344.2 725C 15/53 109 355 3246/07 
746A41 -4.2 .9 607 C 16/09 lOS 275 P3241/02 748A03 -1.4 344.2 7190 15/53 109 335 P3246/08 
746A42 -4.5 .B 603 0 16/09 108 270 P3241/03 748A09 -1. 2 344.0 714 0 15/54 109 338 P3246/09 
746A43 -4.5 .6 600 C 16/10 lOS 276 P3241/04 748AI0 -1.5 344.0 70S 0 15/54 109 320 P3246/10 
746A44 -4.7 .5 596 C 16/10 lOB 272 P3241/05 748All -1.4 343.B 703 C 15/55 109 326 P3246/11 
746A45 -4.7 .3 593 C 16/11 108 277 P3241/06 748A12 -1. 7 343.8 697 0 15/55 109 311 P3246/12 
746A46 -5.0 .2 589 0 16/12 108 273 P3241/07 748A13 -1.6 343.6 693 C 15/56 109 319 P32461l3 
746A47 -4.9 .0 586 0 16/13 103 278 P3241/08 748A14 -1.9 343.6 687 0 15/56 109 306 P3246/14 
746A48 -5.2 359.9 582 C 16/13 108 274 P3241109 74SA15 -1.8 343.3 683 C 15/57 109 314 P3246/15 
746A51 -10.8 351.9 527 0 16/46 lOB 91 P3240/01 748A16 -2.1 343.3 677 0 15/57 109 303 P3246/16 
746A52 -11.1 351. 9 519 C 16/46 108 94 P3240/02 748A21 -4.3 338.9 614 C 16/15 109 21 P3247/01 
746A53 -11.0 351. 7 512 C 16/47 108 91 P3240/03 748A22 -4.5 338.9 607 C 16/16 109 19 P3247/02 
746A54 -11. 2 351. 7 505 0 16/47 108 93 H3240/22 748A23 -4.4 338.7 604 0 16/16 109 13 P3247/03 
746A55 -11. 2 351. 6 498 C 16/4B 108 B9 P3240/05 748A24 -4.7 338.B 596 C 16/16 109 8 P3247/04 
746A56 -11.4 351.5 492 C 16/48 lOB 92 P3240/06 748A25 -4.6 338.6 594 C 16/17 109 3 P3247/05 
746A57 -11.3 351.3 486 C 16/49 108 87 P3240/07 748A26 -4.9 338.6 587 0 16/17 109 357 P3247/06 
746A58 -11.6 351.3 480 0 16/49 108 91 P3240/08 748A27 -4.3 338.4 585 0 16/18 109 353 P3247/07 
746A59 -11.5 351.1 474 C 16/50 108 85 P3240/09 748A28 -5.0 338.4 578 0 16/18 109 347 P3247/08 
746A60 -11.B 351.1 468 C 16/50 lOB 89 P3240/10 748A29 -4.9 338.2 576 C 16/19 109 345 P3247/09 
746A61 -11.B 350.9 463 C 16/51 108 83 P3240/11 748A30 -5.2 338.2 570 0 16/19 109 339 P32471l0 
746A62 -12,0 350.9 457 C 16/51 108 87 P3240/12 748A31 -5.1 33S.0 569 0 16/20 109 338 P3247/11 
746A63 -12.0 350.7 453 C 16/52 lOB 80 P3240/13 748A32 -5.4 33S.0 563 C 16/20 109 332 P3247/12 
746A64 -12.2 350.6 448 C 16/52 108 84 P3240/14 748A33 -5.3 337.8 562 0 16/21 109 332 P3247/13 
746A65 -12.2 350.4 443 C 16/53 108 75 P3240/15 748A34 -5.5 337.8 556 0 16/21 109 326 P3247/14 
746A66 -12.4 350.3 438 0 16/54 108 80 P3240/16 748A35 -5.5 337.6 555 0 16/z2 109 327 P3247/15 
746A67 -12.4 350.1 434 C 16/55 lOS 69 P3240/17 748A36 -5.7 337.6 550 0 16/22 109 322 P3247/16 
746A68 -12.6 350.1 430 C 16/55 108 75 P3240/18 748A37 -5.7 337.4 550 C 16/23 109 323 P3247/17 
747AOl 44.5 64.6 23254 R 6/48 109 142 P32,+3/01 74SA38 -5.9 337.4 544 0 16/23 109 318 P3247/18 
747A02 48.4 78.8 23484 R 5/51 109 138 P3243/02 748A39 -5.9 337.2 545 C 16/24 109 319 P3247/19 
747A03 37.4 62.9 23189 R 6/55 109 112 P3243/03 748A40 -6.1 337.2 540 0 16/24 109 314 P3248/01 
747A04 40.2 74.8 23352 R 6/07 109 118 P3243/04 748A41 -6.1 337.0 540 0 16/25 109 316 P3248/02 
747A05 29.0 62.2 23199 R 6/58 109 67 P3243/05 748A42 -6.3 336.9 536 0 16/25 109 312 P3248/03 
747A06 32.3 72.6 23317 R 6/16 109 92 P3243/06 749AOl -5.7 338.3 827 H 15/36 110 194 P3250/01 
747A07 20.2 61.0 23291 R 7/03 109 40 P3243/07 749A02 -6.1 338.3 S29 H 15/36 110 194 P3250/02 
747A03 23.3 69.2 23342 R 6/30 109 64 P3243/08 749A03 -5.B 338.1 813 H 15/37 110 196 P3250/03 
747A09 9.7 59.1 23508 R 7/10 109 24 P3243/09 749A04 -6.2 338.1 815 H 15/37 110 196 P3250/04 
747AI0 14.0 66.2 23471 R 6/42 109 42 P3243/10 749A05 -5.9 337.9 800 ~ 15/37 110 198 P3250/05 
747A13 86.5 109.1 10953 R 6/58 109 179 H3243/39 749A06 -6.3 338.0 S02 15/37 110 198 P3250/06 
747A15 80.2 73.5 10574 R 9/21 109 176 H3243/41 749A07 -6.1 337.7 788 H 15/38 110 200 P3250/07 
747A16 84.4 82.8 10784 V 8/43 109 175 H3243/42 749A08 -6.4 337.7 790 H 15/38 110 200 P3250/0B 
747A17 74.6 68.2 10299 R 9/42 109 173 H3243/43 749A09 -6,2 337.5 176H 15/39 110 203 P3250/09 
747A18 78.1 69.3 10449 V 9/37 109 172 H3243/44 749A10 -6.5 337.5 177H 15/39 110 202 P3250/10 
747A19 69.6 66.5 10077 R 9/49 109 169 H3243/45 749A11 -6.3 337.3 764 H 15/40 110 205 P3250/11 
747A20 72.9 66.4 10200 V 9/49 109 169 M3243/46 749Al2 -6.7 337.3 766 H 15/40 110 205 P3250/12 
747A21 65.3 66.0 9907 R 9/51 109 165 H3243/47 749A13 -6.5 337.1 753 H 15/41 110 207 P3250/13 
747A22 68.1 65.4 9996 V 9/53 109 165 H3243/4B 749A14 -6.8 337.1 754 H 15/41 110 207 P3250/14 
747A23 61.2 66.1 9766 R 9/50 109 160 H3243/49 749A15 -6.6 336.9 741 H 15/42 110 209 P3250/15 
747A24 63.8 65.4 9836 V 9/54 109 160 H3243/50 749A16 -6.9 336.9 743 H 15/42 110 209 P3250/16 
747A25 57.4 66.6 9651 R 9/49 109 153 H3243/51 749A17 -6.7 336.6 731 H 15/44 110 212 P3250/17 
747A26 59.9 65.7 9706 V 9/52 109 155 H3243/52 749AIB -7.0 336,6 733 H 15/44 110 211 P3250/18 
747A31 -7.6 346.5 882 C 16/24 109 110 H3241/10 749A19 -6.9 336.4 721 H 15/45 110 214 P3250/19 
747A32 -5.1 353.5 70S C 15/57 109 170 H3241/11 749A20 -7.2 336.4 722 H 15/45 110 213 P3250/20 
747A33 -4.8 353.1 697 C 15/58 109 167 H3241/12 749A21 -7.0 336.1 710 H 15/46 110 216 P3250/21 
747A34 -5.2 352.9 694 0 15/59 109 167 H3241/13 749A22 -7.3 336.1 712 H 15/46 110 215 P3250/22 
747A35 -3.1 352.6 684 C 16/00 109 163 H3241/14 749A23 -7.2 335.9 701 H 15/47 110 21B P3250123 
747A36 -,:.4 352.4 ·681 0 16/01 109 162 H3241/15 i49A24 -7.5 335.8 702 H 15/47 110 217 P3250/24 
747A37 -!".3 352.0 671 C 16/03 109 15B H3242123 749A25 -7;3 335.6 691 H 15/48 110 220 P325P'Ol 
747A40 -5.8 351.4 656 R 16/06 109 154 H3242/26 749A26 -7.6 335.5 693 H 15/4B 110 219 P3251*02 
747A41 -! .7 351. 0 647 R 16/07 109 148 M3242/27 749A27 -7.5 335.3 682 H 15/50 110 222 P3251*03 
747A42 -t..0 350.9 644 B 16/08 109 149 H3242/28 749A23 -7.8 335.3 684 H 15/50 110 221 P3251*04 
747A43 -!;..9 350.5 636 B 16/09 109 141 H3242/29 749A29 -7.6 335.0 674 HIS/51 110 224 P3251*05 
747A44 -6.2 350.3 632 M 16/10 109 144 H3242/30 749A30 -7.9 335.0 675 MIS/51 110 223 P3251*06 
747A45 -1-.1 350.0 625 H 16/12 109 135 H3242/31 750A06 47.7 36.4 25208 R 6/02 110 146 P3249/01 
747A46 -6.5 349.8 621 H 16/12 109 138 H3242132 750A07 35.2 20.1 24968 R 7/07 110 109 P3249/02 
747A47 -1,.4 349.4 614 H 16/14 109 128 H3242/33 750A08 38.2 30.7 25053 R 6/25 110 120 P3249/03 
747A48 -e-.7 349.3 610 H 16/15 109 131 H3242/34 750A09 24.0 17.7 25017 R 7/16 110 20 P3249/04 
747A49 -t.6 348.9 604 H 16/16 109 120 H3242/35 750AI0 29.3 27.3 25024 R 6/38 110 74 P3249/05 
+47A50 -{.9348.8 600 H 16/17 109 125 H3242/36 750A11 52.8 47.2 21269 R 6/36 110 i~! ~~~2~~8~ 47A51 -1-.8 348.4 594 H 16/18 109 113 H3242/37 750A12 55.5 64.7 21574 R 5/26 110 
747A52 -,.2 348.2 590 H 16/19 109 118 H3242/38 750A13 46.0 44.4 21140 R 6/47 110 136 P3249/08 
747A53 -':.1 347.8 584 H 16/21 109 107 H3242/39 750A14 48.8 56.S 21345 R 5/57 110 133 P3249/09 
747A54 -".4 347.7 580 H 16/21 109 112 H3242/40 750A15 ~8.9 41.4 p057 R 6/59 110 110 P3249/10 
747A55 -'''.4 347.3 575 H 16/23 109 00 H3242/41 750A16 2.0 ~l.% 1203 R 6/19 110 117 P3249/11 
747A56 -1.7 347.2 571 H 16/24 109 105 H3242/42 750A17 31.7 9. 21044 R 7/07 110 72 P3249/12 
VIK!NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
3-74 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LON RA~GE F TOO LS SCAZ O~DERNBR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F Teo LS SCAZ ORDERNSR 
--750Ai8--35~O--48~3-21i4i-R--6/32-iio--9~-P32~9/i3--753A09--i9~4----~4-23268-R--7/05-iii--30-P3258/09 
750A19 24.2 37.9 2i099 R 7/14 110 43 P3249/14 753AI0 23.1 8.9 23290 R 6/31 III 57 P3258/10 
750A20 27.8 46.1 21152 R 6/41 110 69 P3249/15 753A13 86.1 29.5 10~64 R 8/16 III 180 H3258/35 
750A23 86.9 66.8 10904 R 7/46 110 180 H3249/39 753A15 78.9 9.5 10479 R 9/36 III 177 H3258/37 
750A25 79.9 39.5 10514 R 9/36 110 177 H3249/41 753A16 82.8 11.9 10661 V 9/26 III 176 H3258/38 ~~8~~~ ~~:~ 3i~:~ 10lgl ~ 16~t~ ti8 tf~ ~~~~i'~i f~~~i~ fg:~ ~:g ig~gg ~ ~~~g iii t~~ ~~~~~~e3 
750A52 -8.7 319.4 660 C 16/13 110 125 P3251*02 753A19 67.8 5.6 9975 R 9/52 111 171 H3258/41 
750A53 -8.5 319.3 647 C 16/13 110 123 P3251*03 753A20 70.7 4.8 10079 V 9/55 III 170 H3258/42 
750A54 -8.7 319.4 641 C 16/13 110 126 P3251*04 753A21 63.2 5.4 9804 R 9/53 III 167 H3258/43 
750A55 -8.6 319.2 629 C 16/14 110 125 P3251*05 753A22 65.7 4.6 9878 V 9/56 III 167 H3258/44 
750A56 -8.8 319.3 623 C 16/14 110 128 P3251*06 753A23 59.0 5.8 9668 R 9/51 III 162 H3259/22 
750A57 -8.7 319.1 613 C 16/14 110 127 P3251/07 753A24 61.4 4.8 9725 V 9/55 III 162 H3259/23 
750A58 -9.0 319.2 608 C 16/14 110 131 P3251/08 753A25 55.1 6.4 9558 R 9/49 111 155 H3259/24 
750A59 -8.8 319.0 597 C 16/15 110 129 P3251/09 753A26 57.2 5.4 9599 V 9/53 III 157 H3259/25 
750A60 -9.1 319.1 593 C 16/15 110 134 P3251/10 753A27 51.4 7.2 9474 R 9/46 III 146 H3259/26 
750A61 -9.0 318.9 583 C 16/16 110 133 P3251/11 753A28 53.4 6.2 9501 V 9/50 III 150 H3259/27 
750A62 -9.2 318.9 579 C 16/16 110 138 P3252/01 753A29 47.8 8.2 9412 R 9/42 III 132 H3259/28 
750A63 -9.1 318.8 570 C 16/16 110 137 P3252/02 753A30 49.7 7.1 9425 V 9/47 III 139 H3259/29 
750A64 -9.4 318.8 566 C 16/16 110 143 P3252/03 753A31 44.3 9.3 9370 R 9/38 III III H3259/30 
750A65 -9.3 318.6 558 C 16/17 110 142 P3252/04 753A32 46.2 8.2 9372 V 9/43 III 122 H3259/31 
750A66 -9.5 318.6 554 C 16/17 110 149 P3252/05 753A33 40.9 lO.6 9347 R 9/33 III 82 H3259/45 
750A67 -9.4 318.4 546 C 16/18 110 149 P3252/06 753A34 42.8 9.4 9339 V 9/38 III 97 H3259/33 
750A68 -9.7 318.4 542 C 16/18 110 157 P3252/07 753A41 -3.6 293.1 728 C 15/58 III 64 P3256*01 
750A69 -9.6 318.2 535 C 16/19 110 159 P3252/08 753A42 -3.9 293.2 717 C 15/57 III 67 P3256*02 
750A70 -9.8 318.2 532 C 16/19 110 166 P3252/09 753A43 -3.6 293.0 711 C 15/58 III 60 P3256/03 
750A71 -9.8 318.0 525 C 16/20 110 171 P3252/10 753A44 -3.9 293.1 702 C 15/58 III 61 P3256/04 
750A72 -10.0 318.0 522 C 16/20 110 178 P3252/11 753A45 -3.7 292.9 696 C 15/58 III 54 P3256/05 
750A73 -9.9 317.8 516 C 16/21 110 185 P3252/12 753A46 -4.0 293.0 686 C 15/58 III 56 P3256/06 
750A74 -10.2 317.8 513 C 16/21 110 190 P3252/13 753A47 -3.8 292.8 681 C 15/59 III 48 P3256/07 
750A81 25.2 172.6 23659 R 6/41 110 269 H3253/25 753A48 -4.1 292.9 672 C 15/59 III 49 P3256/08 
750A82 27.5 182.9 23431 R 5/59 110 256 H3253/26 753A49 -3.9 292.7 667 C 15/59 III 40 P3256/09 
750A83 16.2 169.7 23702 R 6/52 110 287 H3253/27 753A50 -4.2 292.8 659 C 15/59 III 39 P3256/10 
750A84 17.2 179.5 23411 R 6/13 110 282 H3253/28 753A51 -4.0 292.6 655 C 16/00 III 31 P3256/11 
750AS5 5.4 164.6 23938 R 7/13 110 304 ~13253/29 753A52 -4.3 292.7 647 C 16/00 III 28 P3256/12 
750A86 7.1 175.5 23544 R 6/29 110 305 H3253/30 753A53 -4.2 292.5 643 C 16/01 III 20 P3256/13 
750A87 -4.7 156.7 24418 R 7/44 110 316 H3253/31 753A54 -4.4 292.5 635 C 16/01 III 16 P3256/14 
750A88 -1.6 168.7 23876 R 6/57 110 318 H3253/32 753A55 -4.3 292.3 632 C 16/01 III 9 P3256/15 
750A90 -12.5 158.2 24514 R 7/38 110 326 ~13253/34 753A56 -4.5 292.4 625 C 16/01 III 4 P3256/16 
751AOl -8.73C8.9 693 C 16/14 III 114 P3253/01 753A57 -4.4 292.2 622 C 16/02 III 358 P3256/17 
751A02 -9.0 309.0 684 C 16/14 III 115 P3253/02 753A58 -4.6 292.2 615 C 16/02 III 352 P3256/18 
751A03 -8.8 30B.9 670 C 16/15 III 114 P3253/03 753A59 -4.5 292.0 613 C 16/03 III 349 P3257/01 
751A04 -9.0 309.0 663 C 16/15 III 116 P3253/04 753A60 -4.8 292.1 607 C 16/03 III 342 P3257/02 
751A05 -8.9 308.9 650 C 16/15 III 114 P3253/C5 753A61 -4.7 291.9 605 C 16/04 111 341 P3257/03 
751A06 -9.1 308.9 643 C 16/15 III 117 P3253/06 753A62 -4.9 291.9 599 C 16/04 III 334 P3257/04 
751A07 -9.0 308.8 632 C 16/16 III 115 P3253/07 753A63 -4.8 291.7 597 C 16/05 III 334 P3257/05 
751A08 -9.3 308.8 625 C 16/15 III 118 P3~53/08 753A64 -5.1 291.7 591 C 16/05 III 328 P3257/06 
751A09 -9.1 308.7 014 C 16/16 III 116 P3253/C9 753A65 -5.0 291.5 590 C 16/05 III 328 P3257/07 
751AI0 -9.4 308.7 608 C 16/16 III 120 P3253/10 753A66 -5.2 291.5 585 C 16/05 III 323 P3257/08 
751Al1 -9.3 308.6 598 C 16/17 III 118 P3253/11 753A67 -5.1 291.3 584 C 16/06 III 324 P3257/09 
751A12 -9.5 30B.6 593 C 16/17 III 122 P3253/12 753A68 -5.4 291.3 579 C 16/06 III 318 P3257/10 
751A13 -9.4 308.5 533 C 16/17 III 119 P3253/13 753A81 21.8 135.2 22488 R 6/46 112 276 H3260/18 
751A14 -9.7 308.5 578 C 16/17 III 124 P3253/14 7~3A82 24.0 145.8 22190 R 6/03 112 267 tl3260/19 
751A15 -9.5 30B.3 568 C 16/18 III 122 P3254/01 7~3A83 12.9 133.0 22547 R 6/55 112 292 H3260/20 
751A16 -9.8 308.3 564 C 16/18 III 126 P3254/02 753A84 14.4 143.7 22187 R 6/12 112 289 H3260/21 
751A17 -9.7 308.2 555 C 16/19 III 124 P3254/03 753A85 3.9 129.6 22739 R 7/09 112 306 H3260/22 
751A18 -10.0 308.2 551 C'16/19 III 130 P3254/04 753A86 5.8 140.8 22306 R 6/24 112 307 ~13260/23 
751A19 -9.9 308.0 543 C 16/20 III 127 P3254/05 753A87 -5.3 123.3 23148 R 7/34 112 316 H3260/24 
751A20 -10.1 308.0 538 C 16/20 III 134 P3254/06 753AS8 -2.5 134.9 22614 R 6/47 112 318 H3260/25 
751A21 -10.1 307.8 531 C 16/21 111 131 P3254/07 753A90 -13.0 123.6 23290 R 7/33 112 326 H3260/27 
751A22 -10.3 307.8 527 C 16/21 III 139 P3254/08 753A91 28.8 156.3 26CS8 R 6/40 112 265 t13259/34 
751A23 -10.2 307.6 520 C 16/21 III 138 P3254/09 753A92 32.2 167.5 25898 R 5/55 112 247 H3259/35 
751A24 -10.5 307.6 516 C 16/Z2 III 146 P3254/10 753A93 19.3 151.6 26171 R 6/53 112 285 H3259/36 
751A25 -10.4 307.4 510 C 16/22 III 146 P3254/11 753A94 21.1 162.9 25865 R 6/13 112 278 H3259/37 
751A26 -10.7 307.3 506 C 16/23 111 156 P3254/12 753A95 8.8 146.2 26413 R 7/20 112 302 H3259/38 
751A27 -10.6 307.1 500 C 16/23 III 159 P3254/13 753A96 11.2 158.1 25996 R 6/33 112 302 H3259/39 
751A28 -10.9 307.1 497 C 16/24 III 170 P3254/14 753A97 -3.0 138.2 26924 R 7/52 112 315 H3259/40 
751A29 -10.8 306.9 491 C 16/25 III 177 P3254/15 753A98 .1 152.0 26318 R 6/57 112 319 H3259/41 
751A30 -11.0 306.9 488 C 16/25 III 186 P3254/16 753AOO -14.0 142.3 27005 R 7/36 112 330 H3259/43 
751A31 -11.0 306.7 483 C 16/26 III 199 P3254/17 754AOl -7.9 281.0 1012 C 16/05 112 115 P3262/01 
751A32 -11.2 306.6 480 C 16/26 III 204 P3254/18 754A02 -8.4 280.9 1017 C 16/06 112 115 P3262/02 
751A33 -11.2 306.4 475 C 16/27 III 220 P3254/19 754A03 -8.2 280.6 1003 C 16/07 112 114 P3262/03 
751A34 -11.4 306.3 472 C 16/27 III 219 P325~/20 754A04 -8.7 280.5 1008 C 16/08 112 115 P3262/04 
751A35 -11.4 306.1 468 C 16/28 III 235 P3254/21 754A05 -8.5 280.2 994 C 16/09 112 113 P3262/05 
751A36 -11.7 306.1 466 C 16/28 III 232 P3254/22 754A06 -9.0 280.1 1000 C 16/09 112 114 P3262/06 
751A37 -11.6 305.9 462 C 16/29 III 245 P3254/23 754A07 -8.7 279.8 986 C 16/11 112 113 P3262/07 
751A38 -11.9 305.8 459 C 16/30 III 241 P3254/24 754A08 -9.3 279.7 991 C 16/11 112 113 P3262/08 
751A39 -11.8 305.6 456 C 16/31 III 252 P3255*01 754A09 -9.1 279.4 978 C 16/13 112 112 P3262/09 
751A40 -12.1 305.5 454 C 16/31 III 248 P3255*02 754AI0 -9.6 279.2 983 C 16/13 112 113 P3263/01 
752AOl -3.2 301.2 727 C 16/04 111 50 P3Z56*01 754All -9.3 279.0 970 C 16/14 112 111 P3263/02 ~~~~g~ :~J ~gbf H~ E i~~g~ Hi ~~ ~~E~~;gr f~~N~ :~:l H~J ~l~ E 19~1~ iB HI ~~~g~~g~ 
752A04 -3.6 301.3 699 C 16/05 III 47 P3255*02 754A14 -10.2 278.4 966 C 16/17 112 III P3263/05 
752A05 -3.4 301.1 695 C 16/06 III 42 P3255/03 754A15 -9.9 278.1 954 C 16/18 112 110 P3263/06 
752A06 -3.7 301.2 684 C 16/05 III 41 P3255/04 754A16 -10.5 277.9 959 C 16/19 112 110 P3263/07 
752A07 -3.5 301.0 681 C 16/06 III 36 P3255/05 754A17 -10.2 277.7 947 C 16/20 112 109 P3263/08 
752A08 -3.8 301.1 670 C 16/06 III 35 P3255/06 754A18 -10.8 277.5 951 C 16/21 112 110 P3263/09 
752A09 -3.6 300.9 667 C 16/07 III 30 P3255/07 754A19 -10.6 277.2 940 C 16/22 112 109 P3263/10 
752AI0 -3.9 301.0 657 C 16/06 III 29 P3255/08 754A20 -11.1 277.1 944 C 16/23 112 109 P3263/11 
752Al1 -3.7 300.8 654 C 16/07 III 24 P3255/09 754A21 -10.8 276.8 933 C 16/24 112 108 P3263/12 
752A12 -4.0 300.8 644 C 16/07 III 22 P3255/10 754A22 -11.4 276.6 938 C 16/24 112 108 P3263/13 
752A13 -3.9 300.6 642 C 16/08 III 17 P3255/11 754A31 -8.1 280.4 532 C 16/10 112 79 H3260/28 
752A14 -4.1 300.7 633 C 16/08 111 14 P3255/12 754A32 -8.4 280.4 576 C 16/11 112 83 H3260/29 
752A15 -4.0 300.5 632 C 16/09 111 10 P3255/13 754A33 -8.3 280.2 570 C 16/11 112 75 H3260/30 
752A16 -4.2 300.5 623 C 16/08 III 7 P3255/14 754A34 -8.5 280.2 563 C 16/11 112 80 H3260/31 
752A17 -4.1 300.3 622 C 16/09 III 3 P3255/15 754A35 -8.4 280.0 558 C 16/12 112 69 H3260/32 
752A18 -4.4 300.4 613 C 16/09 111 P3255/16 754A36 -8.6 280.1 551 C 16/12 112 73 H3260/33 
752A19 -4.2 300.2 613 C 16/10 III 357 P3255/17 754A37 -8.6 279.9 546 C 16/13 112 60 H3260/34 
752A20 -4.5 300.2 605 C 16/10 III 353 P3255/18 754A33 -8.8 279.9 540 C 16/13 112, 64 ~13261/22 
752A21 -4.4 300.0 604 C 16/11 III 351 P3255/19 754A39 -8.7 279.7 536 C 16/14 112 46 H3261/23 
752A22 -4.7 300.0 596 C 16/11 III 347 P3255/20 754A~0 -9.0 279.7 530 C 16/14 112 48 H3261/24 
753AOl 53.8 12.0 23413 R 6/18 III 158 P3258/01 754A41 -8.9 279.5 526 C 16/15 112 27 H3261/25 
753A02 55.4 30.1 23709 R 5106 III 148 P325S/02 754A42 -9.1 279.5 521 C 16/15 112 20 H3261/26 
753A03 45.3 7.7 23243 R 6/35 III 143 P3258/03 754A43 -9.1 279.3 517 C 16/16 112 4 H3261/27 
753A04 47.5 20.9 23443 R 5/43 III 135 P325S/04 754A44 -9.3 279.2 512 C 16/16 112 350 H3261/28 
753A05 36.6 4.1 23155 R 6/50111 106 P3253/05 754A45 -9.3 279.0 509 C 16/17 112 344 H3261/29 
753A06 39.4 14.6 23235 R 6/03 III 115 P3258/06 754A46 -9.5 279.0 504 B 16/17 112 329 H3261/30 
753A07 28.1 1.8 23166 R 6/59 III 54 P3258/07 754A47 -9.5 278.8 502 C 16/18 112 329 H3261/31 
753A08 31.4 11.1 23241 R 6/22 III 85 P3258/08 i54A48 -9.7 278.8 497 C 16/18 112 317 H3261/32 
','IKYNG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TCD LS SCAZ O:'<OER!mR PICNO LAT LON RAI'-ISE F TOO LS SCAZ O~OERN5R 
----------_ .. _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------754A49 -Q.7278.6 495 C 16/19 112 320 H3261/33 753~53 -7.5 244.6 579 C 15/57 114 14 P3271/03 
754A50 -~.9 276.5 490 C 16/19 112 309 H3261/34 758A54 -7.7 244.6 574 C 15/57 114 3 P3271/04 
754A51 -~.9 278.3 488 C 16/20 112 313 H3261/35 758A55 -7.6 244.4 570 C 15/58 114 352 P3271/05 
754A52 -lr.l 278.2 484 C 16/21 112 305 H3261/36 758A56 -7.9 244.4 564 C 15/58 114 337 P3271/06 
754A53 -It.l 278.0 482 C 16/22 112 309 N3261/37 758A57 -7.8 244.2 561 C 15/59 114 335 P3271/07 
754A54 -1(·.3 278.0 479 C 16/22 112 301 H3261/38 758A5S -8.0 244.2 556 C 15/59 114 321 P3271/0S 
754A55 -It.3 277.8 477 C 16/23 112 305 H3261/39 758A59 -8.0 244.0 553 C 16/00 114 324 P3~71/09 
754A56 -lL.5 277.7 474 C 16/23 112 299 H3261/40 758A60 -8.2 244.0 548 C 16/00 114 312 P3271/10 
754A57 -le.5 277.5 472 C 16/24 112 303 H3261/41 758A61 -8.1 243.7 546 C 16/01 114 316 P3271/11 
754A58 -1U.8 277.4 469 C 16/24 112 297 H3261/42 758A62 -8.4 243.7 541 C 16/01 114 307 P3271/12 
755AOI -i.8 271.8 705 C 16/05 112 98 H3263/38 758A63 -8.3 243.5 539 C 16/02 114 311 P3271/13 
755402 -~.1 271.8 698 C 16/04 112 100 H3263/39 758A64 -8.6 243.5 534 C 16/02 114 303 P3271/14 
f~~~g~ :f:~ ~fl:~ ~~~ E l~~g~ ll~ 166 ~~~~~~~~ f~~~~g :~:~ ~~~:~ ~~~ E 19~9~ II~ ~g6 ~~~fl~lg 
755A05 -8.0 271.7 666 C 16/05 112 96 H3263!42 758A67 -8.7 243.0 527 C 16/04 114 304 P3271/17 
755A06 -(·.3 271.7 658 C 16/05 112 99 H3263/43 753A68 -9.0 243.0 523 C 16/05 114 298 P3271/18 
755A07 -8.1 271.7 646 C 16/05 112 96 H3263/44 759AOI 56.2 306.0 23284 R 6/~9 114 17~ M3272/17 
755A08 -8.3 271.7 639 C 16/06 112 99 H3Z63/45 759A02 58.7 324.0 23498 R 5/37 114 158 H3272/18 
755A09 -8.2 271.5 630 C 16/06 112 95 H3263/46 759A03 47.1 302.9 23101 R 7/01 114 166 H3272/19 
755AI0 -8.4 271.6 622 C 16/06 112 98 H3263/47 75 0 A04 50.0 315.9 23240 R 6/10 114 148 H3272/20 
755A11 -8.3 271.4 613 C 16/07 112 94 H3263/48 759A05 37.S 300.7 23017 R 7/10 114 122 H3272/21 
755A12 -8.6 271.5 606 C 16/07 112 98 M3264/11 759A06 40.8 311.2 23095 R 6/28 114 123 H3272/22 
755A13 -8.5 271.3 598 C 16/07 112 93 M3264/12 759A07 2S.6 299.2 23036 R 7/16 114 24 H3272/23 
755A14 -8.7 271.3 591 C 16/07 112 97 M3264/13 75cA08 32.1 308.5 23C64 R 6/39 114 77 H3272/24 
755A15 -8.6 271.2 584 C 16/08 112 91 M3264/14 759A09 19.3 298.3 23159 R 7/20 114 12 H3272/25 
755A16 -8.8 271.2 577 C 16/08 112 97 H3264/15 759AI0 23.2 306.6 23131 R 6/47 114 ~2 H3272/26 
755A17 -8.7 271.0 571 C 16/09 112 89 H3264/16 759Al1 -10.5 230.8 918 C 16/12 114 100 P3272/01 
755A18 -9.0 271.0 565 C 16/09 112 95 H3264/17 75eA12 -11.0 230.7 919 C 16/12 114 101 P3272/02 
755A19 -S.9 270.9 558 C 16/10 112 86 H3264/18 759A13 -10.9 230.4 912 C 16/14 114 100 P3272/03 
755A20 -9.1 270.9 553 C 16/10 112 94 t13264/19 759A14 -11.4 230.3 912 C 16/14 114 101 P3272/04 
755A21 -9.0 270.7 547 C 16/10 112 82 M3264/20 759A15 -11.2 229.9 905 C 16/16 114 99 P3272/05 
755A22 -9.3 270.7 541 C 16/10 112 91 H3265/20 759A16 -11.7 229.$ 906 C 16/16 114 100 P3272/06 
755A23 -9.2 270.5 536 C 16/12 112 74 H3265/21 759A17 -11.5 229.5 899 C 16/18 114 99 P3273*01 
755A24 -9.5 270.5 531 C 16/12 112 S5 H3265/22 759AIS -12.0 229.4 900 C 16/1S 114 99 P3273*02 
755A25 -9.4 270.3 526 C 16/12 112 57 M3265/23 759A19 '-11.$ 229.0 893 C 16/20 114 98 P3273*03 
755A26 -9.6 270.3 521 C 16/13 112 70 H3265/24 75 0 A20 -12.3 228.9 894 C 16/20 114 99 P3273/04 
755A27 -9.6 270.1 517 C 16/13 112 24 H3265/25 759A21 -12.2 22$.6 887 C 16/22 114 98 P3273/05 
755428 -9.8 270.1 512 C 16/14 112 357 H3265/26 759A22 -12.7 228.5 888 C 16/22 114 98 P3273/06 
755A29 -0.8 269.8 508 C 16/14 112 341 H3265/27 759A31 -11.4 229.8 484 C 16/19 114 27 P3273*01 
755A30 -10.0 269.8 504 C 16/15 112 309 M3265/28 759A32 -11.7 229.8 478 C 16/19 114 25 P3273*02 
755A31 -9.9 269.6 501 C 16/16 112 317 t13265/29 759A33 -11.6 229.5 476 C 16/20 114 18 P3273*03 
755A32 -10.2 269.6 4 0 6 C 16/16 112 297 H3265/30 759A34 -11.9 229.5 470 C 16/20 114 14 P3274/01 
755A33 -10.1 269.4 493 C 16/17 112 306 H3265/31 75eA35 -11.8 229.3 468 C 16/21 114 7 P3274/02 
755A34 -10.4 269.3 489 C 16/17 112 292 H3265/32 759A36 -12.1 229.2 463 C 16/21 114 2 P3274/03 
755A35 -10.4 269.1 487 C 16/18 112 301 H3265/33 759A37 -12.1 229.0 461 C 16/22 114 357 P3274/04 
755A36 -10.6 269.0 483 C 16/1S 112 291 H3265/34 759A38 -12.3 229.0 456 C 16/23 114 351 P3274/05 
756A01 66.5 343.3 25588 R 5/38 113 175 H3267/12 759A39 -12.3 228.7 455 C 16/24 114 348 P3274/06 
756A04 59.0 353.0 25512 R 4/59 113 158 H3267/15 759A40 -12.5 228.7 450 C 16/24 114 342 P3274/07 
756A05 47.1 327.4 25008 R 6/42 113 164 H3267/16 759A41 -12.5 228.4 449 C 16/25 114 341 P3274/08 
756A06 49.S 341.9 25185 R 5/44 113 148 H3267/17 759A42 -12.7 228.4 444 C 16/25 114 335 P3274/09 
756A07 37.4 324.0 24903 R 6/56 113 128 H3267/18 759A43 -12.7 228.2 443 C 16/26 114 334 P3274/10 
756A08 40.3 335.3 25004 R 6/10 113 125 H3268/20 759A44 -12.9 228.1 439 C 16/27 114 328 P3274/11 
756A09 27.6 321.7 24917 R 7/05 113 29 H3268/21 759A45 -12.9 227.9 439 C 16/27 114 329 P3274/12 
756AI0 31.2 331.2 24951 R 6/27 113 Sl H3268/22 759A46 -13.2 227.8 434 C 16/28 114 323 P3274/13 
756All 56.2 344.3 21164 R 6/52 113 165 t13265/35 759A61 24.9 79.5 23471 R 6/50 114 275 H3273/20 
756A12 59.2 2.7 21429 R 5/33 113 153 H3265/36 759A62 27.4 89.9 23172 R 6/03 114 266 H3273/21 
756A13 48.6 343.1 21015 R 6/57 113 150 H3265/37 759A63 16.1 75.4 23607 R 7/07 114 289 M3273/22 
756A14 51.4 355.9 21196 R 6/06 113 141 H3265/38 759A64 lS.3 86.9 2319~ R 6/21 114 285 H3273/23 
i56A15 40.8 341.7 20930 R 7102 113 120 H3266/21 759A65 6.9 69.7 23913 R 7/30 114 302 H3273/24 
756A16 44.0 352.4 21067 R 6/20 113 123 H3266/22 759A66 9.3 82.2 23376 R 6/40 114 302 M3273/25 
756A17 33.3 340.4 20913 R 7/0S 113 73 H3266/23 759A68 -2.2 74.3 23837 R 7/12 114 316 H3273/27 
756A18 36.7 349.4 21001 R 6/32 113 98 H3266/24 759A71 34.0 95.7 27033 R 7103 114 263 H3275/11 
756A19 25.6 339.4 20967 R 7/12 113 40 H3266/25 759A72 37.8 108.1 26779 R 6/14 114 248 H3275/12 
756A20 29.4 347.0 21002 R 6/41 113 69 H3266/26 759A73 24.2 92.S 27061 R 7/15 114 280 H3275/13 
756A23 83.9 322.0 10551 V 10/50 113 183 N3268/25 759A74 26.6 105.1 26694 R 6/26 114 272 H3275/14 
756A24 88.2 289.5 10787 R 13/00 113 182 H3268/26 759A75 12.9 87.7 27296 R 7/36 114 297 H3275/15 
756A25 76.9 327.6 10194 V 10/28 113 181 H3268/27 759A76 15.7 100.5 26606 R 6/44 114 295 H3275/16 
756A26 80.4 324.3 10356 R 10/41 113 179 H3268/28 759A77 -.1 78.9 27878 R 8/11 114 311 H3275/17 
756A27 71.2 329.5 9932 V 10/20 113 178 H3268/29 759A78 3.7 94.2 27147 R 7/10 114 313 H3275/18 
756A28 74.0 327.9 10045 R 10/27 113 177 H3268/30 759A80 -10.S 83.0 27923 R 7/55 114 325 H3275/20 
756A29 66.1 330.9 9723 V lOllS 113 175 N3268/31 759A81 40.8 115.3 29670 R 7/03 114 252 H3274/37 
756A30 68.6 329.5 9809 R 10/21 113 174 H3268/32 759£82 43.8 130.3 29451 R 6/03 114 233 H3274/38 
756A31 61.5 332.1 9557 V 10/10 113 171 H3268/33 759A83 27.8 113.7 29576 R 7/09 114 275 H3274/39 
756A32 63.8 330.9 9623 R 10/15 113 170 N3268/34 759A84 30.7 127.1 29269 R 6/16 114 261 H3274/40 
756A33 57.4 333.2 9427 V 10/06 113 167 H3268/35 759A85 15.1 109.9 29729 R 7/25 114 298 H3274/41 
756A34 59.6 332.2 9479 R 10/10 113 167 N3268/36 759A86 17.9 122.9 2931S R 6/33 114 296 H3274/42 
756A35 53.4 334.5 9323 V 10/01 113 160 N3268/37 759A87 .6 103.1 30208 R 7/52 114 315 H3274/43 
756A36 55.5 333.4 9360 R 10/05 113 161 H3268/38 759A88 4.5 117.5 29610 R 6/54 114 320 H3274/44 ~~g~~~ :~:~ ~~~:~ ~g~ E Ig~~~ II~ Ir n~~~~~~~ fg6~6~ -!~:~ ~~~:g 30§~~ ~ ll~~~ II~ 33r ~~~f2~~~ 
756A53 -9.6 252.5 573 C 16/46 113 10 H3266/29 760A02 -9.6 217.7 540 C 16/28 115 H3276/14 
756A54 -9.9 252.6 558 C 16/46 113 9 H3266/30 760A03 -9.5 217.4 545 C 16/29 115 359 H3276/15 
756A55 -9.8 252.3 565 C 16/47 113 8 N3266/31 760A04 -9.8 217.5 533 C 16/29 115 357 N3276/16 
756A56 -10.1 252.4 549 C 16/46 113 l M3266/32 760A05 -9.7 217.2 538 C 16/30 115 356 H3276/17 
756A57 -10.0 252.1 556 C 16/48 113 H3266/33 760A06 -10.0 217.3 527 C 16/30 115 354 H3276/18 
756A58 -10.3 252.2 541 C 16/48 113 H3266/34 760A07 -9.9 217.0 532 C 16/31 115 354 H3276/19 
756A59 -10.2 251.9 548 C 16/49 113 4 H3266/35 760AOS -10.2 217.0 521 C 16/31 115 352 H3276/20 
756A60 -10.5 252.0 533 C 16/49 113 2 H3266/36 760A09 -10.2 216.8 526 C 16/32 115 351 H3276/21 
756A61 -10.4 251.7 541 C 16/50 113 2 N3~66/37 760AI0 -10.5 216.8 516 C 16/32 115 3~9 M3276/22 
756A62 -10.7 251.7 527 C 16/50 113 N3266/38 760A11 -10.4 216.5 521 C 16/34 115 349 M3276/23 
756A63 -10.6 251.5 534 C 16/51 113 H3266/39 760A12 -10.7 216.5 511 C 16/34 115 347 H3276/24 756A64 -10.9 251.5 520 C 16/51 113 358 H3266/40 762AOI 52.2 278.0 25224 R 6/01 115 161 H3277/19 
756A65 -10.8 251.3 528 C 16/52 113 358 M3267/10 762A02 54.2 295.3 25489 R 4/52 115 150 M3277/20 
756A66 -11.2 251.3 514 C 16/52 113 357 H3267/11 762A03 42.9 272.7 25052 R 6/22 115 144 H3277/21 
758A01 -6.2 246.3 1097 C 15/47 114 113 P3270/01 762A04' 45.4 285.6 25220 R 5/31 115 136 H3277/22 
758A02 -6.8 246.1 1102 C 15/47 114 114 P3270/02 762A05 33.0 269.0 24993 R 6/38 115 79 H3277/23 
758A03 -6.5 245.9 1088 C 15/48 114 113 P3270103 762A06 35.6 279.6 25089 R 5/55 115 105 N3277/24 
758A04 -7.0 245.7 1092 C 15/49 114 114 P3270/04 762A07 22.8 266.5 25064 R 6/47 115 29 H3277/25 
758A05 -6.7 245.5 1078 C 15/50 114 112 P3270/05 762A08 26.4 275.8 25091 R 6/10 115 66 H3277/26 
758A06 -7.3 245.3 1082 C 15/51 114 113 P3270/06 762A21 53.0 293.2 21259 R 6/18 115 151 H3277/27 
758A07 -7.0 245.1 1068 C 15152 114 III P3270/07 762A22 55.2 310.4 21545 R 5109 115 143 H3277/28 
758A08 -7.6 245.0 1072 C 15/52 114 112 P3270/08 762A23 45.5 291.5 21141 R 6/25 115 132 M3277/29 
758A09 -7.3 244.7 1058 C 15/54 114 111 P3270/09 762A24 47.7 303.9 21345 R 5/35 115 129 H3277/30 
758AI0 -7.9 244.6 1062 C 15154 114 112 P3270/10 762A25 37.4 289.6 21081 R 6/33 115 100 H3277/31 
758Al1 -7.6 244.3 1049 C 15/55 114 110 P3270/11 762A26 40.4 300.3 21244 R 5/50 115 III N3277/32 
758A12 -8.1 244.2 1053 C 15/56 114 III P3270/12 762A27 30.1 288.0 21091 R 6/40 115 68 H3277/33 
758A13 -7.9 243.9 1039 C 15/57 114 109 P3270/13 762A28 33.0 296.1 21186 R 6/07 115 87 H3277/34 
758A51 -7.4 244.7 590 C 15/56 114 41 P3271/01 762A29 22.0 265.8 21171 R 6/48 115 43 H3277/35 
758A52 -7.6 244.8 583 C 15/56 114 34 P3271/02 762A30 24.9 293.4 21223 R 6/18 115 63 H3277/36 
3-76 
\ IKn:G ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PlCNO. 
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PlCNO Li.T LON RA~~GE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERt,ER PIeNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
-------_._--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
762A41 -f .2 209.5 613 C 15/39 116 294 H3278/16 767A08 -12.3 158.6 578 C 15/38 118 165 P3285*07 
762M2 -t •• 5 209.5 608 C 15/39 116 287 H327S/17 767A09 -12.1 158.4 570 C 15/39 118 167 P3285'-'08 
762A43 -t" .4 209.3 606 C 15/40 116 293 H327S/18 767AIO -12.4 158.4 567 C 15/39 118 171 P32S5*09 
762A44 -6.6 209.3 602 C 15/40 116 287 H3278l19 767All -12.3 158.2 559 C 15/40 118 174 P3285/10 
762A45 -(,5 209.1 601 C 15/41 116 2<;1 H3278/20 767A12 -12.5 158.2 556 C 15/40 118 178 P3285/11 
762A46 -(,8 209.1 597 C 15/41 116 286 H327S/21 767A13 -12.4 158.0 548 C 15/41 118 183 P3285/12 
762A47 -('.7 208.8 596 C 15/42 116 291 H3278/22 767A14 -12.7 158.0 546 C 15/41 118 186 P3285/13 
762A43 -I .9 208.9 593 C 15/42 116 286 H3278123 7671.15 -12.6 157.8 539 C 15/42 118 191 P3285/14 
7621.49 -e .. 9 208.6 592 C 15/43 116 290 t13278/24 767A16 -12.9 157.8 537 C 15/42 118 193 P3285/15 
762A50 -" 1 208.6 589 C 15/43 116 286 H3278l25 768A05 85.2 211.8 16101 R 9/07 118 184 P3285*Ol 
7621.51 - :0 203.4 588 C 15/44 116 289 H3278/26 768A06 88.8 83 .. 3 16375 V 17/41 118 183 P328S*02 
7621.52 --.2 208.4 586 C 15/44 116 286 H327S127 768A07 74.5 217.4 15612 R 8/45 11S 183 P32S5*03 
762A53 -".2 208.2 5S6 C 15/45 116 289 H3278/28 766>'08 78.6 215.4 15776 V 8/53 118 182 P3285*04 
762A54 -".4 208.2 583 C 15/45 116 286 H3278/29 766A~9 65.5 218.5 15274 R 8/41 118 183 P3285*05 
762A55 --.3 208.0 584 C 15/46 116 289 H3278/30 768.A 0 68.9 217.7 15382 V 8/44 118 182 P3285*06 
762A56 -', .6 208.0 581 C 15/46 116 286 P3279/01 7bBAll 58.1 219.2 15C62 R 8/38 118 182 P3285*07 
762A81 27.8 61.9 25522 R 6/46 116 272 M3279/22 765U2 61.6 218.5 15142 V 8/41 118 181 P3285"08 
762,1.82 3:.0 73.5 25243 R 6/00 116 260 H3279/23 76SAl3 51.6 219.8 14922 R 8/36 118 182 P3285*09 
762A83 ~!I.9 58.5 25614 R 7/00 116 288 H3279124 768Al4 54.6 219.1 14969 V 8/38 118 181 P3286*Ol 762A84 ,_.2 70.2 25239 R 6/13 116 283 H3279/25 768,1.15 45.1 220.4 14835 R 8/33 118 182 P3286*02 
762A85 6.7 52.7 25917 R 7/23 116 303 H3279/26 768A16 47.9 219.9 14856 V 8/36 118 182 P3286/13 
762M·6 1:'.3 65.3 25410 R 6/33 116 303 H3279/27 768A21 -9.2 149.8 886 C 15/30 118 113 P3286/03 
762AS7 -":>.7 42.8 26576 R 8/03 116 315 H3279/28 768A22 -9.8 149.7 889 C 15/30 118 115 P3286/04 
762AS8 ··.1 58.4 25810 R 7/00 116 318 t13279/29 76tlA23 -9.6 149.5 875 C 15/31 118 113 P3286/05 
762A90 -1; .• 1 45.7 26625 R 7/52 116 325 H3279/31 766,1.24 -10.0 149.4 873 C 15/32 118 115 P3286/06 
763AOl -1:,.5 190.9 541 C 16/15 116 85 P327 Q /02 766>'25 -9.8 149.2 861 C 15/33 113 113 P3286/07 
763A02 -L •. 7 191.0 533 C 16/15 116 86 P3279/03 768A26 -10.3 149.1 859 C 15/33 118 114 P3286/08 
763A03 -1":>.6 190.8 525 C 16/15 116 83 P3279/04. 768,1.27 -10.1 148.9 846 C 15/34 118 112 P3286/09 
763AO'+ -1:,.8 190.8 517 C 16/16 116 85 P3279/05 768A28 -10.5 148.9 845 C 15/34 118 114 P3286/10 
763A05 -1:-.8 190.6 511 C 16/16 116 81 P3279/06 768,1.29 -10.3 148.6 832 C 15/35 118 112 P3286/11 
763,1.06 -1--.0 190.6 503 C 16/16 116 63 P3279/07 766.A30 -10.8 148.6 83() C 15/36 118 114 P3286/12 
763.l.07 -1'..9 190.4 4'H C 16/17 116 79 P3279/08 i6SA41 -9.8 149.2 567 C 15/35 118 265 P3287/01 
763AC8 -1'+.2 190.4 490 C 16/17 116 81 P3279/09 7cSA42 -10.1 149.2 563 C 15/35 118 249 P3287/02 
7630.09 -1' .1 190.1 485 C 16/18 116 76 P3279/10 768M3 -10.0 149.0 553 C 15/36 118 266 P3287/03 
763A10 -1".3 190.1 47S C 16/19 116 79 H3280/24 768A44 -10.3 149.0 555 C 15/36 118 255 P3287/04 
763,1.11 -1' .3 189.9 473 C 16/19 116 73 H3280/25 768A45 -10.2 148.8 551 C 15/37 118 268 P3287/05 
763A12 -14.5 189.9 467 C 16/20 116 76 H3280/26 768.1.46 -10.4 148.8 548 C 15/37 118 259 P3287/06 
763A13 -14.5 189.7 462 C 16/21 116 70 H3280/27 768A47 -10.4 148.6 544 C 15/38 118 269 P3287/07 
763,1.14 -14.7 189.6 456 C 16/21 116 72 H3280/28 768>'48 -10.6 148.6 541 C 15/38 118 262 P3287/08 
763A15 -14.7 189.4 452 C 16/22 116 65 t13280/29 768A49 -10.6 148.4 538 C 15/39 118 270 P3287/09 
763A16 -14.9 189.4 446 C 16/22 116 68 t13280/30 768.1.50 -10.9 148.4 535 C 15/39 118 264 P3287/10 
7MAOl -6.0 1138.6 676 C 15/41 116 47 H3280/31 76BA51 -10.8 148.2 532 C 15/~0 118 271 P3287/11 
764A02 -6.3 188.6 668 C 15/41 116 48 H3280/32 768A52 -11.1 148.2 530 C 15/40 118 265 P3287/12 
764,1.03 -6.1 188.4 664 C 15/42 116 41 H3280/33 768.1.53 -11.0 147.9 527 C 15/41 118 271 P3287/13 
764,1.04 -6.4 188.5 654 C 15/41 116 41 t132S0/3~ 768A54 -11.3 147.9 525 C 15/41 118 266 P3287/14 
764A05 -6.2 188.3 651 C 15/~2 116 34 t13280/35 766';'55 -11.2 147.7 522 C 15/42 118 272 P3287/15 
764AC6 -6.5 168.4 642 C 15/42 116 33 H32S0/36 768A56 -11.5 147.7 521 C 15/42 118 267 P3287/16 
764A07 -6.3 IS8.1 636 C 15/43 116 26 H32S0/37 768>'61 30.7 5.6 26249 R 6/41 118 271 H3287/41 
764A08 -6.6 1105.2 630 C 15/43 116 24 H3280/38 76SA62 34.1 18.1 25;61 R 5/51 118 257 H3287/42 
764A09 -6.5 188.0 627 C 15/44 116 17 H3280/39 76SA63 21.8 1.9 26347 R 6/56 118 286 H3287/43 
764.AI0 -0.7 IS3.1 619 C 15/44 116 14 H3280/40 768A64 24.1 14.8 25940 R 6/05 118 280 H3287/44 
76~All -6.6 187.8 617 C 15/45 116 9 H3280/41 766t-65 10.7 356.0 26653 R 7/20 118 302 H3287/45 
764Al2 -6.8 187.9 609 C 15/44 116 4 H3280/42 76eA66 13.5 9.5 26116 R 6/26 118 302 t13287/46 
i64A13 -6.7 187.6 607 C 15/45 116 H3280/43 768t.67 -2.4 346.2 27328 R 7/59 118 315 H3287/47 
764U4 -7.0 187.7 600 C 15/45 116 355 t132801C;4 768';'68 1.8 3.5 2",478 R 6/50 118 318 t13287/48 
764A15 -6.8 187.5 598 C 15/46 116 352 M3280/45 768A70 -11.6 353.4 27209 R 7/31 118 328 H3288*12 
764A16 -7.1 187.5 591 C 15/46 116 347 M3280/46 769AOl -22.2 120.4 488 C 16/53 119 78 P3286"01 
765AOl 49.3 251.3 23272 R 6/24 117 156 H3282/19 769,1.02 -21.5 122.3 409 C 16/46 119 75 P3286"02 
765A02 52.6 266.9 23501 R 5/22 117 146 H3282/20 769A03 -21.6 121. 9 409 C 16/48 119 73 H3286/23 
765,1.03 41.5 248.3 23167 R 6/37 117 133 ti3282/21 769A04 -21. 9 121. 7 407 C 16/49 119 75 H3286/24 
765A04 43.9 260.2 23307 R 5/49 117 128 H32E2I22 769A05 -21.9 121.3 407 C 16/50 119 73 H3286/25 
765,1.05 32.2 246.0 23144 R 6/46 117 64 H3282/23 769.A06 -22.2 121.1 405 C 16/51 119 75 H3286/26 
765A06 35.3 255.8 23223 R 6/07 117 Q7 H3282/24 769A07 -22.3 120.7 405 C 16/53 119 73 H3286/27 
765A07 23.2 244.6 23222 R 6/52 117 30 t13252125 769A08 -22.6 120.5 403 C 16/53 1·19 75 H3391/06 
765A08 26.6 253.3 23249 R 6/17 117 62 H3282/26 769,1.09 -22.6 120.1 404 C 16/55 119 73 H3391/07 
765,1.23 85.2 30.5 10669 V 23/14 117 ISO t13281129 769.OUO -22.9 119.9 401 C 16/56 119 75 H3391/08 
765>'25 80.6 266.3 16029 V 7/32 117 179 P3281/01 771A05 12.1 130.6 30280 V 7/25 120 334 H3289/10 
765A26 85.8 2c6.0 16289 R 6/12 117 178 P32S1/02 771A06 :::5.1 133.6 30014 V 7/13 120 ~i~ ~~~~~'H 765A27 71.8 257.4 15638 V 8/07 117 178 P3281/03 771A11 12.1 135.2 27320 V 8/49 120 
765A28 75.5 258.6 15779 R 8/02 117 177 P3281/04 771A12 24.3 135.4 27048 V 8/48 120 2<;5 H3288*14 
765A29 63.6 255.1 15348 V 8/16 117 175 P3281105 771A15 11.4 132.3 24053 V 10/25 120 294 H3288*15 
765A41 -11.4 176.7 646 C 15/48 117 116 H3282/27 771A16 22.0 130.8 23817 V 10/31 120 281 H3288*16 
765,1.42 -11.7 176.7 640 C 15/48 117 119 H3282128 771A23 84.3 185.4 16066 R 8/52 120 184 H3288*19 
765M3 -11.5 176.6 627 C 15/49 117 117 t13282129 771A24 89.3 91.2 16347 V 15/09 120 183 t13288*20 
765A44 -11.8 176.7 622 C 15/48 117 121 H3282/30 771A25 74.0 188.4 15599 R 8/40 120 184 P3288/01 
765 . l.45 -11.7 176.6 610 C 15/49 117 119 H32S2I31 771A26 78.1 186.4 15765 V 8/49 120 183 P3288/02 
765A46 -12.0 176.6 605 C 15/49 117 123 H3282132 771A27 65.2 189.4 15275 R 8/37 120 183 P3288/03 
765A47 -11.8 176.4 594 C 15/50 117 121 H328Z133 771A28 68.6 188.2 15383 V 8/41 120 182 P3288/04 
765A48 -12.1 176.5 590 C 15/50 117 126 H3282/34 771A29 57.7 189.9 15061 R 8/35 120 183 P3288/05 
765A49 -12.0 176.3 580 C 15/50 117 124 H3282/35 771A30 60.8 189.2 15131 V 8/38 120 182 P3288/06 
765A50 -12.3 176.3 575 C 15/50 117 129 H3282/36 lilA31 50.7 190.6 14919 R 8/32 120 183 P3288/07 
765A51 -12.2 176.2 566 C 15/51 117 127 M3283/17 771A32 53.2 1~0.2 14954 V 8/34 120 182 P3288/08 
765A52 -12.5 176.2 562 C 15/51 117 133 t13283/18 771,1.33 43.6 191.4 14835 R 8/29 120 185 P32C8/09 
765A53 -12.4 176.0 553 C 15/52 117 132 H3283/19 771,1.34 46.5 190.9 14851 V 8/31 120 183 P32c8/10 
765A54 -12.7 176.0 549 C 15/52 117 137 H3283/20 771A35 37.3 192.2 14813 R 8/26 120 351 P32C8/11 
765.A55 -12.5 175.9 541 C 15/52 117 137 H3283/21 771,1.36 40.1 191. 7 14806 V 8/28 120 212 P3288/12 
765A56 -12.8 175.8 537 C 15/53 117 143 H3283/22 77lA41 -13.1 114.6 555 C 15/54 120 65 H3289/12 
765A81 33.6 44.1 27378 R 6/41 117 264 H3283/23 771A42 -13.3 114.6 546 C 15/54 120 68 H3289/14 
765A82 35.7 57.5 27103 R 5/47 117 249 H3283124 771A43 -13.2 114.4 541 C 15/55 120 63 t13289/13 
765A83 22.0 '+1.6 27388 R 6/51 117 286 H3283/25 771A44 -13.5 114.4 532 C 15/55 120 65 H3290/24 
765.~84 24.6 53.1 27070 R 6/05 117 278 H3263/26 771A45 -13.4 114.2 527 C 15/56 120 61 H3290/25 
765A85 10.5 36.1 27659 R 7/13 117 30'+ H3283/27 771A46 -13.7 114.2 518 C 15/56 120 62 H3290/26 
765,1.86 13.6 48.1 27217 R 6/25 117 303 H3283/28 77lA47 -13.6 114.0 514 C 15/57 120 57 H3290/27 
765A87 -2.4 27.3 28263 R 7/49 117 317 H3283/29 771M8 -13.8 114.0 506 C 15/56 120 59 H3290/28 
765AS8 1.9 41.6 27583 R 6/51 117 320 H3283/30 771A49 -13.8 113.8 502 C 15/57 120 53 H3290/29 
705A90 -11.9 31.3 2S320 R 7/33 117 329 H3283/32 771A50 -14.0 113.8 494 C 15/57 120 54 H3290/30 
766AOl 2.6 185.8 1038 C 14/26 117 259 P3284/07 771A51 -13.9 113.6 490 C 15/58 120 48 H3290/31 
766A02 2.1 185.9 1034 C 14/26 117 255 P3284/01 771A52 -14.2 113.6 483 C 15/58 120 ~~ m~~g~~~ 766A03 2.4 185.6 1026 C 14/27 117 259 P3284102 771A53 -14.1 113.4 450 C 15/59 120 
766A04 2.0 185.6 1023 C 14/27 117 256 P3284/03 771A54 -14.4 113.4 473 C 16/00 120 43 t13Z<l0/34 
766A05 2.3 185.3 1015 C 14/28 117 260 P3284/04 77lA55 -14.3 113.1 470 C 16/01 120 36 t13290/35 
7"6AO,, 1.9 185.3 1012 C 14/28 117 257 P3284/05 771A56 -14.6 113.1 464 C 16/01 120 36 t13290/36 
76bA07 2.1 185.0 1004 C 14/30 117 261 P3284/06 771,1.81 43.2 319.5 25634. R 7117 120 250 H3291/21 
767A02 
-11.9 i59.1 618 C 15/36 118 149 P3285*01 771A82 51.0 336.3 25271 R 6/10 120 239 H3291/22 767A03 -11.7 58.9 607 C 15/37 118 150 P3285"02 77lA53 36.6 323.3 25341 R 7/02 120 264 H3291123 
767A04 -12.0 158.9 604 C 15/37 118 154 P3285*03 771A84 39.0 337.9 24943 R 6/03 120 254 t13291/24 
767A05 -11.9 158.~ ~94 C 1~/38 118 154 P3285*04 7ilA85 26.4 323.7 25261 R 7/00 US Hi m~~i~~~ 767A06 -12.1 158. 91 C 1 138 118 g9 P3285"05 771AS6 29.3 336.8 24835 R 6/08 
767A07 -12.0 158.6 561 C 15/38 118 1 0 P3285*06 771A87 16.7 320.4 25416 R 7/14 120 293 H3291127 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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--PICNO---LAT---LOH--RANGE-F--TOO--LS-SCAZ-OROERN6R--PICNo---LAT---LoH--RANGE-F--Too--Ls-scAz-oRoERNB~ 
-------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------771A88 19.7 333.4 24902 R 6/22 120 290 H3291/Z8 776A65 -13.7 69.0 556 C 15/43 122 65 P3297/05 
771A89 5.5 311.3 25972 R 7/50 120 306 H3291/29 776A66 -13.9 69.1 546 C 15/43 122 67 P3297/06 
771A90 9.5 325.1 25284 R 6/55 120 305 H3291/30 776A67 -13.9 68.8 541 C 15/44 122 62 P3297/07 
771A91 53.9 354.9 28271 R 6/10 120 233 H3291/31 776A68 -14.1 68.9 532 C 15/38 122 33 P3297/08 
771A92 57.5 11.7 28212 R 5/03 120 217 H3Z91/32 776A69 -14.0 68.6 528 C 15/44 122 59 P3297/09 
771A93 41.8 352.9 28010 R 6/18 120 251 H3291/33 776A70 -14.3 68.7 519 C 15/44 122 61 P3297/10 
771A94 43.9 6.9 27517 R 5/22 120 233 H3291/34 776A71 -14.2 68.4 515 C 15/45 122 55 P3297/11 
771A95 29.9 349.2 27955 R 6/33 120 274 H3291/35 776A72 -14.4 68.5 507 C 15/45 122 57 P3297/12 
771A96 32.0 2.2 27669 R 5/42 120 261 H3291/36 776A73 -14.4 68.2 503 C 15/46 122 51 P3297/13 
771A97 17.9 344.9 28095 R 6/51 120 296 H3291/37 776A74 -14.6 68.2 496 C 15/46 122 52 P3297/14 
+fl~~~ 2g:~ ~~~:A ~~~~~ ~ ~~£~ l~g ~i~ ~~~~l~~~ +t~~+g :l~:~ g~:8 ~§~ ~ l~~~~ 122 2g ~~~~f~ig 
f~~:g~ :i~:t ig~:* ~t~ E l~~~~ i~g 2&6 n~~~~~i~ 7+zl'~iA8~~ ~~:~ ~8&:~ ~f~5~ ~ ~~~~ l~~ ~~f n~~~f~~~ 
772A03 -12.2 108.6 509 C 15/39 120 293 H3292/16 ~ _ 49.7 288.2 26913 R 6/44 122 247 t13297/43 
772A04 -12.5 105.4 504 C 15/40 120 284 H3292/17 776A84 51.9 304.8 26632 R 5/38 122 234 H3297/44 
772A05 -1~.6 108.0 500 C 15/41 120 298 N3292/18 776AS5 38.0 287.7 26733 R 6/46 122 263 H3297/45 
772A06 -1?9 107.9 495 C 15/42 120 287 N3292/19 776A86 40.1 301.9 26391 R 5/50 122 252 H3298/22 
772A07 -1~.0 107.5 491 C 15/44 120 302 H3292/20 776A87 27.0 284.7 26771 R 6/58 122 281 H3298/23 
772A08 -13.3 107.3 487 C 15/44 120 292 H3292/21 776A88 29.5 298.1 26345 R 6/05 122 274 t13298/24 
772A09 -1:.3 107.0 483 C 15/46 120 307 H3292/22 776A89 15.7 279.4 27043 R 7/20 122 297 N3298/25 
772AI0 -1: •• 7 106.8 478 C 15/47 120 297 H3292/23 776A90' 18.7 293.0 26487 R 6/25 122 296 N3298/26 
772All -1~.7 106.4 475 C 15/48 120 313 H3292/24 778AOl -19.1 41.7 517 C 16/6. 123 55 P3299/01 
772A12 -14.1 106.3 470 C 15/49 120 303 H3292/25 778A02 -19.3 41.7 506 C 16/6. 123 56 P3299/02 
772A13 -1~.1 105.9 466 C 15/50 120 319 H3292/26 77SA03 -19.2 41.4 503 C 16/6. 123 54 P3299/03 
772A14 -1~.4 105.7 462 C 15/51 120 310 N3293/24 778A04 -19.5 41.5 490 C 16/6. 123 54 P3299/04 
772A15 -1~.5 105.4 459 CIS/53 120 326 H3293/25 778A05 -19.4 41.2 488 C 16/6. 123 52 P3299/05 
772A16 -1~.8 105.2 454 C 15/54 120 319 H3293/26 778A06 -19.6 41.2 476 C 16/6. 123 52 P3299/06 
773AOl -17.7 92.1 545 C 16/07 121 92 H3293/27 778A07 -19.5 41.0 474 C 16/6. 123 50 P3299/07 
773A02 -11 .• 0 92.1 537 C 16/07 121 94 H3293/28 778A08 -19.8 41.0 462 C 16/6. 123 50 P3299/08 
773A03 -1:.9 91.9 528 C 16/08 121 92 H3293/29 778A09 -19.7 40.7 461 C 16/6. 123 48 P3299/09 
773A04 -If·.l 91.9 519 C 16/08 121 94 H3293/30 778A10 -19.9 40.7 450 C 16/6. 123 48 P3299/10 
773A05 -1[.0 91.7 510 C 16/09 121 92 H3293/31 778Al1 -19.9 40.5 449 C 16/6. 123 45 P3299/11 
773A06 -1£.3 91.8 502 C 16/09 121 94 H3293/32 778A12 -20.1 40.5 438 C 16/6. 123 46 P3299/12 
773A07 -If.2 91.6 492 C 16/09 121 92 H3293/33 778A13 -20.1 40.2 438 C 16/6. 123 43 P3299/13 
773A08 -lC.4 91.6 485 C 16/09 121 94 H3293/34 778A14 -20.3 40.2 428 C 16/6. 123 43 P3299/14 
773A09 -1[.4 91.4 477 C 16/10 121 91 t13293/35 778A15 -20.3 39.9 428 C 16/6. 123 40 P3299/15 
773AI0 -1~.6 91.4 470 C 16/10 121 94 H3293/36 778A16 -20.5 39.9 418 C 16/6. 123 40 P3299/16 
773Al1 -If.5 91.2 463 C 16/11 121 91 H3293/37 779AOl -25.1 24.4 432 C 16/6. 124 67 P3299/17 
773A12 -lL.8 91.2 457 C 16/12 121 94 N3293/38 779A02 -25.3 24.3 424 C 16/6. 124 68 P3299/18 
773A13 -It.7 91.0 450 C 16/13 121 91 N3293/39 779A03 -25.3 24.0 421 C 16/6. 124 66 P3299/19 
773A14 -1~.0 90.9 444 C 16/13 121 93 H3293/40 779A04 -25.5 24.0 412 C 16/6. 124 67 P3299/20 
773A15 -16.9 90.7 438 C 16/14 121 90 t13293/41 779A05 -25.4 23.7 409 C 16/6. 124 65 P3299/21 
773A16 -1".2 90.7 432 C 16/14 121 93 P3293/19 779A06 -25.6 23.7 401 C 16/6. 124 65 P3299/22 
774Al1 ).4111.730161 V 6/58 121 354 H3293/45 779A07 -25.6 23.4 399 C 16/6. 124 63 P3299/23 
774A12 1~·.5 108.0 29794 V 7/13 121 333 H3293/46 779A08 -25.8 23.4 389 C 16/6. 124 64 P3299/24 
ff~~~~ ii:~ l6~:~ ~~~§l ~ ~~8~ i~i ~5~ ~~~~~~~~ +~8~~~ ~g:l l~g:~ 1~~A! ~ g~~~ l~~ li~ ~~~8l~8~ 
774A41 5~.4 303.9 27122 R 6/58 121 240 N3294/26 780A36 36.9 145.4 13531 R 6/05 124 88 P3301/07 
774A42 5 v .6 321.0 26938 R 5/50 121 228 H3294/27 781AOl -25.7 5.8 440 C 16/43 124 75 H3302/17 
774A43 4~.6 306.5 26811 R 6/48 121 254 H3294/28 781A02 -24.8 7.9 361 C 16/35 124 68 H3302/18 
774A44 4f .• 8 320.9 26539 R 5/50 121 241 H3294/29 781A03 -24.9 7.5 362 C 16/36 124 66 H3302/19 
774A45 33.0 305.9 26702 R 6/51 121 270 H3294/30 781A04 -25.1 7.2 360 C 16/37 124 68 H3302/20 
774A46 3~.7 318.9 26358 R 5/59 121 260 H3294/31 7S1A05 -25.2 6.8 361 C 16/39 124 66 H3302/21 
774A47 2P.0 303.1 26781 R 7/02 121 288 H3294/32 78lA06 -25.5 6.6 358 C 16/40 124 68 H3302/22 
774A48 2~.7 315.7 26349 R 6/12 121 283 N3294/33 781A07 -25.5 6.2 359 C 16/42 124 66 N3302/23 
774A49 10.4 297.5 27115 R 7/24 121 303 H3294/34 781A08 -25.8 6.0 357 C 16/42 124 68 N3302/24 
774A50 14.4 310.4 26553 R 6/33 121 302 H3294/35 78lA09 -25.8 5.6 358 C 16/44 124 66 H3302/25 
775AOl -15.7 79.9 572 C 15/38 122 130 N3294/36 781AI0 -26.1 5.4 357 C 16/45 124 68 N3302/26 
775A02 -14.9 82.5 544 C 15/27 122 183 H3294/37 781Al1 -26.2 4.9 358 C 16/47 124 66 H3302/27 
775A03 -14.8 82.1 536 C 15/29 122 182 t13294/38 781Al2 -26.4 4.7 355 C 16/48 124 68 N3302/28 
775A04 -15.2 81.9 534 C 15/30 122 180 N3294/39 781A13 -26.5 4.3 357 C 16/50 124 66 H3302/29 
775A05 -15.2 81.6 526 C 15/31 122 179 N3294/40 781A14 -26.8 4.1 355 C 16/51 124 68 H3302/30 
775A06 -15.5 81.4 525 C 15/32 122 177 H3294/41 782AOl -12.8 15.0 552 C 15/21 125 37 P3303/01 
775A07 -15.5 81.0 517 C 15/34 122 176 H3294/42 782A02 -11.6 16.8 549 C 15/14 125 308 P3303/02 
775AOS -15.9 80.8 516 C 15/34 122 175 H3295/10 782A03 -11.6 16.4 546 C 15/15 125 315 P3303/03 
775A09 -15.9 80.5 508 C 15/36 122 173 H3295/11 782A04 -12.0 16.3 539 C 15/16 125 311 P3303/04 
775AI0 -16.2 80.3 507 C 15/37 122 172 N3295/12 782A05 -12.0 15.9 536 C 15/18 125 318 P3303/05 
775All -16.2 79.9 500 C 15/38 122 170 H3295/13 782A06 -12.4 15.8 530 C 15/18 125 315 P3303/06 
775A12 -16.6 79.8 499 C 15/39 122 169 H3295/14 782A07 -12.4 15.4 527 C 15/20 125 321 P3303/07 
775A13 -16.6 79.4 492 C 15/41 122 167 H3295/15 782A08 -12.8 15.3 520 C 15/21 125 318 P3303/08 
775A14 -16.9 79.2 491 C 15/41 122 167 N3295/16 782A09 -12.8 14.9 518 C 15/22 125 324 P3303/09 
775A15 -16.9 78.9 483 C 15/43 122 166 H3295/17 782A10 -.13.2 14.7 511 C 15/23 125 321 P3303/10 
775A16 -17.3 78.7 483 C 15/44 122 164 H3295/18 782Al1 -13.2 14.3 509 C 15/24 125 327 P3303/11 
776A21 77.6 206.0 14409 R 4/37 122 167 P3296/01 782A12 -13.6 14.2 502 C 15/25 125 324 P3303/12 
776A23 71.1 189.4 14080 R 5/44 122 159 P3296/03 782A13 -13.6 13.8 500 C 15/27 125 330'P3303/13 
776A24 71.4 212.8 14408 R 4/10 122 155 P3296/04 782A14 -14.0 13.7 494 C 15/27 125 326 P3303/14 
776A25 64.9 183.6 13857 R 6/07 122 151 P3296/05 783AOl 78.4 115.5 13807 R 6/06 125 171 P3304/01 
776A26 66.4 198.5 14112 R 5/08 122 148 P3296/06 783A02 78.4 152.0 14115 R 3/41 125 165 P3304/02 
776A27 59.1 179.9 13681 R 6/22 122 141 P3296/07 783A03 70.4 107.4 13472 R 6/39 125 163 P3304/03 
776A28 60.2 190.6 13882 R 5/39 122 138 P3296/08 783A04 72.0 122.5 13667 R 5/39 125 159 P3304/04 
776A29 52.7 178.4 13561 R 6/28 122 128 P3296/09 783A05 63.4 103.6 13227 R 6/54 125 154 P3304/05 
776A30 54.4 186.3 13727 R 5/56 122 127 P3296/10 783A06 65.1 114.6 13396 R 6/10 125 150 P3304/06 
776A31 47.0 177.4 13491 R 6/32 122 113 P3296/11 783A07 56.9 103.3 13072 R 6/56 125 142 P3304/07 
776A32 48.5 185.1 13657 R 6/02 122 115 P3296/12 783A08 58.8 111.9 13223 R 6/21 125 139 P3304/08 
776A33 40.9 178.4 13500 R 6/28 122 97 P3296/13 783A09 51.0 104.0 12983 R 6/53 125 127 P3304/09 
776A34 42.6 184.4 13633 R 6/05 122 101 P3297*01 783AI0 53.1 111.3 13123 R 6/24 125 127 P3304/10 
776A35 35.2 178.9 13540 R 6/27 122 83 P3297*02 783All 45.6 105.2 12950 R 6/49 125 III P3304/11 
776A36 37.0 185.2 13684 R 6/01 122 89 P3297*03 783A12 47.5 111.5 13075 R 6/23 125 113 P3304/12 
776A41 75.0 l65.3 13711 R 7/23 122 172 P3298/01 783A13 39.9 106.4 12958 R 6/44 125 93 P3304/13 
776A42 78.3 90.6 13982 R 5/42 122 168 P3298/02 783A14 41.7 111.8 13065 R 6/22 125 98 P3304/14 
776A43 68.6 163.3 13461 R 7/32 122 167 P3298/03 783A15 34.2 108.1 13021 R 6/37 125 79 P3304/15 
776A44 71.1 177.7 13649 R 6/34 122 161 P3298/04 783A16 36.3 113.2 13120 R 6/17 125 85 P3304/16 
776A45 62.3 164.0 13266 R 7/29 122 158 P329S/05 783A41 55.7 206.3 29126 R 8/14 126 247 H3303/42 
776A46 64.8 172.9 13411 R 6/54 122 154 P3298/06 783A42 61.7 231.8 28639 R 6/32 126 233 N3303/43 
776A47 56.0 163.5 13109 R 7/31 122 147 P3298/07 783A43 44.9 214.9 28765 R 7/40 126 259 H3303/44 
776A48 58.5 171.2 13237 R 7/00 122 143 P3298/08 783A44 49.6 234.9 28262 R 6/20 126 247 N3303/45 
776A49 50.6 165.4 13032 R 7/24 122 130 P3298/09 783A45 33.9 216.4 28672 R 7/34 126 274 H3303/46 
776A50 52.9 170.9 13131 R 7/02 122· 130 P3298/10 783A46 37.9 234.2 28090 R 6/23 126 265 H3303/47 
776A51 45.3 165.8 12980 R 7/22 122 III P329S/11 7S3A47 21.8 213.5 28862 R 7/46 126 290 H3303/48 
776A52 47.6 171.8 13081 R 6/58 122 114 P3298/12 783A48 26.4 231.3 28124 R 6/35 126 286 H3303/49 
776A53 40.2 167.9 12989 R 7/14 122 92 P3298/13 783A61 60.3 239.4 31065 R 7/20 126 237 N3303/50 
776A54 42.6 172.5 13065 R 6/56 122 99 P3298/14 783A62 66.3 265.9 30876 R ·5/34 126 220 H3303/51 
776A55 35.2 169.2 13023 R 7/09 122 76 P3298/15 783A63 47.8 245.2 30694 R 6/57 126 252 N3303/52 
776A56 37.7 174.2 13100 R 6/49 122 84 P3298/16 783A64 50.9 262.8 30404 R 5/46 126 236 H3303/53 
776A61 -13.5 69.4 586 C 15/41 122 70 P3297*01 783A65 33.9 243.8 30609 R 7/02 126 274 H3303/54 
776A62 -13.7 69.4 577 C 15/41 122 71 P3297*02 783A66 37.1 258.7 30228 R 6/03 126 264 H3304/28 
776A63 -13.6 69.1 571 C 15/42 122 67 P3297*03 783A67 19.7 239.1 30843 R 7/21 126 296 H3304/29 
776A64 -13.8 69.2 561 C 15/42 122 69 P3297/04 783A68 24.1 254.0 30303 R 6/22 126 293 N3304/30 
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783A81 66.1 268.1 32629 R 6/43 126 226 N3304/31 793A04 67.4 355.6 23153 R 5/01 130 214 N3317/22 
783A82 69.7 300.5 32566 R 4/34 126 208 H3304/32 793A05 61.3 335.3 22868 R 6/23 130 227 H3317/23 
783A83 49.8 271.9 32136 R 6/28 126 243 H3304/33 793A06 54.2 345.0 22755 R 5/44 130 205 N3317/24 
783A84 52.1 290.1 31960 R 5/15 126 223 t13304/34 793A07 48.3 332.5 22610 R 6/34 130 226 N3317/25 
783.A85 34.6 269.3 32003 R 6/38 126 273 H3304/35 793M8 43.1 340.0 22587 R 6/04 130 177 H3317/26 
783A86 38.0 283.9 31747 R 5/40 126 255 N3304/36 793A09 37.3 330.2 22543 R 6/44 130 20 H3317/27 
783A87 21.3 264.6 32177 R 6/58 126 298 H3304/37 793AI0 31.4 336.9 22580 R 6/17 130 85 H3317/28 
783M8 25.5 278.3 31787 R 6/03 126 294 H3304/38 793All 25.4 328.4 22635 R 6/51 130 39 H3317/29 
786A41 -26.5 315.5 418 C 16/42 127 59 N3305/43 793A12 20.2 334.8 22729 R 6/25 130 59 H3317/30 
786A42 -26.6 315.9 394 C 16/41 127 59 N3305/44 793A13 13.4 327.3 22890 R 6/55 130 40 H3317/31 
786A43 -26.5 315.9 384 C 16/41 127 56 H3305/45 793A14 7.2 334.6 23079 R 6/26 130 54 N3317/32 
786A44 -26.6 316.1 368 C 16/40 127 56 N3305/46 793A15 -2.2 328.1 23435 R 6/52 130 43 H3317/33 
786A45 -26.5 316.1 361 C 16/40 127 51 t13305/47 793A21 28.3 324.4 3706 V 10/54 130 214 N3317/35 
786A46 -26.7 316.3 348 C 16/40 127 51 H3305/48 793A22 28.2 324.9 3704 V 10/52 130 211 H3317/36 
786A47 -26.6 316.2 343 C 16/40 127 45 t13305/49 793A31 N.O 317.2 3275 R 11/26 130 213 H3315/19 
786A48 -26.7 316.3 334 C 16/39 127 43 N3305/50 793A32 23.9 317.5 3269 R 11/24 130 208 N3315/20 
786A49 -26.7 316.3 331 C 16/40 127 35 H3305/51 793A41 19.9 310.3 2883 V 11/56 130 247 H3318123 
786A50 -26.9 316.4 324 C 16/40 127 30 H3305/52 793M2 19.8 310.9 2875 R 11/54 130 212 H3318/24 
786A51 -26.8 316.3 323 C 16/40 127 20 M3305/53 793A43 19.5 310.3 2865 V 11/56 130 223 H3318/25 
786A52 -27.0 316.3 318 C 16/40 127 12 M3305/54 793A44 19.4 310.9 2857 R 11/54 130 197 M3318126 
788A01 -21.4 306.8 432 C 15/54 128 62 P3306/01 793A45 19.6 310.2 2847 V 11/57 130 228 N3318/27 
788A02 -21.5 306.7 426 C 15/54 128 62 P33C6/02 793M6 19.5 310.8 2839 R 11/54 130 205 H3318/28 
788A03 -21.5 306.4 423 C 15/56 128 58 P3306/03 793A47 19.6 310.2 2829 V 11/57 130 228 H3318/29 
788A04 -21.7 306.3 417 C 15/56 128 57 P3306/04 793M8 19.5 310.8 2821 R 11/54 130 208 H3318/30 
788A05 -21.6 306.0 415 C 15/57 128 53 P3306/05 793A49 19.5 310.2 2810 V 11/57 130 222 M3318/31 
7S8A06 -21.8 305.9 408 C 15/58 128 52 P3306/06 793A50 19.4 310.8 2803 R 11/55 130 205 H3318/32 
7S8A07 -21.7 305.6 ~gr' E H~~~ H~ 47 P3306/07 793A51 19.6 310.2 2793 V 11/57 130 228 M3318/3~ 78SA08 -21.9 305.5 46 P3306/08 793A52 19.5 310.8 2786 R 11/55 130 211 N3318/3 
78SA09 -21.8 305.2 394 C 16/01 128 42 P3306/09 793A53 19.4 310.2 2775 V 11/57 130 220 N3318/3S 
7S8A10 -22.0 305.1 394 C 16/01 128 40 P3306/10 793A54 19.3 310.8 2768 R 11/55 130 207 H3318/36 
788A11 -21.9 304.8 394 C 16/03 128 36 P3306/11 793A55 19.6 310.2 2758 V 11/57 130 226 N3318/37 
788A12 -22.1 304.7 389 C 16'/03 128 34 P3306/12 793A56 19.4 :310.8 2750 R 11/55 130 213 H3318/38 
78SA13 -22.0 304.4 389 C 16/04 128 30 P3307*01 793A57 19.3 310.2 2739 V 11/58 130 219 M3318/39 
788A14 -22.2 304.2 354 C 16/05 128 28 P3307*02 793A53 19.1 310.8 2732 R 11/55 130 208 M3318/40 
788A15 -22.1 303.9 3S5 C 16/06 128 24 P3307*03 793A59 19.4 310.2 2722 V 11/58 130 222 H3318/41 
788A16 -22.3 303.8 380 C 16/07 128 22 P3307*04 793A60 19.3 310.7 2715 R 11/56 130 212 M3318/42 
789A21 -26.1 289.5 438 C 16/24 128 72 P3307*01 . 793A61 19.3 310.1 2704 V 11/58 130 ~B ~Hi~/~~ 789A22 -2~.2 290.0 412 C 16/22 128 73 P3307*02 793A62 19.2 310.6 2698 R 11/56 130 
789A23 -2(·.0 290.0 399 C 16123 128 70 P3307"03 793A71 7.3 295.7 2104 V 13/01 130 35 N3316/21 
789A24 -26.1 290.2 382 C 16n2 128 72 P3307*04 793A72 7.3 296.2 2087 R 12/59 130 37 N3316/22 
7S9A25 -2( .• 0 2<)0.2 372 C 16/22 128 69 P3307/05 793A73 7.4 295.7 2081 V 13/01 130 34 H3316/23 
789A26 -2(·.2 290.4 360 C 16/21 128 70 P3307/06 793A74 7.4 296.2 2064 R 13/00 130 36 M3316/24 
789A27 -u. 1 290.3 352 C 16/21 128 66 P3307/07 793.1,75 7.5 295.7 2058 V 13/02 130 34 N3316/25 
789A28 -26.2 290.5 3'+3 C 16/21 128 68 P3307/08 793A76 7.5 296.2 2041 R 13/00 130 36 H3316126 
789A29 -2~.2 290.4 338 C 16/21 128 61 P3307/09 793A77 7.6 295.7 2035 V 13/02 130 33 H3316127 
789A30 -2~.3 290.~ 331 C 16/21 128 62 P3307/10 793A78 7.6 296.2 2018 R 13/00 130 36 H3316/28 
789A31 -2t.3 290. 328 C 16/21 128 51 P3307l11 703A79 7.7 295.7 2012 V 13/02 130 33 H3316/29 
789A32 -2~.5 290.5 324 C 16/21 128 49 P3307/12 793A80 7.6 2<;6.2 1996 R 13/00 130 36 M3316/30 
789A33 -2&.4 290.4 322 C 16/22 128 23 P3307/13 793A81 7.8 295.7 1989 V 13/02 130 33 N3316/31 
789A34 -21>.6 290.5 319 C 16/21 128 350 P3307/14 793A82 7.7 296.1 1974 R 13/00 130 35 M3316/32 
789A35 -2£..6 290.4 319 C 16/22 128 322 P3307/15 793A83 7.8 295.7 1968 V 13/02 130 33 M3316/33 
789A36 -2~.8 290.4 319 C 16/22 128 289 P3307/16 793A84 7.7 296.2 1952 R 13/00 130 36 N3316/34 
789A41 6~.4 156.0 28889 R 7/31 128 241 M3313/19 793A8S 7.8 295.7 1946 V 13/02 130 ~g ~ni~~~~ 78'lA42 6L.7 179.2 28633 R 5/58 128 227 H3313/20 793A86 7.7 296.1 1931 R 13/01 130 
789A43 4~.0 164.5 28~90 R 6/57 128 254 N3313/21 793A87 7.8 295.7 1925 V 13/03 130 33 H3316/37 
789A44 5:.3 182.5 28135 R 5/45 128 2'+1 H3313/22 793A88 7.7 296.1 1910 R 13/01 130 36 N3316/38 
789A45 3[.7 165.5 28341 R 6/53 128 271 M3313/23 793A89 7.8 295.7 1903 V 13/03 130 32 H3316/39 
789A46 3~.8 180.4 27931 R 5/54 128 <:62 N3313/24 793A90 7.7 2<;6.1 1889 R 13/01 130 36 M3316/40 
789A47 2(.7 162.7 28460 R 7105 128 289 H3313/25 79,+A01 -20.8 253.8 499 C 15/5. 131 86 P3320/01 
789A48 2L.8 176.9 27946 R 6/08 128 284 H3313126 794A02 -21.1 253.8 491 C 15/5. 131 88 P3320/02 
789A61 5/.8 186.6 30827 R 6/46 128 240 t13313*28 794A03 -21. 0 253.5 484 C 15/5. 131 85 P3320/03 
789A62 6<,.0 212.2 30606 R 5/C4 128 221 H3313*28 794A04 -21.2 253.5 477 C 15/5. 131 87 P3320/04 
789A63 4!>.1 191.0 30492 R 6/29 128 256 H3313/29 79:;A05 -21.1 253.3 470 C 15/5. 131 84 P3320/05 
7MA64 4· ... 9 209.2 30209 R 5/16 128 237 M3313/30 794A06 -21.3 253.3 463 C 15/5. 131 86 P3320/06 
789A65 3~.4 190.3 30405 R 6/32 128 279 H3313/31 794A07 -21.3 253.0 458 C lS/5. 131 82 P3320/07 
789A66 3!·.2 205.6 30057 R 5/31 128 267 M3313/32 794A08 -21.5 253.0 451 C 15/5. 131 85 P3320/08 
789A67 1e.5 186.8 30578 R 6/46 128 301 M3313/33 794A09 -21.4 252.7 445 C 15/5. 131 81 P3320/09 
789A68 22.7 200.0 30152 R 5/53 128 300 H3313/34 794AI0 -21. 7 252.7 439 C ISIS. 131 84 P3320/10 
789A81 7°.3 182.0 33266 R 8/23 128 219 N3313/35 794All -21.6 252.4 434 C 15/5. 131 79 P3320/11 
789A83 6,·.6 210.3 32463 R 6/30 128 230 t13314/23 794A12 -21.8 252.4 428 C 15/5. 131 82 r,3320/12 
789A84 6:.9 236.0 32362 R 4/47 128 213 M3314/24 795A01 -22.6 241.7 484 C 15/36 131 83 13320/34 
789A65 4~.2 210.5 32108 R 6/29 128 251 N3314/25 795A02 -22.8 241.6 476 C 15/37 131 84 M3320/35 
789A86 49.9 227.9 31897 R 5/19 128 231 N3314/26 795A03 -22.7 241.4 470 C 15/38 131 81 H3320/36 
789A87 3:'.8 208.1 32046 R 6/39 128 279 H3314/27 795A04 -22.9 241.4 461 C lS/38 131 83 N3320/37 
789A88 37.4 220.5 31791 R 5/49 128 264 M3314/28 795A05 -22.9 241.1 455 C 15/39 131 80 H3320/38 
790A01 -1~.0 294.7 547 C 15/20 129 90 P3314/01 795A06 -23.1 241.1 448 C 15/39 131 82 t13320/39 
790A02 -16.7 296.9 498 C 15/11 129 102 P3314/02 795A07 -23.0 240.9 442 C 15/40 131 79 t13320/40 
790A03 -16.8 296.5 494 C 15/12 129 87 P3314/03 79SA08 -23.2 240.8 435 C 15/40 131 81 H3320/41 
790A04 -17.1 296.4 490 C 15/13 98 P3314/04 79SA09 -23.2 NO.6 430 C 15/41 131 78 t\3320/42 
790A05 -17.1 296.0 487 C 15/15 85 P3314/05 795A10 -23.4 240.5 423 C 15/42 131 ~g ~Hn~l~ 790A06 -17.4 295.9 463 C 15/15 129 96 P3314/06 795Al! -23.4 240.3 418 C 15/43 131 
790A07 -17.5 295.5 479 C 15/17 84 P3314/07 795AlZ -23.6 240.2 412 C 15/43 131 78 N3321/18 
790A08 -17.8 295.3 475 C 15/18 129 04 P3314/0B 795,1.13 -23.6 239.9 40B C 15/44 131 75 M3321/19 
790A09 -17.8 294.9 472 C 15/19 129 82 P3314/09 795Al04 -23.8 239.9 402 C 15/44 131 77 M3321/20 
790A10 -18.2 294.8 468 C 15/20 129 92 P3314/10 795A15 -23.7 239.6 398 C 15/46 131 73 H3321/21 
790A11 -18.2 294.4 464 C 15/21 129 82 P3314/11 795A16 -24.0 239.5 392 C 15/46 131 75 M3321122 
790A12 -18.5 294.3 461 C 15/22 90 P3314/12 795,1.17 -23.9 239.3 389 C 15/47 131 71 M3321123 
790A13 -18.5 293.9 458 C 15/24 129 80 P3314/13 795A18 -24.1 239.2 384 C 15/48 131 73 t13321/24 
790A14 -18.9 293.7 454 C 15/24 129 88 P3314/14 796AOl -25.8 223.9 479 C 16/10 132 53 H3321/10 
790A15 -18.9 293.3 451 C 15/26 129 80 P3314/15 796A02 -25.8 224.5 446 C 16/08 132 52 M3321/11 
790A16 -19.2 293.2 447 C 15/27 129 87 P3314/16 796A03 -25.6 224.5 433 C 16/08 132 50 N3321/12 
791A01 -28.7 265.4 430 C 16/42 129 69 P3315/01 7<;6A04 -25.7 224.8 411 C 16/07 132 50 M3321/13 
791A02 -28.7 265.9 400 C 16/40 129 69 P3315/02 796A05 -25.5 224.8 402 C 16/07 132 47 N3321/14 
791A03 -28.6 265.9 389 C 16/40 129 67 P331S/03 796A06 -25.6 225.0 385 C 16/06 132 46 N3321/15 
791A04 -28.7 266.1 372 C 16/39 129 67 P3315/04 796A07 -2S.5 225.0 378 C 16/06 132 41 P3322101 
791A05 -28.5 266.1 363 C 16/40 129 64 P3315/05 796A08 -25.6 225.2 365 C 16/06 132 39 P3322/02 
791A06 -28.7 266.2 350 C 16/39 129 65 P331S/06 796A09 -25.5 225.1 360 C 16/06 132 33 P3322103 
791A07 -28.6 266.2 ~~~ E i~~~~ H~ 61 P3315/07 796A10 -25.7 225.3 351 C 16/05 132 29 P3322104 791A08 -28.7 266.3 61 P3315/0S 7'l6All -25.6 225.2 348 C 16/06 132 21 P3322/05 
791A09 -28.7 266.2 329 C 16/39 129 55 P331S/09 7'l6A12 -25.8 225.3 341 C 16/05 132 15 P3322/06 
791AI0 -28.8 266.3 321 C 16/39 129 54 P3315l10 796A13 -2S.7225.3 340 C 16/06 132 5 P3322107 
791A11 -28.8 266.2 319 C 16/40 129 45 P3315/11 796A14 -25.9 225.4 335 C 16/05 132 354 P3322108 
791A12 -28.9 266.2 . 314 C 16/39 129 42 P331S/12 796A15 -25.9 225.3 335 C 16/06 132 344 P3322/09 
791A13 -28.9 266.1 312 C 16/40 129 26 P3315/13 796A16 -26.1 225.4 332 C 16/06 132 330 P3322110 
791Al4 -29.0 266.2 309 C 16/40 129 15 P3315/14 796A17 -26.0 225.3 334 C 16/06 132 323 P3322111 
791A15 -29.0 266.1 310 C 16/40 129 355 P3315/15 796A18 -26.2 225.4 333 C 16/06 132 310 P3322/12 
791A16 -29.2 266.1 308 C 16/40 129 331 P331S/16 797A01 86.5 309.3 23843 R 5/30 132 190 tl3323/23 
793A02 79.4 50.9 23956 R 1/20 130 219 H3317/20 797A02 79.1 55.5 24331 R 22126 132 180 H3323/24 
793A03 76.4 343.7 23401 R 5/49 130 228 H3317/21 797A03 73.3 292.9 23255 R 6/36 132 191 N3323/25 
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797A04 75.9 325.8 23466 R 00/00 N3323/26 80lA50 50.5 282.1 12287 R 7/11 134 135 P3329/10 
797A05 61.9 290.5 22S79 R 6/46 132 194 H3323127 SOlA51 43.0 27S.7 12174 R 7/N 134 112 P3329/11 
797A06 65.5 30S.4 23020 R 5/34 132 177 M3323128 801A52 45.1 283.4 12234 R 7/05 134 115 P33291l2 
797A07 52.3 2S9.3 22667 R 6/51 132 201 H3323/29 801A53 37.4 281.1 121S0 R 7/15 134 83 P3329/13 
797A03 55.9 299.S 22735 R 6/09 132 1713 H3323/30 SOlAS4 39.3 28'+.7 12221 R 7/00 H~ n ~nH~~~ 797ASl -24.8 217.4 40S C 15/57 132 49 P3323/01 SOlMl -24.5 lS3.2 405 C 15/35 
797A52 -24.8 217.6 395 C 15/56 132 47 P3323/02 SOlA62 -24.S IS3.1 400 C 15/35 134 74 H3331/21 
797A53 -24.6 217.5 390 C 15/57 132 40 P3323/03 801A",3 -24.8 lS2.8 396 C 15/36 134 H ~nn~~~ 797A54 -24.7 217.6 330 C 15/57 132 36 P3323/04 301A64 -25.0 132.7 390 C 15/37 134 
797A55 -24.5 217.4 378 C 15/57 132 2S P3323/05 SOlA65 -25.0 IS2.4 387 C 15/38 134 69 H3331/24 
797A56 -24.5 217.5 370 C 15/57 132 22 P3323/06 801A66 -25.1 182.3 382 C 15/38 134 71 t13331125 
797A57 -24.3 217.3 370 C 15/58 132 13 P3323/07 801A67 -25.1 lS2.1 379 C 15/39 134 67 H3331/26 
797A58 -24.3 217.4 365 C 15/53 132 6 P3323/08 801A68 -25.3 182.0 374 C 15/40 134 69 H3331/27 
797A59 -24.2 217.2 367 C 15/58 132 359 P3323/09 SOlM9 -25.3 181.7 371 C 15/41 134 64 H3331/28 
7<;17A60 -24.2 217.3 363 C 15/58 132 352 P3323/10 801A70 -25.5 181.6 366 C 15/42 134 66 H3331/29 
797A61 -N.O 217.1 368 C 15/59 132 347 P3323/11 SOlA71 -25.5 lS1.3 364 C 15/43 134 61 H3331/30 
797A62 -24.1 217.2 366 C 15/59 132 340 P3323/12 801A72 -25.7 lS1.2 359 C 15/43 134 63 H3331/31 
797A63 -23.9 217.0 373 C 16/00 132 336 P3323/13 801A73 -25.8 180.9 357 C 15/44 134 58 H3331/32 
797A64 -23.9 217.0 373 C 15/59 132 330 P3323/14 801A74 -26.0 lS0.8 353 C 15/45 134 60 H3327/06 
798A01 32.8 268.6 22682 R 7/34 133 300 H3324122 801A7S -26.0 180.5 351 C 15/46 134 53 H3327/07 
798A02 37.0 277.8 22584 R 6/57 133 297 H3324/23 801A76 -26.2 180.4 347 C 15/47 134 55 H3327/08 
798M3 23.0 268.7 22803 R 7/34 133 325 H3324/24 80ZAOl Z8.7 237.7 22648 R 6/58 134 335 H3327/09 
7'l8A04 27.7 276.1 22655 R 7104 133 335 H3324/25 802A02 33.5 246.4 22579 R 6/23 134 18 H3327110 
798A05 12.3 267.8 23065 R 7/37 133 335 H3324/26 802A03 20.0 236.9 22791 R 7/01 134 346 H3328/27 
798A06 17.6 275.0 22S41 R 7/09 133 345 H3324/27 802A04 24.2 244.7 22678 R 6/29 134 6 H3328/28 
79aA07 -.7 266.3 23546 R 7/44 133 341 H3324/28 802A05 9.2 235.8 23088 R 7/05 134 350 H3328/29 
798A08 5.9 273.7 23192 R 7/14 133 349 H3325124 802A06 14.0 243.0 22900 R 6/36 134 3 ~3328/30 
79SA10 -8.5 271.S 23803 R 7122 133 351 N3325/26 S02A07 -4.3 234.3 23616 R 7/11 134 352 3328/31 
798A21 75.1 330.6 13450 R 5/52 133 168 P3324/01 802MS 2.2 241. 9 23290 R 6/41 134 2 H3328/32 
79SA22 75.9 357.5 13736 R 4/04 133 163 P3324/02 802AI0 -13.2 240.3 239S0 R 6/48 134 1 H3328/34 
798A23 67.6 3Z3.3 13142 R 6/21 133 160 P3324/03 S03AOl -25.4 162.6 405 C 15/35 135 74 P3328/01 
798A24 68.<;1 336.5 13326 R 5129 133 156 P3324/04 803"02 -25.7 162.6 399 C 15/36 135 75 P3328/02 
798A25 60.5 320.5 12917 R 6/33 133 150 P3324/05 803A03 -25.6 162.3 395 C 15/37 135 72 P3328/03 
798A26 62.2 329.5 13072 R 5/56 133 147 P3324/06 S03~04 -25.8 162.2 389 C 15/37 135 74 P3328/04 
798A27 54.4 313.9 12766 R 6/39 133 139 P3324/07 803A05 -25.S 161.9 386 C 15/38 135 71 P3328/05 
798A2S 56.1 326.6 12906 R 6/08 133 136 P3324/08 803A06 -26.0 161.8 380 C 15/39 73 P3328/06 
798A29 48.3 319.2 12682 R 6/38 133 122 P3324/09 803A07 -26.0 161.6 377 C 15/40 135 69 P3328/07 
7<laA30 50.1 325.4 12S02 R g~~g H~ 123 P3324/10 803A03 -26.2 161.5 372 C 15/40 135 71 P3328/08 798A31 42.7 319.7 12650 R 104 P3324/11 803A09 -26.2 161.2 369 C 15/42 67 P3328/09 
7'lSA32 44.4 325.2 12756 R 6/14 133 lOS P3324/12 803AI0 -26.4 161.1 364 C 15/42 135 69 P3328/10 
798A33 36.9 320.9 12673 R 6/32 133 87 P3324/13 803All -26.4 160.8 361 C 15/43 135 65 P332S/11 
7'l8A34 39.0 324.3 12729 R 6/18 133 93 P3324/14 803A12 -26.6 160.7 357 C 15/44 135 67 P3328/12 
798_~41 76.6 295.7 13061 R 8/15 133 180 P3325/01 803A13 -26.6 160.4 354 C 15/45 135 62 P3328/13 
7'l8A42 80.S 316.1 132S3 R 6/54 133 175 P3325/02 S03A14 -26.S 160.3 350 C 15/46 135 64 P3328/14 
798A43 69.2 299.7 12755 R 7/59 133 175 P3325/03 S03A15 -26.S 160.0 348 C 15/47 135 59 P3328/15 
798A44 71.6 311.4 12880 R 7/12 133 169 P3325/04 803A16 -27.0 159.9 344 C 15/47 135 61 f,3328/16 
798A45 61.8 303.5 12511 R 7144 133 167 P3325/05 807A01 76.6 238.6 13536 R 5/53 137 171 \3336/15 
798A46 64.0 310.3 12607 R 7/17 133 161 P3325/06 S07A02 74.7 263.7 13716 R 4/13 137 162 H3336/16 
79aA47 55.3 304.7 12344 R 7/39 133 157 P3325/07 S07A03 70.3 234.5 13278 R 6110 137 165 H3336/17 
798A48 57.5 311.7 12438 R 7/12 133 150 P3325/08 807A04 69.1 2'+9.6 13412 R 5/09 137 156 H3336/18 
798A49 49.1 307.4 12246 R 7/29 133 137 P3325/09 S07A05 64.4 231.6 13064 R 6/21 137 158 H3336/19 
798A50 51.3 312.4 12320 R 7/09 133 135 P3325/10 807A06 63.5 243.1 13185 R 5/35 137 149 H3336/20 
798A51 43.5 309.0 12197 R 7123 133 112 P3325/11 807A07 58.8 230.9 12908 R 6/24 137 149 H3336/21 
798A52 45.6 313.S 12264 R 7/03 133 115 P3325/12 807A08 58.3 241. 0 13043 R 5/44 137 141 H3336/22 
798A53 37.9 311.1 12202 R 7/14 133 85 P3325/13 S07A09 53.8 230.4 12798 R 6/26 137 139 H3336/23 
798A54 39.S 315.4 12257 R 6/57 133 93 P3325/14 S07A10 53.6 239.7 12941 R 5/49 137 132 H3336124 
800AOl 19.3 253.5 22837 R 7/15 134 339 H3325/27 807All 49.2 231.1 12736 R 6/24 137 127 H3336/25 
800A02 2(.4 261.7 22684 R 6/42 134 357 H3325/28 S07A12 48.7 239.2 12874 R 5/51 137 120 H3336/26 
800A03 ~.1 253.3 23115 R 7/16 134 346 H3325129 S07A13 44.3 232.0 12705 R 6/20 137 112 H3336/27 
800A04 13.9 261.0 22913 R 6/45 134 359 H3325/30 S07A14 43.9 239.5 12852 R 5/50 137 108 H3336/28 
800A05 -):.2 252.2 23674 R 7/21 134 350 H3325/31 807A21 76.3 190.6 13144 R 9/08 137 187 H3335/16 
800A06 ~.2 260.2 23335 R 6/49 134 H3325/32 807A22 77.7 214.1 13178 R 7/34 137 177 H3335/17 
800A08 -1~.4 259.0 24099 R 6/54 134 H3326/18 807A23 70.1 202.8 12849 R 8/19 137 182 H3335/18 
800A51 -20.8 19S.9 446 C 15/10 134 76 H3326/19 807A24 70.7 217.7 12888 R 7/20 137 172 H3335/19 
800A52 -2~.7 196.5 499 C 15/20 134 86 H3326/20 S07A25 64.3 208.9 12630 R 7/56 137 176 H3335/20 
800A53 -2~.7 196.1 497 C 15/22 134 84 H3326/21 807AZ6 64.5 219.8 12670 R 7/12 137 165 H3335/21 
800A54 -2:;.0 196.0 494 C 15/22 134 86 t13326/22 807A27 5S.7 212.9 12464 R 7/39 137 168 H3335/22 
800A~5 -2~.0 195.6 4<;12 C 15/24 134 85 H3326123 807A28 59.0 222.6 12525 R 7/01 137 155 H3335/23 
800A (, -2:-.4 195.4 489 C 15/25 134 86 H3326/24 S07A29 53.7 215.7 12352 R 7/29 137 157 H3335/24 
800A57 -2~.4 195.0 488 C 15126 134 85 H3326/25 807A30 54.4 223.4 12421 R 6/58 137 146 H3335/25 
800A5S -2~.7 194.9 485 C 15127 134 86 t13326/26 S07A31 49.5 217.1 12277 R l~gt I~f I~~ ~~~~~~5~ 800A59 -2~.7 194.5 483 C 15/29 134 85 H3326/27 807A32 49.S 224.0 123~2 R 
800A60 -2<..1 19!f.3 481 C 15/29 134 S6 H3326/28 8071.33 45.0 218.9 12229 R 7/16 137 125 N3336/02 
800A61 -24.1 193.9 479 C 15/31 134 85 H3326/29 807A34 45.3 225.3 12299 R 6/51 137 117 H3336/03 
800A62 -2~.4 193.8 477 C 15/32 134 86 H3326/30 S08AOl 71.4 64.5 34045 R 8/03 137 226 H3337/17 
800A63 -2~.4 193.4 475 C 15/33 134 85 H3326/31 S08A02 69.5 100.7 33631 R 5/38 137 215 H3337/18 
SOOA64 -2~.7 193.2 473 C 15/34 134 86 H3326/32 808A03 56.1 75.5 33601 R 7/19 137 244 H3337/19 
800A65 -24.8 192.8 471 C 15/36 134 85 H3328/51 808A04 54.6 94.8 33264 R 6/02 137 236 H3337/20 
800A66 -2::.1 192.6 469 C 15/37 134 86 H3328/52 80SA05 42.1 75.4 33505 R 7/20 137 269 H3337/21 
801AOl 8~.4 309.7 23866 R 2/50 134 187 H3330*17 808A06 40.5 90.4 33161 R 6/20 137 270 H3337/22 
801A03 7~.7 264.4 23268 R 5/51 134 187 H3330*19 808A07 27.7 73.6 33653 R 7/27 137 293 H3337/23 
801A04 7".5 298.9 23503 R 3/33 134 174 H3330*20 808A08 27.3 87.1 33271 R 6/33 137 301 n3337/24 
801A05 6~.9 258.5 22870 R 6/15 134 187 H3330"21 808A21 73.0 161.1 23263 R 7/58 137 203 13338/26 
801A06 6'.4277.923033 R 4/58 134 170 H3330*22 808A22 72.3 184.5 23151 R 6/24 137 191 H3338/27 
801A07 5~.2 256.5 22652 R 6/23 134 187 H3330*23 80SA23 61.8 168.0 22SS6 R 7/31 137 211 H3338/28 
801A08 5~.7 270.2 22752 R 5/29 134 162 H3330*24 808A24 60.8 lS2.8 227S8 R 6/31 137 194 H3338/29 
801A21 7r.8 300.6 13458 R 5/52 134 168 P3330/01 €OSA25 51.4 170.8 22662 R 7/19 137 226 P3338/01 
801A22 77.4 330.7 13775 R 3/52 134 165 P3330/02 80SA26 50.8 lS2.0 22587 R 6/34 137 202 P3338/02 
SOlA23 6r..9 2<;13.2 13165 R 6122 134 163 P3330/03 S08A27 41.9 172.1 22567 R 7/14 137 261 P3338/03 
801A24 7~.2 306.7 13341 R 5129 134 158 P3330/04 808A28 41.1 181.4 22501 R 6/37 137 249 P3339*01 
801AZS 6:.6 2S9.7 12915 R 6/36 134 154 P3330/05 808A41 -29.0 110.3 387 C 15/40 138 100 P3337/01 
801A26 6~.4 299.0 13068 R 5/59 134 150 P3330/06 808A42 -29.3 HO.l 384 C 15/40 138 102 P3337/02 
801A27 5~.3 288.6 12757 R 6/41 134 142 P3330/07 80SA43 -29.2 109.9 377 C 15/41 138 100 P3337/03 
801A28 5b.9 296.3 12890 R 6/10 134 139 F3330/08 S08A44 -29.4 109.8 373 C 15/42 138 102 P3337/04 
801A29 4f.9 288.9 12660 R 6/40 134 125 P3331/01 80SA45 -29.4 109.5 368 C 15/43 138 100 P3337/05 
801A30 5~.7 294.8 12770 R 6/16 134 125 P3331/02 808M6 -29.6 109.4 364 C 15/44 138 103 P3337/06 
801A31 43.2 289.2 12616 R 6/39 134 107 P3331/03 8CSA47 -29.6 109.1 359 C 15/45 138 101 P3337/07 
801A32 44.9 295.2 12727 R 6/15 134 109 P3331/04 808A48 -29.8 109.0 356 C 15/45 138 104 P3337/08 
801A33 37.4 290.9 12639 R 6/32 134 88 P3331/05 809AOl -24.5 104.5 386 C 15/22 138 18 P3401*01 
801A34 39.2 294.2 12694 R 6/19 134 93 P3331106 809A02 -24.5 104.8 377 C 15/21 138 8 P3401*02 
801A41 75.2 267.1 13002 R 8/10 134 180 P3329/01 809A03 -24.4 104.6 377 C 15/22 138 P3401*03 
801M2 79.0 284.1 13195 R 7102 134 174 P3329/02 809A04 -24.5 104.8 371 C 15/21 138 349 P3401*04 
801A43 67.8 271.5 12703 R 7/53 134 175 P3329/03 809A05 -24.4 104.7 372 C 15/22 138 341 P3401*05 
801A44 70.2 280.9 12818 R 7/15 134 169 P3329/04 809A06 -24.5 104.8 368 C 15/21 138 330 P3401*06 
801M5 60.8 273.9 12475 R 7/43 134 167 P3329/05 809A07 -24.4 104.7 371 C 15122 138 325 P3401*07 
SOlA46 63.1 280.5 12570 R 7/17 134 161 P3329/06 809A08 -24.5 104.8 370 C 15/21 138 315 P3401*08 
801A47 54.6 275.0 12318 R 7/39 134 157 P3329/07 80<;lA09 -24.4 i04.7 374 C 15/22 138 312 P3401*09 
801A48 56.7 281.6 12405 R 7/12 134 150 P3329/08 809A10 -24.5 04.8 375 C 15/21 138 304 P3401*10 
801A49 48.5 277.6 12224 R 7/29 134 138 P3329/09 809All -24.4 104.8 381 C 15/22 138 303 P3401*1l 
3-80 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERNBR FleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
8IOA01 74.8 198.6 13380 R 6/33 133 172 P33391o'01 815A60 -7.2 70.0 961 C 13/39 141 351 P3345/27 
810A02 73.9 220.6 13519 R 5/05 138 163 P3339/02 815A61 -5.2 72.5 876 C 13/30 141 298 P3343*04 
810A03 68.5 198.6 13142 R 6/33 138 166 P333ql03 815,1.62 -5.5 72.7 866 C 13/30 141 295 P3343/05 
SlOAC4 6S.0 212.1 13253 R 5/39 138 158 1'3339/04 815A75 -7.1 70.5 S06 C 13/39 141 296 1'3343/18 
S10A05 62.7 197.7 12949 R 6/37 138 159 1'333'1/05 S15A76 -7.4 70.6 797 C 13/39 141 293 P3343/19 
810A06 63.0 207.7 13062 R 5/57 138 152 1'3340/01 815A77 -7.4 70.2 796 C 13/40 141 295 P3343/20 
S10A07 57.3 197.8 H805 R 6/37 138 15J 1'3340/02 S15A78 -7.8 70.3 7S6 C 13/40 141 292 1'3343/21 
S10A08 56.8 207.3 12'116 R 5/59 138 141 1'3340103 815A79 -7.7 69.9 786 C 13/42 141 295 1'3343/22 
810A09 52.1 198.1 12702 R 6/36 138 133 1'33':'0/04 815A80 -8.0 70.0 777 C 13/42 141 292 1'3343123 
8IOAI0 51.8 206.6 12821 R 6/02 138 130 1'33':'0/05 815A81 -26.8 44.8 374 C 15/29 141 14 1'3346/01 
8IOAll 47.2 199.0 12645 R 6n2 138 124 1'33:'0/06 815>1.82 -26.8 45.0 365 C 15/23 141 7 1'3346/02 
810A12 47.2 206.6 12768 R 6/02 138 118 1'3340/07 815M;3 -26.5 44.7 371 C 15/29 141 1'3346/03 
810A21 74.5 165.9 13023 R 8/47 138 186 1'3':'01*12 815A84 -26.6 44.8 364 C 15/29 141 353 1'3346/04 
810A22 76.0 185.9 13071 R 7/28 138 176 1'3401"'13 815A85 -26.3 44.5 373 C 15/30 141 348 P3346/05 
810A23 68.8 174.7 12766 R 8/12 138 182 1'3401"'14 S15A86 -26.4 44.6 368 C 15/30 141 342 P3346/06 
810A24 69.4 187.3 12800 R 7/22 138 172 p34n*15 816AOl 63.7 87.6 23026 R 7/39 141 213 P3343*01 
810A25 63.2 179.3 12559 R 7/54 138 177 P3338/16 816A02 63.4 103.3 22919 R 6/36 141 199 P3343*02 
810A26 63.8 189.1 12603 R 7/15 138 166 1'3338/17 816A03 53.5 90.9 22789 R 7/26 141 228 P33':;3*03 
8IOA27 58.1 181. 9 12405 R 7/44 138 171 1'3338/18 816A04 52.9 101.9 22691 R 6/42 141 211 P33':;3*04 
810A28 58 .. 4 190.1 12446 R 7/11 138 159 P3339/06 816A05 43.8 92.1 22678 R 7/21 141 256 1'3344*01 
810A29 53.0 184.0 12286 R 7/36 138 Itl2 P3339/07 B16A06 43.5 101.1 22590 R 6/45 141 246 1'3344*02 
810A30 53.5 191.5 12339 R 7/06 138 148 1'3339/03 816A07 34.4 92.3 22683 R 7/21 141 293 1'334':;*03 
810A31 48.4 136.0 12210 R 7/28 133 147 1'3339/09 B16AD3 33.9 100.3 22597 R 6/49 141 309 P3344*04 
810A32 4S.9 192.9 12267 R 7/00 138 134 P3339/10 816A09 24.4 92.3 22800 R 7/21 141 318 t133':;4/16 
811A02 83.4 85.1 3:'202 R 4/43 139 206 H33:'0123 BHAI0 23.6 99.4 22724 R 6/53 141 335 N33':'4/17 
811A03 67.4 46.7 33828 R 7/17 139 229 t13340/24 816A41 76.6 94.1 13460 R 9/39 141 190 P3347/01 
811A04 64.3 73.5 33"65 R 5/29 139 21S H33':'0125 816M2 7S.4 114.6 13458 R 8/17 141 182 1'3347/02 
811A05 51.5 53.3 33439 R 6/50 139 251 t133:'0/26 SlbA':;3 70.4 10S.1 13133 R 8/43 141 lS8 1'3347103 
SllA06 49.0 69.3 33150 R 5/46 139 24'+ H3340/27 S16A44 71.2 123.0 13133 R 7/44 141 178 P3347104 
SllA07 36.9 52.8 333S3 R 6/53 13'1 2S0 N33':;0/23 816A45 64.3 115.2 12884 R 8/15 141 ISS 1'3347/05 
Sl1A08 35.1 65.7 33106 R 6/01 139 286 N3340/29 B16A46 65.0 126.5 12S93 R 7/30 141 174 1'3347/06 
SIlAH 60.9 138.6 22873 R 7/30 139 213 H3340/30 816A47 58.9 119.6 12702 R 7/58 141 lSI P3347/07 
Sl1A22 60.0 151.8 22777 R 6/37 139 198 t13340/31 S16A4S 59.2 128.8 12718 R 7121 141 167 1'3347/03 8llA23 50.5 140.9 22664 R 7/21 139 231 tI33':;0/32 S1".l.49 53.6 123.1 12564 R 7/44 141 174 1'3347109 
SllA24 49.9 151.4 22583 R 6/39 139 210 H3340!33 S17AOI 67.7 319.2 34332 R 9/14 14~ 233 H3347/21 
811A25 40.9 142.3 22580 R 7/15 139 267 H3340/34 S17AD2 79.0 349.2 34123 R 7/14 142 216 N3347/22 
8llA26 39.9 151. 0 22509 R 6/41 139 269 N3340/35 SI7A03 54.6 341.3 33799 R 7/46 142 251 N3347/23 
811A41 -27.2 84.4 439 C 15/24 139 77 1'3341*01 817A04 61. 3 3.6 33489 R 6/16 142 232 t13347124 
811M2 -27.4 84.4 430 C 15/24 139 79 P3341*02 B17A21 -29.1 26.9 332 C 15/22 142 iq 1'3349*01 
-SllA43 -27.4 B4.1 425 C 15125 139 76 P3341*03 a17A22 -29.2 27.1 328 C 15/22 142 97 1'3349/02 
811A44 -27.6 8':;.0 417 C 15/26 139 78 P3341/04 817A23 -29.2 27.0 326 C 15/22 142 51 1'3349/03 
811M5 -27.5 83.7 413 C 15/27 139 75 1'3341/05 Bl7A24 -29.4 27.1 325 C 15122 142 223 P334S/01 
811M6 -27.7 83.7 406 C 15/27 139 77 P33':;I/06 a17A25 -29.3 27.0 324 C 15/22 142 251 1'3348/02 
811A47 -27.7 83.4 401 C 15/28 139 75 1'3341/07 B17A26 -29.5 27.1 325 C 15122 142 240 P3348/03 
811A48 -27.9 83.3 395 C 15/29 139 77 1'3341/08 8lSAOl 72.3 60.8 23247 R 8109 142 207 N3349/28 
814AOl 77.4 329.0 34593 R 10/32 140 221 t13342/25 SlSA02 72.6 83.2 23136 R 6/39 142 195 t13349/29 
B14A02 88.6 219.0 34585 R 17/52 140 205 t13342/26 BIBA03 62.0 69.6 228'13 R 7/34 142 215 tl3349/30 
814A03 64.5 13.8 33843 R 7/33 140 234 H3342/27 B18A04 61.1 B4.8 22772 R 6/33 142 200 H3349/31 
814A04 71.2 40.8 33721 R 5/45 140 216 N3342133 81SA05 51.6 73.4 22663 R 7/19 142 231 H3349/32 
B14A05 49.'1 lS.1 33581 R 7/16 140 256 N3342134 818~06 51.0 84.7 22569 R 6/34 142 211 H3349/33 
814A06 55.7 37.7 33312 R 5/57 140 236 N3342135 SlBA07 42.0 75.5 22562 R 00/00 t1334q134 
814.!.07 35.4 18.5 33570 R 7/14 140 282 t13342136 818A08 41.6 84.5 22485 R 6/35 142 255 1'3349*01 
814AD3 41.4 34.7 3317'1 R 6/09 140 269 H3342137 818A09 32.8 75.5 22585 R 7/11 142 302 N3349/36 
S14A09 21.4 16.2 33825 R 7123 140 303 H3342133 818AI0 32.2 S3.0 22513 R 6/41 322 H3349/37 
S14A10 27.8 31. 7 33277 R 6/21 140 303 N33,,2139 818A11 22.7 74.6 22732 R 7/15 323 N3349/38 
814A21 74.7 114.9 23320 R 7/07 140 198 H3341/24 818A12 22.0 81.2 22665 R 6/48 142 339 t13349/39 
814A22 74.7 138.8 23303 R 5/32 140 187 H3341125 SlSA,,1 -32.2 9.9 332 C 15/52 142 71 1'3348/04 
814A23 64.6 115.7 22980 R 7/05 140 204 N3341/26 818A,,2 -32.3 10.0 323 C 15/52 142 71 1'3348/05 
814A24 62.6 129.9 22884 R 6/08 140 190 N33':;1/27 818M:!3 -32.0 9.8 319 C 15/53 142 58 P3348/06 
814A25 53.5 115.9 22729 R 7/04 140 219 P3341"01 S18A24 -32.1 9.8 313 C 15/53 142 56 P334S/07 
814A26 52.6 126.2 22663 R 6/23 140 199 P33411'02 818A26 -31. 9 9.6 308 C 15/54 142 33 1'3348/09 814A27 43.8 115.5 22625 R 7/06 140 253 P3341"03 81qA02 -33.1 359.7 309 C 15/54 143 89 P3347/10 
814A28 43.0 124.0 22562 R 6/32 140 235 P3342"'01 819AD3 -33.0 359.5 306 C 15/55 75 P3347/11 
814A29 34.3 114.7 22634 R 7/09 140 298 1'3342*02 819A04 -33.1 359.5 303 C 15/55.143 80 P3347/12 814A30 33.6 122.3 22571 R 6/39 140 322 1'3342*03 819.~05 -32.8 359.2 302 C 15/56 143 48 1'3347/13 
814A31 24.4 113.9 22755 R 7/12 140 324 P3342*04 S19A06 -32.9 359.2 300 C 15/56 143 33 1'3347/14 
814A32 23.6 120.8 22695 R 6/45 140 342 P33~2*05 819A07 -32.7 359.0 301 C 15/57 143 353 1'3347/15 
815A01 75.7 152.6 13400 R 6/24 141 173 1'3342;<01 819A08 -32.8 35S.9 300 C 15/57 143 320 P3347/16 
815A02 75.0 176.9 13559 R 4/47 141 164 1'3342*02 822A01 -31.9 333.1 310 C 15/39 144 49 1'3350/01 
815A03 69.5 152.4 13158 R 6/25 141 167 1'3342*03 822M2 -31. 9 333.2 306 C 15/38 144 33 1'3350102 
815.!.04 68.6 166.1 13257 R 5/31 141 159 1'3342*04 822A03 -31. 7 332.9 306 C 15/39 144 13 1'3350/03 
815A05 63.4 150.9 12942 R 6/31 141 161 P33,,2*05 822A04 -31.8 332.9 304 C 15/39 144 351 P3353*01 
815.1.06 62.8 162.2 13049 R 5/46 141 151 P3342106 822A05 -31.7 332.7 306 C 15/40 144 335 1'3353*02 
815A07 57.8 151.4 12793 R 6/30 141 i~~ ~H2~~g~ 822AOb -31. 7 332.7 305 C 15/40 144 316 1'3353"'03 815A08 57.2 160.2 12892 R 5/54 141 822A07 -31.6 332.5 309 C 15/41 144 314 P3353*04 
815A09 52.4 151.6 12682 R 6/29 141 140 1'3342109 822AD8 -31.7 332.5 310 C 15/41 144 302 1'3353*05 
815AI0 5L8 159.5 12783 R 5/57 141 131 1'3343*01 823A01 59.4 2/)5.6 33755 R 7/26 145 244 H3349/22 
815All 4~·.5 152.2 12614 R 6/27 141 125 1'3343*02 823A02 73.0 258.6 3433S R 9/14 145 223 H3349/23 
815Al2 4;·.4 159.7 12735 R 5/56 141 120 1'3343'(03 823A11 68.6 4.8 23266 R 8/31 145 214 N3349/24 
815A21 75.5 118.5 12890 R 8/46 141 186 1'3344*01 823A12, 69.9 25.4 23122 R 7/08 145 202 M3349/25 
815A22 7t.8 140.0 12935 R 7/20 141 176 1'3344*02 823A13 59.1 15.0 229':;0 R 7/50 145 224 H3349/26 
815A23 6').6 128.1 12619 R 8/C8 141' 182 1'334':;*03 823A14 58.3 29.5 227S0 R 6/52 145 211 N3349/27 
815A24 7(..2 141.0 12656 R 7116 141 172 1'3344"04 8NAOl -31.9 310.0 340 C 15/50 145 25 H3351/09 815A25 6'+.0 132.4 12405 R 7/51 141 177 P3344/05 eNA02 -31.9 310.2 330 C 15/49 145 20 N3351/10 
815A27 51-.7 135.0 12240 R 7/40 141 172 1'3345/02 824A03 -31.8 310.1 329 C 15/50 145 14 N3351/11 815A28 54.2 143.6 12288 R 7/06 141 160 1'3345/03 824A04 -31. 9 310.2 322 C 15/49 145 8 N3351/12 
815A29 5: .• 9 137.4 12120 R 7/31 141 163 1'3345/04 824M5 -31.8 310.0 323 C 15/50 145 2 N3351/13 
815A30 5':'.2 144.6 12166 R 7/02 141 150 1'3345/05 824M6 -32.0 310.1 317 C 15/50 145 355 N3351/14 
815A31 4".2 139.1 12032 R 7/24 141 151 1'3345/06 824,1.07 - 31. 9 309.9 320 C 15/51 145 348 H3351/15 
815A32 4".'.6 146.0 12087 R 6/57 141 137 P3345/07 824.~03 -32.0 310.0 316 C 15/50 145 339 N3351/16 
815A41 -!--.O 73.0 1088 C 13/26 141 356 1'3345/08 825A01 41.0 53.4 9965 R 6/49 146 109 N3353/30 
815A42 -~·.2 73.4 1070 C 13/24 141 356 1'3345/09 825A02 41.4 59.6 100S5 R 6/24 146 107 N3353/31 
815A43 -1.2 72.6 1075 C 13/27 141 354 P3345/10 825M3 37.1 52.9 9931 R 6/51 146 96 M3353/32 
S15A:'4 -! .. 4 73.0 1057 C 13/26 141 355 P33':;5/11 825A04 37.5 58.2 10034 R 6/29 146 96 N3353/33 
815A':'5 -~ .. 4 72.3 1063 C 13/29 141 35'+ P3345/12 825A21 26.6 54.7 9762 R 6/46 146 64 P3353*01 815A46 -".6 72.6 1045 C 13/27 141 354 P3345/13 825A22 27.5 5S.8 9844 R 6/30 146 69 1'3353*02 815,1.47 -~" 7 71. 9 1051 C 13/30 141 354 1'3345/14 825A23 23.1 54.4 9793 R 6/48 H6 55 1'3353*03 
815A48 -5.9 72.3 1033 C 13/29 141 ~~~ ~~~2~~U 825A24 24.0 5S.6 9876 R 6/31 146 60 1'3353*04 815A49 -:,.8 71.5 1039 C 13/32 141 825A25 19.4 54.7 9858 R 6/47 146 47 1'3354/01 
815A50 -1:-.1 71. 9 1020 C 13/31 141 ~~~ ~~~2~~i§ 825 . !.26 20.2 53.6 9933 R 6/31 146 52 1'3354/02 e15A51 -/ .1 71.2 1026 C 13/34 141 825A27 15.4 55.1 9947 R 6/45 146 40 P3354/03 
815A52 -t .4 71.5 1008 C 13/32 141 353 1'33:'5/19 825A28 16.2 59.0 10024 R 6/29 146 45 1'3354/04 
815A53 -t'-.3 70.8 1015 C 13/35 141 352 1'33':;5/20 825A29 11.0 55.8 10075 R 6/43 146 34 1'3354/05 
815A54 -t .5 71.2 996 C 13/34 141 353 1'3345121 825.>1.30 11.9 59.6 10142 R 6/27 146 39 1'3354/06 
815A55 -(,6 70.5 1002 C 13/37 141 353 1'3345/22 825A31 6.2 ~6.9 102{,5 R 6/38 146 30 1'3354/07 
815A56 -/ .8 70.8 984 C 13/36 141 353 1'33':;5/23 825A32 7.1 1.0 10324 R 6/22 146 34 1'3354/08 815A57 -L 7 70.1 9'll C 13/38 141 352 1'33:'5/24 825A41 26.6 47.5 9325 R 7/18 146 55 P3353*05 
815A58 -7.0 70.4 972 C 13/37 141 352 P3345/25 825A42 27.5 52.1 9394 R 7/00 146 62 1'3353/06 
815A59 -7.0 69.7 979 C 13/40 141 351 1'33':'5/20 825M3 22.9 48.5 9379 R 7/14 146 46 1'3353/07 
3-81 
VIKlt~ ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICHO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ CRDERtiSR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERli8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------825A44 24.1 52.1 9426 R 7/00 146 53 P3353/08 829A26 7.0 10.1 10::~5 R 7/02 148 18 P3359/13 
825A45 19.3 48.8 9438 R 7/13 146 38 P3353/09 829A31 31.1 8.3 9527 R 7/11 148 72 P3358/04 
825A46 20.3 52.4 9483 R 6/59 146 44 P3353/10 829A32 32.0 4.1 9460 R 7/28 148 70 P3358/05 
825A47 15.4 49.4 9525 R 7/11 146 32 P3353/11 829A33 28.1 7.8 9526 R 7/13 148 60 P335S/06 
825A48 16.4 52.9 9566 R 6/57 146 37 P3353/12 829A34 28.7 3.3 9455 R 7/31 148 51 P3358/07 
825A49 11.0 50.3 9649 R 7/08 146 26 H3353/42 829A35 24.8 7.1 9538 R 7/16 148 47 P3358/08 
825A50 12.3 53.6 9679 R 6/54 146 32 t13353/43 829A36 25.1 2.7 9470 R 7/34 148 36 P3358/09 
825.~51 6.6 51.2 9798 R 7/04 146 22 H3353/44 829A37 21.2 6.5 9571 R 7/19 148 36 P3358/10 
825A52 7.8 54.5 9828 R 6/51 146 27 H3353/45 829A38 21.6 2.3 9503 R 7/35 148 25 P3358/11 
826AOl 68.8 338.7 23234 R 8/13 146 213 H3352113 829A39 17.7 6.1 9620 R 7/21 148 28 P3358/12 
826M2 69.8 2.4 23090 R 6/38 146 199 H3352/14 829A40 18.2 2.1 9551 R 7/37 148 18 P3360/01 
826A03 59.1 346.9 22926 R 7/40 146 224 H3352115 829A41 14.2 5.9 9689 R 7121 148 22 P3360/02 
826A04 57.9 4.7 22751 R 6129 146 206 t13352116 829A42 14.4 1.8 9623 R 7/38 148 11 P3360103 
826A21 -6.0 337.5 1262 R 12/24 146 116 H3352/17 829A43 10.2 5.6 9783 R 7/23 148 16 P3360/04 
826A22 -6.4 337.8 1257 R 12/23 146 12':' t13352/18 829A44 10.3 1.7 9725 R 7/39 148 7 P3360/05 
826A23 -6.3 337.2 IN7 R lZ126 146 113 H335Z/19 829A45 5.8 5.8 9917 R 7/22 148 12 P3360/06 
826.A24 -6.6 337.5 1241 R 12/24 146 123 H3352/20 829A46 6.0 1.7 9851 R 7/38 148 3 P3360/07 
826A25 -6.5 336.8 1232 R 12/27 146 112 H3352121 829A51 -32.1 267.7 306 C 15/16 148 273 P3360/08 
826A26 -6.8 337.0 1226 R 12/26 146 119 H3352/22 829.452 -32.1 267.8 306 C 15/16 143 254 P3360/09 
826A27 -6.7 336.5 1216 R 12/29 146 110 H3352/23 829A53 -32.0 267.7 307 C 15/16 148 265 P3360/10 
826A28 -7.1 336.8 1211 R 12/28 146 119 H3352/24 829A54 -32.2 267.7 309 C 15/16 148 255 P3360/11 
826A29 -7.0 336.1 1201 R 1213:1 146 109 P3357/01 829A55 -32.1 267.6 311 C 15/17 148 261 P3360/12 
826A30 -7.3 336.4 1195 R 12/29 146 118 P3357/02 829A56 -32.3 267.7 315 C 15/17 148 255 P3360/13 
826A31 -7.2 335.7 1186 R 12/32 146 107 P3357/03 829.<1.57 -32.2 267.5 319 C 15/17 148 260 P3360/14 
826A32 -7.6 336.0 1180 R 12/31 146 116 P3357/04 830All -36.4 249.8 309 C 15/50 149 140 P3360/15 
826A33 -7.5 335.4 1171 R 12/33 146 105 P3357/05 830A12 -36.5 249.9 308 C 15/49 149 153 P3360/16 
826A34 -7.8 335.6 1165 R 12/32 146 114 P3357/06 830A13 -36.3 249.7 304 e 15/50 149 161 P3360/17 
826A35 -7.8 335.0 1156 R 12/35 146 104 P3357/07 830A14 -36.5 249.7 306 e 15/50 149 174 P3360/18 
826A36 -8.1 335.3 1150 R 12134 146 113 P3357/08 830A15 -36.4 249.6 304 C 15/51 149 185 P3360/19 
826A37 -8.0 33'+.6 1142 R 12/37 146 102 P3357/09 830A16 -36.5 249.6 308 C 15/51 149 195 P3360/20 
826A38 -8.4 334.9 1135 R 12/36 146 III P3357/10 830A17 -36.4 249.5 308 e 15/51 149 207 P3360/21 
826A39 -8.3 334.3 1127 R 12/33 146 100 P3357/11 830A18 -36.5 249.5 313 C 15/51 149 212 P3360/22 
826A40 -8.6 334.5 1121 R 12/37 146 109 P3357/12 831M 1 36.1 6.5 10225 R 5/55 149 97 P3361/01 
826A41 -8.5 333.9 1113 R 12140 146 99 P3357/13 831A02 37.9 1.5 10089 R 6115 149 99 P3361/02 
826A42 -8.9 334.1 1106 R 12/39 146 10,3 P3357114 83lA03 33.3 5.1 10186 R 6/01 149 89 P3361/03 
826A43 -8.8 333.5 1098 R 12/42 146 97 P3357/15 831A04 34.6 359.6 10034 R 6/23 149 89 P3361/04 
826A44 -9.1 333.8 1092 R 12/41 146 106 P3357/16 831A05 30.0 3.3 10150 R 6/09 149 80 P3361/05 
826A51 -6.0 337.3 1046 B 12127 146 250 P3355/01 831A06 31.4 358.0 10001 R 6/30 149 78 P3361/06 
826A52 -6.4 337.5 1044 B 12/27 146 246 P3355/02 831A07 26.7 1.9 1013,+ R 6/14 149 71 P3361/07 
826A53 -6.2 337.0 1034 B 12/29 146 250 P3355/03 831A08 28.0 356.7 9985 R 6/35 149 68 P3361/08 
826A54 -6.6 337.2 1034 B 12/28 146 247 P3355/04 831A09 23.4 .5 10133 R 6/20 149 62 P3361/09 
826A55 -6.4 336.8 1024 B 12/3J 146 251 P3355/05 831AlO 24.6 355.3 9985 R 6/41 149 57 P3361/10 
826A5" -6.7 337.0 1024 B 12/29 146 248 P3355/C6 831All 19.9 359.4 10157 R 6/25 149 53 P3361/11 
826A57 -6.5 336.5 1014 B 12/31 146 252 P3355/07 831A12 21.1 354.6 10014 R 6/44 149 47 P3361/12 
826A58 -6.9 336.7 1014 B 12/31 146 249 P3355/08 831A13 16.3 358.7 10205 R 6/28 149 45 P33611l3 
826A59 -6.7 336.2 1004 B 12/32 146 252 P3355/09 831A14 17.4 353.8 10058 R 6/47 149 39 P3361/14 
826A60 -7.1 336.4 100':' B 12/32 146 249 P3355/10 831A15 12.4 358.2 10280 R 6/30 149 38 P3361/15 
826A61 -6.9 336.0 994 B 12/34 146 253 P3355/11 831A16 13.5 353.4 10135 R 6/49 149 31 P3361/16 
826Ab2 -7.3 336.1 994 B 12/33 146 250 P3355/12 831A17 8.3 357.7 10384 R 6/32 149 32 P3361/17 
826A63 -7.1 335.7 985 B 12135 146 253 P3355/13 831A18 9.2 353.1 10240 R 6/50 149 25 P3361/18 
826A64 -7.5 335.8 984 B 12134 146 250 P3355/14 831A21 27.9 350.0 9559 R 7/05 149 62 P3362/01 
826Ab5 -7.3 335.4 975 B 12136 146 254 P3355/15 831A22 28.7 345.8 9483 R 7122 149 56 P3362/02 
826A66 -7.7 335.5 975 B 12136 146 251 P3355/16 831A23 24.7 349.4 'l570 R 7/07 149 50 P3362/03 
826A67 -7.5 335.1 965 B 1213,S 146 25':' P3355/17 831A24 25.1 345.2 9497 R 7/24 149 41 P3362/04 
826M8 -7.9 335.2 965 B 12/37 146 251 P3355/18 831A25 21.1 343.8 9602 R 7/10 149 40 P3362105 
826A,,9 -7.7 334.8 956 8 12139 146 255 P3355/19 831A26 21.7 344.7 %26 R 7127 149 30 P3362/06 
826A70 -8.2 334.8 950 B 12139 146 251 P3356/13 831A27 17.7 348.6 9652 R 7/11 149 32 P3362/07 
826A 71 -7.9 334.4 946 B 12/41 146 255 P3356/14 831A28 18.2 344.4 9574 R 7128 149 22 P3362108 
826A72 -8.3 334.6 945 B 12/40 146 252 P3356/15 831A29 14.0 348.2 9720 R 7/13 149 25 P3362/09 
826A73 -8.2 334.1 935 B 12/42 146 255 P3356/16 831A30 14.4 344.1 9646 R 7/29 149 15 P33621l0 
826A74 -8.6 334.2 934 B 12/42 146 253 P3356/17 831A31 10.0 348.3 9820 R 7/13 149 20 P3362/11 
826A81 -31.4 296.4 308 C 15/22 146 307 H3357122 831A32 10.3 344.1 9744 R 7/29 149 10 P3362/12 
826M2 -31.4 296.5 309 C 15/22 146 287 H3357/23 831A33 5.8 348.4 9947 R 7/13 149 15 P3362/13 
826AS3 -31.3 296.4 312 C 15/23 146 286 t13357/24 831A34 6.1 344.1 9869 R 7/30 149 6 P3362/14 
826A84 -31.4 296.4 314 C 15/23 146 277 H3357125 831Ml -30.0 254.4 338 C 14/49 149 102 P3361/19 
826A35 -31.4 296.3 318 C 15/23 146 279 t1335 7/26 831A42 -30.1 254.5 335 e 14/48 149 155 P3361/20 
S27A01 26.9 39.6 10147 R 6/23 147 69 P3356/01 831A43 -29.9 254.4 333 C 14/49 149 236 P3363/01 
827M2 27.3 44.3 10270 R 6/04 147 72 P3356/02 831A44 -30.0 254.4 332 C 14/49 149 236 P3363/02 
827A03 22.9 39.3 10188 R 6/24 147 60 P3356/C3 831A45 -29.9 254.3 332'C 14/50 149 256 P3363/03 
827A04 23.4 44.1 10308 R 6/05 147 64 P3356/04 831A46 -30.0 254.3 333 C 14/49 149 251 P3363/04 
827A05 18.9 39.4 10257 R 6/24 147 52 P3356/05 831A47 -29.9 254.2 334 C 14/50 149 260 P3363/05 
827A06 19.2 44.0 10376 R 6/05 147 56 P3356/C6 831A48 -30.0 254.3 337 C 14/50 149 256 P3363/06 
827A07 14.3 39.9 10369 R 6/22 147 45 P3356/07 832Ml 71. 9 275.1 23380 R 8/28 149 211 H3363/14 
827A09 9.5 40.6 10521 R 6/19 147 38 P3356/09 832M2 72.5 304.8 23191 R 6/29 149 198 H3363/15 
827A21 24.4 30.8 9694 R 7/01 147 53 P3354/09 832A03 61.5 286.7 ~~g~~ ~ l~~~ i4~ ~5~ ~~~~~~i~ 827A22 25.2 35.7 9779 R 6/42 147 60 P3354/10 832A04 60.8 305.4 
827A23 20.6 31.6 9761 R 6/58 147 45 P3354/11 832All 4.7 294.8 1818 C 11/11 150 225 H3362/38 
827A24 21.4 35.6 9826 R 6/42 147 51 P3354/12 832A12 4.5 295.6 1826 C 11/08 150 223 H3362/39 
827A25 16.5 32.0 9842 R 6/57 147 37 P335C;/13 832Al5 4.7 2Q5.0 1800 R 11/11 150 230 H3359/20 
827A26 17.5 35.8 9902 R 6/41 147 43 P3354/14 832A16 4.4 295.7 1808 R 11/08 150 227 H3359/21 
827A27 12.2 32.4 9953 R 6/55 147 31 P3354/15 832A17 4.8 295.1 1794 B 11/10 150 233 H3359/22 
827A28 13.0 36.4 10017 R 6/39 147 37 P3354/16 832A18 4.3 295.8 1801 B 11/08 150 229 H3359/23 
827A29 7.3 33.3 10113 R 6/51 147 26 P3354/17 833Ml 30.0 338.7 10039 R 6/28 150 76 
827A30 8.5 37.2 10160 R 6/36 147 31 P3354/18 833A02 31.2 334.3 9934 R 6/46 150 75 
S27A31 2.2 34.5 10308 R 6/47 147 22 P335V19 833A03 26.8 337.8 10037 R 6/32 150 66 
827A32 3.2 38.4 10364 R 6/31 147 26 P33541Z0 833M4 27.6 333.1 9926 R 6/51 150 61 P3364/13 
828AOl 61.0 249.7 33548 R 6/27 147 238 P335';/21 833.A05 23.3 337.0 10054 R 6/36 150 56 P3364/14 
82SAC2, 76.5 233.9 34078 R 7/30 147 222 P3354/22 833A06 23.9 332.2 9943 R 6/55 150 49 P3364/15 
828All -34.8 270.0 301 e 15/48 148 94 P3356/18 833A07 19.4 336.2 10095 R 6/39 150 46 P3364/16 
828Al2 -35.1 269.8 301 C 15/49 148 102 P3356/19 833.A08 20.2 331.5 9978 R 6/58 150 39 P3364/17 828Al3 -34.9 269.6 298 C 15/50 148 93 P3356/Z0 833A09 15.6 335.6 10154 R 6/41 150 38 P3364/18 
828414 -35.0 269.6 296 C 15/50 148 114 P3356/21 833AI0 16.5 331.0 10036 R 7100 150 30 P3364/19 
828A15 -34.8 269.4 296 C 15/51 148 85 P3356122 833All 11.7 335.3 10238 R 6/43 150 32 P3364/20 
828416 -34.9 269.4 296 C 15/51 148 228 P3356/23 833Al2 12.4 330.8 10123 R 7/01 150 24 P3364/21 
829All 32.0 19.9 10088 R 6/21 148 83 P3358/01 833A21 30.5 329.3 9572 R 7/09 150 70 P3364/01 
829A12 33.4 15.5 9972 R 6/39. 148 83 P3353/02 833A22 31.4 324.5 9502 R 7128 150 66 P3364/02 
829A13 2,~.9 19.2 10082 R 6/24 148 74 P3353/03 833A23 27.5 328.1 9562 R 7/14 150 55 P3364/03 
829.0.14 31·.0 14.0 9949 R 6/45 148 71 P335'l/01 833A24 27.9 323.7 9501 R 7/32 150 44 P3364/04 
829A15 2~.6 17.9 10078 R 6/29 148 64 P3359/02 833A25 24.0 327.4 9578 R 7117 150 42 P3364/05 
829A16 21'>.6 12.9 9948 R 6/49 148 59 P3359/03 833A26 24.4 323.1 9519 R 7/34 150 29 P3364/06 
829A17 2; .• 0 16.7 10094 R 6/34 148 54 P3359/04 833A27 20.5 326.7 9613 R 7/20 150 31 P3364/07 
829A18 2:;.1 11.9 9964 R 6/54 148 48 P3359/05 833A28 20.6 322.6 9559 R 7/36 150 18 P3364/08 
829A19 Ib.4 15.8 10130 R 6/38 148 46 P3359/06 833A29 16.6 326.3 9674 R 7/21 150 23 P3364/09 
829A20 11'1.3 10.7 i0018 R 6/59 148 36 P3359/07 833A30 16.9 322.3 9615 R 7/38 150 11 P3364/10 829A21 1('.7 15.2 0194 R 6/41 148 38 P3359/08 833A31 12.8 326.1 9750 R 7/23 150 17 P3364/11 
829A22 15.5 10.5 10067 R 7/00 148 30 P3359/09 833A32 12.9 322.1 9698 R 7/39 150 6 P3364/12 
829A23 It •• 6 14.9 10288 R 6/42 148 32 P3359/10 833A41 -33.3 226.2 299 C 15/26 150 356 P33~6/01 
829A24 D.3 10.2 10163 R 7/01 148 24 P3359/11 833A42 -33.4 F6.2 298 C 15/2g 150 322 P33 6/0~ 829A25 (,.0 14.7 10419 R 6/43 148 26 P3359/12 833A43 -33.3 26.1 300 C 15/2 150 311 P3366/0 
3-82 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
-------_ .. _--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LH LOH RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORDERNDR PleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO lS SCAl ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------833A44 -3-.4 226.1 301 C 15/26 150 291 P3366/04 842A56 36.0 235.6 9444 R 7/25 155 III P3375/20 
833A45 -33.4 226.0 303 C 15/27 ISO 2~0 P3366/05 842A57 ~?~'.59 231.4 9410 R 7/42 155 60 P3375/21 833A46 -3:,.5 226.0 306 C 15127 150 279 P3366/06 842A58 J_ 235.6 9423 R 7125 155 79 P3375/22 
833A47 -33.4 225.9 311 C 15/27 15~ 280 P3366/07 842A59 28.3 231.8 9410 R 7/41 155 25 P3375/23 
834Al1 5.0 273.1 1792 V 11/20 151 219 P3365/01 842A60 28.7 235.9 9423 R 7/24 155 50 P3375/24 
834A12 5.2 273.8 1795 V 11/17 151 215 P3365/02 843A02 83.8 106.4 33620 R 7/01 ISS 213 H3373/23 
834A13 5.1 273.1 1779 C 11/20 151 222 P3365/03 843A03 66.0 87.8 33532 R 8/16 ISS 238 H3373/24 
834414 5.1 273.9 1782 C 11/17 151 218 P3365/04 843A04 67.7 124.0 33028 R 5/51 ISS 227 H3373/25 
834A17 4.8 273.2 1753 R 11/20 151 225 P3365/07 843A05 53.6 100.3 33226 R 7/26 155 256 H3373/26 ~~~iI~ ~:~ ~~~:j I~~~ ~ II~E6 I~I ~~g ~~~~~~g~ ~~~~g~ ~3:~ 15~:~ j~fj6 ~ ~~j~ i~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
834A20 4.5 274.0 1743 B 11/17 151 222 P3365/10 843A08 40.1 120.9 32732 R 6/04 155 283 H3373/29 
834A21 -32.5 218.7 311 C'15/16 151 22 t13361/24 844AOI 58.7 215.9 10275 R 7/17 156 170 P3374/01 
834A22 -32.4 218.7 308 C 15/16 151 5 N3361/25 844A02 59.3 224.1 10339 R 6/44 156 161 P3374/02 
834A23 -32.4 218.5 308 C 15/17 151 353 H3361/26 844A03 54.5 215.6 10134 R 7/18 156 167 P3374/03 
834A24 -32.3 218.4 308 C 15/17 338 844A04 54.5 221.8 10167 R 6/53 156 157 P3374/04 
834A25 -32.3 218.3 309 C 15/18 151 330 844A05 50.0 214.9 10004 R 7/21 156 164 P3374/05 88~~AA2267 -32.2 218.2 310 C 15/18 151 319 844A06 50.2 220.4 10037 R 6/59· 156 153 P3374/06 J~ -32.2 218.1 313 C 00/00 844A07 45.8 214.4 9905 R 7/23 156 159 P3374/07 834A28 -32.1 218.0 316 C 15/19 151 307 844A08 46.1 219.4 9935 R 7103 156 146 P3374/08 
834A41 56.8 67.4 27902 R 7/03 151 261 844A09 41.8 214.1 9332 R 7/25 156 151 P3374/09 
834A52 58.2 89.9 27470 V 5/36 151 257 844&10 42.2 218.7 9S53 R 7/06 156 136 P3374/10 
838AOI 70.6 203.0 23555 R 9/21 153 216 H3371/32 644Al1 37.9 214.0 9781 R 7/25 156 134 P3374/11 
838A02 73.2 231.6 23309 R 7/27 153 205 N3371/33 844A12 38.2 218.5 9806 R 7/07 156 119 P3374/12 
838A03 61.3 222.0 23127 R 8/05 153 226 H3371/34 844A13 34.0 214.2 9753 R 7/24 156 94 P3374/13 
838&04 61.6 240.3 22916 R 6/52 153 213 H3372/27 844A14 34.5 218.4 9776 R 7/08 156 94 P3374/14 
838A05 51.4 229.6 22877 R 7/35 153 242 H3372/28 844A15 30.2 214.5 9745 R 7/24 156 52 P3374/15 
838&06 51.0 243.2 22697 R 6/41 153 231 H3372/29 844A16 30.6 218.5 9766 R 7/07 156 66 P3376/01 
838A07 41.2 233.4 22768 R 7/20 153 269 H3372/30 844&17 26.3 214.8 9758 R 7/22 156 30 P3376/02 
838A08 40.7 244.4 22613 R 6/36 153 271 H3372/31 644A18 26.6 218.6 9779 R 7/07 156 46 P3376/03 
838A21 48.8 275.4 9958 R 7/25 153 158 P3372/01 844A19 22.2 215.1 9795 R 7/21 156 20 P3376/04 
838&22 49.4 281.0 10005 R 7/03 153 147 P3372/02 844&20 22.6 218.9 9815 R 7/06 156 33 P3376/05 
838423 44.4 275.3 9869 R 7/26 153 149 P3372/03 844A21 18.0 215.6 9857 R 7/20 156 14 P3376/06 
833A24 44.8 280.0 9903 R 7/07 153 137 P3372/04 844A22 18.7 219.3 9871 R 7/05 156 25 P3376/07 
838A25 39.7 274.2 9795 R 7/30 153 135 P3373/01 844A23 13.8 216.1 9942 R 7/18 156 11 P3376/08 
838A26 40.3 279.3 9832 R 7/10 153 122 P3373/02 844A24 14.2 219.8 9961 R 7/03 156 19 P3376/09 
838A27 35.5 274.9 9763 R 7/28 153 101 P3373/03 844A31 43.9 224.4 9647 R 6/46 156 132 P3376/10 
838A28 36.0 278.9 9790 R 7/12 153 99 P3373/04 844A32 43.8 230.5 9732 R 6/22 156 124 P3376/11 
838429 31.1 274.9 9751 R 7/28 153 60 P3373/05 844A33 40.1 224.6 9594 R 6/46 156 119 P3376!12 
838A30 31.6 278.7 9775 R 7/13 153 71 P3373/06 844A34 40.2 229.2 9661 R 6/27 156 114 P3377/01 
838A31 26.7 275.1 9767 R 7/27 153 35 P3373/07 844&35 36.5 224.0 9548 R 6/48 156 105 P3377/02 
838A32 27.3 278.7 9788 R 7/13 153 49 P3373/08 844A36 36.8 228.3 9612 R 6/31 156 102 P3377/03 
840A03 63.3 105.3 33809 R 9/10 153 241 M3373/32 844A37 33.1 223.5 9521 R 6/50 156 89 P3377/04 
840A04 74.8 135.2 33410 R 7/11 153 224 113373/33 844A38 33.3 227.7 9582 R 6/34 156 90 P3377/05 
840A05 51.6 122.4 33445 R 8/02 153 258 H3373/34 844A39 29.6 223.2 9513 R 6/52 156 72 P3377/06 
840A06 59.8 146.7 32962 R 6/24 153 242 H3373/35 844A40 29.9 227.2 9571 R 6/36 156 76 P3377/07 
840&12 85.2 136.2 24025 R 12/27 154 ISS N3371/19 844A41 26.0 223.1 9524 R 6/52 156 58 P3377/08 
840A13 72.2 183.4 23583 R 9/19 154 214 H3371/20 844&42 26.1 227.0 9581 R 6/37 156 63 P3377/09 
840A14 73.9 214.5 23322 R 7/14 154 203 H3371/21 844A43 22.1 223.2 9559 R 6/52 156 46 P3377/10 
840AlS 61.8 201.9 23151 R 8/05 154 225 t13371/22 844A44 22.3 226.9 9613 R 6/37 156 52 P3377/11 
840A16 62.1 220.3 22~37 R 6/51 154 213 N3371/23 844A45 18.1 223.3 9615 R 6/52 156 37 P3377/1i 
840A17 51.4 208.0 22917 R 7/41 154 243 H3371/24 844A46 18.6 227.0 9665 R 6/37 156 43 P3377/1 
840A18 51.1 221.5 22724 R 6/47 154 234 M3371/25 844A47 14.2 223.7 96~5 R 6/50 156 30 P3377/1 
840A19 41.0 210.6 22832 R 7/31 154 269 H3374/19 844A48 14.6 227.3 9745 R 6/36 156 36 P3377/15 
840A20 40.3 221.8 22652 R 6/46 154 273 N3374/20 845AOI 13.8 178.6 3074 V 10/03 156 126 P3380/01 
840&21 38.1 273.8 10100 R 6/11 154 104 N3374/21 845A02 14.4 178.9 3069 R 10102 156 131 P3380/02 
840A22 42.3 273.2 10102 R 6/13 154 115 P3372/05 845A03 13.0 177.5 3051 V 10/07 156 123 P3380/03 
840A23 38.4 268.9 9991 R 6/31 154 106 P3372/C6 845A04 13.6 177.6 3043 R 10/07 156 136 P3380/04 
840A24 42.6 267.4 9988 R 6/37 154 121 P3372/07 845A05 12.2 176.3 3030 V 10/12 156 316 P3380/05 
840A25 38.5 263.8 9898 R 6/51 154 110 P3372/C8 845A06 12.7 176.4 3022 R 10/12 156 163 P3380/06 840A26 42.7 261.9 990? R 6/59 154 129 P3372/09 846A01 58.3 206.3 10341 R 6/33 157 159 P3378/11 
840A27 38.5 258.5 982~ R 7/13 154 118 P3372/10 846A02 58.9 215.7 10467 R 5/55 157 151 P3378/12 
840A28 42.S 256.5 9838 R 7/21 154 141 P3372/11 846A03 54.S 206.6 10225 R 6/32 157 153 P3378/13 
840A41 31.8 263.2 9636 R 6/56 154 80 P3375/01 846A04 54.0 213.3 10294 R 6/05 157 145 P3378/14 
840A42 32.0 267.8 9703 R 6/38 154 82 P3375/02 846A05 49.7 205.8 10092 R 6/35 157 145 P3378/15 
840A43 27.5 263.4 9649 R 6/56 154 62 P3375/03 846A06 49.7 212.0 10172 R 6/10 157 137 P3378/16 
840A44 28.0 267.5 9709 R 6/39 154 68 P3375/04 846A07 45.7 205.S 10001 R 6/37 157 136 P3378/17 
840A45 23.3 263.7 9687 R 6/55 154 48 P3375/0S 846A08 45.6 211.2 10078 R 6/14 157 128 P3379/01 
840A46 23.7 267.5 9742 R 6/39 154 55 P3375/06 846AI0 41.8 210.6 10012 R 6/16 157 118 P3379/03 
840A47 18.9 263.9 9751 R 6/54 154 38 P3375/07 846A12 37.9 210.3 9966 R 6/18 157 105 P3379/05 
840A48 19.2 267.7 9809 R 6/39 154 45 P3375/08 846&13 34.0 205.7 9370 R 6/36 157 93 P3379/06 
840A49 14.1 264.7 9859 R 6/51 154 31 P3375/09 8~6A14 34.0 210.3 9945 R 6/18 157 92 P3379/07 
840A50 14.6 268.4 9912 R 6/36 154 37 P3375/10 846A15 30.1 206.2 9874 R 6/34 157 77 P3379/08 
840A51 9.0 265.6 10003 R 6/47 154 25 P3375/11 846A16 30.2 211.0 9956 R 6/15 157 80 P3379/09 
840A52 9.6 269.3 10056 R 6/32 154 31 P3375/12 846A17 26.2 207.1 9905 R 6/31 157 64 P3379*11 
840A53 3.5 266.8 10199 R 6/42 154 21 P3375/13 846A18 26.0 211.6 9991 R 6/13 157 68 P3379*11 
840&54 3.9 270.7 10Z61 R 6/27 154 26 P3375/14 846A19 21.9 208.0 9964 R 6/27 157 53 P3379/12 
840A61 24.3 255.8 9276 R 7/29 154 32 P3372/12 846A20 21.9 212.5 10054 R 6/09 157 59 P3379/13 
840A62 25.2 260.0 9304 R 7/12 154 47 P3372/13 846A21 17.7 209.2 10050 R 6/23 157 46 P3379/14 
840A63 20.3 257.1 9333 R 7/24 154 25 P3372/14 846A23 13.3 210.4 10165 R 6/18 157 40 P3379/16 
840A64 21.0 260.8 9358 R 7/09 154 36 P3372/15 846A31 43.9 195.8 9553 R 7/19 157 152 P3378/01 
840A65 15.8 258.1 9420 R 7/20 154 20 P3372/16 846A32 44.7 200.6 9597 R 6/59 157 141 P3378/02 
840A66 16.3 261.7 9448 R 7/06 154 28 P3372/17 846A33 40.6 196.2 9498 R 7/17 157 141 P3378/03 
840A67 10.8 259.3 9548 R 7/15 154 16 P3372/18 846A34 41.0 201.0 9537 R 6/58 157 128 P3378/04 
840A68 11.6 262.6 9565 R 7/02 154 23 P3372/19 846A35 36.9 197.0 9458 R 7/14 157 119 P3378/05 
840A69 5.7 260.1 9703 R 7/12 154 12 P3372/20 846A36 37.0 201.5 9496 R 6/56 157 110 P3378/06 
840A70 6.5 263.4 9720 R 6/59 154 18 P3372/21 846A37 33.0 197.8 9438 R 7/11 157 89 P3378/07 
842AOI 69.5 171.8 23445 R 8/43 155 217 N3376/Z8 846&38 33.2 202.2 9479 R 6/54 157 90 P3378/08 
842A02 70.9 197.7 23218 R 6/59 155 205 M3376/29 846A39 29.1 198.6 9438 R 7/03 157 64 P3378/09 
842A03 59.2 183.7 23098 R 7/55 155 230 H3376/30 846A40 29.4 202.8 9481 R 6/51 157 71 P3378/10 
842&04 59.2 201.0 22882 R 6/46 155 217 N3376/31 848AOI 31.8 134.8 9328 R 6/40 153 84 P3380/07 
842A05 43.8 188.5 22906 R 7/36 155 250 H3376/32 848A02 35.8 184.8 9824 R 6/40 158 102 P3380/08 
842A06 48.5 201.5 22712 R 6/44 155 242 N3376/33 848A03 31.5 189.0 9884 R 6/23 158 85 P3380/09 
842A07 38.4 190.3 22865 R 7/29 155 276 H3376/34 848A04 35.5 189.2 9879 R 6/22 158 99 P3380/10 
842A08 37.7 201.2 22680 R 6/46 155 283 H3376/35 848A05 31.0 193.4 9963 R 6/05 158 86 P33S0/11 
842A22 52.6 255.9 10582 R 5/57 155 139 P3376/14 848A06 35.1 193.8 9955 R 6/04 158 97 P3380/12 
842A23 48.6 247.2 10369 R 6/32 155 140 P3376/15 848A21 11.5 172.7 9714 R 7/31 158 359 P3380/13 
842&24 48.6 253.4 10455 R 6/07 155 132 P3376/16 848A22 15.9 171.9 9598 R 7/34 158 358 P3380/14 
842A25 44.6 245.8 10276 R 6/38 155 131 P3376/17 848A23 12.0 176.4 9708 R 7/16 158 9 P3380/15 
842A26 44.6 251.4 10354 R 6/15 155 124 P3376/18 848A24 16.4 175.7 9589 R 7/19 158 11 P3380/16 
842A27 40.7 244.7 10207 R 6/42 155 119 P3376/19 848A25 12.3 179.9 9718 R 7102 158 18 P3380/17 
842A28 40.6 249.5 10272 R 6/23 155 113 P3377/16 848A26 16.7 179.3 9599 R 7/05 158 22 P3380/18 84~A29 36.8 244.0 10162 R 6/45 155 103 P3377/17 848A27 12.5 183.6 9746 R 6/48 158 27 P3380/19 
842A30 36.9 248.8 10230 R 6/26 155 100 P3377118 848A28 17.0 182.9 9625 R 6/51 158 32 P3380/20 
842A51 42.7 231.0 9519 R 7/43 155 164 P3375/15 84gAOl 59.9 104.3 23330 R 8/28 158 232 M3381/24 
842A52 43.6 235.8 9545 R 7/24 155 148 P3375/16 849A02 61.4 119.7 23102 R 7/26 158 223 M3381/25 842A53 39.4 231.1 9467 R 7/43 155 157 P3375/17 849A03 50.9 112.7 23090 R 7/54 158 247 M3381/26 
842A54 39.7 235.6 9483 R 7/25 155 135 P3375/18 849~04 51.6 125.6 22870 R 7/02 158 240 H3381/27 
842A55 35.6 231.2 9429 R 7/43 155 132 P3375/19 849A05 41.6 117.1 22980 R 7/36 158 267 H3381/28 
3-83 
VIK,NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
==~~~§?=~=~:-,!===~§~==§~8~~=~==~§~==~~=~§~~=§~~~§8~§==~~~8~===~~~===~§~==§~§~~=~==~~~==~~=~~~~=§~~~§8~~ 849A06 4:.4127.822776 R 6/54 158 269 M3381/29 857A31 36.6 79.0 10194 R 7/47163 228 P3389/11 
849A07 3:.4 119.5 23001 R 7/27 158 290 M3381/30 857A32 40.7 77.8 10231 R 7/52 163 212 P3389/12 
849A08 3~.3 128.6 22812 R 6/50 158 299 t13381/31 857A41 33.2 88.6 9943 R 7/11 163 114 P3390/08 
849A09 2r.7 120.1 23174 R 7/25 ISS 309 M33S1/32 857A42 34.1 92.5 9955 R 6/55 163 107 P3390/09 
849AI0 21.7 128.1 22Q71 R 6/53 158 318 M3381/33 857A43 29.8 88.5 9929 R 7/11 163 42 P33 9 0/10 
849A21 4?8159.7 9798 R 7/41 158 179 P3381/01 857A4,+ 30.0 92.6 9941 R 6/55 163 67 P3390/11 
·84 9 A22 4~.0 164.3 9816 R 7/23 158 163 P3381/02 8571>.45 25.7 8S.6 9938 R 7/11 163 16 P3390/12 
849A23 4c.6 160.5 9740 R 7/38 158 176 P3381/03 857A46 26.0 92.6 9948 R 6/55 163 40 P3390/13 
849A24 4~.2 165.4 9750 R 7/18 158 152 P3382/01 857A47 21.6 88.9 9969 R 7/10 163 9 P3390/14 
849A25 36.8 161.6 9693 R 7/34 158 163 P3382/02 857A48 21.8 92.8 9981 R 6/55 163 26 P3390/15 
849A26 37.1 166.0 9701 R 7/16 15S 130 P3382/03 857A49 17.2 89.2 10029 R 7/09 163 6 P3390/18 
849A27 3~.8 162.8 9666 R 7/29 158 93 P3382/04 857A50 17.5 93.0 10038 R 6/54 163 18 P3390/16 
849A28 3".2 167.1 9678 R 7/12 158 92 P3382105 857A51 12.7 89.6 10116 R 7/08 163 4 P3390/17 
849A41 1~.1 156.6 9634 R 7/56 158 340 P3361/04 857A52 12.9 93.3 10127 R 6/53 163 13 P3392/26 
849A42 16.3 155.8 9542 R 8/00 158 334 P3381/05 858A01 33.2 82.4 7600 R 7/18 163 118 P3392/01 
849A43 1~.9 160.2 9594 R 7/42 158 351 P3381/06 858A02 33.7 86.2 7645 R 7/03 163 112 P3392/02 849A44 1~.0 159.4 9504 R 7/45 158 348 P3381/07 858A03 30.4 82.6 7570 R 7/17 163 102 P3392/03 
849A45 1~.2 163.6 9578 R 7/28 158 2 P3381/C3 858A04 30.8 85.9 7608 R 7/04 163 99 P3392/04 
849A46 1".3 162.9 9 .. 86 R 7/31 158 3 P33SlI09 858A05 27.4 82.5 7549 R 7/18 163 83 P3392/05 
849A47 15.5 167.0 95i6 R 7/15 153 13 P3331/10 85SA06 27.9 85.5 7582 R 7/06 163 85 P3392/06 
~~ii~~ !~:g l~~:~ 16~S~ ~ l~5~ i~~ III ~~~~~~15 ~~~±g~ ~~:& ~~:Z fg~l ~ f~ij~ i~~ ~~ ~~~~~~g~ 
851A02 4~.0 164.6 10753 R 5/56 159 127 P3383/11 858~09 21.7 82.5 7545 R 7/18 163 50 P3392/09 
851A03 41.0 157.9 10603 R 6/23 159 123 P3383/12 85BAI0 £2.1 85.4 7573 R 7/07 163 57 P3392/10 
851A04 45.4 158.6 10657 R 6/21 159 136 P3383/13 858A11 18.7 82.8 7564 R 7/17 163 39 P3392/11 
851A05 41.1 152.6 10534 R 6/45 159 134 P3383/14 858A12 19.2 85.4 7588 R 7/07 163 47 P3392/12 
851A06 45.5 152.6 10584 R 6/45 159 147 P3383/15 858A21 14.0 93.8 7589 R 6/36 163 50 P3392/13 
851A07 41.1 147.0 10486 R 7/07 159 154 P3383/16 858A22 17.3 93.0 7505 R 6/39 163 56 P3392/14 
851A08 45.5 146.6 10537 R 7/09 159 164 P3384/01 858A23 13.9 90.3 7486 R 6/50 163 45 P3392/15 
851A09 40.8 141.5 10461 R 7/29 159 184 P3384/02 85BA24 17.1 89.5 7406 R 6/53 163 51 P3392/16 
851AI0 45.1 140.6 10513 R 7/33 159 184 P3384/03 858A25 13.7 87.0 7404 R 7/03 163 39 P3392/17 
851Al1 40.3 136.0 10462 R 7/51 159 212 P3384/04 858A26 16.9 86.3 7328 R 7/06 163 44 P3392/18 
851A12 44.7 134.7 10516 R 7/57 159 202 P3384/05 858A27 13.5 84.0 7339 R 7/15 163 31 P3392/19 
851A21 32.2 162.7 10301 R 6/08 159 88 P338ZI06 858A28 16.6 83.3 7266 R 7/18 163 37 P3392/20 
851A22 36.4 163.1 10301 R 6/06 159 102 P3382/07 858A29 13.1 81.1 7289 R 7/27 163 23 P3392/21 
851A23 32.5 158.0 10205 R 6/27 159 87 P3382/08 858A30 16.2 80.4 7218 R 7/30 163 28 P3392/22 
~gl~~~ ~~:~ ig~:~ igi~~ ~ g~~~ ig~ 199 ~~~g~~~6 gggt~~ l~:~ f~:2 figi ~ f~~~ i~~ i~ ~~~~~~~~ 
851A26 36.6 153.5 10134 R 6/45 159 110 Pp~~88~1100k 858A33 12.1 75.5 7225 R 7/50 163 43 P3392/25 851A27 32.4 149.0 10081 R 7/03 159 82 ~J J ~ 85SA34 15.1 74.8 7156 R 7/53 163 P3393/01 
851A28 36.5 148.8 10081 R 7/04 159 121 P3383/03 8855g~~o~ 11.5 72.8 7211 R 8/01 163 353 P3393/02 851A29 32.1 144.7 10047 R 7/20 159 65 P3383/04 _~J 14.5 71.9 7142 R 8/04 163 350 P3393/03 
851A30 36.1 144.2 10047 R 7/22 159 150 P3383/05 858A41 8.2 93.7 7382 R 6/39 163 40 P3393/04 ~~l~~~ ~~:f l~~:~ igg~~ ~ f~~S ig~ ~ici ~~~~~;,g~ ~~~±~~ l~:y ~§:g +~g~ ~ g~~~ ig~ ~~ ~~~~~~8g 
851A33 31.1 136.2 10035 R 7/54 159 281 P3383/08 858A44 11.3 89.5 7174 R 6/56 163 39 P3393/07 
851A34 35.1 135.2 10036 R 7/59 159 241 P3383/09 858A45 7.8 87.3 7199 R 7/05 163 29 P3393/08 
852AOl 44.1 127.2 10298 R 7/50 160 198 P3384/06 858A46 11.0 86.2 7090 R 7/09 163 32 P3393/09 
852M2 44.8 132.4 10287 R 7/30 160 179 P3384/07 85SA47 7.4 84.1 7129 R 7/18 163 22 P3393/10 
852A03 40.1 127.8 10230 R 7/48 160 206 P3384/08 858A48 10.6 83.0 7024 R 7/23 163 25 P3393/11 
852A04 40.6 132.4 10215 R 7/30 160 180 P3384/09 858A49 7.0 81.2 7078 R 7/30 163 15 P3393/12 
852A05 35.9 128.2 10184 R 7/46 160 228 P3384/10 858A50 10.1 80.1 6976 R 7/~4 163 17 P3393/13 g~~~g~ 333126 .•. 602 111~~.:565 1110g1i~~ RRR f~~~ i~g ~~f ~~~~~~~ g~~i~~ ~:~ +~:i lS~~ ~ +~4~ ig~ f ~~~~~ji~ 852A08 J~ ~~ 7/29 160 323 P3384/13 85GA53 5.8 75.4 7016 R 7/53 163 359 P3393/16 
852A09 27.3 128.9 10164 R 7/44 160 319 P3384/14 85e~54 8.9 74.4 6919 R 7/57 163 358 P3393/17 
852A10 27.9 132.8 10144 R 7/28 160 349 P3384/15 858A55 5.0 72.5 7009 R 8/05 163 351 P3393/18 
852Al1 23.1 129.2 10192 R 7/43 160 333 P3384/16 85SA56 8.1 71.5 6913 R 8/09 163 348 P3393/19 
852A12 23.4 133.0 10172 R 7/28 160 352 P3384/17 859AOI 61.9 347.7 236iO R 9/43 164 230 H3393/28 
853AOl 44.9 118.1 9316 R 7/53 160 193 P3384/18 859A02 66.2 10.5 23267 R 8/12 164 221 H3393/29 
853A02 45.3 123.3 9804 R 7/32 160 176 P3384/19 85~AC3 54.0 3.7 23297 R 8/40 164 242 M3393/30 
~~~~g~ ~~:i l~~:~ ~f~4 ~ +~~~ i~g l~~ ~~~~~~8~ ~~~±g~ ~&:~ t~:~ ~~i~Z ~ ~~8~ ig2 ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~gg ~g:~ i~~:~ ~ggk ~ f~~~ igg i~g ~~~g~~g~ ~~~~g~ ~~:~ i~:~ ~~gg~ ~ ~~g~ ig~ ~~g ~~~~~j~~ 
853A07 32.3 119.9 9650 R 7/46 160 260 P33S5/05 859A03 36.5 26.6 22777 R 7/08 164 280 M3393*35 
853A08 32.4 124.0 9637 R 7/30 160 112 P3385/06 860AOl 8.5 72.8 8035 R 6/35 164 36 P3394/01 
853A09 27.8 120.4 9645 R 7/44 160 322 P3385/07 860A02 12.1 71.9 7919 R 6/39 164 40 P3394/02 
853A10 28.0 124.3 9632 R 7/29 160 6 P3385/08 860A03 8.2 69.6 7955 R 6/48 164 30 P3394/03 
853A11 23.4 120.8 9667 R 7/43 160 338 P3385/09 860A04 11.8 68.7 7842 R 6/52 164 33 P3394/04 
853A12 23.9 124.6 9651 R 7/28 160 1 P3385/10 8~OA05 7.9 66.3 7888 R 7/02 164 23 P3394/05 
854AOl 57.0 332.9 34047 R 7/40 161 255 M3385/17 860A06 11.4 65.3 7776 R 7/06 164 25 P3394/06 
854A02 68.3 304.8 34571 R 9/33 161 238 M3385/18 860A07 7.4 62.9 7835 R 7/16 164 14 P3394/07 
854Al1 48.8 64.1 23102 R 7/55 161 251 M3386/08 860A08 10.9 61.9 7727 R 7/20 164 16 P3394/08 ~§~~l~ ~ij:~ 19:4 ~~SlY ~ f~2g l~l ~2§ ~~~~~~~Z ~~8~~Z 18:~ ~g:f f~~g ~ fj~~ ig2 g ~~~~~~~Z 
854A14 41.5 i8.8 22790 R 6/56 161 268 H3386/11 860Al1 6.3 56.5 7779 R 7/41 164 357 P3394/11 
854A15 30.8 68.2 23096 R 7/39 161 288 H3386/12 860A12 9.8 55.6 7671 R 7/45 164 356 P3394/12 
854A16 31.2 79.1 22839 R 6/55 161 296 H3386/13 860A13 5.6 53.4 7774 R 7/54 164 349 P3394/13 
854A17 19.9 68.4 23300 R 7/38 161 304 H3386/14 860A14 9.1 52.4 7668 R 7/58 164 346 P3394/14 
854A18 21.1 i8.6 23014 R 6/58 161 314 M33S8/12 860A15 4.8 50.3 7784 R 8/07 164 341 P3394/15 
854A19 8.1 67.0 23685 R 7/44 161 316 M33SS/13 860A16 8.4 49.4 7678 R 8/10 164 337 P3394/16 
854£20 9.6 76.9 23364 R 7/04 161 326 M338S/14 86CA21 2.0 72.4' 7862 R 6/40 164 27 P3394/17 
856A01 65.0 18.9 23642 R 9/38 162 225 H3389/19 860A22 5.9 71.1 7;02 R 6/45 164 29 P3394/18 
856A02 68.7 44.1 232i4 R 7/58 162 216 H338Q/20 86CA23 1.8 69.2 77i8 R 6/53 164 21 P3394/19 
856A03 57.0 37.6 23218 R 8/24 162 237 H3389/21 860A24 5.6 67.9 7626 R 6/58 164 23 P3394/20 






61 11~o44 1165 P3394/21 856A05 47.6 46.8 22975 R 7/47 162 253 H33S9/23 860A26 5.2 64.7 7564 R P3395/01 
856A06 48.5 60.7 22718 R 6/51 162 247 M338q/24 B60A27 .9 62.7 7664 R 7/19 164 8 P3395/02 
857AOI 45.0 103.4 10722 R 6/06 163 135 P3387/01 860A28 4.6 61.5 7520 R 7/24 164 9 P3395/03 857AOZ 49.6 10~.4 10807 R 6/02 163 144 P3387/02 860A29 .3 59.6 7635 R 7/32 164 2 P3395/04 
857AD3 45.2 97.7 10647 R 6/29 163 146 P3387/03 860A30 3. 9 ~8.5 '7'194 R 7/36 164 ' 1 P3395/05 ~gf~g~ ~~:~ ~~:~ 19~~~ ~ g~~~ i~~ 1~3 ~~~~g~8~ ~~8~~~ _'-13 ••• 432 5~:~ f*§~ ~ ~~~~ ig~ ~~~ ~~~~~~g~ 
857A06 49.8 91.9 10678 R 6/52 163 165 P3390/03 860A33 53.6 7627 R 7/56 164 348 P3395/08 
857A07 45.0 86.3 10566 R 7/15 163 178 P3390/04 860A34 2 3 52 5 7~85 R 8/01 164 346 P3395/09 
857A08 49.5 85.6 10648 R 7/17 163 179 P3390/05 860A35 -2:4 50:6 7651 R' 8/09 164 342 P3395/10 
857A09 44.6 80.7 10559 R 7/37 163 196 P33~0/06 860A36 1.2 49.6 7507 R 8/12 164 339 P33 95/11 
857A10 49.1 79.5 10642 R 7/42 163 193 P3390/07 864A01 ~~/ .. 33 25.6 6593 R 7/10 166 94 P3395/12 
857A21 37.6 103.6 10386 R 6/08 163 III P3389/01 864A02 _ 28.2 6636 R 7/00 166 95 P3395/13 
857A22 41.8 10'1.2 10422 R 6/06 163 124 P3389/02 864A03 24.3 25.3 6570 R 7/12 166 84 P33Q5/14 
857A23 37.7 98.5 10304 R 6/29 163 117 P33S9/03 864A04 24.7 27.9 6611 R 7/01 166 85 P3395/15 
857A24 41.9 98.6 10338 R 6/28 163 133 P3389/04 864A05 21.8 25.2 6558 R 7/12 166 72 P3395/16 
857A25 37.7 93.7 10247 R 6/48 163 129 P3389/05 B64A06 22.2 27.7 6598 R 7/02 166 75 P3395/17 
857A26 41.9 93.7 10282 R 6/48 163 146 P33S9/06 864A07 19.2 25.2 6558 R 7/12 166 61 P3395/18 
857A27 37.5 88.7 10208 R7/08 163 155 P33S9/07 864A08 19.7 27.7 6594 R 7/03 166 65 P3395/19 
857A28 41.7 88.3 10243 R 7/09 163 166 P3389/08 864A09 16.7 25.3 6568 R 7/12 166 51 P3395/20 
857A29 37.1 83.9 10191 R 7127 163 197 P33'S9/09 864AI0 17.3 27.7 6602 R 7/03 166 56 P3395/21 
857A30 41.3 83.2 10225 R 7/30 163 190 P33S9/10 864A11 13.9.25.6 6596 R 7/11 166 43 P3395/22 
3-84 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PlCNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORDERN3R PleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORDERHBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
864.0.12 14.8 27.8 6620 R 7/02 166 49 P339.5/Z3 876.0.09 .0 263.7 6911 R 7/23 173 P3401*10 
864.0.13 11.6 25.6 6620 R 7/11 166 37 P33 Q5/24 8i6AI0 3.1 262.8 6799 R 7/27 173 359 P3401 *11 
864.0.14 12.2 28.0 6650 R 7/02 166 42 P3395/25 876.0.11 -.8 260.9 6905 R 7/34 173 353 P3401*12 
864A15 S.9 26.0 666'i R 7/10 166 31 P3395/26 8i6A12 2.3 260.0 6793 R 7/38 173 351 P3401*13 
864.0.16 ·l .6 28.3 6691 R 7/01 166 36 P33 Q5/27 876.0.13 -1. 7 253.2 6913 R 7/45 173 346 P3401*14 
864.0.21 2( .. 2 20.2 6156 R 7/35 166 103 P339il01 876.0.14 1.4 257.3 6801 R 7/49 173 344 P3401*15 
864.0.22 27.0 22.6 6186 R 7/26 166 102 P3397/02 876A21 -4.6 274.3 6870 R 6/43 173 18 P340l*08 
864.0.23 2('·.2 20.1 6133 R 7/36 166 90 P3397/03 876.0.22 -1.1 272.9 6713 R 6/49 173 20 P3401/16 
864.0.24 2l •• 8 22.5 6160 R 7/26 166 91 P3397/04 876.0.23 -5.1 271.3 6809 R 6/55 173 13 P3401/17 
864.0.25 2<'.0 20.1 6117 R 7/36 166 75 P3397/0.5 8i6A24 -1.6 270.1 6658 R 7/00 173 14 P34011l8 
864A26 22.5 22.4 6142 R 7127 166 79 P33 Q7/06 876.0.25 -5.5 268.7 6766 R 7/C6 173 8 P3401/19 
864A27 1<:'.7 20.1 6109 R 7/36 166 61 P3397/07 876.0.26 -2.1 267.5 6618 R 7/11 173 8 P3402l01 
864A28 2(,.2 ~2.~ 6132 R 7/27 166 67 P3397/08 8,6.0.27 -6.2 266 .. 0 6736 R 7/17 173 3 P3402l02 864.0.29 1"'.4 ~O.~ 6111 R 7/36 166 50 P33Q7/09 876A28 -2.8 265.0 6591 R 7/21 173 2 P3402l03 
864A30 1~.0 22.5 6132 R 7/27 166 56 P33'l7/10 8i6A29 -6.9 263.5 6720 R 7/27 173 357 P3402l04 
864A31 1".1 20.4 6121 R 7/35 166 40 P3397/11 876A30 -3.5 262.5 6577 R 7/31 173 357 P3402l05 
e64A32 1'·.7 22.6 6140 R 7/26 166 47 P33 Q7/12 8i6A31 -7.7 261.0 6718 R 7/37 173 352 P3402l06 
864A33 1~.7 20.6 6141 R 7/34 166 33 P3397/13 876A32 -4.3 260.1 6572 R 7/41 173 351 P3"+02!07 
864.0.34 1.~. 3 22.8 6157 R 7/26 166 39 P3397/14 876A33 -8.6 258.6 6727 R 7/47 173 347 P3402/08 
864A35 ( .9 21.1 6181 R 7/32 166 27 P3397/15 876A34 -5.1 257.7 6579 R 7/51 173 3"+6 P3402l09 
864A36 l(.9 23.1 6185 R 7n5 166 33 P3397/16 8i6A35 -9.6 256.0 6751 R 7/57 173 30+3 P3402l10 
864A41 2~:. 7 15.6 5i60 R 7/56 166 117 P3396/01 87bA36 -6.0 255.3 6599 R 8/00 173 341 P3402l11 
864.0.42 2~.6 17.7 5777 R 7/48 166 114 P33c:6/02 877.1101 38.7 252.1 10021 R 6/57 173 lc:O P3402/12 
864A43 2( .0 15.4 5733 R 7/58 166 103 P3396/03 877A02 42.8 251.4 10078 R 7/00 173 187 P3402l13 
864A44 2'T.6 17.6 5748 R 7/49 166 101 P33c:6/04 877A03 38.0 247.2 10021 R 7/17 173 212 P3402l14 
864A45 2: .7 15.4 5712 R 7/58 166 80 P33<:6/05 877AC'+ 42.1 246.2 10079 R 7/21 173 203 P3402l15 
864A46 2'-.6 17.5 5726 R 7/50 166 86 P3396/0" 8iSAOl 24.0 251.4 6671 R 6/51 174 92 P3403l01 864.0.47 1'1.9 15.3 56<;8 R 7/58 166 63 P33"S/07 878.0.02 24.9 25-+.1 6711 R 6/40 174 94 P3403/02 
864A48 2~.6 17.4 5709 R 7/50 166 i'2 P33Clt>/OS 878.1103 22.0 251.3 6654 R 6/51 174 81 P3403/03 
864A49 Ib.O 15.4 5690 R 7/53 166 47 P3396/09 87SA04 22.4 253.9 6690 R 6/41 174 83 P3403/04 
864A50 1<:.5 17.5 5701 R 7/50 166 57 P3396/10 8i8A05 19.4 251.3 6647 R 6/51 174 68 P3403/05 
864A51 1!-.8 15.5 56Ql R 7'/5·':, 166 35 P3396/11 878.0.06 19.7 253.9 6682 R 6/41 174 71 P3403/06 
864A52 It·.5 17.5 5698 R 7/50 166 46 P3396/12 878A07 16.7 251.4 6651 R 6/51 174 55 P3403/07 
864.1153 1:-.8 15.6 5697 R 7/57 166 27 P3396/13 878M3 16.9 253.9 6685 R 6/41 174 60 P3403/08 
864~S4 14.5 17.7 5703 R 7/49 166 37 P33 Q6/14 8781109 13.9 251.6 6669 R 6/51 174 45 P3403/09 
864.1155 BJ 15.8 5712 R 7/57 166 21 P3396/15 878.0.10 14.2 254.0 6699 R 6/41 174 51 P3403/10 864A56 17.8 5713 R 7/49 166 30 P33c:6/16 87Mll 11.1 251.7 6696 R 6/50 174 37 P3403/11 
864.1161 -31'.7 268.9 32'+ C 15/57 166 39 P3396/17 87SA12 11.5 254.0 6725 R 6/41 174 43 P3403/12 
864A62 -3f,.7 269.0 321 C 15/57 166 31 P3396/18 878.0.13 8.4 251.8 6733 R 6/50 174 31 P3403/13 
864.0.63 -38.5 268.9 322 C 15/58 166 17 P3396/19 878.0.14 8.7 254.2 6762 R 6/41 174 36 P3403/14 
864A64 -3L.6 268.9 321 C 15/58 166 4 P33Q6l20 8781>.15 5.4 252.1 6790 R 6/49 174 26 P3403/15 
864.0.65 -31\.4 268.8 325 C 15/58 166 347 P3396/21 878U6 5.7 254.4 6817 R 6/40 174 31 P3403/16 
864.0.66 -31..5 268.8 326 C 15/58 166 325 P3396/22 878.0.17 2.2 252.4 6862 R 6/48 174 22 P3403/17 
864.t.67 -38.3 268.7 331 C 15/59 166 317 P33 c 6/23 878.U8 2.7 254.8 6885 R 6/39 174 26 P3403/18 
864A68 -38.4 268.7 334 C 15/59 166 300 P3396/24 878,1.19 -.9 252.9 6 0 51 R 6/46 174 18 P3403/19 
865A03 67.5 226.4 34011 V 7/23 167 242 t133;9/73 87801.20 -.6 25.5.3 6980 R 6/37 174 22 P3':;0.5/01 
865A04 68.4 223.3 34067 R 7/35 167 241 H33'lQ/i.:, 878A31 24.3 246.6 6236 R 7/13 174 10':' P3404/01 
865A05 52.6 237.5 33729 V 6/39 167 264 H3399/i5 878A32 24.8 249.0 6259 R 7/04 174 102 P3404/02 
865.1.06 5':'.3 236.1 33765 R 6/44 167 262 N33~9/76 8,SA33 21.9 246.6 6213 R 7/14 174 87 F3404/03 
865.0.21 -39.1 268.5 293 C 15/17 167 106 H339 Q/77 878113':' 22.3 248.9 6235 R 7/04 174 88 P3404/04 
865A22 -37.9 271.4 304 C 15/05 167 254 H3399/iS 878.!-35 19.5 2~6.S 6199 R 7/14 174 69 P3404/05 
865A23 -37.9 270.9 303 C 15/07 167 2.55 H33"'9/79 67S.A36 1'1.9 248.9 0219 R 7/05 174 74 P3404/06 
8651124 -38.1 270.7 306 C 15/03 167 250 H339CJ/oO ·g+~N~ 17.0 240.6 6195 R 7114 174 53 P3404/07 805A25 -38.1 270.2 305 C 15/10 167 252 H3399/81 17.4 248.8 6213 R 7/05 174 59 P3':;04/08 
865A26 -3S.3 269.9 308 C 15/11 167 2':'7 N33S9/82 878A39 14.5 246.7 6202 R 7/14 174 41 P3404/09 
865A27 -38.4 269.4 307 C 15/13 167 248 t1339Q/S3 87811.:;0 14.8 248.8 6219 R 7/05 174 48 P3404/10 
865.0.28 -38.6 26'1.2 309 C 15/15 167 242 H3399/84 8i8~41 11.8 246.9 6220 R 7/13 174 32 P3404/11 
866.1101 -39.1 2-+5.4 341 C 16/11 167 ~6 P3399/23 878.A42 12.2 24~.0 6235 R 7/05 174 39 P3404/12 
866M2 -39.0 245.4 341 C 16/11 167 21 P339Q/25 87S1143 9.1 247.1 6250 R 7/12 174 25 P3404/13 
866A03 -33.8 245.4 3:"4 C 16/12 167 351 P3399/26 878.!-44 9.7 249.1 6260 R 7/04 174 32 P34C4/14 
866.1104 -38.7 245.3 347 C 16/12 167 326 P3399/27 873A45 6.6 247.3 6287 R 7/12 174 20 P3404/15 
866.1105 -38.6 245.3 352 C 16/12 167 314 P3399/28 878A46 6.9 249.4 6301 R 7/03 174 26 P3404/16 866A06 -38.5 245.2 357 C 16/12 167 302 P3309/29 878.\47 3.7 ~47.7 6344- R 7/10 174 16 P3404/17 
S66A07 -38.3 245.2 363 C 16/13 167 298 P3399/30 873A48 4.2 249.7 6353 R 7/02 174 21 P3404/18 
867AOl -39.5 245.7 298 C 15/28 168 179 P33c9/22 878A49 .7 248.1 6413 R 7/09 174 13 P3404/19 
867A02 -39.4 245.7 300 C 15/28 168 203 P3398/09 878A50 1.3 250.1 6418 R 7/01 174 18 P3404/20 
867A03 -39.3 245.6 302 C 15/29 168 224 P3393/10 87SA61 27.3 242.2 5843 R 7/30+ 174 142 P3':;05/02 
867.0.04 -39.2 245.5 306 C 15/29 168 232 P339Sl11 878A62 27.7 244.6 5859 R 7/25 174 132 P3405/03 
867A05 -39.1 245.3 309 C 15/30 168 241 P3398/12 8/8A63 25.0 ~42.2 5804 R 7135 174 130 P3405!04 
867A06 -39.0 245.3 315 C 15/30 168 245 P33 C8/13 878.:\6':' 25.4 244.6 5:319 R 7/25 174 121 P3405/05 
867.0.07 -38.9 245.2 321 C 15/31 168 251 P330Sl14 878A65 22.7 242.2 5773 R 7/35 174 112 P3405/06 
867AOS -38.8 245.2 329 C 15/31 168 253 P33"S/15 878.A66 23.1 244.5 5786 R 7/26 174 106 P3405/07 
868.0.01 25.2 338.5 649':' R 7/37 169 99 P3395116 878A07 ::0.4 242.2 5751 R 7/35 174 87 P3405/0S 
868.0.02 26.0 340.8 6508 R 7/28 169 101 P33 Q8/17 B,c.A6S 20.8 244.5 5763 R 7/26 174 8S P3405/09 
868A03 23.1 338.4 6475 R 7138 169 75 P339S/18 878A69 18.0 242.3 5737 R 7/35 174 60 P3405/10 
868A04 23.6 340.8 64S8 R 7/28 169 81 P3396/19 878AiO 18.5 244.5 5747 R 7/26 174 70 P340S/ll 
86S~05 20.5 338.5 6466 R 7/33 169 50 P3398/20 878.l.71 15.8 242.4 5731 R 7/34 174 42 P3405/12 
S68A06 20.9 340.8 6476 R 7/29 169 61 P339S/21 878A72 16.3 244.5 57':;0 R 7/26 174 54 P3405/13 
868.A07 17.9 338.6 6468 R 7/37 169 34 P3395/22 878A73 13.5 2':'2.5 573:' R 7/34 174 31 P3:'05/14 
868;\OS 18.4 340.8 6475 R 7/29 169 45 P3395123 878.0.74 13.9 24,+.6 5741 R 7/26 174 41 P3405/15 
868A09 14.9 338.9 6486 R 7/36 169 23 P33Q8/24 878.0.75 11.1 242.7 5747 R 7/33 174 22 P3405/16 
868AlO 15.8 3':;0.9 6485 R 7/28 169 34- P33~8/<:5 878A76 U.S 244.8 5754 R 7/25 174 32 P34051l7 
8701>.21 7.8 330.2 64 QO R 6/55 170 36 t13'lOO/Ol 878:>'77 8.6 243.0 5770 R 7/32 174 17 P3405/18 
870A22 10.6 329.3 6405 R 6/58170 ':;0 H3:'OO/02 878A78 9.0 24'+.9 5774 R 7/25 174 24 P3405/19 
870t.23 7.4 327.7 6427 R 7105 170 31 H3 .. 00/03 878A79 6.2 243.3 5802 R 7/32 174 13 P34051Z0 
870A24 10.2 326.9 6345 R 7/08 170 35 H3400/04 878A80 6.7 2~5.3 5805 R 7/23 174 20 P340S/21 
870.1>.25 7.0 325.1 6373 R 7/15 170 25 t13400/05 880M 1 27.0 225.7 7709 R 7/01 175 113 P3407/01 
870.t.26 9.7 324.4 6293 R 7118 170 28 H3400/06 880.0.02 27.2 ~25.9 7721 R 6/49 175 103 P3407/02 
870A27 6.5 322.8 6331 R 7/25 170 18 t13 :;00/07 8S:lA03 23.8 225.9 7693 R 7/01 175 61 P3407/03 
870A28 9.2 322.0 6253 R 7/28 170 20 t13400/08 8SCA04 23.8 229.0 7704 R 6/49 175 71 P3,+07/04 
870A41 1.9 333.0 6489 R 6/45 170 31 P3398/01 MOA05 20.3 226.1 7693 R 7/00. 175 30 P3':;07 lOS 
870.1142 4.9 331.8 6368 R. 6/50 170 34 P33QS/02 880A06 20.5 229.1 7704 R 6/48 175 47 P3407/06 
870A43 1.5 330.1 6':'08 R 6/57 170 26 P33"S/03 BSD.A07 17.0 226.3 7709 R 6/59 17.5 18 P3407/07 
870A44 4.5 328.9 6292 R 7/02 170 29 P33;3/04 880;\08 17.2 229.2 7719 R 6/48 liS 32 P3407/0S 
870A45 1.1 327.6. 6347 R 7/07 170 21 P3393/05 8eOA09 13.6 226.6 7742 R 6/59 175 12 P3407/09 
873AOl 69.2 147.8 34074 V 7/21 171 2'+1 t13400/09 880.t.! 0 14.0 229.4 7749 R 6/47 175 24 P3407/10 
873;\02 71.3 140.1 34201 R 7/51 171 239 t13400/10 e80All 10.3 226.9 7789 R 6/58 175 9 P3407/11 
873;\03 57.9 158.0 33834 V 6/40 171 253 H3':;00/11 8:300.12 10.4 229.7 7800 R 6/46 175 18 P3407/12 
8731>.04 60.0 155.5 33893 R 6/50 171 255 H3400/12 88D.U3 6.6 227.2 7861 R 6/56 175 6 P3408/01 
8731>.05 46.3 159.4 33821 V 6/34 171 276 t13':;OO/13 880A14 6.8 230.1 7870 R 6/45 175 14 P340S/02 
873t..06 4S.1 158.5 33835 R 6/33 171 274- tl3400/14 8.20A15 2.7 227.7 7955 R 6/54 175 5 P3408/03 
876AOl 2.2 275.2 7078 R 6/36 173 27 P3401*Ol S80A16 3.2 230.5 7958 R 6/43 175 11 P3403/04 
876A02 5.4 274.2 6961 R 6/40 173 30 P3':;01liD2 880.0.17 -1.1 2Z,s.2 8068 R 6/53 li5 3 P3408/05 
876.A03 1.8 272.4 7017 R 6/48 173 21 P3401"03 ceOA18 -.9 231.1 8084 R 6/41 175 Q P3408/06 
876A04 5.0 271.4 6903 R 6/51 173 23 P3",Ol*04 880,,1.21 27.6 231 .. 3 7390 R 6/42 175 106 P3406/01 
876A05 1.3 269.5 1:>968 R 6/59 173 15 P3401"<05 BSOA22 28.5 234.3 7':'26 R 6/31 175 105 P3406/02 
876Ae6 4.4 268.4 6855 R 7/04 173 16 P3401~06 680.1<23 25.3 231.1 7365 R 6/43 175 91 P3406/03 
876A07 .7 266.6 6932 R 7/11 173 8 P3401*07 880A24 25.6 23':".0 7397 R 6/32 175 91 P3406/04 
876A08 3.8 ;::65.6 6819 R 7/15 173 8 P3401loi09 830,.\25 Z2.4 231.1 7351 R 6/44 175 72 P3~06/05 
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1:-.3 165.0 lr..O 164.3 
1~.2 162.4 
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6/32 175 74 P3406/06 
6/44 175 53 P3406/07 
6/32 175 60 P3406/08 
6/43 175 41 P3406/09 
6/32 175 49 P3406/10 
6/42 175 33 P3406/11 
6/31 175 40 P3406/12 
6/40 175 27 P3406/13 
6/29 175 33 P3406/14 
6/38 175 22 P3406/15 
6/27 175 28 P3406/16 
7103 177 68 H3'+15/17 
6/54 177 72 H3415/18 
7/03 177 S4 H3415/19 
6/5'+ 177 60 H3415/20 
7/03 177 43 H3415/21 
6/54 177 49 H3415/22 
7/02 177 34 H3415/23 
7/01 177 28 H3415/25 
6/53 177 34 H3'+15/26 
6/47 177 77 P3408/17 
6/39 177 80 P3408/18 
6/48 177 69 P3410/01 
6/39 177 72 P3410/02 
g~~~ i~~ g! ~~~ig~g~ 
6/47 177 53 P3410/05 
6/39 177 56 P3410/06 
6/46 177 46 P3410!07 
6/38 177 49 P3410/08 
6/39 178 52 P3412/01 
6/41 178 62 P3412/02 
6/50 178 47 P3412/03 
6/53 178 57 P3412/04 
7101 178 39 P3412/05 
7/04 178 50 P3412/06 
7/12 178 28 P3412/07 
7/15 178 38 P3412/08 
7/22 178 13 P3412/09 
7/25 178 18 P3412/10 
7/33 178 355 P3412/11 
7/36 178 349 P3412/12 
7/43 178 336 P3412/13 
7/46 178 322 P3412/14 
7/5'+ 178 320 P3412/15 
7/57 178 304 P3412/16 
6/42 180 50 P3412/17 
6/44 180 62 P3412/18 
6/55 180 42 P3412/19 
6/56 180 56 P3412/20 
7/04 180 35 P3412/21 
7/06 180 46 P3412/22 
7/15 180 20 P3412/23 
7/18 180 29 P3412/24 
7/25 180 2 P3412/25 
7/28 180 1 P3413/01 
7/36 180 342 P3413/02 
7/39 180 328 P3413/03 
7/46 180 324 P3413/04 
7/49 180 306 P3413/05 
7/57 180 311 P3413/06 
8/00 180 295 P3413/07 
7/13 181 174 P3413/08 
7/03 181 149 P3413/09 
7/11 181 163 P3413/10 
7/00 181 118 P3413/11 
7/09 181 38 P3413/12 
6/59 181 67 P3413/13 
7/08 181 9 P3413/14 
6/59 181 35 P3413/15 
7/08 181 2 P3413/16 
7/00 181 19 P3413/17 
7/0S lSI 359 P3413/18 
7/00 181 11 P3413/19 
7/08 181 357 P3413/20 
6/59 181 6 P3413/21 
7/07 181 357 P3413/22 
6/58 181 4 P3413/23 
6/27 182 55 P3416/01 
6/30 182 66 P3416/02 
6/38 182 51 P3416/03 
6/41 182 62 P3416/04 
6/49 182 44 P3'+16/05 
6/51 182 57 P3416/06 
6/59 182 35 P3417/01 
7/02 182 49 P3417/02 
7/10 182 21 P3417/03 
7/12 182 32 P3417/04 
7/20 182 1 P3417/05 
7/22 182 359 P3417/06 
7/30 182 337 P3417/07 
7/33 182 317 P3417/08 
7/40 182 318 P3417/09 
7/43 182 297 P3417/10 
6/26 182 47 P3417/11 
6/30 182 52 P3417/12 
6/37 182 42 P3417/13 
6/40 182 48 P3417/14 
6/48 182 36 P3417/15 
6/51 182 43 P3417/16 
6/58 182 29 P3417/50 
7/01 182 35 P3417/51 
7/08 182 20 P3417/52 
7/11 182 24 P3417/53 
7/18 182 8 P3417/21 
7/21 182 9 P3417/22 
7/28 182 355 P3417/23 
7/30 182 354 P3417/24 
7/37 182 343 P3417/25 
892A36 9.0 100.5 
895AOl -2.6 68.8 
8 c 5A02 -1.7 71.1 
895A03 -5.5 69.2 
895AO'+ -5.0 71.7 
895A05 -9.2 69.7 
895A06 -8.4 7212 
895A21 1.7 63.2 
895A22 2.4 65.6 
895A23 -1.2 63.6 
895A24 -.8 66.1 
895A25 -4.7 64.0 
895A26 -4.2 66.6 
895A27 -8.4 64.4 
895A28 -7.8 67.1 
897A01 10.7 50.1 
897A02 11.0 52.2 
897A03 7.7 50.3 
897A04 7.9 52.6 
897A05 4.6 50.6 
897A06 4.8 52.9 
897A07 1.3 50.9 
897A08 1.6 53.2 
897A09 -2.0 51.2 
8 Q 7AI0 -1.6 53.5 
897All -5.5 51.5 
897A12 -5.2 53.8 
897A13 -9.4 51.7 
897A14 -9.0 54.1 
897A21 18.1 44.4 
897A22 18.6 46.5 
897A23 15.6 44.7 
897A24 15.9 47.0 
897A25 12.9 45.3 
897A26 13.3 47.6 
897A27 10.2 45.9 
897A28 10.6 48.1 
897A29 7.5 46.3 
897A30 7.9 48.3 
897A31 4.6 46.3 
897A32 4.8 48.4 
897A33 1.5 46.4 
897A34 1.8 48.4 
897A35 -1.7 46.3 
897A36 -1.3 48.5 
897A37 -5.1 46.5 
897A38 -4.5 48.8 
897A39 -8.5 46.8 
897A40 -8.1 49.1 
897A51 19.3 40.1 
897A52 19.8 42.1 
897A53 16.9 40.3 
897A54 17.1 42.5 
897A55 14.2 40.7 
897A56 14.5 42.8 
897A57 11.6 41.0 
897A58 11.8 43.1 
897A59 9.0 41.3 
897A60 9.2 43.4 
897A61 6.3 41.6 
897A62 6.7 43.6 
897A63 3.6 41.8 
897A64 4.0 43.8 
897A65 .9 41.9 
897A66 1.2 43.9 
897A67 -2.0 42.1 
897)1.68 -1.6 44.1 
897A69 -5.1 42.2 
897A70 -4.7 44.2 
897A71 -8.4 42.2 
897A72 -7.8 44.3 
897A81 10.1 36.7 
897A82 10.7 38.6 
897A83 7.9 36.9 
897A84 8.2 38.8 
897A85 5.4 37.1 
897A86 5.6 39.1 
897A87 2.7 37.3 
897A88 3.1 39.3 
897A89 .1 37.4 
904A02 -1.4 58.3 
904A03 -2.9 57.2 
904A04 -2.6 58.1 
904A05 -4.1 57.1 
904A06 -3.8 58.0 
904A07 -5.3 57.0 
904A08 -5.0 57.9 
905AOl -1.3 59.1 
905A02 -1.0 60.1 
905A04 -2.2 59.9 
905A05 -3.7 58.9 
905A06 -3.4 59.8 
905A07 -4.9 58.8 
905A08 -4.6 59.6 
905A09 -6.2 58.0 
905A10 -5.9 59.5 
905Al1 -7.5 58.5 
905A12 -7.2 59.4 
905A57 -35.4 306.2 
905A58 -35.6 306.2 
905A59 -35.4 306.0 
906AOl -1.2 60.9 
906A02 -.8 61.8 
906A03 -2.3 60.7 
906A04 -2.1 61.6 
906A05 -3.6 60.3 
906A06 -3.3 61.5 
906A07 -4.8 60.5 
906A08 -4.5 61.4 
5507 R 7/40 182 337 P3417/26 
6539 R 7/42 18'+ 330 P3418/09 
6484 R 7/33 184 335 P3418/10 
6613 R 7/41 184 333 P3418/11 
6567 R 7/31 184 338 P3418/12 
6721 R 7/39 184 336 P3418/13 
6665 R 7/29 184 340 P3418/14 
6344 R 8/06 184 312 P3418/01 
6279 R 7/57 184 316 P3418/02 
6398 R 8/04 184 317 P3418/03 
6337 R 7/55 184 322 P3418/04 
6477 R 8/03 184 322 P3418/05 
6413 R 7/53 184 326 P3418/06 
6560 R 8/01 184 325 P3418/07 
6512 R 7/51 184 329 P3'+18/08 
6380 R 7/36 185 309 P3420/01 
63'+9 R 7/27 185 318 P3420/02 
6403 R 7/35 185 318 P3420/03 
6371 R 7/26 185 327 P3420/04 
6441 R 7/34 185 325 P3420/05 
6409 R 7/25 185 332 P3420/06 
6497 R 7/33 185 330 P3420/07 
6463 R 7/24 185 336 P3420/08 
6570 R 7/32 185 333 P3420/09 
6532 R 7/23 185 339 P3420/10 
6662 R 7/31 185 336 P3420/11 
6625 R 7/22 185 341 P3420/12 
6782 R 7/30 185 338 P3420/13 
6742 R 7/21 185 342 P3420/14 
6052 R 8/01 185 258 P3'+20/15 
6010 R 7/53 185 254 P3420/16 
6033 R 8/00 185 270 P3420/17 
5987 R 7/51 185 270 P3420/18 
6019 R 7/58 185 283 P3420/19 
5973 R 7/'+9 185 286 P3420/20 
6017 R 7/56 185 2S5 P3420/21 
5972 R 7/47 185 300 P3420/22 
6028 R 7/54 185 305 P3420/23 
5986 R 7/46 185 310 P3420/24 
6059 R 7/54 185 312 P3420/25 
6019 R 7/46 185 317 P3420/26 
6109 R 7/54 185 317 P3421/01 
6065 R 7/46 185 322 P3421/02 
6174 R 7/55 185 321 P3421/03 
6127 R 7/46 185 326 P3421/0'+ 
6255 R 7/54 185 325 P3421/05 
6200 R 7/45 185 329 P3421/06 
6351 R 7/53 185 328 P3421/07 
6299 R 7/44 185 332 P3421/08 
56'+7 R 8/22 185 247 P3421/09 
5599 R 8/14 185 243 P3421/10 
5618 R 8/22 185 256 P3421/11 
5565 R 8/13 185 254 P3421/12 
5593 R 8/20 185 266 P3421/13 
5541 R 8/12 185 266 P3421/14 
5581 R 8/19 185 277 P3421/1S 
5529 R 8/11 185 278 P3421/16 
5579 R 8/18 185 286 P3421/17 
5528 R 8/10 185 289 P3421/18 
5590 R 8/17 185 295 P3421/19 
5537 R 8/09 185 298 P3422/01 
5612 R 8/17 185 302 P3422/02 
5557 R 8/09 185 305 P3422/03 
5644 R 8/16 185 307 P3422/04 
5591 R 8/08 185 311 P3422/05 
5696 R 8/16 185 313 P3422/06 
5641 R 8/08 185 316 P3422/07 
5765 R 8/15 185 317 P3422/08 
5705 R 8/07 185 320 P3422/09 
5850 R 8/15 185 320 P3422/10 
5785 R 8/07 185 323 P3422/11 
5267 R 8/40 185 273 P3422/12 
5206 R 8/32 185 272 P3422/13 
5262 R 8/39 185 280 P3422/14 
5200 R 8/31 185 281 P3422/15 
5267 R 8/38 185 287 P3422/16 
5206 R 8/30 185 289 P3'+22/17 
5285 R 8/38 185 294 P3422/18 
5220 R 8/30 185 296 P3422/19 
5313 R 8/37 185 299 P3422/20 
2965 C 7/50 189 60 P3423/01 
2951 C 7/55 189 47 P3423/02 
2953 C 7/51 189 52 P3423/03 
29'+3 C 7/56 189 39 P3'+23/04 
2943 C 7/52 189 45 P3423/05 
2937 C 7/56 189 33 P3423/06 
2937 C 7/53 189 38 P3423/07 
2933 C 7/56 189 59 P3424/05 
293'+ C 7/53 189 64 P3424/06 
2920 C 7/53 189 54 P3424/08 
2911 C 7/58 189 39 P3424/09 
2910 C 7/54 189 45 P3424/10 
2904 C 7/58 189 32 P3424/11 
2902 C 7/55 189 38 P3424/12 
2900 C 7/59 189 26 P3424/13 
2898 C 7/55 189 31 P3424/14 
2900 C 7/59 189 21 P3424/15 
2895 C 7/56 189 26 H3425/01 
505 C 16/04 189 260 P3425/07 
515 C 16/04 189 254 P3425/08 
522 C 16/04 189 256 P3425/09 
2926 C 7/58 190 56 P3425/11 
2923 C 7/55 190 64 P3425/12 
2911 C 7/59 190 45 P3425/13 
2910 C 7/55 190 52 P3425/14 
2899 C 8/01 190 32 P3425/15 
2899 C 7/56 190 42 P3'+25/16 
2894 C 8/00 190 27 P3425/17 
2890 C 7/57 190 34 P3425/18 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORDERNBR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORDERHBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------906A09 -6.1 60.4 2890 C 8/00 190 21 P3425/19 912A06 -3.2 69.2 2584 R 8/13 194 326 P3433/06 
906AI0 -5.8 61.3 2885 C 7157 190 27 P3425/20 912A07 -4.5 68.3 2579 R 8/17 194 320 P3433/07 906All -7.3 60.3 2889 C 8/01 190 16 P3425/21 912AOS -4.5 69.2 2568 R 8/13 194 353 P3433/08 
906A12 -7.1 61.1 2883 C 7/58 190 21 P3425/22 912A09 -5.8 6S.3 2565 R S/17 194 334 P3433/09 
906A52 -35.0 307.2 474 C 16/08 190 284 P34Z6/02 912AI0 -5.7 69.2 2554 R 8/13 194 355 P3433/10 
906A53 -34.8 307.0 4S0 C 16/09 190 286 P3426/03 912All -7.0 68.3 2555 R 8/17 194 341 P3433/11 
906A54 -35.0 306.9 485 C 16/10 190 271 P3426/04 912A12 -6.9 69.2 2543 R 8/13 194 356 P3434/01 
906A55 -34.9 306.7 491 C 16/10 190 274 P34Z6/05 912A13 -8.3 68.3 2546 R 8/17 194 345 P3434/02 
906A56 -35.1 306.7 497 C 16/11 190 261 P3426/06 912A14 -8.1 69.2 2534 R 8/13 194 356 P3434/03 
906A57 -34.9 306.5 504 C 16/12 190 264 P3426/07 912A15 -9.5 68.2 2542 R 8/18 194 346 P3434/04 
906A58 -35.1 306.5 511 C 16/12 190 254 P3426/0S 912A16 -9.3 69.2 2529 R 8/14 194 356 P3434/05 
906A59 -34.9 306.3 518 C 16/12 190 258 P3426/09 912A17 -10.7 68.4 2538 R 8/17 194 348 P3434/06 
906A60 -35.2 306.3 527 C 16/13 190 250 M3427*01 912A20 -11.6 69.3 2524 R 8/13 194 355 P3434/09 
907AOl -2.2 62.7 2918 C 7159 191 41 P3427/01 912A51 -5.7 69.1 1953 R 8/19 194 130 P3432/09 
907A02 -1.9 63.7 2915 C 7/55 191 52 P3427/02 912A52 -5.3 68.5 1942 R 8/2~ 194 134 P3432/10 
907A03 -3.4 62.7 2908 C 8/00 191 31 P3427/03 912A53 -6.5 69.1 1935 R 8/19 194 126 P3432/11 
907A04 -3.3 63.5 2904 C 7/56 191 39 P3427/04 912A54 -6.2 68.4 1919 R 8/22 194 128 P3432/12 
907A57 -34.2 306.4 513 C 16/21 191 276 M3427/16 912A55 -7.3 69.0 1915 R 8/20 194 120 P3432/13 
907A59 -34.2 306.2 525 C 16/22 191 259 P3428/01 912A56 -7.0 68.3 1898 R 8/22 194 123 P3432/14 
907A60 -34.4 306.1 532 C 16/22 191 244 P3428/02 912A57 -8.1 69.0 1897 R 8/20 194 115 P3432/15 
908AOl -2.0 64.5 2905 C 8/00 191 39 P3428/03 912A58 -7.8 68.3 1879 R 8/23 194 117 P3432/16 
908A02 -1.7 65.5 2900 C 7/56 191 52 P3428/04 912A59 -8.9 69.0 1880 R 8/20 194 109 P3432/17 
908A03 -3.2 64.5 2893 C 8/00 191 28 P3428/05 912A60 -8.6 68.2 1862 R 8/23 194 112 P3432/18 
908A04 -3.0 65.4 2888 C 7/57 191 38 P3428/06 912A61 -9.6 69.0 1866 R 8/20 194 104 P3432/19 
906A05 -4.5 64.4 2865 C S/OI 191 19 P3428/07 912A62 -9.4 68.3 1846 R 8/23 194 106 P3434/10 
906A06 -4.3 65.2 2678 C 7158 191 28 P3426/08 912A63 -10.4 69.0 1852 R 8/20 194 99 P3434/11 
908A07 -5.8 64.3 2879 C 8/02 191 13 P3428/09 912A64 -10.1 68.3 1833 R 8/23 194 101 P3434/12 
908A08 -5.6 65.1 2872 C 7159 191 20 P3428/10 912A65 -11.1 69.0 1840 R 8/20 194 94 P3434/13 
908A09 -7.1 64.2 2876 C 8/02 191 9 P3428/11 912A66 -10.8 68.3 1820 R 8/23 194 95 P3434/14 
908AI0 -6.9 65.0 2866 C 7/59 191 15 P3428/12 912A67 -11.8 69.0 1829 R 8/21 194 90 P3434/15 
908All -8.4 64.1 2877 C 8/03 191 6 P3428/13 912A68 -11.5 68.3 1807 R 8/24 194 91 P3434/16 
908A12 -8.2 64.9 2668 C ~/OO 191 11 P3428/14 913AOl 1.2 69.9 2632 R 8/16 194 202 M3434/10 
908A51 -33.7 306.9 511 C 16/26 191 49 P3428/15 913A03 .0 70.0 2603 R 8/16 194 205 M3434/12 
908A52 -33.9 306.9 511 C 16/27 191 55 P3428/16 913A04 .0 70.9 2591 R 8/13 194 187 M3434/13 
908A53 -33.7 306.6 515 C 16/28 191 52 P3426/17 913A05 -1.3 69.9 2577 R 8/17 194 215 M3434/14 
908A54 -33.9 306.6 515 C 16/28 191 57 P3428/18 913A06 -1.2 70.9 2566 R 8/13 194 188 M3434/15 
908A55 -33.6 306.4 519 C 16/29 191 54 P342S/19 913A07 -2.5 69.9 2554 R 8/17 194 235 M3434/16 
908A56 -33.8 306.3 520 C 16/29 191 60 P3428/20 913A08 -2.5 70.9 2543 R 8/13 194 196 M3434/17 
908A57 -33.6 306.1 524 C 16/30 191 56 P3428/21 913A09 -3.8 69.9 2535 R 8/17 194 278 M3434/18 
908A58 -33.8 306.0 526 C 16/31 191 66 P3428/22 913AI0 -3.8 70.7 2524 R 8/14 194 288 M3434/19 
908A59 -33.6 305.8 530 C 16/31 191 61 P3426/23 913Al1 -5.1 69.9 2519 R 8/17 194 315 P3436/01 
908A60 -33.8 305.8 533 C 16/32 191 74 P3428/24 -913A12 -5.0 70.8 2507 R 8/14 194 348 P3436/02 
909AOl -2.2 65.8 2854 C 8/03 192 29 P3429/01 913A13 -6.3 69.9 2505 R 8/17 194 332 P3436/03 
909A02 -2.0 66.8 2648 C 7159 192 49 P3429/02 913AI4 -6.3 70.8 2494 R 8/14 194 353 P3436/04 
909A03 -:.4 65.8 2841 C 8/03 192 19 P3429/03 913A15 -7.6 69.9 2494 R 8/18 194 340 P3436/05 
909A04 -:.5 66.3 2834 C 8/01 192 27 P3429/04 913AI6 -7.5 70.8 2483 R 8/14 194 355 P3436/06 
909A05 -4.7 65.6 2632 C 8/04 192 11 P3429/05 913A17 -8.8 69.9 2486 R 8/18 194 344 P3436/07 
909A06 -l.6 66.5 2825 C 8/01 192 22 P3429/06 913A18 -8.7 70.8 2474 R 8/14194355 P3436/08 
909A07 -~.1 65.5 2826 C 8/05 192 6 P3429/07 913AI9 -10.0 69.9 2481 R 8/18 194 3~6 P3431/10 
909A08 -E.9 66.4 2818 C 8/01 192 15 P3429/0S 913A20 -9.9 70.8 2468 R 8/14 194 355 P3431/11 
909A09 -7.4 65.4 2823 C 8/05 192 3 P3429/09 913A21 -11.2 69.9 2477 R 8/18 194 348 P3431/12 
909AI0 -~.2 66.3 2814 C 8/02 192 10 P3429/10 913A22 -11.1 70.8 2465 R 8/14 194 355 P3431/13 
909All -6.7 65.3 2823 C 8/06 192 P3429/11 913A23 -12.5 70.0 2478 R 8/18 194 349 P3431/14 
909A12 -( .. 5 66.2 2813 C 8/02 192 6 P3429/12 913A24 -12.2 70.9 2464 R 8/14 194 355 P3431/15 
909A51 -3~.8 305.3 574 C 16/41 192 60 P3429/13 913A51 -6.4 70.1 1880 R 8/22 194 135 M3434/27 
909A52 -3:.0 305.1 574 C 16/42 192 64 P3429/14 913A52 -6.1 69.6 1870 R S/24 194 138 M3434/28 
909A53 -3:'.7 304.9 577 C 16/43 192 63 P3429/15 913A53 -7.2 70.1 1860 R 8/22 194 130 P3435/01 
909A54 -3;.9 304.9 576 C 16/43 192 67 P3429/16 913A54 -7.0 69.5 1846 R 8/25 194 133 P3435102 
909A55 -3 •. 7 304.7 580 C 16/44 192 65 P3429/17 913A55 -8.0 70.1 1840 R 8/23 194 124 P3435/03 
909A56 -3;.9 304.6 580 C 16/44 192 71 P3429/18 913A56 -7.8 69.4 1824 R 8/25 194 127 P3435/04 909A57 -3,.6 304.5 583 C 16/45 192 69 P3429/19 913A57 -8.8 69.9 1820 R 8/23 194 119 P3435/05 
909A58 -3~.9 304.4 584 C 16/45 192 76 P3429/20 913A58 -8.6 69.3 1805 R 8/26 194 122 P3435/06 909A59 -3~.6 304.3 588 C 16/46 192 73 P3429/21 913A59 -9.6 69.9 1803 R 8/24 194 114 P3435/07 
909A60 -3,.9304.2 589 C 16/46 192 82 P3429/22 913A60 -9.4 69.2 1785 R 8/26 194 116 P3435/08 
910AOl -.6 65.3 2e87 R 8/14 192 192 P3429/23 913A61 -10.4 69.8 1787 R 8/24 194 108 P3435/09 
910A02 -.4 66.4 2679 R 8/10 192 144 P3429/24 913A62 -10.1 69.1 1768 R 8/27 194 110 P3435/10 
910A03 -1.6 65.1 2667 R 8/15 192 224 P3430/01 913A63 -11.1 69.7 1771 R 8/25 194 103 P3435/11 
910A04 -J.6 66.4 2659 R 8/10 192 105 P3430/02 914AI0 -4.1 72.2 2499 R 8/14 195 268 P3437/01 
910A05 -:.0 65.3 2649 R 8/14 192 356 P3430/03 914All -5.3 71.3 2494 R 8/18 195 302 P3437/02 
910A06 -?8 66.3 2641 R 8/10 192 51 P3430/04 914A12 -5.3 72.2 24S2 R 8/14 195 326 P3437/03 
910A07 -'.2 65.4 2634 R 8/14 192 359 P3430105 914A13 -6.6 71.2 2480 R 8/18 195 321 P3437/04 
910A08 -~.1 66.3 2626 R 8/10 192 27 P3430/06 914A14 -6.5 72.2 2467 R 8/15 195 340 P3437/05 
910A09 -!.4 65.4 2622 R 8/14 192 359 P3430/07 914AI5 -7.8 71.3 2468 R 8/18 195 331 P3437/06 
910AIO -:.3 66.3 2613 R 8/11 192 17 P3430~09 914AI6 -7.7 72.1 2456 R 8/15 195 345 P3437107 
910Al1 -6.6 65.4 2612 R 8/14 192 359 P3430~09 914A17 -9.0 71.3 2459 R 8/18 195 337 P3437/08 
910A12 -(.4 66.3 2603 R 8/11 192 13 P3430/10 914A18 -8.9 72.1 2446 R 8/15 195 348 P3437/09 
910AI3 -~.7 65.5 2605 R 8/14 192 359 P3430/11 914A19 -10.2 71.2 2453 R 8/19 195 341 P3437/10 
910A14 -;.6 66.4 2596 R S/11192 10 P3430/12 914A20 -10.0 72.1 2439 R 8/15 195 350 P3437/11 
910A15 -~.O 65.5 2601 R 8/14 192 359 P3430/13 914A21 -11.3 71.2 2448 R 8/19 195 343 P3437/12 
910AI6 -~.7 66.4 2591 R 8/11 192 7 P3430/14 914A22 -11.2 72.1 2435 R 8/15 195 350 P343S/01 
910A17 -10.1 65.5 2593 R 8/14 192 358 P3430/15 914A23 -12.5 71.3 2447 R 8/19 195 344 P3438/02 ~lg~l~ -i~:~ ~~:~ ~~$§ ~ ~~l! i~~ 35~ ~~~~g~l~ ~l~~gt -!,:~ f~:~ t~S~ ~ ~~~g 13~ f~~ ~~~~~~g~ 
910A20 -11.0 66.5 25e6 R 8/10 192 4 P3430/16 914A52 -7.6 70.3 1793 R 8/28 195 137 P3436/10 
911AOl -.7 66.8 2672 R 8/15 193 212 P3430/19 914A53 -8.7 70.8 1785 R 8/26 195 128 P3436/11 911A02 -.5 67.9 2663 R 6/11 193 170 P3430/20 914A54 -8.4 70.2 1771 R 8/29 195 131 P3436/12 
911A03 -1.8 66.9 2651 R 8/15 193 239 P3430/21 914A55 -9.5 70.7 1766 R 8/27 195 122 P3436/13 
911A04 -1.8 67.8 2641 R 8/11 193 150 P3431/01 914A56 -9.2 70.1 1751 R 8/29 195 125 P3436/14 
911A05 -3.1 66.8 2633 R 8/15 193 310 P3431/02 914A57 -10.2 70.6 1748 R 8/27 195 116 P3436/15 
911A06 -3.0 67.8 2623 R 8/11 193 29 P3431/03 914A58 -10.0 70.0 1732 R S/30 195 119 P3436/16 311~g§ :~:~ ~~:~ ~~6§ ~ og~~~ 193 10 ~~~~i:g~ 31~~~6 :16:g l~:~ Iff! ~ ~~~6 I~~ Iig ~~~~~~l§ 
911A09 -5.6 66.8 2605 R 8/16 193 345 P3431/06 914A61 -11.7 70.5 1715 R 8/28 195 105 P3436/19 
911AI0 -5.5 67.8 2595 R 8/12 193 5 P3431/07 914A62 -11.5 69.8 1698 R 8/31 195 107 P3436/20 
911All -6.8 66.8 2595 R 8/16 193 348 P3431/08 914A63 -12.5 70.4 1701 R 8/28 195 99 P3439/01 
911AI2 -6.7 67.8 2534 R 8/12 193 3 P3431/09 914A64 -12.2 69.8 1683 R 8/31 195 101 P3439/02 
911A13 -8.0 66.9 258S R 8/15 193 351 P3432/01 914A65 -13.2 70.4 1686 R 8/29 195 94 P3439/03 
911A14 -7.8 67.9 2577 R 8/12 193 2 P3432/02 914A66 -12.9 69.7 1669 R 8/31 195 96 P3439/04 
911AI5 -9.2 66.9 2583 R 8/16 193 351 P3432/03 914A67 -13.8 70.3 1675 R 8/29 195 90 P3439/05 
911AI6 -9.1 67.8 2572 R 8/12 193 P3432/04 914A68 -13.6 69.6 1655 R 8/32 195 91 P3439/06 ~iiil§ :ig:~ gf:~ ~g~~ ~ ~~I~ I~~ ~~~ ~~2~~~gg ~I~~g~ :f f~:~ ~~~% ~ ~~i~ l~g ~~~ ~~2~~~g~ 
911A19 -11.6 67.0 2581 R 8/15 193 352 P3432/07 915A03 -.4 72.8 2557 R 8/17 196 213 P3438/06 
911A20 -11.4 67.9 2569 R 8/12 193 358 P343ZIOS 915A04 -.5 73.8 2543 R 8/13 196 199 P3438/07 
912AOl -.8 68.3 2636 R 8/16 194 218 P3433/01 915A05 -1.8 72.8 2530 R 8/17 196 223 P3438/08 
912A02 -.7 69.3 2626 R 8/12 194 186 P3433/02 915A06 -1.8 73.7 2516 R 8/14 196 206 P3438/09 
912A03 -2.0 68.3 2614 R 8/16 194 238 P3433/03 915A07 -3.1 72.8 2506 R 8/18 196 240 P3438/10 
912A04 -2.0 69.3 2603 R 8/12 194 191 P3433/04 91SA08 -3.1 73.6 2493 R 8/14 196 222 P3438/11 
912A05 -3.3 6S.3 2595 R 8/17 194 284 P3433/05 915A09 -4.4 72.7 2406 R 8/18 196 266 P3438/12 
3-87 
VIKlt~ ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LS SCAl ORDERNSR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORDER~8R PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
915AI0 -4.4 73.6 2473 R 8/15 196 262 P343S/13 920A5S -27.7 322.0 784 C 16/42 19'1 267 N3445/2S 
915All -S.6 72.7 2468 R 8/18 196 2<;4 P3438/H 920A59 -27.2 321.9 793 C 16/42 199 276 N3445/26 
91SA12 -S.6 73.6 2455 R 8/1S 196 310 P343S/50 920A60 -27.4 321.8 801 C 16/43 199 269 N3445/27 
915A13 -6.9 72.6 245'1 R 8/19 196 313 P3438115 nOA6S -26.4 321. 7 846 C 16/44 199 277 N3445/32 
915A14 -6.8 73.6 2441 R 8/15 196 330 P343S/16 920A66 -26.4 321.6 858 C 16/44 199 273 N3445/33 
915A15 -8.1 72.7 2442 R 8/19 196 326 P3438/17 921AOI -.9 80.0 2538 C 8/17 199 227 P3445/02 
915A16 -8.0 73.5 2429 R 8/1S 196 339 P3438/18 Cl21A02 -.4 80.6 2528 C 8/1S 199 220 P3445/03 
915A17 -9.3 72.6 2433 R 8/19 1<;6 332 P343S/19 921M3 -1.6 79.7 2516 C 8/19 199 232 P3445/04 
915A18 -9.2 73.5 2419 R 8/16 196 343 P3438/20 921A04 -1.6 80.8 2494 C 8/15 199 224 P3446/01 
915A19 -10.5 72.6 2427 R 8/19 196 337 P343S/21 <l21AOS -2.9 80.0 2484 C 8/18 199 238 P3446/02 
915A20 -10.3 73.5 2412 R 8/16 196 3,+5 P3438/22 ClZIA06 -2.7 80.7 2467 C 8/15 199 230 P3446/03 
91SA21 -11.7 72.6 2422 R 8/19 196 340 P343S123 921A07 -4.0 79.9 24S9 C 8/18 199 245 P3446/04 
915A22 -11.5 73.S 2407 R 8/16 196 347 P3439/07 921A03 -3.9 80.7 2441 C 8/1S 199 239 P3446/05 
915A23 -12.9 72.7 2420 R 8/19 196 342 P3439/08 <l21A09 -S.l 79.9 2436 C 8/18 199 2S5 P3446/06 
915A24 -12.7 73.5 2406 R 8/16 196 3·48 P3439/09 9:::lAI0 -5.0 80.7 2418 C 8/15 199 250 P3446/07 
915A51 -8.6 71.5 1737 R 8/30 196 138 N3439/10 <l21All -6.2 79.9 2415 C 8/19 199 266 P3446/08 
915A52 -8.4 71.0 1727 R 8/32 196 141 N3439/U 921A12 -6.0 80.S 2399 C 8/16 199 262 P3446/09 
915A53 -9.4 71.4 1718 R 8/30 196 132 M3439/12 921A13 -7.3 79.9 2396 C 8/19 199 277 P3446/10 
915A54 -9.1 70.9 1706 R 8/32 196 136 H3439/13 921A14 -7.1 80.6 2378 C 8/16 199 275 P3446/11 
915A55 -10.2 71.3 1697 R 8/31 196 126 M3':;39/14 921A15 -8.3 79.8 2380 C 8/19 199 287 P3446/12 
915A56 -10.0 70.7 1684 R 8/33 196 130 M3439/1S 921A16 -8.2 80.5 2362 C 8/16 199 288 P3446/13 
915A57 -11.0 71.2 1678 R 8/31 196 120 M3439/16 921A17 -9.4 79.8 2367 C 8/19 199 296 P3446/14 
915A58 -10.8 70.6 1664 R 8/34 196 124 113439/17 921AlS -9.2 80.5 2347 C 8/17 199 298 P3446/15 
915A59 -11.7 71.1 1661 R 8/32 196 114 113439/13 921A19 -10.4 79.8 2352 C 8/20 199 304 P3446/16 
9l5A60 -11.5 70.5 1646 R 8/34 196 117 H3439/19 921A20 -10.2 80.5 2334 C 8/17 199 307 P3446/17 
9I5A61 -12.5 71. 0 1645 R 8/32 196 103 P3440/01 921A21 -11.4 79.8 2341 C 8/20 199 311 P3446/I8 
915A62 -12.2 70.3 1628 R 8/35 196 111 P3440/02 921A22 -11.2 80.5 2322 C 8/17 199 314 P3446/19 
915A63 -13.1 70.9 1630 R 8/33 196 103 P3440/03 921A51 -23.1 321.3 820 C 16/49 199 346 N3446/24 
915A64 -12.9 70.3 1613 R 8/35 196 105 P3440/0':; 921A52 -23.5 321.3 815 C 16/49 199 342 113446/25 
9I5A6S -13.8 70.8 1615 R 8/33 196 9S P3440/05 nIA53 -23.2 321. 2 826 C 16/49 199 341 M3446126 
9I5A66 -13.6 70.2 1598 R 8/36 196 99 P3440/06 921A54 -23.6 321.2 823 C 16/49 199 337 113446/27 
9I5A67 -14.5 70.7 1602 R 8/34 196 93 P3440/07 922A05 -3.4 81.2 2443 C 8/17 200 237 P3447/0S 
915A68 -14.3 70.1 1584 R 8/36 196 94- P3440/0S 922A06 -3.3 82.0 2426 C 8/14 200 230 P3447/06 
916A52 -8.8 71.9 1672 R 8/34 196 147 P3440/10 922A07 -4.5 81.2 2418 C 8/17 200 245 P3447/07 
916A53 -9.8 72.3 1660 R 8/32 196 139 P3C;40/11 922A08 -4.4 81.9 2401 C 8/15 200 239 P3447/08 
916A54 -9.6 71.7 1648 R 8/35 196 142 P34C;0/12 922A09 -S.6 81.1 2395 C 8/18 200 255 P3447/09 
9I6A55 -10.7 72.1 1637 R 8/34 196 133 P3440/13 922AI0 -5.S 81.9 2378 C 8/1S 200 249 P3447/10 
916A56 -10.4 71.5 1625 R 8/36 196 137 P3440/I4 922A11 -6.9 80.9 2376 C 8/19 200 267 P344 7 III 
9l6A57 -11.4 71. 9 1616 R 8/34 196 128 P3440/1S 922A12 -6.6 81.8 23S7 C 8/1S 200 262 P3447/12 
916A58 -11. 2 71.3 1603 R 8/37 196 132 P3440/16 922A13 -7.8 81.1 2356 C 8/18 200 277 P3447/13 
916A59 -12.1 71. 7 1597 R 8/35 196 122 P3441/01 922A14 -7.6 81.7 2339 C 8/16 200 275 P3447/14 
916A60 -11.9 71.1 151:4 R 8/38 19" 12S P3441/02 922A15 -8.8 81.0 2340 C 8/19 200 287 P3447/1S 
917AOI .2 74.1 2552 R 8/23 197 223 P3441/03 922A16 -8.7 81.7 2322 C 8/16 200 288 P3447/16 
917A02 .6 75.2 2538 R 8/19 197 211 P3441/04 922A17 -9.9 81.0 2325 C 8/19 200 296 P3447/17 
9l7A03 -.5 74.2 2524 R 8/23 197 225 P3441/05 922;\18 -9.7 81.6 2307 C 8/16 200 298 P3447/18 
917A06 -1.6 75.1 2479 R 8/20 197 221 P3441/16 Q22A19 -11.0 80.9 2313 C 8/19 200 304 P3448'!06 
917A07 -2.8 7':;.1 2470 R 8124 197 238 P3441/17 922A20 -10.8 81.6 2295 C 8/17 200 307 P3448*07 
917AC8 -2.7 75.0 2453 R 8/20 197 229 P3441/18 922A21 -12.0 80.9 2302 C 8/20 200 311 P3448*08 
917A09 -4.0 73.9 2448 R 8/24 197 251 P3442/01 922A22 -11.8 81.S 2283 C 8/17 200 314 P3448*09 
917AI0 -3.7 75.0 2430 R 8/20 197 239 P3442102 922.A51 -21.5 320.0 809 C 16/58 200 3 P3448*01 
917All -5.0 74.0 2426 R 8/24 197 260 P3':'':'2/03 922A52 -21.9 320.0 862 C 16/58 200 2 P3448'!02 
917A12 -4.8 74.9 2409 R 8/21 197 253 P344210':; q22A53 -21.6 319.9 872 C 16/58 200 1 P3448*03 
917AI3 -6.0 73.9 N07 R 8/25 197 272 P3442/05 922A54 -22.0 319.9 865 C 16/58 200 P3448*04 
917A14 -5.8 74.8 2389 R 8/21 197 269 P3442/06 922A55 -21.7 319.9 875 C 16/59 200 359 P3448*OS 
917A15 -7.0 73.9 2389 R 8/25 197 28':; P34':;2/07 922A5~ -22.2 319.9 869 C 16/59 200 357 P3448*06 
917A16 -6.9 74.8 2372 R 8/21 197 286 P3442/08 922A57 -21.9 319.8 879 C 16/59 200 356 P3448*07 
'l17A17 -8.1 73.9 2374 R 8/25 197 296 P3442/09 922.ASS -22.4 319.8 874 C 16/59 200 353 P3448"'08 
917A18 -7.9 74.7 2356 R 8/22 197 300 P3442/10 922A59 -22.1 319.7 884 C 17/00 200 352 P3448*09 
9l7A19 -9.1 73.8 2360 R 8/26 197 305 P3442111 922A60 -22.5 319.7 881 C 17/00 200 347 P3448/10 
917A20 -8.9 74.7 23':;2 R 8/22 197 310 P3442/12 922A61 -22.2 319.7 891 C 17/00 200 346 P3448/11 
919AOI .6 77.6 262S C 8/18 198 224 P3442113 922M2 -22.8 319.7 889 C 17/00 200 340 P3448/12 
9l9A02 .8 78.4 2609 C 8/15 193 217 P3442/14 922Ao3 -22.5 319.6 898 C 17/00 200 339 P3448/13 
'HClA03 -.4 77.6 2595 C 8/18 19S 229 P344211S 922A64 -23.0 319.6 899 C 17/01 200 331 P3448/14 
919A04 -.3 78.4 2578 C 8/15 198 221 P3442/16 922A6S -22.7 319.6 908 C 17/01 200 330 P3448/1S 
919A05 -: .6 77.6 2567 C 8/18 198 235 P3442/17 922A66 -23.2 319.5 910 C 17/01 200 319 P3448/16 
919A06 -loS 78.4 2549 C 8/15 198 228 P3':;42/18 923AOI -1.8 82.5 2467 C 8/16 200 227 P3448*01 
'll9A07 -2.8 77.6 2541 C 8/19 198 244 P3442/19 923A02 -1.6 83.3 2451 C 8/13 200 219 P3448*02 
919AOB -::.7 78.4 2524 C 8/16 198 236 P3442/20 023A03 -2.9 82.4 2438 C 8/16 200 232 P3448*03 
919A09 -J.9 77.6 2S18 C 8/19 198 254 P3442/21 923A04 -2.8 83.2 2421 C 8/13 200 225 P344S*04 
919AI0 -:'.8 78.4 2500 C 8/16 198 248 P3442122 923A05 -4.0 82.4 2411 C 8/16 200 238 P3448*05 
'l19Al! -5.1 77.6 2'197 C 8/19 198 265 P3· .. 42123 923408 -5.1 83.1 2369 C 8/13 200 241 P3449/03 
'H9A12 -".9 78.3 2479 C 8/16 195 261 P3442/24 923A.09 -6.3 82.4 2364 C 8/16 200 257 P3449/04 
919A13 -0.2 77.6 2478 C 8/19 198 277 P3442125 923AlO -6.2 83.1 2347 C 8/14 200 252 P3449/05 
919A14 -/·.0 78.3 2460 C 8/16 198 276 P3442/26 923A11 -7.4 82.3 2344 C 8/17 200 268 P3449/06 
919AlS - i. 3 77.6 2461 C 8/19 198 288 P3442/27 923A12 -7.3 83.1 2326 C 8/14 200 265 P3449/07 
919A16 -".1 78.3 2444 C 8/17 198 289 P3442128 923A13 -8.5 82.3 2326 C 8/17 200 279 P3449/08 
919A17 -e.4 77.5 2447 C 8/20 198 2<;8 P3~43/01 923A14 -8.3 83.0 2308 C 8/14 200 278 P3449/09 
919A18 -1-.2 78.3 2429 C 8/17 198 301 P3443l02 Q23AlS -9.S 82.3 2309 C 8/17 200 290 P3449/10 
9l9A55 -2,·.8 322.7 715 C 16/34 198 274 H3443/11 923A16 -9.4 82.9 2292 C 8/15 200 291 P3449/11 
919A56 -2".0 322.6 723 C 16/34 1<;8 267 113443/12 923A17 -10.6 82.2 2296 C 8/1S 200 299 P3449/12 
919.A.57 -2f •• S 322.5 731 C 16/3S 198 275 t13443/13 Q23A19 -11.6 82.0 2285 C 8/19 200 305 P3449/14 
919A58 -2< •. 7 322.5 739 C 16/35 198 269 M3443/14 <;23.1.20 -11.5 82.8 2266 C 8/16 200 310 P3449/15 
919.1.59 -20.2 322.4 7'+7 C 16/36 198 ,,-, H3443/15 Cl23A.21 -12.7 82.2 2274 C 8/18 200 313 P3449/16 <./0 
9l9A60 -2t>.4 322.3 756 C 16/36 193 270 H3443/16 Q23A22 -12.5 82.8 2255 C 8/16 200 316 P3449/17 
919A61 -27.9 322.2 764 C 16/36 198 276 113443117 924AOI -2.7 83.S 2427 C 8/15 201 229 P3449/18 
919A62 -20.1 322.2 773 C 16/37 198 271 H3443/18 9NA02 -2 .. 5 8 ... 3 2410 C 8/12 201 222 P3449/19 
920A06 -2.0 79.5 2516 C 8/16 199 230 P3444/01 924A03 -3.7 83.5 2399 C 8/15 201 234 P3449/20 
nOA07 -~. 3 78.7 2508 C 8/19 199 245 P3444/02 924A04 -3.7 84.2 2382 C 8/12 201 228 P3449/21 
920A08 -~.2 79.4 2490 C 8/16 199 239 P3444/03 924A05 -4.8 83.5 2373 C 8/16 201 242 P3':;49/22 
nOA09 -'· ... 4 78.6 2485 C 8/19 199 254 P3444/04 924A06 -4.8 84.2 2356 C 8/13 201 235 P3449/23 
nOA10 -< .3 79.4 2467 C 8/16 199 249 P3444/0S 924A07 -S.9 83.4 2349 C 8/16 201 250 P3450/01 
nOAl! -!'.5 78.6 2464 C 8/19 199 265 P3444/06 924A08 -5.9 84.1 2332 C 8/13 201 244 P3450/02 
nOA13 -t .6 78.6 2446 C 8/20 199 275 P3444/08 Q24A09 -7.0 83.4 2327 C 8/16 201 260 P3450/03 
920A14 -£..4 79.3 2428 B 8/17 199 273 P3444/09 924AI0 -6.9 84.1 2310 C 8/13 20i 256 P3450/04 
nOA15 -7 .. 6 78.6 2429 C 8/20 199 285 P3444/10 924A11 -8.1 83.3 2308 C 8/16 20 270 P3450/05 
Cl20A16 -:·.S 79.3 2411 C 8/17 199 286 P3444/11 924A12 -8.0 84.1 2290 C 8/14 201 268 P3450/06 
nOAl7 -&.7 78.S 2414 C 8/20 199 295 P3444/12 924A13 -9.1 83.3 2290 C 8/17 201 281 P3450/07 
920A18 -t .. 5 79.2 2396 C 8/17 199 29" P3444/13 924A14 -9.0 84.0 2272 C 8/14 201 281 P3450/08 
920A19 -~.7 78.5 2':;01 C 8120 199 303 P3444/14 924A15 -10.2 83.3 2274 C 8/17 201 291 P3450/09 
920A20 -".5 79.2 2382 C 8/18 199 30S P3444/1S 924A16 -10.0 84.0 2256 C 8/14 201 292 P3450/10 
nOAH -lu.8 78.5 2390 C 8/21 199 309 113444/16 'lNAI7 -11.2 83.2 2260 C 8/17 201 300 P3450/11 
920A22 -H.6 79.2 2371 C 8/18 199 313 P3445/01 924A18 -11.0 83.9 2242 C 8/1S 201 302 P3450/12 
920A51 -24.5 322.2 772 C 16/41 199 336 H3445/18 924A19 -12.2 83.2 2248 C 8/18 201 307 P3450/13 
920A52 -28.6 322.4 737 C 16/40 199 262 113445/19 924A20 -12.0 83.9 2230 C 8/15 201 310 P3450/14 
920A53 -28.1 322.3 744 C 16/40 199 275 M3445l20 924A21 -13.2 83.2 2238 C 8/18 201 313 P3450/15 
920A54 -28.3 322.2 752 C 16/41 199 264 N3445121 924A22 -13.0 83.8 2219 C 8/15 201 316 P3450/16 
920A55 -27.8 322.2 760 C 16/41 199 274 H3445/22 926AOI -4.1 84.1 2366 C 8/20 202 237 P3450/17 
nOA56 -28.0 322.1 f~g E ig~2~ 199 266 M3445/23 926A04 -4.9 84.8 2320 C 8/17 202 237 P34S0/20 920A57 -27.S 322.0 199 275 t13445/24 926A05 -6.1 84.0 2314 C 8/20 202 248 P3450121 
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926A06 -6.0 84.7 22'B C 8/17 202 243 P3450/22 973A04 -24.5 186.0 1189 C 7/07 232 133 P3458/16 
926A07 -7.2 84.0 2290 C 8/21 202 255 P3450/23 973A05 -25.1 186.4 1181 C 7/06 232 125 P3458/17 
926A08 -7.1 B4.7 2269 C 8/18 202 251 P3450124 Q73A06 -,5.1 IS6.1 1174 C 7/07 232 127 P3458/18 
926A09 -8.3 83.9 2268 C 8/21 202 263 P3450125 973A07 -25.7 186.4 1168 C 7/06 232 119 P3458/19 
926A10 ';'8.2 84.6 2248 C 8/18 202 260 P3450/26 973A03 -25.6 186.1 1160 C 7/07 232 120 P3458/21 
926A11 -9.3 83.9 2Z'1B C 8/21 202 271 P3450/27 973A09 -26.2 186.5 1157 C 7/06 232 113 P3458/22 
926A12 -9.2 84.6 2228 C 8/18 202 269 P3450/28 973A10 -26.1 186.2 1149 C 7/07 232 115 P3458/23 
926A14 -10.3 84.5 2210 C 8/19 202 278 H3451/11 974AOl -23.8 187.2 1222 C 7/13 233 172 P3458/24 
927AOl -4.6 85.4 2320 C 8/17 203 235 P3451/03 974A02 -23.7 1&7.0 1217 C 7/14 233 172 P3458/25 
927A03 -5.6 85.4 2293 C 8/18 203 241 P3451/05 974M3 -24.3 187.3 1202 C 7/12 233 164 P3453/26 
927A04 -5.6 86.1 2274 C 8/15 203 235 P3451/06 974A04 -24.3 187.1 1196 C 7/14 233 165 H3459/01 
927A05 -6.7 85.4 2267 C 8/18 203 247 P3451/07 974A05 -24.9 187.4 1183 C 7/12 233 155 H3459/02 
92n06 -6.7 86.0 2247 C 8/15 203 242 P3451/08 974A06 -24.9 187.2 1177 C 7/13 233 157 H3459/03 
927A03 -7.7 85.9 2225 C 8/16 203 251 P3452102 122501 -6.4 246.2 499 C 07/20 326 215 H3466/01 
927A09 -8.9 85.2 2222 C 8/19 203 263 P3452/03 122502 -6.1 246.0 503 C 07/21 326 212 H3466/02 
927A10 -8.8 85.9 2204 C 8/16 203 260 P3452104 122503 -6.2 245.9 501 C 07/21 326 215 H3466/03 
927A11 -9.9 85.1 2204 C 8/19 203 271 P3452105 122504 -5.9 245.8 505 C 07/22 326 212 H3466/04 
927A12 -9.9 85.8 2185 C 8/17 203 270 P3452106 122505 -6.1 245.7 504 C 07/22 326 215 H3466/05 
927A13 -11. 0 85.0 2188 C 8/20 203 280 P3452107 122506 -5.8 245.6 508 C 07123 326 211 H3466/06 
927A14 -10.9 85.7 2167 C 8/17 203 280 P3452108 122507 -5.9 245.5 508 C 07/23 326 215 H3466/07 
928AOl -5.5 86.6 2256 C 8/16 204 235 P3452/09 122508 -5.6 245.4 512 C 07/24 326 209 H3466/08 
n8A02 -5.4 87.g 2239 C 8/14 204 229 P3452110 122509 -5.8 245.3 513 C 07/24 326 214 H3466/09 
928A03 -6.5 86. 2228 C 8/16 204 240 P3452111 122510 -5.5 245.1 517 C 07125 326 207 H3466/10 
928 . 1.04 -6.5 87.2 2212 C 8/14 204 235 P3452112 122511 -5.6 245.1 518 C 07/25 326 212 H3466/11 
928A05 -7.6 86.4 2205 C 8/17 204 248 P3452113 122512 -5.3 244.9 523 C 07/26 326 203 H3466/12 
928A06 -7.5 87.1 2187 C 8/15 204 243 P3452114 122513 -5.4 244.9 525 C 07/26 326 208 ~3466/13 
928A07 -8.7 86.2 2185 C 8/18 204 257 P3452115 122514 -5.2 244.8 529 C 07/27 326 192 3466/14 
928.1.11 -10.8 86.1 2145 C 8/19 204 273 P3453/01 122515 -5.3 244.7 532 C 07127 326 188 H3466/15 
928Al2 -10.7 86.8 2125 C 8/16 204 272 P3453/02 122516 -5.0 244.6 536 C 07/28 326 160 H3466/16 
928A13 -11.8 86.1 2127 C 8/19 204 282 P3:.53/03 122517 -5.1 244.5 540 C 07128 326 50 H3466/17 
<l28.U4 -11.7 86.7 2108 C 8/16 204 282 P3453/04 122518 -4.8 244.4 545 C 07128 326 81 H3466/18 
929AOI -6.2 87.6 2219 C 8/15 204 236 P3453/05 122519 -5.0 244.4 549 C 07/29 326 42 H3466/19 
929A02 -6.1 88.2 2201 C 8/12 204 230 P3453/06 122520 -4.7 244.2 554 C 07/29 326 56 H3466/20 
929A03 -7.2 87.5 2193 C 8/16 204 242 P3453/07 122521 -4.8 244.2 559 C 07130 326 40 H3466/21 
929A04 -7.2 88.1 2175 C 8/13 204 237 P3453/08 122522 -4.5 244.1 564 C 07/30 326 49 H3466/22 
929A05 -8.3 87.4 2169 C 8/16 204 249 P3453/09 122523 -4.7 244.1 570 C 07/30 326 38 H3466/23 
929A06 -8.2 87.9 2153 C 8/14 204 245 P3453/10 122524 -4.4 244.0 575 C 07/31 326 45 H3 .. 67/01 
929A07 -9.3 87.3 2147 C 8/17 204 257 P3453/11 122531 28.3 190.2 24243 V 15/50 327 273 H3467/06 
929A08 -9.2 87.9 2130 C 8/14 204 252 P3453/12 122532 27.6 18Q.8 24246 R 15/52 327 268 H3467/07 
929A09 -10.3 87.2 2127 C 8/17 204 265 P3 .. 53/13 122533 36.5 195.7 24309 V 15/28 327 316 H3467/08 
929A11 -11. 3 87.1 2109 C 8/18 20 .. 274 P3 .. 53/15 122534 35.8 195.3 24305 R 15/30 327 312 H3467/09 
929A12 -11. 2 87.8 2090 C 8/15 204 273 P3 .. 53/16 122535 44.6 203.2 24490 V 14/58 327 334 H3467/06 
929A13 -12.3 87.0 2092 C 8/18 204 283 P3453/17 122536 43.4 2(12.2 24463 R 15/03 327 331 H3467/07 
929A14 -12.2 87.7 2074 C 8/16 204 283 P3453/18 122537 52.1 214.1 24792 V 14/15 327 341 H3467/08 
931A02 .4 98.7 2373 C 7/35 205 166 P3454/02 122S38 51.1 212.8 24757 R 14/20 327 340 H3467/09 
931M3 -.7 99.6 2346 C 7/31 205 159 P3454/03 122539 58.9 232.7 25291 V 13/01 327 346 H3467/10 
931A09 -4.0 99.8 2252 C 7/31 205 143 P3:+54/C9 122540 58.1 230.0 25225 R 13/11 327 345 H3467/11 Q31A10 -4.0 98.9 2237 C 7/35 205 148 P3454/10 123501 -4.6 246.9 531 C 07/25 327 216 H3468/01 
931A11 -5.0 <;9.8 2225 C 7/31 205 136 P3454/11 123502 -4.3 246.7 535 C 07/26 327 212 H3468/02 
931A12 -5.0 99.0 2210 C 7/35 205 142 P3454/12 123503 -4.5 246.7 533 C 07/26 327 215 H3468/03 
932AOl .4 101.6 2392 C 7/25 206 157 P3454/13 123504 -4.2 246.5 537 C 07/27 327 212 H3468/04 
932A02 .4 100.5 2377 C 7/30 206 162 P3454/14 123505 -4.4 246.5 535 C 07/27 327 215 H3468/05 
932A04 -.5 100.6 2343 C 7/30 206 159 P3454/16 123506 -4.1 246.3 539 C 07/28 327 211 H3468/06 
932A05 -1.6 102.6 2335 C 7/22 206 145 P3454/17 123507 -4.2 246.3 539 C 07/28 327 214 H3468/07 
<;32A07 -2.7 101.3 2286 C 7127 206 147 P3454/19 123508 -3.9 246.1 543 C 07/29 327 210 H3468/08 
932AI0 -4.0 100.5 2238 C 7/31 206 146 P3454/22 123509 -4.1 246.1 543 C 07/29 327 214 H3468/09 
932Ul -4.8 101.3 2227 C 7/27 206 136 P3454/23 123510 -3.8 245.9 548 C 07/30 327 208 H3468/10 
932A12 -5.0 100.4 ,209 C 7/31 206 140 P3454124 123511 -3.9 245.9 548 C 07/30 327 213 H3468/11 
933,1.01 -.1 103.2 2394 C 7/21 207 154 P3454/25 123512 -3.6 245.7 553 C 07/31 327 205 H3468/12 
933A02 -.1 102.3 2350 C 7/25 207 158 P3455/01 123513 -3.8 245.7 555 C 07/31 327 211 H3468/13 
933A03 -1.0 104.5 237Q C 7/16 207 145 P3455/02 123514 -3.5 245.6 559 C 07/32 327 201 H3468/14 
933A04 -1.1 102.4 2347 C 7/25 207 154 P3455/03 123515 -3.7 245.5 562 C 07/32 327 206 H3468/15 
933,1.05 -2.2 104.3 2341 C 7117 207 142 P3455/04 123516 -3.4 245.4 566 C 07/33 327 191 H3468/16 Q33A10 -4.4 102.2 2Z46 C 7/26 207 141 P345S/09 123517 -3.5 245.4 gfZ E 8~~~~ ~~f 1~4 ~~~g~~IA 933A11 -5.4 104.2 2253 C 7/18 207 125 P3455/10 123518 -3.2 2'+5.2 
933A12 -5.4 102.2 2219 C 7/26 207 135 P3455/11 123519 -3.4 245.2 579 C 07/33 327 53 H3468/19 
960All -18.6 139.5 2796 R 7122 224 280 H3456/09 123520 -3.2 245.1 583 C 07/34 327 66 H3468/20 
960Al2 -18.5 139.6 2776 V 7/22 224 279 H3456/10 Ij3S21 -3.3 245.1 589 C 07/34 327 43 H3468/21 
960A21 -18.5 140.5 2330 R 7/21 224 276 H34571l8 1 3522 -2.9 244.9 593 C 07/35 327 57 H3468/22 
960A22 -18.5 140.6 2316 V 7/21 224 275 H3457/19 1 3523 -3.1 24:+.9 600 C 07/35 327 40 H3468/23 
960A31 -16.5 141.9 1902 R 7/18 224 241 H3456/11 123524 -2.8 244.8 604 C 07/35 327 49 H3468/24 
960A32 -16.4 142.0 1891 V 7/18 224 238 tl345V12 124501 -2.5 247.0 576 C 07/33 328 217 H3469/01 
960A41 -12.5 145.7 1687 R 7/05 224 160 H3457/20 124502 -2.2 246.9 581 C 07/34 328 214 H3469/02 
960A42 -12.3 146.0 1691 V 7/04 224 158 H3457/21 124503 -2.4 246.9 577 C 07/34 328 216 H3469/03 
962A03 -2.6 161.6 2531 C 6/18 225 159 P3458/10 124504 -2.1 246.7 581 C 07/34 328 213 H3469/04 
962A05 -3.6 161.8 24Q3 C 6/18 225 157 P3458/12 124505 -2.3 246.7 578 C 07/35 328 216 H3469/05 
"62.A07 -4.6 162.0 2458 C 6/17 225 153 P3456/02 124506 -2.0 246.6 583 C 07/35 328 213 H3469/06 
962A09 -5.6 162.2 2425 C 1~~!~ H~ 149 P3456/04 124507 -2.2 246.5 581 C 07/35 328 216 H3469/07 962A26 -11.4 28.3 1560 C 269 P3455/25 124508 -1.9 246.4 586 C 07/36 328 212 H3469/08 
962A27 -1l.2 27.7 1555 C 15/56 225 269 P3455/26 124509 -2.0 246.4 585 C 07/36 328 215 H3469/09 
962A28 -12.0 28.2 1586 C 15/54 225 265 P3455/18 12'1510 -1.8 246.2 590 C 07/37 328 211 H3469/10 Q62A2Q -11. 9 27.6 1583 C 15/56 225 265 P3455/19 124511 -1.9 246.2 590 C 07/37 328 215 H3469/11 
963A.07 -5.9 161.8 2403 C 6/30 226 175 P3457/03 124512 -1.6 246.1 595 C 07/38 328 209 H3469/12 
963,1.08 -:>.5 162.6 2403 C 6/27 226 169 P3457/04 124513 -1.8 246.0 596 C 07/38 328 214 H3469/13 
963A09 -1-.9 162.0 2368 C 6/29 226 173 P3457/05 124514 -1.5 245.9 601 C 07/38 328 207 H3469/14 
963AI0 -6.5 162.8 2367 C 6/26 226 166 P3457/06 124515 -1.7 245.9 602 C 07/39 328 213 H3469/15 
963A21 -<l.2 29.5 1482 C 16/01 226 284 P3457/07 1N516 -1.4 245.8 607 C 07/39 328 203 M3469/16 
963A22 -(·.8 29.9 1501 C 15/59 226 277 P3457/08 124517 -1.6 245.7 610 C 07/39 328 211 H3469/17 
963A23 
-".5 29.3 1499 C 16/02 226 279 P3457/09 124518 -1.3 245.6 615 C 07/40 328 194 H3469/18 963,1.24 -IV.2 29.7 1522 C 16/00 226 272 P3457/10 124519 -1.5 245.6 619 C 07/40 328 189 H3469/19 
963A25 -1(1.0 29.1 1520 C 16/03 226 2iZ P3457/11 124520 -1.2 245.5 624 C 07/40 328 162 H3469/20 
963A26 -1('.8 29.6 1545 C 16/01 226 266 P3457/12 124521 -1.4 245.5 629 C 07/40 328 49 H3469/21 
963A27 -10.6 28.9 1542 C 16/03 226 266 P3457/13 124522 -1.1 245.4 634 C 07/41 328 80 H3469/22 
963,1.28 -1~ .4 29.4 1570 C 16/01 226 261 P3457/14 124523 -1.3 245.4 640 C 07/41 328 41 H3469/23 
963A29 -1).1 28.8 1566 C 16/04 226 260 P3457/15 124524 -.9 245.3 644 C 07/42 328 56 H3469/24 
963A30 -1:.0 29.3 1597 C 16/02 226 256 P3457/16 125501 -.4 247.2 626 C 07/40 328 218 H3470/01 
964A21 -1.5 30.7 1499 C 16/09 226 283 P3458/01 125502 .0 247.0 632 C 07/41 328 216 H3470/02 
964A22 -<'.1 31.1 1515 C 16/07 226 273 P345S/02 125503 -.3 247.0 626 C 07/41 328 218 H3470/03 
964 . 1.23 -t'.8 30.5 1517 C 16/10 226 276 P345S/03 125504 .0 246.9 631 C 07/42 328 215 H3470/04 
964A24 -< .6 30.9 1536 C 16/08 226 266 P3458/04 125505 -.2 246.9 627 C 07/42 328 218 H3470/05 
964A25 _fl.3 30.3 1537 C 16/11 226 266 P3458/05 125506 .0 246.7 632 C 07/42 328 215 H3470/06 
964A26 -11'.1 30.7 1559 C 16/09 226 258 P3458/06 125507 -.1 246.7 629 C 07/43 328 218 H3470/07 
<;64A27 -<1.9 30.1 1559 C 16/12 226 258 P3458/07 125501) .1 246.6 634 C 07/43 328 214 H3470/08 
964A28 -It.7 30.6 1583 C 16/10 226 252 P3458/03 125509 .0 246.6 632 C 07/43 328 218 H3470/09 
964A29 -1(1.4 29.9 1582 C 16/13 226 251 P345S/13 125S10 .2 246.5 637 C 07/44 328 213 H3470/10 
964A30 -1:.3 30.4 1610 C 16/11 226 246 P345S/14 125511 .0 246.4 636 C 07/44 328 217 H3470/11 
973AOl -2"-.1 186.3 1210 C 7/06 232 138 P3453/15 125512 .3 246.3 641 C 07/45 328 213 H3470/12 
973.~02 -2{,.0 186.0 1205 C 7/07 232 140 H3458*26 125513 .0 246.3 641 C 07/45 328 217 H3470/13 
973M3 -24.6 186.3- 1196 C 7/06 232 132 tl3458*27 125514 .3 246.2 646 C 07/45 328 212 H3470/14 
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125S15 .1 246.2 6 .. 7 C 07/ .. 5 328 217 t13470/15 129554 44.3 220.7 23149 C 14/10 331 330 113476/16 
125516 .5 246.1 652 C 07/46 328 210 113470/16 129557 52.0 235.4 23564 R 13/12 331 339 113477/30 
125517 .2 246.1 654 C 07/46 328 216 113470/17 12"558 45.2 221. 5 23183 R 14/08 331 332 113477/31 
125518 .5 245.9 660 C 07/46 328 207 113 .. 70/18 129531 32.4 207.4 24302 R 15/33 331 302 113477/32 
125519 .3 246.0 663 C 07/46 328 215 113470/19 130501 -.8 259.8 599 C 07124 331 216 t13477/01 
125520 .6 245.9 668 C 07/47 328 200 113470120 130502 -.5 259.7 603 C 07/24 331 214 113477/02 
125521 .4 245.9 672 C 07/47 328 2C8 t13470/21 130503 -.7 259.7 598 C 07124 331 216 113477/03 
125522 .7 245.8 677 C 07/48 328 178 113470/22 130S04 -.4 259.5 603 C 07/25 331 213 113477/04 
125523 .5 245.8 682 C 07/47 328 47 113470/23 130S05 -.6 259.5 599 C 07/25 331 216 113477105 
125:524 .8 245.7 688 C 07/48 328 €8 113470/24 130506 -.3 259.4 t>04 C 07/26 331 213 113477/06 
126501 1.8 247.3 684 C 07/48 329 218 113471/01 130507 -.5 259.3 600 C 07/26 331 216 113477/07 
126502 2.1 247.1 690 C 07/49 329 216 113471/02 130508 -.2 259.2 606 C 07126 331 213 113477/08 
126503 1.8 247.2 682 C 07/48 329 217 113471/03 130509 -.4 259.2 603 C 07/27 331 216 113477/09 
126504 2.1 247.0 687 C 07/49 329 215 113471/04 130510 -.1 259.0 608 C 07/27 331 212 113477/10 
126505 1.9 247.1 681 C 07/49 329 217 113471/05 130511 -.3 259.0 607 C 07/27 331 216 113477/11 
126506 2.2 246.9 687 C 07/50 329 215 113471106 130512 .0 258.9 612 C 07/28 331 211 113478/01 
126507 1.9 246.9 682 C 07/50 329 217 113471/07 130513 -.2 258.8 612 C 07/28 331 215 H3478/02 
126508 2.2 246.8 687 C 07150 329 214 113471/08 130S14 .0 258.7 617 C 07/29 331 210 t13478/03 
126509 2.0 246.8 683 C 07/50 329 217 113-+71/09 130515 -.2 258.7 618 C 07/29 331 215 t1347S/04 
126510 2.3 246.7 689 C 07/51 329 214 113471/10 130516 .0 25S.6 623 C 07/30 331 208 113478/05 
126511 2.0 246.7 686 C 07/51 329 217 113471/11 130517 -.1 258.6 625 C 07130 331 214 t1347S/06 
126512 2.3 246.6 692 C 07/51 329 213 t13471/12 130518 .1 258.5 630 C 07/30 331 204 113478/07 
126513 2.1 246.6 691 C 07/51 32 Q 217 113471113 130519 .0 258.5 633 C 07/30 331 212 113478/08 
126514 2.4 246.5 696 C 07/52 329 212 113471/14 130520 .2 258.3 638 C 07/31 331 196 11347S/09 
126515 2.'1 246.5 696 C 07/52 329 217 113471/15 130521 .0 258.3 642 C 07131 331 193 t13478/10 
126516 2.4 246.4 702 C 07/52 329 211 113471/16 130522 .3 253.2 648 C 07/31 331 163 113478111 
126517 2.2 246.4 703 C 07/52 329 216 113471/17 130523 .1 25S.2 653 C 07/31 331 43 11347S/12 
126518 2.5 246.3 708 C 07/53 329 210 113471/18 130524 .4 258.1 658 C 07/32 331 72 113478/13 
126519 2.2 246.4 710 C 07/53 329 215 113471/19 131501 -.4 261. 7 605 C 07122 332 216 H3478/14 
126520 2.6 246.3 716 C 07/53 329 206 113471/20 131502 -.1 261.5 610 C 07123 332 214 H3478/15 
126521 2.3 246.3 719 C 07/53 329 213 H3471/21 131503 -.3 261.5 604 C 07/23 332 217 11347S/16 
126522 2.6 246.2 725 C 07/54 329 199 113471/22 131504 .0 261.4 610 C 07/24 332 213 113479/01 
126523 2.4 246.2 729 C 07/5':' 329 206 H3471/23 131505 -.2 261.4 605 C 07/24 332 215 113479/02 
126524 2.7 246.2 734 C 07/54 329 174 113471124 131506 .0 261.2 608 C 07/25 332 213 113479/03 
127501 4.2 246.7 760 C 07/58 329 219 113472/01 131507 -.1 261. 2 607 C 07/25 332 215 113479/04 
127502 4.5 246.6 768 C 07/58 329 217 113472/02 131508 .1 261.1 612 C 07/25 332 212 113479/05 
127503 4.2 246.7 756 C 07/58 329 219 113472/03 1315:)9 .0 261.0 609 C 07/26 332 215 H3':'79/06 
127504 4.5 246.6 762 C 07/58 329 217 t13472/04 131510 .2 260.9 614 C 07126 332 212 113479/07 
127505 4.2 246.6 753 C 07/58 329 219 113472/05 131511 .0 260.9 613 C 07/26 H~ 215 t13479/08 127506 4.5 246.5 760 C 07/59 329 217 113472106 131512 .3 260.7 618 C 07/27 211 113479/09 
127507 4.2 246.5 752 C 07/59 329 219 113472/07 131513 .1 260.7 618 C 07127 332 215 113479/10 
127508 4.5 246.4 758 C 07/59 329 217 113472/08 131514 .3 260.6 623 C 07/28 332 210 113479/11 
127509 4.2 246.5 752 C 07/59 329 219 113472/09 131515 .1 260.6 624 C 07/28 332 215 113479/12 
127510 4.5 246.3 75S C 08/00 329 216 113472/10 131516 .4 260.4 629 C 07/28 332 209 113479/13 
127511 4.2 246.4 753 C 08/00 329 219 113472111 131517 .2 260.4 631 C 07129 332 214 H3479/14 
127512 4.5 246.3 759 C 08/00 329 216 H3472/12 131518 .5 260.3 636 C 07/29 332 206 113479/15 
127513 4.2 246.3 756 C 08/00 329 220 113474/01 131519 .3 260.3 639 C 07/29 332 213 113479/16 
127514 4.5 246.2 762 C 08/01 329 216 H3474/02 131520 .6 260.2 644 C 07/30 332 198 113479/17 
127515 4.2 246.3 760 C 08/00 329 219 11347':'/03 131521 .4 260.2 648 C 07/30 332 208 113479/18 
127516 4.6 246.2 766 C 08/01 329 215 113474/04 131522 .7 260.1 653 C 07/30 332 172 113479/19 
127517 4.3 246.2 765 C 08/01 329 219 H3474/05 131523 .5 260.1 658 C 07/30 332 41 113479/20 
127518 4.6 246.1 711 C 08/01 329 214 113474/06 131524 .8 260.0 663 C 07/31 332 79 113479/21 
127519 4.3 246.2 772 C 03/01 329 220 113474/07 132501 .0 263.3 614 C 07/22 332 216 113479/22 
127520 4.6 246.1 778 C 08/02 329 213 113474/08 132502 .3 263.2 620 C 07/23 332 215 113479/23 
127521 4.3 246.2 780 C 08/01 329 219 113::'74/09 132503 .1 263.2 614 C 07/23 332 216 H3479/24 
127522 4.7 246.1 786 C 08/02 329 211 113474/10 132504 .4 263.1 619 C 07/23 332 214 113479125 
127523 4.4 246.1 789 C 08/02 329 220 113474/11 132505 .2 263.0 614 C 07/24 332 217 H3479/26 
127524 4.7 246.0 795 C 08/02 329 207 11347:'112 132506 .4 262.9 618 C 07/24 332 215 113480/01 
128501 6.9 246.1 850 C 0$/08 330 220 H3474/13 132507 .3 262.8 615 C 07125 332 217 113480/02 
128502 7.2 246.0 859 C 08/08 330 218 H3474/14 132508 .6 262.7 620 C 07/25 332 214 113480/03 
128503 6.8 246.1 8-+2 C OS/08 330 220 11347:'/15 132509 .3 262.7 618 C 07/25 332 217 113480/0:' 
128504 7.2 246.0 849 C 08/08 330 218 113474/16 132510 .6 262.6 623 C 07/26 332 213 113480/05 
128505 6.7 246.1 836 C 08/08 330 220 113474/17 132511 .4 262.5 621 C 07/26 332 217 113480/06 
128506 7.1 246.0 843 C 08/09 330 218 113474/18 132512 .7 262.4 627 C 07/27 332 213 113480/07 
128507 6.7 246.1 832 C OS/OS 330 220 113474/19 132513 .5 262.4 626 C 07/27 332 217 113480/08 
128508 6.9 246.0 836 C 08/09 330 218 113':'74120 132514 .8 262.3 631 C 07/27 332 212 113480/09 
126509 6.6 246.1 829 C 08/08 330 220 113474/21 132516 .9 262.1 637 C 07/28 332 211 113480/11 
126510 7.0 246.0 835 C 08/09 330 217 113474/22 132518 1.0 262.0 643 C 07/29 332 209 113480/13 
128511 6.6 246.0 828 C 08/09 330 220 P3475/01 132519 .8 262.0 646 C 07/29 332 218 113480/14 
128512 6.9 245.9 835 C 08/09 330 217 P3475/02 132520 1.1 261.9 651 C 07/29 332 205 H3480/15 
128513 6.6 246.0 828 C 08/09 330 220 P3475/03 132S21 .9 261.9 655 C 07129 332 219 113480/16 
128514 6.9 245.9 835 C 08/09 330 216 P3475/04 132522 1.2 261.8 6bO C 07/30 332 192 H3480/17 
128515 6.6 246.0 831 C 08/09 330 219 P3475105 132523 .9 261.8 665 C 07/30 332 29 113480/18 
128516 6.9 245.9 837 C 08/10 330 216 P3475/0b 132524 1.2 261. 7 670 C 07/30 332 100 t13480/19 
128517 6.6 246.0 834 C 08/09 330 219 P3475/07 133501 .2 265.4 613 C 07120 333 216 113481/01 
128518 6.9 245.9 841 C 08/10 330 215 P3475/08 133502 .5 265.3 619 C 07120 333 214 113481102 
128519 6.5 246.0 839 C 08/09 330 219 P3475/09 133503 .3 265.3 612 C 07120 333 215 t13481/03 
128520 6.9 245.9 846 C 08/10 330 214 P3475/10 133504 .6 265.2 618 C 07121 333 213 113':'81/04 
128521 6.5 246.0 846 C 08/09 330 219 P3475/11 133505 .3 265.2 612 C 07/21 333 215 H3481/05 
128522 6.9 246.0 852 C 08/10 330 212 P3475/12 133506 .6 265.0 618 C 07122 333 213 H3481/06 
128523 6.5 246.1 854 C 08/09 330 218 P3:' 75/13 133507 .4 265.0 614 C 07122 333 215 H3:'81/07 
128524 6.9 246.0 860 C 08/10 330 210 P3:'75/14 133508 .7 264.9 619 C 07/23 333 212 113481/08 
129501 -1.6 258.3 584 C 07/23 330 217 P3475/15 133509 .5 264.8 616 C 07/23 333 215 113481/09 
129502 -1. 2 258.2 589 C 07123 330 213 P3475/16 133510 .8 264.7 621 C 07123 333 212 H3481/10 
129503 -1.4 258.1 584 C 07/24 330 216 P3475/17 133511 .6 264.7 620 C 07/24 333 215 113481/11 
129504 -1.1 258.0 589 C 07/24 330 213 P3475/18 133512 .9 264.5 625 C 07/24 333 212 113481/12 
129505 -1.3 257.9 585 C 07/25 330 216 P3475/19 133513 .7 264.5 625 C 07124 333 216 113481/13 
129506 -1.1 257.8 590 C 07/25 330 213 P3475/20 133514 .9 264.4 630 C 07/25 333 210 113481114 
129507 -1.2 257.8 587 C 07125 330 216 P3475/21 133515 .7 264.4 630 C 07125 333 215 ,t13481/15 
129508 -.9 257.6 592 C 07126 330 213 P3475/22 133516 1.0 264.3 635 C 07/25 333 209 113481/16 
129509 -1.1 257.6 590 C 07126 330 216 P3475123 133S17 .7 264.3 636 C 07/25 333 218 t13"t81/17 
129510 -.9 257.5 595 C 07127 330 212 P3475124 133518 1.1 264.2 642 C 07/26 333 206 113481/18 
129511 -1.1 257.4 594 C 07127 330 216 P3475/25 133519 .9 264.1 645 C 07/26 333 215 113481/19 
129512 -.8 257.3 599 C 07/28 330 211 P3475/26 13352! 1.2 264.0 650 C 07/27 333 201 113481/20 129S13 -1.0 257.3 599 C 07/28 330 216 113476/01 13352 1.0 264.0 654 C 07/27 333 212 113482101 
129514 -.7 257.1 604 C 07128 330 210 113476/02 13352 1.3 263.9 659 C 07/27 333 185 H3482102 
129515 -.9 257.1 605 C 07/29 330 217 113476/03 133523 1.0 263.9 663 C 07/27 333 42 113482103 
129516 -.6 257.0 610 C 07129 330 209 113476/0'+ 133524 1.3 263.8 669 C 07/23 333 90 113482104 
129517 -.8 257.0 612 C 07/29 330 216 113476/05 134501 .3 267.4 613 C 07/18 333 216 113432105 
129518 -.5 256.8 617 C 07/30 330 205 H3476/06 134502 .6 267.3 619 C 07/18 333 214 113482106 
129519 -.7 256.8 620 C 07/30 330 215 113476/07 134503 .4 267.3 613 C 07/18 333 216 113482107 
129520 -.4 256.7 625 C 07131 330 l c 6 11347t>/08 134504 .7 267.1 618 C 07/19 333 213 H3482108 
129521 -.6 256.7 629 C 07/31 330 210 113476/09 134507 .6 266.9 614 C 07120 333 216 113482111 
129522 -.3 256.6 634 C 07/31 330 154 H3476/10 13:'508 .9 266.8 619 C 07121 333 213 113482112 
129523 ,.4 256.6 639 C 07/31 330 38 t13476/11 134509 .7 266.8 617 C 07/21 333 216 113482/13 
129524 -.1 256.5 644 C 07/32 330 63 113476/12 134510 1.0 266.7 622 C 07/21 333 213 113482/14 
129551 5(\.8 233.2 23477 V 13/20 331 338 113476/13 134511 .7 266.6 620 C 07/22 333 216 113482/15 
129552 4: •• 9 220.5 23133 V 14/11 331 329 H3476/14 134512 1.0 266.5 625 C 07/22 333 212 113482/16 
129553 5j.2233.9 23504 C 13/18 331 338 t13476/15 134513 .8 266.5 625 C 07/22 333 217 113482/17 
3-90 
VIK:NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNa. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
----------_ .. _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO L~T LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN5R PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERNBR 
___________ a. _________________________________________ -------------------------------------------------
134S14 ).1 266.4 630 C 07123 333 212 H3482118 139508 4.5 276.2 673 C 07/10 336 163 H3488/08 
134517 l.0 266.2 638 C 07/24 333 217 H3482/21 139509 4.3 276.2 671 C 07/10 336 158 H3488/09 
134518 ).3 266.1 643 C 07/24 333 208 H3482122 139510 4.6 276.1 679 C 07/10 336 156 H3488/10 
134521 J.1266.0 654 C 07125 333 220 H3482125 139511 4.3 276.1 679 C 07111 336 150 H3488/11 
134522 J.4265.9 bbO C 07125 333 186 H3482126 139512 4.7 276.0 687 C 07/11 336 148 H3488/12 
135561 -5f;.3 82.5 10699 C 18/H 334 218 H3483/27 139513 4.4 276.0 687 C 07111 336 140 H3488/13 
135501 2.0 268.0 641 C 07/22 334 211 H3483/11 139514 4.7 275.9 695 C 07/12 336 139 H3488/14 
135502 ,:.4 267.9 647 C 07/22 334 207 H3483/12 139515 4.5 275.9 697 C 07/12 336 130 H3488/15 
135503 2.1 267.9 643 C 07122 334 209 H3483/13 139516 4.8 275.8 705 C 07/12 336 130 H3488/16 
135504 <.3 267.8 648 C 07123 334 206 H3483/14 139517 4.6 275.8 70~ C 07112 336 120 H3489/01 
135505 2.2 267.8 646 C 07/23 334 208 t13484/01 139518 4.9 275.8 71 C 07/12 336 120 H3489/02 
135506 2.5 267.6 652 C 07/24 334 204 H3484/02 139519 4.6 275.8 720 C 07112 336 110 H3489/03 
135507 2.2 267.6 650 C 07124 334 206 H3484/03 139520 5.0 275.7 728 C 07/13 336 III ~3489/04 
H~§g~ . 2.5 267.5 656 C 07/24 334 201 H3484/04 139521 4.7 275.8 734 C 07/13 336 101 3489105 2.3 267.5 656 C 07/24 334 203 H3484/05 139522 5.1 275.7 7-+2 C 07/13 336 103 H3489/06 
135510 2.6 267.4 661 C 07125 334 198 H3484/06 139523 4.8 275.8 749 C 07/13 336 93 H3489/07 
135511 2.3 267.4 662 C 07/25 334 199 H3484/07 139524 5.2 275.7 757 C 07/13 336 95 H3489/08 
135512 2.6 267.3 668 C 07125 334 193 H3484/08 140501 4.9 276.1 682 C 07/15 337 197 H3489/09 
135513 2.4 267.3 670 C 07126 334 I'll H3484/09 140502 5.3 276.0 690 C 07/15 337 195 H3489/10 
135514 2.7 267.2 675 C 07/26 334 183 H3484/10 140503 5.0 276.0 683 C 07/15 337 194 H3489/11 
135521 1.5 268.6 839 C 07122 334 31 H3483/01 140504 5.3 275.9 690 C 07/16 337 192 H3489/12 
135522 1.9 268.3 839 C 07123 334 32 H3483/02 140505 5.1 275.9 686 C 07/16 337 I'll H3489/13 
135523 1.6 268.4 856 C 07/23 334 29 H3483/03 140506 5.4 275.8 693 C 07/16 337 188 H3489/14 
135524 2.0 268.2 856 C 07/24 334 30 H3483/04 140507 5.1 275.8 689 C 07/17 337 187 H3489/15 
135525 1.6 268.2 875 C 07123 334 28 H3483/05 140508 5.4 275.7 696 C 07/17 337 84 ~3490/01 
135526 2.0 268.0 875 C 07/24 334 28 H3483/06 140509 5.1 275.7 694 C 07/17 337 182 3490/02 
135527 1.7 269.1 895C 07/24 334 26 H3483/07 140510 5.4 275.6 701 C 07/17 337 179 H3490/03 
135528 2.1 267.8 894 C 07/25 334 27 H3483/08 140511 5.2 275.6 700 C 07/18 337 175 H3490/04 
135529 1.8 267.9 915 C 07/25 334 25 H3483/09 140512 5.5 275.5 707 C 07/18 337 172 H3490/05 
135530 2.2 267.7 914 C 07/26 334 25 H3483/10 140513 5.2 275.5 707 C 07/18 337 166 H3490/06 
136501 2.8 268.0 680 C 07127 334 224 P3484/11 140514 5.5 275.4 714 C 07/19 337 163 H3490/07 
136502 3.1 267.8 686 C 07/28 334 222 P3484/12 140515 5.3 275.4 715 C 07/19 337 153 H3490/08 
136503 2.9 267.8 679 C 07128 334 225 P3484/13 140516 5.6 275.4 722 C 07/19 337 151 H3490/09 
136504 3.2 267.7 684 C 07/29 334 222 P3484/14 140517 5.3 275.4 725 C 07/19 337 137 H3490/10 
136505 2.9 267'l 679 C 07/2.9 334 226 H3484/11 140518 5.6 275.3 732 C 07/19 337 136 H3490/11 
136506 3.2 267. 684 C 07/30 334 223 H3484/12 140519 5.3 275.3 736 C 07/19 337 119 H3490/12 
136507 2.9 267.6 680 C 07/30 334 227 H3484/13 140520 5.7 275.2 743 C 07/20 337 121 H3490/13 
136508 3.2 267.5 685 C 07/30 334 224 H3484/14 140521 5.4 275.3 748 C 07/20 337 102 H3490/14 
136509 3.0 267.5 682 C 07/30 334 229 H3484/15 140522 5.7 275.2 755 C 07/20 337 105 H3490llg 
136510 3.3 267.4 687 C 07131 334 225 H3484/16 140523 ~.4 F5.3 762 C 07/20 337 89 H3490/1 
136511 3.0 267.4 686 C 07/31 334 231 H3484/17 140524 .8 75.2 769 C 07120 337 92 t13490/17 
136512 3.3 267.2 691 C 07/31 334 227 H3484/18 141501 6.1 275.3 729 C 07/23 337 213 H3490/18 
136513 3.1 267.2 691 C 07131 334 234 H3484/19 141502 6.4 275.2 737 C 07/23 337 211 H3490/19 
136514 3.4 267.1 b96 C 07/32 334 229 H3484/20 141503 6.1 275.3 727 C 07/23 337 212 H3490/20 
136521 2.1 268.8 801 C 07/26 334 24 H3486/01 141504 6.4 275.2 733 C 07/24 337 210 H3490/21 
136522 2.5 268.5 803 C 07/27 334 25 H3486/02 141505 6.1 275.2 726 C 07/24 337 212 H3490/22 
136523 2.2 268.5 817 C 07/28 334 22 H3,+86/03 141506 6.4 275.1 732 C 07/24 337 210 H3490/23 
136524 2.6 268.3 819 C 07/28 334 23 H34€6/04 141507 6.! 275.1 725 C 07/24 337 212 H3490/24 
136525 2.3 268.3 834 C 07/28 334 21 H3486/05 141508 6. 275.0 732 C 07/25 337 209 H3490/25 
136526 2.6 268.1 836 C 07/30 334 21 H3486/06 141509 6.1 275.0 724 C 07/25 337 212 H3490/26 
136527 2.3 268.1 851 C 07/30 334 19 H3486/07 141510 6.4 274.9 73 C 07/25-337 208 H3491/01 
136528 2.7 267.8 853 C 07/31 334 19 H3486/08 141511 6.1 274.9 730 C 07/25 337 211 H3491/02 
136529 2.4 267.9 870 C 07/31 334 17 H3467/01 141512 6.4 274.8 736 C 07/26 337 207 H3491/03 
136530 2.7 267.7 871 C 07/32 334 18 H3487/02 141513 6.1 F4.8 734 C 07/26 337 210 H3491/04 
137501 1. 7 273.5 615 C 07/10 335 201 141514 6.4 74.7 740 C 07/26 337 206 H3491/05 
137502 2.0 273.4 622 C 07/10 335 198 H3485/01 141515 g.1 274.7 740 C 07/26 337 209 H3491/06 
137503 1.8 273.4 617 C 07/10 335 199 H3485/02 141516 .4 274.6 746 C 07/27 337 203 H3491/07 
137504 2.1 273.3 623 C 07111 335 196 H3485/0~ 141517 6.1 274.6 746 C 07/27 337 207 H3491/08 
137505 1.9 273.2 618 C 07/11 335 196 H3485/0,+ 141518 6.4 274.6 752 C 07/27 337 200 H3491/09 
137506 2.1 273.1 623 C 07/12 335 195 H3485l05 141519 6.1 274.6 754 C 07/27 337 203 H3491/10 
137507 1.9 273.1 621 C 07/12 335 193 H3485/06 141520 6.4 274.5 760 C 07/27 337 194 H3491/11 
137508 2.2 273.0 627 C 07/13 335 190 H3455/07 141521 g.l 274.5 763 C 07/27 337 193 H3491/12 
137509 2.0 272.9 625 C 07/13 335 189 H3'+85/08 141S22 .4 274.5 770 C 07/28 337 181 H3491/13 
137510 2.3 2n.8 631 C 07/13 335 186 H3485/09 141523 6.1 274.5 774 C 07/27 337 155 H3491/14 
137511 2.1 272.8 631 C 07/14 335 183 H3485/10 141524 6.5 274.4 780 C 07/28 337 147 H3491/15 
137512 2.4 272.7 637 C 07/14 335 180 H3485/11 142501 9.9 274.1 829 C 07/34 338 201 H3491/16 
137513 2.2 272.7 637 C 07/14 335 175 H3485/12 142502 10.3 274.1 838 C 07/34 338 197 H3491/17 
137514 2.5 272.6 643 C 07/15 335 172 t13485/13 142503 9.9 274.1 829 C 07/34 338 198 H3491/18 
137515 2.3 272.5 644 C 07/15 335 163 H3485/14 142504 10.3 274.1 837 C 07/34 338 195 H3491/19 
137516 2.6 272.4 650 C 07/15 335 160 H3485/15 142505 9.9 274.1 830 C 07/34 338 195 H3492/01 
137517 2.3 272.4 ~53 C 07/15 335 146 H3485/16 142506 10.2 274.0 838 C 07/34 338 192 H3492/0~ 
137518 2.6 272.3 59 C 07/16 335 144 H3485/17 142507 9.8 274.1 833 C 07/34 338 192 H3492/0 
137519 2.4 272.3 662 C 07116 335 124 H3485/18 142508 10.2 274.0 841 C 07/34 338 188 H3492/04 
137520 2.7 272.2 669 C 07/16 335 125 H3485/19 142509 9.8 274.1 837 C 07/34 338 187 H3492/05 
137521 2.5 272.2 673 C 07/16 335 103 H3485/20 142510 10.1 274.0 845 C 07/35 338'184 H3492/06 
137522 2.8 272.1 679 C 07/17 335 107 H34S5/21 142511 9.7 274.1 843 C 07/35 338 181 H3492/07 
137523 2.6 272.2 685 C 07/17 335 86 H3485/22 142512 10.1 274.0 851 C 07/35 338 177 H3492/08 
137524 2.9 272.1 691 C 07/17 335 90 H3485/23 142513 9.7 274.1 850 C 07/35 338 173 H3492/09 
138501 2.6 273.1 651 C 07117 335 216 H3487/03 142514 10.0 274.0 858 C 07/35 338 169 H3492/10 
138502 2.9 272.9 657 C 07/18 335 214 H3487/04 142521 8.4 275.4 980 C 07/30 338 51 H3493/01 
138503 2.7 272.9 650 C 07118 335 216 H3487/05 142522 8.8 F5.2 984 C 07/31 338 52 H3493/02 
138504 3.0 272.8 656 C 07/18 335 214 H3487/06 142523 8.4 75.2 998 C 07/31 338 47 H3493/03 
138505 2.7 272.8 651 C 07/18 335 216 H3487/07 142524 8.8 275.0 1001 C 07/32 338 49 H3493/04 
138506 3.0 272.7 656 C 07/19 335 214 H3487/08 142525 8.4 275.1 1016 C 07/32 338 43 H3493/05 
138507 2.8 272.7 652 C 07119 335 217 H3487/09 142526 8.9 274.8 1019 C 07/33 338 46 H3493/06 
138508 3.1 272.5 658 C 07120 335 214 H34S7/10 142527 8.5 274.9 1034 C 07/33 338 41 H3493/07 
138509 2.8 272.5 655 C 07/20 335 217 H3487/11 142528 8.9 274.7 1037 C 07/3~ 338 43 H3493/08 
138510 3.1 272,4 660 C 07120 335 213 H3487/12 142529 8.5 274.7 1053 C 07/34 338 38 113493/09 
138511 2.9 272.4 659 C 07120 335 217 H3487/13 142530 8.9 274.5 1055 C 07/35 338 40 H3493/10 
138512 3.1 272.3 664 C 07/21 335 213 t13487/14 143501 11.5 272.1 912 C 07/46 338 216 H3492/11 
138513 2.9 272.2 664 C 07121 335 218 H3487/15 143502 11.8 272.0 920 C 07/47 338 215 H3492/12 
138514 3.2 272.1 669 C 07/22 335 213 H3487/16 143503 11.4 272.1 905 C 07/46 338 217 H3492/13 
138515 3.0 272.1 670 C 07/22 335 219 H3487/17 143504 11.7 272.1 912 C 07/46 338 214 H3492/14 
138516 3.3 272.0 675 C 07122 335 212 H3487/18 143505 11.2 272.2 900 C 07/46 338 216 N3492/15 
135517 3.0 272.0 677 C 07/22 335 219 H3487/19 143506 11.6 272.1 908 C 07/46 338 214 H3492/16 
138518 3.3 271.9 682 C 07123 335 210 H3487120 143507 11.1 272.2 897 C 07/46 338 216 H3492/17 
138519 3.1 271.9 685 C 07123 335 222 H3487/21 143508 11.5 272.1 905 C 07/46 338 214 H3492/18 
138520 3.4 271.8 691 C 07/23 335 207 H3487/22 143509 11.0 272.2 897 C 07/46 338 216 H3492/19 
138521 3.1 271.9 695 C 07/23 335 231 H3487123 143510 11.4 272.1 904 C 07/47 338 21g H3492/20 
138522 3.4 271.8 700 C 07124 335 19~ H3487/24 143511 11.0 272.2 898 C 07/46 338 21 H3492/21 
138523 3.2 271.8 705 C 07/24 335 17 H3487/25 143512 11.3 272.1 905 C 07/47 338 212 H3492/22 
138524 3.5 271. 7 711 C 07/24 335 68 H3487/26 143513 10.9 272.3 900 C 07/46 338 216 H3492/23 
139501 4.0 276.7 654 C 07/08 336 181 H3488/01 143514 11.2 272.2 907 C 07/47 338 212 H3492/24 
139502 4.3 276.6 662 C 07/08 336 178 H3488/02 143521 9.4 274.4 994 C 07/39 338 41 H3493/11 
139503 4.1 276.6 657 C 07/08 336 17b H3488/03 143522 9.8 274.2 999 C 07/40 338 44 H3493/12 
13<1504 4.4 276.5 665 C 07/08 336 174 H3488/04 143523 9.4 274.2 1011 C 07/40 338 36 H3493/1~ 
139505 4.1 276.5 661 C 07/09 336 171 H3488/05 143524 9.8 274.0 lOIS C 07/41 338 39 n34<13/1 
139506 4.5 276.4 669 C 07/09 336 169 H348S/06 1-+3525 9.4 274.0 028 C 07/41 338 33 3493/1g 
139507 4.2 276.3 666 C 07109 336 165 H3488/07 143526 9.8 273.8 1032 C 07/42 338 35 H3493/1 
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PICNO Lt,T LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERNSR PleNO LAT LOtl RANGE F TOO LS seAZ OROERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------143527 " . 273.9 1046 C 07/41 338 30 H3493/17 143510 19.4 2n.9 1158 C 08/03 341 208 t13409/06 . ~
143528 "'.7 273.6 1050 C 07/42 338 32 113493/18 148511 18.8 273.1 1140 C 08/02 341 209 113499/07 
143529 <:.3 273.7 1005 C 07/42 338 27 113493/19 148512 19.3 273.1 1152 C 08/03 341 207 t13499/08 
143530 ".7 273.5 1068 C 07/43 338 29 t13493/20 148513 18.8 273.2 1136 C 08/02 341 208 H3499/01 
144501 1: .4 279.5 'HOC 07120 339 169 11349,+101 148514 19.3 273.2 1149 C 08/02 341 205 H34'N/02 
144502 1,.·.0 279.5 929C 07120 339 168 t13':'94/02 1';8515 18.7 273.5 1133 C OS/01 341 206 113499/03 144503 1~ .• 6 279.5 919 C 07/20 339 165 113494/03 148S16 19.2 273.3 1147 C 08/02 341 203 113499/04 
144504 l' .1 279.5 936 C 07120 339 164 H349';/04 148517 18.7 273.5 1134 C 08/01 341 204 H3499/05 144505 1::.7 279.5 920C 07/21 339 102 11349V05 14&518 19.2 273.4 114S C 08/02 341 201 H3499/06 
144506 1',.2 279.5 944 C 07/21 339 161 H34<:;4/06 145519 IB.7 273.6 1136 C OS/OI 341 202 t13499/07 
144507 l?B 279.6 935 C 07/21 339 158 H3494/07 148S20 19.2 273.6 1149 C OS/Ol 341 199 t13499/08 
144508 1 ... 3 279.6 953 C 07121 339 157 H3494/08 148521 IB.7 273.B 1139 C 08/01 341 199 H3499/09 
144509 1::-·.9 279.6 946 C 07/21 339 154 H3494/09 148522 19.2 273.7 1152 C 08/01 341 195 H3499/10 
144510 1 ... 4 279.6 963 C 07/21 339 153 H349,;/10 148523 18.7 273.9 11.:.4 C OBIOO 341 195 H3499/11 
144511 1 ... 0 279.6 957 C 07/21 339 150 M3494/11 148524 19.2 273.9 1157 C 08/00 341 192 H3499/12 
144512 1,-.5 279.6 974 C 07/21 339 149 H34<;4/12 14<;501 13.4 278.6 1031 C 07/44 342 207 H349<)/21 
144513 14.1 279.7 969 C 07/21 339 145 H349';113 149502 14.0 27B.6 1039 C 07/44 342 172 H3499122 
144514 1'·.6 279.7 987 C 07121 339 145 H3494/14 149503 13.7 278.2 1045 C 07/46 342 218 H3499/13 144515 1".3 279.7 984 C 07/20 339 141 H3494/15 149S~4 14.2 278.3 1053 C 07/46 342 171 113499/14 
144516 l<·.B 279.B 1002 C 07/20 339 141 113494/16 149505 13.9 277.8 1059 C 07/47 342 228 H3500/01 
144517 1"·.4 279.8 999 C 07/20 339 137 H34<;V17 149506 14.4 277.9 1067 C 07/47 342 175 H3500/02 
144S18 14.9 279.9 1017 C 07120 339 137 H3494/18 14<:;507 14.1 277.5 1073 C 07/49 3oi2 236 H3500/03 
144519 1"·.5 279.9 1015 C 07/20 339 133 H3494/19 149508 14.6 277.5 1081 C 07/49 342 179 H3500/04 
144520 1~. 0 280.0 1034 C 07/20 339 133 H3';94120 1495"9 14.3 277.1 10S7 C 07/51 3-+2 247 H3500/05 
144521 1".7 280.1 1034 C 07/20 339 128 t13494121 149510 14.9 277.2 1095 C 07/50 342 179 113500/06 144522 15.2 280.1 1054 C 07/19 339 129 113494/22 149511 14.6 276.8 1101 C 07/52 342 245 H3500/07 
144523 14.B 280.2 1054 C 07/19 339 125 H3,;9,;/23 149512 15.1 276.9 1109 C 07/52 342 175 H3500/08 
144524 1!'.3 2S0.2 1072 C 07/19 339 125 H3494/24 149513 14.B 276.5 1116 C 07/53 342 243 t13500/09 
145501 1"·.6 278.3 944 C 07129 339 181 t13495/01 149514 15.4 276.6 1123 C 07/53 342 171 H3500/10 
145502 1!..1 278.3 959 C 07/30 339 179 H3';95/02 149515 15.0 276.3 1130 C 07/54 342 252 t13500/11 
145S03 14.727B.3 947 C 07/30 339 178 H3495/03 149516 15.6 276.3 1138 C 07/54 342 173 t13500/12 
145504 15.2 278.3 964 C 07/30 339 176 1134<;5104 149517 15.2 275.9 1145 C 07/56 342 261 113500/13 
145505 14.B 278.3 953 C 07/30 339 175 H3495/05 14951S 15.B 276.0 1152 C 07/56 342 170 H3500/14 
145506 15.3 278.3 968 C 07/30 339 173 H3495/06 14"519 15.4 275.6 1159 C 07/57 342 271 H3500/15 
145507 14.9 278.3 959 C 07/30 339 171 H3495/07 149520 16.0 275.7 1167 C 07/57 342 176 H3500/16 
145508 15.3 278.3 974 C 07/30 339 169 H34<;5/0B 149521 15.6 275.3 1174 C 07/59 342 278 H3500/17 
145509 14.9 278.3 965 C 07/30 339 167 113495/09 149522 16.2 275.3 1181 C 07/59 342 179 113500/18 
145510 15.4 27B.3 981 C 07/30 339 165 H34<:5/10 149523 15.8 274.9 1189 C 08/00 342 2B3 H3500/19 
145511 15.0 27B.4 974 C 07/30 339 162 t134<;5/11 149524 16.4 275.0 1196 C OBIOO 342 180 113500120 
145512 15.5 27B.4 990 C 07/30 339 101 H34<;5/12 149531 22.1 255.9 28944 V 15/51 342 259 H3500/25 
145513 15.1 278.4 984 C 07/30 339 15S 113495/13 149532 19.4 255.2 28956 R 15/54 342 238 H3500/26 
145514 15.6 27B.4 1000 C 07/30 339 157 113495/14 149533 30.4 259.8 28985 V 15/35 342 321 H3500/27 
145515 15.2 278.5 995 C 07/30 339 153 H3495/15 149534 28.6 259.1 28973 R 15/38 342 312 H3500/28 
145516 15.7 278.5 1011 C 07/30 339 152 t13495/16 1-'+9535 39.7 265.3 29145 V 15/13 342 340 t13501/18 
145517 15.3 278.5 1007 C 07/30 339 148 tl3495/17 149536 37.6 264.2 29103 R 15/18 342 336 H3501/19 
14551B 15.B 278.5 1023 C 07/30 339 147 H3495/18 149537 49.1 273.2 29437 V 14/42 342 347 H3501/20 
145519 15.4 27B.6 1021 C 07/30 339 143 H3495/19 14c:538 47.4 272.1 29384 R 14/47 342 345 H3501121 
145520 15.9 27B.6 1037 C 07/30 339 1':'2 H3495/20 149539 59.5 288.9 29967 V 13/39 342 350 H3501/22 
145S21 15.5 278.7 1036 C 07/29 339 138 M3495/21 1495'+0 57.6 285.5 29858 R 13/53 342 348 H3501/23 
145522 16.0 278.8 1052 C 07/29 339 137 tl3495122 149542 66.5 320.2 30739 R 11/34 342 350 H3501125 
145523 15.6 278.9 1052 C 07/29 339 132 H3495/23 150501 13.3 280.2 1024 C 07/41 342 199 t13502/16 
145524 16.2 278.9 1069 C 07/29 339 133 M3495/24 150502 13.9 2S0.2 1032 C 07/41 342 155 H3502/17 
146501 15.9 276.B 993 C 07139 340 193 H3496/01 150503 13.6 279.B 1038 C 07/42 342 204 H3502l1B 
146502 16.3 276.B 1006 C 07/40 340 191 t13496/02 150504 14.1 279.8 1045 C 07/42 342 159 H3502l19 
146503 16.0 276.9 996 C 07/39 340 Ie!) H3496/03 150505 13.B 279.4 1052 C 07/44 342 236 H3502/20 
146S04 16.3 276.9 1005 C 07/39 340 188 H3496/04 150506 14.4 279.5 1059 C 07/44 342 161 tl3502/Z1 
146505 15.9 276.9 992 C 07/39 340 187 1134<:;,,/05 150507 14.0 279.1 1066 C 07/46 342 242 tl3502l22 
146S06 16.3 276.9 10C6 C 07/39 340 ISS H3497/01 15CS08 14.6 279.1 1073 C 07/46 342 165 H3502123 
146507 15.9 277.0 995 C 07/39 3';0 184 H3497/02 150509 14.2 278.7 1080 C 07/47 342 262 t13502/24 
146508 16.4 277.0 1010 C 07/39 340 182 M3497/03 150510 14.8 278.B 1087 C 07/47 342 163 H3502/25 
146509 16.0 277.0 1000 C 07/39 340 180 H3497/04 150511 14.5 27B.4 1094 C 07/49 342 266 t13502l26 
146510 16.5 277.0 1015 C 07139 340 178 M3497/05 150512 15.0 27B.5 1101 C 07/49 342 163 H3502l27 
146511 16.0 277.1 1006 C 07/39 340 176 M3497/06 150513 14.7 278.1 110B C 07/50 3':'2 284 H3503/01 
146512 16.5 277.1 1020 C 07/39 340 174 t13497/0 7 150514 15.3 278.1 1116 C 07/50 342 161 H3503/02 
146513 16.1 277.2 1012 C 07/39 340 171 H3497 lOB 150515 15.0 277.8 1123 C 07/52 342 279 H3503l03 
146514 16.6 277.2 1028 C 07/39 3':'0 liO H3497/09 150516 15.5 277.9 1130 C 07/51 342 156 H3503/04 
146515 16.1 277.2 1021 C 07/39 340 167 H3497/10 150517 15.1 277.5 1137 C 07/53 342 299 t13503/05 
146516 16.6 277.2 1036 C 07/39 340 165 M34"7/11 150518 15.7 277.5 1145 C 07/53 342 152 H3503/06 
146517 16.2 277.3 1031 C 07/38 340 161 H3497/12 150519 15.4 277.2 1152 C 07/54 342 306 t13503/07 
14651B 16.7 277.3 1046 C 07/39 340 160 H3497/13 150520 15.9 277.3 1159 C 07/54 342 142 H3503/0B 
146519 16.3 277.4 1041 C 07/38 340 155 H3497/14 150521 15.6 276.9 1166 C 07/55 342 317 H3503/09 
146520 16.B 277.5 1057 C 07/38 340 154 M3497/15 150522 16.2 277.0 1174 C 07/55 342 142 H3503/10 
146521 16.4 277.6 1054 C 07/38 340 149 113497/16 150523 15.B 276.6 1181 C 07/57 342 318 H3503/11 
146522 16.9 277.6 1069 C 07/38 3':'0 148 H3497/17 150524 16.4 276.6 1188 C 07/57 342 134 H3503/12 
146S23 16.5277.7 1068 C 07/37 340 143 H349711B 151501 13.2 2B1.9 1016 C 07/37 343 91 t13501/01 
146524 17.0 277.7 1083 C 07/37 340 143 113497/19 151502 13.B 281.9 1024 C 07/37 343 131 H3501/02 
147501 17.6 274.9 1081 C 07/51 340 205 H3497/20 151503 13.5 281.5 1030 C 07/39 343 106 H3501/03 
147502 1B.2274.7 10'18 C 07/52 340 204 H3407/21 151504 14.1 281.5 1038 C 07/39 343 129 t13501/04 
147S03 17.6 275.0 1075 C 07/51 340 204 H349S/01 151505 13.7 281.2 1044 C 07140 343 72 H3501/05 
147504 18.1 274.9 1091 C 07/51 340 202 t1349cV02 151506 14.3 281.2 1051 C 07/40 343 127 113501/06 
147505 17.6 275.0 1070 C 07/51 340 203 H3498/03 151507 14.0 280.8 1058 C 07/42 343 69 t13501l07 
147506 18.1 274.9 10S6 C 07/51 340 201 113498/04 15150B 14.5 280.9 1065 C 07/41 343 121 H3501/08 
147507 17.5 275.1 1067 C 07/51 340 201 113493/05 151509 14.2 280.5 1072 C 07/43 343 31 H3501/09 
147508 IB.O 275.0 1081 C 07/51 340 199 H3498/06 151510 14.B 280.5 1079 C 07/43 343 121 M3502/01 
147509 17.5 275.2 1064 C 07/50 340 199 H34"8/07 151511 14.4 280.1 1086 C 07/45 343 28 t13502l02 
147510 18.0 275.1 1079 C 07/51 3';0 197 H3498/08 151512 14.9 280.2 1093 C 07/44 343 114 H3502/03 
147511 17.5 275.2 1064 C 07/50 340 197 M3498/09 151513 14.6 27<;1.B 1100 C 07/46 343 9 113502/04 
147512 IB.O 275.2 1079 C 07/51 340 195 H3498/10 151514 15.2 279.9 1108 C 07/46 343 115 H3502l05 
147513 17.5 275.3 1065 C 07/50 340 194 113498/11 151515 14.9 279.5 1114 C 07/4B 343 6 H3502/00 
147514 1B.0 275.3 1079 C 07/50 340 192 M3498/12 151516 15.4 279.5 1122 C 07/47 343 103 H3502/07 
147515 17.5 275.4 1067 C 07/50 340 191 H3408/13 151517 15.0 279.2 1129 C 07/49 343 7 H3502l08 147516 18.0 275.3 1081 C 07/50 340 189 M3"+98/14 151518 15.6 279.2 ll36 C 07/49 343 103 M3502/09 
147517 17.5 275.4 1071 C 07/50 340 188 t13498/15 151519 15.3 278.9 1143 C 07/50 343 7 H3502/10 
147518 18.0 275.4 1035 C 07/50 340 1&6 H3498/16 151520 15.B 2i9.0 1151 C 07/50 343 95 H3502/11 
147519 17.5 275.5 1076 C 07/50 340 184 113498/17 151521 15.5 278.6 1158 C 07/52 3'"+3 9 H3502l12 
147520 IB.O 275.5 1090 C 07/50 340 182 H3498/1B 151522 16.1 278.7 1166 C 07/51 343 9Z M3502l13 
147521 17.5 275.6 1083 C 07/49 340 180 H349S/19 151S23 15.7 278.3 1173 C 07/53 343 13 H3502/14 
147522 1B.0 275.6 1096 C 07/50 340 177 H34"8/20 151524 16.3 278.4 1180 C 07/53 343 84 t135021l5 
147523 17.5 275.7 1090 C 07/49 340 174 113498/21 152501 13.1 283.5 1007 C 07/33 343 65 M3503/13 
147524 18.0 275.7 1104 C 07/49 340 172 H3498/22 152502 13.7 2B3.5 1015 C 07/33 343 109 H3503/14 
148501 19.4 272.3 1191 C 08/05 341 214 H3498123 152503 13.4 283.1 1021 C 07/35 343 68 H3503/15 
148502 19.9 272.1 1208 C 08/06 341 212 H3498/24 152504 13.9 283.2 1029 C 07/35 343 103 H3503/16 
148503 19.1 272.2 117B C OBI05 341 215 H3498/25 152505 13.6 282.8 1035 C 07/36 343 5g H3503/17 
148504 19.6 272.5 1185 C 08/04 341 211 H3498/26 152506 14.1 282.B 1042 C 07/36 343 101 113503/18 
148505 19.0 272.7 1160 C OBI04 341 212 H3499/01 152507 13.B 282.5 1049 C 07/38 343 54 H3503/19 
148506 19.5 272.6 1174 C 08/04 341 211 H3499/02 152508 14.4 282.5 1056 C 07/3B 343 96 H3503/20 
148507 18.9 272.9 1150 C 08/03 341 212 H3499/03 152509 14.0 282.1 1063 C 07/39 343 44 113503121 
148508 19.4 272.8 1165 C 08/04 341 210 t13499/04 152510 14.6 282.2 1070 C 07/39 343 93 H3503/22 
148509 18.9 273.0 1144 C 08/03 341 211 113499/05 152511 14.3 281.B 1077 C 07/"+1 343 39 113503/23 
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152512 14.8 281.9 1084 C 07/40 343 90 H3503/24 157504 12.6 291.1 966 C 07/15 346 58 H3512106 
152513 14.5 281.5 1091 C 07/42 343 36 H3503/25 157505 12.3 290.8 972 C 07/16 346 41 H3512107 
152514 15.0 281.5 1098 C 07/42 343 84 H3504/01 157506 12.8 290.8 979 C 07/16 346 56 H3512108 
152515 14.7 281. 2 1105 C 07/44 343 30 H3504/02 157507 12.5 290.5 986 C 07/18 346 39 H3512109 
152516 15.3 281.2 1113 C 07/43 343 81 H3504/03 157508 13.1 290.5 993 C 07/13 346 55 H3512/10 
152517 14.9 280.8 1120 C 07/45 343 26 H3504/04 157509 12.8 290.1 1000 C 07/19 346 33 H3512/11 
152518 15.5 280.9 1127 C 07/45 343 78 H3504/05 157510 13.3 290.2 1006 C 07/19 346 ~~ m~i~~i3 152519 15.1 280.5 1134 C 07/46 343 25 H3504/06 157511 13.0 239.8 1014 C 07121 346 
152520 15.7 230.6 1142 C 07/46 343 73 H3504/07 157512 13.5 289.8 1020 C 07/21 346 51 H3512114 
152521 15.3 280.2 1149 C 07/48 343 22 H3504/08 157513 13.2 289.4 1028 C 07/22 346 35 H3512115 
152522 15.9 280.3 1156 C 07/48 343 69 H35C4/09 157514 13.7 289.5 1034 C 07122 346 50 H3512116 
152523 1!".5 279.9 1164 C 07/49 343 18 H3504/10 157515 13.4 289.2 1042 C 07/24 346 33 H3512117 
15252-+ ILl 280.0 1171 C 07/49 343 65 H3504/11 157516 13.9 289.2 1048 C 07/23 346 48 H3512/13 
153501 13.1 285.1 997 C 07/29 344 75 H3504/12 157517 13.6 228.8 1056 C 07125 346 33 H35121l9 
153502 F·.7 285.2 1005 C 07129 344 105 H3504/13 157518 14.2 288.9 1063 C 07125 346 47 H3512120 
153503 1:'.4 284.8 1011 C 07/31 344 78 H3504/14 157519 13.8 288.5 1070 C 07/26 346 31 H3512121 
153504 l::.9 284.9 1019 C 07/31 344 100 H3504/15 157520 14.4 288.6 1077 C 07/26 346 46 H3512/22 
153505 13.7 264.5 1024 C 07/32 344 76 H3504/16 157521 14.0 288.2 1085 C 07/28 346 30 t13512123 
153506 1<,.2 284.5 1032 C 07/32 344 101 H3504/17 157522 14.6 28·3.3 1091 C 07/28 346 44 M3512124 
153507 1~.9 284.1 1038 C 07/34 344 71 M3504/18 157523 14.2 287.9 1099 C 07/29 346 29 H3512/25 
153508 l' .4 284.2 1046 C 07/34 344 97 M3504/19 157524 14.8 288.0 1106 C 07/29 346 43 M3512126 
153509 1<..1 283.8 1052 C 07/35 344 66 M3504/20 158501 11.8 293.0 934 C 07/09 346 50 H3513/01 
153510 1('.7 283.9 1060 C 07/35 344 97 H3504/21 158502 12.3 293.0 941 C 07/09 346 63 H3513/02 
153511 1'·.4 283.4 1066 C 07/37 344 64 H3504/22 158503 'HJ ~~~:~ 947 C 07/11 346 47 M3513/03 153512 1' .• 9 283.5 1074 C 07/37 344 94 H3504/23 158504 954 C 07/11 346 62 H3513/04 
153513 1',. 6 283.1 1080 C 07/38 344 58 H3504/::4 158505 12.2 292.3 960 C 07/13 346 46 H3513/05 
153514 E·.l 283.2 1088 C 07/38 344 92 M3504/25 158506 12.7 292.3 967 C 07/12 346 60 t13513/06 
153515 1< .• 8 282.8 109':' C 07/40 344 53 H3504/26 158507 12.5 291.9 974 C 07/14 346 44 M3513/07 
153516 l!.·.3 282.9 1102 C 07/39 344 86 H3504127 158508 13.0 292.0 981 C 07/14 346 58 H3513/08 
153517 IJ.O 282.5 1109 C 07/41 344 47 H3504/28 158509 12.7 291.6 988 C 07/15 346 43 M3513/09 
153518 1~.5 282.5 1116 C 07/41 344 84 M3508/01 158510 13.2 291. 7 995 C 07/15 346 56 M3513/10 
153519 1!>.2 282.2 1123 C 07/43 344 45 H3508/02 158511 12.9 291.3 1001 C 07/17 346 41 H3513/11 
153520 E".7 282.2 1131 C 07/42 344 79 M3508/03 158512 13.4 291.3 1008 C 07/17 346 55 M3513/12 
153521 1!>.3 281.9 1133 C 07/44 344 39 H3503/04 158513 13.2 290.9 1015 C 07/18 346 40 H3513/13 
153522 1~.9 281.9 1145 C 07/44 344 76 H3508/02 158514 13.7291.0 1022 C 07/18 346 54 M3513/14 
153523 1~.6 281.5 1152 C 07/45 344 38 M35C8/03 158515 13.4 290.6 1029 C 07/20 346 38 H3513/15 
153524 16.1 281.7 1160 C 07/45 344 72 H3508/04 158516 13.9 290.7 1036 C 07/20 346 52 H3513/16 
154501 L .1 286.7 1000 C 07/26 344 64 H3508/05 158517 13.6 290.3 1043 C 07121 346 37 H3513/17 
15':'502 1:'.7 286.8 1003 C 07/25 344 88 M3503/06 158518 14.1 290.4 1050 C 07/21 346 51 t13513/18 
154503 1:.4 286.4 1013 C 07/27 344 68 M3508/07 158519 13.8 2<;0.0 1058 C 07/23 346 35 H3513/19 
15':'504 1:.9 286.5 1021 C 07/27 344 84 H3508/C8 158520 14.3 290.1 1064 C 07/22 346 50 H3513/20 
154505 13.6 286.1 1027 C 07/28 344 64 M3508/09 158521 14.0 289.7 1072 C 07/24 346 35 H3513/21 
154506 1( .2 286.2 1035 C 07/28 344 83 H3508/10 153522 14.6 289.8 1079 C 07/24 346 43 H3513/22 
154507 17.9 285.8 1041 C 07/30 344 63 H3508/11 158523 14.2 289.4 1086 C 07/25 346 33 H3514/01 
15':'508 I' .4 285.8 1049 C 07/30 344 81 H3508/12 15S524 14.8 289.5 1093 C 07125 346 47 M3514/02 
15':'509 1(,.1 285.5 1055 C 07/31 344 61 M350S/13 15"501 11.6 294.7 913 C 07/05 347 57 H3514/03 
154510 1".6 285.5 1063 C 07/31 344 79 H3503/14 159502 12.1 294.7 926 C 07/04 347 68 H3514/04 
154511 1<7..3 285.2 lC69 C 07/33 344 59 M35C8/15 159503 11.9 294.3 932 C 07/06 347 54 H3514/05 
154512 l' .8 285.3 1077 C 07/32 344 77 M3508/16 159504 12.4 294.4 939 C 07/06 347 66 M3514/06 
154513 14.5 2B~.9 1084 C 07/34 344 56 H.3508/17 159505 12.1 294.0 945 C 07/08 347 53 H3514/07 
154514 15.1 285.0 1092 C 07/34 344 76 H350~/01 159506 12.6 294.1 952 C 07/07 347 66 H3514/08 
154515 14.8 284.6 1098 C 07/35 344 56 t13509/02 159503 12.8 293.7 966 C 07/09 347 63 H3514/10 
154516 15.3 284.7 11C6 C 07135 344 75 H3509/03 159509 12.6 293.3 972 C 07/11 347 50 H3514/11 
15 .. 517 14.9 284.3 1112 C 07/37 344 54 M3509/04 159510 13.1 293.4 979 C 07/10 347 62 H3514/12 
154518 15.6 284.4 1120 C 07136 344 75 M3509/05 159511 12.8 293.0 985 C 07/12 347 48 H3514/13 
154519 15.2 284~O 1127 C 07/38 344 55 H3509/C6 159512 13.3 293.1 993 C 07/12 347 61 H3514/14 
154520 15.8 284.1 1135 C 07/38 344 73 M3509/07 15<;513 13.0 292.7 999 C 07/14 347 47 H3514/15 
154521 15.4 283.7 1141 C 07/39 344 53 H3509/08 159514 13.6 292.7 1006 C 07/13 347 60 M3514/16 
154522 16.0 283.8 1150 C 07/39 344- 71 H3509/09 159516 13.8 292.4 1020 C 07/15 347 58 H3514/18 
154523 15.6 233.4 1156 C 07/40 344 51 H3509/10 159517 13.5 292.0 1027 C 07/16 347 44 t13514/19 
154524 16.2 283.5 116 .. C 07/40 344 68 H3509/11 159518 14.0 292.1 1034 C 07/16 347 5·S M3514/20 
155S01 13.1 283.4 985 C 07/21 345 76 H3509/12 159519 13.7291.7 1041 C 07/18 347 43 H3514/21 
155502 13.6 288.4 993 C 07/21 345 89 H3509/13 159520 14.2 291.8 1048 C 07/18 347 55 H3514/22 
155503 13.3 288.0 998 C 07/23 345 73 M3509/14 159521 13.9 291.4 1055 C 07/19 347 42 H3514/23 
155504 13.8 283.1 lce6 C 07/23 3 .. 5 86 H3510/01 159522 14.5 2 01.5 1062 C 07/19'347 55 H3514124 
155505 13.5 287.7 1012 C 07/24 345 69 t13510/02 15':;523 14.2 291.1 1069 C 07/21 347 42 t13514/25 
155506 14.1 287.8 1020 C 07/24 3':'5 86 M3510/03 159524 14.7 291.1 1076 C 07/20 347 53 M3514/26 
155507 13.8 287.4 1026 C 07/26 3:';'5 70 H3510104 160501 11.5 296.5 915 C 06/59 347 60 H3515/01 
155508 14.3 287.5 1034 C 07/25 345 84 H3510/05 160502 12.0 296.5 923 C 06/59 347 68 H3515/02 
155509 14.0 287.1 1040 C 07/27 345 67 H3510/06 160503 11.7 296.2 928 C 07/01 347 59 M3515/03 
155510 14.6 287.2 1048 C 07/27 345 85 H3510/07 160504 12.2 296.2 936 C 07/01 347 67 H3515/04 
155511 14.3 286.8 1054- C 07/28 345 68 M3510/08 160505 12.0 295.8 942 C 07/02 347 57 M3515/05 
155512 14.8 286.9 1062 C 07/28 345 82 H3510/09 160506 12.5 295.9 949 C 07/02 347 66 H3515/06 
155513 14.5 286.5 1063 C 07/30 345 65 H3510/10 160507 12.2 295.5 955 C 07/04 347 56 H3515/07 
155514 15.1 286.6 1077 C 07/29 345 81 H3510/11 160508 12.7 295.6 963 C 07/03 347 64 H3515/08 
155515 14.8 286.2 1032 C 07/31 345 65 M3510/12 160509 12.4 295.2 068 C 07/05 347 54 H3515/09 
155516 15.3 286.3 1091 C 07/31 345 79 M3510/13 160510 13.0 295.3 976 C 07/05 347 64 H3515/10 
155517 14.9 285.9 1097 C 07/32 345 61 H3510/14 160511 12.7 294.9 982 C 07/06 347 54 tl3515/11 
155518 15.5 286.0 1105 C 07/32 345 78 M3510/15 160512 13.2 294.9 990 C 07/06 347 62 H3515/12 
155519 15.2 285.6 1111 C 07/34- 345 61 H3510/16 160513 12.9 294-.5 996 C 07/08 347 53 H~515/13 
155520 15.7 285.7 1119 C 07134 345 76 t13510/17 160514 13.4 294.6 1003 C 07/08 347 62 H3515/14 
155521 15.4 285.4 1126 C 07/35 345 60 M3510/18 160515 13.1 294.2 1009 C 07/09 347 52 H3515/15 
156501 11.6 291.4 820 C 07/09 345 210 H3511/01 160516 13.6 294.3 1017 C 07/09 347 60 t13515/16 
156502 12.1 291.4 830 C 07/09 345 205 t13511/02 160517 13.3 293.9 1024 C 07/11 347 50 H3515/17 
156503 12.0 290.9 83':' C 07/12 3~5 211 M3511/03 160518 13.9 29 ... 0 1031 C 07/10 347 59 M3515/18 
156504 12.4 290.9 842 C 07/12 345 206 H3511/C4- 160519 13.6 293.6 1038 C 07/12 347 49 H3515/19 
156505 12.2 290.5 846 C 07/14 345 213 H351l/05 160520 14.1 293.7 1045 C 07/12 347 58 M3515/20 
156506 12.8 290.4 855 C 07/14 345 208 H3511/06 160521 13.8 293.3 1052 C 07114 347 43 H3515/21 
156507 12.6 290.0 860 C 07/16 345 214 H3511/07 160522 14.3 293.4 1060 C 07/13 347 58 H3515122 
156508 13.0 290.0 867 C 07/16 345 209 t13511/C8 160523 14.0 293.0 1066 C 07/15 347 48 H3515/23 
156509 12.8 289.5 872 C 07/18 345 216 t13511/09 160524 14.5 293.1 1074 C 07/15 347 56 H3515/24 
156510 13.3 289.5 881 C 07/18 345 211 H3511/10 161501 11.4 29&.2 923 C 06/54 348 60 H3516/01 
156511 13.1 289.0 886 C 07/20 345 217 H3511/11 161502 11.9 298.2 930 C 06/54 348 66 H3516/02 
156512 13.6 289.0 89 .. C 07120 345 212 H3511/12 161503 11.6 297.8 935 C 06/56 348 59 H3516/03 
156513 13.4 288.5 899 C 07/22 3 .. 5 219 t13511/13 161504 12.1 297.9 944 C 06/55 348 65 H3516/04 
156514 13.9 288.5 903 C 07/22 345 213 H3511/14 161505 11.9 297.5 949 C 06/57 348 58 H3516/05 
156515 13.7 288.0 913 C 07/24. 345 220 H3511/15 161506 12.4 297.6 957 C 06/57 343 65 H3516/06 
156516 14.2 283.0 921 C 07/24 345 214 H3511/16 161S07 12.1 297.2 962 C 06/59 348 58 H3516/07 
156517 14.0 287.5 927C 07/26 345 221 H3511/17 161508 12.6 297.3 970 C 06/59 348 64 M3516/03 
156518 14.5 287.5 935 C 07/26 345 216 t13511/13 161509 12.3 296.9 976 C 07/00 3 .. 8 56 M3516/09 
15(;,519 14.2 287.0 941 C 07/28 345 222 H3511/19 161510 12.9 297.0 934 C 07/00 348 63 H3516/10 
156520 14.7 287.1 949 C 07/28 345 217 M3511/20 161511 12.6 296.6 989 C 07/02 348 56 t13516/11 
156521 14.5 286.5 955 C 07/31 345 2N H3511/21 161512 13.1 296.6 998 C 07/01 348 62 H351(;'/12 
156522 15.0 286.5 963 C 07/31 345 219 H3511/22 161513 12.8 296.2 1003 C 07/03 348 54 H3517/01 
156523 14.8 286.0 970 C 07/33 345 225 M3512/01 161514 13.3 296.3 1011 C 07/03 348 62 H3517/02 
156524 15.3 286.1 977 C 07/33 345 219 H3512/02 161515 BJ ~~t6 1017 C 07/04 348 54 t13517/03 157501 11.9 291.4 945 C 07/14 346 45 M3512/03 161516 1025 C 07/04 343 60 H3517/0':' 
157502 12.3 291.5 952 C 07/13 346 60 t13512/04 161S17 13.3 295.6 1031 C 07/06 348 53 H3517105 
157503 12.1 291.1 959 C 07/15 346 42 H3512/05 161518 13.8 295.7 1039 C 07/06 3 .. 8 60 H3517/06 
3-93 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
-------------------------------------------------------------.----------------------------------------PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERt{SR. PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERtiSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------161S19 13.5 295.3 1045 C 07/07 348 52 H3517/07 166S13 11.4 303.4 771 C 06/43 351 202 H3523/09 
161S20 14.0 295.4 1054 C 07/07 348 59 H3517/08 166514 11.8 303.4 778 C 06/43 351 192 H3523/10 
161521 13.7 295.0 1060 C 07/09 348 51 tt3517/09 166515 11.6 302.9 782 C 06/44 351 206 H3523/11 
161522 14.2 295.1 1068 C 07/08 348 58 H3517/10 166516 12.1 303.0 790 C 06/44 351 194 H3523/12 
161523 13.9 294.7 1074 C 07/10 348 50 H3517/11 166517 11.9 302.5 795 C 06/46 351 209 H3523/13 
161524 14.4 294.8 1082 C 07/09 343 57 H3517/12 166518 12.3 302.5 802 C 06/47 351 199 H3523/14 162501 11.1 300.1 907 C 06/49 349 64 H3517/13 166519 12.2 302.0 806 C 06/48 351 212 H3523/15 
162502 11.7 300.1 915 C 06/48 349 70 H3517/14 166520 12.7 302.1 814 C 06/48 351 200 t13523/16 
162503 11.5 299.7 920 C 06/50 349 64 H3517/15 166521 12.5 301.5 819 C 06/51 351 216 H3523/17 
162504 11.9 299.8 929 C 06/50 349 69 H3517/16 166522 12.9 301.6 826 C 06/50 351 205 H3524/01 
162505 11.7 299.4 933 C 06/51 349 62 H3517/17 166523 12.7 301.1 831 C 06/52 351 219 H3524/02 
162506 12.2 299.5 942 C 06/51 349 69 H3518/01 166524 13.2 301.1 839 C 06/52 351 206 H3524/03 
162507 11.9 299.1 946 C 06/53 349 62 H351S/02 167501 10.2 303.8 831 C 06/43 351 16 t13524/04 
162508 12.4 299.2 955 C 06/53 349 67 H3518/03 167502 10.7 303.9 835 C 06/43 351 29 H3524/05 
162509 12.1 298.8 960 C 06/54 349 61 H3513/04 167503 10.5 303.5 843 C 06/45 351 15 H3524/06 
162510 12.7 298.9 968 C 06/54 349 67 H351a/05 167504 10.9 303.5 848 C 06/45 351 25 tt3525/01 
162511 12.4 298.5 973 C 06/56 349 60 H3518/06 167505 10.7 303.1 856 C 06/47 351 13 H3525/02 
162512 12.9 298.6 983 C 06/55 349 66 H351S/07 167506 11.2 303.1 860 C 06/47 351 24 H3525/03 
162513 12.6 2~8.2 9S7 C 06/57 349 59 H3518/08 167507 11.0 302.7 869 C 06/48 351 12 H3525/04 
162514 13.2 298.3 997 C 06/57 349 66 H3518/09 167508 11.4 302.7 873 C 06/48 351 22 H3525/05 
162515 12.9 297.9 1001 C 06/58 349 59 H351S/I0 167509 11.2 302.3 832 C 06/50 351 10 H3525/06 
162516 13.4 2~8~0 1010 C 06/58 349 64 H351S/11 167510 11.7 302.4 836 C 06/50 351 21 H3525/07 
162517 13.1 297.6 1015 C 07/00 349 58 H3518/12 167511 11.4 302.0 895 C 06/52 351 9 H3525/08 
162518 13.6 297.7 1024 C 06/59 349 6~ H3518/13 167512 11.9 302.0 900 C 06/51 351 20 H3525/09 
162519 13.3 297.3 1029 C 07/01 349 57 H3518/14 167513 11.6 301.6 908 C 06/53 351 8 H3525/10 
162520 13.8 297.4 1038 C 07/01 3~9 63 H3518/15 167514 12.1 301.7 913 C 06/53 351 19 t13525/11 
162521 13.5 297.0 1044 C 07/02 349 56 H3518/16 167515 11.9 301.3 922 C 06/55 351 S H3525/12 
162522 14.1 297.1 1053 C 07/02 349 63 H3518/17 167520 12.8 300.6 953 C 06/58 351 14 H3525/17 
162523 13.8 296.7 1058 C 07/04 349 56 H3518/18 167521 12.5 300.2 963 C 06/59 351 6 H3525/18 
162524 14,3 296.7 1065 C 07/04 349 62 H351S/19 167522 13.0 300.3 967 C 06/59 351 14 tf3525/19 
163501 11.8 299.4 787 C 06/52 349 213 tf3518/20 167523 12.7 299.9 976 C 07/01 351 4 H3525/20 
163502 1.:.3 299.4 796 C 06/52 349 207 H3518/21 167524 13.2 299.9 981 C 07/01 351 12 H3525/21 
163503 1~.2 298.9 801 C 06/55 349 215 H3519/01 167525 12.9 299.5 991 C 07/02 351 4 H3525/22 
163504 12.6 298.8 808 C 06/55 349 209 H3519/02 167527 13.1 299.2 1005 C 07/04 351 3 H3525/24 
163505 1(.5 298.4 813 C 06/57 349 216 H3519/03 167528 13.6 299.2 1009 C 07/04 351 11 H3525/25 
163506 1~.9 298.4 821 C 06/57 349 211 H3519/04 168501 8.6 307.5 773 C 06/30 352 32 H3526/01 
163507 1~.8 297.9 826 C C6/59 349 218 H3519/05 168502 9.1 307.5 777 C 06/31 352 41 H3526/02 
163508 13.2 297.9 833 C 06/59 349 213 H3519/06 168503 8.9 307.1 784 C 06/32 352 31 H3526/03 
163509 1>.0 297.4 833 C 07/01 349 220 H3519/07 168504 9.3 307.1 790 C 06/32 352 39 H3526/04 
163510 1~.5 297.4 846 C 07/01 349 214 H3519/0S 168505 9.1 306.7 797 C 06/34 352 29 H3526/05 
163511 1~.4 296.9 852 C 07/03 349 221 H3519/09 1685G6 9.6 306.7 802 C 06/34 352 38 H3526/06 
163512 1~.8 296.9 859 C 07/03 349 216 H3519/10 168507 9.4 306.3 809 C 06/35 352 28 H352b/07 
163513 1:.6 296.4 865 C 07105 349 223 H3519/11 168508 9.8 306.4 814 C 06/35 352 36 H3526/08 
163514 1".1 296.4 873 C 07/05 349 216 H3519/12 168509 9.6 306.0 822 C 06/37 352 27 H3526/09 
163515 1: •. 9 295.9 879 C 07/07 349 224 H3519/13 168510 10.1 306.0 826 C 06/37 352 36 H3526/10 163516 1 ••• 4 295.9 886 C 07/07 349 219 H3519/14 168511 9.9 305.6 834 C 06/39 352 27 H3526/11 
163539 51.6 289.8 29697 V 14/10 349 354 H3520/33 168512 10.3 305.7 839 C 06/39 352 34 H3526/12 
163540 51 •. 0 292.0 29773 R 14/01 349 353 H3520/34 168513 10.1 305.3 847 C 06/40 352 25 H3526/13 
163542 6L.3 316.9 30482 R 12/21 349 354 H35Z0/36 168514 10.6 305.3 852 C 06/40 352 34 t13526/14 
164501 lL.l 301.6 757 C 06/45 350 207 H3520/09 168515 10.4 304.9 859 C 06/42 352 24 H3526/15 
164502 1:.5 301.6 764 C 06/45 350 201 H3520/10 168516 10.8 305.0 865 C 06/42 352 32 H3526/16 
164503 11.3 301.1 768 C 06/47 350 211 H3520/11 168517 10.5 304.6 873 C 06/43 352 23 t13526/17 
164504 1~.8 301.1 776 C 06/47 350 204 H3520/12 168518 11.0 304.6 877 C 06/43 352 31 H3527/01 
164505 11.7 300.7 730 C 06/49 350 212 tf3521/01 163519 10.8 304.2 886 C 06/45 352 22 H3527/02 
164506 1:·.1 300.7 788 C 06/49 350 205 H3521/02 168520 11.2 304.3 891 C 06/45 352 30 H3527/03 
164507 1~.0 300.2 793 C 06/51 350 214 H3521/03 168521 11.0 303.9 900 C 06/46 352 21 H3527/04 
164508 1~.4 300.2 800 C 06/51 350 208 H3521/0~ 168522 11.5 303.9 904 C 06/46 352 29 H3527/05 
164509 1;.3 299.7 805 C 06/53 350 216 H3521/05 168523 11.2 303.5 913 C 06/48 352 21 H3527/06 
164510 1~.7 299.7 812 C 06/53 350 209 H3521/06 168524 11.7 303.6 918 C 06/48 352 28 H3527/07 
164511 1('.5 299.2 817 C 06/56 350 218 tf3521/07 168525 11.4 303.2 927 C 06/49 352 20 H3527/08 
164512 1:.0 299.2 825 C 06/56 350 212 H3521/08 168526 11.9 303.3 931 C 06/49 352 27 t13527/09 
164513 12.8 298.7 830 C 06/58 350 220 H3521/09 168527 11.6 302.8 940 C 06/51 352 19 H3527/10 
164514 1~.3 298.8 837 C 06/58 350 213 H3521/10 168528 12.1 302.9 945 C 06/51 352 26 H3527/11 164515 1:.1 298.2 843 C 07/00 350 222 H3521/11 169501 14.0 300.9 985 C 07/01 352 351 H3527/12 
164516 1~.6 298.2 851 C 07/00 350 215 H3521/12 169502 14.5 301.0 989 C 07/01 352 H3527/13 
164517 IJ.4 297.8 856 C 07/02 350 223 H3521/13 169503 14.4 300.5 997 C 07/03 352 349 H3527/14 
164518 1~.9 297.8 863 C 07/02 350 216 H3521/14 169504 14.9 300.6 1002 C 07/03 352 359 H3527/15 
164519 1~.7 297.2 870 C 07/04 350 225 H3521/15 169505 14.8 300.1 1010 C 07/05 352 345 H3527/16 
164520 1t.l 297.3 877 C 07/04 350 219 H3521/16 169506 15.4 300.2 1015 C 07/05 352 358 H3527/17 
164521 1~.9 2~6.8 883 C 07/06 350 227 H3521/17 169507 15.2 299.7 1023 C 07/07 352 342 H3527/18 
164522 14.4 296.8 890 C 07/06 350 220 H3521/18 169508 15.8 299.8 1028 C 07/06 352 357 H3527/19 
164523 14.2 296.3 896 C 07/08 350 229 H3521/19 169509 15.7 299.3 1036 C 07/08 352 337 H3528/01 
164524 14.7 296.2 904 C 07/08 350 222 H3521/20 169510 16.2 299.4 1042 C 07/08 352 355 H3528/02 
165501 10.3 304.0 725 C 06/37 350 201 H3522/01 169511 16.1 299.0 1050 C 07/10 352 333 H3528/03 
165502 10.7 303.9 733 C 06/38 350 195 H3522/02 169512 16.6 299.0 1055 C 07/10 352 345 H3528/04 
165503 10.6 303.5 737 C 06/40 350 203 H3522/03 169513 16.5 298.6 1063 C 07/12 352 324 H3528/05 
165504 11.1 303.5 745 C 06/40 350 196 H3522/04 169514 17.1 298.6 1069 C 07/12 352 332 H3528/06 
165505 11.0 303.0 748 C 06/42 350 205 H3522/05 169515 16.9 298.2 1077 C 07/13 352 313 H3528/07 
165506 11.4 303.0 756 C 06/42 350 199 H3522/06 169516 17.5 298.3 1084 C 07/13 352 292 H3523/08 
165507 11.3 302.5 760 C 06/44 350 208 H3522/07 169517 17.3 297.8 1091 C 07/15 352 298 H3528/09 
165508 11.7 302.5 768 C 06/44 350 200 H3522/08 169518 17.9 297.9 1098 C 07/15 352 226 H3528/10 
165509 11.6 302.0 772 C 06/46 350 210 H3522/C9 169519 17.8 297.4 1106 C 07/17 352 275 H3528/11 
165510 12.0 302.0 779 C 06/46 350 203 H3522/10 169520 18.3 297.5 1112 C 07/17 352 207 H3528/12 
165511 11.9 301.6 783 C 06/48 350 212 H3522/11 169521 18.2 297.0 1120 C 07/19 352 256 H3528/13 
165512 12.3 301.5 792 C 06/48 350 205 H3522/12 169522 18.8 297.1 1127 C 07/18 352 199 H3528/14 165513 12.2 301.1 796 C 06/50 350 214 H3522/13 169523 18.6 296.6 1135 C 07/20 352 241 H3528/15 
165514 12.6 301.1 803 C 06/50 350 207 H3522/14 169524 19.2 296.7 1143 C 07/20 352 196 H3528/16 
165515 12.4 300.6 808 C 06/52 350 216 H3522/15 170501 13.4 303.1 949 C 06/55 353 359 H3528/17 
165516 12.9 300.6 816 C 06/52 350 208 H3522/16 170502 13.8 303.1 955 C 06/55 353 9 H3528/18 
165517 12.8 300.1 821 C 06/54 350 218 H3522/17 170503 13.7 302.7 963 C 06/56 353 358 H3528/19 
165518 13.2 300.1 '828 C 06/54 350 211 M3522/18 170504 14.2 302.7 967 C 06/56 353 9 M3528/20 165519 13.0 299.6 834 C 06/56 350 220 H3522/19 170505 14.1 302.3 975 C 06/58 353 356 H352S/21 
165520 13.5 299.6 841 C 06/56 350 213 H3522/20 170506 14.6 302.4 930 C 06/58 353 9 H3529/01 
165521 13.3 299.1 847 C 06/58 350 222 H3522/21 170507 14.5 301.9 988 C 07/00 353 355 t13529/02 
165522 13.7 299.1 854 C 06/58 350 215 H3522/22 170508 15.0 302.0 993 C 07/00 353 10 H3529/03 
165523 13.6 298.6 859 C 07/00 350 224 H3522/23 170509 14.9 301.5 1000 C 07/02 353 353 H3529/04 
165524 14.0 298.6 867 C 07/01 350 217 H3522/24 170510 15.4 301.6 1006 C 07/01 353 10 H3529/05 
166501 9.6 306.2 704 C 06/30 351 181 H3522/25 170511 15.3 301.1 1013 C 07/03 353 350 H3529/06 
166502 10.0 306.2 712 C 06/30 351 174 H3522/26 170512 15.9 301.2 1019 C 07/03 353 12 H3529/07 
166503 9.9 305.7 715 C 06/32 351 185 H3522/27 170513 15.8 300.7 1027 C 07/05 353 346 H3529/08 
166504 10.3 305.7 722 C 06/33 351 178 H3522/28 170514 16.3 300.8 1033 C 07/05 353 13 H3529/09 
166505 10.2 305.3 726 C 06/34 351 188 t13523/01 170515 16.2 300.3 1040 C 07/07 353 341 H3529/10 
166506 10.6 305.2 733 C 06/34 351 180 H3523/02 170516 16.7 300.4 1046 C 07/06 353 11 H3529/11 
166507 10.5 304.8 737 C 06/36 351 192 H3523/03 170517 16.6 299.9 1054 C 07/08 353 332 H3529/12 
166508 10.9 304.8 744 C 06/37 351 183 H3523/04 170518 17.1 300.0 1060 C 07/08 353 15 H3529/13 
166509 10.8 304.3 748 C 06/39 351 195 H3523/05 170519 17.0 299.5 1068 C 07/10 353 320 H3529/14 
166510 11.2 304.3 755 C 06/39 351 186 H3523/06 170520 17.6 299.6 1074 C 07/10 353 155 H3529/15 
166511 11.1 303.9 759 C 06/40 351 199 H3523/07 170521 17.4 299.1 1082 C 07/12 353 298 H3529/16 
166512 11.5 303.9 767 C 06/41 351 189 H3523/08 170522 18.0 299.2 1089 C 07/12 353 187 H3529/17 
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--piCNO---LAT---LON--RANGE-F--TOD--LS-SCAZ-OROER~~R--PiCNO---LAT---LON--RANGE-F--TOO--LS-SCAZ-OROERNBR 
--i7osz3--i7:9-z9s:7--io96-c-07/i4-353-270-H3529/1S--175so2--zo:i-30o:9--i190-c-07/1s-355-272-H3535/02 
170524 18.4 298.8 1103 C 07/13 353 IS7 t13529/19 175503 19.9 300.4 1199 C 07/20 355 282 t13535/03 
171501 12.7 305.3 915 C 06/4S 353 7 H3530/01 175504 20.4 300.4 1205 C 07/20 355 266 H3535/04 
171502 13.1 305.3 920 C 06/48 353 15 H3530/02 175505 20.3 299.9 1214 C 07/22 355 275 H3S35/0S 
t71503 13.0 304.9 927 C 06/49 353 5 H3530/03 175506 20.8 300.0 1220 C 07/21 355 257 H3535/06 
l71504 13.5 304.9 932 C 06/49 353 17 H3530/04 175507 20.7 299.5 1230 C 07/24 355 268 H3535/07 
171505 13.4 304.5 939 C 06/51 353 5 t13530/05 175508 21.2 299.6 1236 C 07/23 355 249 t13535/08 
171506 13.9 304.5 944 C 06/51 353 18 t13530106 175509 21.1 299.1 1245 C 07/25 355 261 H3535/09 
171507 13.9 304.1 951 C 06/53 353 4 H3530/07 175510 21.7 299.2 1252 C 07/25 355 243 t13535/10 
171508 14.3 304.1 957 C 06/53 353 18 H3530108 175511 21.5 298.7 1261 C 07/27 355 255 H3535/11 
171509 14.3 303.7 964 C 06/55 353 4 H3530109 175512 22.1 298.S 1268 C 07/27 355 237 H3535/12 
171510 14.8 303.7 969 C 06/55 353 21 H3530/10 175513 21.9 298.3 1277 C 07/29 355 249 H3536/01 
171511 14.7 303.3 977 C 06/56 353 3 t13530/11 175514 22.5 298.4 1284 C 07/28 355 232 H3536/02 
171512 15.2 303.4 982 C 06/56 353 24 t13530/12 175515 22.3 297.9 1293 C 07/31 355 244 H3536/03 171513 15.1 302.9 989 C 06/58 353 4 H3530/13 175516 22.9 298.0 1300 C 07/30 355 227 H3536/04 
171514 15.6 303.0 995 C 06/58 353 28 H3530/14 175517 22.7 297.4 1309 C 07/33 355 240 H3536/05 
171515 15.5 302.5 1002 C 07/00 353 H3530/15 175518 23.4 297.6 1317 C 07/32 355 223 H3536/06 
171516 16.1 302.6 1009 C 07/00 353 35 H3530/16 175519 23.2 297.1 1326 C 07/34 355 236 H3536/07 
171517 15.9 302.1 1016 C 07/02 353 358 H3530/17 175520 23.8 297.2 1334 C 07/34 355 221 t13536/08 
17151S 16.4 302.2 1022 C 07/01 353 39 H3530/1S 175521 23.6 296.6 1343 C 07/36 355 233 H3536/09 
171519 16.4 301.7 1029 C 07/03 353 356 H3530/19 175522 24.2 296.S 1351 C 07/35 355 218 H3536/10 
171520 16.9 301.8 1036 C 07/03 353 65 H3530/20 175523 24.0 296.2 1360 C 07/38 355 229 H3536/11 
171521 16.8 301.3 1043 C 07/05 353 346 t13530/21 175524 24.7 296.3 1369 C 07/37 355 216 H3536/12 
171522 17.3 301.4 1050 C 07105 353 98 H3530/22 176501 22.6 292.6 1477 C 07/56 356 271 H3536/13 
172501 12.0 307.5 878 C 06/41 354 12 H3530/25 176502 23.2 292.7 1479 C 07/55 356 266 H3536/14 
172502 12.4 307.5 883 C 06/41 20 H3530/26 176503 22.9 292.1 1495 C 07/58 356 270 H3536/1S 
172503 12.3 307.0 890 C 06/43 354 10 t13530/27 176504 23.6 292.3 1496 C 07/57 356 264 H3536/16 
172504 1~ 8 307 1 895 C 06/42 354 22 H3530/28 176505 23.3 291.7 1512 C 08/00 356 267 H3536/17 i~~~gg i~:~ ~gg:~ ~g~ E 8~~~~ ~~~ ~! ~~~~i~g~ lf~~g~ ~~:~ ~~i:~ l~~~ E 8~~8~ ~~g ~g~ ~~~~~~l~ 
172507 13 2 306 3 914 C 06/46 354 12 H3531/03 176508 24.4 291.4 1532 C 08/01 356 259 H3536/20 
17250S 13'7 306'3 919 C 06/46 354 25 t13531/04 176509 24.1 290.7 1548 C OS/04 356 263 H3536/21 
172509 13:6 305:9 926 C 06/48 354 10 H3531/05 176510 24.7 290.9 1550 C 08/03 356 257 H3536/22 
172510 14.1 305.9 931 C 06/48 354 27 H3531/06 176511 24.4 290.3 1565 C 08/06 356 261 t13536/23 l~~~i~ i~:g ~8~:g ~~~ E 8~~~~ ~~~ ~8 ~~~~i~g~ ifg~l~ ~~:~ ~~~:g i~g~ E g~~g~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~g~~~ 
172513 14.4 305.1 951 C 06/51 354 ~~ t1H~55~11110109 176514 25.5 290.0 1586 C 08/07 356 252 H3536/26 172514 14.9 305.1 956 C 06/51 354 ~J ~ ~ 176515 25.2 289.4 1602 C 08/10 356 256 t13536/27 
172515 14.9 304.7 963 C 06/53 354 11 H3531/11 176516 25.92S9.5 1605 C 08/09 356 250 H3537/01 
172516 15.4 304.8 969 C 06/53 354 39 H3531/12 176517 25.6 288.9 1620 C 08/12 356 254 H3537/02 
172517 15.3 304.3 976 C 06/55 354 11 H3531/13 176518 26.3 289.1 1623 C 08/11 356 248 H3537103 
172518 15.8 304.4 983 C 06/55 354 47 H3531/14 176519 26.0 288.4 1639 C 08/14 356 252 H3537/04 
172519 15.7 303.9 959 C 06/56 354 11 t13531/15 176520 26.7 288.6 1643 C 08/13 356 246 H3537/05 
172522 16.7 303.6 1010 C 06/58 354 84 H3531/13 176521 26.4 287.9 1659 C 08/16 356 250 H3537/06 
172523 16.6 303.1 1016 C 07/00 354 IS t13531/19 176522 27.1 283.2 1662 C 08/15 356 244 H3537/07 
172524 17.1 303.2 1023 C 07/00 354 115 H3531/20 176523 26.8 287.5 1678 C 08/18 356 248 H3537/08 
173501 lS.3300.0 1145 C 07/16 354 303 H3532/01 176524 27.6 287.7 1682 C 08/17 356 242 H3537/09 
173502 18.8 300.1 1151 C 07/16 354 297 t13532/02 177501 23.2 293.6 1484 C 07/55 356 269 H3537/10 
173503 18.6 299.6 1160 C 07/18 354 299 H3532/03 177502 23.6 293.8 1486 C 07/54 356 265 t13537/11 
173504 19.2 299.7 1165 C 07/17 354 286 H3532/04 177503 23.3 293.2 1502 C 07/56 356 269 H3537/12 
173505 1~.0 299.1 1175 C 07/20 354 291 H3532/05 177504 24.0 293.4 1504 C 07/56 356 263 H3537/13 
173506 1' •• 6 299.3 1180 C 07/19 354 275 H3532/06 177505 23.7 292.8 1519 C 07/58 356 267 H3537/14 
173507 IG.4 298.8 1189 C 07/21 354 283 H3532/07 177506 24.4 292.9 1521 C 07/5S 356 260 H3537/1S 
173508 20.0 298.9 1195 C 07/21 354 263 H3532/08 177507 24.1 292.4 1536 C 08/00 356 264 H3537/16 
173509 1':.9 298.3 1204 C 07/23 354 275 t13532/09 177505 24.8 292.5 1539 C 08/00 356 257 t13537/17 
173510 20.4 298.5 1210 C 07/23 354 252 t13532/10 177509 24.5 291.9 1554 C 08/02 356 262 H3537/18 
173511 2~.3 297.9 1219 C 07/25 354 266 H3532/11 177510 25.2 292.0 1557 C 08/02 356 255 H3537/19 
173512 20.9 298.1 1226 C 07/24 354 243 t13532/12 177511 24.9 291.4 1572 C 08/04 356 260 H3537/20 
173513 2r.7297.6 1235 C 07/26 354 259 H3532/13 177512 25.6 291.6 1575 C 08/03 356 253 H3538/01 
173514 21.3 297.7 1242 C 07/26 354 235 H3532/14 177513 25.3 291.0 1590 C 08/06 356 257 H3538/02 
173515 2:.1 297.1 1250 C 07/28 354 251 ~13532/15 177514 26.0 291.2 1593 C 08/05 356 250 H3538/03 
173516 2'.7 297.3 1258 C 07/28 354 228 H3532/16 177515 25.7 290.5 1606 C 06/08 35b 255 M3538/0~ i~~§i~ ~i,:t ~~g:~ i~~~ E 8~~~8 ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~l~ i~~§l~ ~g:~ ~~g:6 ig~~ E 8~~~6 ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~gg 
173519 2).9 296.4 12S2 C 07/32 354 239 M3533/20 177518 26.8 290.2 1631 C 08/09 356 246 H3538/07 
173520 2<.6 296.5 1290 C 07/31 354 219 H3533/21 177519 26.5 289.6 1646 C 08/12 356 250 H3538/08 i~~§~~ ~~:~ ~~~:~ l~~~ E g~~~~ ~~2 ~~~ ~~~~~~~§ i~f~~~ il:6 ~~~:! 19~e E 8R~ll ~~~ i2a R~~~R~~X 
173523 2,.8 295.5 1315 C 07/35 354 230 H3533/24 177522 27.6 289.3 1669 C 08/13 356 242 H3538/11 
173524 2~.4 295.7 1323 C 07/35 354 213 H3533/25 177523 27.3 288.6 1685 C 08/16 356 247 H3538/12 
174501 1(-.5 300.8 1153 C 07/15 355 305 H3533/01 177524 28.0 288.7 1691 C 08/16 356 240 H3538/13 
174502 19.0 300.9 1158 C 07/15 355 299 H3533/02 178501 23.6 294.8 1494 C 07/53 357 269 H3539/01 
174503 It·.8 300.4 1168 C 07/17 355 300 "3533/03 178502 24.3 294.9 1497 C 07/53 357 261 H3539/02 i~t§g~ i~:~ 388:8 ii~~ ~ g~ji~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~g~ i+g§g~ ~~:~ ~~~:~ i~il E g~~~~ ~~~ ~§~ ~~~~4jg~ 
174506 1~.8 300.1 115S C 07/18 355 277 H3533/06 178505 24.4 293.9 1529 C 07/57 357 263 H3539/05 
174507 1".7 299.6 1197 C 07/21 355 286 t13533/07 178506 25.1 29~.0 1532 C 07/56 357 256 H3539/06 
174508 2t.2 299.7 1203 C 07/20 355 267 H3533/08 178507 24.8 293.4 1547 C 07/59 357 261 H3539/07 
174509 2l.1 299.2 1212 C 07/22 355 277 t13533/09 178508 25.5 293.6 1550 C 07/58 357 253 H3539/03 
174510 2t.6 299.3 1215 C 07/22 355 256 M3533/10 178509 25.2 293.0 1565 C OBI01 357 258 t13539/09 
174511 2~.S 298.8 1227 C 07/24 355 270 t13533/11 178510 25.9 293.1 1569 C OS/OO 357 251 t13539/10 
174512 21.1 298.9 1233 C 07/23 a5? 247 "3533112 178511 25.6 292.5 1583 C OS/03 357 256 H3539/11 If4§1~ ~~:~ ~~~:~ 1~4~ ~ 8fj~~ ~~~ ~~§ ~~~~~:af tfg§I~ ~g:3 ~~~:6 i~~{ E g~jg~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~:i~ 
174515 21.329S.0 1258 C 07/27 355 254 t13534/02 178514 26.7 292.3 1605 C 08/04 357 246 H3539/14 
174516 2~.9 295.1 1265 C 07/27 355 232 "3534/03 178515 26.4 291.6 1620 C 08/07 357 251 H3539/1S 
174517 2:.7 297.6 1274 C 07/29 355 248 t13534/04 178516 27.1 291.8 1624 C 08/06 357 244 H3539/16 
174518 2~.3 297.7 1281 C 07/29 :3'5555 226 t13534/05 178S17 26.8 291.1 1639 C 08/09 357 249 t13539/17 
174519 2;.2 297.2 12 Q O C 07/31 241 H3534/06 17851S 27.5 291.3 1644 C 08/08 357 242 H353 9 /18 
174520 22.7 297.3 1297 C 07/30 355 222 H3534/07 17S519 27.2 290.6 1658 C 08/11 357 247 H3539/19 
174521 22.6 296.8 1306 C 07/33 355 237 H3534/08 178520 27.9 290.9 1663 C 08/10 357 239 H3539/20 
174522 23.2 296.9 1314 C 07/32 355 218 H3534/09 178521 27.6 290.2 1678 C 08/13 357 245 H3539/21 
174523 23.0 296.4 1323 C 07/35 355 233 t13534/10 178522 28.3 290.4 1683 C 08/12 357 238 H3539/22 
174524 23.6 296.5 1331 C 07/34 355 215 H3534/11 178523 28.0 289.7 1697 C 08/15 357 243 H3539/23 
174533 -27.8 299.2 33065 VIS/54 355 195 t13534/18 178524 28.7 289.9 1703 C 08/14 357 236 H3539/24 
174534 -28.5 299.2 33097 R 15/54 355 194 H3534/19 179501 24.1 296.1 1505 C 07/51 357 268 H3540/01 
174535 -11.2 302.7 32429 V 15/40 355 200 t13535/27 179502 24.7 296.3 1508 C 07/50 357 262 H3540/02 
174536 -12.2 302.6 32462 P.-15/40 355 199 M3535/28 179503 24.4 295.7 1522 C 07/53 357 267 H3540/03 
174537 2.+ 305.5 32116 V 15/29 355 214 H3535/29 17950~ 25.1 295.9 1525 C 07/52 357 258 H3540/04 
174538 .0 305.3 32143 R 15/30 355 211 t13535/30 179505 24.8 295.3 1539 C 07/55 357 264 H3540/05 
174539 13.9 30B.4 32007 V 15/18 355 257 t13535/31 179506 25.5 295.4 1543 C 07/54 357 255 M3540/06 
174540 *~.4 308.4 32011 R 15/17 355 253 H3535/32 179507 25.2 294.8 1557 C 07/57 357 261 t13540/07 
174541 ~0.4 312.2 32074 V 15/02 355 319 H3535/33 179508 25.9 295.0 1561 C 07/56 357 252 H3540/08 
174542 25.4 312.0 32065 R 15/03 355 316 t13535/34 179509 25.6 294.4 1575 C 07/58 357 258 H3540/09 
174543 39.0 317.5 32340 V 14/41 355 338 H3535/35 179510 26.3 294.5 1579 C 07/58 357 249 H3540/10 
174544 37.7 317.1 32308 R 14/43 355 336 H3535/36 179511 26.0 293.9 1592 C 08/00 357 255 H3540/11 
174545 52.3 326.9 3284~ V 14/03 355 345 H3535/37 179512 26.7 294.1 1597 C 08/00 357 247 H3540/12 
174546 52.0 326.9 32333 R 14/04 355 344 H3535/3S 179513 26.4 293.5 1611 C 08/02 357 252 H3540/13 
175501 19.4 300.8 11S4 C 07/18 355 289 H3535/01 179514 27.1 293.6 1616 C 08/02 357 244 H3540/14 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LO!'-l RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNER 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------179515 26.8 293.0 1629 C 08/04 357 250 ~f3540/15 184504 27.1 301.9 1626 C 07/47 259 H3545/07 
179516 27.5 293.2 1634 C OS/03 357 242 M3540/16 lS4505 26.6 301.1 1639 C 07/50 271 ~f3545/08 
179517 27.2 292.6 1648 C 08/06 357 248 H3540/17 184506 27.4 301. 2 1645 C 07/5\) 254 M3545/09 
179518 27.9 292.8 1653 C 08/06 357 239 H3540/18 18{;507 26.9 300.4 1659 C 07/53 266 H3545l10 
179519 27.6 292.1 H-67 C OS/08 357 245 M3540/19 18':;508 27.8 300.5 1665 C 07/53 251 M3545/11 
179520 28.3 292.3 1673 C 08/07 357 237 M3540/20 184509 27.2 29'1.7 1679 C 07/56 263 M3545/12 
179521 28.0 291.6 1687 C 08/10 357 243 H3540/Zl 113-+510 - 28.1 299.8 1685 C 07/56 248 H3545/13 
179522 28.7 291.9 1692 C OSI09 357 235 H3540/22 HA511 27.5 299.0 1699 C 07/59 259 M3545/14 
179523 28.4 291.2 1706 C 08/12 357 240 M3540/23 lS':;512 28.4 299.1 1706 C 07/58 246 ~f3545/15 
179524 29.1 291.5 1712 C 08/11 357 232 M3540/24 lS':;513 27.8 2"8.3 1720 C 08/02 257 tf3545/16 
180501 24.7 297.4 1518 C 07/49 358 267 M3541101 184S14 28.8 298.4 1727 C 08/02 245 H3545/17 
180502 25.2 297.5 1523 C 07/49 358 260 M3541/02 184515 28.2 297.6 1742 C 08/05 255 H3545/18 
180503 24.9 2"6.9 1536 C 07/51 358 265 M3541/03 184516 29.1 297.6 1749 C OS/05 244 H3545/19 
180504 25.6 297.1 154!) C 07/51 358 256 M3541104 lS4517 28.5 296.8 1764 C 08/08 253 H3545/20 
180505 25.3 296.5 1553 C 07/53 358 262 M3541/05 184518 29.4 296.9 1771 C 08/08 243 H3545/21 
180506 26.0 296.6 1558 C 07/53 358 253 H3541/06 184519 28.8 2"6.1 1787 C 08/11 251 H3545/22 
lS0507 25.7 296.0 1571 C 07/55 358 259 M3541107 184520 29.7 296.1 1795 C 08/11 242 M3545/23 
180508 26.4 296.2 1575 C 07/54 358 249 M3541/08 184521 29.1 295.3 1810 C 08/14 250 H3545/24 
180509 26.1 295.6 15813 C 07/57 358 256 M35':;1109 184522 30.1 295.4 1818 C 08/14 241 H3545/25 
lS0510 26.8 295.8 1593 C 07/56 358 246 ~13541110 184523 29.4 294.6 1834 C OS/17 249 ~13545/26 
180511 26.5 295.2 1606 C 07/59 358 253 H3541/11 184524 30.4 294.7 1841 C 08/17 240 H3545/27 
lS0512 27.2 2"5.4 1611 C 07/58 358 243 H3541112 lS5501 28.2 300.4 1728 C 07/57 1 257 H3546/01 
180513 26.9 294.7 1624 C 08/01 358 250 H3541/13 185502 28.9 300.5 1736 C 07/56 1 244 H3546/02 
180514 27.6 295.0 1630 C 08/00 358 241 M3541/14 185503 28.3 299.7 1748 C 07/59 1 257 M3546/03 
180515 27.3 294.3 1643 C OS/03 358 N8 H3541/15 185504 29.2 299.8 1756 C 07/59 1 242 H3546/04 
lS0516 28.0 294.6 1648 C 08101 358 238 M3541/16 185505 28.7 299.0 1769 C 08/02 1 254 H3546/05 
180517 27.7 293.9 1661 C 08/04 358 245 M3541/17 185506 29.6 299.1 1776 C 08/02 1 240 M3546/06 
180518 28.4 29~.1 1668 C 08/04 358 23" H3541/18 185507 29.0 298.3 1790 C 08/05 1 252 H3547/01 
lS0519 28.1 293.4 1680 C 08/06 358 243 M3541/19 lS5S08 29.9 298.4 1798 C OS/05 1 239 M3547/02 
180520 28.8 293.7 1687 C 08/05 358 233 M35U/20 lS5509 29.3 297.6 1812 C 08/09 1 250 M3547/03 
180521 28.5 293.0 1699 C 08/03 358 240 M3541/21 185510 30.2 297.7 lS20 C 013/08 1 238 H3547/04 
180522 29.2 293.3 17C6 C 05'/01 358 231 M3541/22 185511 29.6 296.9 1834 C 08/12 1 249 H3547/05 
180523 28.9 292.6 1718 C 08/10 358 238 M3541/23 185512 30.6 296.8 1843 C 08/12 1 238 M3547/06 
1805N 29.6 292.8 1726 C 08/09 358 229 H35"2/01 185513 29.9 296.1 1857 C 08/15 1 247 M3547/07 
181501 25.4 298.2 1550 C 07/50 358 265 ~13542102 lS5514 30.9 296.2 1865 C 08/14 1 237 M3547/08 
181502 26.0 298.3 1555 C 07/49 358 256 M3542103 185515 30.2 295.3 1880 C 08/18 1 246 M3547/09 
181503 25.6 297.7 1567 C 07/52 358 263 M3542/04 185516 31.2 295.4 1889 C 08/18 1 236 H3547/10 
lS1504 26.4 297.9 1572 C 07/51 358 252 M3542/05 185517 30.5 294.6 1904 C 08/21 1 245 M3547/11 
181505 26.0 297.3 1585 C 07/53 358 259 M3542/C6 1~~~iS 31.5 294.5 1915 C 08/21 1 236 M3547/12 181506 26.8 297.5 1590 C 07/53 358 248 H3542107 30.8 293.8 1929 C 08/25 1 244 H3547/13 
lS1507 26.4 296.9 1602 C 07/55 358 256 M3542/08 lS5520 31.9 293.8 1938 C 08/24 1 235 M3547/14 
181508 27.2 297.1 1607 C 07/54 358 245 M35"2109 185521 31.1 292.9 1955 C 08/28 1 243 M3547/15 
1131509 26.8 296.5 1620 C 07/57 358 253 M3542/10 185522 32.1 292.9 1965 C 08/28 1 236 H3547/16 
181510 27.5 296.7 1626 C 07/56 358 242 M3542/11 lS5523 31.4 292.1 1981 C 08/31 1 243 M3547/17 
181511 27.2 296.0 1638 C 07/59 358 250 M3542112 185524 32.5 292.2 1990 C 08/31 1 235 H3547/18 
181512 27.9 296.2 1044 C 07/58 358 239 H3542/13 186S01 29.0 300.8 1770 C 08/00 1 252 H3547/19 
181513 27.6 295.6 1656 C 08/01 358 247 M3542/14 H'6502 29.6 300.8 1778 C 07/59 1 241 ~13547/20 
181514 28.3 295.8 1662 C 08/00 358 236 H3542115 186503 29.0 300.1 1791 C 08/02 1 254 M3547/21 
181515 28.0 2"5.2 1675 C 08/03 358 244 H3542/16 186504 29.9 300.1 1799 C 08/02 1 240 ~f3547/22 
181516 28.7 295.4 1681 C 08/02 358 234 H3542/17 186505 29.3 299.4 1812 C 08/05 1 252 M3547/23 
181517 28.4 294.7 1694 C 08/05 358 242 M3542118 186506 30.3 299.5 lS20 C 08/05 1 239 M3547/24 
181518 29.1 295.0 1700 C OS/04 358 231 M3542119 186507 29.6 298.6 1833 C 08/09 1 250 M3548/01 
181519 28.8 294.3 1712 C 08/07 358 239 M3542/20 186508 30.6 298.7 1842 C 08/08 1 238 M3548/02 
181520 29.6 294.6 1720 C 08/06 358 229 M3542/21 186509 29.9 297.9 1856 C 08/12 1 248 M3548/03 
181521 29.2 293.9 1731 C 08/08 358 237 H3542/22 186510 30.9 293.0 1864 C 08/11 1 237 ~f3548/04 
181522 30.0 294.1 1740 C OS/08 358 227 M3542/23 18,,511 30.2 297.1 1878 C 08/15 1 247 H3548/05 
181523 29.6 293.4 1751 C 08/10 358 235 M3542/24 186512 31.2 297.2 1887 C 08/14 1 236 M3548/06 
181524 30.4 293.7 1759 C 08/09 358 225 H3542/25 186513 30.5 296.4 1902 C 08/18 1 246 M3548/07 
lS2501 25.8 299.6 1561 C 07/48 359 263 H3543/01 lS';514 31.5 296.5 1911 C 08/18 1 236 H3548/08 
182502 26.5 299.8 1566 C 07/47 359 252 M3543/02 186515 30.8 295.6 1926 C 08/21 1 245 M3548/09 
182503 26.2 299.1 15713 C 07/50 359 260 H3543/03 186516 31.9 295.7 1935 C 08/21 1 235 M3548/10 
182504 26.9 299.4 1584 C 07/49 359 247 M3543/04 186517 31. 2 294.8 1951 C 08/25 1 244 H3548/11 
182505 26.5 298.7 1595 C 07/51 359 256 M3543/05 186518 32.2 294.9 1960 C 08/24 1 235 M3548/12 
182506 27.2 299.0 1601 C 07/50 359 244 M3543/06 186519 31.4 294.0 1976 C 08/28 1 243 ~f3548/13 
182507 26.9 298.3 1613 C 07/53 359 253 H3543/07 IS6520 32.5 294.0 1987 C 08/28 1 235 M3548/14 
lS2508 27.7 293.5 1619 C 07/52 359 240 H3543/08 186521 31. 7 293.1 2003 C 08/32 1 243 M3548/15 
182509 27.3 297.9 1631 C 07/55 359 249 H3543/09 186522 32.8 293.2 2012 C 08/31 1 235 M3548/16 
182510 28.1 298.1 1637 C 07/54 359 237 M3343/10 H~6523 32.0 292.3 2030 C OS/35 1 242 M3548/17 
lS2511 27.7 297.5 1649 C 07/57 359 246 H3543/11 186524 33.1 292.4 2040 C 08/35 1 234 M3548/18 
182512 2B.5 297.7 1655 C 07/56 359 233 H3543/12 187S01 29.6 301.5 1814 C 08/01 2 250 H3548/19 
lS2513 2.1.1 297.1 1667 C 07/58 359 243 M3543/13 lS7502 30.2 301. 7 1821 C 08/01 2 239 M3548/20 
182514 21-.8 291.3 1674 C 07/58 359 231 M3543/14 187503 29.6 300.8 1834 C 08/04 2 252 M3548/21 
182515 2b.5 296.6 1686 C 08/00 359 240 H3543/15 lS7504 30.6 300.9 1842 C 08/04 2 237 H3548/22 
182516 2<1.2 296.9 1693 C 07/59 359 229 M3543/16 lS7505 29.9 300.1 1855 C 08/07 2 250 H3548123 
182517 2/,.9 296.2 1704 C 08/02 359 237 M3543/17 187506 30.9 300.2 1864 C 08/07 2 237 ~f3549/01 
182518 24.6 296.4 1713 C 08/01 359 226 M3543/18 187507 30.3 299.4 1877 C 08/10 2 248 H3549/02 
182519 24.3 205.8 1723 C 08/04 359 235 H3543/19 lS7508 31.2 299.4 18S6 C OS/10 2 236 H3549/03 
182520 3('1.1 296.0 1732 C 08/03 359 224 M3543/20 lS7509 30.6 298.6 1900 C 08/14 2 246 H3549/04 
182521 2".7 295.3 1743 C 08/06 359 232 M3543/Z1 187510 31.5 298.7 1909 C 08/13 2 235 H3549/05 
182522 3('1.5 295.6 1751 C OS/05 359 222 H3543/22 187511 30.9 297.8 1923 C 08/17 2 245 H3549/06 
182523 3(".1 294.9 1762 C 08/08 359 230 M3543/23 187512 31.9 297.9 1932 C 08/16 2 235 ~f3549/07 
182524 3r.9 294.4 1780 C 08/10 359 224 H3543/24 187513 31.2 297.0 1946 C 08/20 2 244 H3549/08 
183501 2!·.7 300.7 1594 C 07/47 359 275 M3543/28 187514 32.2 297.1 1956 C 08/20 2 234 ~f3549/09 
183502 21.4 300.8 1600 C 07/47 359 264 M3543/29 187515 31.5 2"6.2 1971 C 08/23 2 243 M3549/10 
183503 21.0 300.0 1613 C 07/50 359 272 M3543/30 187516 32.5 296.3 1981 C 08/23 2 234 H3549/11 
183504 2t.8300.1 1619 C 07/50 359 258 M3544/01 187517 31.8 295.5 1996 C 08/27 2 243 M3549/12 
183505 2t.3 299.4 1633 C 07/53 359 268 M3544/02 187518 32.8 295.5 2006 C 08/26 2 234 H3549/13 
183506 2-'.2 299.4 1639 C 07/53 359 255 N3544/03 187519 32.0 294.6 2021 C 08/30 2 242 H3549/14 
183507 2*'.6 298.6 1653 C 07/56 359 265 M3544/04 187S20 33.1 294.7 2032 C 08/30 2 233 H3549/15 
183508 21.5 298.7 1659 C 07/56 359 252 M3544/05 187521 32.3 293.8 2048 C 08/34 2 241 M3549/16 
183509 2(.9 297.9 1673 C 07/59 359 262 M3544/06 187522 33.4 293.9 2058 C 08/33 2 233 H3549/17 
183510 27.8 298.0 1680 C 07/59 359 250 M3544/07 187523 32.6 293.0 2074 C 08/37 2 241 M3549/18 
183511 2:.2 297.2 1695 C 08/02 359 259 H3544/08 187524 33.8 293.0 2085 C 08/37 2 233 H3549/19 
183512 2fo.l 297.3 1701 C 08/02 359 248 H3544/09 188501 30.2 302.4 1846 C OS/03 2 246 H3549/20 
183513 2~.6 296.5 1716 C 08/05 359 257 M3544/10 188502 30.8 302.5 1853 C 08/02 2 236 M3549/21 
183S14 2[,.5 296.6 1723 C 08/05 359 247 H3544/11 188503 30.2 301.7 1866 C 08/06 2 249 H3549/22 
183515 2:'.9 295.8 1738 C 08/08 359 255 M3544/12 188504 31.2 301.S lS74 C OS/05 2 234 H3549/23 
183516 2£..8 295.8 1745 C OS/08 359 245 M3544/13 188505 30.5 301.0 1887 C 08/09 2 2'+7 H3549/24 
183517 2~-.2 295.0 1761 C 08/11 359 254 H3544/14 188506 31.5 301.1 1896 C 08/08 2 234 M3549/25 
~83518 2~.1 295.1 1768 C 08/11 359 244 H3544/15 188507 30.8 300.2 1909 C OS/12 2 245 H3549/26 83519 2&.5 294.3 1784 C 08/14 359 252 H3544/16 188508 31.8 300.3 1919 C 08/11 2 233 H3549127 
183520 29.4 294.3 1791 C 08/14 359 243 H3544/17 188509 31.2 299.5 1932 C 08/15 2 244 M3549/28 
1133521 2&.8 293.5 lS08 C 08/17 359 251 H3544/18 188511 31.4 298.7 1955 C 08/18 2 243 H3550/02 
183522 2',.8 293.6 1815 C 08/17 359 242 M3545/01 188512 32.5 298.7 1966 C 08/18 2 233 H3550/03 
183523 2".1 292.7 1833 C 08/21 359 249 M3545/02 188513 31.8 297.9 1979 C 08/21 2 242 M3550/04 
183524 3U.l 292.8 1841 C 08/21 359 242 H3545/03 188514 32.8 298.0 1989 C 08/21 2 232 M3550/05 
184501 2f.1 302.4 1602 C 07/44 278 M3545/04 188515 32.0 297.1 2004 C 08/25 2 241 M3550/06 
184502 26.7 302.5 1608 C 07/44 264 H3~45/05 188516 33.1 297.2 2015 C 08/25 2 232 M3550/07 
184503 2c .2 301.8 1621 C 07/47 276 M3 45/06 188517 32.3 296.3 2029 C 08/28 2 241 N3550/08 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICND. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LeN RAN:;" F TOO LS SCAZ CPDERNBR PIWO LAT lO~~ RANGE F TCD LS SCAZ ORDERN8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------188518 33.4 296.4 2039 C 08/28 2 232 t13550/09 19~519 31 4 309.4 1854 C 07/58 4 238 H3556/13 
18S519 32.6 295.5 2054 C OS/31 2 240 H3550/10 10?~~0 32:4 309.6 1864 C 07/57 4 224 H3556/14 
ISS520 33.7 295.6 2065 C 03/31 2 232 H3550/11 192521 31.7 30S.7 1875 C 08/01 4 237 H3556/15 
ISS521 32.9 294.6 2081 C OS/35 2 2~0 H3550/12 192522 ~_~* .. 70 303.9 IS86 C OSIOO 4 224 H3556/16 lSS522 34.0 29~.7 2093 C 08/35 2 232 H3550/13 192523 '. 307.9 lS97 C OS/04 4 237 H3556/17 
lSS523 33.2 293.8 2109 C 08/3S 2 239 H3550/14 192524 33.0 308.1 1908 C 08/03 4 225 H3556/18 
188524 34.3 293.9 2120 C 05/38 2 232 H3550/15 193501 28.7 317.3 1688 C 07/31 5 2S3 H3556/19 
lS9501 27.6 311.2 1610 C 07/32 3 261 H3551/01 193502 29.2 317.4 1696 C 07/31 5 224 H3556/20 
189502 28.3 311.3 161S C 07/32 3 224 H3551/02 193503 28.8 316.6 1705 C 07/34 5 2S0 H3556/21 
189503 27.7 310.6 1627 C 07/35 3 264 M3551/03 193504 29.7 316.8 1714 C 07/33 5 219 H3556/22 
IS9504 2S.6 310.7 1635 C 07/34 3 223 H3551/04 193505 29.1 316.0 1723 C 07/36 5 267 H3556/23 
189505 28.1 309.9 1645 C 07/38 3 256 H3551/05 193506 30.0 316.1 1732 C 07/36 55 ~5272 HH~?~6611~54 
189506 28.9 310.0 1654 C 07/37 3 225 H3551/06 193507 29.5 315.4 1741 C 07/39 , J~J' 
189507 28.4 309.2 1664 C 07/41 3 252 H3551/07 193508 30.4 315.4 1750 C 07/39 5 223 H3556/26 
189508 29.3 309.4 1673 C 07/40 3 225 H3551/0S 193509 29.8 31~.6 1760 C 07/42 5 252 H3556/27 
189509 28.8 308.6 1683 C 07/43 3 248 t13551/09 193510 30.7 314.8 1769 C 07/41 5 223 H3556/28 
189510 29.6 30S.7 1692 C 07/43 3 226 t13551/10 193511 30.1 314.0 1779 C 07/45 5 248 H3557/01 
189511 29.1 307.9 1702 C 07/46 3 2~6 H3551/11 193512 31.1 314.1 1788 C 07/44 5 225 H3557/02 
189512 30.0 308.0 1711 C 07/46 3 227 H3551/12 193513 30.5 313.3 1799 C 07/48 5 246 H3557/03 
169513 29.4 307.2 1722 C 07/49 3 244 t13551/13 193514 31.4 313.4 1608 C 07/47 5 225 M3557/04 
189514 30.3 307.3 1731 C 07/49 3 227 H3551/14 193515 30.8 312.6 1819 C 07/51 5 244 H3557/05 
189515 29.7 306.5 1742 C 07/52 3 243 M3551/15 193516 31.7 312.8 lS28 C 07/50 5 225 H3557/06 
189516 30.6 306.6 1752 C 07/52 3 2Z3 H3551/16 193517 31.1 311.9 lS39 C 07/54 5 242 H3557/07 
189517 30.1 305.7 1763 C 07/55 3 241 H3551/17 193518 32.0 312.0 1849 C 07/53 5 226 H3557/08 
169518 31.0 305.9 1773 C 07/55 3 226 M3552/01 193519 31.5 311.2 1860 C 07/57 5 240 H3557/09 
189519 30.4 305.0 1785 C 07/58 3 241 H3552/02 193520 32.4 311.3 1870 C 07/56 5 226 H3557/10 
189520 31.3 305.2 1795 C 07/58 3 228 H3552/03 193521 31.8 310.4 1882 C 08/00 5 239 H3557/11 
lS9521 30.7 30~.3 lS07 C 08/01 3 240 H3552/04 193522 32.7 310.6 1892 C 07/59 5 226 H3557/12 
189522 31.6 304.4 lS17 C OSIOI 3 228 H3552/05 193523 ~g.o 309.9 1901 C 08/02 5 239 H3557/13 
189523 31.0 303.5 1830 C 08/05 3 239 H3552/00 lq352~ ~~.1 309.9 1914 C OS/02 5 226 H3557/14 
189524 32.0 303.7 1840 C 08/04 3 228 H3552/07 19~501 29.3 318.1 171S C 07/34 5 263 t13557/15 
190501 28.0 312.3 1649 C 07/33 3 277 H3552/C8 19~502 29.8 31S.3 1726 C 07/33 5 231 M3557/16 
190502 28.7 312.4 1658 C 07/33 3 220 H3552/09 194503 29.3 317.5 1736 C 07/37 5 267 H3557/17 
190503 28.2 311.7 1667 C 07/36 3 263 H3552/10 19~504 30.2 317.6 1744 C 07/36 5 228 H3557/18 
190504 29.0 311.S 1675 C 07/36 3 222 H3552/11 19~505 29.6 316.8 175~ C 07/40 5 260 H3557/19 
190505 2S.5 311.0 1685 C 07/39 3 260 M3552/12 194506 30.5 317.0 1762 C 07/39 5 228 H3557/20 
190506 29.4 311.2 1693 C 07/38 3 222 H3552/13 194507 30.0 316.1 1773 C 07/42 5 255 H3557/21 
190507 28.8 310.4 1703 C 07/42 3 254 t1J552/14 19~50.9 30.9 316.2 1782 C 07/42 5 229 H3557/22 
190508 29.7 310.5 1712 C 07/41 3 225 tl'~52/15 194509 30.3 315.5 1792 C 07/45 5 250 H3557/23 
190509 29.2 309.7 1722 C 07/4~ 3 249 H~~52/16 194510 31.2 315.5 lS01 C 07/45 5 229 H3557/24 
190510 30.1 309.S 1731 C 07/44 3 225 H3552/17 194511 30.6 314.7 1812 C 07/48 5 24.9 H3557/25 
190511 29.5 309.0 17~1 C 07/47 3 246 H3552/18 194512 31.5 314.9 lS21 C 07/48 5 229 H3557/26 
190512 30.4 309.2 1750 C 07/47 3 225 H3552/19 194513 30.9 314.0 1832 C 07/51 5 246 H3558/01 
190513 29.8 30S.3 1761 C 07/50 3 244 M3532/20 194514 31.9 314.2 18~2 C 07/51 5 229 H3558/02 
190514 30.8 30S.4 1770 C 07/50 3 226 H3552/21 194515 31.2 313.3 1853 C 07/54 5 244 H3558/03 
190515 30.2 307.6 1781 C 07/53 3 242 H3553!01 194516 32.2 313,5 1862 C 07/54 5 229 H3558/04 
190516 31.1 307.7 1791 C 07/53 3 226 M3553/02 194517 ~~.6 312.6 lS74 C 07/57 5 243 H3558/05 
190517 30.5 306.9 1802 C 07/56 3 241 t13553/03 194518 ~~.5 312.7 1884 C 07/57 5 229 H3558/06 
190518 31.4 307.0 1812 C 07/56 3 227 H3553/04 194519 31.9 311.9 1896 C 08/00 5 241 H3558/07 
190519 30.8 306.2 1823 C 07/59 3 240 "3553/05 1Q4520 32.8 312.0 1906 C 08/00 5 229 N3558/0.9 
190520 31.8 306.3 1833 C 07/59 3 227 H3553/06 194521 32.2 311.1 1918 C 08/03 5 241 H3558/09 
190521 31.1 305.5 1845 C 08/02 3 240 H3553/07 19~522 33.2 311.2 1929 C 08/03 5 229 H3558/10 
190522 32.1 305.5 1856 C 08/02 3 228 t13553/0S 194523 32.5 310.3 1942 C 08/07 5 240 H3558/11 
190523 31.4 304.7 1867 C 08/06 3 239 H3553/09 194524 33.5 310.5 1952 C 08/06 5 229 H3558/12 
190524 32.4 304.8 1878 C OS/05 3 227 M3553/10 195501 g9.Z 319.4 1735 C 07/36 6 256 H3558/13 
190531 38.1 277.5 2768 R 09/57 3 235 t13553/19 195502 ~O.~ 319.5 1743 C 07/35 6 235 H3558/14 
190532 38.4 277.4 2773 V 09/58 3 234 H3553/20 195503 29.8 318.7 1753 C 07/38 6 259 H3558/15 1905~1 38.3 277.6 2S54 R 09/59 3 234 H3553/21 195504 30.6 318.9 1761 C 07/38 6 230 H3553/16 
190542 33.4 277.8 2S52 V 09/58 3 233 M3553/22 195505 30.1 318.0 1772 C 07/41 6 255 H3558/17 
190551 38.3 278.0 3017 R 10/00 3 233 113553/23 195506 31.0 318.2 1780 C 07/41 6 230 H3558/18 i~8§~~ ~~:~ ~~~:~ ~~t§ ~ ig~ge ~ ~~5 ~~~g~~~~ i~~~gb ~~:~ ~t~:~ tbZa ~ g~~~~ ~ ~~l ~~~~~~~z 
190562 38.5 277.8 3327 V 10/04 3 228 M3553/26 1 9 5509 30.8 316.7 1811 C 07/47 6 2~8 H3559/01 
190571 38.2 277.7 3757 R 10/09 3 229 H3554/17 195510 31.6 316.S 1820 C 07/47 6 231 H3559/02 
190572 38.8 277.S 3765 V 10/08 3 222 H3554/1S 195511 31.0 315.9 1832 C 07/50 6 247 H3559/03 
190581 38.2 278.2 4469 R 10/12 3 271 M3554/19 19 5512 32.0 316.1 1841 C 07/50 6 230 H3559/04 
190582 38.9 278.2 4478 V 10/13 3 214 tl3554/20 195513 31.4 315.2 1852 C 07/53 66 22~50 HH~55~2110056 191501 28.3 314.1 1662 C 07/32 4 278 "3554101 1<;5514 32.3 315.4 lS62 C 07/53 J J J'7 
191502 29.0 314.3 1670 C 07/31 4 193 H3554/02 195515 31.7 314.5 1874 C 07/56 6 244 H3559/07 
191503 28.5 313.5 1679 C 07/34 4 271 H3554/03 195516 32.6 314.6 1884 C 07/56 6 231 H3559/08 
191504 29.3 313.7 1688 C 07/3~ 4 208 H3554/04 195517 32.0 313.7 1896 C 07/59 6 242 H3559/09 
191505 2S.8 312.9 1697 C 07/37 4 259 H3554/05 105518 33.0 313.9 1906 C 07/59 6 230 H3559/10 
191506 29.7 313.0 1706 C 07/37 4 214 H3554/06 195519 32.3 313.0 1919 C 08/03 6 241 H3559/11 
191507 29.1 312.2 1715 C 07/40 4 252 H3554/07 1<;5520 33.3 313.1 1929 C 08/02 6 230 M3559/12 
191508 30.0 312.4 1724 C 07/39 4 217 H3554/C8 19S521 32.7 312.2 1942 C 08/06 6 240 t13559/13 
191509 29.4 311.5 1733 C 07/43 4 247 H3554/09 195522 33.6 312.3 1953 C 08/05 6 230 H3559/14 
191510 30.3 311.7 1743 C 07/42 4 219 H3554/10 195523 32.9 311.4 1966 C 08/09 6 240 H3559/15 
191511 29.8 310.8 1753 C 07/46 4 244 H3554/11 195524 34.0 311.6 1977 C 08/09 6 230 H3559/16 
191512 30.7 311.0 1762 C 07/45 4 222 H3554/12 196501 30.5 319.9 1790 C 07/41 6 250 H3559/17 l~l~l~ ~~:ij ~lg:! l~~~ E g?~2~ 2 ~~~ ~~~~~j8~ i~~~g~ ~6:g ~t~:~ If6~ E g~j2~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~l$ 
191515 30.4 309.4 1792 C 07/52 4 241 H3535/03 196504 31.5 319.4 1818 C 07/43 6 231 H3559/20 
191516 31.4 309.6 1802 C 07/51 4 223 t13555/04 19 6505 30.8 318.5 1829 C 07/46 6 251 H3559/21 
191517 30.8 308.7 1813 C 07/55 4 239 H3555/05 196506 31.8 318.7 1838 C 07/46 6 231 H3559/22 l~l~l~ ~l:i ~g~:g l~~~ ~ g~~~~ 2 ~~~ n~~~~~g~ 16b§8f ~~:t ~I~:~ i~~~ ~ g~j2~ g ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
191520 32.0 308.1 lS45 C 07/57 4 225 H3~55/08 196509 31.5 317.1 1870 C 07/53 6 247 H3559/25 
191521 31.4 307.2 1856 C 08/01 4 23S H3555/09 196510 32.5 317.0 18S2 C 07/53 6 231 t13559/26 
191522 32.4 307.3 1867 C OS/OO 4 225 t13.555/10 1"6511 31.8 316.4 1891 C 07/56 6 245 H3560/01 
191523 31.7 306.5 1878 C 08/04 4 233 H3555/11 196512 32.7 316.5 1901 C 07/55 6 231 H3560/02 
191524 3~.7 306.6 18S9 C 08/03 4 226 H3555/12 196513 32.1 315.6 1913 C 07/59 6 244 H3560/03 
192501 2~.4 315.5 1681 C 07/32 4 294 "3555/13 196514 33.1 315.7 1923 C J7/58 6 231 M3560/04 
192502 2~.3 315.7 1690 C 07/31 4 199 tl3555/14 196515 32.4 314.8 1936 C 08/02 6 243 H3560/05 
192503 2~.8 314.9 1698 C 07/35 4 271 H3555/15 196516 33.4 315.0 1946 C 08/01 6 231 H3560/06 
192504 2~.6 315.0 1707 C 07/34 4 213 M3555/16 196517 32.7 314.0 1959 C 08/05 6 242 H3560/07 
192505 2Y.1314.2 1716 C 07/37 4 259 H3555/17 196518 33.7 314.2 1969 C 08/05 6 231 H3560/08 i~~§g~ ~g:g ~ij:~ if~~ ~ g~jg6 2 ~§~ n~~~g~6i i;~§~6 ~z:ij ~i~:~ i~~~ E 8§~g~ ~ ~ji ~~~~g~~6 
192508 3e.3313.7 1744 C 07/40 4 219 H3.556/02 196521 33.3 312.4 2007 C 08/12 6 240 H3560/11 
192509 20.7 312.9 1753 C 07/43 4 24S H3556/03 19 6522 34.4 312.6 2018 C 08/12 6 231 H3560/12 
192510 3~.7 313.1 1762 C 07/42 4 220 H3556/04 196523 33.7 311.6 2032 C 08/15 6 240 H3560/13 
192511 3e.l 312.2 1772 C 07/46 4 245 H3556/05 196524 34.6 311.8 2042 C 08/15 6 231 H3560/14 
192512 ~".O 312.4 1782 C 07/45 4 222 H3556/06 197501 31 6 320.4 1851 C 07/46 7 242 H3560/15 
192513 31.4 311.5 1792 C 07/49 4 242. H3556/07 197502 32:3 320.7 1860 C 07/45 7225 H3560/16 
192514 3'.3311.7 1802 C 07/48 4 223 H35S6/08 197503 31.8 319.7 1871 C 07/49 7 243 H3560/17 
192515 3(".S 310.8 lS12 C 07/52 4 240 H3556/09 197504 32.7 319.9 IS81 C 07/48 7 225 H3560/18 
192516 3:.7311.0 1822 C 07/51 4223 H3556/10 197505 32.1 319.0 1892 C 07/52 7241 H3560/19 
192517 3~.1 310.1 1833 C 07/55 4 239 H3.556/11 197506 33.0 319.1 1902 C 07/51 7 226 H3560/20 
192518 3~.0 310.3 1843 C 07/54 4 223 H3556/12 197507 32.4 318.3 1913 C 07/55 7 240 H3560/21 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PlCNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNSR PlCNO I.AT Lml RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERtl8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------197508 33.4 318.4 1924 C 07/55 7 2~6 H3560/22 203513 31.3 337.8 1789 C 07/23 10 232 H3571/04 
197509 32.7 317.5 1935 C 07/58 7 240 H3560/23 203514 32.2 337.8 1799 C 07/23 10 190 H3571/05 
197510 33.7 317.6 1946 C 07/58 7 227 H3560/24 203515 31.6 337.1 lS07 C 07/26 10 233 t13571/06 
197511 33.0 316.7 1958 C 03/01 7 239 t13560/25 203516 32.5 337.2 1817 C 07/26 10 200 H3571/07 
197512 34.0 316.9 1969 C 08/01 7 227 H3560/26 203517 32.0 336.5 1825 C 07/29 10 232 H3571/08 
197513 33.4 315.9 1981 C 08/05 7 233 H3560/27 203518 32.8 336.4 1836 C 07/29 10 207 H3571/09 
197514 34.3 316.1 1992 C 03/04 7 227 H3561/01 203519 32.3 335.7 1844 C 07/32 10 233 H3571/10 
197515 33.7 315.2 2005 C 08/08 7 233 tt3561/02 203520 33.2 335.S 1855 C 07/32 10 210 tt3571/11 
197516 34.7 315.3 2016 C 08/08 7 227 H356l/03 203521 32.6 335.1 1863 C 07/35 10 232 H3571/12 
197517 34.0 314.4 2029 C 08/11 7 237 H356l/04 203522 33.5 335.0 1875 C 07/35 10 21 .. H3571/13 
197518 35.0 314.5 2041 C 03/11 7 223 H3561/05 203523 32.9 334.3 1833 C 07/33 10 233 H3571/14 
197519 34.3 313.5 2054 C 08/15 7 237 H3561/06 203524 33.8 334.3 1895 C 07/38 10 217 H3571/15 
197520 35.3 313.7 2066 C 03/14 7 228 H3561/07 203525 33.2 333.6 190'+ C 07/41 10 233 H3571/16 
197521 34.6 312.7 2030 C 03/18 7 237 tt3561/08 203526 34.1 333.6 1916 C 07/41 10 218 M3571/17 
197522 35.6 312.8 2092 C 03/18 7 228 H3~61/09 203527 33.6 332.9 1925 C 07/44 10 233 H3571/18 
197523 34.9 311.9 2106 C 08/22 7 236 H3561!10 203528 34.5 332.8 1937 C 07/44 10 220 H3571/19 
197524 35.9 312.0 2119 C 08/21 7 228 tt3561/11 203551 4.5 323.8 29067 V 14/~8 10 186 tt3571/25 
197525 35.2 311.0 2134 C 08/25 7 236 tt3561/12 203552 -.2 322.8 29153 R 14/52 10 184 H3571/26 
197526 36.2 311.0 2148 C 08/25 7 229 M3561113 203553 15.7 326.8 28930 V 14/36 10 224 H3571/27 
197531 36.9 264.9 4015 R 11/37 7 238 H3561126 20355~ 12.3 326.1 2899~ R 14/39 10 19'+ H3571/28 
197532 37.0 265.6 3969 V 11/35 7 237 H3561/27 203555 28.2 329.9 29062 V 14/24 10 355 H3571/29 
197535 37.6 267.6 4116 R 11/30 7 235 M356l/28 203556 24.9 329.5 29027 R 14/26 10 349 H3572120 
197536 37.4 268;0 4108 V 11/29 7 235 H3561129 203557 41.9 334.2 29362 V 14/07 10 356 M3572/21 
197541 37.9 270.0 4376 R 11/25 7 232 M3561/30 203558 37.9 333.3 29258 R 14/11 10 353 H3572122 
197542 38.5 270.2 4375 V 11/24 7 230 H3561/31 203559 57.3 341.5 299'+2 V 13/38 10 356 H3572/23 
197545 37.8 271.6 4380 R 11/24 7 228 tt3561132 203560 52.7 339.4 29751 R 13/46 10 354 M3572/24 
197546 38.2 271.1 4896 V 11/26 7 225 H3561/33 203562 71.5 2.7 30759 R 12113 10 353 H3572126 
197551 33.3 273.1 5731 R 11/26 7 217 t13561134 204551 -43.1 112.2 29986 V 15125 10 190 H3572127 
197552 39.2 272.5 5745 V 11/29 7 210 M3561/35 204553 -29.8 109.9 29478 V 15/34 10 19'+ H3572/29 
197555 38.2 274.2 7258 R 11/35 7 194 M3561136 20'+554 -41.6 112.9 29922 R 15/23 10 190 M3572/30 
197556 39.1 272.8 7271 V 11/41 7 176 t13561/37 204555 -16.8 107.9 29141 V 15/43 10 202 H3572131 
197561 3.0 305.9 29269 V 15/17 7 173 M3562109 204556 -Z6.7 109.6 29377 R 15/36 10 19'+ tt3572/32 
197562 -1.8 304.7 29375 R 15/22 7 174 H3562110 204557 -5.0 106.5 28997 V 15/49 10 235 H3572/33 
197563 14.7 309.3 29136 V 15/04 7 152 H3562/11 204558 -14.3 107.8 29094 R 15/43 10 205 M3572134 
197564 11.9 308.8 29155 R 15/06 7 163 M3562112 204559 6.4 105.3 29010 V 15/54 10 319 H3572/35 
197565 28.3 312.2 2<)192 V 14/52 7 15 H3562/13 204560 -2.7 106.4 28982 R 15/49 10 251 M3572136 
197566 24.9 312.0 29161 R 14/53 7 16 H3562/14 204561 18.5 104.2 29188 V 15/58 10 341 H3572/37 
197567 42.4 316.0 29478 V 14/37 7 6 H3562/15 204562 9.1 105.2 29030 R 15/54 10 327 H3572/38 
197568 39.5 315.3 29406 R 14/40 7 5 H3562/16 204501 29.9 344.8 1683 C 07/03 10 74 M3573/01 
197569 59.7 322.8 30117 V 1~/I0 7 3 M3563/25 204502 30.6 343.9 1688 C 07/07 10 105 M3573/02 
197570 55.2 320.9 29930 R 14/18 7 1 H3563/26 204503 30.2 344.5 1699 C 07/04 10 79 M3573/03 
198501 32.2 321.2 1<)04 C 07/51 7 243 204504 30.9 343.2 1705 C 07/09 10 122 H3573/04 
198502 33.2 321.3 1914 C 07/50 7 226 H3563/06 204505 30.7 343.7 1714 C 07/C8 10 94 H3573/05 
198503 32.5 320.5 1924 C 07/54 7 241 H3563/07 204506 31.3 342.6 1722 C 07/12 10 146 H3573/06 
198504 33.5 320.6 1935 C 07/53 7 226 M3563/08 204507 31.0 343.0 1731 C 07110 10 103 H3573/07 
198505 32.8 319.7 19~6 C 07/57 7 240 H35:,3/09 204508 31.6 341.9 1739 C 07115 10 170 t13573/03 
198506 33.8 319.8 1957 C 07/56 7 227 M3563/10 204509 31. 3 342.3 1747 C 07/13 10 129 H3573/09 
1%507 33.1 318.9 1968 C 08/00 7 240 H3563/11 204510 31.9 341.2 1757 C 07/18 10 187 M3573/10 
198508 34.2 319.1 1979 C 07/59 7 227 M3563/12 204511 31.7 341. 7 1764 C 07116 10 156 H3573/11 
198509 33.4 318.1 1991 C 08/03 7 239 H3563/13 204512 32.3 340.5 1775 C 07/21 10 198 H3573/12 
198510 34.4 318.3 2002 C OS/03 7 227 M3563/14 204513 31.9 341.0 1781 C 07/19 10 178 H3573/13 
198511 33.8 317.4 2015 C 08/06 7 233 M3563/15 204514 32.6 339.8 1793 C 07/23 10 205 H3573/14 
198512 34.8 317.5 2026 C 08/06 7 228 t13563/16 204515 32.4 340.3 1800 C 07/22 10 192 M3573/15 
198513 34.1 316.6 2039 C 03/10 7 238 H3563/17 204516 33.1 339.1 1813 C 07lF 10 208 H3573/16 198514 35.1 316.7 2050 C 08/09 7 228 M3563/18 204517 32.7 339.6 1818 C 07/ 5 10 202 H3573/17 
193515 34.4 315.8 2063 C 08/13 7 237 t13563/19 204518 33.3 338.4 1832 C 07/30 10 214 M3573/18 
198516 35.4 315.9 2076 C 08/13 7 228 H3563/20 204519 32.8 339.0 1836 C 07/27 10 210 H3573/19 
198517 34.7 314.9 2089 C 03/17 7 237 N3563/21 204520 33.6 337.7 1852 C 07/33 10 216 H3573/20 
198518 35.7 315.0 2101 C 08/16 7 228 N3563/22 204521 33.4 338.2 1856 C 07/31 10 211 H3573/21 
198519 35.0 314.0 2116 C 08120 7 237 ~~~~~;,~~ 20:'522 33.9 337.0 1873 C 07/36 10 218 H3573122 198520 36.0 314.1 2129 C 08/20 7 229 204523 33.7 337.5 1876 C 07/34 10 215 M3573/23 
198521 35.2 313.2 2143 C 08/24 7 237 t13564/01 ,Ooi520+ 34.2 336.2 1894 C 07/39 10 220 M3573/24 
198522 36.3 313.3 2155 C 08/24 7 229 H3564/02 204525 34.0 336.8 1896 C 07/37 10 217 M3573/25 
198523 35.5 312.2 2171 C 03/28 7 237 H3564/03 204526 34.6 335.5 1915 C 07142 10 221 H3573/26 
198524 36.6 312.4 2183 C 08/27 7 229 M3564/04 204527 34.3 336.0 1917 C 07/40 10 219 M3573/27 
198525 35.8 311.4 2198 C 08/31 7 236 H3564/05 204528 34.9 334.7 1933 C 07/45 10 222 H3573/28 
198526 36.9 311.4 2214 C 08/32 7 230 M3564/06 205501 ~6:~ 3'+7.6 1668 C 07/00 11 71 H3574/01 201521 33.2 326.8 1878 C 07/51 9 239 M3569/01 205502 346.6 1674 C 07/04 11 90 M3574/02 
201522 34.1 327.0 1883 C 07/50 9 229 M3569/02 205503 30.0 347.1 1684 C 07/02 11 72 M3574/03 
201523 33.5 326.1 1901 C 07/54 9 239 H3569/03 205504 30.7 346.0 1690 C 07/07 11 112 M3574/04 
201524 34.5 326.2 1912 C 07/53 9 229 H3569/04 205505 30.5 346.4 1699 C 07105 11 84 t13574/05 
201525 33.8 325.3 1926 C 07/57 9 238 H3569/05 205506 31.2 345.3 1707 C 07/10 11 155 M3574/06 
201526 34.8 325.4 1937 C 07/57 9 230 H3569/06 205507 30.8 345.8 1715 C 07/08 11 97 M3574/07 
202501 29.9 336.7 1666 C 07/18 9 260 H3569/07 205508 31.4 344.7 1724 C 07/13 11 179 t13574/08 
202502 30.6 336.8 1674 C 07/18 9 230 M3569/08 205509 31.0 345.2 1732 C 07/10 11 103 H3574/09 
202503 30.2 336.0 1684 C 07121 9 253 H3569/09 205510 31. 7 344.0 1741 C 07/15 11 197 M3574/10 
202504 31.0 336.1 1693 C 07120 9 230 H3569/10 205511 31.5 344.4 1749 C 07/14 11 157 H3574/11 
202505 30.5 335.4 1703 C 07/24 9 253 M3569/11 205512 32.0 343.3 1759 C 07/18 11 207 M3574/12 
202506 31.3 335.5 1711 C 07/23 9 229 H3569/12 205513 31.8 343.8 1766 C 07/16 11 185 t13574/13 
202507 30.8 334.6 1722 C 07/27 9 250 H3569/13 205514 32.4 342.6 1778 C 07/21 11 214 tt3574/14 
202508 31.7 334.8 1731 C 07/26 9 229 M3569/14 205515 32.1 343.1 1784 C 07/19 11 201 H3574/15 
202509 31.1 333.9 1742 C 07/30 9 248 M3569/15 205516 32.7 341.9 1797 C 07/24 11 217 tt3574/16 
202510 32.0 334.1 1751 C 07/29 9 230 tl3569/16 205517 32.5 342.4 1803 C 07/22 11 209 M3574/17 
202511 31.5 333.2 1762 C 07/33 9 246 H35:,9/17 205518 33.0 341.2 1816 C 07/27 11 219 H3574/18 
202512 32.4 333.4 1771 C 07/32 9 230 M3569/18 205519 32.7 341. 7 1821 C 07/25 11 217 H3574/19 
202515 32.2 331.8 1804 C 07/39 Q 243 M3569/21 205520 33.4 340.5 1836 C 07/30 11 221 H3574/20 
202516 33.0 332.0 1813 C 07/33 9 230 H3569122 205521 33.1 341.0 18~1 C 07/28 11 217 H3574121 
202517 32.5 331.1 1825 C 07/42 9 242 t13570/01 205522 33.9 339.7 1859 C 07/33 11 220 H3574/22 
202518 33.4 331.2 1835 C 07/41 9 230 t13570/02 205523 33.5 340.2 1861 C 07/31 11 220 H3574/23 
202519 32.8 330.3 1843 C 07/45 9 241 H3570/03 205524 34.0 339.0 1878 C 07/36 11 224 H3574124 
202520 33.7 330.5 1858 C 07/44 9 230 H3570/04 205525 33.6 339.6 1879 C 07/34 11 224 ~13574/25 
202521 33.1 329.6 1870 C 07/48 9 240 M3570!05 205526 34.3 338.2 1900 C 07/39 11 225 M3574/26 
202522 34.1 329.7 1881 C 07/47 9 230 t13570/06 205527 34.1 338.8 1902 C 07/37 11 223 H3574/27 
202523 33.5 328.8 1894 C 07/51 9 240 H3570/07 205528 34.9 337.4 1924 C 07/43 11 224 H3574/28 
202524 34.4 328.9 1905 C 07/51 9 230 t13570108 206501 30.1 350.0 1677 C 07/00 11 74 M3575/01 
202525 33.8 327.9 1918 C 07155 9 239 M3570/09 206502 30.6 3~9.0 1682 C 07/04 11 99 M3575/02 
202526 34.7 328.1 1929 C 07/54 9 230 H3570/10 206503 30.4 349.4 1692 C 07/02 11 80 M3575/03 
203501 29.6 341.8 1690 C 07/06 10 62 tt3570/11 206504 31.0 348.3 1699 C 07/06 11 124 tt3575/04 
203502 30.1 341.8 1699 C 07/06 10 80 M3570/12 206505 30.6 348.8 1708 C 07/05 11 82 H3575/05 
203S~3 29.7 341.1 1706 C 07/09 10 54 H3570/13 206506 31. 3 347.7 1716 C 07/09 11 156 H3575/06 
203504 30.5 341.1 1714 C 07/09 10 <l1 H3570/14 206507 31.1 348.1 1725 C 07/07 11 105 M3575/07 
203505 30.0 340.4 1721 C 07/12 10 53 M3570/15 206508 31.8 347.0 1734 C 07/12 11 184 H3575/08 
203506 30.8 340.5 1730 C 07/12 10 104 t13570/16 206509 31.4 347.5 1741 C 07/10 11 132 t13575/09 
203507 30.3 339.8 1738 C 07/15 10 52 t13570/17 206510 32.0 346.3 1751 C 07/15 11 199 M3575/10 
203508 31.2 339.9 1747 C 07/14 10 124 tt3570/18 206511 31.5 346.9 1758 C 07/13 11 157 H3575/11 
203509 30.7 339.2 1754 C 07/17 10 58 M3570/19 206512 32.3 345.7 1769 C 07/18 11 208 H3575/12 
203510 31.5 339.2 1764 C 07/17 10 151 M3571/01 206513 32.1 346.2 1776 C 07/16 11 188 tt3575/13 
203511 31.0 338.5 1771 C 07lZ0 10 232 M3571/02 206514 32.6 345.0 1788 C 07121 11 213 H3575/14 
203512 31.8 338.5 1781 C 07120 10 17'+ tt3571/03 206515 32.4 345.5 1794 C 07/19 11 201 M3575/15 
3-98 
vIK:HG ORBITER PICTURES SORTEO BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ CRDERNBR PICHa LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS 5CAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
206516 3L9 344.3 1807 C 07/23 11 217 H3575/16 210519 33.8 352.5 1896 C 07/27 13 236 H3580/19 
206517 3~.7 344.8 1812 C 07122 11 209 H3575/17 210520 34.7 352.5 1908 C 07/28 13 219 H3580120 
206518 3:-.3 343.6 1826 C 07126 11 219 H3575/18 210521 34.1 351.8 1917 C 07/31 13 236 H3580121 
206519 33.0 344.1 1831 C 07124 11 214 H3575/19 210522 35.0 351.8 1929 C 07/31 13 221 H3580/22 
206520 3:.6 342.9 1846 C 07/30 11 221 H3575120 210523 34.4 351.0 1938 C 07/34 13 236 H3580/23 
206521 3:<.3 343.4 1850 C 07/27 11 219 H3575/21 210524 35.2 351.1 1949 C 07/34 13 223 H3580/24 
206522 3:.9 342.1 1867 C 07133 11 222 H3575/22 210525 34.7 350.3 1959 C 07137 13 236 H3580/25 
206523 3:.7 342.7 1870 C 07130 11 219 H3575/23 210526 35.5 350.3 1971 C 07/37 13 224 H3580/26 
::06524 34.5 341.4 1889 C 07/36 11 222 H3575/24 210527 35.0 349.5 1981 C 07/40 13 236 H3580127 
206525 3('.0 342.0 1890 C 07133 11 221 H3576/01 210528 35.9 349.5 1993 C 07/40 13 225 H3580128 
206526 3/'.6 340.7 1910 C 07/39 11 2<:4 H3576/02 210532 -3.1 337.0 29217 R 14/58 13 170 H3581/02 
206527 3".1 341. 3 1909 C 07/36 11 225 H3576/03 210533 14.7 340.7 289S9 V 14/43 13 121 H3581/03 
206528 3(,.9 339.9 1932 C 07142 11 225 H3576/N 210534 10.5 340.0 29011 R 14/46 13 151 H3581/04 
206551 9.8 334.6 26999 V 14/31 11 200 H3576/17 210535 27.6 342.8 29063 V 14/35 13 19 H3561/05 
206552 ~.9 333.4 29039 R 14/36 11 190 H3576/18 21053" 23.5 342.4 29021 R 14/36 13 25 H3581/06 
206553 21.9 337.0 28998 V 14/22 11 343 H3576/19 210537 41.9 345.0 29364 V 14/26 13 8 H3581107 
206554 1~.2 336.3 26984 R 14/25 11 312 H3576/20 210538 37.0 344.4 29239 R 14/29 13 8 H3581/08 
206555 34.6 340.2 29183 V 14/09 11 354 H3576121 210539 57.8 347.6 29943 V 14/16 13 4 H3581/09 
206556 30.6 339.3 29109 R 14/12 11 350 H3576/22 210540 52.3 346.9 29721 R 14/19 13 3 H3581/10 
206557 48.4 344.7 29569 V 13/51 11 355 H3576/23 210542 74.4 354.9 30765 R 13/47 13 H3581/12 
206558 43.9 343.3 29439 R 13/57 11 353 H3576/24 211501 31.5 .8 1746 C 07/02 14 64 H3582124 
206559 65.7 356.0 30373 V 13/06 11 355 H3576125 211502 32.1 .8 1755 C 07102 14 121 N3582125 
206560 59.5 351.1 30067 R 13/26 11 353 M3576/26 211503 31. 7 .1 1763 C 07105 14 43 N3582126 
<:07501 30.2 351.9 1671 C 07/01 12 66 H3577/01 211504 32.5 .2 1772 C 07/05 14 148 H3582127 
207502 31.0 352.0 1681 C 07/01 12 109 H3577/02 211505 32.0 359.5 1780 C 07/08 14 245 H3583/01 
207503 30.5 351.3 1687 C 07103 12 75 t13577103 211506 32.8 359.5 1790 C 07/08 14 176 ~3583/0~ 
207504 31.3 351.g 1697 C 07/03 12 126 M3577/04 211507 32.3 358.8 1797 C 07/11 14 240 3583/0 
207505 30.8 350. 1704 C 07106 12 100 H3577105 211508 33.1 358.8 1807 C 07111 14 191 -113583/04 
207506 31.7 350.6 1714 C 07106 12 149 t13577106 211509 32.6 358.1 1815 C 07/14 14 237 M3583/05 
207507 31.2 349.9 1721 C 07/09 12 191 N3577/07 211510 33.5 358.2 1826 C 07/13 14 200 M3583/06 
207508 32.0 350.0 1731 C 07109 12 169 H3577/08 211511 33.0 357.4 1834 C 07/17 14 236 N3583/07 
207509 31.5 349.3 1738 C 07/12 12 214 H3577/~9 211512 33.6 357.4 1844 C 07/17 14 209 H3583/08 
207510 32.3 349.3 1749 C 07/12 12 185 H35771 0 211513 33.3 356.7 1852 C 07/20 14 236 H3583/09 
207511 31.8 348.6 1756 C 07/15 12 223 H3577111 211514 34.1 356.8 1863 C 07119 14 213 H3583/10 
207512 32.7 348.6 1767 C 07/15 12 195 H3577/12 211515 33.6 356.0 1872 C 07123 14 236 H3583/11 
207513 32.2 347.9 1774 C 07/18 12 225 H3577/13 211516 34.4 356.0 1863 C 07122 14 217 H3583/12 
207514 33.0 348.0 1785 C 07117 12 201 H3577/14 211517 33.9 355.3 1891 C 07/25 l~ ~i$ ~~~~~!l~ 207515 32.5 347.3 1793 C 07120 12 226 H3577/15 211518 34.7 355.3 1903 C 07/25 
207516 33.3 347.3 1804 C 07120 12 207 H3577/16 211519 34.2 354.5 1912 C 07/29 14 236 H3583/15 
207517 32.8 346.5 1812 C 07123 12 228 H3577/17 211520 35.1 354.6 1923 C 07128 14 221 H3583/16 
207518 33.7 346.6 1624 C 07123 12 211 t13577118 211521 34.5 353.8 1932 C 07132 14 235 H3583/17 
207519 33.2 345.8 1832 C 07/26 12 229 H3577/19 211522 35.4 353.8 1945 C 07/32 14 222 H35331l8 
207520 34.0 345.8 1844 C 07/26 12 214 M3577/20 211523 34.8 353.0 1954 C 07/35 14 235 H3583/19 
208501 30.4 354.7 1658 C 06/59 12 74 H3578/05 211524 35.7 353.0 1966 C 07/35 14 224 M3563/20 
208502 30.8 354.8 1667 C 06/58 12 99 H3578/06 211525 35.1 352.3 1976 C 07/38 14 235 H3583121 
208503 30.4 354.1 1675 C 07101 12 56 H3578/07 211526 36.0 352.2 1989 C 07/38 14 225 H3583/22 
208504 31.2 354.1 1684 C 07/01 12 124 M3578/08 211527 35.4 351.4 1995 C 07/42 14 236 H3583123 
206505 30.8 353.4 1691 C 07/04 12 54 H3578/09 211528 36.3 351.5 2012 C 07142 14 225 H3583/24 
208506 31.5 353.4 1700 C 07/04 12 152 H3578/10 H~§8'~ 31.5 3.5 1741 C 07/00 14 65 H3581/13 203507 31.1 352.7 1708 C 07/07 12 237 H3576/11 32.2 3.6 1750 C 07/00 14 115 N3581/14 
208508 31.9 352.8 1718 C 07/07 12 173 H3578/12 212503 31.8 2.9 1757 C 07/03 14 61 H3581/15 
206509 31.4 352.1 1725 C 07/09 12 232 M3578/13 21250-=+ 32.6 2.9 1767 C 07/03 I4 147 N3581/16 
206510 32.2 352.1 1735 C 07/10 12 193 H3578/14 212506 32.9 2.3 1784 C 07105 4 171 t13582101 
208511 31. 7 351.4 1743 C 07/13 12 235 H3578/15 212507 32.4 1.5 1792 C 07/09 14 234 H3582102 
208512 32.6 351.5 1753 C 07112 12 202 H3578/16 212508 33.2 1.7 1802 C 07108 14 186 N3582103 
206513 32.1 350.7 1761 C 07115 12 234 H3578/17 212509 32.7 .9 1810 C 07111 14 233 N3582104 
208514 32.9 350.7 1772 C 07/15 12 209 H3578/18 212510 33.6 .9 1820 C 07111 14 200 H3582105 
208515 32.4 350.0 1780 C 07118 12 233 H3578/19 212511 33.0 .2 1628 C 07/14 14 235 H3582106 
206516 33.2 350.1 1791 C 07/16 12 213 H3578/20 212512 ~~:~ 359j 1838 C 07/14 14 207 H3532107 20S517 32.8 349.3 1799 C 07/21 12 234 N3578/21 212513 1847 C 07/17 14 234 H3582108 208S18 33.6 349.3 1811 C 07/21 12 216 H357S/22 212514 34.~ 359.5 1858 C 07117 14 213 H3582109 
208519 33.1 348.6 1819 C 07/N 12 234 H357S/23 212515 33. 358.7 1866 C 07/20 14 235 H3582110 
208520 33.9 348.6 1831 C 07/24 12 218 M3578124 212516 34.5 358.8 1877 C 07/20 14 216 H3532111 
208521 33.4 347.9 1839 C 07127 12 234 H3578/25 212517 34.0 356.0 1886 C 07/23 14 235 H3582112 
208522 34.2 347.9 1851 C 07127 12 220 H3578126 212518 34.9 358.0 1897 C 07123 14 218 M3582113 
203523 33.7 347.1 1660 C 07/31 12 234 H3578/27 212519 34.3 357.3 1906 C 07/27 14 235 M3582/14 
208524 34.6 347.1 1872 C 07131 12 222 H357S/28 212520 35.1 357.3 1'118 C 07/26 14 221 H3582115 
209501 30.4 357.5 1650 C 06/57 13 72 H3579/01 212521 34.6 356.5 1927 C 07/30 14 235 tl3582/16 
209502 30.9 357.6 1659 C 06/56 13 100 H3579/02 212522 35.5 356.5 1939 C 07/30 14 222 H3582/17 
209503 30.5 356.9 1667 C 06/59 13 49 H3579/03 212523 34.9 355.7 1948 C 07/33 14 235 H3582/18 
209504 31.3 356.9 1676 C 06/59 13 124 H3579/04 212524 35.8 355.8 1960 C 07/33 14 224 H35S2I19 
209505 30.8 356.2 1633 C 07/02 13 37 H3579/05 212525 35.2 355.0 1970 C 07/36 14 235 H3582120 
209506 31.6 356.2 1692 C 07/02 13 156 N3579/06 212526 36.1 355.0 1983 C 07136 14 225 H3582121 
209507 31.1 355.5 1700 C 07105 13 247 H3579/0i' 212527 35.5 354.2 1992 C 07/39 14 235 H3582/22 
209508 31.9 355.6 1710 C 07/05 13 177 H3579/C8 212528 36.5 354.1 2007 C 07140 14 225 H3582123 
209509 31.5 354.9 1718 C 07/08 13 238 H3579/09 216501 33.1 11.8 1806 C 07101 16 161 H35SS/01 
209510 32.3 354.9 1727 C 07/06 13 196 H3579/10 216502 33.6 11.9 1816 C 07/01 16 157 H3586/02 
209511 31.8 354.2 1735 C 07/10 13 237 H3579/11 216503 33.2 11.1 1823 C 07/04 16 207 M3566/03 
209512 32.6 354.2 1745 C 07/10 13 205 H3579/12 216504 34.0 11.2 1634 C 07104 16 176 H358S/04 
209513 32.1 353.5 1754 C 07/13 13 236 H35791l3 216505 33.5 10.4 1841 C 07/07 16 220 H3SS8/05 
209514 32.9 353.6 1764 C 07/13 13 211 H3579/14 216506 34.4 10.4 1652 C 07/07 16 191 H3586/06 
209515 32.5 352.8 1772 C 07/16 13 235 H3579/15 216507 33.8 9.7 1860 C 07/10 16 227 H3588/07 
209516 33.3 352.8 1783 C 07/16 13 215 H3579/16 216508 34.7 9.8 1670 C 07109 16 199 N3583/08 
209517 32.8 352.1 1791 C 07/19 13 235 H357Q/17 216509 34.2 9.0 1878 C 07/13 16 227 H3533/09 
209518 33.6 352.1 1802 C 07/19 13 21S t13579/18 216510 35.0 9.0 1890 C 07/13 16 207 H358S/10 
209519 33.1 351.4 1611 C 07/22 13 235 H3579/19 216511 34.5 8.2 1898 C 07/16 16 230 M3566/11 
209520 33.9 351.4 1823 C 07/22 13 220 M3579/20 216512 35.3 8.3 1909 C 07/16 16 212 M3588/12 
209521 33.4 350.7 1832 C 07/25 13 235 H3579121 216513 34.8 7.5 1917 C 07/19 16 231 H3568/13 
209522 34.3 350.7 16'+3 C 07/25 13 221 H3579/22 216514 35.6 7.6 1929 C 07/19 16 215 H3568/14 
209523 33.8 350.0 1852 C 07/28 13 234 H3579123 216S15 35.1 6.7 1938 C 07122 16 232 H3588/15 
209524 34.6 3'+9.9 1664 C 07/28 13 222 M3579/24 216510 35.9 6.8 1949 C 07122 16 217 H3589/01 
210501 31.0 358.5 1734 C 1)7102 13 47 H3580/01 216517 35.4 6.0 1'158 C 07/25 16 233 ~3589/02 
210502 31.6 358.6 1743 C 07/02 13 93 H3530/02 216518 36.3 6.0 1971 C 07/25 16 219 3589/03 
210503 31.2 357.9 1751 C 07/05 13 3'+ H3580/03 216519 35.7 5.2 1979 C 07128 16 233 H3589/04 
210504 32.0 358.0 1760 C 07/05 13 120 H35S0/04 216520 36.6 5.2 1992 C 07/29 16 22~ H3589/05 
210505 31.5 357.3 1768 C 07/08 13 8 H3560/05 216521 36.0 4.4 2001 C 07/32 16 23 H3589/06 
210506 32.4 357.3 1777 C 07108 13 158 H3560/06 216522 36.9 4.5 ·2014 C 07/32 16 222 H3569/07 
210507 31.9 356.6 1785 C 07/10 13 265 H35S0/07 216523 36.3 3.6 2024 C 07/35 16 234 H3589/08 
210508 32.7 356.7 1794 C 07/10 13 180 H3580/08 216524 37.2 3.7 2037 C 07/35 16 2<:4 H3589/09 
210509 32.2 356.0 1802 C 07/13 13 2'+5 H3580/09 216525 36.6 2.8 2047 C 07/39 16 234 H3589/10 
210510 33.0 356.0 1812 C 07/13 13 197 H35S0/10 216526 37.5 2.8 2061 C 07/39 16 225 H3589/11 
210511 32.5 355.2 1820 C 07/16 13 241 H3530/11 216527 36.9 2.0 2071 C 07/42 16 234 H3569/12 
210~n2 33.3 355.4 1830 C 07116 13 204 H35eO/12 216528 37.9 2.0 2086 C 07/42 16 225 H3589/13 
210513 32.8 354.6 1838 C 07119 13 239 H3560/13 217501 -46.5 170.2 27970 V 14/25 16 195 H3569/20 
210514 33.7 354.7 1849 C 07/19 13 210 H3530/14 217503 -47.7 158.3 27848 V 15/12 16 134 H3589/22 
210515 33.1 353.9 1857 C 07122 13 237 H35S0/15 217505 -48.3 146.7 27814 V 15/59 16 172 H35S9/24 
210516 34.0 35'+.0 1868 C 07/22 13 214 H35S0/16 217521 3.1 351.5 28595 V 14/44 17 160 H3590/15 
210517 33.4 353.2 1877 C 07/25 13 237 H3580/17 217522 -9.5 345.4 28392 R 14/56 17 169 ~3590/16 
210518 34.3 353.3 1687 C 07/24 13 217 t13560/18 217523 15.7 353.8 28495 V 14/35 17 99 3590/17 
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217524 10.9 353.2 28514 R 14/38 17 136 H3590/18 220524 36.5 14.3 2048 C 07/22 18 217 H3595/24 
217525 2(·.5 355.6 28588 V 14/28 17 25 H35'l0/19 220531 4.0 2.5 29£35 V 14/36 18 159 H3596/01 
217526 2::.9 355.2 28535 R 14/30 17 33 H3590/20 220532 -1.2 2.3 29 16 R 14/37 18 166 H3596/02 
217527 4L1 357.0 28389 V 14/23 17 11 H35'10/21 220533 16.6 4.9 28965 V 14/27 18 73 H3596/03 
217528 36.6 356.7 28746 R 14/24 17 12 H3590/22 220534 11.5 4.4 28972 R 14/29 18 129 H3596/04 
217529 5/:..6 357.8 29501 V 14/19 17 6 H3590/23 220535 29.3 6.1 29088 V 14/22 18 17 H3596/05 
21f530 5i..8 357.8 29224 R 14/19 17 5 H3590/24 220536 24.1 5.9 29019 R 14/23 18 23 H3596/06 21 532 7;:.5 358.7 30185 R 14/16 17 1 H35<l0/26 220537 43.3 6.7 29429 V 14/20 18 8 H3596/07 
217542 5':'.4 2.4 29811 V 14/15 17 2 H3590/28 220538 37.4 6.8 29264 R 14/20 18 8 H3596/08 
217544 51-.5 2.1 29820 V 14/16 17 2 H3590/40 220539 60.5 6.3 30102 V 14/22 18 4 H3596/09 
217546 5".4 2.0 29822 V i4/17 17 2 H35'l0/42 220540 53.0 6.9 29783 R 14/19 18 2 H3596/10 
217548 5':"5 1.9 29832 V 4/18 17 3 H35'l0/44 221501 32.2 25.5 1811 C 06/42 18 68 H3596/13 
217550 5·,.5 1.8 29834 V 14/18 17 3 t13590/46 221502 32.9 25.5 1820 C 06/42 18 82 H3596/14 
217552 51 .• 7 1.5 29848 V 14/19 17 3 H3590/48 221503 32.4 24.8 1826 C 06/45 18 67 H3596/15 
217554 5<..5 1.4 29846 V 14/20 17 3 H3591/30 221504 33.3 24.8 1835 C 06/45 18 87 t13596/16 
217556 5'c.6 1.1 29855 V 14/21 17 3 H3591/32 221505 32.7 24.1 1841 C 06/48 18 69 H3596/17 
217558 5:'.6 1.1 29862 V 14/22 17 ~ ~~~~1~~2 221506 33.6 24.2 1850 C 06/48 18 92 H3596/18 217560 5'-.5 .8 29863 V 14/23 17' 221507 33.0 23.5 1856 C 06/51 18 71 H3596/19 
217562 54.5 :4 29866 V 14/23 17 4 H3591/38 221508 33'4 23.5 i866 C 06/51 18 9Z W597/01 217564 5£..7 2<;879 V 14/25 17 4 t13591/40 221509 p. 22.8 872 C 06/54 i8 7 3597/02 217566 54.5 .3 29878 V i4/25 17 4 H3591/42 F1510 4.2 22.9 882 C 06/53 8 108 3597/0~ 217568 51 •• 0 358.8 29909 V 4/33 17 6 H3591/44 ;:1511 33.7 22.1 1888 C 06/56 i8 83 H3597/0 
217570 5~" .9 358.6 29912 V 14/34 17 6 H3591/46 221512 34.5 22.2 1899 C 06/56 8 121 H3597/05 
217572 5~.6 358.7 29904 V 14/33 17 6 H3591/48 221513 34.0 21.5 1905 C 06/59 18 98 H3597/06 
217574 5::.6 358.7 29911 V 14/34 17 6 H3591/50 2;:1514 34.9 21.5 1916 C 06/59 18 137 H3597/07 
217576 5:<.4 358.9 29907 V 14/33 17 6 H35<l1/52 221515 34.3 20.8 1922 C 07/02 18 130 H3597/08 
217577 7:- .1 351.0 30887 V 15/07 17 6 H3592123 221516 35.2 20.8 1933 C 07/02 18 153 H3597/09 
217578 5~.8 357.3 29936 V 14/42 H 8 tl3592/24 221517 34.6 20.1 1940 C 07/05 18 175 H3597/10 217579 n.o 350.9 30SS8 V 15/08 6 H3592125 221518 35.5 20.1 1951 C 07105 18 169 H3597/11 
217580 r· 8 356.9 29946 V 14/44 17 8 H35Q2/26 221519 34.9 19.4 1958 C 07/08 18 200 H3597/12 217581 ~ .• 1 353.7 30904 V 14/58 17 6 H3591/53 221520 35.8 19.4 1969 C 07/08 18 182 H3597/13 
217582 5:_ .4 358.8 29992 V 14/38 17 7 H3591/54 221521 35.2 18.7 1976 C 07111 18 212 tl3597/14 
217583 7:.4 353.8 30923 V 14/53 17 6 H3591/55 221522 36.1 18.7 1988 C 07/11 18 192 H3597/15 
217584 5) .1 359.0 29984 V 14/37 17 7 t13591/56 221523 35.5 18.0 1995 C 07/14 18 218 H3597/16 
217585 7:".3 354.5 310S9 V 14/57 17 5 H35Q2/27 221524 36.5 18.0 2007 C 07/14 18 199 H3597/17 
217586 5('.7 359.7 30111 V 14/37 17 6 H3592/28 222501 31.9 28.8 1813 C 06/35 19 70 H3597/18 
217587 7:".5 354.1 31105 V 14/59 17 5 H3592/29 222502 33.0 28.1 1814 C 06/38 19 84 H3597/19 
217588 52.7 359.7 30114 V 14/37 17 6 H3592130 222503 32.3 28.2 1826 C 06/38 19 72 H3597120 
218501 32.5 15.7 1867 C 07/01 17 29 H3592/01 222504 33.3 27.4 1829 C 06/41 19 87 H3597/21 
218502 33.4 15.8 1875 C 07/01 17 84 H3592102 222505 32.6 27.6 1840 C 06/40 19 74 H3597/22 
218503 32.8 15.0 1854 C 07/04 17 16 H3592/03 222506 33.6 26.8 1844 C 06/44 19 92 H3597123 
218504 33.7 15.1 1892 C 07/03 17 103 H3592104 222507 32.9 27.0 1855 C 06/43 19 76 H3598/01 
218505 33.1 14.3 1901 C 07/07 17 348 H3592/05 222508 33.9 26.2 1859 C 06/46 19 97 H3598/02 
218506 34.0 14.3 1909 C 07/07 17 167 H3592106 222509 33.2 26.3 1869 C 06/46 19 79 H3598/03 
218507 33.4 13.6 1918 C 07/10 17 300 H3592107 222510 34.2 25.4 1875 C 06/49 19 104 H3598/04 
218508 34.3 13.7 1927 C 07/09 17 201 H3592/08 222511 33.5 25.7 1885 C 06/48 19 82 H3598/05 
218509 33.7 12.9 1936 C 07/13 17 275 H3592109 222512 34.6 24.8 1891 C 06/52 19 113 H3598/06 
218510 34.6 13.0 1945 C 07/13 17 216 H3592110 222513 33.8 25.0 1900 C 06/51 19 87 H3598/07 
218511 34.0 12.1 1954 C 07/16 17 262 H3592/11 222514 34.9 24.1 i907 C 06/55 19 125 H3598/08 
218512 34.9 12.2 1964 C 07/16 17 222 H3592112 222515 34.1 24.3 916 C 06/54 19 93 H3598/09 
218513 34.3 11.5 1973 C 07119 17 255 H35 Q 2I13 222516 35.2 23.4 1924 C 06/58 i9 139 H3598/10 
218514 35.2 11.6 1983 C 07/18 17 224 H3592114 222517 34.5 23.6 1932 C 06/57 9 104 H3598/11 
218515 3'+.6 10.8 1992 C 07122 17 251 H3593/01 222518 35.5 22.7 1942 C 07101 19 154 H3598/12 
218516 35.5 10.8 2002 C 07122 17 227 H3593/02 222519 34.7 22.9 1949 C 07/00 19 117 H3598/13 
218517 34.9 9.9 2012 C 07/25 17 249 tl3593/03 222520 35.8 22.0 1960 C 07/04 19 168 H3598/14 
218518 35.8 10.1 2022 C 07/25 17 227 H3593/04 222Sr!1 35.1 22.2 1966 C 07103 19 139 H3598/15 
218519 ~5.2 9.2 2032 C 07/28 17 247 H3593/05 222522 36.1 21.3 1978 C 07/07 19 181 H3598/16 218520 6.1 9.3 2043 C 07/28 17 230 tl3593/06 222523 35.4 21.5 1984 C 07/06 i9 165 H3598/17 
218521 35.5 8.5 2053 C 07131 17 245 H3593/07 222524 36.5 20.5 1991 C 07110 9 190 H3598/18 
218522 36.4 8.5 2064 C 07/31 17 230 H3593/08 223501 32.0 31.6 180 C 06/30 19 75 H3599/01 
218523 35.8 7.7 2075 C 07/35 17 244 H3593/09 223502 33.1 30.9 1807 C 06/33 I~ 88 H3599/02 218524 36'4 7.7 2086 C 07/35 17 230 H35<l3/10 223503 32.4 31.1 1820 C 06/3~ 78 H3599/03 219501 32. 18.8 1849 C 06/56 18 48 H3594/01 223504 33.4 30.3 1822 C 06/3 19 91 H3599/04 
219502 33.1 18.9 1857 C 06/55 18 76 H3594/02 223505 3~.8 30.4 1833 C 06/35 19 80 H3599/05 219503 32.6 18.2 1865 C 06/59 18 40 H3594/0~ 223506 3 .8 29.6 1836 C Og?8 19 95 H3599/06 219504 33.4 18.3 1873 C 06/58 18 86 H3594/0 223507 33.1 29.8 1847 C 0 38 19 82 H3599/07 
219505 32.9 17.5 1881 C 07/01 18 32 H35'l4/05 223508 34.1 29.0 1851 C 06/41 19 99 H3599/08 
219506 33.7 17.6 1890 C 07/01 18 101 H3594/06 223509 33.4 29.1 1861 C 06/40 19 85 H3599/09 
219507 33.2 16 • 9 1898 C 07/04 18 19 H3594/07 223510 34.4 28.3 1866 C 06/44 19 105 H3599/10 219508 34.0 6.9 p07 C 07/04 18 132 H3594/08 223511 ~~:~ 28.4 1876 C 06/43 19 88 H3599/11 219509 33.5 l6.1 915 C 07107 18 318 H35'l~/09 223511 27.6 1882 C 06/47 19 112 H3599/12 219510 34.3 6.2 1925 C 07/07 18 173 H3594/10 22351 34.1 27.8 1891 C 06/46 19 92 H3599/13 
219511 33.8. 15.4 1933 C 07/10 18 273 H3594/11 22351 35.1 26.9 1898 C 06/49 19 120 H3599/14 
219512 34.6 15.5 1942 C 07/10 18 197 H3594/12 223515 34.4 27.1 190~ C 06/49 19 99 H3599/15 
219513 34.1 14.7 1951 C 07/13 18 256 H3594/13 223516 35.5 26.2 191 COg/52 i" 130 H3599/16 
219514 34.9 14 •8 1961 C 07/13 18 211 H3594/14 223517 34.7 26.4 1922 C 0 152 9 106 H3599/17 219515 34.4 4.0 1969 C 07/16 18 251 H3594/15 223518 35.8 25.5 i931 C 06/55 19 141 H3599/18 
219516 35.2 14.1 1980 C 07/16 18 217 H3594/16 223519 35.0 25.7 938 C og/55 19 116 t13599/19 
219517 34.7 13.3 1988 C 07/19 18 247 H3594/17 223520 36.1 24.8 1949 C 0 158 19 152 H3599/Z0 
219518 35.5 13.4 1999 C 07/19 18 221 H35<l4/18 223521 35.4 25.0 1955 C 06/58 19 129 H35<l9/z1 
219519 35.0 12.6 2008 C 07/22 18 246 H3594/19 223522 36.~ 24.1 1967 C 07101 19 164 H3599/22 219520 35.9 12.6 2019 C 07/22 i8 223 H359,,120 223S23 35. 24.~ 1972 C 07/01 19 i43 H3600/01 219521 35.3 11.8 2028 C 07/25 8 244 H3594/21 223524 36.8 
lU:4 
1985 C 07/04 19 73 H3600/02 
219522 36.1 11.9 2039 C 07/25 18 225 H3594/22 224531 
-1;.2 34951 V 11/41 20 245 H3600/13 219523 35.6 11.0 2048 C 07/28 18 242 H359,,/23 224532 -1 .4 109.1 34830 R 12/03 20 234 H3600/14 
219524 36.5 11.0 tg*g E gl~~g 18 227 H3594/24 224533 8.6 10~.3 34368 V 12122 20 270 H3600/15 220501 32.5 21.9 18 62 H3595/01 224534 3.g 99.2 34201 R 12142 20 259 H3600/16 220502 33.1 21.9 1853 C 06/50 
19 
78 H3595/02 224535 28. 100.0 34428 V t2l39 20 303 H3600/17 
220503 32.5 21.2 1860 C 06/53 55 H3S95/03 224536 22.2 93.4 3,,139 R 3/06 20 297 tl36001 8 
220504 33.4 21.3 1869 C 06/53 18 83 H3595/04 224537 52.5 101.0 35148 V 2/35 20 327 H3600/19 
220505 32.8 20.5 1876 C 06/56 18 55 H3595/05 224538 44.1 89.7 34631 R 13/21 20 327 H3600/20 
220506 33.7 20.6 1885 C 06/56 18 91 H35<l5/06 224541 34.0 28.9 2143 C 06/49 20 73 H3600/2~ 
220507 33.1 19.9 1892 C 06/59 18 55 H3595/07 224542 35.3 28.2 2145 C 06/52 20 86 H3600/2 
220508 34.0 19.9 1901 C 06/59 18 103 H3595/08 224543 34.5 27.8 2152 C 06/53 20 75 H3600/25 
220509 33.4 19.2 1909 C 07/02 18 53 H35<l5/09 224544 35.5 27.2 2155 C 06/56 20 87 H3601/01 
220510 34.3 19.3 1918 C 07102 18 123 H3595/10 224545 34.7 26.8 2163 C 06/58 20 75 H360l/0~ 
220511 33.~ 18.5 1926 C 07/05 18 51 H3595/11 ZZ45~6 35.8 26.2 2167 C 07/00 20 91 H3601/0 220512 34. 18.6 1935 C 07/04 18 148 H35<l5/12 224547 35.0 25.8 2174 C 87/02 20 76 H3601/84 
220513 34.1 17.8 1943 C 07/07 18 248 H3595/13 224548 36.1 25.1 2179 C 7/05 20 95 H3681/ 5 
220514 35.0 17.9 1953 C 07/07 18 174 H3595/14 224549 35.3 24.7 2187 C 07/06 
" ,. ~31 1"6 220515 34.4 17.1 961 C 07/10 18 238 H3595/15 224550 36.4 24.0 2193 C 07/09 20 102 3 0 /07 220516 35.3 17.~ 1971 C 07/10 18 191 H3595/16 224551 35.6 23.7 2200 C 07/11 20 8~ ~ 8 188 220517 34.7 16. 1979 C 07/13 18 238 H3595/17 2N552 36.7 23.0 2208 C 07/14 
'011 119 220518 35.6 16.5 i990 C 07/13 i8 202 H35'l5/18 224553 35.8 22.5 2215 C 07/15 20 8 3 0 I ~
220519 35.0 15.7 998 C 07/16 . 8 237 H3595/19 224554 36.9 21.8 2224 C 07/18 ~O 13 3 8 I 
o r 3g ~ 220520 35.9 15.7 2009 C 07/16 r 208 ~3595/20 224555 36.1 21.4 2231 C 07120 II h~ Rill Jl 220521 35.3 15.0 2017 C 07/19 8 237 3595/21 224556 37.2 20.7 2242 C 07/2~ 220522 36.2 15.0 2028 C 07/19 1~ Bl n~~¢~~~~ 224557 36.~ 20.3 2248 C 07/2 220523 35.6 14.3 2036 C 07122 224558 37. 19.5 2260 C 07/28 
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224559 36.5 19.1 2267 C 07/29 20 232 H3601/16 229514 ~~:~ 351.4 2498 C 07/26 22 356 t13606/14 224560 37.7 18.3 2280 C 07/33 20 212 H3601/17 22 0515 351.3 2527 C 07/27 22 355 H3606/15 
224561 36.8 18.0 2287 C 07/34 20 240 H3601/18 220516 29.5 350.4 2518 C 07/30 22 350 H3606/16 
224562 37.9 17.1 2302 C 07138 20 223 H3601/19 229517 28.4 350.2 2547 C 07/31 22 350 H3606/17 
224563 37.0 16.8 2309 C 07/39 20 245 H3601/20 229518 29.4 349.3 2537 C 07/35 22 345 H3607/01 
2245b4 38.2 15.9 2325 C 07/43 20 228 H3601/21 229519 28.4 349.2 2567 C 07/35 22 345 H3607/02 
224510 34.3 349.2 3049 R 09/31 20 261 H3600/03 229520 ~2·4 348.3 2559 C 07/39 22 339 H3607/03 
224511 37.8 351.4 2':;55 V 09/22 20 253 H3600/04 229S21 ~o.3 343.1 2539 C 07/40 22 340 H3607/04 
224512 35.2 343.2 3285 R 09/39 20 260 H3600/05 229522 29.3 347.2 2532 C 07/43 22 334 H3607/05 
224513 36.4 347.0 3313 V 09/43 20 256 H3600/06 22 c 531 34.2 352.0 2855 C 07/27 22 46 H3605/17 
224514 35.7 347.5 3722 R 09/46 20 260 H360C/07 229532 35.4 351.1 2850 C 07/30 22 52 t13605/18 
224515 36.9 346.2 3745 V 09/51 20 254 H3600/03 229533 34.2 350.7 2365 C 07/32 22 41 H3605/19 
224516 ~!?O 348.0 4450 R 09/51 20 275 H3600/09 22':;534 35.4 349.7 2859 C 07/36 22 45 H36!l5120 2N517 ~o.4 346.4 4462 V 09/57 20 259 H3600/10 229535 34.2 3':;9.3 2875 C 07/33 22 33 H3605/21 
224518 35.1 347.5 5787 R 10/04 20 337 H3600/11 229536 35.3 348.3 2870 C 07/42 22 36 H3605/22 
224519 36.8 3~5.g 5789 V 10/13 20 299 H3600/12 229537 34.1 347.9 2837 C 07/43 22 24 H3605/23 
225501 3",.1 ,9 • .:> 2387 C 06/54 20 83 H36C2/01 229538 35.2 346.9 2884 C 07/48 22 23 H3605124 
225502 37.2 28.8 2392 C 06/56 20 91 H3602l02 229539 34.0 346.5 2901 C 07/49 22 12 H3605/25 
225503 3, .• 3 28.3 2396 C 06/59 20 84 H3602/03 229540 35.1 345.4 2900 C 07/54 22 7 t13605/26 
225504 3;'.4 27.8 2400 C 07/01 20 93 H360Zl04 229551 37.3 356.8 3479 C 07/11 22 71 H3607/06 
225505 3".6 27.2 2403 C 07/03 20 85 113602/05 22 Cl 552 38.7 355.9 3466 C 07/15 22 76 H3607/07 
225506 3:'.6 26.6 2408 C 07/06 20 95 113602/06 229553 37.3 355.3 3471 C 07/17 22 70 H3607/08 
225507 ~~,:~ 26.0 2411 C 07/08 20 87 H3602/07 229554 38.7 35:'.1 3455 C 07/22 22 75 113607/09 225508 25.5 2418 C 07/10 20 99 H3602l08 229555 37.3 353.7 3462 C 07/24 22 68 H3607/10 
225509 37.1 24.9 2422 C 07/13 20 90 H3602/09 229556 38.6 352.4 3446 C 07/29 22 74 H3607/11 
225510 31<.2 24.3 2429 C 07/15 20 104 H3602/10 229557 37.2 352.0 3454 C 07/31 22 67 H3607l12 
225511 37.4 23.7 2433 C 07/17 20 94 113602111 229558 38.5 350.7 3441 C 07/36 22 73 H3607/13 
225512 31 .. 5 23.1 2442 C 07/20 20 III H3602l12 229559 37.1 350.3 3449 C 07/38 22 64 H3607/14 
225513 31.6 22.5 24':'5 C 07/22 20 99 H3602/13 229560 38.4 349.0 3437 C 07/43 22 71 H3607/15 
225514 3f .7 21. 9 2455 C 07/25 20 119 H3602l14 22<;561 36.9 348.6 3446 C 07/45 22 61 H3607/16 
225515 3:·.9 21.4 2460 C 07/27 20 107 H3602/15 229562 33.2 3"7.2 3436 C 07/50 22 68 H3607/17 
225516 31'.9 20.7 2470 C 07/30 20 133 H360Zl16 230501 29.1 342.4 2373 C 07/19 23 353 H3607/18 
225517 3,' .1 20.1 2475 C 07/32 20 123 H3602/17 230502 30.1 341.6 2367 C 07/22 23 347 ~13607/19 
225518 3".2 19.4 2487 C 07/35 20 150 113602118 230504 30.1 340.6 2387 C 07/26 23 341 H3607/21 
225519 3/-.3 18.9 2492 C 07/37 20 148 113602/19 230506 30.0 339.5 2409 C 07/31 23 335 H3607/23 
225520 31,,:.4 18.2 2505 C 07/40 20 169 H3602/Z0 230507 29.0 339.2 2436 C 07/32 23 337 t13607/24 
225521 3c1.5 17.6 2510 C 07/42 20 180 H3602l21 230509 28.9 338.1 2459 C 07/37 23 332 t13608/02 
225522 3 1 •• 6 17.0 2524 C 07/45 20 186 H3602/22 230510 29.9 337.3 2456 C 07/40 23 325 H3608/03 
225523 3f>.7 16.4 2529 C 07/47 20 203 H3602/23 230531 36.4 346.4 3333 C 07/10 23 68 H3608/04 
225524 3~·.8 15.6 2545 C 07/51 20 ~Ol H3602/24 230532 37.7 345.6 3321 C 07/13 23 73 H3608/05 
22 i501 3~. 4 20.6 1971 C 06/48 21 28 H3603/01 230533 36.3 345.0 3327 C 07/16 23 66 H3608/06 
227502 3~.3 20.2 1973 C 06/50 21 32 113603/02 230535 36.3 343.4 3321 C 07/22 23 64 H3608/08 
227503 3!.5 19.7 1986 C 06/52 21 19 H3603/03 230536 37.6 3-+2.2 3305 C 07/27 23 70 H3608/09 
227504 3:".4 19.1 1989 C 06/55 2l 18 113603/04 230538 ~7·5 3:'0.5 3302 C 07/34 23 67 t13608/11 
227505 3: .. 6 18.7 2002 C 06/57 21 8 H3603/05 23C539 '>0.1 3':'0.1 3314 C 07/35 23 58 H3608/12 
22i506 3,.5 18.1 2005 C Cbl59 21 3 H3603/06 230541 35.9 333.5 3315 C 07/42 23 54 ~1360s/14 
227507 31. 7 17.7 2019 C 07/01 21 357 t13603/07 23054·2 37.2 337.3 3305 C 07/47 23 61 H360S/15 
227508 3;'.5 17.2 2023 C 07/03 21 348 H3603/08 231501 28.9 336.6 2405 C 07/00 23 20 ~13609/01 
227509 31.8 16.7 2037 C 07/05 21 3:'6 H3603/09 231503 29.0 335.6 2418 C 07/04 23 16 H3609/03 
227510 ~~.6 16.1 2041 C 07/07 21 332 H3603/10 231504 30.0 334.8 2405 C 07/08 23 14 t13609/04 
227511 .:>_.8 15.6 2056 C 07/0Q 21 334 H3603/11 231506 30.0 333.8 2420 C 07/12 23 9 H3609/06 
227512 3~ .7 15.1 2061 C 07/12 21 320 H3603/12 231507 29.0 333.6 2446 C 07/13 23 6 t13609/07 
227513 3~.9 14.6 2076 C 07/14 21 325 H3603/13 2315C3 30.0 332.8 2436 C 07/16 23 3 t13609/0S 
227514 3~ .. 8 14.0 2081 C 07/16 21 310 tE603/14 231510 30.0 331.6 2453 C 07/21 23 357 H3609/10 
227515 3<!.0 13.5 2093 C 07/18 21 316 H3603/15 231511 29.0 H5:g 2450 C 07/22 23 356 H3609/11 227516 3~ .. 9 12.9 ZI03 C 07120 21 303 t136 0 3/16 231512 30.0 2471 C 07/25 23 351 H3609/12 
227517 32.1 12.4 2120 C 07/22 21 310 113603/17 231513 28.9 330.3 2499 C 07/26 23 350· H3609/13 
F7518 33.0 11.8 2126 C 07/25 21 297 113603/18 231514 30.0 329.5 2491 C 07/30 23 345 H3609/14 
,27519 32.1 11.3 2144 C 07/27 2l 304 t13603/19 231531 35.9 336.S 3358 C 07/06 23 66 113609/15 
227520 33.0 10.7 2150 C 07/30 21 293 ~3603/20 231532 37.3 335.6 3336 C 07/11 23 71 H3609/16 
227521 32.2 10.2 2169 C 07/32 21 300 3603/21 231534 37.2 333.9 3326 C 07/18 23 69 H3609/18 
227522 33.1 9.6 2177 C 07/3-+ 21 289 3603/22 231535 35.8 333.4 3337 C 07/20 23 62 H3609/19 
227523 32.2 9.0 2196 C 07/37 21 2':;5 H3603123 231536 37.1 332.2 3320 C 07/25 23 67 H3609/20 
227524 33.1 8.5 2203 C 07/39 21 286 H3603/24 231537 35.7 331. 7 3331 C 07/27 ·23 59 H3609/21 
227535 79.5 339.6 12092 V 10/49 ZI 106 t13604/25 231538 37.0 330.5 3316 C 07/32 23 65 H3609/22 
227536 79.1 310.8 12087 V 12145 21 113 H3604/26 231539 35.6 330.1 3329 C 07/34 23 56 113609/23 
227537 73.3 329.6 11789 V 11/30 21 108 m604/27 2315':;0 36.9 328.9 3316 C 07/39 23 61 t13609/24 
227538 72.6 311. 7 11793 V 12/41 21 115 H3604l28 2315:.1 35.5 328.5 3329 C 07/40 23 51 113609/25 
227539 66.5 324.2 11500 V 11/51 21 110 ~13604/29 231542 36.7 327.2 3318 C 07/46 23 57 113609/26 
227540 66.7 311.6 11559 V 12142 21 118 H3604l30 232501 23.1 328.6 2438 C 06/50 24 27 H3610/01 
227541 61.1 321.3 11311 V 12103 21 114 H3604/31 232502 29.2 327.8 2420 C 06/54 24 27 113610/02 
227542 60.8 311.0 11359 V 12144 21 123 H3604/32 232503 28.2 327.6 2448 C 06/55 24 24 H3610/03 
227543 56.4 319.2 11175 V 12/12 21 113 H3604/33 232504 29.3 326.8 2431 C 06/58 24 23 H3610/04 
227544 56.3 310.3 11242 V 12147 21 128 H3604/34 232505 28.2 326.6 2459 C 06/59 24 20 H36l0/05 
227545 51.8 317.4 llC69 V 12119 21 124 H3604/35 232506 29.3 325.8 2442 C 07102 24 19 113610/06 
227546 51.4 309.5 11134 V 12150 21 136 ~13604/36 232507 28.3 325.5 2470 C 07/03 24 16 H3610/07 
2275'+7 47.6 316.0 11000 V 12/25 21 132 H3604/37 232508 29.3 324.7 2455 C 07/06 24 15 H3610/08 
227543 47.3 308.8 11073 V 12/54 21 144 H3604/33 232509 28.3 324.5 2484 C 07/07 24 12 H3610/09 
227549 43.3 314.7 10951 V 12130 21 144 H3604/39 232510 29.3 323.7 2469 C 07/11 24 10 t13610/10 
227550 42.2 307.9 11025 V 12/57 21 158 H3004/40 232511 28.3 323.5 2498 C 07/12 24 7 113610/11 
227551 39.1 313.5 10929 V 12/35 21 160 t136C5/01 232512 29.3 322.6 2484 C 07/15 24 5 H3610/12 
227552 38.3 307.0 11018 V 13/01 21 171 H3605/02 232513 28.3 322.4 2514 C 07/16 24 3 113610/13 
227553 35.2 312.3 10933 V 12140 21 179 H3605/03 232514 29.3 321.6 2501 C 07/19 24 359 H3610/14 
227554 33.4 305.9 11036 V 13/05 21 188 H3605/04 232515 28.2 321.3 2531 C 07121 24 353 113610/15 
228531 33.6 2.9 2563 C 07/23 22 III H36C5/05 232516 29.3 320.5 2519 C 07/24 24 354 H3610/16 
228532 39.7 2.3 Z57~ C 07/25 22 127 N36C5/06 232531 30.4 323.1 27':;6 C 06/55 24 42 H3610/17 
228533 33.7 1.7 2576 C 07/28 22 117 H360S/07 232532 31.6 327.2 2725 C 06/53 24 44 H3610/18 
228534 39.5 1.1 2537 C 07/30 22 133 H3605/03 232533 30.4 327.0 2751 C 06/59 24 39 113610/19 
228535 38.5 .6 2590 C 07/32 22 120 t136 05/0 9 232534 31.6 326.1 2731 C 07/03 24 41 H3610/20 
228536 39.4 .0 2601 C 07/35 22 142 H3605/10 232535 30.5 325.9 2757 C 07/04 24 36 H3610/21 
228537 33.4 359.4 2605 C 07/37 22 131 H3t05/11 232551 35.5 ~~~:6 3362 C 07/04 24 65 H3611/01 228538 39.3 358.7 2617 C 07/40 22 157 t136C5/12 232552 36.9 3347 C 07/07 24 69 H3611/02 
228539 33.2 358.3 2621 C 07/42 22 155 H3605/13 232553 ~t~ 325.5 3355 C 07/10 24 63 tI3611/03 2285':'0 39.1 357.5 2633 C 07/45 22 177 H3605/14 232554- 32-+.3 3335 C 07/15 24 68 H3611/04 
228541 38.0 357.1 2639 C 07/47 22 203 M3"OSIl5 232555 35.5 323.9 3347 C 07/16 24 61 113611/05 
228542 38.9 356.4 2651 C 07/50 22 201 tE605/16 232556 36.8 322.6 3327 C 07/22 24 66 H3611/06 
229501 28.4 353.4 2428 C 06/57 22 ~!? H3606/01 232557 35.4 322.2 3339 C 07/23 24 59 ~13611/07 229502 29.5 357.7 2-+12 C 07/00 22 ':'0 113606/02 232558 36.8 320.9 3322 C 07/28 24 63 H3611/08 
229503 28.5 357.5 2439 C 07/01 22 22 H3606/03 232559 35.4 320.5 3335 C 07/30 24 55 H3611/09 
229504 29.5 356.6 2424 C 07/04 22 21 H3606/04 232560 36.7 319.2 3321 C 07/35 24 60 ~13611/10 
229505 28.5 356.4 2-+50 C 07/05 22 18 H3606/05 232561 35.2 318.8 3334 C 07/37 24 51 H3611/11 
229506 29.6 355.6 2436 C 07/09 22 17 113,,06/06 232562 36.5 317.5 3321 C 07/42 24 56 H3611/12 
229507 ~~:g 355.4 2463 C 07/09 22 14 H36C6/07 233501 39.4 316.9 3787 C 07/05 2(+ 80 t13611/13 229508 35 ... 6 2450 C 07/13 22 12 H36C6/0S 233502 41.0 315.7 3770 C 07/10 24 '::5 113611/14 
229509 28.6 354.4 2477 C 07/14 22 9 H3606/09 233503 39.4 315.1 3767 C 07/13 24 79 H3611/15 
229510 29.6 353.6 2465 C 07/17 22 7 H36C6/10 233504 40.9 313.8 3750 C 07/18 24 84 t13611/16 
229511 28.5 353.4 2.:.93 C 07/18 22 5 H3606/11 233505 39.4 313.1 3748 C 07/20 24 78 113611/17 
229512 29.6 352.5 2481 C 07/21 22 2 H3606/12 233506 40.9 311.8 3734 C 07/26 24 84 113611/18 
229513 23.5 352.3 2509 C 07122 22 H3606/13 233507 39.3 311. 3 3734 C 07/28 24 77 H3611/19 
3-101 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PIWO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
prCNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ DilDERllOR PleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOD LS seAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
233508 40.8 310.0 3722 C 07/33 N 84 113611/20 237525 51.4 264.7 3629C 07/48 26 153 M361b102 
233509 39.3 309.3 3722 C 07/36 24 76 H3611121 237526 53.1 263.7 3673 C 07/52 26 157 H3616/03 
233510 40.7 308.0 3711 C 07/41 24 84 H3611/22 237527 51.5 262.5 363'" C 07/57 26 157 H3616/04 
233511 39.1 307.6 3715 C 07/43 24 75 M3611123 237528 53.1 261.4 3680 C 08/02 26 162 H3616/05 
233512 40.6 306.2 3706 C 07/49 24 8~ H3611/2:' 237529 51.5 260.3 3643 C 08/06 26 163 M3616/06 
234501 36.2 303.1 2410 R 07/10 25 68 M3612/17 237530 53.2 259.0 3690 C 08/11 26 166 H3616/07 
234502 3"'.8 301.2 2418 B 07/17 25 14 H3612/18 2375:'1 54.6 269.6 4012 C 07/31 26 145 H3618/05 
234503 31.0 301.8 2466 R 07/15 25 6 H3612119 2375~2 56.6 269.2 4072 C 07/32 26 149 H3618/06 
234504 31.1 301. 7 2473 B 07/16 25 6 H3612120 2375~3 54.7 267.3 4008 C 07/40 26 148 M3618/07 
234505 29.9 301.9 2502 R 07/15 25 5 H3612/21 237544 56.7 266.4 4C65 C 07/43 26 153 H3618/08 
234506 30.1 301.9 2510 B 07/15 25 6 t13612/22 237545 54.8 264.8 4005 C 07/50 26 152 113618109 
234507 28.8 302.0 2542 R 07/15 25 5 t13612123 237546 56.8 263.7 4063 C 07/54 26 156 t13618/10 
234508 28.9 302.1 2551 B 07/15 25 5 H3612/N 237547 54.9 262.1 4005 C 08/01 26 156 H3618/11 
234531 31.9 300.1 2662 R 07/23 25 14 H3613/19 237548 56.9 260.9 4064 C 08/06 26 160 H3618/12 
234532 32.2 300.2 2669 B 07/23 25 15 H3613/20 237549 54.9 259.6 4009 C 08/11 26 161 H3618/13 
234533 30.9 300.5 2699 R 07/22 25 14 H3613/21 237550 56.9 253.1 4069 C 08/17 26 164 H3618/14 
234534 31.1 300.4 2706 B 07/22 25 14 H3613/22 238501 48.7 258.6 3234 C 07/29 26 150 H3619/01 
234535 29.8 300.8 2739 R 07121 25 13 t13613/23 238502 50.2 257.7 3269 C 07/32 26 155 H3619/02 
234536 29.9 300.7 2747 B 07/21 25 12 H3613/24 238503 43.9 256.7 3241 C 07/37 26 155 M3619/03 
234537 28.5 301.2 2786 R 07120 25 12 H3613/25 238504 50.3 255.8 3278 C 07/41 26 159 H3619/04 
234538 28.7 301.1 2792 B 07/20 25 11 M3613/26 238505 48.9 254.8 3250 C 07/45 26 160 t13619/05 
234551 31.7 298.5 2896 R 07/32 25 18 H3612/25 238506 50.4 253.8 3289 C 07/49 26 164 M3619/06 
234552 32.0 2;8.6 2902 B 07/31 25 19 H3612/26 23·3507 49.0 252.8 3263 C 07/53 26 166 H3619/07 
234553 30.7 299.2 2936 R 07/29 25 18 H3612127 238508 50.5 251. 7 3303 C 07/57 26 170 H3619/08 
234554 30.8 299.1 2943 B 07/30 25 17 H3612/28 238509 49.0 250.8 3277 C 03/01 26 172 H3619/09 
234555 29.4 299.6 2983 R 07/27 25 16 H3612/29 238510 50.5 249.5 3319 C 08/06 26 176 H3619/10 
234556 29.6 299.5 2988 B 07/28 25 15 H3612130 238511 49.0 248.7 3295 C 08/09 26 179 H3619/11 
234557 28.3 300.1 3031 R 07/26 25 15 H3612/31 238512 50.5 247.4 3339 C 08/15 26 182 M3619/12 
234558 28.5 300.1 3037 B 07126 25 14 H3612/32 238521 51.5 257.9 3619 C 07/34 26 148 H3618115 
234571 40.2 301.9 3859 C 07/25 25 81 H3613/01 238522 53.3 257.0 3662 C 07/38 26 152 H3618/16 
234572 41.7300.7 3849 C 07130 25 87 H3613/02 238523 51.6 255.6 3619 C 07/44 26 152 M3618/17 
234573 40.1 300.1 3847 C 07/32 25 80 H3613/03 238524 53.3 254.7 3665 C 07/47 26 156 M3618/18 
234574 41. 6 298.7 3837 C 07/38 25 87 H3613/04 238525 51.7 253.4 3624 C 07/53 26 157 H3618/19 
234575 40.0 298.2 3835 C 07/40 25 80 H3613/05 238526 53.4 252.4 3671 C 07/57 26 161 H361S120 
234576 41.5 296.8 3827 C 07/46 25 S7 H3613/06 235527 51.7 251.2 3632 C 08/01 26 162 H3618/21 
234577 39.9 296.3 3827 C 07/48 25 79 t13613/0 7 236528 53.4 250.0 3680 C 08/06 26 165 H3618/22 
234578 41.3 294.9 3820 C 07/53 25 83 H3613/08 238529 51.7 249.1 3643 C 08/10 26 166 H3618123 
234579 3'~. 7 294.4 3822 C 07/55 25 77 H3613/09 238530 53.4 247.8 3693 C 08/15 26 170 H361S/24 
234580 4:.0 292.2 3809 C 08/0:' 25 88 H3613/10 238541 54.9 257.6 3993 C 07/38 26 149 H3619/13 
235501 3'-.6 291. 7 3876 C 07124 25 79 H3614/01 238542 56.8 257.1 4054 C 07/40 26 153 H3619/14 
235502 41.1 290.3 3861 C 07/30 25 85 H3614/02 235543 55.0 255.4 3994 C 07/47 26 153 H3619/15 
235503 3',.5 289.8 3861 C 07/32 25 78 M3614/03 238544 57.0 254.3 4052 C 07/51 26 156 H3619/16 
235504 41.0 283.4 3848 C 07/38 25 85 t13614/04 238545 55.1 252.7 3993 C 07/57 26 157 H3619/17 
235505 3'1.4 287.9 3649 C 07/40 25 77 H3614/05 238546 57.0 251.6 4054 C 08/02 26 160 H3619/18 
235506 4(\.9 286.5 3839 C 07/45 25 84 M3614/06 238547 55.1 250.1 3997 C 08/08 26 161 H3619/19 
235507 3".3 286.0 3840 C 07/48 25 76 H3614/07 238548 57.1 248.8 4059 C 08/13 26 164 M3619/20 
235508 40.7 284.6 3833 C 07/53 25 84 ~j3614/08 235549 55.2 247.5 4004 C 08/19 26 165 H3619/21 
235509 3".1 284.1 3836 C 07/55 25 74 H3614/09 233550 57.1 246.0 4069 C 08/25 26 169 H3619/22 
235510 4('.6 282.7 3830 C 08/01 25 84 H3614/10 23Q501 37.5 252.8 3371 C 07/13 27 73 H3620/01 
236501 3/ .. 6 280.0 3136 C 07/25 26 81 H3614/11 239502 38.9 251. 7 3361 C 07117 27 80 H3620/02 
236502 3".8 279.1 3138 C 07/29 26 91 M3614/12 239503 37.5 251.1 3365 C 07120 27 72 H3620/03 
236503 3f'.6 278.5 3140 C 07/31 26 80 H3614/13 239504 38.9 250.0 3356 C 07/24 27 79 H3620/04 
236504 3".8 277.4 3141 C 07/36 26 92 H3614/14 239505 37.4 249.4 3362 C 07/27 27 70 H3620/05 
236505 31 .. 5 276.9 3146 C 07/38 26 78 H3614/15 23<;506 38.8 248.2 3354 C 07/31 27 78 H3620/06 
236506 3".8 275.8 3148 C 07/42 26 94 H3614/16 239507 37.4 247.7 3362 C 07/33 27 67 H3620/07 
236507 31-.5 275.3 3153 C 07/44 26 76 H3614/17 239508 38.7 246.5 3356 C 07/38 27 76 H3620/08 
236503 3~.7 274.2 31S8 C 07/49 26 96 H3614/18 23<;509 37.3 246.0 3364 C 07/40 27 64 H3620/09 
236509 3t.4273.7 3164 C 07/51 26 72 H3614/19 239510 38.6 244.9 3360 C 07/45 27 74 H3620/10 
236510 39.6 272.5 3169 C 07/56 26 100 H3614/20 239511 37.2 244.3 3369 C 07/47 27 59 H3620/11 
236511 31'.2 272.0 3176 C 07/58 26 63 H3614121 23<;512 38.5 243.1 3367 C 07/52 27 70 H3620/12 
236512 3'1.4 270.8 3183 C 08/03 26 113 M3614122 239513 37.0 242.7 3377 C 07/54 27 51 M3620/13 
236521 4",.2 279.0 3483 C 07/32 26 94 H3615/01 239514 38.3 241.5 3377 C 07/59 27 64 M3620/14 
236522 4~.6 278.2 3489 C 07/35 26 103 H3615/02 239515 36.9 241.1 3388 C 08/01 27 40 M3620/15 
236523 4:.2 277.6 3484 C 07/37 26 95 M3615/03 239516 38.1 239.9 3390 C 08/05 27 52 M3620/16 
236524 4~.5 276.4 3488 C 07/42 26 105 H3615/04 239521 40.1 252.1 3766 C 07/18 27 84 H3620/17 
236525 4:.1 275.8 3483 C 07/45 26 <;6 H3615/05 239522 41.6 251.1 3760 C 07/22 27 91 H3620/18 
236526 4~.5 274.7 3489 C 07/49 26 108 H3615/C6 239523 40.1 250.5 3757 C 07125 27 84 H3620/19 
236527 4LO 274.1 3486 C 07/52 26 98 H3615/07 239524 41.6 249.3 3750 C 07/30 27 91 H3620/20 
236528 4<:'3 272.9 3493 C 07/57 26 112 t13615/08 239525 40.0 248.6 3747 C 07132 27 83 M3620121 
236529 4(;.8 272.4 3492 C 07/59 26 100 H3615/09 239526 41.5 247.4 3742 C 07/37 27 91 M3620/22 
236530 4~.2 271.2 3500 C 08/04 26 118 H3615/10 239527 39.9 246.9 3742 C 07/39 27 83 H3620/23 
2365:'1 4'-.1 279.6 3822 C 07/31 26 104 H3615/11 239528 41.4 245.7 3739 C 07/44 27 92 M3620124 
236542 4!;.7278.6 3831 C 07136 26 III H3:'15/12 239529 39.8 245.1 3738 C 07/47 27 82 M3620/25 
236543 4'.1 277.8 3815 C 07/39 26 106 H3615/13 239530 41.2 243.9 3737 C 07/52 27 93 M3620/26 
236544 45.7 276.6 3823 C 07/44 26 114 H3615/14 239531 39.7 243.4 3739 C 07153 27 81 M3620/27 
236545 4".1 275.9 3808 C 07147 26 103 H3615/15 239532 41.1 242.1 3738 C 07/59 27 94 M3621/01 
236546 45.6 274.6 3819 C 07/52 26 117 H3615/16 239533 39.5 241.6 3741 C 08/01 27 80 H3621/02 
236547 44.0 274.0 3805 C 07/54 26 III H3615/17 239534 40.9 240.3 3742 C 08/06 27 95 H3621/03 
236548 45.5 272.6 3817 C 08/00 26 121 H3615/18 23Q535 39.3 239.9 3746 C 08/08 27 78 H3621/04 
236549 43.9 272.1 3804 C OS/02 26 114 H3615/19 239536 40.7 238.5 3749 C 08/14 27 97 M3621/05 
236550 45.4 270.7 3818 C 08/08 26 126 H3615/20 239555 75.7 202.0 13846 V 12102 27 121 M3621126 
236555 78.5 234.5 13955 V 11/54 26 109 H3617/29 239556 76.1 174.9 13988 V 13/50 27 129 H3621/27 
236556 77.0 206.2 13978 V 13/47 26 116 H3617/30 2395r 69.4 196.9 13571 V 12122 27 124 H3621/28 
236557 71.6 230.7 13629 V 12110 26 110 H3617/31 2395 8 70.1 178.2 13727 V p/37 27 132 H3621/29 
236558 70.6 212.2 13676 V 13/24 26 119 H3617/32 239559 64.2 193.7 1337,+ V 2135 27 128 M3621/30 
236559 65.6 228.4 13379 V 12119 26 113 H3617/33 239560 64.6 178.9 13524 V 13/35 27 137 H3621131 
236560 64.8 214.3 13440 V 13/15 26 122 H3617/34 239561 59.6 191.4 13228 V 12144 27 133 M3621/32 
236561 60.6 226.8 13199 V 12125 26 116 H3617/35 239562 59.7 178.7 13377 V 13/35 27 142 M3621/33 
236562 59.8 215.2 13263 V 13/12 26 126 M3617/36 239563 55.2 189.3 13114 V 12153 27 139 H3621134 
23656~ 56.0 225.6 13057 V 12130 26 119 H3617/37 239564 55.0 178.1 13265 V 13/38 27 148 H3621/35 23656 55.0 215.3 13125 V 13/11 26 131 H3617/38 239565 50.7 187.4 1302'+ V 13/01 27 146 H3621/36 
236565 51.5 224.4 12945 V 12/35 26 124 H3617/39 239566 51.0 177.3 13196 V 13/41 27 155 H3621/37 
23£.566 50.7 215.3 13025 V 13/12 26 137 M3617/40 241501 37.5 229.0 3255 C 07/26 28 70 
237501 48.5 269.5 3239 C 07lZ6 26 146 H3617/01 241502 38.8 228.6 3323 C 07/28 28 79 
237502 50.0 268.8 3274 C 07/29 26 151 H3617/02 241503 37.4 228.0 3330 C 07/30 28 68 
237503 48.6 267.7 3245 C 07/34 26 150 H3617/03 241504 38.7 226.9 3325 C 07135 28 77 
237504 50.1 266.8 3280 C 07/37 26 156 H3617/04 241505 37.3 226.4 3333 C 07/37 28 64 
237505 48.7 265.8 3253 C 07/41 26 156 t13617/05 241506 38.6 225.2 3329 C 07/42 28 75 
237506 50.2 264.8 3289 C 07/45 26 161 M3617/06 241507 37.2 224.7 3338 C 07/44 28 59 
237507 48.7 263.9 3263 C 07/49 26 161 M3617/07 241508 38.5 223.6 3337 C 07/48 28 71 
237508 50.2 262.9 3301 C 07/53 26 166 H3617/08 241509 37.1 223.1 3347 C 07/50 28 52 
237509 48.8 261.9 3276 C 07/57 26 167 H3618/01 241510 38.4 221.9 3347 C 07/55 28 66 
237510 50.3 260.8 3316 C 08/02 26 171 M3618/02 241511 37.0 221.5 3358 C 07157 28 42 
237511 48.8 259.9 3292 C 08/05 26 174 H3618/03 N1512 38.2 220.3 3360 C 08/02 28 54 
237512 50.3 258.6 3333 C 08/11 26 177 t13618/04 241513 36.8 219.9 3372 C 08/03 28 24 
237521 51.3 268.8 3624 C 07/32 26 145 H3615121 241514 38.0 218.6 3375 C 08/09 28 23 
237522 ,53.0 268.3 3670 C 07/34 26 149 M3615/22 241515 36.5 218.2 3389 C 03/11 28 358 
237523 51.4 266.9 3626 C 07/39 26 148 H361S/23 241516 37.8 216.9 3393 C 08/16 28 326 
237524 53.1 266.0 3670 C 07/43 26 153 M3616/01 241521 40.1 228.6 3711 C 07/30 28 85 M3622101 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT Lotl RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERNSR PICNO LAT LON RAt:GE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------241522 41.6 227.8 3712 C 07/34 28 93 H3622/02 245507 39.6 182.6 3118 C 07/46 30 108 H3627/21 
241523 40.0 227.2 3711 C 07/36 28 84 H3622/03 245508 40.8 181.5 3130 C 07/51 30 152 H3627/22 
241524 41.5 226.0 3708 C 07/41 28 93 H3622/04 245509 39.5 180.9 3134 C 07/53 30 145 H3627/23 
241525 39.9 225.5 3708 C 07/43 28 84 H3622/05 245510 40.7 179.8 3147 C 07/58 30 186 H3627/24 
241526 41.3 224.2 3707 C 07/48 28 94 H3622/06 245511 39.4 179.2 3153 C 08/00 30 234 H3627/25 
241527 39.7 223.7 3703 C 07/51 28 83 H3622/07 245512 40.6'173.1 3167 C 08/05 30 216 H3627/26 
241528 41.2 222.5 3709 C 07/56 28 95 H3622/08 245521 42.1 186.7 3430 C 07/32 30 107 H3629/01 
241529 39.6 222.0 3710 C 07/58 28 81 H3622/09 245522 43.5 185.9 3442 C 07/35 30 118 H3629/02 
241530 41.0 220.7 3713 C 08/03 28 97 H3622/10 245523 42.0 185.1 3434 C 07/38 30 110 H3629/03 
241531 39.4 220.2 3716 C 08/05 28 80 H3622/11 245524 43.4 18~.1 3445 C 07/43 30 123 H3629/04 
241532 40.8 218.9 3720 C 08/10 28 99 H3622/12 245525 42.0 183.4 3440 C 07/45 30 114 H3629/05 
241533 39.2 218.5 3725 C 08/12 28 76 H3622/13 245526 43.4 182.3 3453 C 07/50 30 130 H3629/06 
241534 40.5 217.1 3730 C 08/17 28 104 H3622/14 245527 41.9 181.7 3448 C 07/52 30 121 H3629/07 
241535 38.9 216.8 3736 C 08/19 28 70 H3622/15 245528 43.3 180.6 3462 C 07/57 30 138 H3629/08 
241536 40.3 215.4 3743 C 08/24 28 115 H3622/16 245529 41.8 180.0 3459 C 07/59 30 130 H3629/09 
242501 37.7 218.4 3318 C 07/28 28 71 H3624/01 245530 43.2 178.9 3475 C 08/04 30 150 H3629/10 
242502 39.1 217.3 3314 C 07/32 28 81 H3624/02 245541 44.8 187.1 3762 C 07/32 30 116 H3630/01 
242503 37.6 216.7 3320 C 07/35 28 6S H3624/03 245542 46.4 186.4 3782 C 07/35 30 124 H3630/02 
242504 38.9 215.6 3318 C 07/39 28 79 H3624/04 245543 44.9 185.5 3763 C 07/39 30 119 H3630/03 
242505 37.6 215.1 3326 C 07/41 28 64 H3624/05 245544 '46.4 184.3 37;9 C 07/44 30 128 H3630/04 
242506 38.9 214.0 3325 C 07/46 28 77 H3624/06 245545 44.9 183.5 3762 C 07/47 30 123 H3630/05 
242507 37.4 213.5 3334 C 07/48 28 58 H3624/07 245546 46.4 182.3 3780 C 07/52 30 133 H3630/06 
242508 38.7 212.4 3335 C 07/52 28 73 H3624/08 245547 44.8 181.5 3764 C 07/55 30 128 H3630/07 
242509 37.3 211.8 3345 C 07/54 28 48 H3624/09 245548 46.3 180.3 3783 C 08/00 30 139 H3630/08 
242510 38.6 210.7 3347 C 07/59 28 65 H3624/10 245549 44.7 179.5 3768 C 08/03 30 135 H3630/09 
242511 37.1 210.2 3358 C 08/01 28 32 H3624/11 245550 46.3 178.2 3790 C 08/09 30 146 H3630/10 
242512 38.4 209.0 3362 C 08/06 28 41 H3624/12 246501 32.6 178.1 2874 C 07/21 30 18 H3631/01 
242513 36.9 208.5 3374 C 08/03 28 4 H3624/13 246502 33.8 177.2 2866 C 07/24 30 17 H3631/02 
242514 38.2 207.3 3380 C 08/13 28 329 H3624/14 246503 32.6 176.7 2889 C 07/26 30 10 H3631/03 
242515 36.7 206.9 3394 C 08/15 28 334 H3624/15 246504 33.7 175.7 2881 C 07/30 30 6 H3631/04 
242516 37.9 205.5 3401 C 08/20 28 293 H3624/16 246505 32.5 175.3 2905 C 07/32 30 1 H3631/05 
242521 40.2 217.5 3700 C 07/34 28 86 H3625/01 246506 33.6 174.3 Z899 C 07/36 30 354 H3631/06 
242522 41.7 216.7 3704 C 07/37 28 95 H3625/02 246507 32.4 173.8 2924 C 07/38 30 351 H3631/07 
242523 40.2 216.0 3701 C 07/40 28 86 H3625/03 246508 33.5 172.8 2919 C 07/42 30 343 H3631/08 
242524 41.6 214.9 3701 C 07/45 28 96 H3625/04 246509 32.2 172.4 2945 C 07/44 30 342 H3631/09 
242525 40.1 214.3 3700 C 07/47 28 86 H3625/05 246510 33.4 171.4 2942 C 07/48 30 333 H3631/10 
242526 41.5 213.0 3701 C 07/52 28 98 H3625/06 246511 32.0 170.9 2969 C 07/50 30 334 H3631/11 
242527 40.0 212.6 3702 C 07/54 28 86 H3625/07 246512 33.2 169.9 2967 C 07/54 30 324 H3631/12 
242528 41.4 211.2 3704 C 07/59 28 100 H3625/08 246513 31.8 169.4 2996 C 07/56 30 326 H3631/13 
242529 39.8 210.8 3707 C 08/01 28 85 H3625/09 246514 33.0 168.4 2995 C 08/00 30 316 H3631/14 
242530 41.2 209.4 3711 C 08/07 28 103 H3625/10 246521 34.9 177.8 3251 C 07/25 30 48 H3629/11 
242531 39.6 209.0 3714 C 08/09 28 84 H3625/11 246522 36.2 176.8 3242 C 07/29 30 54 H3629/12 
242532 41.0 207.7 3720 C 08/14 28 109 H3625/12 246523 34.9 176.3 3258 C 07/31 30 43 H3629/13 
242533 39.4 207.2 3724 C OS/16 28 82 H3625/13 246524 36.1 175.3 3250 C 07/35 30 48 H3629/14 
242534 40.7 205.9 3733 C 08/21 28 121 H3625/14 246525 34.8 174.9 3267 C 07/36 30 36 H3629/15 
242535 39.1 205.5 3738 C 08/23 28 76 H3625/15 246526 36.0 173.9 3260 C 07/41 30 40 H3629/16 
242536 40.5 204.2 3748 C 08/28 28 149 H3625/16 246527 34.6 173.5 3278 C 07/42 30 28 H3629/17 
243501 35.5 211.0 3152 C 07/15 29 59 H3626/01 246528 35.9 172.4 3273 C 07/47 30 29 H3629/18 
243502 36.8 210.0 3142 C 07/19 29 65 H3626/02 246529 34.5 171.9 3291 C 07/49 30 16 H3629/19 
243503 35.5 209.4 3154 C 07/21 29 54 H3626/03 246530 35.7 170.8 3287 C 07/53 30 14 H3629/20 
243504 36.7 208.4 3146 C 07/25 29 61 H3626/04 246531 34.3 170.4 3307 C 07/55 30 5 H3629/21 
243505 35.4 207.9 3159 C 07/27 29 49 H3626/05 246532 35.6 169.2 3304 C 08/00 30 356 H3629/22 
243506 36.7 206.9 3152 C 07/31 29 56 H3626/06 246533 34.1 168.8 3326 C 08/01 30 351 H3629/23 
243507 35.4 206.4 3167 C 07/33 29 43 H3626/07 246534 35.3 167.6 3324 C 08/06 30 338 H3629/24 
243508 36.6 205.4 3161 C 07/38 29 49 H3626/08 246541 37.7 177.6 3648 C 07/28 30 71 H3631/15 
243509 35.3 204.8 3176 C 07/40 29 34 H3626/09 246542 39.2 176.8 3643 C 07/32 30 79 H3631/16 
243510 36.5 203.8 3172 C 07/44 29 38 H3626/10 246543 37.7 176.1 3633 C 07/35 30 69 H3631/17 
243511 3~.1 203.3 3189 C 07/46 29 22 H3626/11 246544 39.1 175.0 3642 C 07/39 30 78 H3631/18 
243512 3(.4 202.2 3186 C 07/51 29 22 H3626/12 246545 37.6 174.4 3648 C 07/41 30 66 H3631/19 
243533 7~.8 165.1 14115 V 11/48 29 132 H3626/15 246546 39.0 173.3 3643 C 07/46 30 76 H3631/20 
243534 7~.9 131.8 14392 V 14/01 29 139 H3626/16 246547 37.5 172.8 3652 C 07/48 30 62 H3631/21 ~43S35 7~.1 157.0 13865 V 12/21 29 136 M3626/17 246548 38.9 171.5 3648 C 07/53 30 74 H3631/22 243536 7~.5 134.6 14122 V 13/50 2Q 143 H3626/18 246549 37.3 171.1 3658 C 07/55 30 56 M3631/~3 
243537 6~.0 151.9 13680 V 12/41 29 141 H3626/19 246550 38.7 169.7 3655 C 08/00 30 69 H3631/24 
243538 6f.4 131.4 13948 V 14/03 29 150 H3626/20 246551 37.1 169.4 3667 C 08/02 30 48 H3632/21 
244501 3~.7 194.0 3095 C 07/42 29 104 H3627/01 246552 38.5 168.1 3666 C OS/07 30 62 H3632/22 
244502 4~.0 192.9 3106 C 07/46 29138 H3627/02 246561 40.7 178.2 4010 C 07/28 30 87 H3633/01 
244503 3".7 192.3 3109 C 07/49 29 118 H3627/03 246562 42.3 176.8 4003 C 07/34 30 95 H3633/02 
244504 40.9 191.2 3121 C 07/53 29 162 H3627/04 246563 40.7 176.2 3998 C 07/37 30 87 H3633/03 
244505 3';.6 190.7 3126 C 07/55 29 171 H3627/05 246564 42.2 174.9 3995 C 07/42 30 96 H3633/04 
244506 41.8 189.5 3140 C 08/00 29 193 H3627/06 246565 40.5 174.3 3992 C 07/44 30 87 H3633/05 
244507 3~.5 188.9 3146 C 08/02 29 236 H3627/07 246566 42.1 173.0 3991 C 07/49 30 97 H3633/06 
244508 41".7 187.8 3161 C 08/07 29 218 H3627/08 246567 40.4 172.5 3989 C 07/52 30 87 H3633/07 
244521 4:.1 193.5 3413 C 07/46 29 117 H3628/01 246568 41.9 171.1 3989 C 07/57 30 99 H3633/08 
244522 4~.5 192.6 3427 C 07/50 29 131 H36~8/02 246569 40.2 170.7 3988 C 07/59 30 8& H3633/09 
244523 4~:.1 191.9 3422 C 07/52 29 123 H3628/03 246570 41.7 169.3 3990 C 08/05 30 101 H3633/10 
244524 4~.5 190.8 3437 C 07/57 29 140 H3628/04 24;501 32.7 168.1 2872 C 07/19 31 19 H3632/01 
244525 42.0 190.2 3433 C 07/59 29 133 H3628/05 247502 33.8 167.3 2864 C 07/22 31 19 H3632/02 
244526 4~.3 189.0 3449 C 08/04 29 152 H3628/06 247503 32.6 166.8 2886 C 07/24 31 11 H3632/03 
244527 4:.9 188.5 3447 C 08/06 29 148 M3628/07 247504 33.8 165.8 2879 C 07/28 31 8 H3632/04 
24452S 43.2 187.3 3464 C OS/l1 29 165 H3628/0S 247505 32.5 165.4 2902 C 07/30 31 2 H3632/05 
244541 41,.7 191.6 3755 C 07/56 29 127 H3627/09 247506 33.7 164.4 2896 C 07/34 31 356 H3632/06 
244542 46.3 190.6 3776 C 08/00 29 137 H3627/10 247507 32.4 163.9 2921 C 07/36 31 353 H3632/07 
244543 4h.7 189.9 3762 C 08/03 29 133 H3627/11 247508 33.6 162.9 2916 C 07/40 31 345 H3632/08 244544 4&.2 188.6 3782 C 08/08 29 144 H3627/12 247509 32.3 162.5 2942 C 07/42 31 343 H3632/09 244S~5 4~.6 187.9 3769 C 08/11 29 141 H3627/13 247510 33.4 161.5 2938 C 07/46 31 334 H3632/10 2445~6 41 .. 1 186.5 3792 C 08/17 29 153 H3627/14 247521 34.9 167.7 3186 C 07/23 31 46 H3632/11 
244561 4b.2 203.8 4237 C 07/09 29 116 H3628/09 247522 36.2 166.8 3179 C 07/27 31 52 H3632/12 
244562 5[,.0 203.3 4263 C 07/11 29 122 H3628/10 247523 34.8 166.4 3195 C 07/28 31 41 H3632/13 
244563 4~.3 201.6 4218 C 07/18 29 118 H3628/11 247524 36.1 165.3 3188 C 07/33 31 45 H3632/14 
244564 51'.1 200.8 4242 C 07121 29 124 H3628/12 247525 34.7 164.9 3205 C 07/35 31 33 H3632115 
244565 41;.3 199.4 4201 C 07/27 29 121 H3628/13 247526 36.0 163.8 3199 C 07/39 31 36 H3632/16 
244566 50.2 19S.5 4225 C 07/31 29 127 H3628/14 247527 34.6 163.3 3217 C 07/41 31 23 H3632/17 
244567 41'.4 197.2 4188 C 07/36 29 123 H3628/15 247528 35.8 162.3 3212 C 07/45 31 23 H3632/18 
244568 50.2 196.2 4213 C 07/40 29 130 H3628/16 247529 34.5 161.8 3231 C 07/47 31 12 H3632/19 
244569 41.4 194.9 4177 C 07/45 29 126 H3628/17 247530 35.7 160.7 3228 C 07/52 31 5 H3632/20 
244570 50.1 193.7 4202 C 07/50 29 133 H3628/18 247531 75.0 136.0 14368 V 11/02 31 136 H3634/25 
244571 48.3 192.6 4169 C 07/55 29 130 H3628/19 247533 70.3 124.1 14136 V 11/50 31 140 H3634/27 
244572 50.1 191.3 4196 C 08/00 29 138 H3628/20 247534 74.8 101.5 14447 V 13/20 31 147 H3634/28 
244573 48.2 190.3 4164 C 08/04 29 135 H3628/21 247535 66.0 116.9 13970 V 12/19 31 145 H3634/29 
244574 49.9 189.0 4194 C 08/09 29 142 H3628/22 247836 69.6 98.4 14264 V 13/33 31 152 H3634/30 
244575 48.1 188.1 4163 C 08/13 29 140 H3628/23 247537 61.8 111.4 13543 V 12/41 31 151 H3634/31 
244576 49.8 186.6 4193 C 08/19 29 148 H3628/24 247538 65.0 95.6 14135 V 13/44 31 157 H3634/32 
245501 39.7 187.4 3084 C 07/27 30 95 H3627/15 248501 32.6 161.6 2881 C 07/03 31 38 H3634/01 ~2~§g~ ~1.0 186.~ 3092 C 07/3~ 30 111 H3627/16 248502 33.9 160.9 2869 C 07/06 31 41 H3634/02 ~2~§g~ j~:~ li~:j ~tgi g g~~i~ ig r~g ai!~~~li ~~~ig~ II:! li~:~ ~i~i ~ g~~l! il i~ al~~2~g~ 
245506 40.9 183.3 3115 C 07/43 30 130 H3627/20 248506 33.8 158.0 2889 C 07/18 31 26 M3634/06 
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248507 32.6 157.4 2910 C 07/21 31 18 H3634/07 252548 37.5 115.0 3417 C 07/27 33 66 H3639/18 
248508 33.8 156.5 2902 C 07/24 31 16 ~13634/08 252549 35.8 113.5 3422 C 07/33 33 48 H3639/19 
248509 32.5 156.0 2924 C 07/26 31 9 H3634/09 252550 36.2 115.1 3446 C 07/27 33 56 H3639/20 
248510 33.7 155.1 2917 C 07/30 31 5 H3634/10 252551 34.3 113.7 3456 C 07/33 33 40 N3639/21 
248521 34.9 161.1 3207 C 07/08 31 57 N3633/11 252552 34.8 115.3 3478 C 07/27 33 47 H3639/22 
248522 36.2 160.2 3197 C 07111 31 62 H3633/12 252553 32.9 113.9 34<;':; C 07/32 33 33 N3639/23 
248523 34.9 159.6 3210 C 07/14 31 53 H3633/13 252554 33.3 115.5 3517 C 07/26 33 40 H3639/24 
248524 36.2 158.6 3198 C 07118 31 59 H3633/14 252561 49.1 109.8 3756 C 07/50 33 155 H3640/01 
248525 34.8 158.1 3213 C 07/20 31 49 N3633/15 252S62 49.6 112.4 3792 C 07/40 33 148 N3640/02 
248526 36.2 157.2 3204 C 07/24 31 54 H3633/16 252563 47.8 109.9 3752 C 07/50 33 150 H3640/03 
248527 34.8 156.6 3219 C 07/26 31 43 113633/17 252564 48.2 112.3 3766 C 07/41 33 142 N3640/04 
248528 36.1 155.6 3211 C 07/30 31 48 N3633/18 252565 46.4 109.9 3750 C 07/50 33 143 H3640/05 
248529 34.7 155.1 3228 C 07/32 31 36 tl3633/19 252566 46.9 112.2 3764 C 07/41 33 136 N3640/06 
248530 3S.0 154.1 3221 C 07136 31 40 N3633/20 252567 45.0 110.0 3752 C 07/50 33 135 N3640/07 
248541 37.5 161.6 3564 C 07/08 31 i5 H363'+/ll 252568 45.4 112.1 3784 C 07/42 33 128 H3640/08 
248542 39.0 160.6 - ...... ., C 07/13 31 81 H3634/12 252569 43.6 110.0 3758 C 07/50 33 125 H3640/09 ';):J:J"" 
248543 37.5 159.9 3557 C 07/15 31 73 t1363'+/13 252570 44.1 112.1 3790 C 07/42 33 119 N3640/10 
24S544 39.0 158.9 3547 C 07/19 31 80 H3634/14 252571 42.2 110.1 3769 C 07/50 33 112 H3640/11 
248545 37.5 158.2 3552 C 07/22 31 71 N3c'o34/15 252572 42.6 112.2 3800 C 07/41 33 108 H3640/12 
248546 38.9 157.1 3544 C 07126 31 i9 H3634/16 252573 40.7 110.2 3783 C 07/49 33 97 H3640/13 
248547 37.4 156.5 3550 C 07/29 31 69 N3635/23 25257,+ 41.2 112.3 3814 C 07/41 33 97 H3640/14 
2485~8 38.8 155.4 3543 C 07/34 31 i8 H3635/24 252575 39.3 110.5 3803 C 07/48 33 82 N3640/15 
248549 37.4 154.8 3550 C 07/36 31 65 N3635125 252576 39.8 112.4 3833 C 07/41 33 85 H3640/16 
248550 38.8 153.6 3546 C 07/41 31 76 H3635/26 252577 37.8 110.7 3827 C 07/48 33 68 H3640/17 
249501 39.6 153.7 3163 C 06/55 32 91 H3635/11 252578 38.5 112.7 3856 C 07/40 33 74 H3640/18 
249502 40.9 153.0 3164 C 06/58 32 99 N3635/12 252579 36.5 111.0 3855 C 07/47 33 57 N3640/19 
249503 39.7 152.2 3161 C 07/02 32 92 N3635/13 252580 37.1 112.9 3884 C 07/39 33 64 N3640/20 
249504 41.0 151.3 3163 C 07105 32 101 N3635/14 252581 35.0 111.3 3S88 C 07/45 33 48 H3640/21 
24<;505 39.7 150.5 3160 C 07108 32 92 N3635/15 252582 35.6 113.2 3917 C 07/38 33 54 H3640/22 
249506 41.1 149.7 3164 C 07112 32 103 H3635/16 252583 33.5 111.8 3928 C 07/4~ 33 40 H3640/23 
249507 39.8 148.8 3162 C 07/15 32 93 tl3635/17 252584 34.1 113.6 3955 C 07/3 33 47 H3640/24 
249508 41.1 147.9 3166 C 07/19 32 105 N3635/18 253501 47.6 107.5 2888 C 07/11 33 169 N3641/01 
<:49509 39.8 147.2 3166 C 07122 32 94 N3635/19 253502 47.6 109.0 2906 C 07/05 33 161 N3641/02 
249510 41.1 146.3 3172 C 07/26 32 109 N3635/20 253503 46.3 107.3 2882 C 07/12 33 165 N3641/03 
249511 39.8 145.5 3173 C 07/29 32 Q~ ~136 35121 253504 46.3 108.9 2901 C 07/06 33 156 H3641/04 .:> 
<:49512 41.1 144.5 3180 C 07/33 32 114 N3635122 253505 45.0 107.2 2882 C 07/12 33 159 H3641105 
249521 41. 9 152.6 3494 C 07/02 32 101 H3635/01 253506 45.1 108.7 2901 C 07/06 33 150 N3641/06 
249S22 43.4 152.0 3503 C 07/04 32 lOS H3635/02 253507 43.8 107.1 2885 C 07/13 33 152 H3641/07 
249523 42.0 151.1 3492 C 07/08 32 102 N3635/03 253508 43.9 108.6 2904 C 07107 33 142 H3641/08 
249524 43.4 150.2 3496 C 07/12 32 110 H3635/04 253509 42.6 107.1 2892 C 07/13 33 142 N3641/09 
249525 42.0 149.3 3486 C 07/16 32 103 t13635/05 253510 42.7 108.6 2912 C 07/07 33 132 H3641/10 
249526 43.5 148.3 3492 C 07/19 32 113 N3635/0'> 253511 41.3 107.1 2903 C 07/13 33 127 N3641/11 
249527 42.0 147.5 3483 C 07/23 32 105 N3635/07 253512 41.4 108.6 2923 C 07/07 33 119 H3641/12 
249528 43.5 146.5 3492 C 07/27 32 116 H3635/08 253513 40.1 107.1 2917 C 07/13 33 107 H3641/13 
249529 42.0 145.7 3483 C 07/30 32 108 H3635/09 253514 40.1 108.6 2938 C 07/07 33 103 N3641/14 
249530 43.5 144.7 3493 C 07/35 32 120 H3635/10 253515 38.8 107.2 2936 C 07/13 33 85 N3641115 
251501 31.6 130.5 2900 C 07/03 32 30 H3636/01 253516 38.9 10S.7 2957 C 07107 33 87 N36411l6 
251502 32.8 129.7 2886 C 07/06 32 31 N3636/02 253517 37.5 107.3 2959 C 07/13 33 67 H3641/17 
251503 31.6 129.2 2910 C 07/08 32 25 N3636/03 253518 37.7 108.8 2980 C 07/07 33 72 H3641/18 
251504 32.8 128.3 28Q6 C 07/12 32 25 H3636/04 253519 36.2 107.5 2986 C 07/12 33 54 N3641/19 
251505 31.5127.7 2921 C 07/14 32 18 ~13636/05 253520 36.4 109.0 3008 C 07/06 33 61 H3641/20 
251506 32.7 126.9 2908 C 07/18 32 17 M3636/06 253521 34.9 107.7 3018 C 07/11 33 45 N3641121 
251507 31.4 126.3 2934 C 07120 32 11 H3636/07 253522 35.1 109.2 3040 C 07/C6 33 51 H3641/22 
251508 32.6 125.4 2923 C 07/23 32 8 H3636/08 253523 33.6 108.0 3054 C 07/10 33 38 H3641/23 
251509 31.4 124.9 2950 C 07/26 32 3 H3636/09 253524 33.8 109.5 3077 C 07105 33 45 H3641/24 
251510 32.5 123.9 2940 C 07/30 32 358 H3636/10 253531 47.7 105.2 3315 C 07/24 33 153 H3642/01 
251511 31. 2 123.4 2968 C 07/32 32 355 H3636/11 253532 48.0 107.3 3348 C 07/15 33 146 N3642102 
251512 32.4 122.5 2960 C 07/36 32 349 H3636/12 253533 46.4 105.0 3313 C 07/24 33 148 N3642103 
251521 34.0 130.0 3219 C 07/07 32 51 H3636/13 253534 46.7 106.9 3342 C 07/17 33 141 H3642/04 
251522 35.3 129.2 3206 C 07/10 32 55 N3636/1'+· 253535 45.1 104.8 3313 C 07/25 33 141 H3642105 
251523 33.9 128.6 3223 C 07/13 32 47 H3636/15 253536 45.3 106.6 3340 C 07/13 33 134 N3642/06 
251524 35.2 127.7 3210 C 07117 32 51 N3636/16 253537 43.8 104.5 3316 C 07/27 33 132 H3642107 
251525 33.9 127.1 3227 C 07/1'1 32 41 H3636/17 253538 44.1 106.3 3345 C 07/19 33 126 N3642108 
251526 35.2 126.2 3216 C 07/23 32 45 N363il01 253539 42.5 104.4 3324 C 07/27 33 121 t13642109 
251527 33.8 125.7 3236 C 07/25 32 36 H3637/02 253540 42.8 106.1 3352 C 07120 33 117 N3642110 
251528 35.1 124.7 3225 C 07/29 32 38 N3637/03 2535'+1 41.2 104.3 3337 C 07/28 33 108 H3642111 
251529 33.7 124.2 3245 C Oil31 32 28 H3637/04 253542 41.4 106.0 3364 C 07/21 33 105 H3642/12 
251530 35.0 123.2 3236 C 07/35 32 29 N3637/05 253543 39.8 104.2 3352 C 07/28 33 92 H3642113 
252501 47.3 116.8 2869 C 07/16 33 172 N3638/01· 253S44 40.1 105.9 3379 C 07/22 33 93 N36421l4 
252502 47.5 118.4 2886 C 07/09 33 164 H3638/02 253545 38.5 104.2 3373 C 07/28 33 77 N3642/15 
252503 46.2 116.7 2865 C 07/16 33 169 N3638/03 253546 33.8 105.9 33<;9 C 07/22 33 80 H3642/16 
252504 46.3 118.3 2883 C 07/10 33 160 N3638/04 253547 37.1 10'+.3 3397 C 07/28 33 64 N3642117 
252505 44.9 116.6 2865 C 07/16 33 164 N3638/05 253548 37.5 106.0 3423 C 07/22 33 69 H3642/18 
252506 45.0 118.2 28S2 C 07/10 33 154 H3638/06 253549 35.7 104.3 3426 C 07128 33 52 H3642119 
252507 43.7 116.6 2868 C 07/17 33 157 N3638/07 253550 36.1 106.0 3451 C 07/22 33 59 H3642120 
252508 43.8 118.2 2886 C 07/10 33 146 H3638/08 253551 34.4 104.5 3459 C 07/28 33 44 H3642/21 
252509 4~.5 116.6 2876 C 07/17 33 147 N3638/09 253552 34.8 106.1 3484 C 07121 33 50 H3643/01 
252510 4,'.6 118.1 2894 C 07111 33 136 N3638/10 253553 33.0 104.7 3497 C 07/27 33 37 N3643/02 
252511 4~.2 116.6 2886 C 07/17 33 131 H3638/11 253554 33.4 106.3 3522 C 07/21 33 43 t13643/03 
252512 41.4 118.1 2904 C 07/11 33 122 H363S/12 254501 47.1 101.5 2899 C 06/53 34 153 H3643/04 
252513 4('.0 116.7 2900 C 07/17 33 109 N3638/13 254502 47.2 103.2 2928 C 06/46 34 147 H3643/05 
252514 4ti.l 118.2 2919 C 07111 33 104 H3638/14 254503 45.9 101.3 2897 C 06/54 34 147 H3643/06 
252515 301 .8 116.8 2919 C 07/16 33 85 H3638/15 25450'+ 46.0 102.9 2925 C 06/48 34 141 N3643/07 
252516 38.9 118.3 2938 C 07/10 33 86 N3638/16 254505 44.7 101.2 2899 C 06/55 34 140 N3643/08 
252517 3:'.4 117.0 2942 C 07/16 33 63 t1363S/17 254506 44.8 102.8 2928 C 06/48 34 134 H3643/09 
252518 3~-. 7 118.5 2962 C 07/10 33 71 N3638/18 254507 43.6 101.1 2Q06 C 06/55 34 132 N3643/10 
252519 3(.2 117.1 2968 C 07/15 33 50 H3638/19 254508 43.6 102.8 2934 C 06/49 34 126 N3643/11 
252520 3t..4 118.6 2988 C 07/10 33 58 N3638/20 254509 42.4 101.0 2915 C 06/56 34 122 H3643/12 
252521 3£...9 117.3 2999 C 07/15 33 41 t13638121 254S10 42.5 102.7 2944 C 06/49 34 118 H3643/13 
252522 3!·.1 118.8 3020 C 07/09 33 49 N3638/22 ,54511 41.2 101.1 2929 C 06/56 34 III H3643/14 
252523 3: .6 117.6 3034 C 07/14 33 35 N363S/23 254512 41.3 102.7 2958 C 06/49 34 108 H3643/15 
252524 3~.8 119.0 3055 C 07/08 33 '+2 N3638/2<+ 25'+513 40.0 101.1 29'+6 C 06/56 34 99 N3643/16 
252531 4-.8 114.0 3315 C 07/30 33 158 N3639/01 254514 40.0 102.6 2975 C 06/50 34 98 N3643/17 
252532 4£'.1 116.0 3342 C 07/22 33 150 N3639/02 254515 38.7 101.1 2966 C 06/56 34 87 H3643/18 
252533 4t-.5 113.8 3311 C 07/31 33 152 N3639/03 254516 38.8 102.7 2996 C 06/50 34 88 H3643/19 
252534 4~.8 115.6 3337 C 07/24 33 145 H3639/04 254517 37.5 101.3 2992 C 06/55 34 77 H3643/20 
252535 4:.2 113.5 3311 C 07/32 33 147 H3639/05 254518 37.6 102.8 3022 C 06/49 34 79 t13643/21 
252536 4:;.5 115.3 3336 C 07/25 33 138 H3639/06 254519 36.2 101.4 3021 C 06/55 34 6 7 ~13643/22 
252537 4:'.9 113.4 3314 C 07/33 33 138 N3639/07 254520 36.3 102.9 3052 C 06/49 34 70 H3643/23 
252538 4~.2 U5.1 3339 C 07/26 33 131 N3639/08 254521 34.9 101.6 3055 C 06/54 34 59 N3643/24 
252539 4::.6 113.2 3321 C 07/34 33 127 N3639/09 254522 35.1 103.1 30S6 C 06/48 34 63 H3644/01 
252540 4,-.9 115.0 3347 C 07/27 33 120 N3639/10 254523 33.6 101.8 30<;'+ C C6/54 34 53 t13644/02 
252541 41.3 113.2 3334 C 07/34 33 112 H3639/11 25452'+ 33.8 103.5 3127 C 06/47 34 57 H3644/03 
252542 4: .5 114.9 3358 C 07/27 33 107 H3639/12 254531 '+7.4 99.3 33'+3 C 07105 34 140 N3645/01 
252543 3"'.8 113.2 3349 C 07/34 33 93 N3639/13 254532 47.7101.6 33,:·6 C 06/56 34 135 N3645/02 
252544 4t'.1 114.9 3374 C 07/27 33 93 H3639/14 254533 46.2 99.1 3343 C 07/06 34 134 H3645/03 
252545 31-.5 113.3 3370 C 07/34 33 75 t1363'1/15 254534 46.3 101.1 3381 C 06/59 34 130 N3645/04 
252546 3~.'1 114.9 3393 C 07/27 33 80 H3639/16 254535 44.9 98.7 3342 C 07/08 34 128 N3645/05 
252547 3-'.2 113.3 3394 C 07/34 33 60 t13639/17 25'+536 45.1 100.8 3382 C 07/00 34 123 N3645/06 
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254537 43.6 93.5 3349 C 07109 34 119 H3645/07 257530 48.5 58.7 3505 C 07/46 35 169 H3649/20 
254533 43.8 100.4 3386 C 07/01 34 116 H3645/08 257531 49.5 66.6 3783 C 07116 35 143 H3650/23 
254539 42.3 98.2 3357 C 07110 34 III H3645/09 257532 51.3 66.3 3329 C 07/18 35 148 H3650/24 
2545':'0 42.6 100.2 33<;; C 07/03 34 lSi n~~4~~H 257533 49.7 64.7 3790 C 07/24 35 147 H3650/25 254541 41.0 98.1 3371 C 07/11 34 257534 51.4 63.9 3328 C 07127 35 152 H3650/26 
254542 41.2 100.0 3':'03 C 07/03 34 99 H3645/12 257535 49.8 62.5 3791 C 07133 35 152 H3650/27 
254543 39.7 93.0 3388 C 07/12 34 90 H3645/13 257536 51.5 61.7 3832 C 07/36 35 157 H3650/28 
254544 39.9 99.9 3425 C 07/04 34 91 H3645/14 257537 49.9 60.3 3796 C 07/42 35 157 H3650/29 
254545 38.3 98.0 3HO C 07/12 34 80 H3646/01 257538 51.6 59.4 3838 C 07146 35 162 H3650/30 
254546 33.6 99.8 3446 C 07/04 34 82 H3646/02 257539 50.0 53.2 3506 C 07/51 35 163 H3650/31 
254547 37.0 93.0 3435 C 07/12 34 71 H3646103 257540 51.7 57.0 3849 C 07/55 35 167 H3650/32 
254548 37.3 99.8 ~U~ E 07/05 34 73 H3b46/04 257541 40.0 12.1 23330 V 14/42 35 13 H3651/17 254549 35.6 93.0 07/12 34 62 t13646/05 257542 33.6 25.3 22907 V 13/50 35 10 H3651118 
254550 36.0 99.8 3502 C 07105 34 66 H3646/06 257543 44.5 19.3 23286 V 14/14 35 2 H3651/19 
254551 34.3 98.2 3502 C 07111 34 55 H3646/07 257544 37.2 32.2 22899 V 13/22 ~~ ~~t m~~I~~~ 254552 34.7 100.0 3537 C 07/04 34 59 H3646/0S 257545 48.6 26.7 23307 V 13/44 
254553 32.9 98.3 3541 C 07111 34 48 H3646/09 257546 40.9 39.4 22953 V 12/54 35 339 H3651/22 
254554 33.3 100.1 3578 C 07/0':' 34 53 H3646/10 257547 53.0 35.1 23402 V 13/11 35 340 H3651/23 
255501 39.0 94.0 3137 C 06/44 34 9D H3646/11 257548 44.3 47.1 23060 V 12/23 35 327 t13651/24 
255502 40.3 93.4 3138 C 06/46 34 97 H3646/12 257549 57.6 45.0 23574 V 12/31 35 330 H3651/25 
255503 39.1 92.4 3134 C 06/50 34 90 H3646/13 257550 43.0 56.5 23248 V 11/46 35 316 H3651126 
255504 40.4 91.6 3134 C 06/54 34 98 H3646/14 257551 62.1 57.8 23836 V 11/40 35 323 H3651/27 
255505 39.2 90.7 3131 C 06/57 34 91 H3646/15 257552 51.4 66.8 23499 V 11/04 35 309 H3651128 
255506 40.6 89.9 3133 C 07/00 34 100 H3647/01 257553 67.1 78.8 24238 V 10/16 35 316 H3651129 
255507 39.3 89.0 3132 C 07/04 34 91 H3646/02 257554 55.0 82.7 23928 V 10/01 35 303 H3651/30 
255503 40.6 83.2 3135 C 07107 34 102 H3647/03 257558 56.4 14.4 23987 V 14/37 35 339 
255509 39.4 87.4 3135 C 07/11 34 91 H3646/04 257560 62.5 21.6 24130 V 14/08 35 331 
255510 40.7 86.6 3140 C 07/14 34 105 H3647/05 257562 69.0 31.6 24365 V 13/28 35 324 
255511 39.5 85.8 3141 C 07/18 3':' 92 H3646/06 257567 34.3 11.1 24913 V 15/15 35 23 M3653/04 
255512 40.7 84.9 3147 C 07/21 34 109 H3647/07 257568 28.0 25.4 24417 V 14/18 35 24 H3653/05 
255513 39.5 8':'.1 3149 C 07/24 34 93 N3646/03 257569 38.9 18.8 24788 V 14/45 ~~ 1~ N3653/06 
255514 40.8 83.2 3157 C 07128 3':' 116 H3647109 257570 32.0 32.5 24353 V 13/50 
255521 41.7 94.1 3647 C 06/47 34 100 H3644/04 257571 43.3 26.2 24747 V 14/16 35 1 
255522 43.2 93.8 3656 C 06/43 34 106 t13644/05 257572 35.7 39.3 24357 V 13/23 35 351 
255523 41.8 92.6 3638 C 06/53 34 101 H3644/06 257573 47.7 33.8 24782 V 13/45 35 349 
255524 43.4 91.8 3642 C 06/56 34 108 H3644/07 257574 39.5 46.8 24423 V 12/53 35 336 
255525 41.9 90.7 3626 C 07/01 34 102 H3644/03 257575 52.3 42.5 24892 V 13/10 35 338 
255526 43.5 90.0 3633 C 07/04 34 110 H3644/09 257576 43.4 55.2 24560 V 12/20 35 323 
255527 42.1 88.8 3618 C 07/08 34 104 H3644/10 257577 57.4 53.9 25109 V 12/25 35 328 
255528 43.6 88.0 3626 C 07/12 34 112 N3644/11 257578 47.0 64.5 24763 V 11/43 35 313 
255529 42.2 86.9 3612 C 07/16 34 106 H3644/12 257579 62.3 68.1 25425 V 11/29 35 320 
255530 43.7 86.0 3620 C 07120 34 115 H3644/13 257580 50.7 76.3 25073 V 10/56 35 306 H3654/01 
255531 42.2 85.0 3609 C 07/24 34 108 H3644/14 257582 54.4 94.0 25582 V 09/45 35 300 H3654/03 
255532 43.7 84.0 3619 C 07123 34 119 H3644/15 257586 52.4 15.1 25442 V 15/04 35 345 H3652112 
2555'+1 44.9 93.6 4021 C 06/51 34 IH ~~~4~~H 257583 58.8 21.4 25557 V 14/38 35 336 H3652114 2555':'2 46.7 92.8 4032 C 06/55 34 C57590 66.1 29.2 25785 V 14/07 35 328 H3652116 
255543 45.1 91.3 4000 C 07/00 34 113 H3646/12 258501 41.4 57.6 3053 C 07107 36 116 H3654/16 
255544 46.8 90.6 4013 C 07/04 34 119 t13646/13 258502 42.8 56.9 3071 C 07/10 36 130 t13654/17 
255545 45.2 89.2 3983 C 07/09 34 115 tI3646/14 258503 41.5 56.0 3066 C 07/14 36 123 H3654/18 
255546 46.9 83.4 3999 C 07113 34 122 H3646/15 258504 42.8 55.1 3080 C 07/17 36 138 H3654/19 
255547 45.3 87.0 3971 C 07/18 34 117 t13646/16 258505 41.6 54.3 3077 C 07/21 36 132 H3656/01 
255548 47.0 86.1 3988 C 07/22 34 125 H3646/17 258506 42.9 53.5 3092 C 07/24 36 149 H3656/02 
255549 45,.4 85.0 3963 C 07/26 34 120 H3646/18 258507 41.6 52.6 3090 C 07128 36 146 H3656/03 
255550 47.1 84.0 .3981 C 07/30 34 128 H3646/19 258508 42.9 51.6 3107 C 07/32 36 164 H3656/04 
255551 45.4 82.8 3956 C 07/35 34 124 H3646/20 258509 41.6 50.9 3106 C 07/35 36 167 H3656/05 
255552 47.1 81.8 3976 C 07/39 34 133 H3646121 258510 42.9 49.9 3124 C 07139 36 180 H3656/06 
256501 47.3 77.6 3125 C 07/08 35 153 H3648/01 253511 41.6 49.1 3124 C 07/42 36 193 N3656/07 
256502 43.7 77.2 3158 C 07/10 35 155 t13648/02 258512 42.9 48.1 3144 C 07/46 36 196 N3656/08 
256503 47.4 76.0 3136 C 07/15 35 158 H3648/03 2513521 43.9 56.8 3391 C 07/13 36 125 H3654/06 
256504 48.9 75.2 3168 C 07/18 35 164 t13648/04 258522 45.3 56.2 3411 C 07/15 36 134 H3654/07 
256505 47.6 1':'.0 3148 C 07/23 35 165 H3643/05 253523 43.9 55.1 3396 C 07/20 36 130 M3654/08 
256506 49.0 73.2 3182 C 07126 35 170 H3648/06 258524 45.4 5':'.3 3'+15 C 07/23 36 139 t13654/09 
256507 47.7 72.2 3163 C 07131 35 172 H3648/07 2513525 44.0 53.3 3402 C 07/27 36 136 H3654/10 
256508 49.1 71.2 3199 C 07/35 35 177 H36 .. S/08 258526 45.4 52.5 3423 C07/30 '36 146 H3654/11 
256509 47.8 70.2 3180 C 07/39 35 180 H3643/09 258527 44.0 51.6 3411 C 07/34 36 143 N3654/12 
256510 49.2 69.2 3218 C 07/43 35 183 H3648/10 258528 45.4 50.7 3433 C 07/38 36 154 H3654/13 
256511 47.8 68.2 3201 C 07/47 35 187 H3648/11 258529 44.0 49.9 3422 C 07/41 36 152 H3654/14 
256512 49.3 67.1 3240 C 07/51 35 189 H3648/12 258530 45.4 48.9 3445 C 07/45 36 162 H3654/15 
256521 50.0 77.0 3507 C 07/13 35 151 H3649/01 255541 46.3 57.3 3753 C 07/13 36 129 H3656/09 
256522 51.6 76.2 3546 C 07/16 35 156 H3649/02 258542 47.9 56.7 3779 C 07/15 36 135 N3656/10 
256523 50.1 74.8 3511 C 07122 35 156 H3649/03 258543 46.4 55.4 3751 C 07/21 36 132 H3656/11 
256524 51.8 74.2 3553 C 07125 35 160 H36.:.9/04 255544 48.0 54.6 3777 C 07/24 36 139 H3656/12 
256525 50.3 72.8 3519 C 07/30 35 161 tI3649/0; 258545 46.5 53.4 3751 C 07/29 36 137 N3656/13 
256526 51.9 72.0 3563 C 07/34 35 165 H3649/06 258546 48.1 52.5 3778 C 07/33 36 144 H3656/14 
256527 50.4 70.8 3530 C 07/38 35 166 H3649/07 258547 46.5 51.3 3753 C 07/37 36 142 H3656/15 
256528 52.0 69.9 3575 C 07/42 35 170 H3649/08 258543 48.2 50.4 3782 C 07/41 36 150 H3656/16 
2:;6529 50.4 68.8 3544 C 07/47 35 172 H3649/C9 258549 46.5 49.3 3759 C 07/45 36 149 H3656/17 
256530 52.1 67.8 3590 C 07/51 35 175 N3649/10 258550 48.1 43.4 3789 C 07/50 36 156 H365('/18 
256S41 52.8 77.2 3873 C 07/15 35 152 tl3648/13 259801 44.3 47.2 3094 C 07/09 36 142 H3657/01 
256542 54.7 77.0 3929 C 07/15 35 155 H3648/14 259502 45.6 46.4 3116 C 07/12 36 151 H3657/02 
256543 53.0 75.2 3876 C 07123 35 155 H3648/15 259503 44.4 45.4 3104 C 07/16 36 150 H3657/03 
256544 54.9 74.6 3930 C 07/25 35 159 H3648/16 :59504 45.7 44.6 312Z C 07/20 36 158 M3657104 
256545 53.2 72.8 3879 C 07/33 35 159 H3643/17 259505 44.5 43.7 311 C 07/23 36 159 t13657105 
256546 55.1 72.0 3934 C 07/36 35 163 H3648/18 259506 45.8 42.7 3141 C 07127 36 167 H3657/06 
256547 53.3 70.3 3884 C 07/43 35 164 H3648/19 259507 44.5 41.8 3131 C 07/31 36 170 H3657/07 
256548 55.2 69.5 3<;42 C 07/46 35 167 H3648120 259508 45.9 40.9 3157 C 07/35 36 176 H3657108 
2565'+9 53.4 67.9 389':' C 07/53 35 169 t13648/21 259509 44.6 40.0 3149 C 07138 36 181 H3657/09 256550 55.5 65.9 3957 C 08/01 35 174 H3648/22 259510 45.9 39.0 3176 C 07/42 36 186 H3657/10 
257501 44.4 67.5 3074 C 07/C8 ~~ l~~ ~~~gg~g~ 259511 44.6 38.2 3169 C 07/45 36 193 H3657/11 257502 45.7 66.8 3096 C 07/11 259512 45.9 37.1 3198 C 07/50 36 195 H3657/12 
257503 44.5 65.7 3032 C 07/15 35 148 t13650/03 259521 46.6 46.3 3436 C 07/15 36 142 N3658/01 
257504 45.8 64.9 3106 C 07118 35 156 H3650/04 259522 43.2 45.8 3466 C 07/17 36 149 H3658/02 
257505 44.6 64.0 3094 C 07/22 35 157 H3650/05 259523 46.7 44.5 3442 C 07/22 36 147 H3658/03 
257506 45.9 63.1 3119 C 07/26 35 165 t13650/06 259524 48.3 43.8 3472 C 07/25 36 154 H3658/04 
257507 44.7 62.2 3109 C 07/30 35 167 t13650/07 259525 46.8 42.7 3451 C 07/3!l 36 154 H3658/05 
257508 46.0 61.2 3134 C 07/34 35 174 H3650/08 259526 48.4 41.9 3483 C 07/33 36 160 H3658/06 
257509 44.7 60.4 3126 C 07/37 35 178 M3650/09 259527 46.9 40.8 3462 C 07/37 36 161 H3658/07 
257510 4(-.0 59.4 3153 C 07/41 35 183 H3650/10 ,59528 48.4 39.9 3495 C 07/41 36 167 t\3658/08 
257511 4<·.7 53.5 3145 C 07/45 35 190 t13650/11 259529 47.0 33.9 ~~i8 E g~~~~' 36 169 H3658/09 257512 46.1 57.5 317':' C 07/49 35 192 t13650/12 259530 48.5 37.8 36 174 H3658/10 
257521 4(-.7 67.0 3440 C 07/12 35 139 H3649/11 259541 49.8 46.6 3796 C 07/16 36 145 H3657113 
257522 4(;.2 66.4 3469 C 07115 35 146 H3649/12 25<;542 51.5 46.0 3836 C 07/18 36 150 H3657/14 
257523 4L8 65.3 34·,5 C 07120 35 144 t13649/13 259543 49.9 44.5 3797 C 07/24 3g 149 ~3657/15 
257524 48.3 64.5 3474 C 07/23 35 151 H3649/14 259544 51.7 43.8 3339 C 07/27 3 155 3657116 
Z57525 4(..9 63.4 3452 C 07/27 35 149 H3649/15 259545 50.1 42.3 3801 C 07/33 36 154 H3657117 
257526 4;.,·.4 62.5 3:'81 C 07/31 35 156 H3649/16 259546 51. 9 41.5 3844 C 07/37 36 159 H3657/18 
257527 4'.0 61.5 3461 C 07/35 35 156 H3649/17 259547 50.2 40.3 3809 C 07/41 3~ 159 H3657/19 
257528 ~~:g 60.7 3492 C 07/38 ~~ ig~ ~~g~~~l~ 259548 52.0 39;3 3853 C 07/46 3 164 H3657120 257529 59.7 3472 C 07/42 259549 50.3 38.0 3319 C 07/51 36 165 H3657/21 
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259550 5('.1 37.0 3865 C 07/55 36 170 N3657/22 267526 42.1 330.4 3460 C 06/51 40 110 N3667/05 
259551 6('.0 46.5 13779 V 08/38 36 IS5 t13658/23 267527 40.7 329.3 3449 C 06/56 40 103 N3867/06 
259553 6f .5 34.7 13646 V 09/26 36 160 N3659/29 267528 42.0 328.7 3457 C 0~/58 40 III H3867/07 
259555 6/.-.7 24 .. 0 13565 V 10/08 36 166 N3659/31 267529 40.7 327.6 3448 C 07/03 40 104 N3867/08 
259556 76.5 26.7 14037 V 09/58 36 170 H3659/32 267530 41.9 326.8 3455 C 07/06 40 113 t13867/09 
259557 66.4 13.9 13513 V 10/49 36 171 N3659/33 267541 43.0 334.6 3809 C 06/36 40 III N3867/10 
259558 76.1 8.2 13983 V 11/12 36 175 N3659/34 267542 44.7 334.4 3826 e 06/37 40 117 N3867/11 
259559 65.9 4.2 1340 4 V 11/28 36 177 H3659/35 267543 43.2 333.0 3799 C 06/43 40 112 N3867/12 
259560 75.2 352.2 13975 V 12116 36 180 H3659/36 267544 44.7 332.4 3809 C 06/45 40 118 H3867/13 
259561 65.2 354.9 13503 V 12105 36 183 N3659/37 267545 43.2 330.9 3783 C 06/51 40 113 N3867/14 
259562 73.6 337.6 14005 V 13/15 36 185 H3659/38 267546 44.7 330.3 3795 C 06/54 40 120 H3867/15 
25<;563 64.1 345.3 13545 V 12144 36 1<;0 N365<;/39 26;547 43.2 328.8 3770 C 07/00 40 115 H3867/16 
259564 71. 7 325.5 14070 V 14/03 36 190 N3659/40 267548 44.6 328.1 3782 C 07/03 40 122 t13867/17 
259565 62.9 336.8 13616 V 13/18 36 195 t13659/41 267549 43.1 326.8 3762 C 07/08 40 116 H3867/18 
259566 69.5 313.4 14197 V 14/52 36 1<;6 H365<;/42 267550 44.6 326.0 3775 C 07/11 40 124 N38671l9 
260501 44.5 37.2 3082 C 07/09 37 145 N3658/11 268501 37.4 326.4 3125 C 06/23 40 86 N3869/27 
260502 45.9 36.6 3106 e 07/11 37 153 N365S/12 268502 38.7 325.8 3121 e 06/25 40 92 H3869/28 
260503 44.6 35.6 3093 C 07/15 37 153 H3658/13 268503 37.5 324.8 3118 C 06/29 40 85 H3869/29 
260504 46.0 34.8 3118 C 07/18 37 161 H365S/14 268504 38.8 324.2 3116 C 06/32 40 92 N3869/30 
260505 44.7 33.8 3106 C 07/22 37 162 t13658/15 268S05 37.6 323.2 3115 e 06/36 40 84 H3869/31 
260506 46.1 32.9 3132 C 07/26 37 170 H3658/16 268506 38.8 322.5 3113 C 06/38 40 91 H3869/32 
260507 44.8 32.0 3122 C 07/30 37 172 N3658/17 268507 37.6 321.6 3114 C 06/42 40 82 H3869/33 
260508 46.1 31.0 3148 C 07/34 37 178 H3658/18 268508 38.7 320.9 3112 C 06/45 40 89 H3869/34 
260509 44.8 30.1 3140 C 07/38 37 184 H3658/19 268509 37.5 319.9 3115 C 06/49 40 79 H3869/35 
260510 46.2 29.2 3168 C 07/41 37 187 N3658/20 268510 38.7 319.2 3114 C Ob/52 40 87 t13869/36 
260511 44.8 28.3 3161 e 07/45 37 195 N365S/21 268511 37.4 318.3 3118 C 06/56 40 75 t13869/37 
260512 46.2 27.3 3191 C 07/49 37 196 N3658/22 268512 38.6 317.5 3119 C 06/59 40 85 H3869/38 
260521 46.7 36.6 3445 C 07/13 37 142 H3659/01 268521 39.8 325.7 3484 C 06/28 40 98 H3867/20 
260522 48.3 35.8 3474 C 07/17 37 149 H3659/02 268522 41.3 325.3 3489 C 06/29 40 104 H3867121 
260523 46.9 34.7 3451 C 07121 37 148 N3659/03 268523 39.9 324.1 3474 C 06/34 40 99 H3867122 
260524 48.4 33.9 3481 e 07/N 37 155 H3659/04 268524 41.3 323.5 3475 e 06/37 40 105 H3867/23 
260525 47.0 32.8 3459 C 07/29 37 154 H3659/05 268525 40.0 322.2 3463 e 06/42 40 99 H3868/18 
260526 48.5 32.1 3491 C 07/32 37 160 H365Q/06 268526 41.3 321.5 3465 C 06/45 40 105 H3868/19 
260527 47.0 31.0 3470 C 07/36 37 161 N3659/07 268527 40.0 320.5 3456 C 06/49 40 <;8 H3868/20 
260528 48.5 30.1 3503 C 07/40 37 167 t13659/08 268528 41.3 319.7 3458 C 06/52 40 105 H3868/21 
260529 47.0 29.1 3483 C 07/44 37 169 N3659/09 268529 39.9 318.6 3450 C 06/57 40 98 t13868/22 
260530 48.5 28.1 3517 C 07/48 37 174 N3659/10 268530 41.2 318.0 3455 C 06/59 40 106 H3868/23 
260541 49.5 36.5 3794 C 07/16 37 145 H3659/11 268541 42.6 325.6 3819 C 06/30 40 109 H3870/22 
260542 51.3 36.0 3835 C 07/18 37 150 H3659/12 268542 44.2 325.5 3836 C 06/31 40 114 H3870/23 
260543 49.6 34.5 3796 C 07/24 37 149 H3659/13 268543 42.7 324.0 3809 C 06/37 40 110 H3870/N 
260544 51.4 33.7 3335 C 07/27 37 155 N3659/14 268544 44.2 323.5 3817 C 06/39 40 116 H3870/25 
2605,,5 49.8 32.2 3799 C 07133 37 154 N3660/01 268545 42.8 322.1 3793 C 06/45 40 III M3870/26 
260546 51.5 31.3 3840 C 07/37 37 160 t13660/02 268546 44.2 321.4 3800 C 06/48 40 117 N3870/27 
260547 49.9 30.0 3805 e 07/43 37 160 H3660/03 268547 42.8 320.1 3779 e 06/53 40 112 H3870/28 
260548 51.6 29.0 3849 C 07/46 37 165 H3660/04 268548 44.2 319.4 3789 C 06/56 40 118 H3870/29 
260549 49.9 27.8 3816 C 07/51 37 166 N3660/05 268549 42.8 318.1 3768 C 07/01 40 113 t13870/30 
260550 51.6 26.7 3E60 C 07/56 37 171 H3660/C6 268550 44.2 317.3 3778 C 07/04 40 121 H3868/01 
261501 47.2 27.2 3115 C 07/C8 37 159 H3660/17 269501 41.3 317.4 3143 C 06/17 41 lC9 H3869/39 
261502 48.7 26.6 3149 C 07/11 37 164 t13660/18 269:302 42.6 317.1 3154 C 06/18 41 115 t13869/40 
261503 47.4 25.4 3129 C 07/16 37 166 H3e601l9 26<;503 41.5 315.7 3137 C 06/23 41 110 t13869/41 
261504 48.9 24.7 3163 C 07/19 37 170 N3660/20 269504 42.7 315.3 3145 C 06126 41 116 H3869/42 
261505 47.6 23.5 3144 C 07/23 37 173 N3660/21 269505 41.5 3H.0 3131 C 06/31 41 III H3869/43 
261506 49.0 22.7 3179 C 07/27 37 177 H3660/22 269506 42.8 313.4 3139 e 06/33 41 118 H3869/44 
261507 47.6 21. 7 3161 C 07/31 37 180 t13660/23 269507 41.6 312.3 3128 C 06/37 41 112 t13869/45 
261508 49.1 20.6 3199 C 07/35 37 183 N3660/24 26<;508 42.8 311. 7 3137 C 06/40 41 120 H3869/46 
261509 47.7 19.7 3182 C 07/39 37 187 N3660/25 269509 41.6 310.5 3126 C 06/45 41 114 H3869/47 
261510 49.2 18.7 3221 C 07/43 37 189 H3660/26 26%10 42.7 309.9 3136 C 06/48 41 123 H3869/48 
261511 47.8 17.7 3205 C 07/47 37 194 H3660/27 269511 41.5 308.7 3128 C 06/52 41 116 t13869/49 
261512 49.3 16.7 3246 C 07/51 37 195 H3660/28 269512 42.7 308.1 3139 C 06/55 41 127 H3869/50 
261521 49.8 26.3 3492 C 07115 37 156 N3660/07 269513 41.5 307.0 3132 C 06/59 41 120 H38b9/51 
261522 51.4 25.8 3534 C 07/17 37 160 N3660/08 269514 42.6 306.2 31<;4 C 07/02 41 132 M3869/52 
261523 50.0 24.5 3501 C 07/22 37 161 H3660/09 269521 43.8 316.9 3590 C 06/22 41 117 t13870/31 
261524 51.6 23.8 3544 C 07/25 37 165 H3660/10 269522 45.4 316.4 3604 C 06/24 41 122 H3870/32 
261525 50.1 22.4 3511 C 07/30 37 166 H3660/11 26<;523 44.1 314.9 3574 C 06/30 41 119 H3870/33 
261526 51. 7 21. 7 3555 C 07/33 37 170 H3660/12 26%24 45.5 314.4 3588 C 06/32 41 124 H3870/34 
261527 50.2 20.4 3524 C 07/39 37 172 H3660/13 269525 44.1 312.9 3561 C 06/38 41 120 t13870/35 
261528 51.8 19.4 3569 C 07/43 37 175 N3660114 269526 45.5 312.4 3575 C 06/40 41 126 N3870/36 
261529 50.3 18.3 3540 C 07/47 37 178 H3660/15 269527 44.1 311.0 3551 C 06/46 41 122 H3870/37 
261530 51.9 17.2 3588 C 07/51 37 180 H3660/16 269528 45.5 310.4 3566 C 06/48 41 128 H3870/38 
261541 52.9 26.7 3863 C 07/15 37 156 N3661101 269529 44.2 309.0 3544 C 06/54 41 125 N3870/39 
261542 54.8 26.5 3922 e 07/16 37 159 N3661/02 269530 45.5 308.5 3562 e 06/56 41 131 H3870/40 
261543 53.1 24.7 3870 C 07/<::3 37 160 N3661/03 269531 44.1 307.2 3540 C 07/01 41 127 H3870/41 
261544 55.0 24.0 3926 C 07/26 37 163 t13661/N 269532 45.5 306.5 3558 C 07/04 41 135 N3870/42 
261545 53.2 22.3 3876 C 07/33 37 164 N3661/05 270501 43.1 305.3 3121 C 06/24 41 120 H3664/01 
261546 55.1 21.6 3933 C 07/36 37 167 H3661/06 270502 44.4 305.0 3139 C 06/25 41 126 H3664/02 
261547 53.4 20.0 3886 C 07/42 37 169 N3661/07 270503 43.2 303.8 3121 C 06/30 41 122 N3664/03 
261548 55.3 19.1 3945 C 07/46 37 172 H3661/08 270504 44.4 303.2 3134 C 06/32 41 129 H3664/04 
261549 53.5 17.6 38<;8 C 07/52 37 173 N3661/09 270505 43.2 301.9 3118 C 06/37 41 125 H3664/05 
261550 55.4 16.5 3960 C 07/56 37 176 H3661/10 270506 44.4 301.3 3132 C 06/40 41 132 N3664/06 
262501 44.3 19.4 3091 C 06/59 37 137 N3661/11 270507 43.2 300.1 3117 C 06/45 41 128 H3664/07 
262502 45.7 18.8 3114 C 07/02 37 146 N3661/12 270508 44.4 299.5 3133 C 06/47 41 136 H3664/08 
262503 44.5 17.7 3100 C 07/06 37 144 N3661113 270509 43.2 298.3 3120 C 06/52 41 132 N3664/09 
262504 45.8 17.0 3123 e 07/09 37 153 H3661/14 270510 44.4 297.6 3135 C 06/55 41 141 N3664/10 
262505 44.6 15.9 3110 C 07/14 37 152 H3661/15 270511 43.2 296.5 3125 C 06/59 41 138 N3664/11 
262506 45.9 15.2 3134 e 07/17 37 160 H3661/16 270512 44.4 295.8 3142 C 07/02 41 147 N3664/12 
262507 44.7 14.1 3122 C 07/21 37 161 N3e61/17 270513 43.1 294.7 3133 C 07/07 41 146 H3664/13 
262508 46.0 13.2 3148 C 07/24 37 169 H3661/18 270514 44.3 293.9 3150 C 07/10 41 156 H3664/14 
262509 44.8 12.3 3138 C 07/28 37 172 N3661/19 270521 45.3 304.1 3556 C 06/31 41 126 N3664/15 
262510 46.1 11.4 3165 C 07/32 37 178 H3661/20 270522 46.8 303.9 3580 C 06/32 41 131 H3664/16 
262511 44.8 10.5 3156 C 07136 37 183 H3661/21 270523 45.5 302.4 3549 C 06/38 41 128 H3664/17 
262S12 46.1 9.5 3184 C 07/40 37 187 H3661/22 27052"+ 46.8 301.9 3568 C 06/40 41 133 tl3664/18 
262513 44.8 8.6 3176 C 07/43 37 1<;4 H3661123 270525 45.5 300.3 3539 C 06/46 41 130 H3664/19 
262514 46.2 7.6 3206 C 07/48 37 1% H3661/24 270526 46.9 299.8 3561 C 06/48 41 136 H3664/20 
262521 46.4 19.0 3584 C 07/04 37 134 270527 45.5 298.4 3534 C 06/55 41 133 N3665/01 
262522 47.9 18.6 3611 C 07/06 37 140 270528 46.8 297.8 3554 C 06/57 41 139 N3665/02 
262523 46.5 17.2 3584 C 07/12 37 137 270529 45.4 296.4 3530 C 07/03 41 137 H3665/03 
262524 48.0 16.6 3612 C 07/14 37 144 270530 46.7 295.8 3552 C 07105 41 143 H3665/04 
262525 46.6 15.3 3587 e 07/19 37 142 270531 45.3 294.5 3530 C 07/10 41 141 H3665/05 
262526 48.1 14.6 3615 C 07/22 37 149 270S32 46.6 293.8 3553 C 07/13 41 148 N3665/06 
262527 46.6 13.4 3591 C 07/27 37 148 270541 47.6 304.8 3942 C 06/31 41 130 H3868/02 
262528 48.2 12.6 3621 C 07/31 37 155 270542 49.5 304.7 3977 C 06/31 41 136 H3868/03 
262529 46.7 11..4 3599 C 07/35 37 154 270543 48.0 302.7 3929 C 06/39 41 133 H3868/04 
262530 48.3 10.6 3630 C 07/39 37 161 270544 49.6 302.4 3959 C 06/41 41 138 H3868/05 
262531 46.7 9.5 3609 C 07/43 37 162 270545 48.1 300.4 3912 C 06/49 41 136 H3868/06 
262532 48.6 7.7 3645 C 07/50 37 171 270546 49.6 300.0 3942 C 06/50 41 140 H3868/07 
267522 42.2 334.3 3482 C 06/35 40 108 H3867/01 270547 48.1 298.1 3899 C 06/58 41 139 H3868/08 
267523 40.9 333.0 3464 C 06/4l 40 103 N3867/02 270548 49.7 297.6 3930 C 07/00 41 144 H3868/09 
267524 42.1 332.2 3467 C 06/4 40 109 H3867103 270549 48.1 2<;5.9 3891 C 07/07 41 142 H3868/10 
267525 40.8 331.1 3455 C 06/48 40 103 N3867/04 270550 49.6 295.2 3921 C 07/10 41 147 H3868/11 
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----------_ .. _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------270561 61'.5 290.6 13507 V 08/49 41 169 H3665/23 275521 54.2 249.8 4018 C 06/45 43 158 H3670/09 
270562 6~.0 304.1 14004 V 07/55 41 173 H3665/24 275522 56.0 250.0 4079 C 06/44 43 160 H3670/10 
270563 6~.0 282.1 13449 V 09/23 41 175 H3665/25 275523 54.3 247.4 4011 C 06/55 43 161 H3670/11 
270564 7~.1 292.2 13928 V 08/43 41 178 H3665/26 275524 56.0 247.0 4065 C 06/56 43 164 H3670/12 
270565 6,.9 273.7 13412 V 09/57 41 180 H3665/27 275525 54.2 244.7 4003 C 07/05 43 165 H3670/13 
270566 72.5 280.1 13893 V 09/31 41 182 H3665/28 275526 56.1 244.2 4061 C 07/07 43 167 H3670/14 
270567 6~>.4 264.9 13397 V 10/32 41 166 H3665/29 275527 54.3 242.2 4004 C 07/16 43 168 H3670/15 ~~g~t8 z~:a ~~t:1 I~~i! ~ I~~~~ 21 18l R~tt~~~~ ~J~~Si ~e:! ~~~:~ ~g~~ E gZ~!~ 2! IZ~ R~t~~~~t 
270570 7f.8 250.7 13913 V 11/29 41 192 Hle65/32 276502 57.4 239.6 3712 C 06/42 44 171 "3671/02 
270571 6~.8 247.0 13456 V 11/44 41 197 H3665/33 276503 55.8 237.2 3651 C 06/51 44 173 H3671/03 
270572 7:.4 235.6 13973 V 12/30 41 197 H3665/34 276504 57.5 236.8 3714 C 06/53 44 175 H3671/04 
270573 6~.4 237.3 13527 V 12/23 41 203 H3665/35 276505 55.9 234.6 3657 C 07/02 44 176 H3671/05 
270574 7;'.6 220.3 14085 V 13/31 41 202 H3665/36 276506 57.5 233.9 3716 C 07/05 44 178 H3671/06 
270575 6~.7 228.4 13620 V 12/59 41 205 H3665/37 276507 55.9 231.9 3663 C 07/13 44 180 H3671/07 
271501 48.7295.6 3179 C 06/21 41 147 M3e66/01 276508 57.7 231.2 3728 C 07/16 44 182 H3671/08 
271502 5r.1 295.5 3214 C 06/21 41 151 M3666/02 276521 52.1 239.4 3961 C 06/45 44 153 H3671/09 
271503 4[.9 293.8 3178 C 06/28 41 151 H3666/03 276522 53.7 239.4 4011 C 06/45 44 156 t13671/10 
271504 5(,.1 293.4 3209 C 06/29 41 15q H3066/04 276523 52.1 237.1 3953 C 06/55 44 157 H3671/11 
271505 4~.9 291.7 3175 C 06/36 41 154 H3666/05 276524 53.8 236.9 4002 C 06/56 44 160 H3671/12 
271506 5r.2 291.3 3208 C 06/38 41 158 t13666/06 276525 52.1 234.7 3948 C 07/04 44 160 H3671/13 
271507 4~.0 289.6 3176 C 06/45 41 159 H3666/07 276526 53.8 234.3 3997 C 07/06 44 163 H3671/14 
271508 5('.3 289.2 3210 C 06/47 41 162 M3666/08 276527 52.2 232.4 3948 C 07/14 44 164 M3671/15 
271509 4~.1 287.7 3182 C 06/53 41 164 H3666/09 276528 53.8 231.8 3996 C 07/16 44 167 M3671/16 
271510 50.3 287.0 3215 C 06/56 41 167 H3666/10 276531 43.1 212.9 19598 V 11/21 44 238 H3672/04 
271511 49.1 285.6 3189 C 07/01 41 169 M3666/11 276532 50.3 223.5 19938 V 10/38 44 229 H3672/05 
271512 50.4 284.9 3224 C 07/04 41 172 t13666/12 276533 49.6 209.8 19825 V 11/33 44 244 M3672/06 
271513 49.0 283.6 3199 C 07/09 41 175 H3660/13 276535 43.3 210.7 20231 V 11/39 44 250 H3673/08 
271514 50.4 282.8 3235 C 07/13 41 178 M3666/14 276536 50.1 222.0 20540 V 10/54 44 238 M3673/09 
271521 51.3 294.8 3642 C 06/27 41 149 M3666/15 276537 50.3 208.0 20489 V 11/50 44 254 H3673/10 
271522 53.3 295.0 3699 C 06/2~ 41 152 H3666/16 276539 44.2 210.0 20875 VII/52 44 259 M3673/12 
271523 51.8 292.7 3642 C C':-'I ~5 41 152 M3666/17 276540 50.2 222.1 21146 V 11/03 44 245 M3673/13 ~~i§~~ ~~:~ ~~~:~ ~~~t E gg~~~ 2i I~~ ~~~~g~l~ ~f~§~1 Z~:6 ~g~:~ ~I~ti ~ I~~g! 2~ ~~g H3673/14 
271526 53.5 290.3 3681 C 06/45 41 158 H3666/20 276552 49.4 222.8 21710 V 11/10 44 250 ~~i§~~ ~~:g ~~j:~ ~~~~ E g~~~~ ~i i~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~:5 ~~!:~ ~~I~~ ~ II~~l 22 ~~& 
271529 52.0 286.2 3633 C 07/02 41 162 H3666/23 276555 47.2 208.9 22732 V 12/25 44 277 
271530 53.5 285.6 3676 C 07/04 41 165 H3666/24 276556 47.2 222.6 22741 V 11/31 44 261 
271531 52.0 283.8 3634 C 07/11 41 166 H3666/25 276557 47.8 206.6 23325 V 12/44 44 284 M3674/13 
271532 53.5 283.1 3679 C 07/14 41 170 t13666/26 276558 47.5 221.0 23281 V 11/47 44 268 M3674/14 
272501 46.9 284.6 3133 C 06/23 42 142 H3':-67/01 276559 48.0 208.0 23262 V 12/48 44 287 H3674/15 
272502 48.1 284.4 3162 C 06/24 42 146 H3667/02 276560 47.0 222.8 23786 V 11/49 44 270 t13674/16 
272503 47.0 282.9 3133 C 06/30 42 145 M3667/03 276561 47.8 211.4 24348 V 12/45 44 288 H3674/17 
272504 48.2 282.5 3160 C 06/32 42 149 H3667/04 276562 46.3 225.9 24270 V 11/47 44 271 M3674/18 
272505 47.0 260.9 3132 C 06/35 42 149 H3667/05 276563 46.5 207.2 24847 V 13/11 44 296 H3674/19 
272506 48.3 250.4 3159 C 06/40 42 154 M3667/C6 276564 44.8 221.9 24694 V 12/12 44 279 H3674/20 
272507 47.1 279.0 3135 C 06/46 42 154 H3667/07 276565 49.1 208.0 25432 V 13/18 44 297 H3674/21 
272508 48.4 278.4 3163 C 06/48 42 159 H3667/08 270566 46.9 224.0 25249 V 12/14 44 281 H3674/22 
272509 47.1 277.1 3141 C 06/54 42 159 t13667/09 276567 49.8 207.9 25944 V 13/28 44 299 H3674/23 
272510 48.4 276.4 3168 C 06/57 42 164 H3667/10 276568 47.1 224.6 25721 V 12/21 44 284 H3674/24 
272511 47.1 275.2 3149 C 07/02 42 165 H3667/11 276569 49.0 207.6 26391 V 13/39 44 303 H3675/03 
272512 48.3 274.4 3177 C 07/05 42 170 H3667/12 276570 45.9 224.2 26122 V 12/32 44 288 M3675/04 
272513 47.1 273.1 3159 C 07/10 42 173 H3667/13 278S01 48.1 222.1 3218 C 06/28 45 151 H3677/01 
272514 48.3 272.4 3169 C 07/13 42 -177 H3667/14 278502 49.4 221.8 3250 C 06129 45 155 H3677/02 
272521 49.2 283.6 3582 C 06/30 42 144 H3667/15 278503 48.2 220.3 3220 C 06/35 45 155 H3677/03 
272522 51.0 283.6 3627 C 06/30 42 148 H3667/16 278504 49.4 219.8 3250 C 06/37 45 159 H3677/04 
272523 49.6 281.6 3581 C 06/38 42 147 H3067/17 278505 48.2 218.3 3222 C 06/43 45 159 H3677/05 
272524 51.1 281.3 3617 C 06/40 42 151 H3667/18 278506 49.5 217.8 3254 C Oe/46 45 164 M3677/0b 
272525 49.7 279.5 3575 C 06/47 42 151 H3667/19 278507 48.2 216.4 3229 C 06/51 45 164 M3677/07 
272526 51.2 279.1 3612 C 06/48 42 155 H3667/20 278508 49.5 215.8 3260 C 06/54 45 168 H3677/08 
272527 49.8 277.4 3573 C 06/55 42 154 H!b67/21 278509 48.2 214.4 3236 C 06/59 45 170 M3677/09 
272528 51.2 276.9 3611 C 06/57 42 158 H3667/22 278510 49.5 213.8 3270 C 07/02 45 174 H3677/10 
272529 49.8 275.4 3574 C 07104 42 IS8 H3667/23 276511 48.2 212.5 3248 C 07/07 45 177 H3677/11 
272530 51.1 274.7 3609 C 07/06 42 162 H3667/24 278512 49.5 211.7 3282 C 07/10 45 180 M3677/12 
272531 49.6 273.2 3574 C 07/13 42 163 H3667/25 275513 48.1 210.5 3262 C 07/15 45 183 H3677/13 
272532 51.1 272.5 3613 C 07/15 42 167 H3667/26 278514 49.4 209.7 3297 C 07/18 45 186 M3677/14 
272541 52.1 284.0 4005 C 06/31 42 147 M3~68iOl 278521 50.6 220.6 3602 C 06/36 45 154 H3678/01 
272542 53.9 284.4 4063 C 06/29 42 150 H3668/02 278522 52.2 220.6 3650 C 06/36 45 158 H3678/02 
272543 52.3 281.8 3996 C 06/40 42 150 t13668/03 278523 50.8 218.7 3604 C 06/44 45 158 H3678/03 
272544 54.1 251.8 4046 C 06/40 42 153 H3668/04 278524 52.3 218.3 3645 C 06/46 45 161 H3678/04 
272545 52.5 279.4 3985 C 06/50 42 153 H3668/05 278525 50.8 216.5 3603 C 06/53 45 162 113678/05 
272546 54.2 279.1 4035 C 06/51 42 156 t13665/06 278526 52.3 216.1 3646 C 06/55 45 165 H3678/06 
272547 52.6 276.7 3975 C 07/00 42 156 H3668/07 278527 50.9 214.2 3606 C 07/02 45 166 H3678/07 
272548 54.3 276.3 4024 C 07/02 42 160 H3668/08 278528 52.3 213.7 3648 C 07/Q4 45 169 H3678/08 
272549 52.6 274.2 3970 C 07/10 42 160 H3668/09 276529 50.8 212.1 3611 C 07/11 45 171 M3678/09 
272550 54.4 272.9 4016 C 07/16 42 165 H3668/10 278530 52.3 211.3 3652 C 07/14 45 174 M3678/10 ~f~~~~ ~~:~ ~~~:~ I~~~f ~ g~~~g 2~ I~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~f~§~~ ~~:~ ~g~:g ~~~~ E g~~~& 2~ I~~ ~~~~~~I~ 
274543 57.9 239.2 13352 V 09/30 43 174 M3665/29 278541 53.1 220.1 3965 C 06/41 45 157 H3677/15 
274544 66.3 245.5 13753 V 09/05 43 177 M3b68/30 275542 55.0 220.4 4027 C 06/39 45 160 H3677/16 2745~5 53.6 232.1 13316 V 09/59 43 180 H366S/31 27S543 53.4 217.9 3964 C 06/S0 45 160 H3677/17 
274546 67.4 235.3 13718 V 09/46 43 183 H3668/32 27e54~ 55.1 217.7 4019 C 06/50 45 163 H3677/18 
274547 59.2 224.6 13308 V 10/29 43 186 M366S/33 278545 53.5 215.5 3961 C 06/59 45 164 H3677/19 
274548 68.0 224.8 13710 V 10/23 43 lS3 H3668/3~ 278546' 55.2 215.1 4017 C 07/01 45 167 H3677/20 
274549 59.5 216.6 13321 V 11/01 43 192 H3~63/35 278547 53.5 213.1 3961 C 07/09 45 168 M3677/21 
274550 68.4 213.3 13734 V 11/14 43 193 H3668/3~ 278548 55.1 212.6 4012 C 07/11 45 170 H3677/22 
274551 59.4 203.5 13359 V 11/33 43 199 H3668/37 278549 53.4 210.7 3961 C 07/19 45 171 H3677/23 
274552 08.0 202.5 13777 VII/58 43 198 H3668/33 278550 55.1 210.0 4017 C 07/22 45 174 H3677/24 
274553 59.0 200.9 13412 V 12/04 43 205 H3668/39 278501 54.5 207.9 13371 V 08/51 45 168 M3678/19 
274554 67.5 190.5 13870 V 12/46 43 204 H3668/40 278562 62.4 215.6 13765 V 08/20 45 173 H3673/20 
274555 58.4 192.9 13500 V 12/36 43 210 H3668/41 278563 56.1 200.8 13321 V 09/20 45 174 H3678/21 
274556 66.2 178.9 13993 V 13/32 43 209 H3663/42 278564 64.2 207.0 13711 V 08/55 45 178 H3678/22 
275591 53.4 259.5 3300 COb/~O 43 159 H3669/09 278565 57.0 193.9 13288 V 09/48 45 180 H3678/23 
275592 55.0 260.6 3369 C 05/56 43 160 H3~69/10 278566 65.5 197.7 13674 V 09/32 45 183 t13673/24 
275593 53.5 258.9 3316 C 06/03 43 160 H3669/11 278567 57.7 186.5 13277 V 10/17 45 187 H3679/25 
275594 S5.1 260.0 3386 COS/58 43 101 H3609/12 278568 66.3 187.6 13664 V 10/13 45 188 H3679/26 
275595 53.7 258.4 3332 C 06/05 43 160 t13&69/13 278569 58.2 179.2 13292 V 10/47 45 193 H3679/27 2755Q~ 55.3 259.5 3403 C 06/00 43 162 H3669/14 278570 66.9 177.8 13685 V 10/52 45 194 H3679/28 
275597 53.8 257.8 3349 C 06/07 43 161 H3669/15 276571 58.3 172.0 13321 VII/IS 45 199 M3679/29 
275598 55.4 259.9 3420 C 06/03 43 162 H3669/16 278572 67.0 166.8 13734 V 11/36 45 199 H3679/30 
275501 57.7 247.8 3699 C 06/50 43 175 t13670/01 278573 58.1 163.7 13380 V 11/49 45 206 H3679/31 
275502 59.7 247.9 3778 C 06/49 43 176 t13670/02 2Z~5Z1 66.5 155.8 13608 V 12/21 45 2C5 H3679/32 
275503 58.0 245.4 3711 C 06/59 43 178 H3670/03 21b5/~ 57.6 156.1 13459 V 12/19 45 211 H3679/33 
275504 59.7 245.0 3782 C 07/01 43 179 H3670/04 278576 65.7 144.8 13920 V 13/05 45 210 H3679/34 
275505 58.0 242.7 3719 C 07/11 43 181 M3670/05 279501 46.9 212.4 3203 C 06/26 45 146 H3679/01 
275506 59.8 242.0 37~2 C 07/13 43 183 H3670/06 279502 48.3 212.0 3233 C 06/27 45 151 H3679/02 
275507 58.1 239.8 3730 C 07/22 43 185 H3670/07 279503 47.1 210.5 3205 C 06/33 45 151 M3679/03 
2755P8 59.9 239.0 3805 C 07/25 43 186 t13b70/08 279504 48.4 210.0 3234 C 06/35 45 156 H3679/04 
3-107 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LOtI RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORO~RW3R PICt;O LAT LOtI RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERt;BR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------279505 47.2 208.6 3209 C 06/41 45 156 H3679/05 ~9~S07 57.5 20.3 13346 V 10/20 52 202 H368S/29 
279506 48.5 208.1 3237 C 06/43 45 160 H3679/06 294503 67.0 21.4 137e8 V 10/15 52 202 H3685/30 
279507 47.3 206.6 3214 C 06/49 45 161 H3679/07 294509 53.4 12.7 13412 V 10/50 52 208 H3685/31 
279508 48.6 206.0 3244 C 06/52 45 166 H3679/08 294510 66.0 10.2 13S69 V 11100 52 207 H3685/32 
279509 47.3204.7 3222 C 06/57 45 167 H3679/09 296501 56.5 1.3 13415 V 08/54 53 183 H3686/21 
279510 4t·.5 204.1 3252 C 07/00 45 171 H3679/10 298502 64.5 12.3 13887 V 08/10 53 189 H36S6/22 
279511 'Ii" .2 202.8 3233 C 07/05 45 174 H3679/11 298503 57.9 356.0 13427 V 09/15 53 193 H3686/23 
279512 4~.5 202.1 3264 C 07/03 45 178 M3679/12 298504 67.2 4.3 13919 V 08/42 53 194 H3686124 
279513 4".2 200.9 3247 C 07/13 45 181 M3679/13 298505 59.4 343.9 13456 V 09/44 53 199 H3686/25 
279514 4(,.4 200.1 3278 C 07/16 45 164 M3679/14 29S506 69.1 354.6 13949 V 09/21 53 199 H3686/26 
279521 44.5 211.2 3589 C 06/33 45 15D H3660/01 298507 60.6 341.1 13502 V 10/15 53 205 H3666/27 
279522 5~.4 211.1 3637 C 06/33 45 155 H3680/02 29S508 71.3 342.0 14037 V 10/12 53 204 H3686/28 
279523 5r.0 209.3 35,,5 C 06/41 45 155 H3680/03 298509 61.6 332.3 13584 V 10/50 53 210 H3686/29 
279524 5J.4 209.0 3633 C 06/42 45 158 H36S0/04 298510 72.9 327.5 14164 V 11/10 53 209 H3686/30 
279525 5t".0 207.1 3592 C 06/50 45 158 H3680/05 302501 38.7 333.7 3271 C 06/36 55 109 t13685/01 
279526 5:0.5 206.6 3631 C 06/51 45 162 H36S0/0" 302502 40.0 333.3 3282 C 06/38 55 130 H3685/02 
279527 51.0 204.9 3593 C 06/59 45 163 M30S0/07 302503 38.7 332.1 3283 C 06/43 55 114 t136S5/03 
279528 5;.5 204.4 3633 C 07/01 45 106 H36S0/08 302504 39.9 331.5 3294 C 06/45 55 141 H3685/04 
279529 5t'.0 202.8 3598 C 07/07 45 167 M3680/09 302505 38.7 330.4 3297 C 06/50 55 123 H3685/05 
279S30 5: •• 5 202.1 3638 C 07/10 45 171 N3680/10 302506 39.8 329.8 3308 C 06/52 55 164 t13685/06 
279531 4'".9 200.6 3604 C 07/16 45 173 H3680/11 302S07 38.5 328.6 3314 C 06/57 55 196 H3685/07 
279532 5~.4 199.8 3646 C 07/19 45 176 N3680/12 302508 39.7 327.9 3326 C 07/00 55 206 N3685/08 
279541 5:'.9 210.5 3944 C 06/38 45 153 t13680/13 302509 38.3 326.<) 3333 C 07/04 55 267 t13685/09 
279542 5.:\.6 210.6 3997 C 06/38 45 157 t13680/14 302S10 39.6 325.5 3349 C 07109 55 243 H3685/10 
279543 5:-.0 208.3 3939 C 06/47 45 157 H3680/15 302511 38.2 325.2 3356 C 07111 55 275 H3685111 
279544 5:1.8 208.1 3989 C 06/48 45 160 H36S0/16 302512 39.3 324.4 3370 C 07/14 55 253 H3685/12 
g~§2g 5,".2 205.9 3934 C 06/57 45 160 H36S0/17 302521 62.8 319.4 13732 V 08/59 55 197 H3687/01 5:'.8 205.6 3963 C C6/58 45 163 t13680/18 302523 63.1 311. 7 13704 V 09/30 55 201 H3687/03 
279547 5~.2 203.5 3932 C 07/06 45 164 H36801l9 302S25 63.3 301.6 13701 V 10/10 55 207 N3687/05 
279548 5:.8 203.0 3981 C 07/08 45 167 H3680/20 302527 63.3 291.3 13740 V 10/52 55 213 N3687/07 
279549 5:'.2 201. 2 3933 C 07/16 45 Ib8 H36S0/21 302529 62.7 280.9 13310 V 11/34 55 218 N3687/09 
279550 5::.8 200.5 3984 C 07119 45 171 N3660/22 30b501 64.3 281.4 13863 V 08/44 57 198 t13666/31 
280501 5t.5202.0 3255 C 06/26 45 161 306503 64.7 272.9 13833 V 09/13 57 202 N3666/33 
280502 51.9 201.8 3296 C 06/27 45 164 306505 64.7 262.6 13818 V 10/00 57 207 H3666/35 
280503 5!-.6 200.1 3259 C 06/34 45 165 306S07 64.5 251.5 13847 V 10/44 57 213 H3686/37 
280504 52.0 199.7 3299 C 06/36- 45 167 306509 63.8 240.9 13906 V 11/27 57 218 N3686/39 
280505 5l..7198.1 3264 C 06/42 45 169 310501 ~~:~ ~~~:2 13889 V 08/36 59 199 N368 7/20 280506 5~.1 197.5 3305 C 06/44 45 172 310503 13839 V 09/10 59 203 H3687/22 
280507 5l".8 195.9 3272 C 06/51 45 174 310505 64.1 222.9 13834 V 09/52 59 208 H3687/24 
260508 5~.2 195.4 3314 C 06/53 45 176 310507 63.7 212.0 13854 V 10136 59 214 H3687/26 
280509 5r.8 193.9 3283 C 06/59 45 178 310509 63.0 201.3 13916 V 11/19 59 220 H3687/28 
280510 5~.2 193.3 3325 C 07/02 45 181 314501 63.9 198.6 13898 V 08/45 60 201 H3688/30 
260511 5C.8 191.8 3296 C 07/C8 45 184 314503 63.9 189.5 13860 V 09/22 60 205 N3688/32 
280512 52.1 191.1 3338 C 07111 45 165 314505 63.8 179.1 13860 V 10/03 ~g ~U n~~~~~~t 280513 50.8 189.7 3312 C 07/16 45 189 314507 ~f:~ l§~:~ 13864 V 10/45 280514 52.1 188.9 3356 C 07120 45 190 31 .. 509 13950 V 11/27 60 222 t13688/38 
280S21 53.2 200.6 3654 C 06/34 45 163 317501 44.5 166.4 3192 C 06/04 62 166 H3688/01 
280522 54.9 200.8 3713 C 06/34 45 165 317502 45.7 186.2 3220 C 06/04 62 170 N3688/02 
280523 53.4 198.6 3659 C 06/43 45 166 317503 44.5 184.6 3203 C 06/11 62 173 H3688/03 
280524 55.1 198.2 3711 C 06/44 45 169 317504 45.8 184.4 3231 C 06/12 62 177 H3688/04 
280525 53.6 196.2 3661 C 06/52 45 170 317505 44.6 182.9 3216 C 06/18 62 181 H3688/05 
260526 55.2 195.8 3715 C 06/54 45 172 317506 45.8 162.4 3244 C 06/20 62 185 H3688/06 
280527 53.7 193.7 3666 C 07/02 45 174 317507 44.7 181.0 3232 C 06/26 62 191 H3688/07 
280528 55.3 193.2 3720 C 07/04 45 176 317503 45.8 180.6 3260 C 06/27 62 192 N3688/08 
280529 53.7 191.4 3674 C 07/12 45 178 317509 44.6 179.2 3250 C 06/33 62 199 H3688/09 
28053~ 55.2 190.7 3726 C 07/15 45 180 317510 2t2 B~:~ 3280 C 06/35 62 201 H3b88/10 28053 53.6 188.9 3683 C 07/22 45 183 317511 3272 C 06/41 62 209 H3688/11 
280532 55.2 188.1 3739 C 07/25 45 184 317512 45.9 176.7 3303 C 06/43 62 208 N3688/12 
280541 56.1 200.0 4036 C 06/39 45 165 317521 47.1 186.6 3587 C 06/05 62 165 H3688/13 
280542 58.5 200.7 4127 C 06/36 45 168 317522 48.8 186.6 3634 C 06/05 62 169 N3688/14 
280543 56.8 197.8 4051 C 06/48 45 169 317523 2~:8 l~~:~ 3599 C 06/12 62 170 t13688/15 280544 58.6 197.7 4118 C 06/48 45 171 317524 3640 C 06/13 62 173 H3688/16 
280545 56.8 195.2 4048 C 06/53 45 172 317525 47.6 182.8 3607 C 06/21 62 176 H3688/17 
2805'+6 58.7 19'+.9 4117 C 07/00 45 174 317548 52.3 179.3 4057 C 06/37 62 184 
280547 56.8 192.5 4049 C 07/09 45 175 317549 50.7 177.2 4013 C 06/46 62 187 
280548 58.8 192.0 4121 C 07111 45 177 317550 52.4 176.7 4069 C 06/48 62 189 
280549 57.1 188.0 4053 C 07/27 45 182 318501 41. 7 178.8 3163 C 05153 62 143 N3690/01 
280550 58.9 187.3 4125 C 07/30 45 183 318502 42.8 178.6 3182 C 05/53 62 149 H3690/02 
282561 53.2 165.6 13316 V 08/56 46 171 H3684/17 318503 41.5 177.1 3167 C 06/00 62 146 N3690/03 
282562 61.0 172.3 13691 V 08/30 46 176 N368'+/18 318504 42.9 176.9 3188 C 06/00 62 155 H3690/04 
282563 54.8 158.7 13277 V 09124 46 178 H3684/19 318505 2!:~ Bt~ 3175 C 06/07 62 154 H3690/05 282564 62.8 164.0 13651 V 09/03 46 181 H3684120 318506 3198 C 06/07 62 163 N3690/06 
282565 55.6 151.9 13251 V 09/51 46 184 H3684/21 318507 41.6 173.7 3186 C 06/14 62 164 H3690/07 
282566 63.9 155.2 13618 V 09/39 46 186 H3684/22 316508 43.1 173.4 3209 C 06/15 62 172 H3690/08 
282567 56.4 144.9 13251 V 10/20 46 191 H3684/23 316509 41.7 171.9 3200 C 06/21 62 177 H3690/09 
282568 64.9 145.8 13628 V 10/16 46 192 H3684/24 318510 43.1 171.6 3223 C 06/22 62 183 H3690/10 
282569 56.9 137.5 13274 V 10/49 46 198 t13684/25 318511 41.7 170.2 3217 C 06/28 62 191 H3690/11 
282S70 65.5 135.5 13661 V 10/53 46 198 N3684/26 318512 43.1 169.8 3240 C 06/29 62 194 H3690/12 
282S71 57.1 130.0 13324 V 11/19 46 204 N3664/27 318521 44.4 176.0 3518 C 06/06 62 158 t13691/01 
282572 65.8 125.1 13730 V 11/39 46 204 H3664/28 318522 45.7 175.5 3543 C 06/09 62 163 H3691/02 
282S73 57.0 122.3 13395 V 11/50 46 210 N3684129 318523 44.3 173.7 3517 C 06/15 62 164 N3691/03 
282574 65.5 114.2 13829 V 12123 46 209 H3684/30 31852'+ 45.8 173.5 3549 C 06/17 62 169 N3691/04 
282575 56.8 113.9 13507 V 12124 46 216 H3684/31 318S25 44.3 171.8 3524 C 06/24 62 171 H3691/05 
282576 65.0 102.5 13981 V 13/10 46 214 H3684/32 318526 45.9 171.5 3558 C 06125 62 175 H3691/06 
286501 55.4 114.8 13255 V 09/34 48 185 H3683/21 318527 44.4 169.9 3537 C 06/31 62 179 H3691107 
286S02 63.7 119.6 13641 V 09/15 48 187 H3683/22 318528 45.9 169.6 3571 C 06/32 62 182 H3691/08 
~~~~g~ 56.8 108.1 13269 V 10/01 48 191 H3683/23 318529 44.3 168.0 3550 C 06/39 62 187 N3691/09 65.5 111.1 13671 V 09/49 48 193 N3683/24 318530 45.9 167.6 3586 C 06/40 62 190 N3691/10 
286505 57.8 100.8 13302 V 10/30 48 198 H3663/25 318541 47.2 176.6 3927 C 06/06 62 161 H3690/13 
286507 58.3 93.5 13347 V 11/00 48 204 H3683/27 318542 48.4 177.1 3968 C 06/05 62 163 M3690/14 
286508 67.6 90.0 13788 V 11/14 48 203 H30S3/28 318543 46.8 174.7 3917 C 06/14 62 163 H3690/1S 
286509 58.8 85.3 13427 V 11/33 48 210 t13683/29 31854'+ 48.6 174.8 3967 C 06/14 62 167 M.3690/16 
286510 67.9 78.0 13890 V 12/02 48 209 H3683/30 316545 47.0 172.7 3923 C 06/22 62 168 N3690/17 
290501 54.0 72.7 13208 V 09/35 50 187 H3683/31 316546 48.8 172.7 3971 C 06/22 62 171 N3690/18 
290502 62.1 76.9 13578 V 09/18 50 189 N3683/32 318547 47.0 170.6 3926 C 06/31 62 173 H3690/19 
290503 55.4 66.3 13232 V 10/01 50 194 N3683/33 318548 48.8 170.5 3975 C 06/31 62 176 H3690/20 
290504 63.9 68.6 13616 V 09/52 50 195 H3683/34 3185 .. 9 47.1 168.5 3936 C 06/39 62 179 H3690/21 
290505 56.3 59.5 13265 V 10128 50 200 t13683/35 318550 48.9 168.3 3964 C 06/40 62 181 H3690/22 
290506 65.0 59.7 13657 V 10/28 50 200 N3683/36 318561 58.8 160.8 10610 V 08/01 62 189 H3691123 
290507 56.8 52.1 13316 V 10/58 50 206 N3683/37 318562 64.4 165.5 10905 V 07/42 62 189 H3691/24 
290508 65.7 49.6 13726 V 11/08 50 205 N36e3/38 318563 59.0 154.9 10581 V 08/25 62 193 H3691125 
290509 57.2 44.5 13399 V 11/28 50 212 H3683/39 313564 64.4 156.3 10642 V 08/19 62 194 N3691/26 
290510 67.5 27.4 14016 V 12137 50 214 H3683/40 318565 58.6 147.9 10548 V 08/53 62 198 N3691127 
294~01 54.3 39.4 13304 V 09/03 52 185 H3685/23 318566 63.7 147.9 10787 V 08/53 62 198 H3691/28 294 02 61.7 47.8 13706 V 08/29 52 186 N3685/24 318567 ~2:I l~;j 10537 V 09/19 62 203 H3691/29 29'+503 55.4 34.3 13300 V 09/23 52 190 H3685/25 318568 10828 V 09/40 62 205 N3691/30 
294S04 64.0 40.0 13721 V 09/00 52 191 H3685/26 316569 58.3 131.9 10599 V 09/58 62 211 H3691/31 
294S05 56.6 27.5 HH~ ~ g~~~g 52 196 N366512 7 316570 63.3 128.4 10851 V 10/12 62 210 H3691/32 294506 65.5 31.4 52 196 H3685/28 318S71 57.4 125.4 10633 V 10/23 62 216 N3691/33 
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318585 72.3 155.0 115~9 V 08/27 62 201 H3692/27 323588 -33.0 175.4 32S00 R 12/06 65 66 H3700/36 
318587 72.1 142.6 11531 V 09/17 62 205 H3692/29 323589 -38.2 153.8 33288 V 13/34 65 42 H3701/14 
318589 71.0 130.9 11514 V 10/04 62 209 H3692/31 323590 -32.7 171.8 32841 V 12/22 65 58 H3701/15 
319501 40.7 168.8 3154 C 05/51 63 136 H3692/01 323591 -29.7 154.3 33083 V 13/32 65 31 t13701/16 
319502 41.8 169.1 3175 C 05/50 63 142 H3692/02 323592 -22.2 170.2 32647 V 12/29 65 39 H3701/17 
319503 40.5 167.6 3162 C 05/56 63 136 H3692/03 323593 -20.1 15~.0 32955 V 13/34 65 14 H3701/18 
319504 41.9 167.4 3181 C 05/57 63 147 H3692/04 323594 -13.0 16S.4 32587 V 12/36 65 7 H3701/19 
319505 40.6 165.9 3170 C 06/03 63 143 H3692/05 323595 -10.4 152.7 32943 V 13/39 65 354 H3701/20 
319506 42.0 165.7 3189 C 06/04 63 154 H3b92/06 323596 -3.5 166.3 32630 V 12/44 65 331 H3701/21 
319507 40.7 164.2 3180 C 06/10 63 152 H3692/07 323597 -1.0 150.6 33053 V 13/47 65 336 t13701/22 
319508 41.9 163.9 3198 C 06/12 63 164 H3692/08 323598 6.1 163.8 32788 V 12/55 65 310 H3701/23 
319509 40.6 162.5 3192 C 06/17 63 165 H3692i09 323599 9.5 146.7 33332 V 14/03 65 322 H3701/24 
319510 42.0 162.2 3212 C 06/19 63 175 t13692/10 323XOO 16.6 160.2 33090 V 13/09 65 299 H3701/25 
319511 40.6 160.7 3207 C 06/24 63 184 H3693/01 323XOl 20.5 140.7 33803 V 14/28 65 312 M3701/26 ~i~~~I 2~:~ l~~:~ ~§I~ E gg~§g g~ i4~ ~~g~~~~~ ~~~§g; ~~:; 1~~:~ ~~gl~ ~ fe~~5 gg ~~~ H3704/16 
319522 44.6 167.1 3541 C 06/01 63 155 H3693/14 327507 71.6 58.7 11303 V 08/36 66 204 H3717/19 
319523 43.3 165.4 3516 C 06/08 63 154 H3693/15 327509 70.8 47.1 11280 V 09/23 66 208 H3717/21 
319524 44.7 165.2 3544 C 06/09 63 160 t13693/16 327511 69.9 35.6 11301 V 10/09 66 212 H3717/23 
319525 43.2 163.5 3519 C 06/15 63 160 H3693/17 329501 -49.4 266.7 9882 R 14/25 67 172 
319526 44.7 163.3 3549 C 06/16 63 166 H3693/18 329502 -50.8 273.5 9976 R 13/57 67 178 
319527 43.3 161.6 3528 C 06/23 63 168 H3693/19 32 c503 -47.2 269.0 9861 R 14/16 67 182 
319528 44.8 161.3 3558 C 06/24 63 173 t13693/20 329504 -48.3 275.7 9960 R 13/49 67 186 
319529 4J.3 159.8 3539 C 06/31 63 176 H3093/21 329505 -44.9 271.3 9852 R 14/07 67 193 
319530 4".8 159.4 3570 C 06/32 63 181 H3693/22 329506 -46.1 277.6 9957 R 13/41 67 194 
319541 4~.9 166.0 3894 C 06/08 63 158 H3693/03 329507 -42.5 273.4 9854 R 13/58 67 203 
319542 47.4 165.9 3933 C 06/08 63 162 H3693/04 329508 -43.6 279.6 9964 R 13/34 67 202 
319543 4!;.9 163.8 3890 C 06/17 63 162 H3693/05 329509 -40.2 275.3 9867 R 13/51 67 211 
319544 4'l.6 163.8 3934 C 06/16 63 167 M3693/06 329510 -41.0 281.6 9987 R 13/26 67 209 
319545 46.0 161.7 3894 C 06/25 63 168 H3693/07 329511 -37.8 277.3 9892 R 13/43 67 219 
319546 47.7 161.6 3938 C 06/25 63 172 H3693/08 329512 -38.6 283.5 10020 R 13/19 67 215 
319547 4~.1 159.7 3901 C 06/33 63 17~ H3693/09 329513 -35.5 279.2 9929 R 13/36 67 225 
319548 47.9 159.4 3946 C 06/34 63 177 H3693/10 329514 -3~.1 285.1 10061 R 13/12 67 220 
319549 4(.1 157.6 3910 C 06/42 63 180 H3693/11 329515 -33.0 281.2 9980 R 13/28 67 230 
319550 4e.l 156.2 3958 C 06/47 63 187 H3693/12 329516 -33.4 287.2 10129 R 13/04 67 225 
323503 3: •• 0 205.4 33543 R 09/53 65 236 H369,,/18 329521 -43.5 25:3.2 9424 R 15/02 67 172 H3707/01 
323505 21.6 203.2 3307-+ R 10/02 65 226 M36 c6/20 32 9522 -45.2 263.4 9467 R 14/41 67 181 H3707/02 
323506 1~.1 220.9 33577 R 08/52 65 208 H3696/21 329523 -41.5 260.7 9409 R 14/52 67 194 H3707/03 
323507 ~.1 202.5 32787 R 10/05 65 212 H3690/22 329524 -43.0 265.9 9457 R 14/32 67 195 H3707/04 
323508 :'.0 219.4 33311 R 08/57 65 195 H3696/23 329525 -39.5 262.9 9405 R 14/44 67 211 H3707/05 
323509 ·.9 203.1 32666 R 10/03 65 192 H3696/24 329526 -40.9 268.1 9459 R 14/23 67 208 H3707/06 
323510 -~.9 220.1 33231 R 08/55 65 181 H3696/25 329527 -37.5 265.1 9411 R 14/35 67 224 H3707/07 
323511 -lr.5 204.3 32665 R 09/58 65 169 H3696/26 329528 -3S.8 270.1 9469 R 14/15 67 217 H3707/0B 
323512 -12.9 222.5 33302 R OS/46 65 166 H3696/27 329529 -35.4 267.2 9426 R 14/27 67 234 H3707/09 
323513 -2r.2 206.5 32787 R 09/49 65 1~9 H3696/28 329530 -36.6 272.3 9493 R 14/06 67 225 t13707/10 
323514 -2~.9 227.5 33563 R 03/26 65 153 H369b/29 329531 -33.3 269.2 9453 R 14/18 67 240 H3707/11 
323515 -30.6 210.7 33062 R 09/33 65 135 H3696/30 329532 -34.3 274.3 9527 R 13/5B 67 231 H3707/12 
323517 -2L.0 210.5 33020 V 09/35 65 138 H3697/22 329533 -31.0 271.3 9493 R 14/11 67 245 H3707/13 
323518 -2~.5 227.0 33530 V 08/30 65 156 H3697/23 329534 -31.9 276.3 9574 R 13/51 67 236 t13707/14 
323519 -1~.2 207.2 32797 V 09/~9 65 154 H3b97/24 329535 -28.7 273.3 9543 R 14/03 67 248 H3707/15 
323520 -H.9 223.0 33330 V 08/46 65 169 H3097/25 329536 -29.6 278.3 9632 R 13/43 67 240 t13707/16 
323521 -L.2 204.8 32693 V 09/59 65 175 M3697/26 330504 -56.1 260.1 9975 R 14/10 67 164 M370S/31 
323522 -1.2 220.9 33284 V 08/54 65 IS3 t13697/27 330505 -52.1 255.3 9840 R 14/29 67 165 H370S/32 
323523 .6 203.6 32712 V 10/03 65 196 H3697/28 330506 -53.4 262.6 9934 R 14/00 67 172 H3708/33 
323524 h.7 220.2 33379 V OS/57 65 198 H3697/29 330507 -49.6 257.9 980S R 14/19 67 175 H370S/34 
323525 1~.0 203.2 32860 V 10/05 65 215 H3697/30 330508 -51.0 264.9 9910 R 13/51 67 180 H3709/01 
323526 lw.2 221.7 33648 V 08/51 65 210 H3697/31 330509 -47.3 260.3 9789 R 14/10 67 185 H3709/02 
323527 21 .• 9 204.0 33156 V 10/02 65 228 H3697/32 330510 -48.6 267.0 9396 R 13/43 67 lS7 H3709/03 
323529 3~.3 206.6 33647 V 09/52 65 236 H3697/3~ 330511 -45.0 262.5 9783 R 14/01 67 194 H3709/04 323534 4-.3 188.5 33998 R 11/07 65 255 H3699/Z0 330512 -46.1 269.0 9894 R 13/35 67 195 H3709/05 
323535 34.8 171.4 33411 R 12/15 65 272 M369 Q/21 330523 -48.5 244.7 9456 R 15/15 67 146 M370S/20 
323536 3,.1 ISS.4 33256 R 11/07 65 251 H3699/22 330524 -50.2 250.6 9493 R 14/51 67 160 HJ703/21 
323537 22.1 174.2 32915 R 12/04 65 273 H3699/23 330525 -46.4 247.6 9420 R 15/03 ~7 160 H370S/22 
323538 18.8 189.1 32336 R 11/04 05 244 H3699/24 330526 -48.2 253.2 9469 R 14/41 67 171 t1370S/23 323539 11.1 176.0 32607 R 11/57 65 274 H3699/25 330527 -44.4 250.2 9396 R 14/53 67 177 t13708/24 
323540 8.1 190.2 32593 R 11/00 65 231 H3699/26 330528 -46.0 255.7 9449 R 14/31 67 183 H3708/25 
323541 .9 177.7 32438 R 11/50 65 278 H3699/27 330529 -42.5 252.5 9382 R 14/44 67 193 H3708/26 
323542 -1.9 191.5 32478 R 10/55 65 202 t13699/28 330530 -43.8 257.9 9441 R 14/22 67 195 H3708/27 3235~3 -8.7 179.0 32387 R 11/46 65 359 H3699/29 332503 -53.5 230.8 9838 R 14/46 68 153 H3709/08 
323544 -11.3 193.2 32~S2 R 10/48 65 158 H3699/30 332504 -55.2 237.9 9917 R 14/17 68 162 H3709/09 
323545 -18.0 180.6 32438 R 11/39 65 83 H3699/31 332505 -51.2 233.6 9795 R 14/35 68 162 t13709/10 
323546 -20.8 195.6 32592 R 10/39 65 130 H3099/32 332506 -52.8 240.3 9879 R 14/03 68 169 H3709/11 
323547 -28.5 182.2 32614 R 11/33 65 S7 H3699/33 332507 -48.7 235.5 9755 R 14/27 68 172 H3709/12 
323548 -31.4 198.9 32S41 R 10/26 65 116 H~699/34 332508 -50.1 242.1 9840 R 14/01 68 178 H3709/13 
323549 -39.2 184.2 32914 R 11/25 65 88 M3699/35 332509 -46.5 237.8 9735 R 14/1B 68 183 H3709/14 
323550 -42.2 204.3 33241 R le/05 05 110 H3699/36 332510 -47.6 244.3 9826 R 13/52 68 187 H3709/15 
323551 -52.3 187.8 33429 R 11/11 65 89 t1370~/19 332511 -44.3 240.0 9726 R 14/09 68 194 H3709/16 
323553 -47.5 188.9 33250 V 11/08 65 91 t136 97/37 332512 -45.5 246.2 9822 R 13/45 68 195 H3709/17 
323554 -41.7 206.5 33278 V 09/57 65 113 H3697/38 332524 -50.3 225.2 9478 R 15/11 68 145 H3710/26 323555 -38.7 186.4 329~3 V 11/18 05 91 H3697/39 332525 -46.4 222.6 9410 R 15/21 68 137 t13710/27 
323556 -30.9 201.1 32883 V 10/19 65 120 t13~97/40 332526 -48.2 227.9 9437 R 15/00 68 156 H3710/28 
323557 -27.7 184.1 32623 V 11/27 65 91 H3697/41 332527 -44.4 225.2 9376 R 15/11 68 153 H3710/29 
323558 -20.5 197.7 32640 V 10/33 65 134 H3697/~2 332528 -46.2 230.4 9408 R 14/50 68 169 H3710/30 
323559 -17.9 182.6 32464 V 11/34 65 92 H3~98/15 332529 -42.4 227.7 9352 R 15/01 68 176 H3710/31 ~~~~~~ -~g:~ i~f:i ~~zi~ ~ i~~~6 ~~ i§~ ~~~~~~i~ ~~~§~~ -~~:~ 23~:~ 1i~~g e ij~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~fij~~~~ 
323562 -1.6 193.7 32535 V 10/49 65 200 t136 cS/18 332549 69.9 354.3 11344 V 09/27 68 210 H3707/25 
323563 .9 179.9 32469 V 11/45 65 269 H36S8/19 332551 68.7 343.1 11371 V 10/12 68 214 H3707/27 
323564 8.4 192.5 32654 V 10/54 65 228 H3b98/20 332561 57.7 19.9 11071 V 07/48 68 193 H3710/33 
323565 11.2 178.4 32643 VII/51 65 270 H369d/21 332562 63.8 25.8 11412 V 07/2~ 68 193 H3710/34 
323566 18.5 191.5 328S4 V 10/58 65 241 H369S/22 332563 57.4 14.2 11026 V 08/10 68 197 H3710/35 
323567 21.9 176.8 32940 VII/57 65 270 t13698/23 332564 63.5 16.5 11330 V 08/01 68 197 H3710/36 
323568 30.7 191.4 33303 V 10/59 65 248 ti369S/24 332565 56.8 7.3 10984 V 08/38 68 202 H3710/37 
323569 34.6 174.5 33436 V 12/06 65 270 H36 c S/25 ~?22~2~/· 63.0 7.6 11283 V 08/37 68 202 H3710/38 323570 46.7 192.2 34038 V 10/56 65 253 H36 9 S/26 J~ =~ 56.3 .7 10977 V 09/05 68 207 H3710/39 ~~~§~~ ~~:t f~~:g ~~~~g ~ i4j~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~fgg;~~ ~~~~~~ §~:~ ~~4:t i6~~g ~ 8~j!~ ~~ ~~~ ~~ff8;~~ 
323576 29.1 161.8 33399 R 12/59 65 284 H3700/24 332570 61.0 351.8 11253 V 09/41 68 212 H3710/42 
323577 20.9 148.6 33469 R 13/52 65 306 H3700/25 332571 54.4 347.6 11012 V 09/57 68 219 H3710/43 
323578 17.0 166.0 32937 R 12/43 65 289 H3700/26 332572 60.2 343.7 11306 V 10/13 68 217 H3710/44 
323S79 10.0 153.0 33079 R 13/35 65 316 H3700/27 334503 33.3 90.6 335;8 R 09/57 69 234 M3713/28 
3235S0 6.3 16S.7 32663 R 12/32 65 299 H3700/28 33~504 34.4 112.2 34149 R 08/31 69 218 H3713/29 
323581 -.6 155.7 32851 R 13/24 65 333 H3700/29 334505 20.9 90.4 33033 R 09/58 69 225 t13713/30 
323582 -3.0 170.7 32532 R 12/24 65 321 H3700/30 334506 20.9 10S.5 33595 R OS/46 69 207 H3713/31 
323583 -10.5 157.5 32765 R 13/17 65 355 t13700/31 334507 10.2 91.3 32817 R 09/55 69 212 H3713/32 
323564 -12.7 17§.~ }~503 R 12/17 65 13 H3700/32 334505 9.8 10S.7 33341 R OS/46 69 194 H3713/33 ~~~~~~ :~~:~ i~4:0 32~g~ ~ I~~II g~ ~1 ~~fgg~~~ ~~~~~3 :~ 1i~:3 ~3~~6 ~ 8~~~~ g~ f~6 ~~fI~~~~ 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
3-109 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PIOlO LAT LON RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN8R PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERI:3R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------334511 -9.2 95.7 32697 R 09/38 69 168 N3713/36 338512 51.1 308.9 3812 C 07/30 71 236 N3723/12 
334512 -9.4 113.7 33325 R 08/26 69 165 N3713/37 338521 46.6 321.9 3744 C 06/40 71 215 N3724/01 
334513 -18.7 99.3 32822 R 09/23 69 148 N3713/38 338522 48.3 321.4 3795 C 06/42 71 213 N3724/02 
334514 -lS.7 119.S 33590 R 08/01 69 152 N3713/39 338523 46.S 319.8 3778 C 06/48 Z,11 220 N3724/03 334515 -28;2 104.5 3~085 R 09/03 69 134 N3713/40 33S524 48.3 319.2 3827 C 06/51 218 N3724/04 
334517 -27.4 103.4 330~7 V 09/09 69 135 N3713/41 338525 46.7 317.7 3812 C 06/57 71 225 N3724/05 
334518 -19.3 119.2 33567 V 08/06 69 151 N3713/42 338526 48.2 317.1 3861 C 07/00 71 223 N3724/06 
334519 -19.4 99.0 32830 V 09/27 69 147 H3713/43 338527 46.7 315.6 3849 C 07/05 71 229 N3724/07 
334520 -9.9 113.0 33301 V 08/31 69 165 N3713/44 338528 48.1 314.8 3899 C 07/09 71 227 t13724/08 
334521 -10.2 95.0 32693 V 09/43 69 166 N3713/45 338529 46.5 313.5 3890 C 07/14 71 233 H3724/09 
334522 -.6 109.0 33207 V OS/47 69 180 H3713/46 338530 4S.0 312.5 3942 C 07/18 71 231 t13724/10 
334523 -.9 92.5 32685 V 09/53 69 190 H3713/47 338531 46.4 311.2 3935 C 07/23 71 237 H3724/11 
334524 9.0 107.1 33279 V 08/55 69 195 H3713/48 338532 47.9 310.1 3992 C 07/28 71 234 H3724/12 
334525 8.6 90.3 32786 V 10/02 69 212 H3713/49 338581 43.3 322.4 3974 C 06/40 71 205 H3723/13 
334526 19.3 106.6 33500 V OS/57 69 208 H3713/50 338582 45.2 322.2 4022 C 06/41 71 204 H3723/14 
334527 19.2 89.0 33031 V 10/08 69 227 H3714/26 338583 43.7 320.6 4005 C 06/47 71 212 N3723/15 
334528 31.0 107.9 33911 V 08/52 69 218 H3714/27 338584 45.2 320.2 4045 C 06/49 71 211 t13723/16 
334529 30.8 88.2 33429 V 10/11 69 236 H3714/28 338585 43.6 318.6 4031 C 06/56 71 219 H3723/17 
334531 46.8 90.3 34182 V 10/03 69 243 N3714/30 338586 45.2 318.0 4074 C 06/58 71 217 H3723/18 
334535 37.0 53.4 33731 R 12/32 69 273 H3714/33 338587 43.5 316.5 4062 C 07/04 71 225 N3723/19 
334536 35.4 71.7 33519 R 11/19 69 254 H3714/34 338588 45.1 315.8 4106 C 07/07 71 223 N3723/20 
334537 23.8 59.1 33125 R 12/10 69 274 H3714/35 338589 43.4 314.5 4097 C 07/13 71 231 H3723/21 
334538 22.8 74.9 33019 R 11/06 69 248 H3714/36 33S590 45.0 313.7 4142 C 07/16 71 228 t13723/22 
334S39 13.0 62.7 32760 R 11/55 69 275 H3714/37 338591 43.3 312.3 4135 C 07/21 71 236 H3723/23 
334540 12.0 77.5 32712 R 10/56 69 239 H3714/38 338592 44.8 311.5 4182 C 07/25 71 233 H3723/24 
334541 3.0 65.6 32535 R 11/44 69 278 N3714/39 342501 46.2 334.7 30208 R 09/18 73 226 N3730/33 
334542 -2.2 80.0 32543 R 10/46 69 220 N3714/40 342503 34.4 335.1 29707 R 09/16 73 218 H3730/35 
334543 -6.6 68.5 32429 R 11/33 69 293 H3714/41 342504 38.7 353.8 30328 R 08/02 73 206 H3730/36 
334544 -6.8 82.6 32490 R 10/36 69 182 H3714/42 342505 22.6 334.7 29299 R 09/18 73 209 H3730/37 
334545 -16.0 71.1 32434 R 11/22 69 69 H3714/43 342506 25.5 349.8 29784 R 08/18 73 196 H3730/38 
334546 -16.2 85.9 32545 R 10/23 69 140 H3714/44 342507 13.2 335.3 29080 R 09/16 73 195 t13731/20 
334547 -25.2 73.9 32544 R 11/11 69 82 H3714/45 342508 15.7 349.1 29521 R 08/21 73 184 H3731/21 
334548 -25.9 90.0 32720 R 10/07 69 120 H3714/46 342509 3.8 336.7 28967 R 09/11 73 175 H3731/22 
334549 -35.2 77.4 32774 R 10/57 69 86 H3714/47 342510 6.2 350.0 29397 R 08/17 73 169 H3731/23 
334550 -36.5 96.5 33068 R 09/41 69 III H3714/48 342511 -4.7 338.6 28964 R 09/03 73 153 H3731/24 
334551 -47.1 82.8 33198 R 10/36 69 87 N3714/49 342512 -2.2 352.4 29417 R 08/08 73 154 H3731/25 
334552 -47.6 106.7 33608 R 09/00 69 106 N3714/50 342521 -14.5 339.2 29076 V 09/03 73 128 H3730/20 
334553 -47.5 82.6 33222 V 10/38 69 86 H3715/20 342522 -4.4 350.6 29403 V 08/18 73 151 H3730/21 
334554 -38.8 97.6 33156 V 09/38 69 109 H3715/21 342523 -7.3 337.4 29005 V 09/10 73 146 N3730/22 
334555 -38.5 78.1 32891 V 10/56 69 85 H3715/22 342524 4.0 348.1 29374 V 08/28 73 167 H3730/23 
334556 -28.9 91.2 32807 V 10/04 69 116 N3715/23 342525 1 4 335 0 28987 V 09/21 73 172 H3730/24 
334557 -28.1 74.4 32619 V 11/11 69 81 H3715/24 342526 12:8 346:3 29452 V 08/35 73 183 H3730/25 
334558 -19.6 86.6 32599 V 10/22 69 130 N3715/25 342527 10.0 333.3 29069 V 09/27 73 194 t13730/26 
334559 -19.2 71.5 32486 V 11/23 69 70 N3715/26 342528 22.1 346.2 29666 V 08/36 73 195 H3730/27 
334560 -1~.3 83.1 32509 V 10/37 69 165 N3715/27 342529 19.2 332.0 29256 V 09/33 73 210 N3730/28 
334561 -".9 68.7 32452 V 11/34 69 334 H3715/28 342530 33.2 347.8 30061 V-08/30 73 206 H3730/29 
334562 -1.2 80.3 32531 V 10/48 69 213 N3715/29 342531 29.4 332.0 29581 V 09/33 73 219 H3730/30 ~~2§g~ ~:~ ~~:~ ~~gg! ~ I~~~~ ~~ ~~f ~~fI~~~~ ~2~§~f ~~:~ ~~g:~ ~8~!~ ~ ~i~g~ f~ ~g~ ~~f~~~~r 
334565 ~.9 63.6 32701 V 11/55 69 279 N3715/32 342542 45.5 313.7 30260 R 10/49 73 242 H3732/22 
334566 17.7 75.4 32893 V 11/08 69 248 H3715/33 342543 28.5 303.8 29600 R 11/29 73 258 H3732/23 
334567 le.8 60.6 32993 V 12/07 69 276 H3715/34 342544 30.8 316.2 29606 R 10/39 73 239 H3732/24 
334568 2~.2 73.0 33299 V 11/18 69 253 N3715/35 342545 17.8 306.6 29237 R 11/18 73 261 N3732/25 
334569 3:.4 55.6 33520 V-12/27 69 275 N3715/36 342546 20.3 318.2 29255 R 10/31 73 235 H3732/26 ~~~§~2 ~t.:~ ~~:~ ~~~~~ ~ l~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~$~~~~4 ~~~~~~ 1~:~ ~~~:~ ~~8~g ~ la~~~ f~ ~~~ ~~$~~~~~ 
334575 210.0 23.9 34285 R 14/36 69 303 N3720/25 342549 -.1 310.9 28907 R 11/01 73 282 H3732/29 
334576 2 •• 6 46.5 33415 R 13/05 69 289 H3720/26 342550 1.7 322.3 28922 R 10115 73 203 H3732/30 
334577 1~.6 34.0 33570 R 13/56 69 310 N3721/13 342551 -8.9 313.5 28880 R 10/50 73 6 H3732/31 
334578 1:_.8 51.8 32989 R 12/45 69 295 H3721/14 342552 -7 0 324 7 28908 R 10/05 73 142 H3732/32 
334579 :.4 39.5 33182 R 13/34 69 320 H3721/15 342561 -18:8 319:2 2903S V 10/30 73 66 H3731/26 ~~~§~~ _~:~ ~~:g ~~~!~ ~ i~~ig ~~ ~~~ ~~f~i~i~ ~~~§g~ :~:~ ~t~:~ ~~~~§ ~ ~6~~~ f~ 1~~ ~~f~i~~~ 
334582 -~.5 59.2 32585 R 12/15 69 329 H3721/18 342564 1.2 326.2 29032 V 10/02 73 189 H3731/29 
334583 -1~.7 46.0 32873 R 13/08 69 355 H3721/19 342565 -.6 314.8 28980 V 10/48 73 262 H3731/30 
334584 -1~.0 62.1 32563 R 12/04 69 13 N3721/20 342566 10.0 324.0 29137 V 10/11 73 216 N3731/31 
334585 -2~.4 48.0 32909 R 13/00 69 16 H3721/21 342567 7.8 312.7 29090 V 10/57 73 257 H3731/32 
334586 -2t •• 2 64.7 32651 R 11/54 69 45 H3721/22 342568 19.6 322.5 29355 V 10/17 73 228 N3731/33 
334587 -30.2 49.2 33092 R 12/56 69 35 N3721/23 342569 17.1 310.7 29303 V 11/05 73 255 H3731/34 
334588 -3i.0 67.4 32882 B 11/43 69 61 H3721/24 342570 30.3 320.9 29711 V 10/24 73 234 H3731/35 
334591 -4£-.6 42.9 33543 ~ 13/23 69 41 N3720/14 342571 27.9 308.2 29660 V 11/15 73 254 H3731/36 
334592 -3h.7 62.9 32982 V 12/03 69 54 H3720/15 342572 43.8 319.1 30301 V 10/32 73 238 N3731/37 
334593 -3~.5 43.2 33290 V 13/22 69 31 H3720/16 342573 40.9 303.5 30246 V 11/34 73 254 N3731/38 
334594 -2,-.9 60.0 32755 V 12/14 69 36 H3720/17 344589 66.6 256.4 12092 V 07/54 74 203 H3735/37 
334595 -2i.3 42.5 33115 V 13/24 69 15 H3720/18 344591 66.2 266.1 12156 V 07/15 74 199 H3735/39 
334596 -1~.7 57.4 32674 V 12/25 69 10 H3720/19 347503 29.1 315.7 33323 V 09/59 75 232 H3734/22 
334597 -1~.1 40.4 33095 V 13/33 69 358 N3720/20 347504 32.4 335.8 33887 V 08/38 75 214 H3734/23 




33~01 HN~77~0011~~ 347505 17.3 318.1 32937 V 09/49 75 221 N3734/24 334599 -fi.5 37.4 33197 V 13/45 , J ~ ~~ 347506 20.2 335.6 33461 V 08/39 75 203 N3734/25 ~~2~8~ ~:~ ~~:9 !~~~~ ~ t£~ij£ t~ ~~~ ~~f~~~~~ ~2f~8~ 16:~ ~!~:~ ~~fg~ ~ 8~~~~ f~ r~8 ~~f~2~~~ 
334X02 0.3 46.3 33127 V 13/10 69 305 347509 -1.6 324.1 32651 V 09/26 75 184 H3734/28 
334X03 It.2 26.0 33938 V 14/31 69 317 347510.9 341.1 33232 V 08/17 75 176 H3734/29 ~~~gg~ ~~:~ 31~:3 II~~8 ~ 5~~~t ~Z ~1~ H3722/33 ~~f~l~ -!~:g ~~l:~ ~~~S~ ~ g~~~~ f~ 19~ ~~f~~~~~ 
336511 68.1 302.1 11420 V 10/15 70 216 H3722/35 347513 -18.5 333.0 32836 V 08/50 75 145 H3734/32 
336521 56.3 338.9 11032 V 07/50 70 195 H3722/37 347514 -15.9 353.6 33639 V 07/28 75 150 N3734/33 ~~~§~~ ~g:~ ~~~:2 ia~~~ ~ 8b~f~ $8 i~~ ~~$~~~~~ ~~f~i~ :~f:~ ~ZZ:2 ~~ig~ ~ 8~~~~ f~ i~~ n~f~~~~l 
336524 61.8 334.7 11272 V 08/07 70 199 N3722/40 347518 -16.1 353.9 33657 R 07/29 75 150 H3735/22 
336525 55.5 326.5 10964 V 08/40 70 204 H3722/41 347519 -19.0 333.3 32857 R 08/51 75 144 H3735/23 
336526 61.3 326.5 11242 V 08/40 70 204 H3722/42 347520 -8.5 346.7 33370 R 07/58 75 161 H3735/24 
336527 54.8 319.9 10955 V 09/06 70 210 H3722/43 347521 -11.2 328.1 32701 R 09/12 75 161 H3735/25 
336528 60.6 318.4 11235 V 09/12 70 209 H3722/44 347522 -.1 341.2 33229 R 08/20 75 175 H3735/26 
336529 54.1 313.8 10977 V 09/31 70 215 H3722/45 347523 -2.7 324.3 32663 R 09/28 75 183 H3735/27 
336530 59.4 311.1 11240 V 09/42 70 214 N3722/46 347524 8.7 337.5 33245 R 08/35 75 189 H3735/28 
336531 53.0 307.5 11012 V 09/57 70 221 N3722/47 347525 6.0 320.7 32725 R 09/42 75 205 H3735/29 
336532 58.4 303.9'11287 V 10/11 70 219 H3722/48 347526 18.0 334.9 33392 R 08/45 75 203 H3735/30 
338501 49.5 322.1 3504 C 06/37 71 221 H3723/01 347527 15.3 317.9 32902 R 09/53 75 221 N3735/31 
338502 51.2 321.5 3564 C 06/39 71 219 H3723/02 347528 30.0 334.3 33773 R 08/48 75 214 N3735/32 
338503 49.8 320.0 3547 C 06/45 71 224 N3723/03 347529 26.9 315.4 33268 R 10/03 75 232 H3735/33 
338504 51.2 319.1 3603 C 06/49 71 223 N3723/04 347531 41.1 313.2 33878 R 10/13 75 240 H3735/35 
338505 49.7 317.7 3588 C 06/55 71 228 N3723/05 347534 45.9 290.6 34161 V 11/45 75 257 H3734/36 
338506 51.2 316.7 3647 C 06/59 71 226 H3723/06 347535 28.1 281.2 33484 V 12/23 75 274 H3734/37 
3385'07 49.8 315.2 3636 C 07/04 71 232 N3723/07 347536 28.0 298.1 33271 V 11/15 75 254 H3734/38 
338508 51.2 314.2 3696 C 07/09 71 230 N3723/08 347537 16.0 287.5 32954 V 11/58 75 276 H3736/29 
338509 49.6 312.8 3686 C 07/14 71 235 H3723/09 347538 16.7 302.4 32851 V 10/58 75 248 H3736/30 
338510 51.2 311.6 3753 C 07/19 71 233 H3723/10 347539 6.3 291.7 32650 V 11/41 75 279 H3736/31 
338511 49.6 310.2 3744 C 07/25 71 238 t13723/11 347540 6.9 306.1 32598 V 10/43 75 238 H3736/32 
3-110 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PlCNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PlCNO lAT LON RANGE F TOO lS seAZ O~DERNSR PIeNO lAT lotl RANGE F TOO lS seAZ ORDERllBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
347541 -2.8 295.6 32465 V 11/25 75 285 H3736/33 352523 -49.3 37.2 9458 R 13/59 77 170 H3742145 
347542 -2.1 309.7 32468 V 10/29 75 214 M3736/34 352524 -50.1 43.8 9541 R 13/33 77 176 t13742146 
347543 -12.3 299.2 32391 V 11/11 75 332 H3736/35 352525 -'16.9 39.1 9435 R 13/52 77 181 H3742147 
347544 -10.9 313.7 32446 V 10/14 75 165 H3736/36 352526 -47.6 45.4 9523 R 13/26 77 185 H3742148 
347545 -20.8 302.9 32423 V 10/56 75 66 H3736/37 352531 -54.9 49.0 9376 R 13/15 77 173 H3742/33 
347546 -19.6 318.2 32532 V 09/56 75 130 H3736/3S 352532 -55.5 57.3 9524 R 12/42 77 176 H3742134 
347547 -30.2 307.5 32570 V 10/38 75 80 H3736/39 352533 -52.6 50.3 93':'8 R 13/10 77 179 H3742135 
347548 -28.4 323.8 32735 V 09/33 75 115 H3736/40 352534 -52.9 58.2 9499 R 12/39 77 181 H3742/36 
347549 -39.9 312.9 32842 V 10/17 75 83 H3736/41 352535 -50.1 51.7 9331 R 13/05 77 185 H3742137 
347550 -38.1 332.2 33105 V 09/00 75 108 H3736/42 352536 -50.3 59.3 9487 R 12/34 77 187 H3742138 
347551 -51.5 322.0 33328 V 09/41 75 85 H3736/43 352537 -47.7 53.0 9324 R 13/00 77 192 H3742139 
347553 -52.2 320.6 33349 R 09/48 75 83 H3736/44 352538 -47.6 60.4 94S8 R 12/30 77 193 H3742140 
347554 -39.8 331.9 33149 R 09/03 75 105 H3736/45 352539 -45.0 54.5 9331 R 12/54 77 198 H3742141 
347555 -41.9 312.3 32911 R 10/21 75 80 H3736/46 352540 -45.1 61.5 9501 R 1212g 77 198 H3742142 
347556 -30.6 323.6 32780 R 09/36 75 110 t13736/47 353501 58.7 177.5 10972 R 06/4 77 192 H3743/25 
347557 -32.4 306.8 32634 R 10/43 75 75 H3736/48 353503 57.6 170.0 10862 R 07/19 77 196 H3743/27 
347558 -22.6 318.2 32576 R 09/58 75 120 t13736/49 353504 64.1 172.9 11203 R 07/07 77 196 H3743128 
347559 -24.1 302.9 32486 R ig~i6 75 64 H3736/50 353505 57.0 162.3 10803 R 07/50 77 201 H3743129 347560 -14.1 313.6 32467 R 75 148 H3736/51 353506 63.4 163.0 11126 R 07/47 77 201 H3743/30 
347561 -15.6 299.0 32429 R 11/15 75 10 H3736/52 353507 56.0 155.2 10762 R 08/18 77 207 H3743/31 
347562 -5.8 309.5 32459 R 10/33 75 206 H3736/53 353508 62.4 153.7 11084 R 08/24 77 207 H3743/32 
347563 -6.9 295.4 32471 R 11/29 75 303 H3736/54 353509 55.2 148.1 10766 R 08/47 77 213 H3743/33 
347564 2.6 306.0 32550 R 10/47 75 238 t13736/SS 353S10 61.1 145.S 11070 R 08/57 77 212 t13743/34 
347565 1.7 291.8 32611 R 11/44 75 287 H3736/56 353511 54.1 141.4 10793 R 09/14 77 218 H3743/35 
347566 12.5 302.0 32771 R 11/03 75 251 H3737/13 353512 59.8 137.4 11094 R 09/30 77 217 H3743/36 
347567 12.2 287.0 32912 R 12/03 75 282 H3737/14 353521 51.9 137.9 10994 V 09/30 77 223 H3743/37 
347568 23.2 297.6 33137 R 11121 75 257 H3737/15 353522 60.9 141.1 11360 V 09/17 77 21S H3743/38 
347569 23.1 281.S 33358 R 12/25 75 279 H3737/16 353523 53.6 144.4 11007 V 09/04 77 216 H3743/39 
347570 36.7 291.6 33756 R 11/45 75 260 H3737/17 353524 61.8 148.8 11365 V 08/47 77 210 H3N3/40 
347571 38.6 270.6 34232 R 13/09 75 277 H3737/18 353525 54.5 150.8 11020 V 08/39 77 211 H3743/41 
347574 29.8 260.8 34232 V 13/50 75 28S H3737/20 353526 62.9 IS7.6 11420 V 08/12 77 205 H3743/42 
347576 16.3 272.4 33421 V 13/04 75 293 t13737122 353527 55.1 157.0 11048 V Os/14 77 205 H3743/43 
347577 7.6 259.8 33686 V 13/54 75 312 H3737/23 353528 63.4 166.4 11488 V 07/36 77 200 H3743/44 
347578 6.2 278.5 33001 V 12/40 75 299 H3737/24 353529 55.6 163.8 11105 V 07/47 77 200 H3743/45 
347579 -2.5 266.4 33259 V 13/28 75 323 H3737/35 353530 64.0 175.8 11601 V 06/59 77 195 H3743/46 
347580 -3.1 283.3 32736 V 12/21 75 311 H3737/36 353531 56.1 171.1 11197 V 07118 77 195 H3743/47 
347581 -12.1 271.0 33024 V 13/10 75 337 H3737/37 354501 30.1 161.9 5436 H 06/31 78 136 H3744/13 
347582 -12.0 287.4 32599 V 12/04 75 334 H3737/3S 354502 32.0 161.8 5457 H 06/31 78 149 H37441"l4 
347583 -21.6 274.5 32935 V 12/56 75 356 H3737/39 354503 30.1 159.9 5440 H 06/39 78 145 H3744/15 
347584 -21.1 291.0 32576 V 11/50 75 9 H3737/40 354504 32.0 159.6 5461 H 06/40 78 161 H3744/16 
347585 -30.8 277.2 32972 V 12/45 75 14 H3737/41 354505 30.1 157.7 5449 H 06/48 78 163 H3744/17 
347586 -30.3 295.1 32662 V 11/34 75 39 H3737/42 354506 32.1 157.3 5471 H 06/50 78 178 H3744/18 
347587 -41.2 279.7 33144 V 12/35 75 32 H3737/43 354507 30.1 155.6 5463 H 06/57 78 I'll H3744/19 
347588 -40.3 299.6 32880 V 11/16 75 57 H3737/44 354508 32.0 155.1 5485 11 06/59 78 198 H3744/20 
347589 -51.7 281.5 33465 R 12/30 75 44 H3738/21 354509 30.0 153.4 5482 H 07/06 78 223 H3744/21 
347590 -39.6 299.7 32877 R 11/17 75 56 H3738/22 354510 32.1 152.9 5507 H 07/08 78 216 H3744/22 
347591 -41.2 280.1 33162 R 12/36 75 32 H373S/23 354521 26.0 164.3 5820 H 06/24 78 108 H3745/01 
347592 -30.8 2Q6.0 32689 R 11/32 75 42 H3738/24 354522 28.3 164.4 5834 H 06/24 78 122 H3745/02 
347593 -31.5 278.1 32997 R 12144 75 16 H3738/25 354523 26.3 162.3 5814 H 06/32 78 110 H3745/03 
347594 -21.9 292.1 32602 R 11/48 75 13 H3738/26 354524 28.4 161.9 5823 H 06/34 78 127 t13745/04 
347595 -22.7 275.3 32962 R 12/55 75 358 H3738/27 354525 26.4 160.0 5810 H 06/42 78 112 H3745/05 
3475Q6 -13.3 288.4 32619 R 12/03 75 338 H3738/28 354526 28.5 159.7 5822 H 06/43 78 133 H3745/06 
347597 -13.9 272.2 33031 R 13/08 75 341 H3738/29 354527 26.4 157.8 5814 11 06/51 78 115 H3745/07 
347598 -5.2 284.6 32732 R 12/18 75 316 H3733/30 354528 28.5 157.5 5827 H 06/52 78 146 H3745/08 
347599 -4.7 267.9 33236 R 13/25 75 326 H373S/31 354529 26.4 155.6 5823 H 06/59 78 126 H3745/09 
347XOO 4.0 280.1 32969 R 12/36 75 302 H3738/32 354530 28.5 155.2 5837 11 07/02 78 171 H3745/10 
347XOI 5.1 261.8 33620 R 13/50 75 315 H3738/33 354531 26.3 153.5 5838 H 07/08 78 223 H3745/11 
347X02 14.1 274.4 33361 R 12/59 75 294 354532 28.5 152.9 5S54 H 07/10 78 210 H3745/12 
347X03 16.1 252.4 34269 R 14/27 75 308 358504 -59.6 356.3 10510 R 12130 80 162 H3748/46 
347X04 26.4 264.8 34053 R 13/38 75 290 35S505 -56.3 347.9 10316 R 13/03 80 163 H374S/47 
349533 -27.4 69.4 10639 R 13/42 76 255 H3738/01 358586 -56.5 357.1 10455 R 12/27 80 168 H3748/48 
349534 -30.9 72.8 10638 R 13/29 76 233 H3738/02 3585 7 -53.3 349.4 10271 R 12157 80 170 H3748/49 
349535 -30.4 67.2 10560 R 13/52 76 251 H3738/03 358508 -53.5 358.1 10417 R 12/23 80 175 H3748/50 
349536 -33.8 70.7 10568 R 13/38 76 231 H3738/04 358509 -50.5 350.8 10242 R 12/52 80 178 H3748/51 
349537 -3:'.2 64.9 10499 R 14/01 76 246 H3738/05 358510 -50.7 358.9 10391 R 12120 80 lSI H374S/52 
349538 -31:.8 68.3 10511 R 13/47 76 220 H3733/06 358511 -47.8 352.2 10226 R 12/47 SO 185 H3749/19 
349539 -35.9 62.6 10454 R 14/10 76 234 H373S/07 358512 -47.8 359.9 10382 R 12/16 80 188 H3749/20 
349540 -3".4 66.1 le474 R 13/56 76 205 H3739/14 358513 -45.0 353.5 10221 R 12142 80 193 H3749/21 
349541 -31'.5 60.1 10424 R 14/20 76 207 H3739/15 358514 -44.9 .8 10332 R 12/12 80 194 H3749/22 
349542 -42.2 63.5 104,+9 R 14/07 76 182 H3739/16 358515 -42.2 354.8 10232 R 12/37 80 201 H3749/23 
349543 -40.9 57.7 10409 R 14/30 76 163 H3739/17 358519 -55.1 331.5 9852 R 14/12 80 144 H3749/26 
349544 -44.7 61.1 10439 R 14/16 76 160 H3739/18 358520 -56.1 339.2 9920 R 13/41 SO 154 H3749/27 
349545 -4".5 54.8 10407 R 14/42 76 127 H3739/19 358521 -52.4 334.1 97"8 R 14/02 80 153 H3749/28 
349546 -4:".3 58.3 10444 R 14/28 76 142 H3739/20 358522 -53.4 341.2 9870 R 13/33 80 162 H3749/29 
349547 -4(;.0 51.7 10421 R 14/54 76 113 t13739/21 353523 -49.9 336.2 9757 R 13/53 80 163 H3749/30 
349548 -5('.0 55.1 10465 R 14/41 76 129 H3739/22 358524 -50.7 343.0 9834 R 13/26 80 171 H3749/31 
349525 -4:.7 69.3 10180 R 13/47 76 19S 358525 -47.4 338.2 9730 R 13/45 80 175 H3749/32 
349501 -3:.7 90.0 10357 R 12127 ;6 219 113739/23 358526 -48.1 344.6 9810 R 13120 80 180 H3749/33 
349502 -3(..4 95.2 10479 R 12106 76 212 H3739/24 358531 12.0 122.9 8029 H 06/44 80 79 H3749/34 
349503 -3!·. 9 87.8 10251 R 12/36 76 214 H3739/25 358532 15.2 123.2 8014 H 06/43 80 91 H3749/35 
349504 -3' .• 7 93.2 10377 R 12114 76 206 H3739126 358533 12.5 120.8 8006 tl 06/52 80 76 H3749/36 
350511 5(".0 168.2 1064S V 09/30 76 224 H3741127 358534 15.5 120.6 7986 H 06/53 80 88 H3750/28 
350512 5::;.S 164.2 10931 V 09/ .. 6 76 223 H3741/2S 358535 12.8 118.3 7985 11 07/02 80 70 113750129 
350521 5C.4 165.4 10937 R 09/43 76 226 H3741/41 358536 15.7 118.0 7966 11 07/04 80 83 t13750/30 
350522 5b.7167.9 11250 R 09/33 76 219 H37':'1/42 358537 13.0 115.7 7972 H 07/13 80 61 H3750/31 
350523 5::'.9 171.4 10929 R 09/19 76 220 H3741/43 358538 16.0 115.3 7955 H 07115 SO 75 H3750/32 
350524 5>.3 175.5 11227 R 09/03 76 213 H3741/44 358541 5.4 122.6 8437 11 06/48 80 63 H3750/51 
350525 5r.5 177.1 10919 R OS/57 76 215 H3741/45 358542 8.8 122.2 8381 H 06/49 80 70 H3750/52 
350526 61'.0 183.0 11246 R 08/33 76 208 H3741/46 358543 5.8 120.0 8401 11 06/59 80 57 H3750/53 
350527 53.1 183.2 10932 R 08/32 76 209 H3741/47 358544 9.4 119.7 8348 t1 07/00 80 65 H3750/54 
350528 61.4 190.5 11285 R OS/03 76 203 H3741/48 35S545 6.4 117.4 8374 H 07/09 80 51 H3751121 
350529 5~.6 189.3 10969 R 08/08 76 204 H3741/49 358546 9.6 117.0 8327 H 07/10 80 57 H3751122 
350530 6~.9 198.3 11359 R 07/32 76 199 t13741150 358547 6.6 114.9 8360 H 07/19 80 43 H3751123 
350531 5:.8 195.5 11023 R 07/44 76 199 H3741151 358548 9.8 114.4 8317 H 07/21 80 47 HF51/24 
350532 6).1 206.7 11462 R 06/59 76 194 H3741152 358551 -1.7123.9 8942 H 06/46 80 54 H 750/33 
350545 6~.3 195.0 11938 V 07/43 76 204 H3741/33 358552 1.9 123.3 8847 H 06/48 80 58 H3750/34 
350547 6f.6 184.0 11900 V 08/32 76 209 H3741/35 358553 -1.4 121.2 8S97 H 06/57 80 49 H3750/35 
350549 6:.6 173.6 11902 V 09/14 76 214 t13741/37 358S54 2.7 120.7 8798 H 0,,/59 80 54 t13750/36 
350551 6~.5 163.6 11946 V 09/54 76 219 H3741/39 358555 -.5 118.5 8851 H 07/08 80 44 H3750/37 
352501 -37.7 29.0 9689 R 14/28 77 227 H3742125 358556 3.0 117.9 8i69 H 07/10 80 47 H3750/38 
352502 -3:".8 34.2 9715 R 14/03 77 212 H3742/26 358557 -.3 115.9 8332 H 07/18 80 37 H3750/39 
352503 -3!'.S 30.8 9689 R 14/21 77 244 H3742/27 358553 3.1 115.2 8753 t1 07/21 80 39 H3750/40 
352504 -31..4 35.9 9721 R 14/01 77 226 H3742128 35S559 -.3 113.1 8824 H 07/29 80 29 H3750/41 
352505 -33.1 32.6 9701 R 14/14 77 253 t13742129 358560 3.2 112.5 8746 H 07/32 80 30 H3750/42 
352506 -33.9 37.6 9739 R 13/54 77 236 H3742/30 35S561 -.2 110.4 8825 11 07/40 80 21 H3750/43 
352507 -30.6 34.4 9725 R 14/07 77 257 H3742131 358562 3.2 109.7 8750 H 07/43 80 P H3750/44 
352508 -31.4 39.3 9770 R 13/43 77 243 H3742132 35SS63 -.2 107.5 S837 t1 07/52 80 1 113750/45 
352521 -51.7 35.2 9492 R 14/07 77 160 H37(.2/43 353564 3.2 106.8 8766 H 07155 80 8 H3750/46 
352522 -52.7 42.0 9571 R 13/40 77 168 t13i42/44 358:365 -.4 10"+.7 8805 H 08/03 80 3 H37S0/47 
3-111 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--PICNo---iAT---ioN--RANGE-F--TOD--is-sCAz-C~DERNSR--PICNo---iAT---LON--RANGE-F--TOD--LS-SCAZ-CRDERN8R 
--35SS66---3:i-io3:s--S795-H-OS/07--S0-356-H3750/4S--365s2i-:37:4-252:3--9657-R-i4/36--S3-337-H37s7iis 
358567 -.5 101.6 8903 N 08/16 80 353 H3750/49 365522 -38.7 257.4 9656 R 14/15 83 215 H3757/16 
358568 3.0 101.0 8836 H 08/19 80 347 H3750/50 365523 -35.3 254.3 9649 R 14/28 83 292 H3757/17 
358571 -8.6 121.5 9394 H,06/58 80 42 H3751/25 365524 -36.3 259.2 9653 R 14/08 83 241 N3757/18 
358572 -4.1 121.0 9252 H 07/00 80 45 H3751/26 365525 -33.0 256.0 9651 R 14/21 83 283 N3757/19 
358573 -7.9 118.9 9344 H 07/09 80 37 H3751/27 365526 -33.9 260.9 9661 R 14/01 83 251 H3757/20 
358574 -3.9 118.1 9219 H 07/12 80 39 H3751/28 365531 -33.0 243.5 9419 R 15/13 83 1 M3758/20 
358575 -7.8 116.1 9323 H 07/20 80 32 H3751/29 365532 -34.8 248.2 9369 R 14/55 83 349 H3758/21 
358576 -3.5 115.3 9193 H 07/23 80 33 N3751/30 365533 -31.1 245.7 9405 R 15/05 83 344 N3758/22 
358577 -7.5 113.2 9303 H 07/32 80 25 N3751/31 365534 -32.4 250.3 9365 R 14/47 83 323 H3758/23 
358578 -3.5 112.6 9187 H 07/34 80 25 H3751/32 365535 -28.7 247.7 9408 R 14/57 83 330 H3758/24 
358579 -7.5 110.4 9305 H 07/43 80 19 H3751/33 365536 -30.0 252.2 9372 R 14/39 83 308 t13758/25 
358580 -3.6 109.8 9192 H 07/46 80 18 H3751/34 365537 -26.6 249.5 9419 R 14/50 83 319 H3758/26 
358581 -7.6 107.7 9320 H 07/54 80 12 H3751/35 3t5538 -27.8 253.9 9389 R 14/33 83 300 H3758/27 
358582 -3.6 107.0 9207 H 07/57 80 10 H3751/36 365539 -24.3 251.2 9441 R 14/44 83 311 H3758/28 
358583 -7.7 104.8 9346 H 08/06 80 5 H3751/37 365540 -25.3 255.6 9418 R 14/26 83 294 H3758/29 
358584 -3.7 104.1 9233 H C8/09 80 2 N3751/38 365541 -21.8 252.8 9477 R 14/37 83 305 H3758/30 
358585 -8.0 101.8 9385 H 08/18 80 359 H3751/39 365542 -22.9 257.1 9457 R 14/20 83 291 H3758/31 
358586 -3.9 101.3 9274 H 08/20 80 354 H3751/40 365543 -19.3 254.5 9526 R 14/30 83 301 H3758/32 
359501 57.3 115.3 7452 R 06/21 80 192 H3752/01 365544 -20.4 258.7 9509 R 14/14 83 288 H3758/33 
359502 63.5 119.8 7781 R 06/03 80 193 H3752/02 3655~5 -16.7 256.1 g588 R 14/24 83 297 H3758/34 
359503 58.5 111.9 7497 R 06/35 80 196 H3752/03 365553 -35.0 230.0 9265 R 16/11 83 31 H3757/23 
359504 63.4 113.8 7747 R C6/27 80 196 H3752/04 365554 -37.0 234.5 9169 R 15/53 83 34 H3757/24 
359505 58.5 106.9 7494 R 06/55 80 200 H3752/05 365555 -33.2 232.4 9221 R 16/01 83 23 H3757/25 
359506 63.4 108.0 7738 R 06/51 80 200 H3752/06 365556 -35.1 237.0 9128 R 15/43 83 23 H3757/26 
359507 58.4 102.3 7498 R 07/14 80 204 H3752/07 365557 -31.5 234.4 9189 R 15/53 83 14 H3757/27 
359508 63.3 102.1 7744 R 07/14 80 203 H3752/08 365558 -33.3 238.9 9101 R 15/35 83 12 H3757/28 
359509 58.4 97.4 7525 R 07/33 80 208 H3752/09 365561 -28.7 235.1 8947 R 15/53 83 5 H3759/01 
359510 63.1 96.3 7764 R 07/38 80 207 H3752/10 365562 -30.7 239.2 8858 R 15/37 83 1 H3759/02 
359511 58.1 92.5 7555 R 07/53 80 212 H3752/11 365563 -26.9 237.1 8932 R 15/45 83 356 H3759/03 
359512 63.1 90.3 7810 R 08/02 80 211 H3752/12 365564 -28.7 241.2 8848 R 15/29 83 349 H3759/04 
359555 68.0 108.6 8703 R 06/54 80 201 H3752/17 365565 -25.0 238.9 8927 R 15/38 83 348 H3759/05 
359557 67.9 100.3 8703 R 07/27 80 205 H3752/19 365566 -26.7 242.9 8848 R 15/22 83 340 H3759/06 
359561 67.3 83.9 8767 R 08/33 80 213 H3752/23 365567 -23.1 240.6 8931 R 15/31 83 340 H3759/07 ~gi§g! -~4:~ ~~4:~ 16i~~ ~ ~*~t~ ~~ i~~ ~~~~~~~8 ~~~§g~ :~~:i ~~i:4 ~~~g ~ i~~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~g~ 
361504 -55.3 307.3 10180 R 13/41 81 150 H3753/21 365570 -22.8 240.2 8872 R 15/09 83 324 H3759/10 
361505 -51.7 302.0 10068 R 14/02 81 147 M3753/22 365571 -18.9 244.1 8973 R 15/18 83 327 H3759/11 
361506 -52.5 309.2 10129 R 13/34 81 158 H3753/23 365572 -20.6 247.8 8900 R 15/03 83 317 H3759/12 
361507 -49.0 304.1 10025 R 13/54 81 158 H3753/24 365573 -16.7 245.7 9008 R 15/11 83 322 H3759/13 
361508 -49.8 310.9 100~0 R 13/27 81 168 H3753/25 365574 -18.3 249.4 8941 R 14/57 83 312 H3759/14 
361509 -46.5 306.1 9995 R 13/46 81 171 H3753/26 365575 -14.5 247.3 9055 R 15/05 83 317 H3759/15 
361510 -47.1 312.7 10066 R 13/20 81 179 H3753/27 365581 -18.7 40.7 9084 H 07/22 83 16 H3758/35 
361511 -44.0 307.7 9976 R 13/40 81 185 H3753/28 365582 -13.7 40.4 8879 H 07/24 83 15 H3758/36 
361515 -56.6 314.9 9987 R 13/14 81 160 H3753/31 365583 -18.5 38.1 9089 H 07/33 83 12 H3758/37 
361516 -57.0 324.0 10114 R 12/38 81 166 H3753/32 365584 -13.8 37.5 8898 H 07/35 83 10 H3758/38 
361517 -53.8 316.7 9942 R 13/07 81 168 H3753/33 366501 11.3 39.6 8312 H 06/45 83 80 H3759/16 
361518 -54.0 324.8 10067 R 12/34 81 173 H3753/34 366502 14.5 39.8 8301 H 06/44 83 94 H3759/17 
361519 -51.0 318.1 9907 R 13/01 81 176 H3754/21 366503 11.7 37.3 8295 H 06/54 83 75 H3759/18 
361520 -51.2 325.9 10043 R 12/30 81 179 H3754/22 366504 14.8 37.1 8280 H 06/55 83 91 H3759/19 
363541 -44.0 268.4 10274 R 14/50 82 85 H3754/23 366505 11.9 34.6 8282 H 07/05 83 65 H3759/20 
363542 -45.6 274.2 10266 R 14/27 82 121 t13754/24 366506 15.0 34.3 8271 H 07/06 83 84 H3760/01 
363543 -41.8 270.6 10237 R 14/41 82 81 H3754/25 366507 12.1 31.9 8280 H 07/16 83 48 H3760/02 
363544 -42.8 276.4 10231 R 14/18 82 140 H3754/26 366508 15.2 31.6 8270 H 07/17 83 69 H3760/03 
363545 -39.4 272.8 10211 R 14/32 82 63 H3754/27 366521 6.2 33.7 8617 H 07/12 83 44 H3760/04 
363546 -40.3 278.5 10210 R 14/10 82 183 H3754/28 366522 9.3 33.7 8585 H 07/12 83 52 H3760/05 
363547 -36.7 275.0 10196 R 14/24 82 296 H3754/29 366523 6.3 31.2 8618 H 07/21 83 33 H3760/06 
363548 -37.8 280.3 10200 R 14/03 82 222 N3754/30 366524 9.4 31.0 8585 H 07/22 83 36 H3760/07 
363549 -34.3 276.7 10193 R 14/17 88~ 22~22 HH~-J7~4411~~ 366525 6.3 18.7 8627 H 07/32 83 19 H3760/08 363550 -35.1 282.1 10205 R 13/55 ~ ~ J J J~ '66526 9 6 8.3 8594 H 07/33 83 16 H3760/09 
363551 -31.7 278.6 10203 R 14/10 82 277 H3754/33 366527 6:4 6.1 8644 H 07/42 83 5 H3760/10 
363552 -32.4 283.7 10220 R 13/49 82 251 H3754/34 366528 9.7 25.6 8614 H 07/44 83 355 H3760/11 
363553 -29.0 280.3 10226 R 14/03 82 276 H3754/35 366529 6.5 23.5 8672 H 07/53 83 351 H3760/12 
363554 -29.6 285.3 10250 R 13/43 82 256 H3754/36 366530 9.7 23.1 8644 H 07/55 83 3~O H3760/13 
363555 -26.2 282.0 10263 R 13/56 82 275 H3754/37 366531 6.4 20.8 8711 H 08/04 83 340 H3760/14 
363556 -26.8 287.0 10294 R 13/36 82 259 H3754/38 366532 9.6 20.4 8683 H 08/05 83 328 H3760/15 
363521 -48.2 276.9 10014 R 14/18 82 137 H3755/17 366561 -.8 34.7 9056 H 07/10 83 39 H3761/01 
363522 -49.3 283.4 10050 R 13/53 82 155 H3755/18 366562 3.0 34.8 8984 H 07/10 83 44 N3761/02 
363523 -45.8 279.2 9979 R 14/09 82 152 H3755/19 366563 -.4 32.5 9045 H 07/19 83 32 H3761/03 
363524 -46.8 285.3 10017 R 13/45 82 168 H3755/20 366564 3.1 31.8 8976 H 07/22 83 33 H3761/04 
363525 -43.4 281.2 9953 R 14/02 82 172 H3755/21 366565 -.2 29.6 9045 H 07/31 83 22 H3761/05 
363526 -44.1 287.0 9996 R 13/38 82 182 H3755/22 366566 3.3 29.1 8980 H 07/33 83 21 H3761/06 
363527 -41.0 282.9 9939 R 13/55 82 195 H3755/23 366567 -.1 26.7 9057 H 07/43 83 12 H3761/07 
363528 -41.6 288.6 9986 R 13/32 82 197 H3755/24 366568 3.4 26.3 8995 H 07/44- 83 8 H3761/08 
363529 -38.5 284.6 9935 R 13/48 82 215 H3755/25 366569 .0 23.9 9080 H 07/54 83 2 H3761/09 
363530 -39.0 290.1 9988 R 13/26 82 210 "3755/26 366570 3.3 23.5 9024 H 07/56 83 356 H3761/10 
363531 -36.0 285.2 9942 R 13/42 82 228 H3755/27 366571 -.1 21.0 9120 H 08/06 83 352 H3761/11 
363532 -36.4 291.7 10003 R 13/20 82 220 H3755/28 366572 3.3 20.5 9062 H 08/08 83 345 H3761/12 
363533 -33.3 287.8 9963 R 13/36 82 238 H3755/29 366581 -4.2 20.5 9435 H 08/10 83 355 H3761/13 
363534 -33.8 293.1 10028 R 13/15 82 228 H3755/30 367501 6.4 17.7 8599 H 07/34 84 13 H3760/16 
363535 -30.7 289.4 9996 R 13/29 82 244 H3755/31 367502 9.9 17.6 8565 H 07/34 84 9 H3760/17 
363536 -31.0 294.6 10068 R 13/09 82 234 H3755/32 367503 6.7 15.4 8616 H 07/43 84 H3760/18 
363501 -54.2 285.5 9863 R 13/47 82 152 H3754/39 367504 9.8 14.9 8589 H 07/45 84 349 H3760/19 
363502 -5~.2 293.1 9948 R 13/17 82 160 H3754/40 367505 6.6 12.6 8648 H 07/54 84 347 H3760/20 
363503 -5:.8 287.5 9822 R 13/39 82 160 H3756/26 367506 9.9 12.3 8621 H 07/56 84 334 H3760/21 
363504 -5~.3 294.8 9905 R 13/10 82 169 H3756/27 367507 6.5 9.9 8691 H 08/05 84 336 H3760/22 
363505 -49.0 289.4 9786 R 13/32 82 171 H3756/28 367508 9.8 9.4 8668 H 08/08 84 323 H3760/23 
363506 -4".7 296.2 9876 R 13/05 82 176 H3756/29 367521 -.4 16.8 9021 H 07/40 84 12 H3761/14 
363507 -4~.6 290.9 9764 R 13/26 82 181 H3756/30 367522 3.0 16.8 8958 H 07/40 84 10 t13761/15 
363508 -4L.9 297.6 9859 R 12/59 82 186 H3756/31 367523 -.4 14.2 9046 M 07/51 84 3 H3761/16 363509 -44.0 292.6 9754 R 13/19 82 192 H3756/32 367524 2.9 13.8 8986 H 07/52 84 357 H5761/17 
363510 -4~.3 298.9 9853 R 12/54 82 194 H3756/33 367525 -.5 11.4 9084 H 08/02 84 354 H3761/18 
363511 -4!.4 294.1 9754 R 13/13 82 203 H3756/34 367526 2.9 11.0 9024 H 08/04 84 347 H3761/19 
363512 -4:,.4 300.4 9863 R 12/48 82 202 H3756/35 367527 -.7 8.5 9133 H 08/14 84 346 H3761/20 
363513 -30.7 295.7 9769 R 13/07 82 212 H3756/36 368503 -58.1 241.6 10282 R 13/10 84 151 H3761/23 
363514 -~'.8 301.7 9583 R 12/43 82 209 H3756/37 368504 -58.5 250.8 10393 R 12/34 84 158 H3761/24 
363515 -3(.2 297.1 9794 R 13/02 82 219 H3756/38 368505 -55.2 243.1 10221 R 13/04 84 158 M3761/25 
363516 -31 .• 1 303.0 9915 R 12/38 82 215 H3756/39 368506 -55.3 251.7 10335 R 12/30 84 165 H3761/26 
365501 -5".1 281.2 11097 R 12/30 83 156 H3756/40 368511 -24.5 214.2 9826 R 15/03 84 334 
365502 -5".1 292.5 11270 R 11/45 83 162 N3756/41 368512 -26.1 218.8 9761 R 14/45 84 320 365503 -5/ .• 1 282.6 11045 R 12/25 83 163 H3756/42 368513 -22.2 216.1 9845 R 14/55 84 325 H3762/01 
365504 -5~.9 292.6 11212 R 11/45 83 168 H3756/43 368514 -23.3 220.5 9793 R 14/33 84 312 H3762/02 
365505 -5J.l 283.5 10999 R 12/21 83 170 H3756/44 368515 -19.5 217.7 9884 R 14/49 84 319 H3762/03 
365511 -5f .• l 265.5 10566 R 13/36 83 146 H3756/45 368516 -20.8 222.2 9832 R 14/31 84 306 H3762/04 
365512 -56.0 273.7 10651 R 13/03 83 155 H3756/46 368517 -16.9 219.4 9932 R 14/43 84 313 H3762/05 
365513 -5;,.4 267.5 10515 R 13/28 83 154 H3756/47 368518 -18.0 223.6 9886 R 14/26 84 302 H3762/06 
365514 -5~.9 275.2 10599 R 12/57 83 163 H3756/48 368519 -14.0 220.9 10001 R 14/37 84 309 H3762/07 
365515 -4".6 269.2 10473 R 13/21 83 164 H-756/49 368520 -15.3 225.1 9954 R 14/20 84 298 H3762/08 
365516 -4".8 276.7 10562 R 12/51 83 172 H~756/50 368521 -11.1 222.5 10079 R 14/30 84 305 H3762/09 
3-112 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LO~ RMlSE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDER~,9R PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNI3R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------36S522 -12.2 226.7 10043 R 14/14 84 296 H3762/10 372S23 -50.0 184.2 9464 R 14/23 86 129 H3768/03 
369501 9.6 359.8 8:50 HH 07/2~ 84 23 H3762/11 372524 -51.0 190.5 9490 R 13/58 86 146 H3768/04 
369502 12.5 359.7 8233 07/20 84 24 H3762/12 372525 -47.6 186.4 9418 R 14/14 86 140 H3768/05 
369503 9.6 357.3 8268 H 07/30 84 4 H3762/13 372526 -48.5 192.5 9450 R 13/50 86 157 H3768/06 
369504 12.7 356.9 8251 HH 07/32 84 350 H3762/14 372527 -45.2 188.4 9384 R 14/07 86 156 H3768/07 
369505 9.6 354.6 8295 07/41 84 346 H3762/15 372528 -45.9 194.2 9420 R 13/43 86 171 H3768/08 
369506 12.8 354.2 8280 H 07/43 84 328 H3762/16 372529 -42.8 190.3 9361 R 13/59 86 178 H3768/09 
369507 9.7 352.0 8331 H 07/52 84 333 H3762/17 372530 -43.5 195.8 9401 R 13/37 86 186 H3768/10 
369508 12.8 351.5 8318 H 07/54 84 316 H3762/18 372531 -40.4 191.9 9348 R 13/53 86 200 H376S/l1 
369509 9.7 349.2 8378 H 08/03 84 323 H3762/19 372532 -41.0 197.3 9394 R 13/31 86 200 H3768/12 
369510 12.7 348.7 8368 H 08/05 84 309 H3762/20 372533 -38.0 193.6 9347 R 13/46 86 218 H3768/13 
369511 9.6 346.3 8438 H 08/15 84 317 H3762/21 372534 -38.6 198.8 9397 R 13/26 86 212 H3768/14 
369512 12.7 345.8 8430 H 08/17 84 304 H3762/22 372535 -35.5 195.1 9356 R 13/40 86 231 H3768/15 
369531 2.1 7.9 8719 H 06/50 84 52 H3763/01 372536 -35.9 200.3 9413 R 13/20 86 222 H376S/16 
369532 6.3 7.9 8657 H 06/51 84 61 H3763/02 372541 -31.3 175.7 9148 R 15/00 86 343 H3768/17 
369533 3.2 5.6 8689 H 07/00 84 46 H3763/03 372542 -32.6 lS0.1 9108 R 14/42 86 323 H3768/18 
369534 6.5 5.3 8642 H 07/01 84 52 H3763/04 372543 -29.2 177.2 9149 R 14/54 86 331 H3768/19 
369535 3.3 3.0 8682 H 07/10 84 37 H3763/05 372544 -30.3 181.7 9114 R 14/36 86 309 H3768/20 
369536 6.6 2.5 8636 H 07/12 84 39 H3763/06 372551 -13.6 179.2 9214 R 14/49 86 312 H3i68/21 ~~~§~~ t:~ 359:~ ~g~5 ~ g~~~! ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~g~ ~~~~~~ :i~:~ l~~:~ ~~~5 ~ i~~~~ g~ ~g§ ~~+g~~~~ 
369539 3.6 357.7 8697 H 07/32 84 13 H3763/09 372554 -12.4 184.6 9235 R 14/28 86 300 H3i68/24 
369540 6.9 357.5 8655 H 07/33 84 9 H3763/10 372555 -8.2 182.2 9376 R 14/37 86 305 H3768/25 
369541 3.7 355.1 8719 H 07/43 84 1 H3763/11 372556 -9.41SS.1 9333 R 14/21 86 297 H3768/26 
369542 6.9 354.7 8680 H 07/44 84 354 H3763/12 372557 -4.7 183.4 9502 R 14/32 86 303 H3768/27 
369543 3.5 352.4 8755 H 07/53 84 350 H3763/13 372558 -6.0 187.4 9454 R 14/17 86 296 H3768/28 
369544 6.9 352.1 8715 H 07/55 84 341 H3763/14 372561 -5.4 332.1 9660 H 07/21 86 27 H3769/01 
369545 3.5 349.7 8799 H 08/04 84 341 H3763/15 372562 -1.1 331.7 9568 M 07/22 86 28 H3769/02 3695~6 6.9 349.4 8759 H 08/06 84 331 H3763/16 372563 -4.8 329.1 9654 H 07/33 86 18 H3769/03 
369547 3.5 346.8 8854 H 08/16 84 333 H3763/17 372564 -.9 328.9 9575 H 07/34 86 17 H3769/04 
369548 6.7 346.2 898132S2 HH 00~/'1187 84 323 H3763/18 372565 -4.6 326.2 9670 H 07/45 86 9 H3769/05 369551 -5.2 2.0 ~ 84 27 H3763/19 372566 -.8 325.8 9595 H 07/46 86 5 H3769/06 
369552 -1.3 2.9 9052 H 07/13 84 32 H3763/20 373503 -59.1 209.0 10288 R 12/00 86 163 H3769/09 
369561 -4.4 354.7 9303 H 07/48 84 6 H3764/01 373504 -58.4 219.7 10479 R 11/18 86 167 t13769/10 
369562 .3 354.7 9::!00 H 07/48 84 3 t13764/02 37;525 -56.5 193.5 9710 R 13/05 8,\ 157 H3769/15 
369563 -3.4 352.1 9309 H 07/58 84 358 t13764/03 373526 -56.6 202.0 9821 R 12/32 8D 164 H3769/16 ~g~~%~ -3:~ ~~~:~ ~§~6 ~ g~~r~ ~~ j~3 ~j~~2~g~ ~~~§~~ :~j:g ~61:6 ~~~~ ~ i~~~~ ~g 1~3 ~j~~~~i~ 
369566 .0 348.9 9286 H 08/12 84 344 H3764/06 373541 7.8 321.1 8730 H 07/18 86 27 H3770/07 
369567 -3.8 346.3 9420 H 08/22 84 344 H3764/07 373542 11.5 321.0 8709 H 07/18 86 33 H3770/08 
369568 -.1 346.0 9347 H 08/23 84 337 H3764/08 373543 8.4 31S.5 8740 H 07/28 86 7 t13770/09 
370501 -58.3 221.0 10003 R 13/14 85 151 H3764/09 373544 11.6 318.2 8725 H 07/29 86 352 H3770/10 
370502 -59.0 229.9 10117 R 12/38 85 158 H3764/10 373545 8.4 315.7 8766 H 07/39 86 347 H3770/11 
370503 -55.8 222.4 9949 R 13/08 85 157 H3764/11 373546 11.8 315.5 8751 H 07/40 86 326 H3770/12 
370504 -55.9 230.9 10057 R 12/35 85 164 t13764/12 373547 8.6 313.0 8800 H 07/50 86 332 t13770/13 
370521 -54.5 206.3 9532 R 14/16 85 135 H3763/21 373548 11.8 312.6 8790 H 07/52 86 313 H3770/14 
370522 -55.7 213.1 9580 R 13/48 85 146 H3763/22 373561 .8 323.0 9134 H 07/13 86 32 t13769/19 
370523 -52.2 208.3 9477 R 14/08 85 141 H3763/23 373562 5.2 322.8 9072 H 07/14 86 36 H3769/20 
370524 -"53.0 215.0 9525 R 13/41 85 154 H3763/24 373563 1.8 320.4 9124 H 07/23 86 22 H3769/21 
370525 -49.8 210.3 9431 R 14/00 85 151 H3763/25 373564 5.3 320.1 9079 H 07/25 86 21 H3769122 
370526 -50.5 216.6 9483 R 13/35 85 162 H3763/26 373565 2.0 317.6 9139 H 07/35 86 9 H3769/23 
370541 -49.2 195.8 9144 R 15/00 85 106 H3765/01 373566 5.3 317.3 9098 H 07/36 86 3 H3769/24 
370542 -50.8 201.4 914S R 14/33 85 125 H3765/02 373567 1.9 314.8 9169 H 07/46 86 357 H3770/01 
370543 -47.1 198.4 9092 R 14/50 85 III H3765/03 373563 5.3 314.4 9127 H 07/48 86 348 H3770/02 
370544 -48.4 203.9 9097 R 14/29 85 135 H3765/04 373569 1.8 312.0 9208 H 07/57 86 346 H3770/03 
370545 -45.0 200.6 9051 R 14/42 85 118 H3765/05 373570 5.2 311.7 9169 H 07/59 86 336 H3770104 
370546 -46.0 206.0 9059 R 14/20 85 149 t13765/06 373571 1.7 309.0 9263 H 08/10 86 337 H3770/05 
370547 -42.8 202.8 9019 R 14/33 85 137 H3765i07 373572 5.3 308.6 9222 H 08/11 86 327 H3770/06 
370548 -43.9 207.8 9033 R 14/13 85 167 H3765/08 373581 -6.6 321.9 9589 H 07/20 86 25 H3770/15 
370549 -40.7 204.6 8998 R 14/26 85 176 H3765/09 373582 -1.8 321.6 9480 H 07/22 86 25 H3770/16 
370550 -41.5 209.6 9015 R 14/06 85 191 H3765/10 373583 -5.6 319.1 9573 H 07/31 86 17 H3770/17 
370551 -38.5 206.4 8986 R 14/19 85 222 M3765/11 373554 -1.7 318.7 9490 H 07/33 86 14 H3770/18 
370552 -39.3 211.3 9008 R 13/59 85 211 H3765/12 373585 -5.4 316.1 9591 H 07/44 86 8 H3770/19 370553 -36.2 208.1 8984 R 14/12 85 243 H3765/13 373586 -1.6 315.8 9511 H 07/45 86 4 H3770/20 
370554 -36.9 212.9 9011 R 13/53 85 ,26 t13765/14 373557 -5.4 313.1 9624 H 07/56 86 359 H3770/21 
371501 9.6 343.5 8730 H 07/09 85 54 H3766/01 373588 -1.7 312.8 9549 H 07/57 86 353 H3770/22 
371502 12.8 343.2 8717 H 07/10 85 73 H3766/02 373589 -5.5 310.1 9672 H 08/08 86 351 H3770/23 
371503 9.7 340.8 8734 H 07/20 85 34 H3766/03 373590 -1.6 309.7 9595 H 08/09 86 344 H3770/24 
371504 13.6 340.6 8721 H 07/21 85 52 H3766/04 373591 -5.7 307.0 9735 H 08/20 86 344 H3771/01 
371505 10.5 338.2 8743 H 07/30 85 7 H3766/05 373592 -1.7 306.8 9655 H 08/21 86 337 H3771/02 
371506 13.7 337.9 8736 H 07/32 85 341 H3766/06 373593 -5.8 303.8 9812 H 08/33 86 338 H3771/03 
371507 10.6 335.5 8767 H 07/41 85 342 H3766/07 373594 -1.9 303.5 9736 H 08/35 86 331 t13771/04 
371508 13.9 335.1 8761 H 07/43 85 310 H3766/08 375561 -57.3 174.4 10043 R 12/57 87 154 H3771/05 
371509 10.7 332.8 8300 H 07/52 85 325 H3766/09 375562 -57.5 183.3 10156 R 12/22 87 161 H3771/06 
371510 14.0 332.3 8798 H 07/54 85 300 H3766/10 375563 -54.5 175.8 9989 R 12/52 87 161 H3771/07 
371511 10.8 329.7 8847 H 08/04 85 314 H3766/11 375564 -54.6 184.0 10107 R 12/19 87 167 H3771/08 
371512 14.0 329.5 8845 H OS/C6 85 296 H3766/12 375565 -51.7 176.8 9945 R 12/48 87 168 H3771/09 
371531 3.9 343.2 9139 H 07/13 85 40 M3767/01 375566 -51.7 184.6 10067 R 12/17 87 174 H3771/10 
371532 8.2 343.0 9094 H 07/14 85 51 H3767/02 375567 -49.0 178.0 9915 R 12/43 87 177 t13771/11 
371533 5.0 340.6 9128 H 07/24 85 28 H3767/03 375568 -48.8 185.3 10041 R 12/14 87 181 H3771/12 
371534 8.4 340.2 9097 H 07/25 85 30 H3767/04 375501 7.2 310.0 8785 H 06/40 87 72 H3772/01 
371535 5.2 337.8 9140 H 07/35 85 12 H3767/C5 375502 10.9 309.9 8760 H 06/41 87 88 H3772/02 
371536 8.6 337.6 9111 H 07/36 85 6 H3767/06 375503 7.9 307.3 8763 H 06/51 87 65 H3772/03 
371537 5.3 335.0 9163 H 07/46 85 356 H3767/07 375504 11.2 307.2 8746 H 06/52 87 81 H3772/04 
371538 8.8 334.8 9135 H 07/47 85 343 H3767/08 375505 8.2 304.6 8756 H 07/02 87 52 H3772/05 
371539 5.5 332.3 9196 H 07/57 85 342 H3767109 375506 11.5 304.6 8740 H 07/02 87 70 t13772/06 
371540 8.8 332.0 9171 H 07/59 85 328 H3767/10 375507 8.5 302.1 8759 H 07/13 87 33 H3772/07 
371551 -2.6 343.6 9597 H 07/15 85 35 H3766/13 375508 11.7 301.8 8745 H 07/14 87 41 H3772/08 
371552 2.0 343.3 9511 H 07/16 85 39 H3766/14 375509 8.6 299.4 8773 H 07/23 87 10 H3772/09 
371553 -1.3 340.8 9572 H 07/26 85 26 H3766/15 375510 11.8 299.1 8760 H 07/25 87 354 H3772/10 
371554 2.1 340.3 9513 H 07/28 85 26 H3766/16 375511 8.7 296.6 8797 H 07/35 87 347 H3772/11 
371555 -1.4 337.7 9586 H 07/39 85 14 H3766/17 375512 12.1 296.3 8786 H 07/36 87 322 H3772/12 
371556 2.3 337.5 9525 H 07/40 85 11 H3766/18 375513 8.9 293.9 8830 H 07/46 87 331 H3772/13 
371557 -1.3 334.7 9608 H 07/51 85 3 H3766/19 375521 1.0 304.1 9119 H 07/07 87 36 H3771/13 
371558 2.2 334.4 9552 H 07/52 85 357 H3766/20 375522 5.0 303.9 9065 H 07/08 87 41 H3771/14 
372501 -45.9 175.0 9768 R 14/57 86 83 H3767/11 375523 1.7 301.4 9114 H 07/18 87 25 H3771/1S 
372502 -47.1 180.8 9747 R 14/33 86 109 H3767/12 375524 5.1 301.1 9071 H 07/19 87 24 H3771/16 
372503 -43.7 177.3 9721 R 14/48 86 80 H3767/13 375525 1.7 298.7 9129 H 07/29 87 12 t13771/17 
372504 -44.8 182.8 9706 R 14/26 86 117 H3767/14 375526 5.4 29S.4 9084 H 07/30 87 7 H3771/18 
372505 -41.4 179.5 9684 R 14/39 86 72 H3767/15 375527 2.0 295.8 9151 H 07/40 87 359 H3771/19 
372506 -42.3 184.9 9674 R 14/18 86 136 t13767/16 375528 5.5 295.4 9112 H 07/42 87 349 H3771/20 
372507 -39.0 181.4 9659 R 14/31 86 39 H3767/17 375529 2.0 293.0 9188 H 07/52 87 348 H3771/21 
372508 -39.9 186.7 9654 R 14/10 86 187 H3767/18 375530 5.6 292.6 9149 H 07/53 87 337 H3771/22 
372509 -3~.6 183.3 9645 R 14/24 86 312 M3767/19 375531 2.1 290.0 9237 H 08/04 87 338 H3771/23 
372510 -3:.5 188.3 9644 R 14/04 86 232 H3767/20 375532 5.4 289.7 9202 H 08/05 87 327 H3771/24 
372511 -34.3 185.0 9641 R 14/18 86 291 t13767/21 375541 -6.5 300.3 9567 H 07/25 87 19 H3772/14 
372512 -35.1 189.9 9646 R 13/58 86 249 H3767/22 375542 -2.6 300.2 9480 H 07/25 87 18 H3772/15 
372521 -5;.3 182.0 9518 R 14/32 86 122 H3768/01 375543 -6.4 297.6 9532 H 07/36 87 11 H3772/16 
372522 -5~.5 188.4 9542 R 14/06 86 137 H3768/02 375544 -2.5 297.4 9497 H 07/37 87 8 t13772/17 
3-113 
VIK~NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------P!CNO U.T Lml RAt~GE F TOO LS seAZ OR:JERHBR PICNO LAT Lctl RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERNSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------375545 -/..3 294.7 9611 H 07/48 87 3 H3772118 378579 -19.0 302.2 32617 R 12/47 89 330.H3780/28 
375546 -:".3 294.4 9525 H 07/49 87 358 H3772/19 378580 -16.8 320.2 32016 R 11/35 89 324 H3780/29 
375547 -6.3 291.8 9649 H 07/59 87 355 ~13772120 378S81 -27.4 308.2 32416 R 12123 89 344 113780/30 
375548 -:".4 291.6 9568 H 08/00 87 349 H3772/21 378582 -24.9 326.0 31915 R 11/12 89 347 H3780/31 
375S49 -G.3 288.6 9706 H 08/12 87 347 113772122 37&583 -36.2 313.2 32363 R 12104 89 H3780/32 
375550 - •• 5 288.3 9628 H 08/14 87 340 tI3772123 378584 -32.6 332.0 31917 R 10/48 89 13 H3780/33 
375S51 -t>.3 285.4 9775 H 08/25 87 341 H3772/24 378585 -45.4 317.8 32447 R 11/45 89 16 t13780/34 
377501 -4'.7 134.8 9711 R 14/13 88 126 H3773/01 378586 -40.5 338.2 32031 R 10/24 89 35 t13780/35 
377502 -4S.5 140.6 9726 R 13/50 88 155 H3773/02 378587 -55.2 322.3 32674 R 11/27 89 30 H3780/36 
377503 -4~.3 136.7 9683 R 14/06 83 149 t13773/03 378588 -49.8 346.5 32295 R 09/51 89 50 H3780/37 
377S04 -43.0 142.2 9702 R 13/44 88 176 H3773/04 378590 -48.7 342.5 32293 V 10/08 89 44 H3779/38 
377505 -39.7 138.5 9665 R 13/59 88 198 t13773/05 378591 -54.1 318.2 32738 V 11/46 89 26 t13780/38 
377506 -40.3 143.9 9690 R 13/37 88 199 H3773/06 378592 -40.0 334.9 32083 V 10/39 89 28 H3780/39 
377507 -37.4 140.0 '>657 R 13/53 88 230 H3773/07 37&593 -44.5 314.2 32554 V 12102 89 12 H3780/40 
377508 -37.9 145.3 9688 R 13/32 88 216 H3773/0a 378594 -32.2 329.0 32002 V 11/03 89 7 H3780/41 
377S09 -34.7 141.7 9663 R 13/46 88 246 t13773/09 378595 -35.5 309.4 32520 V 12/21 89 357 H3780/42 
377541 14.9 279.2 8379 H 07/18 88 304 t13774/01 378596 -24.0 323.1 32028 V 11/27 89 342 t13781/23 
377542 17.9 278.8 8393 H 07/20 88 242 H3774/02 378597 -26.8 304.2 32623 V 12142 89 342 H3781/24 
377551 7.4 289.6 8774 H 06/40 88 72 H3773/10 378598 -16.0 317.3 32163 V 11/50 89 323 H3781/25 
377552 10.9 239.7 8757 H 06/39 88 88 H3773/11 378599 -18.1 297.9 32881 V 13/07 89 330 H3781/26 
377553 8.0 287.1 8759 H 06/49 88 65 H3773/12 379501 10.4 269.0 8742 H 06/38 89 86 H3781/01 
377554 11.2 287.0 8743 tl 06i50 88 82 H3773/13 379502 14.5 269.3 8742 H 06/37 89 114 H3781/02 
377555 8.2 284.5 8754 H 07/00 88 50 H3773/14 379503 11.6 266.6 8729 H 06/48 89 87 H3781/03 
377556 11.4 284.3 8740 H 07/01 88 68 H3773/15 379504 14.8 266.5 8732 H 06/49 89 118 H3781/04 
377557 8.4 281. 7 8759 H 07/12 88 28 t13773/16 379511 11.4 256.6 9010 H 07/31 89 319 H3781/05 
377558 11.6 281.6 8747 H 07/12 88 34 H3773/17 379512 15.1 256.6 9016 H 07/31 89 271 H3781/06 
377559 8.6 279.1 8774 H 07122 88 3 H3773/18 379521 3.8 268.8 9399 H 06/45 89 64 H3781/07 
377560 11.9 278.8 8764 H 07/23 88 341 H3773/19 379522 7.7 268.9 9370 H 06/45 89 80 H3781/08 
377561 8.8 276.4 8799 H 07/33 88 342 H3773/20 379523 4.5 266.3 9382 H 06/55 89 56 H3781/09 
377571 .4 286.4 9141 H 06/55 88 43 H3774/21 379524 8.0 266.1 9357 H 06/56 89 70 H3781/10 
377572 3.8 2t3~.2 9092 H 06/56 88 48 t13774/22 379525 4.8 263.4 9377 H 07/07 39 40 H3781/11 
377573 .6 233.5 9136 H 07/07 88 32 H3774/23 379526 8.2 263.2 9354 H 07/03 89 50 H3781/12 
377574 4.1 283.3 9087 H 07/08 88 35 H3774/24 379527 4.9 260.6 9385 H 07/18 89 21 H3781/13 
377575 .8 280.8 9142 H 07/18 88 20 H3774/25 379528 8.4 260.2 9363 H 07120 89 16 H3781/14 
377576 4.3 280.5 9094 tl 07/19 88 18 H3774/26 379529 5.1 257.5 9404 H 07/31 89 359 H3781/15 
377577 .9 278.0 9158 H 07/29 88 8 H3774/27 379530 8.6 257.4 9384 H 07/31 89 343 H3781/16 
377578 4.3 277.7 9114 H 07/30 88 2 H3774/28 379541 -5.9 254.8 9840 H 07/44 89 2 H3732/29 
377579 .9 275.0 9189 t1 07/41 88 356 H3774/29 379542 -1.4 254.9 9751 H 07/43 89 357 t13782/30 
377580 4.5 274.7 9144 H 07142 88 346 H3774/30 379543 -5.2 252.1 9863 tl 07/55 89 354 t13782/31 
377581 -7.0 284.1 9585 H 07/07 88 29 H3774/31 379544 -.6 252.0 <)779 H 07/55 89 346 H3782/32 
377582 -2.7 283.9 9486 H 07/08 88 31 H3774/32 379545 -4.5 249.2 9899 H 08/07 89 345 H3782/33 
377583 -6.4 281.4 9573 H 07/18 88 22 H3774/33 379546 .0 249.1 9320 H 08/07 89 336 H3782/34 
377584 -2.6 281.0 9490 H 07/20 88 20 H3774/34 379547 -3.7 246.1 9949 H 08/19 89 337 H3782/35 
377555 -6.3 278.5 9586 H 07/30 88 13 t13774/35 37 0 548 .6 246.2 9874 H 08/19 89 327 H3782/36 
377586 -2.5 278.2 9505 H 07131 88 10 H3774/36 379561 -12.7 249.8 10356 H 08/07 89 355 H3782137 
377587 -6.2 275.6 9613 H 07/42 83 4 H3774/37 379562 -7.6 249.8 10220 H 08/07 89 350 t13782/33 
377588 -2.0 275.1 9526 H 07/44 83 359 H3774/38 379503 -12.0 246.5 10398 H 08120 89 348 H3782/39 
378503 30.9 337.9 32629 R 10/12 89 241 H3776/30 379564 -7.0 247.0 10263 H 08/18 89 343 H3782/40 
378504 38.9 354.6 33048 R 09/06 89 223 t13776/31 381571 .0 227.1 8377 H 07/57 90 335 H3782/01 
378505 20.2 344.3 32169 R 09/47 89 233 H3776/32 381572 3.8 227.1 8313 H 07/57 90 326 H3782/02 
378506 26.6 359.6 32543 R 08/46 89 213 ~13776/33 381573 .3 224.6 8437 H 08/07 90 329 t13782/03 
378507 10.9 350.2 31831 R 09/24 89 220 H3776/34 361574 4.2 2N.4 8379 H 08/08 90 321 H3782/04 
378508 16.9 4.7 32273 R 03/26 89 201 H3776/35 381531 -8.0 230.7 8311 H 07/45 90 353 H3782/07 
37&509 2.9 355.5 31736 R 09/03 89 :::02 H3776/36 381582 -3.7 230.6 8701 H 07/45 90 347 H3782/08 
378510 8.8 10.2 32170 R 08/04 89 185 H3776/37 381583 -7.6 227.9 8355 H 07/56 90 347 H3782/09 
378511 -4.5 1.2 3170~ R 08/40 89 176 H3776/33 381584 -3.2 228.0 8746 H 07/56 90 341 H3782/10 
378512 1.8 16.2 32195 R 07/40 89 170 t13776/39 381585 -7.1 225.1 8910 H 08/03 90 341 H3782/11 
378513 -12.0 8.1 31787 R 03/12 89 150 H3776/40 381586 -2.8 225.2 8304 H OS/07 90 335 H3782/12 
378514 -5.3 23.9 32353 R 07/09 89 154 t13776/41 331501 28.3 238.9 8838 H 07/15 90 212 H3782/05 
378515 -19.0 16.1 31998 R 07/40 89 134 H3776/42 381502 32.2 239.1 8935 H 07115 90 209 H3782/06 
378517 -17.3 17.5 32063 V 07/37 89 137 t13777/16 3&1511 21.7 240.3 9047 H 07/12 90 206 H3782113 
378518 -4.0 26.5 32500 V 07/01 89 155 H3 777/17 331512 25.6 240.4 9111 H 07/12 90 204 H3782/14 
378519 -10.8 10.1 31371 V 08/07 89 153 H3777/13 381513 22.5 237.4 9079 H 07/24 90 222 H3782115 
378520 2.6 18.8 32324 V 07/32 89 169 H3777/19 381S14 26.0 237.2 9141 H 07/25 90 217 H3782/16 
378521 -3.2 3.4 31796 V 08/34 89 176 H3777/20 381521 14.6 240.7 9301 H 07/14 90 201 H3783/01 
378522 9.8 13.0 32306 V 07/55 89 184 H3777/21 361522 18.5 240.8 9331 H 07/13 90 200 t13783/02 
37S523 3.7 357.7 31S26 V 08/56 89 199 H3 777/22 381523 15.3 238.0 9324 H 07/25 90 245 t13783/03 
378524 13.0 7.7 32416 V 08/17 89 199 H3777/23 3S1524 18.7 237.9 9353 H 07/25 90 225 t13783/04 
378525 11.7 352.5 31975 V 09/17 89 213 t13777124 381531 6.6 240.1 9616 H 07/19 90 18 H3783/19 
378526 27.5 2.9 32683 V 08/36 89 211 H3777/25 381532 10.3 240.1 9606 H 07/19 90 7 H3783/20 
378527 20.8 347.5 32256 V 09/38 89 229 H3777/26 351533 6.9 237.5 9634 H 07/30 90 350 H3783121 
378528 39.9 359.1 33203 V 08/51 89 220 H3777/27 331534 10.5 237.1 9628 H 07/31 90 313 t137831Z2 
378529 31.1 341.5 32696 V 10/02 89 233 ~13777/28 381541 -1.1 245.8 10017 H 06/59 90 45 
378534 32.7 319.0 33097 R 11/34 89 259 H3773/19 381542 3.1 246.1 9966 H 06/53 90 56 
37S535 15.8 315.2 32567 R 11/49 89 276 H3778/20 381543 -.3 243.3 10003 H 07/09 90 36 
378536 19.2 330.2 32348 R 10/49 89 255 H3778/21 381544 3.4 243.1 9959 H 07/10 90 40 
378537 5.9 323.2 32090 R 11/17 89 278 t13778/22 351545 .0 240.4 10006 H 07/21 90 21 
378538 10.0 336.7 31977 R 10/23 89 250 H3778/23 381546 3.6 240.2 9967 H 07/22 90 20 
378539 -2.4 329.5 31S03 R 10/52 89 282 H3778/24 3815H .1 237.3 10024 H 07/34 90 5 
378540 1.5 342.8 31743 R 09/59 89 239 H3778/25 3815~8 4.0 237.1 99S5 H 07/34 90 356 
378541 -10.6 335.5 31635 R 10/28 89 293 H3778/26 381549 .3 234.4 10053 H 07/45 90 352 
378542 -6.3 348.8 31629 R 09/35 89 211 H3778/27 381550 4.2 234.1 10016 H 07/47 90 338 
378543 -18.2 3~1. 2 3153~ R 10/C6 89 350 H3778128 381561 -4.7 240.5 10342 H 07/23 90 22 H3783/05 
378544 -13.2 354.4 31622 R 09/13 89 158 H3773/29 381562 -1.1 243.3 10290 H 07/12 90 35 H3783/06 
378545 -25.4 347.4 31625 R 09/41 89 64 H3773/30 382501 -21.8 322.1 33370 V 12/05 90 334 H3783/23 
3785~6 -20.7 1.7 31725 R 08/44 89 123 H3778/31 382502 -16.1 336.1 33099 V 11/09 90 310 H3783/24 
3785H -33.3 354.6 31784 R 09/13 89 76 H3778/32 382503 -22.0 322 .. 2 33370 C 12105 90 335 H3783125 
378548 -27.8 9.9 31944 R 08/11 89 110 H3773/33 382504 -16.1 336.2 33099 C 11/09 90 310 H3783/26 
378549 -41.2 3.8 32070 R 08/36 89 81 ~13778/34 382507 -22.1 322.4 33364 R 12104 90 335 H3783/29 
378553 -38.9 1.6 32005 V 06/46 89 80 H3779/20 382508 -16.4 336.5 33093 R 11/08 90 311 H3783/30 
37855" -25.7 7.5 31893 V 08/23 89 113 H3779/21 382521 -3".9 327.4 33330 V 11/47 90 6 H3784/29 
378555 -31. 2 3SZ.9 31765 V 09/21 89 74 H3779/22 382522 -28.4 342.7 33045 V 10/45 90 12 H3784/30 
378556 -19.2 .0 31723 V 08/53 89 127 H3779/23 382523 -35.1 327.2 33337 C 11/47 90 6 H3784/31 
378557 -24.4 346.0 31652 V 09/"9 89 53 t13779/24 382524 -28.7 342.5 33049 C 10/46 90 13 H3784/32 
378558 -12.2 353.4 31653 V 0~120 89 168 H3779/25 382527 -35.0 327.6 33330 R 11/46 90 6 H3784/35 
378559 -17.0 340.1 31632 V 10/13 89 331 H3779/26 382528 -28.8 342.8 33048 R 10/45 90 14 H3784/36 
378560 -5.0 347.2 31686 V 09/45 89 224 t13779/27 363501 -.4 223.5 8830 H 06/53 91 30 H3784/01 
378561 -9.2 334.1 31718 V 10/37 89 292 t13779/28 383502 3.1 223.4 8777 H 06/54 91 33 H3784/02 
378562 2.4 341.4 31822 V 10/08 89 245 H3779/29 383503 .0 221.0 8833 H 07/03 91 20 H3784/03 
378563 -1.9 328.3 31899 V 11/00 89 284 H3779/30 383504 3.5 220.7 8783 H 07/04 91 18 H3784/04 
378564 10.4 335.4 32068 V 10/32 89 253 H3779/31 383505 .2 218.3 8848 H 07/14 91 8 H3784/05 
378565 6.3 321.9 32209 V 11/26 89 280 H3779/32 383506 3.5 218.0 8804 H 07/15 91 3 H3784/06 
378566 19.9 328.5 32480 V 11/00 89 258 H3779/33 383507 .g 215.5 8878 H 07/26 91 357 H3784/07 
378567 16.0 313.5 32717. V 12/00 89 278 H3779/34 383508 3. 215.1 8836 H 07/27 91 348 H3784/08 
378568 32.1 318.3 33179 V 11/41 89 260 H3779/35 383509 .3 212.6 8921 H 07/37 91 347 H3784/09 
378574 10.6 295.9 33299 R 13/12 89 295 H3780/23 383510 3.6 212.~ 8879 H 07/39 91 337 H3784/10 
378576 .1 306.7 32625 R 12129 89 301 H3780125 383511 .2 209. 8977 H 07/50 91 338 H3784/11 
378577 -10.4 295.3 32970 R 13/15 89 320 H3780/26 383512 3.5 202.3 8937 H 07/51 91 329 H3784/1~ 
378578 -8.6 314.1 32239 R 12/00 89 310 H3780/27 383513 .1 20 .6 9046 H 08/02 91 331 H3784/1 

























































































































































































































9009 M 08/03 
9317 H 07/29 
9219 H 07/29 
9344 M 07/,+0 
9259 H 07/41 
9396 M 07/52 
9314 M 07/53 
9815 R 12/5S 
9901 R 12/33 
9805 R 12/54 
9399 R 12/29 
9809 R 12/50 
9909 R 12/26 
9826 R 12/45 
9432 R 13/56 
9459 R 13/33 
9402 R 13/49 
9433 R 13/27 
9383 R 13/43 
941S R 13/22 
9375 R 13/37 
9417 R 13/16 
9378 R 13/32 
9424 R 13/12 
9391 R 13/27 
9':'44 R 13/07 
9414 R 13/22 
9365 R 15/04 
8749 H 07/23 
8909 M 07/23 
33377 V 11/59 
~~~~g ~ H~88 
33124 C 11/05 
33382 R 12/00 
33127 R 11/07 
33270 V 11/33 
33026 V 10/36 
33278 C 11/35 
33028 C 10/36 
33285 R 11/36 
33032 R 10/37 
8734 M 07/26 
8773 M 07/27 
8783 M 07/38 
8825 M 07/40 
8844 M 07/50 
8891 tl 07/53 
8920 M 08/03 
8966 M 0·S/06 
9018 M 07/24 
9020 M 07/24 
9054 M 07/34 
9060 M 07/35 
9105 M 07/46 
9114 M 07/47 
9168 M 07/58 
9182 M 08/00 
9372 M 00/49 
9336 M 06/48 
9359 M 06/59 
9336 H 06/59 
9370 M 07/10 
9348 M 07/11 
9393 H 07/22 
9372 M 07/24 
9425 M 07/34 
9403 M 07/36 
9473 H 07/47 
9457 H 07/48 
9534 H 07/59 
9324 M 08/01 
9749 M 07/02 
9685 M 07/01 
9747 M 07/13 
9692 M 07/13 
9765 M 07/24 
9712 H 07/25 
97'75 M 07/36 
9745 H 07/37 
9841 tl 07/49 
9794 M 07/51 
9904 H OS/02 
9854 tl 08/03 
9977 tl OS/15 
9927 H CY15 
10398 R 13/05 
10482 R 12/46 
10566 R 12/58 
10669 R 12/39 
33049 V 11/35 
3~912 V 10/43 
33047 C 11/34 
32911 C 10/43 
33039 R 11/33 
32907 R 10/42 
32936 V 11/07 
32812 V 10/13 
32936 C 11/07 
328!l C 10/13 
32935 R 11/07 
32810 R 10/13 
7551 R 05/31 
71:·21 R OS/20 
7523 R 05/49 
7769 R 05/44 
7509 R 06/08 
7760 R 06/C6 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































7765 R 06/28 
7536 R 06/45 
7737 R 06/50 
7571 R 07/05 
7321 R 07/12 
7866 V 07/14 
8102 V 07/02 
7857 V 06/58 
8105 V 06/43 
7854 V 06/41 
8122 V 06/23 
7870 V 06/25 
8156 V 06/04 
7901 V 06/09 
8192 V 05/44 
7934 V 05/52 
9112 H 06/56 
9C63 M 06/56 
9118 M 07/06 
9077 M 07/07 
9142 M 07/18 
9103 M 07/19 
9178 M 07/30 
9139 M 07/30 
9224 M 07/41 
9192 M 07/42 
9288 M 07/53 
9251 M 07/54 
9363 M 08/06 
9327 M 08/06 
10467 R 15/21 
8729 M 06/40 
8716 M 06/41 
8737 H 06/51 
8724 H 06/52 
8755 M 07/02 
8744 M 07/03 
8784 H 07/13 
8774 M 07/14 
6823 M 07/24 
8817 M 07/26 
8877 M 07/37 
6869 M 07/37 
6939 H 07/48 
8934 M 07/49 
9102 H 06/58 
9051 M 06/57 
9106 H 07/07 
9J72 M 07/08 
9136 M 07/18 
9102 M 07/19 
9176 M 07/30 
9145 M 07/31 
9230 M 07/42 
9201 M 07/43 
9548 M 07/01 
9,+49 H 07/00 
9537 M 07/12 
9465 H 07/13 
9971 M 08/11 
9882 M OS/09 
10036 M 08/23 
9953 M 08/23 
9799 R 14/57 
9747 R 14/34 
9744 R 14/47 
9698 R 14/25 
33092 V ·11/36 
32927 V 10/45 
33090 C 11/36 
32924 C 10/44 
33087 R 11/36 
32919 R 10/43 
32987 V 11/12 
32321 V 10/16 
32987 C 11/12 
32821 C 10/16 
32991 R 11/12 
32821 R 10/17 
10157 R 16/00 
10206 R 16/05 
9986 R 15/44 
10228 R 15/59 
100C8 R 15/38 
10268 R 15/53 
10046 R 15/32 
10327 R 15/47 
10104 R 15/27 
8903 H 07/06 
8340 M 07/07 
8933 M 07/17 
6876 M 07/18 
8960 M 07/28 
6925 M 07/30 
10294 R 15/18 
10146 R 14/59 
10357 R 15/13 
10203 R 14/54 
10308 R 15/21 
10146 R 15/02 
10355 R 15/16 
10203 R 14/57 
33167 V 11/44 
32955 V 10/52 
331e6 C 11147 
32961 C 10/54 
33223 R 11/53 32977 R 11/00 
33294 V 12/05 
92 205 M3791/21 
92 210 M3791/22 
92 209 M3791/23 
92 214 M3791/24 
92 213 H3791/25 
92 215 M3791/26 
92 211 M3792/24 
92 212 M3792/25 
92 207 M3792126 
92 208 t13792/27 
92204 M3792128 
92 204 H3792129 
92 200 H3792/30 
92 201 M3792/31 
92 197 H3792/32 
92 197 M3792133 
92 25 M3794/01 
92 27 M3794/02 
92 13 H3794/03 
92 7 H3794/04 
92 H3794/05 
92 350 M3794/06 
92 348 M3794/07 
92 338 M3794/08 
92 339 M3794/09 
92 328 M3794/10 
92 331 M3794/11 
92 320 H3794/12 
92 325 H3794/13 
92 315 M3794/14 
93 333 H3794/15 
93 . 45 M3795/01 
93 62 M3795/02 
93 23 M3795/03 
93 19 H3795/04 
93 359 M3795/05 
93 336 M3795/06 
93 338 H3795/07 




93 306 H3 95/10 
93 317 N3795/11 
93 301 M3795/12 
93 311 M3795/13 
93 298 H3795/14 
93 19 M3795/15 
93 18 H3795/16 
93 6 M3795/17 
93 358 H3795/18 
93 353 M3795/19 
93 342 H3795/20 
93 342 H3795/21 
93 330 H3795/22 
93 333 H3795/23 
93 321 M3795/24 
93 19 M3796/01 
93 19 M3796/02 
93 11 M3796/03 
93 6 H3796/04 
93 333 M3796/05 
93 324 H3796/06 
~~ ~t~ ~H~g~8~ 
94 60 M3796/09 
94 76 M3796/10 
94 52 t13796/11 
94 69 M3796/12 
94 324 H3796/27 
94 286 M3796/28 
94 324 M3796/29 
94 285 H3796/30 
94 325 M3796/33 
94 265 M3796/34 
94 4 H3796135 
94 13 H3796/36 
94 4 M3796/37 
94 16 M3796/38 
94 5 H3797/18 
94 17 M3797/19 
94 17 M3797/01 
94 353 H3797/02 
94 349 H3797/03 
94 348 H3797/04 
94 344 M3797/05 
94 344 M3797/06 
94 339 H3797/07 
94 339 M3797/0S 
94 334 M3797/09 
94 5 M3797/10 
94 M3797/11 
94 357 M3797/12 
94 350 M3797/13 
94 348 t13797/14 
94 340 M3797/15 
95 338 H3798/01 
95 331 M3798/02 
95 332 M3798/03 
95 326 H3798/04 
95 339 M3798/05 
95 333 M3798/06 
95 335 M3798/07 
95 328 M3793/08 
96 326 M3799/25 
96 296 M3799126 
96 327 M3799/27 
96 297 H3799/28 
96 328 H3799/31 
96 302 M379'l/32 
96 353 H3799/33 
VIKI~~ ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
3-115 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PIOlO LAT LOtl RMlSE F TOO LS seAZ CROERtl:2·R PlCNO LAT LC~1 RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------395552 -28.8 218.4 32933 V 11/01 g6 346 H3799/34 402507 -6.3 115.7 26647 V 08/47 99 254 t13807/43 
395853 -34.7 202.0 33305 C 12/07 96 353 H37Q9/35 402508 5.0 119.2 26794 V 08/33 99 221 H3807/44 
395554 -28.9 218.2 32941 C 11/02 96 346 H3799/36 402509 -15.5 121.4 30696 V 10/21 99 310 H3807/45 
395557 -34.9 202.1 33303 R 12/07 96 353 H3799/39 402510 -3.7 127.6 30S71 V 09/56 99 273 H3S07/46 
39555S -29.1 218.3 3~939 R 11/02 96 347 113799/40 402511 -9.2 114.7 30919 V 10/48 99 299 H3807/47 
395501 -25.7 285.1 10179 R 15/46 96 3 H3799/01 402512 6.5 119.2 31065 V 10/30 99 269 H3S07~48 
395502 -27.5 290.5 10011 R 15/25 96 H3799/02' 403503 -18.8 137.0 26795 V 07/12 100 106 H3808/03 
3 0 5503 -23.3 287.0 10167 R 15/39 96 357 H3799/03 403504 -8.6 138.7 26830 V 07/05 100 136 H3808/04 
395504 -25.1 292.1 10006 R 15/18 96 353 H3799/04 403505 -24.0 151.2 28979 V 07/13 100 102 H3808/05 
395505 -20.7 288.7 10173 R 15/32 96 351 H3799/05 403506 -13.0 lS4.4 29027 V 07/01 100 131 H3808/06 
395506 -2~.5 293.7 10014 R 15/12 96 3~6 H3799/06 403507 -20.5 143.2 28820 V 07/46 100 103 H3808/07 
39S507 -lA.2 290.2 10189 R 15/26 96 345 H3799/07 40350S -10.0 145.4 28857 V 07/37 100 146 H3803/08 
395508 -1".8 295.3 10036 R 15/06 96 339 H379~/08 403509 -23.4 148.2 30~56 V 08/24 100 82 H3808/09 
39S509 -1~.2 291.7 10228 R 15/20 96 339 H3800/01 403510 -11.8 152.4 30486 V 08/07 100 156 M3808/10 
395510 -1:.1 296.5 10072 R 15/01 96 333 H3800/02 403511 -18.8 140.9 30420 V 08/54 100 4 H3808/11 
395511 -ll.6 293.0 10274 R 15/15 96 335 H3BOO/03 403512 -7.9 144.0 30466 V 08/41 100 209 H3808/12 
395512 -1".1 297.9 101:5 R 14/56 96 328 M380~!04 403513 -23.1 148.5 31754 V 09/21 100 353 H380S/13 
395513 -4.4 294.2 103~5 R 15/10 96 330 H3800/05 403514 -8.7 155.1 31783 V OS/55 100 218 H380S/14 
395514 -1:.1 299.0 10195 R 14/51 96 323 H3800/06 403515 -14.9 142.5 31S08 V 09/45 100 296 M3S0S/15 
39S521 -4:.0 304.5 9417 R 14/32 96 61 H3800/07 403516 -4.1 14~.6 31830 V 09/29 100 251 M3808/16 
395522 -4~.8 309.8 9383 R 14/10 96 89 H3800/03 404515 14.7 127.2 22218 V 05/55 100 160 H3809/03 
395523 -4~.8 306.1 9383 R 14/25 96 48 H3S00/09 404516 25.0 132.0 22651 V 05/36 100 163 M3S09/04 
395524 -4:.5 311.4 9356 R 14/04 96 86 t13800/10 404512 -1.8 118.6 21876 V 06/33 100 137 H3809/26 
397501 -2/ •. 0 275.3 10125 R 15/36 97 5 H3S00/11 404521 -12.8 123.2 24142 V 06/59 100 114 H3809/05 
397502 -2".8 280.5 9975 R 15/15 97 2 H3800/12 404522 -1.2 126.8 24272 V 06/45 100 145 H3809/06 
397503 -zr.8 276.9 10113 R 15/29 97 359 H3800/13 404523 -8.2 118.2 24064 V 07/19 100 132 H3809/07 
397504 -2-.3 282.1 9967 R 15/09 97 354 M38CO/14 404524 3.3 121.7 24231 V 07/05 100 163 H3809/08 
397505 -2:.3 278.7 10109 R 15/23 97 352 H3800/15 404525 -3.5 113.1 24037 V 07/39 100 166 H3809/09 
397506 -2(.8 283.8 9968 R 15/02 97 346 H3eOO/16 404526 8.7 116.9 24264 V 07/24 100 183 H3809/10 
397507 -2~.6 280.3 10124 R lS/16 97 346 M3S00/17 404527 1.7 108.3 24074 V 07/59 100 201 H3809/11 
397508 -2?2 285.2 9~85 R 14/57 97 339 H38CO/18 404528 14.1 111.9 24354 V 07/44 100 199 H3809/12 
397509 -1;'.9 281.8 10149 R 15/10 97 340 H3800/19 404529 6.8 103.5 24165 V 08/18 100 221 H3809/13 
397510 -In.4 28~.6 10015 R 14/51 97 332 H3800/20 404530 20.4 107.2 24531 V 08/03 100 211 H3809/14 
~~~§l~ :If:g ~~~:~ 1959~ ~ l~/&~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~gg/~~ ~8~§~~ ~g:~ i~t:Z ~~~g~ ~ 8~~~~ I88 I~~ ~~~g~~l~ 
397513 -1~.0 284.4 10253 R 15/01 97 329 H3500/23 404533 13.6 129.0 24819 V 06/41 100 172 H3809/17 
397514 -1~.6 289.1 10120 R 14/42 97 322 H3800/24 404534 27.1 135.7 25412 V 00/14 100 178 H3809/18 
397515 -C.9 285.5 10330 R 14/56 97 325 H3800/25 404541 6.4 138.3 30710 V 08/54 100 226 H3810/01 
397516 -11 •• 3 290.2 10204 R 14/37 97 317 H3S00/2~ 404542 21.7 143.7 31223 V 08/32 100 216 H3810/02 
397521 -1~.2 278.7 10214 R 15/25 97 336 H3800/27 404543 12.5 132.1 30922 V 09/18 100 237 H3810/03 
398541 S~.4 109.0 9976 R 05/19 97 190 H3SC2/26 4C~544 29.6 136.6 31564 V 09/01 100 225 t13810/04 
398543 5~.1 103.4 9912 R 05/42 97 194 t13S02/28 404545 21.0 12~.0 31323 V 09/51 100 245 H3810/05 
398544 6~.4 107.0 10307 R 05/27 97 Ig4 H3802/29 404547 30.8 114.0 31928 V 10/31 100 249 H3810/07 
398545 5c.8 97.9 9376 R 06/04 97 198 H380Z/30 404561 -15.4 125.0 30607 V 09/50 100 306 H3810/09 
393546 5".4 99.8 10221 R 05/56 97 19~ H3S02/31 404562 -3.2 130.4 30644 V 09/28 100 257 H3810/10 
398547 5~.5 92.6 9859 R Ob/25 97 203 H!302/32 404563 -9.6 118.5 30774 V 10/16 100 294 H3S10/11 
398548 59.6 93.3 10220 R 06/22 97 203 H3S02/33 4C48~4 3.0 123.5 30869 V 09/56 100 262 H3810/12 
398549 5::.3 87.2 9869 R 06/47 97 20S H3S02/34 404565 -2.8 111.1 31065 V 10/46 100 287 H3810/13 
398550 5 9 .1 86.5 10217 R 06/50 97 208 H3S02/35 404566 10.5 115.6 31241 V 10/28 100 264 H3310/14 
398551 5~.1 81.7 9901 R 07/09 97 213 M3802/36 404567 5.4 101.7 31561 V 11/24 100 283 H3810/15 




100 265 H3810/16 39S561 53.4 80.3 10220 V 07/17 97 214 H3502/33 404573 -43.4 189.3 ~~ J 100 70 H3810/19 
39S562 60.9 84.7 10580 V 06/59 97 208 H3802/39 404574 -31.1 193.2 33444 V OS/09 100 101 H3310/20 
398563 53.3 85.6 10202 V 06/56 97 209 H3802/40 404582 -39.6 205.3 33795 V 08/19 100 8~ H3810/46 
398564 61.1 90.9 10600 V 06/34 97 205 M3S02/41 404583 -46.7 187.9 33847 V 09/29 100 47 H3810/47 
398565 53.4 90.4 10214 V 06/37 97 205 H3802/42 404534 -34.5 194.3 33624 V 09/03 100 70 H3810/48 
398566 61.4 97.4 10643 V 06/09 97 201 H3S0Z/43 405511 -50.2 197.3 33701 V 10/18 100 37 H3811/29 
398567 53.6 95.4 10251 V 06/17 97 201 H3802/44 40S512 -38.6 2C8.8 33425 V 09/32 100 58 M3811/30 
398569 53.7 100.5 10~9S V 05/56 97 197 113802/46 405513 -42.9 189.6 33611 V 10/49 100 17 H3811/31 
398571 52.7 107.1 10335 V 05/30 97 191 M3802/48 405514 -32.3 199.7 33374 V 10/09 100 10 H3811/32 
399501 -20.0 188.5 33763 V 11/51 97 321 H3S02/50 405501 -12.1 163.2 34328 V 12/37 100 312 H3811/33 
399502 -15.1 202.8 33497 V 10/54 97 295 H3S03/16 405502 -2.8 174.2 34128 V 11/53 100 292 M3811/34 
399503 -19.8 188.3 33771 C 11/52 97 321 H3303/17 405503 -1.7 153.8 34954 V 13/15 100 306 H3811/35 
399504 -13.7 201.9 33527 C 10/58 97 293 M3S03/18 405504 8.1 163.0 34846 V 12/38 100 290 H3811/36 
399507 -19.9 188.1 33775 R 11/53 97 321 M3803/21 405505 -33.1 142.5 34942 V 14/03 100 345 H3811/37 
399508 -13.8 201.4 33534 R 11/00 97 294 M3803/22 405506 -26.5 163.4 34149 V 12/39 100 332 H3811/38 
399521 -36.0 197.3 33575 V 11/19 97 1 H3803/23 405508 -16.1 153.3 34681 V 13/20 100 321 H3811/40 
399522 -29.0 212.2 33338 V 10/19 97 M33~3/24 405515 -53.5 192.2 33379 V 11/36 100 25 H3811/41 
399523 -36.1 197.2 33579 C 11/19 97 1 t13S03/25 40S516 -42.9 209.2 32950 V 10/29 100 30 H3811/42 
399524 -29.3 212.1 33338 C 10/20 97 2 H3803/26 405517 -45.0 187.7 33295 V 11/55 100 8 t13811/43 
399527 -36.6 197.2 335S3 R 11/20 97 2 H3803/29 405S18 -35.3 201.1 32937 V 11/01 100 357 H3811/44 
399528 -29.6 212.1 33338 R 10/20 97 3 H3803/30 405519 -50.3 190.2 32647 V 12/43 100 14 M3811/45 
401502 -12.9 95.8 149S3 V 06/S1 99 54 H3828/10 405520 -40.9 211.7 32093 V 11/17 100 10 t13811/46 
401503 -17.9 91.3 15028 V 07/10 99 34 t138~8/11 405521 -40.8 190.6 32542 V 12/41 100 358 H3811/47 
401504 -12.1 91.2 14920 V 07/10 99 38 H3828/12 405522 -32.8 205.0 32150 V 11/44 100 34~ H3811/48 
401506 -23.6 89.4 15388 V 07/20 g9 26 H3828/14 405523 -50.2 190.2 31645 V 13/41 100 12 H3811/49 
401507 -29.5 84.2 15591 V 07/41 99 17 M3S28/15 405524 -44.6 212.6 31037 V 12/12 100 9 H3811/50 
401508 -22.7 84.5 15382 V 07/40 99 14 H3828/16 405525 -41.9 189.3 31650 V 13/45 100 H3S11/51 
401511 -26.3 99.1 19334 V 07/37 99 36 H3806/17 405526 -36.4 207.0 31108 V 12/34 100 351 H3811/52 
401512 -18.0 99.9 19170 V 07/34 99 43 H3806/18 405528 -47.6 217.7 29524 V 12/50 100 1~ H3811/54 
401513 -24.2 93.6 19291 V 07/59 99 21 H3806/19 405529 -43.0 193.7 30197 V 14/26 100 5 t13S11/55 
401514 -16.7 94.2 19155 V 07/57 99 19 H3806/20 405530 -39.3 214.0 29560 V 13/05 100 358 H3811/56 
401515 -22.7 87.4 193C6 V 08/24 99 4 H3806/21 406511 -27.6 280.7 7100 C 14/18 101 291 H3812/19 
401516 -15.2 88.3 19176 V 08/20 99 352 H3806/22 406512 -30.6 283.77066 C 14/06 101 269 H3812/20 
401521 -28.4 98.3 22785 V 08/35 99 12 H3806/23 406513 -30.0 280.1 7050 C 14/20 101 291 H3812/21 
401522 -18.9 100.7 22606 V 08/29 99 5 M3S06/24 406514 -32.7 282.6 7026 C 14/10 101 265 H3812/22 
401523 -25.8 92.3 22803 V 09/02 99 356 t13806/25 406515 -32.0 279.0 7012 C 14/25 101 295 H3812/23 
401524 -16.9 94.3 22652 V 03/55 99 338 H38C6/26 406516 -34.9 281.6 6993 C 14/14 101 255 H3812/24 
401525 -23.0 84.9 22893 V 09/32 99 ~~90 H3806/27 406517 -34.2 278.0 6980 C 14/29 101 303 H3812/25 
401526 -14.5 87.0 22764 V 09/24 99 ~~ H3806/28 406518 -36.9 280.6 6968 C 14/19 101 231 H3812/26 
401531 -25.9 94.3 2S766 V 09/52 99 341 H3806/29 406519 -36.1 276.9 6958 C 14/34 101 331 H3812/27 
401532 -15.7 98.7 25580 V C9/35 99 319 H380b/30 406520 -38.9 279.4 6951 C 14/24 101 169 H3812/28 
401533 -21.9 87.2 25910 V 10/21 99 328 H3S06/31 406521 -38.1 275.7 6942 C 14/39 101 55 H3312/29 
401534 -12.8 91.0 25762 V 10/06 99 309 H3806/32 406522 -40.9 278.3 6941 C 14/28 101 13~ H3812/30 
401535 -25.9 94.4 25998 R 09/57 99 340 H3807/25 406523 -4~.2 274.3 6934 C 14/44 101 82 t13812/31 28l~~~ :~~:~ ~~:~ ~gr~~ ~ ~6~~2 ~~ ~~Z ~~~g~/~~ ~gb§~~ :2~:6 ~f~:g ~~~~ E I2~~~ i8i 1~~ ~~~l~~~~ 
401538 -12.8 91.4 25995 R 10/09 99 309 H3807/28 406526 -44.9 275.7 6943 C 14/39 101 116 M3812/34 
401541 -25.7 93.6 28405 V 10/54 99 332 H3807/29 406527 -43.9 271.5 6938 C 14/56 101 93 H3812/35 
401542 -13.9 100.9 28141 V 10/25 99 310 H3807/30 406528 -46.7 274.3 6952 C 14/~5 101 112 H3812/36 
401543 -19.7 86.8 28623 V 11/21 99 320 H3S07/31 406531 -29.1 281.6 4755 C 14/35 101 242 M3813/01 
401544 -9.9 91.9 28455 V 11/01 99 304 H3807/32 406532 -31.0 282.9 4762 C 14/29 101 233 H3813/02 
401551 -26.9 85.8 31027 V 12/23 99 330 H3807/33 406533 -30.6 280.7 4711 C·14/39 101 237 H3813/03 
401552 -16.0 93.6 30SG6 V 11/32 99 314 H3S07/34 40~534 -32.5 282.1 4722 C 14/33 101 228 H3813/04 
401562 -14.6 97.8 32555 V 12/34 99 315 t13807/36 406535 -32.0 279.7 4670 C 14/43 101 232 H3813/05 
402503 -4.9 117.4 20336 V 06/31 99 123 H3807/39 406536 -34.0 231.0 4684 C 14/37 101 222 H3813/06 
402504 4.0 119.3 20447 V 06/23 99 144 M3807/40 406537 -33.5 278.7 4635 C 14/47 101 225 H3813/07 
402505 -10.5 121.5 26608 V 08/24 99 194 H3807/41 406538 -35.5 280.0 4653 C 14/42 101 215 H3813/08 
402506 .5 125.2 26719 V 08/09 99 197 H3807/42 406539 -34.9 277.8 4606 C 14/51 101 217 H3813/09 
3-116 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LON Rt.NGE F TOO LS SCAZ O:<DERt:SR PIWO LAT Lm~ RMlGE F TOO L5 5eAZ ORDERf'..'BR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4065~0 -36.9 279.1 4627 C 14/46 101 208 H3813/10 410508 -35.6 264.4 6590 C 14/44 103 4 t13820/48 40~541 -36.2 276.7 4580 C 14/55 101 209 H3813/11 411501 -29.0 261.7 4137 C 15/04 103 241 H3823/01 
406542 -38.3 278.0 4605 C 14/50 101 201 H3S13/12 411S02 -30.6 262.4 4136 C 15/01 103 231 H3823/02 406S~3 -37.6 275.6 4558 C 15/00 101 200 H3S13/13 411S03 -30.0 260.5 4100 C 15/09 103 236 H3J23/03 
406544 -39.6 277.0 4587 C 14/54 101 193 M3813/14 411504 -31.8 261.3 4104 C 15/06 103 224 t13823/04 
406545 -38.9 274.6 4542 C 15/04 101 192 H3B13!15 411505 -31.2 259.5 4069 C 15/13 103 228 H3S23/05 
406546 -40.9 276.0 4575 C 14/58 101 186 t13813/16 411S06 -32.9 260.4 4076 C 15/10 103 216 M3823/06 
406547 -40.2 273.5 4530 C 15/08 101 183 H3313/17 411507 -32.3 258.4 40,+2 C 15/18 103 219 M3823/07 
406548 -42.3 274.8 4566 C 15/03 101 179 t13813/18 411508 -34.1 259.3 4052 C 15/14 103 207 M3823/08 
406549 -41.5 272.4 4520 C 15/13 101 175 t13813/19 411509 -33.4 257.4 4019 C 15/22 103 208 M3823/09 
406550 -43.6 273.7 4560 C 15/08 101 173 M3S13/20 411510 -35.2 258.3 4033 C 15/18 103 198 M3S23/10 
406551 -42.7 271.3 4515 C 15/18 101 169 M3Sl3/21 411511 -34.5 256.5 4001 C 15/26 103 197 M3823/11 
406552 -44.8 272.5 4558 C 15/13 101 167 M3813/22 411512 -36.3 257.4 4017 C 15/22 103 189 M3623/12 
406501 -43.8 271.4 3575 C 15/27 101 185 M3827/01 411513 -35.6 255.5 3985 C 15/30 103 186 M3823/13 
406502 -44.8 270.5 3583 M 15/31 101 182 MH~bo~~77110032 411514 -37.4 256.4 ~004 C 115511~~ 1 003 11860 tM3822~/11154 40~503 -42.4 270.4 3508 C 15/31 101 167 ~ _ 411515 -36.6 25~.4 ~972 C J~ 1 3 7 138 ~ 
400504 -43.5 269.5 3514 M 15/35 101 183 H3S27/04 411516 -33.4 255.2 3993 C 15/31 103 172 M3823/16 
406505 -41.1 269.5 3444 C 15/35 101 188 H3S27/05 411517 -37.7 253.4 3963 C 15/39 103 167 M3623/17 
406506 -42.1 268.3 3443 M 15/40 101 184 M3827/06 411518 -39.5 254.2 3987 C 15/36 103 166 M3823/18 
406507 -39.8 268.5 3383 C 15/39 101 190 H3827/07 411519 -38.7 252.2 3956 C 15/43 103 159 t13823/19 
406S08 -40.8 267.4 3381 H 15/44 101 185 H3827/08 411520 -40.5 253.0 3983 C 15/40 103 160 H3823/20 
406509 -38.5 267.7 3327 C 15/43 101 192 M3827/09 411521 -39.7 251.0 3954 C 15/48 103 153 M3823/21 
406510 -39.5 266.6 3325 M 15/47 101 187 M3827/10 411522 -41.6 251.7 3984 C 15/45 103 154 t13823/22 
407501 -27.0 276.6 4609 * 14/45 101 251 M3314/01 412501 -27.0 258.5 6547 C 14/45 104 322 t13824/19 
407502 -31.0 278.2 4600 C 14/39 101 234 t13314/02 412502 -29.5 260.4 6501 C 14/38 104 314 H3824/20 
407503 -30.5 275.9 4553 C 14/48 101 238 M3814/03 412503 -28.7 257.1 6512 C 14/51 104 332 M3824/21 
407504 -32.4 277.1 4560 C 14/44 101 228 H3814/04 412504 -31.2 259.3 6470 C 14/42 104 325 M3824/22 
407505 -31.9 274.9 4517 C 14/52 101 232 H3814/05 412505 -30.4 255.9 6483 C 14/56 104 344 M3824/23 
407506 -33.9 276.1 4527 C 14/48 101 ~g~ M3S14/06 412506 -33.1 257.9 6444 C 14/48 104 346 H3824/24 
407507 -33.3 273.8 4483 C 14/57 101 ~~~ M3314/07 412507 -32.1 254.6 6460 C 15/01 104 359 M3824/25 
407508 -35.3 275.1 4498 C 14/52 101 214 M3814/08 412508 -34.8 256.7 6426 C 14/53 104 12 M3824/26 
407509 -3".6 272.8 4455 C 15/01 101 216 M3814/09 412539 -33.9 253.2 6443 C 15/07 104 16 M3824/27 
407510 -3!.6 274.0 4473 C 14/56 101 206 H3314/10 412510 -36.5 255.3 6414 C 14/59 104 37 M3824/28 
407511 -35.9 271.8 4432 C 15/05 101 206 M3814/11 412511 -35.5 251.9 6433 C 15/12 104 31 M3824/29 
407512 -3-.9 273.0 4453 C 15/01 101 197 H3814/12 412512 -38.2 253.9 64C8 C 15/04 104 54 M3824!30 
407513 -37.2 270.8 4413 C 15/09 101 197 M3814/13 412513 -37.2 250.4 6429 C 15/19 104 44 H3824/31 
407514 -30.2 272.0 4438 C 15/05 101 190 M3614/14 412514 -39.7 252.5 6407 C 15/10 104 64 M3824/32 
407515 -3S.4 269.7 4395 C 15/14 101 167 H3314/15 412515 -38.7 248.8 6431 C 15/25 104 53 t13524/33 
407516 -4C.5 270.8 4426 C 15/09 101 132 N3814/16 412516 -41.5 250.8 6415 C 15/17 104 71 M3824/34 
407517 -3~.7 268.5 4386 C 15/19 101 178 H3814/17 412517 -40.3 247.3 6440 C 15/31 104 60 H3824/35 
407518 -4~.7 269.7 4418 C 15/14 101 174 H3814/18 412518 -43.0 249.3 6427 C 15/23 104 76 H!824/36 
407519 -4~.9 267.4 4379 C 15/23 101 170 M3814/19 412571 -25.9 257.1 4000 C 15/12 104 241 M3825/01 
407520 -4~.9 268.5 4414 C 15/19 101 168 M3314/20 412572 -3U.7 257.9 4001 C 15/08 104 228 H3825/02 
407521 -4;.1 266.3 4377 C 15/28 101 163 M3814/21 412573 -30.1 256.1 3~68 C 15/16 104 233 N3825/03 
407522 -4~.3 267.4 4417 C 15/24 101 162 H3814/22 412574 -31.8 256.9 3972 C 15/13 104 220 M3825/04 
407555 .5 64.1 15905 C 08/13 101 288 M3S15/23 412575 -31.2 255.1 3940 C 15/20 104 224 M3825/05 
408501 -27.0 273.0 6918 C 14/29 102 304 M3817/19 412576 -32.9 256.0 3948 C 15/16 104 212 t13825/06 
408502 -2~.9 275.3 6875 C 14/20 102 289 H3817/20 412577 -32.2 254.2 3916 C 15/24 104 214 M3825/07 
408S03 -2~.1 271.8 6874 C 14/34 102 311 M3517/21 412578 -34.0 255.1 3926 C 15/20 104 203 H3825/0S 
408504 3' 0 2-- 3 6837 C 14/24 102 291 H3817/22 412579 -33.3 253.2 380 6 C 15/28 104 203 H3825/09 
408505 :3::2 270:7 6836 C 14/39 102 321 t13817/23 412580 -35.1 254.0 3908 C 15/25 104 193 H3825/10 
408506 -~~.9 ~?3.0 6806 C 14/29 102 300 M3317/24 412581 -34.3 252.2 3877 C 15/32 104 191 M3825/11 
408S07 -~".9 ~09.6 6808 C 14/43 102 336 M3S17/25 412~82 -36.1 253.0 3693 C 15/29 104 184 M3825/12 2g~§g~ :~t:~ ~l§:~ ~~~~ E It~~~ Ig~ 32~ ~~gf~~~3 ~I~§~~ :~~:i ~~I:~ ~~gf E I~~~~ 18~ I~g n~~~~~I2 
408510 -3;.5 270.6 6767 C 14/40 102 46 H3517/28 412585 -36.3 250.1 3851 C 15/41 104 170 M3825/15 
408511 -36.6 266.9 6772 C 14/54 102 29 N3817/29 41255~ -38.1 250.8 3872 C 15/38 104 168 M3825/16 
408512 -3':.4 269.2 6757 C 14/45 102 76 M3817/30 412S87 -37.3 249.0 3843 C 15/45 104 162 M3825/17 
408513 -3~.4 265.4 6765 C 15/00 102 50 H3S17/31 412588 -39.1 249.7 3867 C 15/43 104 161 H3825/18 
408514 -4:.2 267.8 6755 C 14/51 102 85 H3817/32 412539 -38.3 247.8 3838 C 15/50 104 154 M3825/19 
406515 -4('.2 263.9 6765 C 15/07 102 63 M3S17/33 412590 -~0.1 248.5 3564 C 15/48 104 155 M3825/20 
408516 -43.0 266.2 6760 C 14/53 102 89 t13S17/34 412591 -39.2 246.6 3836 C 15/55 104 148 M3825/21 
408517 -4~.8 262.4 6769 C 15/13 102 70 M3817/35 412592 -41.1 247.3 3866 C 15/53 104 150 N3825/22 
408518 -4".8 264.6 6770 C 15/04 102 91 M3817/36 412543 -8.7 112.5 26067 V 06/53 104 139 M3826/07 
408561 -2~.2 271.9 4436 C 14/54 102 244 t13S18/01 4125~4 2.7 115.5 26270 V 06/47 104 163 H3826/08 4055~2 -3~.2 273.0 4~37 C 14/50 102 233 M3813/02 412551 -13.6 114.4 29979 V 03/H7 104 266 N3826/09 
408563 -30.6 271.0 4398 C 14/58 102 235 M~518/03 412552 -1.4 119.2 30110 V 05/28 104 218 M3526/10 
408564 -3~.6 272.1 4404 C 14/54 102 226 M3818/04 412553 -8.6 106.0 30078 V 09/13 104 269 M3626/11 
408565 -3).9 270.0 4364 C 15/03 102 230 H3S18/05 412554 4.4 112.0 30269 V 08/57 104 236 M3826/12 
408566 -3~.9 271.0 4373 C 14/53 102 218 H3818/0~ 4125bl -17.8 115.3 32513 V 10/41 104 309 H3829/22 
40S567 -33.2 269.0 4335 C 15/07 102 222 H3318/07 412562 -5.7 122.8 32770 V 10/10 104 276 M3829/23 
408568 -35.1 270.0 4347 C 15/03 102 210 H3818/08 412S63 -10.4 108.0 33113 V 11/10 104 299 M3829/24 
408569 -34.4 267.9 4310 C 15/11 102 212 M3S18/09 412564 2.4 114.6 33155 V 10/43 104 275 t13329/25 
408570 -36.3 269.0 4325 C 15/07 102 202 t13S18/10 413511 -24.7 258.3 6509 C 14/35 104 307 H3829/26 2g~§~~ :~~:~ ~~~:~ ~~8~ E I~~If 18~ t~~ n~~l~;I~ ~I~§i~ :~l:2 ~~~:~ ~2~i E I~~~~ 18~ ~i~ n~~~~~~~ 
408573 -36.8 265.8 4271 C 15/20 102 190 H3S18/13 413514 -29.3 259.5 6418 C 14/30 104 299 H3829/29 
408574 -33.7 266.9 4294 C 15/15 102 184 M3818/14 413515 -28.5 256.3 6420 C 14/43 104 320 M3829/30 
403575 -37.9 264.7 4257 C 15/24 102 180 M3818/15 413516 -31.1 256.4 6353 C 14/34 104 306 M3829/31 
403576 -39.9 265.8 4283 C 15/20 102 176 M3S18/16 413S17 -30.4 255.2 6387 C 14/48 104 332 M3829/32 
408577 -39.1 263.6 4248 C 15/29 102 171 M3818/17 413518 -33.0 257.4 6355 C 14/39 104 320 H3829/33 
408530 -42.3 263.5 4275 C 15/29 102 163 M3819/03 413519 -32.1 254.1 63~0 C 14/52 104 348 M3529/34 
408531 -41.5 261.4 4241 C 15/36 102 157 M3319/04 413520 -3,+.8 256.2 6333 C 14/44 104 355 N3829/35 
408582 -43.6 262.2 4:78 C 15/35 102 157 t13S19/05 413521 -33.9 252.9 6340 C 14/57 104 9 H3829/36 
408533 -7.8 113.1 23992 V 06/56 102 133 M3819/20 413522 -36.5 255.0 6318 C 14/49 104 42 H3829/37 
406S34 2.7 115.5 24146 V 06/~7 102 155 H3819/21 413523 -35.6 251.7 6326 C 15/02 104 31 M3629/38 
408541 -12.8 119.0 23334 V 08/36 102 247 M3319/Z2 413S24 -38.2 253.8 6308 C 14/54 104 65 M3829/39 
408542 -.6 122.9 28963 V 08/20 102 209 H3819/23 413525 -37.2 250.3 6319 C 15/08 104 48 H3829/40 
408543 -7.9 112.6 25905 V 09/02 102 263 H3819/24 413526 -39.8 252.4 6305 C 14/59 104 76 M3829/41 4085~4 4.6 116.2 29034 V 03/47 102 230 M3319/25 413527 -38.8 248.9 6317 C 15/13 104 58 M3829/42 
409543 -19.4 137.6 29023 V'07/11 102 115 t13820/27 413528 -41.5 250.9 6309 C 15/05 104 82 M3830101 
409544 -6.8 140.7 29144 V 06/59 102 148 M3820/28 413529 -40.4 247.4 6323 C 15/20 104 66 H3830/02 
409551 -23.1 148.3 30~68 V 07/26 102 110 H3320/29 413530 -43.1 249.3 6319 C 15/12 104 85 M3830/03 
409552 -10.1 152.2 30779 V 07/11 102 147 M3820/30 413531 -26.3 257.9 3962 C 14/57 104 245 H3830/04 
409553 -18.5 141.0 3C555 V 07/56 102 126 t13S20/31 413532 -28.1 259.1 3965 C 14/53 104 236 M3530/05 
409562 -11.3 150.5 31854 V 03/16 102 178 N3820/34 413533 -27.6 257.2 3924 C 15/01 104 240 t13830106 
409563 -19.8 137.8 317~6 V 09/07 102 312 M3820/35 413534 -29.5 258.2 3931 C 14/57 ID4 230 M3830/07 409S~4 -6.9 143.4 31877 V 03/44 102 215 H3820/3~ 413535 -Z9.0 25&.3 3888 C 15/04 104 234 H3830/08 
409571 -25.4 145.3 32757 V 09/35 102 339 t13220/37 413536 -30.9 257.5 3901 C 15/00 104 224 H3830/09 
409572 -12.8 152.2 327,+8 V 09/07 102 239 M3820/38 413537 -30.3 255.5 3856 C 15/08 104 227 M3830/10 
409573 -18.9 138.8 32836 V 10101 102 307 M3320/39 413535 -32.2 256.5 3872 C 15/04 104 217 M3830/11 
409574 -6.2 145.5 32877 V 09/34 102 255 H3820/40 413539 -31.5 254.7 3829 C 15/11 104 220 t13530/12 
410501 -27.2 265.5 6718 C 14/39 103 314 t13820/41 413540 -33.4 255.7 3849 C 15/07 104 211 H3530/13 
410502 -30.2 268.2 6670 C 14/25 103 299 M3820/42 413541 -32.8 ~~~.8 3806 C 15/15 104 212 H3830/14 
410503 -29.4 264.8 6673 C 14/42 103 321 H3220/43 413542 -34.7 ~~~.9 3831 C 15/10 104 204 M3830/15 
410504 -32.1 267.0 6636 C 14/33 103 307 M3620/44 413543 -34.0 253.0 3788 C 15/18 104 204 M3830/16 218§8g :~~:~ ~~~:~ ~g1~ E l~~~§ 19~ ~~~ r,~~~gj2g 21~§t~ :~~:g ~~~:~ ~~~~ E l~;,~i 19~ l~l n~~~g~l~ 
410507 -32.9 262.2 6618 C 14/52 103 352 M3820/47 413546 -37.2 253.2 3805 C 15/18 104 190 M3830/19 
3-117 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
PICNO LAT Lml RANGE F TOO LS seAZ OROERNSR PIeNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SeAl 'OROERN3R 
--------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------413547 -36.4 251.3 3762 C 15/25 104 189 N3830/20 417532 -26.2 248.7 3906 C 14/45 106 239 N3837/02 
413548 -38.4 252.4 3797 C 15/21 104 184 M3831/01 417533 -25.7 246.9 3859 C 14/53 106 243 H3337/03 
413549 -37.6 250.5 3754 C 15/29 104 182 H3831/02 417534 -27.6 247.9 3S~6 C 14/49 106 235 H3S37/04 
413S~0 -39.6 251.4 3793 C 15/25 104 179 H3831/03 417535 -27.0 246.0 3818 C 14/56 106 238 H3S37/C5 
413551 -38.7 249.5 3749 e 15/33 104 176 H3831/04 417536 -28.9 247.1 3829 C 14/52 106 229 M3837/06 
413552 -40.8 250.5 3792 C 15/29 104 174 H3831/05 417537 -28.3 245.2 3783 C 15/00 106 233 H3837/07 
·413553 -39.9 248.6 3750 C 15/37 104 170 N3S31/06 417538 -30.2 246.2 3797 C 14/56 106 223 t13S37/08 
413554 -42.0 249.6 3798 C 15/33 104 169 N3831/07 417539 -29.7 244.5 3754 C 15/03 106 226 M3837/09 
413555 -41.1 247.6 3753 C 15/41 104 166 t13831/08 417540 -31.5 245.5 3771 C 14/59 106 217 M3837/10 
413556 ~43.3 248.7 3809 C 15/36 104 165 H3831/09 417541 -30.8 243.6 3726 C 15/07 106 219 H3837/11 
414501 -27.9 246.7 6637 V 15/08 105 351 H3332/01 417542 -32.8 244.6 3748 e 15/02 106 210 H3837/12 
414502 -29.6 249.1 6584 V 14/58 105 348 H3832/02 417543 -32.1 242.7 3703 e 15/10 106 211 H3837/13 
414503 -27.8 246.4 6622 C 15/09 105 351 H3832/03 417544 -33.9 243.8 3728 C 15/06 106 204 H3837/14 
414504 -29.6 248.8 6570 C 15/00 105 349 t13832/04 417545 -33.2 242.0 3686 C 15/13 106 204 H3838/01 
414507 -27.7 246.0 6594 R 15/11 105 352 H3832/07 417546 -35.1 243.1 3714 C 15/09 106 198 H3838/02 
414508 -29.4 248.3 6540 R 15/02 105 350 N3832/08 417547 -34.3 241.2 3670 C 15/16 106 197 H3838/03 
414531 -25.5 254.3 3841 C 15/01 105 246 H3832/09 417548 -36.3 242.2 3702 C 15/13 106 192 M3838/04 
414532 -27.4 255.4 3846 C 14/57 105 237 H3832/10 417549 -35.5 240.4 ~66~~ Cc 11551/12~, 110066 191 H3838/05 414533 -26.8 253.6 3603 e 15/04 105 241 N3832/11 417550 -37.4 241.4 ~ i~ v 186 H3838/06 
414534 -28.7 254.5 3809 C 15/00 105 232 H3832/12 417551 -36.6 239.5 3650 e 15/23 106 184 M3838/07 
414535 -28.1 252.7 3766 C 15/07 105 235 H3832/13 417552 -38.6 240.6 3692 C 15/19 106 181 M3838/08 
414536 -30.0 253.7 3777 C 15/04 105 226 H3832/14 417553 -37.9 238.7 3648 C 15/27 106 179 H3838/09 
414537 -29.4 251.9 3734 C 15/11 105 229 N3832/15 417554 -39.6 239.5 3685 C 15/24 106 176 H3838/10 
414538 -31.2 252.9 3748 C 15/07 105 219 H3832/16 417555 -38.7 237.6 3639 C 15/31 106 173 H3838/11 
414539 -30.6 251.1 3708 C 15/14 105 222 H3832/17 417556 -40.8 238.6 3687 C 15/28 106 172 H3838/12 
414540 -32.5 252.2 3727 C 15/10 105 213 H3832/18 418531 -23.6 244.3 3797 C 14/51 106 248 t13838/13 
414541 -31.9 250.3 3684 C 15/18 105 214 H3832/19 418532 -25.2 245.2 3798 C 14/48 106 241 H3838/14 
414542 -33.8 251.3 3707 C 15/14 105 206 H3832/20 418533 -24.7 243.3 3749 C 14/55 106 245 H3836/15 
414543 -33.0 249.5 3664 C 15/21 105 2C6 H3832/21 418534 -26.6 244.3 3753 C 14/51 106 236 t13838/16 
414544 -34.9 250.5 3690 C 15/17 105 199 H3832/22 418535 -26.0 242.5 3709 C 14/58 106 240 H3838/17 
414545 -34.1 248.7 3648 C 15/24 105 199 H3832/23 418S36 -27.9 243.4 3717 C 14/55 106 231 H3838/18 
4145~6 -36.1 249.6 3677 C 15/21 105 193 H3S32/24 418537 -27.3 241.7 3673 C 15/02 106 235 H3838/19 
414547 -35.3 247.8 3634 C 15/28 105 191 H3833/01 418538 -29.2 242.6 3634 C 14/58 106 225 t13838/20 
414548 -37.2 248.8 3669 C 15/24 105 187 H3833/02 418539 -28.5 240.9 3640 C 15105 106 229 H3838/21 
414549 -36.4 246.9 3626 C 15/32 105 185 M3S33/03 418540 -30.3 241.8 3655 e 15/02 106 220 t13838/22 
414550 -38.3 247.9 3663 C 15/28 105 181 H3833/04 418541 -29.7 240.1 3612 C 15/09 106 222 N3838/23 
414551 -37.5 246.1 3621 C 15/35 105 179 N3833/05 418542 -31.5 241.0 3630 C 15/05 106 214 H3838/24 
414552 -39.5 247.0 3662 C 15/31 105 176 H3833/06 418543 -30.8 239.2 3587 C 15/12 106 215 H3833/25 
414553 -38.8 245.2 3621 C 15/39 105 173 H3833/07 418544 -32.6 240.1 3609 C 15/09 106 208 H3838/26 
414554 -40.7 246.2 3666 C 15/35 105 172 H3833/08 418545 -31.9 233.4 3565 C 15/16 106 208 M3839/01 
41455S -39.8 244.4 3621 C 15/42 105 169 N3S33/09 418546 -33.8 239.4 3592 C lS/12 106 201 H3839/02 
414556 -41.7 245.1 3666 C 15/39 lOS 168 H3833/10 418547 -33.0 237.6 3549 C 15/19 106 202 M3839/03 
415501 -23.6 251.3 6422 C 14/39 105 312 H3834/27 418548 -34.9 238.6 3578 C 15/1S 106 196 H3839/04 
415502 -26.1 252.9 6369 e 14/33 lOS 30S H3334/28 418549 -34.2 236.8 3536 e 15/22 106 195 H3839/0S 
415503 -25.3 249.8 6379 C 14/45 105 320 H3834/29 418550 -36.1 237.8 3570 C 15/19 106 190 H3839/06 
415504 -27.9 251.9 6328 C 14/37 lOS 311 H3834/30 418551 -3S.2 236.0 3526 C 15/26 106 188 H3839/07 
415505 -27.0 248.8 6339 C 14/49 105 327 H3834/31 418552 -37.1 236.9' 3563 e 15122 106 184 H3839/08 
415506 -29.6 250.8 6293 C 14/42 105 320 H3834/32 418553 -36.3 235.1 3518 C 15/29 106 182 H3839/09 
415507 -28.8 247.6 6305 C 14/54 105 338 H3834/33 418554 -38.2 236.0 3558 C 15/26 106 179 H3S39/10 
415508 -31.3 249.7 6263 C 14/46 105 334 N3834/34 41855S -37.4 234.3 3514 C 15/33 106 177 H3839/11 
415509 -3~.4 246.5 6278 C 14/59 105 350 M3834/35 413556 -39.3 235.1 3557 C 15/30 106 175 H3839/12 
415510 -3~.0 248.4 6241 C 14/51 lOS 356 N3834/36 419501 -22.2 240.4 623S C 14/33 107 307 H3840/38 
415511 -3~,.0 245.2 6258 C 15/04 lOS S H3834/37 419502 -24.2 242.2 618S C 14/26 107 299 H3840/39 
415512 -34.6 247.2 6224 C 14/56 105 21 H3S34/38 419503 -23.8 239.0 6187 C 14/39 107 314 H3840/40 
415513 -3~.6 244.0 6242 C 15/09 105 20 H3834/39 419504 -26.4 241.1 6136 C 14/31 107 304 t13840/41 
415514 -31>.2 24S.9 6213 C 15/01 105 41 N3834/40 419505 -25.6 238.1 6143 C 14/43 107 320 H3840/42 
415515 -3S.2 242.6 6233 CIS/IS 105 34 H3834/41 419506 -28.0 240.0 6098 C 14/35 107 310 H3840/43 
415516 -37.7 244.5 6209 C 15/07 105 54 N3S34/42 419507 -27.3 236.9 6106 C 14/47 107 328 N3840/44 
415517 -3~.6 241.2 6230 C 15/21 IDS 44 H3834/43 419508 -29.7 238.9 6064 C 14/39 107 320 H3840/23 
415518 -3~.3 243.1 6209 C 15/13 105 64 H3834/44 419509 -28.9 235.9 6074 C 14/52 107 339 H3840/24 
415519 -31:.1 239.7 6233 C 15/27 105 53 N3834/45 419510 -31.4 237.8 6037 e 14/44 107 337 H3840/2S 
415520 -4~.8 241.S 6216 C 15/20 lOS 70 H3834/46 419511 -30.S 234.7 6049 C 14/57 107 353 H3840/26 
415531 -2~.4 250.7 3834 C 15/03 lOS 248 H3834/01 419512 -33.0 236.5 6016 C 14/49 107 1 H3840/27 
415532 -2".3 251.8 3837 C 14/58 105 238 H3834/02 419513 -32.0 233.S 6030 C 15/02 107 • 8 H3840/28 
415533 -2~.7 250.0 3796 C 15/C6 lOS 243 H3834/03 419514 -34.5 235.4 6000 C 14/S4 107 26 H3840/29 
415534 -2v.S 251.0 3801 C 15/02 105 232 M3S34/04 419515 -33.5 232.2 6016 C 15/07 107 24 H3840/30 
415535 -2!,.0 249.2 3761 C 15/09 lOS 236 H3834/05 419516 -36.0 234.2 5990 C 14/59 107 45 H3840/31 
415536 -2';.8 2S0.1 3769 C 15/0S lOS 226 H3834/06 419517 -34.9 231.0 6007 C 15/12 107 37 N3840/32 
415537 -2'-.2 248.4 3730 C 15/12 105 230 H383S/01 419518 -37.5 232.7 5986 C 15/05 107 58 H3840/33 
415538 -3~.1 249.3 3742 C 15/09 105 219 H3835/02 419519 -36.4 229.5 6005 C 15/18 107 47 H3840/34 
415539 -3~.4 247.5 3702 C 15/16 105 222 H3835/03 419520 -38.9 231.3 5987 C lS/11 107 67 H3840/35 
415540 -3~.3 248.5 3718 C 15/12 105 212 H3835/04 419531 -23.7 241.1 3782 C 14/51 107 248 N3843/01 
415541 -3:,.7 246.8 3681 C 15/19 105 213 M3835/05 419532 -25.6 242.0 3782 C 14/47 107 240 N3843/02 
415542 -3:,.5 247.7 3701 C 15/15 105 204 N3835/06 419533 -25.0 240.2 3736 C 14/55 107 244 H3843/03 
415543 -3r.8 246.0 3662 C 15/23 105 205 M3835/07 419534 -26.9 241.2 3743 C 14/50 107 235 N3843/04 
415544 -3~.7 246.9 3685 C 15/19 lOS 198 H3835/08 419535 -26.3 239.4 3697 C 14/58 107 238 M3843/05 
41554S -3~.9 24S.1 3646 C lS/26 105 197 H3835/09 419536 -28.0 240.3 3704 C 14/54 107 230 H3843/06 
415546 -3!:.8 246.0 3672 C 15/23 105 191 H3835/10 419537 -27.4 238.5 3661 C 15/02 107 233 H3843/07 
415547 -3!'.0 244.3 3634 C lS/30 105 189 H3835/11 419538 -29.3 239.5 3673 C 14/58 107 224 H3843/08 
415548 -31'.9 245.2 3664 e lS/26 105 185 H3835/12 419539 -28.6 237.7 3629 C 15/05 107 227 H3843/09 
415549 -31.1 243.4 3624 C 15/33 105 182 H3835/13 419540 -30.4 238.6 3645 C 15/01 107 218 H3843/10 
415550 -3~.0 244.3 3658 C 15/30 lOS 179 H3835/14 419541 -29.8 236.9 3602 e 15/08 107 220 H3843/11 
415551 -3'.2 242.5 3619 C 15/37 105 176 N3835/15 419542 -31.6 237.8 3621 C 15/05 107 212 H3343/12 
415552 -3~.2 243.4 3657 C 15/33 105 174 N3835/16 419543 -30.9 236.1 3578 C 15/12 107 214 H3843/13 
415553 -3(.3 241.7 3617 C 15/41 105 170 H3835/17 419544 -32.7 237.0 3601 C 15/08 107 206 H3843/14 
415554 -4~.3 242.5 3660 C 15/37 105 169 N383S/18 419545 -32.0 235.3 3558 e 15/15 107 207 H3843/1S 
415555 -39.S 240.7 3621 C 15/44 105 165 t13835/19 419548 -33.8 236.3 3585 C 15/11 107 200 M3843/16 
415556 -4~.5 241.S 3667 C 15/41 105 165 H383S/20 419547 -33.1 234.S 3542 C 15/18 107 200 H3843/17 
417501 -2?0 246.1 6320 e 14/35 106 309 H3836/11 419548 -34.9 235.4 3572 e 15/15 107 194 H3843/18 
417502 -2~.5 247.7 6268 C 14/29 106 301 H3836/12 419549 -34.2 233.7 3530 C 15/22 107 193 N3843/19 
417503 -24.7 244.7 6275 C 14/41 106 316 H3836/13 419550 -36.1 234.7 3564 C 15/18 107 188 H3843/20 
417504 -27.3 246.8 6225 C 14/33 106 306 H3336/14 419551 -35.3 232.9 3520 C 15/25 107 187 M3843/21 
417505 -26.4 243.7 6233 C 14/45 106 323 H3836/15 419552 -37.2 233.8 3557 C 15/22 107 183 H3843/22 
417506 -28.9 245.6 6188 C 14/37 106 314 N3836/16 419553 -36.4 232.0 3513 C lS/29 107 181 N3843/23 
417507 -28.1 24Z.5 6198 C 14/50 106 332 H3836/17 419554 -38.2 232.9 3553 C 15/25 107 178 H3843/24 
417508 -30.7 244.6 6157 C 14/42 106 326 M3836/18 419555 -37.4 231.2 3510 C 15/32 107 176 M3843/25 
417509 -29.8 241.4 6168 C 14/55 106 344 H3836/19 419556 -39.3 232.0 3553 C 151t9 107 174 H3843/26 
417510 -32.4 243.4 6132 C 14/47 106 34S M3836/20 420501 -25.2 235.3 3827 C 15/00 107 248 H3844/25 
417511 -31.5 240.2 614S C 15/00 106 359 M3837/25 420502 -26.9 236.0 3823 C 14/57 107 238 H3844/26 
417512 -33.9 242.1 6114 C 14/52 106 12 N3837/26 420503 -26.4 234.3 3788 C 15/04 107 243 N3844/27 
417513 -32.9 239.0 6129 C 15/05 106 1S H3837/27 420504 -28.2 235.3 3791 C 15/00 107 231 H3844/28 
417514 -35.5 240.9 6100 C 14/57 106 36 H3837/28 420505 -27.6 233.6 3757 C 15/07 107 236 H3844/29 
417515 -34.5 237.7 6117 C 15/10 106 30 N3837/29 420506 -29.5 234.6 3764 C 15/03 107 224 N3844/30 
417516 -37.0 239.6 6093 C 15/02 106 52 N3837/30 420507 -28.8 232.8 3729 C 15/10 107 228 N3844/31 
417517 -36.0 236.3 6111 CIS/IS 106 42 H3837/31 420508 -30.6 233.7 3738 C 15/07 107 216 N3844/32 
417518 -38.5 238.2 6091 C 15/08 106 63 H3837/32 420509 -29.9 232.0 3704 C IS/14 107 219 H3844/33 
417519 -37.4 234.9 6112 C lS/22 106 S2 H3837/33 420510 -31.8 232.9 3718 C lS/10 107 203 H3844/34 
417520 -40.0 236.7 6095 C 15/14 106 70 H3837/34 420511 -31.1 231.2 3684 C 15/17 107 209 H3844/35 
417531 -24.3 247.6 3902 C 14/S0 106 248 H3837/01 420512 -33.0 232.2 3701 C lS/13 107 199 N3844/36 
3-118 
VIKING ORBITER PICTL~E5 SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNe. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO lAT LON RAtlSE F TO!) lS SCAZ ORDERNBR PlCNO lAT LON RANGE F TOO l5 SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
420513 -32.3 230.5 3668 C 15/20 107 199 H3844/37 424504 -27.6 224.3 3572 C 14/55 109 226 H3848/04 
420514 -34.2 231.4 3689 C 1S/16 107 191 H3844/38 424505 -27.0 222.6 3531 C 15/02 109 230 H3848/05 
420515 -33.4 229.7 3654 C 15/23 107 189 H3844/39 424506 -28.8 223.5 3543 C 14/58 109 220 t13848/06 
420516 -35.3 230.5 3678 C lS/20 107 184 H3844/40 424507 -28.1 221.8 3502 C 15/05 109 223 t13848/07 
420517 -34.5 ~23.8 3643 C 15/27 107 181 M3844/41 424503 -29.8 222.6 3S18 C 15/02 109 214 M3843/03 
420513 -36.4 229.6 3671 C 15/24 107 177 t13S44/42 424509 -29.1 220.9 3477 C 15/08 109 216 H3843/09 
420519 -35.7 227.9 . 3637 C 15/31 107 173 H3844/43 424510 -30.9 221.9 3497 C 15/05 109 208 H3343/10 
420520 -37.6 228.7 3667 C 15/28 107 171 M3844/44 424511 -30.2 220.2 3456 C 15/12 109 209 M3348/11 
420521 -36.7 227.0 3632 C 15/35 107 167 H3844/45 424512 -32.0 221.1 3479 C 15/03 109 202 H3848/12 
420522 -38.7 227.8 3669 C 15/31 107 166 H3844/46 424513 -31.3 219.4 3439 C 15/15 109 202 H3848/13 
420523 -37.8 226.0 3633 C 15/39 107 161 M3844/47 424514 -33.1 220.3 3465 C 15/12 109 195 M3848/14 
420524 -39.8 226.9 3672 C IS/35 107 162 H3844/48 424515 -32.4 218.6 3425 C 15/18 109 194 H3848/15 
421501 -24.4 235.8 5912 C 14128 103 298 t13S~0/36 424516 -34.2 219.4 3454 C 15/15 109 189 H384SIl6 
421502 -26.9 237.7 5873 C 14/20 108 2S4 t13S40/37 424517 -33.4 217.8 3413 C 15/22 109 188 t13S4S/17 
421503 -26.1 234.8 5S56 C 14/32 lOS 301 t138U/29 424518 -35.1 218.6 3444 C 15/19 109 184 t13848/18 
421504 -28.4 236.6 5834 C 14/25 108 286 H3841/30 424519 -34.4 216.9 3404 C 15/25 109 182 H3848/19 
421505 -27.6 233.7 5829 C 14/36 103 308 t13841/31 424520 -36.2 217.6 3439 C 15/23 109 178 t13843/20 
421506 -30.2 235.7 5799 C 14/29 108 237 t13841/32 424521 -35.3 216.0 3397 C 15/29 109 176 H3848/21 
421507 -29.4 232.3 5795 C 14/40 108 316 H3342113 424522 -37.2 216.7 3436 C 15/26 109 174 N3843/22 
421508 -31.7 234.6 5771 C 14/33 108 293 t13842/14 424523 -36.3 215.1 3395 C 15/33 109 171 t13843/23 
421509 -30.9 231.6 5768 C 14/45 108 332 H3542115 424524 -38.3 215.8 3439 C 15/30 109 170 t13848/24 
421510 -33.3 233.5 5748 C 14/38 108 312 H3S42/16 425501 -23.6 224.2 5643 C 14/25 110 294 N3849/19 
421511 -32.5 230.5 5747 C 14/50 108 358 H3S42/17 425502 -25.9 225.9 5608 C 14/18 110 281 N3849/20 
421512 -34.7 232.3 5730 C 14/,+3 108 41 H3842118 425503 -~5.2 223.2 5598 C 14/30 110 298 H3849121 
421513 -33.9 229.3 5730 C 14/55 108 27 H3842/19 425504 -27.5 224.9 5568 C 14/23 110 282 H3S49122 
421514 -36.2 231.0 5717 C 14/48 lOS 76 t13S4212 0 425505 -26.8 222.1 5559 C 14/34 110 303 H3349/23 
421515 -35.3 228.1 5719 C 15/00 108 48 t13S42/21 425506 -29.0 223.8 5533 C 14127 110 283 t13849/24 
421516 -37.7 229.8 5710 C 14/53 108 86 t13S42122 425507 -28.3 221. 0 5526 C 14/38 110 311 H3849/25 
421517 -36.7 226.8 5713 C 15/05 lOS 62 N3842/23 425503 -30.5 222.7 5503 C 14/32 110 287 H3849/26 
421518 -39.1 228.5 5707 C 14/53 103 89 t13842124 425509 -29.7 219.9 5499 C 14/43 110 325 H3849/27 
421521 -25.4 231. 7 3756 C }~~~~ 108 246 N3S41/01 425510 -32.0 221.6 5479 C 14/36 110 298 t13849/28 421522 -27.4 232.6 3757 C 108 234 t13S41/02 425511 -31.1 218.8 5476 C 14/47 110 347 t13849/29 
421523 -26.8 231. 0 3722 C 15/05 lC8 239 t13841/03 425512 -33.4 220.5 5459 C 14/41 110 8 t13849/30 
421524 -28.6 231. 9 3728 C 15/01 108 227 t13S41/04 425513 -32.5 217.6 5458 C 14/52 110 18 t13849/31 
421525 -28.0 230.2 3692 C 15/08 108 231 t1394l/05 425514 -34.7 219.3 5444 C 14/46 110 75 N3849/32 
421526 -29.8 231.1 3701 C 15/05 108 220 H3541/06 425515 -33.8 216.5 5444 C 14/57 110 42 t13849/33 
421527 -29.1 229.4 3667 C 15/11 108 223 H3S41/07 425516 -36.1 218.1 5434 C 14/51 110 86 t13849/34 
421528 -31. 0 230.4 3679 C 15/08 108 212 t13SU/08 425517 -35.2 215.2 5436 C 15/02 110 60 H3849/.35 
421529 -30.3 228.7 3644 C 15/15 108 214 H3S41/09 425518 -37.4 216.9 5429 C 14/56 110 89 t13849/36 
421530 -32.1 229.6 3661 C 15/11 108 204 t13841/10 425521 -24.5 220.0 3503 C 15/00 110 240 t13850/01 
421531 -31.4 227.9 3627 C 15/18 108 204 t13841/11 425522 -26.3 220.9 3508 C 14/56 110 231 t13S50/02 
421532 -33.3 228.8 3646 C 15/14 108 196 H3S41/12 425523 -25.7 219.3 3469 C 15/03 110 235 t13850/03 
421533 -32.6 227.1 3611 C 15/:21 108 194 t1~S41/13 425524 -27.4 220.1 3477 C 15/00 110 225 N3850/04 
421534 -34.4 228.0 3633 C 15/18 108 IS3 N3841/14 425525 -26.7 218.4 3437 C 15/07 110 229 N3850/05 
421535 -33.6 226.3 3598 C 15/2'+ 108 186 t13341/15 425526 -28.4 219.2 3449 C 15/03 110 219 H3850/06 
421536 -35.5 227.2 3625 C 15/21 108 182 H3841/16 425527 -27.8 217.6 3412 C 15/10 110 222 H3850/07 
421537 -34.7 225.4 3589 C 15/28 103 178 H3S41/17 425528 -29.5 218.4 3426 C 15/07 110 213 N3850/08 
421538 -36.6 226.2 3618 C 15125 108 175 t13841/18 425529 -28.8 216.9 3389 C 15/13 110 214 H3850/09 
421539 -35.8 224.5 35S3 C 15/32 108 171 H3841/19 425530 -30.6 217.7 3407 C 15/10 110 206 H3850/10 
421540 -37.7 225.4 3617 C 15/28 108 170 H3341120 425531 -29.9 216.1 3369 C 15/16 110 207 t13850/11 
421541 -36.8 223.6 3581 C 15/3" 108 165 t13S41/21 425532 -31.6 216.9 3391 C 15/13 110 200 t13850/12 
421542 -38.8 224.4 3619 C 15/32 108 165 H3S41122 425533 -30.9 215.3 3352 C 15/20 110 199 t13850/13 
421543 -37.9 222.7 3582 C 15/39 108 161 H3841123 425534 -32.7 216.1 3377 C 15/16 110 193 H3850/14 
421544 -40.0 223.6 3626 C 15/36 108 161 H3841/24 425535 -31.9 214.5 3339 C 15/23 110 192 H3850/15 
422501 -25.1 227.6 3670 C 15/06 108 N6 t13846/01 425536 -33.7 215.2 3366 C 15/20 110 187 H3850/16 
422502 -26.9 228.5 3670 C 15/02 108 234 H3S46/02 425537 -32.8 213.6 3327 C 15/26 110 185 H3850/17 
422503 -26.4 226.8 3637 C 15/09 108 239 t13S46/03 425538 -34.7 214.4 3358 C 15/24 110 182 H3850/18 
422504 -28.1 227.7 3640 C 15/c)6 108 227 t13846/04 425539 -33.8 212.7 3319 C IS/3D 110 179 H3850/19 
422505 -27.5 226.0 3608 C 15/12 108 232 t13S!o6/05 425540 -35.6 213.5 3352 C 15/27 110 177 t13850120 
422506 -29.2 226.9 3614 C 15/09 103 220 t13846/06 425541 -34.8 211.9 3314 C 15/33 110 174 H3850/21 
422507 -28.6 225.3 3582 C 15/15 lC8 223 t13846/07 425542 -36.7 212.6 3352 C 15/31 110 172 t13350/22 
422508 -30.4 226.2 3593 C 15/12 108 211 t13846/08 425543 -35.8 211.0 3313 C 15/37 110 169 H3850/23 
422509 -29.7 22"+.0 3561 C 15/19 lOS 213 M3S46/09 4255':''+ -37.7211.8 3356 C 15/3'+ 110 168 M3850/24 
422510 -31.5 225.4 3575 C 15/15 lOS 202 H3846/10 426563 -61.2 239.2 16015 R 11/28 110 89 H3851/27 
422511 -30.8 223.7 3543 C 15/22 108 202 M3846/11 426564 -57.3 250.7 15966 R 10/42 110 108 t13851128 
422512 -32.6 224.6 3559 C 15/19 108 19'1 t13346/12 426S65 -56.0 238.0 15877 R 11/33 110 89 t13851/29 
422513 -31. 9 222.9 3527 C 15/25 108 193 H3S:;6/13 426566 -52.6 248.2 15849 R 10/52 110 113 t13851/30 
422514 -33.7 223.8 3548 C 15/22 103 186 H3S46/14 426569 -60.2 238.8 15762 V 11/33 110 90 N3851/33 
422515 -32.9 222.1 3515 C 15129 108 184 t13846/15 426570 -56..6 249.9 15718 V 10/48 110 108 H3851/34 
422516 -34.7 222.9 3538 C 15/26 108 179 t13S46/16 426571 -55.0 237.7 15630 V 11/37 110 89 H3851/35 
422517 -3i.0 2~1.2 3506 C 15/33 103 175 H3346/17 426572 -51.8 247.6 15605 V 10/58 110 114 N3851/36 
422518 -3;:.8 221.9 3532 C 15/30 108 173 t13S':;6/18 426574 -60.5 225.5 15574 R 12/29 110 71 H3851/38 
422519 -3!...0 220.4 3500 C 15/36 108 169 t13846/19 426575 -57.8 213.5 15604 R 13/17 110 54 H3851/39 
422520 -36.9 221.1 3531 C lS/33 103 167 H3846/20 426576 -55.8 226.2 15449 R 12/26 110 66 N3851/40 
422521 -3~ .1 219.4 3497 C 15/40 108 162 t13846/21 426577 -52.8 215.6 15483 R 13/03 110 46 t13851/41 
422522 -3tj.0 220.2 3532 C 15/37 108 163 t13846/22 426578 -51.0 226.4 15353 R 12/25 110 58 N3351/42 
422523 -3;'.1 218.6 3499 C 15/44 108 158 t13846/23 426580 -61.1 225.5 15358 V 12/31 110 72 H3851/44 
422S24 -39.1 219.2 3539 C 15/41 103 159 H3846/24 426581 -58.5 213.4 15338 V 13/20 110 56 t13851/45 
423521 -31-.5 229.7 6,+91 R 14/21 109 '19 t13S45/21 426582 -56.5 226.0 15235 V 12/30 110 67 t13851/46 
423522 -3/).7 230.0 6483 V 14/20 109 103 t13845/22 426553 -53.6 215.5 15266 V 13/12 110 48 t13851147 
423501 -2~ •. 4 229.6 5790 C 14/28 109 298 t13845/23 426584 -52.0 226.5 15136 V 12/28 110 60 t13351/48 
423502 -2:'.9 231. 7 5750 C 14/20 109 284 t13845/N 426501 -23.1 218.7 5521 C 14/36 110 306 H3852119 
423503 -2!.2 228.8 5741 C 14/31 109 301 H3845/25 426502 -25.6 220.5 5479 C 14/29 110 293 H3852120 
423504 -2:'.6 230.6 5707 C 14/24 109 286 H3S45/26 426503 -N.8 217.9 5477 C 14/39 110 310 t13852121 
423505 -2 .... 7 227.8 5703 C 14/35 109 306 t13S45/27 426504 -27.0 219.6 5442 C 14/33 110 297 H3852122 
423506 -<:--.1 229.5 5672 C 14/29 109 289 M38':;5/28 426505 -26.3 216.8 5441 C 14/44 110 318 H3S52123 
423507 -21.4 226.6 5668 C 14/40 109 315 t13845l29 426506 -28.4 218.4 5410 C 14/37 110 304 H3852124 
423508 -3(,.7 228.4 5642 C 14/33 109 294 t13845/30 426507 -27.6 215.7 5'+11 C 14/48 110 328 H3852125 
423S09 -3l:.0 225.6 5639 C 14/45 109 329 H3345/31 426503 -29.9 217.4 5383 C 14/42 110 318 N3S52/26 
423S10 -3.::.2 227.3 5617 C 14/33 109 311 t13345/32 426509 -29.0 214.6 5386 C 14/53 110 343 t13852/27 
423511 -3:.4 224.4 5617 C 14/49 109 350 H3845/33 426510 -31.3 216.2 5361 C 14/47 110 344 H3352/28 
423512 -33.7 2Z6.1 5598 C 14/43 109 10 H3S45/34 426511 -30.4 213.6 5365 C 14/57 110 2 N3852/29 
423513 -3,.8223.1 5599 C 14/55 109 18 t13845/35 426512 -32.6 215.1 5343 C 14/51 110 24 t13852130 
423514 -3!:-.2 224.8 5584 C 14/48 109 66 t13S45l36 426513 -31.7 212.4 5349 C 15/02 110 21 t13852/31 
423515 -3".2 2~2.0 5536 C 15/00 109 41 t13345/37 426514 -33.9 213.9 5330 C 14/56 110 51 H3352132 
423516 -3t.5223.7 5574 C 14/53 109 80 t13845138 426515 -33.0 211.1 5338 C 15/07 110 39 H3852133 
423517 -3!'.7 220.7 5579 C 15/05 109 57 H3845/39 426516 -35.2 212.7 5321 C 15/01 110 66 H3852/34 
423518 -3/.0 222.3 5570 C 14/58 109 85 t13S45/40 426517 -34.3 209.9 5330 C 15/12 110 51 H3852/35 
423523 -3f..2 229.3 5232 R 14/33 109 165 t13S47/08 426518 -36.4 211.4 5317 C 15/06 110 74 t13352/36 
423524 -31.2 229.3 5224 V 14/33 109 160+ t13347/09 426521 -24.5 216.4 3439 C 15/02 110 239 t13853/01 
423525 -3;·.7 229.1 4358 R 14/42 109 185 H3847/10 42e522 -26.1 217.1 3443 C 14/59 110 230 N3853/02 
423526 -37.8 229.1 4351 V 14/42 109 184 N3S4 7/11 426523 -25.4 215.4 3403 C 15/06 110 234 H3853/03 
423527 -3:".7 229.2 3807 R 14/47 109 192 t13847/12 426524 -27.1 216.2 3412 C 15/03 110 224 H3353/04 
423528 -37.8 229.1 3799 V 14/47 109 1 9 1 H3S47/13 426525 -26.4 214.6 3375 C 15/10 110 228 H3B53/05 
423529 -3;.9 229.6 3491 R 14/49 109 196 t13847/14 426526 -28.1 215.4 3386 C 15/06 110 218 t13853/06 
423530 -3;'.9 229.4 3482 V 14/50 109 195 426527 -27.5 213.8 3349 C 15/13 110 220 H3853/07 
424501 -2('.8 224.4 3603 C 14/54 109 2~O N3348/01 426528 -29.3 214.4 3361 C 15/11 110 210 t13853108 
424502 -2b.5 225.1 3604 C 14/51 109 232 t13S48/02 426529 -28.5 213.1 3327 C 15/16 110 213 t13853/09 
424503 -2E.9 223.4 3563 C 14/53 109 235 H3848/03 426530 -30.2 213.8 3345 C 15/13 110 204 H3853/10 
3-119 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANSE F TOO LS 5CAZ ORDERNSR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------426531 -29.5 212.3 3308 C 15/20 110 205 M3853/11 429525 -21.1 189.9 2829 C 16/17 112 33 H38S9/01 
426532 -31.2 213.0 3328 C 15/17 110 197 H3853/12 429526 -22.3 190.2 2816 C 16/16 112 58 H3859/02 
426533 -30.5 211.4 3291 C 15/23 110 197 113853/13 429527 -21.6 189.0 2814 C 16/20 112 48 M3859/03 
426534 -32.2 212.1 3314 C 15/20 110 191 113853/14 42 c 528 -22.8 189.3 2803 C 16/19 112 70 H3859/04 
426535 -31. 5 210.6 3278 C 15/26 110 189 /13853/15 429529 -22.2 188.2 2801 C 16/24 112 60 H3859/05 
426536 -33.2 211.2 3303 C 15/24 110 185 H3853/16 429530 -23.4 188.4 2792 C 16/23 112 78 H3859/06 
426537 -32.4 209.6 3267 C 15/30 110 182 H3853/17 429531 -22.7 187.3 2790 C 16/28 112 67 H3859/07 
426538 -34.2 210.3 3296 C 15/28 110 179 H3353/18 429532 -23.9 187.5 2783 C 16/27 112 83 H3859/08 
426539 -33.4 208.8 3259 C 15/34 110 176 M3853/19 429533 -23.2 186.4 2781 C 16/31 112 73 H3859/09 
426540 -35.1 209.5 3292 C 15/31 110 174 t13853/20 429534 -24.4 186.7 2775 C 16/30 112 86 H3859/10 
426541 -34.3 208.0 3255 C 15/38 110 171 113853121 429535 -23.7 185.5 2774 C 16/35 112 77 H3859/11 
426542 -36.1 208.6 3292 C 15/35 110 170 t13853/22 429536 -24.9 185.8 2769 C 16/34 112 83 H3859/12 
426543 -35.3 207.1 3255 C 15/41 110 166 H3853/23 430501 -12.4 196.7 3125 C 15/37 112 300 tH860/01 
426544 -37.2 207.6 3296 C 15/39 110 165 H3853/24 430502 -13.8 197.0 3090 C 15/36 112 296 H3860/02 
427501 -12.2 206.6 3364 C 15/31 III 299 113854/01 430503 -13.2 195.8 3081 C 15/41 112 303 H3860/03 
427502 -13.9 207.0 3320 C 15/29 III 293 113854/02 430504 -14.7 196.1 3047 C 15/40 112 297 H3860/04 
427503 -13.2 205.7 3312 C 15/34 III 300 H3654/03 430505 -14.0 194.9 3041 C 15/44 112 305 H3860/05 
427504 -14.8 206.1 3273 C 15/33 III 295 H3854/04 430506 -15.5 195.3 3009 C 15/43 112 298 113860/06 
427505 -14.2 204.8 3263 C 15/33 III 302 H3854/05 430507 -14.8 19';.2 3003 C 15/48 112 307 H3860/07 
4275Q6 -15.7 205.2 3228 C 15/36 III 296 H3854/06 430508 -16.2 194.5 2974 C 15/46 112 300 H3860/08 
427507 -15.1 204.0 3220 C 15/42 III 303 H3854/07 43C509 -15.6 1'13.3 2967 C 15/51 112 310 H3860/09 
427508 -16.6 204.3 3187 C 15/40 III 297 H3854/08 430510 -17.0 193.7 2941 C 15/50 112 303 H3860/10 
427509 -16.0 203.1 3180 C 15/45 III 306 H3354/09 430511 -16.3 192.5 2936 C 15/55 112 314 H3860/11 
427510 -17.5 203.5 3150 C 15/44 111 299 H3854110 430512 -17.6 192.9 2911 C 15/53 112 306 H3860/12 
427511 -16.9 202.4 3142 C 15/48 111 308 H3854/11 430513 -17.0 191.7 2906 C 15/58 112 319 H3860/13 
427512 -18.2 202.7 3116 C 15/47 III 301 t13854/12 430514 -18.3 192.0 2883 C 15/57 112 311 H3860/14 
427513 -17.6 201.4 3111 C 15/52 III 312 M3354/13 430515 -17.7 190.9 2879 C 16/01 112 326 113860/15 
427514 -19.0 201.8 3085 C 15/51 III 305 H3854/14 430516 -18.9 191.2 2859 C 16/00 112 319 H3860/16 
427515 -13.4 200.6 3079 C 15/56 111 317 H3854/15 430517 -18.3 190.1 2855 C 16/05 112 335 H3860/17 
427516 -19.8 201.0 3056 C 15/54 111 30'1 H3854/16 430518 -19.6 1'10.3 2836 C 16/04 112 332 H3860/18 
427517 -19.2 199.7 3051 C 15/59 111 324 M3854117 430519 -18.9 18'1.2 2832 C 16/08 112 348 H3860/19 
427518 -20.6 200.1 3030 C 15/58 III 316 H3354/18 430520 -20.2 189.4 2815 C 16/07 112 353 t13860/20 
427519 -19.9 198.9 3025 C 16/03 111 333 M3854/19 430521 -19.5 188.3 2812 C 16/12 112 4 H3860/21 
427520 -21.2 199.2 3007 C 16/01 III 329 M3854120 430522 -20.8 183.6 2796 C 16/11 112 20 H3860/22 
427521 -20.6 198.0 3003 C 16/06 III 3'+6 M3854/21 430523 -20.1 187.5 2794 C 16/16 112 22 M3860/23 
427522 -21.9 193.4 2<)85 C 16/05 111 350 113854/22 430524 -21.3 187.7 2780 C 16/15 112 45 H3860/24 
427523 -21.3 197.2 2982 C 16/10 III 5 113854/23 430525 -20.6 18::'.7 2777 C 16/19 112 37 H3861/01 
427524 -22.6 197.5 2967 C 16/09 111 23 H3854/24 430526 -21. 9 187.0 2765 C 16/18 112 61 M3861/02 
427525 -21.9 196.3 2964 C 16/13 III 24 H3855/01 430527 -21.2 185.8 2763 C 16/22 112 51 113861/03 
427526 -23.2 196.6 2951 C 16/12 111 50 H3855/02 430528 -22.4 186.1 2752 C 16/22 112 71 H3861/04 
427527 -22.7 195.5 2947 C 16/17 III 44 H3855/03 430529 -21. 7 185.0 2751 C 16/26 112 61 H3861/05 
427528 -23.8 195.7 2936 C 16/16 III 66 ~3855/04 430530 -22.9 185.2 2742 C 16/25 112 78 113861/06 
427529 -23.1 194.5 2934 C 16/21 111 55 3855/05 430531 -22.2 184.1 2741 C 16/30 112 68 M3861/07 
427530 -24.4 194.8 2924 C 16/20 III 76 113855/06 430532 -23.4 184.3 2733 C 16/29 112 82 H3861/08 
427531 -23.7 193.7 2922 C 16/24 III 65 /13855/07 430533 -22.7 183.2 2733 C 16/33 112 73 H3861/09 
427532 -2S.0 193.9 2914 C 16/23 III 82 113855/08 430534 -23.9 183.4 2727 C 16/33 112 85 H3861/10 
427533 -24.3 192.8 2913 C 16/28 III 71 H3855/09 430535 -23.2 182.4 2725 C 16/37 112 77 H3861/11 
427534 -25.6 193.0 2906 C 16/27 III 86 113855/10 430536 -24.4 182.5 2722 C 16/36 112 87 113861/12 
427535'-24.9 191.9 2905 C 16/32 III 76 M3855/11 431501 -12.3 193.3 3046 C 15/40 112 303 t13862101 
427536 -26.2 192.1 2900 C 10/31 III 89 M3SS5/12 431502 -13.5 193.6 3014 C 15/39 112 298 H3362/02 
428501 -12.3 203.4 3268 C 15/32 III 298 H3857/01 431503 -13.0 192.4 3006 C 15/44 112 305 113862103 
428502 -14.0 203.9 3228 C 15/30 III 292 H3857/02 431504 -14.4 192.7 2972 C 15/43 112 300 113862/04 
428503 -13.4 202.6 3218 C 15/36 111 299 H3857/03 431505 -13.8 191.6 2966 C 15/48 112 307 H3862105 
428504 -14.9 203.0 3182 C 15/34 III 293 H3857/04 431506 -15.2 191.9 2936 C 15/46 112 301 H3862/06 
428505 -14.3 201.7 3172 C 15/39 111 300 H3857/05 431507 -14.6 190.8 2930 C 15/51 ll2 310 H3862107 
428506 -15.8 202.1 3140 C 15/38 111 294 H3857106 431508 -15.9 191.1 2902 C 15/50 112 304 N3862/08 
428507 -15.2 200.9 3131 C 15/43 111 302 113857/07 431509 -15.2 189.9 2897 C 15/54 112 314 H3862109 
428508 -16.6 201.2 3100 C 15/41 111 295 113857/08 431510 -16.6 190.3 2870 C 15/53 112 307 H3862110 
428509 -16.0 200.0 3093 C 15/46 111 304 H3857/09 431511 -16.0 189.2 2866 C 15/53 112 318 H3862111 
428510 -17.4 200.4 3065 C 15/45 III 297 H3857/10 431512 -17.3 189.4 2842 C 15/57 112 312 H3862112 
428511 -16.8 199.2 3057 C 15/50 111 307 t13857/11 431513 -16.6 188.3 2838 C 16/01 112 325 H3862113 
428512 -18.2 199.5 3032 C 15/48 III 299 H3857/12 431514 -17.9 188.6 2816 C 16/00 112 319 H3862/14 
428513 -17.6 198.4 3025 C 15/53 III 310 H3857/13 431515 -17.3 187.5 2812 C 16/05 112 333 H3862115 
428514 -19.0 198.7 3002 C 15/52 III 301 M3857/14 431516 -18.5 187.8 2792 C 16/04 112 329 H3862116 
428515 -18.3 197.5 2996 C 15/57 III 315 113857/15 431517 -17.8 186.7 2789 C 16/08 ll2 343 H3862117 
428516 -19.6 197.9 2975 C 15/55 III 306 M3857/16 431518 -19.1 186.9 2770 C 16/07 112 345 H3862118 
428517 -19.0 196.7 2969 C 16/00 III 322 H3857/17 431519 -18.5 185.9 2767 C 16/12 112 357 H3862119 
428518 -20.3 197.1 29~9 C 15/59 III ~H ~~~~~~i~ 431520 -19.7 186.1 2750 C 16/11 112 7 H3862120 428519 -19.7 195.9 2944 C 16/03 III 431521 -19.0 185.0 2748 C 16/15 112 12 M3862/21 
428520 -20.9 196.2 2927 C 16/02 III 325 H3856/01 431522 -20.3 185.2 2733 C 16/14 112 30 113862122 
428521 -20.3 195.1 2922 C 16/07 111 346 H3856/02 431523 -19.6 184.2 2730 C 16118 112 29 H3862123 
428523 -20.9 194.2 2902 C 16/11 111 6 H3856/04 431524 -20.8 184.4 2717 C 16/18 112 SO H3862124 
428524 -22.2 19':'.5 2888 C 16/09 III 28 H3856/05 431525 -20.2 183.4 2715 C 16/22 112 43 H3863/01 
428525 -21.5 193.3 2884 C 16/14 III 26 H3856/06 431526 -21.4 183.6 2703 C 16/21 112 62 H3863/02 
428526 -22.8 193.6 2872 C 16113 111 57 113856/07 431527 -20.7 182.5 2702 C 16/25 112 54 H3863/03 
428527 -22.1 192.4 2869 C 16/18 111 45 H3856/08 431528 -21.9 182.7 2691 C 16/25 112 71 H3863/04 
428528 -23.3 192.8 2858 C 16/17 III 72 H3856/09 431529 -21.2 181.7 2691 C 16/29 112 62 H3863/05 
428529 -22.6 191.6 2855 C 16121 III 58 H3856/10 431530 -22.4 181.9 2681 C 16/28 112 77 113863/06 
428530 -24.0 191. 9 28';6 C 16/20 III 81 113856/11 431531 -21. 7 180.8 2681 C 16/32 112 68 113863/07 
428531 -23.2 190.8 2843 C 16/25 111 68 H3856/12 431532 -22.9 181.0 2673 C 16/32 112 81 H3863/08 
428532 -24.5 191.0 2836 C 16/24 III 86 H3856/13 431533 -22.1 180.0 2673 C 16/36 112 73 t13863/09 
428533 -23.8 189.9 2834 C 16/29 111 75 H3856/14 431534 -23.3 180.2 2667 C 16/35 112 84 H3863/10 
428534 -25.0 190.1 2828 C 16/28 III 89 H3856115 431535 -22.6 179.1 2668 C 16/40 112 77 H3863/11 
428535 -24.3 189.0 ,2826 C 16/32 III 79 113856/16 431536 -23.7 179.3 2662 C 16/39 112 86 H3863/12 
428536 -25.5 189.2 2822 C 16/32 111 91 M3856/17 432502 -13.7 190.2 2939 C 15/43 113 300 H3863/14 
429501 -12.5 200.0 3191 C 15/35 112 299 H3858/01 432503 -13.1 189.1 2933 C 15/47 113 308 t13863/15 
429502 -13.8 200.4 3157 C 15/33 112 294 1131058/02 432504 -14.5 189.4 2902 C 15/46 113 302 113863/16 
429503 -13.3 199.1 3147 C 15/39 112 301 M3858/03 432505 -13.8 188.3 2897 CIS/51 113 310 H3863/17 
429504 -14.8 199.4 3111 C 15/37 112 295 H3858/04 432506 -15.1 188.6 2868 C 15/49 113 305 H3863/18 
42'1505 -14.1 198.2 3104 C 15/42 112 303 H3858/05 432507 -14.6 187.5 2862 C 15/54 113 314 M3863/19 
429506 -15.6 198.6 3071 C 15/41 112 296 M3858/06 432508 -15.8 187.8 2836 C 15/53 113 308 H3863/20 
429507 -1!·.0 197.3 305'+ C 15/46 112 305 M3858/07 432509 -15.2 186.7 2832 C 15/57 113 318 H3863/21 
429508 -16.4 197.7 3034 C 15/44 112 298 113858/08 432510 -16.5 187.0 2807 C 15/56 113 312 113863/22 
429509 -1~.8 196.6 3028 C 15/49 112 307 H3858/09 432511 -15.9 185.9 2803 C 16/01 113 324 H3863/23 
429510 -1·'.2 197.0 3001 C 15/47 112 299 M3858/10 432512 -17.1 186.1 2780 C 16/00 113 319 H3863/24 
429511 -16.5 195.8 2994 C 15/52 112 310 M3858/11 432513 -16.5 185.0 2777 C 16/04 113 332 H3863/25 
429512 -li.9 196.1 2969 C 15/51 112 302 H3858112 432514 -17.7 185.3 2755 C 16/03 113 328 H3863/26 
429513 -17.3 194.9 2963 C 15/56 112 314 M3858/13 432515 -17.1 184.2 2753 C 16/08 113 341 H3864/01 
429514 -lP.6 195.3 2941 C 15/55 112 306 113858/14 432516 -18.3 184.4 2733 C 16/07 113 342 H3864/02 
429515 -11>"0 194.1 2935 C 15/59 112 320 113858/15 432517 -17.6 183.4 2731 C 16/11 113 353 H3864/03 
429516 -1".3 194.5 2914 C 15/58 112 312 H3858/16 432518 -18.9 183.6 2713 C 16/10 113 H3864/04 
429517 -1P.7 193.3 2'109 C 16/03 112 329 113858/17 432519 -18.2 182.5 2711 C 16/15 113 8 M3864/05 
429518 -I' .9 193.6 2890 C 16/02 112 323 M3858/18 432520 -19.5 182.8 2694 C 16/14 113 22 M3864/06 
429519 -1".3 192.5 2886 C 16/06 112 3~0 H3858/19 432521 -18.8 181.8 2692 C 16/18 113 22 H3864/07 
429520 -2('.6 192.8 2868 C 16/05 112 339 H3858/20 432522 -20.0 182.0 2678 C 16/17 113 41 H3864/08 
429521 -lv.9 191.6 2865 C 16/10 112 357 H3858/21 432523 -19.3 180.9 2677 C 16/21 113 36 113864/09 
429522 -2~.2 191.9 2849 C 16/09 112 8 113853/22 432524 -20.5 181.2 2663 C 16/21 113 56 t13864/10 
429523 -2~.5 190.7 2846 C 16/13 112 15 H3858/23 432525 -19.8 180.1 2663 C 16/25 113 48 H3864/11 
429524 -2).7 191.0 2832 C 16/12 112 38 H3858/24 432526 -21.0 180.3 2651 C 16/24 113 65 M3864/12 
3-120 
VIK1NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PleNO LAT LO~ RANGE F TOO LS seAZ CP.DERNBR PleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------432527 -20.3 179.3 2651 C 16/28 113 57 H3864/13 435515 -16.0 178.9 2656 C 16/00 114 321 H3874/15 
432528 -21.5 179.5 2640 C 16/27 113 72 H3864/14 435516 -17.2 179.1 2638 C 16/00 114 313 H3874/16 
432529 -20.8 178.4 2640 C 16/32 113 64 H38S4/15 435517 -16.6 178.0 2632 C 16/04 114 332 H3874/17 
432530 -21.9 178.6 2631 C 16/31 113 77 H3364/16 435518 -17.7 178.2 2615 C 16/03 114 326 H3874/18 
432531 -21.2 177.6 2632 C 16/35 113 69 H3364/17 435519 -17.1 177.2 2610 C 16/07 114 346 H3874/19 
432532 -22.4 177.8 2624 C 16/35 113 80 H3664/18 435520 -18.3 177.4 2595 C 16/06 114 350 H3374/20 
432533 -21.7 176.7 2625 C 16/39 113 73 H3364/19 435521 -17.6 176.4 2591 C 16/10 114 4 H3874/21 
432534 -22.8 176.9 2619 C 16/38 113 83 H3864/20 435522 -18.7 176.6 2577 C 16/10 114 24 H3374/22 
432535 -22.1 175.8 2621 C 16/43 113 76 H3864/21 44~55§2243 _-1198 •• 21 11:,'55 •• 86 22556713 cC 11661/ 1143 1111 44 5252 HH~887744112243 432536 -23.3 176.0 2616 C 16/42 113 85 H3864/22 J J J 433564 -56.9 203.8 21223 R 11/14 113 54 H3865/28 435525 -18.5 174.8 2557 C 16/17 114 42 H3S75/01 
433565 -55.4 186.9 21343 R 12/21 113 32 H3865/29 435526 -19.7 175.0 2546 C 16/17 114 68 H3875/02 
433566 -SO.6 201.3 21116 R 11/24 113 40 H3865/30 435527 -19.0 174.0 2543 C 16/21 114 56 H3875/03 4335~9 -61.9 186.7 21313 V 12/25 113 43 H3365/33 435528 -20.1 174.2 2533 C 16/20 114 77 H3875/04 
433570 -56.4 203.7 21047 V 11/17 113 S3 H3865/34 435529 -19.5 173.2 2530 C 16/24 114 65 H3875/05 
433571 -54.9 187.0 21164 V 12/24 113 31 H3865/35 435530 -20.5 173.4 2522 C 16/23 114 82 H3875/06 
433572 -50.3 201.0 20942 V 11/28 113 39 H3865/36 435531 -19.9 172.4 2519 C 16/27 114 72 H3875/07 
433576 -56.1 168.8 21328 R 13/40 113 23 H3865/40 435532 -21.0 172.6 2512 C 16/27 114 86 H3875/08 
433577 -50.7 150.8 21767 R 14/52 113 15 H3365/41 435533 -20.3 171.6 2509 C 16/31 114 77 H3875/09 
433578 -50.0 170.8 21235 R 13/31 113 13 H3865/42 435534 -21.4 171.7 2504 C 16/30 114 89 H3875/10 
433532 -5S.5 171.0 21108 V 13/34 113 23 ~13865/46 435535 -20.7 170.8 2S02 C 16/34 114 80 H3875/11 
433583 -50.6 153.4 21S26 V 14/44 113 IS H3S65/47 435536 -21.8 170.9 2498 C 16/34 114 90 H3875/12 
433534 -49.7 173.0 21016 V 13/26 113 13 H3S65/4S 436501 -11.2 182.1 2811 C lS/38 115 297 H3876/01 
433501 -12.5 187.0 2891 C 15/46 113 306 H3866/01 436502 -12.3 182.3 2782 C 15/37 115 292 H3876/02 
433502 -13.8 187.3 2859 C 15/45 113 300 H3866/02 436503 -11.8 181.1 2772 C 15/42 115 300 H3876/03 
433503 -13.2 lS6.2 2S53 C 15/49 113 308 H3866/03 436504 -13.0 181.4 2743 C lS/41 lIS 293 H3876/04 
433504 -14.6 186.5 2824 C 15/48 113 302 H3866/04 43650S -12.4 180.3 2735 C lS/4S 115 302 H3876/05 
433505 -13.9 185.4 2819 C 15/53 113 311 H3366/05 436506 -13.8 180.5 2707 C 15/44 115 295 H3876/06 
433506 -15.2 18S.7 2792 C 15/52 113 305 H3866/06 436507 -13.1 179.5 2700 C 15/49 115 304 H3876/07 
433507 -14.6 184.6 2787 C 15/56 113 315 H3S66/07 436508 -14.4 179.8 2675 C 15/48 115 296 H3876/08 
433508 -15.8 184.8 2762 C lS/55 113 309 H3866/08 436509 -13.7 178.7 2668 C 15/52 115 307 H3876/09 
433509 -lS.2 183.7 2753 C 16/00 113 320 H3866/09 436510 -15.0 178.9 2645 C 15/51 115 299 H3876/10 
433510 -16.4 lS4.0 2735 C lS/59-113 315 H3866/10 436511 -14.3 177.9 2638 C 1515S 115 311 H3876/11 
433511 -lS.8 182.9 2731 C 16/03 113 327 H3866/11 436512 -15.5 178.1 2617 C 15/55 115 302 H3876/12 
433512 -17.0 183.2 2710 C 16/02 113 322 H3871/26 436513 -14.9 177.1 2611 C lS/59 115 316 H3876/13 
433513 -16.4 182.1 2706 C 16/06 113 336 H3871/27 436514 -16.0 177.3 2591 C 15/58 115 307 H3876/14 
433514 -17.6 182.3 2686 C 16/05 113 334 H3871/28 436515 -15.4 176.3 2585 C 16/02 lIS 323 H3876/15 
433515 -16.9 181.3 2683 C 16/10 113 347 H3871/29 436516 -16.6 176.4 2567 C 16/01 115 315 H3876/16 
433516 -18.2 181.6 2665 C 16/09 113 349 t13871/30 436517 -15.9 175.4 2562 C 16/06 115 334 H3876/17 
433517 -17.5 180.5 2662 C 16/13 113 H3871/31 436518 -17.1 17S.6 2546 C 16/0S 115 330 H3876/18 
433518 -18.7 180.7 2645 C 16/12 113 11 H3871/32 436519 -16.4 174.6 2541 C 16/09 115 348 H3876/19 
433519 -18.0 179.7 2644 C 16/17 113 16 H3871/33 436520 -17.5 174.8 2526 C 16/08 115 354 H3876/20 
433520 -19.2 179.9 2628 C 16/16 113 32 H3871/34 436521 -16.9 173.8 2522 C 16/12 115 7 H3876/21 ~~~~~~ :i~:~ I~~:i ~gt~ E igjtg ii~ ~8 ~~~fij~g ~~g~~~ :I~:2 i~~:g ~~g~ E igji~ ii~ ~g ~~~~gj~~ 
433523 -19.0 178.1 2612 C 16/23 113 43 H3871/37 436524 -18.5 173.2 2492 C 16/1S 115 S3 H3876/24 
433524 -20.2 17S.2 2600 C 16/23 113 61 H3871/33 436525 -17.8 172.2 2488 C 16/19 115 43 H3877/01 
433525 -19.5 177.2 2599 C 16/27 113 S3 H3871/39 436526 -18.9 172.4 2477 C 16/18 115 68 H3877/02 
433526 -20.6 177.4 2588 C 16/26 113 69 H3871/40 436527 -18.3 171.4 2474 C 16/22 115 57 H3877/03 
433527 -20.0 176.4 2587 C 16/30 113 61 H3871/41 436523 -19.4 171.6 2464 C 16/22 115 77 H3377/04 
433528 -21.1 176.6 2578 C 16/30 113 75 H3871/42 436529 -18.7 170.7 2461 C 16/26 lIS 65 H3877/05 
433529 -20.4 175.5 2578 C 16/34 113 67 H3871/43 436530 -19.8 170.8 2453 C 16/25 115 82 H3877/06 
433530 -21.5 175.7 2569 C 16/33 113 79 H3871/44 436531 -19.1 169.8 2451 C 16/29 lIS 72 H3877/07 
433531 -20.8 174.7 2570 C 16/37 113 71 H3871/4S 436532 -20.2 170.0 2443 C 16/28 115 85 H3877/08 
433532 -21.9 174.9 2564 C 16/37 113 82 H3871/46 436533 -19.5 169.0 2441 C 16/32 115 76 H3877/09 
433533 -21.2 173.9 2564 C 16/41 113 75 H3871/47 436534 -20.5 169.2 2435 C 16/32 115 88 H3877/10 
433534 -22.4 174.0 25S9 C 16/40 113 84 H3871/48 436535 -19.9 168.2 2434 C 16/36 115 80 H3877/11 
433535 -21.6 173.0 2559 C 16/44 113 78 H3S71/49 436536 -20.9 168.3 2429 C 16/35 lIS 89 H3877/12 
433536 -22.6 173.2 2553 C 16/44 113 85 H3S71/50 437501 -10.7 180.1 2754 C 15/38 115 296 H3878/01 
434501 -12.0 187.1 2932 C 15/35 114 296 H3872/01 437502 -11.9 180.3 2726 C lS/37 115 291 H3878/02 
434502 -13.4 187.6 2901 C 15/34 114 290 H3872/02 437503 -11.3 179.1 2715 C 15/42 115 298 H3878/03 
434503 -12.8 186.3 2889 C 15/39 114 297 H3872/03 437504 -12.6 179.4 2687 C 15/41 115 292 H3378/04 
434504 -14.2 186.6 2860 C 15/38 114 291 H3872/04 437505 -11.9 178.3 2678 C 15/45 115 300 H3878/05 
43450S -13.6 185.5 2851 C 15/42 114 299 H3872/05 437506 -13.2 178.6 2652 C 15/44 115 293 ~13878/06 
434506 -14.9 18S.7 2824 C 1S/41 114 292 H3872/C6 437507 -12.6 177.5 2644 C 15/48 115 302 H3878/07 
434507 -14.3 184.6 2815 C 15/46 114 301 H3872/07 437508 -13.8 177.7 2619 C lS/47 115 295 H3878/08 
434503 -15.5 184.9 2791 C 15/45 114 293 H3S72/08 437509 -13.2 176.7 2611 C 15/52 115 304 H3878/09 
434509 -14.9 183.8 2782 C 15/49 114 304 H3872/09 437510 -14.3 176.9 2589 C lS/51 115 297 H3878/10 
434510 -16.2 184.1 2760 C 15/48 114 295 H3872/10 437511 -13.7 175.9 2582 C 15/55 lIS 308 H3878/11 
434511 -15.6 183.0 27S2 C 15/53 114 307 H3872/11 437512 -14.9 176.1 2S61 C 15/S4 115 299 H3878/12 
434S12 -16.8 183.3 2731 C 15/52 114 297 H3872/12 437513 -14.2 175.0 2554 C 15159 115 313 H3878/13 
434513 -16.2 182.2 2724 C lS/56 114 312 H3872/13 437514 -15.4 17S.2 2535 C 15/58 115 304 H3878/14 
434514 -17.4 182.4 2705 C lS/55 114 301 H3S72/14 437515 -14.8 174.3 2528 C 16/02 115 319 H3878/15 
43451S -16.8 181.4 269S C lS/59 114 318 H3872/15 437516 -15.9 174.5 2511 C 16/01 115 310 H3878/16 
434516 -18.0 181.6 2681 C 15/59 114 307 H3872/16 437517 -15.3 173.4 2505 C 16/05 115 329 H3878/17 
434517 -17.4 180.5 267S C 16/03 114 329 H3872/17 437518 -16.4 173.7 2489 C 16/04 115 321 H3878/18 
434518 -18.5 180.8 2659 C 16/02 114 321 H3872/18 437519 -15.7 172.7 2483 C 16/08 115 341 H3878/19 
434S19 -17.9 179.7 2653 C 16/06 114 345 H3373/01 437520 -16.8 172.9 2468 C 16/08 115 341 H3878/20 
434520 -19.0 179.9 2639 C 16/05 114 348 H3873/02 437521 -16.2 171.9 2463 C 16/12 115 359 H3878/21 
434521 -18.4 178.9 2634 C 16/10 114 6 H3873/03 437522 '-17.3 172.1 2450 C 16/11 lIS 15 H3878/22 
434522 -19.6 179.1 2621 C 16/09 114 35 H3873/04 437523 -16.7 171.1 2445 C 16/1S 115 21 H3878/23 
434523 -18.9 178.1 2616 C 16/13 114 29 H3873/05 437524 -17.7 171.3 2433 C 16/14 115 48 H3378/24 
434524 -20.0 178.3 2605 C 16/13 114 63 H3873/06 437525 -17.1 170.3 2428 C 16/18 115 39 "3879/13 
434525 -19.4 177.2 2601 C 16/17 114 48 ~13873/07 437526 -18.1 170.5 2418 C 16/18 115 66 H3879/14 
434526 -20.5 177.5 2590 C 16/16 114 75 H3873/08 437527 -17.5 169.6 2413 C 16/22 115 54 H3879/15 
434527 -19.8 176.4 2536 C 16/20 114 61 H3873/09 437528 -13.6 169.7 2404 C 16/21 lIS 76 H3379/16 
434528 -21.0 176.6 2578 C 16/20 114 83 H3873/10 437529 -17.9 168.8 2400 C 16/25 lIS 64 H3879/17 
4345Z9 -20.3 17S.6 2S74 C 16/23 114 70 H3873/11 437530 -18.9 168.9 2392 C 16/24 115 82 H3879/18 
434530 -21.4 17S.8 2567 C 16/23 114 87 H3373/12 437531 -18.3 168.0 2389 C 16/28 115 71 H3S79/19 
434531 -20.7 174.8 2564 C 16/27 114 76 H3373/13 437532 -19.3 168.1 2381 C 16/28 lIS 85 H3879/20 
434532 -21.9 175.0 2558 C 16/26 114 91 H3873/14 437533 -18.6 167.2 2378 C 16/31 115 75 H3879/21 
434533 -21.2 174.0 2554 C 16/30 114 80 H3573/15 437534 -19.6 167.3 2372 C 16/31 115 88 H3879/22 
434534 -22.3 174.1 2550 C 16/30 114 92 H3873/16 437535 -19.0 166.4 2370 C 16/35 115 79 H3879/23 
434535 -21.6 173.1 2548 C 16/34 114 83 H3873/17 437536 -20.0 166.5 2365 C 16/34 115 90 H3879/24 
434536 -22.7 173.3 2545 C 16/33 114 94 H3873/18 4385~1 -10.2 178.1 2691 C 15/38 116 294 H3880/01 
435501 -11.5 184.7 2886 C 15/36 114 297 H3874/01 438502 -11.2 178.3 2665 C 15/37 116 289 H3850/02 
435502 -12.8 184.9 2355 C 15/35 114 292 H3874/02 435503 -10.7 177.2 26S3 C 15/42 116 297 H3880/03 
435503 -12.2 183.7 2346 C 15/40 114 299 H3874/03 438504 -11.9 177.4 2625 C 15/41 116 290 H3330/04 
435504 -13.5 154.0 2S16 C 15/39 114 293 H3S74/04 43350S -11.3 176.3 2616 C lS/4S 116 298 H3880/05 
435505 -12.9 182.9 2808 C 15/43 114 301 H3874/05 438506 -12.5 176.5 2590 C 15/44 116 292 H3880/06 
435506 -14.1 183.2 2781 C 15/42 114 294 H3874/06 438507 -11.9 175.5 2581 C 15/48 116 300 H3880/07 
435507 -13.5 182.1 2773 C 15/47 114 303 H3874/07 433508 -13.1 175.7 2557 C 15/48 116 293 H3880/08 
435508 -14.8 182.4 2747 C 15/46 114 296 H3874/08 433509 -12.5 174.7 2549 C 15/S2 116 302 H3880/09 
435509 -14.2 181.2 2740 C 15/50 114 306 H3874/09 433510 -13.6 174.9 2527 C 15151 116 295 H3380/10 
435510 -15.5 181.6 2717 C lS/49 114 298 H3S74/10 433511 -13.0 173.9 2519 C 15/55 116 305 H3880/11 
435511 -14.9 lS0.5 2709 C 15/54 114 309 H3874/11 438512 -14.1 174.1 2498 C 15/55 116 297 ~13880/12 
435512 -16.1 150.7 2688 C 15/53 114 301 H3374/12 438513 -13.6 173.1 2491 C 15/58 116 309 H3880/13 
435513 -15.5 179.6 2681 C 15/57 114 315 H3874/13 438514 -14.6 173.3 2472 C 15/58 116 300 H3S80/14 
435514 -16.7 179.9 2661 C 15/56 114 305 H3874/14 433515 -14.0 172.4 2465 C 16/02 116 315 H3880/15 
'.IK:-.NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
3-121 
.VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
PICNO li..T LON RANGE F TOD LS SCAZ OROERNSR PIWO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERIlSR 
----------_ .. _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------438516 -1~.1 172.5 2448 C 16/01 116 304 H3380/16 441517 -14.5 164.0 2216 C 16/14 117 1 H3885/17 
438517 -1~.5 171.5 2441 C 16/05 116 323 H3S80/17 441518 -15.6 164.2 2206 C 16/13 117 96 M3885/18 
4~~§i~ :i~:~ i~5:~ ~~f~ § t~~8~ ti~ ~~~ P'~§~g~i~ 4~i§~6 :ig:8 i~~:~ ~i~S § i~~il ii~ 19~ ~~§~~~8~ 
438520 -If.l 170.9 2404 C 16/08 116 328 H38S0/20 441521 -15.4 162.6 2182 C 16/20 117 72 H3S86/03 
438521 -1~.4 170.0 239S C 16/12 116 351 H3881/01 441522 -16.S 162.8 2176 C 16/19 117 109 H3S86/04 
438522 -It.5 170.1 2385 C 16/11 116 1 H3S81/C2 441523 -15.9 161.9 2168 C 16/23 117 86 H3886/05 
438523 -1~.8 169.2 2380 C 16/1S 116 11 H3881/03 441524 -16.9 162.1 2163 C 16/22 117 110 t13836/06 
438524 -16.9 169.4 2367 C 16/14 116 39 t13881/04 44152S -16.3 161.2 2155 C 16/26 117 92 H38S6/07 
438525 -1~.2 168.4 2363 C 16/18 116 33 H3381/05 441526 -17.3 161.3 2152 C 16/25 117 110 H3886/08 
438526 -1~.2 168.6 2352 C 16/18 116 62 H3S81/06 441527 -16.7 160.6 2144 C 16/28 117 97 H3S86/09 
438527 -1~.6 167.6 2347 C 16/21 116 50 H3881/07 441528 -17.7 160.6 2142 C 16/28 117 III H3886/10 
438528 -1~.6 167.7 2338 C 16/21 116 74 H3S81/C8 441529 -17.1 159.8 2135 C 16/32 117 99 H3886/11 
438529 -17.0 166.8 2333 C 16/25 116 61 H3881/C9 441530 -18.2 159.9 2134 C 16/31 117 III H3886/12 
438530 -IF.O 167.0 2325 C 16/24 116 81 H3D81/10 441531 -17.5 159.1 2126 C 16/35 117 102 H3886/13 
438531 -17.3 166.0 2321 C 16/28 116 69 H3581/11 441532 -18.5 159.2 2127 C 16/34 117 III H3886/14 
438532 -It.3 166.1 2314 C 16/28 116 85 H3881/12 441533 -17.8 158.4 2119 C 16/33 117 103 H38S6/1S 
438533 -17.6 165.3 2310 C 16/31 116 74 H3881/13 441534 -18.8 158.5 2121 C 16/37 117 112 H3886/16 
438534 -18.6 165.4 2304 C 16/31 116 87 H3S81/14 441535 -18.2 157.7 2114 C 16/41 117 104 t13886/17 
438535 -lS.0 164.5 2301 C 16/35 116 78 H3881/15 441536 -19.2 157.7 2118 C 16/40 117 112 H38S6/18 
438536 -18.9 164.7 2294 C 16/34 116 89 H3881/16 442501 -9.2 167.6 2354 C 15/52 118 300 H3886/19 
439501 -9.7 176.2 2638 C 15/38 116 294 H3882/01 442502 -10.4 167.9 2329 C 15/51 118 292 H3S86/20 
439502 -10.9 176.4 2610 C 15/37 116 288 H3S82/02 442503 -9.9 167.0 2320 C 15/55 118 301 H3S86/21 
439503 -10.4 175.3 2598 C 15/41 116 295 H3882/03 442504 -11.0 167.1 2297 C 15/54 118 292 H3886/22 
439504 -11.6 175.5 2571 C 15/41 116 2S9 H3882/04 442505 -10.4 166.2 2289 C 15/58 liS 302 H3886/23 
439505 -11.0 174.5 2561 C 15/45 116 296 H3882/05 442506 -11.6 166.4 2268 C 15/57 118 293 M3S86/24 
439506 -12.2 174.7 2536 C 15/44 116 290 H3882/06 442507 -11.0 165.S 2259 C 16/01 118 304 M3887/01 
439507 -11.6 173.7 2526 C 15/48 116 293 H3882/07 442508 -12.2 165.7 2241 C 16/00 118 293 H3887/02 
439508 -12.7 173.9 2503 C 15/48 116 291 H3882/08 442509 -11.6 164.8 2233 C 16/04 118 307 H3887/03 
439509 -12.1 172.9 2494 C 15/52 116 300 t13882/09 442510 -12.7 16S.0 2216 C 16/03 118 293 H3887/04 
439510 -13.2 173.1 2473 C 15/51 116 292 M3882/10 442511 -12.1 164.2 2208 C 16/06 118 310 M3887105 
439511 -12.6 172.1 2465 C 15/55 116 303 H3882/11 442512 -13.2 164.3 2192 C 16/06 118 294 H3887/06 
439512 -13.7 172.2 2445 C 15/54 116 294 M3882/12 442513 -12.6 163.S 2185 C 16/09 118 317 H3887/07 
439513 -13.2 171.3 2436 C 15/58 116 306 H3882/13 442514 -13.7 163.6 2171 C 16/09 118 293 H3887/08 
439514 -14.2 171.5 2418 CIS/58 116 296 H3882/14 442515 -13.1 162.8 2163 C 16/12 118 328 H3887/09 
439515 -13.6 170.5 2411 C 16/01 116 311 H3e82/1S 442516 -14.2 162.9 2152 C 16/12 118 295 H3887/10 
439516 -14.7 170.7 2394 C 16/01 116 299 H3882/16 442517 -13.6 162.1 2144 C 16/15 118 352 H3887/11 
439517 -14.1 169.7 2387 C 16/05 116 318 H3S82/17 44251S -14.6 162.2 2134 C 16/15 118 95 H3887/12 
439518 -15.1 169.9 2371 C 16/04 116 307 t13882/18 442519 -14.0 161.4 2126 C 16/1S 118 37 H3887/13 
439519 -14.5 168.9 2364 C 16/08 116 330 H3882/19 442520 -15.0 161.5 2118 C 16/18 118 109 H3887/14 
439520 -15.6 169.1 2350 C 16/07 116 320 H3882/20 442521 -14.4 160.7 2110 C 16/21 liS 70 H3887/1S 
~~~§~~ :ig:8 ig~:! ~~~i ~ ig~ii iig ~~4 ~~§~~;~~ ~2~§~~ :iz:g ig8:g ~6gt § ig~~! ii~ l§g ~~~~l~5~ 
~~~~~~ :i~:~ igf:~ ~~t~ ~ ig~i~ liz 43 ~~§~~~~~ ~Z~§~~ :i~:~ i~S:~ ~g~~ § 19~~~ ii~ 1~~ ~~~~~~g~ 
439525 -15.7 166.6 2308 C 16/18 116 33 H3882/25 442526 -16.2 159.4 2078 C 16/26 118 III H3888/04 
439526 -16.7 166.7 2298 C 16/17 116 67 H3883/01 442527 -15.6 158.7 2071 C 16/30 118 97 H3888/0S 
439827 -16.1 165.8 2293 C 16/21 116 51 H3883/02 442528 -16.6 158.S 2068 C 16/29 118 112 H388S/06 
439528 -17.1 165.9 2283 C 16/21 116 79 t138S3/03 442529 -16.0 157.9 2060 C 16/33 118 100 H3888/07 
439529 -16.4 165.0 2279 C 16/24 116 63 H38S3/04 442530 -17.0 158.0 2059 C 16/32 118 112 H3885/08 
439530 -17.4 16S.1 2271 C 16/24 116 85 H3S83/05 442531 -16.3 157.2 2052 C 16/36 118 101 M3888/09 
439531 -16.S 164.3 2266 C 16/28 116 71 H3883/06 442532 -17.3 157.3 2052 C 16/35 118 112 H3888/10 
439532 -17.8 164.4 2259 C 16/27 116 88 H3S83/07 442533 -16.6 156.5 2044 C 16/39 118 103 H3SSS/ll 
439533 -17.1 163.S 2255 C 16/31 116 77 H3SS3/08 442534 -17.6 156.6 2045 C 16/38 118 112 H3888/12 
439534 -18.1 163.6 2249 C 16/30 116 91 H3883/09 442535 -17.0 155.8 2038 C 16/42 118 104 H3888/13 
439535 -17.4 162.7 2245 C 16/34 116 Sl H3883/10 442536 -17.9 155.S 2041 C 16/41 118 112 H3888/14 
439536 -lS.4 162.8 2241 C 16/34 116 92 H3883/11 443501 -8.S 165.9 2287 C 15/52 118 298 H3889/01 
440501 -9.4 174.6 2595 C 15/37 117 292 t13883/12 443502 -9.8 166.0 2266 C 15/52 lIS 291 H3889/02 
440502 -10.6 174.8 2569 C 15/36 117 286 t13S83/13 443503 -9.2 165.1 2256 C 15/56 118 300 H3889/03 
440503 -10.1 173.7 2555 C 15/41 117 293 H3883/14 443504 -10.4 165.3 2234 C 15/55 lIS 291 H3SS9/04 
440504 -11.3 173.9 2529 C 15/40 117 287 H3883/15 443505 -9.8 164.4 2225 C 15/59 lIS 301 H3889/0S 
440505 -10.6 172.9 2519 C 15/44 117 294 M3883/16 443506 -10.9 164.6 2205 C 15/58 liS 292 H38S9/C6 
440506 -11.8 173.1 2494 C 15/43 117 287 H3S83/17 443507 -10.4 163.7 2196 C 16/02 118 303 H3889/07 
440507 -11.2 172.1 2484 C 15/47 117 296 H3883/18 443508 -11.5 163.9 217S C 16/01 118 291 H3889/0S 
440508 -12.3 172.2 2462 C 15/47 117 288 H3883/19 443509 -10.9 163.0 2169 C 16/04 118 305 H3889/09 
440509 -11.8 171.3 2452 C 15/51 117 297 H3883/20 443510 -12.1 163.2 2153 C 16/04 118 290 H3889/10 
440510 -12.9 171.5 2431 CIS/50 117 289 H3883/21 443511 -11.5 162.4 2144 C 16/07 118 307 H3889/11 
440511 -12.3 170.5 2422 C 15/54 117 299 t13883/22 443512 -12.5 162.5 2130 C 16/07 lIS 290 M3889/12 
440512 -13.4 170.7 2403 C 15/53 117 290 H3S83/23 443513 -11.9 161.7 2122 C 16/10 118 313 H3889/13 
440513 -12.8 169.7 2394 C 15/57 117 3C2 M3883/24 443514 -13.0 161.8 2109 C 16/10 lIS 283 H3889/14 
440514 -13.8 169.9 2376 C 15/57 117 292 H3S84/01 44351S -12.4 161.0 2101 C 16/13 118 323 H3889/15 
440515 -13.2 168.9 2368 C 16/00 117 306 H3884/02 443516 -13.4 161.1 2089 C 16/13 liS 285 H3889/16 
440516 -14.3 169.1 2352 C 16/00 117 294 H3884/03 443517 -12.8 160.3 2081 C 16/16 liS 346 H3889/17 
440517 -13.7 16S.1 2344 C 16/04 117 313 M38S4/04 443518 -13.9 160.4 2071 C 16/16 liS 129 H3889/1S 
44051S -14.7 168.3 2329 C 16/03 117 299 t13384/0S 443519 -13.3 159.6 2063 C 16/19 118 37 H3889/19 
440519 -14.1 167.3 2322 C 16/07 117 323 H3884/06 443520 -14.3 159.7 2055 C 16/19 118 117 H3889/20 
440520 -15.1 167.5 2308 C 16/07 117 309 H3884/07 443521 -13.6 158.9 2047 C 16/22 lIS 72 H3839/21 
440521 -14.5 166.5 2301 C 16/10 117 340 H3884/08 443522 -14.6 159.0 2040 C 16/21 118 114 H3889/22 
440522 -15.5 166.6 2289 C 16/10 117 340 H3884/09 443523 -14.0 15S.2 2033 C 16/25 liS 87 H3889/23 
440523 -14.S 165.8 2282 C 16/14 117 3 H3SS4/10 443524 -15.0 158.3 2027 C 16/24 118 113 H3890/01 
440524 -lS.8 165.9 2271 C 16/13 117 38 H3S84/11 443525 -14.4 157.5 2019 C 16/28 118 95 H3890/02 
440525 -15.2 165.0 2265 C 16/17 117 31 H3884/12 443526 -15.4 157.6 201S C 16/27 liS 113 H3890/03 
440526 -16.2 165.1 2255 C 16/17 117 71 H3S84/13 443527 -14.S 156.9 2007 C 16/30 118 99 H3890/04 
440527 -15.6 164.2 2249 C 16/20 117 S2 H3S84/14 44352S -15.7 156.9 2004 C 16/30 118 113 H3890/05 
440528 -16.5 164.3 2240 C 16/20 117 83 H3884/15 443529 -15.1 156.1 1997 C 16/33 118 101 H3890/06 
440529 -15.9 163.5 2235 C 16/23 117 65 H3884/16 443530 -16.0 156.2 1996 C 16/33 118 112 H3890/07 
440530 -16.9 163.6 2227 C 16/23 117 89 H3884/17 443531 -15.4 155.4 1988 C 16/36 118 102 H3890/08 
440531 -16.3 162.7 2222 C 16/27 117 74 H3S84/18 443532 -16.4 155.5 1988 C 16/36 118 113 H3890/09 
440532 -17.2 162.S 2215 C 16/26 117 91 H38S4/19 443533 -15.7 154.7 1980 C 16/39 liS 104 H3890/10 
440533 -16.5 161.9 2210 C 16/30 117 79 H338~/20 443S34 -16.6 154.8 1981 C 16/39 liS 112 H3S90/11 
440534 -17.5 162.0 22U4 C 16/30 117 93 H3SS~/21 443535 -16.0 154.0 1974 C 16/42 118 104 H3S90/12 440S35 -16.9 161.1 2200 C 16/33 117 82 t13664/22 443536 -16.9 154.0 1976 C 16/42 118 112 H3890/13 
440536 -17.S 161.2 2196 C 16/33 117 94 H388~/23 444501 -8.3 164.5 2234 C 15/52 119 296 H3890/14 
441501 -9.8 169.5 2426 C 15/51 117 302 H3885/01 444502 -9.4 164.7 2211 C lS/51 119 288 M3890/1S 
441502 -11.1 169.8 2401 C 15/50 117 29~ H3885/02 444503 -8.9 163.7 2201 C 15/55 119 296 H3890/16 
441503 -10.5 168.8 2392 C 15/54 117 303 t13SS5/03 444504 -10.0 163.9 2179 C 15/55 119 287 H3890/17 
441504 -11.8 169.1 2368 C 15/53 117 29~ H3885/04 444505 -9.5 163.0 2170 C 15/58 119 297 H3890/1S 
441505 -11.2 168.1 2360 C 15/57 117 304 H3885/0S 444506 -10.6 163.2 21S1 C 15/58 119 286 H3890/19 
441506 -12.4 163.4 2339 C 15/56 117 294 H3855/06 444507 -10.0 162.4 2141 C 16/01 119 297 H3891/01 
441507 -11.8 167.4 2331 C 16/00 117 306 H3885/07 444508 -11.1 162.5 2124 C 16/01 119 285 H3891/02 
441508 -12.9 167.7 2312 C 15/59 117 295 H3585/08 444509 -10.5 161.7 2115 C 16/04 119 298 H3891/03 
441509 -12.3 166.8 2304 C 16/02 117 309 H3885/09 444510 -11.5 161.8 2099 C 16/04 119 283 H3891/04 
441510 -13.5 167.0 2287 C 16/02 117 295 H3885/10 444511 -10.9 161.0 2090 C 16/07 119 300 t13891/05 
441511 -12.9 166.0 2279 C 16/05 117 314 H3885/11 444512 -12.0 161.1 2076 C 16/07 119 2S0 H3891/06 
441512 -14.0 166.2 2264 C 16/05 117 297 H3885/12 444513 -11.5 160.3 2067 C 16/10 119 303 H3891/07 
441513 -13.5 165.3 2256 C 16/08 117 321 H3835/13 444514 -12.4 160.4 2055 C 16/09 119 276 H3891/08 
441514 -14.6 165.6 2243 C 16/07 117 299 H3885/14 444515 -11.9 159.6 2046 C 16/13 119 309 H3891/09 
441515 -14.0 164.7 2235 C 16/11 117 335 H3885/15 444516 -12.9 159.7 203S C 16/13 119 2S9 H3891/10 
441516 -15.1 164.S 2223 C 16/10 117 312 H3835/16 444517 -12.3 158.9 2027 C 16/16 119 327 H3891/11 
3-122 
VIKING ORBITER PICTUP.ES SORTED BY PleNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LrT LOtI RA~~GE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNSR PlCNO LAT LOll RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERNBR --------.--~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
444518 -13.2 159.0 2018 C 16/15 119 198 M3891/12 448505 -9.2 159.5 1951 C 15/52 121 260 M3899/05 
444519 -1:'.7 158.2 2009 C 16/19 119 35 t138'1l/13 448506 -10.2 159.7 1944 C 15/52 121 250 H3899/06 
444520 -1: •. 6 158.3 2001 C 16/18 119 138 H389l/14 448507 -9.6 153.8 1926 C 15/55 121 256 H3899/07 
444521 -L'.O 157.5 1992 C 16/22 119 85 H389l/15 448508 -10.4 159.0 1920 C 15/54 121 246 H3899/08 
444522 -11 •• 0 157.6 1936 C 16/21 119 127 113892101 448509 -9.9 158.2 1902 C 15/53 121 252 H3899/09 
444523 -13.4 156.8 1978 C 16/24 119 97 H3892102 448510 -10.7 158.4 1897 C 15/57 121 241 H3899/10 
444524 -1.:..3 156.9 1973 C 16/24 119 121 H3892103 448511 -10.2 157.6 lS79 C 16/00 121 247 H3S99/11 
444525 -1:.7 156.:1. 1964 C 16/27 119 101 H38<;2/04 443512 -11. 0 157.8 lS75 C 16/00 121 236 H3899/12 
444526 -1' .• 7 156.2 1960 C 16/27 119 119 t13892/05 448513 -10.4 157.0 1858 C 16/03 121 242 M3899/13 
444527 -1'-.1 155.4 1952 C 16/30 119 103 t13892/C6 448514 -11.3 157.1 1854 C 16/02 121 230 M3899/14 
444528 -1! .• 0 155.5 1949 C 16/30 119 lIS M3S92/07 44S515 -10.7 156.4 lS37 C 16/05 121 235 M3899/15 
444529 -1' .3 154.7 1941 C 16/33 119 105 M389210S 448516 -11.5 156.5 lS34 C 16/05 121 223 H3899/16 
444530 -1:.3 154.7 INO C 16/33 119 116 H3892/09 448517 -10.9 155.8 1817 C 16/08 121 228 M3899/17 
444531 -It .6 154.0 1932 C 16/36 119 106 M3S92/10 448518 -11.7 155.9 1815 C 16/07 121 217 M3899/18 
444532 -I! .5 154.0 1932 C 16/36 119 115 M3892/11 448519 -11.1 155.2 179S C 16/10 121 220 M3899/19 
444533 -11.9 153.3 1923 C 16/39 119 107 M3892/12 448520 -12.0 155.3 1798 C 16/10 121 209 M3899/20 
444534 -1!:.8 153.3 1925 C 16/39 119 115 M3892/13 448521 -11.4 154.6 17S1 C 16/13 121 210 H3900/01 
444535 -If.2 152.6 1917 C 16/42 119 107 M3892/14 448522 -12.1 154.7 1780 C 16/13 121 201 M3900/02 
444536 -It-.l 152.6 1919 C 16/42 119 115 M3S92116 448523 -11.5 154.0 1764 C 16/16 121 201 M3900/03 
445501 -f.l 163.0 2200 C 15/52 119 295 M3893/01 448524 -12.3 154.1 1764 C 16/15 121 194 M3'l00/04 
445502 -~.O 163.1 21S0 C 15/52 119 289 M3S93/02 448525 -11.7 153.4 1748 C 16/18 121 192 H3900105 
445S03 -~;.5 162.2 2169 C 15/56 119 297 M3893/03 448526 -12.5 153.5 1749 C 16/18 121 187 M3900/06 
445504 -';.7 162.4 2148 C 15/55 119 28S M3893/04 448527 -11.9 152.8 1732 C 16/21 121 lS'+ tl3900/07 
445505 -4.1 161.5 213S C 15/59 119 297 M3893/05 448528 -12.6 152.9 1734 C 16/20 1~1 181 M3900/08 
'+45506 -l( .2 161. 7 2119 C 15/58 119 287 M3893/06 448529 -12.1 152.2 1718 C 16/23 1 1 176 H3900/09 
445507 -".6 160.8 2110 C 16/01 119 299 M3893/07 448530 -12.8 152.3 1720 C 16/23 121 175 H3900/10 
445508 -1(·.7 161.0 2093 C 16/01 119 2e6 M3S93/08 448531 -12.2 151.6 1704 C 16/26 121 170 M3900/11 
445509 -1('.1 160.1 20S5 C 16/04 119 300 M3S93/09 448532 -13.0 151.7 1708 C 16/25 121 170 t13900/12 
445510 -11.1 160.3 2069 C 16/04 119 285 M3893/10 448533 -12.3 151.0 1691 C 16/28 121 164 M3900/13 
445511 -1(' .6 159.4 2060 C 16/07 119 302 M3893/11 448534 -13.1 151.1 1695 C 16/28 121 165 H3900/14 
445512 -1) .6 159.5 2046 C 16/07 119 283 M3893/12 448535 -12.4 150.4 1679 C 16/31 121 159 M3900/15 
445513 -1) .0 158.7 2037 C 16/10 119 307 M3893/13 448536 -13.2 150.5 1684 C 16/31 121 161 H3900/16 
445514 -H .• O 158.8 2025 C 16/10 119 279 M3893/14 44<;501 -7.9 160.2 2006 C 15/4'+ 121 267 M390l/01 
445515 -11.4 15S.0 2017 C 16/13 119 314 t13893/15 449502 -S.7 160.4 1995 C 15/4'+ 121 260 H3901/02 
445516 -1:'.4 15S.1 2006 C 16/13 119 265 M38'l3/16 449503 -8.1 159.5 1976 C 15/47 121 266 M3901/03 
445517 -1l.8 157.'+ 1998 C 16/16 119 33'+ M3893/17 44950'+ -9.0 159.7 1967 C 15/47 121 257 H3901/04 
445518 -l:'.S 157.5 1988 C 16/16 119 182 M3893/18 449505 -8.5 158.9 1949 C 15/50 121 263 M3901/05 
445519 -12.2 156.7 1980 C 16/19 119 40 M3893/19 449506 -9.4 159.1 1941 C 15/49 121 254 H3901/06 
445520 -13.1 156.8 1972 C 16/19 119 131 M3893/20 449507 -8.S 158.3 1923 C 15/52 121 260 M3901/07 
445521 -12.5 156.0 1964 C 16n2 119 82 H38 93/21 449503 -9.7 158.4 1915 C 15/52 121 250 M3901/08 
445522 -13.5 156.1 1957 C 16122 119 121 H3893/22 449509 -9.1 157.6 1898 C 15/55 121 256 H3901/09 
4'+5523 -12.8 155.3 1949 C 16/25 119 93 H3393/23 449510 -10.0 157.S 1892 C 15/55 121 246 H3901/10 
445524 -13.8 155.4 19'+4 C 16/24 119 118 M3893/2'+ 449511 -9.4 157.0 1874 C 15/5S 121 252 t13901/11 
445525 -13.2 154.6 1936 C 16/27 119 98 M3894/01 449512 -10.3 157.2 1869 C 15/57 121 241 H390l/12 
445526 -14.1 154.7 1932 C 16/27 119 117 H3894/02 449513 -9.7 156.4 1852 C 16/00 121 24S M3901/13 
445527 -13.5 154.0 1923 C 16/30 119 102 M3894/03 449514 -10.5 156.6 1847 C 16/00 121 236 M3901/14 
44fS28 -14.4 154.0 1921 C 16/3:) 119 115 H3894/0'+ 449515 -9.9 155.8 1830 C 16/03 121 242 H3901/15 44 529 -13.8 153.2 1913 C 16/33 119 103 M3S94/05 4'+9516 -10.7 155.9 lS26 C 16/03 121 230 M3901/16 
445530 -14.7 153.3 1911 C 16/33 119 114 M3S95/01 449517 -10.1 155.2 1809 C 16/06 121 235 H3901/17 
445531 -14.0 152.5 1903 C 16/36 119 104 M3895/02 449518 -11.0 155.3 1806 C 16/05 121 223 H3901/18 
445532 -14.9 152.6 1903 C 16/36 119 114 M3SC;5/03 449519 -10.4 154.6 1790 C 16/08 121 228 t13901/19 
445533 -14.3 151. 9 lS95 C 16/39 119 105 H3S95/04 449520 -11. 2 154.7 1788 C 16/08 121 216 M3901/20 
445534 -15.2 151.9 18<;6 C 16/39 119 114 H38':;5/05 449521 -10.6 154.0 1771 C 16/11 121 219 M3902l01 
445535 -14.6 151.1 ISBS C 16/ .. 2 119 le6 M3895/06 449522 -11.4 15'+.1 1770 C 16/10 121 20S M3902l02 
445536 -15.5 151.2 lS90 C 16/42 119 IH t13895/07 449523 -10.S 153.4 1754 C 16/13 121 209 M3902l03 
446501 -S.O 161.9 2158 C 15/51 120 291 M3S95/08 449524 -11.6 153.5 1753 C 16/13 121 200 M3902/04 
446502 -S.9 162.0 2138 C 15/51 120 284 H3895/09 449525 -11.0 152.7 1737 C 16/16 121 200 H3902l05 
446503 -8.4 161.1 2127 C 15/55 120 293 t13S95/10 449526 -11.8 152.8 1737 C 16/16 121 193 M3902/06 
446504 -9.5 161.3 2108 C 15/54 120 283 t13B95/11 44<:527 -11.1 152.1 1721 C 16/19 121 191 H3902/07 
446505 -8.9 160.4 2097 C 15/53 120 293 H3895/12 449528 -11.9 152.2 1722 C 16/18 121 186 M3902/08 
446506 -10.0 160.5 2080 C 15/57 120 282 M38 Q5/13 449529 -11. 3 151.6 1705 C 16/21 121 lS2 M3902/09 
446507 -9.4 1;9.7 2069 C 16/00 120 293 H3895/14 449530 -12.1 151.6 1707 C 16/21 121 179 H3902/10 
446508 -10.4 159.8 2054 C 16/00 120 2S0 t13895/1S 449531 -11.4 151. 0 1691 C 16/2'+ 121 175 t13902/11 
446509 -9.S 159.0 204':' C 16/03 120 293 M3895/16 449532 -12.2 151.0 1693 C 16/23 121 173 t13902l12 
446510 -10.9 159.1 2029 C 16/03 120 277 H3S<:5/17 449533 -11.6 150.4 1678 C 16/26 121 168 M3902/13 
446511 -10.3 158.3 2020 C 16/00 120 294 tB895/18 449534 -12.3 150.4 1680 C 16/26 121 168 H3902/14 
446512 -11.3 158.4 2007 C 16/06 120 272 M3895/19 449535 -11.6 149.9 1663 C 16/28 121 164 M3902l15 
446513 -10.7 157.6 1997 C 16/09 120 296 H3895/20 449536 -12.3 150.0 1667 C 16/28 121 165 H3902l16 
446514 -11.7 157.7 1986 C 16/09 120 262 M3895/21 450501 -7.4 160.1 2028 C 15/40 121 268 H3903/01 
446515 -11.1 156.9 1977 C 16/12 120 29S M3895/22 450502 -S.2 160.2 2016 C 15/40 121 262 M3903/02 
446516 -12.1 157.0 1967 C 16/12 120 241 M38<;5/23 450503 -7.7 159.3 1997 C 15/44 121 268 H3903/03 
446517 -11.5 156.2 1958 C 16/15 120 304 M3S95/24 450504 -8.6 159.5 1987 C 15/43 121 260 M3903/04 
446518 -12.4 156.3 19':'9 C 16/15 120 191 M3895/25 450505 -S.O 158.7 1969 C 15/46 121 266 H3903/05 
446519 -11.8 155.5 1940 C 16/18 120 70 M3895/26 450506 -8.9 158.9 1960 C 15/45 121 257 H3903/06 
446520 -12.8 155.6 1933 C 16/18 120 149 H3895127 450508 -9.2 158.3 1934 C 15/48 121 253 M3903/08 
446521 -12.2 154.S 1924 C 16/21 120 102 M3896/01 450509 -8.7 157.5 1917 C 15/51 121 260 M3903/09 
446522 -13.1 154.9 1919 C 16/21 120 134 H3896/02 450510 -9.5 157.7 1910 C 15/51 121 250 M3903/10 
446523 -12.5 154.1 1910 C 16/N 120 106 M3S96/03 450511 -8.9 156.9 1892 C 15/54 121 256 M3903/11 
446524 -13.4 154.2 1905 C 16/24 120 127 M~396/0':' 450512 -9.8 157.0 18S6 C 15/53 121 246 M3903/12 
446525 -12.8 153.4 1896 C 16/27 120 107 H3896/05 450513 -9.2 156.3 1869 C 15/57 121 252 H3903/13 
446526 -13.7 153.5 1893 C 16/27 120 123 M3896/06 450514 -10.1 156.4 lS63 C 15/56 121 241 H3903/14 
446527 -13.0 152.8 1884 C 16/30 120 lOS t13896/07 450515 -9.5 155.6 1846 C 15/59 121 2-+7 M3903/15 
446528 -13.9 152.8 1882 C 16/30 120 121 M3896/08 450516 -10.3 155.8 1841 C 15/59 121 235 t13903/16 
446529 -13.3 152.1 1873 C 16/33 120 lOS M3S96/09 450517 -9.7 155.0 1825 C 16/02 121 242 M3903/17 
446530 -14.2 152.1 1873 C 16/33 120 119 M3S96/10 450518 -10.6 155.1 1821 C 16/01 121 229 M3903/18 
446531 -13.6 151.4 lS64 C 16/36 120 109 M3S96/11 450519 -<>.9 154.4 1804 C 16/04 121 235 M3903/19 
446532 -14.5 151.4 1864 C 16/35 120 lIS H3896/12 450520 -10.8 154.5 1801 C 16/0':' 121 223 H3903/20 
4 .. 6533 -13.9 150.7 1855 C 16/33 120 11 0 t13396/13 450521 -10.2 153.8 1785 C 16/07 121 227 t13903/Z1 
446534 -14.7 150.7 1856 C 16/38 120 117 H3896/14 450522 -11. 0 153.9 17S3 C 16/07 121 215 H3903/22 
446535 -14.1 150.0 1848 C 16/':'1 120 110 M3896/15 450523 -10.4 153.2 1766 C 16/09 121 218 M3903/23 
446536 -14.9 150.0 1850 C 16/41 120 117 t13896/16 4505N -11. 2 153.3 1765 C 16/09 121 207 H3904/01 
447523 -11.9 152.9 1859 C 16/24 120 116 H3898/01 450525 -10.6 152.6 1749 C 16/12 121 208 M3904/02 
447524 -12.8 152.9 lS55 C 16/24 120 133 H3S9S/02 450526 -11.4 152.7 1749 C 16/12 121 199 H390V03 
447525 -12.2 152.2 1846 C 16/27 120 114 t13898/03 450527 -10.S 152.0 1732 C 16/15 121 198 M3904/04 
447526 -13.0 152 .. 2 1843 C 16127 120 128 M3898/04 450528 -11.5 152.1 1732 C 16/14 121 192 M3904/05 
447527 -12.4 151.5 lS34 C 16/30 120 114 M3898/05 450529 -10.9 151.4 1716 C 16/17 121 189 M390:'/06 
447528 -13.3 151.5 lS32 C 16/30 120 125 t13898/C6 450530 -11.7 151.5 1717 C 16/17 121 184 H3904/07 
447529 -12.7 150.8 1823 C 16/33 120 113 M3898/07 450531 -11.1 150.8 1701 C 16/20 121 lSI M3904/08 
447530 -13.5 150.8 1823 C 16/33 120 123 M38':;8/08 450532 -11.8 150.9 1703 C 16/20 121 178 H3904/09 
447531 -12.9 150.1 1813 C 16/36 120 113 M38~8/09 450533 -11. 2 150.2 1687 C 16/22 121 173 H390:.l10 
447532 -13.8 150.1 lS14 C 16/36 120 121 113898/10 450534 -12.0 150.3 1690 C 16/22 121 172 H3904/11 
447533 -13.1 149.4 1804 C 16/39 120 112 M389S/ll 450535 -11.4 149.6 1674 C 16/25 121 167 H3904/12 
447534 -14.0 149.4 1806 C 16/39 120 120 M3898/12 450536 -12.1 149.6 1677 C 16/25 121 167 tl3904/13 
447535 -13.3 148.7 1797 C 16/42 120 112 M38<:3/13 451501 -6.3 159.1 2016 C 15/40 122 274 H3905/01 
447536 -14.2 148.7 1800 C 16/42 120 119 t1389S/14 451502 -7.1 159.2 2002 C 15/40 122 267 H3905/02 
44S501 -8.6 160.8 2006 C 15/47 121 265 M3899/01 451503 -6.6 158.4 1985 C 15/43 122 273 H3905/03 
448502 -9.5 160.9 19<;6 C 15/46 121 257 H3899/02 451S0'+ -7.5 158.6 1972 C 15/43 122 265 M3905/04 
448503 -8.9 160.1 1978 C 15/50 121 263 M3899/03 451505 -7.0 157.7 1955 C 15/46 122 271 t13905/05 
4:'8504 -9.8 160.3 1969 C 15/49 121 25':' t13899/04 451506 -7.8 157.9 1944 C 15/45 122 263 M3905/06 
3-123 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICt--:O lAT lON RtJ13E F TOc) lS SCAZ ORDERt--:3R PICt--:O lAT lON RAt~3E F Teo LS SCAZ CRDERN8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------451508 -8.2 157.3 1917 C 15/48 122 260 H3C)05/08 455506 -7.2 149.0 1550 C 16/12 124 217 H3913126 
451509 -7.6 156.5 1901 C 15/51 1~" <'67 t13905/09 455507 -6.3 14S.7 1536 C 16/13 124 226 H3913/27 ..... 
451510 -8.5 156.7 1892 C 15/51 122 257 H3'105/10 455503 -6.7 148.5 1530 C 16/14 124 219 t13913/28 
451511 -7.9 155.9 1876 C 15/54 122 264 H3'105/11 455509 -5.9 148.3 1516 C 16/15 124 228 H3913/29 
451512 -8.8 156.1 18",7 C 15/53 122 253 t13905/12 455510 -6.3 148.0 1510 C 16/16 124 <.20 H3913/30 
451513 -8.2 155.3 1852 C 15/57 122 261 H3905/13 455511 -5.4 147.8 1497 C 16117 124 230 H3913/31 
°451514 -9.0 155.4 18H C 15/56 122 2 .. 9 H3905/14 455512 -5.8 147.6 1490 C 16/1S 124 221 H3913/32 
451516 -9.3 154.8 1822 C 15/59 122 244 t13905/16 455513 -5.0 147.3 1478 C 16/19 124 232 H3913/33 
451517 -S.7 154.1 1807 C 16/02 122 251 t13905/17 455514 -5.4 147.1 1472 C 16120 124 223 H3913/34 
451518 -9.5 154.2 1801 C 16/01 122 238 H3905/18 455515 -4.6 146.8 1460 C 16/21 124 235 t13913/35 
451519 -8.9 153.5 17135 C 16/04 122 246 H3905/19 455516 -4.9 146.6 1453 C 16/22 124 225 H3913/36 
451520 -9.7 153.6 1781 C 16/04 122 231 H3905120 455517 -4.1 146.4 1442 C 16/23 124 238 H3913/37 
451521 -9.1 152.8 1765 C 16/07 122 238 H3906/01 455518 -4.5 146.2 1435 C 16/24 124 228 H3913/38 
451523 -9.3 152.2 1746 C 16/09 122 229 tl39C6/03 455519 -3.7 145.9 1424 C 16/25 124 242 H3913/39 
451524 -10.2 152.4 1743 C 16/09 122 214 N3'lC6/04 455520 -4.0 145.7 1417 C 16/26 124 230 H3913/40 
451525 -Q.5 151.6 1728 C 16/12 122 218 t1390~/05 455521 -3.3 145.4 1407 C 16/27 124 246 H3914/01 
451526 -10.3 151.8 1726 C 16/12 122 205 t13906/06 455522 -3.6 145.2 1399 C 16/28 IN 234 H3914/02 
451527 -9.7 151.1 1711 C 16/14 122 206 H3Q06/07 455523 -2.8 145.0 1390 C 16129 124 251 H3914/03 
45152S -It' .5 151. 2 1710 C 16/14 122 196 t13906/08 455524 -3.2 144.8 1382 C 16/30 124 238 H3914/04 
451530 -ll .6 150.5 16<;4 C 16/17 122 188 tl3906/10 455525 -2.4 144.5 1374 C 16/31 124 258 tl3914/05 
451531 -10.0 149.9 1679 C 16/19 122 184 H3906/11 455526 -2.7 144.3 1365 C 16/32 124 243 H3914/06 
451532 -H .8 150.0 1679 C 16/19 122 180 H3906/12 455527 -2.0 144.1 1357 C 16/33 124 264 H3914/07 
452501 -!'.1 157.6 1"S5 C 15/43 122 2·~·0 t13907/01 455528 -2.3 143.9 1349 C 16/34 124 250 H3914/03 
452502 -:.9 157.7 1"68 C 15/43 122 274 H3'l07/02 455529 -1.5 143.6 1341 C 16/35 124 273 H3914/09 
452503 -5.3 156.9 1954 C 15/46 122 280 H3907/03 455530 -1.8 143.4 1332 C 16/36 124 255 H3914/10 
452504 -6.3 157.1 1939 C 15/45 122 272 H3907/04 455531 -1.1 143.2 1326 C 16/37 124 282 H3914/11 
452505 -:'.7 156.3 192':' C 15/48 122 279 H3C;07/05 455532 -1.4 143.0 1317 C 16/37 124 267 t13914/12 
452506 -t .6 156.5 1911 C 15/48 122 271 H3C:Oi106 455533 -.7 142.7 1310 C 16/33 124 290 ~3914/13 
452507 - .... 0 155.7 1896 C 15/51 1~? 278 H3907/07 455534 -1.0 142.5 1301 C 16/39 124 278 3'114/14 ~ ... 
452508 -f,9 155.9 181'4 C 15/50 122 269 H3c;07/08 435535 -.2 142.3 1295 C 16/40 124 299 H3914/15 
452509 -t·.4 155.1 1869 C 15/54 122 276 H3907/09 455536 -.6 142.1 1286 C 16/41 124 28S H3914/16 
452510 -;.2 155.2 1858 C 15/53 122 266 H3907/10 456501 -7.6 151.4 1624 C 15159 124 227 H3 Q14/17 
452511 
-l" 6 154.5 1844 C 15/56 122 274 t13907/11 456502 -8.2 151.2 1621 C 16/00 124 221 H3914/18 
452512 -: .5 154.7 1833 C 15/56 122 263 H3'108/01 456503 -7.3 150.9 1604 C 16/01 124 227 H39141l9 
452513 • -t .• 9 153.9 1820 C 15/59 1~" 271 H3908/02 456504 -7.7 150.7 1599 C 16/02 124 222 tl3914/20 <. ... 
452514 -",.8 154.0 1810 C 15/53 122 259 H3'l08/03 456505 -6.8 150.6 1585 C 16/03 124 230 H3914/21 
452515 -;.2 153.3 1796 C 16/01 122 269 H3908/C4 456506 -7.2 150.2 1577 C 16/0':' 124 223 H3914/22 
452516 -£.O 153.4 1788 C 16/01 122 255 mC;C8/05 456507 -6.3 149.9 1562 C 16/05 124 230 H3914/23 
452517 -i.4 152.7 1774 C 16/0':' 122 265 H3'l08/06 456503 -6.3 149.7 1556 C 16/06 IN 224 H3914124 
452518 -C.2 152.8 1766 C 16/03 122 2.:;9 H3908/07 456509 -5.9 149.4 1542 C 16/07 124 232 H3914/25 
452519 
-'''.7 152.1 1753 C 16/06 1"" 260 H3908108 456510 -6.3 149.2 1535 C 16/08 124 226 t139H/26 ... ~ 
452520 -1'-.4 152.2 17':'6 C 16/06 122 2'+2 H3'10S/09 456511 -5.4 148.9 1521 C 16/10 124 234 H3914/27 
452521 -'i.9 151.5 1732 C 16/09 122 253 H3908/10 456512 -5.8 148.7 1515 C 16/10 124 227 t13915/01 
452522 -8.6 151.6 1726 C 16/03 122 234 H39C8/11 456513 -5.0 148.5 1502 C 16/12 124 236 H3915/02 
452523 -f·. 1 150.9 1713 C 16/11 122 244 H3C:OS/12 456514 -5.4 148.2 1495 C 16/13 124 229 H3915/03 
452524 -1'.8 151. 0 1708 C 16/11 122 224 H390S/13 456515 -4.6 148.0 1483 C 16/14 124 238 H3915/04 
452525 -1.2 150.3 1695 C 16/14 122 232 N3908/14 456516 -4.9 147.8 1475 C 16/15 124 231 t13915/05 
452526 
-" .0 150.4 16'l0 C 16/13 122 212 t13908/15 456517 -4.1 147.5 1464 C 16/16 12':' 240 H3915/06 453517 
-".1 156.6 1962 C 15/44 123 2':.5 45:'518 -4.5 147.3 1456 C 16/17 124 233 H3915/07 
453518 -{·.9 156.7 1944 C 15/43 123 279 456519 -3.7 147.0 1445 C 16/18 1<'4 243 H3915/08 
453519 _t· .4 155.9 1931 C 15/47 123 285 456520 -4.1 146.8 143.:3 C 16/19 124 235 H3915/09 
453520 -:.3 156.1 1914 C 15/46 123 277 456521 -3.3 146.6 1427 C 16/20 124 246 H3915/10 
453521 -{,.7 155.3 1901 C 15/49 123 2S~ H3910/01 456522 -3.6 146.4 1419 C 16121 124 238 H3915/11 
453522 -~.6 155.4 18-35 C 15/49 123 276 H3910/02 456523 -2.8 146.1 1410 C 16/22 124 250 H3915/12 
453523 -!-.1 154.7 1872 C 15/52 123 283 H3910/03 456524 -3.2 145.9 1401 C 16123 124 241 H3915/13 
453524 -:.9 154.8 1858 C 15/51 123 274 H3910/04 456525 -2.4 145.6 1392 C 16/24 124 253 H3915/14 
453525 -~.4 154.1 1845 C 15/55 123 282 H3910/05 456526 -2.7 145.4 1384 C 16/25 124 24':' H3915/15 
453526 -6.2 154.2 1832 C 15/54 123 272 H3910/06 456527 -2.0 145.2 1375 C 16/26 124 258 H3915/16 
453527 -5.7 153.4 1819 C 15/57 123 281 H3910/07 456528 -2.3 145.0 1366 C 16/27 124 248 H3915/17 
453528 -6.5 153.6 1807 C 15/57 123 270 H3910/08 456529 -1.5 144.7 1353 C 16/28 124 263 H3915/1S 
453529 -5.9 152.8 1795 C 16/00 123 280 H3910/09 456530 -1.9 144.5 1349 C 16/29 124 253 H3915/19 
453530 -6.8 153.0 1783 C 15/59 123 267 H3910/10 456531 -1.1 14':'.3 1342 C 16/30 124 268 t13915/20 
453531 -6.2 152.3 1771 C 16/02 123 277 H3910/11 456532 -1.4 144.0 1333 C 16/31 124 258 H3915/21 
453532 -7.0 152.4 1760 C 16/02 123 263 H3910/12 456533 -.7 143.8 1326 C 16/32 124 273 H3915/22 
453533 -6.4 151.7 1748 C 16/05 123 275 H3910/13 456g34 -1.0 143.6 1316 C 16/33 124 263 H3915/23 453534 -7.2 151.8 1739 C 16/04 123 2S Q H3910/14 456 35 -.3 143.3 1310 C 16/34 124 279 H3915124 
453535 -6.7 151.1 1727 C 16/07 123 271 H3910/15 45",536 -.5 143.1 1300 C 16/35 124 270 H3915/25 
453536 -7.3 151.3 1719 C 16/06 123 25":'- H3910/16 457501 -7.7 152.5 1657 C 15/52 125 230 H3916/01 
454501 -7.5 149.0 1573 C 16/14 123 217 tl3Clll/01 457502 -S.O 152.3 1649 C 15/54 125 226 H3916/02 
45':'502 -8.0 148.8 1569 C 16115 123 203 H3911/02 457503 -7.1 152.0 1633 C 15/55 125 232 H3916/03 
454503 -7.2 14S.6 1.954 C 16/16 123 217 t13911/03 457504 -7.5 151.8 1627 C 15/56 125 227 H3916/04 
454504 -7.6 148.4 15 .. 9 C 16/17 123 209 H3911/04 457505 -6.7 151.5 1611 C 15/57 125 233 H3916/05 
45':'505 -6.7 148.1 1535 C 16/13 123 218 t13911/05 457506 -7.1 151.2 1604 C 15/5S 125 228 t13916/06 
454506 -7.1 147.9 1530 C 16/19 123 209 H3911/06 457507 -6.2 150.9 1589 C 15/59 1<'5 234 H3916/07 
454507 -6.3 147.7 1516 C 16/20 123 220 H3Clll/07 457508 -6.6 150.7 1582 C 16/00 125 229 H3916/03 
454508 -6.7 147.5 1510 C 16/21 123 210 H3911/08 457509 -5.8 150.4 1568 C 16/01 125 236 H3916/09 
454509 -5.8 147.2 1498 C 16122 123 222 t13911/09 457510 -6.2 150.2 1561 C 16/02 125 230 H3916/10 
454510 -6.2 147.0 14<:2 C 16/22 123 212 H3911/10 457511 -5.3 149.9 1547 C 16/03 125 233 H3916/11 
454511 -5.4 146.8 1480 C 16/23 123 224 H3911/11 457512 -5.7 149.7 1540 C 16/04 125 232 H3916/12 
454512 -5.8 146.6 1473 C 16/24 123 213 H3911/12 457513 -4.9 149.4 1527 C 16/05 125 240 H3916/13 
454513 -5.0 146.3 1462 C 16/25 123 227 H3911/13 457514 -5.3 149.2 1520 C 16/06 125 23':' H3916/14 
454514 -5.3 146.1 1455 C 16/26 123 215 H3911/14 457515 -4.4 149.0 1507 C 16/08 125 242 H3916/15 
454515 -':'.5 145.9 1445 C 16/27 123 231 t13911115 457516 -4.8 148.7 1499 C 16/09 125 235 t13917/01 
45'i516 -4.9 145.7 1438 C 16/28 123 217 H3911/16 457517 -4.0 148.5 1488 C 16/10 125 244 H3917/02 
454517 -4.1 145.4 1428 C 16/29 123 23:' H3'111/17 457518 -4.4 148.3 1480 C 16/11 125 237 H3917/03 
45451S -4.4 10=;5.2 1420 C 16/30 123 220 H3911/18 457519 -3.6 148.0 1469 C 16/12 125 246 H3917/04 
454519 -3.6 145.0 1411 C 16/31 123 243 H3911/19 457520 -3.9 147.8 1461 C 16/13 125 240 H3917/05 
454520 -4.0 144.8 1403 C 16/32 123 224 H3911/20 457521 -3.1 147.5 1450 C 16/14 125 249 H3917/06 
454521 -3.2 144.5 1394 C 16/33 123 251 H3912/01 457522 -3.5 147.3 1442 C 16/15 125 242 H3917/07 
454522 -3.5 144.3 13S7 C 16/34 123 229 H3912102 457523 -2.7 147.0 1432 C 16/16 125 252 H3917/08 
454523 -2.8 144.1 1378 C 16/35 123 261 H3912/03 457524 -3.0 146.8 1423 C 16/17 125 245 H3917/09 
454524 -3.1 143.9 1370 C 16/36 123 237 H3912/04 457525 -2.3 146.6 1414 C 16/18 125 255 H3917/10 
454525 -2.3 143.7 1362 C 16/37 123 274 H3'112/05 457526 -2.6 146.4 1405 C 16/19 125 247 H3917/11 
454526 -2.7 143.5 1354 C 16/38 123 246 H3912/06 457527 -1.8 146.1 1397 C 16/20 125 258 H3917/12 
454527 -1.9 143.2 13':'7 C 16/39 123 2.% H3912/07 45752S -2.2 145.9 1387 C 16/21 125 251 H3917/13 
454528 -2.2 143.0 1338 C 16/'+0 123 261 H3912108 457529 -1.4 145.6 1380 C 16/22 125 262 H3917/14 
45':'529 -1.5 142.8 1331 C 16/41 123 300 H3912/09 457530 -1. 7 145.4 1370 C 16/23 125 25':' H3917/15 
454530 -1.8 142.6 1323 C 16/41 123 282 H3912/10 457531 -1.0 145.2 1363 C 16/24 125 266 H3917/16 
454531 -1.0 142.4 1316 C 16/42 123 313 H3912/11 457532 -1. 3 145.0 1353 C 16/25 125 258 H3917/17 
454532 -1.4 142.2 1308 C 16/43 123 302 H3912/12 457533 -.6 144.7 1346 C 16/~6 125 270 t13917118 
454533 -.6 142.0 1302 C 16/44 123 323 t13912/13 457534 -.9 144.5 1336 C 161 7 125 263 H3917/19 
454534 -.9 141. 7 1293 C 16/45 123 320 H3912114 457535 -.1 14':'.2 1330 C 16/23 125 275 H3917/20 
454535 -.2 141.5 1287 C 16/46 123 331 H3912115 457536 -.5 144.0 1320 C 16/29 125 267 H3917/21 
454536 -.5 141.3 1278 C 16/47 123 332 H3912/16 45/:.501 -7.7 153.9 16e6 C 15/45 125 232 H3916/16 
455501 -7.6 150.1 1595 C 16/06 124 223 H3913/21 458502 -8.0 153.6 1679 C 15/46 125 228 H3916/17 
455502 -8.1 150.0 1592 C 16/07 124 216 H3913122 458503 -7.1 153.3 1662 C 15/48 125 233 H3916/18 
455503 -7.2 149.7 1576 C 16/08 124 223 113913/23 458504 -7.6 153.0 1655 C 15/49 125 229 H3916/19 
455504 -7.6 149.5 1570 C 16/09 124 216 H3913124 458S05 -6.7 152.7 1638 C 15/50 125 234 H3916/20 
455505 -6.8 149.2 1556 C 16/10 124 224 H3913/25 458506 -7.1 152.5 1631 C 15/51 125 230 H3916/21 
3-124 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING CRBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PlOW LAT LOI RANGE F TOO LS 5CAZ OROERN5R PleNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO L5 5CAZ OROERNER 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------458507 -6.2 152.2 1615 C 15/52 125 236 ~13916/22 461508 15.4 137.4 2052 C 16/49 127 346 H3923/32 
458508 -6.6 152.0 1608 C 15/53 125 231 ~13916/23 461509 16.6 136.1 2115 C 16/54 127 347 H3923/33 
458509 -5.7 151.7 1593 C 15/55 125 237 H3916/24 461510 15.4 136.4 2042 C 16/53 127 347 H3923/34 
458510 -6.1 151.5 1585 C 15/56 125 232 H3916/25 461511 16.6 135.1 2107 C 16/58 127 349 H3923/35 
458511 -5.3 151.2 1571 C 15/57 125 239 ~13916/26 461512 15.4 135.5 2034 C 16/57 127 349 M3923/36 
458512 -5.7 150.9 1563 C 15/58 125 234 H3916/27 461513 16.6 134.1 2101 C 17/02 127 350 M3923/37 
458513 -4.8 150.7 1550 C 15/59 125 240 H391S/01 461514 15.4 134.5 2027 C 17/01 127 351 M3923/38 
458514 -5.2 150.4 1541 C 16/00 125 235 H3918/02 461515 16.6 133.1 2097 C 17106 127 352 H3923/39 
458515 -4.4 150.2 1529 C 16/01 125 242 M3918/03 461516 15.5 133.5 2025 C 17/05 127 352 M3~23/40 
458516 -4.8 149.9 1520 C 16/02 125 237 M3918/04 461517 16.7 132.1 2099 C 17/11 127 353 ~13923/41 
458517 -4.0 149.7 1508 C 16/03 125 244 H3918/05 461518 15.6 132.5 2027 C 17/09 127 354 H3923/42 
458518 -4.3 149.4 1500 C 16/04 125 238 H3918/06 461519 16.8 131.0 2104 C 17/15 127 355 H3923/43 
458519 -3.5 149.2 1488 C 16/05 125 246 M3918/07 461520 15.6 131.5 2026 C 17/13 127 355 t13923/44 
458520 -3.9 148.9 1479 C 16/06 125 240 H391S/08 461521 16.9 130.0 2107 C 17/20 127 356 H3923/45 
458521 -3.1 148.7 1469 C 16/07 125 248 H3918/09 461522 15.7 130.5 2028 C 17/17 127 356 t13923/46 
458522 -3.4 14B.4 1460 C 16/09 125 242 H391B/10 461523 17.0 128.9 2114 C 17/24 127 357 H3923/47 458523 -2.6 14S.2 1449 C 16/10 125 250 H391S/11 461524 15.8 129.5 2034 C 17/22 127 358 H3923/48 
45S524 -3.0 147.9 1440 C 16/11 125 244 H3918/12 461531 19.1 139.6 1757 C 16/42 127 335 M3924/25 
458525 -2.2 147.7 1431 C 16/12 125 253 H3918/13 461532 17.8 139.7 16e6 C 16/42 127 334 H3924/26 2~~§~~ :r:~ 12~:~ 12r~ ~ 19j1~ l~~ ~~~ ~~~l~ji~ 2~i§~~ i~:~ i~~:~ il~~ ~ igj2g i~~ ~~g ~~~~2j~~ 
45S528 -2.1 146.9 1402 C 16/15 125 249 H391B/16 461535 18.8 138.1 1701 C 16/49 127 337 H3924/29 
458529 -1.3 146.7 1394 C 16/16 125 258 H391S/17 461S36 17.713S.1 1636 C 16/49 127 337 H3924/30 
458530 -1.7 146.5 1384 C 16/17 125 252 H391B/18 461537 18.8 137.4 1676 C 16/52 127 339 H3924/31 
458531 -.9 146.2 1376 C 16/18 125 261 H391S/19 461538 17.7 137.3 1614 C 16/52 127 339 t13924/32 
458532 -1.3 146.0 1366 C 16/19 125 255 M391B/20 461539 18.7 136.6 1655 C 16/55 127 340 ~13924/33 
458533 -.5 145.7 1359 C 16/20 125 264 H3 918/21 461540 17.7 136.6 1594 C 16/55 127 340 H3924/34 
458534 -.8 145.5 1349 C 16/21 125 258 H391B/22 461541 18.7 135.9 1635 C 16/58 127 342 t13 924/35 
458535 -.1 145.3 1342 C 16/22 125 268 H3918/23 461542 17.7 135.9 1574 C 16/58 127 342 H3924/36 
45B536 -.4 145.0 1332 C 16/23 125 261 H3918/24 461543 18.7 135.2 1615 C 17/01 127 343 H3924/37 
459501 -7.7 155.2 1727 C 15(39 126 234 ~13919/01 461544 17.7 135.2 1555 C 17/01 127 343 H3924/38 
459502 -8.1 154.9 1719 C 15/40 126 230 ~t3919/02 461545 18.8 134.4 1596 C 17/04 127 345 H3924/39 
459503 -7.1 154.6 1701 C 15/41 126 235 t13919/03 461546 17.8 134.5 153B C 17/04 127 345 M3924/40 
459504 -7.6 154.3 1693 C 15/42 126 231 H3919/04 461547 18.8 133.7 1579 C 17/07 127 346 H3924/41 
459505 -6.7 154.0 1677 C 15/43 126 237 H3919/05 461548 17.8 133.8 1521 C 17/07 127 346 M3924/42 
459506 -7.1 153.7 1669 C 15/44 126 232 M3919i06 461549 18.8 133.0 1563 C 17/10 127 347 H3924/43 
459507 -6.2 153.5 1653 C 15/46 126 233 H3919/07 461S50 17.9 133.0 1505 C 17/10 127 348 H3 924/44 
459508 -~.6 153.2 1645 C 15/47 126 233 M3919/C8 461551 18.9 132.2 1547 C 17/13 127 349 M3924/45 
459509 -r.8152.9 1630 C 15/48 126 239 H3919/09 461552 17.9 132.3 1491 C 17/13 127 349 H3924/46 
459510 -t.2 152.7 1621 C 15/49 126 235 H3919/10 461553 18.9 131.5 1533 C 17/16 127 350 M3924/47 
459511 -5.3 152.4 1607 C 15/50 126 241 H3919/11 461554 18.0 131.6 1477 C 17/16 127 351 ~13924/48 
459512 -!.7 152.1 1599 C 15/51 126 236 M3919/12 461555 19.0 130.8 1520 C 17/19 127 352 H3925/01 2~~~i~ :~:~ i~l:~ i~~~ ~ i~j~z i~~ ~~~ ~~~l~~l~ 2~i§~~ i~:6 i~g:i i~36 ~ l~~~~ l~~ ~§~ n~~~~jg~ 
459515 -4.4 151.3 1563 C 15/55 126 244 M3919/15 461553 18.1 130.2 1451 C 17/22 127 353 H3925/04 
459516 -4.8 151.1 1554 C 15/5~ 126 239 H3 0 19/16 461559 19.1 129.4 1495 C 17/25 127 354 ~13925/05 45~S17 -4.0 150.8 1542 C 15/57 126 245 H3919/17 461560 18.2 129.5 1440 C 17/25 127 355 H3925/0~ 
459518 ~".4 150.6 1533 C 15/58 126 240 H3919/18 461501 19.2 128.7 14B4 C 17/28 127 355 t13925/07 
459519 -~.5 150.3 1522 C 15/59 126 247 H3919/19 461562 18.3 128.8 1429 C 17/28 127 356 M3925/20 
459S20 -:.9 150.1 1512 C 16/00 126 242 M3919/20 451563 19.3 127.9 1474 C 17/32 127 357 M3925/21 2~~§~~ :i.:g 14~:~ i~S~ E i~~g~ i~g ~44 ~~~~gjg~ 4~~§8t 18:6 i~~:~ i1~6 ~ ilj~5 i~~ 3f~ ~~~~~jg~ 
459523 -,.6 149.3 1482 C 16/04 126 252 113920/03 402502 -.5 142.4 1365 C 16/30 127 30 H3925/09 
459524 -:.0 149.1 1472 C 16/05 126 246 H3920/04 462503 .2 142.2 1361 C 16/31 127 17 H3925/10 
459525 -1.2 148.8 1462 C 16/06 126 254 H3920/05 462504 -.1 142.1 1350 C 16/31 127 25 H3925/11 
459526 -L.6 148.6 1452 C 16/07 126 248 H3920/06 462505 .5 141.9 1346 C 16/32 127 15 H3925/12 
459527 -~.8 148.3 1444 C 16/08 126 256 t13920i07 462506 .2 141.8 1335 C 16/32 127 22 H3925/13 
459528 -;.2 148.1 1433 C 16/09 126 250 H3920/08 462507 .9 141.6 1332 C 16/33 127 13 H3925/14 2~~§~5 :~:~ i2~:~ i2~~ ~ i~~l~ i~~ ~~~ ~~~~g;rZ 2g~§g~ 1:~ iti:~ i~t~ ~ ig~~~ i~~ tg ~~~~~~lg 
459531 -.9 147.3 1407 C 16/12 126 261 H3920/11 462510 .9 141.2 1306 C 16/35 127 19 H3925/17 
459532 -:.3 147.1 1396 C 16/13 126 255 H39:0/12 462511 1.6 141.0 1303 C 16/36 127 11 H3925/18 
459533 -.5 146.8 1389 C 16/14 126 264 H3920/13 402512 1.3 141.0 1292 C 16/36 127 16 M3925/19 2~~§~~ ~:i i2g:~ l~f~ ~ ig~i~ l~g ~~~ ~~~~gjl~ 2~~§i~ t:g i2g:~ i~~~ E i~~~~ t~~ IZ ~~~~~~g~ 
459536 '.4 146.1 1361 C 16/17 126 261 H3920/16 462515 2.4 140.4 1275 C 16/38 127 8 H3926/03 
460501 -:" 6 156.4 1761 C 15/32 126 235 M3 921/01 462516 2.0 140.4 1263 C 16/39 127 12 t13926/04 2~8§g~ :S:~ i~~:~ l~~~ ~ i~;~~ i~~ ~~; ~~~~i~g~ 4~~§i~ ~:4 i28:i i~~~ ~ igj28 i~~ 1~ ~~~~g~gg 
460504 -~.8 155.7 1731 C 15/36 126 232 H3921/04 46~519 3.1 139.8 1247 C 16/41 127 7 M3926/07 
460505 -~.9 155.3 1712 C 15/37 126 237 M3921/05 462520 2.7 139.8 1235 C 16/41 127 10 H3926/08 
460506 -~.3 155.1 1706 C 15/38 126 233 H3921/0~ 462521 3.4 139.5 1234 C 16/43 127 6 H3926/09 
460507 -6.4 15~.8 1668 C 15/39 126 233 H3921/07 462522 3.1 139.5 1222 C 16/43 127 9 H3926/10 
460508 -&.9 154.6 1680 C 15/40 126 234 M3921108 462523 3.8 139.2 1220 C 16/44 127 5 H3926/11 
460509 -~.9 154.2 1663 C 15/42 126 239 M3921/09 4625Z4 3.5 139.2 1208 C 16/44 127 8 M3926/12 
460510 -€.4 154.0 1656 C 15/43 126 235 H3921/10 462525 4.2 138.9 1207 C 16/45 127 5 ~13926/13 
460511 -~.5 153.7 1640 C 15/44 126 240 H3921/11 462S26 3.8 138.8 1195 C 16/46 127 7 H3926/14 
460512 -5.9 153.5 1632 C 15/45 126 236 H3921/12 462527 4.5 138.6 1193 C 16/47 127 4 M3926/15 
460513 -5.0 153.2 1616 C 15/46 126 2~1 H3921/13 462528 4.2 138.6 1181 C 16/47 127 6 H3926/16 
460514 -5.5 152.9 1608 C 15/47 126 237 M3921/14 462529 4.9 138.3 1180 C 16/48 127 3 M3926/17 
460515 -4.6 152.6 1594 C 15/48 126 243 M3921/15 462530 4.6 133.3 1168 C 16/48 127 5 M3926/18 
460516 -5.0 152.4 1555 C 15/49 126 239 H3921/16 462531 5.2 133.0 1167 C 16/49 127 3 H3926/19 
460517 -4.1 152.1 1572 C 15/51 126 244 H3921/17 462532 4.9 137.9 1155 C 16/50 127 5 H3926/20 
460518 -4.5 151.8 1563 C 15/52 126 240 M3921/18 46~§~~ 5.6 137.7 1154 C 16/51 127 3 H3928/17 
460519 -3.7 151.6 1550 C 15/53 126 246 H3921/19 46<~~q 5.3 137.6 1142 C 16/51 127 4 ~13928/18 
460520 -4.1 151.3 15ql C 15/54 126 242 M3921/20 462S35 6.0 137.3 1142 C 16/52 127 2 H3928/19 
460521 -3.3 151.0 1529 C 15/55 126 248 M39Z1/21 46253~ 5.7 137.3 1129 C 16/53 127 4 H3928/20 
460522 -3.6 150.8 1520 C 15/5~ 120 243 t13921/22 463501 -.1 143.5 1370 C 16/25 128 7 H3927/01 
460523 -2.8 150.5 1503 C 15/57 126 249 H3921/23 463502 -.5 143.4 1361 C 16/26 128 21 H3927/02 
460524 -3.2 150.3 1499 C 15/59 126 245 H3921/2~ 4~3303 .1 143.1 1355 C 16/27 128 8 H3927/03 
460525 -2.4 150.0 1488 C 16/00 126 251 H3922/01 4b3504 -.2 143.1 1345 C 16/27 128 17 M3927/04 
460526 -2.8 149.8 1478 C 16/01 126 247 N3922/02 463505 .5 142.9 1340 C 16/28 128 6 M3927/05 
460527 -1.9 149.5 1468 C 16/02 126 253 H3922/03 463306 .1 142.8 1331 C 16/28 128 13 M3927/06 
460528 -2.3 149.3 . 1458 C 16/03 126 248 M3922/04 463507 .8 142.5 1326 C 16/30 128 6 H3927/07 
460529 -1.5 149.0 14~9 C 16/04 1:6 256 M3922/05 463508 .5 142.5 1316 C 16/30 128 11 t13927/08 
460530 -1.9 148.8 1435 C 16/05 126 251 ~13922/0~ 463509 1.2 142.3 1311 C 16/31 128 3 H3927/09 
460531 -1.1 148.5 1429 C 16/06 126 258 t13922/07 463510 .8 142.2 1301 C 16/31 128 9 M3927/10 
460532 -1.4 143.3 1419 C 16/07 126 253 H3922/0S 463511 1.6 141.9 1297 C 16/32 128 4 H3927/11 
460533 -.7 148.0 1411 C 16/08 126 260 M3922/09 4b3512 1.2 141.9 1287 C 16/32 128 8 t13927/12 
460534 -1.0 147.8 1400 C 16/09 126 255 t13~22/10 463513 1.9 141.7 12B3 C 16/33 128 2 M3927/13 446600~~~ -.2 147.5 1392 C 16/10 126 203 H3 c 22/11 463514 1.6 141.6 1272 C 16/34 128 6 M3927/14 V~V -.6 147.3 1331 C 16/12 126 257 H3922/12 463515 2.3 141.4 1269 C 16/35 128 1 ~13927/15 
4b1501 16.8 140.1 2171 C 16/38 127 340 H3923/25 463516 2.0 141.3 1258 C 16/35 128 4 H3927/16 
461502 15.5 140.3 2093 C 16/37 127 340 M3923/26 463517 2.7 141.1 1255 C 16/36 128 1 M3Q27/17 
461503 16.6 139.1 2149 C 16/42 127 342 M3QZ3/27 463518 2.3 141.0 12q4 C 16/36 128 3 H3927/18 
461504 15.4 139.3 2077 C 16/41 127 342 M3923/28 463519 3.0 140.7 1241 C 10/37 128 H3927/19 
4b1505 16.6 138.1 2136 C 16/46 127 344 H3923/29 463520 2.7 140.7 1230 C 16/33 128 3 H3927/20 
461506 15.4 138.4 2063 C 16/45 127 344 "3923/30 463521 3.4 140.5 1227 C 16/39 128 359 H3928/Cl 
461507 16.5 137.1 2123 C 16/50 127 34~ ~13923/31 463522 3.1 140.4 1216 C 16/39 128 2 H3928/02 
3-125 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SO~TED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--PICNO---lAT---lON--RANGE-F--TO~--lS-SCAZ-O~OER~3R--PICNO---lAt---lON--RANSE-F--TOO--lS-SCAZ-OROERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------463523 3.8 140.1 1213 C 16/40 128 359 H3928/03 466524 3.4 143.3 1230 C 16/30 129 344 H3934/04 
463524 3.4 140.1 1202 C 16/40 128 1 H3928/04 466525 4.1 143.0 1228 C 16/31 129 346 H3934/05 
463525 4.1 139.8 1200 C 16/42 128 359 H3928/05 466526 3.8 143.0 1216 C 16/31 129 344 H3934/06 
463526 3.8 139.8 1188 C 16/42 128 H3928/06 466527 4.5 142.7 1214 C 16/32 129 345 H3934/07 
463527 4.5 139.5 1186 C 16/43 128 359 H3928/07 466528 4.2 142.6 1203 C 16/32 129 344 H3934/08 
463528 4.2 139.4 1175 C 16/43 128 1 H3928/08 466529 4.8 142.4 1201 C 16/33 129 346 H3934/09 
463529 4.9 139.2 1173 C 16/44 128 358 H3928/09 466530 4.5 142.3 1189 C 16/34 129 345 t13934/10 
463530 4.5 139.1 1161 C 16/45 128 359 H3928/10 466531 5.2 142.1 1187 C 16/35 129 346 H3934/11 
463531 5.2 138.9 1160 C 16/46 128 358 H3928/11 466532 4.9 142.0 1176 C 16/35 129 345 H3934/12 
463532 4.9 138.8 1148 C 16/46 128 359 H3928/12 466533 5.6 141.8 1174 C 16/36 129 346 H3934/13 
463533 5.6 138.6 1147 C 16/47 128 357 H3928/13 466534 5.3 141.7 1162 C 16/37 129 345 t13934/14 
463534 5.3 138.5 1135 C 16/48 128 359 H3928/14 466535 5.9 141.4 1161 C 16/38 129 346 H3934/15 
463535 6.0 138.2 1134 C 16/49 128 357 H3928/15 466536 5.6 141.4 1149 C 16/38 129 346 H3934/16 
463536 5.6 138.2 1122 C 16/49 128 359 H3928/16 467501 .0 147.7 1410 C 16/12 130 335 H3935/01 
464501 .0 144.5 1390 C 16/21 128 358 H3929/01 467502 -.5 147.6 1401 C 16/12 130 329 H3935/02 
464502 -.5 144.5 1380 C 16/22 128 6 H3929/02 467503 .2 147.4 1395 C 16/13 130 339 H3935/03 
464503 .2 144.2 1375 C 16/23 128 359 H3929/03 467504 -.1 147.4 1386 C 16/13 130 328 H3935/04 
464504 -.1 144.2 1365 C 16/23 128 2 H3929/0q 467505 .6 147.1 1380 C 16/14 130 337 H3935/05 
464505 .5 143.9 1360 C 16/24 128 358 H3929/05 467506 .2 147.1 1370 C 16/14 130 328 H3935/06 
464506 .2 143.9 1350 C 16/24 128 2 H3929/C6 467507 1.0 146.9 1365 C 16/15 130 337 H3935/07 
464507 .9 143.6 1346 C 16/25 128 357 H3929/07 467508 .6 146.9 1356 C 16/15 130 328 H3935/08 
464508 .5 143.6 1335 C 16/25 128 H3929/08 467509 1.4 146.6 1351 C 16/16 130 336 H3935/09 
464509 1.3 143.3 1331 C 16/27 128 358 H3929/09 467510 1.0 146.6 1341 C 16/16 130 329 H3935/10 
464510 .9 143.3 1320 C 16/27 128 359 H3929/10 467511 1.7 146.4 1336 C 16/17 130 335 H3935/11 
464511 1.6 143.0 1317 C 16/28 128 356 H3929/11 467512 1.4 146.4 1326 C 16/18 130 329 H3935/12 
464512 1.3 143.0 1306 C 16/28 128 358 H3929/12 467513 2.1 146.1 1322 C 16/19 130 335 ~13935/13 
464513 2.0 142.7 1302 C 16/29 128 356 H3929/13 467514 1.8 146.1 1311 C 16/19 130 329 H3935/14 
464514 1.6 142.7 1291 C 16/29 128 357 H3929/14 467515 2.5 145.8 1308 C 16/20 130 336 H3935/15 
464515 2.4 142.4 1288 C 16/31 128 355 H3929/15 467516 2.1 145.8 1297 C 16/20 130 331 H3935/16 
464516 2.0 142.4 1277 C 00/00 N3929/16 467517 2.8 145.5 1293 C 16/21 130 337 H3935/17 
464517 2.7 142.1 1274 C 16/32 128 355 H3929/17 467518 2.5 145.4 1282 C 16/22 130 335 H3935/18 
464518 2.3 142.1 1263 C 16/32 128 357 H3929/18 467519 3.2 145.2 1279 C 16/23 130 339 H3935/19 
464519 3.1 141.8 1260 C 16/33 128 354 H3929/19 467520 2.8 145.1 1268 C 16/23 130 336 H3935/20 
464520 2.7 141.8 1249 C 16/34 128 355 H3929/20 467521 3.5 144.8 1265 C 16/24 130 340 H3936/Cl 
464521 3.4 141.6 1246 C 16/35 128 354 H3930/01 467522 3.2 144.8 1254 C 16/25 130 337 H3936/02 
464522 3.1 141.5 1235 C 16/35 128 355 H3930/02 467523 3.9 144.5 1251 C 16/26 130 341 H3936/03 
464523 3.8 141.2 1233 C 16/36 128 354 H3930/03 467524 3.6 144.5 1240 C 16/26 130 339 H3936/04 
464524 3.5 141.2 1221 C 16/36 128 355 H3930/04 467525 4.2 144.2 1237 C 16/27 130 342 H3936/05 
464525 4.2 140.9 1219 C 16/37 128 354 H3930/05 467526 3.9 144.1 1226 C 16/28 130 341 H3936/06 
464526 3.8 140.9 1207 C 16/38 128 355 H3930/06 467527 4.6 143.8 1224 C 16/29 130 343 H3936/07 
464527 4.5 140.6 1206 C 16/39 128 354 H3930/07 467528 4.3 143.8 1212 C 16/29 130 342 H3936/08 
464528 4.2 140.6 1194 C 16/39 128 354 H3930/08 467529 4.9 143.5 1210 C 16/30 130 344 t13936/09 
464529 4.9 140.3 1192 C 16/40 128 354 H3930109 467530 4.6 143.4 1198 C 16/31 130 343 H3936/10 
~g~~~~ ~:~ i~g:3 ii~~ ~ ig~~~ i~~ ~~~ ~~~~g~i~ 2g~~~~ ~:& i2~:i iI~~ E'Ig~~~ I~g ~2~ ~~~~g~l~ 
464532 4.9 139.9 1167 C 16/42 128 354 H3930/12 467533 5.6 142.8 1183 C 16/33 130 346 H3936/13 
464533 5.6 139.7 1166 C 16/43 128 354 H3930/13 467534 5.3 142.7 1171 C 16/34 130 345 H3936/14 
464534 5.3 139.6 1154 C 16/43 128 354 H3930/14 467535 6.0 142.5 1171 C 16/35 130 345 H3936/15 
464535 6.0 139.4 1153 C 16/44 128 353 H3930/15 467536 5.7 142.4 1158 C 16/35 130 345 H3936/16 
464536 5.6 139.3 1141 C 16/45 128 354 H3930/16 468501 -12.3 183.8 21432 V 10/12 130 248 H3938/05 
465501 .0 145.8 1400 C 16/17 129 339 H3931/01 468502 -6.5 191.2 21603 V 09/42 130 232 H3938/06 
465502 -.4 145.8 1390 C 16/17 129 335 H3931/02 468503 -12.4 183.7 21422 V 10/12 130 248 H3938/07 
465503 .3 145.5 1385 C 16/18 129 340 H3931/03 468504 -6.6 191.0 21592 V 09/43 130 233 H3938/08 
465504 .0 145.5 1375 C 16/18 129 335 H3931/04 468505 -12.3 183.6 21417 V 10/13 130 249 H3939/23 
465505 .7 145.2 1370 C 16/19 129 341 H3931/05 468506 -6.6 191.0 21582 V 09/43 130 233 H3939/24 
465506 .3 145.2 1360 C 16/19 129 336 H3931/06 468507 -12.4 183.5 21406 V 10/13 130 249 H3939/25 
465507 1.0 144.9 1356 C 16/21 129 341 H3931/07 468508 -6.6 190.9 21573 V 09/44 130 233 H3939/26 
465508 .7 144.9 1345 C 16/21 129 337 H3931/08 468509 -12.4 183.4 21399 C 10/14 130 249 H3939/27 
465509 :.4 144.6 1341 C 16/22 129 342 H3931/09 468510 -6.6"190.8 21564 C 09/45 130 233 H3939/28 
465510 1.0 144.6 1331 C 16/22 129 338 H3931/10 468511 -12.4 183.3 21389 C 10/14 130 250 H3939/29 
465511 ~".8 144.4 1327 C 16/23 129 342 H3931/11 468512 -6.7 190.7 21552 C 09/45 130 234 H3939/30 
465512 •• 4 144.3 1316 C 16/23 129 340 H3931/12 468513 -12.4 183.2 21381 C 10/15 130 250 H3939/31 
465513 t.1 144.0 1312 C 16/25 129 343 H3931/13 468514 -6.7 190.5 21543 C 09/46 130 234 H3939/32 
465514 1.7 144.0 1301 C 16/25 129 341 H3931/14 468515 -12.4 183.1 21374 C 10/16 130 250 H3939/33 
465515 2.5 143.7 1298 C 00/00 H3931/15 468516 -6.7 190.5 21534 C 09/46 130 234 H3939/34 
465516 ?1 143.7 1287 C 16/26 129 342 N3931/16 468519 -12.5 182.9 21357 R 10/17 130 251 H3939/37 
465517 2.8 143.4 1284 C 16/27 129 345 H3931/17 468520 -6.8 190.3 21513 R 09/47 130 235 N3939/38 
465518 1.5 143.4 1273 C 16/28 129 343 H3932/01 468521 -12.5 182.8 21348 B 10/17 130 251 H3939/39 
465519 ~.2 143.1 1270 C 16/29 129 345 H3932/02 468522 -6.9 190.2 21501 B 09/48 130 235 H3939/40 
465520 ... 8 143.0 1259 C 16/29 129 344 H3932/03 468523 -12.4 182.7 21342 H 10/18 130 251 H3939/41 
465521 :.5 142.8 1256 C 16/30 129 346 Hl932/0~ 468524 -6.9 190.0 21493 H 09/48 130 235 H3939/42 
465522 ~.2 142.7 1245 C 16/31 345 H3932/05 468525 -12.5 182.6 21332 C 10/18 130 252 H3939/43 
465523 ".9 142.4 1242 C 16/32 129 347 H3932/06 468526 -6.9 190.0 21484 C 09/49 130 235 H3939/44 
465524 :.5 142.4 1231 C 16/32 129 346 H3932/07 468527 16.4 131.3 1534 C 17/22 130 5 H3940/04 
465525 ~.2 142.1 1229 C 16/33 129 347 H3932/08 468530 14.8 132.9 1390 C 17/16 130 6 H3942/34 
465526 ; .• 9 142.0 1217 C 16/34 346 H3932/09 468531 15.3 132.6 1397 C 17/17 130 7 H3942/35 
465527 Q.6 141.8 1215 C 16/35 129 347 ~13932/10 468532 14.4 133.4 1332 C 17/14 130 7 H3942/3b 
465528 ~.3 141.7 1203 C 16/35 129 346 H3932/11 468533 14.8 133.1 1337 C 17/15 130 8 H3942/37 
465529 4.9 141.4 1202 C 16/36 121 348 H3932/12 468534 13.9 133.7 1281 C 17/13 130 8 H3942/38 
465530 ',.6 141.4 1190 C16/37 129 348 H3932/13 468535 14.3 133.5 1285 C 17/14 130 8 H3942/39 
465531 5.3 141.1 1189 C 16/38 129 348 H3932/14 468536 13.6 134.1 1234 C 17/11 130 9 H3942/40 
465532 f.O 141.1 1176 C 16/38 129 347 H3932/20 466537 13.9 133.8 1236 C 17/12 130 9,H3942/41 
465533 r.7140.8 1176 C 16/39 129 348 H3932/16 468538 13.2 134.3 1191 C 17/11 130 10 H3942/42 
465534 ~.4 140.7 1163 C 16/39 129 348 H3932/22 468539 13.6 134.1 1192 C 17/11 130 10 H3942/43 
465535 (.0 140.5 1163 C 16/40 129 348 H3932/18 468540 12.9 134.6 1151 C 17/10 130 11 H3942/44 
465536 f.7 140.4 1150 C 16/41 129 3~8 H3932/24 468541 13.2 134.3 1151 C 17/11 130 11 H3942/45 
466501 ·.1 146.6 1401 C 16/14 129 338 H3933/01 468542 12.6 134.7 1115 C 17/09 130 12 H3942/46 
466502 ·.5 146.6 1391 C 16/15 129 332 H3933/02 468543 13.0 134.5 1114 C 17/10 130 12 113942/47 
466503 .1 146.3 1385 C 16/16 129 340 H3933/03 468544 12.4 134.9 1081 C 17/09 130 13 H3942/48 
466504 '.1 146.3 1376 C 16/16 129 333 H3933/04 468545 12.7 134.6 1080 C 17/10 130 13 H3942/49 
~gg§8g :~ i~g:8 i~li ~ ig~if i~~ ~~! ~~~~~~gg 2g~§~~ i~:! i~~:~ 18~g ~ if~£Z i~g I~ ~~~2~~~~ 
466507 .9 145.7 1356 C 16/18 129 342 H3933/07 468548 11.9 135.0 1021 C 17/09 130 15 H3942/52 
466508 .5 145.7 1346 C 16/19 129 338 H3933/08 468549 12.3 134.8 1019 C 17/09 130 15 H3942/53 
466509 ~.2 145.4 1341 C 16/20 129 342 H3933/09 468550 11.7 135.0 994 C 17/09 130 16 H3942/54 
466510 .9 145.4 1331 C 16/20 129 338 H3933/10 468551 16.4 128.5 939 C 17/36 130 21 H3941/25 
466511 1.6 145.2 1326 C 16/21 129 343 H3933/11 468552 16.0 128.9 908 C 17/35 130 21 H3941/26 
466512 1.2 145.1 1316 C 16/21 129 340 H3933/12 468553 16.3 128.8 905 C 17/35 130 20 H3941/27 
466513 2.0 144.8 1312 C 16/22 129 343 H3933/13 468554 16.0 129.2 876 C 17/34 130 21 H3941/28 
466514 1.6 144.8 1302 C 116611~43 112299 33~23 HH~99~-3~/11145 468555 16.3 129.0 8473 C l1Z11 343 11~00 201 HH3399~11112390 466515 2.3 144.6 1298 C _ , J J 468556 15.9 129.3 8 7 C "' 3 J 2 ~ 466516 2.0 144.5 1287 C 16/24 129 341 H3933/16 468557 16.3 129.2 844 C 17/34 130 20 H3941/31 
466517 2.7 144.3 1283 C 16/25 129 344 H3933/17 468558 15.9 129.5 820 C 17/33 130 20 H3941/32 
466518 2.3 144.2 1273 C 16/25 129 342 H3933/18 468559 16.2 129.4 817 C 17/33 130 19 H3941/33 
466519 3.0 144.0 1269 C 16/26 129 ~4442 HH~993333/12190 468560 15.9 129.6 795 C 17// 33 11~00 1189 HH3399~11113345 466520 2.7 143.~ 1258 C 16/27 129 J J 468561 16.2 129.5 791 C 17 33 J ~ 
466521 3.4 143. 1255 C 16/28 129 345 H3934/01 468562 15.9 129.7 77672 C 1771/ 323 11~00 186 HH~99'+4'11//3367 466522 3.1 143. 1244 C 16/28 129 343 H3934/02 468563 16.2 129.6 8 C 1 3 J ;) 
466523 3.8 143.3 1242 C 16/29 129 345 H3934/03 468564 15.9 129.8 751 C 17/32 130 17 H3941/38 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--PICNo---LAr---LoN--RANGE-F--rco--Ls-SCAZ-OROERNBR--PICNo---LAr---LoN--RANGE-F--roo--Ls-SCAZ-CRDERN8R 
--46SS6S--16:2-129:7---747-c-17i33-130--lS-H3Q41i39--471S24---7:S-139:4---S62-c-16is9-132-16S-H3947i24 
468568 15.9 129.9 714 R 17/32 130 12 H3941/42 471525 7.9 139.2 853 C 17/00 132 165 H3948/01 
468569 16.2 129.8 710 R 17/33 130 9 H3941/43 471526 7.6 139.1 853 C 17/01 132 166 H3948/02 
468570 16.0 129.9 698 B 17/32 130 7 H3941/44 471527 8.0 138.8 844 C 17/02 132 166 H3948/03 
468571 16.2 129.7 694 B 17/33 130 4 H3941/45 471528 7.7 138.7 845 C 17/02 132 167 H3948/04 
468572 16.0 129.8 684 H 17/33 130 1 ~13941/46 471529 8.1 138.5 836 C 17/03 132 167 H3948/05 
468573 16.3 129.7 680 H 17/33 130 358 H3941/47 471530 7.7 138.4 837 C 17/04 132 168 H3948/06 
468574 16.0 129.8 670 V 17/33 130 352 H3941/48 471531 8.2 133.2 828 C 17/05 132 168 ~13948/07 
468575 16.3 129.6 666 V 17/34 130 348 H3942/28 471532 7.8 138.0 830 C 17/05 132 169 H3948/08 
468576 16.1 129.7 658 C 17/33 130 336 H3942/29 471533 8.2 137.8 820 C 17/06 132 169 t13948/09 
468577 16.4 129.6 654 C 17/34 130 334 H3942/30 471534 7.9 137.7 823 C 17/07 132 169 H3948/10 
468578 16.1 129.6 648 C 17/34 130 313 H3;42/31 471535 8.3 137.5 813 C 17/08 132 170 H3948/11 
468579 16.4 129.5 644 C 17/35 130 314 H3942/32 471536 8.0 137.4 817 C 17/08 132 170 H3948/12 
468580 16.2 129.5 638 C 17/34 130 287 H3942/33 472501 8.0 142.3 997 C 16/49 132 51 H3950/01 
469501 6.3 142.3 989 C 16/41 131 238 H3945/14 472502 7.6 142.3 988 C 16/49 132 63 H3950/02 
469502 6.0 142.3 984 C 16/41 131 223 H3'l45/15 472503 8.0 142.1 982 C 16/50 132 57 H3950/03 
469503 6.4 142.1 976 C 16/42 131 230 H3945/16 472504 7.6 142.1 974 C 16/50 132 71 H3950/04 
469504 6.0 142.0 973 C 16/42 131 216 H3945/17 472505 8.0 141.9 968 C 16/51 132 65 H3950/05 
469505 6.3 141.8 'l65 C 16/43 131 223 H3945/18 472506 7.6 141.9 960 C 16/51 132 80 H3'l50/06 
469506 6.0 141.7 962 C 16/43 131 212 H3945/19 472507 8.0 141.7 954 C 16/52 132 73 H3950/07 
469507 6.3 141.5 953 C 16/44 131 217 H3945/20 472508 7.6 141.6 947 C 16/52 132 90 H3950/08 
46'l508 5.9 141.5 952 C 16/45 131 208 H3 9 45/21 472509 8.1 141.4 940 C 16/53 132 82 H3950/C9 
46'l509 6.3 141.3 943 C 16/46 131 212 H3945/22 472510 7.7 141.4 934 C 16/54 132 99 H3950/10 
469510 6.0 141.2 942 C 16/4~ 131 205 t13945/23 472511 8.1 141.2 927 C 16/54 132 92 M3950/11 
469511 6.4 141.0 933 C 16/47 131 209 H3943/05 472512 7.7 141.1 922 C 16/55 132 108 H3950/12 
469512 6.0 140.9 932 C 16/47 131 203 H3943/06 472513 8.1 140.9 915 C 16/56 132 102 H3950/13 
469513 6.4 140.7 923 C 16/48 131 205 H3~43/07 472514 7.7 140.9 910 C 16/56 132 116 H3950/14 
469514 5.9 140.6 924 C 16/49 131 200 H3943/08 472515 8.1 140.7 902 C 16/57 132 110 H3950/15 
469515 6.4 140.4 914 C 16/50 131 203 H3943/09 472516 7.8 140.6 8'l9 C 16/57 132 123 H3950/16 
469516 6.0 140.3 915 C 16/50 131 199 H3943/10 472517 8.2 140.4 891 C 16/58 132 118 M3950/17 
469517 6.4 140.1 'l05 C 16/51 131 201 H3943/11 472518 7.8 140.3 888 C 16/58 132 129 H3950/18 
469518 6.1 140.0 907 C 16/51 131 198 H3943/12 472519 8.2 140.1 880 C 16/59 132 125 H3950/19 
469519 6.5 139.8 897 C 16/52 131 200 H3943/13 472520 7.9 140.0 877 C 17/00 132 134 M3950/20 
469520 6.1 139.7 899 C 16/53 131 197 H3943/14 472521, '8.3 139.8 869 C 17/01 132 131 H3950/21 
469521 6.5 139.5 889 C 16/54 131 198 H3943/15 472522 8.0 139.7 867 C 17/01 132 138 H3950/22 
469522 6.2 139.4 891 C 16/54 131 195 H3943/16 472523 8.3 139.5 859 C 17/02 132 136 H3950/23 
469523 6.6 139.1 881 C 16/55 131 197 ~39~3/17 472524 8.0 139.4 858 C 17/02 132 142 H3950/24 
469524 6.2 139.0 8S4 C 16/56 131 195 H3943/18 472525 8.4 139.3 849 C 17/03 132 140 H395l1-05 
469525 6.6 138.8 874 C 16/57 131 196 H3943/19 472526 8.1 139.1 849 C 17/04 132 145 H3951/06 
46'l526 6.3 138.7 878 C 16/57 131 194 H3943/20 472527 8.5 138.9 840 C 17/05 132 144 t13951/07 









8 6731 Cc 1661/ 55 89 l1Z11 112~ H~991ZII~2~23 44Z~55;90 88 .03' 11~88·65 88~12 Cc 1177//0067 113322 11
45 71 tHI33994488/lll~ 46952 • 138. 8 1 ~ ~4 H~ 4~ '" ~ • ~. ~ 4 469530 6.3 138.1 868 C 17/00 131 192 H3'l43/24 472531 8.7 138.3 622 C 17/07 132 150 H3948/15 
469531 6.8 137.8 855 C 17101 131 193 H3944/01 472532 8.4 138.2 823 C 17/08 132 153 H3948/16 
469532 6.4 137.7 862 C 17/02 131 192 H3944/02 472533 8.8 138.0 814 C 17/09 132 152 H3948/17 
469533 6.8 137.5 850 C 17/03 131 193 H3944/03 472534 8.5 137.9 816 C 17/09 132 155 H3948/18 
469534 6.5 137.4 857 C 17/03 131 I'll H3944/04 472535 8.9 137.7 806 C 17/10 132 154 H3948/19 
469535 6.9 137.1 845 C 17/04 131 192 H3944/05 472536 8.6 137.6 809 C 17/11 132 157 H3948/20 
469536 6.6 137.0 853 C 17/05 131 191 H3944/06 473501 18.5 132.7 828 C 17/34 133 23 H3952/25 
470501 6.9 142.5 990 C 16/43 131 291 M3943/01 473502 18.1 132.9 804 C 17/34 133 24 H3952/26 
470502 6.6 142.4 983 C 16/43 131 217 H3943i02 473503 18.5 132.8 800 C 17/34 133 23 H3952/27 
470503 7.0 142.2 976 C 16/44 131 249 H3943/03 473504 18.1 133.1 776 C 17/33 133 24 H3952/28 
470504 6.6 142.2 971 C 16/44 131 202 H3943/04 473505 18.4 132.9 773 C 17/34 133 23 H3952/29 
470505 7.0 142.0 964 C 16/45 131 213 H3945/01 473508 18.1 133.2 728 R 17/33 133 24 H3952/32 
470506 6.6 141.9 959 C 16/45 131 194 H3945/02 473509 18.4 133.1 725 R 17/34 133 22 tl3952/33 
470507 7.0 141.7 951 C 16/46 131 201 M3945/03 473510 18.2 133.2 707 B 17/33 133 23 tl3952/34 
470508 6.6 141.6 947 C 16/46 131 191 H3'l45/04 473511 18.5 133.1 703 B 17/34 133 21 H3952/35 
470509 7.0 141.4 939 C 16/47 131 195 H3945/05 473512 18.2 133.2 688 H 17/33 133 22 H3952/36 
470510 6.6 141.4 936 C 16/48 131 188 H3945/06 473513 18.5 133.1 6S4 M 17/34 133 20 H3952/37 
470511 7.0 141.1 928 C 16/4'l 131 I'll H3945/07 473514 18.2 133.2 670 V 17/33 133 21 H3952/38 2~g;l; ~:8 12~:~ 3ik ~ 12~~Z l~l IH~ ~i32~~gS 2~~~1~ IB:~ I~~:~ 2~2 ~ IJ~i= Iii IS Ri~~~~~Z 
470514 6.6 140.8 916 C 16/50 131 186 M3945/10 473517 18.5 133.0 650 C 17/34 133 16 H3952/41 
470515 7.0 140.6 907 C 16/51 131 188 H3,45/11 473518 18.3 133.1 639 C 17/34 133 17 H3952/42 
470516 6.7 140.5 906 C 16/52 131 IS5 H3945/12 473519 18.6 133.0 635 C 17/35 133 13 H3952/43 
470517 7.0 140.2 897 C 16/53 131 186 H3945/13 473520 18.4 133.0 625 C 17/35 133 13 H3952/44 
470518 6.7 140.2 897 C 16/53 131 184 H3946/01 473521 18.6 132.8 622 C 17/35 133 9 H3952/45 2~g~~6 l:~ l~g:~ B~~ 8 i~~~2 iii iB~ R~~~2~g~ 2~~~~~ IB:~ i~~:~ ~5~ 8 l~~~g i~i ~ Ri~~~~~~ 
470521 7.1 139.6 879 C 16/55 131 ISS H3946/04 473524 IS.5 132.8 602 C 17/36 133 353 H3952/48 
470522 6.8 139.5 S80 C 16/56 131 183 H3946/05 473525 18.8 132.6 598 C 17/37 133 348 H3953/07 
470523 7.2 139.3 870 C 16/57 131 184 H3946/06 473526 18.6 132.6 592 C 17/37 133 328 H3953/08 
470524 6.8 139.2 872 C 16/57 131 183 H3 046/07 473527 18.8 132.5 588 C 17/37 133 325 t13953/09 
470525 7.2 139.0 862 C 16/58 131 184 ~13946/C8 473528 18.6 132.4 583 C 17/37 133 288 H3953/10 
470526 6.9 138.9 864 C 16/59 131 183 H3946/09 473529 18.9 132.3 580 C 17/38 133 293 H3953/11 
470527 7.3 138.7 854 C 17/00 131 184 H3946/10 473530 18.7 132.3 576 C 17/38 133 258 M3953/12 
470528 7.0 138.6 857 C 17/00 131 183 H3946/11 474501 17.6 132.8 845 C 17/38 133 35 H3956/44 
470529 ".4 138.4 846 C 17/01 131 184 H3946/12 474502 17.3 133.0 820 C 17/37 133 37 H3954/26 
470530 ~.1 138.2 850 C 17/02 131 183 M3946/13 474503 17.7 132.9 315 C 17/38 133 37 H3954/27 2~8~~~ Z:i i~~:~ g~4 E I+~g~ i~i iB~ ~l~~~g~i~ 2+~~8~ i~:~ l~~:t ~6~ 8 lt~~t l~~ ~~ ~~~~2~~~ 
470533 7.5 137.7 833 C 17/04 131 184 H3 9 46/16 474506 17.4 133.3 764 C 17/36 133 40 H3954/30 
470534 j'.2 137.6 838 C 17/05 131 183 H3946/17 474509 17.8 133.3 735 R 17/37 133 39 H3054/33 
470535 7.6 137.3 827 C 17/06 131 183 t13946/18 474510 17.5 133.5 717 R 17/36 133 42 H3954/34 
470536 ~.3 137.2 833 C 17/06 131 183 H3946/19 474511 17.8 133.4 712 B 17/37 133 40 H3954/35 
471501 7.4 142.3 903 C 16/46 132 46 tl3947/01 474512 17.6 133.5 697 B 17/36 133 43 H3954/36 
471502 ~.2 142.3 985 C 16/46 132 66 H3947/02 474513 17.9 133.4 692 H 17/37 133 41 H3954/37 
471503 7.5 142.1 979 C 16/47 132 53 t13947/03 474514 17.7 133.5 677 H 17/36 133 45 H3954/38 2ti~8~ ~:l i2f:~ 3Z! 8 1~~2~ i~~ ~~ R~~2+~8~ 2~:~1~ i~:¥ li~:3 ~l~ ~ l+~~l li~ 2~ R~~~2~~6 47150~ "'.2 141.8 958 C 16/48 132 105 H3947/06 474517 18.0 133.3 655 C 17/37 133 45 H3954/41 
471507 ".6 141.6 951 C 16/49 132 88 H3947/07 474518 17.8 133.4 644 C 17/37 133 50 H3954/42 
471508 "".2 141.6 945 C 16/49 132 123 H3947/08 474519 18.1 133.3 639 C 17/37 133 47 H3954/43 
471509 ·'.6 141.4 938 C 16/50 132 III H3947/0'l 474520 17.9 133.3 629 C 17/37 133 54 H3954/44 
471510:.2 141.4 933 C 16/51 132 136 H3947/10 474521 18.1 133.2 625 C 17/38 133 50 H3954/45 
471511 1.6 141.2 926 C 16/51 132 128 H3947/11 474522 17.9 133.3 616 C 17/38 133 59 M3954/46 
471512 ~.2 141.1 922 C 16/52 132 145 M3947/12 474523 18.3 133.1 612 C 17/38 133 52 H3954/47 
471513 7.6 140.9 914 C 16/52 132 140 t13947/13 474524 18.1 133.1 604 C 17/38 133 65 H3954/48 
471514 ".3 140.9 910 C 16/53 132 152 H3~47/14 474525 18.0 133.1 598 C 17/39 133 76 H3955/08 
471515 7.7 140.7 903 C 16/54 132 149 H3947/15 474526 17.8 133.1 593 C 17/39 133 100 H3955/09 
471516 -.3 140.6 900 C 16/54 132 157 H3947/16 474527 18.1 133.0 588 C 17/39 133 95 H3955/10 
471517 7.7 140.4 8'l2 C 16/55 132 155 H3947/17 474528 17.9 133.0 584 C 17/39 133 126 H3955/11 
471518 7.4 140.3 890 C 16/55 132 160 H3947/18 474529 18.2 132.8 579 C 17/40 133 125 H3955/12 
471519 ~.8 140.1 8S1 C 16/56 132 158 M3947/19 474530 18.0 132.8 576 C 17/40 133 152 H3955/13 
471520 :·.4 140.0 880 C 16/57 132 162 H3947/20 474531 18.3 132.6 571 C 17/41 133 156 H3955/14 
471521 :'.8 139.8 872 C 16/57 132 162 H3947/21 474532 18.1 132.6 569 C 17/41 133 169 H3956/23 
471522 ~.5 139.7 871 C 16/58 132 164 H3947/22 475541 6.6 98.9 34707 R 08/27 134 229 H3956/24 
471SZ3 7.8 139.5 662 C 16/59 132 163 M3947/23 475542 21.3 109.7 35284 R 07/44 134 211 H3956/Z5 
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PlCNO LAT LO~ RANGE F TO:) LS seAZ CRDERf,3R PIcrm LAT LON RA~~SE F TOO LS 5CAZ ORDERNSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
475543 -.9 108.0 34351 R 07/51 134 217 H3056/r:6 483584 16.6 106.3 675 C 16/55 140 37 
475544 12.6 118.7 3(~886 R 07/08 134 200 M3'>56127 483585 16.8 106.2 670 C 16/56 140 32 
475551 -1.6 98.3 34419 V 08/31 134 236 t13956/28 48358:' 16.6 106.2 661 C 16/56 1ctO ctO 
475552 10.0 109.1 34761 V 07/48 13'; 21-+ M3956/29 483587 16.9 lC6.1 656 C 16/56 140 33 
475553 -8.8 107.1 3ct123 V 07/56 13ct 223 M3"S6130 433583 16.6 106.1 648 C 16/57 140 44 
475554 3.1 117.7 34488 V 07/1ct 134 200 M3956/31 4835·'39 16.9 105.9 643 C 16/57 140 33 
475561 -2.2 101.4 339;0 V 10/14 134 265 M3<;56/32 483590 16.7 105.9 637 C 16/57 140 57 
475562, 5.1 114.2 33 0 42 V 09/23 134 244 M3"56/33 483S91 16.9 105.8 632 C 16/58 140 33 
475563 -11.2 IHl.6 33480 V 09/37 13ct 263 M3956/34 ct83592 16.7 105.7 626 C 16/58 140 148 
475564 -3.3 122.9 33491 V 08/4S 134 ~;;9 M3<:;56/35 483593 17.0 105.6 621 C 16/59 HO 231 475571 -2.4 100.5 33997 R 10/19 134 d,t> M3936/36 4835°'; 16.7 105.6 617 C 16/59 lctO 196 
475572 4.6 113.5 33921 R 09/27 134 245 M3<;56/37 483595 17.0 105.4 612 C 17/00 140 214 
475573 -11.5 109.8 33::'73 R 09/42 134 265 M3956/33 483596 16.8 105.4 60S C 17/00 140 204 
475574 -3.7 122.1 33469 R C3/53 134 239 M3"56/39 483597 17.1 105.2 603 C 17/01 140 214 
475501 19.4 132.9 1179 C 17/40 134 19 M3936/22 48359S 16.8 105.2 601 C 17/01 140 208 
475502 18.7 133.5 1127 C 17/39 134 20 M3957/21 483599 17.1 105.0 596 C 17/01 140 215 
475503 19.0 133.0 1137 C 17/40 134 21 M3957/22 483XOO 16.9 105.0 595 C 17/02 140 209 
475504 18.4 133.6 1084 C 17/3S 134 23 t13957/23 483XOI 17.2 104.8 590 C 17/02 140 215 
475505 18.7 133.2 1092 C 17/40 134 23 M3<;57/24 483X02 16.9 104.7 589 C 17/03 140 210 
475506 18.2 133.7 1046 C 17/38 134 25 M3'l57125 483X03 17.3 104.7 584 C 17/03 140 219 
475507 18.5 133.3 1053 C 17/40 134 26 M395i126 4S3XC4 17.1 104.6 585 C 17/03 140 214 
475508 17.9 133.7 1011 C 17/38 134 27 m057/27 48';503 17.4 81. 9 680 C 16/52 141 26 H3964/27 
475509 18.3 133.3 1017 C 17/40 134 28 M3 c57/2S 48450'+ 17.1 81.9 670 C 16/52 141 29 M3964/28 
475510 17.7 133.7 978 C 17/33 134 30 M3957/29 464505 17.4 81.8 665 C 16/53 141 24 M3964/29 
475511 18.1 133.3 '183 C 17/40 134 30 M3957/30 484506 17.2 81.8 655 C 16/53 141 28 M3964/30 
475512 17.6 133.7 948 C 17138 134 32 M3957!31 484507 17.4 81.7 651 C 16/54 141 22 M3964/31 
475513 17.9 133.3 953 C 17/40 134 33 r13<:;57/32 484508 17.2 81.6 643 C 16/54 141 27 M3964/32 
475514 17.5 133.6 921 C 17139 134 35 M3957/33 484509 17.5 81.5 638 C 16/54 141 18 M3964/33 
475515 17.8 133.2 924 C 17/40 134 36 M3"57/34 484510 17.2 81.5 631 C 16/54 141 23 M3964/34 
475516 17.3 133.5 895 C 17/39 134 38 M3957/35 484511 17.5 81.4 626 C 16/55 141 7 M3964/35 
475517 17.6 133.1 898 C 17/41 134 38 113957136 484512 17.3 81.3 620 C 16/55 141 330 M3964/3b 
475518 17.2 133.3 871 C 17/40 134 41 M3957/37 48::'513 17.5 81.2 615 C 16/56 141 321 t13964/37 
475519 17.5 133.0 873 C 17/42 134 41 M3957/3S 484514 17.3 81.1 610 C 16/56 141 227 r13964/38 
475520 17.2 133.2 849C 17/41 134 44 M3957/39 484515 17.6 81.0 606 C 16/57 141 250 M3964/39 
475521 17.5 132.8 850 C 17/42 134 44 M3957/40 484516 17.4 80.9 602 C 16/57 141 220 M3964/40 
475522 17.1 133.0 828 C 17/42 134 47 M3958/18 484517 17.6 80.8 597 C 16/58 141 232 n3964/41 
475523 17.4 132.7 829 C 17/43 134 47 t13958l19 484518 17.4 80.7 594 C 16/58 141 218 M3964/42 
475524 17.0 132.8 809 C 17/43 134 50 M3C SS120 484519 17.7 80.6 590 C 16/59 141 226 M3964/43 
475525 17.3 132.5 809 C 17/44 134 51 M3958/21 484520 17.4 80.5 5SS C 16/59 141 217 M3964/44 
475526 17.0 132.6 792 C 17/44 134 54 M3958/22 484521 17.7 80.4 583 C 17/00 141 223 r13964/45 
475527 17.3 132.2 791 C 17/45 134 54 H3~5S/23 484522 17.5 80.3 582 C 17/00 141 217 M3964/46 
475528 17.0 132.3 775 C 17/45 134 57 M3958/24 48';523 17.8 80.1 578 C 17/01 141 221 M3964/47 
475529 17.3 132.0 774 C 17/46 134 57 M3958/25 484524 17.5 80.0 578 C 17/01 141 216 r13964/48 
475530 17.0 132.1 760 C 17/46 134 61 M3"SSI26 485502 17.1 57.6 69::' C 16/48 142 35 M3'!65/15 
475531 17.3 131.8 759 C 17/47 134 61 M3958127 485503 17.4 57.ct 691 C 16/49 142 34 M3965/16 
475532 17.0 131.8 745 C 17/47 134 65 M3<;58/28 485504 17.1 57.4 679 C 16/49 142 38 H3965/17 
476501 18.0 141.4 '>44 C 17/12 13~ 10 M3958!29 485505 17.4 57.3 674 C 16/50 142 34 M39651l8 
476502 17.6 141.6 915 C 17111 134 10 M3958/30 485506 17.1 57.3 664 C 16/50 142 40 M3965/19 
476503 17.9 141.6 913 C 17/12 134 9 M3958/31 485507 17.4 57.2 659 C 16/50 142 35 M3965/20 
476504 17.5 141.9 884 C 17/11 134 9 M3 938/32 48S503 17.2 57.2 651 C 16/51 142 43 ~13965/21 
476505 17.8 141.8 882 C 17111 134 8 M3958/33 485509 17.4 57.1 646 C 16/51 142 36 H3965/22 
476506 17.4 142.0 857 C 17/10 134 7 M3958/34 485510 17.2 57.1 63S C 16/51 142 49 M3965/23 
476507 17.8 141. 9 855 C 17111 134 6 M3959/27 485511 17.5 56.9 633 C 16/52 142 38 M3965/24 
476508 17.4 142.2 832 C 17/10 134 6 M3959/40 485512 17.2 56.9 627 C 16/52 142 65 M3965/25 
476509 17.7 142.1 829 C 17/10 134 5 M3959/29 485513 17.5 56.8 622 C 16/53 142 42 M3965/26 
476510 17.3 142.3 809 C 17/09 134 3 M3059/42 485514 17.3 56.7 616 C 16/53 142 138 t13966/12 
476513 17.6 142.2 784 R 17/10 134 359 M3959/33 485515 17.5 56.6 611 C 16/54 142 143 M3966/13 
476514 17.3 142.4 768 R 17/09 134 357 M3<;59/46 485516 17.3 56.5 607 C 16/54 142 188 H3966/14 
476515 17.6 142.3 764 B 17/10 134 335 M3959/35 485517 17.6 56.4 602 C 16/54 142 205 r13966/15 
476516 17.2 142.4 750 8 17/09 13ct 352 M3959/48 485518 17.4 56.3 599 C 16/55 142 199 M3<;66/16 
476517 17.5 142.3 747 rl 17/10 134 351 M3959/37 485519 17.6 56.2 594 C 16/55 142 209 N3966/17 
476518 17.2 lct2.4 733 M 17/09 134 346 M3959/50 485520 17.4 56.1 591 C 16/56 142 204 M3966/18 
476519 17.5 142.3 730 V 17/10 134 345 M3 c59/39 485521 17.7 55.9 586 C 16/57 142 211 M3966/19 
476520 17.2 142.4 718 V 17/10 134 338 M3059/52 485522 17.4 55.9 585 C 16/57 142 207 H3966/20 
476521 17.5 142.3 715 C 17/10 134 337 M3'l5'U41 485523 17.7 55.7 580 C 16/58 142 212 M3966/21 
476522 17.2 142.3 705 C 17/10 134 329 M3959/54 485524 17.5 55.8 581 C 16/57 142 211 M3966/22 
476523 17.5 142.2 702 C 17111 134 328 M3959/43 004601 42.5 116.4 2110 V 10/13 107 244 M2019/02 
476524 17.2 142.3 693 C 17/11 134 317 M3059J56 004602 43.6 114.9 2162 V 10/19 107 243 M2019/04 
476525 17.5 142.1 689 C 17111 134 317 M3959/45 004603 42.8 114.6 2146 V 10/20 107 245 M2019/06 
476526 17.2 142.2 632 C 17/11 134 305 M3059/58 004604 43.9 113.3 2191 V 10/26 107 243 M2019/08 
476527 17.5 142.1 678 C 17/12 134 305 M3959/47 004805 43.0 113.0 2176 V 10/27 107 246 M2019/10 
476528 17.2 142.1 672 C 17/12 134 291 M3959/60 004806 44.1 111.6 2223 V 10/33 107 244 M2019/12 
476529 17.5 141.9 669 C 17/12 134 293 M3959/49 004507 43.1 111.4 2206 V 10/34 107 246 M2019/14 
476530 17.3 142.0 664 C 17/12 134 280 M3959!62 004B08 44.3 109.9 2259 V 10/40 107 245 M2019/16 
476531 17.5 141.8 660 C 17/13 134 282 M3059/51 004809 43.3 109.7 2241 V 10/41 107 247 M2019/18 
476532 17.3 141.8 656 C 17/13 134 270 M3959/64 004810 44.4 108.0 2299 V 10/47 107 245 M2019/20 
483501 2.6 3.6 54710 V 06/23 140 179 M396C122 004811 43.5 107.9 2281 V 10/48 107 247 M2019/21 
483503 2.8 3.2 54708 C 06/25 140 180 M3960/24 004812 44.6 106.1 2343 V 10/55 107 246 H2019/23 
453507 3.0 2.6 54702 R 06/27 140 181 M3960/28 004813 43.6 106.0 2324 V 10/56 107 248 M2019/32 
483511 -37.1 339.4 53911 V 08/03 140 325 M3960/30 004814 44.7 104.0 23<:;3 V 11/04 107 246 t12019/26 
483512 -16.7 3S0.1 54023 V 07/20 140 19S M3960/31 004815 ct3.7 104.0 2373 V 11/04 107 248 m019/28 
483513 -36.9 339.0 53910 C 08/04 140 323 M3960/32 004816 44.8 101.8 2449 V 11/13 107 247 M2019/30 
483514 -16.6 349.8 54022 C 07/21 140 199 M3960/33 004818 44.8 99.4 2515 V 11/22 107 247 M2020/04 
483517 -36.6 337.9 53914 R 08/09 140 319 M3960/36 004819 43.8 99.5 2494 V 11/22 107 249 M2020/06 
483518 -16.8 3:+9.0 54014 R 07/25 140 202 M3 960/37 00:;520 44.9 96.7 2592 V 11/33 107 248 M2020/08 
483522 -51.3 315.3 54319 V 09/42 140 3ctl M3060/39 004821 43.8 97.0 2568 V 11/32 107 249 r12020/10 
483524 -51.6 314.6 54336 C 09/45 140 341 M3960/41 004825 44.5 112.3 1906 C 10/32 107 243 M2021/02 
483528 -51. 4 314.1 54338 R 09/47 140 341 M3961/30 00':'826 45.5 111.0 1939 C 10/37 107 241 M2021/04 
483531 10.3 337.9 54827 V 08/15 140 222 M3961/31 004827 44.6 110.9 1925 C 10/38 107 243 M2021/06 
483533 10.3 337.9 54824 C 08/15 140 222 M3961/33 004828 45.6 109.6 1959 C 10/43 107 242 M2021/08 
483537 9.9 337.4 54809 R 08/17 140 223 M3961/37 004829 44.8 109.4 1947 C 10/44 107 244 M2021/10 
4835':'1 -28.9 315.7 54216 V 09/46 140 296 M3961/39 00'+830 45.7 10S.1 1983 C 10/50 107 242 M2021/12 
483542 -11. 0 330.3 54186 V 08/48 140 249 r13961/40 004B31 44.9 107.9 1971 C 10/50 107 245 r12021/14 
483543 -29.0 315.9 54210 C 09/46 140 296 M3<:;61/41 004B32 45.8 106.4 2010 C 10/56 107 243 M2021/16 
483544 -11.3 330.6 54173 C 08/47 140 249 M3961/42 004833 45.0 106.4 1997 C 10/56 107 245 M2021/18 
483547 -29.4 316.3 54195 R 09/44 140 297 r13961/45 004B34 45.8 104.8 2039 C 11/03 107 244 M2021/20 
483548 -11.8 331.1 54148 R 08/45 140 249 r13961/46 004835 45.0 104.8 2025 C 11/03 107 246 N2021/22 
4£>.3552 -4;'.8 2'11.5 54825 V 11/26 140 324 M3961/48 004B36 45.9 103.1 2071 C 11/10 107 244 H2021/24 
483554 -4: .• 1 291. 3 54829 C 11/27 140 325 M3961/50 004837 45.0 103.2 2055 C 11/09 107 246 M2021/2b 
483558 -4::'.8 291.2 54824 R 11/28 140 326 M3961/54 004838 45.8 101.4 2104 C 11/16 107 245 M2021/28 
483561 ~ .. 5 314.8 54883 V 09/55 140 258 M3962/15 004B39 45.0 101.5 2090 C 11/16 107 247 m021/30 
483563 .9 315.1 54854 C 09/55 140 253 M3962117 004840 45.8 99.7 2141 C 11/24 107 245 M2021/40 
4835b7 .7 314.9 54850 R 09/56 140 259 H3<;62/21 004841 44.9 99.7 2127 C 11/24 107 247 M2021/33 
483572 -10.5 298.0 55101 V 11/06 140 283 N3"62124 004B42 45.7 97.7 2185 C 11/32 107 246 m02l135 
483574 -E.O 298.2 55079 C 11/05 140 284 M3962/26 004843 44.8 97.9 2167 C 11/31 107 247 M2021/37 
483578 -1:.0 298.1 55081 R 11/06 140 284 004844 45.6 95.8 2230 C 11/39 107 246 M2021/39 
483581 1('.8 106.4 701 C 16/55 140 30 004845 44.7 96.0 2216 C 11/39 107 248 M2022/02 
483582 1~ .5 106.4 690 C 16/55 140 36 004846 45.4 93.7 2283 C 11/48 107 246 m!022104 
483583 le·.8 106.3 685 C 16/55 140 32 004847 44.5 93.9 2268 C 11/47 107 248 H2022/06 
3-128 
I/IKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--PICNo---Lrr---LoH--RANGE-F--roo--Ls-SCAZ-OROERNSR--PICNo---LAr---LcN--RANGE-F--roo--Ls-scAz-cRDERNBR 
--004B4S--4S:Z--9i:4--Z346-C-ii/S7-io7-247-H2022/0S--006S06--47:9-isz:s--4089-C-I9/0Z-I09--19-Hzo32iIZ 
004873 4~.3 107.7 1576 RIO/56 107 265 H2024/02 006B07 49.2 148.3 4240 C 19/20 109 19 H2032/14 
004874 44.7 106.2 1556 R 11/02 107 258 M2024/04 OOEBoa 47.6 149.5 4184 C 19/15 109 21 M2032/16 
004675 4~.3 106.4 1586 R 11/01 107 263 M2024/06 002Bll 46.6 159.1 4094 C 18/39 109 13 H2032/22 
004676 44.8 104.8 1597 R 11/08 107 256 M2025/02 002B12 45.1 159.3 4061 C 18/37 109 16 M2032/24 
004877 44.3 105.3 1595 R 11/06 107 261 H2025/04 00E613 46.5 156.0 4173 C 18/51 109 16 M2032/26 
004878 44.7 103.8 1606 R 11/12 107 256 M2025/0S 002614 45.0 156.5 4134 C 18/49 109 18 M2032/28 
004679 44.3 104.0 1606 R 11/11 107 260 M2025/08 002615 46.3 153.0 4256 C 19/03 109 18 H2032/30 
004680 44.7 102.6 1617 R 11/17 107 255 M2025/10 003B16 44.7 153.6 4216 C 19/01 109 21 H2033/02 
004B81 44.3 102.9 1617 R 11/16 107 259 M2025/12 002821 43.3 160.4 4167 C 18/35 109 15 M2033/12 
004682 44.7 101.3 1630 R 11/22 107 254 H2025/14 002822 41.7 160.5 4139 C 18/34 109 18 H2033/14 
004683 44.3 101.7 1630 R 11/21 107 257 M2025/16 002823 43.2 157.6 4237 C 18/46 109 18 M2033/16 00~8S4 44.7 100.1 1644 R 11/27 107 253 ~12025/1S 006824 41.7 157.8 420S C 18/45 109 21 H2033/18 
0048S5 44.2 100.4 1643 R 11/26 107 256 M2025/20 00S525 43.0 154.7 4316 C 18/58 109 20 "2033/20 00~BS6 44.6 98.9 1660 R 11/32 107 252 M2025/22 00SB26 41.5 155.0 4285 C 18/57 109 23 H2033/22 
004B87 44.1 99.2 Ib58 R 11/31 107 256 ~12025/24 OO~BOI 48.8 239.8 3376 C 15/51 109 308 M2035/02 
00488S 44.5 97.6 1677 R 11/37 107 252 "2026/02 009802 47.4 238.7 3339 C 15/56 109 306 M2035/04 
0046S9 44.1 9S.0 1675 R 11/36 107 255 M2026/04 00cB03 4S.S 237.5 3362 C 16/01 109 311 H2035/06 
004890 44.4 96.3 1695 R 11/43 107 251 M2026/06 00S304 47.4 236.5 3330 C 16/04 109 310 H2035/08 
004B91 43.9 c6.7 16c 2 R 11/41 107 254 t12026/0S 009B05 4S.S 235.4 3357 C 16/09 109 315 M2035/10 
004892 44.2 95.0 1717 R 11/48 107 251 M2026/10 009806 47.5 234.6 3325 C 16/13 109 313 M2035/12 
004893 43.8 95.4 1714 R 11/47 107 253 M2026/12 009807 4S.9 233.3 335~ C 16/18 109 319 H2035/14 
004694 44.0 93.6 1738 R 11/53 107 250 M2026/14 009B08 47.5 232.6 3323 C 16/21 109 31S M2035/16 00~695 43.6 94.1 1735 R 11/52 107 253 M2026/16 00c809 48.9 231.2 3355 C 16/26 109 323 ~12035/18 
004696 43.8 92.3 1762 R 11/59 107 250 ~1202b/18 00cSI0 47.4 230.5 3324 C 16/29 109 323 M2035/20 
007801 47.5 143.0 3213 C 16/56 lOS 343 H2027/02 00c311 48.9 229.1 3360 C 16/35 109 32S "2035/22 
007802 46.4 142.9 3199 C 16/56 108 3;3 M2027/04 009812 47.4 22S.5 3329 C 16/37 109 32S H2035/24 
007B03 47.9 141.3 3242 C 17/03 108 348 H2027/06 009813 4S.8 227.1 3366 C 16/43 109 333 H2035/26 
007604 46.7 140.S 3224 C 17/05 108 350 M2027/08 009514 47.3 226.5 3336 C 16/45 109 333 M2035/28 
007605 4S.2 139.0 3271 C 17/12 lOS 353 ~12027/10 009815 43.7 224.9 3377 C 16/52 109 338 M2035/30 
007B06 47.0 138.5 3254 C 17/14 108 356 M2027/12 00~516 47.2 224.5 3347 C 16/53 109 339 M2035/32 
007607 4S.4 136.7 3305 C 17/22 lOS 359 H2027/14 00c817 48.6 222.9 3390 C 17/00 109 343 "2035/34 
00760S 47.2 136.3 3287 C 17/23 lOS 1 H2027/16 00c818 47.1 222.5 33~1 C 17/02 109 344 H2035/36 
007609 48.6 134.4 33q4 C 17/31 108 3 H2027/18 OQ ca19 46.5 220.7 3408 C 17/09 109 3~S H2035/38 
007610 47.3 134.1 3324 C 17/32 lOS 6 H2027/20 009520 47.0 220.5 3379 C 17/10 109 350 M2035/40 
007Bll 48.8 131.8 3389 C 17/41 lOS 7 M2027/22 000B21 45.7239.S 3720 C 15/54 109 300 H2036/02 
007512 47.5 131.7 3367 C 17/42 lOS 10 ~12027/24 00<;522 44.123S.6 3677 CIS/59 109 29S 112036/04 
007613 48.9 129.3 3438 C 17/51 lOS 10 t12027/26 00S~23 45.8 237.5 3699 C 16/03 109 303 M2036/06 
007B14 47.6 129.3 3417 C 17/52 lOS 13 M2027/28 00c524 44.3 236.6 3662 C 16/07 109 301 H2036/CS 
007615 49.0 126.7 3495 C lS/02 lOS 14 M2027/30 OOQS25 45.8 235.3 3683 C 16/13 109 307 H2036/10 
007616 47.7 126.7 3471 C 18/02 lOS 16 H2027/32 00c826 44.3 234.4 3648 C 16/16 109 305 112036/12 gg~~l~ ~~:! l~~:g ~~~2 ~ 1~~11 19~ i~ ~~g~f~~~ gg~~~~ ~Z:4 ~~~:g ~gZ5 E ig~~~ i&4 ~5~ ~~g~g~i~ 
007619 49.1 120.8 3632 C 1S/26 lOS 18 M932 C/Ol 00c5:9 45.9 230.9 3666 C 16/30 109 315 M2036/18 
007820 47.8 121.2 3603 C 18/25 lOS 21 tl9329/02 00S530 44.4 230.2 3632 C 16/33 109 313 M2036/20 
007521 49.1 117.7 3713 C 18/39 108 20 M9330/01 00S631 45.922S.9 3664 C 16/39 109 319 H2036/22 
007522 47.7 118.2 3662 C 16/37 108 23 119330/02 00~832 44.422S.2 3631 C 16/41 109 318 H2036/24 
007623 49.1 114.4 3S05 C 16/52 108 22 M9330/03 00c533 45.8 226.7 3664 C 16/47 109 324 M2036/26 
007524 47.7 115.1 3771 C 18/49 108 24 119330/04 00C63q 44.3 226.1 3632 C 16/50 109 323 M2036/28 
007525 48.9 110.9 3907 C 19/06 lC8 23 t19330/05 00c335 45.7 224.6 366S C 16/56 109 329 H2036/30 
007B26 47.5 111.6 3S73 C 19/03 lOS 26 H9330/06 00S536 44.2 224.1 3638 C 16/58 109 329 M2036/32 
007527 48.6 10b.9 ~031 C 19/22 lOS 25 M~330/07 00c537 45.7 222.6 3678 C 17/04 109 334 ~12036/34 
007533 45.7 142.6 3529 C 17/01 lOS 332 H:029/02 00cB38 44.1 222.2 3647 C 17/06 109 334 tl2037/02 
007834 44.4 142.0 3504 C 17/03 108 333 M2029/04 00c639 45.5 220.5 3690 C 17/13 109 340 ~12037/04 
007835 46.0 140.3 3549 C 17/10 106 339 H2029/06 00cB40 43.9 220.2 3659 C 17/14 109 341 H2037/06 
007B36 44.5 139.9 3521 C 17/11 lOS 339 M2029/06 00c841 42.9 239.9 4099 C 15/57 109 295 H2037/08 
007637 46.1 13S.1 3571 C 17/19 108 3~5 M2029/10 00cB~2 41.3 238.7 4053 C 16/02 109 292 H2037/10 
00i63S 44.6 137.8 3543 C 17/20 108 3':'0 ~12029/12 Ooc8':'3 43.0 237.4 4067 C 16/07 109 296 M2037/12 
007639 46.3 135.9 3599 C 17/28 lOS 350 t12029/14 00S644 41.5 236.5 4026 C 16/11 109 295 M2037/14 
0075':'0 44.7 135.6 3570 C 17/29 lOS 352 ~12029/16 00c545 43.2 235.1 40~5 C 16/16 109 301 H2037/16 
007641 46.3 133.6 3630 C 17/37 lOS 355 ~12029/1S 009646 41.5 234.2 4003 C 16/20 109 298 H2037/18 
007B42 44.8 133.5 3601 C 17/39 lOS 358 "2029/20 00CB47 43.2 232.S 4024 C 16/26 109 304 H2037/20 
007643 46.4 131.2 3666 C 17/47 108 nZ029/22 Ooc646 41.6 Z3Z.0 3936 C 16/Z9 109 302 HZ037/22 0076~4 44.8 131.2 3635 C 17/47 108 3 M:::029/N 00-549 43.2 230.7 4012 C 16/34 r09 30S H2037/24 
007545 46.3 128.9 3705 C 17/56 lOS 5 H2029/~6 00cS50 41.6 229.9 3972 C 16/38 109 306 M203S/02 007B~6 44.7 129.0 3672 C 17/56 108 8 ~12029/2S 00~851 43.2 ~2S.4 4001 C 16/44 109 313 M203S/04 
0076':'7 46.2 126.5 37~8 C 18/06 lOS 9 H2029/30 OOc552 41.6 227.8 3965 C 16/46 109 311 H203S/06 
00764S 44.6 126.7 3714 C 18/05 lOS 12 t12029/32 009553 43.2 226.2 3996 C 16/53 109 316 H2038/08 
007549 46.1 124.1 3797 C 16/16 lOS 12 H2029/34 00<;354 41.5 225.6 3959 C 16/55 109 316 H2036/10 
007650 44.4 124.3 3763 C 16/15 IDS 15 M2029/36 00cB55 43.1 224.0 3996 C 17/01 109 322 H2038/12 
007B51 46.0 121.5 3S53 C lS/26 lC8 15 n~331/01 00cB56 41.4 223.5 3960 C 17/03 109 321 M203S/14 
007852 44.3 121.9 3S17 C lS/25 lOS 19 M9331/02 OOQ557 43.1 221.8 4000 C 17/10 109 328 H203S/16 
007553 45.9 118.8 3921 C 18/37 103 18 M9331/03 ooeBSS 41.4 221.5 3967 C 17/12 109 327 M2038/18 
007854 44.2 119.3 3eS2 C 16/35 108 21 tl 0 331/0q 00~659 42.9 219.8 q009 C 17/19 109 333 H203S/20 
007E55 45.6 115.9 3993 C 18/49 lOS 21 H9331/05 009860 41.2 219.5 3973 C 17/20 109 333 M203S/22 
007556 43.9 116.7 3952 C 18/46 108 24 M9331/06 010801 20.7 4S.7 3902 V 6/18 110 185 M2039/02 
007857 45.4 113.1 4074 C 19/00 108 23 "0331/07 010602 23.1 4S.9 39S6 V 6/18 110 187 H2039/04 
007B58 43.7 113.9 4031 C IS/57 lOS 26 M9331/C3 010B03 21.7 47.2 3900 V 6/25 110 IS9 M2039/06 
007865 42.6 143.2 384S C 17/01 108 320 ~12031/10 010B04 24.1 47.6 3QS7 V 6/23 110 190 M2039/0S 
007866 41.1 142.9 3823 C 17/03 106 319 H2031/12 01C305 22.7 45.9 3902 V 6/30 110 192 H2039/10 
007E67 43.0 141.2 3S05 C 17/09 108 326 H2031/1~ 010206 25.2 46.3 3992 V 6/29 110 193 "2039/12 
007868 41.4 140.8 3834 C 17/11 108 325 M2031/16 010BI0 ~7.8 272.2 3251 C 16/23 110 323 M2039/14 007B~9 43.2 139.0 387S C 17/1S 108 332 H2031/18 010Bl1 46.5 271.9 3230 C 16/24 110 322 M2039/16 
007670 41.6 138.7 3S49 C 17/19 108 332 tl2031/20 010812 4S.1 270.5 3266 C 16/30 110 32S M203Q/18 
007671 43.4 136.8 3900 C 17/27 108 339 H2031/22 010613 46.7 269.9 3240 C 16/32 110 328 M2039/20 
007672 41.7 136.5 3863 C 17/2S lOS 3':'0 "2031/24 010814 4S.2 268.4 3278 C 16/3S 110 334 H2039/22 
007873 43.5 134.5 3924 C 17/37 lOS 345 t12031/26 01CB15 46.9 267.9 3253 C 16/40 110 334 H2039/24 
007674 41.9 13~.3 3S92 C 17/37 106 346 M2J31/28 010316 43.4 266.3 3294 C 16/47 110 3~0 H2039/26 
007875 43.7 132.2 3955 C 17/46 lCS 351 H2031/30 010617 47.0 265.8 3270 C 16/49 110 340 M2039/2S 
0076i6 42.0 132.2 3921 C 17/46 lOS 352 H2031/32 010B18 4S.5 264.2 3316 C 16/56 110 345 ~12040/02 
007677 43.7 129.9 3988 C 17/55 lOS 3.56 ~1203'+102 010319 47.1 263.7 3289 C 16/5S 110 3:'7 M20:'0/04 
00757S 42.0 129.9 3c54 C 17/55 103 358 M203:'/04 01GB20 4S.6 261.9 3340 C J7/05 110 351 H2040/06 
007579 43.8 127.6 402S C 18/05 108 1 ~1203:'/06 010621 47.1 261.6 3312 C 17/06 110 353 H2040/08 
007880 42.0 127.7 3991 C 18/04 108 3 M2034/08 010622 4S.6 259.7 3367 C 17/14 110 356 H2040/10 
007ESl 43.7 125.2 4071 C 18/14 108 5 t\:034/10 010323 47.1 259.5 3339 C 17/15 110 35S H2040/12 
0075S2 41.9 125.4 4033 C 18/14 lOS S ~12034/12 010324 4S.0 257.5 3398 C 17/23 110 H2040/14 
007883 43.6 122.7 4120 C 18/25 108 9 H9332/01 010625 47.2 257.4 3371 C 17/23 110 3 M2040/16 
007584 41.9 123.0 4C82 C 16/23 108 12 H9332/02 010826 4S.6 255.2 3435 C 17/32 110 4 H2040/18 
007885 43.6 120.1 4177 C 18/35 lOS 13 H9332/03 01C827 47.1 255.1 34C6 C 17/33 110 7 M2040/20 
0078S6 41.8 120.5 4139 C 18/33 108 16 M;332/04 010828 46.6 252.9 3474 C 17/42 110 S M2040/22 
0078S7 43.5 117.5 4242 C lS/46 lOS 16 HC332/05 010B29 47.1 253.0 3445 C 17/41 110 11 M2041/02 
007883 41.7 117.9 4202 C 18/44 108 19 M9332/06 010630 48.5 250.4 3521 C 17/52 110 12 H2041/04 
00i689 43.4 114.5 4322 C 18/5S lOS 18 M0 332/07 010831 46.9 250.7 34SS C 17/51 110 15 H2041/06 
007890 41.6 115.2 4277 C 18/55 108 22 H9332/0S 010832 4S.4 24S.0 3569 C 18/01 110 15 M2041/08 
00S801 49.9 157.9 3978 C 18/41 109 13 M2032/02 01C833 46.8 24S.3 353S C 18/00 110 IS M2041/10 
008B02 4S.5 15S.8 3932 C 18/38 109 14 M2032/04 010334 48.2 245.4 3627 C 18/12 110 IS M2041/12 
00S603 49.8 155.1 4051 CIS/52 109 15 H2032/06 010335 46.6 245.9 3592 C 18/10 110 21 tl2041/14 
00890" 48.3 155.S 4007 C 18/50 109 17 112032/08 01C536 46.0 242.S 3690 C 18/23 110 20 H2041/16 
00ea05 49.5 151.9 4138 C 19/05 109 17 H2032/10 010337 46.4 243.4 3652 C 18/20 110 23 H2041/18 
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----------_ .. _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PlCNO L·.T LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERt;SR PlOW LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ O:<DERNER 
----------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------010638 4· .8 240.1 3759 C 18/33 110 22 H2041/20 020621 46.2 228.4 1574 C 9/38 115 289 t12048/02 
010839 4(.2 240.7 3721 C 18/31 110 25 H2041/22 020622 46.9 228.6 1572 C 9/37 115 276 H204S/04 
010840 4' .• 7 272.5 3567 C 16/25 110 312 M2042102 020623 46.6 227.7 1572 C 9/40 115 288 t120:;8/C6 
010841 4:;.3 271.6 3538 C 16/28 110 310 H2042104 020624 47.2 227.9 1570 C 9/40 115 275 H2048/C8 
010642 4£.1 270.2 3570 C 16/34 110 318 t12042/06 020825 46.9 227.1 1570 C 9/43 115 287 112048/10 
010643 4::;.6 269.6 3542 C 16/37 110 316 H2042/C8 020B26 47.6 227.2 1569 C 9/43 115 275 H2048/12 
010644 4£.4 268.1 3579 C 16/42 110 324 M2042110 02C827 47.2 226.4 1569 C 9/46 115 286 t12048/14 
010645 4:';.9 267.6 3551 C 16/45 110 323 t12042/12 020828 47.9 226.5 1567 C 9/46 115 275 H2048/16 
010646 4! •• 6 266.0 3591 C 16/51 110 329 t12042/14 020629 47.5 225.7 1567 C 9/49 115 285 H2049/02 
010647 4'-.1 265.6 3563 C 16/53 110 329 H2042/16 020630 48.2 225.8 1566 C 9/48 115 275 t12049/04 
010648 4!>.8 263.9 3608 C 17/00 110 335 H20':'2/18 020631 47.8 225.0 1566 C 9/52 115 284 112049/06 
0106':'9 4'·.3 263.5 3578 C 17/01 110 336 H20':'2I20 020832 48.5 225.1 1565 C 9/51 115 27':' H2049/C8 
010B50 41>.0 261. 7 3628 C 17/09 110 341 H2042122 020633 48.1 224.3 1566 C 9/55 115 283 H20':'9/10 
010B51 4'·.4 261.3 35'18 C 17/10 110 342 tI20':'2/24 020834 48.8 224.4 1565 C 9/55 115 274 t12049/12 
010B52 41-.1 259.5 3651 C 17/17 110 347 H2042/26 020635 48.4 223.5 1565 C 9/58 115 282 t12049/14 
010653 44.4 259.3 3620 C 17/19 110 3':'8 HZ042128 020B36 49.1 223.6 1564 C 9i58 115 274 t12C49/16 
010854 4t-.l 257.3 367S C 17/27 110 352 112042/30 020337 48.7 222.7 1565 C 10/01 115 282 H2050/02 
010B55 4'· .5 257.2 3646 C 17/27 110 354 H2042132 020338 49.4 222.8 1564 C 10/01 115 273 112050/04 
010856 4t .1 255.0 3709 C 17/36 110 357 H2C43/02 020639 49.0 222.0 1565 C 10/05 115 281 H2050/06 
010657 4',.5 255.0 3676 C 17/36 110 359 t!2043/04 020540 49.7 222.0 1564 C 10/04 115 273 t12050/08 
010B58 46.1 252.7 3746 C 17145 110 2 t120':'3/06 0203':'1 49.3 221. 2 1565 C 10/08 115 281 H2050110 
010659 4' .• 5 252.7 3714 C 17145 110 4 H2043/08 020642 50.0 221. 2 1565 C 10/08 115 273 112050/12 
010660 4(--.1 250.2 3790 C 17/55 110 6 H2043/10 0203':'3 45.5 230.1 1558 C 9/33 115 79 t12051/02 
010661 4' .• 5 250.3 3757 C 17/55 110 9 H2043/12 020B44 46.2 230.2 1554 C 9/33 115 85 t12051/04 
010662 46.2 2':'7.7 3841 C 18/06 110 10 t12043/14 0203':'5 45.9 229.4 1553 C 9/36 115 78 H2051/06 
010863 44.5 247.9 3807 C IS/C5 110 13 H2043/16 020546 46.6 229.6 1549 C 9/36 115 85 t12051/08 
010664 46.1 245.1 3897 C 18/16 110 13 H2043118 020B47 46.2 228.7 1548 C 9/39 115 77 H2051/10 
010665 44.4 245.5 3859 C 18/15 110 16 H2043/20 020648 46.9 228.8 1544 C 9/39 115 85 t12051112 
010B66 46.0 242.4 3959 C 18/27 110 16 t12043/22 020549 46.6 228.0 1543 C 9/42 115 77 112051/14 
010867 44.2 243.0 3'117 C 18/25 no 19 H2043/24 020850 47.3 228.0 1539 C 9/42 115 85 H2052/02 
010868 45.7 239.8 4023 C 18/37 110 19 H20,,+3I26 020851 46.9 227.2 1538 C 9/45 115 76 t12052/04 
0103,,9 44.0 240.4 3981 C 18/35 110 22 t12043129 020E52 47.6 227.3 1535 C 9/45 115 M t12052/06 
010670 41.7 272.3 3888 C 16/28 110 304 H2043/30 020B53 47.3 226.4 1534 C 9/48 115 75 H2052/08 
010671 40.2 271.8 3863 C 16/30 110 301 H20':'3/32 020854 47.9 226.5 1530 C 9/48 115 84 H2052/10 
010B72 42.2 270.4 3892 C 16/36 110 309 H20':'3/3':' 020<355 47.6 225.7 1530 C 9/52 115 74 H2052/12 
010673 40.6 269.7 3859 C 16/39 110 307 H2044/02 020856 48.3 225.7 1527 C 9/51 115 83 t12052114 
010674 42.4 268.2 3891 C 16/45 110 314 t12044104 020657 47.9 224.9 1526 C 9/55 115 73 t12053/02 
010B75 40.9 267.6 3861 C 16/48 110 313 t120':'4ICb 020858 48.6 225.0 1523 C 9/55 115 83 H2053/04 
010676 42.7 266.1 3897 C 16/5':' 110 320 1120':'4108 020859 48.2 224.2 1523 C 9/58 115 72 112053/06 
010677 41.1 265.6 3966 C 16/56 110 319 t12044110 020860 48.9 224.2 1520 C 9/58 115 82 H2053/08 
010878 43.0 263.9 3<;08 C 17/03 110 327 H2044112 0206P 48.5 223.4 1520 C 10/01 115 71 H2053/10 
010679 41.3 263.4 3876 C 17/04 110 326 H20.:.-4/14 0206 2 49.2 223.5 1517 C 10/01 115 82 112053/12 
010680 43.2 261. 7 3923 C 17/12 110 333 t120':'':'/16 020663 48.8 222.7 1517 C 10/04 115 71 H2053/14 
010B81 41.5 261.3 3891 C 17/13 110 333 H20':'4I18 020871 46.1 228.8 1640 C 9/40 115 82 tI205':'/36 
010882 43.4 259.4 3943 C 17/21 110 339 t120441Z0 020872 46.9 229.0 1635 C 9/40 115 86 H2054/38 
010683 41.7 259.1 3910 C 17/22 110 340 H20':'4/22 020673 46.5 228.1 1635 C 9/43 115 82 H2055/02 
010684 43.5 257.1 3967 C 17/30 110 345 H2044124 020574 47.2 228.2 1630 C 9/43 115 86 H2055/04 
010885 41.8 257.0 3933 C 17/31 110 346 H2044/26 020675 46.8 227.4 1629 C 9/46 115 82 H2055/06 
01C686 43.5 255.0 3994 C 17/39 110 350 H2044/28 OZ0676 47.5 227.4 1623 C <)/46 115 86 H2055/08 
010B87 41.8 254.9 3959 C 17/39 110 352 H2044/30 02C877 47.1 226.6 1622 C 9/50 115 81 t12055/10 
010688 43.6 252.6 4027 C 17/48 110 355 H2045/02 020978 47.9 226.6 1616 C 9/49 115 86 H2055/12 
010889 41.8 252.7 3991 C 17/48 110 35S H2045/04 020679 47.5 225.8 1615 C 9/53 115 81 t12055/14 
010B90 43.6 250.3 4065 C 17/58 110 H2045/C6 020680 48.2 225.8 1609 C 9/53 115 86 H2055/16 
010691 41.9 250.3 4031 C 17/58 110 3 H2045/C8 020681 47.8 225.0 1608 C 9/56 115 81 H2055/18 
010692 43.7 247.8 4112 C 18/08 110 5 H2045/10 020682 48.6 225.0 1603 C 9/56 115 86 H2055120 
010693 41.9 248.0 4075 C 18/07 110 8 t12045/12 020883 48.2 224.2 1602 C 10/00 115 81 112055/22 
010894 43.7 245.2 4168 C 18/19 110 9 t12045/14 020584 48.9 224.2 1597 C 10/00 115 86 H2055/24 
010695 42.0 245.6 4127 C 18/17 110 12 H2045/16 020885 48.5 223.4 1597 C 10/03 115 81 H2055/26 
0106'16 43.7 242.6 4227 C 18/29 110 12 t12045/18 02CB86 49.2 223.4 1592 C 10/03 115 85 t12055/28 
010697 42.0 242.9 4187 C 18/28 110 15 M2045/20 020887 48.8 222.5 1592 C 10/07 115 80 H2055/30 
010698 43.7 239.8 4296 C 18/41 110 15 t12045/22 020688 49.5 222.5 1587 C 10/07 115 85 t12055/32 
010599 41.8 240.4 4251 C 18/38 110 18 H2045/24 021801 49.7 245.4 2564 C 8/18 115 214 H2056/02 
011B01 49.8 289.0 3533 C 17/58 110 14 H2046/02 021602 51.3 244.4 2635 C 8/22 115 215 H2056/04 
011B02 48.4 289.6 3495 C 17/55 110 16 H2046/04 021B03 49.8 243.8 2561 C 8/25 115 216 H2056/06 
011803 49.6 287.0 3576 C 18/06 110 16 H20':'6/06 021604 51.3 243.0 2623 C 8/28 115 216 H2056/CS 
011804 48.0 287.5 3538 C lS/04 110 19 H20':'6/08 021805 49.8 242.5 2551 C 8/30 115 217 H2056/10 
011B05 49.2 2S4.6 3627 C 18/16 110 19 H2046/10 021606 51.2 241.6 2610 C 8/34 115 217 H2056/12 
011B06 47.6 285.2 3589 C 18/14 110 22 tl2C:;6112 021607 49.7 241.2 2540 C 8/35 115 219 H2056/14 
011807 48.7 282.2 3683 C 18/25 110 22 H2046/14 021808 51.1 240.2 2602 C 8/39 115 219 H2056/16 
011608 47.0 282.8 3645 C 18/23 110 25 t12046/16 021609 49.6 239.9 2531 C 8/41 115 220 H2056/1S 
011809 4S.2 279.6 3749 C 18/36 110 24 112046/18 021610 51.0 238.8 25'15 C 8/45 115 220 H2056/20 
011810 46.5 280.4 3706 C 18/33 110 27 H2046120 021611 52.7 244.7 2488 C S/22 115 211 H2056122 
011621 46.8 290.2 3662 C 17/55 110 12 H2046/22 021612 54.2 244.0 2553 C 8/25 115 211 H2056/24 
011822 45.2 290.3 3630 C 17/55 110 15 t12046/24 021813 52.7 243.3 2477 C 8/28 115 213 HZ056/26 
011623 46.5 287.9 . 3705 C 18/04 110 15 H2046126 021614 54.2 242.5 2543 C 8/31 115 213 H2056128 
011624 44.9 288.2 3671 C IS/03 110 19 H2047/02 021615 52.7 241.9 2466 C 8/34 115 214 H2056/30 
011825 46.1 285.7 3752 C 18/13 110 18 t120':' 7/04 021616 54.1 241.0 2531 C 8/38 115 214 H2057/02 
011626 44.5 286.0 3718 C 18/12 110 22 H2047/06 021B17 52.6 240.5 2456 C 8/40 115 216 H2057/04 
011627 45.7 283.4 3503 C 18/23 110 21 H20':'7/08 021618 54.1 239.5 2521 C 8/':'4 115 216 H2057/06 
012828 44.0 283.8 3770 C 18/21 110 25 H2047/10 021819 52.6 239.0 2448 C 8/46 115 217 H2057/C8 
011629 45.2 281.0 3860 C 18/32 110 24 H2047/12 021620 53.9 238.0 2508 C 8/50 115 217 H2057/10 
011630 43.6 281.6 3825 C 18/30 110 28 t12047/14 021821 49.9 239.6 2208 C 8/':'4 115 216 H2057/12 
011641 43.4 291.8 3772 C 17/51 110 9 t12047/16 021822 51.0 238.8 2249 C 8/47 115 216 H2057/14 
011642 41.8 291.8 3745 C 17/51 110 13 H2047/18 021823 50.0 238.1 2207 C 8/50 115 217 t12057/16 
0118':'3 43.1 289.6 3809 C 17/59 110 14 t120H/20 021624 51.1 237.3 2248 C 8/5':' 115 217 H2057/18 
011644 41.5 289.8 3782 C 17/59 110 17 H2047/22 021625 50.0 236.6 2205 C 8/56 115 219 H2057/20 
0118':'5 42.8 287.5 3850 C 18/C8 110 18 H2047/24 021B26 51.1 235.7 2248 C 9/00 115 219 H2057/22 
0116':'6 41.1 287.7 3822 C lS/07 110 22 H2047/26 021B27 50.0 235.2 2206 C 9/02 115 221 112057/24 
011647 42.4 Z85 .. 4 3894 C lS/16 110 21 H2047/28 021628 51.1 23':'.2 2249 C 9/06 115 221 P2058/01 
011848 40.7 285.7 3867 C 18/16 110 25 H2047/30 021829 50.1 233.7 2209 C 9/C9 115 223 H2058/04 
011849 42.0 283.2 3947 C 18/26 110 24 H2047/32 021830 51.1 232.6 2252 C 9/13 115 223 H205S/06 
011850 40.4 283.5 3919 C 18/24 110 28 112047/34 021B31 50.0 232.2 2212 C 9/15 115 225 H2058/C8 
020801 46.2 228.3 1694 C 9/36 115 276 H~05':'/02 021832 51.1 231.0 2256 C 9/19 115 225 H2058/10 
020802 47.0 228.5 1694 C 9/35 115 271 H2054/04 021633 50.0 230.6 2218 C 9/21 115 227 t12058/12 
020603 46.6 227.7 169':' C· 9/39 115 276 t12054/C6 021634 51.1 229.4 2264 C 9/26 115 226 P205S/02 
02080':' 47.3 227.9 1693 C 9/38 115 271 t12054/08 021635 50.0 229.1 2225 C 9/27 115 228 t12058/16 
020605 46.9 227.0 1693 C 9/42 115 276 M2054/10 021836 51.0 227.8 2272 C 9/32 115 228 H2058/18 
020806 47.6 227.2 1693 C 9/41 115 271 H2054/12 021B37 50.0 227.4 2237 C 9/34 115 230 H2058/20 
020B07 47.2 226.3 1693 C 9/':'5 115 276 H2054/14 021638 51.0 226.0 2286 C 9/40 115 230 H2058/22 
020608 47.9 226.5 1692 C 9/4':' 115 271 H2054116 021639 49.9 225.8 2250 C 9/41 115 232 H2058/24 
020609 47.5 225.6 1693 C 9/47 115 276 t12054/18 021840 50.9 224.4 2301 C 9/47 115 231 H2058/26 
020610 48.2 225.8 1692 C 9/47 115 271 H205':'120 021B41 49.8 224.1 2265 C 9/47 115 233 H2058/28 
020611 47.8 225.0 1693 C 9/50 115 275 t12054/22 021B42 50.8 222.5 2319 C 9/54 115 233 H2058/30 
020612 48.5 225.2 1692 C 9/50 115 271 H205.:.124 021643 49.7 222.4 2286 C 9/55 115 235 H2058/32 
020613 48.1 224.3 1693 C 9/53 115 275 t12054/26 0216':'4 50.7 220.7 2339 C 10/01 115 234 H2058/34 
020814 48.8 224.4 1693 C 9/53 115 271 H205V28 021645 49.6 220.5 2307 C 10/02 115 236 H2058/36 
020B15 48.4 223.6 1694 C 9/56 115 275 H205':'/30 021646 50.5 218.8 2363 C 10/09 115 236 H2058/38 
020616 49.1 223.7 1694 C 9/56 115 271 H2054/32 021647 52.0 238.5 1928 C 8/52 115 203 H2058/40 
020817 48.7 222.8 1695 C 9/59 115 275 H205':'/3':' 0216':'8 52.9 237.7 1957 C 8/55 115 203 P2058/03 
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--PICNo---LAr---LoN--RANGE-F--roo--Ls-SCAZ-OROERNSR--PICNo---LAr---LoN--RANGE-F--roo--Ls-SCAZ-OROERNSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------021849 52.1 236.9 1924 C 8/58 115 205 H2060/02 035823 42.5 139.7 2742 C 15/33 122 340 P2069/19 g~i~~~ ~~:g ~~~:~ i~f§ ~ ~jg~ ii~ ~g~ ~gg~gjg~ g~~~~t ~!:~ i~~:~ ~6~Z ~ i~~&~ i~~ ~~a ~~gg~~a~ 
021852 53.1 235.3 1944 C 9/05 115 207 t12060/08 035832 33.9 150.6 3053 C 14/51 122 2&& P2069/02 
021853 5~.3 234.6 1912 C 9/08 115 208 F2060/01 035833 35.2 150.2 3045 C 14/53 122 271 P2069/03 
021854 5:·.2 234.0 1938 C 9/10 115 2C8 P20&0/02 035B34 34.1 149.3 3040 C 14/57 122 266 P2069/04 
021855 5~.3 233.3 190& C 9/13 115 210 P2060/03 035335 ~~.~ 148.7 3033 C 14/59 122 272 P2069/05 
02185& 53.1 232.7 1931 C 9/15 115 210 ?2060/04 03563& ~*.~ 147.9 3027 C 15/03 122 2&7 P2069/0& 
021857 5:.3 232.1 1900 C 9/1S 115 212 P2060/05 035837 35.6 147.3 3023 C 15/05 122 273 P2069/07 
021858 5:).1 231.4 1925 C 9/21 115 212 P2060/0& 035638 34.4 146.& 3019 C 15/08 122 267 P2069/08 
021659 S£.3 230.9 1896 C 9/23 115 214 PZ060/07 035839 35.7 146.0 3016 C 15/11 122 275 P2069/09 
021860 53.1 230.2 1921 C 9/2~ 115 213 P2060/08 035640 34.6 145.2 3012 C 15/14 122 268 P2069/10 
0218&1 5~.3 229.7 1891 C 9/28 115 216 H2061/02 035841 35.8 144.5 3010 C 15/16 122 277 P2069/11 
021862 5~.1 228.9 1917 C 9/31 115 215 H2061/04 035842 34.7 143.8 3007 C 15/20 122 270 P20&9/12 
021863 5;:.3 228.4 1890 C 9/33 115 217 H2061/06 035643 35.9 143.1 3007 C lS/22 122 279 P2069/13 
021864 5~.1 227.6 1915 C 9/36 115 217 H2061/0S 0356~4 34.8 142.3 3005 C 15/25 122 271 P2069/14 
021665 5'.9228.0 1785 C 9/35 115 214 P2060/09 035645 36.1 141.6 3006 C 15/28 122 283 P2069/15 
021866 5;'.6 227.5 1802 C 9/38 115 213 P2060/10 03584& 34.9 140.9 3005 C 15/31 122 274 P2069/16 
021667 5:.9 226.9 1782 C 9/40 115 216 P2060/11 035647 36.2 140.2 3008 C 15/34 122 288 P2070/01 
021668 5~.6 226.5 1799 C 9/42 115 214 P2061/01 035848 35.0 139.5 3007 C 15/37 122 277 P2070/02 g~l~~~ ~~:6 ~~~:f if~§ § ~~~~ il~ ~l~ ~~g~ljg~ g~~~~6 ~§:f i~~:6 ~glr § l~j2~ l~~ ~~~ ~~gfg~g~ 
021671 5~,.8 224.6 1780 C 9/49 115 219 P2061/04 035851 36.3 137.3 3019 C 15/46 122 304 P2070/0S 
021B72 5~.6 224.0 1797 C 9/52 115 218 P2061/05 035B52 35.1 136.6 3018 C 15/49 122 293 P2070/06 
021673 5J .• 8 223.5 1780 C 9/54 115 221 P20b1/06 035853 36.3 135.8 3028 C 15/52 122 319 P2070/07 
021874 5~.5 222.8 1797 C 9/57 115 220 P2061/07 035654 35.1 135.2 3028 C 15/55 122 310 P2070/08 
021875 5:.7 222.3 1780 C 9/59 115 223 P9742/01 038811 39.0 154.9 2829 C 14/27 123 281 P2071/15 g~i~~~ ~5:~ ~~l:f if~~ § igjg~ ii~ ~~! ~~~~~~g~ g~~~i~ ~~:~ l~~:l ~~~l ~ i2j~~ i~~ ~~~ ~~gfi~g~ 
021B78 5(.4 220.5 1797 C 10/c~ 115 223 P9742/04 038814 38.2 152.5 2810 C 14/37 123 277 P2071/03 
021B79 5).6 220.1 1782 C 10'~3 115 226 P9742/05 03S615 39.S 152.2 2811 C 14/38 123 284 P2071/04 
021680 5i.3 219.3 1799 C 10111 115 224 P9742/C6 038316 38.4 151.1 2800 C 14/43 123 278 P2071/05 
022814 4/.6 225.8 24!2 R 9/55 116 309 H2059/14 038617 39.8 150.7 2803 C 14/44 123 28& P2071/0& 
022B16 4t.1 224.3 2418 R 10/02 11& 310 H2059/18 038618 38.6 149.7 2793 C 14/48 123 280 P2071/07 
022817 4f.7226.2 2470 R 9/S4 116 311 t12059/20 03e~19 40.0 149.4 2798 C 14/50 123 289 P2071/08 
023814 47.3 225.0 2438 R 9/57 116 309 HZC64/04 038820 38.8 149.3 2789 C 14/54 123 282 P2071/09 
023815 4~.9 22&.9 2491 R 9/49 116 311 H~C64/06 038821 40.1 147.9 2794 C 14/56 123 292 P2071/10 
023816 4r.7223.5 2378 R 10/03 116 310 H2064/08 038622 38.9 146.9 227789~ Cc 11551/0002 11~33 ~89~ Pp~00-7'11/./llk 023817 4r.3225.3 2427 R 9/56 116 312 H2C64/10 038523 40.3 146.4 _ , '0' , 034601 3~.7 153.0 2914 C 14/42 121 272 P2066/01 038624 39.1 145.5 2786 C 15/06 123 288 P2071/13 
034602 3~.8 152.1 2906 C 14/46 121 268 P2066/02 038625 40.4 145.0 2795 C 15/08 123 300 P2071/14 
034803 3;.1 151.6 2899 C 14/48 121 274 P2C66/03 038826 39.2 144.1 2787 C 15/11 123 293 P2071/16 
034804 3f.l 150.7 2893 C 14/52 121 269 P2067/13 038627 40.5 143.5 2798 C 15/14 123 306 P2071/17 
034805 3i.3150.2 2888 C 14/54 121 275 P2067/14 038828 39.2 142.7 2791 C 15/17 123 298 P2071/18 
034806 3&.3 149.2 2882 C 14/57 121 269 P2067/15 038829 40.5 142.0 2803 C 15/20 123 314 P2071/19 
034807 37.5 148.7 2879 C 15/00 121 276 P2067/16 03eB30 39.3 141.3 2797 C 15/23 123 307 P2071/20 
034808 36.5 147.8 2873 C 15/03 121 270 P2067/17 038531 40.6 140.6 2811 C 15/26 123 324 P2072/01 
034609 37.7 147.3 2872 C 15/0& 121 278 P2067/18 038832 39.3 139.9 2806 C 15/29 123 319 P2072/02 
034810 36.6 146.5 2868 C lS/09 121 271 PZ067/19 036S33 40.7 139.1 2820 C 15/32 123 336 P2072/03 
034611 37.8 145.8 2868 C 15/11 121 280 P2067/20 038634 39.4 138.4 2816 C 15/35 123 335 P2072/04 
034B12 36.7 145.0 2864 C 15/15 121 273 P20671Z1 038841 27.5 120.0 3579 C 16/56 123 80 P2072/05 
034613 37.9 144.4 2866 C 15/17 121 283 P2067/22 038642 26.1 119.6 3594 C 16/58 123 88 P2072/06 
034814 36.9 143.6 2863 C 15/20 121 275 P2067/23 038843 27.6 118.3 3617 C 17/03 123 77 P2072/07 
034815 38.0 143.0 2866 C 15/23 121 287 P2067/24 03&344 26.3 117.9 3632 C 17/04 123 84 P2072/08 
034816 36.9 142.1 2863 C 15/27 121 278 P20&7/25 033845 27.8 116.6 3661 C 17/10 123 75 P2072/09 
034617 33.2 141.5 2863 C 15/29 121 292 F2066/04 038846 26.4 116.2 3676 C 17/12 123 81 P2072/10 8~2~1~ ~~:~ i28:~ ~~~~ ~ i~j~~ i~i ~~§ ~~8~~jgg 8~~~Z~ ~l:~ ii2:~ ~f~g § if~i~ i~~ f~ ~~gf~~i~ 
034820 37.1 139.4 2872 C 15/38 121 289 F2066/07 038849 27.9 112.8 3765 C 17/25 123 71 P2072/13 
034821 38.3 138.6 2880 C 15/41 121 310 P2066/C8 038850 26.5 112.6 3779 C 17/26 123 76 P2072/14 
034622 37.2 137.9 2880 C 15/44 121 300 P206&/09 038851 27.9 110.9 3825 C 17/33 123 70 P2072/15 
034B23 3S.3 137.1 2890 C 15/47 121 326 P2066/10 033352 26.S 110.6 3840 C 17/34 123 74 P2072/16 
034824 37.2 136.5 2890 C 15/50 121 321 P2066/11 038853 27.9 108.8 3894 C 17/42 123 68 P2072/17 
034831 32.5 149.8 3264 C 14/53 121 267 P20~6/12 038654 26.5 108.5 3910 C 17/43 123 73 P2072/18 
034832 31.3 149.0 3257 C 15/02 121 262 F2066/13 038855 27.9 106.6 3971 C 17/51 123 67 P2072/19 
034833 32.8 148.4 324S C 15/0~ 121 268 P2066/14 03865& 26.4 106.4 3985 C 17/51 123 71 P2072/20 
034634 31.5 147.6 3243 C 15/07 121 263 P2066/15 038857 27.8 104.3 4056 C 18/00 123 66 P2073/01 
034635 33.0 147.0 3232 C 15/10 121 269 P2066/16 038658 26.3 104.1 4071 C 18/01 123 70 P2073/02 
034836 31.8 146.2 3229 C 15/13 121 264 P2066/17 038659 27.6 101.8 4154 C 18/10 123 66 P2073/03 
034637 33.2 145.6 3221 C 15/16 121 270 P2066/18 033660 26.0 101.6 4171 C 18/11 123 69 P2073/04 
034B38 32.0 144.8 3217 C 15/19 121 264 F2066/19 039811 40.4 138.8 2657 C 15/30 124 19 P2073/09 
034639 33.4 144.1 3212 C 15/22 121 272 P2C66/20 039812 39.2 138.3 2661 C 15/32 124 58 P2073/10 
034B40 32.2 143.4 3203 C 15/25 121 265 P2066/21 039813 40.4 137.7 2672 C 15/35 124 35 P2073/11 
034641 33.5 142.6 3204 C 15/28 121 274 P2066/22 039814 39.2 136.9 2676 C 15/38 124 71 P2073/12 
034842 32.4 141.9 3201 C 15/31 121 267 P2066/23 03~615 40.4 13&.3 2688 C 15/40 124 48 P2073/13 
034643 33.7 141.2 3200 C 15/34 121 277 P2C67/01 03981& 39.1 135.6 2693 C 15/43 124 74 P2073/14 
034844 32.S 140.5 3197 C 15/36 121 268 P2C67/02 039817 40.3 134.8 2708 C 15/46 124 56 P2073/15 
034545 33.8 139.7 3197 C 15/40 121 280 P2067/03 03~818 39.1 134.2 2713 C 15/49 124 76 P2073/16 
034646 32.6 139.0 3195 C 15/43 121 271 P2067/04 039619 40.3 133.5 2728 C 15/52 124 61 P2073/17 
034647 33.9 138.2 3195 C 15/46 121 284 P2067/05 03~B20 39.0 132.8 2734 C 15/55 124 77 P2073/18 
034848 32.7 137.5 319& C 15/49 121 274 P2067/C6 039321 40.2 132.0 2751 C 15/58 124 64 P2073/19 
034849 33.9 136.7 3201 C 15/52 121 291 P2C67/07 039622 38.9 131.3 2758 C 16/01 124 78 P2074/01 
034850 32.7 136.0 3200 C 15/55 121 278 F2D67/08 03 0 523 40.1 130.5 2777 C 16/04 124 66 P2074/02 
0348S1 34.0 135.2 3207 C 15/53 121 300 P2067/09 039624 38.8 129.9 2784 C 16/07 124 78 P2074/03 
034652 32.7 134.6 3206 C 16/01 121 287 P2C&7/10 03SB25 40.0 129.1 2804 C 16/10 124 68 P2074/04 
034853 34.0 133.7 3215 C 16/04 121 314 P2067/11 039526 38.7 128.5 2812 C 16/13 124 78 P2074/05 
034554 32.7 133.1 3215 C 16/07 121 303 P2067/12 03 0 827 39.8 127.6 2834 C 16/1& 124 70 P2074/C6 
035BOl 41.0 155.4 2735 C 14/29 122 284 P2068/01 039828 38.5 127.0 2843 C 16/19 124 79 P2074/07 
035802 40.0 154.5 2728 C 14/32 122 279 P2068/02 039829 39.7 126.0 2868 C 16/23 124 71 P2074/08 
035803 41.2 154.2 2730 C 14/34 122 285 P2068/03 039530 3S.3 125.4 2878 C 1&/25 124 79 P2074/09 
035604 40.3 153.1 2717 C 14/38 122 281 P2068/04 03,S31 39.5 124.3 2906 C 16/30 124 72 P2074/10 
035605 41.5 152.7 2721 C 14/40 122 288 P2068/05 039832 38.1 123.8 291& C 16/32 124 79 P2074/11 
035606 40.5 151.7 2711 C 14/44 122 283 P2068/06 039633 39.3 122.7 2945 C 16/3& 124 72 P2074/12 
035607 41.7 151.3 2715 C 14/46 122 2 0 0 P2C63/07 03 0 634 37.8 122.1 2957 C 1&/38 124 79 P2074/13 
035603 40.7 150.3 2706 C 14/50 122 285 P2C68/08 039641 24.4 119.6 37b6 C 16/53 124 87 P2074/14 
035809 41.8 149.9 2712 C 14/51 122 293 F2068/09 03~842 23.1 119.6 3777 C 16/58 124 95 P2074/15 
035810 40.8 148.9 2703 C 14/55 122 28S P2068/10 039643 24.7 118.4 3796 C 17/03 124 82 P2074/1& 
035511 42.0 14S.4 2710 C 14/57 122 297 P2068/11 039844 23.4 117.9 3813 C 17/05 124 89 P2074/17 
035612 41.0 147.6 2702 C 15/01 122 291 P2C6S/12 039845 24.9 116.7 3836 C 17/10 124 78 P2074/18 
035613 42.1 147.0 2710 C 15/03 122 301 P2C68/13 039846 23.5 116.3 3852 C 17/11 124 85 P2074/19 
03S614 41.1 14&.2 2703 C 15/07 122 295 F2068/14 03 0 847 25.0 114.9 3882 C 17/17 124 75 P2074/20 
035815 42.2 145.6 2713 C 15/09 122 306 P2068/15 039648 23.7 114.5 3898 C 17/19 124 81 P2075/01 
035816 41.2 144.8 270& C 15/13 122 301 P206S/16 039649 25.2 113.1 3932 C 17/25 124 73 P2075/02 
035517 42.3 144.2 2717 C 15/15 122 312 PZ068/17 039850 23.8 112.7 3948 C 17/26 124 78 PZ075/03 
035618 41.3 143.3 2711 C 15/18 122 308 P2068/18 039851 25.3 111.1 3991 C 17/33 124 71 P2075/04 
035619 42.4 142.7 2723 C 15/21 122 321 P2068/19 03 9 652 23.8 110.8 4007 C 17/34 124 76 P2075/05 
035B20 41.4 141.9 2718 C 15/24 12~ 317 P2068/20 039653 25.3 109.1 4055 C 17/41 124 70 P2075/06 
035821 42.5 141.2 2732 C 15/27 122 330 P2069/17 039554 23.9 108.8 4071 C 17/42 124 74 P2075/07 
035822 41.4 140.4 2727 C 15/30 122 329 P2069/18 039855 25.3 10&.9 4129 C 171S0 124 68 P2075/08 
3-131 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICt>O. VIKlt>G ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
PIetla lAT lON RANGE F TOO lS SC,\.Z O:::DEPt>3R prCNO LAT Lm~ RMIGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERI!3R 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------039856 23.8 106.7 4145 C 17/51 124 73 P2075/09 043804 26.6 140.0 3422 C 15/27 126 249 P2087/04 
039857 25.3 104.6 4212 C 17/59 124 67 P2075/10 043605 28.1 139.2 3414 C 15/30 126 253 P2087/05 
03 Q858 23.8 104.4 4227 C 18/00 124 71 P2075/11 043606 26.713S.5 3418 C 15/33 1~6 247 P2085/18 
039859 25.2 102.2 4305 C ls/09 124 66 P2075/12 043807 2S.2 137.8 3413 C 15/36 126 258 P20S5/19 
0398~0 23.6 101.9 4325 C 18/10 124 70 P2075/13 043808 26.8 137.1 3418 C 15/39 126 245 P20S5/20 
0~0811 37.8 143.1 2589 C 15/10 124 236 P2077/01 043809 28.3 136.4 3415 C 15/42 126 259 P2085/21 
040812 36.7 142.5 2600 C 15/13 124 218 P2077/02 043810 27.0 135.8 3421 C 15/44 126 243 P2085/22 
040813 37.9 142.2 2598 C 15/14 124 227 P2077/03 043811 28.3 135.0 3419 C 15/48 126 260 P2085/23 
040814 36.8 141.3 2608 C 15/18 124 205 P2077/04 043812 27.0 134.4 3426 C 15/50 126 238 P2085/24 
040815 38.0 140.9 2608 C 15/19 124 209 P2077/05 043813 28.4 133.6 3427 C 15/54 126 261 P2085/01 
040816 36.8 140.1 2619 C 15/23 124 187 P2077/06 043814 27.0 133.1 3434 C 15/56 126 229 P20S5/02 
040817 38.0 139.7 2620 C 15/25 124 174 P2077/07 043815 28.4 132.2 3437 C 15/59 126 266 P20S5/03 
040818 36.9 138.8 2631 C 15/28 124 166 P2C77/0S 043516 27.1 131.7 3444 C 16/01 126 210 P20S5/04 
040619 38.1 13S.4 2633 CIS/3D 124 137 P2077/09 043B17 28.4 130.8 3450 C 16/05 126 318 P2085/05 
040B20 36.9 137.5 2645 C 15/34 124 146 P2077/10 043818 27.1 130.3 3458 C 16/07 126 159 P2085/06 
040821 38.1 137.0 2649 C 15/36 124 117 P2077/11 043819 28.4 129.4 3465 C 16/11 126 64 P20S5/07 
040822 37.0 136.2 2661 C 15/39 124 131 P2077/12 043820 27.0 128.9 3474 C 16/13 126 117 P2085/08 
040B23 38.1 135.6 2666 C 15/41 124 107 P2077/13 043821 28.3 128.0 3483 C 16/17 126 71 P2085/09 
040824 37.0 134.9 2679 C 15/44 124 121 P2077/14 043822 27.0 127.4 3493 C 16/19 126 100 P20S5/10 
040825 38.2 134.3 2686 C 15/47 124 101 P2077/15 043823 28.3 126.4 ·3505 C 16/23 126 72 P2085/11 
040826 37.0 133.5 2699 CIS/50 124 114 P2077/16 043824 26.9 126.0 3515 C 16/25 126 93 P9321/01 
040827 38.2 132.9 2708 C 15/52 124 97 P2077/17 043~25 ~8.2 1~~.9 3529 C 16/29 126 73 P2085/12 
040828 36.9 132.2 2722 CIS/56 124 IDS P2077/18 043326 .:.c>. 8 Lo,+.5 3540 C 16/31 126 89 P2085/13 
040629 38.1 131.5 2732 C 15/58 124 94 P2077/19 043827 28.1 123.4 3558 C 16/35 126 74 P2085/14 
040830 3~.9 130.7 2748 C 16/01 124 104 P~077/20 043528 26.7 123.0 3568 C 16/37 126 86 P2085/15 
040831 3<:.1 130.0 2759 C 16/04 124 92 P2077/21 043529 28.0 121.9 3588 C 16/42 126 74 P2085/16 
g2g~~~ ~b:g i~~:~ ~~~~ ~ iZ~£6 i~~ 1~1 ~~g~~~~~ gt~§~~ 2~:~ i~~:~ ;t~i ~ i§~~~ i~z 2~~ ~~g~~~i~ 
g~g~et ~i:~ l~r:~ ~i~£ ~ 19~9~ i~~ ~2 ~~g~~~~~ g2~~~~ -2:6 I~~:~ ~6%~ E I~~~l I~~ ~Z~ ~~g~~~I~ 
040842 1~.8 121.5 4133 C 16/53 124 98 P2077/26 043834 -2.6 139.4 7085 C 16/03 126 236 P2084/16 
040843 21.6 120.1 4150 C 16/59 124 73 P2078/01 043835 .1 136.9 7004 C 16/13 126 242 P2084/01 
04C844 2~.0 119.8 4161 C 17/00 124 89 P2078/02 043836 -2.4 136.7 7023 C 16/13 126 234 P2084/02 
040845 21.8 118.4 4182 C 17/06 124 70 P2078/03 043837 .3 134.5 6960 C 16/23 126 242 P2084/03 
040846 21..1 118.0 4194 C 17/07 124 83 P2078/04 043838 -2.3 134.2 6976 C 16/24 126 233 P2084/04 
040847 21.9 116.4 4220 C 17/14 124 69 P20i8/05 043839 .3 131.9 6920 C 16/33 126 240 P20S4/05 
040848 2('.1 116.2 4232 C 17/15 124 80 P2078/06 O~:S40 -2.2 131.6 6935 C 16/34 126 230 P20S4/06 
040849 2;.9 114.7 4262 C 17/21 124 68 F2078/07 043341 .4 129.4 6891 C 16/43 126 239 P208~/07 
040B50 21 .• 2 114.4 4274 C 17/22 124 77 P207S/08 043842 -2.1 129.1 6907 C 16/44 126 226 P2084/08 
040851 2:.9 112.8 4311 C 17/29 124 67 P2078/09 043043 .5 126.9 6871 C 16/53 126 236 P2084/09 
0~0852 21.2 112.6 4322 C 17/29 124 75 P2078/10 04~844 -2.0 126.7 68S8 C 16/54 126 220 P2084/10 
040853 2).9110.8 4366 C 17/37 124 67 P2073/11 043845 .5 124.4 6860 C 17/03 126 232 P2084/11 
040854 2l.2 110.6 4378 C 17/38 124 74 P2078/12 04:846 -2.0 124.3 6878 C 17104 126 211 P2084/12 
040855 2i.9 108.7 4~29 C 17/45 124 66 P2078/13 044811 9.8 143.6 6227 C 15/36 126 258 P20S7/0b 
040856 2~.1 108.5 4442 C 17/46 124 72 P2078/14 044812 7.5 143.4 6229 C 15/36 126 252 P2087/07 
0~0857 21.8 106.6 4499 C 17/54 124 66 F2078/15 044813 10.0 141.5 6175 C 15/44 126 259 P2087/08 
040858 2(.0 106.4 4512 C 17/55 124 71 P2078/16 044814 7.7 141.0 6169 C 15/46 126 253 P2096*01 
040859 2).7 104.3 4578 C 18/03 124 65 P207S/17 044815 10.2 139.2 6125 C 15/54 126 260 P2096*02 
04C6~0 1".8 104.1 4591 C 18/04 124 71 P2078/18 044816 7.8 138.9 6121 C 15/55 126 253 P2096*03 
041811 1~.9 123.6 4987 C 16/52 125 328 P2079/01 044817 10.3 136.9 6082 C 16/03 126 261 P2096*04 
041812 17.1 123.6 4983 C 16/51 125 320 P2079/02 044818 7.9 136.5 6076 C 16/04 126 253 P2096*05 
041813 1~.9 122.1 5002 C 16/57 125 344 P2079/03 044B19 10.3 134.7 6048 C 16/12 126 263 P2096*06 
041614 17.0 121.8 4997 C 16/59 125 350 P2079/04 0~4820 8.1 134.3 6043 C 16/13 126 254 P2096li07 
041815 If.9 120.2 5021 C 17/05 125 3 PZ079/05 044921 10.4 132.5 6021 C 16/21 126 265 P2096li08 
041616 1£.9 120.0 5016 C 17/C6 125 17 PZ079/06 044522 8.1 132.2 6018 C 16/22 126 255 P2096li09 
041617 le.8 118.4 5044 C 17/13 125 18 P2079/07 044823 10.5 130.3 6000 C 16/30 126 269 P2096*10 
041818 1(.9 118.2 5040 C 17/13 125 33 P2079/08 04482~ 8.2 130.1 5998 C 16/31 126 256 P2096*11 
041819 It.7 116.5 5074 C 17/20 125 29 P2079/09 044825 10.5 128.3 5988 C 16/38 126 273 P2096*12 
041820 ll.6116.3 5070 C 17/21 125 43 P2079/10 044626 8.3 128.0 5986 C 16/39 126 258 P2096*13 
041821 1~.5 114.5 5109 C 17/29 125 37 P20SC*01 044627 10.5 126.3 5983 C 16/46 126 280 P2096*14 
041822 If.5 114.3 5106 C 17/29 125 49 P2080*02 044828 8.2 125.9 5981 C 16/48 126 261 P2096*15 041823 1b.3 112.5 5149 C 17/37 125 43 P20S0*03 044829 10.5 124.2 5984 C 16/54 126 292 P9460/36 
041824 If.3112.4 5147 C 17/37 125 53 P2080*04 044830 8.3 123.9 5982 C 16/56 126 269 P9460/37 
041825 16.1 110.4 5198 C 17/45 125 47 P2080*05 044831 4.7 147.4 6993 C 15/26 126 252 P9460/38 
041826 16.0 110.2 5198 C 17/46 125 56 P2080*06 044832 2.2 147.1 6997 C 15/27 126 247 P9640/39 
041827 17.9 108.3 5252 C 17/54 125 5
58
0 P2080*07 044833 4.9 144.7 6910 C 15/37 126 253 P9640/40 
041828 15.8 108.2 5251 C 17/54 125 P2080*08 044834 2.3 144.3 6908 C 15/39 126 247 P2087/09 
041829 17.6 106.0 55~ ... 9161 Cc 1186//g37 112255 35062 Pp~008800//1091 044835 5.0 141.9 6832 C 15/48 126 253 P2087/10 041831 14.0 123.0 _ _ 044836 2.5 141.6 6831 C 15/50 126 247 P2087/11 041832 12.2 123.0 5295 C 16/57 125 264 P20S0*Ol 044837 5.1 139.2 6764 C 16/00 126 254 P2087/12 
041633 14.2 121.5 5305 C 17/03 125 339 P2080*02 044638 2.6 138.9 6766 C 16/01 126 247 P2087/13 
041834 12.2 121.3 5308 C 17/04 125 347 P20S0*03 044639 5.2 136.7 6712 C 16/10 126 254 P2087/14 00441188~~ 14.2 119.7 5323 C 17/10 125 14 P2080~04 044840 2.7 136.3 6712 C 16/11 126 246 P2087/15 J~ 12.2 119.5 5326 C 17/11 125 54 P2080~05 044841 5.2 134.1 6666 C 16/20 126 255 P2087/16 041837 14.1 117.9 5346 C 17/18 125 34 P20S0*06 044842 2.7 133.8 6669 C 16/21 126 246 P2087/17 
041838 12.1 117.7 55 33'+7'93 Cc 11771/12~ 112255 4642 PP*00§00~0087 044843 5.2 131.7 6634 C 16/30 126 256 P2087/18 041639 14.0 116.1 ~ _ ~ ~ 044844 2.7 131.4 6636 C 16/31 126 245 P2087/19 041840 12.0 115.9 5377 C 17/26 125 64 P2080/41 044845 5.1 129.1 6608 C 16/40 126 258 P2087/20 
041841 13.9 114.2 5406 C 17/33 125 50 P2081/01 044B46 2.8 128.8 6610 C 16/42 126 244 P2087/21 
041842 11.9 114.2 5409 C 17/33 125 65 F2081/02 044847 5.2 126.8 6592 C 16/50 126 261 P2087/22 
041843 13.9 112.3 5445 C 17/40 125 53 P20S1/03 044348 2.7 126.5 6597 C 16/51 126 242 P2087/23 
041844 11.8 112.2 5449 C 17/41 125 66 P2081/04 044B49 5.2 124.4 6586 C 16/59 126 267 P2087/24 
041853 -12.8 139.0 7822 R 16/13 125 218 t12081/14 044850 2.7 124.1 6590 C 17/01 126 238 P2087/25 
041854 -15.7 142.3 7978 R 16/00 125 216 H2081/16 045901 30.0 145.9 3153 C 14/58 127 257 P9307/01 
041855 -13.0 139.0 7838 8 16/14 125 218 H2081/18 045602 28.8 145.3 3161 C 15/00 127 251 P9307/02 
041656 -16.0 142.2 7996 6 16/01 125 216 H2081/20 045803 30.2 144.8 3150 C 15/02 127 257 P9307/03 
042811 -6.5 125.8 5159 R 16/39 125 177 P20S3/01 045804 29.0 144.0 3153 C 15/06 127 250 P9307104 042812 -9.1 125.7 5258 R 16/39 125 176 P2C83/02 045805 30.4 143.5 3144 C 15/08 127 257 P9307/05 8~~~i~ :g:~ i~~:~ ~~~~ ~ i~~~~ i~~ if~ ~~g~~~8~ g2g~g~ ~Z:~ i~~:~ ~l~f ~ i~~i~ i~~ ~~~ ~~5g~~8Y 
042815 -6.4 122.4 5169 R 16/53 125 168 P2C83/05 045608 29.4 141.4 3146 C 15/16 127 247 P2088/02 
042816 -8.8 121.8 5265 R 16/55 125 167 P20S3/06 045809 30.8 140.8 3141 C 15/19 127 257 P2088/03 
042817 -6.3 120.5 5181 R 17/00 125 163 P2083/07 045810 29.5 140.2 3147 C 15/22 127 244 P2088/04 
042818 -8.9 119.9 5283 R 17/03 125 163 P2083/08 045811 30.8 139.5 3143 C 15/24 127 256 P2088/05 
042819 -6.2 118.7 5200 R 17/08 125 158 P20S2/01 045812 29.6 138.9 3150 C 15/27 127 241 P2088/06 
042820 -8.8 118.0 5301 R 17/11 125 158 P2C82/02 045813 30.9 138.2 3148 C 15/29 127 255 P2088/07 
042821 -8.7 126.0 5440 V 16/41 125 177 P2082/03 045614 29.7 137.5 3154 C 15/32 127 236 P2088/88 042822 -11.3 125.6 5538 V 16/43 125 175 P20S2/04 045815 31.0 136.8 3154 C 5/35 127 253 P2088/ 9 
042823 -8.5 124.1 5439 V 16/49 125 172 P2082/05 045316 29.8 136.2 3162 C 5/38 127 227 P2088/10 
042824 -11.2 123.8 5537 V 16/50 125 171 P20S2/06 045817 31.0 135.5 3164 C 15/41 127 249 P2088/11 
042825 -8.4 122.3 5443 V 16/56 125 168 P2082/07 045918 29.8 134.9 3172 C 15/43 127 20Q P2088/1i 042826 -11.2 121.9 5546 V 16/58 125 167 P20S2/08 045619 31.0 134.1 3175 C 15/46 127 22i P2088/ 042627 -8.5 120.5 5459 V 17/03 125 163 P2082/09 045820 29.8 133.5 3184 C 15/49 127 17 P2088/ 
042828 -11.1 119.9 5559 V 17/06 125 162 P20S2/10 045821 31.0 132.7 3189 C 15/52 127 10 P2089/8~ 042829 -8.5 118.5 5477 V 17/11 125 158 P2082/11 045822 29.8 132.1 3199 C 15/55 127 13 P2089/ 
042830 -11.2 118.0 5583 V 17/14 125 IS8 P2082/12 045823 31.0 131.3 3206 C 15/58 127 88 P208~//8 043801 27.7 141.8 3421 C 15/20 126 257 P2087/01 045824 29.8 130.7 3216 C 16/00 127 115 P~08 
043802 26.5 141.3 3428 C 15/22 126 250 P2087/02 045931 15.1 140.0 4004 C 15/29 127 227 P,089/ 5 
043603 27.9 140.7 3418 C 15/24 126 258 P2087/03 045832. 13.5 139.7 4033 C 15/31 127 222 P2089/06 
3-132 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERNBR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
045533 15.3 138.8 3992 C 15/34 127 225 P2089/07 047550 20.3 123.5 5096 C 16/45 128 343 P2093/17 
045834 13.7 138.2 4017 C 15/37 127 219 P20S9/08 047551 22.2 121.7 5132 C 16/52 128 352 P2093/18 
045835 15.5 137.3 3979 C 15/40 127 222 P2089/09 0410601 23.8 139.6 3078 C 15/19 128 207 P2095/01 
04583" 13.9 136.7 4004 C 15/43 127 215 P2089/10 048802 22.5 139.1 3110 C 15/21 128 203 P2095/02 
045837 15.6 135.8 3970 C 15/46 127 217 P2089/11 048803 23.9 138.8 3083 C 15122 128 203 P209S/03 
045538 14.1 13S.3 3995 C 15/49 127 211 P2089/12 048304 22.7 133.0 3112 C 15/25 128 199 P2095/04 
045539 15.8 134.4 3964 C 15/52 127 212 P2069/13 048a05 24.1 137.7 3010·6 C 15/27 128 198 P20'l5/05 
045840 14.2 133.9 3991 C 15/55 127 206 P2089/14 048506 22.9 136.8 3115 C 15/30 128 194 P209S/06 
0'+5841 15.9 132.9 3962 C 15/58 127 206 P208 Q /15 0410807 24.3 136.5 3091 C 15/32 128 192 P2095/07 
045<>42 14.3 132.4 3989 C 16/01 127 200 P2089/16 048803 23.0 135.6 3122 C 15135 128 183 P2095/08 
045843 16.0 131.5 3964 C 16/04 127 199 P20S9/17 046809 24.4 135.3 3099 C 15/37 123 186 P2095/09 
0458'+4 14.4 131.0 3991 C 16/06 127 193 P2089/18 046510 23.2 134.4 3130 C 15/40 128 182 P2095/10 
045545 16.1 130.1 3969 C 16/10 127 190 P2089/19 048511 24.5 134.1 3109 C 15/42 128 179 P2095/11 
045846 14.5 129.5 3997 C 16/12 127 184 P2089/20 048812 23.3 133.2 31'+2 C 15/45 128 176 P2095/12 
045847 16.1 128.6 3978 C 16/16 127 179 P2090/01 048813 24.6 132.9 3123 C 15/47 128 172 P2095/13 
045851 14.2 144.0 6142 C 15/32 127 267 P20QO/02 0410814 23.3 132.1 3155 C 15/50 128 170 P2095/14 
045E52 11.7 143.5 6123 C 15/34 127 262 P2090/03 0410815 24.7 131.6 3138 C 15/52 128 165 P2095/15 
045853 14.1 141.6 60S4 C 15/41 127 21:>9 P2090/04 048816 23.4 130.8 3172 C 15/55 128 164 P2095/16 
045854 11.9 141.1 6064 C 15/44 127 263 P2090/05 048617 24.7 130.4 3156 C 15/57 128 158 P2095/17 
045655 14.2 139.3 6036 C 15/51 127 271 P2090/06 048818 23.4 129.5 3192 C 16/00 128 158 P2095/18 
045856 12.0 138.8 6017 C 15/53 127 265 P20QO/07 0410819 24.7 129.1 3178 C 16/02 128 152 P2095/19 
045857 14.3 136.9 5993 C 16/01 127 274 P2090/08 048820 23.4 1205.3 3214 C 16/05 128 153 P2095/20 
045853 12.0 136.5 5976 C 16/02 127 266 P20'l0/09 0::'8821 24.7 127.8 3201 C 16/07 128 146 P2095/21 
045859 14.3 134.7 5961 C 16/09 127 277 P2090/10 048822 23.4 127.0 3239 C 16/11 128 147 P9323/09 
045B60 12.1 134.2 5944 C 16/12 127 269 P20'l0/11 048531 25.7 140.6 4857 C 15/31 128 289 P2096*01 
045861 14.3 132.3 5933 C 16/19 127 281 P2090/12 048832 23.9 140.2 4835 C 15/33 128 285 P2096*02 
045562 12.1 132.0 5919 C 16/21 127 272 P2090/13 048533 26.0 138.8 ~~~~ § i~~~~ i~~ ~~~ ~~g~~:g~ 045863 14.4 130.2 5917 C 16/28 127 287 P2090/14 048834 24.1 138.3 
045864 12.1 129.8 5901 C 16/30 127 277 P2090/15 01+8635 26.1 136.9 4827 C 15/46 128 297 P2096li05 
045865 14.4 127.9 5906 C 16/37 127 295 P2090/16 041'636 24.2 136.3 4799 C 15/49 128 293 P2096*06 
045866 12.1 127.7 5892 C 16/38 127 284 P2090/17 048837 2'>.2 135.0 4S16 C 15/54 128 303 P2096*07 
045667 14.'+ 125.9 5903 C 16/45 127 305 P2090/18 048838 24.3 134.5 .4789 C 15/56 128 293 P2096*C8 
045968 12.2 125.5 5390 C 16/47 127 295 1'2091/19 048539 26.3 133.0 4809 C 16/02 128 309 P2096*09 
046801 18.1 138.9 3652 C 15/29 127 220 P:091/01 0410840 24.3 132.5 4782 C 16/04 128 305 P2096lil0 
046B02 16.6 133.5 3681 C 15/31 127 215 P2091/02 048841 26.3 131. 0 4806 C 16/10 128 316 P2096*11 
046803 18.2 137.8 3648 C 15/34 127 216 P2091/03 048842 24.4 130.5 4781 C 16/13 128 313 P2096*12 
046804 16.8 137.2 3674 C 15/37 127 211 P2091104 048343 26.4 129.0 4811 C 16/18 128 324 P2096*13 
046805 18.4 136.5 3644 C 15/39 127 212 P2091/05 048544 24.4 128.7 4785 C 16/20 128 322 P2096*14 
046B06 17.0 135.9 3670 C 15/42 127 206 P2091/C:' 048845 26.4 127.1 4819 C 16126 128 332 P2096*15 
046807 18.6 135.2 3642 C 15/45 127 206 P2091/07 048546 24.4 126.8 4794 C 16/28 128 332 P2096/16 
046808 17.1 134.6 3669 C 15/47 127 201 P2091/03 O-i85~7 26.3 125.2 4832 C 16/34 128 341 P2096/17 
046809 18.7 133.8 3644 C 15/50 127 200 P2091/09 04&8';8 24.3 124.8 4808 C 16/36 128 343 P2096/1S 
046510 17.2 133.2 3671 C 15/53 127 194 P2091/10 0410649 26.3 123.2 4850 C 16/42 128 350 P2096/19 
046811 18.9 132.5 3648 C 15/56 127 193 P2091/11 048550 24.3 122.9 4826 C 16/43 128 354 P2096~01 
046812 17.3 131.9 3676 C 15/58 127 188 P209l/12 046551 26.1 121.1 4873 C 16/51 128 P2096~02 
046813 11..9 131.3 3656 C 16/01 127 IS5 P2091/13 048652 24.2 120.9 4850 C 16/52 128 4 P2096/41 
046814 1~' .4 130.6 3685 C 16/0 ... 127 180 pe091/14 048'353 26.0 119.1 4901 C 16/59 128 7 P2096/40 
04t515 19.0 129.9 3666 C 16/07 127 176 P;:09l/15 04 C801 36.0 137.4 2793 C 15/24 129 III P2100/06 
046816 1· .• 4 129.4 3696 C 16/09 127 173 P2091/16 049002 34.9 136.9 2803 C 15/27 129 132 P2097/07 
046817 1';.0 128.5 3680 C 16/12 127 165 P2091/17 049303 36.0 1:;6.4 2810 C 15/29 129 101 P2097/03 
046818 1 ~·.5 127.9 3711 C 16/15 127 164 P20 '?l/18 04 c 304 34.9 135.6 2821 C 15/32 129 119 P2097/09 
046821 11'.3 143.3 5683 C 15/30 127 274 P2092101 04'~805 36.1 135.1 2828 C 15/34 129 9" P2097110 
04,,622 1/'.2 143.0 5072 C 15/31 127 269 P2092102 04%06 ~~:i 134.3 2840 C 15/38 129 III P2097/11 046623 18.5 141.4 5652 C 15/37 127 276 P2092/03 04 9 507 133.8 2849 C 15/40 129 92 P2097/12 
046824 It, .4 140.7 5,,23 C 15/4:) 127 271 P209Z/04 049808 34.9 133.0 21:62 C 15i43 129 105 P2097/13 
046625 11<.7 13"'.1 5611 C 15/47 127 279 P2092105 049009 36.1 132.4 2873 C 15/45 129 90 P2097/14 
046826 11 .5 138.5 55e6 C 15/49 127 273 P2092/06 049810 34.9 131.6 28S6 C 15/48 129 101 PZ097/15 
046827 1('.7 136.9 5577 C 15/56 127 2S2 P209Z/07 C4951l 36.1 131.0 2599 C IS/51 129 89 P2097116 
O'i6B28 1".6 136.3 5554 C 15/58 127 276 P209Z/08 0 .. 9612 3 ... 9 130.2 2913 C 15/54 129 98 P2097117 
0461329 I,' .S 134.7 5551 C 16/05 127 286 P2092109 04"821 31.5 130.9 3151 C 15/54 129 93 P2097/18 
04c830 H .6 134.3 5530 C 16/06 127 27=1 P2092110 04<;822 30.3 130.6 3162 C 15/56 129 109 PZ097/19 
046531 li-.S 132.7 553 .. C 16/13 127 291 PZO<;2/11 04 c 823 31.5 129.8 3172 C 15/59 129 90 P2097/20 
046832 h·.7 132.2 5513 C 16/15 127 28-+ P:092/12 04<;82-+ 30.2 129.2 3185 C 16/01 129 103 P2097/21 
046833 16.8 130.6 5521 C 16/21 127 297 P2092113 04"525 31.5 1203.4 ~H~ ~ i~~g~ H~ 88 P2097/01 046634 It'.7 130.2 5502 C 16/23 127 290 P2092114 049826 30.1 127.8 99 P2097/02 
04",835 HI.9 128.5 5516 C 16/30 127 305 P2092/15 049827 31.4 127.0 3225 C 16/10 129 86 P2097/03 
046636 h.8 128.2 5496 C 16/31 127 299 P2092/16 0 .. "828 30.0 126.4 3241 C 16/13 129 96 P2097/04 
M6637 18.9 126.5 5517 C 16/38 127 315 P2092117 04":329 31.3 125.5 3256 C 16/17 129 85 P2097/05 
0~tl\33 11 .8 126.2 5497 C 16/39 127 310 P2092/18 049330 29.9 125.0 3272 C 16/19 129 94 P2097/06 
040639 It:. 9 124.4 5523 C 16/46 127 327 P2092119 0 .. "831 3.9 119.3 5194 C 17/00 129 133 P2099/09 
0:'6840 11-.9 124.3 5505 C 16/47 127 324 P20"2I20 O-i c332 1.7 118.9 5239 C 17/02 129 141 P2099/10 
047611 21'.9 139.3 33':"4 C 15/24 128 215 P9461/19 049833 3.8 117.5 5224 C 17/08 129 130 P2099/11 
047512 1"'.6 133.6 3390 C 15/27 128 209 P'i461/20 049634 1.7 117.1 5270 C 17/09 129 134 P2099/12 
047613 21.1 133.1 3360 C 15/29 128 210 P"461/21 04<:;535 3.7 115.6 5261 C 17/15 129 122 P2099/13 
047814 1\.8 137.4 3387 C 15/32 128 20S P9-i61/22 04<;:936 1.5 115.2 5308 C 17/17 129 127 P2099/14 
047B15 21.3 136.8 3360 C 15/34 128 205 P9461/23 049a37 3.6 113.8 5302 C 17/23 129 116 P20~9/15 
047516 2l.0 136.2 3383 C 15/37 128 200 P9461/24 04';:638 1.4 113.5 53'+9 C 17/24 129 122 P2099/16 
047817 2:.5 135.6 3363 C 15/39 128 199 P9461/25 04%39 3.5 112.0 5350 C 17/30 129 112 P2099/17 
04,618 ~~'. 2 134.9 3389 C 15/,,2 128 19 .. P9461/26 049840 1.3 111.6 5393 C 17/32 129 117 P2099/18 047019 "",J...8 134.4 3365 C lS/44 128 193 P209'1/01 04<;[341 3.3 110.0 5':;05 C 17/38 129 107 P2099/19 
047520 2('.3 133.6 3395 C 15/48 128 187 P2094/02 04"651 -.7 119.3 5557 C 17/04 129 146 P2100/01 
047<321 2i.8 133.0 3375 C 15/50 128 184 P2094/03 04';352 -2.9 119.3 5606 C 17/04 129 149 P2100/02 
047822 2( .4 132.3 3404 C 15/53 128 130 P2094/04 049353 -.7 117.8 5531 Cl7110 129 139 P2100/03 
047823 21.9 131. 8 3335 C 15/55 128 176 P2094/05 049354 -2.9 117.3 5635 C 17/12 129 142 P2100/C4 
0476::" 20.5 131.0 3415 C 15/58 128 173 P20;V06 0 .. <;;355 -.7 115.9 5613 C 17/17 129 132 H2100/10 
047825 21.9 130.5 3399 C 10/00 128 167 P2094/07 04"856 -3.0 115.5 5667 C 17/19 129 135 P2099/01 
047626 20.6 129.8 3429 C 16/03 128 166 P2094/08 04%57 -.8 114.0 5651 C 17/25 129 125 P2099/02 
047827 22.0 129.1 3415 C 16/06 128 158 P2094/09 04%53 -3.2 113.6 5710 C 17127 129 129 P2099/03 
047628 20.6 128.4 3':;47 C 16/09 128 158 1"209'+110 N9f:59 -1.0 112.0 5698 C 17/33 129 119 P209"/04 
047829 22.0 127.7 34}6 C 16/12 128 149 P209'+111 04<;[;67 6.7 122.8 5930 C 16/54 129 221 P2098/07 
047831 22.2 142.2 5210 C 15/29 128 230 P2094l13 049668 4.7 122.9 5942 C 16/54 129 182 P2098/08 
047832 20.1 141.5 5181 C 15/32 123 275 P2094/14 04"669 6.8 121.1 5945 C 17/01 129 92 1"2098/09 
047633 22.1 140.1 5176 C 15/37 128 283 P2094/15 049870 4.7 120.8 5957 C 17/03 129 135 P2098/10 
047834 20.2 139.4 5143 C 15/40 128 278 P20<;':;/16 04<;371 6.8 119.0 5966 C 17/10 129 76 P2098/11 
047835 22.2 135.0 5147 C 15/46 128 286 P2094/17 C4~872 4.6 118.8 5979 C 17/11 129 108 P2098/12 
04753:; 20.3 137.4 5122 C 15/49 123 ;:31 P2094/18 049373 6.8 116.9 5994 C 17/18 129 73 P20Q8/13 
047337 22.3 135.9 5125 C 15/55 123 291 P20"4/19 049374 4.5 116.6 6009 C 17/19 129 96 P2098/14 
047633 20.3 135.4 5102 C 15/57 128 285 P2094/20 04 Q675 6.S 114.8 6030 C 17/27 129 71 P2098/15 
047839 22.3 133.8 5109 C 16/03 128 296 P2094121 04-9876 4.4 114.5 6045 C 17/28 129 89 P2098/16 
047840 20.4 133.3 5086 C 16/05 12.8 290 P2094/22 04%77 6.7 112.5 6074 C 17/36 129 71 P2098/17 
0':'7841 22.4 131.9 5100 C 16/11 128 302 P2094/23 0':;<;378 4.4 112.3 6089 C 17/37 129 85 P2098/1S 
047642 20.4 131.4 5077 C 16/13 128 290, P2093/09 04SS79 6.6 110.2 6127 C 17/46 129 71 P2098/19 
04,643 22.4 129.8 5095 C 16/19 128 310 P2093/10 049285 2.4 120.8 6355 C 17/06 129 150 P2098/21 
047644- 20.4 129.3 5073 C 16/21 128 304 P2093/11 049686 .2 120.9 6373 C 17/06 129 157 P2098/01 
047845 22.3 127.8 5095 C 16/27 128 319 P2093/12 04<:887 " ' 119.0 6372 C 17/14 129 113 P2098/02 "·12 
0478:'" 20.3 127.4 5075 C 16/29 123 315 P2093/13 0::'981:3 .~ 118.9 6392 C 17/14 129 133 P2098/03 
047647 22.3 125.8 5102 C 16/36 128 329 P2093/14 049689 _2:~ 117.0 6397 C 17/22 129 94 P2098/04 0'+7848 20.3 125.4 5!'S2 C 16/37 128 328 P20c:3/15 049690 116.7 6'+18 C 17/23 129 114 P2098/05 
047649 22.2 123.7 5114 C 10/44 128 3'+1 P2093/16 040;891 '<..7 114.9 6429 C 17/30 129 86 P2098/06 
3-133 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PIOlO. VIKWG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICtlO LAT LOH RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ O:;OERNSR PICNO LAT LOll RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
049592 .3114.7 6449 C 17/31 129 103 P2101l01 056871 75.0 35~.6 2313 C 11/26 133 333 P2110*03 
049893 2.8 112.7 6469 C 17/39 129 81 P2101l02 056872 75.0 349.6 2274 C 11/46 133 332 P2110*04 
050801 27.7 126.3 3256 C 16/12 129 116 P2100107 056073 75.6 353.8 2321 C 11/29 133 334 P2110li05 
050802 26.4 126.0 3278 C 16/14 129 122 P2100/08 056874 75.8 3"3.1 2277 C 11/52 133 334- P2110*06 
050803 27.7 125.2 32€2 C 16/17 129 112 P2100/09 056875 76.4 352.5 2325 C 11/34 133 337 P2110*07 
050804 26.3 124.6 3310 C 16/20 129 118 P2100/10 05':676 76.6 3';6.7 2232 C 11/58 133 337 P2110*01 
050805 27.6 123.8 3317 C 16/23 129 109 P2100/11 056B77 77.3 351.3 2332 C 11/39 133 339 P2110*02 
050306 26.2 123.1 33 .. 6 C 16/26 129 114 P2100/12 056878 77.4 344.9 2288 C 12/05 133 339 P211l/01 
050807 27.4 122.4 3354 C 16/29 129 106 P21CO/13 05,,879 78.2 350.0 2341 C 11/45 133 341 P2111/02 
050808 26.0 121.6 3386 C 16/32 129 III P2100/14 05t81'0 78.2 3 .. 3.2 2297 C 12112 133 342 P2111/03 
050809 27.3 120.8 3397 C 16/35 129 104 P2100/15 056881 79.0 348.3 2350 C 11/52 133 343 P2111/04 
050810 25.8 120.1 3429 C 16/38 129 106 P2100/16 056882 79.0 341.1 2306 C 12/20 133 344 P2111/05 
050811 27.1 119.2 3443 C 16/41 129 102 P2100/17 056883 80.0 346.8 2364 C 11/58 133 346 P2111/06 
050831 6.2 117.8 5791 C 17/12 129 94 P:2102l04 056684 79.9 338.9 2322 C 12/29 133 347 P2111/07 
050832 4.2 118.5 5802 C 17/09 129 116 P210Z/05 056865 80.9 345.0 2360 C 12/C5 133 348 P2111/06 
050833 6.4 116.8 5814 C 17/16 129 S8 P2102/0" 05688" 80.8 336.3 2338 C 12140 133 349 P2111/09 
050834 4.2 116.4 5834 C 17/17 129 104 P2102/07 056887 81.8 342.6 2398 C 12115 133 351 P2111/10 
050835 6.4 114.5 5853 C 17/25 129 83 P2102l09 056886 81.6 '332.9 2354 C 12154 133 352 P2111/11 
050936' 4.1 114.3 5873 C 17/26 129 Q7 P2102/09 056889 82.8 339.7 2418 C 12/26 133 353 P2111/12 
050837 6.2 112.5 5898 C 17/33 129 81 P2102/10 0568-;0 82.4 329.0 2373 C 13/09 133 354 P2111/13 
050838 3.9 112.1 5921 C 17/35 129 92 P210Z/11 056891 83.7 336.2 2441 C 12/41 133 356 P2111/14 
050839 6.1 110.2 5952 C 17/43 129 79 P210U12 0568Q2 83.3 324.2 2396 C 13/29 133 357 P2111/15 
052822 62.9 303.8 2442 C 6/20 130 359 H210';/24 056893 84.7 331.6 2';67 C 12159 133 358 P2111/16 
052861 73.9 223.2 3319 C 11/57 130 324 P210S/01 05689':' 8':'.1 318.3 2424 C 13/53 133 359 P2111/17 
052862 73.9 212.8 3187 C 12/39 130 323 P2105/02 056895 85.7 325.2 2498 C 13/25 133 P2111/18 
052863 75.1 220.1 3292 C 12110 130 325 P2105/03 057801 79.5 88.6 2418 C 7/12 133 2 P2113/01 
052864 74.9 209.3 3164 C 12/53 130 325 P2105/0':' 057802 80.9 81.8 2346 C 7/40 133 2 P2113/02 
052865 76.0 215.3 3252 C 12/29 130 327 P210S/05 057803 80.5 88.4 2407 C 7/13 133 3 P2113/03 
052866 75.6 204.7 3134 C 13/12 130 327 P2105/06 057804 82.0 81.9 2339 C 7/39 133 4 P2113/04 
052667 76.9 210.6 3223 C 12/.,8 130 329 P210S/07 057805 81.8 88.4 2368 C 7/13 133 5 P2113/05 
052868 76.2 200.0 3111 C 13/31 130 328 P210S/C8 057606 83.2 81.2 2325 C 7/42 133 7 P2113/06 
052869 77.7 204.9 3192 C 13/11 130 330 P2105/09 057607 83.0 88.7 2374 C 7/12 133 7 P2113/07 
052870 77.1 192.6 3073 C 14/00 130 331 P210S/10 057806 84.4 80.3 2314 C 7/46 133 9 P2113/08 
052871 78.4 199.1 3169 C 13/34 130 332 P2105/11 057809 84.1 89.1 2362 C 7/11 133 10 P2113/09 
052872 77.2 189.2 3068 C 1 .. /1 .. 130 332 P2103/12 057810 85.5 78.9 2306 C 7/52 133 11 P2113/10 
052873 78.9 193.0 3151 C 13/5 Q 130 334 P2105/13 057811 85.3 89.8 2353 C 7/06'133 12 P2113/11 
052874 77.6 183.4 3054 C 14/37 130 334 P2105l14 057812 86.6 76.9 2300 C 8/00 133 14 P2113/12 
052875 79.4 186.1 3134 C 14/26 130 336 P2105/15 057813 8:>.4 91.2 2346 C 7/03 133 14 P2113/13 
052676 77.8 177.3 3040 C 15/02 130 336 PZl05/16 057814 87.7 73.2 2296 C 8/15 133 16 P2113/14 
052877 79.6 178.9 3120 C 14/55 130 338 P2105/17 057815 87.5 94.3 2342 C 6/50 133 17 P2113/15 
052878 77.9 171.2 3029 C 15/26 130 339 P2105/18 057816 88.7 64.3 2294 C 8/50 133 19 P2133/01 
052879 79.7 171.9 3110 C 15/24 130 3 .. 1 P2105/19 057817 86.6 101.7 2338 C 6/21 133 19 P2133/02 
052880 77.9165.7 3024 C 15/49 130 341 P2105/20 057818 89.S 1.3 2294 C 13/03 133 22 P2133/03 
053834 42.5 202.6 8500 V 16/11 131 306 H2108/28 057819 89.5 147.6 2337 C 3/18 133 22 P2133/04 
053836 39.1 201.1 8365 V 16/18 131 303 H2106/32 057821 74.9 26.4 2310 C 11/23 133 333 P2114/01 
OS3937 41.9 202.1 8490 R 16/14 131 305 H21C8/34 057522 75.0 21.4 2270 C 11/43 133 333 P2114/02 
053838 36.0 200.2 8265 V 16121 131 300 H2108/36 057823 75.6 25.8 2319 C 11/26 133 335 P2114l03 
053839 36.4 200.6 8356 R 16/20 131 302 H210S/38 057824 75.7 20.1 2274 C 11/49 133 335 P2114/04 
053840 33.1 199.5 8178 V 16/24 131 296 H2108/40 057825 70.4 24.7 2324 C 11/30 133 337 P2114/05 
053841 35.4 199.8 8259 R 16/23 131 299 t12107/02 057826 76.5 18.8 2g81 C 11/54 133 337 P2114/0o 
053842 30.3 199.1 8113 V 16/26 131' 293 H2107/04 057627 77.2 23.5 2~31 C 11/35 133 339 P2114/07 
053643 32.6 199.2 8183 R 16/26 131 2Q5 H2107/06 057828 77.3 17.1 2237 C 12101 133 340 P2114/08 
053644 27.7 198.9 8067 V 16/27 131 289 H2107/08 057829 78.1 22.0 2338 C 11/41 133 342 P2114/09 
053845 29.8 198.8 8116 R 16/27 131 2:;2 H2107/10 057830 76.2 15.3 22Q5 C 12/08 133 342 P2114/10 
053646 25.0 198.9 8030 V 16/27 131 2S .. H2107/12 057831 79.0 20.7 2350 C 11/47 133 344 P2114/11 
053847 27.1 198.7 8071 R 16/28 131 287 H2107/14 057832 79.0 13.6 2308 C 12/15 133 345 P2114/12 
053648 22.3 199.0 8006 V 16/27 131 280 H2107/16 057633 79.9 19.1 2363 ell/53 133 346 P2114/13 
053849 24.4 198.7 8036 R 16/28 131 283 H2107/18 057834 79.9 11.4 2321 C 12124 133 347 P2114/14 
053850 19.9 199.2 7997 V 16/26 131 276 t12107/20 057835 80.8 17.5 2380 C 12/00 133 349 P2114/15 
053651 21.8 196.8 8015 R 16/28 131 279 t12107/22 057636 80.7 8.7 2336 C 12/35 133 350 P2114/16 
053652 17.5 199.6 8000 V 16/25 131 271 t12107/24 057837 81.8 15.2 2396 C 12/09 133 351 P2114/17 
0532.53 19.4 199.1 8010 R 16/27 131 274 t12107126 057838 81.6 5.7 2354 C 12/47 133 352 P2114/18 
053854 15.0 200.1 8016 V 16/23 131 266 H2107/28 057639 82.7 12.7 2417 C 12/19 133 354 P2114/19 
053855 16.9 199.5 8014 R 16/25 131 269 H2107/30 057840 82.5 2.0 2374 C 13/02 133 355 P2114/20 
053856 1.~.5 200.8 80':'2 V 16/20 131 262 H2107/32 057841 83.7 9.3 2440 C 12/33 133 356 P2114/21 
053557 1".3 200.1 8031 R 16/23 131 265 H2107/34 057842 83.3 357.2 2396 C 13/21 133 357 P2114/22 
053858 lCJ.1 201.5 8080 V 16/18 131 257 H2107/36 057843 84.7 4.6 2466 C 12/52 133 358 P2114/23 
053859 1).9200.7 8059 R 16/21 131 260 H2107/38 057844 84.1 351.3 2421 C 13/45 133 P2114/24 
053860 :.5 202.5 8137 V 16/14 131 252 H2107/40 057845 85.9 359.1 2504 C 13/14 133 1 P2114/25 
056607 -34.2 350.7 16766 V 8/49 132 253 H2116!02 057851 51.3 290.4 3030 C 18/00 133 53 P2115/01 
056808 -3CJ.S 358.2 16741 V 8/19 132 244 t12116/04 057852 50.2 290.3 3032 C 18/01 133 61 P2115/02 
056809 -3".8 358.6 16373 V 8/17 132 251 t12110/02 0578S3 51.2 288.9 3057 C 18/06 133 54 P211S/03 
056810 -3:.0 5.2 16403 V 7/51 132 240 H2110/04 , 057854 50.1 288.5 3063 C 18/08 133 62 P211S/04 
056811 -4~.3 5.4 16119 V 7/50 132 248 H2110/06 057855 51.0 287.0 3091 C 18/14 133 56 P2115/05 
056816 -4~.9 357.7 15950 V 8/23 132 264 H2112140 057856 49.9 286.6 3097 C 18/16 133 63 P2115/06 
056817 -50.4 347.9 16059 V 9/03 132 274 H2112/42 057857 50.8 285.0 3129 C 18/23 133 57 P211S/07 
056918 -4: •. 2 350.7 16220 V 8/52 132 264 H2112l44 057858 49.7 284.8 3134 C 18/23 133 63 P2115/06 
056819 -4~. 0 341.1 16361 V 9/30 132 274 t12112/46 057859 50.6 283.0 3170 C 18/30 133 58 P2115/09 
056820 -3~.2 343.8 16585 V 9/19 132 265 H2112/48 05iB60 49.4 282.8 3176 C 18/31 133 64 P2115/10 
056821 -3~.7 333.9 16802 V 9/59 132 273 H2112/50 057B61 50.4 281.0 3214 C 18/39 133 59 P2115/11 
056823 -6:,.8 332.3 15818 V 10/07 132 303 H2110/10 057862 49.1 280.8 3220 C 18/39 133 64 P2115/12 
056824 -5r.S 3"2.0 15781 V 9/29 132 292 H2110/12 057863 50.0 278.9 3263 C 18/47 133 60 P2117/01 
056B25 -5~.4 326.4 16076 V 10/31 132 299 H2110/14 057864 48.7 278.8 3270 C 18/48 133 64 P2117/02 
056826 -5:.4 336.2 16014 V 9/52 132 289 H2110/16 058601 79.8 120.2 2403 C 7/10 134 3 P2117/05 
056827 -5:.1 321.7 16376 V 10/50 132 295 H2110/18 056802 81.3 114.1 2333 C 7/35 134 4 P2117/06 
056828 -4 7 .0 330.2 16344 V 10/16 132 287 H2110120 05&803 81.0 120.3 2386 C 7/10 134 5 P2117/07 
056833 -6(.8 2Q9.4 16212 V 12/22 132 319 H2111/42 05&804 82.5 113.9 2322 C 7/35 134 7 P2117/0S 
056834 -6~.0 316.0 15947 V 11/16 132 311 H2111/44 05€80S 82.3 120.8 2370 C 7/08 134 7 P2117/09 
056836 -5(.3 312.4 16243 V 11/30 132 307 H211l/48 058806 83.7 113.2 2310 C 7/38 134 9 P2117/10 
056846 -6:'.6 278.6 16152 V 13/48 132 334 t12110/30 058807 83.5 121.2 23S8 C 7/07 134 10 P2117/11 
056651 70.7 56.7 2'+18 C 7/15 133 1 P2112/01 058608 84.9 112.7 2302 C 7/41 134 12 P2117/12 
056852 81.0 49.9 2347 C 7/42 133 2 P2112/02 051'809 84.6 122.1 2349 C 7/03 134 12 P2117/B 
056853 8(.7 56.5 2406 C 7/16 133 2 P2112103 058810 86.0 111.7 2297 C 7/45 134 14 P2117/14 
056854 8L1 50.1 2339 C 7/42 133 4 P2112104 058811 85.7 123.3 2342 C 6/58 134 14 P2117/15 
056855 81.9 56.5 2389 C 7/16 133 5 P2112l05 05&812 87.0 110.0 2292 C 7/52 134 16 P2117/31 
056856 8:'.3 49.0 2325 C 7/46 133 6 P2112/06 058813 86.8 126.7 2339 C 6/45 134 17 P2117/32 
056657 8:".1 56.6 2373 C 7/16 133 7 P2112/07 058814 88.1 107.5 2291 C 8/02 134 19 P2117/33 
056858 8 .... 5 47.9 2314 C 7/S1 133 9 P2112/08 058815 87.8 132.3 2337 C 6/23 134 19 P2117134 
056659 8' .3 57.1 2363 C 7/14 133 9 P2112/09 058816 89.2 99.3 2291 C 8/35 134 21 P2117/35 
056860 85.6 46.5 2307 C 7/56 133 11 P2112110 058817 88.8 150.2 2336 C 5/11 134 22 P2117/36 
056861 8F .4 S7.5 2352 C 7/13 133 11 P2112/11 058821 74.9 58.3 2306 C 11/20 134 334 P2118/01 
056862 86.7 43.9 2300 C 8/07 133 13 F2l!2/12 058822 75.1 53.3 2265 C 11/40 134 334 P2118/02 
056863 €t .6 58.6 2344 C 7/08 133 14 P2112/13 058823 75.8 57.7 2314 C 11/22 134 336 P2118/03 
056864 87.8 38.8 2294 C 8/28 133 16 P2112/14 058824 75.9 52.3 2272 C 11/44 134 336 P2118/04 
05686S 87.7 61.S 2340 C 6/57 133 16 P2112/15 058825 76.5 56.8 2321 C 11/26 134 338 P2118/05 
056866 88.8 26.1 2293 C 9/19 133 18 P2112/16 058826 76.7 50.8 2278 C 11/50 134 339 P2118/06 
056867 88.8 67.9 2335 C 6/32 133 19 P2112/17 058827 77.4 55.7 2328 C 11/31 134 341 P2118/07 
056868 89.4 312.9 2291 C 14/11 133 21 P2112/18 056828 77.6 49.3 ~~~g E H~~l B~ 341 P2118/08 056869 89.6 132.7 2335 C 2112 133 21 P2112/19 058829 78.3 54.S 343 P2118/09 
3-134 
VIKING ORBITER PICT~ES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ OROERtlER PleNO LAT LOH RANGE F TOO LS seAZ OROERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
056830 78.4 47.6 2296 C 12/03 134 344 P2118/10 060628 77.4 112.5 2287 e 11/54 135 341 P2124/08 
058831 79.2 53.4 2352 C 11/40 134 345 P2118/11 060629 78.1 117.6 2340 C 11/34 135 343 P2124/09 
058632 79.3 45.9 2309 C 12/10 134 346 P~118/12 060630 78.2 110.8 2297 e 12101 135 344 P2124/10 
058B33 80.2 51.8 2365 C 11/47 134 348 P2119/17 060B31 79.0 116.2 2350 C 11/40 135 346 P2124/11 
058834 80.2 43.8 2323 C 12119 134 349 P2119/18 060632 79.1 108.8 2308 C 12/09 135 346 P2124/12 
058B35 81.1 50.5 2384 e 11/52 134 350 P2119/19 060533 80.0 114.8 2365 C 11/46 135 348 P2124/13 
058B36 81.1 41.4 2341 C 12/29 134 351 P2119/20 060B34 80.0 106.7 2322 C 12118 135 349 P2124/14 
058B37 82.1 48.2 2402 C 12101 134 353 P2119/21 06CB35 80.9 112.9 2380 C 11/53 135 351 P2124/15 
0510538 81.9 38.3 2359 C 12141 134 354 P2119/22 060536 80.8 104.4 2339 C 12127 135 352 P2124/16 
058B39 83.1 45.8 2424 C 12111 134 355 P2119/23 060837 81.9 111.2 2401 C 12100 135 353 P2124/17 
058540 82.8 34.2 2378 e 12158 134 356 P2119/24 060533 81.7 101. 7 2360 C 12/38 135 354 P2124/18 
056641 84.1 42.5 2448 C 12125 134 357 P2120/01 060639 82.8 108.9 2423 C 12109 135 355 P2124/19 
058B42 83.7 29.3 2402 e 13/17 134 359 P2120/02 060B40 82.6 98.0 2380 C 12153 135 357 P2124120 
058543 85.0 37.9 2474 C 12/43 134 359 P2120/03 060541 83.8 105.8 2447 C 12122 135 358 P2123/06 
058B44 84.5 23.2 2428 C 13/42 134 1 P2120/04 060B42 83.4 93.5 2403 C 13/11 135 359 P2123/07 
058845 86.0 31.3 2504 C 13/10 134 2 P2120/05 060B43 84.8 102.0 2475 C 12137 135 P2123/08 
058B51 46.6 325.4 3046 e 17/46 134 94 P2119/01 060844 84.2 87.9 2430 C 13/34 135 1 P2123/09 
058B52 45.0 324.9 3061 e 17/48 134 109 P2119/02 060645 85.7 96.5 2505 C 12/59 135 2 P2123/10 
058853 46.2 323.7 3071 C 17/52 134 Q2 P2119/03 061601 79.8 216.2 2<+27 C 7/02 135 4 P2127149 
OS8B54 44.7 323.3 3086 e 17/54 134 105 P2119/04 061802 81.1 209.5 2357 e 7129 135 5 P2127101 
058655 45.9 322.1 3098 C 17159 134 91 P2119/05 061603 80.8 216.1 N15 e 7/03 135 6 P2127/50 
058B56 44.3 321. 7 3115 C 18/01 134 102 P2119/06 061604 82.3 210.1 2350 C 7/27 135 8 P2127102 
058857 45.5 320.4 3129 e 18/06 134 89 P2119/07 061605 82.0 216.6 2400 e 7101 135 8 P2127/51 
058658 43.9 320.1 3146 e 18/07 134 99 P2119/08 061606 83.5 209.7 2338 C 7/29 135 10 P2127103 
058B59 45.1 318.7 3162 C 18/13 134 89 P2119i09 061607 83.2 217.2 2388 e 6/59 135 10 P2127/04 
OS8260 43.4 318.4 3182 C 18/14 134 97 P2119/10 061B08 84.6 209.1 2329 C 7/31 135 12 P2127/05 
058861 44.7 317.0 3199 C 18/20 134 88 P2119/11 061B09 84.3 218.5 2379 C 6/54 135 13 P2127/06 
058662 43.0 316.8 3219 C 18/21 134 96 P2119/12 061610 85.7 208.5 2323 C 7/34 135 15 P2127/07 
OS8863 44.2 315.3 3239 e 18/27 134 87 P2119/13 061811 85.4 219.6 2370 e 6/49 135 15 P2127/08 
058664 42.5 315.1 3260 C 18/27 134 94 P2119/14 061B12 86.8 207.8 2318 C 7/37 135 17 P2127/09 
058865 43.7 313.7 3281 C 18/33 134 87 P2119/15 061613 86.5 222.3 2365 e 6/39 135 17 P2127/10 
OS8866 42.0 313.4 3305 C 16/34 134 93 P2119/16 061614 87.9 206.4 2316 C 7/42 135 19 P2127/11 
05<;602 -57.6 33.9 16283 V 12/19 134 316 M2120/20 061615 87.6 228.2 2362 C 6/15 135 20 P2127/12 
059604 -60.0 45.4 15994 V 11/33 134 311 M2120/24 061821 75.0 152.6 2291 C 11/19 135 336 P2126/01 
OS<;805 -57.4 33.7 16278 R 12/20 134 315 M2120/26 061622 75.1 147.7 2253 e 11/38 135 336 P2126/02 
059606 -60.7 55.9 15788 V 10/51 134 306 M2120/28 061623 75.6 152.2 2303 e 11120 135 338 P2126/03 
059807 -60.1 45.2 15979 R 11/34 134 311 M2120/30 061624 75.8 146.5 2259 C 11/43 135 338 P2126/04 
05 0 308 -60.4 65.6 15627 V 10/13 134 301 M2120/32 061325 29'.0;; 151.3 2310 C 11/24 135 340 P2126/05 
05<;609 -60.8 56.2 15766 R 10/50 134 305 M2120/34 061826 1f:).O 145.3 2267 e 11/48 135 340 P2126/06 
059310 -59.0 74.5 15502 V 9/37 134 294 M2120/36 061627 77.4 150.1 2318 C 11/29 135 342 P2126/07 
OS9811 -60.3 66.2 15602 R 10110 134 300 M2120/38 061B28 77.5 144.0 2278 C 11/54 135 343 P2126/08 
059812 -56.9 81.8 15411 V 9/08 134 287 M2120/40 061629 78.2 149.1 2329 C 11/33 135 345 P2126/09 
OS9B13 -59.0 74.8 15480 R 9/36 134 293 M2120/42 061630 78.3 142.3 2288 e 12101 135 345 P2126/10 
OS9814 -54.4 87.4 153S8 V 8/46 134 279 M2120/44 061631 79.1 147.6 2340 C 11/39 135 347 P2126/11 
059615 -56.9 81.7 15397 R 9/09 134 286 M2120/46 061832 79.1 140.5 2301 C 12108 135 348 P2126/12 
059616 -51.5 91. 9 15330 V 8/28 134 272 M2120/48 061633 80.0 146.3 2356 e 11/45 135 349 P2126/13 
059817 -54.5 87.4 15338 R 8/~6 134 279 M2120/50 061634 80.0 138.4 2315 C 12/16 135 350 P2126/14 
059618 -48.3 95.8 15326 V 8/12 134 264 M2120/52 061635 80.9 144.8 2374 e 11/51 135 352 P2126/15 
05"631 79.9 153.8 2390 e 7/01 134 5 P2121/29 061636 80.9 136.1 2333 C 12126 135 353 P2126/16 059632 81.2 146.9 ~320 C 7/28 134 5 P2121/30 061637 81.9 143.2 2396 C 11/57 135 354 P2126/17 
059B33 80.9 152.5 2370 C 7/06 134 6 P2121/31 061838 81.7 133.4 2353 C 12137 135 355 P2126/18 
059834 82.4 146.0 2306 e 7/32 134 8 P2121/02 061839 82.9 140.9 2418 C 12/07 135 356 P2126/19 
059B35 82.1 152.3 2352 e 7/07 134 8 P2121/03 061640 82.6 130.0 2376 e 12/50 135 358 P2126120 
05<::836 83.5 144.5 2292 C 7/36 134 10 P2121/04 061641 83.8 138.1 2443 C 12/18 135 359 P2126/21 
059637 83.3 151. 9 2338 C 7/08 134 10 P2121/05 0618~2 83.5 125.7 2400 C 13/08 135 P2126/22 
059838 84.6 142.9 2281 C 7/45 134 12 P2121/06 061643 84.8 134.5 2471 C 12/33 135 1 P2126/23 
05<;839 84.4 151.5 2325 C 7/10 134 13 P2121/07 061644 84.3 120.0 2426 C 13/31 135 2 P2126/24 
05CS:'0 85.7 140.4 gr~ E ~ +;,~~ H~ 15 P2121/C8 061B~5 85.8 129.1 2502 C 12/54 135 3 P2126/25 059B41 8S.5 152.0 IS P2121/09 061B51 54.3 59.7 3173 C 17/45 135 20 P2127/13 
0598~2 86.7 137.5 2268 C 8/07 134 17 P2121/10 061652 53.0 59.8 3162 C 17/45 135 25 P2127/14 
0596"+3 86.6 151.8 2310 C 7/0"1 134 17 P2121/11 061553 54.1 58.3 3196 e 17/51 135 24 P2127/15 
059844 87.8 131.9 2264 C 8/29 134 19 P2121/12 061654 52.6 58.0 31106 C 17/52 135 30 P2127/16 
059B61 74.8 89.1 2293 C 11/22 134 335 P2120/06 061B55 53.8 56.3 3224 e 17/59 135 29 P2127/17 
059662 75.1 84.3 2254 C 11/~1 134 335 P2120/07 061B56 52.3 56.0 3215 e 18/00 135 35 P2127/18 
059863 75.7 83.8 2304 e 11/23 134 337 P2120/C8 061857 53.4 54.3 3254 C 18/07 135 33 P2127/19 
059864 75.9 83.3 2262 e ll/45 134 337 P2122/01 061658 52.0 54.2 3245 C 18/07 135 39 P2127120 
059865 76.6 87.9 2311 C 1 127 134 339 P2122/02 061B59 53.1 52.4 3288 C 18/15 135 37 P2127/21 
05"'266 76.8 82.1 2269 C 11/S0 134 340 P2122/03 061860 51.6 52.3 3279 C 18/15 135 43 P2129/14 
059867 77.5 87.0 2321 C 11/30 134 342 P2122/04 061B61 52.7 50.3 3326 C 18/23 135 40 P21291l5 
059868 77.7 80.6 2278 C 11/56 134 342 PZ122/05 061B62 S1.3 50.3 3318 C 18/23 135 46 P2129/16 
059669 78.4 86.1 2333 C 11/34 134 344 P2122/06 061863 52.4 48.4 3366 C 18/31 135 43 P212'1I17 
059870 78.5 79.1 2290 C 12/02 134 345 P2122/07 061864 50.9 48.5 3357 C 18/30 135 48 P2129/18 
059671 79.3 84.6 2345 C 11/40 134 347 P2122/08 062604 -63.3 109.7 16926 V 13/22 136 325 M2128/C8 
059672 79.4 77.2 2303 C 12/10 134 348 P2122/09 062B06 -57.1 114.3 17155 V 13/04 136 319 M2128/12 
059673 80.3 83.5 2362 C 11/45 134 349 P2122/10 062B08 -65.3 153.2 16161 V 10/30 136 305 H2128/16 
OS9874 80.3 75.3 2319 e 12/18 134 350 P2122/11 062809 -61.1 133.5 16573 V 11/49 136 310 MZ128118 
OS9875 81.2 81.9 2380 C 11/S1 134 351 P2122/12 062810 -S9.2 150.6 16374 V tO/41 136 g99 H21Z8/20 
059876 81.2 72.8 2337 C 12/28 134 352 PZl22/13 062611 -53.9 133.3 16864 V 1/50 136 .>05 M2128/22 
059B77 82.2 80.2 2401 C 11/58 134 354 P2123/01 062612 -52.0 147.6 16681 V 10/53 136 294 M2128124 
059878 82.1 69.9 2357 C 12/40 134 355 P2123/02 062614 -55.6 178.0 15839 V 8/54 136 279 t12128/28 
059679 83.2 77.9 2424 C 12/08 134 356 P2123/03 062815 -56.7 164.8 16040 V 9/47 136 288 M2128/30 
059880 83.0 66.3 2380 C 12154 134 357 P2123/04 062616 -50.2 172.2 16088 V 9/17 136 276 M2128/32 
059881 84.2 74.4 2447 C 12/22 134 353 P2123/05 062617 -50.3 159.7 16335 V 10/07 136 284 H2128/34 
059882 83.8 61.5 2404 C 13/14 134 P2123/11 062B18 -43.4 166.6 16436 V 9/40 136 273 M2128/36 
059683 8:;.1 70.5 2475 e 12138 134 P2123/12 062620 -44.2 189.4 15761 V 8/10 136 255 M2128/40 
059884 81:.6 55.3 2431 C 13/38 134 2 P2123/13 C62S21 -47.6 181.3 15818 V 8/43 136 266 M2129/02 
059685 86.1 64.0 2506 C 13/04 134 2 P2123/14 062822 79.8 247.9 2420 C 7/00 136 5 P2129/01 
060BOI 7':'.7 184.3 2415 C 7/04 135 4 P2125/32 062B23 81.4 242.4 2352 C l123 136 7 P2129/02 
060802 8:_.1 177.7 2345 C 7/31 135 5 P2125/01 062824 81.0 248.4 2405 C 159 136 7 P2129/03 
060603 8t'.7 184.4 N04 e 7/04 135 6 P2125/33 062625 82.5 242.4 2342 C 7/23 136 9 P2129/04 
060804 82.2 178.3 2339 C 7128 135 7 P2125/02 062626 82.2 249.2 2393 e 6/56 136 10 P2129/05 
060805 8~.9 184.8 2389 C 7/02 135 8 P2125/34 062B27 83.7 242.3 2333 C 7/23 136 11 P2129/06 
060606 8::.4 178.2 2329 C 7/29 135 10 P2125/03 062B28 83.4 250.2 2382 C 6/51 136 12 P2129/07 
060B07 8:>.1 185.7 2379 e 6/S9 135 10 P2125/04 062629 84.8 242.3 232S e 7/23 136 14 P2129/08 
060B08 81. .5 177.9 2321 C 7/30 135 12 P2125/05 06,,630 84.5 251.3 2372 e 6/47 136 14 P2129/09 
060609 8{-.2 186.9 2370 C 6/54 135 12 P2125/06 062B31 85.9 242.5 2320 C 7/23 136 16 P2129/10 
060610 8!·.6 177.8 2316 C 7/31 135 14 P2125/07 062632 85.6 253.8 2368 e 6/37 136 17 P2129/11 
060B11 8~. 3 188.6 23!>3 C 6/48 135 15 P2125/08 062633 87.0 242.8 2317 C 7/21 136 19 P2129/12 
060812 8{ .7 177.7 2312 C 7/31 135 17 P2125/09 062834 86.7 258.2 2364 e 6/20 136 19 P2129/13 
060813 81.4 191.7 2359 e 6/36 135 17 P2125/10 062841 74.9 184.0 2305 C 11/18 136 336 P9-+37/01 
060B14 g;':~ 177.2 2310 C 7/34 135 19 P2125/11 062B42 74.9 178.7 2262 C 11/39 136 336 P9437/02 060B15 198.3 2357 C 6/09 135 3~~ P2125/12 062643 75.5 183.2 2312 C 11/21 136 338 P9437103 060B21 7t: .8 121.8 2310 C 11/16 135 P21N/01 062B44 75.7 177.7 2270 C 11/44 136 338 P9437/04 
060822 7,0.9 116.6 2268 e 11/37 135 334 P2124/02 062845 76.4 le2.2 2319 C 11/26 136 340 P9437/05 
060623 7S.5 121. 0 2317 C 11120 135 336 P2124/03 062646 76.6 176.3 2276 C 11/49 136 340 P9437106 
060B24 7!;.7 115.3 2273 C 11/43 135 336 P21N/04 062B47 77.3 181.2 2329 C 11/30 136 342 P9437/07 
060525 7(.3 120.0 2323 C ll/Z .. 135 339 P<Cl24/05 062848 77.4 175.1 2288 C 11/54 136 343 P9437/08 
060826 7t-.5 114.3 2281 C 11/47 135 339 P2124/06 062649 78.2 160.2 2340 C 11/34 136 345 P9437/09 
060627 7:.2 118.8 2330 C 11129 135 341 P2124/07 062650 78.2 173.5 2298 C 12/01 136 345 P9437/10 
3-135 
VIKnlG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING OR8ITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO LAT LON RANGE F Teo LS SCAZ CROERti:::R PICtm LAT LON RAN:;E F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERtlBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------062851 79.1 178.9 2353 C 11/39 136 347 P9~37/11 066834 5.3 234.3 9125 R 17/29 138 283 H2136/48 
062852 79.1 171.7 2312 C 12/08 136 348 P9~37/12 0~6885 7.4 233.6 9143 V 17/32 138 293 H2136/50 
062653 80.0 177.5 2369 C 11/45 136 350 P9437/13 060856 2.5 234.9 9133 R 17/27 138 269 H213bl52 
062854 80.0 169.7 2327 C 12/16 136 351 P9437/14 066=87 4.8 234.2 9143 V 17/30 138 281 H2137/02 
062855 80.9 176.4 2389 C 11/50 136 352 P9437/15 0~68S8 .0 235.6 9151 R 17/24 138 256 H2137/04 062856 80.9 167.5 2347 C 12/25 136 353 P9437/16 C~6689 2.1 234.9 9151 V 17/27 138 267 H2137/06 
062857 81.9 174.7 2410 C 11/56 136 354 P9437/17 066890 -2.6 23S.4 9180 R 17/21 138 244 H2137/08 
062859 81.7 165.0 23S8 C 12/35 136 356 P9437/1S 066B91 -.4 2~5 6 9171 V 17/24 138 254 H2137/10 
062859 82.9 172.8 2434 C 12/04 136 357 P;437/19 066892 -5.4 237:2 9222 R 17/18 138 233 H2137/12 
062E60 82.6 161.6 2391 C 12/49 136 353 P9437/20 066893 -3.4 236.4 9203 V 17/21 138 240 H2137/14 
062861 83.8 170.2 2460 C 12/15 136 359 P9437/21 066894 -8.3 233.1 9276 R 17/14 138 224 H2137/16 
062662 83.5 157.6 2416 C 13/05 136 P9437/22 O~6695 -6.1 237.2 9246 V 17/18 138 230 M2137/18 
062863 84.8 167.0 2489 C 12/28 136 1 P9437/23 066896 -11.3 239.1 9345 R 17/11 138 218 ~12137/20 ggt~~~ ~~:g 1~~:~ ~~~t § l~~~g i~~ ~ ~~tjI~~t g~~g~§ -i4:~ ~~5:~ ~~~~ ~ i~~~2 i~~ ~i~ ~~i~~~~~ 
062B66 50.2 86.0 3091 C 18/04 136 66 P2131/02 067501 79.2 37.1 2330 C 7/28 139 7 P213S/01 
062867 48.7 86.1 3094 C 18/03 136 76 P2131/03 067602 80.4 31.1 2272 C 7/52 139 9 P2138/02 
062668 49.5 84.8 3118 C 18/08 136 70 P2131/04 067603 80.2 37.2 2327 C 7/28 139 9 P213S/03 
062B69 47.9 84.5 3127 C 18/10 136 79 P2131/05 067804 81.3 30.6 2270 C 7/55 139 10 P2138/04 
062870 48.7 83.2 3153 C 18/15 136 73 P2131/0b 067805 81.1 36.7 2322 C 7/30 139 11 P2138/05 
062B71 47.1 82.9 3164 C 18/16 136 81 F2131/07 067806 82.2 29.4 2267 C 7/59 139 12 P2138/06 
062B72 47.9 81.6 3191 C 18/22 136 76 P2131/08 067B07 82.0 36.4 2319 C 7/31 139 12 P2138/07 
062B73 46.3 81.4 3205 C 18/23 136 83 P2131/09 067B08 83.1 28.1 2265 C 8/05 139 14 P2138/08 
062874 47.1 80.0 3231 C 18/28 136 78 P2131/10 067809 82.9 35.9 2316 C 7/34 139 14 P2138/09 
062875 45.5 79.9 3248 C 18/29 136 85 P2131/11 067810 84.0 26.5 2264 C 8/11 139 16 P2138/10 
062B76 46.3 78.4 3277 C 18/34 136 80 P2131/12 067811 83.8 35.2 2314 C 7/37 139 16 P2138/11 
062877 44.6 78.3 3295 C 18/35 136 86 PE131/13 067B12 84.8 24.0 2263 C 8/22 139 17 P2138/12 
062878 45.4 76.7 3327 C 18/41 136 82 P2131/14 067851 22.0 265.3 8922 R 17/26 139 319 H213S/26 
063821 74.8 216.7 2313 C 11/12 136 337 F2134/01 067852 16.8 266.2 8821 V 17/22 139 309 H2164/14 
063322 75.1 211.6 2272 C 11/32 136 337 P2134/02 067853 19.0 265.7 8SbS R 17/24 139 314 H2139/02 
063823 75.7 216.2 2322 C 11/14 136 339 P2134/03 067854 14.1 266.7 8792 V 17/20 139 302 H2139/04 
063824 75.9 210.5 2278 C 11/37 136 339 P2134/04 067855 16.1 Z66.1 8330 R 17/22 139 308 H2139/06 
063925 76.6 215.4 2331 C 11/17 136 341 P2134/05 067856 11.3 267.3 8774 V 17/18 139 294 H2139/08 
063B26 76.8 209.4 2287 C 11/42 136 342 P2134/06 067857 13.4 266.6 8802 R 17/21 139 301 M2139/10 
063627 77.5 214.6 2341 C 11/21 136 344 P2134/07 067858 8.4 267.4 8759 V 17/18 139 284 H2139/12 
063828 77.9 208.3 2300 C 11/46 136 345 P2132/01 0678.59 10.8 267.2 87.98 R 17/19 139 292 H2139/14 
063829 78.3 213.5 2352 C 11/25 136 346 P2132/02 067860 5.9 2c8.3 8771 V 17/14 139 273 H2139/16 
063830 78.5 206.8 2310 ell/52 136 3~7 P2132/03 067861 8.0 267.7 87S2 R 17/17 139 282 H2139/18 
063831 79.3 212.5 2367 C 11/30 136 348 P2132/04 067862 3.3 269.0 8785 V 17/12 139 262 M2139/20 
063832 79.4 205.0 2324 C 12/00 136 349 P2132/05 067863 5.3 20S.3 8788 R 17/14 139 271 M2139/22 
063833 80.2 211.5 2384 C 11/34 136 351 P2132/06 067864 .6 269.6 8809 V 17/09 139 251 H2139/24 
063834 80.2 203.2 2340 C 12/07 136 352 P2132/07 067865 2.6 269.0 8804 R 17/12 139 259 H2139/26 
00~~88~~ 81.2 210.3 2404 C 11/39 136 ~_?"43 P2132/08 0675b6 -2.0 270.3 8845 V 17/06 139 241 H2139/28 ~_ ~~ 81.1 201.3 2361 C 12/15 136 ~ P2132/09 067867 .0 269.6 8831 R 17/10 139 248 H2139/30 063837 82.1 209.1 2426 C 11/44 136 355 P2132/10 067868 -4.7 271.1 8892 V 17/03 139 233 H2139/32 
063838 82.0 198.7 2382 C 12/25 136 356 P2132/11 067B69 -Z.6 270.3 8867 R 17107 139 239 H2139/34 
063639 83.1 207.4 2~51 C 11/51 136 357 P2132/12 067670 -8.0 272.1 8959 V 17/00 139 225 H2137/26 0639~0 82.9 195.8 2407 C 12/37 136 359 P2132/13 067871 -5.3 271.1 8916 R 17/04 139 231 M2137/28 
063B41 84.1 205.7 2479 C 11/57 136 359 P2132/14 067872 -10.3 272.9 9021 V 16/57 139 220 ~12137/30 
063842 83.8 191.8 2432 C 12/53 136 1 P9421/01 067B73 -S.3 272.0 8980 R 17/00 139 224 H2137/32 
063643 85.1 202.4 2507 C 12/11 136 2 P2132/15 067574 -13.3 274.0 9109 V 16/53 139 215 H2137/34 
063644 84.7 186.3 2460 C 13/15 136 3 P2132/16 067875 -11.1 272.9 9054 R 16/57 139 218 H2137/36 
063845 86.1 198.1 2540 C 12/28 136 3 F2132/17 067876 -16.5 275.2 9217 V 16/~8 139 211 HZ137/38 
064801 80.0 311.9 2402 C 6/54 137 7 P2134/31 067877 -14.2 274.0 9146 R 16/53 139 213 HZ137/40 
064802 81.5 306.1 2334 C 7/17 137 9 P2134/32 OosaOl 74.8 49.3 1866 C 10/48 140 351 P2140/01 
064503 81.1 312.1 2399 C 6/53 137 9 P2134/33 06 0 302 75.0 45.7 1851 C 11/02 140 351 P2140/02 
064804 82.5 306.1 2327 C 7/17 137 11 F2134/34 06S803 75.3 48.3 1873 C 10/52 140 354 P2140/03 
064805 82.2 312.5 2376 C 6/52 137 11 P2134/35 06 0 804 75.7 44.6 1858 C 11/07 140 355 P2140/04 
064B06 83.6 305.4 2316 C 7/20 137 13 P2134/36 06 0805 76.0 47.4 1S81 C 10/56 140 357 P2140/05 
064607 83.4 312.4 2362 C 6/52 137 14 P2134/37 069806 76.3 43.4 1866 C 11/12 140 359 P2140/06 
06480S 84.8 304.7 230S C 7/23 137 16 P2134/38 06~=07 76.7 46.3 1889 C 11/00 140 1 P2140/07 
065851 74.7 279.1 2275 C 11/12 137 33S P2135/01 069808 77.0 42.2 1875 C 11/17 140 3 P2140/08 8g§~~~ ~~:~ ~~~:~ ~~~4 ~ Ii~ig i~~ ~~b ~~I~~:g~ 8~~~r6 ~~:g 23:~ Ig~~ § ii~g~ i28 ~ ~~i28:~6 
065854 75.6 273.2 2244 C 11/36 137 340 P2135/04 06 c611 78.0 43.9 1909 C 11/10 140 7 P2140/11 
065855 76.2 277.7 2293 C 11/18 137 342 P2135/05 06 0 812 78.3 39.1 1895 C 11/29 140 10 P2140/12 
065856 76.4 271.9 2252 C 11/41 137 342 F2135/06 069813 78.7 42.5 1921 C 11/16 140 11 P2140/13 
065857 77.1 276.8 2303 C 11/22 137 344 P2135/07 069614 78.9 37.2 1906 C 11/37 140 14 P2140/14 
065858 77.3 270.8 2264 C 11/46 137 345 F2135/08 06,615 79.4 40.8 1934 C 11/23 140 14 P2140/19 
065559 78.0 276.0 2316 C 11/25 137 347 P2135/09 C69816 79.6 35.5 1921 C 11/44 140 17 P2140/16 
065860 78.1 269.4 2276 C 11/51 137 348 P2135/10 069817 80.1 39.0 1948 C 11/30 140 17 P2140/17 
065861 78.9 275.0 2331 C 11/29 137 349 P2135/11 069818 80.2 33.1 1935 C 11/54 140 21 P2140/18 
065862 78.9 268.2 2292 C 11/56 137 350 P2135/12 069821 75.2 40.7 2077 C 11/24 140 344 P2141/01 
065863 79.8 274.3 2350 C 11/32 137 351 P2135/13 069822 75.3 36.9 2057 C 11/40 140 344 P2141/02 
065864 79.8 266.4 2308 C 12/04 137 353 P2135/14 069823 75.7 39.9 2083 C 11/28 140 346 P2141/03 
065865 80.7 273.0 2368 C 11/37 137 354 P2135/15 069624 75.9 35.5 2064 C 11/46 140 347 P2141/04 
065866 80.7 264.6 2327 C 12/11 137 355 P2135/16 060625 76.4 38.6 20S6 C 11/33 140 349 P2141/05 
065867 81.6 271.9 2390 C 11/42 137 356 P2135/17 06,826 76.5 33.7 2070 C 11/53 140 350 P2141/06 
065868 81.6 262.2 2348 C 12/21 137 357 P2135/18 069827 77.0 37.0 2103 C 11/40 140 352 P2141/07 
065Eb9 82.5 270.1 2413 C 11/49 137 358 PZ135/19 069828 77.1 31.9 2078 C 12/01 140 353 P2141/08 
065B70 82.4 259.6 2372 C 12/31 137 P2135/20 069829 77.7 35.2 2112 C 11/47 140 354 P2141/09 
065871 83.5 268.4 2440 C 11/56 137 P2135/21 069830 77.7 29.8 2088 C 12/09 140 355 P2141/10 
065872 83.3 256.2 2397 C 12/45 137 2 P2135/22 06S831 78.4 33.3 2123 C 11/55 140 357 P2141/11 
065873 84.5 265.9 2469 C 12/06 137 3 P2135/23 069B32 78.4 27.5 2099 C 12/18 140 359 P2141/12 
065874 84.2 251.6 2425 C 13/04 137 4 P2135/24 069833 79.1 31.0 2134 C 12/04 140 P2141/13 
065875 85.6 262.5 2502 C 12/20 137 5 P2135/25 069634 79.0 24.9 2110 C 12/29 140 2 P2141/14 
066B01 79.2 5.0 2322 C 7/31 138 7 P2136/01 069835 79.7 28.6 2148 C 12/14 140 3 P2141/15 
066802 80.3 358.1 2261 C 7/59 138 8 P2136/02 069336 79.6 22.2 2124 C 12/40 140 5 P2141/16 
066803 79.9 4.5 2321 C 7/34 138 8 P2136/03 069837 80.4 25.7 2162 C 12/26 140 6 P2141/17 
066804 81.1 353.0 2264 C 8/00 138 9 P2136/04 069638 80.3 19.0 2139 C 12/53 140 8 P2141/18 066805 80.9 4.2 2316 C 7/35 138 10 P2136/05 070801 75.7 78.6 1947 C 10/56 140 353 P2143/01 
066506 82.0 356.8 2260 C 8/04 138 11 P2136/06 070e02 75.9 75.3 1933 C 11/10 140 353 P2143/02 
066807 81.7 3.6 2312 C 7/37 138 11 PZ136/07 070803 76.3 78.4 1961 C 10/57 140 356 P2143/03 
066808 82.8 355.4 2258 C 8/10 138 13 P2136/08 0703C4 76.7 74.3 1943 C 11/14 140 357 P2143/04 
066809 82.6 2.7 2307 C 7/41 138 13 P2136/09 07C605 77.1 77.7 1973 C 11/00 140 359 P2143/05 8~~~i~ ~~:~ 35f:~ ~~3~ ~ ~/!4 I~~ i~ ~~t~g/t~ 8fg~g~ ~~:~ ~g:~ i~§t ~ li/5~ Its ~ ~~i~~/8~ 
066612 84.5 351.0 2254 C 8/28 138 16 PZ136/12 070608 78.2 72.1 1967 C 11/23 140 5 P2143/08 
066813 84.4 .S 2304 C 7/49 133 16 P2136/13 070809 78.6 75.9 1999 C 11/08 140 6 P2143/09 g~~6;a ~~:~ ~~~:l S~~~ 5 19/2~ I~R 319 ~~1~2/~3 g~gBI~ ~~:4 ~g:2 ~3i~ § li~~~ 128 '~~12~~i~ 
066876 16.2 231.8 9201 R 17/38 138 318 H2136/32 070812 79.7 68.9 1995 C 11/36 140 11 P2143/12 
066877 18.6 231.2 9258 V 17/41 138 323 H2136/34 070613 80.2 73.2 2029 C 11/18 140 12 P2143/13 
066B78 13.3 232.4 9163 R 17/36 138 312 H2136/36 070814 80.4 66.8 2011 C 11/44 140 !4 P2143/14 
066B79 1~.6 231.8 9210 V 17/39 138 317 H2136/38 070615 81.0 71.4 20~6 C 11/26 140 14 P2143/15 
066880 It.5 233.0 9139 R 17/3~ 138 304 H2136/40 070616 81.1 64.6 2027 C 11/53 140 17 P2143/16 
066681 12.8 232.4 9177 V 17/36 138 311 t12136/42 070817 81.7 69.4 2064 C 11/34 140 17 P2143/17 
066882 ~.8 233.6 9126 R 17/31 138 294 H2136/44 07C623 76.0 72.5 2195 C 11/23 140 346 P2142/06 
066883 1('.1 233.0 9155 V 17/34 133 303 H2136/46 070824 76.1 67.4 2163 C 11/43 140 346 P2142/07 
3-136 
VlK:NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PlCNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNa. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNElR PlCNa LAT LOti RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN!lR PlCNa II T 













































































































86.4 164.5 1872 C 11/24 142 139 P2148/18 
86.3 174.1 1858 C 10/45 142 136 P2148/19 
87.1 160.5 1894 C 11/40 142 137 P2148/20 





































































































































































47.8 18.6 46.4 18.0 
77.2 142.5 
















































Z201 C 11/29 140 
2170 C 11/51 140 
220"1 C 11/36 140 
21,8 C 11/59 1'+0 
2218 C 11/'+:' 140 
2187 C 12107 140 
2227 C 11/53 140 
2195 C 12/1"1 140 
2237 C 12/03 140 
2207 C 12/30 140 
2250 C 12/14 140 
2339 C 12/11 140 
2307 C 12/30· 140 
2348 C 12/18 140 
2313 C 12/40 140 
2354 C 12/27 140 
19:'2 C 11/00 141 
1929 C 11/15 141 
1956 C 11/02 141 
1940 C 11/20 141 
1969 C 11/06 141 
1 c53 C 11/26 141 
1984 C 11/11 141 
1968'C 11/32 141 
2000 C 11/16 141 
198:' C 11/39 141 
2017 C 11/22 141 
2001 C 11/48 141 
2035 C 11/30 141 
2019 C 11/59 141 
2055 C 11/39 141 
203"1 C 12/11 141 
~lB8 C 11/19 141 
2157 C 11/38 1'+1 
21C5 C 11/24 141 
2164 C 11/45 141 
2203 C 11/30 141 
2173 C 11/52 141 
2211 C 11/38 141 
Z181 C 12/00 141 
2221 C 11/45 141 
2192 C 12/09 141 
2233 C 11/54 141 
2203 C 12121 141 
22,+6 C 12/04 141 
2339 C 12/03 141 
2309 C 12121 141 
2351 C 12/08 141 
2314 C 12/31 141 
2358 C 12/18 141 
3085 C 16/55 141 
3091 C 16/56 141 
3101 C 17/00 141 
3108 C 17/03 141 
3119 C 17/06 141 
3127 C 17/09 141 
3140 C 17/13 141 
3148 C 17/15 141 
3163 C 17/19 141 
3171 C 17/21 141 
1911 C 10/52 141 
1952 C 11/10 1'+1 
1981 C 10/56 141 
1964 C 11/15 141 
1994 C 11/01 141 
1975 C 11/22 141 
2008 C 11/06 141 
1"190 C 11/29 HI 
2023 C 11/12 141 
2005 C 11/37 141 
2038 C 11120 141 
2021 C 11/47 141 
2056 C 11/28 141 
2038 C 11/58 141 
2074 C 11/39 141 
2056 C 12/12 141 
2199 C 11122 141 
2168 C 11/42 141 
2204 C 11/29 141 
2174 C 11/49 141 
2213 C 11/35 141 
2181 C 11/57 141 
2220 C 11/43 1'+1 
2190 C 12/06 141 
2230 C 11/52 141 
2200 C 12/17 141 
2241 C 12/02 141 
2212 C 12128 141 
2254 C 12/12 1'+1 
23:;8 C 12/07 141 
2318 C 12/25 141 
2360 C 12/12 141 
2324 C 12/34 141 
2367 C 12/22 141 
1737 C 10/12 142 
1763 C 10/34 142 
1747 C 10/18 142 
1775 C 10/38 142 
1758 C 10/20 1'+2 
1737 C 10/42 142 
1772 C 10/23 142 
1802 C 10/'+8 142 
17136 C 10/27 142 
1817 C 10/54 142 
1802 C 10/31 H2 
1834 C 11/03 142 
1818 C 10/37 142 
1851 C 11/13 142 
1337 C 10/41 142 
348 P2142108 
349 P2142/09 








































































































11.9 173.5 1965 C 10/53 142 30 P2149/04 2.3 179.5 1"199 C 10/29 142 29 P2149/06 2.6 171.9 1985 C 10/59 142 32 P2149/08 83.1 178.3 2020 C 10/34 142 31 P2149/10 
83.4 169.8 2006 C 11/08 142 34 P2149/12 
83.9 177.2 2044 C 10/38 142 33 P2149/14 
84.2 166.9 2029 C 11/19 142 36 P2149/16 
84.7 175.2 2067 C 10/46 142 35 P2149/18 
85.0 163.2 2054 C 11/34 142 39 P2149/20 
85.6 173.0 2095 C 10/55 142 37 P2149/22 
85.8 158.2 2C80 C 11/54 142 40 P2149/24 
86.5 169.3 2123 C 11/10 142 39 P2149/26 
86.5 150.8 2107 C 12/24 142 42 P2149/28 
87.3 163.3 2152 C 11/3'+ 142 41 P2149/30 
87.2 139.3 2139 C 13/10 142 44 P2149/32 
88.2 152.3 22 118725 Cc 114211~o9 114422 42 P2149/34 87.8 120.6 _ 45 P2149/36 
88.9 123.9 2221 C 14/12 142 44 P2149/38 
88.0 94.7 2207 C 16/09 142 47 P2149/40 
57.2 208.6 2447 C 10/37 142 306 P2151/16 
64.2 205.3 2276 C 10/51 142 315 P2151/30 
64.9 202.5 2232 C 11/02 142 314 P2151/31 
65.1 204.6 2260 C 10/54 142 317 P2151/32 
65.7 201.7 2218 C 11/06 142 316 P2151/33 
65.9 203.9 2247 C 10/57 142 318 P2151/34 
66.5 200.9 2206 C 11/09 142 317 P2151/35 
75.8 198.6 2161 C 11/19 142 348 P2150/01 
76.0 194.0 2134 C 11/37 142 349 P2150/02 
76.6 197.5 2171 C 11/24 142 351 P21S0/03 
76.7 192.4 2142 C 11/4'+ 142 352 P2150/0'+ 
77.3 195.9 2179 C 11/30 142 354 P2150/05 
77.4 190.5 2151 C 11/52 142 355 P2150/06 
78.0 194.3 2190 C 11/37 142 356 P2150/07 
78.1 188.4 2162 C 12/00 142 358 P2150/08 
78.8 192.3 2202 C 11/45 142 359 P2150/09 
78.8 186.1 2175 C 12/10 142 P2150/10 
79.5 190.1 2215 C 11/54 142 2 P2150/11 
79.2 183.9 2186 C 12/19 142 2 P2150/12 
80.2 187.6 2229 C 12/04 142 4 P2150/13 
80.1 IBO.7 2203 C 12/32 142 6 P2150/14 
BO.9 154.8 2246 C 12/15 142 7 P2150/15 
75.6 190.8 2355 ell/52 142 343 P2152/08 
75.4 186.1 2322 C 12/11 142 343 P2152/09 
76.1 189.8 2369 C 11/56 142 345 P2152/10 
76.0 184.4 2332 C 12/18 142 346 P2152/11 
76.8 188.2 2379 C 12/03 142 347 P2152/12 
76.7 182.4 2342 C 12/26 142 348 P2152/13 
77.5 186.3 2389 C 12/11 142 349 P2152/14 
-52.8 103.7 22752 V 15/25 143 324 H2155/38 
-61.3 119.1 22356 V 14/24 143 313 H2155/40 
-51.9 126.8 22822 V 13/53 143 307 H2155/04 
-52.6 101.5 22689 R 15/36 143 326 H2153/02 
-60.7 115.7 22319 R 1'+/39 143 315 H2153/04 
-51.3 124.7 22788 R 14/03 143 309 H2153/08 
-66.3 138.6 21927 R 13/09 143 299 H2155/06 
-66.2 161.4 21835 R 11/38 143 286 H2155/08 
-59.0 141.8 22243 R 12/56 143 296 H2155/10 
-59.3 159.8 22135 R 11/44 143 2S'+ H~155/12 
-50.2 143.5 22678 R 12/50 143 293 H2155/14 
-50.8 158.4 22548 R 11/50 143 282 H2155/16 
-66.1 139.0 21862 V 13/09 143 300 H2153/10 
-65.9 161.3 21774 V 11/39 ~43 286 H2153/12 
-58.3 142.1 22204 V 12/56 143 296 H2153/14 
-59.3 160.0 22060 V 11/45 143 284 H2153/16 
-49.7 15S.3 22531 VII/52 143 283 H2153/20 
-64.5 lS'+.6 21541 V 10/09 143 270 H2155/18 
-56.7 195.6 21723 V 9/25 143 257 H2155/20 
-57.8 178.6 21850 V 10/33 143 270 H2155/22 
-50.2 189.0 22069 V 9/51 143 259 H2155/24 -~9.3 173.6 22285 V 10/53 143 270 H2155/26 
-65.7 187.5 21401 R 9/59 143 270 H2153/22 
-57.6 198.0 21585 R 9/17 143 257 H2153/24 
-57.3 178.5 21798 R 10/35 143 270 H21S3/26 
-49.7 188.7 22016 R 9/54 143 259 H2153/28 
-48.6 173.6 2~244 RIO/55 143 270 H2153/30 
-51."1 212.0 21497 R 8/23 143 241 H2155/30 
-39.3 212.8 22019 R 8/20 143 233 H2155/32 
-46.6 204.1 21819 R 8/54 143 244 H2155/34 
-52.6 212.4 21399 V 8/22 143 2'+1 H2153/34 
-39.8 212.6 21931 V 8/22 143 234 H2153/36 
-46.9 203.8 21738 V 8/57 143 245 H2153/38 
83.9 2'+5.2 2153 V 10/16 143 24 P"I427/01 
83.9 236.4 2132 V 10/51 143 25 P9427/02 
83.9 246.6 2176 C 10/11 143 22 P9427/03 
83.9 237.0 2151 C 10/49 143 23 P9~27/04 
83."1 247.8 2217 R 10/06 143 20 P9427/07 
84.0 237.7 2189 R 10'47 143 21 P9427/08 
89.5 318.3 2544 V 5/26 143 23 P9427/09 
88.9 165.8 2492 V 15/36 143 24 P9427/10 
89.4 309.2 2563 C 6/03 143 21 P9427/11 
88.9 171.5 2507 C 15/13 143 22 P9427/12 
89.3 329.9 2609 R 4/40 143 20 P9427/15 
89.0 163.1 2551 R 15/47 143 21 P9427/16 
76.3 303.2 2170 C 8/28 144 5 P2156/01 
77.0 299.0 2133 C 8/45 144 6 P2156/02 
77.0 303.0 2176 C 8/29 144 7 P2156/03 
77.7 298.1 2136 C 8/49 144 7 P2156/04 
77.7 302.3 2178 C 8/32 144 8 P2156/05 
78.4 296.9 2138 C 8/53 144 9 P2156/06 
78.4 301.2 2180 C 8/36 144 9 P2156/07 
7"1.0 295.5 2140 C 8/59 144 10 P2156/08 
79.1 300.1 2182 C 8/41 144 11 P2156/09 
79.7 294.0 2143 C 9/05 144 11 P2156/10 
79.8 299.0 2185 C 8/45 144 12 P2156/11 
80.3 292.2 2146 C 9/13 144 13 P2156/12 
3-137 
VIK:NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PIOla. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ C~DEF.NeR PICNO LAT LCN RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OROERN8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------076823 BO.4 297.4 2le,8 C 8/52 144 13 P2156/13 07eEl29 81.8 326.2 2072 C 11/00.145 20+ P2161/19 
076824 8(..9 290.1 2149 C 9/21 144 14 P2156114 078830 82.1 320.5 2055 C 11/31 145 27 P2161120 
076B25 8,.0 295.6 2191 C 8/59 144 15 P2156/15 078331 82.6 325.3 2089 C 11/12 145 26 P2163/01 
076626 8: .5 287.7 2152 C 9/31 144 16 P2156/16 076B41 77.1 330.8 2188 C 10/50 145 356 P2162/01 
076627 8:.7 293.7 21<;4 C "1107 144 16 P2156/17 070842 77.2 325.9 2161 C 11/10 145 356 P2162102 
076628 8, .1 284.9 2156 C 9/42 144 17 P215,,/18 on843 77.6 329.3 2196 C 10/56 145 357 1'2162/03 
076829 8, .4 291.5 2199 C 9/16 144 18 1'2156/19 078844 77.8 323.8 2167 C 11/18 145 359 P2162/04 
076830 8; .7 281.9 2162 C 9/54 144 1"1 P215S/20 078845 78.3 327.3 2203 C 11/04 145 P2162/05 
076631 8; .• 0 288.7 2204 C 9/27 144 19 P2157/01 076846 78.5 321. 3 2173 C 11/29 145 1 P2162106 
076641 7t.9 293.6 2438 C 9/09 144 354 P2158/01 078847 79.0 325.2 2211 C 11/13 145 2 P2162107 
076842 7/.3 287.8 2389 C "1/32 144 354 P2158/02 078848 79.0 318.7 2181 C 11/39 145 4 1'2162108 
076843 T.3 292.1 2~39 C 9/15 144 354 P2158/03 07e849 79.6 322.5 2218 C 11/24 145 4 P2162/09 
076844 77.7 285.4 2384 C 9/42 144 354 1'2158/0 ... 078550 79.6 315.8 2189 C 11/51 145 6 P2162/10 
076845 T.9 2"1:).1 2434 C 9/23 144 355 P2158/05 07e851 80.2 319.6 2228 C 11/36 145 7 P2162/11 
076846 76.3 283.0 2380 C 9/51 144 355 P2158/06 078B52 80.2 312.5 2201 C 12104 145 "I P2162/12 
076e47 71'.5 287.7 2427 C 9/33 144 356 P2158/07 078B53 80.9 316.3 2239 C 11/49 145 10 P2162113 
076848 7t'.9 280.4 2375 C 10/02 144 356 P2158/C8 078361 77.7 320.7 2332 C 11/32 145 354 1'2163/02 
076649 7°.1 285.5 2424 C 9/42 144 357 P<:158/09 078862 77.7 314.5 2296 C 11/57 145 354 P2163/03 
076650 7".4 277.5 23-2 C 10/14 144 357 P2158/10 078863 78.3 317.9 2337 C 11/44 145 356 P2163/04 
076851 7('.7 282.6 2419 C 9/53 144 358 PZ158/11 078864 78.3 311.7 2303 C 12108 145 357 P2163/05 
076852 7".9 274.4 2369 C 10/26 144 358 P2158/12 078665 79.0 315.0 2343 C 11/55 145 358 P2163/06 
076B53 Qr· 3 279.6 2416 C 10/05 144 359 P2158/13 079S04 -59.2 242.6 20589 V 15/03 145 323 M2163/24 076861 1<:.6 283.5 2620 C 9/51 144 347 P2157/02 079508 -69.8 279.7 19891 V 12137 145 302 M2164/04 
0/6862 7-.3 276.6 2555 C 10/19 144 348 PZl57/03 07<:809 -59.6 263.4 20418 V 13/42 145 309 M2164/06 
0/6663 T.7 281.2 2606 C 10/00 144 349 P2157/04 07<:810 -61.8 281.6 20223 V 12/30 145 298 M2164/08 
0/6864 7(,.3 273.4 2541 C 10/31 144 350 P2157/05 079B15 -66.4 3C6.5 19650 V 10/53 145 285 M2163/33 
076B65 70.7 278.5 2594 C 10/11 144 351 P2157/06 079816 -60.0 319.5 19755 V 10/01 145 273 M2163/35 
0/6Bil 4F.6 195.1 3157 C 15/57 144 266 1'2157/07 079817 -57.3 301.1 20066 V 11/15 145 283 M2163/37 
076612 44.5 194.4 3163 C 16/00 144 258 P2157/08 079B18 -50.0 311.3 20274 V 10/34 145 2i2 t12163/39 
076873 4:.8 194.1 3160 C 16/02 144 268 P2157/09 079823 -48.3 322.8 20041 V 9/51 145 261 M2165/06 
076B74 44.6 193.1 3163 C 16/06 144 257 P2157/10 07982"1 -45.8 334.8 19951 V 9/03 145 251 M2165/08 
076875 46.0 l"I2.7 3161 C 16/07 144 269 P2157/11 079825 -56.4 332.4 l"I557 V 9/12 145 260 H2165/10 
076876 44.8 191. 7 3164 C 16/11 144 257 P2157/12 079826 -52.1 343.9 19546 V 8/26 145 245 M2165/12 
076877 46.1 191.2 3165 C 16/13 144 271 P2157/13 079831 -41.5 346.8 19774 V 8/17 145 237 tt2163/49 
076678 44.9 190.3 3168 C 16/17 144 256 P2157/14 079632 -33.5 352.8 20013 V 7/53 145 227 H2163/51 
076679 46.2 189.8 3169 C 16/19 144 274 P2157/15 079833 -46.6 356.1 19398 V 7/40 145 232 tl~166/02 
076680 45.0 188.9 3173 C 16/23 144 256 P2157/16 079r4 -38.8 2.0 19601 V 7/16 145 222 H2166/04 076681 46.3 188.3 3177 C 16/25 144 280 P2157/17 079 43 75.1 16.3 2003 C 9/51 145 359 P2166/01 
076682 45.1 187.4 3181 C 16/29 144 255 1'2157/18 079 44 75.6 12.4 1979 C 10/07 145 P2166/02 
076653 46.5 186.8 3186 C 16/31 144 2<;} 1'2157/19 079845 75.8 15.4 2009 C 9/55 145 2 P2166/03 
076684 45.3 185.9 3191 C 16/35 144 253 P2157/20 07%46 76.4 11.6 1986 C 10/10 145 3 P2166/04 
076685 46.6 185.2 3197 C 16/38 144 320 P2157/21 079347 76.7 14.8 2016 C 9/58 145 5 P2166/05 
076686 45.3 184.4 3203 C 16/41 144 240 P2157/22 07<;848 77.3 10.7 1995 C 10/14 145 7 P2166/06 
076687 46.6 183.7 3211 C 16/44 144 10 P2157/23 079349 77.5 14.2 2026 C 10/00 145 8 P2166/07 
076688 45.4 182.8 3217 C 16/48 144 87 P2157/24 07<;,,50 78.1 "1.7 2004 C 10/18 145 10 P2166/08 
076689 46.7 182.0 3228 C 16/51 144 42 P2157/25 079851 78.3 13.4 2037 C 10/03 145 11 P2166/09 
076890 45.4 181.2 3234 C 16/54 144 82 P2157/26 079852 78.9 8.6 2016 C 10/23 145 13 P2166/10 
077621 81.7 306.7 1765 C 10/13 144 162 P2160/16 079653 79.2 12.5 2049 C 10/07 145 13 P2166/11 
077622 82.6 302.2 1797 C 10/31 144 163 P2160/17 07%54 79.7 7.3 2028 C 10/28 145 16 P2166/12 
077823 82.2 306.3 1773 C 10/14 144 160 P2160/04 079355 80.0 11.6 2062 C 10/11 145 16 P2166/13 
077624 83.0 301. 2 1806 C 10/35 144 161 1'2160/05 07<:856 80.4 5.7 2042 C 10/34 145 19 P2166/14 
077625 82.7 305.7 1782 C 10/17 144 158 P2160/05 079857 80.8 10.4 2077 C 10/16 145 19 P2166/15 
077626 83.5 300.2 1815 C 10/39 144 159 1'2160/07 ·0791358 81.2 4.1 2058 C 10/41 145 21 P2166/16 
07,827 83.2 305.0 1793 C 10120 144 156 P2160/08 079859 81.6 9.1 2093 C 10/21 145 21 P2166/17 
077828 84.1 299.5 1827 C 10/42 144 156 1'2160109 079660 82.0 1.9 2074 C 10/50 145 24 P2166/18 
077829 83.7 304.9 1805 C 10/21 144 154 1'2160/10 07"'B61 82.4 7.5 2111 C 10/27 145 24 P2166/19 
077830 84.6 298.4 1840 C 10/46 144 154 P2160/11 079862 82.7 359.2 2091 C 11/01 145 27 P2166/20 
077B31 84.3 304.7 1818 C 10/22 144 152 P2160/12 079663 83.2 5.4 2129 C 10/36 145 26 P2166/21 
07/832 85.2 297.4 1854 C 10/51 144 152 P2160/13 079865 77.6 7.9 2228 C 10/27 145 358 P2165*01 
077633 84.8 304.3 1831 C 10/23 144 150 P2160/14 079866 77.S 2.6 2195 C 10/48 145 358 P2165*02 
077834 85.8 296.2 1869 C 10/56 144 150 P2160/15 079867 7S.1 6.6 2237 C 10/32 145 359 P2165*03 
077635 85.4 303.4 1846 C 10/27 144 148 P2160/01 079868 78.4 .8 2205 C 10/56 145 P2165*01 
077836 86.3 294.6 18S5 C 11/02 144 148 P2160/02 07<;869 78.8 4.9 2245 C 10/39 145 1 P2165*02 
077637 86.0 303.9 1864 C 10/25 144 146 P2160/03 07<:870 79.0 35S.4 2211 C 11/05 145 2 P2165*03 
077638 86.9 2"12.1 1903 C 11/12 144 147 P2159/21 079671 79.5 2.7 2251 C 10/48 145 3 P2165/04 
077839 86.6 303.4 1882 C 10/27 144 144 P2159122 079672 79.7 355.9 2219 C 11/16 145 5 P2165/05 
077640 87.6 288.3 1924 C 11128 144 145 PZl59/23 079873 80.2 .4 2260 C 10/57 145 5 P2165/06 
077641 87.2 301.3 l"IOO C 10/36 144 14<:: P2159/24 079674 80.4 353.0 2228 C 11/27 145 7 P2165/07 
077842 88.0 280.4 1941 C 11/59 144 143 P2159/25 079675 81.0 357.6 2270 C 11/09 145 8 P2165/08 
077843 87.8 298.1 1920 C 10/49 144 141 P2159/26 079876 81.1 349.7 2240 C 11/40 145 10 P2165/09 
077644 88.5 267.0 1961 C 12/53 144 142 P2159/27 079'077 81.7 354.7 2282 C 11121 145 10 P2165/10 
077851 81.5 308.8 1978 C 10/10 144 30 P2159/01 079879 77.6 358.2 2379 C 11/07 145 353 P2166/22 
077652 81.8 301.5 1959 C 10/40 144 33 1'2159/02 079880 77.8 351.7 2338 C 11/33 145 354 P2166/23 
077853 82.1 307.3 1992 C 10/17 144 32 P2159/03 079881 78.4 355.8 2382 C 11/17 145 355 P2166/24 
077B54 82.5 300.4 1980 C 10/45 144 35 P2159/04 079882 78.5 349.1 2344 C 11/44 145 357 P2166/25 
077B55 82.9 306.9 2015 C 10/19 144 34 P2159/05 079683 79.2 353.2 2389 C 11/28 145 358 P2166/26 
077856 83.3 299.1 2003 C 10/50 144 37 P2159/06 080BOI 12.S 16.1 1768 V 11/56 146 311 P2167/01 
077657 83.7 306.6 2041 C 10/20 144 36 P2159/07 080802 12.8 13.5 1768 V 12/06 146 300 P2167/02 
077858 84.1 297.6 2029 C 10/56 144 39 P2159/08 08CB03 72.8 15.8 1776 C 11/57 146 315 P2167/03 
077859 84.5 306.6 2069 C 10/20 144 38 P215"1/09 08CB04 n.s 13.3 1776 C 12/07 146 306 P2167/04 
077660 85.0 295.7 2057 C 11/04 144 41 P2159/10 080807 72.9 15.4 1793 R 11/59 146 323 P2167/07 
077661 85.4 306.6 2099 C 10/20 144 40 P2159/11 080638 12.8 12.9 1793 R 12/09 146 316 P2167/08 
077862 85.8 2"12.8 2085 C 11/16 144 43 P2159/12 080811 75.4 12.0 185S C 12/14 146 5 P2168/14 
077863 86.2 305.2 2126 C 10/26 144- 41 P2159/13 080812 75.4 8.3 1854 C 12128 146 10 P2168/15 
077864 86.5 287.8 2112 C 11/35 144 44 P2159/14 080813 75.8 11.0 1869 C 12/18 146 9 P2168/01 
077665 87.1 302.7 2155 C 10/36 144 43 P2159/15 05e614 75.8 7.3 1865 C 12/32 146 15 P2168/02 
077866 87.2 280.3 2140 C 12106 144 46 P2159/16 080815 76.1 10.0 1881 C 12122 146 13 P2168/03 
077667 87.9 298.8 2185 C 10/52 144 44 1'2159/17 08CB16 76.2 6.1 1877 C 12/37 146 19 P2168/04 
077668 87.9 266.7 2170 C 13/00 144 47 P2159/18 080817 76.5 8.9 1893 C 12126 146 17 P2168/05 
077869 88.8 289.3 2218 C 11/30 144 45 P2159/19 080818 76.5 4.9 1889 C 12/42 146 23 P2168/06 
07/670 88.4 243.1 2203 C 14/35 144 48 P2159/20 080819 76.9 7.8 1906 C 12/31 146 20 P2168/07 
078811 75.1 341.5 1<;80 C 10/05 145 358 P2161/01 08C820 76.9 3.7 1902 C 12/47 146 25 P2168/08 
078812 75.7 335.2 1962 C 10/18 145 359 P2161/02 080621 77.3 6.6 1920 C 12136 146 23 F2168/09 
078613 75.9 341.1 1989 C 10/07 145 1 P2161/03 080822 77.2 2.2 1915 C 12/53 146 28 P2168/10 
078814 76.4 337.1 1968 C 10/23 145 2 P2161/04 080823 77.7 5.3 1935 C 12141 146 25 P2168/11 
078815 76.6 3~0.0 1995 C 10/11 145 4 P2161/05 080824 77.6 .7 1929 C 12/59 146 31 P2168/12 
076616 77.1 335.8 1974 C 10/28 145 5 P2161/06 080825 78.1 3.8 1950 C 12/47 146 28 P2168/13 
078817 77.4 339.0 2003 C 10/16 145 6 P2161/07 080B26 78.0 359.2 1945 C 13/06 146 33 P2168/16 
078618 77.8 334.4 1982 C 10/34 145 8 P2161/08 080827 78.5 2.3 1966 C 12/54 146 30 P2168/17 
078819 78.1 337.7 2011 C 10/21 145 9 P2161/09 080828 78.3 357.5 1961 C 13/13 146 35 P2168/18 
078820 78.5 332.9 1992 C 10/40 145 11 P2161/10 08C831 76.5 2.1 2025 C 12/55 146 10 P2167/09 
078821 78.8 336.3 2021 C 10/27 145 12 P2161/11 080632 76.3 359.3 2019 C 13/06 146 11 P2167/10 
078822 79.3 331.0 2002 C 10/48 145 15 P2161/12 080833 76.9 2.2 2045 C 12/55 146 11 P2167/11 
078823 79.6 334.6 2032 C 10/34 145 15 P2161/13 080634 76.7 358.2 2036 C 13/11 146 13 P2167/12 
078624 80.0 328.9 2013 C 10/57 145 18 P2161/14 080835 77.4 1.1 2064 C 12/59 146 13 P2167/13 
078625 80.3 332.8 2044 C 10/41 145 18 P2161/15 080636 77.2 357.0 2054 C 13/16 146 16 P2167/14 
076626 80.7 326.4 2025 C 11/07 145 21 P21pll6 080637 77.9 .0 2084 C 13/04 146 15 P2167/15 
078B27 81.1 330.6 2057 C iO/5O 145 21 P21 1/17 080638 77.7 355.8 2074 C p121 146 18 P2167/!6 
078628 81.4 323.7 2040 C 1/18 145 24 P2161/18 OS1804 -56.7 309.2 20713 V 4/46 146 320 M21681 4 
3-138 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PlCNO LAT Letl RAN:;E F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN5R PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERN5R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
081507 -66.6 328.7 20081 V 13/30 146 307 H2168/50 084B01 73.8 179.5 2040 e 9/23 148 358 P2175*01 
081808 -66.7 353.9 19960 V 11/49 146 293 H2168/52 084502 74.4 176.0 2013 e 9/37 148 359 P2175*01 
081809 -57.2 333.3 20512 V 13/12 146 302 H2168/54 0&4803 74.5 178.6 2042 C 9/27 148 P2175"02 
081810 -57.6 352.3 20364 V 11/56 146 290 H2169/02 084B04 75.2 175.0 2014 e 9/41 148 2 P2175"02 
081814 -63.6 36.5 19484 V 9/02 146 265 H2169/10 084B05 75.3 177.7 2044 e 9/31 148 3 P2175*03 
081B15 -65.2 14.4 19649 V 10/31 146 280 H2169/12 084806 76.0 173.8 2016 C 9/46 148 5 P2175*03 
081816 -57.8 27.4 19783 V 9/39 146 206 H2169/14 084B07 76.1 176.8 2047 C 9/35 148 6 P2175/04 
081817 -57.6 8.7 20001 V 10/53 146 278 H2169/16 084808 76.8 172.4 2020 C 9/52 148 7 P2175/05 
051818 -49.5 19.6 20228 V 10/10 146 266 H2169/18 08(;809 76.9 175.6 2051 C 9/40 148 8 P2202/01 
081823 -45.9 33.9 20029 V 9/15 146 252 H2169/28 084810 77.5 171. 0 2025 C 9/58 148 10 P2202/02 
081824 -39.3 43.9 20149 V 8/35 146 240 H216Q/30 0:34811 77.7 174.2 2055 C 9/45 148 11 P2202/03 
081825 -5?.4 43.3 19606 V 8/38 146 249 HZ169/32 08(;812 78.3 169.4 2031 C 10/05 148 13 P2202l04 
081826 -4'-.9 52.4 19747 V 8/01 146 236 H2169/34 08':;813 78.5 172.8 2062 C 9/51 148 14 P2202l05 
081851 8~.5 77.2 1736 C 9/51 146 155 P2170/01 084514 79.1 167.5 2038 C 10/12 148 16 P2202/06 
081852 82.2 72.3 1760 C 10/10 146 157 P2170/02 084815 79.3 171.2 2069 C 9/58 148 17 P2202/07 
081853 ~~:~ 76.1 1742 C 9/55 146 154 P2170/0 3 084816 79.8 165.3 2046 C 10/21 148 19 P2202/08 081854 72.1 1770 C 10/11 1 .. 6 154 P2170/0:' 03:'817 80.1 169.2 2078 C 10/06 148 20 P2202l09 
081655 8<:'.4 76.3 1753 C 9/55 146 151 P2170/05 034818 80.6 162.7 2056 C 10/32 148 23 P220U10 
081856 83.2 72.1 1782 C 10/12 146 152 P2170/06 084619 80.9 167.1 2088 C 10/14 148 23 P2202/11 
081857 8~.9 76.4 1765 C 9/54 146 149 P2170/07 084820 81.3 160.0 2067 C 10/43 148 26 P2202/12 
081858 83.8 72.0 1794 C 10/12 146 150 P2170/08 084821 81.6 164.5 2100 C 10/25 148 25 P2202l13 
081659 8:,.4 76.8 1778 C 9/53 146 146 P2170/09 084636 78.8 158.2 2200 C 10/51 148 6 P2200/15 
081660 8".3 71. 9 1808 C 10/12 146 147 P2170/10 084837 79.2 161.8 2236 C 10/37 148 6 PZ200/16 
081661 8: .0 77.0 1792 C 9/52 146 144 P2170/11 084B38 79.5 155.1 2204 C 11/04 148 8 P2200/17 
0:3lB62 8' .8 71.0 1822 C 10/16 146 146 P2170/12 084639 79.9 158.9 2241 C 10/49 148 9 P2200/45 
0811363 81..5 76.6 1806 C 9/54 146 142 P2170/13 0846'+0 80.1 151.6 2210 C 11/18 143 11 P2200/46 
081864 8".4 69.6 1837 C 10/22 146 144 P2170/14 084641 80.6 155.5 2246 C 11/02 148 12 P9489/47 
081865 8!· .0 75.7 1820 C 9/58 146 141 P2170/15 084642 80.8 147.8 2217 C 11/33 148 14 P9489/48 
081666 8!--.8 67.7 1851 C 10/30 146 142 P2170/16 084643 81.3 151.8 2254 C 11/17 148 14 P9489/49 
081867 8: .• 5 74.7 1836 C 10/02 146 139 P2l70/17 084851 77.4 157.8 2388 C 10/54 148 356 P2202/14 
081668 80.4 65.8 1869 C 10/37 146 141 P2liO/18 084852 77.7 151.5 2348 C 11/19 148 357 P2202l15 
081869 8t..l 74.3 1854 C 10/04 146 138 P2170/19 084653 78.2 155.1 2388 C 11/05 148 358 P2202l16 
081870 87.0 63.8 1889 C 10/45 146 139 PZl70/20 084654 78.3 148.2 2348 C 11/33 148 P2202l17 
081871 8~-. 7 74.3 1875 C 10/04 146 136 P2171/01 084855 78.9 151. 7 2389 C 11/19 148 1 P2202l18 
081872 S··.6 60.1 1911 C 11/01 146 137 P2171/C2 085821 72.8 197.1 1792 V 10/16 149 350 P2200/06 
081873 8".4 73.8 1897 C 10/06 1(;6 134 P2171/03 085622 73.0 195.0 1786 V 10125 149 349 P2200/07 
081874 8t:.3 54.3 1936 C 11/24 146 136 P2171/04 085623 72.8 197.4 1806 e 10/15 149 350 P2200/e8 
081677 8) .1 79.2 1973 C 9/48 146 32 P2171/05 085824 73.1 194.9 1798 C 10/25 149 349 P2200/09 
081878 8;.7 73.4 1965 C 10/12 146 35 PZ171/0" 085827 72.9 197.4 1834 R 10/16 149 350 P2200/12 
081679 8: .9 79.2 1999 C 9/49 146 34 P2171/07 085828 73.1 194.8 1824 R 10/26 149 350 P2200/13 
051880 8:-.4 72.6 1987 e 10/15 146 38 P2171/0.3 085831 77.7 202.8 1951 V 9/55 149 17 P2201/08 
081831 8':..7 79.3 2022 e 9/'+8 146 36 P2171/09 085832 78.0 198.7 1935 V 10/12 149 19 P2201/09 
081882 83.3 71.9 2010 C 10/18 146 40 P2171110 085833 77.8 203.3 1970 C 9/53 149 16 P2201/10 
0.31833 8:.5 79.3 2046 C 9/49 146 33 P2171/11 0105834 78.0 199.3 1955 e 10/09 149 17 P2201l11 
081884 8 t,.1 70.7 2034 C 10/23 146 42 P2171/12 085637 77.9 203.6 2006 R 9/52 149 15 P9753/02 
081885 8' .. 4 79.5 2073 C 9/43 146 40 P2171/13 085638 78.2 199.3 1939 R 10/09 149 16 P2201/15 
081886 84.9 69.2 2C60 C 10/29 146 44 P2171/14 OS5841 78.1 173.2 1962 V 11/55 149 23 P2200/14 
081837 8:'.2 79.9 2101 C 9/46 146 42 P2171/15 085643 78.2 173.2 1978 C 11/55 149 21 P2201/02 
081838 8~.7 67.3 2083 C 10/37 146 45 P2171/16 065644 78.0 169.1 1<;68 C 12111 149 23 P2201/03 
081889 8( .1 80.4 2130 C 9/45 146 44 P2l7l/17 0855-+7 78.3 172.7 2003 R 11/57 149 20 P2201/06 
061890 80.6 65.1 2118 C 10/46 146 47 P2171/18 085848 78.1 168.5 1997 R 12/14 149 21 P2201/16 
081891 86.9 62.7 2163 C 9/36 14" 45 P2171/19 _085851 86.7 223.8 2534 V 8/35 149 22 P2201/17 
081692 87.4 62 .. 4 2149 C 10/57 146 48 P2171/20 085852 87.0 202.0 2493 V 10/02 149 23 P2201/18 
081893 87.7 86.7 2197 C 9/19 146 46 P2171/2l 08S853 86.6 226.2 2560 e 8125 149 21 P2201/19 
081894 88.2 57.0 2184 C 11/19 1';6 49 P2171/22 055654 87.0 202.6 251,+ C 10/00 149 22 P2Z01/20 
081895 83.6 96.4 2233 C 8/41 146 47 P2171123 OS5857 86.6 227.2 2603 R 8/21 149 20 P22C1l23 
031696 89.0 42.3 2220 C 12117 146 50 P2171/24 CS58S8 87.0 202.9 2555 R 9/59 149 20 P2201/24 
082601 80.3 125.7 2104 V 8/48 147 22 H2172/28 131602 -52.9 324.9 27994 R 17/16 176 336 H2220/04 
082802 80.4 119.2 2074 V 9/14 147 22 HZ172/30 131803 -38.1 328.6 28535 R 17/01 176 337 H2220/06 
082803 80.1 125.0 2120 C 8/51 147 20 H2172/32 131604 -50.3 337.5 28137 R 16/25 176 322 H2220/08 
082804 80.4 119.3 2092 C 9/14 147 20 H2172134 131605 -33.8 339.1 28793 R 16/19 176 327 H2220/10 
082B07 80.0 125.7 2162 R 8/'+9 147 17 H2173/02 131606 -45.3 349.3 28394 R 15/39 176 312 H2220/12 
082808 80.3 119.6 2131 R 9/13 147 17 112173/04 131807 -26.6 348.7 29227 R 15/41 176 319 112220/14 
082811 81.7 82.9 2075 V 11/41 147 28 H2172/02 131808 -37.5 359.5 28809 R 14/58 176 304 H2220/16 
082812 81.5 77.2 2061 V 12/04 147 29 H2172/04 131813 -37.3 327.3 2:3496 V 17/08 176 339 H2219/06 
082613 S1.6 83 ... 2092 C 11/39 147 26 H2172106 131614 -49.9 336.0 28077 V 16/33 176 325 P2219/01 
082614 S1.4 77.2 207,+ C 12/04 147 27 H2172/08 131B15 -33.3 338.2 28745 V 16125 176 328 t12219/10 
082817 81.5 83.3 2123 R 11/40 147 23 HZl72/1<; 131616 -44.9 348.4 28336 V 15/44 176 313 H2219/12 
082B18 81.2 77.0 2103 R 121C5 147 24 H2172/16 131817 -25.9 348.3 29191 V 15/44 176 319 H2219/14 
082821 77.1 56.7 2051 V 13/27 147 23 H2173/06 131B18 -37.2 359.1 28757 V 15/01 176 305 t12219/16 
OS28::::2 76.6 53.3 2042 V 13/40 147 26 H2172/40 131622 -72.4 355.3 27564 V 15/19 176 276 P2220/02 
082623 77.2 56.2 2065 C 13/29 147 22 112172/42 131823 -61.0 348.1 27707 V 15/47 176 302 P2220/03 
082824 76.7 53.1 2056 C 13/41 147 24 H2172144 131824 -66.4 11.6 27743 V 14/13 176 274 P2220/04 
082827 77.3 55.6 ;::096 R 13/32 147 20 H2172/50 131825 -55.2 1.1 27975 V 14/55 176 294 P2220/05 
082528 76.7 52.6 2086 R 13/44 147 22 H2172/S2 131626 -58.4 22.1 28028 V 13/32 176 272 P2220/06 
082831 79.6 47.2 2231 V 14/06 147 25 H2172/18 131827 -47.6 11.0 28324 V 14/16 176 289 P2220/07 
082832 79.0 44.1 2217 V 14/18 147 27 H2172120 131828 -47.9 29.7 2841:-4 V 13/01 176 272 P2220/08 
082633 79.6 48.6 2250 E 14/01 147 23 H2172/22 131829 -35.2 20.1 28968 V 13/40 176 2135 H2220/38 
082834 78.9 45.1 2233 14/15 147 2'+ H2172/24 131642 -72.2 353.5 27427 R 15/29 176 279 H2220/44 
082637 79.7 49.1 2290 R 13/59 147 20 H2171/52 131843 -60.7 347.9 27606 R 15/51 176 304 H2220/46 
082B33 79.0 45.5 2271 R 14/13 147 21 H2171/54 131844 -66.6 10.9 27602 R 14/19 176 275 H2220/48 
083511 78.6 100.1 1792 V 12135 147 '75 P2173/17 131845 -55.5 .5 27829 R 15/01 176 295 H2220/50 
083B12 78.5 96.1 1798 V 12/51 147 103 P2173/01 131846 -59.0 21.5 27870 R 13/37 176 273 H2220/52 
083613 78.8 99.1 1803 V 12139 147 92 P2173/02 131B47 -47.6 10.9 28190 R 14/19 176 290 t12220/54 
083814 78.8 94.9 1810 V lU56 147 99 P2173/03 131848 -49.8 28.7 28262 R 13/09 176 273 H2222/22 
083815 79.2 97.9 1817 V 12144 147 88 P2173/C4 131649 -37.1 19.1 28730 R 13/47 176 286 H2222/23 
083516 79.3 93.6 1824 V 13/02 147 95 P2173/05 131850 -34.9 35.4 29018 R 12142 176 272 t12222/24 
083517 79.7 96.7 1832 V 12149 147 85 P2173/06 131851 -40.9 47.1 28752 R 11/57 176 259 H2221102 
083518 79.7 92.1 1:340 V 13/08 147 92 P2173/07 131852 -41. 4 62.9 28864 R 10/54 176 245 t12221/C4 
083519 80.2 95.1 1850 V 12/56 147 83 P2173/08 131553 -51.7 44.8 28227 R 12/06 176 257 H2221/06 
083820 80.2 90.1 1858 V 13/16 147 89 P2173/09 131554 -53.4 64.0 28291 R 10/50 176 241 tl2221/08 
083821 80.8 93.2 1870 V 13/03 147 81 P2173/10 131855 -62.2 41.9 27793 R 12/18 176 254 t12221/10 
083822 80.8 83.0 1878 V 13124 147 87 P2173/11 131856 -64.3 67.7 278:'4 R 10/35 176 234 t12221/12 
083623 81.3 91.1 1891 V 13/12 147 80 P2173/12 131857 -70.7 38.2 27526 R 12/33 176 250 H2221/14 
083524 81.3 85.4 1899 V 13135 147 85 P2173/13 131858 -72.2 is.2 27621 R 10/05 176 225 H2221/16 
083025 81.9 88.7 1914 V 13/22 147 79 P2173/14 131059 -79.1 30.0 27330 R 13/06 176 240 H2221/18 
083826 81.8 82.5 1922 V 13/<.;6 147 33 P2173/15 131860 -79.3 %.4 27454 R 8/40 176 209 H2221/20 
083851 78.4 99.7 2109 R 12/41 147 15 P2173/16 131662 -39.4 63.0 28899 V 10/55 176 246 P2222/02 
083652 78.3 96.1 2103 R 12/55 147 17 P2174/15 131863 -51.6 45.0 28164 V 12107 176 258 P2222103 
083853 78.9 99.2 2134 R 121,+3 147 17 P2174/16 131564 -54.4 64.1 28176 V 10/51 176 241 P2222/04 
083854 78.8 94.3 2123 R 13/02 147 20 P2174/17 131865 -63.6 41. 3 27683 V 12/22 176 255 P2222/05 
033555 79.6 97.6 2160 R 12/49 147 19 P2174/18 131866 -66.5 68.8 27720 V 10/32 176 233 P2222106 
083856 79.5 92.2 21.:.8 R 13/11 147 22 P2174/19 131B67 -73.4 35.8 27336 V 12/44 176 249 P2222l07 
083557 80.4 95.7 2188 R 12/57 147 22 P2174/20 131868 -75.5 80.2 27470 V 9/47 176 221 P2222/03 
083558 80.2 89.8 2176 R 13/20 147 25 P2174/21 131669 -82.3 19.8 27204 V 13/49 176 235 PZ22U09 
083859 81.2 93.2 2219 R 13/07 147 24 P2174/22 131B81 -43.9 77.6 28585 R 10/01 176 233 H2223/02 
0:33860 80.9 87.0 2206 R 13132 147 27 P21i4/23 131883 -55.0 82.6 28067 R 9/41 176 227 t12223/06 
083661 82.0 90.9 2254 R 13/16 147 26 P2174/2.,-+ 131884 -44.8 100.2 28623 R 8/31 176 21(. H2223/08 
083562 81.7 84.0 2239 R 13/,+4 147 28 PZ174/25 131885 -63.1 Q1.1 27740 R 9/07 176 219 tl2223/10 
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131B86 -5~.6 110.2 28235 R 7/51 176 206 t12223/12 157B26 -57.7 318.8 35270 R 11127 192 ~24 M2259/12 
131687 -69.4 106.6 27520 R 8/05 176 2()7 t12223/14 157627 -52.3 285.7 34931 V 13/39 192 258 M2259/14 
131688 -57.2 123.8 28011 R 6/56 176 195 H2223/16 157628 -56.2 2'19.8 35038 R 12142 192 239 f12259/16 
131891 -40.9 76.8 28679 V 10/05 176 234 112222135 157829 -45.9 274.3 34930 V 14/25 192 283 112259118 
131B93 -54.3 81.9 28037 V 9/45 176 228 PZ222110 157B30 -52.0 2CS.4 34930 R 13/40 192 259 t12259/20 
131B94 -44.0 99.3 28604 V 8/36 17g 215 t12222/38 157631 -38.8 26b.7 35034 V 14/55 192 302 112259122 131805 -62.3 89.6 27712 V 9/14 17 220 P2222/11 157832 -45.8 274.5 34932 R 14/24 192 283 M2259/24 
13189", -52.1 108.6 28202 V 7/58 176 207 112222/40 157B33 -29.3 260.1 35281 V 15/22 192 317 t12259/26 
131897 -69.0 104.4 27475 V 8/15 176 209 P2222/12 157834 -38.0 2t-6.0 35048 R 14/58 192 304 M2259/28 
131898 -57.3 123.3 27947 V 7/00 176 196 M2222/42 157635 -17.5 255.0 35730 V 15/42 192 327 112259/30 
142801 -,+9.3 12.4 28832 V 9/48 183 228 112241/02 157636 -28.3 25<).7 3531'+ R 15/23 192 318 t12259/32 
142803 -59.1 18.6 28420 V 9/23 183 220 F2241/17 157633 -17.4 255.1 35732 R 15/42 192 326 112259/36 
142804 -48.4 38.0 29002 V 8/06 183 2C8 M2241108 157501 -67.6 354.5 35443 V 9/07 192 195 P2258/01 
142805 -66.5 29.8 28163 V 8/39 183 210 P2241/16 157602 -56.4 15.6 36113 R 7/42 192 192 112258/04 
142806 -54.8 49.8 28708 V 7/19 183 1 08 M2241/12 157803 -71. 7 320.7 35021 V 11/22 192 201 P2258/02 
142807 -71.6 49.6 28010 V 7/20 183 196 112241/14 157804 -68.0 350.6 35385 R 9/22 192 196 112258/08 
142Bll -46.3 337.7 28558 V 12109 183 259 112240/02 157505 -69.3 2S().3 34781 V 13/24 192 211 P2258/03 
142812 -49.6 354.7 28570 V 11/01 183 243 F2240/07 157506 -71.6 317.3 34989 R 11/36 192 201 M2258/12 
142813 -57.3 333.9 28078 V 12125 183 257 P22'10/08 157507 -62.8 269.8 34654 V 14/46 192 241 P2253/0" 
142814 -61.4 356.1 280'H V 10/56 183 237 P2240/09 157608 -68.7 287.6 34759 R 13/35 192 213 H2258/16 
142815 -67.3 328.4 27734 V 12147 183 252 P2240/10 157B09 -55.4 258.8 34645 V 15/30 192 296 H2258/18 
142816 -70.~ .1 27817 V 10/40 183 228 P2240/11 157810 -62.7 269.5 34650 R 14/47 192 242 H2258/20 
142817 -75. 319.5 27529 V 13/23 183 244 P2240/12 157811 -47.2 252.0 34735 V 15/57 192 327 H2258/22 
142818 -78.2 11.2 27642 V 9/56 183 214 H2240/16 157B12 -55.1 258.8 34645 R 15/30 192 297 H2258/24 
142B19 -82.3 295.6 27410 V 14/58 183 226 H2240/18 157813 -37.5 24~.8 349':'9 V 16118 192 339 M225S/26 
142B22 -70.8 273.5 27315 V 16/29 183 297 H2241120 157814 -46.3 251.7 34748 R 15/59 192 328 t12258/28 
142823 -58.9 273.4 27501 V 16/30 183 319 P2241119 157815 -26.0 242.7 35334 V 16/35 192 3':'5 M2258/30 
142624 -66.8 292.3 27432 V 15/14 183 286 P22"1/20 157616 -36.1 246.4 34987 R 16/20 192 339 M2258/32 
142825 -55.2 285.9 27656 V 15/40 183 307 P2241121 157817 -11.4 238.9 35976 V 16/50 192 348 t12258/34 
142826 -60.6 305.9 27640 V 1'+/20 183 281 P2241122 157818 -25.6 242.6 35346 R 16/36 192 345 t12258/36 
142627 -42.4 304.5 23250 V 14/25 183 2<;4 M2241/30 15<;819 -51.9 39.8 35889 V 9/35 193 213 H2260/02 
142B28 -4.>.9 321.4 28358 V 13/18 183 277 P2241/18 159521 -56.6 18.8 35383 V 10/59 193 221 t12260/06 
142829 -2".7 313.4 28935 V 13/50 183 290 H2241/'+2 159622 -52.6 37.7 35826 R 9/44 193 214 112260/08 
142831 -3:>.0 253.2 28219 V 17/33 183 349 M2240/22 15"'3:::3 -56.2 359.3 35099 V 12/18 193 235 M2260110 
142832 -4i-.5 267.0 27721 V 16/57 183 335 H2240124 151:;824 -56.6 16.9 35351 R 11/07 193 222 112260/12 
142833 -2'·.8 269.6 28416 V 16/47 183 337 M2240/26 15~o25 -52.6 343.0 349':'7 V 13/23 193 254 M22bO/14 
142834 -42.8 278.4 27915 V 16/12 183 323 M2240/28 15"'826 -56.2 357.7 35075 R 12124 193 235 M2260/16 
142835 -24.1 278.8 28759 V 16/10 183 328 M2240/30 159827 -46.9 330.8 34917 V 14112 193 278 t12260/18 
142836 -37.3 287.9 28210 V 15/34 183 314 M2NO/32 15 0 B23 -52.4 342.2 3"939 R 13/26 193 255 M2260/20 
142838 -2f. 9 298.1 28794 V 14/53 183 307 H2240/36 159829 -40.0 322.5 34998 V 14/45 193 293 M2260/22 
146801 -4).7 7.5 36511 V 10/58 186 231 t12247/02 159630 -46.7 330.9 34918 R 14/12 193 278 M2260/24 
146803 -5".7 359.4 35957 V 11/31 186 222 M2247/06 159531 -31.0 315.6 35218 V 15/13 193 314 M2260/26 
146804 -5':.8 32.7 36626 V 9/18 186 205 H2247/C8 15 C332 -39.0 322.1 35019 R 14/47 193 300 M2260/28 
146505 -6(,.1 352.1 35667 V 12100 186 206 t12247/10 15%33 -19.8 310.4 35618 V 15/34 193 324 M2260/42 
146806 -6t .0 39.7 36340 V 8/50 186 192 112247/12 159534 -29.7 315.3 35257 R 15/14 193 315 M2260/44 
146607 -7!·.5 342.8 35564 V 12137 186 187 H2247/14 159635 -4.8 305.9 36316 V 15/52 193 331 M2260/46 
146B03 -7/.5 60.9 36285 V 7/25 186 178 M2247/16 159836 -19.6 310.3 35623 R 15/34 193 324 112260/48 
146809 -8(..1 309.2 35578 V 14/52 186 166 t12247/18 15 0 ,,01 -7u.8 55.0 35396 V 8/38 193 183 M2260/30 
146B12 -2".7 358.9 36920 V 11/35 186 252 H2247/24 159602 -59.4 75.0 36026 R 7/18 193 187 112260/32 
146B13 -2:.3 337.7 36237 V 13/00 186 268 H2247/26 159603 -75.8 15.2 34978 V 11/17 193 191 H2260/34 
146814 -3<1.5 3,+9.1 36119 V 12115 186 247 H2247/28 15<;804 -71.5 52.6 35352 R 8/48 193 188 t12260/36 
146815 -3t·.4 327.5 35686 V 13/41 186 268 M2247/30 159505 -73.0 337.2 34736 V 13/49 193 196 t12260/38 
146816 -50.3 340.1 35673 V 12151 186 239 112247132 159B06 -75.7 12.7 34959 R 11/27 193 191 M2260/40 
146817 -'+( .5 316.8 35369 V 14/24 186 266 112247/34 15 c607 -66.0 316.8 34613 V 15/11 193 217 11~262128 
146518 -5"'.7 329.6 35415 V 13/33 186 224 MZ247/36 15"308 -72.6 335.9 3~724 R 13/55 193 197 M2262/29 
146819 -5':.8 304.2 35195 V 15/15 186 263 112247/38 15S'309 -58.2 306.6 34598 V 15i52 193 310 H2262/30 
146820 -66.7 314.6 35293 V 14/33 186 201 112247/40 159310 ~65.9 317.3 34612 R 15/09 193 219 t12262131 
146821 -5:'.6 288.3 35138 V 16/18 186 179 M2247/42 15<;811 -49.6 300.5 34680 V 16/17 193 341 M2262132 
146822 -n .• 6 290.5 35294 V 16/10 186 164 HZ247/44 15<;812 -57.7 306.7 34599 R 15/52 193 311 H2262133 
146831 -21·.9 272.1 35622 V 17/26 186 9 M2248/02 159813 -39.9 295.8 34880 V 16/36 193 349 t12262/34 
146832 -4: .• 0 285.6 35260 V 16/32 186 347 f122:'3/04 15'0514 -48.9 300.5 34690 R 16/17 193 341 M2262/35 
146833 -2!>.5 285.8 35659 V 16/31 le6 343 M2248/06 15%15 -28.8 292.2 35230 V 16/50 193 352 H2262136 
146834 -37.9 297.4 35355 V 15/45 186 317 t12248/C8 159816 -39.3 2<;5.9 34894 R 16/35 193 348 11~262/37 
146835 -2lt.5 295.9 35849 V 15/51 le6 327 M2248/10 15"'817 -15.7 288.9 35784 V 17/03 193 353 H2263101 
146B36 -3:'.6 308.5 35590 V 15/00 186 301 M2248/12 15<;ti18 -28.2 292.4 35250 R 16/49 193 351 H2263102 
146637 -1:..3 305.6 36207 V 15/12 186 315 t12248/14 159837 78.2 149.4 1289 C 13/13 194 184 P2261101 
146B38 -2:5.3 318.6 35990 V 1'+/20 186 293 112248/16 15<:838 77.8 147.1 1305 C 13123 194 184 P2261/02 
146839 -:.7 316.1 36890 V 14/30 186 307 M2248/18 159'339 77.9 151.0 1287 C 13/07 194 185 P2261/03 
146640 -10.9 329.0 36701 V 13/39 186 289 t12248/20 1590':'0 77.6 149.8 1296 C 13/12 194 185 P2261/04 
152801 -7.!·.0 131.5 35455 V 13/25 le·9 183 P2253/06 150841 77.5 153.4 1281 C 12/58 194 186 P2261/05 
152802 -74.0 201. 0 36073 V 8/48 189 182 P2253/07 150842 77.3 152.1 1291 C 13/03 194 187 P2261/06 
152803 -75.0 131.1 35453 C 13/27 189 182 M2253/06 150843 77.2 155.7 1277 C 12148 194 188 P2261107 
152804 -74.0 201.3 36077 C 8/46 189 182 M2253/C8 15'::344 76.9 15,+.5 1286 C 12154 194 189 P2261/08 
152807 -75.2 132.0 35462 R 13/24 189 182 112253/14 15S645 76.9 157.8 1276 C 12140 194 191 P2261/09 
152808 -73.9 201.6 36083 R 8/45 189 182 M2253/16 15<;846 76.6 156.6 1285 C 12145 104 1<)2 P2261/10 
152611 -59.7 156.3 35735 V 11/49 189 215 P2253/08 15 0 347 76.5 159.8 1277 C 12/32 194 195 P2261/11 
152812 -55.4 192.1 36510 V 9/26 189 205 P2253/09 159543 76.2 158.7 1285 C 12137 194 196 P2261/12 
152813 -59.6 156.5 35739 C 11/48 189 215 M2253/38 15<;849 76.0 161.8 1280 C 12125 194 201 P2261/13 
152814 -55.3 192.2 36516 C 9/26 189 205 H2253/40 159850 75.8 160.6 1283 C 12/29 194 202 P22611l4 
152B17 -59.2 156.8 35749 R 11/47 189 216 H2253/46 159651 75.6 163.6 1285 C 12118 194 210 P2262101 
152818 -55.0 192.3 36527 R 9/25 189 205 112253/48 159352 75.3 162.5 1292 C 12122 194 210 P2262102 
152821 -42.8 115.6 35352 V 14/3':' 139 280 M2Z53/18 159853 75.2 165.3 12<;2 C 12111 194 223 P2262/03 
152822 .,52.5 131.1 35423 V 13/32 189 241 P2253/10 159854 74.9 164.3 1299 C 12/15 194 222 P2262/04 
152823 -43.1 115.6 353-+7 C 14/34 189 279 M2253/22 159655 74.7 167.1 1300 C 12/04 194 243 P2262105 
152824 -52.5 130.5 35415 C 13/35 189 241 M2253/~4 15c 556 74.5 166.0 1307 C 12/08 194 240 P2262106 
152827 -43.1 115.3 35346 R 14/36 189 280 t12253/30 159857 74.3 168.7 1311 C 11/57 194 266 P2262/07 
152828 -52.9 130.5 35411 R 13/35 189 240 t12253/32 159858 74.1 167.7 1317 C 12/02 194 262 P2262/03 
152831 -53.2 95.5 35159 V 15/57 189 311 M2254i02 15c859 73.9 170.4 1324 C 11/51 194 289 P2262/09 
152832 -65.4 108.9 35243 V 15/04 189 191 P2254/01 159860 73.6 169.3 1330 C 11/55 194 284 P2262/10 
152633 -53.2 95.5 35160 C 15/57 189 311 t12254/06 159861 73.4 172.0 1339 C 11/45 194 305 P2262111 
152834 -65.4 109.4 35245 C 15/02 189 1<;1 M2254/CS 15<;362 73.2 170.9 1344 C 11/49 194 301 P2262/12 
152837 -53.5 95.5 35161 R 15/53 189 310 112254/14 159863 73.0 173.6 1356 C 11/38 194 315 P226Z113 
152838 -65.8 110.1 35254 R 14/59 189 191 H2254/16 15<;364 72.8 172.6 1361 C 11/43 194 312 P2262/14 
152841 -25.2 84.2 35703 V 16/45 189 354 M2254/34 1598,,5 72.5 175.1 1376 C 11/32 194 322 P2262115 
152842 -40.2 89.8 35303 V 16123 189 349 H22S4/36 159366 72.3 174.1 1331 C 11/36 194 320 P2262116 
152843 -25.0 84.3 35710 C 16/45 189 354 M225V38 159667 72.0 176.8 1398 C 11/26 194 327 P2262117 
152844 -40.2 90.0 35309 C 16122 189 348 112254/40 15"B68 71.3 14".1 1483 C 13/38 194 176 P2263/01 
152647 -24.8 84.5 35718 R 16/44 189 354 M2254/46 159869 70.6 142.8 1498 C 13/43 194 180 P2263/02 
152848 -39.8 90.2 35317 R 16/22 189 348 H2254/4S 159870 70.6 144.9 1491 C 13/35 194 182 P2263/03 
152851 -14.6 98.4 36093 V 15/51 189 331 HZ254/18 15<:871 70.1 143.7 1505 C 13/40 194 184 P2263/04 
152852 -30.2 105.7 35579 V 15/22 189 316 M2254/20 159872 70.0 145.7 1500 C 13/31 194 187 P2263/05 
152853 -14.3 98.7 36106 C 15/50 189 331 ~12254/22 159873 69.5 144.5 1513 C 13/36 194 189 P2263/06 
152854 -29.9 105.7 35589 C 15/22 189 316 M2254/24 159874 69.5 146.5 1509 C 13/28 194 192 P2263/07 
152657 -14.2 99.0 36112 R 15/49 189 331 H2254/30 159875 68.9 145.3 1522 C 13/33 194 194 P2263/08 
152658 -29.8 106.0 35595 R 15/21 189 315 M2254/32 159876 68.9 147.3 1519 C 13/25 194 199 P2263/09 
157821 -56.7 342.1 35675 V 9/53 192 212 P2259/04 159877 68.3 146.1 1532 C 13/30 194 200 P2263/10 
157B23 -58.2 320.3 35293 V 11/20 192 223 P2259/05 159878 68.3 148.1 1530 C 13/23 194 206 P2263/11 
157824 -54.8 340.5 35707 R 9/59 192 214 t12259/08 159879 67.8 146.9 1542 C 13/27 194 206 P2263/12 
157825 -56.6 300.8 35046 V 12/38 192 238 P2t59/06 159880 67.7 148.8 1542 C 13/20 194 215 P2263/13 
3-140 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LO~1 RAl';3E F TOO LS SCAZ ORDEF:NSR PICtW LAT LOti RAt,SE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
159B81 67.2 147.6 1554 C 13/25 H4 213 P2263/14 165504 -68.9 201. 9 35278 R 9/34 197 194 t12270/27 
15c582 67.1 149.5 155 .. C 13/17 194 223 P2263/15 165805 -68.7 143.5 34"728 V 13/27 197 207 P2270/08 
159B83 66.5 148.4 1566 C 13/22 194 221 P2263/16 165806 -71.4 170.6 34933 R 11/39 197 198 H2270/29 
159B8'> 66.5 150.2 1567 C 13/15 194 231 P2263/17 165807 -62.6 125.4 34621 V 14/40 197 237 P2270/09 
159885 66.0 149.1 1579 C 13/19 194 227 P2263/18 165008 -68.4 143.2 3o.i723 ~ 13/29 197 208 H2270/31 15<;B86 65.9 150.9 1582 C 13/12 194 238 P2263/19 165B09 -55.5 114.9 34614 15/22 197 300 t12270/32 
1596S7 65.4 149.7 1593 C 13/17 194 234 P2263/20 165B10 -62.4 12':'.9 34616 R 14/42 197 238 H2270/33 
159888 65.3 151.5 1596 C 13/10 194 245 P2263/21 165811 -47.2 107.3 34705 V 15/53 197 333 t12270/34 
159889 6'+.8 150.3 1608 C 13/14 194 240 P226<1/01 165812 -55.0 114.0 34614 R 15/26 197 305 H2270/35 
159090 64.7 152.1 1612 C 13/07 194 251 P2264/02 105B13 -37.5 101.8 34923 V 16/15 197 343 H2270/3!> 
159B91 64.2 150.9 1623 C 13/12 194 246 P2264/03 165814 -46.6 107.1 34714 R 15/53 197 333 H2270/37 
159B92 64.1 152.7 1629 C 13/05 194 257 P2264/04 165B15 -26.9 97.5 35275 V 16/32 197 348 H2270/38 
159893 63.6 151. 7 1640 C 13/09 194 252 P2264/05 165816 -37.0 101.8 34934 R 16/15 197 343 ~12270/39 
159394 63.5 153.4 1647 C 13/03 194 ~62 P2264/06 165817 -12.9 93.7 35888 V 16/48 197 350 H2270/40 
159895 63.0 152.4 1658 C 13/06 194 257 P2264/07 165018 -26.0 97.6 35307 R 16/32 197 347 H2270/41 
159896 62.8 154.1 1666 C 13/00 194 267 P2264/08 167821 -53.0 250.3 35934 V 9/35 199 211 ~12273/02 
15%97 62.3 153.1 1677 C 13/04 194 262 F2264/09 167823 -56.5 233.0 35531 V 10/44 199 218 H2273/06 
159898 62.2 154.7 1687 C 12157 194 271 P2264/10 167624 -52.3 252.1 35988 R 9/28 199 211 H2273/08 
15SB99 61.7 153.8 1697 C 13/01 194 266 P2264/11 167625 -56.3 213.1 35227 V 12104 199 230 t12273/10 
161821 -56.0 95.6 35770 V 9/26 195 208 H2265/02 167826 -56.5 231.6 35504 R 10/51 199 218 t12273/12 
161823 -60.7 72.8 35287 V 10/57 195 216 H2205/C6 167827 -52.9 196.8 35068 V 13/10 199 249 H2273/14 
161824 -56.7 93.6 35711 R 9/34 1S5 208 H2265/C8 167828 -56.1 212.6 35221 R 12/06 199 230 P1234l<01 
161825 -60.1 50.7 35003 V 12/26 195 229 ~1:265/10 167829 -47.8 185.3 35026 V 13/56 199 273 P1234'<02 
1618-26 -60.9 70.8 35252 R 11/06 195 216 H2265/12 167030 -52.8 1':;7.2 35070 R 13/08 199 249 H2273/20 
161827 -56.1 32.8 34851 V 13/38 195 250 t12265/14 167031 -40.7 175.9 35091 V 14/34 199 297 H2273/22 
161828 -60.1 49.5 34~86 R 12/31 1 05 229 H2i:65/16 16,B32 -47.2 184.6 35028 R 13159 199 275 P2273/01 
161829 -50.3 21.1 34825 V 14/25 195 278 H2265/18 167833 -31. 9 168.6 352S9 V 15/03 199 315 t12273/26 
161830 -56.1 33.1 34852 ~ 13/37 195 250 H22651Z0 167834 -39.7 175.4 35110 R 14/36 199 299 H2273/28 
161831 -43.1 12.7 34898 14/58 195 302 H2265/22 167835 -21.6 163.0 35641 V 15/26 199 325 H2273/30 
161832 -50.0 20.6 34823 R 14/27 195 279 H2265/24 167836 -31.5 168.7 35301 R 15/03 199 314 H2273/32 
161833 -34.4 5.7 35092 V 15/27 195 320 H2265/26 167837 -8.8 158.3 36209 V 15/44 199 332 H2273/34 
161834 -42.5 11.9 3':'904 R 15/02 195 3.14 tl:265/28 167838 -20.8 162.8 35671 R 15/26 199 325 112273136 
161B35 -23.4 .3 3<;459 V 15/48 195 330 H2265/30 167801 -68.0 256.5 35529 V 9/14 199 192 ~12274102 
161836 -33.7 5.4 35109 R 15/28 195 320 t12265/32 167802 -59.2 278.7 36100 R 7/45 199 190 t12274/04 
161837 -10.1 355.9 36047 V 16/06 195 336 H2265/34 167203 -71.1 223.7 35137 V 11/25 199 197 H2274/06 
161B38 -23.0 .1 35'+73 R 15/49 195 330 t12265/36 167804 -68.7 253.5 35<;75 R 9/26 199 192 H2274/08 
161801 -70.6 105.2 35380 V 8/51 195 189 112266/02 167805 -68.1 193.7 34897 V 13/25 199 206 H2274/10 
161802 -60.5 126.0 35955 R 7/28 195 ISS ~12266/04 167,,06 -71.1 222.1 35120 R 11/32 199 196 t12274/12 
161803 -74.7 65.5 34970 V 11/30 195 1"3 H2266/06 167B07 -62.5 176.6 34792 V 14/34 199 232 HZ274/14 
161804 -71.0 102.9 35346 R 9/00 195 190 ~1:::266/08 16780S -68.3 194.7 34902 R 13/21 199 205 H2274/16 
161805 -71.4 30.9 34737 V 13/49 195 200 H2266/10 167809 -55.8 166.2 34778 V 15/15 199 296 H2274/18 
16180" -74.6 63.1 34950 R 11/40 195 193 H2266/12 167810 -62.7 176.8 34791 R 14/33 199 230 H2274/20 
161607 -64.8 13.1 34630 V 15/00 195 226 H2266/14 167811 -47.2 158.4 34%5 V 15/47 199 333 H2274/22 
161808 -71.1 30.4 3~730 R 13/51 195 201 t12266/16 167B12 -55.1 165.8 34780 R 15/18 199 300 t12274/24 
161809 -57.2 2.6 3461'l V 15/42 195 307 H2266/18 167B13 -37.8 152.9 35069 V 16/09 199 343 H2274/26 
161810 -64.8 13.4 3-i629 R 14/59 195 226 t12266/20 167814 -46.5 158.3 34875 R ,15/47 199 333 H2274/28 
161811 -4S.7 356.3 34706 V 16/08 195 338 t12266/c.:2 167815 -27.5 148.7 35400 V 16126 199 347 H2274/30 
161812 -56.8 2.8 34619 R 15/42 195 308 ~12266124 167816 -38.1 153.5 35059 R 16/07 199 342 H2274/32 
161813 -38.8 351.4 34918 V 16127 195 346 t12266/26 167817 -14.7 144.8 359-+8 V 16/42 199 350 t12274/34 
161814 -47.9 356.0 34716 R 16/09 195 335 HZ266/28 167818 -26.6 148.7 35433 R 16/26 199 347 t12274/36 
161B15 -27.7 347.4 35277 V 16/43 195 350 t12266/30 16~aOl -43.1 292.2 36246 V 10/09 200 225 t12278/36 
161816 -3/\.4 351. 3 34925 R 16/28 195 346 H2266/32 169503 -45.8 275.2 35796 V 11/17 200 235 H2278/40 
161817 -I! .2 344.3 35812 V 16/56 19.'> 352 t12:66/34 16<;804 -43.4 290.8 36199 R 10/15 200 225 112278/42 
161818 -2;' .9 347.8 35268 R 16/42 195 350 H226";:;,, lc QS05 -£;4.4 260.0 35547 V 12115 200 248 H227S/44 
163821 -5:.4 154.3 35362 V 9/06 196 205 P2267/05 16%06 -45.6 274.5 35783 R 11/20 200 235 H2278/46 
163823 -6(,.8 130.7 35331 V 10/41 l c6 213 P2267/06 16 c807 -40.5 248.3 35460 V 13/05 200 266 H2280/24 
163824 -5~,.3 153.2 35844 R 9/11 196 206 t12267/08 16%08 -44.4 260.2 35549 R 12117 200 248 H2280126 
163825 -60.8 108.8 35035 V 12/09 196 224 P2267/07 169809 -35.3 238.9 35476 V 13/42 200 283 H2280/28 
163B26 -6('.5 129.6 35318 R 10/46 196 213 t12267/12 169810 -40.6 2 .. 8.4 35457 R 13/05 200 265 H2280/30 
163B27 -57.3 91.1 3':'874 V 13/20 196 243 P2267/08 16Call -27.7 230.7 35627 V 14/15 200 299 H2280/32 
163828 -6(\.3 108.6 35037 R 12110 196 225 t12267/16 16c B12 -34.5 238.3 35-i88 R 13/45 200 284 H22S0/34 
163529 -5~.7 18.6 3':'525 V 14/10 196 270 t12267/18 16':'B13 -17.9 224-.0 35954 V 14/43 200 312 H2280/36 
163B30 -5/,.8 91.7 34884 R 13/17 196 2'·3 H2267/20 169514 -26.8 230.1 35654 R 14/18 300 300 t122S0/38 
163B31 -4L.6 69.5 34878 V 14/47 196 2<;6 H2267/22 10c 815 -5.0 213.6 36527 V 15/04 200 320 H2280/40 
163632 -5:' .1 78.7 34832 R 14/10 196 271 t12267/24 169016 -17.7 223.9 35<;58 R 14/43 200 312 H2280/42 
163833 -3' .1 62.1 35045 V 15/16 1'l6,3J.6 H2267/26 169818 -3.5 21S.1 36599 R 15/0b 200 321 H2280/46 
163B34 -4~ .5 6S.'l 34594 R 14/49 196 29,9 t12267/28 169821 -56.7 288.5 35698 V 10/27 200 214 H2279/26 
163835 -2! .8 56.5 35366 V 15/39 196 327 H2::67/30 16<;822 -51.2 308.6 36234 R 9/06 200 208 H2279/27 
163836 -3.r .2 62.2 35068 R 15/16 196 316 ~1226 7/32 16QS23 -56.9 26.5.2 35372 V 11/49 200 225 H2279/28 
163837 -1(· .1 52.3 35855 V 15/56 190 333 t12267/34 169824 -56.2 287.5 356'n R 10/31 200 215 H2279/29 
163535 -2f'.6 56.8 3537~ R 15/33 196 326 H2267/3t- 16"825 -53.7 251.3 35193 V 12/56 200 243 H2279/30 
163601 -6':.8 158.8 35399 V 8/52 196 1';0 P2268/05 16':;b26 -56.3 268.3 35382 R 11/48 200 226 t12279/31 
163B02 -5 n .0 179.8 36018 R 7/28 196 189 t12268/24 169527 -,+8.5 239.1 35134 V 13/45 200 267 t12279/32 
163E303 -7:::.6 123.0 35003 V 11/15 196 194 P2268/06 169828 -53.2 252.3 35209 R 12/52 200 243 H2280/02 
163504 -69.7 156.1 35371 R 9/03 196 191 H2268/26 16%29 -'+2.1 230.4 35178 V 14/20 200 291 H22S0/04 
163605 -7(,.S 89.6 34762 V 13/29 196 202 P2268/07 16<:830 -47.8 239.7 35150 R 13/43 200 268 H2280/06 
1635~o -7:'.2 121.8 34994 R 11/20 196 195 t12268/28 16%31 -33.8 222.8 35339 V 14/50 200 310 H2280/0S 
163B07 -6' .5 71.2 3':'647 V 14/43 196 226 P220S/OS 16c832 -41.1 230.4 35198 R 14/20 200 2<;2 ~12280/10 
163608 -/(,.3 90.0 34760 R 13/27 1'l6 203 H2268/30 169833 -23.9 210.9 35644 V 15/1'+ 200 322 H22S0/12 
163809 -5/..8 60.3 34630 V 15/26 196 297 P2268/09 16 c634 -33.0 222.9 35359 R 14/50 200 310 t122S0/14 
163510 -6'-.3 72.2 34648 R 1<;/39 196 227 tl2268/32 16<;835 -11. 7 211.8 30153 V 15/35 200 329 H22S0/16 
163611 -40.3 53.3 34714 V 15/54 196 332 H226S/33 16qi336 -23.2 216.9 35670 R 15/15 200 322 t1228J/18 
163,)12 
-5".4 60.6 34631 R 15/25 196 297 H2268/34 169:338 -10.7 211.6 3,,199 R 15/36 200 329 H2280/22 
163613 -3'-.2 4S.4 34003 V 16/14 1':;6 342 t12268/35 17l80S 47.9 149.5 7289 V 11/21 202 338 P'')~P,')*O'" 
163814 -4" .8 53.7 34719 R 15/53 196 331 ~12 2", 5/36 171810 48.6 145.6 7205 V 11/37 202 341 P2282~04 
163815 -2E;.5 44.5 35239 V 16/30 196 347 H22,,8/37 171512 49.2 1~2.3 7148 V 11/50 202 343 P22S2~06 
163816 -38.7 49.0 34'H2 R 16/12 196 3':'1 H2268/3S 171814 49.7 135.9 70"5 V 12/04 202 346 P2282*OS 
163817 -1: .1 40.8 35804 V 16/45 196 349 H2265/39 171815 54.3 143.7 7377 V 11/45 202 348 P22S2l<09 
16~61S -27.9 44.8 35259 R 16/29 196 346 t12268/40 171516 50.2 135.8 7064 V 12/16 202 349 P2Z82*10 
165821 -Sl .8 202.4 358':;5 V "/28 197 212 P2272/01 171817 54.9 140.0 7334 V 12/00 202 351 P2282*11 
165823 -55.7 162.0 35379 V 10/50 197 220 P2272/02 171518 50.8 132.7 7038 V 12/29 202 352 P2282112 
165824 -51.3 201.1 35349 R 9/33 197 213 t~2272/(\8 171619 55.4 136.3 7300 V 12/15 202 353 P2282/13 
165B25 -55.6 163.2 35090 V 12105 I'l7 232 P2272/03 171820 51.2 129.5 7016 V 12142 202 354 P2282/14 
165626 -55.6 161.1 35363 R 10/54 197 221 H2272112 171B21 56.0 132.7 7276 V 12130 202 356 P2282115 
16EB27 -52.2 146.8 3':'932 V 13/11 I'l7 25~ n:272/14 171622 51.8 126.3 7006 V 12/55 202 356 P228:*01 
165328 -55.4 162.7 35084 R 12107 197 233 t12272/16 171623 56.5 129.0 7261 V 12/44 202 359 P228Zl<02 
165B29 -,+7.1 135.3 3';8"6 V 13/57 197 27-+ ~12272/18 171B24 52.2 123.1 7004 V 13/08 202 1 P2282*03 
165B30 -51.8 146.3 34'<2S R 13/13 197 253 n2272/20 171825 57.3 125.4 7269 V 12159 202 2 P228Z*04 
165831 -39.9 125.9 34'l70 V 14/35 197 297 H2272122 171826 53.0 120.1 7025 V 13/20 202 4 P2282lf05 
165832 -46.3 134.5 34899 R 14/00 197 276 H2272124 171827 58.3 121. 7 7299 V 13/14 202 5 P2282*06 
165833 -31.1 118.7 35179 V 15/04 197 314 tl2272/26 171828 53.9 116.7 7C59 V 13/34 202 8 P2282lf07 
165B34 -39.0 125.3 34967 R 14/37 197 299 H2272/28 171632 38.7 149.7 7556 V 11/24 202 329 P2281/08 
105835 -20.5 113.0 35551 V 15/27 197 324 H2272/30 171834 39.5 146.1 7460 V 11/38 202 331 P2281/10 
165836 -30.1 l1S.2 35209 R 15/06 197 315 H2272/32 171635 43.4 150.0 7689 V 11123 202 334 P2281/11 
165837 -5.4 10S.0 36247 V 15/47 197 331 H2272/34 171836 40.2 142.7 7:!SO V 11/52 202 334 P2281/12 
165B3·g -18.9 112.5 35,,15 R 15/29 197 325 t~2272/36 171837 44.2 146.0 7592 V 11/39 202 337 P2281113 
165601 :~g:~ 20~.8 ~5311 V 9/:6 197 194 P2270lC6 171838 40.9 139.3 7312 V 12/06 202 337 P22g1/14 165e02 22 .6 5860 R 7/55 197 191 H22iO/25 171639 44.9 1'+2.3 7520 V 11/54 202 340 P22 1/15 
165803 -71.3 171.2 34941 V 11/36 197 198 P2270/07 17113:+0 41.4 136.5 7263 V 12/17 202 340 P2281/16 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
3-141 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
----------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------PICNO lAT lC~l RANGE F TOO lS seAZ CRDERNSR PICNO lAT LON RANGE F TOO lS SCAZ CRDERN6R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------171B41 45.2 139.1 7458 V 12/07 202 343 P2231/17 176623 -54.5 66.7 35205 V 11/55 205 215 H22SS/06 
171B42 41.8 133.6 7,19 V 12/29 202 343 P2281/18 176B24 -56.2 87.2 35570 R 10/33 205 206 N226S/08 
171843 45.6 135.7 7402 V 12/21 202 345 P2281/19 176625 -50.8 53.4 35025 V 12/48 205 229 H2288/10 
171644 42.0 130.9 7180 V 12/40 202 346 P2281/20 176826 -54.9 69.5 35252 R 11/44 205 213 t12288/12 
171845 45.9 132.7 7362 V 12/33 202 348 P2281/21 176827 -45.8 43.0 34935 V 13/30 205 252 N22SS/14 
171846 42.3 128.1 7153 V 12/51 202 349 P2281/22 176828 -51.5 55.6 35054 R 12/40 205 225 H22S8/16 
171847 46.4 129.7 7333 V 12/45 202 351 P2281/23 176629 -40.3 35.3 34~27 V 14/01.205 282 H22S8/18 
171848 42.9 125.4 7144 V 13/02 202 353 P2261/24 176630 -46.9 44.8 34~47 R 13/23 205 246 H2283/20 
171849 47.1 126.6 7331 V 12/57 202 355 P2281/25 176831 -33.7 28.3 34996 V 14/29 205 309 H2288/22 
171B50 43.5 122.4 7140 V 13/15 202 357 F2281/26 176832 -41.0 36.0 34925 R 13/58 205 278 H2288/24 
171851 47.6 123.5 7326 V 13/10 202 359 P2282*C3 176833 -26.0 22.4 35166 V 14/53 205 325 N2288/26 
171852 44.0 119.7 7145 V 13/25 202 1 P2232*09 176834 -34.4 29.1 34988 R 14/26 205 306 H2288/28 
171853 48.3 120.4 7336 V 13/23 202 3 P2282*10 176635 -17.5 17.4 35440 V 15/13 205 333 H228S/30 
171854 44.6 116.7 7160 V 13/37 202 5 P2282*11 176B36 -27.0 23.3 35142 R 14/50 205 322 H2288/32 
171855 48.9 117.1 7355 V 13/36 202 6 P2283/01 176B37 -7.7 12.7 35848 V 15/32 205 338 H22SS/34 
171856 45.2 113.7 7187 V 13/50 202 9 P2283/02 176633 -18.8 18.3 35394 R 15/10 205 331 H228S/36 
171B57 49.7 113.8 7391 V 13/49 202 10 P2283/03 187B42 -89.4 74.6 22783 V 15/35 212 179 P2294/02 
171B58 45.9 110.8 7223 V 14/01 202 13 P2283/04 187B43 -80.5 42.2 22711 C 17/45 212 168 P2294/03 
172801 -49.0 339.4 35806 V 11/01 203 222 N2283/42 187B44 -89.5 67.9 22776 C 16/02 212 178 P2294/04 
172B02 -48.1 357.1 36243 R 9/50 203 213 N2233/44 187845 -80.5 41.7 22703 C 17/47 212 166 P2294/05 
172803 -48.2 322.9 35481 V 12/07 203 232 H2283/46 187B46 -89.6 58.1 22768 C 16/41 212 178 P2294/06 
172804 -50.8 338.8 35760 R 11/04 203 219 N2233/48 187847 -80.6 41.2 22695 C 17/49 212 164 P2294/07 
172805 -45.0 309.4 35299 V 13/01 203 248 N2283/50 187B48 -89.6 44.0 22760 C 17/38 212 178 P2294/08 
172B06 -49.8 321.6 35439 R 12/12 203 229 N2284/16 187B51 -80.7 41.0 22679 R 17/50 212 164 P2294/11 
172B07 -40.4 298.7 35228 V 13/44 203 272 H2284/17 187B52 -89.7 49.6 22745 R 17/16 212 178 P2294/12 
172B08 -46.8 308.6 35267 R 13/05 203 245 N2284/18 191802 -83.0 152.0 26519 * 12/41 215 173 N2298/29 
172809 -34.3 290.2 35263 V 14/18 203 293 H2284/19 191809 -74.2 100.4 26397 R 16/08 215 102 P2299/02 
172BI0 -41.9 293.3 35203 R 13/46 203 269 H2284/20 191BI0 -82.7 135.1 26468 R 13/49 215 169 P2299/03 
172Bl1 -27.4 283.3 353~6 V 14/46 203 317 N2284/21 191Bl1 -72.5 65.2 26387 V 18/31 215 79 P2299/04 
172812 -35.7 289.8 35235 R 14/20 203 297 N2284/22 .191812 -82.4 48.8 26423 V 19/37 215 125 P2299/05 
172B13 -19.0 277.7 35650 V 1~/09 203 328 N2284/23 191B13 -72.5 65.4 263S1 C 18/30 215 79 P2299/06 
172814 -28.7 283.4 35361 R 14/46 203 315 N2284/24 191814 -82.5 48.5 26417 C 19/38 215 125 P2299/07 
172815 -9.1 272.4 36050 V 15/30 203 335 H2284/25 191815 -72.6 65.0 26376 C 18/32 215 80 P2299/03 
172816 -20.7 277.7 35594 R 15/09 203 327 H22S4/26 191816 -82.5 47.9 26413 C 19/41 215 125 P2299/09 
172617 4.1 267.1 36709 V 15/51 203 339 t12284/27 191B19" -72.7 65.3 26362 R lS/31 215 80 P2299/12 
172B18 -11.2 272.8 35959 R 15/28 203 334 H22S4/28 191B20 -82.6 48.1 26401 R 19/40 215 126 P2299/13 
172822 -62.3 17.1 36281 R 8/34 203 189 H2238*17 191B23 -75.9 210.2 24081 C 9/46 215 203 H2300/06 
172B23 -64.9 322.9 35402 V 12/11 203 196 H2233*18 191824 -68.2 236.9 24395 C 8/00 215 196 H2300/08 
172B24 -65.9 351.5 35788 R 10/16 203 192 N2238*19 191825 -75.8 210.9 24077 C 9/44 215 203 H2300/10 
172B25 -60.2 305.9 35206 V 13/19 203 205 t12238/20 191B26 -68.2 237.2 24388 C 7/59 215 196 H2300/12 
172B26 -64.6 327.0 35451 R 11/55 203 196 M2238/21 191629 -76.0 211.3 24060 R 9/42 215 202 H2300/18 
172627 -54.6 294.8 35106 V 14/03 203 226 N2238/22 191B31 -82.3 224.7 23377 V 8/51 215 185 H2300/22 
172B28 -60.5 309.7 35244 R 13/04 203 204 H223S/23 191632 -73.2 253.0 24157 V 6/58 215 183 H2300/24 
172829 -47.9 286.6 35082 V 14/36 203 281 N2233/24 191833 -82.3 224.9 23870 C 8/51 215 185 N2300/26 
172B30 -55.0 297.7 35127 R 13/52 203 223 H2233/25 191834 -73.2 253.1 24150 C 6/58 215 183 N2300/28 
172B31 -40.6 280.4 35140 V 15/01 203 321 H223S/26 191835 -82.3 225.6 23863 C 8/48 215 185 H2300/30 
172B32 -48.2 288.7 35090 R 14/28 203 272 N2283/28 191836 -73.4 253.6 24138 C 6/56 215 183 N2300/32 
172833 -32.6 275.2 35288 V 15/22 203 335 H2283/30 191839 -S2.5 226.1 23846 R 8/46 215 184 H2300/38 
172834 -40.8 281.6 35140 R 14/56 203 316 H2283/32 191840 -73.4 254.1 24125 R 6/54 215 183 H2300/40 
172635 -23.6 270.5 35547 V 15/41 203 342 N2253/34 201B02 -12.2 59.9 34326 V 13/11 221 294 t12302/88 
172B36 -33.3 276.3 35272 R 15/18 203 333 H2283/36 201603 -6.0 45.8 34563 V 14/07 221 313 N2302/90 
172837 -13.1 266.0 35~55 V 15/59 203 346 H2283/38 201804 -22.8 53.8 33891 V 13/36 221 301 H2302/92 
172838 -24.6 271.3 35516 R 15/38 203 340 N2283/40 201B05 -16.7 39.1 34132 V 14/34 221 324 t12302/94 
174801 -51.7 39.9 35894 V 10/33 204 214 H2285/28 201806 -32.0 46.8 33620 V 14/04 221 314 H2302/96 
174802 -47.8 61.7 36523 R 9/06 204 207 H2285/30 201807 -24.1 32.2 33918 V 15/02 221 333 H2302/98 
174603 -50.9 23.8 35575 V 11/37 204 223 N2255132 201B08 -39.4 38.6 33492 V 14/37 221 333 N2302/00 
174804 -51.6 42.5 35955 R 10/23 204 213 H2286/02 201809 -30.5 23.5 33829 V 15/37 221 357 N2302/02 
174605 -47.8 10.0 35367 V 12/33 204 236 M2286/04 201BI0 -45.2 28.7 33478 V 15/16 221 12 H2302/04 
174806 -51.1 25.0 35595 R 11/33 204 221 N2286/06 201811 -34.8 13.4 33875 V 16/17 221 15 t12302/06 
174807 -43.1 359.3 35270 V 13/16 204 257 t12256/08 201812 -49.7 17.1 33560 V 16/03 221 39 M2302/08 
174803 -43.3 11.9 35394 R 12/25 204 234 H2286/10 201813 -37.5 1.7 34040 V 17/05 221 31 N230Z/I0 
174B09 -37.6 351.2 35264 V 13/49 204 281 N2286/12 201B14 -52.4 1.8 33759 V 17/04 221 55 N2302/12 
174BI0 -43.8 1.0 35284 R 13/09 204 253 N2286/14 201821 -5.0 81.4 34931 V 11/43 221 273 N2301/34 
174811 -30.8 344.1 35347 V 14/17 204 302 H2286/16 201B22 -17.1 91.4 34615 V 11/08 221 255 t12301/36 
174B12 -37.8 351.9 35268 R 13/46 204 278 M2286/18 201B23 -20.0 74.3 34171 V 12/16 221 273 N2301/38 
174813 -22.9 338.2 35538 V 14/41 204 317 NZ286/20 201B24 -30.3 85.8 34024 V 11/31 221 251 H2301/40 
174B14 -31.2 344.8 35345 R 14/14 204 300 H2286/22 201B25 -30.4 68.6 33761 V 12/39 221 275 H2301/42 
174815 -13.5 332.8 35864 V 15/02 204 326 M2286/24 201B26 -40.6 81.3 33695 V 11/49 221 243 N2301/44 
174616 -23.6 338.9 35520 R 14/38 204 315 N2256/26 201B27 -39.6 62.3 33503 V 13/05 221 277 H2301/46 
174817 -2.4 328.1 36359 V 15/22 204 332 H2286/28 201823 -50.1 75.9 33495 V 12/10 221 228 H2301/48 
174B18 -15.1 333.6 35804 R 15/00 204 325 N2286/30 201B29 -47.8 54.5 33366 V 13/36 221 285 N2301/50 
174821 -6~.1 36.7 35665 V 10/49 204 192 H2284/29 201630 -59.4 68/9 33414 V 12/39 221 191 N2301/52 
174B22 -6,.6 68.0 36223 R 8/44 204 190 N2284/30 201831 -54.7 44.4 33339 V 14/17 221 45 H2301/54 
174B23 -63.9 14.2 35375 V 12/19 204 196 N22S4/32 201832 -67.1 58.8 33433 V 13/19 221 149 P9697/01 
174B24 -6f-.8 41.6 35737 R 10/30 204 192 H2284/34 201B33 -60.5 30.3 33413 V 15/13 221 80 P9697/02 
174B25 -5~.6 358.0 35195 V 13/24 204 204 N2284/36 201B34 -74.2 40.5 33562 V 14/33 221 126 P9697/03 
174B26 -6~.3 17.9 35421 R 12/05 204 196 t12285/02 201835 -64.3 10.7 33594 V 16/32 221 55 P9697/04 
174827 -53.8 346.8 35102 V 14/09 204 228 N2285/04 201B36 -78.4 1.1 33800 V 17/10 221 115 P9697/05 
174828 -6e.l .8 35223 R 13/13 204 203 H2285/06 201B41 -20.9 106.6 34835 V 10/10 221 240 H2302/58 
174829 -4~.3 338.6 35089 V 14/42 204 294 N2285/08 201843 -34.9 101.7 34214 V 10/30 221 232 N2302/62 
174830 -5~.6 348.5 35114 R 14/03 204 223 N~285/10 201B44 -36.4 122.0 34697 V 9/09 221 215 N2302/64 
174B31 -4~.1 332.2 35157 V 15/08 204 331 N2255/12 201645 -45.8 98.2 33875 V 10/44 221 221 H2302/66 
174B32 -40.1 339.9 35089 R 14/37 204 284 N2285/14 201846 -47.9 122.2 34351 V 9/08 221 203 N2302/68 
174833 -3;'.2 326.9 35315 V 15/29 204 342 H2285/16 201647 -55.7 95.2 33691 V 10/56 221 204 H2302/70 
174B34 -4~.0 333.3 35145 R 15/04 204 326 N2285/18 201648 -57.8 125.9 34199 V 8/54 221 189 M2302/72 
174B35 -2~.8 322.2 35568 V 15/48 204 347 N2285/20 201B49 -65.7 92.5 33632 V 11/07 221 150 P9698/01 
174836 -3:,.4 328.0 35286 R 15/25 204 339 H2285/22 201850 -66.4 134.8 34187 V 8/18 221 174 P9698/02 
174837 -11.0 317.8 35951 V 16/06 204 349 N2285/24 Z0185l -74.6 89.1 33681 V 11/21 221 159 P9698/03 
174838 -2~.2 323.4 35518 R 15/43 ~04 345 N2285/26 201B5 -73.0 156.2 34317 V 6/53 221 160 P2302/10 
176601 -4~.3 88.3 35766 V 10/25 205 219 H2287/02 20185 -84.4 82.5 33851 V 11/48 221 141 P2302/11 
176802 -42.4 107.9 36415 R 9/06 205 212 N2287/04 201854 -73.4 1~4.7 34628 V 4/19 221 148 P2302/12 
176803 -4~.2 73.0 35424 V 11/26 205 229 H2287/06 201861 59.8 215.0 3717 C 15/00 221 144 H2303/40 
11772B80045 _-44['.85 90.4 35841 R 10/17 205 218 H2287/08 201B62 58.3 212.2 3784 C 15/11 221 147 N2303/42 
o _ 60.8 35210 V 12/15 205 240 N2287/10 201863 58.2 217.5 3666 C 14/50 221 146 H2303/44 
176806 -4!;.8 75.0 35460 R 11/18 205 226 N2287/12 201864 57.0 214.5 3741 C 15/02 221 149 N2303/46 
176807 -3c'.6 50.5 35099 V 12/57 205 258 H2287/14 201B65 56.9 219.3 3634 C 14/43 221 148 H2303/48 
176808 -43.4 62.3 35231 R 12/09 205 238 H2287/16 201866 55.6 216.4 3707 C 14/55 221 151 H2303/50 
176B09 -3::.4 42.4 35087 V 13/29 205 278 N2287/18 201867 55.4 220.9 3605 C 14/37 221 151 N2303/52 
176BI0 -3~.3 52.1 35115 R 12/50 205 254 H2287/20 201868 54.2 218.2 3676 C 14/48 221 154 H2303/54 
176811 -2:'.3 35.8 35161 V 13/56 205 296 N2287/22 201869 53.9 222.3 3582 C 14/31 221 153 H2303/56 
176812 -3~.1 43.6 35090 R 13/24 205 274 N2287/24 201B70 52.7 219.7 3653 C 14/42 221 156 N2303/58 
176B13 -lQ.9 29.7 35339 V 14/20 205 310 H2287/26 201871 52.5 223.6 ~26343 cC 114411~77 222211 115569 HH223300~/1~20 176B14 -2~.9 36.6 35154 R 13/53 205 293 N2287/28 201872 51.3 221.1 ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
176815 -1).1 24.4 35641 V 14/42 205 320 H2287/30 201873 51.1 224.8 3548 C 14/22 221 159 H2303/64" 
176816 -2r.6 30.5 35322 R 14/17 205 308 H2287/32 201B74 49.9 222.4 3616 C 14/31 221 162 H2303/66 
176817 .0 19.8 36133 V 15/00 205 326 H2287/34 201875 49.6 226.0 3536 C 14/17 221 162 t12303/68 
176818 -12.5 25.3 35592 R 14/38 205 318 N2287/36 201876 48.4 223.6 3605 C 14/27 221 165 N2303/70 
176821 -5~.O 82.7 35483 V 10/51 205 208 H2288/02 201B77 48.1 227.0 3527 C 14/13 221 166 H2303/72 
176822 -5~.7 107.7 36069 R 9/11 205 201 H2288/04 201678 46.9 224.8 3596 C 14/22 221 169 H2303/71 
3-142 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING OR6ITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. 
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PICNO LAT LON RAN:;E F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNSR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
201679 46.6 227.8 3527 C 14/10 221 170 H2303176 247802 54.3 226.6 7181 R 11126 250 137 P2331/02 
201880 45.5 225.5 3600 C 14120 221 172 H2303/78 247803 50.8 230.6 7016 V 11/10 250 135 P2331/03 
211636 -73.6 46.2 33151 V 14/31 227 112 M2307/04 247804 51.2 226.3 7080 R 11/28 250 139 P2331/04 
211838 -78.3 6.2 33412 V 17/11 227 104 M2307/08 247805 47.9 229.9 6931 V 11/13 250 137 P2331/0S 
211840 -73.9 315.2 33860 V 20/35 227 100 M2307/12 247806 48.4 225.7 6998 R 11/30 250 142 P2331/06 
211855 -77.3 104.2 33306 V 10/42 227 148 M2308/14 247607 45.3 229.2 6863 V 11116 250 140 P2331/07 
211856 -71.9 172.3 33937 V 6/10 227 153 M2308/16 247808 45.8 225.2 6933 R 11/32 250 145 P2331/08 
211857 -86.7 128.5 33519 V 9/05 227 133 M2308/18 247609 42.9 228.4 6812 V 11/19 250 143 P2331/09 
211658 -70.1 208.8 34320 V 3144 227 141 H2308/20 247810 43.2 224.7 6877 R 11/34 250 148 P2331/10 
211859 -80.1 261.9 33932 V 0/12 227 123 M2308/22 247611 40.5 227.8 6769 V 11122 250 147 P2331/11 
211672 -71.8 52.4 32848 V 14/34 227 108 M2308/28 247812 40.8 224.3 6833 R 11/36 250 152 P2331/12 
211674 -71. 7 52.4 32845 C 14/34 227 107 t1230S/32 247813 38.3 227.3 6734 V 11124 250 151 P2331/13 
211676 -71.6 ~~j 32842 C 14/32 227 108 M2308/36 247814 38.6 223.8 6800 R 11/38 250 156 P2331/14 211880 -71.5 32838 R 14/35 227 107 M2308/44 247815 36.0 226.7 6709 V 11/27 250 155 P2331/15 
211881 -77.8 11.2 33105 * 17/21 227 104 M2305/02 247816 36.3 223.5 6772 R 11/40 250 161 P2331/16 
211882 -88.1 228.4 33331 * 2152 227 127 M2305/04 247817 33.8 226.2 6689 V 11/29 250 161 P2331/17 
211833 -77.9 10.8 33106 * 17/23 227 10':; H2305/06 247818 33.8 223.0 6751 R 11/42 250 166 P2331/18 
21188<+ -88.0 229.9 33332 
* 
2147 227 127 H2305/03 247819 31.5 225.7 6676 V 11/31 250 167 P2331119 
211885 -77.9 10.5 33107 * 171Z4 227 104 N2305/10 247820 31. 7 222.5 6742 R 11/4<+ 250 172 P2331/20 
211886 -87.9 231.2 33334 * 2141 227 127 H2305/12 247631 30.5 266.1 7239 V 8/51 250 46 P2332/12 
211687 -77.9 10.1 33107 * 17/26 227 104 H2305/14 247832 30.1 261.4 7109 R 9/10 250 49 P2332/13 
211888 -87.8 232.5 33335 * 2136 227 127 H2305/16 247833 27.9 264.2 7169 V 8/59 250 42 P2332114 
225B28 -73.3 39.3 22262 V 19/10 236 70 P9786/03 247834 27.9 260.2 7066 R 9/15 250 45 P2332115 
225830 -74.4 61.0 22160 V 17/44 236 59 P9786/05 247835 25.8 262.8 7130 V 9/05 250 33 P2332116 
225832 -73.1 84.1 220<;8 V 16/12 236 30 P97€6/07 247B36 25.7 258.9 7032 R 9/21 250 40 P2332117 
225864 -72.3 155.3 21 <;48 V 11/31 236 219 P2316/02 247837 23.6 261.6 7099 V 9/10 250 33 P2332/18 
~25865 -73.3 123.1 21854 V 13/':;0 236 252 P2316/03 21,838 23.6 257.9 7009 R 9/25 250 35 P2332119 25866 -79.0 154.7 21899 V 11/33 236 189 P2316/04 2 7839 21.5 260.5 7077 V 9/14 250 27 P2332/20 
25567 -78.6 104.8 21835 V 14/53 236 128 P2317/11 247B40 21.4 257.0 6994 R 9129 250 28 P2332/01 
225868 -85.8 155.9 21907 V 11/29 236 153 P2317/12 247641 19.3 259.6 7066 V 9/18 250 21 P2332102 
225869 -81.5 _~9.!? 21368 V 17/14 236 100 P2317/13 247642 19.4 256.1 6989 R 9/32 250 22 ~~B~~g~ 225670 -87.6 .>.:.4.b 21967 V 0/14 236 132 P2317/14 247643 17.2 253.8 7064 V 9/22 250 15 
225B71 -79.9 29.1 21952 V l'l/56 236 96 P2317/15 247844 17.2 255.3 6990 R 9/35 250 14 P2332105 
225672 -80.5 329.4 22090 V 23/55 236 119 P2317/16 247645 15.0 257.9 7069 V 9/25 250 8 P2332106 
225873 -74.5 4.7 22109 V 21/34 236 94 P2317/17 247846 14.9 254.5 6993 R 9/39 250 5 P2332/07 
225691 -75.2 183.0 21811 V 9/44 236 1<;5 P2314/12 247647 12.7 257.1 7083 V 9/28 250 1 P2332108 
225692 -71.1 215.3 22034 V 7/35 236 183 P2314/13 247848 12.7 253.8 7016 R 9/42 250 357 P2332109 
225893 -80.8 202.7 217<;6 V 8/25 236 171 P2314/14 247849 10.4 256.4 7104 V 9/31 250 354 P2332/10 
225B94 -73.6 236.9 22050 V 6/09 236 167 P2314/15 247850 10.4 253.2 7042 R 9/45 250 349 P2332111 
225895 -83.2 249.3 21837 V 5/19 236 151 P2314/16 248801 -66.2 231.8 23998 V 3127 251 132 H2333/02 
225896 -73.0 260.5 22123 V 4/34 236 154 P2314/17 241:602 -55.9 220.1 24350 R 4/13 251 145 t12333/04 
225897 -80.1 291.5 21928 V 2/30 236 137 P2314/18 248803 -70.0 213.8 23752 V 4/38 251 140 H2333/06 
241603 -71.0 66.0 23614 V 3/46 247 137 N2323/C6 248804 -59.1 205.5 24074 R 5111 251 154 M2333/08 
241805 -73.5 42.4 23417 V 5/20 247 147 H2323/10 248B05 -70.7 191.2 23573 V 6/09 251 151 H2333li50 
241607 -72.3 18.2 23300 V 6/57 247 161 H2323/14 248606 -59.2 191.9 23921 R 6/06 251 163 H2333/12 
241824 -78.2 126.0 23230 V 23/':;9 247 lOS H2324/43 248807 -68.8 173.8 23482 V 7/19 251 164 N2333/14 
241825 -76.5 81.0 23278 R 2/49 247 125 H2324/44 241:808 -57.4 179.3 23335 R 6/57 251 174 H2333/16 
241826 -8S.0 125.4 23033 V 23/52 247 110 M2324/45 248B09 -65.1 160.4 23439 V 8/13 251 178 t12333/18 
241827 -80.4 50.0 23088 R 4/54 247 134 H2324/46 2488lO -5':;.1 169.3 23321 R 7/37 251 185 H2333/20 
241628 -88.0 303.3 22884 V 12/00 247 117 M2324/47 248B 1 -59.8 150.1 23452 V 8/54 251 195 H2333/22 
241B29 -79.6 9.2 22959 R 7/37 247 148 M2324/48 248612 -49.4 160.4 23862 R 8/13 251 197 H2333/24 
241830 -81.1 306.0 22790 V 11/50 247 135 t12325/22 248513 -53.7 142.7 23521 V 9123 251 210 H2333/26 
241531 -75.1 345.2 22859 R 9/13 247 168 H2325/24 248814 -43.1 153.4 23994 R 8/41 251 208 M2333/28 
241532 -74.8 306.9 22753 V 11/46 2:'7 176 H2325/26 248815 -46.7 137.8 23675 V 9/43 251 222 H2333/30 
241548 -70.7 157.7 23179 R 21/46 2047 83 H23N126 248816 -35.8 148.7 24220 R 9/00 251 217 H2333/32 
241850 -76.2 175.5 22934 R 20/35 247 81 112324/28 248817 -38.7 134.7 23918 V 9/56 251 231 H2333/34 
241852 -79.2 205.4 22758 R 18/36 247 77 H2324130 248818 -25.9 145.6 24622 R 9/12 251 225 H2333/36 
241653 -70.2 218.7 22788 V 17/':;2 247 48 H2324/31 248919 -29.3 132.7 24288 V 10/04 251 238 N2333/38 
241554 -78.3 239.6 22638 R 16/19 2.:.7 70 HZ324/32 241:822 -74.2 287.9 23581 V 23/46 251 99 P9790/01 
2':;1856 -74.3 263.1 22568 R 14/45 247 46 N2324/34 248523 -74.3 251. 7 23568 R 2110 251 117 H2335/04 
242811 -3.0 15.0 6482 V 11/16 247 276 P2328/01 248824 -81.6 291.1 23327 V 23/33 251 101 P9790102 
242612 -1.9 11.9 8492 V 11/29 247 263 P2328/02 248825 -79.8 228.6 23332 R 3/43 251 123 H2335/08 
242B13 -3.3 15.0 8500 C 11/16 247 276 P2328/03 248826 -83.9 334.6 23125 V 20/39 251 104 P9790/03 
242B14 -2.1 11.9 8510 C 11/29 247 264 P2328/04 <:48627 -81.2 182.3 23156 R 6/49 251 133 N2335/12 
242B15 -3.5 15.0 8519 C 11/16 247 277 P2326/05 248828 -84.4 99.5 23008 V 12120 251 III P9790/0'; 
242516 -2.3 11.9 6528 C 11129 247 264 P2328/06 248829 -78.1 155.7 23073 R 8/3S 251 147 H2335/16 
242619 -4.0 lS.0 8555 R 11/16 2':;7 277 P2328/09 2'+1:830 -78.2 104.9 22935 V 11/58 251 129 P9790/05 
242820 -2.9 11.9 8566 R 11/29 247 264 P2328/10 248531 -73.2 139.8 23019 R 9/39 251 169 H2335/20 
. 244601 -1.5 317.4 8572 V 11/21 249 267 P2328/11 246832 -72.3 107.1 22910 V 11/49 251 184 P9790/06 
244602 -.2 314.3 8595 V 11/34 249 254 P2328/12 248B33 -67.6 132.4 23016 R 10/08 251 194 H2335/24 
244503 -1.7 317.4 8591 C 11/21 249 267 P2328/13 2'18834 -66.2 108.1 22927 V 11/46 251 233 H2335/26 
244804 -.4 314.2 8613 C 11/34 249 254 P2328/14 248835 -61.3 128.1 23064 R 10/26 251 215 H2335/28 
244505 -2.0 317.4 6609 C 11/21 249 268 P2328/15 248836 -59.6 108.9 22996 V 11/43 251 248 H2335/30 
244506 -.7 314.3 8631 C 11/34 249 254 P2326/16 Z4e.837 -54.8 125.7 23165 R 10/36 251 229 H2336/02 
244507 -2.2 317.4 6628 C 11/21 249 268 P2328/17 248838 -52.8 109.5 23119 V 11/40 251 255 H2336/04 
244608 -.9 314.2 8649 C 11/34 249 255 P2328/18 248839 -47.1 123.8 23348 R 10/43 251 239 t12336/06 
244811 -2.7 317.4 8665 R 11/22 249 268 P2328/21 248840 -44.3 110.3 23346 V 11/37 251 259 H2336/08 
244612 -1.4 314.3 6686 R 11/34 249 256 P2328/22 248541 -38.2 122.9 23636 R 10/47 251 245 M2336/10 
245801 6.9 290.2 7964 V 11/12 249 253 P2329/01 248542 -35.3 111.1 23662 V 11/34 251 261 N2336/12 
245502 8.1 287.3 7991 V 11/24 249 236 P2329/02 248843 -27.4 122.7 24087 R 10/48 251 249 H2336/14 
245803 6.7 290.2 7980 C 11/12 249 254 P2329/03 24854<+ -23.4 112.2 24188 V 11/30 251 262 M2336/16 
245604 7.8 287.3 8008 C 11/24 249 237 P2329/04 248848 -73.3 321.9 23311 R 21/34 251 80 t12333/44 
245805 6.4 290.3 7997 C 11/12 249 255 P2329/05 24e.849 -68.2 347.1 23309 V 19/53 251 61 H2333/46 
245806 7.6 287.3 80 24 C 111::4 249 238 P2329/06 248850 -79.0 341.4 23078 R 20/16 251 79 M2334/02 
245507 6.2 290.3 8014 C 11/12 2':;9 256 P2329/07 248851 -71.1 9.9 23072 V 18/22 251 53 H2334/04 
245808 7.3 287.4 8040 C 11/24 249 238 P2329/0S 24S652 -80.2 28.3 22887 R 17/08 251 72 H2334/06 
245811 5.7 290.4 8048 R 11/12 249 258 P2329/11 248853 -70.8 31.0 22933 V 16/57 251 41 H2334/08 
245812 6.8 287.4 8074 R 11/24 249 240 P2329/12 248554 -77.4 59.2 22785 R 15/05 251 63 H2334/10 
245822 4.6 285.8 8323 V 11/33 249 241 P2329/1<+ 248855 -68.5 48.7 22849 V 15/47 251 22 N2334/12 
245823 3.0 288.8 8309 C 11121 249 256 P2329/15 248556 -72.4· 75.9 22733 R 13/58 251 27 H2334/14 
245824 '+.3 285.8 8340 C 11/33 249 242 P2329/16 248857 -64.3 61.5 22821 V 14/56 251 356 H2334/16 
245625 ~.8 288.8 8328 C 11/21 249 256 P2329/17 248858 -66.6 84.6 22732 R 13/24 251 314 H2334/18 
245826 <·.0 28S.8 8358 C 11/33 249 242 F2329/18 248559 -59.0 70.8 22849 V 14/19 251 329 H2334/20 
245527 2.5 288.8 8345 C 11/21 249 257 P2329/19 248860 -60.0 89.9 22790 R 13/03 251 290 H2334/22 
245828 ::.7 285.8 8376 C 11/33 249 243 P2329/20 248861 -53.4 76.7 22929 V 13/55 251 313 H2334/24 
245831 ::'.9 288.9 8381 R 11/21 249 258 P2329/23 248862 -53.7 93.2 22895 R 12/49 251 283 t12334/26 
245832 ~.2 285.8 8<+11 R 11/33 249 244 PZ329/24 248563 -46.8 81.4 23075 V 13/37 251 ~g5·r,~~~~~~g 246601 7.8 265.8 7937 V 10/57 250 271 P2330/01 248864 -46.7 95.6 23062 R 12/40 251 
246802 <'.0 262.9 7953 V 11/09 250 243 P2330/02 248665 -40.1 64.8 23273 V 13/23 251 296 H2334/32 
246803 i.526S.7 7954 C 10/58 250 271 P2330/03 241:56b -39.3 97.4 23297 R 12/33 251 278 H2334/34 
246804 / .• 8 262.9 7969 C 11/09 250 244 P2330/04 248567 -32.1 87.5 23572 V 13/13 251 291 H2334/36 
246805 i.3 265.8 7970 C 10/58 250 272 P2330/05 248868 -30.5 99.2 23640 R 12/26 251 276 M2334/38 
246506 1·.5 262.9 7986 C 11/09 250 245 P2330/06 2410669 -21.8 89.6 N033 V 13/03 251 288 N2334/40 
246607 :'.0 265.7 79S7 C 10/58 250 272 PZ330/07 248670 -19.0 100.7 24178 R 12120 251 275 H2334/42 
246508 £,.3 262.9 8002 C 11/09 250 246 P2330/C8 248874 -58.1 345.0 23480 R 20105 251 52 H2336/22 
246611 \,0.5 265.8 8021 R 10/58 250 273 P2330/11 248876 -62.0 2.2 23172 R 18/56 251 43 H2336/26 
246B12 :.8262.9 8035 R 11/10 250 248 P2330/12 2~sa77 -51.4 8.5 23453 V 18/31 251 29 W336/28 
246632 <..6 261.4 8356 R 11/19 250 249 F2330/24 248878 -62.5 17.7 23005 R 17/54 251 32 2336/30 
247501 5:'.6 231.6 7105 V 11/06 250 133 P2331/01 246579 -51.6 19.6 23305 V 17/47 251 19 H2336/32 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------248880 -61.5 32.0 22895 R 16/57 251 19 H2336/34 254844 -75.4 33.9 26140 R 4/22 254 IlS P2342/26 
248281 -50.6 30.3 23203 V 17/04 251 8 tl2336/36 25~845 -79.5 83.3 26182 V 1/04 254 98 P2342/27 
248582 -59.2 43.7 22840 R 16/10 251 4 H2336/38 25;846 -67.5 60.S 26573 R 2/34 254 113 P2342/28 
246883 -48.6 39.5 23163 V 16/28 251 357 H2336/40 254852 -18.4 271.6 26707 R 12/34 254 279 H2344/37 
248634 -55.7 53.9 22832 R 15/30 251 3~S H2336/42 254853 -21.1 259.5 26644 V 13/22 254 295 H2344/38 
248885 -44.9 4S.2 23188 V 15/53 251 3;5 H2336/44 254854 -29.5 270.5 26222 R 12/38 254 282 H2344/39 
248686 -51.1 62.0 22884 R 14/57 251 332 M2337/02 254655 -31.3 257.6 26219 V 13/30 254 300 H2344/40 
248637 -40.6 55.0 23269 V 15/26 251 334 H2337/04 254656 -33.7 269.1 25393 R 12/44 254 236 H2344/41 
248383 -45.8 68.2 229QO R 14/33 251 320 H2337/06 254657 -39.7 254.5 25945 V 13/42 254 309 H2344/42 
248639 -35.1 60.6 23428 V 15/04 251 325 H2337/03 254653 -47.2 266.9 25671 R 12/53 254 293 M2344/43 
248690 -39.3 73.1 23175 R 14/14 251 311 tl2337/10 254666 -75.9 239.1 25537 R 14/45 254 54 M2345/02 
~2~g~~ :~i:~ 9~:~ ~~l~~ ~ i2~t8 ~~i ~64 ~~~~~~i~ ~~~~~§ :~6:~ ~g~:g ~~~~~ ~ i~~~i ~~2 2g ~~~2~~gt 
248893 -16.1 68.3 24248 V 14/33 251 311 H2337/16 25~869 -69.8 179.4 25999 V 18/44 254 51 H2345/08 
248894 -19.8 79.2 23gq4 R 13/50 251 300 M2337/1B 254870 -78.9 154.9 25926 R 20/22 254 72 H2345/10 
251603 56.3 130.7 5161 V 10/02 253 116 P2338/03 25~B71 -66.4 156.7 26299 V 20/15 254 59 M2345/12 
~~i~g~ ~~:f i~~:~ ~i6f ~ i8j~l ~~~ i~~ ~~~~~jg~ ~~~gl5 :i~:~ ~~~:4 ~g~g4 ~ ~~~~i ~~~ 3i~ ~~~t~~3~ 
251806 54.3 126.7 5115 R 10/19 253 121 P2338/06 254682 -29.6 241.1 26328 R 14/40 254 319 H2342/38 
251807 51.9 129.2 5050 V 10/09 253 116 P2338/07 254683 -23.1 227.0 26835 V 15/36 254 331 M2342/40 
251608 52.0 126.2 5059 R 10/21 253 122 P2338/0S 254834 -39.1 237.3 26012 R 14/55 254 329 H2342/42 
251809 49.9 128.7 5003 V 10/11 253 116 P2333/09 254885 -32.6 222.5 26439 V 15/55 254 340 H2342/44 
251810 50.0 125.8 5019 R 10/22 253 122 P2338/10 254886 -46.4 232.4 25838 R.15/15 254 341 H2342/46 
251B11 47.8 12B.2 4971 V 10/13 253 116 P2338/11 254837 -39.3 216.2 26320 V 16/20 254 351 H2342/48 
251812 47.9 125.5 4933 R 10/24 253 123 P2338/12 254638 -52.7 224.4 25765 R 15/47 254 356 H2343/02 
251813 45.8 127.8 4941 V 10/15 253 117 P2333/13 254889 -44.3 206.6 26293 V 16/58 254 4 H2343/04 
251814 45.9 125.2 4954 R 10/25 253 124 P2333/14 254690 -57.8 212.4 25789 R 16/35 254 13 M2343/06 
251815 43.9 127.5 4919 V 10/16 253 117 P2338/15 254591 -46.8 194.4 26402 V 17/48 254 16 H2343/08 
~~i~i~ ~f:~ i~~:g ~~~~ ~ ig~tg ~~~ itg ~~~~~ji~ ~~t~~~ :~g:3 i~~:~ ~~6~~ ~ i~j~g ~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~i~ 
251618 41.9 124.7 4915 R 10/28 253 128 P2333/18 254594 -59.4 176.7 26193 R lS/58 254 39 H2343/14 
251619 40.0 126.8 4892 V 10/19 253 119 1'2338/19 258801 -79.4 153.3 23403 V 13/44 257 72 H2348/01 
25 820 39.9 124.4 4903 R 10/29 253 132 P2338/20 258802 -79.6 205.6 23413 V 10/16 257 120 H2348/02 
25 621 33.2 126.5 4837 V 10/20 253 121 P2333/21 258803 -79.4 152.8 23402 C 13/46 257 72 H2348/03 
251822 38.1 124.3 4899 R 10/30 253 137 P233S/22 258504 -79.7 205.6 23413 C 10/16 257 120 H2348/04 
251623 36.3 126.3 4337 V 10/21 253 124 P2333/23 258605 -79.4 152.6 23395 C 13/48 257 71 H2343/05 
251624 36.0 123.7 4900 R 10/32 253 150 P2341/01 258806 -79.6 205.1 23404 C 10/18 257 120 tl2348/06 
251625 34.4 126.1 4893 V 10/22 253 132 P2341/02 258509 -79.3 151.5 23383 R 13/52 257 70 H2343/09 
251626 34.3 123.9 4g06 R 10/31 253 160 1'2341/03 258510 -79.8 204.0 23390 R 10/22 257 119 H2343/10 
251B27 32.5 125.9 4903 V 10/23 253 157 P2341/04 25S811 -85.6 239.8 23008 V 4/51 257 109 H2346/21 
251B28 32.4 123.7 4918 R 10/32 253 187 P2341/05 255512 -76.4 283.3 23140 V 5/17 257 129 H2346/22 
251B29 30.6 125.8 4919 V 10/24 253 242 P2341/06 258813 -85.5 27S.0 22983 C 5/33 257 111 H2346/23 
251B30 30.5 123.6 4934 R 10/33 253 221 P2341/07 258514 -76.4 283.7 23134 C 5/15 257 129 H2346/24 
~~i~~~ ~~:i i~f:A ~i~t ~ lrijg~ ~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~g~ ~~~~i~ :~~:4 ~~*:~ ~~~~~ § ~~i~ ~~~ i~~ ~~~t~~~~ 
251833 27.2 133.9 5205 V 9/54 253 5 P2339/03 258819 -85.6 300.6 22995 R 4/08 257 108 M2346/29 
251634 27.2 131.8 5196 R 10/02 253 357 P2339/04 252820 -76.5 286.3 23124 R 5/06 257 128 H2346/30 
251635 25.3 133.8 5230 V 9/54 253 351 P2339/05 252821 -76.1 90.1 22926 V 18/13 257 57 H2347/11 
~§t~~~ ~~:g i~!:f g~~i ~ 18;g~ ~§~ ~~~ ~~~~6~g~ ~~¥,~~~ :~l:~ ~8:~ ~~?~~ ~ i~ji~ ~§f ~~ ~~~tf;i~ 
251B33 23.3 131.6 5253 R 10/03 253 329 P2340/02 258824 -85.2 89.2 22830 C 18/16 257 81 H2347/14 
251B39 21.3 133.7 5298 V 9/55 253 332 P2340/03 252825 -76.1 89.3 22916 C 18/16 257 57 H2347/15 
251640 21.3 131.5 5290 R 10/04 253 322 P2340104 258526 -35.3 89.6 22822 C 18/15 257 81 H2347/16 
251641 19.3 133.6 5342 V 9/56 253 326 P2340/05 258629 -76.0 89.2 22902 R 18/17 257 57 H2347/19 
251642 19.3 131.6 5333 R 10/04 253 317 P2340/0S 258530 -85.2 87.5 22311 R 18/23 257 81 H2347/20 
251B43 17.2 133.5 5392 V 9/56 253 321 P2340/07 258831 -78.8 26.9 22970 V 22/28 257 86 H2346/31 
251B44 17.2 131.5 5384 R 10/04 253 313 P2340/03 258832 -78.5 333.8 22990 V 1/40 257 105 H2346/32 
251B45 15.1 133.6 5449 V 9/56 253 318 P2340/09 255533 -79.1 26.9 22952 C 22/28 257 86 H2346/33 
251646 15.0 131.5 5443 R 10104 253 310 P2340/10 258834 -78.7 338 1 22977 C 1/43 257 105 H2346/34 
251847 12.9 133.6 5514 V 9/56 253 315 P2340/11 258635 -79.3 . 26:8 22939 C 22/28 257 86 H2346/35 
~gi~t~ iij:~ i~~:~ ~~g~ ~ l~j~t ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~g~i~ ~~~§~~ :~~:~ 3~~:~ ~~~~~ ~'2~~~~ ~~~ 19~ ~~~2~~~~ 
251850 10.4 131.6 5587 R 10/04 253 306 P2340/14 258640 -78.8 338.4 22952 R 1/42 257 105 H2346/40 
~~i~~~ ~:8 i~f:~ ~~~~ ~ 16~gZ ~~~ ~51 ~~~~gjig ~~~~~g :i~:~ ~Z:~ ~lg~g ~ II~~~ ~g~ ~~~ ~~~~t~g~ 
251853 5.3 134.0 57Bl V 9/55 253 309 P2340/17 262627 -25.9 54.1 26477 V 11/54 259 269,M2354/06 
251654 5.2 131.8 5773 R 10/04 253 304 P2340/18 262823 -29.4 66.6 26346 R 11/04 259 251 H2354/08 
251655 2.5 134.1 5894 V 9/54 253 307 P2340/19 262~29 -36.6 55.1 26075 V 11/50 259 268 H2354/10 
251856 2.4 131.9 5889 R 10/03 253 303 P2340/20 262330 -39.1 68.9 26019 R 10/55 259 245 H2354/12 
251B57 -.5 134.3 6030 V 9/54 253 3e6 1'2340/21 262631 -45.3 5S.2 25329 V 11/46 259 267 H2354/14 
251858 -.6 132.1 6021 R 10/03 253 302 P2340/22 26~B32 -46.8 71.8 25826 R 10/43 259 236 H2354/16 
251B59 -3.8 134.5 6183 V 9/53 253 305 P2340/23 262B33 -52.9 57.6 25679 V 11/40 259 264 H2354/18 
251860 -4.1 132.2 61BO R 10/02 253 301 P2340/24 262834 -54.1 76.1 25706 R 10/26 259 218 t12354/20 
25~B03 -22.7 309.4 26981 V 9/55 254 234 H2343/26 262835 -60.5 59.8 25594 V 11/32 259 253 H2354/22 
254B04 -17.4 323.0 27430 R 9/01 254 221 M2343/28 2b2636 -60.9 82.3 25658 R 10/01 259 188 H2354/24 
254B05 -32.7 311.6 26585 V 9/46 254 227 H2343/30 262B37 -67.9 63.2 25577 V 11/18 259 130 P2354/01 
254606 -28.8 326.3 26257 R 8/47 254 213 H2343/32 262638 -67.1 92.0 25676 R 9/23 259 154 P2354/02 
254607 -42.0 315.5 26t07 v 9/31 254 216 t12343/34 262B39 -75.6 70.3 25632 V 10/50 259 101 P2354/03 
254803 -37.0 331.1 26,03 R 8/28 254 202 H2343/36 262840 -72.3 109.5 25770 R 8/13 259 132 P2354/04 
254809 -48.9 320.5 26169 V 9/11 254 203 H2343/38 262841-82.5 91.1 25755 V 9/27 259 97 P2354/05 
254610 -43.4 337.9 26581 R 8/01 254 191 H2343/40 262842 -74.8 138.2 25946 R 6/19 259 120 P2354/06 
254811 -55.3 328.0 26107 V 8/41 254 186 t12343/42 262B43 -84.3 171.9 25970 V 4/04 259 96 P2354/07 
254812 -48.1 346.6 26561 R 7/26 254 179 H2343/44 262844 -72.5 169.3 26217 H 4/14 259 114 P2354/08 
254813 -60.3 338.5 26124 V 7/59 254 169 H2344/25 262645 -76.6 209.7 26293 V 1/33 259 95 P2354/09 
254614 -51.1 358.1 26641 R 6/41 254 167 H2344/26 262B56 -84.8 282.7 25879 R 20/43 259 74 H2353/06 
254815 -64.0 354.1 26225 V 6/57 254 154 H2344/27 262862 -69.1 37.6 25462 C 13/04 259 21 H2353/18 
254816 -51.8 12.1 26333 R 5/45 254 156 H2344/28 262666 -53.6 40.3 25547 R 12/54 259 305 H2353/26 
254B17 -64.8 14.9 26432 V 5/34 254 141 H2344/29 262867 -47.2 25.2 25734 V 13/54 259 320 H2353/28 
254818 -48.9 27.9 27200 R 4/42 254 146 H2344/30 262868 -45.8 41.0 25b90 R 12/51 259 295 H2353/30 
254B19 -62.1 35.3 26745 V 4/12 254 133 H2344/31 262C69 -38.9 27.5 25993 V 13/45 259 310 H2353/32 
254B25 -16.6 284.5 26934 V 11/38 254 264 H2341/16 262870 -37.2 41.2 25928 R 12/51 259 289 M2353/34 254626 -17.0 295.9 26972 R 10/53 254 251 t12341/17 262671 -28.5 28.8 26353 V 13/40 259 302 H2353/36 
254627 -25.7 284.6 26519 V 11/38 254 263 H2341/18 262672 -26.4 41.1 26325 R 12/51 259 286 H2353/38 
254628 -28.9 296.9 26449 R 10/48 254 2q6 H2341/19 262673 -16.4 29.4 26839 V 13/38 259 297 H2353/40 
254629 -36.4 285.2 26113 V 11/36 254 261 H2341t'20 262674 -15.2 41.1 26831 R 12/51 259 283 H2353/42 
254630 -38.6 298.9 26109 R 10/41 254 239 H2341/21 264604 55.6 124.7 5112 R 9/56 261 134 P2356/04 
254831 -45.1 285.7 25858 V 11/34 254 258 M2341/22 264805 53.3 126.8 5041 V 9/47 261 131 P2356/05 
254632 -46.7 300.9 25892 R 10/33 254 230 t12341/23 264606 53.4 124.1 5063 R 9/58 261 136 P2356/06 
25~833 -52.8 285.8 25697 V 11/34 254 253 H2341/25 264B07 51.2 126.2 5001 V 9/50 261 133 P2356/07 
254634 -53.9 303.2 25756 R 10/24 254 217 M2341/27 264B08 51.3 123.6 5021 R 10/00 261 138 P2356/08 
254B35 -59.6 285.6 25609 V 11/34 254 243 tl2341/29 264809 49.2 125.6 4967 V 9/52 261 135 P2356/09 
254836 -60.4 306.9 25687 R 10/09 254 196 H2341/31 264810 49.2 123.2 4983 R 10/02 261 140 P2356/10 
~~2~~~ :ig:~ ~f~:~ ~~g~~ ~ l~~g~ ~§~ igt ~~~t~;3~ ~~t~~i ~~:g i~~:~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~l 1~~ ~~~§~~5l 
254639 -73.5 286.0 25595 V 11/33 254 112 P2342/21 264632 38.7 135.4 5250 R 9/17 261 91 P2355/02 
254B40 -72.9 325.1 25727 R 8/57 254 142 P2342/22 264833 36.7 136.9 5250 V 9/11 261 78 P2355/03 
254841 -81.4 293.3 25693 V 11/04 254 102 P2342/23 264834 36.7 134.8 5241 R 9/20 261 86 P2355/04 
254642 -76.9 354.3 25879 R 7/00 254 127 P2342/24 264635 34.8 136.3 5245 V 9/13 261 69 P2355/05 
254643 -87.4 14.5 25877 V 5/39 254 99 P2342/25 264B36 34.8 134.3 5239 R 9/22 261 78 P2357/20 
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264B37 3; .8 135.7 5247 V 9/16 261 ~Z P2357/21 26<:818 41.0 335.1 4408 R 10/24 263 202 P2362/18 
264838 3<:.9 133.9 5<:42 R 9/23 261 0" P2357/22 26<;819 39.4 3:;6.7 43S8 V 10/17 263 209 F2362/19 
264839 3~ .0 135.4 5256 V 9/18 261 42 P2357123 26c;S20 39.2 335.0 4424 R 10/24 263 210 P2362120 
264840 31.& 133.4 5250 R 9/25 261 45 P2357124 26
c821 37.6 336.6 4408 V 10/18 263 217 P2362/21 
264841 21\. 134.4 5267 V 9/21 261 16 P2::5S/01 269822 37.3 334.9 4446 R 10/25 263 217 P2362/22 
264542 21.4 132.6 5263 R 9/29 261 8 P235S/02 26<;823 35.8 336.4 4434 V 10/19 263 225 P2363/01 
264843 2( .5 134.0 5288 V 9/23 261 357 P235S/03 26~524 35.5 334.6 44N R 10/26 263 224 P2363/02 
Z64B44 2t .4 132.2 5286 R 9/30 261 3~4 P2358/04 269825 33.9 336.2 4467 V 10/20 263 232 P2363/03 
264845 2( .4 133.6 5317 V 9/25 261 ~~5 P2358/05 26QS26 33.6 334.4 4508 R 10/27 263 231 P2363/04 264846 ~S .4 131.9 5315 R 9/32 261 F2358/0., 269027 32.0 335.9 4506 V 10/21 263 239 P2363/05 264647 ,,~.3 133.3 5352 V 9/26 261 r" P235S/07 269828 31. 7 334.2 4548 R 10/28 263 237 P2363/06 ~~
264848 2:.7 131.1 5357 R 9/35 261 318 P235S/08 f:6C;S29 30.0 335.6 4552 V 10/23 263 245 P2363/07 
264849 2(· .2 133.0 5395 V 9128 261 325 P235S/C9 269830 29.7 333.9 4595 R 10/30 263 242 P2363/08 
264650 2u.1 131.2 5395 R 9/35 261 316 P2358/10 26<:831 34.4 2.1 4684 V 8/39 t63 31 P2363/09 
264851 1l\.0 132.7 5444 V 9/29 261 320 PZ:;5S/11 26~S32 34.5 .4 4670 R 8/46 263 31 P2363!10 
264852 1·(.9 130.9 5446 R 9/36 261 312 P2358/12 269033 32.6 1.7 4702 V 8/40 263 21 P2363/11 
264853 1f.7 132.4 5503 V 9/30 261 316 P235e113 26 c834 32.7 .0 4689 R 8/47 263 19 P2363/12 
264854 1:'.6 130.7 5505 R 9/37 261 309 P2358/14 26'l835 30.9 1.3 4725 V 8/42 263 11 P2363/13 
264855 13.4 132.2 5570 V 9/31 261 313 P2358/15 26<:836 31.0 359.6 4711 R 8/49 263 8 P2363/14 
264856 13.7 130.6 5565 R 9/3S 261 308 P2358/16 26<:837 29.1 .9 4752 V 8/44 263 2 P2363/15 
264857 11.3 132.1 5638 V 9/32 261 311 P235S/17 269833 29.2 359.2 4739 R 8/51 263 358 P2363/16 
264853 11.2 130.4 5641 R 9/39 261 306 P2358/18 269339 27.2 .5 4786 V 8/46 263 354 P2363/17 
t64859 8.8 132.0 5723 V 9/33 261 310 P2358/19 26'l840 27.2 358.8 4773 R 8/53 263 349 P2363/18 
264860 8.6 130.1 5731 R 9/40 261 305 P2358/20 26<;541 25.2 .1 4825 V 8/48 263 347 P2363/19 
267601 -11.0 281.6 27752 V 11/00 262 253 t!2300/27 269542 25.0 358.0 4813 R 8/56 263 339 P2364/01 
267602 -10.4 293.7 27842 R 10/12 262 238 t!2360/28 269843 23.2 359.8 4874 V 8/49 263 Y+l P2364/02 
267803 -23.8 283.9 27161 V 10/51 262 249 H2360/29 26<;844 23.2 358.2 4S61 R 8/55 263 336 P2364/03 
267804 -22.4 296.8 27297 R 10100 262 232 H2360/30 26e345 21.1 359.5 4927 V 8/50 263 336 P2364/04 
267805 -33.5 286.9 26S03 V 10/39 262 242 N2360/31 26<;846 21.2 357.9 4916 R 8/56 263 332 P2364/05 
26i'506 -31.9 301. 0 26'l5B R 9/,+3 262 222 t!2360/32 26e847 18.9 35'l.2 4990 V 8/51 263 332 P2364/06 
26i'807 -42.1 <::90.9 26565 V 10/24 262 232 N2360/33 26<;848 19.0 357.6 4978 R 8/58 263 327 P2304/07 
2678C8 -39.5 306.2 26757 R 9/23 t62 210 t!2360/34 26 c849 16.7 358.9 5061 V 8/53 263 329 P2364/08 
267809 -49.5 296.1 26429 V 10/03 262 215 H2360/35 269850 16.6 357.4 5C53 R 8/59 263 324 P2364/09 
267810 -46.1 313.5 26655 R 8/53 262 193 N2360136 269851 14.2 358.8 5146 V 8/53 263 326 P2364/10 
267511 -56.9 304.2 Z6372 V 9/31 262 185 N2360/37 2t 9352 14.2 357.1 5137 R 9/00 2t 3 322 P23H/ll 
20/012 -51.6 322.2 26633 R 8/19 ...... ., 176 t12360/33 2t:,~S53 11.5 353.5 5244 V 8/55 263 323 P2364/12 "0,-
267613 -62.5 312.4 26379 V 0/58 262 159 H2360/39 26SS54 11.6 357.0 5232 R 9/01 263 319 P2364/13 
267614 -56.1 332.3 Z6668 R 7/39 262 160 N2360/40 269855 8.8 358.4 5353 V 8/55 263 321 P2364/14 
26i'615 -67.6 325.6 26451 V 8/06 262 138 P2360/01 26<;856 8.9 356.7 5341 R 9/02 263 317 P2364/15 
267816 -59.1 345.7 26783 R 6/'+5 262 1'+6 H2360/42 269857 5.9 358.2 5477 V 8/56 263 319 P2364/16 
267617 -i'0.8 344.7 2658S V 6/49 262 124 P2360/C2 26 <;S53 5.8 356.6 5472 R 9/03 263 316 P2364/18 
267818 -60.1 1.2 269i'0 R 5/43 262 135 H2360/44 26t;B59 2.6 358.1 5628 V 8/57 263 317 P2364/20 
26i'819 -71.3 11.5 26820 V 5/02 262 115 P2360/03 26<;600 2.6 356.4 5617 R 9/04 263 314 P2364/21 
267820 -57.4 19.9 27321 R 4/28 262 127 t!2360/46 2i'5803 -10.3 i'4.2 27S35 V 9/43 267 230 N2365/06 
26i'821 -65.2 37.9 27252 V 3/17 262 110 P2360/04 275805 -21.3 77.8 273'+8 V 9/29 267 222 H2365/10 
267624 -11.0 259.9 27700 V 12131 262 277 H::358"28 275806 -12.9 91.0 27<;03 R 8/37 267 210 H2365/12 
267B25 -21.3 272.1 27144 R 11/42 262 263 H235S/29 275807 -30.4 82.7 27029 V 9/10 267 212 H2365/14 
267826 -28.8 261.1 26889 V 12126 262 280 t!2358/30 275808 -22.8 96.7 27530 R 8/14 267 199 H2365/16 
267827 -28.8 273.6 26831 R 11/36 2'? 262 H~359/02 275809 -38.4 89.6 26339 V 8/43 267 198 H2365/18 ,,~
~67828 -38.0 261.8 26566 V 12/23 262 283 HZ359/04 275810 -30.2 104.4 27353 R 7/43 267 187 t12365/20 
26i'829 -40.8 276.2 26'+38 R 11/26 262 259 t!2359/C6 2i'5811 -44.9 <;8.5 26770 V 8/07 267 180 H2365/22 
267B30 -46.7 262.8 26336 V 12120 262 287 H2359/08 275812 -35.0 113.1 27332 R 7/08 267 174 N2365/2'+ 
267631 -48.8 279.1 26256 R 11/15 262 253 t12359/10 2i'5813 -49.6 110.3 26818 V 7/20 267 162 NZ365/26 
267632 -54.3 263.5 26201 V 12117 262 297 t12359/12 275814 -37.5 124.9 27469 R 6/22 267 161 H2365/28 
267833 -56.1 282.4 26153 R 11/02 262 238 H2359/14 2i'5815 -51.4 124.0 26987 V 6/25 267 149 H<::365/30 
267834 -61.5 263.4 26137 V 12/18 262 327 t!2359/16 275816 -35.4 137.3 27824 R 5/32 267 152 N2365/32 
267835 -63.2 286.5 26114 R 10/45 262 182 t!2359/18 275817 -50.2 137.9 27264 V 5/30 267 140 N2365/34 
26763:'> -68.8 263.0 26133 V 12120 262 28 M2359/20 275819 -47.4 151.5 27618 V 4/35 267 132 N2365/38 
267637 -69.5 292.9 26135 R 10/20 262 120 t12359l22 275825 -12.1 48.8 27577 V 11/29 267 259 N2366/06 
267638 -i'5.8 260.9 201<;0 V 12128 262 57 PU59/01 275826 -12.9 60.7 27523 R 10/41 267 244 H2366/08 
267839 -75.9 306.2 26220 R 9/27 262 104 P2359/02 2i'5827 -24.0 51.4 27027 V 11/18 267 257 H2366/10 
~67B40 -83.4 253.1 ;:6318 V 12/59 262 68 P2359/03 275828 -23.4 63.8 27051 R 10/29 267 2~0 H2366/12 
26i'B41 -80.4 339.0 26379 R 7/16 Z62 99 P2359/04 275B29 -33.4 54.1 26668 V 11/08 267 254 N2366/14 
26i'842 -87.2 10S.9 26539 V 22136 262 75 P2359/05 275630 -32.3 67.5 26724 R 10/14 Z67 232 N2366/16 
26i'843 -77.9 32.2 26673 R 3/43 262 97 P2359/06 275831 -42.0 57.8 26414 V 10/53 267 248 N2366/18 
26i'244 -76.8 89.3 26909 V 23/55 262 79 P2359/07 275B32 -40.2 72.3 26501 R 9/55 267 221 N2366/20 
267645 -63.5 57.4 27133 R 2102 262 96 P2359/08 275833 -50.6 62.3 26245 V 10/35 267 235 H2366/22 
267649 -22.4 245.1 27206 R 13/34 262 297 H2360/51 Zi5B3~ -':'8.2 79.2 26360 R 9/28 267 201 N2366/24 
267850 -22.2 231. 7 27<+29 V 1'+/28 262 311 t12360/52 2i'5835 -58.8 69.3 26171 V 10/07 267 195 HZ366/26 
267851 -33.4 244.6 26764 R 13/36 262 303 H2361/02 275836 -54.9 88.8 26323 R 8/49 267 174 H2366/28 
267552 -32.6 230.0 27014 V 14/35 262 319 t12361/04 275837 -65.6 79.1 26186 V 9/28 267 138 N2366/30 
267853 -41.9 243.2 26500 R 13/42 262 312 t12361/06 2i'5B38 -60.3 102.3 263S3 R 7/55 267 148 H2366/32 
267B54 -41.0 227.5 26i'50 V 14/45 262 329 H2361/C8 275B39 -71.6 98.1 26296 V 8/12 267 114 N2366/34 
267855 -49.8 242.1 26311 R 13/46 262 322 N2361/10 2758,+0 -62.9 120.1 26543 R 6/45 267 132 N2366/36 
267856 -48.9 224.4 26561 V 14/57 262 340 N2361/12 275541 -73.4 125.0 26478 V 6/25 267 108 N2366/38 
267857 -57.6 240.6 26188 R 13/53 262 339 H2361/14 275B42 -61. 7 138.0 26790 R 5/33 267 125 H2366/40 
267858 -56.2 219.4 2645<:: V 15/17 262 354 t12361/16 2i5843 -70.7 153.1 26760 V 4/33 267 105 t!2366/42 
267859 -65.1 237.8 26136 R 14/04 262 2 t!2361/18 2i'5844 -57.0 156.0 271S8 R 4/21 267 119 t!2366/44 
26i'860 -62.6 210.6 26436 V 15/53 262 10 N2361/20 275845 -63.7 173.6 27179 V 3/11 267 104 t12366/46 
26 i'661 -72.8 227.8 26180 R 14/44 262 29 N2361/22 275849 -12.2 21. 7 27734 V 13/21 267 289 N2367/04 
267862 -67.4 192.4 26546 V 17/06 262 27 H2361124 275850 -21.4 35.0 27124 R 12127 267 277 N2367/06 
267863 -79.2 200.1 26325 R 16/35 262 47 N2361/26 2i'5851 -27.6 24.0 26998 V 13/11 ~g~ ~1g ~B~~~~g 267a6~ -68.7 167.2 26i'67 V 18/47 262 39 t12361/28 275852 -31.6 38.6 26681 R 12113 
267865 -79.2 146.3 26583 R 20/11 262 58 H2361/30 275853 -38.1 25.2 26603 V 13/07 267 299 H2367/12 
267866 -64.5 142.5 27140 V 20/26 262 48 H2361/33 275854 -42.5 40.0 26337 R 12/08 267 280 N2367/14 
26i'867 -71.6 118.7 26961 R 22/01 262 64 t12361/35 2i'5555 -47.4 26.0 26343 V 13/04 267 307 N2367/16 
267E69 -89.1 232.9 18709 V 16/56 262 105 P2361/01 275B56 -51.0 43.1 26142 R 11/56 267 284 N2367/18 
26 i'8 70 -S3.4 39.4 18i'69 V 5/50 262 131 P2361/02 275857 -55.5 26.2 26193 V 13/03 267 322 N2367/20 
267671 -8S.9 222.9 18702 C 17/36 262 104 P2361/03 275858 -59.1 46.9 26035 R 11/40 267 298 N2367/22 
2678i'2 -83.5 40.7 18760 C 5/45 262 130 P2361/04 275B59 -63.8 25.6 26120 V 13/06 267 349 H2367/24 
267873 -88.9 217.2 186<;4 C 17/59 262 103 P2361/05 275860 -66.6 51.1 26010 R 11/24 267 21 N2367/26 
26 iB7-+ -83.6 41.6 lS751 C 5/41 262 130 P2361/06 Z7ES61 -71.0 22.4 26131 V 13/19 267 19 P2367/17 
26i'877 -88.6 206.8 18678 R 18/41 262 102 P2361/0'l 275862 -73.4 57.9 26049 R 10/57 267 66 P2367/18 
267878 -83.9 4'+.5 18733 R 5/30 262 129 F2361/10 27:'663 -78.3 14.0 26211 V 13/52 267 40 P2367/19 
26 C203 53.5 337.9 4392 V lO/l1 263 15S P2362/03 275864 -80.2 74.8 26157 R 9/49 267 76 P2367/20 
Z6~604 53.6 335.7 4428 R 0/20 263 162 P236210'+ 275565 -84.8 335.1 26373 V 16/28 267 54 P2367/21 
269605 51.8 ~~§.O 4373 V 10/11 263 162 P2362105 275866 -84.1 129.5 26339 R 6/11 267 79 P2367/22 26~606 51.6 ~~:>.7 4407 R 10/20 263 166 P2362/23 275867 -82.0 256.9 26624 V 21/41 267 61 P2367/23 
26<;807 49.9 337.9 4359 V 10/12 263 166 P2362107 275868 -78.8 157.9 26638 R 2117 267 81 P2367/24 
269608 49.9 335.7 4395 R 10/21 263 170 P2362/08 275869 -72.6 236.9 27013 V 23/01 267 66 t12367/44 
269839 48.2 337.7 4353 V 10/13 263 171 P2362/09 275B70 -68.9 203.9 27076 R 1/14 267 83 H2367/46 
26~810 48.2 335.6 4389 R 10/21 263 175 P2362110 275Sn -15.2 10.1 27686 R 14/11 267 301 H236S/04 
209811 46.5 337.5 4351 V 10/14 263 178 P2362111 27':674 -28.7 11.0 27049 R 14/07 267 307 N2368/08 
26<;812 46.3 335.5 43c5 R 10/22 263 181 1"2362/12 275B75 -25.7 355.8 27485 V 15/08 267 321 N2368/10 
26%13 44.7 337.4 4352 V 10/14 263 184 P2362113 2755i'6 -38.0 10.1 26710 R 14/11 267 315 N2368/12 
269814 44.6 335.5 4387 R 10/22 263 187 P2362114 275877 -35.3 353.6 27117 V 15/17 267 329 H2368/14 
269615 43.0 337.2 4358 V 10/15 263 192 P2362/15 275878 -48.3 9.9 26267 R 14/12 267 325 N2368l16 
26<;816 42.8 335.3 4395 R 10/23 263 194 P2362116 2758i'9 -43.3 349.7 26890 V 15/33 267 339 N2368/18 
269817 41.2 337.0 4371 V 10116 263 200 P2362117 275680 -54.0 4.4 26341 R 14/34 267 339 N2368/20 
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275831 -50.4 343.2 26770 V 15/59 267 350 H2368/22 283823 30.5 3~9.9 8260 V 8/55 272 134 P2373123 
275882 -6J.5 358.9 26269 R 14/56 267 355 ~123bS/24 2S3B24 32.4 328.1 8309 R 9/02 272 140 P2373/24 
275883 -51..6 333.4 26734 V 16/33 267 4 H2368/26 283525 28.8 331.3 8247 V 8/50 272 127 P2373/25 
275884 -6t-.5 347.3 26291 R 15/43 267 14 P23,,8/03 28~326 30.5 329.6 8284 R 8/56 272 134 P2373/26 
275B85 -6('.7 31S.6 2661S V 17/38 267 17 H2368/30 283827 27.0 332.7 8238 V 8/44 272 119 P237 .. /01 
275ES6 -7:".6 325.0 26410 R 17/12 267 30 P2368/01 283828 28.7 331.0 8269 R 8/51 272 128 P2374/02 
275887 -6~.2 298.7 270,,7 V 18/57 267 23 H2363/34 283B29 25.2 334.1 8237 V 8/39 272 109 P2374/03 
275888 -J~".4 291. 7 L6627 R 19126 267 42 P236S/02 283830 26.9 332.4 8259 R 8/46 272 120 P2374/04 
275B89 -5:··.1 280.0 27332 V 20/12 267 37 112368/38 283831 19.9 335.8 8413 V 8/34 272 12-6 P2374/05 
275690 -6".9 262.7 <'69,,7 R 21/22 267 52 H23S8/40 283832 21.3 334.4 8421 R 8/39 272 98 P2374/06 
277802 51 .. 9 96.1 4326 R 11/14 Z08 17':' P2370102 283833 17.9 337.5 8434 V 8/27 272 69 P2374/07 
277803 5·· .1 100.6 4711 V 10/56 268 174 P2370/03 283834 19.5 335.8 8433 R 8/34 272 83 P2374/08 
277804 5-' .0 97.1 4790 R 11/10 268 176 P2370/04 283835 16.2 338.9 8461 V 8/22 272 57 P2374/09 
277805 5:.2 101.1 4686 V 10/54 268 178 P23iO/05 28:3S35 17.8 337.3 8453 R 8/29 272 69 P2374/10 
277806 5,:.1 98.1 4758 R 11/07 265 179 P2370/C6 283837 14.5 3':'0.3 8495 V 8/16 272 48 P2374/11 
277807 5:'.3 101. 7 4664 V 10/52 268 181 P2370/07 283838 16.1 338.7 8430 R 8/23 272 57 P2374/12 
2778G8 5".1 98.8 4735 R 11/0':' 268 183 P2370/08 283639 12.7 3':'1.8 8537 V 8/11 272 39 P2374/13 
277B09 5) .5 102.1 4649 V 10/51 268 184 P2370/09 283640 14.3 340.1 8514 R 8/17 272 46 P2374/14 
277610 5:'.2 99.5 4715 R 11/01 268 186 P2370/10 283B41 10.8 343.4 8588 V 8/04 272 33 P2374/15 
277811 4<1.7 102.6 4636 V 10/49 268 188 PZ370/11 283B42 12.4 341.6 8556 R 8/11 272 38 P2374/16 
277812 4".4 100.0 4704 R 10/59 268 190 P2370/12 283&43 8.9 345.0 8648 V 7/58 272 28 P2374/17 
277813 47.8 102.9 4632 V 10/48 263 192 P2370/13 283844 10.6 343.2 8S05 R 8/06 272 32 P2374/18 
277814 4".5 100.4 4700 R 10/53 268 19 .. P2370/14 283645 7.2 346.5 8712 V 7/52 272 24 P2374/19 
277815 4~.9 103.0 4635 V 10/43 268 197 P2370/15 283846 8.9 344.7 8S62 R 7/59 272 27 P2374120 
277816 4:,.6 100.6 4703 R 10/57 268 1<;8 P23701l6 283647 5.3 348.3 8789 V 7/45 272 21 P2374/21 
277817 4'..0 103.1 46H V 10/47 268 202 P2370/17 283648 6.9 346.4 8731 R 7/53 272 23 P2374/22 
277618 4:'.7 100.6 4716 R 10/57 268 203 PU70/18 283649 3.2 350.3 8836 V 7/37 272 18 P2374/23 
277619 4, .1 103.0 4661 V 10/43 268 206 P2370/19 283650 5.0 348.2 8811 R 7/46 272 19 P2374/24 
277820 4l.8 100.7 4733 R 10/57 268 207 Fz370/20 283,,51 1.3 352.2 8934 V 7/30 272 15 P2375/01 
277821 4(;.2 103.0 4681 V 10/48 268 211 P2370/21 283552 3.1 350.0 8901 R 7/39 272 17 P2375/02 
277622 3',0.8 100.6 4759 R 10/53 268 211 P2370/22 283853 -.8 354.3 'l103 V 7/22 272 13 P2375/03 
277823 38.3 102.8 4713 V 10/49 268 216 H2371/02 283554 1.1 351. 9 8<;99 R 7/31 272 14 P2375/04 
277824 3; .9 100.6 4787 R 10/58 268 216 t12371/04 283855 -2.9 356.5 9234 V 7/13 272 12 P2375/05 
277825 3b.4 102.7 474S V 10/,,9 268 220 H2371/06 283656 -.9 354.1 9117 R 7/23 272 12 P2375/06 
277826 3,.9 100.6 4821 R 10/58 268 220 H2371/08 283657 -5.3 359.2 9394 V 7/02 272 10 P2375/07 
277827 ~:-.4 102.5 4787 V 10/50 268 224 H2371/10 283858 -3.2 356.4 9254 R 7/14 272 10 P2375/08 277828 ~: .9 100.4 4866 R 10/59 268 224 H2371/12 283659 -7.9 2.1 9583 V 6/51 272 8 P2375/09 
277629 32.3 102.3 4836 V 10/51 268 229 HZ371/14 283860 -5.6 359.0 941"+ R 7/03 272 9 P2375/10 
271830 31. 7 100.1 4920 R 11/00 268 228 ~12371/16 287642 -70.8 141.8 26417 V 6/40 274 101 P2376/19 
277631 29.2 137.8 4697 V 8/31 268 35':' P2369/01 287B62 -73.9 49.5 26187 V 12153 274 17 P2378/02 
271832 29.1 136.1 4690 R 8/38 266 347 P2369/02 287863 -73.8 91.4 26078 R 10/05 274 58 P2379/06 
277633 27.1 137.2 4734 V 8/34 268 345 P2369/03 287864 -82.5 50.9 26276 V 12/47 274 40 P2379/07 
277834 27.2 135.6 4727 R 8/40 268 339 P2369/0"+ 287B65 -78.6 122.2 26208 R 8/02 274 73 P2379/08 
277635 25.3 136.9 4776 V 8/36 268 339 P2369/05 287866 -88.5 230.7 26453 V 0/48 274 54 P2379/09 
277836 25.4 135.3 4770 R 8/42 268 333 P2369/06 287t::67 -78.0 169.2 26437 R 4/54 274 79 H2379/10 
277637 23.2 136.4 4827 V 8/38 268 334 P2369/07 287668 -78.9 234.3 26751 V 0/34 274 62 H2379/12 
277638 23.4 134.9 4820 R 8/':'4 268 329 P2369/08 287869 -72.0 193.6 26763 R 2157 274 81 H2379/14 
277639 21.1 136.0 4885 V 8/39 268 330 P236'l/09 287885 -70.5 17.8 262'l5 R 15/03 274 6 P23eO/03 
277840 21.3 134.4 4877 R 8/46 268 325 P236<1/10 287687 -76.8 2.0 26351 R 16/06 274 22 P2380/02 
277641 18.9 135.6 4951 V 8/41 268 326 P2369/11 287889 
-p.9 327.6 26487 R 18/24 274 34 P2380/01 277642 19.1 134.0 4945 R 8/47 268 322 P2369/12 287891 - 6.0 285.7 26764 R 21112 274 43 tl2380/40 
277843 16.7 135.3 5025 V 8/43 268 324 P23S9/13 300661 -73.1 64.1 26138 R 11/24 282 10 H23'l6/27 
277844 16.8 133.7 5020 R 8/49 268 319 PZ369/14 30es:,3 -79.8 80.9 26199 R 10/16 282 35 P2396/01 
2776':'5 14.2 134.8 5114 V 8/45 268 321 P2369/15 300864 -72.5 116.8 26126 V 7/53 282 72 H2396/30 
277846 14.3 133.2 5107 R 8/51 268 317 P2369/16 300665 -83.9 126.3 26319 R 7/15 282 49 P2396/02 
277847 11.6 134.4 5212 V 8/46 268 319 P2369/17 300666 -73.2 144.6 26292 V 6/02 282 78 H2396/32 
277648 11. 7 132.9 5207 R 8/52 268 315 P23S9/18 300867 -80.0 189.2 26549 R 3/03 262 59 H2396/33 
277649 8.8 134.1 5326 V 8/48 268 317 P2369/19 300869 -71.1 209.2 26900 R 1/44 282 66 tl2396/35 
279801 -5.8 78.9 9591 V 9/20 269 307 P2372/01 300682 -70.9 32.6 26205 V 13/33 282 355 t12397/34 
27%02 -3.1 76.1 'l559 V 9/37 269 295 P2372/02 300683 -70.0 352.7 26611 R 16/13 282 3 112397/35 
279603 -6.1 78.8 9610 e 9/27 269 307 P2372/03 300685 -74.8 335.5 26637 R 17/22 282 14 P2397102 
279804 -3.4 76.2 9577 C 'l/37 269 295 P2372/04 300886 -85.4 26.4 26268 V 13/58 282 29 P2397/03 
27%05 -6.3 78.8 <:629 C 9/27 269 307 P2372/05 300587 -76.4 304.4 26755 R 19/26 282 26 P2397/04 
279506 -3.7 76.1 95% C 9/33 269 295 P2372/06 300888 -86.8 237.1 26400 V 23/56 282 41 P2397/05 
279807 -6.6 78.8 9649 e <:127 269 30T P2372/07 300839 -73.2 276.7 26957 R 21/17 282 35 H2397/41 
279608 -3.9 76.1 9614 C 9/38 269 295 P23721C8 300590 -79.0 227 .. 3 26613 V 0/35 282 51 H2397/42 
27%11 -7.2 78.7 9687 R 9/27 269 307 P2372/11 304801 -82.0 12.9 16697 V 10/18 284 105 P2"+01/01 
279612 -4.4 76.0 9651 R 9/38 269 295 P2372/12 304B02 -77.7 42.0 16731 V 8/22 20:' 14" PNOI/02 
279821 -14.2 82.4 10072 V <1/15 269 317 tl2371/18 304603 -82.2 12.6 16688 C 10/20 284 104 P2401/03 
279822 -11.2 79.5 9996 V 9127 269 309 H2371/20 304804 -77.9 42.3 16721 C 8/21 284 145 P2401/04 
279823 -14.5 82.4 10092 C 9/15 269 316 H2371/22 304B05 -82.3 12.1 16678 e 10/22 28':'- 103 PNOl/05 
279224 -11.5 79.5 10015 C 9/27 269 309 H2371/2.:. 304606 -78.1' 42.6 16711 C 8120 284 144 F2401/06 
279525 -14.8 82.5 10113 e 9/15 269 316 H2371/26 304609 -82.7 11.4 16660 R 10/25 284 100 P2401/09 
279826 -11.7 79.6 10034 e 9/27 269 309 H2371/28 30:'510 -78.4 43.4 16691 R 8/17 284 142 P2401/10 
27<;327 -15.0 82.5 10133 C 9/15 269 316 H2371130 304811 -79.6 285.8 16570 V 16110 284 33 P2403/01 
279828 -12.0 79.6 10054 e 9/27 269 309 t12371/32 304812 -84.1 321. 7 16501 V 13/47 284 58 P2403/02 
279631 -15.5 82.6 10173 R 9/15 269 317 H2371/38 304613 -79.6 285.2 16561 e 16/13 284 33 P2403/03 
279832 -12.4 79.6 10092 R 9/27 269 309 t12371/40 30:'814 -84.1 320.4 16492 C 13/52 284 58 P2403/04 
279541 -8.7 74.5 10220 V 9/49 269 292 F2372113 304515 -79.5 284.6 16552 e 16/15 284 33 P2403/05 
279042 -5.8 71. 7 10203 V 10/01 269 279 P2372114 304616 -84.2 319.5 16483 C 13/56 284 53 P2403/06 
279B43 -9.0 74.5 10239 C 9/50 269 292 P2372/15 304819 -79.5 283.3 16535 R 16/20 284 33 P2403/09 
279044 -6.0 71. 7 10221 C 10/01 26Q 279 P2372116 304820 -84.2 316.6 16464 R 14/07 284 57 P2403/10 
279845 -9.2 74.4 10258 e 9/50 269 292 P2372117 304B21 -85.7 95.2 16377 V 4/43 284 102 P2401/11 
27<;5';6 
-6.2 71.6 10239 C 10/02 ,69 27" P2372/18 304622 -79.3 87.8 16425 V 5125 284 125 P2401/12 
279847 -9.4 74.3 10276 C 9/51 269 292 P2372119 304B23 -85.7 99.9 16369 C 4/37 284 102 P2401/13 
279648 -6.5 71.6 10257 e 10/02 269 280 P2372120 30:'624 -79.4 88.9 16416 e 5/21 284 U5 P2401/14 
27<)351 -9.9 74.2 10315 R 9/51 269 292 P2372123 304825 -85.8 102.7 16360 C 4/25 284 102 P2401/15 
27<;852 -7.0 71.4 10297 R 10/03 269 280 P2372/24 304826 -79.5 88.8 16404 C 5/21 284 125 P2401/16 
Z33801 56.1 305.0 9154 V 10/33 272 165 P23i3/01 30':;B29 -86.0 94.1 16329 R 5/00 284 10<: P2401/19 
283B03 52.6 309.5 8%2 V 10/15 272 163 F2373/03 30:'B30 -79.6 84.4 16370 R 5/39 284 126 P2402l01 
283604 55.7 30:'.6 9175 R 10/35 272 164 P2373/04 304631 -80.0 254.9 16220 V 18/19 284 48 P2403/11 
283805 49.8 312.8 8321 V 10/02 272 162 P2373105 30"B32 -86.4 254.7 16148 V 18/21 284 69 P2403/12 
283806 52.5 309.0 8992 R 10/17 272 163 P2373/06 304833 -79.9 255.7 16208 C 18/16 284 47 P2403/13 
<:83807 47.2 315.5 8706 V 9/52 272 160 P2373/07 304834 -86.3 256.8 16136 C 18/12 284 69 P2403/14 
283808 49.7 312.2 8854 R 10/05 272 162 P2373/08 30':;B35 -79.9 256.5 16196 e 18/13 284 47 P2403115 
283:309 44.7 317.8 8607 V 9/42 272 158 P2373/09 304B36 -12-6.3 253.9 16124 C 18/04 284 68 P2403/16 
283810 47.1 315.1 8733 R 9/54 272 160 P2373/10 304839 -79.7 258.0 16172 R 18/08 284 46 P2403/19 
283611 42.5 319.9 8530 V 9/34 272 156 P2373/11 30':;640 -86.1 262.8 16099 R 17/48 284 68 P2403/20 
283812 44.7 317.5 8638 R 9/44 272 158 P2373/12 304B41 -82.3 197.2 16060 V 22/13 284 78 P2402/02 
283613 40.3 321.9 8460 V 9/27 272 154 P2373/13 304B42 -83.2 143.3 16032 V 1/49 284 99 P2402/03 
283814 42.5 319.6 8557 R 9/36 272 156 P2373/14 304843 -83.0 198.8 16033 e 22/07 284 78 P2402l04 
283815 38.2 323.6 8402 V 9/20 272 151 P2373/15 304644 -83.2 144.5 i6022 C 1/44 284 99 P2402/05 
283B16 40.2 321.5 8485 R 9/28 272 154 P2373/16 304645 -82.8 199.6 6026 e 22/04 284 78 P2-+02/0~ 
283817 36.2 325.4 8353 V 9/13 272 148 P2373/17 30':;B46 -83.2 146.5 16014 C 1/36 284 93 P2402/0 
283818 38.3 323.3 8429 R 9/21 272 151 P2373/18 304B49 -82.5 201.2 16008 R 21/58 284 77 P2402l10 
283619 34.4 326.8 8317 V 9/07 272 144 P2373/19 304650 -83.1 149.9 15996 R 1/23 284 97 P2402l11 
283620 36.2 325.0 8378 ~ 9/14 272 148 P2373/20 308859 -71.4 195.7 26179 V 11/32 286 354 H2409/37 283821 32.5 328.4 8286 9/01 272 140 P2373121 308661 -78.2 211.1 26202 V 10/30 286 20 W409/39 
283822 34.2 326.6 8339 R 9/08 272 144 P2373122 308B62 -71.5 246.8 26097 R 8/08 <:86 58 2409/40 
3-146 
VIKING ORBITER PICT~~ES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LON RANGE F TOD LS SCAZ ORDERNBR LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ CRDERN13R PIC NO LAT PICNO 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12899 C 7/31 293 139 P2424/13 
12964 C 6/29 293 152 P2424/14 
12387 C 7/28 293 133 P2424/15 
12952 C 6/26 293 151 P2424/16 
12863 R 7/18 293 136 P2424/19 
12924 R 6/20 293 150 P2424/20 
12654 V 17/28 293 64 P2423/01 
12640 V 16/43 293 99 P2423/02 
12643 C 17/30 293 63 P2423/03 
12628 C 16/55 293 98 P2423/04 
12632 C 17/32 293 62 P2423/05 
12616 C 17/01 293 97 P2423/06 
12621 C 17/35 293 62 P2423/07 
12604 C 17/07 293 96 P2423/08 
125q8 R 17/39 293 61 P2423/11 
12530 R 17/19 293 95 P2423/12 
12470 C 1/36 293 122 P2426/03 
12526 C 3/50.293137 P2426/04 
12451 C 1/33 293 122 P2426/05 
12504 C 3/57 293 137 P2426/06 
12432 C 1/33 293 122 P2426/07 
12466 C 4/05 293 133 P2426/08 
12397 R 1/35 293 123 P2426/11 
12450 R 4/13 293 138 P2426/12 
12213 V 20/10 293 84 P2423/13 
12213 V 22/09 293 105 P2423/14 
12201 C 20/09 293 83 P2423/15 
12201 C 22/04 293 105 P2423/16 
12177 C 19/48 293 81 P2423/17 
12183 C 22/00 293 104 P2423/18 
12178 C 20/07 293 82 P2423/19 
12176 C 21/56 293 103 P2423/Z0 
12155 R 20/06 293 B1 P2423/23 
12151 R 21/48 293 102 P2423/24 
20429 V 3/06 296 81 P2431/01 
20189 V 5/16 296 75 P2431/03 
20121 V 6/25 296 106 P2431~04 
20079 V 7/28 296 66 P2431/0S 
20034 V 7/44 2q6 118 F2431/06 
20018 V 9/13 296 38 P2431/07 
20005 V 10/11 296 330 P2431/09 
20453 V 22/06 296 44 P2432/21 
20109 V 1/33 296 50 P2432/22 
20246 V 19/38 296 31 P2432/23 
20001 V 10/35 296 36 P2432/24 
20154 V 16/47 296 19 P2433*14 
19936 V 12/09 296 18 P2433/02 
20111 V 15/15 296 5 P2433/03 
19916 V 12/26 296 356 P2433/04 
20109 V 14/28 296 350 P2433/05 
19936 V 12/34 296 334 P2433/06 
19819 V 2/59 297 65 P2435/07 1969~ V 5/21 297 86 P2435/08 
19692 V .5/30 297 57 P2435/09 
19593 V 6/52 297 89 P2436/01 
19608 V 8/51 297 42 P2436/02 
19530 V 8/21 297 76 P2436/03 
19563 V 10/30 297 16 P2436/04 
19504 V 9/25 297 346 P2436/05 
19557 V 11/15 297 341 F2436/06 
20076 V 21/43 297 42 P2434/01 19718 V Z3/19 Z97 46 PZ434/02 
19869 V 19/52 2 97 30 F2434/03 
19595 V 18/09 297 34 P2434/04 
19776 V 17/52 297 20 P2434/05 
19530 V 13/52 297 20 P2434/06 
19722 V 16/14 297 8 P2434/07 
19~99 V 13/20 297 2 P2434/08 
19709 V 15/15 297 355 P2434/09 
1 9506 V 13/11 297 344 P2434/10 
319829 -85.6 3.3 
319630 -SO.8 18.8 
319831 -B5.9 4.2 
319632 -80.9 19.7 
319835 -86.2 6.8 
319636 -81.3 21.2 
31qB37 -82.0 214.7 
319836 -86.7 224.9 
31q839 -81.7 214.2 
31~640 -86.6 223.1 
319841 -81.6 213.7 
319842 -86.4 221.5 
319843 -81.5 213.2 
319844 -86.3 220.2 
319B47 -Sl.2 212.1 
319B46 -86.2 217.2 
319851 -85.7 93.4 
319852 -82.1 59.9 
319853 -86.1 94.3 
319854 -82.S 58.3 
319855 -86.4 94.4 
319856 -82.7 56.4 
319659 -87.1 93.9 
31,860 -83.2 54.5 
319861 -81.4 175.6 
319862 -84.S 146.0 
319863 -81.2 176.0 
319564 -84.4 147.1 
319865 -81.3 181.2 
31 9866 -84.3 148.3 
319G67 -80.9 176.5 
319668 -84.1 149.4 
319671 -80.5 176.9 
319672 -83.9 151.4 
325521 -73.1 234.4 
325823 -78.5 202.1 
325824 -71.1 184.7 
325625 -73.8 168.9 
325626 -70.3 165.1 
325B27 -75.8 142.7 
325B29 -71.3 128.4 
325841 -76.5 310.3 
325642 -85.1 258.6 
325843 -82.0 347.4 
325B44 -88.1 123.0 
325B45 -81.4 30.1 
325B46 -82.4 99.7 
325B47 -77.8 53.2 
325B48 -77.0 95.6 
325549 -72.5 64.9 
325B50 -71.2 93.4 
327801 -80.6 181.5 
327602 -75.7 146.0 
327803 -84.0 143.8 
327B04 -75.4 123.4 
327805 -82.9 93.6 
327606 -74.7 101.1 
327807 -78.8 69.0 
327608 -71.6 85.1 
327B09 -73.8 57.8 
327611 -73.8 261.3 327612 -83.6 237.2 
327B13 -78.9 289.1 
327814 -88.1 314.8 
327815 -79.4 319.0 
327B16 -84.1 19.1 
327817 -77.1 343.6 
327818 -78.9 27.1 
327819 -72.9 358.5 
327620 -73.5 29.4 
327521 -77.0 305.7 
327B22 -81.0 297.1 
327623 -79.3 320.3 
327B24 -83.2 313.5 
327825 -80.5 336.7 
327B26 -84.5 339.6 
327827 -80.9 355.2 
327B2B -84.4 9.1 
327829 -80.4 12.8 
327630 -83.0 34.3 
327B31 -79.0 28.2 
327832 -60.7 49.0 
327333 -77.3 38.8 
327B34 -7B.7 56.4 
327835 -75.5 45.8 
327636 -76.6 61.4 
327837 -73.5 51.3 
327838 -74.0 65.1 
327639 -71.3 55.5 
327840 -71.6 67.B 
327B41 -81.3 266.8 
327B42 -82.0 237.2 
327843 -84.5 268.3 
327B44 -84.2 225.6 
327645 -87.1 272.2 
327846 -86.0 203.5 
327B47 -89.3 350.2 
327848 -86.6 155.3 
327649 -86.9 66.2 
327B50 -85.0 120.7 
327651 -84.1 74.8 
327852 -82.5 106.7 
327853 -81.3 77.4 
327854 -79.7 100.9 
327855 -78.4 80.1 
327656 -77.0 98.6 
327657 -76.0 81.9 
327853 -74.6 97.B 
327859 -73.5 83.9 
308563 -83.2 258.7 
308564 -72.3 272.8 
306865 -80.1 312.1 
308867 -73.0 334.1 
308882 -75.8 146.4 
308834 -B2.4 120.0 
308886 -82.4 54.7 
308588 -75.3 25.3 
313802 -39.3 15.2 
313B03 -39.0 357.0 
313504 -49.2 18.9 
313805 -49.B 358.0 
313606 -58.2 22.0 
313807 -58.8 356.4 
31350B -66.2 25.2 
313809 -66.7 350.9 
313810 -73.9 28.1 
313611 -73.3 333.3 
313812 -8;.4 31.5 
313B13 - ie 7 307.6 
313614 -8~.7 36.5 
313815 -76.1 273.8 
313616 -8~.4 215.1 
313B21 -41.8 33.5 
~l~~~~ :~j:g ~~:~ 
313824 -47.3 55.1 
313825 -5~.6 42.7 
313526 -5'.1 63.1 
313827 -6!.1 49.7 
313828 -b(.l 73.1 
313829 -6".9 59.8 
313830 -6(.B 86.4 
313831 -7~.8 77.6 
313632 -6t.0 103.7 
~i~~~~ :l~:~ i~~:~ 
313835 -7e.3 152.4 
313836 -67.1 148.2 
~i~§4~ :~~:~ ~~:~ 
313643 -3:.6 62.8 
313844 -2~.6 76.3 
313645 -40.8 70.9 
313846 -3,.4 83.1 
313847 -4i.0 7B.9 
313848 -4t.5 91.4 
313849 -51.B 88.0 
313650 -44.2 100.2 
313551 -5~.7 ~6.7 
313B52 -4i.4 110.7 
313B53 -5~.9 112.9 
313854 -4~.2 122.6 
313855 -60.1 128.3 
313856 -4' .3 136.2 
313B61 -12.6 80.0 
313663 -It.S 84.4 
313B64 -7.9 93.7 
313865 -25.4 90.9 
313B66 -15.1 100.1 
313567 -30.6 93.1 
313~6B -20.4 107.4 
313869 -34.9 106.0 
313670 -23.9 115.1 
313871 -37.9 114.6 
313872 -26.1 123.0 
313873 -39.6 124.2 
313874 -26.5 131.8 
313B75 -39.6 134.5 
313676 -24.6 142.7 
317601 -28.2 82.6 
317602 -22.2 83.0 
317B03 -25.9 86.8 
317804 -19.5 87.9 
317B05 -23.2 91.5 
317606 -17.3 92.~ 
317807 -20.8 95.7 
317808 -15.1 95.9 
317E09 -18.7 99.3 
317610 -13.3 99.2 
317811 -21.7 92.B 
317612 -16.8 90.9 
317813 -21.9 92.8 
317814 -17.0 90.7 
317815 -22.1 92.6 
317816 -17.2 90.6 
317619 -22.7 92.2 
317820 -17.8 90.3 
319801 -31.4 323.4 
319802 -78.0 347.3 
31q803 -81.5 324.1 
319804 -78.1 348.6 
319805 -82.3 323.4 
319806 -78.2 349.9 
319807 -82.0 325.7 
319608 -78.6 349.6 
319811 -82.6 321.7 
319612 -79.S 348.6 
319813 -80.3 254.0 
31qB14 -82.5 285.8 
319815 -80.1 254.5 
31 c 816 -82.4 285.0 
319817 -80.0 253.7 
319618 -82.4 28~.3 
319819 -80.0 253.2 
319820 -82.5 283.1 
319B23 -79.9 252.1 
31 9824 -82.5 281.4 


























































































































































































































286 41 F2409/01 
286 "70 H2409/42 
286 53 F2409/02 
286 61 H2409/45 
266 2 H2412/24 
236 17 P2412101 
286 29 P2412102 
286 39 F2412l03 
289 307 H2416/38 
289 320 H2416/39 
239 313 H2416/40 
289 327 H2416/41 
289 323 H2416/42 
289 337 H2416/43 
289 336 H2416/44 
289 348 H2416/45 
289 352 H2416/46 
289 H2416/47 
~~~ 1~ r,~~I~~Z§ 
289 25 P2416/02 
289 24 H2416/51 
289 39 H2416/52 
289 296 H2414/29 
289 280 H2414/30 
289 300 H2415122 
289 283 H2415/23 
289 309 H2415/24 
289 288 H2415/25 
289 324 H2415/26 
239 305 H24151U 
289 347 H2415/28 
289 4 H2415/29 
289 16 H2415/30 
289 58 H2415/31 
289 41 H2415/32 
289 n H241S/33 
289 52 H2415/34 
289 78 H2415/35 
239 259 H2416/53 
289 243 H2416/54 
289 259 H2417/15 
289 237 H2417/16 
239 254 H2417/17 
289 228 H2417/1B 
289 246 H2417/19 
269 212 HN17/20 
289 227 H2417/21 
239 191 H2417/22 
289 172 H2417/23 
289 163 H2417/24 
289 121 H2417/25 
289 141 H2417/26 
289 107 H2417/27 
239 126 t12417/28 
289 230 H2415/36 
28 9 225 H2415/38 
289 213 H2415/39 
289 217 H2415/40 
289 204 H2415/41 
289 205 t12415/42 269 193 H2416/Z8 
289 190 H2416/29 
289 181 H2416/30 
289 173 H2416/31 
289 170 H2416/32 
289 157 t12416/33 
289 159 HZ416/34 
289 145 H2416/35 
289 148 H2416/36 
2 0 2 291 P2420/01 
292 265 F2420/02 
292 292 P2420103 
292 287 P2420/04 
292 294 P2420/05 
292 289 P2420/06 
~~~ ~~i ~~~~gjg~ 
292 300 F2420/09 
292 293 PN20/10 
292 289 P2420/11 
292 280 F2420/12 
292 289 F2420/13 
2q2 280 P2420/14 
292 289 F2420/15 
292 281 P24Z0/16 
292 289 P2420/19 
292 281 F2420/20 
293 165 P2422/17 
293"172 F2422/1B 
293 165 F2422115 
293 171 P2422/16 
293 158 F2424/01 
293 170 P2424/02 
293 160 P24:4/C3 
293 169 P2424/04 
2 0 3 156 F2424/07 
293 167 P2424/08 
293 29 P2422/01 
293 130 P2422119 
293 25 P;:':'22/03 
293 130 F2422/04 
293 25 P2422105 
293 128 P2422106 
293 26 F2422/07 
293 124 P2~22/08 
293 25 P2422/11 
293 121 F2422/12 
293 153 P2424/12 
9620 V 20154 297 107 P2436/08 
9606 V 21/28 297 124 P2436/09 
9540 V 19/55 297 112 P2436/10 
9543 V 20/23 297 131 P2436/11 
9487 V 18/50 297 118 P2436/12 
9496 V 18/39 297 143 F2436/13 
9447 V 17/36 297 131 P2436/14 
9463 V 16/41 297 159 P2436/15 
9420 V 16/26 297 159 F2436/16 
9441 V 15100 297 181 P2436/17 
9405 V 15/25 297 203 P2436/1B 
9433 V 14/01 297 203 P2436/19 
9402 V 14/42 297 230 P2436/20 
9433 V 13/32 297 217 P2436/21 
9407 V 14/14 297 242 F2436/22 
9441 V 13/12 297 228 P2436/23 
q420 V 13/53 297 249 P2436/24 
9461 V 12/57 297 236 P2436/25 
9443 V 13/36 297 254 PZ436/26 
9488 V 12/47 297 242 P2436/27 
937B V 23/33 297 140 P2434/11 
q428 V 1/31 297 151 P2434/12 
9314 V 23/27 297 148 P2434/13 
93g0 V 2/18 297 156 P2434/14 
9270 V 23/12 297 156 P2434/15 
9336 V 3/46 297 165 P2434/16 
9229 V 18/00 297 167 P2434/17 
9297 V 6/59 297 174 P2434/18 
9200 V 12/48 297 179 P2434/19 
9271 V 9/18 297 184 P2434/20 
9184 V 12/21 297 192 P2434/21 
9259 V 10/14 297 194 P2434/22 
9180 V 12/11 297 204 P2434/23 
9263 V 10/37 297 204 P2434/24 
9192 V 12/01 297 214 P2435/01 
9281 V 10/47 297 212 F2435/02 
9211 V 11/54 297 221 P2435/03 
9307 V 10/50 297 217 P2435/04 
9243 V 11/46 297 227 PZ435/05 
3-147 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. VIKING ORBITER.PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PlCNO LAT LC~~ RANGE F TCD LS seAZ O;<OERNt3R PICt--!O LAT LCN RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERtiER 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------32i'B60 -72.1 97.3 93':'3 V 10/52 297 Z~2 P2435/06 34~Bi9 -18.4 110.4 18701 C 6/48 307 328 P2452/1Cl 
342601 -78.0 158.5 19036 V 0/31 306 t;~ PN':''l/Ol 3~~6S0 -12.3 104.8 18691 C 7/10 307 277 P2453/01 
-" 342602 -76.1 124.4 18905 V 2148 306 68 F2449/02 34-'531 -20.5 103.7 18781 C 7/15 307 305 P2453/02 
342603 -78.1 159.3 19027 C 0/28 306 53 P2449/03 3\4682 -14.3 93.2 18799 C 7/37 307 274 P2453/03 
34280':' -76.2 125.2 18898 C 2/ .. 5 306 68 F2449/04 34':;'833 -22.5 97.4 18905 C 7/40 307 295 P2453/04 
342605 -78.2 160.4 1"021 C 0/24 306 52 FZ':"49/05 34483':' -15.8 92.9 18923 C 7/58 307 273 P2453/05 
342806 -76.4 125.5 188!38 C 2/44 306 68 P244'l/06 3~':;'B.g6 -4.0 125.0 20Hl C 6/18 307 127 P2455/02 
342607 -78.2 161. 0 1901"+ C 0/22 3C6 52 P2449/07 34-=tE:S7 -12.3 126.4 20387 C 6/12 307 69 P2455/03 
342608 -76.6 126.0 18879 C 2142 306 67 P2449/08 344888 -5.8 120.7 20386 C 6/36 307 151 P2455/04 
342811 -78.3 162.9 18999 R 0/14 306 51 P2449/11 344659 -14.4 120.7 20371 C 6/36 307 8 P2455/05 
342612 -76.8 127.0 18362 R 2/38 306 67 P2449/12 3":"':'S CO -7.6 115.3 20393 C 6/57 307 205 P2455/C6 
342613 -85.6 167.1 18700 V 00/00 306 40 P2450/01 34~SOl -16.3 114.8 20399 C 6/59 307 295 P2455/07 
342814 -81.9 98.1 18571 V 4/36 306 57 P2"+50/02 3~-i5q2 -9.S 109.0 20448 C 7/23 307 239 P2455/08 
342815 -85.7 168.7 16690 C 23/54 336 ':'0 F2450/03 344593 -18.2 109.1 20467 C 7/22 307 284 P2455/C9 
342616 -82.1 "8.1 18562 C "+/3,, 306 S6 P~450/04 3.f':'BC;-=. -11.1 103.6 20534 C 7/44 307 250 P2455/10 
342817 -85.7 170.4 18682 C 23/47 306 39 P2450/05 344B95 -19.9 102.5 20588 C 7/49 307 279 P2455/11 
342618 -82.3 97.3 16551 C ':'/39 306 56 PN50/06 344696 -12.7 97.2 20680 C 8/10 307 256 P2455/12 
342819 -65.9 172.2 18672 C 23/40 306 39 P2450/07 34eBOl 1.0 130.2 31998 R 9/47 309 228 H2456/29 
342820 -82.4 97.5 16542 C 4/39 306 55 P2450/08 348603 -5.3 139.2 31490 R 9/11 309 222 H2456/31 
342623 -86.1 176.7 18653 R 23/22 306 38 PN50/11 345805 -10.3 149.3 31096 R 8/30 309 213 t12456/33 
342824 -82.7 96.9 18523 R ~/42 306 54 P2450/12 348606 7.5 153.4 31839 R 8/14 309 200 HZ456/34 
342825 -66.6 331.9 1Nll V 13/04 306 21 P'::449/13 348807 -13.1 158.6 30878 R 7/53 309 200 112456/35 
342826 -82.1 _~2.~ 18293 V 8121 306 36 P2':',,9/14 34['308 4.1 163.0 3158':' R 7/36 309 190 H2456/36 342827 -86.5 .),,9 .. I 18':'0"+ C 13/13 306 21 P2449/15 34EB09 -14.4 167.6 30781 R 7/17 309 185 t12456/37 
342B28 -82.2 41.4 18285 C 8/26 306 35 P2449/1" 343810 -l~:g 171.8 31499 R 7/01 309 178 H2456/33 342829 -86.4 327.6 18396 C 13/21 306 21 P24':'9/17 34e811 176.5 30783 R 6/42 309 169 t12456/39 
342630 -82.4 41.6 18278 C 8/25 306 35 P2449/18 34e513 -13.2 185.8 30903 R 6/05 309 154 t1245:'/41 
342631 -86.6 324.7 18391 C 13/33 306 21 P2449/19 342615 -20.8 114.5 31592 R 10/51 309 259 H2457/25 
342832 -82.5 41.6 18270 C 8/25 306 35 P2~-+9/20 348316 -12.9 126.1 31512 R 10/05 309 242 M2457/26 
342835 -86.6 319.6 18378 R 13/53 306 21 P2449123 34e,H 7 -29.8 128.5 30907 R 9/55 309 256 H2457127 
342B3S -82.8 41.0 18255 R 3./~·'3 306 34 P2449124 34E318 -20.2 138.7 30931 R 9/15 309 234 M2457/28 
342637 -80.7 33':'.9 16199 V 12/55 306 1 Pz.:,50/13 3':'2619 -35.5 142.1 30498 R 9/01 309 250 HN57/29 
342638 -78.5 15.1 18033 V 10/14 306 1 P2450/H 34::·520 -24.4 150.2 30603 R 8/29 309 222 M2457/30 
342839 -80.7 334.7 18190 C 121.56 306 1 P2450/15 34(321 -37.7 153.1 30309 R 8/17 309 239 M2457/31 
342840 -78.4 14.6 1807"+ C 10/16 306 1 P2450/16 34EBZ2 -25.7 159.9 30463 ~ 7/50 309 205 HN57/32 342641 -80.7 334.5 18181 C 12/56 306 1 P;:':'SO/17 342B23 -38.5 164.3 30216 7/33 309 20Q H2457/33 
342842 -78.0 14.6 18065 C 10/16 306 1 PNSO/18 3-=+~Si24 -25.7 169.6 30"+20 R 7/12 309 182 M2457/34 
342643 -80.6 334.1 1611'2 C 12/58 306 1 P2450/19 346625 -33.0 175.4 30211 R 6/48 309 153 t12457/35 
342844 ,-7,'.5 14.1 18C57 C 10/18 306 1 P2450lZ0 348.G26 -24.8 179.5 30465 R 6/32 309 159 HN57/36 
342847 -8(' .5 333.1 18157 R 13/03 306 P2450/23 348327 -36.4 183.1 30313 R 5/58 309 124 H2457/37 
342648 -76.6 13.2 16039 R 10/22 306 F2450124 3~c930 -28.9 104.2 31647 R 11/36 309 274 H2456/44 
344501 -1".9 "6.2 12453 V 6/17 307 346 P2453/06 34E,531 :~~:~ <;8.7 314',2 R 11/58 309 290 H245t>/45 344502 -! •. 3 93.7 12299 R 6127 307 340 P2453/07 3':.e532 117.8 30978 R 10/41 309 274 H2456/46 
344603 -u .4 94.8 123;2 V 6/22 307 343 P2453/08 34E633 -50.4 112.1 30911 R 11/0':' 309 295 H2456/47 . 
344804 -4.8 92.3 12251 R 6/32 307 333 P2453/09 342534 -43.7 130.5 30573 R 9/50 309 275 H2456/48 
344605 -:'.8 93.4 12306 V 6128 307. 338 P2453/10 345835 -!;;6.5 127.4 30557 R 10/03 309 303 H2456/49 
344606 -::'.3 90.9 12221 R 6/38 307 321 P2453/11 3.:i~336 -~7.5 144.0 30307 R 8/57 309 278 H2456/50 
344807 -(·.3 92.0 12262 V 6/34 307 331 P2453/12 34;:;837 -60.3 1(,4.0 30350 R 8/57 309 316 t12456"57 
344808 :'.9 89.5 12212 R 6/44 307 300 P2':'53/13 348533 -49.6 157.5 30162 R 8/03 309 284 M2~56/52 
344809 -:.1 90.7 12239 V 6/39 307 319 PN53/14 3~S339 -62.1 162.9 30245 i 7/41 309 342 tlN56/53 344610 !"O 88.3 12219 R 6/49 307 268 P2453/15 348640 -50.0 171.6 30111 7/07 309 356 t12456/54 344611 ~ .9 8Q.5 12~31 V 6/44 307 2"8 P2453/16 343841 -61.6 152.2 30240 6/25 309 17 M2456/55 344812 r.o 87.0 12240 R 6/54 307 239 P2453l17 346642 --"8.9 184.7 30149 6/14 309 i5 H2456/58 
344813 !'..O 88.1 12239 V 6/50 307 267 P2453118 3 4 1'044 -50.2 84.4 31604 R 12/58 309 305 t12457/40 
344514 1: .• 0 85.6 12277 R 7/00 307 221 P2453/19 34:"546 -60.4 97.7 31067 R 12/05 309 313 H2457/42 
34':'815 r.o 86.8 12261 V 6/55 307 238 P2453/20 3~cB~7 -95 • 8 64.1 31535 R 14/19 309 328 M2457/43 
344616 11,. 2 84.2 12330 R 7/06 307 211 P2453/21 34E,~)::;'8 -08.1 115.0 30734 R 10/56 309 323 H2457/44 
344617 ILl 85.4 12299 V 7/01 307 221 P2453/22 346649 -76.8 68.9 31236 R 14/00 309 339 H2457/45 
344818 1/.5 82.5 12':'03 R 7/13 307 204 P2,,53l23 3-4~~850 -73.2 138.7 30551 R 9/21 309 338 H2457/46 
344819 1('.7 83.8 1235" V 7/07 307 210 PN53l24 3.:y2351 -86.0 67.9 31C82 R 14/04 309 351 H2457/47 
344820 2:".0 80.7 12497 R 7/20 307 200 P2433/25 34;3352 -7"+.9 171.5 30478 R 7/10 309 356 H2457/48 
344621 ~I:'O 82.6 12430 V 7/13 307 203 P2454/01 348353 -g5.5 278.8 31093 R 00/01 309 3 t12458/CS 344922 ,--".1 78.6 12627 R 7/29 307 197 P2454/02 34E,~,54 :7g:~ 202.1 30514 R 5/08 309 15 H245S/09 344B23 21.7 80.3 12533 V 7/22 307 199 P2454/03 3':;8655 269.5 31187 R 0/33 309 17 M2458/10 
344824 2(:.8 76.3 12770 R 7/38 307 195 P2454/0"+ 343856 
-F·5 224.8 3C653 R 3/37 309 31 H2458/11 
344625 2:'.4 78.3 12659 V 7/30 307 1"7 PZ':;54/05 346535 -~2.2 104.2 31489 V 11/42 309 278 H2460/16 
344826 :;~ .8 73.7 12947 R 7/49 307 193 P2454/06 348659 -43.7 95.7 31425 V 12116 309 2"4 H2460/17 
344627 2".2 76.0 12810 V 7/39 307 194 P2454/07 3~.s860 -41.0 117.4 30864 V 10/49 309 279 H2460/18 
344828 36.9 70.5 13157 R 8/01 307 1"2 P2454/03 3481361 -53.2 109.8 30856 V 11/20 309 300 M2460/19 
344829 3 ..... 9 73.4 12978 V 7/50 307 193 P2454/09 3-i8562 .,.47.1 130.3 30468 V 9/58 309 283 H2460/20 
344630 4:' .5 66.3 13422 R 8/16 307 1"1 P245':'/I0 343c63 -59:7 125.0 30514 V 10/19 309 309 M2460/21 
344831 -11'.1 91.8 12864 V 6/38 307 333 P2451/01 348564 -51.1 143.8 30220 V 9/04 309 288 H2460122 
344832 -1' .• 3 89.4 12704 R 6/48 307 323 P2451/02 3:'BB65 -64.0 142.4 30314 V 9/10 309 323 H2460123 
344633 -14.6 90.7 12763 V 6/43 307 329 P2451103 3-=+6566 -53.4 158.2 30077 V 8/07 309 303 M2460/24 
344834 -·.·.7 88.3 12655 R 6/53 307 315 P2451/04 348367 -66.1 163.5 30212 V 7/45 309 346 t12460125 
344635 -13.0 89.5 12717 V 6/48 307 323 P2451/05 3~SB:,S -54.0 172.9 30028 V 7/C8 309 357 M246012" 
344636 
-' .. 4 8i .1 12627 R 6/57 307 304 P2451/06 3426'-9 -65.8 185.1 30213 V 6/19 309 13 H2460/27 
344637 -7.6 88.3 12671 V 6/52 307 315 P2451/07 343670 -53.1 187.2 30065 V 6/11 309 54 M2460128 
344838 -1.0 85.9 12614 R 7/02 307 259 P2451/08 343071 -25.6 33:'.5 15067 R 7/12 309 317 P2458/01 
3.44639 -4.3 87.2 126"+3 V 6/57 307 303 P2451/09 3480872 -16.9 334.3 14881 V 7/20 309 302 P2458/02 
344840 2.1 84.8 12618 R 7/07 307 270 P2451110 Y+8873 -20.9 335.4 14962 R 7/16 309 310 P2458/03 
344641 -.6 85.9 12629 V 7/03 307 286 F2451/11 348B74 -12.8 333.3 14836 V 7/25 309 292 P2459/01 
3,,4042 5.6 83.5 1263'1 R 7/12 307 250 P2451/12 34."875 -16.5 334.4 14890 R 7/20 309 301 P2459/02 
344843 2.6 84.8 12635 V 7/07 307 267 P2451/13 34c876 -8." 332.1 14812 V 7/30 309 280 P2459/03 
344644 9.0 82.1 12679 R 7/18 307 234 P2451/1.:; 343877 -12.4 333.3 14845 R 7/25 309 291 P245Q/04 
344645 6.1 83.5 12659 V 7/13 307 <'47 P2451/15 348678 -4.7 330.8 14817 V 7/35 30'1 268 P2459/05 
344546 12.6 80.6 12739 R 7/24 307 222 P;::':'51/16 3::r8i379 -8.2 332.2 14325 R 7/30 309 279 P2459/06 
344647 9.5 82.1 12701 V 7/18 307 231 P2451/17 34::580 -.6 329.5 14844 V 7/"+0 309 255 P2459/07 
3446~8 16.0 79.1 12816 R 7/30 307 214 P2451/18 3';2851 -4.1 330.9 14630 R 7/35 309 266 P2459/08 
344849 13.0 80.5 12764 V 7125 307 221 P2,,52/01 343682 3.4 328.0 14897 V 7/47 309 243 P2459/09 
344B50 19.9 77.1 129:::4 R 7/38 307 203 P2452/02 3':'3883 -.2 329.5 14861 R 7/41 309 253 P2'+59/10 
344651 16.7 78.9 128"+9 V 7/32 307 213 P2"+521'03 346354 7.5 326.3 14975 V 7/53 309 230i Pz.:,59/11 
344652 23.6 75.1 13053 R 7/47 307 20':' P2452/04 346885 3.9 327.9 14917 R 7/47 309 242 P2459/12 
344E:53 20.4 77.0 12<;58 V 7/39 :007 207 P2452/05 3':;8886 13.7 324.2 150<;0 V 8/02 309 226 P2459/13 
344654 27.7 72.5 13220 R 7/57 307. 201 P2452/06 34£-687 S.O 326.2 15000 R 7/54 309 233 P245'l/14 
344855 24.3 74.7 13096 V 7/48 307 ~O3 P2452107 348[:,83 16.1 321.9 15232 V 8/11 309 220 P2459/15 
344B5:, 31.9 69.5 13416 R 8/09 307 199 P2452108 34eSS9 12.3 324.1 15119 R 8/03 309 225 P2459/16 
344857 28.2 72.2 13258 V 7/58 307 201 P2452/09 3485 C () 20.8 319.0 15423 V 8/23 309 215 P245"/17 
344858 36.2 65.7 13655 R 8/25 307 197 P2452110 3:'2891 16.7 321. 7 15270 R 8/13 309 219 P2459/18 
344859 32.0 69.5 13442 V SilO 307 199 P2452111 3466Q2 25.7 315.4 15666 V 8/37 309 211 P2459/19 
344660 41.2 60.6 13967 R 8/"+5 307 1"6 P2452/12 34~393 21.5 318.6 15471 R 8/25 309 214 PN59/20 
344868 -10.0 111.1 16752 C 6/16 307 22 P2454/18 34~5Q-+ 31.4 310.0 16013 V 8/59 309 208 P2459121 
3448:'9 -17.4 111. 2 16839 C 6/16 307 1 P2454/19 351601 -82.2 21. 9 32271 V 9/09 311 345 t12465/24 
344870 -11. 9 106.2 16762 C 6/36 307 340 P2454/20 351802 -66.6 40.7 31682 V 7155 311 338 HN65/25 
344871 -19.3 10:'.2 16867 C 6/36 307 340 P2454/21 351603 -82.4 21.9 32278 C 9/09 311 345 M2465/26 
344672 -13.7 101. 7 16802 C 6/54 307 314 P2454/22 35160':' -66.1 39.3 31677 C 8/00 311 336 M2466120 
344B76 -8.0 117.0 16637 C 6/21 307 79 P2452/16 351605 -62.6 22.0 32285 C 9/09 311 345 H2466/21 
344677 -16.2 116.3 18673 C 6124 307 6 P2452117 351606 -67.1 41.1 31693 C 7/53 311 339 H2466/22 
344678 -10.1 111.0 18638 C 6/45 307 291 P2:+52118 351809 -82.8 23 .. 0 32290 R 9/e6 311 346 H2466/25 
3-148 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO lAT lml RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNSR PICNO lAT LON RANGE F TOO LS seAZ ORDERNSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
351B10 -67.1 41.8 31689 R 7151 311 339 H2466/26 356619 -73.3 170.3 32862 R 13/31 313 331 H2472/13 
351811 -72.4 329.7 32628 V 12/41 311 329 H2465/14 356820 -66.4 228.6 32069 R 10/02 313 321 H2472/14 
351812 -63.3 10.4 319'+7 V 9/58 311 317 H2465/15 356821 28.2 106.4 199'15 V 8/28 314 205 P2473/01 
351813 -72.5 330.0 32623 C 12140 311 329 H2465/16 356623 21.1 111.2 19587 V 8/09 314 20B P2473/03 
351814 -63.5 9.7 31962 C 10/01 311 318 tlN65/17 33~B2':' 27.5 106.8 19925 R 8/27 314 205 PN73/04 
351815 -72.3 328.8 32641 C 12145 311 329 H2465/18 3%525 14.6 114.8 19321 V 7/55 314 213 P2473/05 
351816 -63.6 9.5 31965 C 10102 311 318 H2465/19 356826 20.0 111.S 19556 R 8107 314 209 P2473/06 
351619 -72.1 328.0 32655 R 12148 311 329 t12465/22 356827 8.5 117.6 19128 V 7/44 314 219 P2473/07 
351820 -63.5 8.6 31981 R 10/06 311 31S H246S/23 356828 13.6 115.2 19302 R 7/53 314 214 P2473/0B 
352803 -16.5 339.2 32504 R 10/07 311 250 H2467/27 356829 2.7 120.0 18991 V 7/35 314 22B P2473/09 
352804 -4.1 346.0 32688 R 9/40 311 232 H2467/28 356830 7.5 117.9 19116 R 7/43 314 221 P2473/10 
352805 -21.6 352.2 31 c54 R 9/15 311 244 H2467129 356831 -2.7 121.8 18908 V 7/27 314 240 P2473/11 
352806 -9.1 358.3 32153 R 8/51 311 224 H2467/30 356832 1.9 120.1 18993 R 7/34 314 230 P2473/12 
352807 -24.7 3.8 31618 R 8/29 311 235 H2467/31 356833 -8.3 123.6 18863 V 7/20 314 256 P2473/13 
352808 -11.2 8.7 31867 R 8/10 311 212 t12467/32 356834 -3.7 122.1 lS911 R 7/26 3l't 243 P2473/14 
352609 -25.7 14.4 31434 R 7/47 311 219 H2467/33 356835 -13.6 125.1 lS863 V 7/14 314 274 P2474/01 
352510 -12.3 19.0 31702 R 7/28 311 1'l5 t12'167/34 356836 -9.0 123.7 lS876 R 7/20 314 258 P2474/02 
352811 -25.9 24.9 31353 R 7/05 311 19O H2467/35 356837 -18.9 126.4 lS900 V 7/09 314 291 P2474/03 
352812 -11.6 28.4 31678 R 6/51 311 176 t12467/36 356838 -14.4 125.2 18880 R 7/14 314 277 P2474/04 
352814 -25.0 324.0 32859 R 11/11 311 268 H2466/28 35,,839 -24.6 127.6 18981 V 7/04 314 306 P2474/05 
352815 -39.8 322.7 32558 R 11/16 311 285 H2466/29 3568'10 -19.9 126.6 lS924 R 7/09 314 2<;:4 P2474/06 
352816 -32.3 338.9 32154 R 10/11 311 268 H2466/30 356541 -30.7 128.9 19110 V 6/59 314 316 P2474/07 
352817 -46.4 338.5 31995 R 10/13 311 289 H2466/31 356842 -25.5 127.9 19009 R 7/04 314 308 P2474/08 
352818 -36.5 352.7 31708 R 9/16 311 267 H24t06/32 35e9:'3 -36.9 130.1 19287 V 6/55 314 324 P2474/09 
352819 -50.2 354.0 31638 R 9/11 311 296 H2466/33 356844 -31.5 129.2 19143 R 6/59 314 318 P2474/10 
352820 -38.8 5.3 31436 R 8/26 311 266 H2466/34 356845 -43.7 131.2 19526 V 6/50 314 329 P2474/11 
352821 -51.9 9.2 31426 R 8/10 311 308 nZ'I66/35 3568':'6 -38.1 130.2 19337 R 6/55 314 325 P2474/12 
352822 -39.8 17.5 31283 R 7/37 311 263 H2466/36 356647 -52.3 132.2 19890 V 6/47 314 334 P2.47':'/13 
352623 -52.1 24.8 31321 R 7/08 311 337 H2466/37 3566':'8 -45.2 131. 2 19599 R 6/51 314 330 P2474/14 
352824 -39.3 29.0 31232 R 6/51 311 20B H2466/38 356849 -62.4 132.5 20389 V 6/46 314 337 P2474/15 
352826 -48.1 303.1 33048 R 12/37 311 301 H2467/38 35,,650 -53.7 131.9 19969 R 6/48 314 334 P2474/16 
352828 -57.9 323.2 32327 R 11/17 311 3C8 n'::467/40 357801 29.3 80.4 19934 V 8/20 314 203 P2475/01 
352829 -67.4 293.4 32847 R 13/16 311 324 H2467/41 357603 22.2 85.1 19578 V 8/01 314 206 P2475/03 
352630 -63.4 344.3 31923 R 9/53 311 318 H2467/42 35760'+ 28.5 SO.8 19"13 R 8/1S 314 203 Pz.:,75/04 
352631 -77.0 317.6 32415 R 11/40 311 334 tl~46 7/43 357805 15.2 88.7 19299 V 7/47 314 211 P2475/05 
352832 -65.9 7.3 31693 R S/21 311 332 t1246 7/44 357806 21.1 85.5 19552 R S/OO 314 207 P2475/06 
352833 -S2.0 10.5 32195 R S/C8 311 347 H2467/45 357807 9.5 91.2 19119 V 7/37 314 216 P2475/07 
35283':' -66.0 30.3 31601 R 6/49 311 351 H2467/46 357808 14.4 8S.7 192<;':' R 7/47 314 212 P2475/08 
352835 -78.7 67.8 32147 R 4/19 311 2 H2467/47 357509 3.4 93.4 18"SO V 7/28 314 226 P2475/09 
352f336 -63.3 52.1 31615 R 5/22 311 14 HN67/48 357810 8.3 91.3 19109 R 7/37 314 219 P2475/10 
352837 -20.9 81.6 'oi.f55 R 9/22 311 231 t12469/29 357611 -1. 9 "5.1 18893 V 7/22 314 237 PN75/11 
352838 -9.2 87.2 24"29 R 9/00 311 221 H2(+69/30 357812 2.6 93.5 18<;83 R 7/28 314 228 P2475/12 
352839 -25.6 87.0 241S6 R 9/01 311 226 H2469/31 357813 -7.7 96.7 18856 V 7/16 314 255 P2475/13 
3528':'0 -15.8 94.1 N534 R 8/32 311 214 M2~69/32 357814 -3.1 95.2 16905 R 7/22 314 241 PN76/01 
352841 -30.2 94.1 23"'14 R 8/33 311 218 tl,-469/33 357815 -12.8 "S.O 18854 V 7/10 314 272 P2476/02 
352842 -20.5 101. 3 24274 R S/04 311 205 H2469/34 357816 -8.4 9!:-.7 lS370 R 7/16 314 257 P2476/03 
352f3'~3 -33.7 102.1 23776 R 8/01 311 207 M246Q/35 357817 -18.(+ 99.3 18891 V 7/05 314 291 P2476/04 
3528:;-4 -23.4 108.3 24128 R 7/36 311 196 t12469/36 35761S -13.8 "S.O 18876 R 7/11 314 276 P2476/05 
352845 -35.9 109.4 23687 R 7/32 311 19':' ~12>i6g/37 357819 -2~.O 100.4 18972 V 7/01 314 305 P2476/06 
35264" -25.4 115.5 .>.048 R 7/07 311 1$5 H2-i69/3S 357B20 -19.3 99.2 18919 R 7/06 314 293 P2476/07 
352847 -37.5 117.8 23,,49 R 6/58 311 178 HZ46 9/39 357821 -30.1 101.6 1<;099 V 6/57 314 316 P2476/08 
3528':'8 -26.3 123.1 2'+039 R 6/37 311 173 H2469/40 357822 -25.0 100.3 19006 R 7/02 314 307 P2476/09 
352649 -37.9 126.4 23675 R 6/24 311 163 H2-i-09/41 357823 -36.3 102.4 19276 V 6/53 314 323 PC:476/10 
352550 -25.9 131. 0 2'1112 R 6/06 311 162 M2469/42 357024 -31.1 101.4 19141 R 6/58 314 317 P2476/11 
352851 -42.1 68.3 23770 R 10/19 311 262 t12468129 357625 -43.6 103.4 19530 V 6/49 314 329 PZ476/12 
352652 -35.9 77.7 23814 R 9/41 311 2~5 t12468/30 357626 -37.4 102.2 19328 R 6/5':' 314 324 P2'176/13 
352653 -46.3 73.6 235B3 R 9/58 311 261 t12468/31 337827 -51.5 10'1.0 193,,7 V 6/47 314 333 P2476/14 
352854 -4').0 8'1.5 23604 R 9/14 311 239 t12468/32 357E23 -44.9 103.1 19597 R 6/51 314 330 Pz.:,76/15 
352855 -5:'.2 81.6 23 .. 08 R 9/26 311 258 t1..::.:r65/33 357c·29 -62.3 10 ... 1 20397 V 6/47 314 336 Pz.:,76/16 
352E;56 -'I' .. 0 93.2 23424 R 8/39 311 229 H:: .. 68/34 357830 -53.7 103.5 19"32 R 6/49 314 334 P2476/17 
352857 -54.4 91.9 23262 R 8/':'5 311 252 H2468/35 35~BOI -S6.6 286.8 20578 V 9/23 315 8 H2478125 
3521358 -4··.2 102.6 23308 R 8/02 311 213 H2-ieS/36 35CS02 -7S.7 314.8 20411 V 7/32 315 13 tlN7S/26 
352B59 -5~; .5 103.4 231S3 R 7/59 311 234 t1246S/37 352E03 -86.6 222.6 20572 C 9/40 ~l~ 8 P2478/01 352660 -4".3 l1Z.7 23255 R 7121 311 1;:6 ~L::'+t>8/33 35330'1 -78.7 313.7 20'+03 C 7/36 12 t12478/28 
35Zf361 -59.3 116.7 2316':' R 7/06 311 145 tlN68/39 3~S507 -136.5 275.4 205,,1 R 10/09 315 7 H2478/31 
352B62 -5C.l 123.7 23265 R 6/38 311 150 t12468/40 35;:·S03 -79.0 311.7 20390 R 7/44 315 10 t12478/32 
352663 -5'7.3 131. 0 23209 R 6/09 311 109 H2468/41 356B09 -73.4 ~91. 0 20225 V 9/10 315 333 H2477125 
352E64 -41'''.5 135.9 233':;7 R 5/49 311 133 M2~6Si42 35GGIO -66.6 302.6 20170 V 8/23 315 236 t12477/26 
352665 -5 ... 7 42.1 23855 R 12/06 311 2 C5 tl2-+6 "/43 355811 -73.6 290.7 2021S C 9/11 315 334 H2477/27 
352866 -4'".4 53.0 23012 R 11/03 311 281 t12469/44 358812 -66.7 302.8 20161 C 8/23 315 2S7 t12477/28 
352667 -5" .1 .. 7.1 23607 R 11/46 311 3~0 t12oi6Q/45 33:3815 -73.8 290.7 2020':' R 9/11 315 335 H2477/31 
3528,,8 -5c..7 66.2 23363 R 10/30 311 285 H2469/4" 353[;10 -67.0 302.8 20144 R 8123 315 290 H2477/32 
352E69 -6" .0 54.8 23392 R 11/16 311 309 H2469/47 35=,317 -59.4 289.8 20106 V 9/18 315 263 H2478/33 
352870 -6: .1 76.5 23189 R 9/49 311 291 t12469/ .. 8 355618 -52.8 297.7 20154 V 8/':;6 315 235 M2478/34 
352871 -?L.l 65.6 23250 R 10/33 311 323 H2469/49 358819 -59.5 289.7 20096 C 9/1S 315 264 H247S/35 
352872 -6e·.2 88.9 23087 R 9/00 311 306 t12469/50 358820 -53.0 297.9 20142 C S/':;5 315 235 H2478/36 
352873 -, ... 9 S1.8 23177 R "/28 311 3...,3 t12469/51 35CS23 -59.9 289.9 20074 R 9/18 315 265 tl2478/39 
35287':' -6(,.1 105.1 23041 R 7/55 311 3 .. 8 H2469/52 358324 -53.3 297.S 20121 R 8/46 315 236 t12478/40 
352875 -76.2 103.8 23164 R 7/40 311 8 H2469/53 35c831 -78.7 78.5 17027 V 0/15 315 51 NZ-i77/33 
352876 -6(".3 123.2 23052 R 6/43 311 40 M24t>"/54 35:3832 -77.4 45.6 16912 V 2/27 315 66 H2477/34 
352677 -7b.l 142.4 23207 R 5/26 311 30 n2469/55 35SB33 -78.8 79.4 17018 C 0/11 315 51 H2477/35 
352878 -6/>.3 143.7 23126 R 5/21 311 63 t12469/56 35eo3-i -77.5 46.1 16903 C 2/25 315 66 H2477/36 
352[380 -5:-.9 22.4 23912 R 13/28 311 313 N2~68/4":" 352B37 -78.9 80.1 169~6 R 0/ 9 315 50 M2477/39 
352681 -5".7 1.2 24307 R 14/53 311 325 H:468/45 3513838 -77.7 46.3 16879 R 2/24 315 65 H2477/40 
352832 -6,;.7 25.0 23647 R 13/18 311 321 HZ468/46 3523·+1 -76.4 139.3 16999 V 20/15 315 26 H2478/41 
3528S3 -6~' .8 358.8 24019 R 15/03 311 332 H2468/47 35~3~2 -S2.9 116.4 16781 V 21/.:r6 315 34 t12478/42 
352684 -7: .2 27.5 23456 R 13/08 311 331 ~12468/48 352843 -76.2 139.4 1690 5 C 20/14 315 26 H2478/43 
352685 -6".7 352.0 238-+0 R 15/30 311 3-+2 tl246S/49 3586';'4 -§g.7 117.1 16776 C 21/43 315 3':' P2478/02 
35(:256 -77.5 29.7 23352 R 12/59 311 3~2 H2-i6S/50 358347 -/:>.9 140.2 16984 R 20/11 315 26 M~47S/47 
352887 -7r.o 338.8 23744 R 16/23 311 ,~, H2468/51 356848 -82.5 119.4 16761 R 21/35 315 33 H2478/48 
352638 -8 7 .8 31.9 23303 R 12/51 311 355 H246S/52 33e551 -84.7 52.5 16426 V 2/05 315 48 H2477/41 
352859 -7t.2 312.8 23717 R 18/07 311 2 ti2468/53 358552 -SO.l 15.0 163 .. 9 V 4/35 315 68 n2477/42 
35Z8::;0 -8').S 169.6 2.3305 R 3/40 311 9 t12468/54 352.353 -04.8 52.9 16415 C 2/03 315 47 P2477/35 
352891 -77.4 282.2 23760 R 20/10 311 12 H246S/55 358554 -80.2 15.0 16338 C 4/35 315 68 P247713':' 
352692 -8:;.0 214.6 23372 R 01':;0 311 23 H2.:r6S/56 358i357 -85.1 5'1.8 16395 R 1/56 315 4" H2477/47 
356801 -8f·.l 242.6 32410 V 9/02 313 346 H2473/01 352858 -80.5 14.7 16316 R 4/36 315 67 ti2477/48 
356802 -6~.8 264.7 31760 V 7/34 313 341 H:473/02 355361 -84.9 290.6 16113 V 10/15 315 19 H2479/29 
356503 -85.1 241.6 32415 C 0/06 313 3~6 H2473/03 358B:,2 -79.9 321.8 16N7 V 8/11 315 39 H2479/30 
35"EO':' -68.9 264.7 31762 C 7/34 313 341 t12473/0-+ 353663 -85.0 287.0 16106 C 10/30 315 18 P2479/01 
356605 -135.2 243.1 32412 C 9/00 313 347 H2473/05 353664- -SO.3 320 .. 6 16039 C 8/16 315 37 H2479/32 
356806 -68.9 265.1 31760 C 7/.33 313 341 tl:473/06 352S67 -85.5 280.3 16096 R 10/57 315 19 H2479/35 
356809 -e5.3 20.+3.7 32415 R 8/58 313 347 h2473/09 338268 -80.S 320.8 16022 R 8/15 315 37 H2479/36 
356810 -,,8.9 265.4 31761 R 7/32 313 3'11 t124 73/10 35 c 301 -83.1 129.1 32.:.73 V 10/58 315 3'+1 t12479/43 
356811 -?~.6 179.1 32818 V 13/19 313 331 HZ471/34 35~302 -6,S.2 172.1 31792 V 8/Cil 315 333 /12479/44 
356812 
-"".1 229.7 32049 V 9/57 313 320 H2':'71/35 3SQS03 -S3.0 129.S 32468 C 10/55 315 3'H H247Q/45 356613 -73.6 17S.6 32825 C 13/21 313 331 t12471/36 35 Q 804 -68.4 172.3 31795 C 8/05 315 333 t12479/46 
356814 -6'1.0 234.6 31':;~6 C 9/37 313 318 tl24 72/08 35ge05 -83.0 128.6 3247.+ C 11/00 315 341 t124 79/4 7 
356515 -73.5 178.2 32833 C 13/23 313 331 t12472/09 33~E06 -68.5 171. 7 31803 C 8/C8 315 333 H2479/48 
356516 -66.2 ~28,8 32004 C 10/01 313 320 H;:472/10 35;609 -83 .. 2 125.6 32493 R 11/12 315 3'11 H2479/51 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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PICNO LAT LC~l RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ OrtDERN!OR PlCNO LAT LON RAtlGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN8R 
---------------------------------------------------------------._-------------------------------------359810 -68.9 171.3 31815 R 8/10 315 333 H2479/52 365B76 -55.0 355.7 28570 R 12/59 318 309 M2492/26 
359611 -69.9 98.4 32855 V 13/03 315 325 H2479/37 370601 -72.6 330.3 27952 R 5/00 321 10 H2497/13 
359612 -62.9 141.9 32093 V 10/09 315 314 H2479/38 370802 -62.7 305.0 27728 R 6/41 321 343 t12497/14 
359813 -70.1 98.7 32847 C 13/02 315 325 H2479/39 370803 -74.2 292.7 27969 R 7/31 321 342 H2497/15 
359614 -63.0 142.2 32037 C 10/08 315 314 H2479/40 370504 -62.2 288.8 27786 R 7/46 321 315 H2497/16 
359815 -70.4 98.9 32837 C 13/02 315 326 H2479/41 370805 -71.4 266.1 28075 R 9/17 321 325 H2497/17 
359816 -63.2 142.7 32080 C 10/06 315 315 H2479/42 370606 -59.5 271.9 27932 R 8/54 321 299 H2497/18 
359619 -70.9 100.3 32806 R 12/56 315 326 t12479/55 37CB07 -66.1 246.6 28280 R 10/35 321 313 H2497/19 
359820 -63.3 143.4 32069 R 10/04 315 315 H2479/56 370608 -55.0 256.8 28182 R 9/55 321 291 H2497/20 
359834 62.1 318.9 4874 R 9/50 315 215 P2480/14 370809 -58.6 231.9 28623 R 11/34 321 305 H2497/21 
359835 61.1 322.9 4804 V 9/34 315 217 PZ480/15 370810 -48.7 243.7 28556 R 10/47 321 287 H2497/22 
359337 60.1 320.0 4912 V 9/46 315 217 P2480/17 370811 -48.5 219.5 29172 R 12/24 321 299 t12497/23 
3~0801 -8.0 110.9 33041 R 10/17 316 246 H2482/13 370812 -39.7 231.6 29123 R 11/36 321 284 H2497/24 
360803 -14.0 123.1 32389 R 9/28 316 241 H2482/15 370B13 -46.9 317.1 27597 R 5/56 321 132 H2500/24 
360804 .2 127.9 32732 R 9/09 316 225 H2482/16 370814 -36.6 306.7 27708 R 6/38 321 186 H2500/25 
360805 -17.8 135.1 31925 R 8/40 316 234 H2482/17 370B15 -47.8 301.1 27593 R 7/00 321 232 H2500/26 
360806 -3.6 139.6 32257 R 8/22 316 215 H2482/18 370B16 -36.3 296.5 27760 R 7/19 321 212 H2500/27 
360607 -19.7 146.3 31637 R 7/56 316 222 H2482/19 370B17 -46.9 289.6 27683 R 7/46 321 252 H2500/28 
~~g~g~ -2B:~ i~6:~ ~t4~4 ~ ~~1~ ~i~ ~g~ ~~~~~~~~ ~fg~i~ :~~:~ ~~~:6 ~f~4~ ~ ~~~~ ~~l ~g~ ~~~gg~~6 
360810 -5.6 159.7 31874 R 7/02 316 187 H2482/22 370820 -32.0 276.4 28120 R 8/39 321 239 t12500/31 
360811 -19.8 165.6 31440 R 6/39 316 179 H2482/23 370821 -40.0 264.7 28175 R 9/26 321 262 H2500/32 
360B12 -4.6 168.8 31874 R 6/26 316 171 H2482/24 37C622 -27.4 266.3 28468 R 9/20 321 246 t125CO/33 
360613 -31.0 97.3 32928 R 11/14 316 276 H2481/13 370B23 -35.3 255.3 28516 R 10/04 321 264 H2500/34 
360814 -23.9 112.8 32512 R 10/12 316 260 H2481/14 370B24 -20.5 255.4 29005 R 10/03 321 250 H2500/35 
360815 -38.8 114.8 32152 R 10/04 316 278 H2481/15 370825 -50.3 314.5 27486 V 6/09 321 126 t12498/25 
360616 -29.2 127.0 31928 R 9/16 316 257 H2481/16 370B26 -39.8 303.9 27580 V 6/52 321 199 H2498/26 
360617 -43.1 129.2 31722 R 9/07 316 280 H2481/17 370627 -50.7 297.9 27517 V 7/16 321 259 H2498/27 
3~0618 -31.8 139.6 31573 R 8/25 316 252 N24S1/18 370B28 -39.3 293.9 27649 V 7/32 321 224 N2498/28 
360619 -45.1 143.5 31445 R 8/10 316 285 H2481/19 37C829 -49.6 286.2 27617 V 8/03 321 265 t12493/29 
360B20 -32.9 150.6 31373 R 7/42 316 243 H2481/25 370630 -37.7 284.0 27791 V 8/12 321 233 H2498/30 
360821 -45.6 156.6 31297 R 7/18 316 298 H2481/26 370B31 -47.1 274.8 27789 V 8/48 321 267 H2498/31 
360822 -33.1 161.6 31267 R 6/53 316 216 H2481/22 370832 -34.5 273.8 28033 V S/53 321 246 H24q8/32 
360823 -45.1 168.6 31245 R 6/30 316 348 H2481/23 370833 -42.9 263.4 28068 V 9/34 321 268 H2498/33 
360824 -31.9 172.1 31259 R 6/16 316 152 H2481/24 370834 -29.8 263.8 28384 V 9/33 321 251 t124 c8/34 
360826 -49.3 96.3 32601 R 11/21 316 296 H2483/38 370835 -36.2 251.5 28520 V 10/22 321 268 M2498/35 
360827 -60.2 78.4 32901 R 12/33 316 313 H2463/39 370B36 -20.2 250.6 29098 V 10/26 321 254 H2498/36 
360828 -56.2 115.8 32038 R 10/03 316 303 t12483/40 370837 -24.2 314.5 27840 R 6/12 321 170 H2500/3~ 
360629 -68.9 100.2 32372 R 11/06 316 322 M2483/17 370B33 -10.3 306.8 28356 R 6/43 321 183 H2500/37 
360630 -59.6 135.7 31703 R 8/44 316 314 H24S3/18 370B39 -24.6 302.7 27847 R 7/00 321 193 H2500/38 
360831 -74.4 132.9 32049 R 8/55 316 335 N2483/19 370847 -10.8 265.6 28979 R 9/29 321 235 H2500/46 
360632 -60.8 155.5 31524 R 7/25 316 332 H2483/20 370849 -48.4 314.5 26768 R 6/33 321 183 t12498/37 
360833 -74.9 168.3 31918 R 6/33 316 349 H2483/21 370650 -37.4 305.7 26930 R 7/08 321 204 H2498/3S 
360635 -71.7 197.1 31901 R 4/39 316 4 H2483/23 370651 -47.7 298.7 26837 R 7/36 321 244 H2498/39 
365601 -64.2 113.7 27845 V 4/50 318 35 P2488/12 370852 -36.1 295.8 27035 R 7/48 321 223 H2498/40 
365802 -55.5 94.5 27672 V 6/07 318 47 P2488/13 370653 -45.7 287.6 26971 R 8/21 321 254 H2498/41 
365B03 -67.2 89.9 27784 V 6/26 318 P2488/14 370854 -33.5 285.8 27228 R 8/28 321 235 N2498/42 
365804 -56.3 81.0 27670 V 7/01 318 314 P2488/15 370655 -42.2 276.527196 R 9/05 321 258 H2498/43 
365805 -67.1 70.2 27819 V 7/44 318 332 P2483/16 370856 -29.3 276.1 27526 R 9/07 321 242 H~498/44 
365806 -55.4 67.2 27737 V 7/56 318 289 P24S8/17 370857 -36.8 265.3 27556 R 9/50 321 261 H2498/45 
365807 -64.8 51.6 27927 V S/59 318 314 P2488/18 370858 -23.0 265.8 27990 R 9/48 321 247 H2498/46 
365608 -53.4 54.5 27870 V 8/47 318 283 H2469/22 370859 -29.4 254.7 28066 R 10/33 321 263 H2498/47 
365809 -60.8 35.8 28117 V 10/02 318 304 H2489/23 370661 -80.1 86.5 14728 V 1/38 321 64 P2496/01 
365810 -49.3 41.6 28106 V 9/39 318 279 H2489/24 370862 -77.0 61.4 14680 V 3/19 321 82 P2496/02 
365811 -54.0 21.6 23445 V 10/59 318 296 H2489/25 370863 -80.2 87.2 14717 C 1/36 321 63 P2496/03 
365612 -42.4 28.8 28511 V 10/31 318 276 N2489/26 370864 -77.1 62.1 14670 C 3/16 321 82 P2496/04 
365813 -44.5 9.5 28964 V 11/48 318 290 H2489/27 370865 -80.2 88.2 14708 C 1/32 321 63 P2496/05 
365814 -32.5 16.3 29153 V 11/20 318 274 H24S9/28 370866 -77.2 62.4 14659 C 3/15 321 81 P2496/06 
365B17 -67.4 112.1 27748 R 5/01 318 25 H2490/13 3708~9 -80.3 90.3 14690 R 1/24 321 62 P2496/09 
365818 -58.3 91.2 27562 R 6/24 318 ~5101 H2490/14 370670 -77.5 63.7 14638 R 3/10 321 80 P2496/10 
365819 -69.7 83.4 27715 R 6/55 318 ~ H2490/15 370871 -85.9 58.9 14404 V 3/31 321 52 P2499/01 
365820 -58.5 76.5 27585 R 7/23 318 312 N2490/16 370872 -80.9 34.2 14359 V SilO 321 77 P2499/02 
365821 -68.9 62.5 27774 R 8/19 318 329 H2490/17 370873 -86.0 59.9 14393 C 3/28 321 52 P2499/03 
365522 -57.1 62.2 27676 R 8/21 318 293 H2490/18 370874 -81.0 34.3 14347 C SilO 321 77 P2499/04 
365823 -65.6 42.8 27918 R 9/38 318 313 N2490/19 370B75 -86.2 59.8 14381 C 3/28 321 51 P2499/05 
365824 -54.3 48.7 27843 R 9/14 318 286 H2490/20 370676 -81.2 33.7 14335 C 5/12 321 76 P2499/06 
365825 -60.3 27.6 28147 R 10/39 318 304 H2490/21 370879 -86.5 60.8 14358 R 3/24 321 50 P2499/09 
365826 -49.7 36.0 28112 R 10/06 318 282 N2490/22 370680 -81.5 33.2 14310 R 5/15 321 75 P2499/10 
365627 -53.0 14.4 28521 R 11/32 318 297 H24QO/23 370881 -85.7 344.6 14133 V 8/31 321 37 P2496/11 
365828 -42.7 23.5 28543 R 10/56 318 280 H2490/24 370882 -80.6 3.2 14101 V 7/17 321 74 P2496/12 
365829 -43.0 2.4 29111 R 12/20 318 293 H2491/17 370883 -85.8 344.1 14128 C 8/33 321 37 P2496/13 
365630 -32.3 10.9 29241 R 11/46 318 279 H2491/13 370684 -SO.7 3.5 14091 C 7/16 321 74 P2496/14 
365633 -45.5 107.3 27535 R 5/24 318 112 H2~89/29 370885 -86.0 343.1 14118 C 8/38 321 36 P2496/15 
365B34 -35.4 99.1 27621 R 5/56 318 152 H2489/30 370886 -80.9 3.6 14080 C 7/16 321 73 P2496/16 
365835 -47.3 95.9 27449 R 6/09 318 138 H2489/31 370B69 -85.9 337.1 14094 R 9/02 321 34 P2496/19 
365836 -36.4 89.2 27572 R 6/36 318 178 H24S9/32 370890 -80.8 359.4 14053 R 7/33 321 69 P2496/20 
365837 -47.7 84.6 27437 R 6/55 318 209 H2489/33 375801 -33.5 188.2 26236 R 5/53 324 159 H2506/25 
365638 -3;.3 79.7 27595 R 7/14 318 203 H2489/34 375802 -27.S 183.8 26479 R 6/11 324 173 t12506/26 
365839 -4(.8 73.1 27497 R 7/41 318 243 H2489/35 375803 -39.5 IS0.5 26204 R 6/24 324 181 H2506/27 
365540 -3~.7 69.8 27704 R 7/54 318 222 H2469/36 375804 -23.1 175.1 26480 R 6/46 324 190 H2506/28 
365841 -44.3 61.2 27645 R 8/29 318 254 H2489/37 375805 -39.3 170.6 26237 R 7/03 324 207 H2506/29 
365842 -3:.4 58.9 27935 R 8/38 318 235 H2489/38 375806 -27.2 166.2 26563 R 7/21 324 205 H2506/30 
365843 -3'.'.9 49.3 27912 R 9/16 318 258 N2489/39 375507 -37.8 159.8 26358 R 7/47 324 227 H2506/31 
365644 -2~,.S 48.0 28319 R 9/22 31S 242 H2489/40 375608 -25.0 157.2 26737 R 7/58 324 218 H2506/32 
365845 -32.7 36.5 28384 R 10/07 318 260 H2489/41 375B09 -35.1 150.3 26549 R 8/25 324 237 H2506/33 
365846 -1~.9 34.7 29043 R 10/15 318 248 H2489/42 375810 -21.2 148.0 27024 R 8/34 324 227 N2506/34 
365849 -4b.3 100.2 27348 V 5/56 318 121 t12491/19 375611 -30.5 139.5 26883 R 9/08 324 245 H2506/35 
365550 -3:'.9 92.7 27440 V 6/26 318 170 H2491/20 375512 -14.6 137.3 27530 R 9/17 324 235 H2506/36 
365851 -4~.2 87.7 27317 V 6/4~ 318 199 H2491/21 375813 -56.9 185.4 25980 R 6/07 324 29 H2507/25 
365852 -3/:.1 82.5 27447 V 7/07 318 200 H2491/22 375814 -46.9 174.8 26023 R 6/49 324 211 H2507/26 
365853 -4!'.7 75.9 27360 V 7/33 318 247 H2491/23 375B15 -57.0 167.7 26016 R 7/18 324 285 H2507/27 
365854 -3;'.1 72.7 27529 V 7/46 318 222 H2491/24 375816 -46.1 164.2 26092 R 7/32 324 236 N2507/28 
365655 -4v.9 64.3 27477 V 8/20 318 257 M,491/25 375617 -55., 154.1 26122 R 8/12 324 278 M2507/29 
365856 -3',.9 63.3 27685 V 8/24 318 235 H2491/26 375818 -44.0 153.0 26240 R 8/17 324 248 H2507/30 
365857 -4: •• 9 53.6 27665 V 9/03 318 261 H2491/27 375619 -51.9 140.8 26316 R 9/06 324 275 H2507/31 
365658 -3~.3 53.5 27941 V 9/03 318 243 H2491/28 375B20 -40.5 141.6 26490 R 9/03 324 254 H2507/32 
365859 -31.3 42.9 27965 V 9/46 318 263 H2491/29 375821 -46.8 128.3 26623 R 9/56 324 274 H2507/33 
365660 -2f,.2 42.7 28379 V 9/47 318 248 H2491/30 375822 -35.2 130.7 26800 R 9/46 324 258 H2507/34 
365661 -32.0 31.4 28451 V 10/32 318 265 H2491/31 375623 -38.4 115.1 27159 R 10/49 324 274 H2507/35 
365862 -It,.2 31.4 29047 V 10/32 318 252 H2491/32 375B24 -25.2 118.0 27549 R 10/37 324 261 H2507/36 
365666 -7~.9 141.4 27710 R 3/15 318 15 H2492/29 375B25 -79.5 210.1 26264 R 4/31 324 5 H2506/37 
365867 -8~.4 227.2 28248 R 21/32 318 5 H2492/30 375826 -69.8 172.8 26011 R 7/00 324 341 H2506/38 
365868 -8t.4 100.9 27671 R 5/57 318 359 H2492/18 375B27 -79.8 144.6 26308 R 8/53 324 340 H2506/39 
365B69 -8?.5 283.2 28243 R 17/43 318 354 H2492/19 375828 -68.4 152.6 26084 R 8/21 324 320 H2506/40 
365670 -81'.8 47.1 27713 R 9/33 318 344 H2492120 375629 -74.9 118.2 26423 R 10/39 324 327 H2506/41 
365671 -7(.9317.1 28356 R 15/33 318 343 H2492/21 375630 -64.8 134.3 26240 R 9/35324306 H2506/42 
365872 -7".6 19.7 27846 R 11/22 318 330 H2492/22 375831 -68.5 103.5 26624 R 11/38 324 317 H2506/43 
365673 -6~.9 327.7 28598 R 14/50 318 332 H2492/23 375632 -59.9 121.2 26456 R 10/27 324 299 H2506/44 
365674 -65.9 5.6 28110 R 12/19 318 318 H2492/24 375633 -60.5 93.2 26941 R 12/19 324 310 H2506/45 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICNO lAT LON RANGE F TOO lS seAZ ORDERNBR PICNO lAT LON RANGE F TOO lS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------375B34 -52.7 109.1 26S16 R 11/16 324 293 H2506/46 380839 -36.2 357.9 26132 R 9/31 326 256 H251S/39 
375835 -48.8 83.3 27528 R 12/59 324 303 H2506/47 380840 -2S.8 7.7 26145 R 8/52 326 239 H2515/40 
375836 -42.0 97.7 27417 R 12/02 324 289 H2506/48 380841 -41.4 8.5 25778 R 8/49 326 252 H2515/41 
375837 -37.7 lS8.7 24803 R 6/30 324 182 H2508/09 380842 -32.7 16.5 25850 R 8/16 326 232 H2515/42 
375638 -26.4 184.5 25127 R 6/47 324 1S8 HE50S/10 380843 -44.8 18.3 25552 R 8/09 326 247 H2515/43 
375839 -37.5 180.2 24829 R 7/04 324 201 H250S/11 380844 -35.7 26.3 25630 R 7/38 326 221 H2515/44 
375840 -2S.4 176.3 25199 R 7/19 324 201 N2508/12 380845 -47.1 29.8 25391 R 7/24 326 236 N251S/4S 
375841 -36.1 171.3 24921 R 7/40 324 217 N250S/13 350846 -37.2 35.8 25502 R 7/00 326 205 H2515/46 
375842 -23.4 168.4 25347 R 7/51 324 212 N250S/14 380847 -4S.0 40.7 25311 R 6/40 326 210 N2515/47 
375843 -33.6 162.1 25090 R 8/17 324 229 t12503/15 380848 -37.S 45.1 25451 R 6/23 326 183 N2S15/48 
375844 -20.1 160.3 25587 R 8/24 324 221 N2508/16 380849 -84.3 130.0 25784 R 0/46 326 3 H2516/25 
375845 -29.8 153.3 25348 R 8/52 324 237 N2509/25 330850 -77.9 42.6 25426 R 6/36 326 349 H2516/26 
375846 -14.5 151.7 25980 R S/59 324 22S N2509/26 380851 -86.5 312.2 25819 R 12/38 326 347 N2516/27 
375847 -23.8 144.2 25753 R 9/29 324 2~2 N2509/27 380852 -76.5 11.2 25489 R 8/42 326 333 H2516/28 
375849 -59.3 179.0 24487 R 7/12 324 287 t12507/37 380853 -79.2 306.9 25932 R 12/59 326 336 H2516/29 
375B50 -49.2 175.4 24548 R 7/26 324 232 N2507/33 330854 -71.8 347.0 25637 R 10/19 326 319 t12516/30 
375851 -58.1 166.0 24559 R 8/04 324 279 t12507/39 380655 -70.5 302.9 26163 R 13/15 326 325 H2516/31 
375652 -47.7 165.5 24645 R 8/06 324 245 H2507/40 380656 -65.8 333.2 25849 R 11/14 326 311 H2516/32 
375853 -55.7 155.0 24675 R 8/48 324 277 N2507/41 380B57 -61.1 298.8 26518 R 13/32 326 317 H2516/33 
375B54 -45.0 155.8 24803 R 8/45 324 252 H2507/42 380658 -57.2 321.6 26227 R 12/01 326 303 N2516/34 
375B55 -51.2 143.0 24895 R 9/36 324 275 H2507/43 380660 -46.3 311.9 26804 R 12/40 326 298 "2516/36 
375856 -39.6 144.8 25112 R 9/29 324 256 H2507/44 380871 -9.4 327.4 1335 N 16/58 327 236 P2516/01 
375B57 -44.0 131.1 25277 R 10/24 324 273 N2507/45 380872 -9.8 327.0 1332" 16/59 327 223 P2516/02 
375B58 -32.2 134.3 25559 R 10/11 324 259 t12507/46 380873 -8.8 327.4 1323" 16/58 327 240 P2516/03 
375B59 -33.3 119.3 25918 R 11/11 324 272 M2507/47 380874 -9.3 327.0 1319 N 17/00 327 224 P2516/04 
378B01 -7.1 24.0 1380 N 16/57 325 308 P2510/01 380B75 -8.2 327.3 1309" 16/59 327 243 P2516/05 
378802 -7.5 23.8 1370 N 16/58 325 300 P2510/02 380876 -8.7 326.9 1305 H 17/00 327 225 P2516/06 
378603 -6.9 23.8 1365" 16/58 325 303 P2510/03 380677 -7.7 327.2 1296" 16/59 327 245 P2516/07 
378804 -7.2 23.5 1354" 16/59 325 300 P2510/04 33C878 -8.1 326.8 1292 H 17/01 327 227 P2516/08 
378805 -6.6 23.4 1349 H 17/00 325 309 P2510/05 380B79 -7.1 327.1 1284 H 16/59 327 249 P2516/09 
378806 -6.9 23.2 1340 N 17/01 325 300 P2510/06 380680 -7.5 326.7 1279 N 17/01 327 229 P2516/10 
378807 -6.3 23.1 1335 H 17/01 325 311 P2510/07 380681 -6.5 327.1 1271 N 17/00 327 253 P2516/11 
378B08 -6.6 22.S 1325 N 17/02 325 302 P2510/08 380682 -6.9 326.6 1266 N 17/02 327 231 P2516/12 
378809 -5.9 22.7 1320 N 17/03 325 313 P2510/09 380883 -5.9 327.0 1259 N 17/00 327 258 P2517/01 
378810 -6.3 22.5 1311 H 17/04 325 302 P2510/10 380684 -6.3 326.6 1253 H 17/02 327 234 P2517/02 
378811 -5.6 22.4 1306 N 17/04 325 316 P2510/11 380885 -5.3 326.9 1247 N 17/01 327 262 P2517/03 
378812 -5.9 22.1 1298 H 17/05 325 303 P2510/12 380886 -5.7 326.5 1241 N 17/03 327 237 P25171D4 
378813 -5.3 22.1 1293 H 17/06 325 319 P2510/13 380687 -4.7 326.8 1235 H 17/01 327 267 P2517/05 
378814 -5.6 21.8 1285 N 17/07 325 305 P2510/14 380688 -5.1 326.4 1229 N 17/03 327 241 P2517/06 
378B15 -5.0 21.S 1279 H 17/07 325 324 P2510/15 350839 -4.1 326.7 1223 M 17/02 327 273 P2517/07 
378816 -5.3 21.5 1272 H 17/08 325 307 P2510/16 380590 -4.5 326.3 1217 H 17/03 327 245 P2517/08 
378617 -4.6 21.4 1267 N 17/09 325 333 P2510/17 383801 -82.1 22.3 8245 H 6/41 328 153 P2517/09 
378518 -4.9 21.2 1260 N 17/10 325 318 P2510/18 38~802 -78.8 18.3 8292 H 6/57 328 161 P2517/10 
378819 -4.3 21.1 1255 N 17/10 325 347 P2510/19 383803 -81.9 357.7 8167 H 8/20 328 160 P2517/11 
376B20 -4.6 20.9 1248 H 17/11 325 349 P2510/20 383504 -79.0 2.8 8218 N 7/59 167 P2517/12 
378821 -4.0 20.8 1243 N 17/11 325 9 P2510/21 333605 -81.0 340.2 8109" 9/29 328 167 P2517/13 
378822 -4.2 20.6 1236 H 17/12 325 81 P2510/22 333606 -78.4 349.0 8157 H 8/55 328 173 P2517/14 
378623 -3.6 20.5 1231 H 17/13 325 41 P2510/23 383807 -79.4 327.3 8C63 N 10/21 328 176 P2517/15 
378824 -3.9 20.3 1225 N 17/14 325 101 P2510/24 383508 -77.2 337.6 8110 H 9/40 328 181 P2517/16 
378625 -3.3 20.2 1220 H 17/14 325 63 P2510/25 383609 -77.5 318.5 8027" 10/57 328 187 P2517/17 
378826 -3.5 19.9 1215 N 17/15 325 107 P2510/26 383B10 -75.6 326.0 8071" 10/19 328 191 P2517/18 
378832 -30.9 209.4 13523 R 6/~7 326 321 P2511/02 353311 -75.3 311.3 7999 H 11/25 328 200 P2517/19 ~~~~~~ :~i:t ~6~:ij i~~g~ ~ ~~~~ ~~g ~~g ~~~ii:,g~ ~~~aig :~~:~ ~§~:~ ~~~~ ~ i~~~4 ~~~ ~~! ~~~i~~~~ 
376636 -21.3 210.6 13152 R 6/42 326 314 P2512/01 ~g~Bl~ -71.7 315.3 8026 H 11/10 328 212 P2517/22 ~~~~~~ :t~:g ~i~:3 i~~t~ ~ g~~i ~~g ~5~ ~~~i~:'8~ ~~~~ig :l~:~ ~~3:~ ~6ig ~ ii~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~i~~~~ 
378839 -21.2 211.0 13158 V 6/41 326 313 P2512/04 383821 -86.9 59.4 7683 H 4/16 328 139 P2519/01 
378840 -13.1 211.1 12911 R 6/41 326 304 P2512/05 383822 -84.4 34.1 7906 N 5/57 328 148 P2519/02 
378841 -16.9 211.3 13020 V 6/40 326 309 P2512/06 383823 -67.6 346.5 7797 H 9/08 328 143 P2519/03 
378842 -9.4 211.0 12835 R 6/41 326 299 F2512/07 383824 -85.1 4.8 7829 H 7/54 328 151 P2519/04 
378643 -13.1 211.5 12922 V 6/40 326 304 P251Z/08 383825 -85.9 309.6 7733 H 11/35 328 147 P2519/05 
376844 -5.7 210.9 12775 R 6/42 326 292 P251Z/09 383526 -84.1 335.4 7759 H 9/52 328 157 P2519/06 
378845 -8.8 211.4 12833 V 6/40 326 297 P2512/10 383B27 -83.5 298.3 7680" 12/20 328 153 P2519/07 
378846 -1.8 210.4 12737 R 6/44 326 284 P2512/11 383628 -82.4 318.4 7704 N 11/00 328 163 P2519/08 
378647 -5.2 210.8 12788 V 6/43 326 290 P2512/12 383829 -81.0 292.8 7635 H 12/43 328 162 P2519/09 ~f~~~~ -i:~ ~8~:g l~~~~ ~ g~2j ~~~ ~~~ ~~~l~:'l~ ~~i~~~ :~g:~ ~~3:~ f~8i ~ l~~~~ ~~~ lf~ ~~~l~~l~ 
378850 4.5 208.0 12769 R 6/54 326 268 P2512/15 383832 -77.3 303.7 7626 N 12/00 328 188 P2519/12 
378651 1.1 208.7 12783 V 6/51 326 275 P2512/16 383833 -75.2 289.5 7579 H 12/56 328 204 P2519/13 
378652 7.4 206.7 12807 R 6/59 326 261 P2512/17 383634 -74.5 299.7 7604 tl 12/15 328 205 P2519/14 
378B53 4.0 207.6 12804 V 6/56 326 268 P2512/18 38'635 -72.4 288.5 7568 N 13/01 328 226 P2519/15 ~f~~~~ 1~:~ ~8~:~ l~~~~ ~ f:'8f ~~~ ~~3 ~~~1~~~6 ~§~~~~ :~~:~ tll:l ~~~~ ~ ~I~I~ ~~~ t~~ ~~~I§~6i ~~~~~~ i~:* ~g~:~ l~~~~ ~ ~:'5~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~i~~~~ ~~~g~~ :~~:+ ~3~:~ f~~~ ~ t~~ig ~~~ l~~ ~~~i~~8~ 
378653 16.6 202.4 13005 R 7/17 326 241 P2512/23 383644 -88.0 227.8 7435 H 17/06 328 134 P2518/04 ~f~gg6 i~:~ ~83:~ l~i~3 ~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~~l ~~~i~:,~t ~~~g~g :~~:~ ~~~:~ f~~~ ~ lz~~~ ~~~1~~ ~~~i~~gg 
378861 16.5 203.1 13001 V 7/14 326 241 P2513/02 333647 -82.2 248.8 7305 H 15/42 328 127 P2518/07 
378B62 23.2 198.8 13223 R 7/31 326 231 P2513/03 383348 -83.4 266.4 7311 N 14/32 328 140 P2518/08 
378B63 19.9 201.4 13100 V 7/21 326 235 P2513/04 383649 -30.0 255.8 7259 H 15/14 328 129 P2518/09 
373664 26.7 196.4 13374 R 7/41 326 226 P2513/05 383650 -80.8 270.6 7262 H 14/15 328 147 PZ518/10 
378665 23.4 199.3 13227 V 7/30 326 229 P2513/06 383B51 -77.7 260.9 7222 N 14/54 328 134 P2518/11 
378866 30.5 193.0 13577 R 7/55 326 222 P2513/07 383B52 -78.4 272.6 7225 H 14/07 328 158 P2518/12 
378867 26.7 197.0 13370 V 7/39 326 225 P2513/0S 383653 -75.4 26~.2 7193 N 14/41 328 150 P2518/13 
378B68 34.3 188.7 13823 R 8/13 326 218 P2513/09 383654 -76.0 273.7 7196 N 14/03 328 177 P2518/14 
378669 30.5 193.6 13571 V 7/53 326 221 P2513/10 363655 -73.0 266.4 7173 N 14/32 328 217 P2518/15 
330806 -49.1 7.2 26060 R 8/42 326 266 H2514/30 333656 -73.5 274.6 7175 H 13/59 328 210 P2518/16 
380Bl1 -63.9 38.0 25766 R 6/40 326 331 N2514/35 333B61 -80.5 179.8 7180 H 20/21 328 112 P2520/01 
330812 -53.6 43.2 25705 R 6/19 326 230 N2514/36 383862 -83.3 176.4 7164 H 20/35 328 121 P2520/02 
380615 -51.6 331.6 26595 V 11/08 326 291 N2515/27 363B63 -31.0 199.3 7083 N 19/03 328 112 P2520/03 
380619 -64.8 358.6 25942 V 9/21 326 305 H2515/31 383B64 -83.6 200.0 7051 H 19/01 328 122 P2520/04 
380820 -57.4 16.4 25737 V SilO 326 284 H2515/32 383865 -80.4 213.7 7015 H 18106 328 III P2520/05 
380821 -68.7 18.6 25772 V 8/01 326 320 N2515/33 383666 -82.7 220.8 7003 N 17/37 328 122 P2520/06 
330622 -59.3 31.7 25614 V 7/09 326 296 N2515/34 ~8-R'7 -79.2 226.3 6954 N 17/16 328 110 P2520/07 ~~g~~~ :~~:g 2g:~ ~~~l~ ~ ~~8~ j~~ ~~~ ~~~l~~~~ ~~~~g~ :~~:~ ~~~:~ ~~3~ ~ 1~:'2a ~~~ la~ ~~~~8~g~ 
380825 -3: .3 356.1 26457 V 9/34 326 252 N2514/37 383870 -79.5 244.2 6895 H 16/04 328 124 P2520/10 
330626 -2j .. 8 2.4 26643 V 9/09 326 238 H2514/38 333671 -76.0 242.2 6659 N 16/12 328 104 P2520/11 
380827 -35.8 3.6 26143 V 9/04 326 249 H2514/39 383672 -77.4 250.5 6851 H 15/39 328 125 P2520/12 
380528 -2".5 12.2 26219 V 8/30 326 231 N2514/40 333873 -74.1 247.4 6824 H 15/51 328 97 P2520/13 
380B29 -40.3 14.2 25834 V 8/22 326 244 H2514/41 383874 -75.4 254.9 6815 N 15/22 328 127 P2520/14 
380631 -4t.8 23.4 25654 V 7/45 326 236 N2514/43 383575 -72.1 251.5 6797 H 15/35 328 78 P2520/15 
380833 -44.3 33.8 25532 V 7/0~ 326 219 N2514/45 383876 -73.3 258.3 6788 N 15/08 328 135 P2520/16 
380B34 -3~.9 39.1 25694 V 6/43 326 194 H2514/46 385802 -27.0 252.9 27954 R 5/58 329 176 H2521/16 
330835 -44.6 43.8 25479 V 6/24 326 190 N2514/47 385B03 -39.2 250.3 27721 R 6/08 329 189 H2521/17 
380837 -3: .0 350.2 26497 R 10/01 326 257 N2515/37 365504 -27.8 244.1 27970 R 6/33 329 195 H2521/18 
330838 -2~.6 358.2 26598 R 9/30 326 243 H2515/38 385605 -39.5 240.4 27770 R 6/48 329 220 N2521/19 
3-151 
VIK:"!1G ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VlKI!1G ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY Ple!10. 
----------_. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO L;.T LCt~ RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERN3R PlCt,Q LAT Lo!~ RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ CRDERH8R 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------385806 -21.4 234.7 28074 R 7/11 32<;1 212 t12S21/20 35761S -5.4 131.3 1310 M 16/53 330 28 P2527/15 
385607 -3r·.6 229.2 27909 R 7/33 329 237 t12521/21 357B16 -5.6 131.0 1302 M 16/54 330 39 P2527/16 
385008 -2:>.7 2:::5.3 28267 R 7/49 329 224 HZ521/22 387817 -4.8 131.1 1300 H 16/54 330 31 P2527/17 
385B09 -3( .5 219.0 28120 R 8/14 329 246 t1252l/23 337B18 -5.0 130.8 1292 M 16/55 330 42 P2527/18 
385BI0 -22.7 215.6 28569 R 8/28 329 233 H2521/24 387B19 -4.2 130.8 1291 M 16/55 330 34 P2527/19 
385Bll -32.8 208.0 26455 R 8/58 329 251 M2521/25 387620 -4.5 130.5 1283 M 16/57 330 44 P2527/20 
385B12 -16.9 204.6 29072 R 9/11 329 239 M2521/26 357821 -3.7 130.6 1282 H 16/56 330 37 P2527/21 
385813 -26.3 196.0 28996 R 9/46 329 255 H2521/27 387B22 -3.9 130.3 1274 H 16/58 330 45 P2527122 
385616 -48.4 252.3 2,537 R 6/04 329 220 t12522/22 387623 -3.1 130.3 1273 H 16/58 330 38 P2527/23 
385617 -59.7 248.1 27590 R 6/21 329 325 112522/23 387B24 -3.3 130.1 1265 H 16/59 330 47 P2527/24 
385618 -48.8 241.1 275S5 R 6/49 329 254 H2522124 387625 -2.5 130.1 1265 n 16/59 330 40 P2527/25 
385819 -59.4 232.6 27075 R 7/23 329 301 M2522/25 357826 -2.7 129.8 1257 H 17/00 330 48 P2528/01 
385620 -47.9 228.4 27716 R 7/40 329 261 M2522/26 387627 -1. 9 129.8 1258 M 17/00 330 41 F2528/02 
385621 -57.3 216.4 27852 R 8/28 329 291 M2522127 357B28 -2.1 129.6 1249 H 17/01 330 48 P2528/03 
355822 -45.4 216.6 27924 R 8/27 329 264 t12522/28 38,629 -1.3 129.6 1250 M 17/01 330 42 P2528/04 
385823 -53.3 202.0 28120 R 9/26 329 2~5 M2522/29 387830 -1.5 129.3 1242 M 17/02 330 49 P2528/05 
385B24 -41.4 204.6 28248 R 9/15 329 265 M2522/30 387B31 -.7 129.4 1243 M 17/02 330 43 P2528/06 
385525 -47.2 188.4 28530 R 10/20 329 282 t12522/31 337832 -.9 129.1 1235 H 17/03 330 49 P2528/07 
385626 -34.7 191. 9 28763 R 10/06 329 266 H2522/32 3!'E2·01 .0 109.8 1153 H 16/30 331 271 P2529/01 
385B27 -37.9 174.9 29180 R 11/14 329 280 H2522/33 3c::502 -.3 109.5 1145 H 16/31 331 267 P2529/02 
385830 -70.5 267.7 27651 R 5/06 329 H2523/16 388603 .4 109.8 1144 M 16/30 331 272 P2529/03 
385B31 -83.7 275.8 28034 R 4/34 329 353 M2523/17 38c·804- .2 109.5 1135 H Ib/32 331 267 P2529/04 
385B32 -71.8 243.8 27684 R 6/42 329 338 ~12523/18 365605 .9 109.7 1134 M 16/31 331 273 P2529/05 
385833 -82.8 200.2 28119 R 9/37 329 339 t12523/19 3.3::306 .7 109.4 1125 M 16/32 331 268 P2529/06 
385834 -70.5 218.1 27807 R 8/25 329 321 M2523/20 3::'f,807 1.4 109.7 1124 M 16/31 331 273 P2529/07 
385835 -75.7 170.1 28311 R 11/37 329 327 Me523/21 38::B03 1.2 109.4 1115 H 16/32 331 268 P2529/08 
38563:' -66.4 193.3 28005 R 9/45 329 310 M2523/22 32::509 2.0 109.6 1115 M 16/31 331 274 P2529/09 
385637 -67.4 157.3 28:'21 R 12128 329 318 M2523123 353810 1.7 109.3 ll05 N 16/33 331 269 P2529/10 
385B33 -60.1 181.9 28332 R 10/50 329 302 H2523/24 3·%Bll 2.5 109.6 1105 H 16/32 331 274 P2529/11 
385B39 -55.8 147.0 29177 R 13/10 329 311 tf2523/25 385812 2.2 109.3 1096 H 16/33 331 270 P2529/12 
385B':;0 -50.4 167.5 28886 R 11/48 329 297 M2523/26 388813 3.0 109.5 1095 H 16/32 331 275 P2529/13 
385851 -20.9 182.7 1621 M 17/12 329 165 P2522/01 3~cB14 2.8 109.2 1087 H 16/33 331 270 P2529/14 
385B52 -21.5 182.1 1645 M 17114 329 165 P2522/02 388515 3.5 109.4 1086 H 16/32 331 276 P2529/15 
385853 -20.2 182.7 1602 N 17/12 329 164 P2522103 38:::816 3.3 109.2 1078 N 16/34 331 271 P2529/16 
385854 -20.8 182.1 1625 H 17/14 329 165 F2522/04 3i3co17 4.0 109.4 1078 tf 16/33 331 276 P2529/17 
385855 -19.6 182.7 1583 M 17/12 329 16,+ P2522105 388618 3.8 109.1 1069 tf 16/34 331 272 P2529/18 
385656 -20.2 182.2 1605 M 17/14 329 164 P2522/06 382319 4.6 109.3 1069 H 16/33 331 277 P2529/19 
3850:,57 -18.9 182.8 1564 M 17/12 329 163 P2524/01 382520 4.3 109.1 1060 H 16/34 331 272 P2529/20 
385858 -19.5 182.2 1585 N 17/14 329 163 P2524/02 38<:501 2.4 80.3 1114 M 16/36 331 301 P2530/01 
385859 -18.3 182.8 1546 H 17/12 329 162 P2524/03 38%02 2.1 80.0 1103 H 16/37 331 295 P2530102 
385660 -18.8 182.2 1566 N 17/14 329 163 P2524/04 38<;803 2.9 80.2 1105 M 16/36 331 302 P2530/03 
385861 -17.7 182.8 1527 N 17/12 329 161 P2524/05 389804 2.6 79.9 1092 M 16/38 331 296 P2530/04 
385862 -18.2 182.3 1547 H 17/14 329 162 P2524/06 389:305 3.5 SO.1 1095 tl 16/37 331 303 P2530105 
385863 -17.0 182.8 1509 H 17/12 329 161 P2524/07 3S-;60S 3.1 79.8 1082 M 16/38 331 298 P2530/06 
385664 -17.5 182.3 1528 H 17/14 329 161 P2524/08 38<;:807 4.0 80.0 1085 tl 16/37 331 304 P2530/07 
385865 -16.4 182.8 1492 H 17/12 329 HO P2524/09 38"'808 3.7 79.6 1072 M 16/39 331 299 P2530/08 
385B66 -16.9 182.3 1509 H 17/14 329 160 P2524/10 38:,,09 4.5 79.9 1075 N 16/38 331 305 P2530/09 
385867 -15.7 182.9 1475 N 17/12 329 159 P2524/11 38<;810 4.2 79.5 1062 H 16/39 331 300 P2530/10 
385!368 -16.2 182.3 1492 M 17/15 329 159 P2524/12 38<:Bl~ 5.0 79.8 1066 M 16/38 331 307 P2530/11 3858:'9 -15.1 182.9 1458 H 17/12 329 158 P2524/13 38901 4.7 79.4 1052 H 16/40 331 302 P2530/12 
385870 -15.6 182.4 147'+ ~f 17/14 329 159 F2524/14 38~51 5.5 79.7 1056 M 16/39 331 308 P2530/13 
385671 -14.5 lS2.9 1441 H 17/12 329 157 F2524/15 38%14 5.2 79.3 1042 H 16/41 331 303 P2530/14 
385872 -14.9 182.4 1456 M 17/15 329 153 P25241l6 3S<:515 6.0 79.6 104:' N 16/40 331 309 P2530/15 
385873 -13.8 182.9 1425 H 17/13 329 156 P25N/17 389816 5.7 79.2 1033 M 16/41 331 304 P2530/16 
385674 -14.3 182.4 1439 M 17/15 329 157 P2524/18 3S~S17 6.6 79.5 1037 H 16/40 331 310 P2530/17 
385675 -13.2 182.9 1408 H 17/13 329 155 P2524/19 3scS18 6.3 79.1 1024 M 16/42 331 305 P2530/18 
385876 -13.7 182.4 1423 H 17/15 329 156 P2524/20 38"519 7.0 79.3 1027 M 16/41 331 311 P2530/19 
385B77 -12.6 182.9 1393 M 17/13 329 154 P2524/21 38"820 6.8 79.0 1014 H 16/42 331 307 P2530/20 
385678 -13.0 lS2.4 1406 M 17/15 329 155 P2524/22 39C801 -83.8 121.5 16791 V 9/14 332 351 P2531/01 
385679 -12.0 182.9 1377 M 17/13 329 152 P2524/23 3<;0602 -77.9 143.7 16689 V 7/45 332 344 P2531102 
385680 -12.4 182.4 1390 H 17/15 329 15'+ F2524124 390803 -83.8 119.4 16783 C 9/22 332 350 P2531/03 
385681 -11.3 182.9 1362 M 17/13 329 151 P2524/25 390804 -78.0 142.3 16681 C 7/51 332 343 P2531/04 
385B82 -11.8 182.4 1374 H 17/15 329 153 P252~/26 390605 -83.8 117.8 16776 C 9/29 332 350 P2531/05 
386601 -22.1 180.7 2123 M lS/27 330 247 P2525/01 390B06 -7B.0 141.2 16673 C 7/55 332 342 P253l/06 
386B02 -22.8 180.7 2141 M 15/27 330 2'+5 F2525/02 3902·0Q -83.7 113.6 16760 R 9/46 332 349 P2531/09 
386B03 -21.2 180.7 2104 M 15/28 330 2.:;8 P2525/03 390610 -78.1 139.4 16656 R 8/03 332 340 P2531/10 
386804 -21.8 lS0.7 2121 N 15128 330 247 P2525/0" 3"OBll -77.9 93.1 16631 V ll111 332 328 P2531/11 
386B05 -20.3 180.6 2086 M 15/28 330 249 P2525/05 390312 -74.5 117.7 16527 V 9/32 332 312 P25311l2 
386806 -20.9 1S0.6 2100 M 15/28 330 248 P2525/06 390B13 :+~j 92.8 16622 C 11/12 332 325 P2531113 386807 -19.4 lS0.5 20:'4 M 15/28 330 251 P2525/07 390614 117.5 16517 C 9/33 332 313 P2531/14 
386608 -20.0 180.5 2075 H 15/29 330 249 P2525/08 3<;0615 -78.2 92.5 16611 C 11/13 332 329 P2531/15 
386B09 -18.4 IS0.4 20':;2 M 15/29 330 252 P2525/09 3e 0616 :+t~ 117.5 16507 C 9/33 332 313 P2531/16 386610 -19.0 180.4 2053 M 15/29 330 251 P2525/10 390019 91.7 16593 R ll/17 332 330 P2531/19 
386611 -17.5 180.5 2029 H 15/29 330 253 P2525/11 390520 -75.1 117.4 16486 R 9/34 3-? 315 P2531/20 ,,~
386812 -18.1 180.4 2037 H 15/29 330 252 P2525/12 390B21 -75.1 29.9 16782 V IS/26 332 3,,4 P2531/21 
386B13 -16.6 180.5 2014 11 15/29 330 255 P2526/01 390822 :+4:~ 59.0 16550 V 13/30 332 339 P2531/22 386614 -17.2 180.4 2021 M 15129 330 254 P2526/02 39C823 29.6 16778 C 15/27 332 344 P2531/23 
386615 -15.8 IS0.6 2003 M 15/29 330 256 P2526/03 390524 -79.0 58.5 165H C 13/32 332 339 P2531/24 
386B16 -16.3 180.5 2007 M 15/29 330 255 P2526/04- 390525 -74.7 29.5 16773 C 15/28 332 343 P2532101 
386617 -14.9 180.6 1991 M 15/29 330 258 F2526/05 390826 -78.9 58.0 16537 C 13/34 332 339 P2532102 
386818 -15.4 180.5 1993 N 15/29 330 257 P2526/06 390B29 -74.1 31.2 16764 R 15/22 332 342 P2532105 
386819 -14.0 180.7 1980 H 15/29 330 259 P2526/07 390630 -77.9 58.5 16530 R 13/32 332 337 P2532/06 
386B20 -14.5 180.5 1981 H 15/29 330 258 F2526/08 390631 -76.8 3.4 16591 V 17/15 332 357 P2533/01 
386821 -13.2 180.7 1971 H 15/29 330 2,,0 P2526/09 3<:C632 -83.5 26.0 16344 V 15/45 332 355 P2533/02 
3S6622 -13.7 lS0.6 1970 H 15/29 330 259 P2526/10 3902033 -76.7 3.9 16584 C 17/13 332 356 P2533/03 
386823 -12.3 180.8 1964- M 1S/28 330 262 P2526/11 39C634 -83.S 25.S 16336 C 15/47 332 355 P2533/04 
386924 -12.8 lS0.6 1961 H 15/29 330 261 P2526/12 390635 -76.6 4.1 16576 C 17/12 332 356 P2533/05 
386B25 -11.5 181.0 1960 M 15/28 330 263 P2526/13 390836 -83.3 25.9 16328 C 15/46 332 355 P2533/06 
386B26 -12.0 180.8 1957 M 15/29 330 262 P2526/14 390B39 -76.3 4.5 16562 R 17111 332 356 P2533/09 
386627 -10.7 181.2 1959 M 15/27 330 265 P2526/15 390540 -83.0 26.4 16312 R 15/44 332 355 P2533/10 
386628 -11.1 180.9 1 0 53 M 15/28 330 264 P2526/16 39aB~1 -65.8 213.8 8163 M 4/46 332 132 P2532/07 
386629 -9.9 181.3 1955 H lS/27 330 266 P2526/17 3<;08':'2 -82.7 193.6 8206 M 6/07 332 144 P2S32/08 
386B30 -10.3 181.1 19'.:3 H 15/28 330 265 P2526/18 39CB43 -85.6 166.8 8111 N 7/54 332 140 P2532/09 
386631 -9.0 181.6 1962 M 15/26 330 268 P::526/19 3<;0644 -82.3 173.3 6148 H 7/28 332 151 P2532120 
38~832 -9.5 181.3 1952 H 15127 330 267 P2526/20 390545 -84.1 14,+.3 8063 H 9/24 332 148 P2532111 
387801 -9.5 133.0 1389 H 16/45 330 332 P2527/01 3<;06':;6 -81.2 157.3 8102 M B/32 332 158 P2532/12 
387B02 -9.7 132.8 1381 M 16/46 330 322 P2527/02 390847 -B2.2 132.2 8024 M 10/13 332 157 P2532113 
387B03 -8.9 132.8 1377 H 16/46 330 342 P2527/03 3<;0648 -79.6 146.1 8065 H 9/17 332 167 P2532/14 
387604 -9.1 132.5 1369 M 16/47 330 347 P2527/04 390649 -80.0 12S.1 7993 H 10/41 332 169 P2532115 
387B05 -8.3 132.6 13:'5 H 16/47 330 354 P2527/05 390850 -77.6 137.6 S036 H 9/51 332 178 P2532116 
387B06 -8.6 132.3 1357 H 16/49 330 6 P2527/06 390B61 -86.6 19.0 7694 H 17/49 332 116 P2533/11 
387607 -7.7 132.3 1353 H 16/48 330 4 P2527/07 390662 -88.1 97.3 7687 H 12136 332 131 P2533/12 
387608 -8.0 132.0 1345 H 16/50 330 19 P2527/08 390263 -85.2 60.4 7628 M 15/03 332 122 P2533/13 
387609 -7.2 132.1 1342 H 16/50 330 13 P2527/09 390564 -85.8 99.8 7639 H 12126 332 137 P2533/14 
387610 -7.4 131.8 1334 H 16/51 330 26 P2527/10 390E'65 -83.4 73.4 7585 M 14/11 332 128 P2533/15 
387811 -6.6 131.8 1331 H 16/51 330 19 P2527/11 390866 -83.5 101.1 7597 H 12121 332 146 P2533/16 
387B12 -6.8 131.5 1323 H 16/52 330 32 P2527/12 390867 -81.4 80.6 7550 H 13/43 332 138 P2533/17 
387B13 -6.0 131.6 1320 H 16/52 330 24 P2527/13 39060'8 -81.4 101.5 7564 H 12/20 332 156 P2533/18 
387514 -6.2 131.3 1312 M 16/53 330 36 P2527/14 390669 -79.4 85.4 7521 M 13/24 332 154- P2533/19 
3-152 
VIK~NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
----------_ .. _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LIT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl CRDERH!3R PICNO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAl CRDERNBR 
----------_. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
390670 -7".3 101.8 7538 M 12/19 332 170 P2533/20 402806 -22.3 113.2 28415 R 7/21 338 221 H2546/30 
390851 -8C .3 21.8 7270 H 17/42 332 96 P2534/01 402607 -33.8 107.2 28240 R 7/45 338 N1 H2546/31 
3908S2.-8~.7 37.3 7243 H 16/40 332 112 P253':;102 4C2508 -18.8 101.0 26;331 R 8/10 338 231 H254f>/32 
390883 -7('.6 38.8 7205 tl 16/34 332 98 P253V03 402809 -29.6 93.8 28690 R 8/39 338 248 M25~6/33 
390654 -8J.6 51.6 7195 M 15/43 332 116 P2534/04 402811 -21.2 79.1 29448 R 9/38 336 252 H2546/35 
390885 -7£.5 48.8 71b2 H 15/5~ 332 99 P2534/05 402614 -48.6 132.4 27633 R 6/07 338 257 H2547/14 
390886 -8('.1 61.5 7154 M 15/03 332 122 P2534/0b 402615 -59.8 125.7 27733 R 6/34 338 304 M2547/15 
390887 -7-:.2 56.6 7127 H 15/23 332 100 P2534/07 402816 -,+8.4 119.8 27759 R 6/58 338 263 M2547/16 
390888 -7[,.4 68.9 7120 M 14/33 332 132 P2534/08 402817 -58.7 109.3 27899 R 7/39 338 292 H2547/17 
390889 -7!'. 6 62.8 7097 H 14/58 332 103 P2534/09 402618 -46.9 107.3 27964 R 7/48 338 265 H2547/18 390890 -76.7 N.2 7094 H 14/13 332 151 P253V10 402819 -55.9 94.0 28151 R 8/41 338 287 H2547/19 
391807 -57.0 49.2 26225 V 9/15 332 287 H2537/15 402820 -43.7 94.4 28283 R 8/39 338 266 H25471Z0 
391808 -41 •• 3 52.7 26304 V 9/01 332 267 H2537/16 402821 -50.8 79.1 28539 R 9/41 338 284 H2547/21 
391809 -5, .. 7 36.2 26552 V 10/07 332 284 HZ537/17 402622 -37.'+ 80.4 28808 R 9/36 338 267 112547/22 
391810 -4".2 40.0 26739 V 9/52 332 267 H2537/18 402623 -41.6 63.3 29211 R 10/44 338 281 112547/23 
391811 -6<'.2 99.1 25693 R 5/57 332 340 H2535/20 402826 -71.5 139.6 27794 R 5/41 338 338 H2546/38 
391812 -5':'.5 86.5 25681 R 6/48 332 269 H2535/21 402627 -84.6 110.0 28248 R 7/40 338 339 H2546/39 
391813 -64.2 76.2 25793 R 7/29 332 307 H2535/22 402828 -71.5 1p.3 27918 R 7/27 ~~g ~~~ ~~~~g~~~ 391614 -5:'.3 73.2 25801 R 7/41 332 270 H2535/23 402629 -78.6 9.8 28446 R 11/00 
391815 -6J. 7 59.2 2595~ R 8/37 332 296 H2535/24 402630 -68.1 83.4 28143 R 9/06 338 310 t12546/42 
391816 -50.6 60.3 26005 R 8/33 332 270 H2535/25 402831 -69.7 42.5 28794 R 12110 338 318 H2546/43 
391817 -57.1 44.1 26213 R 9/38 332 289 H2535/26 402632 -62.6 70.5 28465 R 10/18 338 303 H2546/44 
391818 -46.3 48.5 26298 R 9/21 332 270 HZ535/27 402634 -51.9 52.4 29116 R 11/30 338 297 H2546/46 
391819 -5C.6 31.0 26598 R 10/30 332 285 H2535/28 402637 -86.9 351.7 1~063 V 18/51 338 356 P2548/01 
391B20 -39.6 36.4 26759 R 10/09 332 270 112535/29 402838 -84.6 185.2 18833 V 5/57 338 354 P2548/02 
391821 -41.9 93.4 25631 R 6/23 332 203 112537/19 402639 -86.8 353.2 19057 V 18/45 338 356 P2548/03 
391B22 -29.5 85.4 25958 R 6/55 332 206 H2537/20 402840 -84.7 184.6 18826 V 6/00 338 354 P2548/04 
391623 -40.2 80.5 25765 R 7/15 332 227 H2537/21 402641 -86.6 353.0 19055 C 18/46 338 356 P2548/05 
391824 -28.1 76.5 26111 R 7/31 332 218 t12537/22 402642 -84.9 185.4 18821 C 5/57 338 354 P2548/06 
391825 -38.4 70.8 25933 R 7/54 332 238 112537/23 402845 -86.3 355.7 19047 R 18/36 338 356 P2548/09 
391826 -25.4 67.4 26357 R 8/07 332 228 H2537124 402846 -85.3 184.3 18810 R 6/01 338 354 P2548/10 
391627 -35.1 60.7 26199 R 8/34 332 245 112537/25 402B47 -82.6 76.5 18882 V 13/15 338 339 P2549/01 
391828 -21. 0 58.2 26724 R 8/44 332 234 H2537/2b 402848 -80.5 132.9 18669 V 9/29 338 331 P2549/02 
391829 -30.1 50.5 26594 R 9/15 332 249 ~12537127 402849 -82.4 70.0 18878 C 13/17 338 339 P2549/03 
391631 -84.2 132.3 25947 R 3/50 332 355 H2535/30 402650 -80.4 131.8 18664 C 9/34 338 331 P2549/04 
391632 -73.8 85.7 25660 R 6/57 332 335 ~12535/31 402855 -81.9 74.7 18864 R 13/22 338 338 P2549/09 
391833 -82.3 35.6 26042 R 10/17 332 336 112535/32 402656 -80.2 128.5 18647 R 9/48 338 330 P2549/10 
391834 -71.3 58.8 25785 R 8/45 332 318 H2535/33 402357 -71.7 84.6 18874 V 12/45 338 320 P2548/11 
391835 -74.9 13.6 26229 R 11/46 332 324 H2535/34 402858 -70.9 110.2 18662 V 11/03 338 309 P2548/12 
391836 -66.3 38.8 26005 R 10105 332 3:)7 H2535/35 402859 -71.3 84.5 18875 C 12/46 338 320 P2548/13 
391637 -65.7 2.7 26560 R 12129 332 315 H2535/36 402660 -70.6 109.6 18663 C 11/06 338 309 P2548/14 
391838 -59.0 24.0 26354 R 11/04 332 300 H2535/37 40~863 -70.9 83.7 18e·74 R 12149 338 319 P2548/17 
391B39 -53.7 353.8 27133 R 13/05 332 308 H2535/33 402664 -70.4 108.7 18654 R 11/09 338 309 P2548/18 
39~801 -3.9 308.8 1377 H 15/56 33,+ 277 P2540/01 402865 -70.8 83.4 18870 R 12151 338 319 P2548/19 
39~802 -4.3 308.5 1363 H 15/57 334 274 P2540/02 402e66 -70.4 108.2 18650 R 11/11 338 309 P254S/20 
394603 -3.7 308.3 1348 H 15/59 334 276 P2540103 403801 4.2 51.9 lOtH H 16/12 338 327 P2551/01 
39~604 -4.1 308.0 1336 H 16/00 334 273 P25':'0/0':' 403802 3.9 51.8 1068 H 16/13 338 323 P2551/02 
394805 -3.4 307.8 1323 H 16/01 334 275 P2540/05 403803 4.4 51.6 1065 H 16/14 338 328 P2551/03 
394806 -3.8 307.4 1311 H 16/02 334 272 P2540106 403804 4.0 51.4 1053 H 16/15 338 324 P2551/04 
394807 -3.1 307.2 1297 H 16/03 334 274 P2540/07 403605 4.5 51.2 1049 H 16/16 338 329 F2551/05 
394808 -3.5 306.9 1284 M 16/04 334 271 P2540108 40380b 4.2 51.0 1038 H 16/16 338 326 P2551106 
394B09 -2.8 306.6 1271 H 16/05 334 273 P2540/09 403607 4.7 50.8 1035 H 16/17 338 332 P2551/07 
394810 -3.2 306.3 1260 H 16/07 334 270 P2540/10 403608 4.4 50.6 1024 H 16/18 338 328 P2551/08 
394811 -2.5 306.1 1247 H 16/08 334 272 P2540/11 403809 4.9 50.4 1021 H 16/19 338 335 P2551/09 
394812 -2.9 305.8 1237 M 16/09 334 268 P2540/12 403810 4.6 50.2 1011 H 16120 338 331 P2552101 
394613 -2.2 305.6 1224 H 16/10 334 271 P2540/13 403811 5.1 50.1 1008 H 16/20 338 338 P2552/02 
394614 -2.6 305.3 1215 H 16/11 334 267 P2540/14 403812 4.8 49.9 1000 H 16121 338 335 P2552103 
394815 -1.9 305.0 1202 H 16/12 334 269 P2540/15 403813 5.3 4(L7 996 H 16/22 338 344 P2552104 
394616 -2.3 304.7 1193 tl 16/14 334 265 P2540/16 403614 5.0 49.5 989 M 16/23 338 342 P2552105 
39-i617 -1.6 304.5 1181 H 16/14 334 267 P2540/17 403815 5.5 49.4 986 H 16123 338 354 P2552106 
394818 -1.9 304.3 1174 M 16/16 334 263 P2540/18 403616 5.3 49.2 979 M 16/24 338 356 P2552107 
39~619 -1. 3 304.1 1162 H 16/17 334 266 P2540/19 403817 5.8 49.0 975 H 16/25 338 8 P2552/08 
394B20 -1.6 303.8 1155 H 16/18 334 261 P2540/20 403518 5.5 48.8 ~g2 ~ ig~~~ ~~~ 28 P2552109 394824 -.9 302.8 1119 H 16/22 334 256 P2541/04 403819 6.0 48.7 30 P2552/10 
39~626 -.5 302.3 1103 11 16124 334 253 P2541106 403820 5.8 48.4 961 H 16128 338 69 P2552/11 
394830 .1 301.5 1073 H 16/28 334 247 P2541110 403521 6.3 48.3 ~~~ ~ ig~~~ ~~~ 56 P2552/12 394831 .7 301. 3 1062 H 16/28 334 250 P2541/11 403822 6.1 48.1 96 P2552/13 
394632 .5 301.0 1059 H 16/30 334 244 P2541/12 403823 6.6 47.9 950 H 16/30 338 80 P2552114 
394834 .9 300.6 1046 H 16/31 334 240 P2541/14 403624 6.3 47.7 947 M 16/31 338 109 P2552115 
394636 1.3 300.2 1034 M 16/33 334 235 P2541116 403831 8.7 4S.6 901 H 16128 338 206 P2550/01 
394838 1.7 299.8 1022 M 16/35 334 231 P2541118 403832 8.5 48.3 899 M 16/29 338 181 P2550/02 
397616 -56.1 287.9 25643 * 6/07 335 286 112544/16 403833 8.9 48.3 894 H 16/30 338 179 P2550/03 
397817 -66.5 280.1 25763 * 6/38 335 321 t12544/17 40383'+ 8.6 48.1 894 H 16/30 338 177 P2550/04 
397818 -56.0 273.8 25729 * 7104 335 278 H2544/18 403835 9.0 48.0 8S9 M 16/31 338 176 P2550/05 
397819 -65.3 260.6 25891 * 7/57 335 304 H2544/19 403836 8.8 47.8 890 M 16/32 338 175 P2550/06 
397820 -54.3 259.8 25892 * 8/00 335 275 H2544/20 403637 9.2 47.8 885 H 16/32 338 174 P2550/07 
397621 -61.8 242.9 26106 * 9/07 335 295 HZ5':;':;121 403638 8.9 47.5 887 H 16/33 338 174 P2550/08 
397822 -51.1 247.1 26131 * 8/51 335 274 ~12544/22 403639 9.3 47.5 882 H 16/33 338 173 P2550/09 
397823 -56.4 228.7 26414 * 10/04 335 290 112544/23 403840 9.0 47.2 885 M 16/34 338 173 P2550/10 
397624 -45.6 234.1 26512 * 9/43 335 273 t12544/24 403941 9.4 47.2 880 H 16/34 338 172 P2550/11 
397625 -48.1 215.1 26920 * 10/59 335 287 HZ544/25 403642 9.2 47.0 884 M 16/35 338 173 P2550/12 
397826 -36.8 220.9 27131 * 10/36 335 273 112544/26 403643 9.6 47.0 878 H 16/35 338 172 P2550/13 
401801 10.2 107.0 957 H 16/19 337 315 P6SS7/01 403644 9.3 46.7 884 H 16/37 338 172 P2550/14 
401602 9.8 106.8 945 H 16/20 337 309 P8587/02 403645 9.7 46.7 878 H 16/37 338 171 P2550/15 
401803 10.2 106.8 942 H 16/20 337 311 F8587/03 403646 9.5 46.4 885 H 16/38 338 172 P2550/16 
401804 9.9 106.5 932 H 16/21 337 305 P8587/04 403647 9.9 46.4 879 H 16/38 338 171 P2550/17 
401605 10.3 106.5 929 M 10/21 337 307 P25'f5/05 403548 °.6 46.1 888 M 16/39 338 172 P2550/18 
401806 9.9 106.2 919 H 16/22 337 299 P2545/06 403649 10.1 46.1 881 H 16/39 338 171 P2550/19 
401607' 10.3 106.2 916 H 16/22 337 302 P2545/07 403650 9.8 45.7 891 H 16/41 338 171 P2550/20 
401808 10.0 106.0 908 H 16/23 337 291 P2545/08 403651 10.2 45.7 884 M 16/41 338 171 P2550/21 
401809 10.4 105.9 905 tl 16/24 337 295 P2545/09 403852 9.9 45.4 896 H 16/42 338 171 P2550/~2 
401610 10.1 105.7 898 H 16/25 337 281 P25':;5/10 403653 10.4 45.4 889 H 16/42 338 171 P2550/23 
401811 10.5 105.7 895 M 16/25 337 285 P2545/11 403854 10.1 45.1 901 H 16/44 338 172 P2550/24 
401812 10.2 105.4 890 H 16/26 337 270 P2545/12 40SBOI -5.0 18.9 1161 H 16/08 339 244 P2553/01 
401813 10.6 105.4 8106 M 16/26 337 274 P2545/13 40SS02 -5.3 18.8 1158 H 16/09 339 232 P2553/02 
401614 10.3 105.1 882 M 16/27 337 256 P2545/14 405803 -4.3 18.8 1149 H 16/09 339 247 P2553/03 
401815 10.7 105.0 878 H 16127 337 260 P2545/15 40SS04 -4.6 18.7 1146 M 16/09 339 234 P2553/04 
401616 10.4 104.8 875 M 16/29 337 242 P2545/16 405605 -3.7 18.7 1138 H 16/09 339 250 P2553/05 
401817 10.8 104.8 871 H 16129 337 246 P2545/17 405806 -4.0 18.6 1134 M 16/10 339 237 P2553/06 
401818 10.6 104.5 869 H 16/30 337 230 P2545/18 405807 -3.1 18.6 1127 H 16/10 339 255 P2553/07 
401619 10.9 104.5 865 M 16/30 337 232 P2545/19 405608 -3.4 18.5 1123 H 16/10 339 239 P2553/08 
401620 10.7 104.2 8b5 H 16/31 337 219 P2545/20 405609 -2.5 18.5 1116 H 16/10 339 260 P2553/09 
401821 11.1 104.2 860 H 16/32 337 221 P2545121 405810 -2.8 18.4 1111 M 16/11 339 243 P2553/10 
401822 10.8 103.9 862 H 16/33 337 211 P2545/22 405611 -1.9 18.5 1105 H 16/11 339 264 P2553/11 
401823 11.2 103.9 857 H 16/33 337 212 P2545/23 40S612 -2.2 18.3 1100 11 16/12 339 246 P2553/12 
401824 11.0 103.6 859 H 16/34 337 204 P2545/24 405813 -1.3 18.4 1094 M 16/11 339 270 P2553/13 
402603 -35.6 129.7 27845 R 6/15 338 213 t12546/27 405814 -1.6 18.3 1090 M 16/12 339 250 P2553/14 
402604 -23.4 123.1 28201 R 6/42 33S 208 112546128 405515 -.7 18.3 1084 H If>/12 339 276 P2553/15 
402605 -35.4 119.1 27982 R 6/57 338 230 H2546/29 40"B16 -1.0 18.2 1079 H 16/12 339 255 P2553/16 
3-153 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--PICNo---lAr---loN--PANGi-F--roo--ls-SCAZ-ORDERNSP--PICNo---lAr---loN--PANGE-F--roD--ls-SCAZ-ORDERNBR 
--405Bi7---:~i--i8~2--io74-H-i6/i2-339-282-P2553/i7--407B93--21~2---7~8---78o-H-i6/i8-34i-292-H2559/27 
405818 -.4 18.1 1069 H 16/13 339 261 P2553/18 407894 21.0 7.6 776" 16/19 341 280 H2552/28 
.405819 .4 18.1 1064" 16/13 339 2E3 P2553/19 407B95 21.4 7.6 774 H 16/19 341 ~83 H2557/29 
405B20 .1 18.0 1058" 16/13 339 267 P2553/20 407896 21.2 7.3 771 H 16/20 341 271 H2559/30 
406801 -3.6 15.0 1164 H 16/03 340 280 P2555/01 407697 21.5 7.3 769 H 16/20 341 274 H2559/31 
406802 -~.O 14.9 1157" 16/03 340 2b8 P2555/02 407898 21.3 7.1 767" 16/21 341 260 H2559/32 
406B03 -:,.2 14.8 1151" 16/04 340 280 P2555/03 407899 21.7 7.1 765 H 16/22 341 263 H2559/33 
406804 -3.5 14.7 1145" 16/04 340 268 P2555/04 407800 21.5 6.8 764 H 16/23 341 250 H2559/34 
406B05 -~.7 14.6 1139" 16/05 340 281 P2555/05 408601 -10.0 5.3 1302 H 15/58 341 257 P2562/01 
406806 -:,.0 14.5 1133 H 16/05 340 268 P2555/06 408802 -10.4 5.2 1297 H 15/59 341 240 P2562/02 
406807 -r.3 14.3 1126" 16/06 340 283 P2555/07 406803 -9.5 5.2 1290" 15/59 341 260 P2562/03 
406808 -2.6 14.2 1121 M 16/07 340 267 P2555/08 408804' -9.9 5.0 1284 M 16/00 341 239 P2562/04 
406B09 -!.8 14.0 1114 H 16/07 340 284 P2555/09 408805 -9.0 5.0 1277 M 16/00 341 262 P2562/05 
406810 -t.l 13.9 1109 H 16/08 340 267 P2555/10 408606 -9.4 4.8 1272 H 16/00 341 239 P2562/06 
406611 -~.3 13.8 1103" 16/09 340 2E6 P2555/11 408807 -8.5 4.8 1264 M 16/00 341 264 P2562/07 
406B12 -:,.6 13.6 1097 H 16/09 340 266 P2555/12 408B08 -8.9 4.7 1259 H 16/01 341 239 P2562/08 
406813 ·.9 13.5 1091 H 16/10 340 289 P2555/13 408609 -8.0 4.7 1252 H 16/01 341 266 P2562/09 
406814 -: .. 1 13.4 1086 H 16/10 340 266 P2555/14 408310 -8.4 4.5 1247 M 16/02 341 238 P2562/10 
406815 ··.4 13.2 1080 M 16/11 3~0 292 P2555/1S 408811 -7.5 4.5 1240 N 16/02 341 269 P2562/11 
406816 '.7 13.1 1075 H 16/12 340 265 P2555/16 408312 -7.9 4.3 1234 H 16/03 341 238 P2562/12 
406B17 .0 13.0 1069 H 16/12 340 297 P255S/17 408313 -7.0 4.3 1228 M 16/03 341 273 P2562/13 
406818 '.2 12.S 1064 M 16/13 340 264 P2555/18 408B14 -7.4 4.1 1222" 16/04 341 237 P2562/14 
406B19 '.5 12.7 1059 H 10/13 340 305 P2556/01 408615 -6.5 4.1 1216 H 16/04 341 278 P2562/15 
406B20 .2 12.6 1054 H 16/14 340 260 P2556/02 408B16 -6.9 4.0 1210 M 16/05 341 236 P2562/16 
406B21 J.O 12.4 1049 H 16/15 340 3~0 P255b/03 408317 -6.0 4.0 1204 H 16/05 341 286 P2562/17 
406822 ' .7 12.3 1044 H 16/15 340 254 P2556/04 408818 -6.3 3.8 1199 H 16/05 341 235 P2562/18 
406B23 ~.5 12.2 1039 M 16/16 340 345 P2556/05 408819 -5.5 3.S 1193" 16/05 341 29& P2562/19 
406824 :.2 12.1 1034 M 16/16 340 221 P2556/06 408B20 -5.8 3.6 1137 H 16/06 341 233 P2562/20 
406B25 :.9 12.0 1030 H 16/17 340 13 P2556/07 408321 -5.0 3.6 1182 H 16/06 341 311 P2562/21 
406B26 ~.7 11.S 1025 H 16/17 340 129 P2556/08 408B22 -5.3 3.5 1176 H 16/07 341 225 P2562/22 
406827 ~.4 11.7 1020 H 16v13 340 37 P2556/09 408B23 -4.5 3.4 1171 M 16/07 341 332 P2562/23 
406828 f'.2 11.6 1016 H 16/18 340 109 P2556/10 408824 -4.8 3.3 1165 H 16/08 341 217 P2562/24 
406B29 ;,.9 11.5 1012 H 16/19 340 54 P2556/11 408e25 -4.0 3.3 1160 M 16/08 341 349 P2563/01 
406B30 ,.7 11.3 1007 M 16/20 340 104 P2556/12 408826 -4.3 3.1 1154 M 16/09 341 162 P2563/02 
406831 ~.4 11.2 1003 H 16/20 340 64 P2556/13 408827 -3.4 3.1 1149 H 16/09 341 6 P2563/03 
406832 ~.2 11.1 993" 16/21 340 100 P2556/14 408823 -3.8 3.0 1143 H 16/09 341 99 P2563/04 
~g~~~~ ~.~ l5:~ ~~~ ~ l~~~~ ~~g ~§ ~~~§~~l~ 2g~§~6 :~:~ ~:g ll~~ ~ 1~~~6 ~2l ~~ ~~~~~~gg 
406B35 ~:4 10.8 987 M 16/22 340 73 P2556/17 408831 -2.4 2.8 1128" 16/10 341 27 P2563/07 
406836 ',.2 10.6 982 H 16/23 340 97 P255~/18 408B32 -2.7 2.6 1123" 16/11 341 78 P2563/0S 
407B04 -28.6 71.1 26763 R 6/18 340 200 H2557/24 408333 -1.9 2.7 1118 H 16/11 341 32 P2563/09 
407B05 -41.1 67.5 26546 R 6/33 340 221 H2557/25 408534 -2.2 2.5 1112 M 16/12 341 72 P2563/10 
407806 -28.2 61.8 26896 R 6/56 340 214 H2557/26 408B35 -1.4 2.5 1108 H 16/12 341 36 P2563/11 
407607 -3°.2 56.9 26705 R 7/15 340 235 H2557/27 4C8336 -1.7 2.3 1103 H 16/13 341 71 P2563/12 
407B08 -26.3 52.4 27124 R 7/33 340 224 M2557/28 40 c BOl 4.8 2.1 1032" 15/55 342 297 P2564/01 
407B09 -36.6 45.7 26972 R 8/00 340 243 H2557/29 409802 4.4 1.9 1021 H 15/56 342 290 P2564/02 
407610 -21.5 40.2 27580 R 8/22 340 234 "2557/30 40S803 4.8 1.9 1018 H 15/56 342 292 P2564/03 
407811 -31.7 33.0 27419 R 8/51 340 249 H2557/31 409804 4.4 1.7 100S M 15/57 342 284 P2564/04 
407B17 -62.7 74.8 26301 R 6/07 340 310 t12560/27 40~B05 4.8 1.7 1004 H 15/57 342 287 P2564/05 
407618 -52.3 67.6 26314 R 6/35 340 259 H2560/28 409806 4.4 1.4 996 H 15158 342 278 PZ564/06 
407B19 -62.1 57.7 26418 R 7/15 340 20 4 M2560/29 409B07 4.8 1.4 991 HIS/58 342 281 P2564/07 
407B20 -50.9 53.7 26484 R 7/31 340 263 M25&0/30 40 0 80S 4.4 1.2 985 H 15/59 342 272 P2564/0S 
407B21 -59.6 40.6 26627 R 8/24 340 287 H2500/31 409B09 4.8 1.1 960 HIS/59 342 274 P2564/09 
407822 -48.3 41.6 26719 R 8/20 340 265 M2560/32 40 c BIO 4.5 .9 974 M 16/00 342 264 P2564/10 
407823 -55.0 25.6 26935 R 9/24 340 283 H2560/33 40 0811 4.9 .8 969" 16/01 342 267 P2564/11 
407824 -42.8 27.4 27148 R 9/17 340 266 H2500/34 409812 4.5 .6 965" 16/02 342 257 P25b4/12 
407825 -47.3 11.2 27436 R 10/22 340 281 M2560/35 40 cB13 4.9 '.5 060 H 16/02 342 259 P2564/13 
407826 -34.6 14.7 27743 R 10/07 340 267 M2560/36 409814 4.6 .3 957" 16/03 342 249 P2564/14 
407830 -72.3 78.0 26323 R 5/56 340 333 M2557/36 40 c815 5.0 .2 952 H 16/03 342 251 P2564/15 
407631 -83.6 47.1 26684 R 8/00 340 336 P2557/01 409816 4.7 .0 950 M 16/04 342 241 P2564/16 
407B32 -71.6 53.7 26429 R 7/34 340 317 "2557/38 40 0 817 5.1 359.9 945 H 16/04 342 243 P2564/17 
407633 -78.0 6.6 26856 R 10/42 340 324 H2557/39 409818 4.8 359.7 944" 16/06 342 234 P2564/18 
407834 -68.4 31.S 26620 R 9/02 340 306 M2557/40 409819 5.2 359.6 938 H 16/06 342 236 P2564/19 
407B35 -71.1 353.1 27086 R 11/37 340 316 t12558/Z0 409B20 4.9 359.3 939" 16/07 342 227 P2564/20 
407836 -62.6 14.7 26915 R 10/10 340 299 H2558/21 409821 5.3 359.3 933 H 16/07 342 228 P2564/21 
407837 -59.3 340.4 27626 R 12/27 340 308 M2558/22 409822 5.0 359.0 935" 16/08 342 221 P2564/22 
407B33 -53.1 359.3 27445 R 11/12 340 2 0 4 M2558/23 409B23 5.4 359.0 929" 16/09 342 222 P2564/23 
407643 -85.3 290.1 19387 V 18/08 340 353 P2560/01 409824 5.1 358.7 933 H 16/10 342 216 P2564/24 
407B44 -86.0 107.0 19138 V 6/21 340 350 P2560102 409825 5.5 35S.7 926 H 16/10 342 217 P2565/01 
407845 -85.3 291.1 19381 V 18/04 340 353 P2560/03 40 0 826 5.2 358.4 931 M 16/11 342 212 P2565/02 
407646 -86.0 105.4 19131 V 6/27 340 350 P2560/G4 409827 5.6 358.4 925" 16/12 342 212 P2565/03 
407B47 -85.1 293.0 19377 C 17/57 340 352 P8015/11 409828 5.3 353.0 931 M 16/13 342 208 P2565/04 
407B48 -86.3 102.9 19127 C 6/37 340 350 P2560/14 40 0B29 5.8 358.0 924 H 16/13 342 208 P2565/05 
407651 -84.8 296.1 19368 R 17/45 340 352 P2560/09 409830 5.4 357.7 932 H 16/14 342 205 P2565/06 
407852 -86.4 97.0 19114 R 7/01 340 349 P2560/10 40 CB31 5.9 357.7 924" 16/15 342 205 P2565/07 
407853 -80.8 350.8 19245 V 14/08 340 337 P2561/01 409332 5.6 357.4 934" 16/16 342 202 P2565/08 
407854 -81.0 47.0 19002 V 10/24 340 330 F2561/02 409333 6.0 357.4 926 H 16/16 342 202 P2565/09 
407B55 -80.7 350.5 19239 C 14/10 340 337 P2561/03 409534 5.7 357.0 937 tl 16/17 342 200 P2565/10 
407856 -80.9 45.6 13993 C 10/29 340 330 P2561/04 409B35 6.1 357.0 929 M 16/18 342 200 P2565/11 
407661 -80.1 349.3 19231 R 14/15 340 337 P2561/09 409836 5.8 356.7 942" 16/19 342 198 P2565/12 
407B62 -80.S 42.5 18982 R 10/42 340 329 P2561/10 409837 6.2 356.7 933 M 16/19 342 198 P2565/13 
407B63 -70.8 351.0 19353 V 14/10 340 327 P2561/11 409B38 5.9 356.3 947" 16/21 342 196 P2565/14 
407664 -73.6 19.6 19051 V 12/16 340 319 P2561/12 409839 6.4 356.3 939 H 16/21 342 196 P2565/15 
407B65 -70.6 350.9 19351 C 14/11 340 327 P2561/13 409B40 6.0 355.9 955" 16/22 3~2 194 P2565/16 
407666 -73.5 19.1 19047 C 12/18 340 319 P2561/14 410801 2.3 357.7 1121 M 15/51 342 311 P2566/01 
407669 -70.2 350.2 19351 R 14/14 340 327 P2561/17 410802 1.8 357.6 1106" 15/51 342 305 P2566/02 
407670 -73.2 17.9 1 0 042 R 12/23 340 319 P2561/18 410603 2.2 357.6 1103 M 15/51 342 307 P2566/03 
407871 -70.1 350.0 19346 R 14/15 340 327 P2561/19 410B04 1.7 357.4 1089 M 15/52 342 301 P2566/04 
407672 -73.2 17.6 19036 R 12/25 340 319 P2561/20 410805 2.1 357.3 1085 HIS/52 342 303 P2566/05 
407B73 20.1 10.3 903 H 16/07 341 326 H2558/23 410806 1.6 357.1 1073 H 15/53 342 296 P2566/06 
407674 19.8 10.2 888 M 16/07 341 323 H2SS8/29 410B07 2.0 357.1 1069" 15/54 342 298 P2566/07 
407875 20.2 10.2 889 M 16/07 341 324 H2558/30 410B08 1.6 356.9 1058 HIS/55 342 290 P2566/08 
407876 1~.9 9.9 872 H 16/08 341 321 H2558/31 410B09 2.0 356.9 1054 M 15/55 342 293 P2566/09 
407B77 20.3 9.9 872 H 16/09 341 323 H2558/32 410810 1.6 356.6 1045 M 15/56 342 283 P2566/10 
407678 20.0 9.7 857 H 16/09 341 320 H2558/33 410Bl1 2.0 356.6 1041" 15/56 342 286 P2566/11 
407879 20.4 9.7 856" 16/10 341 321 t12558/34 410812 1.5 356.4 1033 M 15/57 342 274 P2566/12 
407B80 20.1 9.4 843 H 16/11 341 317 H2558/35 410B13 1.9 356.3 1028 M 15/57 342 278 P2566/13 
407B81 20.4 9.4 842 H 16/11 341 319 H2558/36 410614 1.5 356.1 1022" 15/58 342 265 P2566/14 
407882 20.2 9.2 830 H 16/12 341 315 M2558/37 410B15 1.9 356.0 1017" 15/59 342 268 P2566/15 
407683 20.6 9.1 829 H 16/12 3q1 316 H2558/38 410B16 1.6 355.8 1012" 15/59 342 255 P2566/16 
407B84 20.3 8.9 818 H 16/13 341 311 H2559/18 '410817 2.0 355.8 1007 M 16/00 342 258 P2566/17 
407885 20.7 S.9 S16 H 16/13 341 313 H2559/19 410B18 1.6 355.5 1004" 16/01 342 245 P2566/1S 
407886 20.4 8.6 807 H 16/14 341 308 M2559/20 410819 2.0 355.5 998" 16/01 342 247 P2566/19 
407687 20.8 8.6 806 H 16/15 341 309 M2559/21 410B20 1.6 355.2 996" 16/02 342 235 P2566/20 
407888 20.5 8.4 798 H 16/16 341 303 H2559/22 411B92 -2.5 348.0 1067" 16/10 343 164 P2569/02 
407889 20.9 8.3 796 M 16/16 341 305 M2559/23 411B93 -1.7 348.0 1057" 16/10 343 159 P2569/03 
407B90 20.7 8.1 789 H 16/17 341 296 H2559/24 411B94 -1.9 347.8 1057 H 16/11 343 161 P2569/04 
407B91 21.0 8.1 787 H 16/17 341 299 H2559/25 411695 -1.1 347.9 1047 M 16/10 343 156 P2569/05 
407B92 20.8 7.9 782 H 16/18 341 289 H2559/26 411696 -1.3 347.7 1047" 16/11 343 159 P2569/06 
3-154 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNe. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNe. 
--PICNo---LAr---LoN--RANsE-F--roo--Ls-SCAZ-ORDERNBR--PICNo---LAr---LoN--RANG!-F--rOo--Ls-SCAZ-ORDERNBR 
--4iiB97---:~6-347~8--io37-H-i6/ii-343-i53-p2569/07--4i6B39---5~8-329~3---967-H-i5/55-345-2i8-p25so/i8 
411698 -.8 347.6 1038 N 16/12 343 157 P2569/08 416B40 5.4 329.0 985 N 15/56 345 216 P2580/19 
411825 10.0 347.7 €59 N 16/15 343 183 P2572/01 416841 5.9 328.9 974 H 15/56 345 216 P2580/20 
411826 9.7 347.4 862 H 16/16 343 181 P2572/02 416642 5.5 328.5 991 N 15/58 345 213 P25S0/21 
411627 10.1 347.4 857 N 16/16 343 180 P2572/03 416643 5.9 328.6 984 N 15/58 345 214 P2580/22 
411828 9.9 347.1 €61 H 16/17 343 179 P2572/04 416544 5.5 328.3 1006 H 15/59 345 213 P2580/23 
411829 10.3 347.1 856 H 16/17 343 178 P2572/05 416645 6.0 328.3 994 H 15/59 345 213 P2580/24 
411630 10.1 346.8 861 H 16/19 343 177 P2572/06 416546 5.5 328.0 1018 N 16/00 345 211 P2580/25 
411831 10.5 346.8 855 H 16/19 343 177 P2572/07 420841 32.2 302.4 613 N 16/13 347 44 
411832 10.3 346.5 801 N 16/20 343 176 P2572/08 420842 32.1 302.4 608 H 16/13 347 49 
411841 30.6 349.7 765 N 16/11 343 320 P2569/09 420643 32.5 302.6 607 H 16/13 347 42 
411842 30.4 349.4 756 H 16/12 343 316 P2569/10 420844 32.3 302.6 604 H 16/13 347 50 
411843 30.7 349.4 756 H 16/13 343 317 P2569/11 420845 32.7 302.8 603 N 16/12 347 39 
411844 30.5 349.2 7~9 N 16/14 343 312 PZ569/12 420846 32.5 302.8 601 N 16/12 347 49 
411845 30.9 349.2 749 H 16/14 343 314 P2569/13 420847 32.9 303.0 601 H 16/12 347 33 
411846 30.7 348.9 743 N 16/15 343 307 P2569/14 420848 32.7 303.0 599 H 16/12 347 48 411~~~ ~5:~ ~t~:~ ~~~ ~ 19~1g ~4~ ~g~ ~~~~~~ig 4~g~~Z ~~:~ ~g~:i ~~~ ~ ig~ii ~4~ 232 
411849 31.3 348.6 738 H 16/16 343 303 P2569/17 420851 33.2 303.3 599 H 16/10 347 272 
411850 31.1 348.4 733 H 16/17 343 294 P2569/18 420852 33.1 303.3 600 N 16/11 347 231 
411851 31.5 348.4 733 H 16/17 343 297 P2569/19 420553 33.4 303.5 601 H 16/10 347 247 
411852 31.3 348.1 730 H 16/18 343 286 P2569/20 420854 33.3 303.5 603 N 16/10 347 231 
411853 31.7 348.1 730 N 16/19 343 289 PZ569/21 421802 -67.0 59.3 12378 R 6/05 348 167 P258S/02 
411854 31.5 347.8 728 N 16/20 343 277 P2569/22 421803 -71.8 S2.6 12322 R 6/32 348 178 P2585/03 
411855 31.9 347.8 728 N 16/20 343 ·280 P2509/23 421804 -66.9 49.6 12361 R 6/44 348 190 P2585/04 
4118563 3,~ •.. 71 347.5 727 N 16/21 343 267 P2569/24 421605 -71.3 41.6 12315 R 7/16 348 216 P2585/05 411657 347.5 726 H 16/21 343 270 P2569/25 421806 -66.1 40.9 12363 R 7/19 348 209 P2585/06 
411858 31.9 347.3 726 N 16/22 343 257 P2569/26 421807 -70.1 31.8 12324 R 7/55 348 236 P2585/07 
411659 3;'.3 347.2 726 H 16/22 343 260 P2569/27 421608 -64.8 32.9 12381 R 7/51 348 223 P2585/08 
411B60 3~.1 347.0 727 H 16/24 343 247 P2570/01 421B13 -82.0 49.3 12092 R 6/47 348 13 P2586/03 
411861 3? 5 346.9 726 N 16/24 343 249 P2570/02 421814 -77.0 43.8 12068 R 7/09 348 285 P2586/04 
411662 ~~:3 346.7 728 N 16/25 343 237 P2570/03 421615 -80.7 25.9 12082 R 8/21 348 334 P25S6/05 
411863 ~~.7 346.6 727 H 16/25 343 239 P2570/04 421816 -75.8 30.2 12066 R 8/04 348 275 P2586/06 
411864 ~~.5 346.4 731 H 16/26 343 229 P2570/05 421617 -78.5 9.9 12091 R 9/25 348 311 P2586/07 
411665 3r.9 346.3 730 N 16/26 343 231 P2570/06 421818 -73.9 18.6 12081 R 8/51 348 274 P2586/08 
411866 3~.7 346.1 734 N 16/28 343 222 P2570/07 421B22 -85.5 47.7 11875 R 6/57 348 14 P2587/02 
411633 3~.1 346.0 733 N 16/28 343 223 P2570/08 421623 -87.3 320.1 11932 R 12/47 348 1 P2587/03 
411634 3;.9 345.8 739 N 16/29 343 216 P2570/09. 421824 -84.0 15.8 11860 R 9/04 348 352 P2587J04 
412641 2~.8 344.9 759 N 16/11 343 323 H2573/25 421625 -83.8 323.4 11928 R 12/34 348 346 P2587/05 
412842 2'.6 344.7 750 N 16/12 343 319 H2573/26 421826 -81.1 356.4 11865 R 10/22 348 329 P2587/06 
412843 3(.0 344.7 751 N 16/12 343 321 H2573/27 421827 -80.3 323.9 11940 R 12/32 348 333 P2587/23 
412844 2'.8 344.4 744 N 16/13 343 315 H2573/28 421828 -78.0 347.811884 R 10/57 348 315 P2587/07 4i~§2~ ~~:5 ~22:~ ~~~ n i~~i~ ~2~ ~i~ ~~§?~~~~ 4~1~2~ :~l:~ ~2:~ ~~~§ ~ ~~£6 ~2~ l~~ ~~~~~~g~ 
412647 3C.4 344.1 738 N 16/14 343 314 M2573/31 421849 -79.5 62.6 6182 R 6/56 348 151 P2588/05 
412648 3v.2 343.9 733 H 16/15 343 306 H2573/32 421850 -76.7 64.1 6255 R 6/50 348 156 P2588/06 
412849 3r.6 343.9 733 N 16/15 343 309 H2573/33 421851 -78.8 50.6 6116 R 7/44 348 156 P2588/07 
412650 3~.4 343.6 729 H 16/16 343 299 H2573/34 421652 -76.0 53.9 6187 R 7/31 348 161 P2588/08 
412851 3~.8 343.6 729 H 16/17 343 302 H2573/35 421653 -77.7 40.3 6057 R 8/26 348 161 P2588/09 
412852 3 ••. 6 343.4 726 N 16/18 343 290 H2573/36 421854 -75.0 44.9 6129 R 8/07 348 166 P2588/10 
412653 31.0 343.3 725 H 16/18 343 293 HZ573/37 421655 -76.2 32.6 6009 R 8/57 348 166 P2588/11 
412854 3(:.8 343.1 724 N 16/19 343 278 N2573/38 421856 -73.9 38.9 6087 R 8/31 348 170 P2583/12 
412655 3~.2 343.1 723 N 16/19 343 282 H2573/39 421661 -84.4 74.0 5867 R 6/13 348 142 P2587/10 
412656 3).0 342.9 723 * 16/20 343 264 H2573/40 421862 -81.9 74.4 5926 R 6/12 348 147 P25S7/11 
412857 3~.4 342.8 722 * 16/20 343 268 H2573/41 421B63 -84.2 53.9 5794 R 7/34 348 145 P2587/12 
412858 31.2 342.6 722 * 16/21 343 252 N2573/42 421864 -81.8 59.3 5849 R 7/13 348 150 P2587/13 
412859 3~.6 342.5 722 * 16/22 343 255 H2573/43 421665 -83.4 37.1 5727 R 8/42 348 148 P2587/14 
412860 3~.5 342.3 722 N 16/23 343 241 H2573/44 421666 -81.2. 46.5 5783 R 8/04 348 153 P2587/1S ~i~~~~ ~~:~ ~2~:5 ~~~ ~ ig~~~ ~2~ ~~~ ~i~~~~~~ 2~i~~~ :~5:~ ~~:~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~~ %2~ i~i ~~~~$~i~ 
412663 3?0 342.0 723 * 16/24 343 232 H2573/47 421669 -80.7 17.5 5615 R 10/00 348 155 P2587/18 
412664 3:.8 341.7 727 * 16/25 343 221 H2573/48 421870 -79.0 27.6 5667 R 9/20 348 160 P2587/19 412665 3?2 3~1.7 726 * 16/25 343 222 H2574/09 421B71 -79.0 11.5 556~ R 10/2~ 3~8 160 P2587/20 
412666 3t.l 341.4 730 * 16/27 343 215 H2574/10 421872 -77.5 21.0 5617 R 9/46 348 165 P2587/21 
412867 32.5 341.3 728 H 16/27 343 215 H2574/11 421875 -8S.5 18.6 5467 R 9/58 348 137 P2588/15 
412668 32.3 341.0 734 N 16/28 343 209 M2574/12 421876 -86.5 51.6 5508 R 7/46 348 142 P2588/16 4126~9 32.7 341.0 733 H 16/28 343 209 H2574/13 421877 -86.6 357.5 5393 R 11/23 348 140 P2588/17 
412670 32.5 340.7 7~0 H 16/30 343 205 H2574/14 421678 -85.4 26.8 5435 R 9/25 348 145 P2588/18 
412671 32.9 340.7 738 H 16/30 343 205 H2574/15 421679 -85.0 352.0 5332 R 11/45 348 143 P2588/19 
412872 32.7 340.4 746 N 16/31 343 201 H2574/16 4218S0 -83.9 13.6 5368 R 10/19 348 148 P2588/20 
415603 -42.7 17.8 28600 R 6/16 345 240 H2578/27 421681 -83.0 349.2 5267 R 11/56 348 146 P25S8/21 
415804 -30.5 11.5 2€S91 R 6/41 345 223 H2578/28 421682 -82.4 5.8 5307 R 10/50 348 151 P2588/2t 
415805 -42.1 6.1 28785 R 7/02 345 249 N2578/29 421883 -81.2 347.2 5212 R 12/04 348 150 PZ588/23 
415606 -28.7 .5 29169 R 7/25 345 234 t12578/30 421684 -80.7 .7 5251 R 11/10 348 155 P2588/24 
415807 -39.6 353.5 290 c 4 R 7/53 345 254 H2578/31 421885 -79.6 346.1 5162 R 12/09 348 153 P2588/25 
415808 -25.1 349.1 29586 R 8/11 345 240 H2573/32 421886 -79.1 357.5 5201 R 11/23 348 159 P2588/26 
415609 -35.1 340.9 29540 R 8/44 345 257 H2578/33 424601 50.8 274.9 696 N 16/30 349 56 P2590/01 
415614 -51.8 18.0 28476 R 6/17 345 271 H2578/3S 424802 50.5 274.9 695 H 16/30 349 67 P2590/02 
415615 -63.0 8.4 28644 R 6/56 345 301 H2578/39 424803 50.9 275.1 697 N 16/30 349 59 P2590/03 
415816 -50.8 3.0 28687 R 7/18 345 271 H2578/40 424804 50.6 275.0 698 N 16/30 349 78 P2590/04 
415817 -60.6 349.3 28SQ5 R 8/13 345 293 H2578/41 424505 50.9 275.3 700 H 16/29 349 68 P2590/05 
415618 -~8.6 350.4 28952 R 8/0S 345 271 t12578/42 424806 50.7 275.2 702 H 16/29 350 107 P2590/06 
415819 -56.2 332.8 29248 R 9/19 345 288 t12578/43 424607 51.0 275.4 704 H 16/28 350 98 P2590/07 
415620 -43.8 335.9 293c 6 R 9/06 345 271 H2578/44 424608 50.8 275.4 708 N 16/29 350 161 P2590/08 415821 -48.7 316.6 29810 R 10/24 3~5 285 H2578/45 424B09 51.1 275.6 710 H 16/28 350 181 P2590/09 
415822 -35.8 321.0 30051 R 10/06 345 271 H2578/46 424810 53.8 275.5 715 N 16/28 350 193 P2590/10 
415626 -74.1 25.2 2€638 R 5/52 345 331 H2579/12 424611 51.1 275.7 718 H 16/27 350 207 P2590/11 
415827 -85.4 314.2 29174 R 10/36 345 3~5 H2579/13 424612 50.8 275.7 724 H 16/28 350 205 P2590/12 
415628 -73.4 355.0 28813 R 7/52 345 318 H2579/14 424613 51.1 275.9 728 N 16/27 350 214 P2590/13 
415829 -75.2 286.4 29529 R 12/27 345 324 t12579/15 424614 50.8 275.9 736 H 16/27 350 212 P2590/14 
415830 -67.9 324.0 29188.R 9/57 345 3C8 H2579/16 424615 51.1 276.1 739 t1 16/26 350 218 P2590/15 
415832 -58.1 302.7 29792 R 11/22 345 302 H2579/18 424616 50.8 276.0 749 N 16/27 350 215 P2590/16 
416608 3.2 329.0 975 H 15/53 345 277 P25S0/01 425601 41.2 271.9 630 N 16/15 350 60 P2591/01 
416809 3.9 328.9 972 H 15/53 345 30S P25S0/02 425602 41.0 271.9 627 N 16/15 350 69 P2591/02 
416610 3.8 328.8 966 N 15/54 345 293 P2580/03 425503 41.4 272.1 627 N 16/15 350 64 P2591/03 
416Bl1 4.5 328.7 963 N 15/54 345 321 P2580/04 425604 41.2 272.1 626 N 16/15 350 76 P2591/04 
416612 4.5 328.5 957 H 15/55 345 310 P2580/05 425605 41.5 272.2 626 H 16/14 350 70 P2591/05 
416813 5.2 328.5 954 N 15/55 345 336 P2580/06 425806 41.4 272.2 626 N 16/15 350 88 P2591/06 
416814 5.1 328.3 949 H 15/56 345 332 P25S0/07 425607 41.7 272.4 626 N 16/14 350 81 P2591/07 
416815 5.8 328.2 946 N 15/56 345 3~8 P25S0/08 425608 41.6' 272.3 627 N 16/14 350 113 P2591/08 
416816 5.7 328.1 941 N 15/57 345 352 P25S0/09 '425809 41.9 272.5 628 N 16/14 350 109 P2591/09 
416631 5.6 330.3 947 H 15/50 345 227 P2580/10 425BI0 41.7 272.5 630 H 16/14 350 152 P2591/10 
416832 5.2 330.1 959 H 15/51 345 224 P25S0/11 425611 42.0 272.6 631 H 16/13 350 163 P2591/11 
416833 5.6 330.1 951 N 15/51 345 225 P2580/12 425612 41.8 272.6 634 N 16/14 350 183 P2591/12 
416634 5.2 329.9 964 H 15/52 345 222 P2580/13 425813 42.1 272.8 636 N 16/13 350 195 P2591/13 
416835 5.7 329.8 956 N 15/52 345 222 P25S0/14 425614 41.9 272.7 640 N 16/13 350 198 P2591/14 
416630 5.3 329.6 970 N 15/53 345 220 P2580/15 425B15 42.2 272.9 642 N 16/13 350 207 P2591/1S 416637 5.8 329.5 961 H 15/54 345 220 P2580/16 425616 42.0 272.8 648 H 16/13 350 206 P2591/16 
416838 5.4 329.3 977 N 15/55 345 218 P2580/17 430801 30.8 246.5 617 N 15/53 353 51 P2600/01 
3-155 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PICHO LAT LOll RANGE F TOO LS SCAl ORDERHER PICHa LAT LON RAHGE F TOO LS SCAl ORDERHBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------430802 30.7 246.5 612 N 15/53 353 57 P2600/02 434806 33.9 215.7 310 C 15/43 355 17 P2607/06 
430603 31.0 N6.7 611 H 15/52 353 51 P2600/03 43':'807 3<+.0 215.7 309 H 15/43 355 15 P2607/07 
430804- 30.9 24/'.7 /,07 N 15/52 353 59 P2/,OO/04 434608 33.9 215.5 309 C 15/44 355 172 -P2607/08 
430605 31.3 246.9 606 N 15/52 353 52 P2600/05 434509 33.9 215.4 310 tl 15/44 355 193 P2607/09 
430206 31.1 246.9 603 H 15/52 353 62 P2600/06 434BI0 33.8 215.2 31" C 15/45 355 193 F2/,07/10 
430607 31.5 2'+7.0 602 H 15/51 353 52 P2600/07 434811 33.8 215.1 317 tl 15/4~ 355 196 P2607/11 
430608 31.4 247.0 600 H 15/51 353 69 P2/,OO/08 43~,n2 33.6 214.9 326 C 15/47 355 19;' F2607/12 
430609 31. 7 247.2 600 H 15/51 353 54 F2600/09 434B13 33.7 214.8 332 H 15/47 355 197 P2607/13 
430BI0 31.6 247.2 599 H 15/51 353 93 P2600/10 434614 33.4 214.4 347 C 15/49 355 197 P2607/14 
430811 31.9 247.4 599 H 15/50 353 59 P2600/11 439801 -15.7 190.7 29985 V 7/06 357 224 t12610/12 
430612 31.8 247.3 599 H 15/50 353 181 P26001l2 43",,02 -8.0 187.8 30367 R 7/18 357 221 H2610/13 
430613 32.1 247.5 599 H 15/50 353 2~? P2/,OO/13 43"503 -31.5 193.5 29446 V 6/55 357 240 H2610/14 ,,~
430814 32.0 247.5 600 H 15/50 353 211 P2600/14 43"604 -25.1 192.4 29633 R 6/59 357 234 H2610/15 
430B15 32.3 247.6 600 H 15/49 353 228 P260l/01 43~805 -44.3 lq3.2 29240 V 6/56 357 260 H2610/16 
430816 32.1 247.6 603 H 15/50 353 219 P2601/02 43"806 -38.6 193.5 29307 R 6/55 357 251 H2610/17 
430817 a2.~ 247.8 603 H 15/49 353 229 P2601/03 43%07 -56.4 188.6 292/,8 V 7/15 357 283 H2610/18 430818 .;2 . .; 247.7 607 H 15/49 353 222 P2601/04 43-;308 -50.6 191. 2 29231 R 7/04 357 273 H2610/19 
43C819 32.6 247.9 6e8 H 15/49 353 230 P260l/05 43~B09 -66.6 175.8 29499 V 8/06 357 301 H2610/20 
430620 32.4 247.9 613 H 15/49 353 225 P2601/06 43%10 -61.0 164.1 29348 R 7/33 357 293 H2610/21 
430821 32.7 248.0 614 tl 15/48 353 230 P260l/07 439511 -73.0 139.2 29989 V 10/33 357 314 H2610/22 
430822 32.6 248.0 621 H 15/49 353 226 P2601/08 43"B12 -70.3 162.9 29687 R 8/58 357 308 H2611/18-
430823 32.9 248.2 622 H 15/48 353 230 P2601/09 439323 -32.5 171.1 30057 V 8/28 357 256 H2612/08 
43062'+ 32.7 248.1 630 H 15/48 353 227 P2bO 1110 43'::024 -25.1 171.2 30281 R 8/28 357 250 H2612/09 
430525 33.0 248.3 632 H 15/48 353 2.30 P2e01/11 43%25 -43.3 165.5 29950 V 8/51 357 271 H2612/10 
430826 ~~.7 248.2 642 H 15/48 353 227 P2601/12 4·3~826 -38.7 170.9 29891 R 8/29 357 264 H2613/22 430827 .;.;.0 248.4 644 H 15/47 353 230 P2bOl/13 439527 -51.1 152.1 30148 V 9/45 357 285 H2613/23 
43C828 32.8 248.4 656 H 15/48 353 227 P2601/14 43~528 -47.4 159.5 30030 R 9/15 357 279 112613/24 
431601 -9.2 276.5 28202 V 7/39 353 220 P260Z*01 43-;562 -84.8 225.0 13248 R 9/34 357 332 P2611/02 
431603 -26.4 279.9 27449 V 7/25 353 231 H2602"03 43"863 -83.1 164.6 13395 R 13/36 357 334 P2611/03 
431804 -19.4 278.9 27715 R 7/29 353 226 H2602"04 43 c864 -81.4 207.4 13289 R 10/45 357 321 P2611/04 
431605 -38.9 280.0 27107 V 7/25 353 246 H260Z*05 439B65 -79.1 171.1 13454 R 13/10 357 326 P2611/05 
431806 -33.6 280.3 27223 R 7/24 353 239 H2602"03 439B66 -77.5 199.3 13355 R 11/17 357 314 P2611/06 
431607 -50.5 277.0 269S0 V 7/37 353 267 t12602"06 439867 -74.7 174.1 13542 R 12/58 357 319 P2611/07 
431608 -45.7 278.7 27005 R 7/30 353 258 t12/,0 2"0 7 43"368 -73.3 194.7 13447 R 11/36 357 307 P2611/08 
431609 -61. 2 268.7 27043 V 8/10 353 2SS H260U35 43<:869 -70.2 175.2 13656 R 12/54 357 313 P2611/09 
431810 -57.2 272.7 269<l':; R 7/55 353 281 H2e02l36 43SB70 -68.9 191.6 13566 R 11/48 357 303 P2611/10 
431811 -69.9 242.7 27377 V 9/55 353 30~ N2602/37 43"B71 -65.5 175.6 13301 R 12/52 357 309 P2611/11 
431812 -66.8 253.8 27244 R 9/10 353 301 M2602l38 43c372 -64.2 189.1 13719 R 11/58 357 299 P2611/12 
431831 -67.1 346.9 12383 R 6/50 353 206 P260Z"01 43~a73 -60.1 175.3 13998 R 12/54 357 305 P2611/13 
431832 -62.7 343.5 12445 R 7/04 353 208 P2602/02 43<;874 -58.8 18~.7 13923 R 12108 357 296 P2611/14 
431833 -67.6 334.2 12388 R 7/41 353 233 P2::i02/03 43 c882 -79.3 125.3 13309 R 16/16 357 344 P2614/02 
431834 -/,2.7 333.9 1245~ R 7/43 353 225 P2602l04 43"BS5 -69.6 132.3 13644 R 15/48 357 337 P2614/05 
431635 -67.3 323.4 12414 R 8/25 353 249 P2602l05 43~2S6 -73.5 150.0 13427 R 14/37 357 330 P2/,14/06 
431836 --63.0 324.6 12473 R 8/20 353 239 F2c02/06 439887 -66.3 140.2 13745 R 15/16 357 331 P2614/07 
431837 -6:>.8 312.5 12457 R 9/09 393 262 P2/,02l07 43-:588 -69.4 156.2 13532 R 14/13 357 324 P2614/08 
431838 -6;:.4 315.1 12519 R 8/58 353 251 P2602l08 439589 -62.0 146.2 13895 R 14/53 357 326 P2614/09 
431639 -6~.0 302.0 12535 R 9/51 353 269 F2t 02/09 43<;B90 -64.9 160.1 13671 R 13/57 357 319 P2614/10 
431640 -61.1 305.7 12593 R 9/36 353 260 P2602l10 43 0891 -57.1 150.1 14086 R 14/37 357 322 P2614/11 
431641 -M .6 292.4 12643 R 10/30 353 2i5 P2/,02l11 43%n -59.9 162.5 13854 R 13/48 357 315 P2614/12 
431842 -5,:.9 2"6.9 12702 R 10/11 353 267 P2602/12 43~El93 -51.2 152.7 14346 R 14/27 357 318 P2614/13 
431843 -5<.4 284.1 12787 R 11/02 353 279 P2602/13 440501 41.2 155.0 413 C 15/37 358 5 P2615/01 
431844 -55.7 289.3 12854 R 10/42 353 271 P2/,OU14 4401302 40.9 155.0 390 C 15/37 358 7 P2615/02 
431B51 -6<.6 189.2 13055 R 17/25 353 354 P2603/01 440503 41.0 155.0 382 C 15/37 358 9 P2615/03 
431852 -6'>.7 201.2 12719 R 16/37 353 348 P2603/02 440804 40.7 155.0 364 C 15/37 358 12 P2615/04 
431853 -6::.5 2eO.6 12970 R 16/39 353 346 P2603/03 440B05 40.7 155.1 358 C 15/37 358 13 F2615/05 
431854 -6'r.8 213.9 12661 R 15/46 353 340 P2603/04 4406C6 40.5 155.0 346 C 15/37 358 16 P2615/06 
431855 -6: .6 210.0 12919 R 16/02 353 340 FZ,,03/05 440B07 40.6 155.0 342 C 15/37 358 18 P2615/07 
431856 -6~ .6 224.4 12647 R 15/04 353 333 P2603/06 440B08 40.4 154.9 335 C 15/38 358 23 P2615/08 
431657 -6~ .9 218.7 12891 R 15/27 353 333 P2603/07 440809 40.5 154.8 333 C 15/38 358 26 P2615/09 
431858 -6: .0 233.6 12643 R 14/27 353 32~ F2603/08 440810 40.3 154.6 330 C 15/39 358 41 P2615/10 
431859 -61.3 226.4 12900 R 14/56 353 327 P2603/09 440611 40.4 154.5 331 C 15/39 358 55 P2615/11 
4318bO -6"-.3 241.3 12675 R 13/57 353 318 F2603/10 440812 40.2 154.3 332 C 15/40 358 139 P2615/12 
431B61 -5L.8 233.8 12<140 R 14/27 353 321 P2603/11 440B13 40.3 154.2 33-+ C 15/41 358 165 P2615/13 
431862 -6('.9 247.6 12743 R 13/32 353 311 P2603/12 440El14 40.1 153.9 340 C 15/42 358 179 P2615/14 
431E63 -5:-.4 239.6 13029 R 14/04 353 315 P2603/13 -440815 40.1 153.8 346 C 15/43 358 184 P2615/15 
431864 -56.9 252.5 12846 R 13/12 353 305 F2603/14 440B16 39.9 153.4 357 C 15/44 358 188 P2615/16 
432801 3(.6 235.3 349 C 15/43 354 6 P2604/01 440817 39.9 153.2 366 C 15/45 358 I'll P2615/17 
432802 3('.5 235.4 336 C 15/43 354 9 P2604/02 440ElI8 39.6 152.8 385 C 15/47 358 192 P2615/18 
432803 3('.5 235.4 330 C 15/43 354- 9 P2604/03 440819 39.5 152.5 3~8 C 15/48 358 194 P2615/19 
432B04 3l' .4 235.3 320 C 15/43 354- 12 P2604/04 440820 39.1 152.0 428 C 15/50 358 195 P2615/20 
432805 3(1.5 235.3 316 C 15/43 354 12 P2604/05 441801 28.6 147.2 353 C 15/24 358 7 P2616/01 
43280b 3( .3 235.2 311 C 15/44 354 16 P2604/0b 441602 28.4 147.2 339 C 15/24 358 10 P2616/02 
432807 3('.4 235.2 309 C 15/44 354- 15 P2';04/07 441803 28.6 147.2 333 C 15124 358 11 P2616/03 
432608 3( .2 235.1 307 C 15/45 354 109 P260'+.108 441804 28.4 147.3 322 C 15/24 358 14 P2616/04 
432609 3C.3 235.0 308 C 15/45 354 192 P2/,04/09 441B05 28.5 147.3 318 C 15/24 358 15 P2616/05 
432810 30.2 234.8 310 C 15/46 354 192 P2604/10 441806 28.4 147.3 311 C 15/Z4 358 20 P2616/06 
432811 3f.3 234.7 312 C 15/46 354 195 P2604/11 441807 28.5 147.3 308 C 15124 358 21 P2616/07 
432612 3f.l 234.5 320 C 15/47 350+ 195 F2604/12 441B08 28.4 147.1 304 C 15/25 358 35 P2616/08 
432631 47.8 226.2 495 H 16/25 354 177 P2604l13 441809 28.5 147.1 303 C 15/25 358 46 P2616/09 
432832 4:.7 225.8 512 H 16/26 354 li8 P260 .. /14 44IBI0 28.4 147.0 303 C 15/26 358 159 P2616/10 
432833 41'.0 225.9 512 tl 16/2~ 354 179 P2604/15 441611 28.5 146.9 303 C 15/26 358 179 P2616/11 
432834 4~.8 225.6 530 H 1/,/27 354 181 P2604/16 441612 28.4 146.8 307 C 15/27 358 187 P2616/12 
432B35 4c.l 225.7 532 H 16/27 35~ 183 P26C4/17 441B13 28.5 146.7 309 C 15/27 358 192 P2616/13 
432836 4;.8 2~;?!? 555 H 16/28 354 184 PZ,,05/01 441814 28.4 146.4 317 C 15/28 358 193 P2616/14 432837 48.1 2c!>.o 556 H 16/28 354 185 P2605/02 441515 28.4 146.3 322 C 15/29 358 196 P2616115 
432638 47.8 225.3 581 H 16/29 354 186 P2605/03 441616 28.2 1:,6.0 335 C 15/30 358 197 P2616/16 
432639 48.1 225.4 552 N 16/29 354 188 P2605/04 442BOl 38.4 135.0 391 C 15/35 359 16 P2617/01 
432640 47.7 225.1 611 H 16/30 354 189 P2/,05/05 442802 38.2 135.1 373 C 15/35 359 21 F2617/02 
432641 48.0 225.2 /,13 tl 16/30 354 190 P2605/06 442S03 38.4 135.2 367 C 15/34 359 23 P2617/03 
432542 47.5 224.9 646 N 16/31 354 190 PZ605/07 442BOit 38.2 135.2 352 C 15/34 359 28 P2617/04 
432843 47.8 225.0 649 tl 16/30 354 I'll 1"2605/08 44Z805 38.3 135.2 3'4-7 C 15/34 359 30 P2617/05 
432644 47.3 22<+.8 687 H 16/32 354 192 P2605/09 442806 38.2 135.2 337 C 15/34 359 37 P2617/06 
433501 47.4 225.6 414 H 15/46 354 339 H2607/27 442607 38.3 135.2 334 C 15/35 359 41 P2617/07 
433602 47.4 225.5 410 C 15/47 354 336 H2607/28 44ZElOS ~~J 135.1 328 C 15/35 359 53 P2617/08 433803 47.8 225.6 416 tl 15/46 354 335 t12607/29 4 .. 2809 135.1 327 C 15/35 359 59 P2617/09 
433804 47.8 225.6 412 C 15/47 354 3":t? H2607/30 442810 38.1 134.9 324 C 15/36 359 80 P2617/10 
433805 48.1 225.7 419 H 15/46 354 331 H2607/31 442621 38.8 135.1 360 C 15/36 359 209 P2616/17 
433506 48.2 225.7 416 C 15/46 354 328 H2607/32 4':'2822 38.9 134.9 368 C 15/37 359 208 P2616/18 
433507 48.5 225.8 422 H 15/46 354 327 N2607/33 442823 39.2 135.0 370 C 15/37 359 211 P2616/19 
433508 48.5 225.8 4:::0 C 15/46 354 323 H2607/34 442B24 39.2 134.8 380 C 15/37 359 211 P2616120 
433609 48.8 225 .. 9 427 H 15/46 354 322 t12607/35 442825 39.4 134.9 382 C 15/37 359 213 P2616/21 
433810 48.8 225.9 425 C 15/46 354 318 H2607136 442826 39.4 134.8 393 C 15/38 359 212 P2616/22 
433611 49.2 226.1 433 H 15/45 354 317 H2607/37 442627 39.7 134.9 396 C 15/38 359 214 P2616/23 
433612 49.2 226.0 432 C 15/46 354 313 H2607/38 442628 39.6 134.7 410 C 15/38 359 214 P2616/24 
434801 34.3 216.0 344 H 15/42 355 7 P2607/01 442629 39.9 134.8 412 C 15/38 359 216 P2616/25 
434802 34.1 215.9 332 C 15/42 355 10 P2607/02 442830 39.8 134.6 427 C 15/39 359 215 P2616/26 
43C;603 34.2 215.9 327 H 15/42 355 10 P2607/03 444601 41.9 115.8 384 C 15/36 28 P2617/11 
434804 34.0 215.8 318 C 15/42 355 12 P2607/04 444602 42.0 115.7 378 C 15/36 30 P2617/12 
434805 34.1 215.8 315 H 15/42 355 12 P2607/05 444803 42.4 115.8 381 C 15/36 28 P2617/13 
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VIKING CRBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PlCNO LAT LOH RMlGE F TeO LS SCAZ ORDERt,8R PICNO LAT LON RAt,GE F Teo LS SCAZ OROERN3R ----------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------
444B04 42.5 115.9 375 C 15/36 29 P2617/14 454803 44.7 23.8 442 H 15/15 5 7 P2628/03 
444605 42.9 115.9 378 C 15/36 27 P2617/15 454804 44.3 24.0 418 C 15/14 5 10 P2628/04 
444806 43.0 115.9 373 C 15/36 28 P2617/16 45':;605 44.4 24.1 410 H 15/14 5 12 P2628/05 
444807 43.4 116.0 376 C 15/35 26 P2617/17 454806 44.1 24.1 392 C 15/14 5 16 P262BI06 
444808 43.4 116.0 371 C 15/35 27 P2617/18 454807 44.2 24.1 369 H 15/14 5 17 P262BI07 
444821 43.4 116.0 392 C 15/37 217 P2617/19 4548()S 44.0 24.1 376 C 15/14 5 22 P2626108 
444822 43.4 115.8 400 C 15/37 216 P2017/20 454609 44.0 24.1 373 H 15/14 5 24 P262BI09 
444823 43.7 115.9 404 C 15/37 218 P2617/21 454810 43.8 23.9 365 C 15/15 5 31 P2628/10 
444824 43.6 115.7 415 C 15/38 217 P2617/22 454611 43.9 23.9 364 H 15/15 5 35 P2628/11 
444625 43.9 115.9 418 C 15/37 220 P2617/23 454821 43.9 N.O 393 H 15/15 5 227 P2626/01 
444826 43.8 115.7 431 C 15/38 218 F26171Z4 454822 43.9 23.9 401 C 15/16 5 225 P2626/02 
444827 44.1 115.8 435 C 15/38 220 P2617/25 454623 44.1 24.0 405 H 15/16 5 228 P2626/03 
444828 44.0 115.6 449 C 15/39 219 P2617/26 45';824 44.1 23.8 413 C 15/17 5 225 P2627/01 
445801 44.4 10S.4 360 C 15/29 33S P261BI01 454825 44.4 23.9 417 H 15/16 5 228 P2627/02 
445802 44.5 106.4 361 C 15/29 328 P2618/02 454826 44.4 23.7 428 C 15/17 5 226 P2627/03 
445603 44.8 108.4 364 C 15/29 326 P261B/03 454827 44.6 23.8 432 H 15/17 5 228 P2627/04 
445804 44.9 108.3 366 C 15/29 314 P261B/04 454628 44.6 23.6 443 C 15/18 5 226 P2627/05 
445805 45.2 10S.4 369 C 15/29 313 P2618/05 454829 44.8 23.7 448 H 15/17 5 228 P2627/06 
445606 45.2 108.3 371 C 15/30 299 F261BI06 454830 44.7 23.5 461 C 15/18 5 226 P2627/07 
445607 45.5 108.4 375 C 15/29 300 P2618/07 454831 45.0 23.6 466 H 15/18 5 228 P2627/08 
445608 45.6 108.3 377 C 15/30 287 P2618/08 454632 44.9 23.5 481 C 15/19 5 ~26 P2627/09 
445809 45.9 108.4 382 C 15/30 22S P2618/09 455801 34.1 16.6 354 C 15/01 5 2 P2630/14 
445810 45.9 108.3 385 C 15/30 277 P2618/10 455B02 34.0 16.6 341 C 15/00 5 4 P2630/15 
445B11 46.2 108.4 389 C 15/30 279 P2618/11 455603 34.1 16.7 336 C 15/00 5 5 P2630/16 
445512 46.2 108.4 393 C 15/30 269 P~618/12 455504 34.0 16.7 326 C 15/00 5 7 P2630/17 
445813 46.5 108.5 398 C 15/30 271 P2618/13 455805 34.2 16.7 323 C 15/00 5 8 P2630/18 
445B14 46.5 108.4 403 C 15/30 263 P2616/14 45580:' 34.0 16.7 315 C 15/01 5 11 P2630/19 
445615 46.8 108.5 408 C 15/30 265 ~~~i~jig 455607 34.2 16.6 314 C 15/01 5 11 P2630/20 445816 46.8 108.4 414 C 15/30 258 455808 34.1 16.5 310 C 15/01 5 14 P2630/21 
445B17 47.1 103.5 419 C 15/30 260 P2618/17 455809 34.2 16.5 309 C 15/01 5 15 P2630122 
445818 47.1 108.4 427 C 15/30 255 P2618/18 455B10 34.1 16.3 308 C 15/02 5 40 P2630123 
445819 47.3 108.5 432 C 15/30 256 P2618/19 455611 34.2 16.2 309 C 15/03 5 181 P2630/24 
445820 47.3 108.4 441 C 15/30 252 P2618/20 455512 34.1 16.0 311 C 15/04 5 I'll P2630/25 
448801 34.7 82.0 373 C 15/20 2 16 P2619/22 455B13 34.2 15.9 313 C 15/04 5 197 P2630/26 
448802 34.6 82.1 358 C 15/20 2 19 P2619/23 455814 34.1 15.7 320 C 15/05 5 198 P2630/27 
448803 34.8 82.2 353 C 15/19 2 22 P2619/17 455B21 39.3 15.0 331 C 15/08 5 47 F2629/17 
44880"+ 34.7 82.3 339 C 15/19 2 27 P2619/18 455522 39.5 14.9 331 C 15/09 5 56 P2629/18 
448505 34.8 82.3 335 C 15/19 2 29 F2619/19 455823 39.8 15.0 333 C 15/09 5 46 P2629/19 
448606 34.7 82.3 326 C 15/19 2 36 P2619/Z0 455824 39 .9 14.9 334 C 15/09 5 57 P2630/01 
448807 34.9 82.3 323 C 15/19 2 40 P2619/21 455625 40.2 15.0 335 C 15/09 5 42 P2630/02 
448521 35.3 82.3 350 C 15120 2 215 P261 9 /01 455826 40.3 14.9 337 C 15/09 5 63 P2630/03 
44:0822 35.3 82.1 359 C 15/21 2 214 F2619/02 455827 40.6 15.0 339 C 15/09 5 28 P2630/04 
44E-823 35.6 82.2 361 C 15/21 2 216 P2619/03 455828 40.7 14.9 340 C 15/09 5 192 PZ630/05 
448824 35.6 82.0 370 C 15/21 2 215 P2619/04 455629 41.0 15.0 343 C 15/09 5 278 P2630/06 
448625 35.9 82.1 372 C 15/21 2 217 F2619/05 "+55330 41.1 14.9 345 C 15/10 5 225 P2630/07 
44e~26 35.9 82.0 384 C 15/22 2 216 P2619/0!> 455831 41.4 15.0 347 C 15/09 5 245 P2630/08 
448827 36.2 82.0 386 C 15/22 2 218 P2619/07 455B32 41.5 14.8 350 C 15/10 5 229 P2630/09 
448828 36.2 81.9 399 C 15/22 2 217 P2619/08 455533 41.6 14.9 353 C 15/10 5 240 P2630/10 
4481:-29 36.4 81.9 402 C 15/22 2 219 F261 Q/09 455834 41. 9 14.8 357 C.15/10 5 230 P2630/11 
448B30 36.4 81.8 417 C 15/23 2 218 P2619/10 455835 42.2 14.9 359 C 15/10 5 238 P2630/12 
446631 36.6 81.8 420 C lS/23 2 219 PZ619/11 455836 42.2 14.7 364 C 15/11 5 231 P2630/13 
448832 36.5 81.7 437 C 15/23 2 219 P2619/12 456BOI 40.6 4.9 339 C 15/08 6 43 P2629/01 
446633 36.8 81.8 440 C 15/23 2 220 F2619/13 456802 40.7 4.8 339 C 15/08 6 57 P2629/02 
446634 36.7 81.6 460 C 15/24 2 219 P2619/14 456803 41.0 4.9 341 C 15/08 6 47 P2629/03 
449301 51.2 67.1 603 H 15/44 2 10 P::!620/13 456804 41.1 4.8 342 C 15/09 6 60 P2629/04 
440602 50.5 67.6 55':' C 15/42 2 14 P2620/H 456805 41.5 4.9 344 C 15/OS 6 46 P2629/05 
449503 50.6 67.9 543 H 15/41 2 16 P2620/15 456606 41.5 4.7 345 C 15/09 6 66 P2629/06 
449804 50.1 68.2 507 C 15/40 2 20 P2620/16 456807 41.9 4.8 347 C 15/09 6 42 P2629/07 
449£305 50.2 68.4 498 H 15/39 2 23 P2620/17 456608 41.9 4.7 349 C 15/09 6 123 P2629/08 
449806 49.8 68.6 471 C 15/39 2 28 P2620/18 456509 42.3 4.8 352 C 15/09 6 315 P2629/09 
449507 49.9 68.7 464 tl 15/38 2 30 P2620/19 45~B10 42.3 4.7 3S4 C 15/10 6 214 P2629/10 
44"808 49.5 68.8 4':'4 C 15/38 2 36 F2621/01 456811 42.6 4.8 356 C 15/09 6 239 P2629/11 
449809 49.6 68.7 440 tl 15/38 2 39 F2621/02 456612 42.7 4.6 360 C 15/10 6 222 P2629/12 
449821 49.1 69.1 423 H 15/38 2 181 P2620/01 456813 43.0 4.7 362 C 15/10 6 236 P2629/13 
449822 4 ~.1 68.9 429 C 15/39 2 187 F2620/02 456814 43.1 4.6 366 C 15/10 6 226 F2629/14 
44"623 4-:.4 69.0 432 H 15/38 2 192 P2t>20/03 456615 43.3 4.7 369 C 15/10 6 23':' P2629/15 
449824 4'.'.4 68.8 439 C 15/39 2 194 F2620/04 456816 43.4 4.5 374 C 15/11 6 227 P2629/16 
44"825 4<1.6 68.9 442 tl 15/39 2 199 P2620/05 458813 -80.5 333.0 11936 V 14/05 7 329 P2635/06 
449826 4".6 68.7 451 C 15/40 2 200 P2620/06 456815 -76.4 313.2 12095 V 15/25 7 335 P2635/0S 
44<:827 4~). 8 68.8 454 H 15/39 2 204 P2620/07 4.38816 -78.4 319.4 12009 R 15/00 7 333 P2635/09 
449828 4';.8 68.5 464 C 15/40 2 204 P2620/08 45c621 -61.5 71.3 11559 V 7/34 7 235 P2634/01 
44<:829 50.0 68.7 468 H 15/40 2 207 F2620/09 45E322 -59.6 71.2 11595 R 7/35 7 232 P2634/02 
449830 51'.0 68.4 479 C 15/41 2 207 P2620/10 452823 -66.4 64.9 11499 V 8/00 7 252 P2634/03 
449831 50.2 68.5 483 H 15/41 2 209 P2620/11 456824 -64.6 66.7 11510 R 7/53 7 247 P2634/04 
449632 5r·.l cS.3 496 C 15/42 2 209 P2620/12 455825 -70.7 57.0 11470 V 8/32 7 271 P2634/05 
452601 2.,.4 47.9 382 C 14/56 4 B1 ~~~H~g~ 456B26 -69.1 60.0 11467 R 8/20 7 264 P2634/06 452602 2:' .2 47.7 364 C 14/57 4 83 45£0827 -7 ... 3 44.9 11480 V 9/21 7 2B8 P2634/07 
452803 2:' .1 47.9 350 C 14/56 4 79 P2623/03 456828 -73.1 49.2 11463 R 9/03 7 283 P2634/0S 
452504 2;- .9 47.8 337 C 14/57 4 80 P2623/04 452829 -76.8 25.3 11531 V 10/39 7 303 P2634/09 
452805 2, .8 48.0 328 C 14/56 4 73 P2623/05 456B30 -76.0 33.4 11496 R 10/06 7 299 P2634/10 
452606 2;·.7 47.8 320 C 14/57 4 74 P2623/06 458531 -77.3 2.0 11614 V 12/12 7 314 P2634/11 
452807 2; .6 4B.0 316 C 14/56 4 ~~ P2623/07 45e332 -77.4 12.7 11558 R 11/30 7 310 P2634/12 452808 2<' .5 47.9 312 C 14/57 4 P2623/08 455333 -75.5 340.4 11736 V 13/39 7 322 ~~~~~~i~ 452B09 U.5 48.0 311 C 14/56 4 340 P2623/09 452834 -76.6 349.7 116:'0 R 13/01 7 319 
452810 2: .4 47.9 311 C 14/57 4 298 P2623/10 455335 -71.8 324.4 11907 V 14/43 7 328 P2634/15 
452811 22.3 43.0 314 C 14/56 4 294 P2623/11 458836 -73.6 330.1 11817 R 14/20 7 326 P2634116 
452812 2, .2 47.9 318 C 14/57 4 283 P2623/12 4525'+1 43.6 3';5.6 353 C 15/04 7 11 P2635/10 
452813 22.2 48.1 325 C 14/S6 
" 
284 P2623/13 455342 43.7 345.6 379 C 15/04 7 11 P2635/11 
452814 2;'.0 48.0 333 C 14/57 4 273 P2623/14 4510543 4"+.1 345.7 334 C 15/04 7 9 P2635/12 
452615 2!.9 48.1 345 C 14/55 4 279 F2023115 45E8-i4 44.1 345.7 380 C 15/04 7 9 P2635/13 
452816 2~ .• 7 48.0 359 C 14/57 4 276 P2623/16 4563':'5 44.5 345.8 334 C 15/03 7 7 P2635/14 
453621 -6e .9 128.2 11524 V 7/12 
" 
224 P2625/01 458646 44.6 345.8 381 C 15/03 7 6 F2635/15 
453522 -5f..9 123.7 115S3 R 7/10 4 220 P2625/02 452547 45.0 345.9 325 C 15/03 7 4 P2636/01 
453523 -6t.l 124.0 111,1,2 V 7/29 4 240 F2625/03 453848 45.0 345.9 383 C 15/03 7 2 P2636/02 
453824 -6(.3 125.0 11458 R 7/25 4 235 P2625/04 43SB~9 45.4 3~6.0 387 C 15/03 7 P2636/03 
2~~~~~ :l~:~ 117.7 11400 V 7/55 4 262 P2025105 455650 45.5 345.9 355 C 15/03 7 358 P2635/04 119.8 11402 R 7/46 4 254 P2625/06 458861 45.8 346.1 408 C 15/03 7 267 P2636/06 
453827 -?C •• 3 107.7 11395 V 8/34 4 286 P2625/07 452S62 45.9 345.9 41-+ C 15/04 7 260 P2636/07 
453628 -7: .. 7 111. 7 11352 R 8/19 4 278 P2625/0S 458S63 46.1 346.0 419 C 15/04 7 263 P2636/08 
45:;''029 -70.8 90.1 11428 V 9/45 4 305 P2625/09 455564 46.1 3':'S.9 425 C 15/04 7 257 P2636/09 
45363Q -7-:.6 97.5 11400 R 9/16 4 299 F2625/10 45t'S65 46.4 346.0 431 C 15/04 7 259 P2636/10 
453531 -8u.4 62.0 11497 V 11/36 4 318 P2625/11 458366 46.4 345.9 438 C 15/04 7 253 P2636/11 
453'332 -8[ .0 75.1 11450 R 10/46 4 31" P2t'25/12 458867 46.6 346.0 444 C 1.'>104 7 255 ~~~~~~H 453'333 -7<;.2 33.0 11600 V 13/34 4 327 P2625/13 458668 46.6 345.8 453 C 15/05 7 251 
453634 -80.0 45.4 11536 R 12/44 4 324 F2625/14 4585::'9 46.8 346.0 459 C 15/04 7 252 P2636/14 
453335 -75.7 12.6 11750 V 14/55 4 332 F2625/15 452B70 46.8 345.8 469 C 15/05 7 248 P2636/15 
453836 -77.4 20.4 11667 R 14/25 4 330 P262S/16 458671 47.0 345.9 475 C 15/05 7 250 P2636/16 
454601 44.9 23.5 477 H 15/16 5 2 P2628/01 451'872 46.9 345.8 487 C 15/05 7 246 P2636/17 
45';502 44.6 23.7 449 C lS/15 5 5 P2628/02 459001 48.0 334.1 403 C 15/11 7 38 P2636/18 
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459802 48.1 333.9 403 C 15/12 7 42 P2636/19 466850 -60.4 305.1 6089 R 11/38 10 272 P2642/06 
459603 48.4 334.0 406 C 15/11 7 36 P2636/20 466851 -62.0 300.3 6048 R 11/57 10 280 P2642107 
459B04 48.5 333.9 407 C 15/12 7 41 P2636/21 466B52 -63.1 305.6 6002 R 11/36 10 272 P2642/08 
459B05 48.8 334.0 410 C 15/12 7 33 P2636/22 466653 -64.5 300.3 5972 R 11/57 10 282 P2642/09 
459806 48.8 333.8 411 C 15/12 7 39 P263b123 466B54 -65.5 306.0 5933 R 11/35 10 273 P2642110 
459B07 49.1 333.9 415 C 15/12 7 27 P2637/01 466855 -66.9 300.1 5907 R 11/58 10 285 P2642111 
459808 49.1 333.8 417 C 15/12 7 31 P2637/02 466856 -68.0 306.2 5871 R 11/34 10 274 P2642/12 
459B09 49.5 333.9 420 C 15/12 7 12 P2637/03 4(:6857 -69.3 299.9 51352 R 12/00 10 290 P2642/13 
459810 49.5 333.8 423 C 15/13 7 351 P2637104 466B58 -70.3 306.5 5821 R 11/33 10 276 P2642/14 
459B11 49.8 333.9 427 C 15/12 7 329 P2637/05 466B59 -71.7 299.4 5807 R 12101 10 293 P2642/15 
45<;B12 49.8 333.7 430 C 15/13 7 259 PZ637/06 4668t-0 -72.6 306.8 5781 R 11/32 10 281 P2642/16 
459B13 50.0 333.8 434 C 15/13 7 274 P2637/07 466B61 -73.9 299.0 5772 R 12103 10 312 P2642117 
459B14 50.0 333.6 438 C 15/14 7 243 P2637/08 466B62 -75.0 307.5 5749 R 11/29 10 294 P2642118 
459B15 50.3 333.8 442 C 15/13 7 254 PZ637/09 466863 -76.5 298.3 5746 R 12106 10 343 P2642/19 
459B16 50.3 333.6 447 C 15/14 7 239 P2637/10 466864 -77.5 308.2 5728 R 11/27 10 9 P2642120 
459B17 50.6 333.7 452 C 15/14 7 246 P2637/11 466B70 -67.5 294.0 5499 R 12126 10 298 M2643/28 
45 0 B18 50.5 333.5 458 C 15/14 7 236 P2637/12 466B71 -68.3 287.7 5496 R 12/51 10 312 M2643/29 
459B19 50.8 333.6 463 C 15/14 7 242 P2637/13 466B72 -69.7 293.1 5455 R 12/29 10 306 ~12643/30 
459820 50.8 333.4 470 C 15/15 7 235 P2637/14 466B73 -70.4 286.1 5456 R 12158 10 323 M2643/31 
459B21 51.0 333.6 475 C 15/14 7 239 P2637/15 466B74 -71.8 291. 9 5420 R 12135 10 320 N2643/32 
459822 50.9 333.3 483 CIS/IS 7 234 P2637/16 466B75 -72.5 284.0 5426 R 13/06 10 339 112643/33 
4598Z3 51.2 333;5 488 C 15/15 7 237 P2637/17 466676 -74.1 290.4 5393 R 12/41 10 343 M2643/34 
459824 51.1 333.3 497 C 15/16 7 233 P2637/18 466B77 -74.7 281.4 5403 R 13/17 10 358 N2643/35 
459825 51.3 333.4 503 C 15/15 7 236 P2637/19 466B78 -76.3 288.4 5375 R 12149 10 12 M2643/36 
459826 51.2 333.1 514 C 15/16 7 232 P2637/20 466B79 -76.8 277.8 5391 R 13/31 10 IS M2643/37 
459827 51.5 333.3 520 C 15/16 7 235 P2637/21 466880 -713.3 285.7 5367 R 13/00 10 35 M2643/38 
459828 51.3 333.0 532 C 15/17 7 232 P2637122 466BSl 43.9 270.7 377 M 14/52 10 226 P2644/01 
459829 51.6 333.2 538 C 15/16 7 234 P2637/23 466B82 44.0 270.5 381 C 14/53 10 220 P2644/02 
459B30 51.4 333.0 553 C 15/18 7 231 P2637/24 466B83 44.3 270.6 384 M 14/53 10 228 P2644/03 
459B41 78.3 359.5 1217 M 13/36 7 342 M263S/17 466B84 44.3 270.4 389 C 14/53 10 222 P2644/04 
459842 78.4 358.1 1205 M 13/41 7 342 M263S/18 466B85 44.6 270.5 393 M 14/53 10 228 P2644/05 
459B43 '~~J 3.7 1263 M 13/19 7 343 /12638/19 466886 44.6 270.3 399 C 14/54 10 224 P2644/06 459844 1.6 1246 M 13/28 7 343 M263S/20 466B87 44.9 270.4 402 M 14/54 10 229 P2644/07 
459845 79.8 8.1 1307 M 13/02 7 344 M2638/21 466B88 44.9 270.2 409 C 14/55 10 225 P2644/08 
459846 79.9 5.9 1289 H 13/11 7 344 H2638/22 466889 45.2 270.3 413 M 14/54 10 229 P2644/09 
459B47 80.5 14.0 1359 M 12138 7 345 M2638/23 466B90 45.2 270.1 421 C 14/55 10 226 P2644/10 
459B48 80.6 11.1 1335 M 12150 7 345 M2638/24 466B91 45.4 270.2 425 M 14/55 10 229 P2644/11 
459S49 81.1 20.6 1410 H 12/12 7 3~6 H2638/25 466B92 45.4 270.0 434 C 14/56 10 226 P2644/12 
459B50 81.3 17.2 1383 M 12/26 7 346 M263S/26 466B93 45.7 270.1 439 M 14/55 10 229 P2644/13 
459851 81.5 28.2 1463 M 11/42 7 346 t1263S/27 460894 45.6 269.8 450 C 14/56 10 227 P2644/14 
459852 81.8 24.5 1434 H 11/57 7 347 M2638/28 46.,B95 45.8 270.0 455 M 14/56 10 229 P2644/15 
459853 81.8 36.8 1520 M 11/07 7 347 M2638/29 466896 45.8 269.7 466 C 14/57 10 227 P2644/16 
459B54 82.1 33.1 1489 M 11/22 7 347 M2638/30 466B97 46.0 269.8 472 M 14/57 10 230 P2644/17 
459855 81.8 46.7 1585 M 10/28 7 348 M263S/31 466B98 45.9 269.6 486 C 14/58 10 228 P2644/18 
459B56 82.3 42.5 1547 M 10/45 7 348 M2638/32 472BOl -54.5 290.8 15484 V 7/10 13 241 P2649/01 
459858 82.1 53.5 1617 M 10/01 7 349 M2639/16 472802 -50.1 292.4 15565 R 7/03 13 234 P2649/02 
461801 45.8 318.3 424 C 14/53 8 352 P2640/01 47<:809 -75.2 260.5 15419 V 9/12 13 295 P2649/09 
461802 45.5 318.2 407 C 14/54 8 352 P2640/02 47<:BI0 -73.1 268.7 15373 R 8/39 13 289 P2649/10 
461803 45.5 318.2 402 C 14/54 8 352 P2640/03 472Bll -77.3 234.3 15549 V 10/56 13 305 P2649/11 
461804 45.2 318.0 389 C 14/55 8 351 P26':'0/04 472B12 -76.4 249.0 15466 R 9/58 13 301 P2649/12 
461B05 45.3 318.0 387 C 14/55 8 350 P2640/05 472B13 -75.4 203.5 15767 V 13/00 13 314 P2649/13 
461B06 45.0 317.7 378 C 14/56 8 346 P2640/06 472814 -76.6 215.9 15656 R 12/10 13 312 P2649/14 
461807 45.0 317.7 378 C 14/56 8 342 P2640/07 47<:B17 -52.5 279.4 15461 V 7/59 13 248 P2649/15 
461808 44.7 317.4 375 C 14/58 8 328 P2640/08 472818 -48.2 279.5 15588 R 7158 13 243 P2649/16 
461B09 44.8 317.3 376 C 14/58 8 315 P2640/09 472819 -57.4 273.6 15404 V 8/22 13 258 P2649/17 
461BI0 44.6 316.9 378 C 15/00 8 272 P2640/10 472820 -54.8 276.1 15432 R 8/12 13 254 P2649/1B 
461811 44.6 316.8 382 C 15/01 B 254 P2640/11 472821 -62.7 266.8 15354 V 8/49 13 270 P2649/19 
461812 44.3 316.3 388 C 15/02 8 229 P2640/12 472B22 -60.4 270.4 15355 R 8/35 13 266 P2649/20 
461813 44.3 316.1 395 C 15/03 8 224 P2640/13 472~23 -66.B 255.8 15377 V 9/33 13 282 P2649/21 
461B14 44.0 315.6 407 C 15/05 8 216 P2640/14 472B24 -65.0 261.B 15343 R 9/09 13 277 P2649/22 
461815 44.0 315.4 417 C 15/C6 8 215 P2640/15 472625 -69.4 240.7 15457 V 10/34 13 293 P2649/23 
461816 43.6 314.7 438 C 15/09 8211 P2640/16 472B26 -6B.3 249.0 15394 R 10/01 13 289 P2649/24 
461817 43.5 314.4 453 C 15/10 8211 P2640/17 472B27 -69.0 219.2 15654 V 12100 13 303 P2650/01 
461818 43.0 313.7 485 C 15/13 8 209 P2640/18 4i2828 -69.8 233.0 15498 R 11/05 13 298 P2650/02 
461B19 42.8 313.3 508 CIS/IS 8 209 P2640/19 472B33 -56.7 255.7 6672 R 11/00 13 261 H2651/19 
461B20 76.0 18.8 51354 C 10/53 8 28 PZ640/20 472834 -56.5 260.1 6660 R 10/42 13 255 t12651/20 
466802 -49.2 351.6 15570 R 6/53 10 231 P2641102 472635 -59.5 256.5 6560 R 10/57 13 261 M2651121 
466804 -56.1 350.0 15418 R 7/05 10 243 P2641/04 472636 -59.B 262.1 6532 R 10/35 13 253 H2651/22 
466809 -75.7 321.0 15408 V 9/01 10 297 P2641/09 472B37 -62.8 258.3 644-3 R 10/50 13 260 M2651123 
466BI0 -73.6 328.9 15362 R 8/30 10 291 P2641/10 472B38 -63.1 264.3 6423 R 10/26 13 250 t12651124 
466Bl1 -78.3 292.9 15539 V 10/54 10 30-3 P2641/11 472839 -65.6 260.1 6362 R 10/43 13 258 H2651/25 
466B12 -77.2 309.4 15451 R 9/48 10 303 P2641/12 472B40 -66.1 267.0 6337 R 10115 13 246 H2651126 
466B13 -77.0 260.8 15731 V 13/02 10 317 P2641/13 472641 -68.6 262.6 6285 R 10/33 13 255 M2651/27 
466B14 -78.2 275.6 15617 R 12/03 10 314 P2641/14 472B42 -68.8 270.2 6270 R 10/02 13 NO M2651128 
466815 -71.1 237.4 16047 V 14/36 10 324 P2641/15 472B43 -71.1 265.2 6230 R 10/23 13 251 M2651/29 
466816 -74.2 245.6 15880 R 14/03 10 322 P2641/16 472B44 -70.9 273.1 6224 R 9/51 13 233 M2651130 
466817 -51.5 342.0 15409 V 7/40 10 242 P2641/17 472B45 -73.1 267.9 6189 R 10/12 13 245 M2651131 
466B18 -47.4 341.7 15531 R 7/41 10 238 P2641/18 472846 -72.8 276.7 6186 R 9/37 13 221 ~12651/32 
466B19 -56.9 336.9 15333 V 8/00 10 254 P2641/19 472B49 -57.8 247.5 6247 R 11/36 13 272 P2650/03 
466B20 -54.4 338.3 15368 R 7/55 10 250 P2641/20 472B50 -58.5 252.6 6203 R 11/16 13 265 P2650/04 
466821 -62.8 330.0 15281 V 8/28 10 268 P2641/21 472851 -60.6 248.2 6143 R 11/33 13 272 P2650/05 
466822 -60.3 333.0 15290 R 8/16 10 263 P2641/22 472B52 -61.4 253.4 6104 R 11/12 13 265 P2650/06 
466623 -67.3 320.1 1529g V 9/08 10 280 P2641/23 472853 -63.4 248.8 6052 R 11/31 13 273 P2650/07 
466824 -65.0 325.3 1527 R 8/47 10 275 P2641/24 472854 -64.1 254.4 6018 R 11/09 13 264 P2650/08 
466825 -7~.3 305.7 15366 V 10/06, 10 292 P2641/25 472B55 -65.9 249.3 5978 R 11/29 13 274 P2650/09 
4g6B26 -61-.7 313.7 15316 R 9/34 10 287 P2641126 472B57 -68.3 249.8 5916 R 11/27 13 276 P2650/11 
4 6827 -71.3 285.8 15507 V 11/25 10 302 P2641/27 472858 -69.0 256.5 5890 R 11/00 13 262 P2650/12 
466828 -7J.0 296.0 15423 R 10/45 10 298 P2641/28 47<:B59 -70.7 250.4 5864 R 11/25 13 279 P2650/13 
466629 -6(,.0 263.3 15754 V 12/55 10 311 P2642101 472860 -71.4 258.0 5841 R 10/55 13 260 P2650/14 
466B30 -7~.2 272.1 15637 R 12/20 10 308 P2642102 472661 -73.1 251.3 5321 R 11/21 13 284 P2650/15 
466631 -6~.0 245.4 16177 V 14/07 10 318 P2642103 472865 -61.4 239.3 5732 R 12112 13 286 M2651133 
466832 -6~.4 252.4 15967 R 13/39 10 316 P2642/04 472866 -62.4 244.2 5684 R 11/52 13 278 H2651/34 
466833 -5f.7 309.3 6548 R 11/18 10 266 P2642121 472867 -63.7 239.0 5659 R 12113 13 288 H2651/35 
466834 -5~.7 314.3 6545 RIO/58 10 259 P2642122 472B68 -65.0 244.0 5610 R 11/53 13 281 M2651/36 
466B35'-6~.0 309.9 6477 R 11/16 10 266 P2642/23 472881 34.1 219.0 369 C 14/24 13 341 P2650/17 
466836 -62.0 315.9 6433 R 10/52 10 257 P2642124 472682 33.9 219.0 353 C 14124 13 343 P2650/18 
466B37 -6',.3 311.2 6374 R 11/11 10 266 P2642125 472B83 34.1 218.9 349 C 14/24 13 346 P2650/19 
466838 -6!.2 317.8 6339 R 10/44 10 255 P2642/26 472B84 33.9 21B.9 336 C 14/24 13 347 P2650/20 
466639 -6~.4 312.7 6292 R 11/05 10 265 P2642/27 472B85 34.1 218.8 333 C 14/25 13 350 P26S0/21 
466B40 -6f.0 320.0 6267 R 10/36 10 251 P2642128 472B86 34.0 218.7 324 C 14/25 13 353 P2650/22 
466841 -6',.7 313.8 6235 R 11/01 10 265 M2643/20 4n887 34.2 218.6 322 C 14/26 13 356 M2650/56 ' 
466B42 -7~.4 322.2 6213 R 10/27 10 246 M2643/21 476621 35.9 178.8 342 C 14121 15 247 P2654/08 
466B43 -7,.5 316.1 6183 R 10/51 10 262 M2643/22 476B22 36.0 178.7 348 C 14/21 15 243 P2654/09 
466844 -77.6 324.6 6172 R 10/17 10 238 H2643/23 476B23 36.3 178.8 351 C 14/21 15 246 P2654/10 
466B45 -7(.5 317.8 6148 R 10/45 10 260 M2643/24 476624 36.3 17B.6 357 C 14/22 15 242 P2654/11 
466B46 -74.5 327.5 6141 R 10/06 10 224 MZ643/25 476B25 36.6 178.7 361 C 14/22 15 245 P2654/12 
466847 -7i.7 320.5 6120 R 10/34 10 250 M2643/26 476826 36.6 178.6 368 C 14122 15 242 P2654/13 
466B48 -7~.9 332.3 6116 R 9/47 10 184 M2643/27 476627 36.9 178.7 372 C 14/22 15 244 P2654/14 
466649 -5&.9 300.2 6152 R 11/57 10 278 P2642105 479B09 -75.7 174.8 15603 V 10/04 17 298 P2655/09 
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479B11 -75.S 148.9 15761 V 11/48 17 306 P2655/11 487809 71.0 54.2 995 N 15/40 20 217 P2663/09 
479812 -75.8 164.0 15660 R 10/48 173a2 P2655/12 487BI0 70.7 52.9 1005 H 15/45 20 206 P2663/10 
479B13 -72.0 123.9 16029 V 13/28 17 314 P2655/13 487611 71.1 53.2 1010 H 15/45 20 213 P2663/11 
47%14 -74.0 135.3 15888 R 12/43 17 311 P2655/14 487812 70.9 51.8 1021 N 15/50 20 204 P2663/12 
47<;B17 -51.8 202.8 lS668 V 8/15 17 251 P2656/11 487813 71.3 51.8 1026 N 15/50 20 207 P2664/01 
.479818 -48.S 204.2 15739 R g~~l 17 247 P2656/12 487814 71.0 50.7 1037 N 15/55 20 202 P2664/02 479B19 -57.4 197.5 15575 V 17 261 P2656/13 488601 60.9 55.3 667 N 14/53 21 137 P2663/13 
479B20 -54.6 200.2 15611 R 8125 17 257 P2656/14 488802 60.7 54.S 674 H 14/55 21 152 P2663/14 
479821 -61.8 189.2 15561 V 9/10 17 272 P2656/15 488B03 60.9 55.0 678 N 14/55 21 156 P2663/15 
479822 -59.5 193.3 15562 R S/53 17 268 P2656/16 488804 60.7 54.4 687 N 14/57 21 168 P2663/16 
479B23 -65.1 177.4 15608 V 9/57 17 283 P2656/17 488805 60.9 54.6 692 N 14/56 21 173 P2663/17 
479824 -63.4 183.2 15578 R 9/33 17 278 P2656/18 488B06 60.7 54.0 703 H 14/59 21 179 P2663/18 
479B25 -66.3 161.5 15737 V 11/00 17 292 P2656/19 488807 60.9 54.2 707 N 14/58 21 185 P2664/03 
479626 -65.7 169.7 15662 R 10/28 17 28:3 P2656/20 48:3808 60.6 53.6 720 H 15/01 21 189 F2664/04 
479B27 -65.0 144.7 15947 V 12/08 17 301 P2656/21 488821 71.0 47.9 938 H 15/26 21 353 P2664/05 
479B28 -65.7 154.0 15820 R 11/31 17 297 P2656/22 488B22 70.7 47.S 946 N 15/27 21 247 P2664/06 
479829 -60.3 129.9 16280 V 13/07 17 307 P2656123 488823 71.2 48.8 953 H 15/23 21 295 P2664/07 
479B30 -63.1 138.3 16071 R 12134 17 304 P2656/25 4eS824 70.9 48.5 961 N 15/24 21 264 P2664/C8 
479633 -58.0 193.2 6703 R 10/19 17 251 P2655/15 438825 71. 3 49.4 969 H 15/20 21 287 P2664/09 
479B34 -57.9 198.6 6687 R 9/53 17 244 P2655/16 488826 71.1 49.1 977 H 15/22 21 269 P2664/10 
479635 -60.8 195.3 6595 R 10/11 17 249 P2655/17 488827 72.5 39.4 2300 H 16/01 21 104 F2664/11 
479636 -60.5 201.0 6586 R 9/48 17 241 P2655/18 438828 71.2 49.9 995 H 15/19 21 271 P2664/12 
479637 -63.3 197.6 6506 R 10102 17 246 P2655/19 486829 71.6 51.0 1004 N 15/14 21 282 P2664/13 
479633 -63.1 203.9 6497 R 9/37 17 237 P2655120 488630 71.4 50.7 1014 H 15/16 21 272 P2664/14 
479639 -66.0 200.8 6423 R 9/49 17 242 P2655/21 488631 71.8 51.9 1024 H 15/11 21 281 P2664/15 
479B40 -65.7 207.7 6418 R 9/22 17 230 P26551i:2 488632 71.5 51.6 1034 H 15/12 21 273 P2664/16 
479841 -68.6 204.S 6353 R 9/34 17 236 P2655/23 488833 71.9 52.9 1046 N 15/07 21 281 P2664/17 
479642 -68.0 212.2 6355 R 9/04 17 222 P2655/24 432634 71.6 52.5 1056 N 15/08 21 274 P2664/18 
47<;B43 -70.9 209.5 6299 R 9/15 17 226 F2656/01 491BOI -58.6 92.7 15756 V 7/48 22 255 P2665/01 
47%44 -70.2 217.6 6307 R 8/43 17 210 P265b102 491B02 -54.9 94.4 15821 R 7/41 22 250 P2665/02 
479849 -61. 6 185.7 6195 R 10/53 17 261 P2657/01 491603 -63.3 87.6 15707 V 8/09 22 265 P2665/03 
479850 -62.3 191.5 6156 R 10/30 17 253 F2657/02 491804 -60.2 90.4 15735 R 7/57 22 260 P2665/04 
479851 -64.7 187.4 6095 R 10/46 17 260 P2657/03 491805 -67.5 79.1 15711 V 8/43 22 275 P2665/05 
479852 -65.1 193.5 6071 R 10/21 17 250 P2657/04 491606 -64.9 84.0 15703 R 8123 22 270 P2665/06 
479853 -67.3 189.1 6021 R 10/39 17 258 P2657/05 491607 -70.9 64.8 15773 V 9/40 22 286 P2665/07 
479854 -67.5 195.9 6003 R 10/12 17 246 P2657/0b 491B08 -69.0 72.8 15733 R 9/03 22 281 P2665/08 
479855 -69.7 191.3 5960 R 10/31 17 256 P2657/07 491609 -71.9 44.9 15911 V 11/00 22 296 P2665/09 
479656 -69.8 198.7 5948 R 10/01 17 240 P2657/08 491610 -71.6 56.7 15812 R 10/13 22 291 P2665/10 
479857 -72.0 193.8 5912 R 10/21 17 252 P2657/09 491811 -70.3 24.0 16115 V 12/24 22 304 P2665/11 
479858 -71.8 201.8 5905 R 9/49 17 231 P2657/10 491B12 -71.5 35.9 15978 R 11/36 22 300 P2665/12 
479B59 -74.0 196.6 5875 R 10/10 17 245 P2657/11 491621 -50.6 77.7 16027 V 8/51 22 256 P2666/08 
479860 -73.7 205.5 5872 R 9/34 17 216 P2657/12 491B22 -47.0 79.8 16119 R 8/43 22 252 P2666/02 
479865 -65.0 176.6 5703 R 11/32 17 276 P2656/07 491623 -55.2 72.0 15945 V 9/14 22 264 P2666/03 
479666 -65.7 182.2 5670 R 11/10 17 267 P2656/08 491824 -52.3 75.6 15965 R 9/00 22 260 P2666/04 
479B67 -67.4 177.1 5639 R 11/30 17 278 P2656/09 491B25 -58.7 64.0 15931 V 9/46 22 273 P2666/05 
479668 -68.1 183.3 5608 R 11/06 17 266 P2656/10 491B26 -56.3 68.9 15937 R 9/27 22 268 P2666/06 
479E3:>9 -69.6 177.7 5585 R 11/28 17 281 P2657/17 491B27 -60.6 53.5 15997 V 10/28 22 281 P2666/07 
479870 -70.2 184.3 5561 R 11/02 17 266 P2657/18 49]B29 -60.6 40.9 16141 V 11/19 22 289 
479871 -71.6 178.2 5542 R 11/26 17 285 P26571l9 491630 -60.5 48.7 16043 R 10/48 22 285 
479572 -72.2 185.6 5521 R 10/57 17 265 P2657/20 491B32 -59.4 35.3 16242 R 11/42 22 293 
479573 -73.7 173.9 5506 R 11124 17 293 P2657/21 491646 -70.6 91.2 6218 R 9/25 22 241 P2665/1S 
479874 -74.1 187.1 5489 R 10/51 17 263 P2657/22 4'HS47 -71.2 83.2 6209 R 9/57 22 257 P2665/19 
479375 -75.7 179.8 5478 R 11/20 17 313 P2657/23 491848 -69.0 87.5 6229 R 9/40 22 246 P2665/20 
47<;676 -76.2 189.3 5464 R 10/42 17 252 P2657/24 491849 -69.6 80.1 6222 R 10/09 22 259 P2665121 
479031 75.4 104.9 1031 N 17/21 17 88 tt2658/14 491650 -67.5 84.5 6244 R 9/52 22 250 P2665122 
479B82 74.9 105.3 1082 H 17/20 17 96 112658/15 491851 -67.9 77.5 6239 R 10/20 22 261 P2665/23 
479883 75.3 105.8 1083 H 17/17 17 92 t12658/16 491652 -65.S 81.8 6266 R 10/03 22 253 P2665/24 
479684 74.8 106.0 1086 H 17/17 17 101 t12658/17 491853 -66.0 75.3 6264 R 10/29 22 262 P2665125 
47 9885 75.2 106.5 1089 H 17/15 17 97 M26581l8 491B54 -63.9 79.4 6293 R 10/13 22 255 P2665126 
47908:> 74.8 106.6 1093 H 17/15 17 106 112658/19 491855 -63.9 73.2 6302 R 10/38 22 263 P2665/27 
479887 75.2 107.2 1096 N 17/12 17 102 112658/20 4'H656 -61. 8 77.1 6339 R 10/22 22 256 P2665128 
479886 74.7 107.2 1102 H 17/12 17 114 H2658/21 491665 -74.8 70.0 5803 R 10/53 22 291 P2667/15 
479B89 75.1 107.9 1104 H 17/10 17 110 t12655/22 491B66 -73.2 76.6 5799 R 10/27 22 270 PZ&67/16 
479690 74.7 107.9 1112 N 17110 17 124 tt2658/23 491867 -73.2 67.9 5804 R 11/01 22 287 P2667/17 
479B91 75.1 108.6 1115 H 17/07 17 121 112058/24 491668 -71. 5 73.8 5803 R 10/38 22 271 P2667/18 
47%92 74.6 103.7 1123 11 17/07 17 137 H2658125 4916,69 -71.2 65.9 5813 R 11/10 22 28'+ P2667/19 
485BOl -58.1 123.8 6645 R 11/09 19 269 P2661/01 491670 -69.7 71.6 5814 R 10/47 22 271 P26671Z0 
435002 -58.7 129.2 6592 R 10/47 19 203 P2061/02 491B71 -69.5 64.5 5824 R 11/16 22 283 P2667/21 
485503 -61. 2 125.2 6521 R 11/03 19 270 P2661/03 491672 -68.0 69.8 5828 R 10/54 22 271 P2667/22 
485B04 -61.9 131.1 6473 R 10/40 19 262 P2661/04 491B73 -67.6 63.1 58'+2 R 11121 22 281 P2667/23 
485805 -64.4 126.9 6409 R 10/57 19 270 P2661/05 491874 -66.1 68.2 5849 R 11/01 22 271 P2667/24 
485506 -65.0 133.5 6367 R 10/31 19 261 P2661/06 491B75 -65.6 62.0 5869 R 11/26 22 280 P2667/25 
485B07 -67.4 128.9 6317 R 10/49 19 270 P2661/07 491676 -64.2 66.8 5875 R 11/07 22 272 P2667/26 
485608 -67.8 136.3 6282 R 10/20 19 259 P266110S 49lB85 -75.2 51.4 5450 R 12/10 22 328 
485509 -70.3 131.4 6240 R 10/39 19 270 P2661/09 491B86 -74.2 59.2 5428 R 11/39 22 311 
485610 -70.5 139.5 6214 R 10/07 19 256 P2661/10 491B87 -73.3 51.4 5446 R 12111 22 318 P2667/01 
485611 -73.0 134.6 6179 R 10/26 19 271 P2661/11 491688 -72.4 53.5 5427 R 11/42 22 303 P2667/02 
485B12 -73.0 143.7 6160 R 9/50 19 251 P2661112 491B89 -71. 4 51.2 5449 R 12/11 22 311 P2667/03 
485B21 -62.0 114.4 6128 R 11/50 19 284 P26611l7 491890 -70.5 57.7 5432 R 11/46 22 298 P2667/04 
485B22 -63.3 120.0 6061 R 11/27 19 278 P2661/18 491691 -69.6 51. 3 5456 R 12111 22 305 P2667/05 
485523 -65.0 114.9 6027 R 11/48 19 286 P2661/19 491692 -68.7 57.0 5441 R 11/48 22 294 P2667/06 
485824 -66.2 121.1 5971 R 11123 19 279 P2661120 491693 -67.7 51.1 5469 R 12112 22 301 P2667/07 
485625 -67.7 115.4 5948 R 11/46 19 290 P2661/21 491894 -66.7 56.7 5457 R 11/50 22 291 P2667/08 
485526 -6&.9 122.2 5898 R 11/19 19 282 ~~~H:~~ 491895 -65.5 51.0 5493 R 12/13 22 297 P2667/09 485528 -71.3 123.4 5840 R 11/14 19 285 491696 -64.5 56.1 5485 R 11/52 22 288 P2667/10 
465629 -72.9 116.5 5625 R 11/42 19 302 P2662/03 49~801 71.3 3-i9.8 973 H 15/14 24 345 P2668/01 
485630 -73.8 125.0 5792 R 11/08 19 291 P266210'+ 49~502 71.1 34&.4 979 C 15/20 24 191 P2668/02 
485531 -75.4 117.2 5784 R 11/39 19 314 P2662/05 494B03 71.5 349.0 986 H 15/18 24 289 P2668/03 
485B32 -76.1 127.0 5755 R 11/00 19 304 P2662/06 494604 71.3 347.6 994 C 15/23 24 201 P2668/04 
485641 -64.0 105.4 5672 R 12129 19 299 P2662/11 494005 71. 7 345.0 1001 H 15122 24 242 P2668/05 
485642 -65.4 110.6 5608 R 12/08 19 294 P2662/12 494606 71.4 346.6 1009 C 15/27 24 199 P2668/06 
485643 -66.4 104.9 5602 R 12131 19 304 P2662/13 494807 71.8 347.1 1015 H 15/26 24 223 P2668/07 
485544 -67.7 110.4 5545 R 12/09 19 299 P2662/14 494B08 71.6 345.6 1024 C 15/31 24 199 P2668/08 
485645--68.7 104.1 5543 R 1213'+ 19 310 P2662115 494812 71.8 343.5 1055 C 15/40 24 197 P2668/12 
485846 -70.0 110.1 5491 R 12111 19 305 P2cb2/16 494813 72.2 343.9 1061 11 15/39 24 206 P2668/13 
485647 -70.8 103.2 5494 R 12/38 19 318 P2662/17 49-iB14 71.9 342.4 1071 C 15/45 24 196 P2669/01 
485648 -72.0 109.7 5447 R 12112 19 314 P2662118 494615 72.3 342.8 1077 H 15/43 24 203 P2669/02 
485549 -72.7 102.1 5455 R 12143 19 327 P2662119 494616 72.0 341.3 1088 C 15/49 24 H6 P2669/03 
485B50 -74.0 109.2 5413 R 12/14 19 325 P2662120 494B41 83.6 3.7 2845 R 14/31 24 270 P2670/01 
485B51 -74.8 100.5 5,,23 R 12149 19 340 P2662121 494642 83.6 354.6 2828 R 15/07 24 268 P2670/02 
~85B52 -76.0 108.4 5385 R 12118 19 342 P2662122 4946'+3 84.7 3.1 2833 R 14/33 24 272 P2670/03 
487501 70.2 58.1 936 H 15124 20 250 P2663/01 494544 84.8 352.7 2817 R 15/15 24 270 P2670/04 
457802 70.0 56.8 943 tl 15/29 20 221 P2663/02 49,,545 85.8 3.4 2826 R 14/32 24 274 P2670/05 
487603 70.4 57.3 950 H 15/27 20 239 P2663/03 494B46 85.8 349.9 2810 R 15/26 24 272 P2670/06 
487804 7,).2 56.0 958 H 15/33 20 218 P2663/04 494647 86.9 3.5 2821 R 14/32 24 276 P2670/07 
487B05 7[-.6 56.3 965 tl 15/31 20 230 P2663/05 494848 86.9 345.3 2804 R 15/45 24 275 P2670/08 
4&7606 70.4 55.0 974 H 15/37 20 213 P2663/C" 494649 88.0 4.5 2818 R 14/28 24 279 P2670/09 
487607 71'.8 55.3 980 H 15/36 20 223 P2663/07 494850 87.9 337.8 2802 R 16/15 24 277 P2670/10 
487608 71 •• 6 54.0 989 H 15/41 20 210 P2663/08 49,,651 89.0 13.4 2S19 R 13/53 24 281 P2670/11 
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PICNO li.T lm~ RAt~GE F TOO lS seAl OROERN3R pretia lAT LON RANGE F TOO lS SCAl OROERNBR 
----------_ .. _-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
494B52 8L.8 316.3 2801 R 17/41 24 280 P2670/12 499855 89.1 328.8 2808 R 13/30 26 285 P2677/11 
494853 8".7 132.6 2820 R 5/56 24 284 P2670/13 49q656 8S.9 261.6 2788 R 17/59 26 284 P2677/12 
4941034 8<'.2 251.1 2804 R 22102 24 2El3 P2670/14 49 0 857 89.6 96.8 2809 R 4/58 26 288 P2677/13 
494855 81-..7 168.0 2825 R 3/35 24 287 P2670/15 4 0 9858 89.0 194.0 2789 R 22/30 26 286 P2677/14 
49'::"636 8,·.5 207.8 2808 R 0/56 24 285 P2668/14 4QcB59 88.5 121.7 2814 R 3/19 26 291 P2677/15 
4971001 -6: •. 5 21.5 1590Q V 8/28 25 26':' t12673/10 499360 8S.3 159.0 2794 R 0/50 26 289 P2677/16 
497602 -5f:.3 24.8 15945 R 8/14 25 260 H2673/11 500601 70.0 295.2 1059 H 14/53 26 258 P2677/17 
497603 -6S.4 13.2 15906 V 9/01 25 274 H2673/12 5e0602 ~9.§ 294.3 1069 C 14/57 26 251 P2677/18 497604 -6:- .6 18.4 15907 R 8/40 25 269 H2673/13 500803 ,0 . .'> 295.0 1075 N 14/54 26 259 P2677/19 
497605 -68.1 1.0 15962 V 9/50 25 283 H2673/14 500804 70.1 294.1 1085 C 14/58 26 252 P2677/20 
497606 -o( .3 8.6 15922 R 9/19 25 278 H2673/15 500605 70.6 294.8 1091 H 14/55 26 260 P2678/01 
497807 -68.9 344.1 16094 V 10/58 25 292 H2673/16 500606 70.5 293.7 1100 C 14/59 26 253 P2678/02 
497808 -68.3 354.4 16007 R 10/16 25 287 H2673/17 500607 71. 0 294.4 1107 H 14/57 26 261 P2678/03 
497809 -66.8 325.9 16322 V 12/10 25 300 H2673/18 500':30S 70.8 293.4 1116 C 15/01 26 254 P2678/04 
497810 -68.1 336.6 16175 R 11/28 25 2<;6 H2674/20 500509 71.3 294.1 1122 H 14/58 26 262 P2678/05 
4971H2 -65.2 320.6 16419 R 12132 25 303 H2674/22 500810 71.2 293.1 1132 C 15/02 26 255 P2678/06 
497821 -49.7 14.2 16205 V 9/00 25 256 t'12", 70/24- 500611 71. 7 293.8 1137 N 14/59 26 262 P2678/07 
497822 -46.2 16.1 16307 R 8/52 25 253 t12670/25 50C312 71.5 292.8 1147 C 15/04 26 256 P2678/08 
497623 -54.2 8.4 16118 V 9/23 25 264 M2670/26 500813 72.0 293.5 1154 H 15/01 26 263 P2678/09 
4976N -51.1 11.9 1617<+ R 9/09 25 260 H2670/27 500314 72.0 292.0 1119 C 15/07 26 257 P2679/01 
497525 -57.2 .2 16120 V 9/56 25 272 ~126 70/28 500S15 72.4 293.2 1170 N 15/02 26 264 P2679/02 
497626 -55.0 5.5 16121 R 9135 25 268 H2670/29 50C816 72.2 292 .. 1 1179 C 15/07 26 258 P2679/03 
497627 -59.0 350.3 16178 V 10/3:' 25 280 H2070130 501801 78.9 263.9 1539 H 16/24 27 266 P2679/04 
497B28 -58.1 357.4 16111 R 10107 25 276 t12670/31 501'3ll2 78.5 262.1 1549 H 16/31 27 258 P2679/05 
497829 -59.2 338.7 16305 V 11/22 25 2108 t12:'71/26 5011003 79.2 262.2 1555 tl 16/31 27 266 P2679/06 
497B30 -59.7 347.0 16175 R 10/49 25 284 H2671/27 501804 78.7 259.5 1562 H 16/42 27 256 P2679/07 
497832 -58.9 334.7 16344 R 11/39 25 292 tl~6 71/29 501605 79.4 259.4 1568 N 16/42 27 265 P2679/08 
497841 -54.9 6.5 6808 R 10/5S 25 267 P2671/01 501B06 78.9 256.7 1576 N 16/53 27 254 P2679/09 
497842 -55.9 11.9 6732 R 10/3" 25 261 P2671/02 501607 79.7 256.4 1582 N 16/54 27 263 P2679/10 
497643 -58.5 8.2 6645 R 10/51 25 267 P2671/03 501608 79.1 253.9 1590 N 17/04 27 253 P2679/11 
497B44 -59.2 13.9 6586 R lO~./~8 25 260 P2671/04 501609 79.8 253.4 1596 N 17/07 27 262 P2679/12 
497645 -61.6 9.9 6517 R 10/44 25 267 P2671/05 501810 79.2 251.0 1604 H 17/16 27 250 P2679/13 
497846 -62.1 16.1 6468 R 10/20 25 259 P2671/06 501811 80.0 250.2 1610 H 17/19 27 260 P2679/14 
497647 -64.7 12.1 6404 R 10/:;6 25 266 P2671/07 501612 79.3 248.1 1619 H 17/28 27 248 P2679/15 
4978,,8 -64.9 18.6 6366 R 10/10 25 258 P2671/08 501813 80.1 247.2 1624 H 17/31 27 259 P2679/16 
497649 -67.4 14.5 6312 R 10/27 25 266 P2671/0Z 501814 79.4 245.2 1634 H 17/40 27 245 P2679/17 497850 -67.5 21.6 6261 R 9/58 25 256 P267111 501615 80.1 244.0 1639 H 17/45 27 257 P2679/18 
497651 -69.8 17.1 6237 R 10/16 25 266 P2671/11 501616 79.4 241.9 1648 H 17/53 27 242 P2679/19 
497652 -69.8 25.1 6210 R 9/':'4 25 254 P2671/12 501B17 80.2 240.5 1654 H 17/59 27 254 P2679/20 
497661 -58.6 359.2 6266 R 11/30 25 278 P2674/01 501618 79.5 238.7 1663 H 18/06 27 238 P2679/21 
497862 -59.8 4.5 6190 R 11/09 25 272 P2674/02 501619 80.2 237.1 1669 N 18/13 27 250 P2679/22 
4978:'3 -61. 7 .1 6143 R 11/27 25 279 P2674103 501!:'20 79.4 235.5 1679 H 18/19 27 234 P2679/23 
497864 -62.6 5.7 6083 R 11/05 25 273 P2674/04 50;;615 -72.6 265.5 10387 V 12/38 28 305 H2683/39 
4978S5 -64.4 1.0 6043 R 11/23 25 280 P2674/05 50(+823 -72 .2 283.5 5599 R 12/04 28 309 P2683/03 
497666 -65.1 7.0 5993 R 10/59 25 273 P2674/06 504624 -71. 2 290.4 5578 R 11/36 28 299 P2683/04 
497667 -66.7 1.9 5962 R 11/20 25 232 P2674/07 504625 -70.3 283.3 5612 R 12105 28 305 P2683/05 
497668 -67.4 8.4 5915 R 10/54 25 274 P2674/08 504826 -69.3 289.6 55<;5 R 11/40 28 295 P2683/06 
497869 -69.2 3.0 5888 R 11/16 25 285 P2674/C9 504627 -68.3 283.1 5632 R 12/06 28 301 P2683/07 
497670 -69.8 10.1 5848 R 10/47 25 275 P2674/10 504928 -67.4 283.9 5616 R 11/43 28 293 P2683/08 
497671 -71.6 4.3 5824 R 11/11 25 288 P2674/11 50~f)29 -66.4 282.9 ~g~4 ~ 12lOl 28 298 P2683/09 497872 -72.1 12.2 5738 R 10/39 25 278 P2674/12 504B30 -65.5 288.3 11/4 28 291 P2683/10 
497681 -60.9 351.2 5780 R 12105 25 290 P2671/17 504631 -64.4 282.7 5688 R 12108 28 296 P2683/11 
497682 -62.5 356.2 5700 R 11/45 25 285 P2671/18 50,,832 -63.4 287.7 5'>79 R 11/48 28 289 P2683/12 
497883 -63.8 351.3 5679 R 12/05 25 293 P2671/19 50':;633 -62.4 282.5 5727R 12/09 28 294 P2683/13 
497884 -65.0 356.7 5614 R 11/44 25 288 P2671/20 50';834 -61.4 287.2 5718 R 11/50 28 287 P2683/14 
497885 -66.1 351.4 5600 R 12/05 25 296 P2671/21 504635 -60.2 282.3 5773 R 12/10 28 292 P2683/15 
497B86 -67.2 357.1 5544 R 11/42 25 290 P2672/01 504636 -59.1 286.8 5774 R 11/52 28 286 P2683/16 
497687 -68.4 351.3 5533 R 12/05 25 301 P2672/02 S04B<+2 -72.3 276.2 5207 R 12/36 28 325 P2680102 
497683 -69.4 357.5 5482 R 11/41 25 294 P2672/03 50';843 -70.9 270.0 5248 R 13101 28 327 P2680/03 
497E89 -70.6 351.2 5476 R 12/06 25 306 P2672/04 504B44 -70.5 276.8 5212 R 12/34 28 319 P2680/04 
4976 0 0 -71.6 358.0 5428 R 11/39 25 300 P2672105 S04845 -68.9 271.1 5260 R 12157 28 321 P2680105 
497691 -72.8 351.0 5427 R 12/07 25 314 P2672/06 58~S46 -68.5 277.3 5226 R 12132 28 313 P2680/06 
497692 -73.7 358.5 5385 R 11/37 25 308 P2672/07 504647 -67.0 272.0 5275 R 12/54 28 316 P26BO/07 
499801 69.9 302.9 947 N 15/00 26 199 P2675/01 504648 -66.6 277.6 5243 R 12/31 28 309 P268010S 
499602 69.6 302.2 954 C 15/03 26 203 P2675/02 50':;849 -65.1 272.6 5296 R 12/51 28 312 P2680/09 
499803 70.2 302.5 961 N 15/02 26 237 P2675/03 504850 -64.6 277.9 5267 R 12/-30 28 305 P2680/10 
499604 70.0 301. 7 9S8 C 15/06 26 206 P2675/04 504651 -63.1 273.2 5325 R 12/49 28 309 P2680/11 
499605 70.5 302.0 975 N 15/04 26 243 P2675/05 504652 -62.5 278.1 5298 R 12/29 28 302 P2680/12 
499606 70.3 301.1 983 C 15/08 26 211 P2675/06 504653 -61.0 273.7 5362 R 12/47 28- 306 P2680/13 
499807 70.9 301.5 989 N 15/07 26 246 P2675/07 50';654 -60.5 278.3 5335 R 12129 28 300 P2681/01 
499608 70.7 300.6 997 C 15/10 26 214 P2675/08 504655 -58.9 274.0 5403 R 12/46 28 303 P2681/02 
499809 71.2 300.9 IOC4 H 15/09 26 246 P2675/09 504656 -58.3 278.4 5382 R 12129 28 293 P2681/03 
499610 71.0 300.0 1012 C 15/13 26 216 P2675/10 504661 -69.1 256.3 4952 R 13/59 28 342 P2684/01 
499611 71.5 300.3 1018 N 15/12 26 246 P2675/11 50':;662 -69.1 262.9 4897 R 13/33 28 336 P2684/02 
499812 71.3 299.4 1026 C 15/15 26 219 P2675/12 504863 -67.2 258.6 4955 R 13/50 28 336 P2684/03 
499613 71.9 299.7 1032 H 15/14 26 247 P2675/13 504264 -67.3 26'+.4 4902 R 13/27 28 331 P2684/04 
49%14 71.6 29.3.7 1041 C 15118 26 220 P2675/14 50';865 -65.5 260.3 4963 R 13/44 28 331 P2684/05 
49%15 72.2 299.0 1047 N 15/17 26 2';6 P2675/15 504B66 -65.6 265.6 4911 R 13/22 28 326 P2684106 
499616 71.9 298.0 1055 C 15/21 26 220 P2675/16 504867 -63.7 261.6 4976 R 13/38 28 327 P2684/07 
499621 78.9 276.1 1404 H 16/52 26 269 P2675/17 504668 -63.7 266.8 4925 R 13/18 28 322 P2684/08 
499822 78.6 273.8 1412 H 17/01 26 2(,0 P2675/18 5048';'9 -61.9 262.9 4995 R 13/33 28 323 P2684/09 
499623 79.2 273.2 1419 H 17/04 26 272 P2675/19 504670 -61. 9 267.7 4945 R 13/14 28 318 P2684/10 
4996N 78.8 271. 0 1427 N 17/13 26 235 P2('75/20 50~671 -60.0 264.0 5022 R 13/29 28 320 P2684/11 
499625 79.5 270.2 1435 H 17/16 26 278 P2675/21 504672 -60.0 268.6 4973 R 13111 28 315 P2684/12 
49%26 79.1 268.0 1443 H 17/25 26 225 P2675/22 504673 -58.2 264.8 5050 R 13/26 28 317 P2684113 
49~B27 79.8 267.0 1451 N 17/29 26 292 P2670/01 504674 -58.2 269.1 5001 R 13/09 28 312 P2684/14 
499828 79.3 264.9 1459 H 17/37 26 204 P2676102 504575 -56.3 265.6 5084 R 13/23 28 314 P2684/l5 
499629 80.0 263.6 1467 N 17143 26 333 P2676/03 504576 -56.4 269.6 5035 R 13/07 28 310 P2684/16 
499630 79.5 261.8 1476 H 17/50 26 171 P2676/04 505601 69.4 248.1 1001 N 14/50 29 240 P2681104 
49'>631 80.2 260.3 1484 H 17/56 26 29 P2676/05 505802 69.4 247.0 1009 N 14/54 29 228 P2681/05 
499832 79.7 258.4 1492 H 18/04 26 13'+ P26/0/06 505603 69.8 2'+7.7 1015 N 14/52 29 242 P2681/06 
499633 80.3 256.6 1501 H 18/11 26 53 P2676/07 505804 69.7 N6.5 1024 N 14/56 29 230 P2681/07 
499534 79.8 254.8 1509 N 18/18 26 113 P2676/0S 505805 70.2 247.0 1029 N 14/54 29 242 P2681/08 
499535 80.4 252.8 1518 H 18/26 26 62 P2676/09 50560" 70.2 245.8 1038 N 14/59 29 229 P2681/09 
499636 79.9 251.2 1526 H 28/33 26 103 P2676/10 505607 70.7 246.4 1043 H 14/57 29 243 P2681/10 
499841 81.1 316.4 2863 R 14/19 26 269 P2676/11 505808 70.6 245.2 1052 N 15/02 29 229 P2681/11 
49%42 81.3 308.8 2837 R 14/49 26 267 P2676/12 505809 71.1 245.7 1058 N 15/00 29 243 P2681/12 
49<;843 82.4 315.2 28liO R 14/24 26 271 P2676/13 505610 71.0 244.4 1066 N 15/05 29 229 P2681/13 
499844 82.5 307.7 2823 R 14/54 26 269 P2676/14 505Bll 71.5 245.0 1072 N 15/03 29 244 P2681114 
49<;845 83.5 315.0 2829 R 14/25 26 273 P2677/01 505512 71.4 243.7 1080 H 1510S 29 229 P268l/15 
499646 83.6 306.0 2811 R 15/01 26 271 P2677/02 505813 71. 9 244.3 10e6 H 15/06 29 244 P2681/16 
49'7647 84.7 315.0 2820 R 14/25 26 275 P2677/03 505614 71.8 242.9 1095 N 15/11 29 228 P2681/17 
49%48 84.8 304.3 2803 R 15/07 26 273 P2677/04 505815 72.3 243.5 1101 H 15/09 29 245 P2681/18 
499849 85.8 315.6 2814 R 14/22 26 277 P2677/05 505816 72.2 242.1 1109 H 15/15 29 228 P2681119 
499250 85.9 301. 0 2793 R 15/21 26 276 P2677/06 505817 72.8 242.7 1116 N 15/12 29 245 P2682/01 
49%51 87.0 315.6 2808 R 14/23 26 2100 P2677/07 505818 72.6 241.3 1124 N 15/18 29 228 P2682/02 
49%52 87.0 2S6.2 2789 R 15/40 26 278 P2677/08 505619 73.2 241.9 1130 H 15/16 29 246 P2682/03 
499853 88.1 317.1 2805 R 14/17 26 282 P26F/09 505820 73.0 240.4 1139 N 15/22 29 228 P2682104 
499854 88.0 28S.5 2789 R 16/11 26 281 P26 7/10 505821 73.5 241.1 1145 H 15/19 29 248 P2682105 
3-160 
VIK,NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING CRBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--PICNo---iAT---ioN--RANGE-F--TOD--LS-SCAZ-ORDERN5R--PICNO---LAT---ioN--RANGE-F--roo--is-scAz-ORDERNSR 
--505B22--7~~4-239~6--ii54-H-i5/25--29-228-P2682/06--5i4Bii--73~4-i5q~3--ii46-H-i4/49--33-290-P2692/oi 
505B23 7~.9 240.2 1160 H 15/23 29 2~9 P2682/07 514812 73.3 157.9 1153 H 14/55 33 260 P2692/02 
505324 7~.8 23S.7 1169 H 15/29 29 228 P2682/0B 514813 73.815S.7 1161 H 14/52 33 291 P2692/03 
505625 7~.3 239.3 1175 H 15/27 29 250 P2682/09 514B14 73.6 157.4 1169 H 14/57 33 263 P2692/04 
505B26 7' •• 1 237.8 118 .. H 15/33 29 229 F2082110 514615 7 ... 1 15,S.2 1177 H 14/54 33 292 P2692105 
505627 7' .. 7 238.4 1190 H 15/31 29 252 P2682/11 514516 73.9 156.7 1184 H 15/00 33 265 P2692/06 
505828 7~.5 236.8 1199 H 15/37 29 229 P2662/12 514B17 74.5 157.5 1192 H 14/57 33 293 P2692/07 
505629 7! .• 1 237.4 1206 H 15/35 29 254 P2682/13 514618 74.3 156.1 1200 H 15/03 33 267 P2692/08 
505630 7 •• 9 235.8 1214 N 15/41 29 229 P2682/14 514B19 74.8 lS6.9 1208 H 14/59 33 294 P2692/09 
505531 7'" 4 236.3 1221 H 15/39 29 256 P2682115 514B20 74.6 155.5 1215 H 15/05 33 269 P2692110 
505632 7~:2 234.7 1229 H 15/46 29 229 P2682/16 514621 80.9 107.5 1714 H 18/21 33 285 P2691/01 
505B33 7:.8 235.3 1236 tl 15/43 29 258 P2682/17 51~822 80.3 107.5 1723 H 18/22 33 236 P2691/02 
505B34 7~.5 233.6 1245 H 15/50 29 230 P2682/18 514B23 80.9 104.5 1731 H 18/34 33 290 P2691/03 
505B35 77~" •. 19 234.2 1252 H 15/48 29 260 P26~2/19 514524 80.2 103.1 1739 H 18/40 33 214 P2691/04 505636 _ 232.5 1260 H 15/55 29 230 P26S2/20 514525 80.9 99.8 1748 H 18/53 33 335 P2691/05 
50SB37 7( .• 5 232.9 1267 H 15/53 29 263 P2682/21 514626 80.2 ~8.7 1756 H 18/57 33 166 P2691/06 
505638 7 .... 2 231.2 1276 H 16/00 29 229 P2682/22 514B27 80.7 <;5.1 1765 H 19/12 33 50 P2691/07 
50SB39 76.8 231.8 1283 H 15/58 29 266 P2682/23 514628 80.0 94.5 1774 H 19/14 33 128 P2691/08 
505B40 it 5 230.0 1291 H 16/05 29 230 P2682/24 514529 80.6 90.6 1783 H 19/30 33 67 P2691/09 
509601 6~:7 214.1 972 H 14/32 31 245 F2686/01 514B30 79.8 90.2 1792 H 19/32 33 110 P2691/10 
509802 67.7 213.0 980 H 14/36 31 236 P2686/02 514631 80.3 86.1 1802 H 19/48 33 73 P2691/11 50~B03 6~.1 213.7 986 H 14/33 31 246 P2686/03 514B32 79.6 86.2 1811 H 19/48 33 103 P2691/12 
509604 68.1 212.6 994 H 14/38 31 236 P2666/04 514633 80.0 81.9 1821 H 20/05 33 76 P2691/13 
50 9805 6~.5 213.2 1000 H 14/36 31 247 P2686/05 514B34 79.3 82.3 1831 H 20/03 33 99 P2691/14 50c606 6~.5 212.0 100S H 14/40 31 237 P2686/06 514835 79.7 78.0 1841 H 20/21 33 78 F2691/15 
509507 6".0 212.6 101 .. H 14/38 31 247 P2666/07 514536 78.9 78.5 1851 H 20/18 33 96 P2691/16 
50cB08 6&.9 211.5 1022 H 14/43 31 236 P2686/08 514B37 79.3 74.3 1862 H 20/35 33 79 P2691/17 
509809 69.4 212.1 1028 H 14/40 31 2 .. 7 P2686/09 514638 78.5 75.1 1869 H 20/33 33 94 P2691/18 
509BI0 6~.4 210.9 1036 H 14/45 31 237 F26€o/10 514839 78.8 70.9 1853 H 20/49 33 80 P2691/19 
509811 69.8 211.5 1042 H 14/43 31 248 P2666/11 51~840 78.1 71.9 1894 H 20/46 33 93 P2691/20 
509B12 ~~.§ 210.2 1050 H 14/48 31 237 P2686/12 514541 85.2 52.0 2392 H 22/08 33 305 P2692/11 
509B13 10.~ 210.9 1056 H 14/46 31 248 P2660113 5145~2 84.8 02.2 2396 H 21/27 33 298 P2692/12 
509614 70.2 209.6 1065 H 14/51. 31 237 P2686/14 51~D43 85.6 57.9 2421 H 21/45 33 300 F2692/13 
509815 70.7 210.3 1070 H 14/48 31 248 P2686/15 51~64~ 85.0 72.2 2426 H 20/48 33 292 P2692/14 
509616 70.6 209.0 1079.H 14/53 31 237 P2686/1~ 514845 85.7 69.3 2451 H20/59 33 295 P2692/15 
509517 71.1 209.6 lOSS H 14/51 31 249 P2686/17 51~B46 85.0 83.1 2461 H 20/04 33 287 P2692/16 50~B18 71.0 208.3 1093 H 14/56 31 237 P2686/18 514B47 85.8 82.3 2486 H 20/07 33 289 P2692/17 
509819 71.5 208.9 1099 H 14/54 31 249 PE686/19 514548 84.8 93.4 2498 tt 19/23 33 282 P2692/18 
50 e 520 71.4 207.6 1108 H 14/59 31 237 P26S6/20 514B49 85.6 94.7 2523 H 19/18 33 284 P2693/01 50 9821 71.9 208.2 1114 H 14/57 31 250 P2~85/01 514550 84.4 103.2 2538 H IS/44 33 277 P2693/02 509822 71.8 206.9 1122 H 15/02 31 237 P2085102 514851 85.2 106.3 2565 H 18/32 33 280 P2693/03 
509823 72.3 207.5 1129 H 15/00 31 250 P2685/03 514B52 83.9 112.7 2585 H 18/07 33 273 P2693/04 SO~524 72.2 206.1 1137 H 15/05 31 237 P2685/04 514B53 84.6 116.8 2611 H 17/50 33 276 P2693/05 
509625 72.7 206.8 1143 H 15/03 31 251 P2685/05 514554 83.2 120.4 2635 H 17/35 33 270 P2693/06 50~526 72.5 205.3 1152 H 15/09 31 237 P26S5/C6 514855 83.9 125.2 2662 H 17/16 33 273 P2693/07 50~827 73.1 206.0 1158 tl 15/06 31 252 P2685/07 514B56 82.4 127.4 2692 H 17/08 33 267 P2693/08 
509328 72.9 20 ... 5 1167 H 15/12 31 237 P2685/0S 514557 83.0 132.6 2721 H 16/47 33 269 P2693/09 
S09S29 73.4 205.2 1173 H 15/09 31 252 P266S/09 51~B58 81.5 134.1 2758 H 16/41 33 265 P2693/10 50~330 73.3 203.6 1182 H 15/16 31 237 P2oS5/10 514B59 82.0 139.4 2788 H 16/20 33 267 P2693/11 
510815 -70.4 198.6 10602 V 13/14 31 307 H2089126 514560 80.4 139.8 2831 H 16/19 33 262 P2693/12 
510616 -71.6 205.5 10520 R 12/46 31 305 H2689/27 514861 80.9 144.7 2661 H 15/59 33 264 P2693/13 
510621 -61.1 265.4 10216 V 8/49 31 252 P2686/21 514E62 79.1 144.4 2911 H 16/00 33 260 P2693/14 
510B:2 -59.2 267.2 10254 R 8/42 31 250 F2686/22 514663 79.5 149.4 2~44 H 15/40 33 262 P£693/15 
510B23 -64.0 258.9 10169 V 9/15 31 261 P2~S6/23 514B64 77.7 148.7 3003 H 15/43 33 258 P2693/16 
510524 -b2.2 261.7 10191 R 9/04 31 258 P2686/24 514565 78.0 153.8 3C40 H 15/23 33 260 P2693/17 
510B25 -66.1 251.1 10156 V 9/46 31 269 F268o/25 514666 76.1 152.9 3110 H 15/27 33 257 P2693/18 
510526 -64.6 254.6 10164 R 9/32 31 266 P26B6/:6 S14867 76.3 157.6 3150 H 15/e8 33 259 P2693/19 
510827 -67.6 241.7 10166 V 10/24 31 277 P2686/27 514368 74.2.156.6 3231 H 15/12 33 255 P2693/20 
510628 -b6.6 246.5 10152 R 10/05 31 274 P2~S6/23 514B69 74.3 161.2 3277 H 14/54 33 257 P2693/21 
510529 -6S.3 231.3 10199 V l1/C6 31 285 P2687/01 514B70 72.0 160.5 3380 H 14/56 33 254 P2693/22 
510830 -67.8 237.0 10169 R 10/43 31 262 P2687/02 516B15 -70.3 152.9 lC450 V 12/10 34 296 M2694/40 510B31 -68.0 EEO.5 10262 V 11/49 31 2~3 P2eS7/03 516816 -70.7 160.3 10333 R 11/40 34 293 H2694/41 ~lgg~~ :~~:~ ~~~:~ Ig~;R e f~~~~ ~i ~~~ p.~~~+~~~ ~ib~l~ :~~:~ 12~:~ 19~~~ ~ l~j~~ '~4 ~g5 ~~~~~j4~ 
510634 -67.4 215.9 10291 R 12/08 31 296 H2637/27 516619 -65.1 132.6 10725 V 13/32 34 308 H2694/44 
510835 -64.3 200.6 10495 V 13/09 31 305 t12687/28 516820 -66.9 137.9 10616 R 13/10 34 306 M2694/45 
510B36 -65.5 205.9 10405 R 12/48 31 303 M2687/29 516527 -68.8 146.4 5745 H 13/14 34 320 P2695/02 
510847 -71.6 233.2 4970 H 11/18 31 298 P2687/10 516525 -68.7 153.4 5701 M 12/46 34 313 P2695/03 
510648 -70.3 243.4 4 962 N 10/58 31 284 P2687/11 51t829 -66.8 147.7 5777 H 13/09 34 316 P2695/04 
510B49 -69.9 237.0 4976 N 11/23 31 294 P2~87/12 51bB30 -66.5 154.0 5737 H 12/44 34 310 P2695/05 
510850 -68.6 241.9 4970 H 11/04 31 282 P2687/13 51tB31 -64.5 148.6 5821 H 13/05 34 312 P26~5/06 
510851 -68.1 236.1 4985 tt 11/27 31 291 F2687/14 516832 -64.1 154.5 5785 H 12/42 34 307 P2695/07 
510B52 -66.9 240.7 4982 H 11/09 31 280 P2687/15 516B33 -62.2 149.5 5873 H 13/02 34 310 P2695/08 
510653 -66.4 235.3 4997 H 11/31 31 2ea P2687/16 516534 -61.8 IS4.9 5837 H 12/41 34 304 P2695/09 
510E66 -71.2 230.3 4577 H 11/53 31 319 P2689/06 516635 -59.8 150.1 5933 N 13/00 34 307 P2695/10 
510567 -70.3 224.7 4599 H 12/16 31 322 P2689/07 516B36 -59.5 155.2 5896 H 12/39 34 302 P2695/11 
510B68 -69.5 230.0 4576 H 11/55 31 311 P2689/08 516537 -57.4 150.7 5999 H 12/58 34 305 P2695/12 
510569 -65.6 224.8 4600 N 12/16 31 316 P2689/09 516B38 -57.2 155.5 5961 H 12/38 34 300 P2695/13 
510B70 -67.8 229.7 4579 H 11/56 31 306 P2689/10 516539 -54.9 151.2 6077 H 12/56 34 303 P2695/14 
510671 -66.9 224.8 4606 H 12/15 31 311 P2089/11 516540 -54.7 155.7 6039 H 12/38 34 295 P2695/15 
510672 -66.0 229.5 4S!8 H 11/57 31 301 P2689/12 51~B46 -70.6 165.6 5155 H 12/00 34 308 P2696/06 
510B73 -65.1 224.9 4617 H 12/15 31 306 P2689/13 516547 -69.4 159.5 5197 tl 12/25 34 312 P2696/07 
510874 -64.3 229.2 4600 H 11/58 31 298 P2689/14 510B48 -68.7 165.3 5170 H 12/02 34 304 P2696/08 
510675 -63.4 224.9 4632 H 12/15 31 303 P2689/15 516849 -67.5 lS~.5 5217 H 12/25 34 308 P2696/09 
510876 -62.6 229.0 4b13 N 11/59 31 295 P2689/16 516850 -66.8 165.0 5193 H 12/03 34 301 P2696/10 
510683 -70.8 213.7 4259 H 13/03 31 348 P268S/I0 516851 -65.6 159.6 5244 H 12/25 34 305 P2696/11 
510284 -70.3 219.3 4222 N 12/40 31 342 P2~88/14 516852 -64.9 164.7 5222 H 12/05 34 299 P2696/12 
510885 -69.2 214.7 4249 H 12/59 31 3)1 P26BS/15 516B53 -63.5 159.7 5279 H 12/25 34 302 P2696/13 510~86 -68.7 219.8 4214 H 12/35 31 334 P2088116 510854 -62.S 164.5 5258 H 12/06 34 296 P2696/14 
510B87 -67.7 215.5 4243 H 12/56 31 335 P268S/17 51~~55 -61.5 159.8 5316 H 12/24 34 300 P2696/15 
510888 -67.2 220.2 4209 H 12/37 31 328 P26B8/18 516856 -60.7 164.3 5300 N 12/06 34 294 P26 9 6/16 510859 -66.0 216.2 4241 H 12153 31 3Z9 P268S119 51t857 -59.4 159.9 5362 H 1 '/24 34 298 P2696/17 
510590 -65.6 220.6 4208 H 12/36 31 322 F2688/01 51b658 -58.5 164.2 5353 H 12/07 34 292 P2696/18 
510B91 -04.4 216.7 4244 H 12/51 31 324 P26BS/02 516659 -57.1 160.0 5422 H 12/24 34 2~6 P2696/19 
510692 -64.0 220.8 4213 H 12/35 31 317 F2688/03 516600 -56.2 164.0 5413 H 12/08 34 291 P2696/20 
51CB93 -62.8 217.1 4250 N 12/50 31 319 P26S8/04 516867 -70.1 172.9 4661 H 11/35 34 303 P2696/27 
510694 -62.3 221.1 4222 H 12/34 31 312 F2b8S/05 51~B68 -69.0 177.7 4650 H 11/15 34 291 P2696/28 
510695 -61.2 217.6 4262 H 1214·S 31 315 P266S/0., 516569 -6S.3 172.2 4669 H 11/38 34 298 P2697/01 
510B96 -~0.7 221.2 4234 tt 12/33 31 309 P26B8/07 516B70 -67.2 170.7 4660 H 11/20 34 288 P2697/02 
514BOI 71.6 162.0 1070 H 14/38 33 278 P26~0/01 516671 -66.6 171.7 4679 H 11/40 34 295 P2697/03 
514802 71.5 160.8 1078 H 14/43 33 245 P26~0/02 516672 -65.6 175.9 4671 H 11/23 34 286 P2697/0't 
514803 72.0 161.5 10B5 H 14/40 33 283 P2690/03 516B73 -64.8 171.2 4697 t1 11/42 34 292 P2697/05 
514804 71.9 160.2 1093 H 14/45 33 249 P2690104 516874 -63.9 1;5.3 4687 H 11/26 34 284 P2697/06 
514605 72.4 160.9 1100 H 14/42 33 286 P2690/05 516675 -63.2 ~~~ 8 4713 N 11/44 34 290 P2697/07 
514806 72.2 159.7 1108 H 14/47 33 252 P2690/06 516B76 -62.2 1/·.6 4708 H 11/29 34 283 P2697/08 
514807 72.7 160.4 1115 H 14/45 33 288 P2690/07 516B77 -61.5 17u.3 4737 tt 11/46 34 289 P2697/09 
514808 72.6 159.1 1123 H 14/50 33 254 P~690/08 516878 -60.6 174.0 4731 M 11/31 34 282 P2697/10 
514809 73.1 159.9 1130 H 14/47 33 289 F2690/09 516B79 -59.9 169.9 4762 H 11/48 34 287 P2697/11 
514BI0 72.9 158.5 1138 H 14/52, 33 257 P2690/10 516888 71.9 139.8 1112 H 14/43 34 243 P2698/01 



































































































































7: .• 1 122.5 
n.o 121.1 
7:.5 121.8 





















































































1119 H 14/43 
1127 H 14/48 
1134 H 14/45 
1142 H 14/50 
1149 H 14/47 
1157 H 14/53 
708 H 13/46 
714 H 13/48 
719 H 13/46 
725 H 13/48 
730 H 13/45 
736 H 13/47 
742 H 13/45 
749 H 13/47 
755 H 13/45 
762 H 13/46 
769 H 13/44 
800 H 13/43 
809 H 13/45 
1054 H 14/28 
1061 H 14/33 
1068 H 14/30 
1076 H 14/35 
1083 H 14/33 
1091 H 14/39 
1098 H 14/36 
1106 H 14/42 
1113 H 14/39 
1121 H 14/45 
1128 H 14/43 
113" H 14/49 
1143 H 14/46 
1151 H 14/53 
1158 H 14/50 
1166 H 14/57 
1173 H 14/54 
1181 H 15/01 
1189 H 14/58 
1196 H 15/05 
1701 H 17/22 
1709 H 17/28 
1724 tl 17/45 
1732 H 17/51 
1740 H 18/02 
29~? R 11150 
2t>~t> R 12/43 
2637 R 11/42 
2610 R 12159 
2624 R 11/29 
2596 R 13/36 
2612 R 10/51 
2587 R 15/49 
2602 R 4/54 
2579 R 21/17 
25 0 6 R 1/12 
2575 R 22/50 
2591 R 0/43 
2569 R 23121 
3096 R 14/06 
3042 R 16/06 
3045 R 15/56 
3021 R 17125 
3022 R IS/16 
3000 R 18/59 
3003 R 20122 
2982 R 20/17 
2987 R 21/37 
2971 R 21/07 
2977 R 22/14 
2961 R 21/44 
2967 R 22/39 
2954 R 22/09 
3668 R 14/57 
3642 R 15/50 
3618 R 15/51 
3593 R 16/48 
3575 R 17/07 
3555 R 17/50 
353:" R 18/36 
3519 R 18/55 
3505 R 19/49 
3486 R 19/52 
3472 R 20/50 
3457 R 20/38 
3447 R 21/28 
3434 R 21/10 
1166 H 14/41 
1174 H 14/47 
1181 H 14/£;4 
1189 H 14/51 
1196 H 14/47 
1204 H 14/54 
1212 H 14/51 
1220 H 14/57 
1227 H 14/54 
1235 H 15/01 
1242 H 1'+/57 
1251 H 15/04 
1258 H 15/01 
1266 H 15/08 
1274 H 15/05 
1282 H 15/12 
1289 H 15/09 
1298 H 15/16' 
1305 tl 15/14 
1313 H 15/21 
1321 H 15/19 
1329 H 15/26 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VIKI~~ ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. VIKING OR6ITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNe. 
--PICNo---LAr---LoN--RANsE-F--roo--Ls-SCAZ-OROERNSR--PICNo---LAr---LoN--RANsE-F--roo--Ls-scAz-oRDERNBR 
--523B32--72~2--74~4--ii3s-c-i4i34--37-235-p27ioii2--52SBOS--6i~5--4i~3---779-C-i3i30--'39-i80-H27i9;08 
523833 72.6 75.4 1145 H 14/30 37 277 P2710/13 528809 61.8 42.0 765 C 13/27 39 259 M2719*09 
523834 72.5 73.8 1153 C 14/36 37 237 P2710/14 526810 61.7 41.6 791 C 13/29 39 236 H2719*10 
523835 72.9 74.8 1161 H 14/33 37 279 P2710/15 526811 62.0 42.4 798 C 13/26 39 284 H2719*11 
523636 72.8 73.1 1168 C 14/39 37 239 P2710/1~ 528812 61.9 42.0 805 C 13/27 39 264 M2719*12 
523841 77.8 17.1 2442 H 18/33 37 243 P2711/01 526813 62.2 42.9 813 C 13/24 39 289 H2719*1.3 
523842 76.6 16.0 2456 H 18/38 37 237 P2711/02 526814 62.1 42.5 820 C 13/25 39 275 H2719*14 
523843 77.5 13.2 2449 H 18/49 37 241 P2711/03 526815 62.4 43.4 829 C 13/22 39 291 H2719*15 
523844 76.5 12.2 2462 H 18/53 37 234 P2711/04 52e816 62.3 43.1 836 C 13/23 39 281 H2719*16 
523645 77.3 9.0 2454 H 19/06 37 239 P2711/05 531801 61.0 11.1 765 C 13/27 41 134 P2723/01 
523646 76.2 8.2 2468 H 19/09 37 232 P2711/06 531602 61.1 10.6 772 C 13/29 41 143 P2723/02 
523647 77.0 5.0 2461 H 19/22 37 236 P2711/07 531603 61.4 11.3 776 C 13/26 41 135 P2723/03 
523648 75.9 4.7 2476 H 19/23 37 229 P2711/08 531604 61.3 10.9 782 C 13/28 41 153 P2723/04 
523649 76.7 1.3 2469 H 19/37 37 233 P2711/09 531605 61.6 11.6 787 C 13/25 41 152 P2723/05 
523650 75.6 1.3 2485 H 19/37 37 225 P2711/10 531806 61.5 11.2 794 C 13/27 41 175 P2723/06 
523651 76.3 357.8 2479 H 19/51 37 230 P2712/01 531607 61.8 12.0 799 C 13/24 41 202 P2723/07 
523852 75.2 357.9 2494 H 19/51 37 221 P2712/0! 531608 61.6 11.7 806 C 13/25 41 223 H2724/25 
523853 75.8 354.5 2489 H 20/05 37 226 P2712/03 531809 62.0 12.4 812 C 13/23 41 258 H2724/26 
523654 74.7 354.8 2505 H 20/03 37 217 P2712/04 531610 61.9 12.0 819 C 13/24 41 245 t12724/27 
523655 75.3 351.2 2500 H 20/18 37 221 P2712/05 531Bl1 62.1 12.8 827 C 13/21 41 275 M2724/28 
523656 74.2 351.8 2517 H 20/16 37 212 P2712/06 531612 62.1 12.4 834 C 13/23 41 263 H2724/29 
524601 71.2 69.5 1066 H 14/16 37 2 P2712/23 531613 62.3 13.3 8~2 C 13/19 41 281 H2724/30 
524602 71.2 68.1 1073 C 14/21 37 150 P2712/24 531614 62.2 12.9 850 C 13/21 41 272 H2724/31 
524603 71.5 69.1 1080 H 14/17 37 344 P2712/25 531615 62.5 13.8 859 C 13/17 41 285 H2724/32 
524604 71.5 67.7 1088 C 14/23 37 202 P2712/26 531616 62.4 13.5 868 C 13/19 41 277 M2724/33 
524605 71.8 68.7 1095 H 14/19 37 336 P2713/01 531821 70.2 4.1 1082 H 13/59 41 261 P2721/01 
524806 71.8 67.2 1103 C 14/25 37 235 P2713/02 531622 70.1 3.0 1090 C 14/03 41 229 P2721/02 
524607 72.2 68.1 1110 H 14/21 37 334 P2713i03 531623 70.5 3.7 1097 M 14/00 41 263 P2721/03 
524608 72.2 66.6 1118 C 14/28 37 249 P2713/04 531624 70.4 2.4 1105 C 14/06 41 231 P2721/04 
524609 72.6 67.6 1125 H 14/2~ 37 331 P2713/05 531625 70.9 3.2 1112 H 14/03 41 265 P2721/05 
524610 72.5 66.0 1133 C 14/30 37 260 P2713/06 531826 70.8 1.9 1120 C 14/08 41 232 P2721/06 
524811 7~.9 67.0 1141 H 14/26 37 329 P2713/07 531627 71.2 2.7 1127 H 14/05 41 266 P2721/07 
524612 7::.8 65.4 1148 C 14/33 37 269 P2713/08 531628 71.2 1.3 1135 C 14/11 41 233 P2721/08 
524613 7:,.3 66.4 1156 H 14/29 37 328 P2713/09 531629 71.6 2.1 1143 H 14/07 41 267 P2721/09 
524614 73.2 64.8 1163 C 14/35 37 275 P2713/10 55~1188~01 71.5 .7 1151 C 14/13 41 234 P2721/10 
524615 77~,;.'56 65.9 1171 H 14/31 37 325 P2713/11 _ J 71.9 1.5 1158 H 14/10 41 268 P2722/01 524616 _ 64.2 1178 C 14/3S 37 279 P2713/12 531832 71.8 .0 1166 C 14/16 41 236 P2722/02 
524621 77.2 52.5 1393 M 15/27 37 270 P2712/07 531633 72.3 .9 1173 H 14/13 41 270 P2722/03 
524622 76.9 50.3 1401 H 15/35 37 236 P2712/08 531634 72.2 359.4 1181 C 14/19 41 237 P2722/04 
524623 7¥.5 50.8 1409 H 15/33 37 272 P2712/09 531635 72.6 .3 11S8 H 14/15 41 270 P2722/05 
524824 7i'.2 48.6 1417 H 15/42 37 232 P2712/10 531636 72.5 358.8 1197 C 14/21 41 238 P2722/06 
524625 7~·.9 49.1 1425 H 15/41 37 275 P2712/11 532601 70.1 354.5 1084 H 13/56 41 263 H2724/34 
524626 7/.5 46.8 1433 H 15/50 37 226 P2712/12 532602 70.1 353.3 1091 C 14/01 41 230 H2724/35 
524827 71".2 47.2 1441 H 15/48 37 281 P2712/13 532803 70.5 354.1 1099 H 13/53 41 268 H2724/36 
524628 7:'.8 44.9 1449 H 15/53 37 218 P2712/14 532604 70.4 352.8 1106 C 14/03 41 232 H2724/37 
524629 7i •• 5 45.1 1457 H 15/57 37 290 P2712/15 532605 70.8 353.6 1114 H 14/00 41 269 H2724/38 
524830 7, .. 1 42.9 1466 H 16/06 37 206 P2712/16 532806 70.7 352.3 1121 C 14/05 41 235 M2724/39 
524631 71-.8 43.0 1474 H 16/05 37 314 P2712/17 532B07 71.2 353.1 1129 H 14/02 41 270 H2724/40 
524832 7/..4 40.7 1482 H 16/15 37 189 P2712/18 532808 71.1 351.7 1137 C 14/08 41 236 H2724/41 
524633 7~.1 40.8 1490 H 16/15 37 6 P2712/19 532609 71.5 352.5 1144 H 14/04 41 271 H2724/42 
524634 7u.7 38.5 1499 H 16/24 37 168 P2712/20 532610 71.4 351.2 1152 C 14/10 41 239 H2724/43 
524835 7~.4 38.4 1507 H 16/24 37 43 P2712/21 532811 71.9 352.0 1159 H 14/07 41 272 H2724/44 
524836 78.9 36.2 1515 H 16/33 37 149 P2712/22 53~812 71.7 350.6 1167 C 14/13 41 240 H2724/45 
525601 7~.0 61.0 1062 H 14/12 38 351 P2713/13 53~B13 72.2 351.5 1175 H 14/09 41 273 H2724/46 
525802 7l.0 59.6 1069 C 14/18 38 176 P2713/1~ 532614 72.1 350.0 1183 C 14/15 41 242 H2724/47 
525803 7~.3 60.7 1077 H 14/13 38 333 P2713/15 532615 72.5 350.9 1190 H 14/11 41 274 H2724/48 
525604 71.3 59.2 1084 C 14/19 38 227 P2713!16 532621 76.9 338.1 1429 H 15/05 41 269 P2722/07 
525605 7~.6 60.2 1092 H 14/15 38 329 P2713/17 532622 76.6 335.7 1438 H 15/14 41 240 P2722/08 
525806 7:.6 58.7 1099 C 14/21 38 245 P2713/18 532623 77.2 336.5 1445 H 15/12 41 270 P2722/09 
525607 7~.0 59.7 1107 tl 14/18 38 327 P2713/19 532624 76.9 334.1 145~ H 15/21 41 237 P2722/10 
525608 7;'.0 58.2 1114 C 14/24 33 256 P2713/20 532625 77.6 334.7 1461 H 15/19 41 271 P2722/11 5~5813 7:.1 58.0 1152 H 14/25 38 323 P2714i05 532826 77.3 332.3 1470 H 15/28 41 232 P2722/12 
525614 73.0 56.4 1159 C 14/31 38 275 P2714/06 532627 77.9 3~2.9 1477 H 15/26 41 271 P2722/13 i~~lt~ -li:i ii:i t~li ~ li~~~ i~ ~~z ~~~l~~g~ ii~i~~ ~~:~ ~~!:g t~Z~ ~ li~~~ ~l ~I~ ~~~~~~i~ ~~~~~~ :~g:~ ~6:~ l~g~ e i5~~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~iz~~i ~~~~~~ f~:~ ~~~:4 i~i~ n i~~~~ ~i ~6~ ~~f~~~i~ 
527628 -6i.5 79.3 6822 R 10/30 39 275 H2714/32 55~~~86?1 78.8 326.8 1526 H 15/51 41 288 P2722/19 527629 -6F.4 68.6 6843 V 11/13 39 2S5 H2714/33 ~_ J' 78.4 324.3 1535 H 16/01' 41 189 P2722/20 
527630 -6b.l 72.2 6825 R 10/58 39 282 H2714/34 532635 79.1 324.5 1543 H 16/00 41 2 P2722/21 
527631 -68.3 60.7 6870 V 11/45 39 292 H2714/35 532836 78.7 322.0 1552 H 16/10 41 172 P2722/22 
527832 -68.1 64.5 6844 R 11/29 39 290 H2714/36 533609 -68.2 352.2 10496 V 11/45 41 283 H2727/25 
527833 -67.6 53.4 6911 V 12/14 39 293 H2714/37 533811 -67.0 3~3.3 10570 V 12/20 41 293 H2727/27 
527634 -67.7 56.9 6878 R 12/00 39 296 H2714/38 533812 -67.8 350.0 10499 R 11/54 41 290 H2727/28 
527635 -66.5 46.0 6971 V'12/44 39 304 H2714/39 533813 -64.8 334.6 10691 V 12/55 41 299 H2727/29 
527836 -66.8 ,49.6 69Z8 R 12/29 39 302 t12714/40 533614 -66.2 340.6 10594 R 12/31 41 296 H2727/30 
527655 -53.7 84.1 3212 H 10/38 39 243 P2717/17 533815 -61.3 327.2 10867 V 13/25 41 304 HZ727/31 
527856 -52.5 85.7 3233 C 10/32 39 239 P2717/18 533816 -63.6 332.2 10729 R 13/05 41 302 H2727/32 
527865 -59.8 83.3 2861 H 10/43 39 216 P2716/19 533821 -60.4 24.1 10365 V 9/39 41 259 H2726/17 
527666 -58.9 85.0 2864 C 10/36 39 214 P2716/20 533822 -58.1 27.1 10419 R 9/27 41 256 H2726/18 
527667 -58.7 82.5 2849 H 10/~6 39 227 P2716/21 533823 -61.9 18.0 10344 V 10/04 41 265 H2726/19 
527868 -57.7 84.1 2852 C 10/40 39 223 P2716/22 533824 -60.3 21.7 10368 R 9/49 41 262 H2726/20 
527670 -56.5 83.3 2844 C 10/44 39 230 P2716/30 533625 -63.0 11.0 10340 V 10/32 41 271 H2726/21 
527B71 -56.3 81.0 2831 H 10/53 39 241 P2716/31 533626 -61.8 15.5 10343 R 10/14 41 268 H2726/22 
527672 -55.3 82.5 2838 C 10/47 39 236 P2716/24 533R27 -63.4 3.5 10365 V 11/02 41 277 H2726/23 
527673 -55.1 80.3 2827 H 10/56 39 245 P2716/25 533528 -62.6 8.6 10354 R 10/42 41 274 H2726/24 
527674 -54.1 81.8 2834 C 10/50 39 240 P2716/26 533829 -62.9 355.7 10424 V 11/33 41 283 H2726/25 
527675 -53.8 79.7 2824 H 10/58 39 249 P2716/27 533630 -62.7 1.4 10387 R 11/11 41 280 H2726/26 
527676 -52.9 81.2 2833 C 10/52 39 244 P2716/28 55~33bg~21 -61.7 348.5 10507 V 12/02 41 288 H2726/27 527681 -62.0 80.3 2579 H 10/57 39 116 P2717/01 ~ ~ -62.1 354.3 10444 R 11/39 41 285 M2726/28 
527682 -61.2 81.9 2571 C 10/51 39 135 P2717/02 533633 -59.7 341.9 10627 V 12/29 41 293 H2726/29 
527683 -61.1 79.6 2556 H 11/00 39 121 P2718/01 533834 -60.6 347.3 10541 R 12/07 41 290 H2726/30 
527684 -60.5 Sl.4 2550 C 10/53 39 141 P271S/02 533635 -56.4 335.5 10S07 V 12/54 41 298 H2726/31 
527885 -60.4 79.2 2536 H 11/02 39 127 P2718/03 533636 -58.2 340.4 106S3 R 12/35 41 296 H2726/32 
527686 -59.8 80.9 2530 C 10/55 39 150 P2718/04 533641 -63.1 21.1 2878 H 10/46 41 245 P2728/01 
527887 -59.6 78.7 2515 H 11/04 39 140 P2718/05 533842 -62.2 22.9 2872 C 10/39 41 223 P2728/02 
527888 -59.0 80.4 2510 C 10/57 39 163 P2718/06 533843 -62.0 20.2 2862 H 10/50 41 261 P2728/03 
527289 -58.9 78.3 2496 H 11/06 39 159 F2718/07 533844 -61.0 22.0 2857 C 10/43 41 239 P2728/04 
527890 -58.2 79.9 2490 C 10/59 39 177 P271S/08 533845 -60.S 19.4 2849 H 10/53 41 264 P2728/05 
527691 -5S.0 77.9 2477 H 11/08 39 189 P2718/09 533846 -59.8 21.2 2845 C 10/46 41 248 P2728/06 
527692 -57.4 79.4 2472 C 11/01 39 193 P2718/10 533647 -59.6 18.7 2838 H 10/56 41 266 P2728/07 
527693 -57.2 77.5 2459 H 11/09 39 215 P2718/15 533648 -58.7 20.4 2835 C 10/49 41 253 P2728/08 
527694 -56.6 79.0 2455 C 11/03 39 209 P2718/16 533849 -58.4 18.0 2829 H 10/59 41 267 P2728/09 
527695 -56.4 77.1 2442 H 11/11 39 232 P2718/17 533550 -57.5 19.7 2828 C 10/52 41 256 P2728/10 
527696 -55.7 78.6 2438 C 11/05 39 220 P2718/18 533651 -57.2 17.5 2823 H 11/01 41 263 P2728/11 
528805 61.3 41.3 761 C 13/30 39 126 H2719*C5 533852 -56.3 19.1 2823 C 10i55 41 258 P2728/12 
528806 61.3 40.9 767 C 13/31 39 149 H2719*06 533853 -56.0 16.8 2820 H 11/04 41 268 P2728/13 
528B07 61.5 41.7 772 C 13/28 39 138 H2719*07 533654 -55.0 lS.4 2821 C 10/58 41 260 P272S/14 
3-163 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT LeN RANGE F TOD LS SCAZ C;:?DERt~=:R PICNO LAT LON RAN3E F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------533855 -54.7 16.3 2820 H 11/06 41 268 P2728/15 539626 -64.0 316.6 6997 R 10/37 44 273 H2736/19 
533856 -53.8 17.9 "I ........ '" C 11/00 41 261 P2728/16 53 c827 -64.7 307.3 7017 V 11/14 44 281 H2736/20 (..0.:;.0;;. 
533861 -62.4 15.8 2571 H 11/10 41 44 F2729/01 53'l628 -64.4 310.8 6999 R 11/00 44 279 H2736/21 
533662 -61.6 17.4 2557 C 11/03 41 55 P2729/02 539829 -64.5 301.1 7043 V 11/39 44 287 H2736122 
533863 -61.4 15.2 ~550 H 11/12 41 26 P2729/03 53;830 -64.4 304.6 7018 R 11/25 44 285 H2736/23 
533864 -60.6 16.9 2537 C 11/06 41 28 F2729/0':' 53'l631 -63.8 294.9 7086 V 12104 44 292 H2736/24 
533865 -60.4 14.8 2531 N 11/14 41 5 P2729/05 53 c332 -63.9 ~Z~·l 7054 R 11/51 44 290 H2736/25 5331066 -59.6 16.4 2518 C 11/08 41 341 P2729/06· 53 c633 -62.7 '::05.9 7147 V 12/28 44 297 N2736/26 
533667 -59.4 14.3 2512 H 11/16 41 342 P2729/07 53%34 -63.2 292.7 7096 R 12/13 44 295 N2737/26 
533668 -58.6 15.9 2501 C 11/10 41 309 F2729/08 539835 -61.2 283.5 7225 V 12150 44 302 H2737127 
533869 -53.5 14.0 2496 H 11/18 41 324 P2729/09 53%36 -61.9 287.0 7164 R 12136 44 300 N2737/28 
533970 -57.7 15.5 2485 C 11/11 41 2<;6 P2729/10 53qB41 -63.9 327.6 3151 N 10/19 44 244 P2737/17 
533671 -57.5 13.6 2480 tl 11/19 41 312 P272 9 /11 53"'842 -62.9 329.5 3150 M 10/12 44 233 P2737/18 
533672 -56.8 15.2 . 2470 C 11/13 41 289 P2729/12 53<;843 -62.9 326.4 3139 N 10/24 44 251 P2737/19 
533B73 -56.6 13.3 2466 H 11/20 41 304 P2729/13 539644 -61.8 328.4 3140 N 10/16 44 240 P2737/23 
533874 -55.8 14.8 2457 C 11/15 41 285 P2729/14 53<;845 -61.7 325.4 3131 H 10/28 44 254 P2737/21 
533875 -55.6 13.0 2453 N 11122 41 2"9 P2729/15 539846 -60.6 327.2 3134 H 10/21 44 245 P2737/22 
533876 -54.9 14.5 2444 C 11/16 41 283 P2729/16 539847 -60.5 324.4 3126 H 10/32 44 257 P2738/01 
533681 -62.0 11.5 2307 H 11/29 41 54 P2730/01 53~a48 -59.5 326.3 3129 H 10/25 44 249 P2738/02 
533882 -61.2 13.2 ::284 C 11/23 41 59 P2730/02 539849 -59.3 323.5 3122 H 10/36 44 259 P2738/03 
533683 -61. 0 11. 2 2279 H 11/31 41 50 P2730/03 53·,850 -58.3 325.3 3127 N 10129 44 252 P2738/04 
533684 -60.3 12.8 2258 C 11/24 41 55 P2730104 53<;851 -58.1 322.7 3121 H 10/39 44 260 P2738/05 
533885 -60.0 11. 0 2253 H 11/32 41 45 P2730/05 53<;352 -57.1 324.4 3128 N 10/33 44 254 P2738/06 
533686 -59.3 12.5 2232 C 11/26 41 49 P2730/17 53<;553 -56.9 321.9 3123 N 10/43 44 262 P273S/07 
533687 -59.0 10.7 2228 N 11/33 41 39 P2730/18 53<:354 -55.8 323.6 3132 N 10/36 44 256 P2738/08 
533388 ~58.3 12.2 2208 C 11/27 41 42 P2730/03 53<;355 -55.7 321.1 3129 H 10/46 44 262 P2738/09 
533689 -58.0 10.5 2205 H 11/34 41 31 P2730/09 539856 -54.6 322.8 3139 H 10/40 44 257 P273S/I0 
5338<)0 -57.3 12.0 2186 C 11/28 41 33 P2730/10 53%61 -64.2 321. 7 2733 H 10/46 44 35 P2737/01 
533891 -57.1 10.3 2183 M 11/35 41 23 P2730/11 53<;862 -63.2 323.4 2721 N 10/39 44 58 P2737/02 
533892 -56.3 11.7 2165 C 11/29 41 22 F27301l2 53%63 -63.1 320.8 2714 H 10/50 44 356 P2737/03 
533693 -56.1 10.1 2162 H 11/36 41 13 P2730/13 539804 -02.2 322.6 2703 H 10/43 44 238 P2737/04 
533694 -55.4 11.4 2145 C 11/30 41 8 P2730/14 53<:565 -62.1 320.2 2696 H 10/52 44 325 P2737/05 
533595 -55.1 9.9 2143 H 11/37 41 2 P2730/15 53C:E66 -61.2 321.9 2686 N 10/45 44 278 P2737106 
533696 -54.5 11.2 2126 C 11/32 41 355 P2730/16 539867 -61.1 319.6 2680 N 10/55 44 307 P2737/07 
5361:01 78.9 296.5 1555 H 15/10 43 306 P2731/01 539668 -60.2 321.3 2671 H 10/48 44 275 P2737/08 
536602 78.5 293.6 1562 H 15/21 43 289 P2731/02 53<;569 -60.1 319.0 2665 M 10/57 44 297 P2737/09 
536603 79.2 294.5 1571 H 15/18 43 310 P2731/03 53<:870 -59.2 320.7 2657 N 10/51 44 274 P2737/10 
536804 78.9 291.6 1578 N 15/30 43 292 P2731/04 539871 -59.1 318.5 2652 H 10/59 44 291 P2737/11 
536805 79.5 292.4 1588 H 15/27 43 314 P2731/05 53"'872 -58.3 320.1 2645 M 10/53 44 273 P2737/12 
536606 79.2 2S9.5 1594 M 15/38 43 296 P2731/06 53,"873 -58.2 318.0 2640 H 11/01 44 287 P2737/13 
536807 79.9 290.2 1604 N 15/36 43 319 P2731/07 53<;374 -57.3 319.6 2634 N 10/55 44 273 P2737/14 
536603 79.4 2S7.3 1610 M 15/47 43 300 P2731/08 539875 -57.2 317.6 2630 N 11/03 44 285 P2737/15 
536809 80.1 287.9 1620 H 15/45 43 324 P2731/09 53%76 -56.3 319.1 2624 N 10/57 44 273 P2737/16 
536810 79.7 285.0 1627 N 15/57 43 304 P2731/10 53"1381 -63.6 317.0 2389 N 11/08 44 55 P2738/11 
536811 SO.4 285.5 1637 H 15/55 43 329 P2731/11 53"'882 -62.6 318.6 2365 M 11/01 44 60 P2738/12 
536812 79.9 282.7 1644 H 16/06 43 311 P2731/12 53<:833 -62.5 316.4 2360 N 11/10 44 49 P2738/13 
536813 80.7 283.0 1654 H 16/05 43 335 P2731/13 53~S84 -61.6 318.0 2340 H 11/04 44 55 P2738/14 
536814 80.2 280.2 1660 M 16/16 43 318 P2731/14 53<:885 -61.5 316.0 2335 H 11/12 44 43 P2738/15 
536815 80.9 280.4 1671 N 16/15 43 340 P2731/15 53;886 -60.7 317.6 2316 M 11/06 44 43 P2738/16 
536816 80.4 277.7 1677 H 16/26 43 327 P2731/16 53~8S7 -60.5 315.6 2311 H 11/14 44 36 P2738'*26 
536821 82.4 280.2 2542 R 16/22 43 279 P2732101 5391388 -59.7 317.1 2293 N 11/08 44 39 P2738/18 
536822 8.~.6 273.9 2535 R 16/47 43 275 P2732102 53 C859 -59.6 315.3 2289 N 11/15 44 27 P2738/19 
536823 8; .8 271.6 253£> R 16/56 43 280 P2732/03 53<:890 -58.8 316.8 2272 N 11/09 44 28 P2738120 
536624 8L9 265.5 2529 R 17121 43 276 P2732104 53~891 -58.6 314.9 2269 H 11/17 44 17 P2738/21 
536825 83.0 261.3 2529 R 17/38 43 281 P2732105 539892 -57.9 316.4 2252 H 11111 44 15 P2738/22 
5361:26 8; .. 0 256.8 2525 R 17/56 43 276 P2732/06 53<;893 -57.7 314.6 2249 H 11/18 44 6 P2738123 
536827 8~ .• 9 251. 7 2527 R 18/16 43 283 P2732107 53%94 -57.0 316.1 2233 N 11/13 44 358 P2738/24 
536828 81.9 248.5 2524 R 18/29 43 277 P2732103 53<:395 -56.9 314.4 2231 H 11/19 44 355 P2738/25 
536829 8?7 242.2 2527 R lS/54 43 284 P2732/09 53~896 -56.1 315.7 2215 H 11/14 44 342 P273S*2? 
53e830 8'.6 240.2 2523 R 19/03 43 278 P2732/10 541801 70.6 269.3 1137 H 13/40 45 293 P2739/01 
536631 8<'.3 233.6 2528 R 19/29 43 286 P2732/11 541602 70.6 267.8 1144 C 13/47 45 245 P2739/02 
536832 S· .• 2 232.8 2527 R 19/32 43 279 P2732112 54Hl03 71.0 268.7 1152 H 13/43 45 295 P2739/03 
536833 81.8 226.2 2533 R 19/59 43 289 P2732113 541604 71.0 267.1 1159 C 13/50 45 243 P2739/04 
536834 8t .6 226.3 2532 R 19/58 43 281 P~732/14 541805 71.5 268.0 1167 N 13/46 45 300 P2739/05 
536835 8:·.1 219.5 2539 R 20/26 43 292 P2732/15 541806 71.4 266.3 1175 C 13/53 45 238 P2739/06 
536836 sr'.O 220.9 2540 R 20120 43 283 P2732/16 541807 71.9 267.3 1182 H 13/49 45 305 P2739/07 
536B41 SI' .1 282.8 3154 R 16/15 43 268 PZ733/01 541608 71.8 265.5 1190 C 13/56 45 234 P2739/08 
536842 7'·.2 276.4 3142 R 16/40 43 264 P2733;;02 541809 72.3 266.5 1198 H 13/52 45 310 P2739/09 
536643 8f'.5 275.0 3130 R 16/46 43 268 P2733/03 541B10 72.2 264.8 1205 C 13/59 45 229 P2739/10 
536844 7".5 269.9 3123 R 17/07 43 264 P2733"<02 541811 72.7 265.8 1213 N 13/55 45 315 P2739/11 
536645 S(1.8 266.9 3110 R 17/19 43 268 P2733/05 541612 72.6 264.0 1221 C 14/02 45 224 P2739/12 
536846 7'.'.6 262.6 ·3104 R 17/36 43 264 P2733/06 541813 73.1 265.0 1229 N 13/59 45 323 P2739/13 
536647 80.8 258.8 3093 R 17/51 43 263 P2733/07 541814 73.0 263.1 1236 C 14/06 45 214 P2739/14 
5368.43 7".6 255.4 3089 R 18/05 43 263 PZ733/08 541621 77.3 251.9 1488 H 14/53 45 290 P2740101 
536649 8r..7 250.3 3077 R 18/25 43 268 P2733/09 541622 77.1 249.4 1496 N 15/04 45 252 P2740102 
536650 7"'.4 248.4 3076 R 18/33 43 263 P2733/10 541523 77.7 250.3 1504 N 15/00 45 294 P2740103 
536851 Se.4 2-=+2.8 3066 R 18/55 43 267 P2733/11 541824 77.4 247.7 1512 H 15/10 45 248 P2740/04 
536652 7n .l 241.6 3065 R 19/00 43 262 P2733/12 541825 78.0 248.5 1520 N 15/07 45 299 P2740/05 
536653 H.O 235.5 3056 R 19/25 43 267 P2733/13 541626 77.7 245.9 1528 H 15/18 45 243 P2740/06 
536854 71 .• 6 235.1 3055 R 19/27 43 261 P2733/14 541827 78.3 246.7 1537 N 15/14 45 307 P2740107 
536855 7' .. 4 228.8 3048 R 19/52 43 267 P2733/15 541E28 78.0 244.1 1545 H 15/25 45 236 P2740/08 
536856 n..l 229.2 3048 R 19/50 43 260 P2733116 541829 78.6 244.8 1553 M 15/22 45 318 P2740/09 
538801 71.1 293.7 1116 H 13/58 44 117 P2734/01 541830 78.3 242.1 1561 N 15/33 45 223 P2740/10 
538802 7~.0 292.4 1124 C 14/04 44 143 P2734/02 541831 78.9 242.8 1570 N 15/31 45 335 P2740/11 
538803 7~.4 293.2 1131 H 14/00 44 121 P2734/03 541832 78.5 240.1 1578 H 15/41 45 201 P2740/12 
538804 7).3 291. 7 1139 C 14/06 44 144 P2734/04 541833 79.2 240.6 1537 H 15/39 45 358 P2740/13 
539605 n.7 292.6 1146 N 14/03 44 123 P273410S 541834 78.8 237.9 1595 N 15/50 45 168 P2740/14 
538606 7;.6 291.1 1154 C 14/09 44 1,,6 P2734/06 544801 76.3 229.0 1477 H 14/30 46 281 P2741/01 535807 72.0 292.0 1161 H 14/06 44 125 P2734/07 544802 76.2 226.6 1484 H 14/,,0 46 263 P2741/0~ 
535808 7l.9 290.4 1170 C 14/12 44 148 P2734/08 544803 76.8 227.5 1492 M 14/37 ~~ ~gf ~g~i~g~ 538809 72.3 291.3 1176 H 14/09 44 127 P2734/09 544604 76.7 224.4 1499 N 14/49 
538810 72.2 289.7 1185 C 14/15 44 151 P2734/10 544605 77.4 225.2 1507 H 14/46 46 294 P2741/0~ 
538811 72.7 290.6 1191 H 14/11 44 129 P2734/11 544606 77.2 222.0 1514 N 14/59 46 259 P2741/8 
535612 72.5 289.0 1200 C 14/18 44 152 P2734/12 544607 77.9 222.7 1523 N 14/56 46 308 P27411 
538613 73.0 289.9 1207 H 14/14 44 131 P2734/13 544808 77.7 219.4 1530 H 15/09 46 248 P2741/08 
538B14 72.8 285.2 1216 C 14/21 44 154 P2734/14 544809 78.4 220.1 1539 H 15/07 46 336 P2741/09 
538815 73.3 289.1 1222 ~1 14/18 44 133 P2734/15 544810 78.2 216.7 1547 N H120 46 172 P2741/10 
538816 73.1 287.5 1231 C 14/24 44 157 P2734/16 544811 78.8 217.3 1556 H 118 
46 17 "'41111 53<;811 -67.0 296.8 7426 V 11/53 44 291 H2735/27 5':;4512 78.6 213.8 1564 H 15/32 46 108 F2741/1 539B12 -67.0 300.8 7394 R 11/37 44 289 M2735/28 544813 79.3 214.2 1573 N 15/30  46 P2741/l 
53 9 813 -66.0 289.7 7483 V 12/22 44 296 H2i35/29 544814 78.9 210.8 1581 N 15/44 46 100 P274r 
539B14 -66.3 293.7 7442 R 12106 44 294 M2735/30 544615 79.6 211.1 1591 H 15/43 46 iO P274 I! 
539B15 -64.4 283.0 7563 V 12148 44 302 N2735/31 544816 79.2 207.6 1599 N 15/5l 46 7 P274 I 
539616 -65.0 286.9 7506 R 12133 44 300 H2735/32 5451301 -62.5 267.6 6969 V 1010 47 2 2 ~27421 
539821 -62.8 324.9 7033 V 10/03 44 262 H2736/14 545502 -61.5 270.0 6978 R 9/55 47 2~0 2Z4210 
539822 -62.0 327.3 7037 R 9/54 44 260 M2736/15 545803 -63.4 262.5 6949 V 10/25 47 2 ~ P2,4VO 
539823 -63.9 319.5 7010 V 10/25 44 269 112736/16 545604 -62.5 265.4 6951 R 10/13 47 26 ~274 10 
539824 -63.1 322.2 7010 R 10/14 44 266 H2736/17 545605 -63.9 257.1 6<;44 v 10/46 47 F4 274210g 
539825 -64.5 313.4 7007 V 10/49 44 275 H27 36/18 545806 -63.3 260.3 6936 R 10/34 47 71 274210 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LAT lOti RAHGE F TOO lS SCAl ORDER~lSR PICt{O LAT lotl RAt{GE F TOO lS SCAl ORDERtlBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
545607 -64.1 251.6 6951 V 11/09 47 279 P2742107 549632 -59.3 236.0 2313 C 10/07 49 142 P2752/12 
545308 -63.7 254.9 6937 R 10/55 47 277 P2742/0S 549633 -59.3 234.0 2297 C 10/15 49 134 P2752/13 
545609 -63.9 245.7 6975 V 11/32 47 265 P2742109 549B31.f -5S.4 235.2 2291 C 10/10 49 152 P2752114 
545610 -63.7 249.3 6950 R 11/1S 47 283 P2742/10 549635 -58.4 233.3 2276 C 10/18 49 146 P2752115 
545811 -63.3 239.S 70H V 11/56 47 290 P2742111 54<;836 -57.5 23:+.4 2271 C 10/13 49 165 P2752116 
545812 -63.4 243.2 6931 R 11/43 47 263 P2742/12 549545 -63.7 233.7 2175 C 10/18 49 86 P2751/13 
545613 -62.3 234.0 7072 V 12/20 47 295 P27421l3 549346 -62.9 235.1 2157 C 10/13 49 91 P2751/14 
545614 -62.6 237.4 7029 R 12/06 47 293 P2742/14 54 9647 -62.9 233.0 2143 C 10/21 49 86 P2751/15 
545615 -60.7 228.5 7151 V 12/42 47 300 P2742/15 54%48 -62.1 234.3 2126 C 10/16 49 91 P2751/16 
545616 -61.4 232.1 7092 R 12128 47 293 P2742116 54%49 -62.1 232.4 2113 C 10123 49 85 P2751/17 
545621 -58.0 287.0 2808 C 9/16 47 184 P2744/01 549550 -61. 3 233.7 2096 C 10/18 49 91 P2751/18 
545622 -56.5 288.3 2871 C 9/11 47 187 P2744/C2 5-iS351 -61.3 231.8 2083 C 10/26 49 85 P2751/19 
545823 -56.9 266.0 2833 C 9120 47 169 P2744/03 549552 -60.5 233.0 2067 C 10/21 49 92 P2751/20 
5'+5824 -55.7 287.1 2854 C 9/15 47 191 P2744/04 5'\9653 -60.4 231.2 2053 C 10/28 49 85 P2751121 
545625 -56.1 285.0 2317 C 9/24 47 193 P2744/05 549854 -59.7 232.4 2039 C 10/24 49 92 P2751122 
545826 -54.9 286.0 2839 C 9/20 47 195 P2744/06 54<;555 -59.6 230.7 2025 C 10/31 49 85 P2751123 
545827 -55.4 283.9 2802 C 9/29 47 1 0 7 P27'+4/07 549856 -58.8 231. 9 2011 C 10/26 49 92 P2751124 
545628 -54.1 285.0 2825 C 9124 47 198 P2744/08 551607 -61.5 218.4 3298 C 9/48 49 240 P2755/07 
545829 -54.6 283.0 2768 C 9/33 47 201 P2744/09 551608 -00.3 220.0 3310 C 9/42 49 235 P2755/08 
545630 -53.3 284.0 2813 C 9/28 47 202 P2744/10 551809 -60.5 217.2 3295 C 9/53 49 243 P2755/09 
545631 -53.6 281.9 2778 C 9/37 47 205 F2744/11 551610 -59.2 218.8 3309 C 9/47 49 238 P27551l0 
545B32 -52.4 283.0 280~ C 9/33 47 206 P2744/12 551611 -59.3 215.9 3297 C 9/58 49 246 P2755/11 
545633 -52.7 281.0 2770 C 9/41 47 209 P2744/13 551612 -58.1 217.6 3310 C 9/52 49 241 P2755/12 
545834 -51.4 282.0 2797 C 9/37 47 209 P2744/14 551813 -58.2 214.9 3299 C 10/03 49 248 P2755/13 
545635 -51.8 280.1 2762 C 9/44 47 213 P2744/15 551614 -56.9 216.4 3316 C 9/57 49 243 P2755/14 
545636 -50.5 281.2 2791 C 9/40 47 212 P2744/16 551815 -56.9 213.7 3307 C 10/08 49 250 P2755/15 
545641 -58.9 283.3 2500 C 9/33 47 160 P2743101 551616 -55.6 215.2 3326 C 10/02 49 246 P2755/16 
5456,\2 -57.7 28~.1 2506 C 9/30 47 167 P2743/02 551623 -62.6 213.4 2934 C 10/11 49 256 P2753/07 
545843 -57.9 281.9 2474 C 9/39 47 167 P2743/03 551824 -61.5 215.0 2934 C 10/04 49 244 P2753/08 
545644 -56.9 283.0 2483 C 9/34 47 172 P2743/04 551625 -61. 3 212.2 2926 C 10/16 49 259 P2753/09 
545645 -57.0 280.9 2453 C 9/43 47 173 P2743/05 551826 -60.2 213.8 2927 C 10/09 49 249 P2753/10 
545846 -56.0 281.9 2462 C 9/39 47 177 F274310" 551627 -60.2 211.2 2920 C 10/20 49 261 P2753/11 
545847 -56.1 279.9 2432 C 9/47 47 179 P274Y07 551828 -59.2 212.9 2921 C 10/13 49 252 P2753/12 
545648 -55.2 281.0 2442 C 9/43 47 182 P2743/08 551629 -59.1 210.5 2915 C 10/23 49 262 P2753/13 
545649 -55.3 279.0 2413 C 9/51 47 184 P2743/09 551830 -58.1 212.1 2917 C 10/16 49 254 P2753/14 
545850 -54.3 280.1 2424 C 9/47 47 187 P2743/10 551831 -58.0 209.7 2912 C 10/26 49 263 P2753/15 
545851 -54.5 278.2 2395 C 9/54 47 190 P2743/11 551832 -56.9 211.3 2917 C 10120 49 256 P2753/16 
545652 -53.5 279.2 2407 C 9/50 47 192 P2743/12 551638 -63.6 211.1 2616 C 10/22 49 24 P2756/06 
545853 -53.6 277.4 2380 C 9/57 47 195 P2743/13 551639 -63.4 208.5 2610 C 10/33 49 359 P2756/07 
545554 -52.7 278.5 2392 C 9/53 47 1
9
" 
P2743/14 551640 -62.6 210.4 2597 C 10/25 49 340 P2756/08 
545855 -52.8 276.7 2365 C 10/01 47 200 F2743/15 5516'+1 -62.4 207.9 2592 C 10/35 49 337 P2756/09 
545556 -51.8 277.7 2378 C 9/57 47 201 P2743/16 551842 -61.6 209.6 2580 C 10/28 49 309 P2756/10 
545861 -59.0 278.9 2201 C 9/53 47 132 F274V17 551643 -61.5 207.3 2575 C 10/38 49 321 P2756/11 
545862 -58.0 279.7 21 0 6 C 9/50 47 140 P2744/18 551644 -60.7 209.0 2564 C 10/31 49 296 P2756/12 
545563 -58.1 277.9 2171 C 9/57 47 136 P2744/19 551645 -60.5 206.7 2560 C 10/40 49 309 P2756/13 
545264 -57.2 278.8 2168 C 9/54 47 142 P27'+4/20 551646 -59.8 208.4 2549 C 10/34 49 289 P2757/01 
545865 -57.3 277·fi 2144 C 10/01 47 139 P27'+4/21 551647 -59.6 206.2 2546 C 10/43 49 301 P2757/02 
545866 -56.5 278. 2142 C 9/57 47 146 P2745/01 551648 -58.8 207.8 2536 C 10/36 49 284 P2757/03 
545667 -56.6 276.3 2118 C 10/04 47 142 P2 7'+5/0 2 551551 54.7 189.6 666 C 12124 49 67 P2753/17 
545568 -55.8 277.3 2118 C 10/00 47 149 P2745/03 551852 54.S 189.0 671 C 12126 49 157 P2753/18 
545869 -55.9 275.6 2094 C 10/07 47 146 P2745/04 551!.'53 54.9 189.5 677 C 12125 49 332 P2753/19 
545570 -55.0 276.6 2094 C 10/03 47 153 P2745/05 551854 55.0 188.9 683 C 12127 49 223 P2753/20 
545871 -55.1 275.0 2071 C 10/09 47 150 P2745/06 551855 55.2 189.3 689 C 12125 49 297 P2753121 
545872 -54.3 275.9 2071 C 10/06 47 156 P27'+5/07 551856 55.3 188.8 695 C 12127 49 249 P2753/22 
545873 -54.4 274.4 2049 C 10/12 47 154 P2745/0S 551557 55.5 189.3 701 C 12/26 49 290 P2753/23 
545874 -53.5 275.3 2049 C 10lOS 47 161 P2745/09 55165.3 55.6 188.7 707 C 12128 49 260 P2753/24 
545975 -53.6 273.8 2027 C 10/15 47 158 P2745/10 551B59 55.7 189.2 714C 12/26 49 283 P2754/01 
545576 -52.8 274.7 2028 C 10/11 47 165 PL/45/11 551E60 55.9 188.6 720 C 12129 49 264 P2754/02 
547601 -56.5 257.3 2525 C 9/59 48 188 P2746/01 551861 56.1 189.1 727C 12/27 49 284 P2754/03 547502 -57.2 253.2 2530 C 9/56 48 194 P2746/02 551562 56.2 188.5 733 C 12/29 49 267 P2754/04 
547B03 -57.3 256.2 2509 C 10/04 48 200 P2746/03 551563 56.3 189.0 740 C 12/27 49 283 P2754/05 
547;'04 -56.3 257.4 2514 C 9/59 48 201 P27-i6/04 551!.'64 56.4 188.4 747 C 12/30 49 269 P2754/06 
547B05 -56.4 255.5 2494 C 10/07 48 2C3 P2746/05 551665 56.6 188.9 754 C 12/28 49 282 P2754/07 
547606 -55.4 256.7 2501 C 10/02 48 208 P2746/06 551666 56.6 188.3 761 C 12/30 49 270 P2754/08 
547807 -55.5 254.8 2 .. 81 C 10/09 48 215 P27'+6/07 5518:>7 67.9 180.6 1093 H 13/05 ·49 285 P2757/04 
547808 -54.5 255.9 241:3 C 10/05 48 213 P2746/08 5511368 68.0 179.1 1100 E 13/11 49 258 F2757/05 
547609 -54.6 254.1 2469 C 10/12 48 221 P2746/09 551869 68.3 180.2 1108 13/06 49 285 P2757/06 
547810 -53.6 255.3 2477 C 10/08 48 218 P2746/10 551570 68.3 178.6 1115 13/13 49 259 P2757/07 
547611 -53.7 253.5 2459 C 10/15 48 225 P2746/11 551571 68.7 179.7 1123 H 13/08 49 286 P2757/08 
547812 -52.7 254.7 2467 C 10/11 48 223 P2746/12 551872 68.8 178.1 1130 C 13/15 49 253 P2757109 
547813 -52.8 252.9 2449 C 10/18 48 230 P2746/13 551573 69.1 179.2 1137 H 13/11 49 287 P2757/10 
547614 -5.~ .. 9 254.1 2453 C 10/13 43 226 P2746/14 551574 69.2 177.5 1145 C 13/18 49 257 P2757/11 
547815 -5:.9 252.4 2441 C 10120 48 233 P2746/15 551575 69.6 178.6 1152 H 13/13 49 289 P2757/12 
5'+7516 -51.0 253.5 2451 C 10/15 48 ,pO F27,+,,/16 551576 69.6 176.9 1160 C 13/20 49 256 P2757/13 
547621 -51\.5 253.6 2209 C 10/16 48 30 P2745l12 551577 70.0 178.0 1167 tl 13/16 49 2 90 P2757/14 
547822 -5".7 254.3 2202 C 10/14 48 141 P2745/13 55167.3 70.0 176.2 1175 C 13/23 49 255 P2757115 
547623 -51.8 252.7 2180 C 10/20 48 1-? P2745/14 551B79 70.4 177.4 1182 H 13/18 49 293 P2757/16 ~~ 
547824 -51:>.9 253.7 21eo c 10/16 48 143 P2745/15 551B30 70.5 175.6 1190 C 13/26 49 253 P2757/17 
547625 -57 .1 252.1 2165 C 10/23 48 139 P2745/16 551B.31 70.9 176.8 1198 M 13121 49 2<;4 P2757/18 
547826 -50.3 253.2 2160 C 10/19 48 154 P2745/17 551B82 70.9 174.8 1205 C 13/29 49 250 P27571l9 
547827 -5~.4 251.6 2145 C 10/25 48 147 P2745/18 551853 74.6 169.6 1425 H 13/52 49 284 P2754/C9 
547828 -5' .6 252.7 2141 C 10121 48 162 P2745/19 551884 74.5 166.7 1432 C 14/03 49 263 P2754/10 
547329 -5~.7 251.2 2126 C 10/27 48 156 P2745/Z0 551585 75.1 168.1 1440 tt 13/58 49 286 P2754/11 
547830 -5'·.9 252.2 2121 C 10/23 48 170 P27-i51Z1 551886 75.0 165.2 1447 C 14/10 49 262 P2754/12 
547631 -5!·.0 250.7 2107 C 10129 48 167 P2745/22 551887 75.6 166.7 1455 H 14/04 49 289 P2754/13 
547832 -s·- .2 251.8 2103 C 10/25 48 179 P2745/23 551888 75.5 163.6 1462 C 14/16 49 259 P2754/14 
547833 -5~.3 250.3 2028 C 10/31 48 18D P27'+5;'24 551889 76.1 165.1 1470 H 14/10 49 293 P2754/15 
547834 -5:.5 251.3 2065 C 10/27 48 188 P2745/25 551590 75.9 161.9 1478 C 14/23 49 256 P2754/16 
5'+7835 -5~.6 249.9 2071 C 10/32 48 193 P2745/26 551891 76.6 163.3 1486 H 14/17 49 300 P2754/17 
547636 -5;.9 250.9 2068 C 10/28 48 197 P2745/27 551692 76.4 160.0 1493 C 14/31 49 248 P2754/18 
549805 -6J.9 240.5 2692 C 9/46 49 172 P2750/05 551693 77.1 161.5 1502 t1 14/25 49 313 P2754/19 
5'+9806 -6l.S 241.8 2693 C 9/41 49 179 FZ750/06 551894 76.9 158.0 1510 C 14/39 49 230 P2754/20 
549307 -6~.0 239.5 2673 C 9/50 49 1.33 P2750/07 551695 77.5 159.5 1518 H 14/33 49 333 P2754/21 
549508 -5".9 2,+0.8 2675 C 9/45 49 139 P2750/08 551B9" 77.2 156.1 1526 C 14/47 49 196 P2754/22 
549309 -60.1 238.6 2656 C 9/54 49 195 P2751101 5515'l7 77.9 157.5 1535 H 14/41 49 P2754/23 
549310 -5'~.0 239.8 :::659 C 9/49 49 197 P2751/02 55189.3 77.6 153.8 1543 C 14/56 49 148 P2754/24 
549511 -5<;.2 237.7 2640 C 9/58 49 204 P2751/03 553503 -61.9 1<;6.8 2563 C 9/57 50 168 P2758/03 
549312 -5f·.1 238.9 2644 C 9/53 49 205 P2751/Q4 55360 ... -61. 0 198.3 2560 C 9/51 50 178 P275S/04 
549813 -5l.3 23".9 2625 C 10/01 49 213 P2751/05 553605 -61. 0 195.9 25'+5 C 10/01 50 190 P2753/05 
549614 -5;.2 238.1 2631 C 9/56 49 211 P2751/0b 553506 -60.2 197.4 2542 C 9/55 50 191 P2758/06 
549815 -5:.4 236.1 2613 C 10/04 49 220 P2751/07 553507 -60.1 195.1 2528 C 10/04 50 209 P2758/07 
549B16 -5&.4 237.3 2619 C 9/59 49 217 P2751108 553808 -59.3 196.5 2525 C 9/59 50 205 P2758/08 
549825 -6<:'6 237.7 2394 C 9/59 49 114 PZ752/05 553809 -59.3 1 94.3 2511 C 10/08 50 223 P2758/09 
549826 -6~.7 239.0 2386 C 9/54 49 125 P2752106 553610 -58.5 1'15.7 2509 C 10/02 50 215 P2758/10 
549827 -6j.8 236.9 2369 C 10/03 49 117 P2752/07 553611 -58.4 193.6 2497 C 10/11 50 232 P2758/11 
549828 -6(.9 238.0 2361 C 9/58 49 130 P2752/08 553612 -57.6 1"5.0 2495 C 10/05 50 223 P2758/12 
54':;829 -6l.0 236.0 2344 C 10/06 49 121 P27521C" 553813 -57.6 192.9 2483 C 10/14 50 238 P2753/13 
549830 -6r.l 236.8 2336 C 10/03 49 134 P2752110 553514 -29. 8 19".3 2481 C 10/08 50 229 P2758/14 
549831 -60.2 234.8 2320 C 10/12 49 125 P2752111 553B15 -=>0.7 192.3 2470 C 10/16 50 243 P2758/1S 
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VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
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PICNO LAT Lml RAllGE F TOO LS SC.\Z OROEP.I~8R PICtlO LAT LON RAI:GE F TOO LS SCAZ OROER~BR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------553816 -55.9 193.6 2469 C 10/11 50 235 P2758/16 558817 -55.2 129.0 2102 C 11/10 53 335 P2764/35 
553B26 -62.7 194.3 2272 C 10/10 50 S8 P2759/06 55S81S -54.6 130.4 2080 C 11/04 53 330 PS040/36 
553827 -62.7 192.2 2262 C 10/18 50 77 P2759/07 558621 -60.8 135.7 19i1 C 10/44 53 48 P2765/40 
553828 -62.0 193.6 2248 C 10/13 50 1>8 P275Q/08 558822 -59.9 136.9 1943 C 10/40 53 51 P2765/41 
553B29 -62.0 191.6 2237 C 10121 50 76 P2759/09 556823 -60.1 135.2 1946 C 10/47 53 45 P2765/42 
553B30 -61.2 193.0 2224 C 10115 50 88 P2759/10 558824 -59.3 136.5 1921 C 10/42 53 49 P2765/43 
553831 -61.2 191.1 2214 C 10/23 50 74 P275Q/ll 558825 -59.5 134.8 1924 C 10/49 53 43 P2765/44 
553B32 -60.5 192.4 2201 C 10/18 50 88 P2759/12 558826 -58.7 136.0 1900 C 10/44 53 46 P2765/45 
553633 -60.5 190.6 2192 C 10/25 50 73 P2759/13 558827 -58.8 134.4 1903 C 10/50 53 41 P2765/46 
553834 -59.8 191.9 2179 C 10/20 50 88 P2759/14 558628 -58.1 135.6 1878 C 10/45 53 44 P2765/47 
553835 -59.7 190.1 2169 C 10/27 50 70 P2759/15 5510829 -58.2 134.0 1882 C 10/52 53 38 P2765/48 
553636 -59.0 191.4 2157 C 10/22 50 83 P2759/16 558630 -57.5 135.2 1858 C 10/47 53 41 P2765/49 
555605 -64.9 133.8 2944 C 12/46 51 355 P2759/21 553631 -57.6 133.7 lS61 C 10/53 53 36 P2765/50 
555606 -64.5 137.4 2887 C 12/31 51 353 P2759/22 558632 -56.9 134.9 1837 C 10/49 53 39 P2765/51 
555607 -63.8 133.9 2937 C 12/46 51 352 P2759/23 55S933 -57.0 133.4 1841 C 10/55 53 34 P2765/52 
555808 -63.4 137.3 2879 C 12/32 51 350 P2759/24 558834 -56.3 134.5 1817 C 10/50 53 36 P2766/01 
555809 -62.9 134.0 2927 C 12/45 51 350 P2760/01 55S635 -56.4 133.0 1821 C 10/56 53 31 P2766/02 
555610 -62.4 137.4 2870 C 12132 51 347 P2760/02 558636 -55.7 134.1 1798 C 10/52 53 33 P2766/03 
555811 -1>1.7 134.1 2922 C 12/45 51 347 P271>0/03 556837 -55.7 132.7 1801 C 10/58 53 28 P2766/04 
555612 -61.4 137.4 2864 C 12132 51 345 P2760/04 558638 -55.1 133.8 1778 C 10/53 53 30 P2766/05 
555813 -60.7 134.2 2917 C 12145 51 345 P2760/05 560801 63.5 98.9 907 C 12/30 53 91 P2767/01 
555614 -60.4 137.3 2859 C 12132 51 342 P2760/06 51:0802 63.6 97.8 914 C 12/34 53 111 P2767/02 
555815 -59.6 134;2 2915 C 12145 51 342 P2760/07 560803 63.9 93.5 920 C 12131 53 93 P2767/03 
555816 -59.3 137.2 2858 C 12133 51 340 P2760/08 560804 64.0 97.4 928 C 12136 53 114 P2767/04 
555826 -64.9 142.8 2560 C 12/12 51 7 P2761/22 560805 64.2 98.1 934 C 12133 53 95 P2767/05 
555627 -64.6 139.6 2597 C 12125 51 5 P2761/23 560B06 64.3 97.0 941 C 12137 53 118 P2767/06 
555828 -63.9 142.7 2542 C 12113 51 4 P2761108 560607 64.5 97.6 947 C 12135 53 98 P2767/07 
555829 -63.6 139.5 2580 C 12/25 51 2 P2761/09 560803 64.6 96.6 955 C 12139 53 123 P2767/08 
555830 -62.9 142.5 2526 C 12113 51 1 P27611l0 560609 64.9 97.2 961 C 12137 53 102 P2767/09 
555831 -62.6 139.6 2564 C 12125 51 P2761111 560810 65.0 96.1 969 C 12/41 53 129 P2767/10 
555832 -62.0 142.6 2509 C 12/13 51 358 P2761112 560Bll 65.2 96.8 975 C 12139 53 107 P2767/11 
555833 -61.6 139.7 2549 C 12125 51 357 P2761113 560B12 65.3 95.7 983 C 12143 53 136 P2767/12 
555834 -61. 0 142.4 2496 C 12/14 51 355 P2761/14 560B13 65.5 96.4 989 C 12140 53 114 P2767/13 
555835 -60.5 139.6 2537 C 12/25 51 354 P2761115 560814 65.6 95.2 997 C 12145 53 141 P2767/14 
555836 -60.0 142.3 2485 C 12/15 51 352 P2761116 560815 65.8 96.0 1003 C 12142 53 119 P2767/15 
5556';6 -64.9 147.0 2294 C 11/58 51 22 P2760/14 560B16 65.9 94.8 1011 C 12147 53 146 P2767/16 
555847 -64.7 144.3 2324 C 12109 51 20 P27t>0/15 560817 66.2 95.6 1017 C 12/44 53 124 P2767/17 
555648 -64.1 147.0 2268 C 11/58 51 20 P2760/16 560818 66.2 94.4 1025 C 12149 53 152 P2767/18 
555649 -63.9 144.3 2300 C 12109 51 18 P27601l7 560819 66.5 95.1 1032 C 12146 53 134 P2767/19 
555850 -63.2 147.0 2244 C 11153 51 18 P2760/13 560820 66.6 93.9 1040 C 12151 53 159 P2767/20 
555851 -63.1 144.3 2277 C 12/09 51 16 P2760/19 560841 81.8 73.2 3484 H 14/31 53 287 P2769/01 
555852 -62.4 146.9 2222 C 11/59 51 16 P2760/20 560B42 81.2 63.1 3457 H 15/11 53 284 P2769/02 
555853 -62.2 144.4 2253 C 12/09 51 14 P2760/21 56G643 82.7 64.1 3453 H 15/07 53 288 P2769/03 
555854 -61.6 146.8 2199 C 11/59 51 14 P2760/22 560844 82.1 52.4 3420 H 15/54 53 2S5 P2769/04 
555855 -61.4 144.4 2230 C 12109 51 12 P2760/23 560845 83.6 51.9 3422 M 15/56 53 289 P2769/05 
555856 -60.8 146.8 2178 C 11/59 51 12 P2760/24 560846 82.6 40.7 3392 H 16/41 53 28!> P2769/06 
557801 -59.8 136.4 2258 C 11/18 52 354 P2763101 560847 84.0 36.5 3393 H 16/58 53 291 P2769/07 
557802 -59.0 138.0 2231 C 11/12 52 350 P2763o;19 560848 82.8 27.8 3367 H 17/33 53 287 P2769/08 
557803 -58.9 135.9 2244 C 11120 52 350 P2763/03 560849 84.1 21.1 3371 H 18/00 53 292 P2769/09 
557604 -58.3 137.6 2217 C 11/13 52 347 P2763104 560850 82.6 15.4 3348 H 18/23 53 288 P2769/10 
557B05 -58.1 135.5 2231 C 11/22 52 346 P2763/05 560851 83.7 7.1 3355 H 18/56 53 294 P2769/11 
557806 -57.5 137.1 2204 C 11/16 52 343 P2763/06 560852 82.1 4.3 3333 H 19/07 53 290 P2769/12 
557807 -57.4 135.1 2217 C 11124 52 344 PZ763/07 560653 83.0 354.8 3340 H 19/45 53 297 P2769/13 
557B08 -56.8 136.8 2191 C 11/17 52 340 P2763/03 560B54 81.4 355.1 3323 H 19/44 53 292 P2769/14 
557809 -56.6 134.8 2205 C 11/25 52 341 P2763/09 560855 82.2 346.2 3334 H 20/20 53 299 P2769/15 
557810 -56.1 136.4 2178 C 11/19 52 337 P2763/10 560656 80.6 347.9 3318 H 20/13 53 295 P2769/16 
557811 -55.9 134.5 2193 C 11/27 52 338 P2763/11 560857 81.2 339.3 3330 H 20/48 53 303 P2769/17 
557812 -55.4 136.1 2166 C 11/20 52 335 P2763/12 560853 79.7 3:'1. 9 3316 H 20/37 53 298 P2769/18 
557613 -55.2 134.2 2181 C 11/28 52 336 P2763/13 560659 80.2 334.1 3330 H 21/08 53 306 P2769/19 
557614 -54.6 135.7 2154 C 11/22 52 332 P2763114 560660 78.8 337.3 3318 H 20/56 53 301 P2769/20 
557815 -54.4 133.8 2171 C 11/29 52 333 PZ763/15 560861 79.3 66.6 4072 H 15/00 53 279 P2768/01 
557816 -53.9 135.4 2145 C 11/23 52 330 P2763/16 560862 78.6 56.9 4030 H 15/40 53 275 P2768/02 
55i821 -61.5 140.2 2011 C 11/05 52 37 P2762/01 560863 80.3 57.5 4019 H 15/37 53 279 P2768/03 
557822 -60.6 141.7 1977 C 10/59 52 38 PZ762/02 560B64 79.4 47.8 3980 H 16/16 53 276 P2768/04 
557623 -60.7 139.9 1986 C 11/07 52 35 P2762/03 560865 81.1 46.1 3967 H 16/23 53 280 P2768/05 
557824 -60.0 141.4 1954 C 11/01 52 36 P2762/04 560866 79.8 37.9 3936 H 16/56 53 276 P2768/06 
557825 -60.1 139.7 1964 C 11/08 52 33 P2762/05 560867 81.5 33.8 3923 H 17/12 53 280 P2768/07 
557626 -59.4 141.1 1932 C 11/02 52 35 P2762/06 560868 80.0 27.4 3896 H 17138 53 276 P2768/08 
557827 -59.5 139.4 1942 C 11/09 52 31 P2762/07 560869 81.5 22.2 3889 H 17/58 53 281 P2768/09 
557828 -58.7 140.8 1911 C 11/03 52 32 P2762/08 560870 79.8 18.1 3867 H 18/15 53 277 P2768/10 
557629 -58.8 139.2 1921 C 11/10 52 29 P2762109 560671 81.1 11.6 3860 H 18/41 53 282 P2771/01 
557630 -58.1 140.5 1890 C 11/05 52 30 P2762110 560672 79.4 9.0 3839 H 18/51 53 277 P2771/02 
557831 -53.2 138.9 1899 C 11/11 52 27 P2762/11 560873 80.5 1.7 3336 H 19/21 53 283 P2771/03 
557832 -57.5 140.3 1870 C 11/06 52 28 P2762112 560674 78.8 1.3 3318 H 19/23 53 278 P2771/04 
557633 -57.5 138.7 1879 C 11/12 52 25 P2762/13 560875 79.7 353.3 3814 H 19/55 53 284 P2771/05 
557834 -56.8 140.0 1850 C 11/07 52 26 P2762114 560B76 77.9 353.9 3798 H 19/52 53 279 P2771/06 
557835 -56.9 138.5 1859 C 11113 52 22 P2762115 560B77 78.7 346.6 3799 H 20/F 53 236 P2771/07 
557836 -56.2 139.7 1829 C 11/08 52 23 P2762/16 560678 77.0 348.1 3785 H 201 6 53 279 P2771/08 
5578:.1 -61.7 143.6 1889 C 10/54 52 52 P2763/17 560679 77.6 340.9 3787 H 20/45 53 288 P2771/09 
557842 -60.9 144.8 1855 C 10/49 52 54 P2763/18 560830 76.0 342.9 3775 H 20/36 53 281 P2771/10 
557643 -61.0 143.2 1865 C 10/56 52 51 P2763*19 560881 87.2 18.5 4573 V 18/18 53 295 P2770/01 
557644 -60.3 144.2 1832 C 10/52 52 53 P8041127 560682 85.3 17.1 4544 V 18/23 53 292 P2770/02 
557845 -60.4 142.8 1842 C 10/53 52 50 P8041128 560683 87.1 12.4 4585 C 18/42 53 296 P2770/03 
557846 -59.7 143.9 1809 C 10i53 52 51 P8041/29 560884 85.2 13.3 4555 C 18/38 53 292 P2770/04 
557647 -59.9 142.4 1819 C 10/59 52 48 P8041130 560887 86.9 1.5 4610 R 19/25 53 296 P2770/07 
557649 -59.2 142.0 1796 C 11/01 52 47 P2765/06 560888 85.0 6.7 4580 R 19/05 53 292 P2770/08 
557850 -58.5 143.1 1764 C 10/97 52 49 P2765/07 560691 82.9 9.7 5013 V 18/56 53 286 P2772101 
557851 -58.7 141.7 1775 C 11/02 52 46 P2765/08 560892 80.9 11.7 4995 V 18/48 53 281 P2772/02 
557852 -57.9 142.7 1742 C 10/58 52 48 P2765/09 560893 82.8 7.4 5023 C 19/05 53 286 P2772/03 
557853 -58.1 141.4 1753 C 11/04 52 45 P2765/10 56089:' 80.8 9.8 5005 C 18/56 53 281 P2772/04 
557654 -57.3 142.4 1720 C 11/00 52 46 P2765/11 560897 82.5 3.0 5043 R 19/23 53 286 P2772107 
557855 -5 7 .5 141.0 1732 C 11/05 52 43 P2765/12 560698 80.5 6.4 5026 R 19/10 53 281 P2772/08 
557856 -51.8 142.1 1699 C 11/01 52 45 P2765/13 562803 -61.9 104.4 2326 C 10/18 54 14 P2774/03 
558801 -60.8 132.7 2222 C 10/54 53 8 PZ764/19 562604 -61.0 105.7 2311 C 10/13 54 8 P2774/04 
558802 -6r.l 134.3 2200 C 10/43 53 7 P2764120 562B05 -61.0 103.8 2307 C 10120 54 P2774/05 
558803 -6~.1 132.1 2206 C 10/57 53 3 P2764/21 562806 -60.1 105.1 2293 C 10/15 54 346 P2774/06 
558804 -5 Q .5 133.6 2184 C 10/51 53 1 P2764122 562807 -60.1 103.2 2289 C 10/23 54 344 P2774/07 
553605 -59.4 131.5 2189 C 10/59 53 358 P2764/23 562B08 -59.2 104.5 2275 C 10/18 54 325 P2774/08 
558806 -5e.8 133.1 2167 C 10/53 53 355 P2764/24 562B09 -59.3 102.7 2272 C 10/25 54 332 P2774/09 
558807 -5C.7 131.1 2173 C 11/01 53 354 P2764/25 562810 -58.4 104.0 2259 C 10/20 54 311 P2774/10 
558808 -5~.1 132.5 2151 C 10/55 53 350 P2764/26 562811 -58.4 102.2 2256 C 10/27 54 321 P2774/11 
555809 -5P.0 130.6 2158 C 11/03 53 349 P276.v27 562812 -57.5 103.4 2244 C 10/22 54 302 P2774/12 
558610 -5~.3 132.1 2136 C 10/57 53 345 P2764/28 562813 -57.5 101. 7 2241 C 10/29 54 312 P2774/13 
558811 -5:'.3 130.2 2143 C 11/05 53 345 P2764/29 562814 -56.6 102.9 2231 C 10124 54 296 P2774/14 
558612 -5t.7 131.6 2121 C 10/59 53 341 P2764/30 562615 -56.6 101.3 2228 C 10/31 54 305 P2775/01 
558813 -5( .5 129.8 2129 C 11/07 53 341 P2764/31 562616 -55.7 102.4 2218 C 10/27 54 291 P2775/02 
558614 -5:.9 131.2 2107 C 11/01 53 337 P2764/32 562824 -62.4 102.3 2074 C 10129 54 47 P2773/04 
558815 -5!.9 129.4 2115 C 11/08 53 338 P2764/33 562825 -62.4 100.5 2074 C 10/36 54 41 P2773/05 
558B16 -5:.3 130.8 2093 C 11/03 53 333 P2764/34 562626 -61.6 101. 9 2049 C 10/30 54 45 P2773/06 
3-166 
VIK~NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--picNo---lAT---lON--RAN8E-F--TOD--lS-SCAZ-O~DER~iR--pICNo---lAT---LoN--RANGE-F--roo--Ls-scAz-oRDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------562B27 -61.6 100.2 2049 C 10/38 54 39 P2773/07 565861 -31.2 71.5 945 C 10/47 56 313 P2781*01 
562828 -60.8 101.5 2024 C 10/32 54 42 P2773/08 565862 -31.0 72.1 933 C 10/45 56 308 P2781*02 
562829 -60.8 99.8 2023 C 10/39 54 36 P2773/09 565B63 -31.1 71.9 926 C 10/46 56 321 P2781/03 
562830 -60.1 101.2 2000 C 10/33 54 39 P2773/10 565864 -30.8 72.5 917 C 10/43 56 313 P2781/C4 
562831 -60.0 99.6 1999 C 10/40 54 33 P2773/11 565865 -30.9 72.4 910 C 10/44 56 333 P2781/05 
562832 -59.3 100.9 1976 C 10/35 54 36 P2773/12 565866 -30.7 72.9 901 C 10/42 56 329 P2781/06 g%~~~~ :ii:~ 166:g t~~~ E tg~~; i~ ~~ ~~~~i~l~ ~~~§g~ :~g:l ~I:~ iiI ~ l8~~~ i~ 3!~ ~~~il~8~ ~~~~~~ -57.7 166:! t~~~ E ig~~~ 54 ~~ P2773/16 ~~~§~6 :~g:~ 73.7 875 C 10/39 56 99 P2781/10 562B~6 -63.0 98.4 19~6 C 10/47 54 46 P2775/08 566801 68.3 38.1 1096 C 12/47 56 122 P2782/01 
562847 -62.9 96.6 1953 C 10/54 54 44 P2775/09 566802 68.3 36.8 1104 C 12/52 56 135 P2782/02 
562848 -62.1 98.2 1914 C 10/~8 54 46 P2775/10 566803 68.6 37.8 1110 C 12/48 56 121 P2782/03 
562849 -62.1 96.6 1920 C 10/54 54 43 P2775/11 566804 68.7 36.4 1119 C 12/54 56 133 P2782/04 
562850 -61.3 98.1 1882 C 10/48 54 45 P2775/12 566805 69.0 37.4 1125 C 12/50 56 118 P2782/05 
562851 -61.3 96.5 1888 C 10/55 54 42 P2775/13 566806 69.1 36.0 1134 C 12/56 56 131 P2782/06 
562852 -60.5 98.0 1851 C 10/49 54 44 P2775/14 566807 69.4 37.1 1139 C 12/51 56 116 P2782/07 
562853 -60.5 96.5 1857 C 10/55 54 41 P2775/15 566B08 69.4 35.7 1148 C 12/57 56 130 P2782/08 
562854 -59.7 97.9 1821 C 10/50 54 43 P2775/16 566809 69.7 36.8 1154 C 12/53 56 113 P2782/09 
562855 -59.7 96.4 1827 C 10/55 54 40 P2775/17 566610 69.8 35.3 1163 C 12/59 56 129 P2782/10 
562856 -58.9 97.8 1791 C 10/50 54 42 P2775/18 566611 70.0 36.5 1169 C 12/54 56 III P2782/11 
564601 -52.7 91.4 1986 C 9/57 55 209 P2776/01 566812 70.1 35.0 1177 C 13/00 56 128 P2782/12 
564B02 -51.8 92.2 1935 C 9/54 55 209 P2776/02 566813 70.3 36.1 11S4 C 12/56 56 109 P2782/13 
564B03 -51.9 90.8 1971 C 10/00 55 219 P2776/03 56681~ 70.~ 34.6 1192 C 13/02 56 127 P2782/1~ 
564804 -51.2 91.7 1970 C 9/56 55 215 P2776/04 566815 70.7 35.8 1199 C 12/57 56 104 P2783/01 
564605 -51.2 90.4 1957 C 10/02 55 224 P2776/05 566616 70.7 34.3 1207 C 13/03 56 124 P2783/02 
564806 -50.5 91.3 1956 C 9/58 55 220 P2776/06 566B17 71.1 35.5 1214 C 12/59 56 100 P2783/03 
564807 -50.5 90.0 1943 C 10/03 55 229 P2776/07 566818 71.1 34.0 1222 C 13/05 56 120 P2783/04 
564608 -49.8 90.8 1943 C 10/00 55 224 P2776/08 566619 71.5 35.3 1230 C 13/00 56 93 P2783/05 
564B09 -49.8 89.6 1929 C 10/05 55 233 P2776/09 566820 71.5 33.7 1238 C 13/06 56 116 P2783/06 
564810 -49.1 90.4 1929 C 10/02 55 228 P2776/10 566821 73.6 29.5 1403 H 13/24 56 267 P2784/01 i~~il~ :~i:~ ~6:~ l~~l § l8~8~ Ii ~~i ~~~~~~l~ i~!i~! ~2:~ ~~:~ l2~~ a li~~~ i~ 18~ ~~~j2~g! 
564614 -47.7 ~~:~ 1904 C 10/05 55 ~~~ P2776/14 566825 74.5 27.3 1435 H 13/33 56 252 P2784/05 
564615 -47.7 88.4 1892 C 10/10 55 241 P2776/15 566626 74.4 2~.8 1444 H 13/43 56 187 P2784/06 
564816 -47.0 89.2 1893 C 10/07 55 236 P2776/16 566827 74.9 26.0 1452 H 13/39 56 177 P2784!.07 
564821 -52.7 83.4 1690 C 10/12 55 86 P2778/01 566828 74.8 23.5 1461 H 13/49 56 173 P2784/0S ~~~~~~ :i~:I ~~:f l~l! ~ 19~1~ ii ~~ ~~~~i~g~ i~~i~~ ~i:~ ~i:I l~~l ~ li~i~ i~ li~ ~~~i~~l~ ~g2g~~ -51.5 gj:~ 1651 C 10/14 55 19~ P2778/05 566632 75.6 20.6 1494 H 14/01 56 150 P2784/12 
564826 -51.0 88.7 1642 C 10/11 55 102 P2778/06 566833 76.1 21.9 1502 H 13/56 56 107 P2784/13 
564827 -50.9 87.6 1632 C 10/15 55 86 P2778/07 566834 76.0 19.0 1511 H 14/07 56 142 P2784/14 
564828 -50.4 88.4 1624 C 10/12 55 105 P2778/08 566635 76.5 20.3 1519 H 14/02 56 105 P2784/15 
564829 -50.3 87.3 1614 C 10/17 55 86 P2778/09 566836 76.3 17.4 1528 H 14/14 56 136 P8163*21 gg2~~~ :~~:~ ~~:t t~g~ E i8~ig ~~ 19~ ~~~~~~i~ ~g~~~§ ~g:j i~:~ i~~~ ~ i~~~~ ~~ i~~ ~~ig~)~~ i~tii! :~~:i ~l:~ lll~ § l8;ll Ii 1~~ ~~~~i~l! I~~ift~ ~i:~ 3!~:i l!~~ ~ l~~!~ i~ i~~ ~~~i~~~~ 
564B35 -48.5 ~l:~ 1559 C 10/20 55 1!~ P2778/15 566842 77.8 351.2 1681 H 15/59 56 131 P2783/03 
564836 -47.9 87.4 1551 C 10/17 55 128 P2778/16 566843 78.5 351.5 1685 H 15/59 56 124 P2783/09 
564841 -53.8 86.7 1553 C 10/21 55 67 P2776/17 566844 78.0 347.9 1703 H 16/13 56 129 P2783/10 
564642 -53.1 87.4 1533 C 10/18 55 70 P2776/18 566845 78.6 348.1 1707 H 16/12 56 122 P2783/11 56~843 -53.1 86.5 1529 C 10/22 55 67 P2776/19 566646 78.1 344.6 1725 H 16/26 56 127 P2783/12 
564844 -52.5 87.2 1510 C 10/19 55 70 P2776/20 566647 78.8 344.7 1729 H 16/26 56 121 P2783/13 
564845 -52.5 86.3 1506 C 10/23 55 67 P2776/21 566648 78.3 341.4 1747 H 16/39 56 126 P2783/14 5648~6 -51.9 87.0 1487 C 10/20 55 70 P2776/22 566849 78.9 341.2 1751 H 16/40 56 119 P2783/15 564847 -51.9 86.1 1483 C 10/24 55 67 P2776/23 566850 78.3 338.1 1770 H 16/53 56 124 P2783/16 
564848 -51.2 86.8 1464 C 10/21 55 70 P2776/24 566651 79.0 338.5 1771 H 16/51 56 119 P2783/17 
564649 -51.2 85.9 1460 C 10/25 55 66 P2776/25 566652 7S.4 334.6 1793 H 17/07 56 123 P2783/18 
564850 -50.6 86.6 1441 C 10/22 55 70 P2776/26 566853 79.1 334.1 1796 H 17/09 56 117 P2783/19 
564851 -50.6 85.7 1437 C 10/26 55 66 P2776/27 566854 78.4 331.4 1816 H 17/20 56 122 P2783/20 
564652 -49.9 86.4 1418 C 10/23 55 70 P2776/28 566655 79.1 330.7 1819 H 17/22 56 116 P2783/21 
564853 -49.9 85.5 1414 C 10/27 55 66 P2777/01 566656 78.3 328.0 1839 H 17/33 56 121 P2783/22 
564654 -49.3 86.2 1396 C 10/24 55 70 P2777/02 566857 79.0 327.2 1843 H 17/37 56 115 P2783/23 
564855 -49.2 85.3 1391 C 10/27 55 66 P2777/03 566653 78.2 324.8 1863 H 17/46 56 120 P2783/24 
564856 -48.6 86.0 1374 C 10/25 55 70 P2777/04 566859 78.9 323.9 1866 H 17/50 56 115 P2783/25 
565804 -60.0 81.8 2292 C 9/54 56 236 P2778/20 566860 78.1 321.5 1887 H 18/00 56 119 P2783/26 
565805 -60.1 79.9 2284 C 10/02 56 342 P2778/21 566861 78.0 358.9 2042 H 15/32 56 260 P2785/01 
565806 -59.3 81.2 2274 C 9/57 56 264 P2778/22 566862 77.4 355.4 2051 H 15/46 56 248 P2785/02 
565807 -59.4 79.4 2266 C 10/04 56 316 P2778/23 566663 78.2 356.4 2056 H 15/42 56 259 P2785/03 
56580S -58.6 80.6 2257 C 9/59 56 265 P2778/24 566864 77.7 352.4 2065 H 15/58 56 245 P2785/04 
565609 -58.6 78.8 2249 C 10/06 56 300 P2779/01 566865 78.4 353.1 2070 H 15/55 56 256 P2785/05 
565810 -57.9 80.1 2240 C 10/01 56 266 P2779/02 566866 77.8 349.1 2079 H 16/12 56 241 P2785/06 
565611 -57.9 78.4 2233 C 10/0S 56 292 P2779/03 566667 78.6 349.5 2084 H 16/10 56 253 P2785/07 
565812 -57.1 79.6 2224 C 10/04 56 266 P2779/04 566868 78.0 345.5 2093 H 16/26 56 235 P2785/08 
565813 -57.2 77.9 2217 C 10/10 56 287 P2779/05 566669 78.8 345.6 2099 H 16/26 56 249 P2785/09 
565814 -56.4 79.1 2209 C 10/06 56 266 P2779/06 566670 78.2 341.6 2108 H 16/42 56 228 P2785/10 ~~~~l~ :~~:~ ~~:g ~f~~ E l8~6§ ~~ ~~t ~~~~~~g~ g~~~~~ f~:~ ~~1:~ ~l~2 n ig~~g ~g ~t§ ~~f~g~i~ 
565823 -61.7 76.9 2062 C 10/16 56 48 P2777/07 566873 79.1 337.2 2129 M 17/00 56 231 P2785/13 
565824 -60.9 78.2 2042 C 10/11 56 54 P2780/01 566674 78.3 333.6 2140 H 17/14 56 205 P278S/14 
565825 -60.9 76.5 2038 C 10/18 56 46 P2780/02 566675 79.1 332.9 2146 H 17/17 56 215 P2785/15 
565626 -60.2 77.7 2019 C 10/13 56 51 P2780/03 566676 7S.3329.7 2158 H 17/30 56 191 P2785/16 
565627 -60.2 76.1 2015 C 10/20 56 43 P2780/04 566877 79.1 32S.8 2163 H 17/34 56 194 P2785/17 
565828 -59.5 77.3 1996 C 10115 56 48 P2780/05 566878 78.2 326.0 2176 H 17/45 56 177 P2785/18 
565829 -59.5 75.7 1993 C 10/21 56 39 P2780/06 566B79 79.0 324.8 2181 H 17/50 56 170 P2785/19 
565630 -58.7 76.9 1974 C 10/17 56 44 P2780/07 566880 78.1 322.0 2194 H 18/01 56 163 P2785/20 
565631 -58.7 75.3 1971 C 10/23 56 35 P2780/08 567801 -60.4 39.4 2369 C 11/24 56 345 P2788/01 
565832 -58.0 76.5 1953 C 10/18 56 40 P2780/09 567B02 -59.5 41.0 2341 C 11/18 56 342 P2788/02 
565633 -58.0 75.0 1949 C 10/24 56 31 P2780/10 567603 -59.3 39.0 2360 C 11/26 56 342 P2788/03 
565634 -57.3 76.1 1931 C 10/20 56 34 P2780/11 567604 -58.7 40.6 2331 C 11/20 56 339 P278S/04 
565835 -57.2 74.7 1928 C 10/26 56 25 P2781*01 567605 -58.4 38.7 2351 C 11/28 56 339 P2788/05 
565636 -56.5 75.8 1911 C 10/21 56 28 P27S1*02 567606 -57.8 40.2 2323 C 11/21 56 336 P2788/06 
565844 -62.0 76.0 1899 C 10/22 56 55 P2779/12 567807 -57.6 38.3 2344 C 11/29 56 337 P2788/07 
565845 -62.0 74.3 1899 C 10/29 56 51 P2779/13 567608 -56.9 39.9 2315 C 11/23 56 333 P2788/08 
565646 -61.3 75.5 1871 C 10/24 56 54 P2779/14 567609 -56.7 38.1 2336 C 11/30 56 334 P2788/09 
565647 -61.3 73.9 1872 C 10/31 56 50 PZ779/1S 567610 -56.0 39.5 2309 C 11/25 56 331 P2788/10 
565848 -60.6 75.0 1845 C 10/27 56 52 P2779/16 567611 -55.8 37.7 2332 C 11/32 56 332 P2788/11 
565849 -60.6 73.5 1846 C 10/33 56 49 P2779/17 567612 -55.1 39.1 2304 C 11/26 56 329 P2788/12 
565850 -59.9 74.5 1818 C 10/28 56 51 P2779/18 567B13 -54.9 37.4 2328 C 11/33 56 329 P278S/13 
565651 -59.9 73.1 1819 C 10/34 56 47 P2779/19 567614 -54.2 38.8 2302 C 11/28 56 326 P2788/14 
565852 -59.2 74.1 1793 C 10/30 56 50 P2779/20 567815 -53.9 37.0 2326 C 11/35 56 327 P2788/1S 
565853 -59.2 72.7 1793 C 10/36 56 46 P2779/21 567B16 -53.2 38.4 2301 C 11/29 56 324 P2789/16 
565854 -58.5 73.7 1766 C 10/32 56 48 P2779/22 567821 -59.5 42.3 2065 C 11/15 56 4 P2787/01 
565655 -58.4 72.3 1767 C 10/38 56 44 P2779/23 567622 -58.7 43.6 2032 C 11/10 56 2 P2787/02 
565856 -57.8 73.3 1742 C 10/34 56 46 P2779/24 567623 -58.5 41.9 2047 C 11/17 56 1 P2787/03 
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PICNO LJ.T Lml RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ O::<DERtmR PleNO LAT LON RA~~GE F TOD LS SCAZ ORDERtlSR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------567824 -57.9 43.3 2015 C 11111 56 P2787/04 569840 -49.4 36.2 1515 C 10/21 57 34 P2793/20 
567625 -5; .8 41.8 2030 C 11/18 56 359 P2787/05 569841 -54.5 40.7 1562 C 10/04 57 71 P2794/01 
567826 -5::.3 43.1 1999 C 11/12 56 358 P2787/06 569542 -53.8 41.2 1544 C 10/02 
. g~ 74 P2794/02 567627 -5';.1 41.5 2015 C 11/19 56 356 P2787/07 569643 -5"+.0 40.1 1541 C 10/06 70 P2794/03 
567828 -56.6 42.7 1985 C 11/14 56 355 P2787/08 569644 -53.3 40.7 1523 C 10/04 57 73 P2794104 
567629 -5t .4 41.2 2001 C 11120 56 354- P2787/09 569545 -53.4 39.7 1520 C 10/08 57 69 P2794105 
567830 -5!' .8 42.5 1970 C 11/15 56 353 P2787/10 5696:'6 -52.8 40.3 1502 C 10/06 57 71 P2794/06 
567631 -5:.7 41. 0 1986 C 11/21 56 352 P2787/11 56<;647 -52.9 39.2 1499 C 10/10 57 67 P2794107 
567832 -5: .1 42.2 1956 C 11/16 56 350 P2787/12 56"648 -52.3 39.8 1430 C 10/08 57 70 P2794/08 
567833 -5".9 40.8 1973 C 11122 56 349 P2787/13 56"649 -52.3 38.8 1478 C 10/12 57 66 P2794/09 
567834 -5:.4 42.1 1941 C 11/17 56 348 P2787/14 569850 -51. 7 39.4 1459 C 10/10 57 69 P2794/10 
567635 -5(' .2 40.6 1959 C 11/23 56 347 P2787/15 56%51 -51.8 38.4 1457 C 10/14 57 65 P2794/11 
567836 -5:'.7 41.8 1929 C 11/18 56 345 P~787/16 56 %52 -51.1 39.0 1438 C 10/12 57 68 P279V12 
5678U -5&.5 44.9 1835 C 11/07 56 22 P2789/01 569853 -51.2 38.0 1436 C 10/16 57 63 P2794113 
567842 -57.7 46.1 1798 C 11/03 56 22 P2789/02 56<;854 -50.6 38.5 1417 C 10/13 57 66 P2794/14 
567843 -5:.9 44.6 1817 C 11/09 56 20 P2789/03 56<;655 -50.6 37.6 1415 C 10/17 57 62 P2794/15 
567644 -57.1 45.7 17S0 C 11104 56 20 P2789/04 560;256 -50.0 38.1 1396 C 10/15 57 65 P2794/16 
567845 -5~ .3 44.2 1801 C 11/10 56 18 P2789/05 56%57 -50.1 37.2 139'1 C 10/19 57 61 P2794/17 
567846 -56.5 45.4 1763 C 11/06 56 18 P2789/06 569858 -49.4 37.8 1375 C 10/17 57 63 P279'+118 
567847 -56.7 43.9 1783 C 11/12 56 17 P2789/07 56 c859 -49.5 36.9 1374 C 10/20 57 59 P2794/19 
567648 -55.9 45.1 1746 C 11/07 56 17 P2789/08 569860 -48.8 37.4 1355 C 10/18 57 62 P2794/20 
567849 -56.1 43.6 1766 C 11/13 56 15 P2789/09 5692>61 -48.9 36.5 1353 C 10/22 57 58 P2794/21 
567850 -55.3 4'1.7 1729 C 11/09 56 15 P~789/10 56<:862 -48.3 37.0 1335 C 10/20 57 61 P2794/22 
567651 -55.4 43.3 1749 C 11/14 56 13 P2789/11 570801 73.9 270.7 2377 C 18/43 58 157 P2795/01 
567852 -54.7 44.4 1713 C 11/10 56 13 P2789/12 570802 72.7 270.1 2405 C 18/46 58 158 P2795/02 
567853 -54.8 43.0 1733 C 11/16 56 11 P2789/13 570803 73.4 263.0 2402 C 18/55 58 152 P2795/03 567854 -54.0 44.2 1696 C 11/11 56 11 P2789/14 570804 72.0 267.1 2435 C 18/58 58 154 P2795/04 
567855 -54.2 42.8 1718 C 11/17 56 10 P2789/15 570805 72.8 264.9 2431 C 19/07 58 148 P2795/05 
567856 -53.4 43.9 1681 C 11/13 56 9 P2789/16 570806 71.4 264.2 2465 C 19/10 58 150 P27951C'!6 
568601 -53.8 42.2 19':'4 C 10/35 57 325 P:::787/17 570607 72.1 261.9 2462 C 19/19 58 144 P2795/07 
568802 -53.3 43.0 1930 C 10/32 57 319 P2787/18 570608 70.7 261.4 2498 C 19/21 58 146 P2795/08 
568803 -53.2 41.6 1932 C 10/37 57 322 P2787/19 570S09 71.4 259.1 2495 C 19/31 58 141 P2795/09 
568604 -52.6 42.5 1918 C 10/34 57 315 P2787/20 570810 69.9 258.7 2534 C 19/32 58 143 P2795/10 
568605 -52.5 41.5 1916 C 10/38 57 318 P2787/21 570811 70.6 256.4 2530 C 19/41 58 138 P2795/11 
568B06 -51.9 42.3 1903 C 10/35 57 311 F2787/22 570612 69.0 256.2 2572 C 19/42 58 141 P2795/12 
568507 -51.8 41.1 1905 C 10/40 57 315 P2787/23 570613 69.7 253.9 2568 C 19/51 58 136 P2795/13 
568808 -51.2 41. 9 1891 C 10/36 57 309 P2787/24 570614 68.2 254.1 2611 C 19/51 58 139 P2795/14 
568809 -51.1 40.7 1893 C 10/41 57 313 P2787/25 570615 68.8 251.9 2605 C 20/00 58 134 P2795/15 
568810 -50.6 41.5 1880 C 10/38 57 307 P2787/26 570816 67.2 252.2 2652 C 19/59 58 137 P2795/16 
568B11 -50.5 40.2 1883 C 10/43 57 311 P2787/27 570617 67.9 250.0 2646 C 20/07 58 132 P2795/17 
568812 -49.9 41.1 1869 C 10/40 57 306 P2787128 570813 66.3 250.4 2694 C 20/06 58 135 P2795/18 
568821 -53.6 44.3 1698 C 10/28 57 23 P2789/17 57C819 67.0 248.2 2688 C 20/15 58 131 P2795/19 
568822 -52.8 45.0 1680 C 10/26 57 22 P2789/18 570620 65.3 243.6 2739 C 20/13 58 134 P2795/20 
568823 -52.9 43.9 1678 C 10/30 57 18 P2790/01 571801 -56.0 16.6 1953 C 10/13 58 342 P2796/01 
568824 -52.3 44.7 1662 C 10/27 57 18 P2790/02 571802 -55.4 17.4 1941 C 10/10 58 331 P2796/02 
568625 -52.3 43.6 1661 C 10/31 57 14 P2790/03 571803 -55.4 16.0 1938 C 10/16 58 334 P2796/03 
568826 -51. 7 44.3 1645 C 10/28 57 14 P2790/04 571804 -54.8 16.8 1925 C 10/13 58 324 P2796/04 
568827 -51.8 43.3 1644 C 10/33 57 11 P2790/05 571605 -54.7 15.4 1923 C 10/18 58 328 P2796/05 
568828 -51.2 44.0 1628 C 10/30 57 10 P2790/06 571606 -54.1 16.3 1910 C 10/15 58 318 P2796/06 
568829 -51. 2 43.0 1627 C 10/34 57 7 P2790/07 571B07 -54.0 15.0 1908 C 10/20 58 322 P2796/07 
568830 -50.6 43.7 1611 C 10/31 57 5 P2790/08 571608 -53.4 15.8 1896 C 10/17 58 313 P2796/08 
568831 -50.6 42.7 1610 C 10/35 57 3 P2790/09 5716C9 -53.3 14.5 1894 C 10/22 58 318 P2796/09 
568832 -50.0 43.4 1594 C 10/33 57 1 P2790/10 571610 -52.7 15.3 1882 C 10/19 53 309 P2796/10 
568633 -50.0 42.5 1594 C 10/36 57 359 P2790/11 571811 -52.7 14.0 1881 C 10/24 58 314 P2796/11 
568834 -49.4 43.1 1578 C 10/34 57 356 P2790/12 571612 -52.1 14.8 1869 C 10/21 58 306 P2796/12 
568835 -49.4 42.2 1578 C 10/38 57 355 P27C;O/13 571813 -52.0 13.6 1868 C 10/26 58 311 P2796/13 
568836 -48.9 42.9 1562 C 10/35 57 352 P2790/14 571614 -51.4 14.3 1856 C 10/23 58 304 P2796/14 
568841 -54.6 . 47.6 1560 C 10/18 57 60 P2791/01 571815 -51. 3 13.1 1856 C 10/28 58 309 P2796/15 
568842 -53.9 48.2 1538 C 10/15 57 62 P2791/02 571B16 -50.7 13.9 1844 C 10/25 58 302 P2796/16 
568E43 -54.0 47.1 1540 C 10/20 57 58 P2791/03 571617 -50.7 F· 7 1844 C 10/30 58 306 P2796/17 568644 -53.4 47.8 1518 C 10/17 57 61 P2791/04 571618 -50.1 3.5 1832 C 10/27 58 300 P2796/18 
568845 -53.5 46.8 1519 C 10/21 57 57 1'2791105 571619 -50.0 12.3 1833 C 10/32 58 304 P2796/19 
568646 -52.8 47.4 1497 C 10/19 57 59 P2791/06 571620 -49.4 13.0 1821 C 10/29 58 298 P2796/20 
568847 -52.9 46.4 1499 C 10/23 57 56 P2791/07 571521 -54.5 12.5 1717 C 10/32 58 14 P2797/01 
568643 -52.3 47.0 1477 C 10/20 57 58 P2791/08 571822 -53.7 13.2 1697 C 10/29 58 12 P2797/02 
56e849 -52.4 46.0 1478 C 10/24 57 54 P2791109 571823 -53.8 12.1 1699 C 10/33 58 10 P2797/03 
568850 -51.7 46.7 1456 C 10/22 57 57 P2791110 571624 -53.2 12.9 1680 C 10/31 58 9 P2797/04 
568851 -51.8 45.7 1458 C 10/26 57 53 P2791/11 571825 -53.2 ll.8 1682 C 10/35 58 7 P2797/05 
568852 -51.1 46.3 1435 C 10/23 57 55 P2791/12 571626 -52.6 12.6 1663 C 10/32 58 6 P2797/06 
568353 -51. 2 45.4 1437 C 10/27 57 52 P2791/13 571627 -52.7 11.6 1665 C 10/36 58 ~ ~B~?~g~ 56eE54 -50.5 46.0 1415 C 10/25 57 54 P2791/14 571628 -52.1 12.4 1646 C 10/33 58 
568655 -50.6 45.1 1417 C 10/29 57 50 P27'11I15 571629 -52.2 11.4 1649 C 10/37 58 2 P2797/09 
568856 -50.0 45.6 1395 C 10/26 57 53 P2791116 571630 -51.6 12.1 1630 C 10/34 58 1 P2797/10 
568657 -50.0 44.7 1397 C 10/30 57 49 P2791/17 571831 -51.6 11.1 1632 C 10/38 58 P2797/11 
568853 -49.4 45.3 1375 C 10/28 57 51 P2791/18 571832 -51.0 11.8 1614 C 10/35 58 358 P2797/12 
568859 -49.4 44.4 1377 C 10/32 57 48 P2791119 571833 -51.0 10.9 1616 C 10/39 58 357 P2797/13 
568860 -48.8 45.0 1355 C 10/29 57 50 P2791/20 571834 -50.4 11.6 1598 C 10/36 58 355 P2797/14 
569301 -55.8 37.8 1964 C 10/11 57 340 P2 7'l2/0 1 571835 -50.5 10.7 1600 C 10/40 58 355 P2797/15 
569802 -55.0 38.4 1953 C 10/08 57 316 P2792102 571836 -49.8 11.4 1581 C 10/37 58 352 P2797/16 
569303 -55.0 37.1 19·i8 C 10/14 57 326 P2792/03 571637 -49.8 10.5 1583 C 10/41 58 351 P2797/17 
56%04 -54.4 37.9 1937 C 10/10 57 309 P2792/04 5718:;8 -49.1 11.2 1565 C 10/38 58 348 P2797/18 
569805 -54.4 36.5 1933 C 10/16 57 319 P2792/05 571839 -49.1 10.3 1567 C 10/42 58 348 P2797/19 
569606 -53.8 37.3 1922 C 10/13 57 304 P2792/06 57Hl~0 -48.5 10.9 1550 C 10/40 58 344 P2797/20 
569607 -53.8 36.0 1918 C 10/18 57 314 P2792107 571641 -54.7 10.0 1594 C 10/44 58 29 P279S/01 
569808 -53.1 36.8 1907 C 10/15 57 301 P2792/08 571842 -54.0 10.9 1561 C 10/41 58 30 P2798/02 
569809 -53.1 35.5 1903 C 10/20 57 310 P2792/09 571643 -54.1 9.7 1574 C 10/45 58 28 P2798/03 
56<;810 -52.5 36.2 1893 C 10/18 57 299 P2792110 571844 -53.4 10.6 1541 C 10/42 58 29 P2798/04 
569811 -52.5 35.0 1889 C 10/23 57 307 P2792/11 571645 -53.5 9.5 1555 C 10/46 58 27 P2798/05 
569612 -51.9 35.7 1879 C 10/20 57 297 P2792/12 571846 -52.8 10.4 1523 C 10/43 58 27 P2798/06 
569813 -51.8 34.5 1876 C 10/25 57 305 P2792/13 571647 -52.9 '1.3 1536 C 10/48 58 25 P2798/07 
569821 -55.5 39.2 li07 C 10107 57 63 P2793/01 571648 -52.2 10.1 1505 C 10/44 58 26 P2798/08 
56<;322 -54.8 39.8 1689 C 10/05 57 67 P2793/02 571B49 -52.4 9.1 1518 C 10/49 58 24 P2798/09 
569823 -54.9 38.7 1684 C 10/09 57 60 P2793/03 571850 -51.7 9.9 1487 C 10/45 58 24 P2798/10 
569624 -54.2 39.3 1669 C 10/07 57 65 P2793/04 571851 -51.8 8.9 1500 C 10/49 53 22 P2798/11 
569625 -54.3 38.3 1664 C 10/12 57 57 P2793/05 571652 -51.1 9.7 1469 C 10/46 58 23 P2798/12 
5698~6 -53.6 38.9 1648 C 10/09 57 63 P2793/06 571853 -51.2 8.7 1483 C 10/50 58 21 P2798/13 
569827 -53.7 37.9 1643 C 10/13 57 55 P2793/07 571B54 -50.5 9.5 1451 C 10/47 58 21 P2798/14 
569828 -53.0 38.5 1628 C 10/11 57 60 P2793/03 571855 -50.6 8.5 1466 C 10/51 58 20 P2798/15 
569829 -53.1 37.4 1624 C 10/15 57 52 P2793/09 571656 -50.0 9.3 1435 C 10/48 58 20 P2798/16 
569830 -52.5 38.1 1609 C 10/13 57 57 P2793/10 571657 -50.1 8.4 1448 C 10/52 58 18 P27981l7 
569831 -52.5 37.1 1604 C 10/17 57 48 P2793/11 571658 -49.4 9.2 1417 C 10/49 58 19 P2798/18 
56<;832 -51. 9 '37.7 1589 C 10/14 57 53 P2793/12 571659 -4'1.5 8.3 1430 C 10/52 58 17 P2798/19 
569833 -51.9 36.7 1585 CIa/IS 57 45 P2793/13 571860 -48.S 9.1 1400 C 10/49 58 18 P2798/20 
569834 -51.3 37.3 1570 C 10/16 57 49 P2793/14 572802 -62.5 351.4 2342 C 11/11 59 353 P2799/02 
569835 -51. 3 36.4 1566 C 10/20 57 41 PZ793/15 572<303 -62.4 349.2 2362 C 11/20 59 352 P2799/03 
569336 -50.7 37.0 1551 C 10/18 57 45 P2793/16 572604 -61.6 351.4 2323 C 11/11 59 350 P2799/04 
569337 -50.7 36.0 1547 C 10/21 57 37 P2793/17 572805 -61.4 349.3 2343 C 11/20 59 349 P2799/05 
569638 -50.0 36.6 1533 C 10/19 57 40 P27·93/18 572606 -60.7 351.3 2306 C 11/12 59 346 P27Q9/06 
569639 -50.1 35.7 1529 C 10/23 57 32 P2793/19 572607 -60.5 349.3 2326 C 11120 59 346 P2799/07 
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572608 -5':.8 351.4 2289 C 11/12 59 343 P2799/08 573659 -57.8 344.2 1786 C 11/05 59 18 P2803/11 
572609 -59.6 349.4 2310 C 11/20 59 343 P2799/09 573660 -S7.1 345.5 1746 C 11/00 59 18 P2803/12 
572810 -5('.9 351.4 2274 C 11/12 59 340 P279 Q/I0 575601 -56.5 337.4 2764 C 10/04 60 267 P2805"01 
572811 -5C.7 349.5 2294 C 11/19 59 340 P2799/11 57:'602 -55.4 338.7 2771 C 9/59 60 262 P2805*02 
572612 -5&.0 351. 3 2260 C 11/12 59 337 P2799/12 575603 -SS.5 336.7 2767 C 10/07 60 267 P2805/03 
572613 -57.8 349.5 2281 C 11120 59 337 P279Q/13 575804 -54.4 338.0 2773 C 10/02 60 263 P2805/04 
572614 -5;' .1 351.3 2::48 C 11/13 59 334 P2799/14 575805 -54.6 336.2 2768 C 10/09 60 267 P2805/05 
572622 -600. 7 354.1 2080 C 11/03 59 15 P2799/16 575306 -53.5 337.5 2777 C 10/04 60 263 P2805/06 
572623 -6:,.7 352.2 2098 C 11111 59 13 P2799/17 57:'807 -53.6 335.6 2773 C 10/12 60 267 P2805"01 
572624 -61.9 354.1 2054 C 11/03 59 13 P2799/18 575608 -52.5 336.9 2782 C 10/07 60 263 P2805/0S 
572625 -6: .8 352.3 2072 C 11/10 59 11 P2799/19 575809 -52.7 335.1 2777 C 10/14 ' 60 267 P2805/09 
572626 -6: .1 354.2 2030 C 11/03 59 12 P2799/20 575810 -51.6 336.3 2788 C 10/09 60 263 P2805/10 
572627 -6:;'.0 352.4 2047 C 11/10 59 10 P2799/21 57=611 -51.7 334.6 2784 C 10/16 60 267 P2805/11 
572628 -6".3 354.3 2005 C 11/03 59 10 P2799/22 5i5612 -50.5 335.S 2798 C 10/11 60 263 P2805*02 
572629 -6l'.3 352.5 2022 C 11/10 59 S P2799123 575613 -50.6 334.0 2796 C lOllS 60 267 P2805/13 
572630 -5<,.6 354.3 1981 C 11/02 59 S P2799/24 575814 -49.5 335.3 2809 C 10/13 60 264 P2805/14 
572831 -5':.5 352.7 1998 C 11/09 59 6 P2799125 575615 -49.6 333.5 2807 C 10/20 60 267 P2805/15 
572832 -5 .... 8 354.4 1958 C 11/02 59 5 P2799/26 575816 -48.4 334.8 2822 C 10/16 60 264 P2805/16 
572633 -5f .• 7 352.8 1974 C 11/09 59 4 P2786/01 575617 -48.5 333.1 2820 C 10/22 60 267 P2805/17 
572834 -5is.0 354.4 1936 C 11/02 59 3 P2786/02 57581S -47.4 334.3 2S36 C 10/1S 60 264 P2805/18 
572635 -5;'.9 352.9 1951 C 11/09 59 2 P27C6/03 575B19 -47.5 332.6 2834 C 10/24 60 267 P2806/01 
572636 -5;.2 354.5 1914 C 11/02 59 1 P2786/04 575B20 -46.2 333.8 2855 C 10/20 60 264 P2806/02 
572844 -6:'.3 353.2 lSSS C 10/49 59 31 P2800104 575821 -54.9 340.6 2412 C 9/53 60 258 P2807/01 
572845 -6<,.3 356.5 1915 C 10/56 59 29 P2800/05 575822 -53.8 341.5 2419 C 9/50 60 253 P2S07/02 
572646 -61..5 358.0 1871 C 10/50 59 30 P2800/06 575623 -53.9 339.9 2410 C 9/56 60 259 P2807/03 
572647 -6:.6 356.4 1885 C 10/56 59 28 P2300/07 575624 -53.0 340.9 2414 C 9/52 gO 254 P2807/04 
572B48 -6r.8 357.9 1844 C 10/50 59 29 P2300/08 575625 -53.2 339.4 2404 C 9/59 o 260 P2807/05 
572649 -6('.S 356.4 1860 C 10/57 59 27 P2S01/01 575626 -52.2 340.4 2409 C 9/55 60 255 P2807/06 
572650 -6C.0 357.8 181S C 10/51 59 27 P2801/02 575627 -52.3 338.9 2400 C 10/01 60 260 P2807/07 
572651 -6(1.1 356.3 1534 C 10/57 59 25 P2S01/03 575B28 -51.3 339.9 2406 C 9/57 60 255 P2807/08 
572652 -5".3 357.6 1792 C 10/52 59 26 P2801/04 575829 -51. 5 3:05.5 2396 C 10/03 60 260 P2807/09 
572853 -5 r .3 356.2 1807 C 10/58 59 24 P2801/05 575830 -50.5 339.4 2404 C 9/59 60 256 P2807/10 
572854 -5C.5 357.5 1766 C 10/52 59 25 P2801/C6 575831 -50.7 338.0 2395 C 10/05 60 261 P2807/11 
572855 -58.6 356.1 1782 C 10/58 59 23 P2801/07 575832 -49.7 339.0 2404 C 10/01 60 256 P2807/12 
572656 -5 7 .8 357.3 1741 C 10/53 59 23 P2801/0S 575B33 -49.S 337.5 2396 C 10/07 60 261 P2807/13 
572857 -5',.8 356.0 1756 C 10/59 59 21 P2801/09 575834 -48.8 338.5 2405 C 10/03 60 257 P2807/14 
572658 -5:".0 357.2 1716 C 10/54 59 22 P2S01/10 575835 -4S.9 337.0 2397 C 10/09 60 261 P2807/15 
572661 -!>.3 .1 602 C 10/53 59 268 P2786/05 575636 -47.9 338.0 2409 C 10/05 60 257 P2307/16 
572862 -5.2 .3 537 C 10/53 59 267 P2786/06 575837 -43.0 336.6 2401 C 10/11 60 261 P2807/17 
572863 -5.3 .1 575 C 10/54 59 270 P2786/07 575638 -46.9 337.5 2415 C 10/07 60 258 P2807/18 
572664 -5.2 .2 563 C 10/53 59 269 P2786/08 575B39 -47.0 336.1 2408 C lOin 60 261 P2807/19 
572865 -5.2 .0 552 C 10/54 59 272 P2786/09 575640 -45.9 337.0 2422 C 10/09 60 253 P2807/20 
572666 -5.1 .1 541 C 10/54 59 271 P2736/10 575B41 -54.2 343.0 2050 C 9/46 60 242 P2806/03 
572667 -5.1 359.9 531 C 10/55 59 273 P2786/11 575642 -53.3 343.S 2049 C 9/43 60 234 P2806/04 
572668 -5.0 .0 521 C 10/54 59 273 P2786/12 575B43 -53.4 342.4 2037 C 9/49 60 245 P2806/05 
572669 -5.0 359.8 512 C 10/55 59 276 P2786/13 575B44 -52.7 343.4 2035 C 9/45 60 237 P2806/06 
572870 -4.S .0 502 C 10/55 59 275 P2786/14 575645 -52.8 342.1 2023 C 9/50 60 247 P2806/07 
572671 -4.9 359.8 495 C 10/55 59 278 P2786/15 575846 -52.0 343.0 2021 C 9/47 60 239 P2806/08 
572872 -4.7 359.9 485 C 10/55 59 277 P2786/16 575647 -52.2 341. 7 2010 C 9/52 60 248 P2S06/09 
572673 -4.7 359.7 47~ C 10/56 59 280 P2786/17 575B48 -51.4 342.7 2008 C 9/48 bO 241 P2806/10 
572674 -4.5 359.9 470 C 10/55 59 279 P2786/18 575649 -51.5 341.4 1997 C 9/53 60 250 P2806/11 
572675 -4.5 359.7 464 C 10/56 59 282 P2786/19 575650 -50.8 342.3 1996 C 9/50 60 2'13 P2806/12 
572876 -4.2 359.8 456 C 10/56 59 281 P2786/20 575651 -50.8 341.0 1935 C 9/55 60 251 P2806/13 
572681 14.1 1.4 335 C 10/53 59 244 P2801/11 575652 -50.1 341.9 1984 C 9/52 60 244 P2806/14 
572882 14.0 1.6 325 C 10/53 59 233 P2801/12 575853 -50.2 340.7 1974 C 9/57 60 252 P2806/15 
572883 13.9 1.6 313 C 10/53 59 235 P2801/13 575854 -49.4 341.5 1973 C 9/53 60 246 P2806/16 
572684 13.8 1.7 308 C 10/52 59 227 P2801/14 575855 -49.5 340.3 1963 C 9/58 60 253 P2806/17 
572685 13.8 1.6 300 C 10/53 59 222 P2801/15 575850 -48.7 341.1 lQ63 C 9/55 60 247 P2806/18 
572836 13. 7 1.7 297 C 10/53 59 211 P2801/16 575857 -48.8 340.0 1"53 C 10/00 60 254 P2806/19 572637 13.7 1.6 292 C 10/53 59 201 P2801/17 575658 -48.0 340.8 1954 C 9/57 60 248 P2806/20 
572688 13.7 1.7 292 C 10/53 59 187 P2801/18 575B59 -48.1 339.6 1944 C 10/01 60 25'< P260bl21 
573801 -63.0 336.3 2473 C 11/31 59 349 P2802liOl 575860 -47.3 340.4 1945 C 9/58 60 249 P280&/22 
573802 -62.4 338.7 2432 C 11121 59 347 P2802*02 575E-61 -11.5 335.0 503 C 10/34 ·60 239 P2802*01 
573603 -62.1 336.4 2456 C 11/31 59 347 P2802*03 575662 -11.2 335.1 499 C 10/33 60 235 P2802*02 
573004 -61.6 338.8 2416 C 11/21 59 345 P2802"04 5751:63 -11.1 335.0 492 C 10/3-+ 60 236 P2802*03 
573805 -61.4 336.5 2440 C 11/30 59 345 P2S02*05 575E6'< -10.9 335.1 487 C 10/33 60 230 P2802*0'< 
573606 -60.9 338.S 2400 C 11121 59 343 P2802*06 575665 '-10.S 335.0 481 C 10/34 60 231 P2802*05 
573607 -60.6 336.7 2424 C 11/30 59 343 P2802*07 575866 -10.5 335.1 477 C 10/33 60 224 P2802*06 
573808 -60.1 338.9 2385 C 11121 59 340 P2802*08 57S667 -10.4 335.0 471 C 10/34 60 224 P2802*07 
573609 -59.9 336.7 2409 C 11/30 59 340 P2802*09 575668 -10.2 335.2 467 C 10/34 60 217 P2802*C8 
573810 -59.3 338.9 2371 C 11/21 59 338 P2802*10 575669 -10.0 335.1 461 C 10/34 60 216 P2802*09 
573811 -59.1 336.8 2395 C 11/29 59 338 P2802*11 575870 -9.8 335.2 457 C 10/34 bO 207 P2802*10 
573812 -58.6 33S.9 2357 C 11121 59 336 P2802*12 575871 -9.7 335.1 452 C 10/34 60 204 P2802*1l 
573813 -58.4 336.9 2381 C 11/29 59 336 P2802*13 575872 -9.4 335.2 4'<8 C 10/34 60 196 P2802*12 
573814 -57.S 338.9 2344 C 11/21 59 334 P2802*14 575873 -9.3 335.1 443 C 10/34 60 191 P2802*13 
573815 -57.6 337.0 2368 C 11/29 59 334 P2802*l5 575874 -9.1 335.3 440 C 10/34 60 184 P2802*14 
573816 -57.1 339.0 2331 C 11/21 59 332 P2802*16 575675 -S.9 335.2 436 C 10/34 60 177 P2802*15 
573822 -62.6 341.8 2145 C 11/11 59 9 P2803l14 575676 -8.7 335.3 433 C 10/34 bO 171 P2802*16 
573B23 -62.5 339.6 2164 C 11/19 59 7 P28031l5 575E-81 10.8 333.5 333 C 10/45 60 238 P2812101 
573B24 ~bl.S 342.0 2120 C 11/11 59 7 P2803/16 575632 10.7 333.6 323 C 10/44 60 232 P2812102 
573625 -61.7 340.1 2139 C 11/18 59 6 P2803/17 575883 10.5 333.4 310 C 10/45 60 228 P2S12103 
573626 -61.1 342.2 2096 C 11/10 59 5 P2803/18 575684 10.5 333.6 305 C 10/45 60 217 P2812104 
573B27 -61.0 340.3 2115 C 11/18 59 4 P2803/19 575685 10.4 333.4 297 C 10/45 60 207 P2812105 
573628 -60.3 342.3 2073 C 11/10 59 3 P2S03120 575B36 10.4 333.6 296 C 10/45 60 190 P2812106 
573629 -bO.2 340.6 2091 C 11/17 59 2 P2803121 575687 10.3 333.5 293 C 10/45 60 171 P2812/07 
573630 -59.5 342.5 2051 C 11/09 59 1 P2803/22 57=B8S 10.3 333.6 295 C 10/45 60 155 P2812108 
573631 -59.4 340.8 2068 C 11/16 59 359 P2803/23 576801 68.7 268.S 1686 C 14/44 60 207 P2809/21 
573632 -58.8 342.6 2028 C 11/09 59 359 P2S03124 576602 68.5 266.4 1713 C 14/53 60 205 P2809/22 
573833 -58.7 341.0 2046 C 11/16 59 357 P2803/25 576603 69.2 267.9 1694 C 14/48 60 205 P2S09/23 
573634 -58.0 342.8 2007 C 11/C8 59 356 P2804/01 576804 69.1 265.9 1716 C 14/56 60 203 P2809/24 
573B35 -57.9 341.2 2024 C 11/15 59 355 P2S04/02 576605 69.8 267.3' 1699 C 14/50 60 203 P2809/25 
573836 -57.2 342.9 1986 C 11/08 59 354 P2804/03 576806 69.7 265.3 1719 C 14/58 60 201 P2S09/26 
573637 -57.1 341.3 2002 C 11/14 59 353 P2804/04 576807 70.5 266.6 1703 C 14/53 60 201 P2809/27 
573838 -56.5 343.0 1965 C 11/08 59 352 P2804/05 576608 70.3 264.5 1724 C 15/02 60 199 P2809/28 
573839 -56.3 341.5 1982 C 11/14 59 351 P2804/06 576809 71.1 265.S 1709 C 14/56 60 1"9 P2809/29 
573640 -55.7 343.1 1946 C 11/08 59 349 P2804/07 576610 70.9 263.5 1731 C 15/06 60 196 P2S09/30 
573646 -62.2 346.3 1918 C 10/56 59 28 P2802122 576611 71.7 264.S 1717 C 15/01 60 196 P2809/31 
573647 -62.3 344.5 1937 C 11/03 59 25 P2802l23 576612 71.5 262.5 1737 C 15/10 60 194 P2809/32 
573B48 -61.5 346.2 1893 C 10/57 59 26 P2802/24 57£,613 72.3 263.7 1725 C 15/05 60 193 P2809/33 
573849 -61.6 344.5 1911 C 11/03 59 24 P2S03/01 576814 72.2 261.4 1745 C 15/15 60 191 P2809/34 
573650 -60.S 346.0 18b8 C 10/58 59 25 P2803/02 576815 73.0 262.5 1733 C 15/10 60 190 P2809/35 
573651 -60.8 344.4 1885 C 11/04 59 23 P2803/03 576616 72.8 260.0 1754 C 15/20 60 187 P2809/16 
573852 -60.1 346.0 1842 C 10/58 59 24 P2803/04 ~f~~i~ 73.6 2&1.2 1743 C 15/15 60 lS6 P2809/17 573B53 -60.1 34~.4 1860 C 11/04 59 22 P2S03/05 73.4 258.7 1763 C 15/26 60 184 P2809/18 
573854 -59.4 345.8 1819 C 10/59 59 22 P2803/0", 576819 74.3 259.8 1753 C 15/21 60 182 P2809/19 
573655 -59.3 344.3 1835 C 11/05 59 20 P2803/07 576620 74.0 257.3 1773 C 15/fl 60 180 P2809/20 
57385& -58.6 345.7 1794 C 10/59 59 21 P2803/08 576621 80.5 261.1 1939 C 151 S 60 337 P2810/01 
573857 -58.6 344.3 HnO C 11/05 59 19 F2803/09 ~f~~~~ 60.0 256.6 1948 C 15/36 60 16B P2810/02 573853 -57.9 345.6 1770 C 11/00 59 19 P2803/10 SO.8 256.8 1957 C 15/36 60 65 P2S10/03 
3-169 
VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PleNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------LS SCAZ O~DERNaR PlcrlO LAT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ O~DERNBR PIcrm LAT LON RAt,GE F TOO -------------------------------------------------~------------~---------------------------------------576624 80.3 252.4 1967 C 15/53 60 136 P~810/04 577687 77.6 277.4 1563 C 13/31 61 87 P2817/02 
576B25 81.1 252.3 1976 C 15/54 60 80 P2810/0S 577888 77.6 273.9 1573 C 13/45 61 107 P2817/03 
576826 80.5 247.9 1936 C 16/11 60 121 P2810/06 577539 78.1 275.7 1581 C 13/38 61 88 P2817/04 
576827 81.3 247.6 1995 C 16/12 60 85 P2810/07 577B90 78.1 271.5 1592 C 13/55 61 107 P2317/05 
576828 BO.6 243.5 2005 C 16/29 60 114 P2810/0B 578601 -57.1 30S.6 2835 C 10/15 61 277 P2818/01 
576829 81.5 242.7 2014 C 16/32 60 87 P2S10/09 578B02 -56.0 307.0 2839 C 10/09 61 272 P2818/02 
576834 80.8 229.1 2068 C 17/27 60 105 P2810/14 578503 -55.8 304.8 28'+7 C 10/18 61 276 P2818/03 
576835 81.5 226.9 2078 C 17/36 60 90 P2810/15 578804 -5 ... 7 306.2 2851 C 10/12 61 271 P2818/04 
576B36 80.7 224.3 2090 C 17/46 60 104 P2810/16 578805 -54.5 304.0 2863 C 10/21 61 276 P2818/05 
576837 81.4 221. 7 2100 C 17/57 60 91 P2810/17 578806 -53.5 305.5 2867 C 10/15 61 271 P2818/06 
576838 80.5 219.6 2113 C 18/05 60 103 P28101l8 578807 -53.3 303.4 2876 C 10/23 61 275 P2813/07 
576839 81.2 216.3 2124 C 18/19 60 91 P2810/19 578B08 -52.2 304.8 2886 C 10/18 61 271 P2818/08 
576B .. 0 80.3 215.0 2136 C 18/24 60 102 P2810/20 578809 -52.0 302.8 2897 C 10/26 61 274 P2818/09 
576841 80.8 260.4 2424 C 15/20:+ 60 288 P2811/01 578810 -51.8 304.8 2808 C 10/18 61 271 P2818/10 
576842 80.1 255.7 2426 C 15/43 60 230 P2811/02 578811 -50.7 302.2 2920 C 10/29 61 274 P2818/11 
576843 81.0 256.3 <:435 C 15/41 60 289 P2811/03 578812 -49.5 303.5 2931 C 10/23 61 270 P28181l2 
576844 80.3 251.5 2437 C 16/00 60 280 P2811/04 578613 -49.2 301.5 2949 C 10/32 61 273 P2818/13 
576845 81.3 251.6 2446 C 16/00 60 290 P2811/05 57<'B14 -48.1 302.8 2964 C 10/26 61 270 P2818/14 
576B46 8).5 247.1 2448 C 16/18 60 281 P2811/06 578815 -47.8 300.9 2984 C 10/34 61 273 P2818/15 
576847 8: .5 246.7 2457 C 16/20 60 291 F281l/07 578816 -46.6 302.2 3001 C 10/29 61 270 P2818/16 
576848 8C.6 242.4 2460 C 16/37 60 281 P2811/C8 578B19 -55.8 308.8 2446 C 10/04 61 275 P2817/06 
576849 81.6 241.4 2469 C 16/41 60 293 P2811/09 578B20 -54.9 309.9 2444 C 10/00 61 269 P2817107 
576850 8('.7 237.3 2472 C 16/57 60 282 P2811/10 578821 -54.9 308.1 2444 C 10/07 61 275 P2817/08 
576851 8~.7 235.9 2482 C 17/03 60 296 P2811/11 578822 -54.1 309.5 2439 C 10/02 61 269 P2817/09 
576B52 8(,.7 232.6 2485 C 17/16 60 283 P2811/12 578623 -54.1 307.7 2439 C 10/09 61 274 P2817/10 
576B53 8J.. 7 230.6 2496 C 17/24 60 299 P2811/13 57&624 -53.4 309.1 2434 C 10/03 61 268 P2817 III 
576B5 .. 8('.6 227.7 2499 C 17/3S 60 285 P2811/14 578S25 -53.3 307.4 2435 C 10/10 61 273 P2817/12 
576B55 S1.6 225.0 2510 C 17/47 60 303 PZ811/15 578B26 -52.5 308.6 2431 C 10/05 61 268 P2817/13 
576856 S(·.5 223.0 2514 C 17/55 60 287 PZ811/16 578827 -52.5 306.9 2433 C 10/12 61 273 P2S17/14 
576857 8).4 220.2 2525 C lS/C6 60 308 P2811/17 578B28 -51.7 308.2 2429 C 10/07 61 268 P2817/15 
576858 8f.3 218.7 2530 C 18/12 60 290 P2811/18 578329 -51.6 306.5 <:432 C 10/14 61 273 P2817/16 
570859 8:.2 215.0 2540 C 18/27 60 316 P2811/19 578830 -50.S 307.8 2430 C 10/09 61 268 P2817/17 
576860 81'.1 214.4 2546 C 18/29 60 295 P2811/20 578B31 -50.7 306.1 2.:+32 C 10/16 61 272 P2S17/18 
577801 -5t'.8 314.5 2837 C 10/18 61 278 P2813/01 578B32 -49.9 307.3 2431 C 10/11 61 268 P2817/19 
577802 -5!.7 315.9 2840 C 10/12 61 273 P2813/02 578833 -49.8 305.7 2435 C 10/18 61 272 P2817/20 
577803 -5!>.6 313.7 2848 C 10/21 61 277 P2813/03 578S34 -49.0 306.9 2434 C 10/13 61 268 P2817/21 
577804 -5 ... 5 315.2 2853 C 10/15 61 272 P2813/04 578B37 -53.5 310.3 2118 C 10/01 61 273 P2819l01 
577805 -5 ... 3 313.0 2804 C 10/24 61 276 P2813/05 578838 -52.5 311. 0 211S C 9/58 61 265 P2819/02 
577806 -5:,.3 314.5 2867 C 10.'18 61 272 F2813/06 578839 -52.6 309.7 2111 C 10/03 61 272 P2819/03 
577807 -53.0 312.4 2877 C 10/26 61 275 P2813/07 578840 -51.6 310.6 2111 C 10/00 61 265 P2819/04 
577608 -5:.9 313.8 2888 C 10/21 61 271 P2813/08 578841 -51. 7 309.2 2106 C 10/05 61 272 P2819/05 
577809 -5~,. 7 311.8 2900 C 10129 61 275 P2813109 578842 -50.S 310.1 2105 C 10/02 61 265 P2819/06 
577810 -5r.7313.3 2903 C 10/23 61 271 P2813/10 576843 -50.8 308.8 2101 C 10/07 61 271 P2819/07 
577811 -5C.4 311.2 2923 C 10/31 61 27 .. P2813/11 578844 -50.0 309.7 2100 C 10/03 61 265 P2819/08 
577812 -4<).3 312.6 2934 C 10/26 61 271 P2813/12 5788':'5 -50.0 308.3 2097 C 10/09 61 271 P2819/09 
577813 -4".0 310.6 2951 C 10/34 61 274 P2813/13 578846 -49.1 309.3 2096 C 10/05 61 265 P2819/10 
577B14 -4:-.8 312.0 2966 C 10/28 61 271 F2S13/14 578847 -49.1 308.0 2093 C 10/10 61 270 P2819/11 
577815 -4:'.5 310.0 2925 C 10/36 61 273 P2813/15 578848 -48.2 308.8 20C)4 C 10/07 61 265 P2819/12 
577816 -4(,,2 311.3 3006 C 10/31 61 270 P2813/16 578849 -48.3 307.6 2090 C 10/12 61 270 P2819/13 
577817 -4£..0 309.4 3024 C 10/39 61 273 P28H/01 576850 -47.4 30S.5 2092 C 10/09 61 265 P2819/14 
577818 -4 ... 7 310.7 3046 C 10/34 61 270 P2814/02 576851 -47.3 307.2 2091 C 10/14 61 270 P2820/01 
577821 -5~.9 317.9 2440 C 10/06 61 276 P281S/OI 578852 -46.5 308.1 2092 C 10/10 61 266 P2820/02 
577822 -5'-.9 319.1 2439 C 10/02 61 269 P2815/02 579601 8.9 297.2 333 C 10/35 62 232 P2821/01 
577823 -5<+.9 317.3 2439 C 10/09 61 275 P2815/03 579802 8.8 297.3 324 C 10/35 62 224 P2821102 
577B24 -5(',.1 318.6 2435 C 10/C4 61 269 P281S/04 57<;303 8.7 297.2 312 C 10/35 62 219 P2821/03 
577825 -5,+.0 316.9 2435 C 10/11 61 274 P2815/05 57<;804 8.7 297.3 308 C 10/35 62 207 P2821/04 
577826 -5::.3 318.2 2430 C 10/05 61 269 P2815/06 579B05 8.6 297.2 301 C 10/36 62 196 P2821/05 
577827 -5~.2 316.4 2432 C 10/13 61 274 P2815/07 579806 8.6 297.3 301 C 10/35 62 180 P2821/06 
577828 -52.4 317.7 2428 C 10/07 61 269 P2815/0S 579807 8.5 297.2 §~~ E 19~~~ 62 163 P2821/07 577829 -52.3 316.0 2431 C 10/14 61 273 P2815/09 579808 8.5 297.3 62 151 P2821/08 
577830 -51.6 317.3 2428 C 10/09 61 269 P281S/10 579855 66.2 26S.8 1473 C 12/47 62 255 P2820/03 
577631 -51.4 315.6 2432 C 10/16 61 273 P2815/11 579856 65.6 264.0 1504 C 13/06 62 244 P2820/04 
577832 -50.6 316.8 2430 C 10/12 61 268 P2815/12 579857 66.1 265.5 1500 C 13/00 62 248 P2820/05 
577B33 -50.5 315.1 2434 C 10/18 61 272 P2815/13 579858 66.3 264.1 1509 C 13/06 62 245 P28Z0/06 
577834 -49.7 316.3 2434 C 10/14 61 268 P2815/14 579859 66.8 265.6 1505 C 13/00 62 249 P2820/07 
577835 -49.5 314.7 2439 C 10/20 61 272 P2315/15 579860 67.0 264.2 1513 C 13/06 62 245 P2820/08 
577836 -48.7 315.8 2439 C 10/16 61 268 P281S/16 579B6~ 67.5 265.7 1512 C 13/00 62 250 P2820/09 
577837 -48.6 314.3 244'+ C 10/22 61 272 P2815/17 57986 67.7 264.2 1521 C 13/06 62 246 P2820/10 
577838 -47.7 315.4 2446 C 10/17 61 268 P2815/18 579<:63 68.2 265.8 1519 C 12/59 62 252 P2820/11 
577839 -47.6 313.8 2453 C 10/24 61 271 P2815/19 57<;864 68.4 264.2 1528 C 13/06 62 247 P2820/12 
577840 -46.7 315.0 2454 C 10/19 61 268 P2815/20 579865 68.9 265.9 1527 C 12/59 62 253 P28Z0/13 
577841 -52.8 319.0 2104 C 10/04 61 274 P2814/03 579866 69.1 264.3 1535 C 13/06 62 249 P2820/14 
577842 -51.7 319.7 2104 C 10/01 61 266 P2814/04 579867 69.6 266.0 1536 C 12159 62 255 P2820/15 
5778 .. 3 -51. 7 318.3 2101 C 10/07 61 273 P2814/05 57<;868 69.8 264.3 1544 C 13/06 62 250 P2820/16 
57784 .. -50.9 319.3 2098 C 10/03 61 266 P2314/06 579809 70.4 266.1 1545 C 12/59 62 258 P2820/17 
577845 -50.9 317.9 209 .. C 10/09 61 272 P2814/07 579870 70.5 264.3 1553 C 13/06 62 252 P2820/18 
577846 -50.1 318.8 2093 C 10/05 61 266 P2814/08 579871 71.1 266.2 1555 C 12159 62 260 P2820/19 
577847 -50.2 317.6 2087 C 10/10 61 272 P2814/09 579872 il.3 264.3 1562 C 13/06 62 254 P2820/20 
577848 -49.3 318.4 2088 C 10/07 61 266 P2814/10 579B73 71.8 266.2 1566 C 12/59 62 264 P2820/21 
577849 -49.3 317.1 2085 C 10/12 61 271 P2814/11 579874 72.0 264.3 1573 C 13/06 62 257 P2820/22 
577850 -48.4 318.0 2085 C 10/09 61 266 P2814/12 579875 77.3 258.5 1811 C 13/32 62 291 P2821/09 
577851 -48.4 316.7 2082 C 10/14 61 271 PZ814/13 57<;876 77.1 254.9 1818 C 13/46 62 277 P2821110 
577852 -47.6 317.6 2082 C 10/11 61 266 P2814/14 579877 77.7 256.6 1826 C 13/39 62 292 P2821/11 
577853 -47.5 316.4 2080 C 10/16 61 271 P2814/15 579B78 77.6 252.6 1832 C 13/55 62 278 P2821/12 
577854 -46.5 317.3 2086 C 10/12 61 266 P2814/16 579879 78.3 254.3 1840 C 13/49 62 295 P2821113 
577855 -46.6 316.0 2080 C 10/17 61 270 P2814/17 579830 78.1 250.1 1847 C 14/06 62 277 P2821114 
577856 -45.8 316.9 2081 C 10/14 61 266 P2814/18 579881 78.8 251.8 lS56 C 13/59 62 300 P2821/15 
577857 -45.8 315.7 2079 C 10/19 61 270 P2814/19 579882 78.7 247.4 1862 C 14/16 62 279 P2821/16 
577658 -45.0 316.6 20S2 C 10/15 61 266 P2814120 579883 79.4 249.0 1871 C 14/10 62 307 P2821/17 
577859 -44.9 315.4 2080 C 10/20 61 270 P2814/21 579886 79.6 241.1 1894 C 14/42 62 281 P2822/03 
577860 -44.1 316.2 2084 C 10/17 61 266 P2814/22 579387 80.3 242.4 1904 C 14/37 62 339 P2822104 
577B61 -44.0 315.1 2082 C 10/21 61 269 P2814/23 579388 80.0 237.6 1912 C 14/56 62 294 P2822/05 
5778S2 -43.2 315.9 2088 C 10/18 61 266 P2814/24 579889 80.8 238.6 1921 C 14/52 62 8 P2822/06 
577671 73.6 288.4 1426 C 12/46 61 326 P2816/01 579890 80.4 233.7 1929 C 15/12 62 88 P2822/07 
577872 73.6 286.0 1434 C 12/55 61 2'10 P2816/02 579691 81.1 234.4 1939 C 15/09 62 38 F2822103 
577873 74.0 287.4 1442 C 12/50 61 332 P2816/03 579692 80.7 229.4 1948 C 15/29 62 94 P2822109 
577B74 74.~ 284.8 1450 C 13/00 61 182 P2816/04 579893 81.5 229.9 1958 C 15/27 62 56 PZ822110 
577875 74. 286.3 1458 C 12154 01 11 P2816/05 579894 80.9 225.0 1967 C 15/47 62 95 P2822/11 
577876 74.7 283.5 1467 C 13/05 61 140 P2816/00 580801 65.2 265.3 1328 C 12122 62 263 P2823/01 
577B77 75.0 285.0 1475 C 13/00 61 48 P2816/07 580802 65.4 263.6 1335 C 12129 62 257 P2823/02 
577878 75.2 282.1 1484 C 13/12 61 126 P2816/08 580603 65.7 264.9 1340 C 12/23 62 263 P2S23/03 
577879 75.6 283.6 1492 C BIOS 61 70 P2816/09 580604 66.0 263.5 1346 C 12/29 62 258 P2823/04 
577880 75.7 280.6 1501 C 13/18 61 119 P2816/10 580805 66.3 264.9 1352 C 12124 62 265 P2823/05 
577881 76.1 282.1 1509 C 13/12 61 80 P2816/11 580606 66.5 263.4 1358 C 12/30 62 259 P2823/06, 
57i882 76.1 279.0 1518 C 13/24 61 116 P2816/1~ 580807 66.8 264.9 1364 C 12124 62 266 P2823/07 
577883 76.6 280.6 1527 C 13/18 61 84 P2816/1 580808 67.1 263.4 1370 C 12/30 62 260 P2823/08 
577884 76.6 277.4 1536 C 13/31 61 111 P2816/14 580809 67.4 26 ... 9 1376 C 12124 62 268 P2823/09 
577885 ,77.1 279.2 1545 C 13/24 61 35 P2816/15 580610 67.6 263.4 p82 C 12/30 62 262 P2823/10 
5778S6 77.1 275.7 1554 C 13/38 61 109 P2817101 580B11 68.0 264.9 388 C 12124 62 270 P2823/11 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------PICNO LAT LO~I RANSE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERf18R PICNO LAT LOH RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNSR 
--670B24--44~i--i2~2--7327-H-i8i56-i02-i3q-p2843i24--672B63--64~7-35i~i--6873-H-i8i56-io3--28-p2848ii5 
670825 46.9 50.9 7703 H 16/24 102 235 P2844/01 672~64 61.7 351.7 6867 H 18/54 103 53 P28~8/16 
670826 43.7 49.7 7760 H 16/29 102 227 P2844/02 672665 63.5346.B 6904 H 19/14 103 42 P284BI17 
670627 47.0 47.9 7674 H 16/36 102 231 P2844/03 672866 60.5 347.B 6901 H 19/10 103 64 P2848/1B 
670828 43.7 46.3 7725 H 16/42 102 223 P2844/04 672667 62.2 3~2.9 6941 H 19/30 103 52 P2848/19 
670829 47.0 44.4 7644 H 16/50 102 226 P2844/05 672868 59.2 344.1 6943 H 19/24 103 71 P2848/Z0 
670B30 43.6 42.8 7696 H 16/57 102 217 P2844/C6 672869 60.7 339.1 6988 H 19/45 103 60 P2848!21 
670831 46.8 40.6 7620 H 17/05 102 219 P2844/07 672B70 57.7 340.6 6994 H 19/39 103 75 P2848/22 
670832 43.5 39.4 7678 H 17/10 102 211 P2844/C8 672871 59.1 335.5 7043 H 19/59 103 65 P2848/23 ~~gil~ ~~:i i~:l ~~~~ ~ l~~~~ 19~ ~gl ~~it~~l~ ~~~i~! ~~:Z 3~i:~ ~~~~ ~ l~~~~ 19i ~~l ~~~~~~8t 
670B36 42.7 32.9 766B H 17/37 102 195 P2844/12 672B75 62.9 23.4 7245 H 16/50 103 284 P2849/03 
670637 45.5 30.S 7607 H 17/46 102 193 P2844/13 672B76 SO.9 20.8 7228 H 17/00 103 269 P2849/04 
670838 42.1 29.9 7678 H 17/49 102 187 P2844/14 672B77 62.6 18.2 7226 H 17/11 103 287 P2849/0S 
670B39 44.9 27.4 7619 H 17/59 102 183 P2844/15 672B78 59.6 16.4 7217 H 17/18 103 267 P2849/06 
670B40 41.4 26.9 7695 H 18/01 102 178 P2844/16 672B79 62.2 13.3 7218 H 17/31 103 292 P2849/07 670541 44.1 24.1 7641 H 18/12 102 172 P2844/17 672B80 59.1 12.1 7212 H 17/35 103 265 P2849/03 
670B42 40.5 23.8 7722 H 18/13 102 170 P2844/18 672881 61.7 9.0 7218 H 17/48 103 300 P2849/09 
670B43 43.2 21.0 7671 H 18/25 102 162 P2844/19 672882 58.6 8.0 7215 H 17/52 103 258 P2849/10 
670B44 39.5 20.8 7759 H 18/26 102 162 P2844/20 672883 60.9 4.6 7224 H 18/05 103 319 P2849/11 
670B45 42.1 18.1 7710 H 18/37 102 153 P2S44/21 672684 57.8 3.9 7226 H 18/08 103 222 P2S49/12 
670B46 38.4 18.0 7803 H 18/37 102 155 F2S44/22 672585 60.1 .2 7237 H 18/23 103 13 P2849/13 
670847 40.9 15.2 7758 H 18/48 102 146 P2844/23 672886 57.0 .2 7243 H 18/24 103 123 P2849/14 
670B48 37.1 15.1 7862 H 18/49 102 148 P2844/24 672B87 59.2 356.2 7258 H 18/39 103 54 P2849/15 
670849 41.4 51.2 8224 H 16/26 102 228 P2845/01 672B88 56.0 356.4 7269 H 18/39 103 106 PZ849/16 
670850 37.8 50.0 8304 H 16/31 102 221 P2845/02 672B89 58.1 352.5 7286 H 18/55 103 70 P2849/17 
670B51 41.5 47.9 8183 H 16/40 102 224 P2845/03 672B90 54.9 352.8 7302 H 18/53 103 102 P2849/18 
670652 37.9 46.4 8255 H 16/46 102 217 P2845/04 672B91 56.8 348.7 7323 H 19/09 103 78 P2849/19 
670653 41.5 44.3 8143 H 16/54 102 219 P2845/05 672B92 53.6 340.4 7344 H 19/07 103 100 P2849/20 
670B54 37.9 43.0 8221 H 16/59 102 211 P2845/06 672593 55.5 345.1 7369 H 19/24 103 81 P2849/21 
670855 41.4 40.9 8119 H 17/08 102 213 P28~5/07 672B94 52.3 346.1 7393 H 19/20 103 98 P2849/22 
670656 37.7 39.6 8193 H 17/13 102 205 P2845/08 672895 54.1 342.0 7421 H 19/37 103 83 P2849/23 
670657 41.0 37.5 8104 H 17/22 102 205 P2845/09 672896 50.8 342.9 7453 H 19/33 103 97 P2849/24 ~~gi!z ~g:~ i~:~ !~!i ~ l~~~~ 19~ l~r ~~I~i~l~ ~~~i8~ 11:8 t~:K ~~~~ ~ l~~!~ 19i ~~~ ~~~ig~gl 
670861 39.9 30.8 8103 H 17/49 102 189 P2845/13 673804 54.9 13.4 7650 H 16/53 103 251 P2850/04 6706~2 36.1 30.1 8200 H 17/52 102 184 P2845/14 673905 57.8 10.8 7627 H 17/04 103 265 P2850/05 
670E63 39.2 27.7 8118 H 18/01 102 180 P2845/15 6736C6 54.7 9.1 7630 H 17/11 103 246 P2850/06 
670664 35.3 27.3 8220 H 18/03 102 177 P2845/16 673907 57.4 6.4 7614 H 17/22 103 262 P2850/07 
670665 38.3 24.7 8144 H 18/14 102 172 P2845/17 673808 54.2 5.1 7622 H 17/27 103 237 PZ850/08 
670666 34.3 24.4 8234 H 18/15 102 170 P2845/18 673~09 56.9 2.0 7608 H 17/39 103 257 P2850/09 
670867 37.3 21.7 8179 H 18/26 102 163 P~8~5/19 673810 53.7 1.3 7621 H 17/43 103 223 P2850/10 
670868 33.2 21.4 8~96 H 18/27 102 163 F2845/20 673611 5~.3 358.3 7612 H 17/55 103 246 PZ85D/ll 67C8~9 36.1 18.7 8224 tl 18/33 102 156 P28~5/21 673B12 52.9 357.6 7629 H 17/58 103 200 P2850/12 
670870 31.9 18.5 8352 H 18/39 102 156 P28~5/22 673a13 55.5 354.4 7623 H 18/10 103 198 P2850/13 
672801 77.7 26.6 5990 H 16/26 103 329 P2846/01 673814 52.2 353.9 7644 H 18/12 103 171 P2850/14 
672B02 75.2 21.1 5943 H 16/~8 103 3?7 P2846/02 673B15 54.5 330.4 7642 H 18/26 103 130 P2850/15 
672603 77.6 17.3 5985 H 17/03 103 336 P28~6/03 673816 51.2 350.2 7668 H 18/27 103 146 PZ850/16 
672B04 75.0 13.5 5942 H 17/18 103 335 P28~6/04 673517 53.5 3~6.6 7670 tl 18/42 103 III P2850/17 
672B05 77.2 8.7 5986 H 17/37 103 343 P28~6/05 673~18 50.2 346.8 7700 H 18/41 103 131 P2850/18 
672806 74.5 6.5 5947 H 17/47 103 345 P2846/06 673819 52.3 343.2 7706 H 18/56 103 10~ P2850/19 67~607 76.6 .4 599Z H 18/11 103 352 P2S~6/07 673620 48.9 343.6 7741 H 18/54 103 123 P2850/20 
672B08 73.8 359.7 5957 H 18/14 103 356 P2846/03 673B21 51.0 339.7 7751 H 19/10 103 102 P2850/21 
672B09 75.7 352.9 6006 H 18/41 103 2 P2846/09 673522 47.5 340.4 7793 H 19/07 103 117 P2850/22 
672810 Z~.O 353.6 5973 H 18/38 103 8 p2a4~/10 673B23 49.6 336.5 7806 H 19/23 103 101 P2850/23 
672Bl1 1~.7 346.5 6025 H 19/07 103 11 PZ846/11 673625 51.8 20.0 8139 H 16/31 103 250 P2851/01 
672612 71.9 347.9 59 C6 H 19/01 103 20 P2846/12 673B26 48.6 17.6 8151 H 16/40 103 233 P2S51/02 
672613 73.4 340.6 6051 H 19/31 103 20 P2846/13 673627 51.8 15.5 8099 H 16/49 103 246 P2851/03 
672B14 70.8 342.7 6025 H 19/22 103 30 P2846/14 673828 48.5 13.8 8121 H 16/56 103 233 P2851/04 g~~~i~ Z~:g ~~~:~ ~g~~ ~ i~~zg ig~ ~~ ~~~4~~ig ~f~§~6 ~~:~ 1~:~ ~g~~ ~ tf~~~ tg~ ~~~ ~~~~t~gg 
672617 70.6 331.2 6121 H 20/09 103 36 F2846/17 673831 51.2 7.1 8056 H 17/23 103 233 F2851/07 
672BIB 68.1 334.1 6102 tl 19/57 103 46 F2846/18 673832 47.8 6.0 8CS7 H 17/27 103 216 P2S51/08 
672819 69.0 327.1 6167 H 20/25 103 42 P2846/19 673833 50.7 3.4 8051 H 17/38 103 221 P2851/09 
672B20 66.6 330.4 6150 H 20/12 103 52 P2846/20 673B34 47.2 2.4 8086 H 17/42 103 203 P2851/10 
672B21 67.4 323.8 6218 H 20/38 103 43 P2846/21 673835 50.0 359.3 8053 H 17/54 103 202 P2S51/11 
672B22 65.1 327.2 620] H 20/25 103 57 P2846/22 673636 46.5 358.9 8093 H 17/56 103 189 P2851/12 
672B23 65.7 320.6 6278 H 20/51 103 52 P28~6/23 673837 49.3 355.9 8065 H 18/08 103 182 F2851/13 
672824 63.3 324.0 6268 H 20/33 103 61 P28~6/24 673B38 45.7355.S 8110 H 18/10 103 174 P2851/14 
672B25 73.0 26.2 6413 H 16/31 103 316 P2347/01 673639 48.4 352.3 8086 H 18/23 103 159 P2851/1S ~f~~~~ fg:~ ~3:~ ~~6~ ~ t~~~~ ig~ ~~i ~~~~f~g~ ~~~~~~ ~~:~ ~~~:~ ~if~ ~ i~~~~ ig~ i*g ~~~~i~i~ 
672B28 70~2 17.5 ~372 H 17/06 103 315 PZ847/04 673B42 43.6 348.8 8173 H 18/37 103 147 P2851/18 
672B29 72.6 13.5 6401 H 17/22 103 329 P2847/05 673843 46.1 345.4 8157 H 18/51 103 131 P2851/19 ~f~~~~ ~~:~ 1~:~ 6~g~ ~ lf~~~ i8~ ~~~ ~§~~f~8~ ~~~~~~ ~~:~ ~~~:~ ~~6~ ~ i~~6g ig~ i~~ ~~~~i~~~ 
672B32 6".3 5.6 6373 H 17/54 103 339 P2847/03 673849 46.2 19.8 8590 H 16/35 103 238 P2852/01 
672B33 7:.4 1.0 6409 H 18/12 103 350 P2847/09 673850 42.6 18.6 8639 H 16/40 103 228 P2852/02 
672834 68.6 .6 6385 H 18/14 103 355 P2847/10 67!651 46.1 16.3 8557 H 16/49 103 233 P2852/03 
672835 7r..o 355.4 6423 H 18/35 103 3 P2847/11 673552 42.5 14.8 8601 H 16/56 103 222 P2852/04 
672B36 6:'.7 355.6 6401 H 18/34 103 14 P2847/12 67355~- 45.9 12.5 8528 H 17/05 103 227 P2852/05 672837 6 n .S 350.0 6443 H 18/57 103 16 P2847/13 67385 42.2 11.3 8578 H 17/10 103 215 P2852/06 
672638 66.7350.B 6426 H 18/54 103 31 P2847/14 67365 45.5 8.5 8507 H 17/21 103 218 P2S52/07 672639 6C.4 345.3 6470 H 19/16 103 28 P2847/15 673556 41.7 7.6 8563 H 17/25 103 207 P2852/08 
672B40 9~.6 346.5 6456 H 19/11 103 43 P2847/16 673657 44.9 4.9 8499 H 17/36 103 208 P2852/09 
672B41 0 .• 1 340.7 6505 H 19/34 103 38 F2847/17 673B58 41.1 4.1 8559 H 17/39 103 197 P2852/10 
672642 6' •. 3 342.3 6494 H 19/28 103 53 P2847/18 673659 44.2 1.3 8501 H 17/50 103 195 P2852/11 
672643 6:-.7 336.6 6546 H 19/51 103 46 P2847/19 673660 40.4 .8 8566 H 17/52 103 187 P2852/12 
672B44 6: •. 0 333.7 6538 H 19/42 103 60 P2347/20 673861 43.4 357.9 8512 H 18/04 103 181 P2852/13 
672845 6' .• 2 332.9 6594 H 20/06 103 52 P2847/21 673862 39.6 357.6 8584 H 18/05 103 176 P2852/14 ~~~~~~ ~t':~ Ht~ ~~~~ ~ ~6~~6 ig~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~H~g~ ~§:~ ~~~:l ~~fl ~ i~~U i8~ t~~ ~~~~~~i~ 
672648 5~.9 331.7 6652 H 20/11 103 68 P2847/2~ 673865 41.4 351.3 8566 H 18/30 103 155 PZ852/17 
672849 6~.8 27.9 6855 H 16/28 103 302 P2848/01 673666 37.4 351.1 8651 H 18/31 103 156 P2852/18 
672650 6~.0 25.0 6825 H 16/40 103 292 P2848!02 673667 40.2 348.1 8609 H 18/43 103 145 P2852/19 
672B51 6f.7 22.8 6841 H 16/49 103 306 P2848/03 673868 36.1 348.1 8701 H 18/43 103 148 P2852/20 
672852 6~.9 19.7 6810 H 17/01 103 297 P2848/04 675601 S8.3 1.9 711B H 16/18 104 262 P2853/01 ~~~~~2 ~h:g i~:~ ~~B~ ~ i~~~~ ig~ ~6~ ~~~~~~gg ~+~gg~ g~:~ 358:~ f6~~ n i~~~~ ig~ ~gg ~~~~~~g~ 
672855 61>.0 11.1 6824 H 17/35 103 322 P2848/07 675804 55.5 355.9 7106 H 16/42 104 245 P2853/04 
672656 6~.0 9.7 6802 H 17/41 103 312 P2848/03 675B05 58.3 353.9 7081 H 16/51 104 256 P2853/05 
672657 67.4 5.5 6825 H 17/58 103 335 P2848/09 675B06 55.4 351.8 7090 H 16/59 104 238 P2853/06 
672858 6<·.4 4.7 6807 H 18/01 103 332 P2848/10 675B07 58.0 349.8 7071 H 17/07 104 251 P2853/07 
672B59 6~~ ...•. 66 •• 4~ 6834 H 18/19 103 332 P28~8/11 675608 55.1 348.2 7085 H 17/14 104 230 P2853/08 672BoO. 6820 H 18/20 103 3 P2848/12 675809 57.7 345.7 7067 H 17/24 104 243 P2853/09 
672B61 ~.7 355. 6850 H 18/38 103 ~31 P28;S/13 675BI0 54.6 344.3 7086 H 17/29 104 216 P2853/10 672B6~ 6?.7 355.9 6840 H 18/~7 103 _ P2848/14 675611 S7.2 341.6 7071 H 17/40 104 226 P2853/11 
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72.6 328.1 69.8 327.0 
71. 9 321. 9 







67.4 301.0 6{.6 303.0 







7093 H 17/45 104 198 P2S53/12 
7082 H 17/56 104 193 P2853/13 
7109 H 17/59 104 176 P2853/14 
7101 H 18/11 104 153 P2853/15 
7132 H 18/13 104 157 P2853/16 
7127 H 18/26 104 131 P2853/17 
7163 H 18/28 104 141 P2853/18 
7161 H 18/41 104 119 P2853/19 
7201 H 18/41 104 132 P2853/20 
7202 H 18/54 104 113 P2853/21 
7249 H 18/54 104 124 P2853/22 
7255 H 19/09 104 109 P2853/23 
7305 H 19/07 104 120 P2853/24 
7591 H 16/24 104 247 P2854/01 
7619 H 16/31 104 236 P2854/02 
7566 H 16/39 104 2<+3. P2854/03 
75S0 H 16/46 104 230 P2854/04 
7543 H 16/55 104 237 P2854/05 
7571 H 17/02 104 223 P2854/06 
7529 H 17/11 104 230 P2854/07 
7561 H 17/17 104 214 P2854/08 
7524 H 17/26 104 219 P2854/09 
7562 H 17/30 104 204 P2854/10 
7526 H 17/40 104 205 P2854/11 
7568 H 17/44 104 191 P2854/12 
7537 M 17/56 104 185 P2854/13 
7583 H 17/58 104 178 P2854/14 
7557 H 18/10 104 166 P2854/15 
7608 M 18/12 104 164 P2854/16 
7584 H 18/24 104 150 P2854/17 
7640 M 18/24 104 154 P2854/18 
7620 M 18/37 104 139 P2854/19 
7682 H 18/37 104 144 P2854/20 
7666 M 18/50 104 130 P2854/21 
7733 M 18/49 104 137 P2854/22 
7719 M 19/03 104 124 P2854/23 
7796 M 19/02 104 131 P2854/24 
8079 M 16/24 104 236 P2855/01 
8132 M 16/29 104 228 P2855/02 
8049 M 16/37 104 232 P2855/03 
8094 M 16/44 104 222 P2855/04 
8019 M 16/52 104 227 P2855/05 
8069 H 16/58 104 216 PZS55/06 
7999 M 17/07 104 219 P2855/07 
8053 M 17/12 104 209 P2855/08 
7989 M 17/21 104 210 P2855/09 
8048 M 17/26 104 200 P2855/10 
7988 H 17/35 104 200 P2855/11 
8052 H 17/38 104 191 P2855/12 
7996 M 17/49 104 188 P2855/13 
8064 M 17/51 104 182 P2855/14 
8013 H 18/03 104 175 P2855/15 
8087 H 18/05 104 171 P2855/16 
8039 H 18/15 104 163 P2855/18 
8120 H 18/18 104 162 P2855/20 
8075 M 18/29 104 152 P2855/22 
8160 H 18/29 104 154 P2855/24 
8120 H 18/41 104 144 P2855/26 
8213 H 18/42 104 147 P2855/27 
8177 H 18/54 104 137 P2855/28 
5999 H 16/33 104 335 P2856/01 
5959 M 16/56 104 335 P2856/02 
6004 M 17/14 104 343 P2856/03 5962 H 17/28 104 344 P2856/04 
6010 M 17/52 104 351 P2856/05 
5971 H 17/57 104 355 P2856/06 
6021 M 18/24 104 P2856/07 
5986 H 18/23 104 5 P2856/08 
6039 H 18/54 104 9 P2856/09 
g8~~ n i~~t~ 18~ i~ ~~~~g~i~ 
6033 M 19/09 104 26 P2856/12 
6091 H 19/39 104 26 P2856/13 
6065 H 19/29 104 36 P2856/14 
6128 M 19/59 104 33 P2856/15 
6105 M 19/47 104 43 P2e·56/16 
6170 M 20/15 104 40 P2856/17 
6149 H 20/02 104 49 P2856/18 
6220 M 20/31 104 45 P2856/19 
6201 H 20/16 104 54 P2856/20 
6275 H 20/44 104 50 P2856/21 
6262 M 20/30 104 59 P2856/22 
6340 M 20/56 104 54 P2856/23 
6332 M 20/42 104 62 P2856/24 
6405 M 16/30 104 321 P2857/01 
6371 M 16/44 104 315 P2857/02 
6403 H 16/56 104 328 P2857/03 
6367 H 17/09 104 324 P2857/04 
6401 H 17/24 104 337 P2857/05 
6369 H 17/32 104 335 P2857/06 
6406 M 17/51 104 347 P2857/07 6378 H 17/55 104 350 P2857/08 
6418 H 18/16 104 359 P2857/09 
6393 M 18/19 104 8 P2857/10 
6437 M 18/41 104 12 P2857/11 
6416 H 18/39 104 24 P2857/12 
6462 M 19/02 104 23 P2857/13 
6444 M 18/59 104 38 P2857/14 
6494 M 19/22 104 34 P2857/15 
6479 M 19/16 104 48 P2857/16 
6533 M 19/40 104 42 P2857/17 
6521 M 19/32 104 55 P2857/18 
6577 M 19/56 104 49 P2857/19 
6570 M 19/47 104 61 P2857/20 
6631 M 20/11 104 54 P2857/21 
6627 M 20/01 104 66 P2657/22 
6692 H 20/25 104 59 P2857/23 
6692 M 20/14 104 69 P2857/24 























































































































































































































6792 H 16/48 104 291 P2858/02 
6806 H 16/58 104 308 P2858/03 
~~g~ ~ l~~g~ 19~ ~i~ ~~~~~~g~ 
6782 H 17/29 104 305 P2858/06 
6802 H 17/42 104 330 P2858/07 
6788 M 17/47 104 323 P2858/08 
6811 M 18/02 104 349 P2858/09 
6801 H 18/05 104 P2858/10 
6827 M 18/21 104 11 P2858/11 
6821 M 18/22 104 41 P2858/12 
6849 M 18/40 104 33 P2858/13 
6847 H 18/39 104 63 P2858/14 
6879 H 18/57 104 48 P2858/15 
6882 M 18/55 104 72 P2858/16 
6917 M 19/14 104 58 P2858/17 
6924 M 19/10 104 77 P2858/18 
6962 M 19/29 104 65 P2858/19 
6973 M 19/24 104 81 P2858/20 
7014 M 19/43 104 69 P2858/21 
7030 H 19/38 104 83 P2858/22 
7076 H 19/57 104 73 P2858/23 
7096 H 19/51 104 84 P2858/24 
7253 H 16/35 104 282 P2859/01 
7241 M 16/45 104 268 P2859/02 
7236 M 16/54 104 285 P2859/03 
7227 H 17/02 104 266 P2859/04 
7227 H 17/13 104 289 P2859/05 
7221 M 17/20 104 264 P2859/06 
7224 H 17/32 104 296 P2859/07 
7221 M 17/38 104 258 P2859/08 
7228 H 17/51 104 312 P2859/09 
7230 H 17/55 104 236.P2859/10 
7240 M 18/09 104 P2859/11 
7246 H 18/11 104 130 P2859/12 
7260 H 18/26 104 48 P2859/13 
7269 M 18/26 104 107 P2859/14 
7288 H 18/43 104 67 P2859/15 
7301 M 18/42 104 101 P2859/16 
7322 M 18/58 104 75 P2859/17 
7341 H 18/57 104 99 P2859/18 
7366 M 19/13 104 80 P2859/19 
7390 M 19/10 104 98 P2859/20 
7418 H 19/27 104 82 P2859/21 
7447 M 19/24 104 97 P2859/22 
7479 H 19/41 104 84 P2859/23 
7138 M 15/06 116 340 P2860/01 
7073 H 15/37 116 338 P2860/02" 
7137 H 15/41 116 345 P2860/03 
7071 H 16/14 116 347 P2860/04 
7141 H 16/26 116 352 P2860/05 
70Y8 M 16/49 116 355 P2860/06 
7150 H 17/11 116 P2860/07 
7092 H 17/25 116 5 P2860/08 
71~6 M 17/53 116 8 P2860/09 
7114 M 17/59 116 15 P2860/10 
7192 H 18/33 116 16 P2860/11 
7142 M 18/28 116 23 P2860/12 
7226 M 19/07 116 23 P2860/13 
7178 H 18/55 116 31 P2860/14 
7267 H 19/35 116 30 P2860/15 
7223 M 19/20 116 38 P2860/16 
7317 M 20/00 116 35 P2860/17 
7278 H 19/43 116 44 P2860/18 
7377 M 20/21 116 41 P2860/19 
7339 H 20/02 116 49'P2860/20 
7444 M 20/39 116 45 P2860/21 
7412 H 20/20 116 53 P2860/22 
7523 H 20/56 116 49 P2860/23 
7498 H 20/37 116 57 P2860/24 
7484 M 15/34 116 328 P2862/01 
7430 M 15/59 116 325 P2862/02 
7474 M 16/05 116 336 P2862/03 
7427 M 16/25 116 335 P2862/04 
7474 H 16/36 116 346 P2862/05 
7431 M 16/52 116 349 P2862/06 
7482 M 17/06 116 357 P2862/07 
7444 H 17/16 116 3 P2862/08 
7498 M 17/35 116 8 P2862/09 
7464 M 17/41 116 19 P2862/10 
7521 H 18/02 116 19 P2862/11 
7492 M 18/05 116 32 P2862/12 
7553 M 18/29 116 29 P2862/13 
7527 H 18/27 116 43 P2862/14 
7593 M 18/53 116 38 P2862/15 
7571 H 18/48 116 51 P2862/16 
7641 H 19/14 116 45 P2862/17 
7625 H 19/08 116 57 P2862/18 
7699 M 19/34 116 51 P2862/19 
7686 H 19/26 116 62 P2862/20 
7766 M 19/53 116 56 P2862/21 7756 H 19/42 116 66 P2862/22 
7842 M 20/09 116 60 P2862/23 
7840 H 19/59 116 69 P2862/24 
7830 H 15/50 116 307 P2861/01 
7799 H 16/07 116 295 P2861/02 
7816 H 16/14 116 316 P2861/03 
7791 M 16/28 116 303 P2861/04 
7813 M 16/37 116 328 P2861/05 
7793 M 16/49 116 319 P2861/06 
7818 M 17/02 116 347 P2863/01 
7802 H 17/11 116 357 P2863/02 
7832 M 17/24 116 9 P2863/03 
7821 H 17/31 116 36 P2863/04 
7855 H 17/46 116 29 P2863/05 
7849 H 17/51 116 59 P2863/06 
7886 H 18/07 116 44 P2863/07 
7884 M 18/10 116 69 P2863/08 
7928 M 18/29 116 55 P2863/09 
3-174 
UK)NG ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. VIKING ORBITER PICTURES SORTED BY PICNO. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PICNO LrT LON RANGE F TOO LS SCAZ ORDERNBR PICNO LAT LON RANGE F Teo LS SCAZ ORDERNBR 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
701864 5'J.4 77.7 7930 H 18128 116 75 P2863/10 704615 52.5 53.7 7652 H 18/03 117 128 P2871/05 
701865 62.5 72.2 7983 H 18/50 116 59 P2865/01 704616 49.0 52.7 7719 H 18/07 117 135 P2871/06 
701B66 5(".3 73.3 7984 M 18/46 116 78 P2865/02 704617 51.7 49.9 7708 H 18/19 117 122 P2871/07 
701B67 61'.5 68.1 8037 H 19/07 116 67 P2865/03 704B18 48.2 49.0 7781 H 18/22 117 129 P2871/08 
701B68 5;'.1 69.0 8049 H 19/03 116 81 P2865/04 704B19 50.8 46.2 7772 H 18/33 117 118 P2871/09 
701B69 59.0 63.7 810S H 19/25 116 71 P2865/05 704B20 47.2 45.7 7852 H 18/35 117 126 P2871/1~ 
701670 55.6 64.8 8128 H 19/20 116 83 P2865/06 704B21 49.7 42.7 7845 H 18/47 117 115 P2871/1 
701B71 57.4 59.3 8193 H 19/42 116 74 P2865/07 704B22 46.0 42.2 7935 H 18/49 117 122 P2871/1 
701B72 54.0 61.0 8213 M 19/35 116 84 P2865/0S 704825 48.0 80.2 7963 H 16/20 117 217 P8376/01 
701873 59.1 115.5 8227 H 16/00 116 282 P2864/01 704626 44.7 78.6 8023 H 16/26 117 208 P2869/02 
701874 55.9 113.1 8223 H 16/09 116 262 P2864/02 704827 48.1 77.4 7964 H 16/31 117 209 P2869/03 
701875 59.2 111.8 8218 H 16/15 116 284 P2864/03 704828 44.8 75.3 8022 H 16/40 117 199 P2869/04 
701876 56.0 108.6 8210 H 16128 116 258 P2864/04 704829 48.1 73.9 7966 H 16/45 117 198 P2869/05 
701B77 59.3 106.7 8209 H 16/35 116 289 P2864/05 704830 44.8 71.8 8029 H 16/54 117 190 P2869/06 
701B78 56.0 104.2 820S M 16/45 116 249 P2864/06 704831 48.1 70.3 7977 H 17/00 117 186 P2869/07 
701679 59.2 101.8 8210 H 16/55 116 300 P2864/07 704B32 44.7 6S.6 8044 H 17/07 117 ISO P2869/08 
701880 55.8 99.6 8213 H 17/04 116 222 P2864/08 704633 47.9 66.8 7996 H 17/14 117 174 P2869/09 
701881 58.9 97.0 8220 H 17/14 116 350 P2864/09 704834 44.4 65.1 8069 H 17/21 117 III P2869/10 
701B82 55.5 95.3 8228 H 17121 116 155 P2864/10 704635 47.5 63.4 8023 H 17/28 117 1 2 P2869/11 
701B83 58.5 92.3 8238 H 17/33 116 58 P2S64/11 704836 43.9 61.7 8103 ~ 17/34 117 161 P2869/12 
7011384 55.0 91.1 8252 H 17/38 116 121 P2864/12 704B37 47.0 59.7 8060 17/43 117 152 P2869/13 
701B85 57.9 87.8 8266 H 17/51 116 75 P2864/13 704638 43.4 58.6 8145 17/47 117 154 p2869/14 
701886 54.3 86.8 8285 H 17/55 116 110 P2864/14 704B39 46.5 56.4 8104 H 17/56 117 144 p2869/15 
701B87 57.0 83.4 8303 M 18/09 116 82 P2.864/15 704B40 42.7 55.3 8197 H 18/00 117 147 P2869/16 
701888 53.5 82.8 8327 H 18/12 116 105 P2864/16 704B41 45.7 53.1 8159 H 18/09 117 138 ~2869/17 
701B89 56.1 78.9 8351 H 18/27 116 85 P2864/17 704642 41.8 52.1 8259 H 18/13 117 142 2869/18 
701890 52.5 78.8 8380 H 18/28 116 103 P2864/18 704643 44.7 49.5 8225 H 18/24 117 132 ~2869/19 
701B91 55.0 74.7 8408 H 18/44 116 86 P2864/19 704844 40.7 48.7 8335 H 18/27 117 137 2869/20 
701892 51.3 74.9 8443 H 18/44 116 101 P2864/20 704645 43.6 46.2 8301 H 18/37 117 128 P2869/21 
701893, 53.7 70.6 8476 H 19/01 116 87 P2864/21 704646 39.5 45.5 8421 H 18/40 117 133 P28~9/22 
701B94 50.0 71.1 8517 H 18/59 116 100 P2864/22 704B49 41.3 80.9 8481 H 16/21 117 211 P2871/13 
701695 52.3 66.6 8556 N 19/17 116 88 P2864/23 704B50 37.8 78.6 8562 H 16/30 117 203 P2871/14 
701896 48.5 67.2 8606 M 19/15 116 99 P2864/24 704651 41.6 77.2 8469 H 16/35 117 20g P2871/15 
703801 64.5 175.8 2659 H 9/53 117 291 P2666/01 704852 37.9 75.4 8557 M 16/43 117-19 P2871/16 
703B02 65.5 173.6 2650 H 10/01 117 287 P2866/02 704853 41.7 73.9 8469 H 16/49 117 194 P2871/17 
703B03 65.3 175.8 2659 H 9/53 117 292 P2866/03 704B54 38.0 71.9 8561 H 16/57 117 188 P2871/18 
703504 66.3 173.8 2648 H 10/01 117 287 P2866/04 704855 41.6 70.3 8478 H 17/03 117 184 P2871/19 
703805 66.2 176.1 2656 H 9/52 117 292 P2866/05 704856 37.8 68.7 8576.H 17/10 117 180 P2871/20 
703806 67.2 173.9 2646 M 10/01 117 2S7 P2866/06 704857 41.4 67.0 8497 H 17/17 117 175 P2871/21 
703607 67.1 176.3 2654 H 9/51 117 293 P2866/07 704858 37.5 65.5 8602 H 17/23 117 173 P2871/22 
703808 68.1 174.1 2637 H 10/00 117 287 P2866/08 704659 41.0 63,.6 8527 H 17/31 117 166 P2871/23 
703B09 68.0 176.5 2655 H 9/51 117 293 P2866/09 704B60 37.1 62.3 8638 M 17/36 117 166 P2871/24 
703BI0 69.0 174.2 2649 H 10/00 117 2S7 P2866/10 704B61 40.5 60.3 8567 H 17/44 117 158 P2871/2~ 
703811 68.8 176.8 2657 H 9/50 117 294 P2866/11 704E62 36.4 58.9 8688 H 17/50 117 159 P2871/2 
703612 69.9 174.4 2652 H 9/59 117 288 P2866/12 705801 84.8 143.0 3602 H 10/52 118 43 P2872/01 
703813 69.7 177.0 2661 H 9/49 117 295 P2866/13 705802 85.2 124.8 3602 H 12105 118 56 P2872/02 
703814 70.l 174.5 2657 H 9/59 117 288 P2e66/14 705B03 85.7 141.6 3627 H 10/58 118 49 P2872/0~ 
703B15 70. 177.3 2666 M 9/48 117 296 P2866/15 705804 86.2 118.0 3630 M 12132 118 63 P2872/0 
703816 71.6 174.8 2663 H 9/58 117 289 P2866/16 705805 86.9 139.5 3656 H 11/06 118 55 PZ872105 
703817 71.4 177.7 2673 H 9/46 117 29S P2866/17 70580" 87.2 106.6 3662 H 13/18 118 67 P2872/06 
703818 72.5 175.0 2671 H 9/57 117 289 P2866/18 705807 88.0 136.0 3688 H 11121 118 60 P2872/07 
703B19 72.3 178.0 2681 H 9/45 117 300 P2866/19 705B08 88.0 83.8 3696 H 14/50 118 P P2872/08 
703B20 73.4 175.2 2680 H 9/56 117 290 P2866/20 705809 89.2 121.1 3724 H 12120 118 4 P2872/09 
703B21 73.2 178.5 2690 H 9/44 117 303 P2.666121 705810 88.2 46.5 3733 H 17/19 118 74 P2872110 
703822 74.2 175.5 2691 H 9/55 117 292 P2866/22 705811 89.3 348.9 3764 N 21/09 118 68 P2872/11 
703823 74.1 179.0 2701 H 9/41 117 308 P2866/23 705612 87.6 ' 11.0 3776 H 19/41 118 77 P2872/12 
703B24 75.1 175.8 2703 H 9/54 117 294 P2866124 705B13 88.0 332.3 3806 H 22116 118 71 P2872/13 
703825 64.6 170.3 3076 H 10/18 117 295 P2867/01 705814 86.6 355.2 3819 H 20/44 118 79 P2872/14 
703B26 65.4 167.5 3062 H 10/29 117 291 P2e67/02 705815 86.7 328.4 3852 H 22132 118 73 P2872115 
703827 65.4 170.2 3073 M 10/18 117 295 P2867/03 705616 85.4 346.3 3867 H 21120 118 81 ~2872/16 
703B28 66.5 167.4 3054 M 10/29 117 291 P2867/04 705817 85.3 327.1 3901 H 22137 118 75 2872117 
703829 66.5 170.3 3064 H 10/18 117 296 P2867/05 705B18 84.1 341. 7 3916 H 21/39 11B 82 2872118 
703830 67.5 167.5 3047 H 10/29 117 2Q2 P2867/06 705819 84.0 326.3 3953 M 22/40 118 77 P2872119 
703B31 67.5 170.4 3059 H 10/18 117 297 P2867/07 705620 82.7 338.0 3973 M 21/54 118 84 P2872/20 
703832 68.5 167.4 3043 H 10/30 117 293 P2867/08 705B49 82.2 82.8 4536 H 15/00 11B 26 P2872/21 
703B33·68.5 170.4 3056 M 10/18 117 299 P2867/09 705B50 81.0 72.5 4533 H 15/42 118 41 P2872122 
703834 69.5 167.3 3042 H 10/30 117 294 P2667/10 705B51 82.9 p.4 4563 H 15/38 118 36 P287212~ 
703B35 69.6 170.6 3052 H 10/17 117 300 peS67/11 705852 81.4 3.9 4561 H 16/16 118 50 P2B72/2 
703636 70.5 167.4 3040 M 10/30 117 295 P2867/12 
703637 70.5 170.7 3054 H 10/17 117 302 P2867/13 
703638 71 • .!1 167.3 3043 H 10/31 117 296 P2867/14 
703839 71.6 170.9 3054 M 10/16 117 304 P2867/15 
703B40 72.5 167.2 3046 H 10/31 117 298 P2867/16 
703641 72.5 171.0 3059 H 10/16 117 307 P2867/17 
703842 73.5 167.2 3051 H 10/31 117 301 P2867/18 
703843 73.5 171.1 3065 H 10/16 117 310 P2867/19 
703644 74.5 167.1 3059 H 10/32 117 304 P::867120 
703B45 74.5 171.3 3073 H 10/15 117 315 P2667/21 
703846 75.5 167.0 3068 H 10/33 117 308 P2867/22 
703847 75.5 171.5 3082 H 10/14 117 320 P2867/23 
703848 76.5 166.9 3078 M 10/33 117 314 P2867/24 
703649 64.7 165.0 3486 H 10/42 117 296 P2866125 
703850 65.5 161.5 3465 H 10/56 117 292 P2866/30 
703651 65.B 164.7 3475 H 10/43 117 296 P2668/01 
703B52 66.8 161.2 3449 H 10/57 117 292 P2868/02 
703853 67.0 164.5 3461 H 10/44 117 298 P2868/03 
703854 68.0 160.8 3437 H 10/59 117 293 P2868/04 
703B55 68.2 164.2 3449 H 10/45 117 2q9 P2868/05 
703856 69.2 160.3 3428 H 11/01 117 294 P2868/06 
703857 69.4 163.9 3441 H 10/47 117 300 P2868/07 
703858 70.3 159.9 3423 H 11/03 117 296 P2868/08 
703859 70.6 163.7 3434 H 10/48 117 303 P2868/09 
703B70 77.0 155.1 3437 N 11/23 117 314 P2868/10 
703B71 77.4 160.B 3454 H 11/00 117 327 P2868/11 
703872 7B.l 153.9 3448 H 11/28 117 322 P2868/12 
704801 54.0 79.9 7497 H 16/17 117 228 P2870/01 
704B02 51.0 78.3 7535 H 16/24 117 214 P2870/02 
704803 54.1 77.1 7501 H 16/28 117 219 P2870/03 
704B04 51.2 74.4 7535 H 16/39 117 202 P2870/04 
704805 54.2 73.1 7506 H 16/45 117 202 P2870/05 
704806 51.2 70.B 7545 H 16/54 117 189 PZ870/06 
704B07 54.2 69.2 7519 H 17/00 117 182 P2870/07 
704B08 51.0 67.2 7563 H 17/09 117 175 P2870/08 
704809 54.0 65.2 7540 H 17/16 117 162 P2870/09 
704610 50.7 63.4 7590 M 17/24 117 161 P2870/10 
704B11 53.6 61.4 f569 n 17/32 117 147 P2871/01 
704612 50.3 5~.8 624 7/38 117 151 P2871/02 704B13 53.1 5 .5 7606 H 17/48 117 136 P2871/03 
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